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230

on

Whitby

royal,

public

ABATEMENT, smoke, 129

Abbeys: Newniinster, 102

(bombardnient of) 700

Absent friends, to all, 801

Academy: Bristol, lunettes

students' work at, 7C7

Accommodation, sanitary,

works, 607

Acoustics of auditoria, 144

\dnMMistration of bousing Act, 1914, J^o

.\dvertisers. American, and building

construction, 201, 230, 292

Advertising: campaign, all Britlsti,

608; hoarding, by-laws as to. 582; wny

stop, 291 . o .u
Afforestation: British, 009; in South

Australia, OOG

African, South, society of architects,

613
Aggregate in concrete, slag as. 42a

Alarmist reports, risk of spreading, 304

Alien: architects and, 58S. 005; share-

holders. 325

Aliens' changed names. 509

Mi-British advertising campaign. 008

Alleged destructive church rchtoration.

737. 741

Allied societies and the n.I.B.A.. 2. 9

Amalgamation of institute and society.

suggested. 323

Ambulance designs, army. :"iSS

Amended regulations, technical schools

:ind schools o( art. SOO

America, uniform building specifica-

tions for. 509 ...,,
American: advertisers and buiUling

construction. 2U1. 25!). 292; architects-

relief committee. 638; output of

cement, 201 ,. . .

Ancient: architecture, 426; lights.

Uocker v. Shields, 42

Antinoi;. recent discoveries at, 94

Antiquaries. Bristol society of. SO.!

Antique ironwork, manufacture of. 380

Appeal. Luuisden. 107, 127. 103. 4.".7

Application, practical, of reinforced

concrete construction, 05. 170. 207

.\pproved society, architects'. 709

Aquarium. Brighton. 103. 034

Acquisition of land. 798

Arbitrations: Hedwas. 600; Itrislol dock,

637. 60S 698; Clieetham (limber

traile) 375; Colnhrook, :i24

;

Abbot, 43, 037; Orfordliess, 129

Arbitrator, engineer as, 12S

Arbroath, the Abbot's hoii

Archmological: association. Bristol. 73.

100; institute, royal (:it Derby) 3S

Archirologists at Colchester. 10

Architect: and alien. 585, 005; Dundee

fchool board and their. 4*8. .',22. 038.

795; Edinburgh school board and

their. 511; S1;ite. New York. 732;

voung. what will be Income'; 7117

Architects: approved society. 709:

association (Saskatchewan) .'lOil ; Aus-

tralian, in I'liited States and Canada,

09; British, roval inslitiile. 2, 9. 74.

.181. 585. 643. 697. 708 (allied societies

and) '*9 (and tJerman architects) 801

(and the War) 207. 227. 2.14. 2,58. 270.

:!64 .384 (charter) 163. .303. 3'23 (ex-

aminatioiii ui, 41. 136. 304. .5:is. 819

(kalemiar) 000 (liceuliates and) i4.

109 (regi'tralion by i-hartCT) 2. 9

(veterans ofl 323; dead. verb;il

ccrlilicates of. 66s; cnlislinc. 323. 3:.4.

384" fees. 42: force of. 227; (ilasgow

institute of. .5.'«; Manchester, vi^^it

Birmingham, 162; needed knowledge,

»; of Ireland, royal institute, in. 4r9;

on service, comforts for. 429. 448. 76'2

;

registration (in United Slates) 777 (in

Victoria) 6.'IS; relief eoninuttee.

American. 6.38; societies (Manchester)

479 492. 50S. ,539 (Slieffleld) 648

(fl'ster) 508. .586. 761 : .society of. 304.

.550. .586, 616. "94 (and professional

Newton

241

ethics) 459 (and the War) 459 (free-

masons' lodge) 700; threefold position,

3'4 volunteer training corps, 428

;

War committee, 364, 3S4, 393, 417, 493,

621; wife, restitution suit by, 12;

voung, some hints to, 63

Architectural: and building con-

struction plates, 488; associations

(Birmingham) 6S0, 048 (Kdinburgh) 38,

106 102, 197 (Ireland) 697, |94

(London) 479, 508, .549, 554, 736 (and

the War) 323. 417 (school) 418 (do.,

students' drawings) 8, 99 (Northern)

195 697; craftsmen's society, Glasgow,

448 508, 637, 697. 700; detail, definite

eviiression in. 453; institute of

Canada. 305; museum. Melbourne. 4o0

;

societies (Leeds and West Yorkshire)

637 073. 700 (Liverpool) 573 (Notting-

ham and Derby) 7'2S ; stall. H.M. Olhce

of Works, 11; students, warning to,

207; tour in South of France, 109

Architecture: ancient, 420; character

in 109; Early Renaissance in tng-

laild, 7; Gothic, 454 (guide to) 548;

schools of (A. A.) 8, 99, 418 (University

college) 418

Arc bungalows a danger to public

health? 42

Argyll-place, Early Georgian llttings

from, 94

Arms of City of London, 542

\rrangeinent, deeds of, 397

Art: and history, German sins against,

448; and war, thoughts on, 650, 554;

examinations in, 169; It;ilian, Sir C.

Holrovd on, 94 ; masters, national

society of, 102; of Englishmen, 648;

royal "college of, designs, 134; schools,

amended regulations, 800; wood-

carving, school of, 418

Arterial roads in Greater London, 44

Artificial: colouring of growing wood,

482 ; wood, straw in, 261

Artists and needy charities, 570

Arts, flue, proposed ministry of. 107

Arts. the. and the War. 700

Asphalte: bond with concrete. 38ii

;

companies (and City Corporation)

540. 385 (and Hackney council) 5i0

(and Westminster city council) 509.

678 (Bradshaw's) 576 (Claridge's) .584

deposits, vanadium in, 104; increased

charges for, 541

Assessment of reversion duty, 128. 143

Assistance to the enemy. 292. 323

Associated Portland Cement Manufac- .

turers and the War. 325. 410. 449 _

Associations: archicological (British) i3.

100; architects (Saskatchewan) .50;i

;

architectural (Birmingham) 686. 648 i

(Edinburgh) 38. 100. 162. 197 (Ireland)

697 794 (London) 479, .508, 549, 5;)4,

7;i0 (and the War) 3'23, 417 (schooLs) '

418 (do., students' drawings) 8. 99

(Northern) 195. 697; British (in Aus-

tralia) 237; income-tax protection.

482; master builders' (Bristol) 10

(Liverpool) 479 (Ixjndon) 819; quantity

surveyors'. 10; royal engineers' old

comrades. 541 ; sanitary inspectors,

573; surveyors (Wiltshire) 819

Aston Hall and .lolin Thorpe, 579

Asylums, lunatic; Bark Prewett, 241;

Whittingham, 655

Ateliers in London, first, 241. .304. 354,

460; second, 107, i:i6. 173

Atberstone: guardians and uncmiiloy-

nient. 228; water supply. 481

Auditoria: acoustics of. 144; ventila-

tion of. 174

Australia. South, afforestation in. 606

Australian: architects In United Slates

and Canada, 69; products, prcfcrnce

for, 791

Ai.>lrian oak. 742. 7«I. 793

Awards, Designing Club, 422

•Kyrshirc, waterwords extension in, lO.

BAILY, J. T. H.. the late. 070

Baker. Walter. Exeter, in re. i-ib

Ball, new lime. Greenwich. 198

Bankruptcies, builders'. 3.)3 304

Bankruptcy Act. the new. 304. 397

Banks: Cork (Monster and Eeinster)

33' • King William-street. HI.-

(Victoria) 76; to finance contracts, /ll

Bath- an economically-run holwater.

480; the baths of. 428

Baths; Bath city. 428; Hendon. 401. ..i8.

Torquay (medical) 172 ...
Baxter, 'itichard. and Kldderminstet

church, 103

Beams, weight on, 355

Beaux art ateliers: first, 241, 304,

second. 107. 130. 173

Belfast, the streets of. 850 _

Belgian: war on German trade in. /J.i.

workmen, handicrafts for. 63j

Bell. E. Ingress, the late. 302

Bench marks, new permanent. 94

Benevolent institution, builders .
138

Birkenhead housing scheme. 510

Birmingham: architectural association.

,580. 648; housing problem. 509, 5.i4

;

Manchester architects visit, 10-

;

municipal undertakings. 542; town

planning in. 511

Bituminous: concrete. 200; pavement.

gas leakage and. 667

Blind leading the blind. 133

Board of Tr.ide: offices. 713; reorganisa-

tion of. 791

Boarding-house. Durham grammar

school. 619

Boilers. Ideal. 700

Bond between concrete and asphalte,

380- and iron, tests of, 13

Bond, F. Bligh, in re, 418

Booth, A. C. Bulmer. the late. 2/0

Bosch JIagneto Co. fined. 325

Box sectant, 200

Boyd and Forrest v. Glasgow and South

Western Railway Co.. 702

Bradshaw's Asphalte Co.. 6i6

Brasses, hints on rubbing of. 461

Breakwater. Ogden Point. B.C.. 1 )

Brick-cleaning machine. 13

Bricks: English and German exports of,

423; non-plastic. 733

Bridge: foundations, cylinder, 4..1:

repairs, clever, 364; v. culvert for

wat«r conduit, 511 „ . ,

Brid-es: Allestree Ford. 105; Bristol

(ne"wl 258; Greta. Keswick. 198;

Ipswich (Stoke) 292; Lumley. 447;

Quebec. 175; Queensferry (new) 8JJ

;

Richmond (widening) 3; St. Pauls. 14.

44. 70: Southwark. 540, 678; Tunk

lannock railway, 430

Bristol: bridge, a new, 2.58; dock arbi-

tration, 037, 608, 69S: housebuilding

in, 138. 104. 198; housing scheme. 3.50;

master builders' association. 10; saw-

mill proprietors' association, 573;

society of antiquaries, 365

British; archnological association, 73.

106; architects, royal institute of, '2.

9 74 681 .585. 645. 097. 70S (allied

societies and) 2. 9 (and the King's

enemies) 801 (and the War) 207. J-/.

234. 258 (cliarterl 103. 303. 323 (ix-

aminations) 10. 41, 130, 304, 538 819

(kalendar) 000 (licentiates and) 74, lii9

(registration by charter) 2. 9 (veterans

of) 3''3; association ill Australia. '-3.:

made glass. 070: not Germans (Eligert

and Rolfe) 354; Portland Ceinent

Manufacturers. Ltd.. 104. 104; school

at Rome. S19; Uralite Co., 6,6; v.

German-made goods. 303

Brodie. William. Liveriiool. appointmcMl

'"'• !'*
. » „,-,

Bromley, disputed valuation at. 261

Brooke, John, Manchester, the late, 17:,,

200

Bruges: a record and an impression,

459, 493; cathedral misereres. 7'2S

British trade and the War, 357

Brvan, Col. W. B.. the late. 653

Builders; and the Lumsden case. 0,/;

associations. master (liristol) 10

(Liverpool) 479 (London) 819; bank-

ruptcies, 363, 364, 397; benevolent in-

stitution, 133; estimates, 611; fort-

ni^htly certihcates for, 2a8, 303,

liability for damage by King s

enemies, 702; m:ister, reorganising

741; Scottish and measurements ot

carpenters' work, 196; tricks,

" practical." 173

Building; Act. picture-palace and. 418;

construction and advertisers,

American. 201. 259. •292; contracts

(and the Government) 479 (and the

War) 265, 380; inspection in New
York, 482; materials (Egyptian trade

in) .334 (furnace for testing) 301 (rise

in) 325; new. what constitutes a? 699;

News designing club. 100. 644. 70S

(awards) 422; owner as a gambler,

455; prices and the War, 551; regula-

tions for schools (elementary) 103

(secondary) '202; specifications,

uniform, for America, 509; specula-

tive 673; stone, frost resistance of,

37; timber for, 35; trade lock-out,

London, 9. 11, 39, 71, 107, 143. 207;

trades (employers, national federation)

104. 140, 143 (federation. Scottish)

479'(inoratorium and) 291. 303. 585 (the

War and) 173. 207. 258

Buildings, tall, movement of, 424

Bulkheads, tunnel, ceinent sacks as,

326
Bungalows and public health, 42

Burgh buildings, Galashiels. 145

Burnley, demolition orders at, 510

•' Business as usual," 227

Business book, painter's, 400

Business premises: Bishopsgate, E.G..

146, 418; Broadway house, West-

minster ;i9:i; Cardiff (co-operalive)

555; Chectham (Aquatite) 619 ; Eu.ston-

road (Hearts of Oak) 335; Great I'ort-

land-strcet. '208, 242; Liveriiool, 462;

New liond-street, 078; New Bro;id-

street, 8113; New Bridge-street, 176;

Penaiig, 109; Uheinis (vintners') 523

By-laws, building, for Montreal, 606

CAKES and ale, 102

Camp, military. Valcartier. Que.. 4.-i0

Campaign, all British advertising, Ol.»

Canad;i; land purchase boom, 304; royal

architectural institute of, 305

Canadian: Hour sacks, 450; postage

rates, 731

Cancer houses myth, 108

Canterbury, British archieological asso-

ciation at, 73, 100

Capturing German trade, 259, 2,9, 30o,

480, 608, .541. 583

Carlisle cathedral, fresh views of, 16.

Carnarvonshire, housing problem in, 48.

Carpenters' work, measurement of,

Scottish builders and, 196

Carved ivories. 712 _

Castles: Haggerston, :,23, jm. <">.

Tattershall. 197

Cates Mrs. Arthur, the late, 2,0

Cathedrals: Antwerp, 679; Bruges

(misereres) 728; Carlisle (amenities ol)

163; Dunblane, 40, 774; Hereford (and

it, memorials) 394; Lie ilnld

(sedition) 419; Liverpool, 40; llheims

(mutilation of) 397. 429. 454. 4M.;ilO.

730; St. Bertrand de Coniminges. ,1.;

St
'

Paul's (decency and) 39 (free-

masons' service in) 94 (past and

present. F. J. Hall on) 331 ; Senlis (pre-

servation of) 742
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Cement: American output of, 2fil ; a
new, 2(4 ; e.\|)orts, our, 4Si) ; floors,

repiiiriii^', 039 ;
gun. fi(i7

;
joints in

sewur-pipe, 301 ; manul'iiclurc ot (tor

sugar by-products) 301 {in QuecnshuicJ)

305; Portland (and plaster) "'iO. 701

(hydration of) 773; sacks as tuimcl
bulkheads, 3'iG; surfaces, paint oil.

303; Turkish, substitute for, 3SG;
waterproolin;^, 129. 700

Certilicates: fortnightly, to builders,

25S, 303; verbal, of dead architect, OOy

Cbadwick lectures, 542
Chafer and Newman v. Hamlyii. Gf.S

Chamberlain, Joseph: memorial to. 39;

and Highbury, IJirmiiighnm. SOJ
Changed names, aliens', ii09

Chai)L-ls: Hoddesdon (llapt.) fwS : ]\Ian-

che:.ter (Cross-street) 402; Newcastle
under-Lyme (Bapt.) 745; lUicliiI.iIe

(Prim. Meth.) 170
Character: German, in town planning.

50S: in architecture, 1G9
Charges, incre;ised, for asphaltc. J-11

Charities, needy, artists and, .'i7G

Charter: architects* registration hv.

2. 9; licentiates and new, 7-1. lOii;

new, 1G3 (postponed) 303. 323
Chelteiiburn municipal olllces, 44
Churcli: built as business speculation.

742 ;
jiroperty, inventories of, 702

;

restoration, alleged destructive. 737.

741; the English parish, 042
Churches: Antwerp {St. Charles
Borronieo) 680 (St. Paul) 018; IJeacoiis-

field (St. Michael) 555 ; Uoston.
Lines (St. Hotolph) 300 ; Uournt*.
Surrey (St. Thomas) 305; Bristol (St.

Marv Kedclillo) f.;JG (St. Stephen) 274:
Bush-hill. Kntield (St. Mark) 2J0

:

Caniberweli (St. Mark) 774; cinerary
urns in, 143; Cockerhain (St. Michael)
819; Cornhill, li.C. (St. Michael) 4G1

:

Coventry (Holy Trinity) 745; Durham
(St. Oswald. Hodgson Fowler
memorial) 147; English, dedications of,

804 ; Everton (built ;is business
speculation) 742; Ewclme (tomb) 697;
Golder's Green {St. Michael) 335;
Hampstead garden suburb (St. Jude)
07: Harrogate (St. Mary) 587; Hay-
ward's Heath (Congl.) 745; Kirkstead
abbey, 508; Laira, Plymouth (St.
Mary Virgin) 40; LlantH'ithyd (Basset
tomb) 421; Manchester (new) 3S3 (St.
Ann. pulpit) OS; New Catton. Norwich
(St. Luke) 145; Palmer's Green
(Congl.) 4fil ; Puddlctown. tomb in.

697; Kheims (St. Bemi) 485; St.
Bertrand de Comminges, 712 ; Scar-
fjorough (St. Columba) 14G ; Sidmoutli
(tower) 300 ; Tunbridge Wells (St.
Barnabas) 33G: Tutbury (St. Marx)
354: West Wickham (Lambeth lieiii

club at) 39S; Westbourne. Bonrnc-
mouth, S19; Whitekirk. N.B.. 145

Cinema hall. Bye-lane. Peckham, OSO
Cinerary urns in churches. 143
Circular saw. who invented it? 492
City corporation: and electric com-
panies' undertakings. 93: and German
contractors, 510 ; engineer's annual
report, 821

Civic: centre for Exeter, 391; survey of
towng. 63^

Civil engineers, institution of. 570. 5S0
Claims, i tide pen der.t, under Workmen's
Compensation Act. 128

Clapham. F. Dare, the late. 105
Claridgc's Asphalte Co.. Ltd.. .584

Classes, Hugh Myddelton commercial in-

stitute. 4.S0

Cleaning terracotta dressings, 7(in

Clear information for tenderers, 3SG
Cloth Fair, demolition of, 099
Clubhou.ses: Caniberlcv Heath (coif)

523:-Ea-'it Preston (sports) 73: Wilton
. Park, Beaconsfieid (golf) 399; York

(St. Clement) 523
Clnbs : Bfii.Di.sM? News designing, ion.

G44, 708 (awards) 422; North Statfnrd-
sbire licld (in Northuniberlandj 171

Coalfield, the ^lidland. 542
Code, competitions, of Ontario. 397
Colchester, arehaologists at. 10
Collapse of concrete floor. 123
Colleges : CanibricJge (Downinc) 75

;

Edinburgh (trainiiie) 110; r.ia'^i.''iw

(rov;il technicah 292; London (Cni-
versity) lOG. 1G2; Oxford (Corpus
Chri-'ti) 713; royal, of art (designs)
134 ; Tiioresby, Lynn. 000

Colour, philosophy of, 518
Colouring, nrtilicial, of growing wood.
482

Combinite roofing. M'Neill's. 2r>9

ComJorts fur architects on service, 429.
448. 762

Conunission : del credere, in timber
trade. 174; development (and unem-
ployment) 228 (report) 30i ; mining
timber supplie.''. 440

Committee, architerts' war. ?35, .104.

3S4, 393, 417. 493. .521

Compensation for tubj tunnel luider
hou.se. G(i5

Competitions: army ambuLance. 5SS

;

altar (Wimbleilnn. li.c.) 73: a<iuarium
site (Brighton) in:.. f,.t4 ; baths
(Mtndon) 4G1. 07« : bridges (Allcstree
Ford) 105 (St. Paul.•^) 14, 44, 70;
Bi ii.DiNO NKU.S de.siizning club, 100.
044. 70S (awards) 422; causeway and
.sea-wall (Vancouver) 207; civic centre

(Vancouver) 588; clubhouses (East
Preston, sports) 73 (York, St.

Clement) 523; eodo of Ontario, 397;
cottages (Ulackley, Manchester) 11;

decorations of jVustralia tiouse, 271

;

dejiartmental buildings (Ottawa) 73;
dwellings (Chapel-en-le-Frith) 050

(Hollowell, Nurtharnpton) 401, 034

(Liverpool) 53S; home, receiving
(Grimsby) 383; hospital (Southend,
tuberculosis) 588, 034, 078; hotel (New
York, Irwin) 73; houses, workmen's
(Penzance) 7;J ; liousing (Chapel-en-le-
Frith) 447 (Uoncastcr) 210 (Dumfries)
745 (Gildersoine) 73 (Hollowell, North-
ampton) 447 (Potton) 271 : Jones, Owen,
prizes, 195; laying out e>tate (Walton
Hall. Liverpool) 447 ; library, tree

(Westbourne, Bournemouth) 034

;

memorials (Carl vie. (ilasgow) 5.53,

078 (McKinley, Niles. O.) 713 (Scott)
04; masonic ball (Stiike-rm-Trent) 745;
National, 134; ollices (Board of Trade)
713 {municipal, Guildford) 304, 330;
parliament house (Canberra) 11, 73,

195, 410. 401; police-station (Kedbill)

401; replanning (Glasgow. Trongate)
795 ; royal college of art, 134

;

saloon (Whitby Spa) 383; San Fran-
cisco architects and. 228; scholarships
(Bome) II. 3G; schools (Batley) 334
(Gateshead) 11. 140. 553 (London
council) 3S3. 493, 515 (Northampton.
St. James's-road) 242 (Rosyth) 034
(Southport. technical) 271, 008
(Sunderland, secondary) 241; theatre
(Shakespeare natiunal) 73, 140; town-
halls (Middlcton) 105, 210. 234. 242,

741 (St. Pancras) 819; town planning
(Bradford) 73 (Dublin) 241

Concert-hall. Hythe, 147
Concrete: and as|»halte bond, 38G ; and

iron bond, tests of. 13; bituminous,
200; building, for cottages. 392; dis-

integration of, 13; floor collapse. 128;
foundations, German. 510, 554, OOO,

098; lined steel pipe, 293; [)olcs. 772;
proportioning, 802; puddling or ram-
ming, 538; reinforced (cracking of)

570 (in Shanghai) 554 (investigations)
129 (pile.s) 293 (practical application
of) 05, 170. 207 (roof tiles) 542 (slabs,
graphic estimation of) 552 ; slag as
aggregate in, 425; surfaces, paint on,
363

Concreting through open spouts, 357
Conditions of a soldier's life. C48
Construction : American building, and

advertisers, 201. 259. 292; reinforced
concrete, practical application of. 05,

170, 207
Contractors. German: and city corpora-
tion, 540, 585 ; and Hackney council,
570; and Westminster city council, 0O9

Contracts, building: and the Govern-
ment. 479; and the War, 205, 380;
banks to finance. 711

Control of roads in New Zealand. 337
Convalescent home. Parwich, 208
Convent, Bexhill. 273
Converted old Iiouses, 821

Copper tubes, standardising, 325
Corinthian order, origin of. 819
Cornwall : housing in, 731 ; road im-
provements in. 419

Corporation's claim under Housing Act,
037

Corrosion of metal lathing, 801

Cost: of building in Ireland, War and,
554; per head of sanatoria, 205

Cottage homes, White!ey Park, Walton,
lOG

Cottages: Blacklcy. Manchester. U*
Chapel - en - Ic - Frith, fi50 : concrete
building for. 3!)2 : patent (.T. W. Fair-

fax's) 200; provision of, in Ireland, 228
County hall, London. 37, 07. 137
Covent Garden iMarket, resale of, 39. 71

Cracking of reinforced concrete, 570
Craftsmen's societv, Glasgow archi-

tectural. 448, 508." 0.37. 697. 700
Cram. Professor It. A.. IG4

Creak that goe.i with the style, 792
Creue. sewage disposal at. 702

Crueih.x in memorial window, 147

Crystal Palaee a natit)n;il posses.-ion. 107

Cylinder bridge loundations, 454

OAKIN V. Lee. 79G, 821
Dalmatian powder and vermin, 540
Damage : by King's enemies, and

builder's liability, 702; by vibration,
099

Dampcoursc, alleged faulty. 4Sl

Dampnc.=s, insulating buildings against,
13 .

Davis, H. W. B.. R.A.. the late. 710

Dawson, Alfred, the late, 302
Dead architect's verbal certificate. COS

Decorations of Australia hou.se, 271

Dedications and patron .'^aint'; of Engli-b
eburches. 804

Deeds of arrangement. "97

Defective: guHy. liability for. 037; rail-

ings, landlord's liability for, 510

Definite expression in architectural

detail. 453
Del credere commission in timber trade.

174
Demolition orders at Burnley. 510

Departmental buildings. Ottawa, 73

Derby, arcba'ologists at, ZS

Design: historic, 359; the genesis of, 329
Designing club, Biin:DiNa News, lOO, 044,

708 ; awards, 422
Designs: A. A. students, 8. 99; Buil.DiNu
News club, lOO, 044, 768; L.C-C.
schools, 515 ; ]Middleton town hall,

234; national competition, 134; Knme
scholarshii)s, 30; royal college of art,

134; Scott memorial. 04
Destructive church restoration, alleged,

737, 741
Detail, architectural, definite expression

in, 453
Development Commissioners: and 11 n
employment, 22S ; report, 3C1

Dinant and Terinonde, 353
Diseases, tropical, 700
Disintegration of concrete, 13
Distribution, stress, in material^, 237
Dobson v. Horsley, 510

Docks: Bristol (arbitration) C37, COS,

698; Newport, Mon., 72; South Shields.

145; Wall.-crul. 447

Doric temples, 097
Drawings: students'. A. A. fcIiooIs, 8,

99 ; topographical, <if London, 708

;

working, 730
Drill hall, Bishop's Stortford. 10
Dundee : school board and their

architect. 488, 522, 538, 795; town
house, 731

Dust preventives in schools, 2GI

Duties : increment \aliie— Lumsrlen
appeal. 107, 127. 103, 457. 077; in-

habited house, 054; latid, failure of,

6G7; reversion, assessment of. 128,

143; undeveloped land, 540. 542. 035

Dwellings: prehistoric, in Nebraska. 3.0;
workmen's (Hollowell. Northampton)
461, 634 (Liverpool) .'ISS (Ncwcastle-
under-Lyme) 292 ( Whitlingliani) 17G

Dynamic increment of rolling load. 240

EARLY : Benaissance architecture in

England, 7; town planning, 538
Easements, hints about. 547
Ebner, J. F., fined. 35G
Ecclesiological societv, St. Paul's, 94,

448

Economically-run hot-water bath, 4S0
Edinburgh : architectural association,

38, 106, 1G3 (transactions) 197; building
trade, dismal year in, 583; school
board and their architect, 511; town
planning in, 555, 7G2

Edington, Bristol antiquaries at. 73
Education, engineering, in America, 573
Edward VII. memorial. London, 109,790
Egypt exploration fund, G97
Egyptian: temples. 573; trado in build-
ing materials, 334

Elasticity of floors. 448. 480
Electric companies' undertakings: City
Corporation and, 93: L.C.C. and, 137.

143
Electric-light fittings. 542
Elementary school-building regulations.

103

Embroideries, old, of Greek Islands and
Turkey, 641

Encasing a timber lintel, 173
Enemy, the: assistance to, 292, 323;

builder's liability for damage by, 762;
trading with, 429

Engert and Kolfe, British, not Germans,
354

Engineer as arbitrator. 128
Engineering education in America, 573
Engineers: institutions (civil) 570, 586

(junior) 449 (Manchester, gas) .580

(niechanica.1) 201 (municipal arid

county) 228 (munieipal) G48, 704; royal,

old comrades* association, 5(1, 077

Engines, oil, 3S
ErJgland, Early Renuissancc architecture

in, 7

English : churches, dedicalion of. 804

;

parish cliurch planning, growth of. 042
Englishmen, art of. 048
Enlisting, architects, 323. 354. 384

Erosion of marble in open air, 711

Estimates, builders* 611
Ethics, professional, society of archi-

tects and, 459
Ewelme church, tomb in, 697
Exuminatious: cilv and guilds iifttitute.

325; in art. ir.:i ; IM.H.A.. 10, 41. lilO.

304. 538, 81.'); surveyors* inst ituliun.

G4S
Exchange, royal, Calcutta, 17G

Exeter, civic centre for, 391

Exhibitions: A. A. schools (students'
drawings) 8; gyro'copic mechanism
(science museum) 198 ; house-painters
art (Manchester) 197; liousing (Salem,
Mass.) 228; international society of
sculptors, painters, and gravers, 460;
Liverpool (autumn) 481; tondon salon
of photography, 329, 384 ; modern
Spanish pictures ami 5culpture, 454

;

old embroideries, of Greek islands and
Turkey. 041

;
photographs by J.

MeKi^.sark (camera club) GO" ; Itonir

scbolai ships, %C; royal college of art

sketch ebib, 570; royal photograiduc
foeiety. 20G; topographical drawings
of Lonilon, 70S

Exploration fund, Kgy[)t, 697
Exports. Briti-h amt (German brickf.

423; ceuient. 4^!^; iron and steel, 414

l''x[>ression. definite, in architectural
detail. 453

Extraordinary tralTic, what is? 9, 71

FACTOUIES : Chichester (bacon) 72

;

Htallord (boot) 300; to capture
Gertnau trade, 291

Faculty of surveyors of Scotland, 100
Eailuru of land duties, 007
Eiimine in houses at Wallasey, 71
Eaiieuil hall. Boston, Mass., 821
Fast- V. slowly-grown wood, lltH

KauHy dampeourse, alleged. 48l
Federations, national, building trades
employer.^: 1U4. 14u, 143; Scottish do.,
479

Feeble-minded colony, Prudhoc, 447
l'"ecs, architects', 42
Eenecd-in tramlines, 144
Filing and indexing manufacturers' lists,

hou
Finance Act appeal—grass lands. 12
Fine arts' ministry, proposed, 107
Eire: dangers in hospitals. 429; in-

surance retpiirements, 3f>0
;

pui?ip,
turbine v. reciprocating, 13

First atelier in London, 241, 304. 354,
460

Fi.shing in reservoirs, health risks of,
207

Fitting.s, shop. 105

Flint implements from Northfieet, 481

Floor: concrete, collapse of, 128
floors: cement, repairing. 039; elasticity

of, 443, 480
Fogs, French scheme for preventing, 302
Foran v. Attorney-General—minerals
and situ value, 197

Force of architects, a, 227
Forestry : Sandringhaiii, 397 ; English,
report on, 44. 164

Form: IV., High Court's decision on,
791 ; of specification, a very general, 1

Fortnightly certificates to builders, 258,

3U3
Foundations: cylinder bridge, 454;
German concrete, 540, 554, GOO, G98

Free library: Westbourne, Bournemouth,
034

Freemasons*: lodge, society of archi-

tects, 760; service in St. Paul's
Cathedral, 94

French experiment for preventing fog-<.

302
Friend, U. L.. Hereford, in re, 75

Front, sanitation at the, 729

Frost resistance of building stone, 37

Furnace, standards, lor teating building
materials, 301

Furniture, historical. Washington
museum, 511

Future of the Surrey side, 040

GALLERY, National (new pictures) GOD

Gambler, building owner as, 4.55

Gas: engineers, Manchester, 586; leak-

age and bituminous paving, 667

Gate house, club designs, 644

General: form of specification, a very,

1; points on moving large structures,

818
Genesis of design, 329

Georgian fittings I'rom Argyll-place, 94

German: and British exports (bricks)

423 (cement) 489 (iron and steel) 414;

architects. U.I.B.A. and, 801

;

character (in town planning) 508

(Buskin on) 80I; concrete foundations,

540, 554, 606, 693 ; contractors (and
City Corporation) 540, 585 (and
Hackney Council) 576 (and West-
minster city council) 509. 678 (pay-

ments to) G77; glass trade, 354;

influence on the Press, 353; oMlces, re-

insurance in. 364; owned firms. 607;

patent shutter. 005; sins against art

and history, 44S ; trade (capturing)

259, 279. 303, 480, 608, 541, 583 (in

Belgium) 795
Gillespie, Jaines, St. Andrews, Ibo late,

105

Glasgow : architectural craftsmen's

tsociety. 448. 508, 637, C97, 760; insti-

tute of architects, 53S; public works
in. 383; replanidng of Trongate area.

795; roval teclmical college. 292; water

supply,' 481; year's building in, 508

Glass: British-made. C7i) ; road, a, 821;

trade. Germans and the, 354

Godfrey v. Ebner, 821

Goldm age in (Jreeee. 048

Gooii man who plujs many parts well,

174

Gothic architecture: 454; guide to, 548

Government, the: and building unem-
ployment, 258; building contracts and,

479
Grants for hou.sing ."schemes, COS

Graphic estimation of reinforced con-

crete slabs. 552

Grass-lands valuation. 12

Grassho|)per, the stone, 041

Greater London: arterial roads in, 44;

South, water-supply to, G69

Greece: golden age in, 043: sea power
of. 048

Greenwich, new time-ball at. 198

Grievance, property owner's. 398

Growth ol English paii--b ehurrli

planning, 642

Growing wood, artiPcial colouring of,

482
Guidij to flotbic architecture. 5js

Guildhall. E.C.: extension of. 44. 94;

mu.seufTi, gifts to. 821

Gully, defective, liability for, 037

Gun, the cement, 607

t
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GjTOscnpic mccli.nni?;m c.xliibilioTi,

Bcieiico museum, 103

1I.\LLS; Aston (and John Thorpe) tu^;

Bilsboroufih, 4G2 : Bishop's S tort ford
(drill) 10; Doxford. 147; Faneuil.
Boston, Mass., 821; Hove (parish) 44:

11} the (concert) 147; J.cwishatn
(parish) 109; Liverpool (Christchurch
parish) GSO ; London county, 37. C7,

137; Newcastle-on-Tyne (trades') 198;

Itadbroke. Knutsford. 493; Sprini^neld.

Knowle, C49; Stoke-on-Trent (mission)

74.:; Todmorden. 60C: Trentham, 3GG

;

•\Vavertree (parish) G19
Hammersmith, old rate-hnnks of. SCri

Hampstcad garden suburb, technical
education at, Gt)9

Handicrafts for Belgian workmen, G35

HanginK wallpaper. 551

Harbour, Blyth. 145
Harper. Prof. B. F., the late. 206

Harrison, Stockdale, Leicester, the late,

647
Have a jury, 711
Headquarters: Bristol, 430; Newark
(Territorial) 366

Health, public: Are bungalows a danger
to? 42; royal institute of, 102

Hen, the, as an advertiser, 292

Hereford cathedral and its memorials,
394

Highgate woods, preserving, 9

Highbury. lancoln memorial, 762

Hill, Jos'eph. the late, 647

Hinckley, Midland engineers at, 479

Hints : about easements, .'547 ; on
rubbing of brasses, 461 ; to young
architects, some. 63

Historic design, 359
Historical : furniture. Washington
museum, 511; monuments of Wales.
228

History and art, German sins against,

448
Hoardings, by-laws as to, 582

Hocker v. Shields—ancient lights. 42

Holdings, small, return as t^. 450

Home: grown pit-props, 323; interiors,

3G5, 740

Homes: convalescent (Parwich) 203;

cottage, Whit^lcy Park. IOC; nursing
(Kingswood) 145 (York) 430; receiving

(Urimsby) 383
Hopwood, H. S.. the late, 428

Hospitals : Benfieldside (Murray) 647

:

Blackfriars-road (skin) 680; Bristol

(general) 40. 139; lire dangers in. 429;

Hull (tuberculosis) 743; open-air, 709;

Southend (tuberculosis) 583, 634, 678

Hostels: Hong Kong university, 332;

Hotwells, Bristol, 618
Hot-water bath, economically-run, 4S7

Hotels: Colombo (Grand Oriental) 20.S

;

New York (Irwin, woman's) 73;

Itcgent-street (Repent Palace) 430. 480

House: building (in Bristol) 138, 1G4. 193

(War budget and) 69S ; duty, inhabited,
.')54 ; of Commons, ventilation of. 163,

258
Houses : Apley Grange. Harrogate, 14

;

Arbroath (Abbot's) 241 : Australia,
Strand (decorations of) 271; Averham,
399; Bilsborough (hall) 462; cancer,
myth as to. 108: Chelwood Gate. 3GG

;

converted old, 821 ; Dene lodge, Ash.
305: Doxford liall, 147; Ealing. 679;
famine in, at Wallasey. 71 ; for work-
ing classes. 384; Forest-row, 556. 743;
flreenaway Knd. Hanipstead, 462

;

Hailey. Ipsden, 20*^: Hatnpstcad
Garden suburb, 44, 147 : Higlilnirv.

Birmingham, and the Clianiherlain
family, .06,

'j ; Iluntcrcomlje. .OJo ; Little
Oniey. 744; Lympne. 712; Madrid. :!!>!);

Mansflehl-strect. W.. 4:iO; Newport.
Mon.. 209; Old Beaupre, 300; Penzance
(workmen's) 73; Petwood. Kirkstead.
803 ; Potton (workmen's) 271, 298

;

Preston Condover, 679: St. (ieorge's-
hill. 14; St. John's -Wood. 44; St.

Bapliacl. GSO: Sandy Shoot. Bnrlcy.
274 ; soiling and Jetting. 297 ; Trent-
ham (hall) 366 : Twirkenham, 210

:

Wcvbridcc. 46; Wickham Court
(Lambeth fteld club at) 39S ; Wim-
pole street, 30.1

Houi^ing : Acts (administration of) rifiG

corporation's claim under) 637 (now)
43. 71. 74. 143. 197. 207. 208. 291 (for
Ireland) 292. 325 (of 1909. operation of)

228; conditions (Cornwall) 731 (Ttoch-
dale) 430; exhibition, Salem. ULnss..

228; national. 269; iiroblems. 711 (Hir-
mingham) .ion. :m (Carnarvonshire)
482 (Welsh) 510: reforms. 106; schemes
(Birkenhead) 510 (Bristol) 3.-,6 (Chapel-
en-Ie-Frith) 447 (Doncaster) 210 (Dum-
fries) 74.'. (Dundee) 46] (Gildersomc) 73
(grants for) 698 (HolIowcII. North-
ampton) 447 (Hull) 164 (Liverpool) 3:'6.

.110 (Manchester) 207 (Middleton) 539
(Ncwcastleundcr-Lviie) 202 (Norwich)
145 (PottoTi) 27h 298 (Itosytll) 292. 419
(Wolverhampton) 94; urban, as invest-
ment. 637

How- the blind iea.I the blind. Lt3 : tlie

B.LM.A. can help. 207. 227
Hull, hou'^in!^ in. 164

Hunter. Walter, tlif lalc. 4)6
lint ting for troops: 418; Sutton Cold-

fh-t.J. .'.j.-J

Hydration of Portland cement, 773

IDEAL boilers, 700
If not now, by-and-by? 323
Illustrations, indexed : Dunblane
cathedral, 774; Hereford, 394; Whitby
abbey, 796

Income-tax: muddle, 9; new rates, 677,

741; protection association, 482
Inconsiderate urgency, 227

Increment: dynamic, of rolling load,

240; value duty—Lumsden a|>peal, lu7,

127, 163, 457, 677
Increased charges for asphalte. 541

Indelibility of pencil marks, SOI

Independent claitns under Workmen's
Cotnpensation Act, 128

Indexed illustrations: Dunblane
cathedral, 774; Hereford cathedral,

394; Whitby abbey, 796

Indexing matiufacturcrs" lists, SOO

Infirmaries : Glasgow (royal) 40 ; Man-
chester (new) 145 (site of old) 108, 6G7

Information, explicit, for tenderers, 386

Inhabited house duty, Westminster
school and, 554

Ink, Stephens', outstained, 291

Inouiry, hmd committee, report, 769,

791

Inspection, building, in New York. 482

Inspectors, sanitary, association. 573

Institutes: Bristol (royal colonial) 555;

City and guilds examinations. 325;

commercial (Hugh Myddleton) 480,

760; Glasgow architects, .538; royat

arc hteo logical. 38; royal, architects of

Ireland. 10, 479; royal British archi-

tects, 2, 9, 74, 581. 585, 045. 697, 708

(allied societies and) 2, 9 (and the
King's enemies) 801 (and the War) 207,

227. 234. 258 (charter) 163, 303, 323

(examinations) 10, 41. 136. 304. .538, 819

(kalendar) 606 (licentiates and charter)

74, 109 (registration by charter) 2, 9

(veterans of) 323; royal architectural,

of Canada, 3G5 ; royal, public health.
102; Wednesday (metallurgical) 383;

Westminster (technical) 3SG ; Wilder-
stone colliery. 745

Institutions: builders' benevolent, 138;

civil engineers, .576. .586; junior
engineers. 449 ; mechanical engineers.

261; municipal and county engineers.

228; municipal engineers. 648, 704;
surveyors. 533, 573, Gil, C35 (examina-
tions) G48

Insulating buildings against dampness,
13

Insurance : requirements, fire, 386 : un-

stamped cards, 12

Interiors, home, 365, 740
Inventories of church property, 762

Investment, urban housing asi 637

lona. restoration of, 697

Ireland: and the housing Bill. 208;

archit-ectnral association of, 697, 794:

housing Act for. 292, 325; provision of

cottages in. 228; royal institute

architects of, 10. 479; war and cost of

building in. 554

Iron: and concrete bond, tests of, 13;

and .steel exports, British and
German, 414

Ironwork, antique, manufacture of, 386

Irrigation works in Italy, 239

Italian art. Sir C. Holroyd on. 94

Italy, irrigation works in, 239

Item of war news. 385

Ivories, carved. 712

JENKIN'S. Albert, city surveyor. Liver-

pool. 13

Johnston, U. French, the late, 676

Joint stock companies and the War, 303

Joint':, cement, in sewer-pipc. 301;

tight. 731
Jones: J. Lloyd. Bangor, the late. 760;
Owen, prizes. 195

Junior institution of engineers, 449

Jury, have a, 711

RALLNDAR. Pv.I.n.A., 606
Kaye's new lock. 540

Keilatt. Abram. in re. 39, 42
Kent. West, water supply, 510

Kershaw^ S. W.. the late. 634. 668

Kiddermmster church, Richard B:ixtcr

and. 163
Kincsway and Parker-street frontages,
147

Kirby v. Chessum. 107
Kirton. William. Walbotle, the late. ]75
Knowledge, architects' range of,

LAND: arqui>ition of, 798 ; boom in

Canada, 304; drainage Act. 6G9

;

duties, failure of. 667; duty, un-
developed. 540, 542, 635; inquiry com-
mittee report. 7G9. 791; valuation. 418
(appeals) 385. 702 (department) 12

Landlord's liability for defective rail-

ings, 510
Langlands v, "Dundee Advertiser," 795
Lantern-slides, gift to the A. A.. 638
La^-celles. Hon G. W.. retirnnent of, 481
Lathing, metal, corrosion of, 801
Lead pencils, 801
Leakage, eas, and bituminous paving.
607

Leases, perpetual. 173

Lectures, Chadwlck. 542
Leeds and We.^t York^-hire archltectur:il

tocietv, 637, 673, 760

Letting and selling houses, 297
Lewis, D. Ivor, Johannesburg, 618
Liability : builders', for damage by

King's enemies, 762; for defective
gully, 637; landlord's, for defective
railings, 510

Library, free, Westbourne, Bourne-
mouth, 634

Licentiates and K.I.IJ.A., charter, 74,
109

Lighting, science of, 361

Lights, ancient, Hocker v. Shields, 42
Lime mortars, tests of, 129
Lincoln memorial highway, 762
Lintol, timber, encasing a, 173
Lion slag-wool, 386
Lists: manufacturers', filing and index-
ing, 800; valuation, preparation of,

163
Liverpool: architectural society, 573;
cathedral, 40; housing scheme, 356,

510; master builders' association, 479;
surplus statuary of, 9; Walker art
gallery exhibition, 4S1 ; Walton Hall
estate, 447

I.landudno-toCohvyn-Bay new road. 670
Load, rolling, dynamic increment of. 240
Loads, maximum, on pole-lines, 772
Loans to local authorities, 669
Local : authorities. loans to, C69

;

Government iJoard (annual report) 821
(reports, secrecy of) 128 (the Treasury
ami) 353; taxation returns, 450

Lock, Kaye's new, 540
Lock-out in building trade of London,

9. 11, 39, 71, 107, 143. 207
Loftlaw V. Morgan—moratorium, 035
London: arms of city of, 542; asphalte
Co. (and city corporation) 54U. 585
(and Westminster city council) 509,

678; building trade, lock-out in, 9, 11,

39. 71, 107, 143, 2U7; county council,
37, 67, 104, 337. 522, 552, 582. 634, C4G,

700, 704, 740. 774 (schools) 383, 493, 515,

731, 774; Greater (arterial roads in)

44; South (water supply) 669; master
builders' association, 819 ; salon of
photography's exhibition, 329, 384;
sanitary company, 479, 508, 574;
society (appeal by) 711 (projects) 259;
topographical drawings of, 7G8

Long reinforced concrete i)oles, 293
Louvain and Malines, 298
Lumber, new sources of, 164

Lumsden appeal—increment dutv, 107,

127. 163, 457, G77
Lunatic asylums : Park Prewett, 241

;

Whittingham, 555
Lunettes, Bristol academy, 230

M'DONNEL v. O'Connor—architect's
fees, 42

McKissack's photographs at the
Camera club, 667

Machine brick-cleaning, 13

M'Nelll's: combinite rooling. 259 ; Lion
slag-wool, 38G, 417

Magnetic T-square, 25S
Madras, maps and models for, 574, .576

Maintenance, road, motor - omnibuses
and, 163

Malines and Louvain, 298

Mall ap[)roach inii^rovements, 129. 197

Man, a good, who plays many parts well,

74

Manchester : architects visit Birming-
ham, 162; corporation Act, 223;
engineers' societies' h;ill scheme. 742;
gas engineers, ,586 ; house-painters'
art exhibition. 197; housing questions,
207; municipal activities in, 325; new
churches in, 383; do., infirmary site,

108, 667; old sandstone water-pipes
at, 19S; paving operations. 303;
society of architects. 479, 482, 508, 539;
university courses, 195

Manufacture of cement from sugar by-

products, 301
^Manufacturers' : lists, filing and index-
ing, 800; paint, and the war, 429

Maps: ami models for JMadras. 574, 576;

making of, 670

Marble, erosion of, in open air. 711 ;

trade. Spezia and the, 60G
Market, Coveiit Garden, resale of. 39. 71

Marks: masons', at' Woolton, 39; new
Ordnance survey bench, 94

Mame, reconstructing villages on the,
831

Masons' marks at Woolton, 39
blaster builders : associations (Bristol)

10 (Liverpool) 479 (London) 819; recog-
nising, 741

Masters, art. national society of, 162
Measurements of carpenters' work,

Scottish builders and. iriG

Mechanical engineers, institution of, 261

Melbourne, arcliitectural museum for,

450
Mcnmrials: Carlylc (Glasgow) 553. 67S

;

Chamberlain. Joseph, 39; Crimean
(Waterloo. place) 711 ; Edward VII.
(Londoti) 109. 796; Lever, Lady (Port
Sunlight) 762; McKinley (Niles. Ohio)
713 ; Mercian minster and its. 394

;

Norman Shaw (New Scotland-yard) 75;

Roberts. Earl. 677. 698: Scntt. 64

;

Whitelaw. J. M. (volume) 163

^Mercian minster and its memorials. .'>94

Metal lathing, corrosion of. 801

Method of proportioning concrete. 802

Methods of purifying water. 819
Metropolitan water hoard : 145 ; and

territorials, 195; ofiices, 10, 710

Mewcs. Charles, the late, 20G
Middleton, housing at, 539

Mild steel, tests of, 326
Military camp, Valcartier, Que. 459
Minerals and site value. 197

Mining timber: home - grown, 325;
supplies, 449, 790

Ministry of fine arts, proi>oscd. 107

Minster, Mercian, and its memorials, 394

Misereres. Bruges Cathedral. 728
Mission buildings: Blackburn (Wesln.)

177; Leyton (C.E.) 6.")0 : Somcrs Town
(Magdalen college) 274; Stoke-on-
Trent, 745

Models and maps for Madras, 574, 576

Modern: pigments. 699; plumbing
practice, 8; Renaissance in the United
States, 70 ; Spanish pictures aiul

sculpture, 454 ; sculpture, 426, 455

;

suburb, 233
Mofiat, James, Birmingham, the late,

303
Mono railway, new suspended, 193

Montreal, building by-laws for, 606

Monuments, historical, of Wales. 228

Moratorium: and building trade, 291.

303, 535; and contracts, 635; and
rents, 417, 540

Moreland v. Bosch Mag::cto Co., 575,

585, 605

Mortar, lime, tests of, 129
Mncs V. Portcous, breach of contract,

12
Movement of tall buildings. 424

Moving large structures, 818

Municipal: and county engineers" insti-

tution. 228: buildings (Westminster)
03: engineers, institution of, 648, 704;

olHces (Cheltenham) 44 (Guildford) 304,

336
Museums: Edinburgh (Hoyal Scott isli)

509; Guildhall (gifts to) 821; Mel-

bourne (architectural) 450; Victoria

and Albert (acquisitions by) 163;

Washington (historical furniture at)

511

NA:\IES. aliens' changed. 509

National: competitions, 134; federation

of building trades' employers. 104, 140.

143; gallery, new pictures at, 699; help

(A. A.) 207. 227 (I. Mun. and Cy. Eng.)

228 (R.I.B.A.) 207. 227; housing, 2G9;

radiator Co.'s boiler, 704

Nationalising the railways, 173

Nebraska, prehistoric dwellings in, 326

Negligence, alleged, in sewer-laying. 7.'i

New: building, what constitutes a. 699;

cement, a, 2G1 ; York, builditig

inspection in, 432; Zealand, control of

roads in, 387

Newcastle-on-Tyne, house • building in,

261
Newminst^r abbev. 1C2

Nisbct. John, the late. 710

Non-plastic bricks. 73'.

Northamptonshire, roads of, 94

North Stan"ord>liire field club in Nortli-

umberland, 171
Northern architectural association, 195,

697
Northfleet flint implcnicnts, 4SI

Northumberland. North Stalls hold club
in, 171

Norwich housing scheme, 145

Notes, parliamentarv. 12, 43. 74. 129. 1C3,

197. 208. 292, 325, 38G. 418. Or.O. 698

Nottingham: and Derby arcliitectural

society. 728; builders and unemploy-
ment. 2G1

Nursing liome, Kingswood, Bristol. 145

OAK. merits of Austrian and lliitish,

742, 791, 793
Obituary: Bailv, J. T. H., G7G ; liell. I-:.

Ingress, 302: Booth, A. C. Bultm-r.

270; Brooke. J., Manchester. 175. 206;

Jiryan. Col. W. B.. 553; Cates. Mrs. ;

Rosa. 270 ; Clapham, F. Dare, 105 ; \

Davis. H. W^ B.. R.A., 710; Dowsi>n. '

A.. 302; Gillespie, J.. St. Andrew's.
105; Harper, Professor Jl. F.. 206;

Harrison. Stockdale. 647; Hill, Joseph,
C47; Hopwood, H. S.. 428; Hunter. W..
416; Johnston, R. French. 676; Jones,
J. Llovd, Bangor, 7G0; Kershaw.
S. W.,*634. 668; Kirton. Wm., Wal-
bottle, 175; Mewes, Charles. 206;

MoIVat, J., Birmingham, 363: Nisbet.
John, 710 : Perrott, K. T., 760

;

Powell, Sir Francis, 553; Roberts. i

Cajitain Samuel, 794; Sharman, E.. 2

Wellingborough. 175; Sharp, Lewen, f

553; Simpson, Mrs. F. M., 72; Smart. *

D.. Perth. 541; Webster, J. J.. 586;

Wright. T. F., Norwich. 302; Young.
W., West Hartlepool. .541

OfTice of Works: and the war, 207;
architectural statT, 11

Olhces: Baker-street. W. (railwav) 366;

Bristol (guardians) 6.38; Cardiff (in-

surance) 649; Cheltenham (municipal)
44: Euston-road (Hearts of Oak) 335

(National Amalg. Apiirovcd Society)

587; Guildford (municipal) 304. 336;
Lombard-street (Royal Itisuranco.

sculpture) 355: Maidstono (County
Council) 271 (Prudential) 636; Rove-
hery-avenue (Metro. Water Board) 10,

-10; Whitehall (Board of Trade) 7J3
Oil: engines. 38; storace. Hedon. .587

Old: emliroideries. of Greek Islands and
Turkey, 641; housci, converted, S2l
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Oltirievc. W. T.. retirement of. 304

Ontario, competitions code of, '^'M

Open: air hospital, the. 709; s|)oiits, con-

creting through. yj7

Operation of housing Act of lOon. i?-:a

Order, Corinthian, origin of. Sl;»

Origin of Corinthian order. S19

Otis Manufacturing Co.s gift of

mahogany. TM
Ottawa river water supply, 042

Our: cement exports, 489; wheat
supply. ('.74, C77

Overlooked tender at Wallasey. S. 37

Owner, the building, as a gambler, Ab:*

PAINT: manufacturers and the war.
42!l ; on cement or concrete surfaces,

3G3
Painter's business book. 4G0

Palace, Crystal, a national posscj^sioii,

197; picture, and building Act. 41S

Pa|ier shortage, the war and. 173

Parish halls: Hove, 44; Lewisham, lO'J;

Wavcrtrce. CIO

Park-lane light-and-air case, 42

Parkcr-5treet and Kingsway frontages,

147

Parliament: buildings, Wellington.
N.Z., 743; house, Canberra, 11. 73. 195.

4111. 4G1

Parliamentary notes. 12. 43. 74. 129. 103,

197, 20S. 292, 325, 3S6. 41S. 609. 098

Pavt :ind present, St. Paul's Cathedral.
331

Patent cottasres. J. S. Fairfax's. 20G
Paving, wood, falling olV in, 1C4
Payments, speedy, to builders, 253, 303

Pearse, W. W., city architect, Toronto,
o2ti

Pencil mark?, indelibility of, SOI

Pencils, lead. 801

Pencoed sewerage scheme, 575

Pepler. G. L., 229, 293
Perpetual leases. 173

Perrott. K. T., the late, 7C0
Pestilence, risk of water-borne, 25S

Philosophy of colour, 518
Photographic society's exhibition, royal,

206
Photographs by Jas. McKissack, 6(57

Photograph V. exhibition of London
Siilon of, 329, 384

Pietnrehou^ei: Clanham (and building
Act) 4IS: Newcastle -on Tyne
((irainger) 242

Pictures, modern Spanish, 454

Pigments, modern, 699
Piles, reinforced concrete. 293
Pirnlico wharf, sale of, 570

Pine, Siberian, 325
Pipes: concrete-lined steel, 293 ; salt-

glazed ware, 270 ; sewer, cement joints

in, 301
Pit-props: home-grown. 325; supplies of.

44:». 79(;

Planning, town: Birmingham, 511:
Bradford. 73: commission. Ignited

States. 104; Dublin. 241; early, 538;
Edinburgh, 555. 702; German
character in. fiOS ; Lincoln. 177

;

.schemes, l.*?: summer school of. 107
Plaster and Portland cement. 729. 701

Plates, architectural, and building con-
struction. 4SS

Plumbing, practice, modern. S

Poles: and the telegraph-wires, 668;
concrete. 772: telephone, supply of, 44

Police-station. Redhill. 401. 5S7

Porter v. Tottenham U.D.C. 711. 731

Portland cement: and plaster, 729. 701;
hydration of. 773 ; manufacturers
(associated) 325, 416, 449 (British) 104,

1G4

Postage rates to Canada. 731

Powell. Sir Francis, the late. 553
Practical application of reinforced con-

crete construction. 05, 170. 207
"Practical" builders' tricks, 173
Practice, modern plumbing, 8
Preference for Australian products. 791

Prehistoric dwellings in Nebraska, 32(i

Preparation of valuation lists, 163
Preventing foss, French scheme for. 302
Press, the, German influence on. 353
Prices : buildini:. and the war, 551

;

timber, 195, 384
Problem, the housing. 711
Professional: clashes war relief council,

'uA. OSf!. 731: ethics, society of archi-
tectT and, 457

Properties, public service, reporting on.
300

Property: church, inventories of, 762;
owner's grievance, 398

Proportioning concrete, S02
Provisional valuations. 292
Public : health, royal institute, 102

;

service properties, reporting on, 360;
works, sanitary accommodation on
607

Pnddletown church, tomb in. 697
Puddling or ramming concrete. 538
PutMp<!. fire, turbine v. reciprocating. 13
Purifying water, methods of, Sl9
Pyramids, the Pharaohs and the. r>?.'J

QTAXTITV: surveyors, 3; association.
10; claim. 356

Queensland, cement-making in. 365

I! A I T, I N S. defective, landlord's
liability for. 510

Hallway: Great Central. Christmas pro-
gramme, 762 ; new suspended mono.

I'JS; ofHces, Baker-street, W. (Metro-
politan) 306; widenings, Kilburn and
ilampstcad, 723

llailways, nationalising tlie, 173
Hamming or puddling concrete, 538
Uate-boks, old. Hammersmith and St.

Pancras. 325
Ueciproealmg v. turbine fire-pumps, 13

Iteclamatiou of waste lands. 554

liecoguised master builders, 741

Reconstructing villages on the Marne.
821

llefornis, housing, 106
Uegistration, architects': by charter, 2,

9; in United States, 677; in Victoria,
633

Regulations: amended, technical schools
and schools of art, SUO; school-building
(elementary) 103 (secondary) 202

Reinforced concrete: construction, prac-

tical application of, 65, 170, 267; crack-
ing of, 576; in Shanghai, 554; investi-

gations, 129; piles, 293; roof-tiles, 542;
slabs, graiihic estimation of, 552

Reinsurance in German offices, 304

Relief: committee, American architects,
G38; war, for professional classes,

574, 638, 731; work, the war and, 323
Renaissance : Early, architecture in

England, 7; modern, in the United
States, 70

Rents and the moratorium, 417, 540

Repairs: clever bridge, 304; concrete
floor, 633

RoiKirting on public service properties,
SCO

Reports: development commission. 361;
English forestry, 44. 164 ; land inquiry
committee. 769, 791; Local Govern-
ment Board. 821 (secrecy of) 128

;

Koad Board, G6

Requirements,, fire insurance, 3SG
Reservoirs: health risks of fishing in.

207 : Henllys, Newport, Mun.. 227

;

Littleton. 12, 145; Yardley Wood. Bir-

mingham, 43
Resistance, frost, of building stone, 37
Restitution suit by architect's wife, 12

Restoration : church, alleged de-

structive, 7, 37, 741 ; of lona, 697
Reversion duty, assessment of. 128, 143

Reviews : Architects' and Surveyors'
Diary and Price Book. 821; Archi-
tectural and Building Construction
Plates. 488; Bell Towers and Bell-

Hanging, 108; Bruges, a Record and
-an Impression. 459, 493; Bimldino
News club designs, 100, 644, 768;
Catalogue of Books of Useful Arts,
NewcastIi--on-Tyne Library. 5S5; Cata-
logue of the Public Library ot
Boston. Mass., lOS; Dedications and
Patron Saints of English Churches,
804 ; Early Renaissance Architecture
in England, 7; Edinburgh Archi-
tectural Association's Transactions,
197; Electric Light Fittings, 542;
English Parish Church. 642; ICvenings
bv the Sea. 94; Foundations. GOO;
Geology of To-Day. 639; Guide to
Gothic Architecture. 54 S ; Hayward
Brothers and Eckstein's Diary, 792;
Home Interiors. 305, 740; Hydraulics.
731 ; Magnet of Commerce. 542

;

Modern Factory, 731 ; Modern Plumb-
ing Practice. 8; Modern Tunnelling.
482; New Time-Savers in Hydraulics
and Earthworks, 63S; Painter's Busi-
ness Book. 400 ; Rapid Earthwork
Calculations. 570; R.I.B.A. Kalendar.
600 : St. Paul's Ecclesiological
Society's Transactions, 94; School
Planning, S21 ; Study of the Circular-
Arc Bow-Girder. G3S; Thames and its

Docks. 39: Thoresby College, 606

Itheims: cathedral, injuries to, 307. 429.

4S1, 510 (Thomas Hardy on) 454:
Church of St. Remi, 485; vintners'
hall. 523

Richardson, E. T.. Bognor, in re. 201

Rise in building materials. 325
Risk of spreading alarmist report^. ."04

Road : Board (grants) 511 (re[iort) 06

;

glass. 821 ; Honnslow-toCliiswick
Western, 71, 94. 129 ; improvements
in Cornwall, 419; m.iintenance, motor-
omnibuses and, 163 ; new Llaiulndno-
to-CoIwvn-Bay. 670; tarring, clumsy.
129; through StaJford. new. 302

Roads: arterial, in Greater London. 44;
control of. in New Zealand. 3S7

:

Northamptonshire. 94: rural, control
and maintenance of, 704

Roberts; Earl. memorial to, 077;
Captain Samuel, the late. 794

Robinson, G.. Birmingham, iti re. 542

Rochdale: housing conditions in, 4;;0

;

technical training in. 573
Roll-call. Il.I.B.A.. 323
Rolling load, dynamic increment of. 240

Rome : ancient, buildings and water
supply of. 538; British school at. 319;

scholarships. 11, 36
Roof-tiles, reinforced concrete. 543

Roofini:, M'Neill's cotribinite. 2.'.9

Ro>syth. honking Co. and. 292. 419

Roval : Academy, students* work at,

767: arehiT-oIogical institute. 38;

architectural institute of Canada. 305;
college of art designs. 134; engineers
old comrades' association. 541. C77

:

exchange ("Calcutta) 170: institute,

architects of Ireland. 10. 479; institute

British architects, 2, 9. 74, 581, 585,

04,3, 097, 70S, 792 (allied societies and)
2, 9 (and the King's enemies) 801 (and
the war; 207. 227. 234, 258 (charter)
163, 303, 323 (examinations) 10. 41. 130,

304, 538, 819 (kalendar) GOG (licentiates
and) 74, 109 (registration by charter) 9

(veterans ofj 323; institute, public
health, 102; photographic society's
exhibition, 2G6

Rubbing of brasses, hints on, 461
Rural: district councils, return as to,

006; roads, control and maintenance
of. 704

Ivuskin on tho German cliaractcr, 801
Russia as a field for decorators. 291

Rurit preventer, ^tyxol as a, 419

SACKS : Caiiadi.Mi flour, 450 ; cement,
as tunnel bulkheads, 326

Saint: Ann (Manchester) 08; Barnabas
(Tunbridge Wells) 336; Bertrand (Com-
minges) 712; Botolph (Boston, Lines.)

360; Columba (Scarborough) 146; Jude
(Hampstead Garden suburb) 67; Luke
(New Catton) 145; Mark (Bush-hill,

Enfield) 210 (Camberwell) 774; Mary
(Harrogate) 5S7 (Redclilfe, Bristol) 636
(Tutbury) 354; Mary Virgin (Laira) 40;
Michael (Beaconstield) 555 (Cocker-
ham) S19 (Cornhill, E.C.) 401; (Goldcr's
Green) 335; Oswald (Durham) 147;
Pancras (do., rate-books of) 325; Paul
(Antwerp) 61S; Paul's bridge, 14, 44,

7G; Paul*s Cathedral (decency and)
39 (Freemasons' service in) 94 (past
and present, F. J. Hall on) 331 ; Paul's
ecclesiological society, 94, 448; Remi
(Itheims) 485; Stephen (Bristol) 274;
Thomas (Bourne) 305

Salon of photography, London, 329, 384
Saloon, Spa, Whitby, 383
Salt-glazed ware pipes, 270
San Francisco architects and blackleg
competitors, 228

Sanatoria; Birmingham, 273; cost per
head of. 205; cutting down the. 635;
Lenham, 205 ; Llangwyfan (lid ward
\'II. memorial) 75; new, 728

Sanitary : accommodation on public
works, 067; company, second London,
479, 508, 574; inspectors' association.
573 ; service, 820

Sanitation at the Front, 729, 820
Sandringliam, forestry at. 397
Sandstone water-pipes at Manchester,

198

Saskatchewan association of architects,
509

Saw, circular, wlio invented the? 492
Saw-mill proprietors, Bristol, 573
Scholarships, Rome, 11, 30
School: British, at Rome, 819; of town
planning, summer, 107

Schools; A. A. (architecture) 8, 99, 418;
arts and crafts (Central) 380; art
woodcarving, 418; Batley, 334; build-
ing regulations (elementary) 103

;

Durham County, new. 176; dust pre-
venti\e5 in, 201; Edinburgh, 306;
Gateshead, 11, 146, 553; Glasgow (bd.)

636; London county council (com|»eti-
tions) 383, 493. 515 (expenditure on)
731, 774 (Paddington) 556; North-
ampton (St. Jamcs's-road) 242; of art
ami technical, amended regulations.
800; Park-road. N.W. (Francis
Holland) 393; Ho.syth (board) 634

:

secorulary (building regulations for)

202 (Sunderland) 241; Southport (tech-
nical) 271, 603; Stoke-on-Trent. 555;
trades training, 510, 731; nnhealthy,
703, 701. 795. 820; university college
(architecture) 41S ; W a I 1 s c n d
(secondary) 447

Science of lighting. 301

Scotland, faculty of survevors of. 100
Scott, Wllley and Webster v. Wilkin-
son. 43

Scottish: builders and measurements of
carpenters" work, 196; building trades'
federation. 479

Screwed copper tubes, standardising, 325
Sculptors', painters', and gravers' ex-

hibition. 460
Sculpture : modern. 426, 455 ; royal in-

surance oOices, Lombard-street, 355
Second: atelier in London. 107. 130. 173;
Ixindon sanitary company. 479, 508. 820

Secondary schools; building regulations
for, 202; Sunderland, 241 ; Wallsend,
447

Secrecy of Local Government Board
reports, 128

Selling and letting houses, 297

Scniis cathedral, preservation of, 742
Service: comforts for architects on, 429,

448; sanitary, 820
Sessions house, new, Newington-caiise-
way, 44

Sewer: laying, alleged negligence in, 75;
pipe, cemeut joints in, 301

Sextant, box, 260
Shareholders, alien, 325
Sharman. Edward, Wellingborough, the

late, 175

Sharp, Lewen, the late, 553

Shaw, Norman, memorial to. 75

Sheflield : corporation and their sur-

veyor. 552; munieip.il proijress in. 543;

society of architects anti surveyor':,

648;' street improvements, 228
Shop and shop fittings. 105

Shortage of paper, the war and, 173

Shutter. German piitnit, 0U5

Siberian pine, 325

Sins, German, against art and history,

44S
Silo value, minerals and, 197

Slabs, reinforced-coiiercte. graphic
estimation of, 552

Slag as an aggregate in concrete, 425
Slag-wool McNeill's Lion, 380, 417

Slealord, water supplies to villages near,

227

Slides, lantern, addition to the A. A., C38

Slowly- V. fast-grown wood, 198

Small holdings, return as to, 450
Smart, Da\id, Perth, the late. 541

Smelling, zinc, in England, 419

Smoko abatement, 129

Societies: allied, and the K.I.B.A., 2,

9; antiquaries (Bristol) 305; architects*

approved, 709; architects, the, 304,

550, 5SG. GIG, 794 (and professional

ethics) 459 (and the war) 459 (Free-

masons' lodge) 700 (Manchester) 479.

482, 539 (Shetlield) 048 (South African)

018 (Ulster) 508, 586, 701; architectural

(Leeds and West Yorkshire) 637, 073,

700 (Liverpool) 573 (Nottingham aiui

Derby) 728; Glasgow architectural

craftsmen's, 448, 508, 037. 697, 760; in-

ternational, sculptors', painters", and
gravers", 400; London (appeal) 711

(projects) 259; national, of art

masters, 102; St. Paul's ecclesiological,

94. 448

Soldier's life, conditions of, 648

Some hints to young architects, 63

South African architects' society. G18;

Australia, afforestation in, 606

Spanish pictures, modern. 454

Spans, unprecedented trussed. C34

Specification, a very general form of, 1

Specifications, uniform building )or

.American, 509

Speculative building, 673

Speedy payments to l)uilders, 2.5S. 303

Spezia and the marble trade, 000

Sjjouts, open, concreting through, .157

Stall", architectural, H.:\I. Olllce of

Works, 11

Stalford, new road through. 302

Standardisation of screwed copper

tubes, 325

Standard furnace for testing building

materials, 301

State architect's department. New
York, 732

Stations, police (Redhill) 4C1, 587

Statues: Aberdeen (Edward VII.) 575;

Bristol abbey gatehouse, 449; Liver-

pool's surplus, 9

Steel: and iron exports, British and
German, 414; tests, mild, 32G

Stephens' ink, outstained, 291

Stockport, year's municipal work at, 511

Stoke-on-Trent, municipal works at, 32.5

Stone: building, frost resistance of, 37;

grasshopper, the, 641

Stores: banana. 93; Penang (dry goods)

109

Straw in artificial wood. 261

Stress distribution in materials, 237

Stressed, 120
Structures, moving large, 813

Students'; drawings at A. A. schools, 8,

99; warning to, 207; work at royal

academy, 767

Studentship, Alexander Thomson, 479

Styxol, a new rust-preventer. 419

Subcontractor, legal position of (More-

land v. Bosch) 575. 585, 605

Suburb, a modern. 233

Sugar by-products, manufacture of

cement from, 301

Summer school of town planning, 107

Supervision of works, 797

Supply and price of timber. 384

Surrey side, future of the. 640

Survey, civic, of towns, 638

Surveyor. Shelfield corporation and

their, 522; association. Wiltshire, 819;

institution, 538. 572, Oil. 635

Surveyors : (examinations) C4S : of

Scotland, faculty of. 100; quantity, 3

(association). 10 (claim) 3."i6

Suspended mono railway, new, 198

TALL buildings, movement of, 424

Tarring roads, right method of, 12U

Tax, income: muddle, 9; new raics,

677. 741; protection association, 482

Taxation rates, local. 450

Technical: institute, Westminster. 386;

school, Southport. 271. 068; schools.

amended regulations, 800; training in

Rochdale, 573
Telegraph-wires, the Poles and the. CCS

Telephone-poles, supply of, 44

Temples: Doric. 097; Egyptian. 57."?

Tender, overlooked, at Wallasey. 8, 37

Tenderers, explicit information for. 38G

Termondo and Dinant. 353

Terracotta dressings, cleaning, 700

Territorials, metropolitan water board

and their. 195

Testing building materials, bureau ot

standards furnace for. ."^01

Te^ts of: concrete and iron bond, 13;

lime mortar. 129; mild steel. 32C

Thames, the. and its docks. 39

Theatres: Berwick-on-Tweed (Playhouse)

45; Shakespeare national. 73, 146

Thoresby college. Lynn, G06

Thorpe, Jolm. and Aston hall. 579

Thoughts upon art and war, 550, 554
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Threefold position, nrcliitccfi, G.-i

Tight joints. 731

Tiles, roof, reinforced concrete, 542
Timber : for building, 35 ; lintel, en-

casing a, 173; mining, supplies, 3t?5,

449, 79(j; prices, ]i)u; slivj;woul iuid,

417; supply an<l price of, 3S4 ; Iriulc.

del credere commissions in, 174;

trades, war and the, 174

Time-ball, new, (Jrcenwich. I'JS

To alt absent friends! 801

Todinordcii hall threatened, OOfi

Tombs: Kwehne, G'J7; Lhintritliyd

(Basset and Mansel) 421; Puddietown,
697

Topographical drawings of London, 7fis

Tour, architectural, in South of France,
109

Town, C. and Son, in re. 4>lf)

Town-balls: Dutideu. 72; Rliddleton. lO.'i,

210, 234, 242, 741; rortobello, .087, 744;
St. Pancras, 8J9

Town bouse. Dutulee, threatened, 7:il

Town [ijanning : Birtninghatn, .^11
;

JJradford, 73; connnissiona, I'nited
Slates. 104; Dublin, 241; early. r,38

;

Edinburgh, S'lfi, 702; (ierriian

char-acter in, .'iOS; Lincoln, 177

;

sclienies, 13; summer school of. 107

Towns, civic survey of. (133

Trade: Board of (oflices) 713; (re-

orgaiiisatinti of) 791 ; c;i pin ring

German, 2r.9, 279, 303, 4.S0, .'".OS, .'i'll,

593

Trades: hall for Newca<;tlc on Tyric, 19S;
• training schools. OIU, 73!

Trading with the eiiciny. 42!i

Trallic. extraordinary, what ii? 9. 71

Trainitig : corps, iircbitects' volunteer,
428 ; schools, traiies. GIO, 731 ; tecli-

nical, in Itochdale, 573

Tram-lines, fenced-in, 144

Treasury and J-ocal (jovernment IJoard,

353
Troo()5: comforts' eonimitteo, 429, ^\'&,

702; butting for. 418

Tropical diseases, 700
Trussed spans, unprecedented, (i34

T-square, a magnetic, IvtS

Tube tunnel under house, compensation
fo.', 605

Tubes, screwed copjier, standardising,
325

Tunk Lannock railway viaduct, 430 '

Tunnel: bulkheads, cement sacks as,

320; tuhe, under house, compensation
for, 605

Tunnelling, modern, 482
Turbino v. reciprocating (Ire pumps, 13
Turkish .substitute for cement, 386

ULSTER society of architects, 508, 580,

701

Undeveloped land duty, 540, 542. 635
Unemployment, Devcloi)tnent Com-
missioners and, 228

Unhealtliy schools, 7U3, 761, 795, 820
Uniform building specif i cat iun^^ in

America, 509

United Stono Firms v. Currall and
I^ewi^, 005

United States: architects' registration
in, 677; modern Renaissance in, 70;
towns, building progress in, 293

Universities: (Uristol) 078; Manchester
(courses) 195; liong Kong (hostels)

332; Shemeld, 176
University: college, London. 106, 102

Unstamped insurance cards, 12

Unwin, Raymond, appointment for, 731

Uraiilc Co., British, 576
Urban housing as investment, 637

T.'rgency, inconsiderate, 227
Uriconium, discoveries at, 449
Urns, cinerary, in churches, M3
Usual, business as, 227
Use of waste spaces, 323

V.\LUATU>N: land 418 {;ip|ic;ils) 3?5.

792 (departinetit) 12 ; tUsi>ntcd, at
Bromley, 261; lists, i)reiiaraUon of,

103
Valuations, provisional. 292
Value, increment—Lunisdcn appeal. 107,

127, 103. 457, 677
Vanadium in asiihalto depo.sits, 164
Vancouver : civic centre, 5S8 ; competi-
tion scandal at, 207

\'ariations, Mi
Ventilation; auditorium, 17^; of House
of Commons, 103, 258

Verbal certilicatu of dead architect. 60S
Vermin, Dalmatian powder for, 540
Very general form of specification, a, 1

Veterans, R.I.U..\. niemhers, 323
Vibration, damage by, OSiiJ

Victoria : and Albert JMnseum (acquisi-

tions by) 103; Australia, architects'
registration in, 638

Volunteer training corps, architects', 428

WAKKL.MM. W. T., salary of, 13 I

Wales : historical nionunicnts uF, 22S ; i

housing problem in, 510
;

Wallasey : corporation and tho con-
tractor, 198; famine in houses at, 71

Wall|iaper, hanging of. 551
War, the: and cost of building in Ire-

land, 554; and 11.M. Olticu of Works,
207; and relief works, 323; and short-
age of paper, 173; and the buililing
trades, 173. 207, 258, 357; and the
tind)er trades, 174 ; architects" eoni-
mitteo and, 304, 384, 393, 417. 493. 521

;

architectural association and, 323. 417,
428; arts and, 700; budget and house-
building. 698; building i)rices and,
551; contracts and, 205, 3S(i ; engineers
and, 419; Harris and Slieldon and,
335; institution of national engineers
and, 261 ; joint stock companies and,
303 ; on (Jerman trade in ISelgium.
795; paint manufacturers and, 421);

relief for professional classes,

638, 731; U.I. II. A. and, 207. 227,

574,

234,

Co..
and.

258, 270; Sir W. JI. Builey ami
and. 419; soelety of architects
457; thouglits on art and, S-OO, 554

Warning to architectural students. 207
Washhoiises, public, Edinburgh. 587
Waste; lands, reclamation of. 554;
spaces, use of, 323

Water: methods of purifying, 819;
pipes, old sandstone, Manchester, 198

Waterproof; ccnient, 129. 700; wliite-
wash, 201

Wayford Tenants. Ltd.. in re, 633

Webster, J. J., the late, 5SU
Weight on beams, 355
Western- road, new Chiswick to-Houn.s-
low, 71, 94, 129

Westminster: municipal buildings
(hospital as .'^ito for) 93; technical
institute, 3Sfi

Weston-su|ier-J\iaie water supply, 17;i

What constitutes a new buildingV 699
Wheat supply, our. 674, 077

Whitby :ibfiey. bombardment of, 790
Whitelaw. J. M., memorial to. 163

Whitewash, waterproof, 261

Who invented the circular saw? 492

Wickham court, Lambeth licld cliih at,

393
Wiltshire surveyors' association, 819
Window, memoiial, crucifix in, 147

Wirkbwortli. lack of patriotism at, 742

Wolverhampton, housing .-scheme for, !'l

Wood: artiliclal, straw in. 201; carving,
school of, 418; fast- v. slowly-grown.
198 ;

growing, artificial colouring of,

482; paving, falling olf in. 104

Woodlands, English, 164

Woods, Highgate, preserving, 9
Woolton, masons' marks at, a«

Worcester eewago works, 638
Workhouse, Stajdeton, Bristol, 383
Working: classes, houses for, 334;
drawings, 730

Workmen's: Compcn.';ation Act, inde-

pendent elninis under, 128; houses
(Liverpool) 5S8 (Penzance) 73 (V/olve;-
liampton) 94

Works, supervision of, 797
Workshoji.s. Bolton (for blind) 76

Wright, T. E.. Norwich, the late. .^02

Wroxcter, enigmatical building at, 538

Wynne, John, iircsentatioa to, 542

YOUNG: architect, what will he
become? 707; architects, some hints

to. 63; William, West Hartlepool, the
late, 541

Ypres, Teutonic savagery at, C35

ZINC smelting in England. 419

INDEX TO IIjIjXJSTRA.TI01sr8.
ABDEY church, Khcims (SI. Rerjii) 4S0.

49G
Academy, royal West ot England,

Bristol, lunettes, Architecture and
Sculpture (\V. Crane) 23C

Adililions; Clumber house, 338; Hearts
of Oak ollice.-. Euston-road, 335, 338;

Little Oniey, 745. 740
AptiUN Dii, heneli en'i. South lirerit. S04

Aliler.shot, Dine Icdjjc, Ash, near, 300,

308
Altarpicci^, Kt. Botolph's, Unston, I.inci,,

303
Amalgamated a[ii)roved society,
national, Luston-road, fjft?, 590

Antwerp: ealla-dral, interior, GS2

;

stalls, St. Paul's church. C20; west
front, St. Charles llorruiMeu, C82

Apley grange, Harropate, Ifj

Application, practical, oT reinforced
concrete cons^truction, G5, CG, 170, 171,

2G3
Applied science departniellt, ShcfTield

university, 178

A(piatitu works, Cheetliain, Manchester,
U20

Architect's portrait, I). Ivor I.c*is. 618
Architecture, lunette, royal Wc^t of

Mn^laTid ai-adeniv. llristol, 2.16

Ash, AldL-rshrit. iKJie lodne. :ior,, 3fi8

Aston hall: 5't8; entrance, .590; Brand
staircase, .'j7i)

; idan. 580

Audiloriuin ventilation. 174

Avcrham, Notts, house at, 4uo

UAKI'.ltSTitKKT .Station. Metropolitan
Hallway Co.'s oHlccs, 3G8

Han:nia store. ;i3

Banks: Cork (Munster nnd Leinster)

:ai: KiiiK William street. EC. (Vic-

toria) 73
Basset and Manad tonih, I.luntrithyd

chureli. 422. 4;i2

Baths: ineilical. Torquay. 172; small

(liol-air) 487 (Turkish) 487

Batter-sea. I.indoil-ilreet >ehool, .M.'>.

.110. .'.24

Beacunsllild. Kolf cluhliouse, Wilton
I'ark, 3(10, 400

Beams, weiyilt on, 355

Bf-auiHi'-, Old, the porch, .'MS, 321

Rencli end, carved. South Brent church,
804

Bcrwick-on-Tweed. the Plavhouse. 45, 46

Be.vhill, Our Lady's convcjit. 273. 276

UilshorouKh hall. 464. 477

Birmingham, Yurdley-road sanatorium.
270

Bishopsgatc, Leathcrsclicrs' Co. pre-

ndses. 140. 148

Blackhurn. \\'es!evan central mission
hall. 177, 178

Blackfriars road, .sKiu (tiscases' hospital.

6S0, 082

Blind, workshoiis for. Button, 76. 78

Boarding-house, Durham grammar
school, 010. 0-20

llulton. U'orkslio|is for lilind, 76. 78
Boston. Lines, tonnder's chapel. St.

Itotolidi's church, .'iil.s

Bourne. Snrrev. cimreli f)f St. Thomas,
305, 308

l!ox-scst:int, 260

IJridge. St. Banl's ICC. designs
(selected. (1. Washington Browne) 16

(2nd. ('. K. Harry ) 10, 48 (3rd,

U. 11. 1). Selway) 48. 78
Bristol: general hospital extension,

130; headquarters. (Hosier regiment.
4.12; royal West of ICnghmd academy,
lunettes. Architecture and Sculiiture.
236; workmen's hotels. Ilotwells. C20

Broadway house. Westminster. 400
litll.DlNU Nl-;«s ilesigning cluh: crema-
torium. 101. 112, 125; gatehouse to
quadrangle, 6.52. C65; market hall. 760.

770
Burley, Hants. Sandy Shoot house, 276
Bush Hill. park. Ilnneld, St. JIark's
ehnreh. 210, 225

Business iiremiscs: Baker-street. W.
(.Metropolit:in railway otUces) .168;

Bi.slioi.sgate, K.C.. 146. 148; Broail-

way. Westnunster. 400; Cardifl (co-

Olieralive) 5.'j8
; Cheellntm. Manchester

(Atiuatite) 620; Colomho (hotel) 212;

Cork (li:ink) 332; Kuston-road (Hearts
of Oak olllccs) .13-,. 3.18 (National
Amal", Approved Society) .587. 5il0

:

Cireat Portland-street, W., 212, 244

:

King William-street, K.C. (bank ot

Victoria) 78; Liverpool (West Africa
I house) 462, 404; New Broad-street.

E.C. (Orient house) 804 ; Pcnang (dry
goods store) lO'.l, 114; Hegent-strcet.
W. (hotel) 432

CALCUTT.\, royal e.vchange, 178

Caiiiberley Heath golf clubhouse. 526

Cairiberwell. St. aiark's chuieli. parish

liall. and vicarage, 770
Cambridge, Downing college. new
building. 78

Cardill: Co-operative wholesale iire-

miscs. 5.)8; insurance ollices and
Labour Kxcllaiige, Cathays Park, 040,

0.53

Carved ivories, Victoria and Albert
museutn, 714

Castles: Ciillinghatii, Hull (hospital)

743, 746; llaggerston. 526, 6.53, 713.714
Cathedrals: Antwerii (interior. I!.) 082;

lliinblano (stalls, altar-screen and
organ-case) 770; St. Bertrand de
Comminges (stalls) 714: Strassburg
(across the naye) 640; Wells (llgures

of female saint and St. Mary Magda-
lene) 804; V|ires (St. Martin) 548

Cemetery, entrance to, W. Warman's
ilesign. 464

Chapel-cn-le-Frith. cottages. 050. 6.52

Chapels: Boston. Lines. (St. Botolph's

church) 368; Manchester (Cross-sti ect)

404; Somers Town (Magdalen college)

274. 270; Westtiiinstcr abbey (Henry
VII., llgures ot SS. Barbara and
Uncumber) 804

Cheetham, M;inchcster, Aquatito works,

620
Chclwood gate, house at. 300. SOS

Christ between Peter and Paul, ivory

plaque. 714

Churches: Antwerp (St. Charles
Borromeo) 0,s2 (St. Paul, stalls) 620;

Boston. Lilies (St. Botolpli. foiinder'.s

chaiiel) 308; Bourne. Surrey (St.

Thomas) 305. .168; Bush Hill-park.

Kntleld (St. Mark) 210, 225; Canihcr-

well (St. Mark) 776; Deerliiirst

(l>riest's quarters. window) 643;

(Joldcr's Oreen (St. Michael) .136. 3.1S

;

(Irantehestcr. 043; Hampstead (iarden

Suburb (St. Judeon-the-IIill. lectern)

67; Harrogato (St. Mary. W. H.

Brierlcy's design) 590; Llantrithvd
(Basset and Mansel tomb) 422. 432:
Manchester (St. Anne. |iulliit) OS. 09;
Maidedurham (brickwork) 643; New-
haven (apse) 643; Otlery (St. Mary)
549; Ilheims (St. Kcmi) 485. 496; St.

Bertrand de Comminges. 714 ; Se;ir-

borough (St. Coluinba) 148; South
Brent (Agnus Dei on bench end) 8IH :

South ILiyliiig (ttoreli) 043; Swjiii-

bridge, 043; Tiinbridge Wells (St.

B;irnal)as. rercdos) 3:iS ; West Wick-
ham (stained glass. St. Anne tcaeli-

ing the A'irgin to read) 817
CineiiKi theatres; Berwick (Playhouse)

i^i, 46; Newcastlc-on-Tyile (Oiainger)

242, 244; jiye-lane, Peekham Cl'ower)

082
City, the: Bishopsg;Ue, premises, 146,

143; King WilliaiM-atreet. bank ol

Victoria. 78; New Bro:id-street. Orient
house, S04; St. Paul's bridge ilcslgiis

(selected, 0. W. Browne) 10 (2n-l.

C. li. Barry) 10, 48 (3rd, K. 11. H.

Selway) 48, 7S

Civic centre for Exeter, 400

Club, Biiii.DiNo News designing:
crematorium, 101, 112, 125; gate-

liouso to quadrangle, 652, GG5; market
hall, 760, 770

Clubhouses, golf: Cambcrley Heath.
520; Wilton Park, lleaeonsncld. son.

400

Clumber house extensions. Worksoi\ 33S

Colleges: Cambridge (Downing, new
building) 78; Kdinburgh (teacheis'

training) 110. 111. 114; Oxford (Cor|iu5

Christi)' 714

Colomlio. (Jrand Oriental hotel. 212

C'omiielitions: bridge (St. Paul's, K.C.,

.selected. O. W. Browne) 10 (2nd. C.

K. Barry) 10. 4.'(.(:ird. V.. 11. D. SclwaM
48. 7S; Bl'll.liINU Nkhs ilesigning cliili

(crematorium) 101. 112. 125 (gate-

lioiise to ipuidrangle) 0:52, 665 (market
hall) 709. 776: cottages (Clia|iel-cii le-

Frith, selecled. C. Flint) 6-50. 6;,2

(Potion, selected. Homer and Luc:is)

2118, 290; hall (llythe, concert, 1st, A.
Wiutic) 148; municiiial olficcs (Guild-

ford, .selected, T. K. Clemence) 338,

I
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3jl ; royal exchange (Calcutta,
stlfcted, "steven.s and Grcgson) 178;

sanatorium (Llangwjfan, ICUwarti

VU., selected, T. T. Itees) 7.1, 7S

;

schools (Ilattersea. L.C.C.. selected,

A. 1!. Mitchell) 515, 510, ;iU (Uleell-

wich, L.C.C, selected, Wri^lit and
Ctiapman) 517, 537 (Northampton, St.

Janies's-road, selected, Illaekvsell anil

Kiddcv) 243, 214; town-hall (Middleton,
selected, A. (i. Horsnell) 244

Concert hall, Hythe, 14S
Concrete: garage, Loudon • terrace.

Glasgow, 393; proportioning, SU2; re-

inforced construction, ()5, (i(>, 17U, 171,

268 (graphic method of analysing) 552
Construction, reinforced concrete, G5,

CO, 170, 171

Convalescent home, Rathhorne, Par-
wich, 209. 212

Convent of Our Lady, Bexhill. 273. 276
Co-operative wholesale premises,

Cardilf, 558
Cork, Munster and t,ein5ter bank, 332
Corpus Christi college quad, Oxford, 711

Cottages: Chapel-en-le-Frith. (i50. Ii52

;

patented plan (J. S. Fairfax) 20C

;

Potton, 29S, 299; Red (Ilolmbury St.

Mary, dining-room) 239
Cottingham castle, Hull, tuberculosis

hospital, 743. 740
Council: chamber, Maidstone (Kent)

270; oflices, Maidstone, 272, 270;
schools (Battersea) 515, 510, 524

(Greenwich) 517, 637 (Paddington) 660.

558; Northampton (St. Jatnes's-roadj
243. 244

Country house, dining-room in (H. D.
liicliter's design) 30S

County council oUices, JIaidstone, 272
276

Crematorium, club designs, 101, 112, 125
Crow Clump, Weybridge, 40, 48

DEERHUltST church, priest's quarters
window, 043

Dene lodge. Ash, near Aldershot. 300,
303

Uesigning club, BUILDING NEWS: crema-
torium, 101, 112. 12:'i; gatehouse to
quadrangle, 0.12, 005; market hall, 709,
770

Designs: BuiLDINO NEW.s: club, 101, 112,

125, 652, 605, 7fe9, 770; cemetery
entrance (\V. Warman) 404; dining-
room in country house (H. D. Iticlitcr)

308; restoration of Manor house hall
(G. VV. Chilton) 308

Details: auditorium (Dayton, ventila-
tion of) 174; bridge (St. Paul's, E.C.,
selected, G. W. Browne) 10 (2nd. C.
E. Barry) 16 (3rd. E. It. U. Selway)
78; castle (Haggerston) 520. 714;
chapel (Manchester, Cross-street) 404:
hall (Aston) 579, 590; market hall
(club) 776; porch (Old Bcaupr^) .308;

pulpit (Mjincbester. St. Anne) 08, 09;
reinforced concrete construction. 0.",,

60, 170. 171 ; schools (Park-road, N.W.,
Holland) 507; town-hall (Portobello,
Edinburgh) 710; works (Aquatite,
Cheetham) 620

Dining-rooms: country house (H. D.
Jtichter's design) 308; JUit Cottage,

• Holmbury St. Mary, 259
Door, Georgian, 134
Doorway, entrance, Aston hall. 510
Downin-.' college, Cambridge, new build-

ing, 73
Doxford hall, new wing, 148
Drawings, measured: Aston liall (F. E.
Williams) .WO; ivory carvings. Vic-
toria and Albert museum (E. A. S.
Renney) 714; i.hintritbyd cliurch.
Basset and Mansel tomb (W. Eaton)
432; Manchester, Cross-street cha|)el
<G. Hemm) 404; Trentliain hall (H.
Ooldstraw) 308; v^orking, shading of.

Dry goods store. Penang. 109. 114
Dunblane cathedral, choirst:il!s, altar-

screen and organ-case. 770
Durham grammar school, boarding

house, 619. 020

EM.tXO, house. Hill Crest-road. 0,82

Edinburgh: Portobello town-hall. 744,
740; provincial training college for
teachers. 110. III. 114

Edward VII. sanatorium. Llangwyfan,
North Wales, 75, 78

Enncld, St. Mark's church, Ilusli llill-

park, 210, 225
Engines, oil. fixed and porl:ili'c. .33

Entrance: to cemetery. W. Warman's
design. 404; vestibule. Haggerston
castle. 553

Euston-road: Hearts of Oak extension.
335, 338; national arn:ilgamated ap-
proved society, 587, 590

Exchance. royal. Calcutta. I7S
Eveter. civic centre for. 400

FILING and indexing niaiinf;ictiirers'
lists. .800

Firo and police station. I!eigate 58'.
603

Fireplace. IIagger«ton castle. 713
Fixed oil-engine. 38
Floors: elasticity of. 443; rcinforcfd
concrete, 208; slag-wool and timber,
417

Forest Row, houses at, 558, 740

Founder's chapel, St. Botolph's, Boston,
303

Francis Holland school. Park-road,
N.W., 494, 495, 507

GAR.^GE, concrete, Glasgow, 393

Gatehouse to quadrangle, club designs,

052, 005
General oITices, Baker-street railway-
station, 308

Georgian door, 134

Glasgow, concrete garage, London-
terrace, 393

Golder's Green, St. Michael's cliurch,

330. 338
Golf clubhouses; Caniberley Heath. 520;

Wilton Park, Beaconstielil, 399, 400
Government olTices. Cardilf. 049. 052
Grainger picture-house, Newcastlc-on-
Tyne, 242, 244

Grammar school, boarding-house,
Durham, 019. 620

Grand Oriental hotel, Colombo, 212
Grantchester churcli, chancel windows,
643

Graphic studies of reinforced construc-
tion. 5.52

Great Portland-street. W.. business
premises, 212, 244

Greenaway house. Ilampstcad. 464
Greenwich. Billingsgate-street selioo!.

517. 537
Guildford municipal ollices, 338, 351

HAGOEIISTON castle. 520. 5.-,S, 713, 7U
Hailev house, liisden, 208, 212
Halls: Aston, 579. 580. 690; Bilsborough.

404, 477; Blackburn (central Wesleyanj
177,178; Camberwell (parish) 770; Dox-
ford (new wing) 148; Hove (parish)
45, 48; Hythe- (concert) 148; Liverpool
(parish) 0S2 ; Lewisham (parish) 114;
manor house (G. W. Chilton's restora-
tion) 308; market (club designs) 709,
776; Radbroke, Knutsford. 490;
Rheims (Vintners') ;'i20 ; ShelTield
(Mappin) 178; Springfield, Knowlc.
049. 052: Trentham. ;iOS ; Wavertrce
(St. Bridget's parish) 020

Hampstead: garden suburb (Wellgarth-
corner) 147. 148 ( Wildwood-rise) 48
(lectern. St. Jilde's-on-thc-lllll) 67;
Greenaway house. 404

Harrogate: .\pley grange. 10; St. Mary's
church (W. H. Brierlcy's design) 590

Hayling. South, timber porch of cliurch.
043

Headquarters: Gloster rc:;t.. Bristol.
432; territorial, Newark. .308

Hearts of Oak extension. ICuston-road
335. 333

Henry VII.'s chapel, ngures of SS.
Barbara and Vnciimber. S04

Holland (Francis) school. Park road.
N.W.. 494. 490. 507

Holmbury St. Mary, dining room, lied
cottage. 289

Homes: convalescent. Rathhone. Par-
wich. 209. 212. ; nursing. Purcy Cost.
Vork. 432

Hong Kong university, students' hostels.
332. 333

Hospitals: Blaekfriars - road (skin
diseases) 680. 082; Bristol (general,
extension) 139; Hull. Cottingham
castle (tuberculosis) 743. 740

Hostels: Hong Kong university
(students') 332. 333; Hotwells. Bristol
(workmen's) 020

Hot-air bath, small. 4.S7

Hotels: Colombo (Grand Oriental) 212:
Hegent-street. W. (liegent Pa'aee) 4:i2

Hotwells. Bristol, workmeti's hostel. 020
House, sessions. Ncwlngtoncauseway. 59
Houses: Aplev grange. Harrogate. 10;
Avenue-road. St. .lohn's Wood. 4S;
Averham. 400; Bilsborough (hall) 404.
477; Burley. Hants. 270; Camberwell.
(vicarage) 776; Chetwood gate. 300.
30S; Clumber, Worksop (extensions)
3:38; country, dining-room in (H. D.
Richt«r's design) 303; Crow Clump.
Wevhridge, 40. 48; Dene loilfc. Ash.
Aldershot. .300. 303; Durham (school,
boarding) 619. 020; Kaliiis. 082;
Fields-park. Newport. !\Ion.. 209. 212;
Forest Row. 553. 740; Greenaway.
Hampstead. 404; Hag:;crston (castle)
Kn, ruiH; Hailev. Ifisd.-n. 203. 212;
Huntercombe. r.:.s ; Lillle Olllev. 745.
740; Lympne. 712. 714; Madrid. 400:
manor (G. W. Chilton's restoration of
hall) .303; Mansfield-street, W.. 432;
O'd Beaiipre. .308, 321; Pctwood. Kirk-
stead. 804: Pottnn (cottages) 293. 299;
Preston Candover. 679. 682; Radbroke
(hall). Knutsforil. 490; Red cottage.
Holmburv St. Marv (dining-room) 289;
St. Genrge's-hill. 14. 10: St. Raphael
(villa) 095; Snringni-ld (h:ill). Knowle.
019. 0.52; Trent ham (hall) 368;
Twickenham. 211). 212; Wellgarth-
rorner. Hampstead garden suburb.
147. 143; Wildwood-rise. Hampstead
Garden suburb. 48; WImpole-strcet.
W.. .305, .30-1

Hove parish hall. 45. 48
Hull, tuberculosis hosjiital. Cottingham

castle. 743. 740
Huntercombe. house at. 558
Hythe concert hall. 148

INDE.XING manufacturers' lists. 800
Insurance oltlces, Welsh, Cardilf, 619,
053

Ipsden, Hailey house, 208, 212
ivory carvings, Victoria and Albert
museum, 714

KENT county council offices, Jlaid-
stone, 272, 270

King William-street, E.C., bank of \ic-
torin. 78

Kirkstead, Pctwood house, near, 804
Knowle, Springfield hall, 049, 652
Knutsford. Radbroke hall, near, 496

L.VNGLEY boarding-house, Durham
grammar school. 019. 020

Leatherseller.s' Co.'s premises. Bishops-
gate. 140. 148

Lectern. St. Jude-on-the-IliU, Hamp-
stead garden estate, 67

Lewis, D. Ivor, portrait of, 618
Lewisham, St. M:irk's parish hall and

vicarage, 114
Leyton, mission building, Bloxliall-road,

050. 053
Library. Edinburgh training college. 114

Lists, manufacturers', filing and index
ing, 800

Little Ollley, additions to. 715, 746
Liverpool: Ciiristchureh parish hall,

Kensington, (iS2 ; St- Bridget's pari

hall. Wavertrce. 020; West Africa
house. Water-street. 462, 404

Llangwyfan, Edward VII. sanatorium
75, 178

Llantritlivd cliurch, B;isiet and M:insel

tomb. 4"22. 432

London: council schools (li:ittersea

Linda-street) 515. 516. 524 (Greenwich
Billingsgate-street) 517. 637 (Padding-
ton. Emily-street) 556. 558; sessions

house. Newington-cansewjiy. 59

Lunettes. Architecture and Sculpture
(W. Crane) royal West of England
academy. Bristol. 2.36

Lympne. house. 712. 714

MADRID, house in. 400
-Alagdalon college mission. Somers Town,

274, 270
Magnetic T-square, 253
Maidstone, county council oflices. 272
270

Manchester; Aquatite works. Cheetham
020; Cross-street chapel. 404; piil|iit

St. Anne's church. 08, 09
Mansfield-street, W., house in. 432
Maniif:icturers' lists, filing and indexing
800

Mapledurham church, lirickwork at. 043
Mappin hall. Shefiield universitv. 178
Market liall. club designs. 769. '770

Measured drawings: Aston luill (F. E.
Williams) 590; Basset and Mansel
tomb, Llantrithyd (W. Eaton) 432;
Cross-street cbajiel. Manchester (G.
Hemm) 464; ivory carvings. Victoria
and .-Vlbert museum (E. A. S. Bennev)
714; Trentham hall (H. Goldstraw) 308

Medical baths, Torquay, 172
Metropolitan Railway Co.'s offices

Baker-street station. 368
Middleton town-hall. 244
Mission: building, Bloxluill-road, Ley

ton. 050. 652; hall. Blackburn central
Weslejan, 177. 178; r>remises (Afag-
dalen college, Somers Town). 274. 276

Moving large structures, 818
JIunieipal ofiices. Guildford. 338. 351
Munster and Leinster bank. Cork. 332
Museum. Victoria and .\lbert, i\<:ry

carvings. 714

N-VTION'AL ama!g;imated approved
society. Euston-road. 587. 590

New Bond-street, E.C., Orient house.
804

Newark, territorial Iieadquarters. 308
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Grainger picture-
house. 242. 244"

N'ewliaven cliurch. apse of. 043
Xewingtoii-causeway. sessions house.
plan. 59

Newport. Moil., villa. Field's-pnrk. 209.

213
North Wales sanatorium (E<Iw;ird \ll,)

75. 78
Nortliani[»ton, St. James's-roa»I schools.

243. 244
Nursing home. Prccentor's-court. Vork,
432

OAK room. Pctwood. Kirksfead.. 804

Oflices: banking (Cork) 3:i2 ; benefit
society (Euston-road. Hearts of Oak
extension) 335. 3.38; county council
(Maidstone) 272. 270; 'mnnieipal
(Guildford) 3:!3. 351: railway ro.

(Baker-street. Mctropnlit:in) "

.308;

Welsh Insurance (CardilT) 049. 052
Ollley. Little, additions to. 745. 740
Oilengines, fixed and [tortable. 38
Old Beaniirf. porch. .303. .321

Orient house. New Bio:id-street. E.C..
804

Ottery St. Mary church. .549

Oxford. Corpus Christi college quad. 714

PADDINGTON. Emily-street council
Fcliool. 550. 558

Parish halls: Camberwell (St. Mark)
770; Hove, 45, 48; Kensington, Liver-

pool (Ciiristchureh) 082; Lvwislnim (St.

.Mark) 111; Wavertrce (St. Bridget)
020

Park road, N.W., Francis Holland
school, 494, 490, 507

Parwieh, R:illibone convalescent home,
209, 212

Passion, Our Lord's, ivory diptych, 714

Patented cottage plan (J. S. Fairfax)

206
Peckham, Tower cinema, Ryc-lanc. 0S2

Penang. dry goods store, 109, 114

I'etwood house, Kirkstead, 804

Pulure - house. Newcastle - oil - Tjnc,
(Grainger) 242, 244

Plans: baths (Torquay, medical) 172

(Turkish) 487; bridge (St. Paul's. E.C.,

selected, G. W. Browne) 10 (2nd, C.

E. Barrv) 16; business premises ((Jrcat

Portland-street, W.) 213, 244 (Liver-

pool, West Africa house) 402; castle

(Haggerston) 620; chapel (.Manchester,

Cross-street) 640; churches (Bourne,

Surrey, St. Tlioma.s) 305 (Bush lIlM-

park, Enlield, St. Mark) 210 (Camber-

well, St. Mark) 770 (Golder's Green,

St. Michael) 336 (Harrogate, St. Mary,

W. H. Brierlcy's design) .590; club-

houses (Camberlcy Hc:ith golf) 620

(Wilton Park, Beaconsheld, goll) 399;

college (Edinburgh, training) llu. Ill;

convent (Bexhill) 273; cottages

(Chaiiel-en-le-Frilh) 6.52 (patented, J.

S. Fairfax) 200 (Potton) 299; crcnia-

tori:i (club) 101. 112, 125; exchange,

royal (Calcutta) 178 (SpringOeld.

Knowle) 049, 052 (Trentham) 308

(Wavertrce, parish) 020; headquarters

(Bristol regimental) 432; homes

(Parwich, Rathbono convalescent) 209

(York, Purcy-Cust nursing) 432;

hospitals (Blaekfriars - road, skin

diseases) 680 (Hull, Cottinglnim castle,

tuberculosis) 713; hostel (Hong Kong,

university) :i32. 333; houses (Averham)

400 (Broadway, Westminster) 400

(Burley, Hants) 270 (Chehvood Gate)

360 303 (Clumber, Workso|i) 338

(Crown Clump, Weybridge) 48 (Dene

lodge. Ash) 300 (Durham, boarding)

019 (Ealing) 082 (Forest Row) 558, 740

(Hailev. Ipsden) '208 (Hampstead) 404

(Huntercombe) 558 (Little Ollley) 745

(Lympne) 712. 711 (Madrid) 400 (Pet-

wood. Kirkstead) 801 (Preston Can-

dover) 079 (St. George'shill) 14 (St.

Raphael) 095 (Twickenham) 210 (Well-

garth-corner. Hampstead garden

suburb) 147 (Wimpole-strect. W.) 305:

market hall (clubs) 709. 770; measured

buildings (Leyton) 0.50 (Somers Town.
iMagdalen college) 274; ollices (Cardiff,

government) 649 (Euston-road. Hearts

of Oak extension) 335 (do., national

amalgamated approved society) .587

(Guildford, municiiial) 338 (Maidstone,

county council) '272; picture-house

(Newcastle-on-Tyne, Grainger) 242

(Peckham, tower) 682; premises

(Bishop.sgate, E.C.) 140; sanatoria (Bir-

mingham) 270 (Llangwyfan. Edward
VII.) 75. 73: .schools (Baltcrsca.

Linda-street) 510 (Greenwich. Billings-

gate-street) 537 (North;ini|iton. St.

James's-road) 243 (Paddington. Emily-

street) 558 (Park-road. N-W.. Holland)

494. 490;. sessions house (Newington-

causewav) .59: station (Iteigate. police)

588; stores (banana) 93 (Penang. dry

good.'i) 109; theatre (Bcrwick-on-

Twecd. Playhouse) 45; town-halls

(Miiidleton) 244 (Portobello. Kdin-

Burgh) 744; university (Shellieldl 178;

villa (Field's-park. Newport. Mnn.)

209; works (.\(|Uatite. Cheetham) 020;

workshops (Bolton, blind) 70

Playhou.se. the. Berwiek-on-Twced. 45.

i6
Police and Prestation. Reig;ite. .583. 603

Porches: Old Beauprd. 308. 321; South

Hayling church. 043

Portable oil-engine. 33

Portland street. Great. business

premises. 212

Portobello town-hall. Edinbnrgli. i44.

740
Portrait, architect's. D. Ivor Lewis, CIS

Potton. cottages. 293. 299

Practical application of reinforced con-

crete construction, 65, Ofl, 170, 171,

20S
Preston Candover, house at, 679, 082

Proportioning concrete, 802

Provincial training college for teachers,

Edinburgh, 110. 111. 114

Piihiit. St. Anne's. Manchester, OS, 69

Pun y-Cust nursing home, Vork, 432

QI'AIll; VNGl.E : Corpus Christi college.

Oxford. 714 ;
gatehnnse. Club designs,

052. OO.)

Queen Victoria-street viaduct. St.

Paul's briilae designs; 2nd, C. E.

Barry. 4< ; 3rd. E. R. D. Selway. 48

UADIinOKE hall. Knutsforil. 496

Railway cos oflices (Metroiiolitan)

Baker-street station. 303

Rathbono convalescent home. Parwich,

209, 212
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Red cottaj;e, Holmbury St. Mary,
dining-room, 2S9

Reigjite. police and fire-station, 588, finS

HegL-nt Palace Hotel, Regent-street. 432
Reinforced concrete : construction, li.'i.

(iC, 17U. 171, 208: graphic method of
ascertaining strength of. ,'i52

Rercdos, St. Itarnabas's church, Tun-
hridge Wells, 33S

Restoration of hall of manor house (G.
W. Chilton's design) 303

Rheinis: abhey church of St. Remi, iSit,

4!)G; Vintners' hall, 52G

Room, oak, Petwood, Kirkstead, 804

1 looms, dining : country house {H. D.
Richtcr's design) 3US ; Red cottage,
llultnbury, 2S9

Jtoyal: exchange (Calcutta) 178; West
oi England academy, Bristol, lunettes
of architecture and sculpture, 230

SAINT: Anne (Manchester, pulpit) 68,

09 (teaching the Virgin to read, West
Wickham) 817; Barbara (Henry VII. 's

chapel, statue) 804; Barnabas (Tun-
bridge Wells, reredos) 338; Bertrand
(Comminges) 714; Botolph (Boston,
founder's chapel) 368; Bridge (Waver-
tree parish hall) 020; Columba (Scar-

borough) HS; George's-hill, house at,

14, 16; John's Wood, house in Avenue-
road, 48; Jude-on-the-Hiil (ilamp-
stcad, lectern) 07; Mark (Bush Hill-

park, Lnlleld) 210. 225 (Camberwell)
770; Martin (Ypres) 548; Mary (Har-
rogate, W, II. Brierley's design) 590

(Ottery) 549; Mary Magdalene (Wens
cathedral, liguro of) 804 ; Michael
(Oolder's Green) 336. 338; Paul (Ant-
werp, stalls) 020 (bridge, E.G.. designs,
selected, G. Washington Browne) 16

(2nd. C. E. Barry) 16, 48 (E. R. D.
Selway) 48, 78; Rapliael (villa at) 095;

Itemi (Rheinis) 48.1, 49G ; Thomas
(Bourne, Surrey) 305, 308; Uncumber
(Henry VII. 's chapel, figure of) 804

Sanatoria: Birmingham, 276; N. Wales,
Edward VII., Llangwyfan, 75, 78

Sandy Shoot house, Burlcy, Hants, 270

Scarborough, St. Columba's church, 148

Schools: Battcrsea (Linda-street) 515,

51C, 524; Durham (grammar, boarding-
house) 619. G20; Greenwich (Billings-

gate-street) 517. 537; Northami)ton (St.

James's-road) 243, 244 ; Paddington
(Emily-street) 556, 558; Park-road,
N.W. (Francis Holland) 494. 400, 507

Science department, Shetlicld university,
178

Screens, St. Botolph's, Boston, Lines,
368

Sculpture, lunette, royal West of Eng-
land academy, Brist^JI, 230

Sections: bath (hot-air) 487; bridge (St.

Paul's selc^t^d, G. W. Browne) 16

(2nd, C. E. Barry) 16 ; cottage (Chapel-
en-Ie-Frith) 650; crematoria (club) 101,

112, 125; floors, slag-wool and timber,
417; gatehouse to quadrangle (club)

652, 605; halls (Hythe. concert) 148
(market, club) 776; house (Little

Offley) 746; mission building (Leyton)
650; sanatorium (Birmingham) 276;
scliools (Battersea, Linda-street) 524
(Greenwich, Billingsgate-street) 537
(Northampton, St. James's-road) 244
(Paddington, Emily-street) 556. 558
(Park-road, N.W.. Holland) 507

;

station, police (Reigate) 603; town-
hall (MIddleton) 244; works (Aquatite,
Cheetham) 620; workshops (Bolton,
blind) 76

Sessions house, Newing ton-causeway
(plan) 59

Sextant, box. 2C0
Shading working drawings. 730
Sheffield university, applied £cieiice de-

partment, 178

Skin diseases hospital, Blaekfriars-road,
680, 082

Slag-wooI and timber, 417

Small hot-air and Turkish bath, 487
Somers Town, Magdalen college mis-

sion. 274. 27G

South: Brent, Agnus Dei on bench-end,
804; Hayling, timber porch, 643

Springfield halt, Knowle. 649, G.'i2

Stained glass. West Wickham church,
817

Staircase : Aston hail, 579 ; county

council olTices. Maidstone, 270 ; hall,

Petwood. Kirkstead. 804; tower, St.

Paul's bridge (E. R. D. Selway's de-

sign) 78

Stalls: Dunblane cathedral. 776; St.

Bertrand do Comminges, 714; St.

Paul's church, Antwerp, ii20 .

Stations: police and fire. Reigate, 588.

603; railway. Baker-street, Metro-
politan co.'s offices, 368

Statues: SS. Barbara and llncum!)er,

Henry VII. 's chapel. 804; female saint

and St. Mary Magdalene, Wells
cathedral. 804

Stores: banana, 93; dry goods, Pcnang.
100. 114

Strassburg cathedral, across the nave
of, 549

Stresses, determination of, 03. 126

Structures, moving large, 818
Students' hostels. Hong Kong uni-

versity. 332. 333
Sundial, Portland stone, 70

Swym bridge church, wooilwork in, 043

TAU-HEAD, walrus ivory, 714
Teachers' training college. Edinburgh,

110. 111. 114

Territorial headquarters. Newark. 308
Theatres, cinema : Berwick-on-Tweed
(Playhouse) 45, 46; Newcastleon-Tyne
(Grainger) 242, 244; Peckham (Tower)
682

Timber, slag-wool and, 417

Tombs: Basset and Mansel, Llantrithyd
church, 422, 432; founder's, St. Remi,
Rheims, 496

Torquay, medical baths, 172

Tower: cinema, Rye-lane. Peckham, GS2

;

St. Paul's bridge (E. R. I). Selway's
design) 78

Town-halls: Middleton, 244; Portobello.
Edinburgh, 744, 740

Training college for teachers, ICdin-

burgh, 110. Ill, 114

Trentham hall, Statfs. 363
T-square, magnetic. 253

Tuberculosis hospital, Cottinghani
castle, Hull, 743, 740

Tunbridge Wells rercdos, St. Barnabas's
church, 338

Turkish bath, 487
Twickenham, house at, 210. 212

VNIVEBSITIES: Hong Kong, students'
hostels, 332. 333 (Shelfield) applied
Ecienee department, 178

VENTILATKJN, auditorium. 174
Vestibule, entrance, Haggerston castle.
558

Viaduct over Queen Victoria-street, St.

Paul's bridge designs: 2nd, C. E.
Barry, 48; 3rd. E. R. D. Selway. 48

Vicarages: St. Mark'"s. Camberwell,
77G; St. ]\Iark's. Lewisliam, 114

Victoria: and Albert museum (carved
ivories) 714; bank of King William-
street, E.G., 78

Villas: Field's-park. Newport, Mon., 209,

212; St. Raphael, 695

\'intuers' hall, Rheims, 526

WAVERTREE. St. Bridget's \v.uUU hall.

G20
Weight on beams, 355
Wellgarth-corner, Hampstead garden
suburb, 147, 148

Wells cathedra!, figures of female
saint and St. Mary Magdalene. 804

Welsh insurance offices. Cardiiy. IH9, 052

West: Africa house. Water-street,
Liverpool, 462; 464; Wickham church
(St. Anne teaching the Virgin to

read) 817
Westminster: abbey, figures of SS.

Barbara and Uncumber, Henry VII. "s

chapel. 804; Broadway house. 400

Weybridge: Crow Clump. 46, 48; Iiouse,

St. George's-hill. 14. 16

Wilt<in Park golf club, Beaconsfield. 399,

400
Wimpole-street, W., houses, 305. 308
Wool, slag, and timber, 417
Working drawings, shading of, 730

Workmen's hostel, Hotwells. Bristol. 620

Workshops for blind. Bolton. 70, 78

W^orksop, extensions of Clumber house,

YORK, Purey-Gust nursing home. 432

Ypres, St. Martin's cathedral, C48

J
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A VERY GENERAL FORM OF
SPECIFICATION.

The perusal of what may be called an
elastic building contract brought to our
recollection the old conundrum, "When
is a door not a door?" But we had to
parody it, substituting "architect" for
"door," and then we learned when an
architect is not one. The "man in the
street," of course, fancies an architect
requires no qualification of any kind
e.xcept that vulgauly known as "cheek"—
Charter is coming presently, some think,
and will be worth about as much—and
that anyone may design and superintend
the erection of a building just shot out
'^f a "technical school," even though he
may never have seen a brick or stone laid,
or a piece of carpentry framed, in his life.'

Architecture concerns itself with design
and construction. The former embraces^a
knowledge of the Styles or Orders, and the
latter that acquaintance with building
materials which enables the architect tC
.select the best for his purpose, and to
dispose of them to the best advantage.
Very little consideration will show that
it requires no experience to set up a
building in any style on paper; but it
IS altogether another thing to deal with
building materials. That requires not one
years, but several years', close study of
the practical application of these materials
after the student ha3 received a sound
scientific education. Just at present
architects all over the world are devotin.'
their energies to the foundation of school"
for teaching the pleasant shuffling of archi-
tectural forms, while the more important
question of the nature of the materials to
be used in giving permanency to these
forms is practically ignored. Some archi-
tects start in life — thanks to trustful
friends or relations—with the erection of
important public buildings, who iranklv
admit, privately, tli.it they know nothur^
a lout building materials, and very little
about construction. Thev gradually
acquire this information at 'their clients'
expense, v. hen they should have picked it
up during an apprenticeship in some
builders workshops.

But to return to our specification. Wehnd that wherever the word "architect"
IS us£d in the document before us it maymean any engineer, surveyor, or otheV
onici.al, no matter by what name he is
c:illf(l, so lona as he is entrusted l)v a
public body with the laying out of buildin<r
work and superintending its execution In
this case, the "authority" is a district
council This definition of an architect
and of his duties -ho-.ild bo liberal enough

to satisfy the most daring poaclier in
architectural preserves, and one is not sur-
prised to find in some country districts
that the difference between an architect
and a road-mender is not clear. This
description of an architect is by an officer
• if a public board, and it is strange what
little respect jiublic bodies have for the
profession ! Not many years ago we saw
at Whitehall an invitation to men to join
the Iloyal Engineers as recruits, "archi-
tects, saddle- and harness-makers," being
preferred—one of the inducements being a
free kit

!

We will now proceed to examine (lie
general conditions of this specification

;

and very strange ones they are. The con-
tractor is required, after at least seven
days' written notice, to be at the site on
a certain day to take instructions as to
working to lines and levels, all of which
will be laid out by the architect. And
now comes the strangest thing of all. The
contractor must satisfy himself tliat the
architect has done his work properly, as
he will be held responsible for it, and he
must rectify, at his own expense, any
errors in dimensions, lines, or levels in
carrying out the works ! The contractor
has apparently two guides to his work—
iiis contract drawings and the lines and
levels presumably staked out by the archi-
tect. But he has the consolation of
knowing that in following either of these,
or both, if there is any mistake, he will
suffer. We should say to the arcliitect,
"Hand the contractor your drawings, and
lot him lay the work out for himself; but
if you do it for him, be man enough to
stick to your guns and bear the loss, if

any, consequent on your mistake." The
laying out of any ortlinary building is no
great matter, and the work almost checks
itself, so that only sheer carelessness can
lead to disaster. The longest lines may
be traced out absolutely straight with
cords and pegs, and the right - angles
checked by the 47th proposition of
Euclid's first book, taking the triangles
with as long sides as possible. For
instance, no one would take 31t., 4ft., and
.5ft. if they could get 30ft., 40ft., and .50ft.

Right-angles may in the first instance be
laid down with squares in the usual way.
this being the nailing of three selected
flooring-boards toeether ; but the angles
should always be checked by calcul.ition as
suggested above. I.evel-lines are usually
fixed by means of a straishtedge on whicli
a spirit-level about 12in. long is balanced.
But readings taken in tliis way do not
always agree, espfcially when the spirit-
level has fallen off a scaffold some half a

dozen times; so that where possible an

engineer's level should be used for this
purpose. A long level-line can only be
run with a bricklayer's level by taking
several readings on a straightedge ad-
justed by pegs driven in the soil; and he
would be a clever workman who, after
shifting his straightedge half a dozen
times, could guarantee the accuracy of his
work. We have seen hours wasted with
this kind of levelling, when a dumpy level
would have done the work accurately in
quarter the time.
When the work is started, it must be

l)resEed on, for time is the essence of the
contract; and if long - continued frost
delays the work, the contractor must
inform the architect of it, though one
would think the architect would know
whether it was freezing or not without
being told. It has been suggested that
brick- or stone-work may be carried up in
frosty weather by using hot slaked limem the mortar; but it should not be for-
gotten that hot lime means imperfectly
slaked lime, and that as the slaking pro-
ceeds the lime swells. Its use may be
dangerous under certain conditions. "It
is to be distinctly understood " that tho
work shall be good and sound, and that
all horizontal and vertical lines and plane
surfaces shall be worked quite true; for
it almost implies that other clauses were
meant not to be distinctly understood

—

which shows that it is possible to say too
much in a specification as well as too
little. A clause here provides that tho
architect shall have power to open up the
work for inspection—of course, at tho c<m-
tractor's expense; but this is unreason-
able, for if he cannot visit the work often
enough, he should employ a clerk of the
works, who could certify as to the nature
of tho work done in his absence. Again,
the architect may demand to see vouchers
that the materials and work are as
specified

; but this is unfair—the architect
should be able to judge of the work with-
out such assistance. Vouchers are value-
less if they deal with materials only, for
these are "first" or best quality, as known
to the trade, though they may fall far
short of the architect's specification. For
example, an architect may specify that
certain floors are to be free from sap-
wood, and he may find that what he con-
siders sappy the trade will consider as
reasonably free from sap ; and if he
specifies "first quality," or "best," he m.ay
find that these words mean something else

than what they mean in plain English.
As in other specifications which we have

reviewed, so in this, there are to bo no
extras, and the contractor will have to find

evervthin-; that m-v be inferred as
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necessary, though not described in the
specification or shown on the drawings

;

and the reason for this is that the contract
was for a completely finished building fully

adapted to its purpose. It will be seen
all through this specification that tho
architect makes the most elaborate pre-
parations for ridding himself of responsi-
bility for his own shortcomings, and
saddling them on the contractor. We
have always thought that, if it were
jjossible, part of an architect's training
should be taking building contracts under
strangers, for in this way only can he be
made to feel what the injustices are which
builders suffer when they have to carry
out works under an architect who enforces
unreasonable conditions.
In large cities, of course, builders form

a kind of trade-union, and in such cases
they are strong enough to insist that the
conditions of contract, apart from those
of a purely technical kind, shall be equit-
able. Architects, too, have standard con-
ditions ; but as these are generally drawn
up in consultation with the builders, there
is little friction in carrying out the work.
Reasonable people would scarcely imagine
the absurdities that some men attempt to

enforce under conditions of contract ; and
the strange thing is this—the responsi-
liility meant to be enforced has no corre-
sponding sum for insurance in the quanti-
ties. Several years ago a contract was
taken for restoring a church in the Mid-
lands. This church had a tower which was
evidently built in two stages at different
periods. The lower stage was rubble, with
dressings to the door and windows which
gave no clue to its date, and the upper
stage was wholly of cut stone of 1.5th-

oentury style. Now, the rubble portion
of the tower was pebble-dashed, and
through the dashing it could be seen that
the walls were fractured from top to

bottom. There were two corner buttresses,
and these were forced out so far from the
wall that an arm could be thrust between
them in places, and it was obvious to any
j-.ractical man that the upper stage was
bursting the lower stage asunder. Now,
strangely enough, the architect provided
for tjiking down the upper stage and re-

building it on the bottom one. The
builder pointed out that this would be
most unwise, for it was the lower stage
which was at fault, and if steps were not
taken the whole would come to the ground.
The architect, however, insisted that the
lower stage was quite safe; but the
restoration committee thought differently,

and they issued an appeal for funds to
rebuild the whole tower, which, they said,
was in a dangerous condition. During the
progress of some works at the west end
of the nave the tower was much shaken,
and it settled down in a heap of stone and
lime rubbish. Although the builder
pointed out several times the dangerous
condition of the tower, the architect at
once disclaimed any responsibility in the
matter, and he pointed out a clause in the
specification which bound the contractor
to make good any failure in the building
during the execution of the work. Now
there was nothing in the quantities about
providing for such a contingency

; but the
contractor was asked, under threat of law
procee<lings, to rebuild the tower at his
sole cost, and this he refused to do. In
the end the restoration committee rebuilt
the tower themselves, employing another
Contractor. But there was perpetual
enmity between the architect, the com-
mittee, and the man who should not have
had any blame attached to him—the con-
tractor.

In many specifications there are money
jirovisions—usually defined by the letters

"P.C." (prime cost)—and here we find that

prime cost means actual cost after deduc-
tion of all trade discounts, but not bona-
fide cash discounts. In many contracts
there are large sums held over at the
architect's disposal, and we think it a pity
that this should be so, for we have
known the privilege to be much abused.
Where sums are fixed to be included in

the contract for grates, chimneyiiieces,
locks, etc., it would always be better to

inform the employer of that fact, and get

him, under the architect's guidance, to

select and pay for these things himself.

We have found that nothing short of com-
plete abstention from handling money in

this secondhand way will protect the archi-

tect from a suspicion of taking illicit com-
missions. Another clause, again, protects
the architect, for he provides that where
the drawings and specification do not agree
he shall have power to order the contractor
to cari'y out the work as he may direct.

The contractor shall be responsible for all

injuries caused to the woi-k by lightning,
frost, or other inclemency of weather, or
by fire, and shall make good and reinstate
all work so damaged. We never could
understand why the building-ow^ner does
not insure the building himself against
all such risks, for surely it is a round-
about way to get the builder to do it,

when the expense falls on the owner in
the end. It appears to be absurd when
the contract goes so far as to require the
builder to insure the buildings against loss

by fire for the full amount of his contract
for a period of twelve months, and hand
the policy over to the building - owner
before any payment is made to him on
account of the works. The architect
makes rather a wise provision in enabling
himself to certify for payment for work,
even though it is not in accordance with
the contract, deducting from the contract
the difference in value between the work
done and that provided for. We have
often been in a fix to know what to do in

such cases, for the contractor will some-
times, either intentionally or through
default, lower the class of work provided
in the specification, and it may not be
advisable to pull all such work down.
The remedy is. however, provided when
the architect makes it a condition of con-
tract that he can certify for inferior work,
making a suitable deduction from the con-
tract. Without such a clause he dare not
do it.

^tfci

PROFESSIONAL ALLIED SOCIETIES
AND THE R.I.B.A.

The special meeting held on Monday last

at Conduit-street was very fully attended.
The greater part of the evening was devoted
to the question raised by Mr. Sydney Porks's
amendment in regard to the proportionate
representation of tlic allied societies on the
Council, wliicli he wished to restrict, in order
to preclude these architectural provincial
bodies from being given a larger representa-
tion on the Council than the Associate
members of the Institute.

Never before have so many presidents of

the allied societies been present at a meeting
of the kind convened by the R.I.B.A., and
there can be no doubt as to the unanimity of
all the speakers in urging the necessity of a
more adequate representation on the Council
of local architectural centres affiliated with
the Institute iu the United Kingdom.
Before the proceedings commenced, the

President-elect, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.,
proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Reginald
Blomfield, R.A., the outgoing President, for
his services during his term of office. Sir
Aston Webb, R.A., seconded the motion,
which was entliusiastioally received, and the
President, who was in the chair, suitably
replied briefly.

Mr. William Woodward opened the debate
by opposing the adoption of Mr. Porks's
amendment introduced at tho previous meet-

ing held on June 8, and given by us on p. 877

of our last issue. Mr. Woodward urged the
importance of recognising the necessity of

bringing the local practitioner more into

touch with headquarters, so as to enable the
metropolitan members to appreciate and
more fully enter into the difficulties of archi-

tectural practice and methods iu the country.
Tlie allied societies, numbering in all 28, in-

cluded 19 located iu the British Isles, each
of which has an accredited centre of a dis-

trict and an agent of that district in relation

with the heart of the system in London. At
present si.t of these societies only sent a

representative to the Council, and the Asso-
ciates were similarly represented.
Speaking on behalf of the Liverpool Archi-

tectural Societ}', Mr. G. Hastwell Grayson,
M.A., thought that the 1,942 members of

allied societies had not at present a sufficient

representation on the Council. They did an
enormous amount of "police work" for the
central body, and contributed very largely to

the success of the Institute, with which the
north-country men were only too glad to be
associated ; but they realised how little they
often were understood, and without more
close relationship little progress would be
possible, and therefore he came specially to

the meeting to vote against Mr. Perks's
amendment.
Mr. Albert Edward Murray, R.H.A., repre-

senting the Royal Institute of Architects in

Ireland, strongly pressed the fuller represen-
tation of these country bodies at head-
quarters, and said that although the Irish

institute was only two years younger than
the R.I.B.A., there was no doubt whatever
beyond St. George's Channel as to the im-
portance of the urgent question of more inti-

mate alliance with Conduit-street in the
general interest not only of tlie profession,
but of the public as well. He did not sym-
pathise witli the dread entertained by those
who wished to prevent the augmentation of

this representation, and their fear reminded
him of the old lady who, when the wind
began to blow, went up to the captain to in-

quire if there need be any fear, and wns
there any danger. "Madam," said he,
"there is plenty of f?ar, but precious little

danger."
An Associate contended that As.soeiate

members of allied societies should be sent up
if need be to occupy a seat on tho Council,
and ho would be glad to see outsiders even
wlio were members of such a society if elected
for the purpose being welcomed on the Insti-

tute Council, so strongly did he consider the
need of association.

Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., President of

the Northamptonshire Association, having
served for 27 years as tho Father of the
Council, insisted on the high importance of

this question, because too often he bad found
that London men knew nothing of the exi-

gencies of provincial work, especially in the
matter of quantities and in other methods of

practice, wliicli seemed impossible to metro-
politans, but which really worked very
smoothly iu the country. He had always
realised the need of more representation, and
had urged it on all occasions, so that he was
glad that the Council had now decided to

increase the direct membership of represen-
tatives at the central chamber. There was
not the slightest chance of such members
ever being able to swamp the Council, and
he spoke very W'armly in condemnation of

the amendment, as he wished to encourage
sympathy between London architects and tlie

enormous number of th:!ir brethren in the
country districts.

Mr. Robert Burns Dick, of Newcnstlo on-
Tyne, said that two-thirds of the Northern
architects whom he came South to represent
were members of tho Institute, but till a
more adequate connection was brought about,
the Institute would bo dead to the bulk of

the profession outside it, and he forcibly
advooated tho demands which wore being
made for better representation.

Mr. W. Curtis Green, immediate past
President of the Architectural Association,

deprecated professional politics and party
conflict, saying that they stood for something
of a higher order, and apart from selfishness

(not even excepting the advancement of very
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young architects), so that lie should employ

His eiideavour to further the art of architec-

ture rather than promote a sort of trade

union.

The President of the Maneliester Society

of Architects remarked that the position of

his association was assured, and so he could

speak quite impartially. He condenined

strenuously any such restrictions as II r.

Perks proposed. The payments made by the

members of an allied society, like that in

Manchester, amounted to a very considerable

sum, and if they were precluded from repre-

sentation, they got very little beyond the

"Journal" and the questionable advantage

of having assessors sent down from London
to judge their local competitions, though lie

agreed that sometimes these contests were
not strictly local, inasmuch as they were open
to all comers.
The President of tlie Bristol Society of

Architects spoke of the proportions of

fellows, associates, and licentiates in his

association and of its loyalty to the Institute,

no member of the local body being willing to

take pupils who did not agree to submit to

the examinations held by the Board of Archi-

tectural Education. He contended that

direct representation on the Council from the

leading allied societies was a vital matter of

growing importance.
Mr. F. A. Watson, President of the Shef-

field Society, thought it was unfortunate that

an allied society should not be represented

when the president happened to be an asso-

ciate, as had occurred for eight or ten years

at one time in Sheffield, and some outside

members of their body also were extremely

capable men of valued experience. He was
absolutely opposed to Mr. Perks's proposal,

and he thought that tlie country members
were far better represented by men who came
from tlie country towns and knew intimately

their peculiar practice in details.

Mr. Sydney Perks, in reply, urged that his

amendment did not concern the larger ques-

tion of Registration, but had relation to by-

laws. His figures given on a previous occa-

sion being questioned, he had employed a

firm of chartered accountants to verify them.

Chartered architects need not necessarily

alone be elected as presidents of allied

societies, and he pressed his contention that

the associates, as time went on, would auto-

matically become under-represented, as they

decreased proportionately as compared witli

other extensions of the franchise. Mr.
Perks's amendment being put to the vole,

was lost, 84 voting in favour of Mr. Perks,

and 1G3 against.

Mr. Topley then proposed a further ameiid-

meiit to secure that allied societies should

not have larger representation than cor

porate members on the Council, and to refer

this clause 10 back for further consideration,

because those who had passed examinations
ought to have as good representation as those

who had not. Prudence, he urged, demanded
I care. This being seconded by an associate,

was lost by an overwhelming majority.

I
Clause 10 then being put to the meeting, was
carried by a vote of 168 to 95.

Clause 8, allocating the proportion of the

standing committee for registration as a

board or court of the first instance, as ex-

plained by Mr. Stanley Peach, was agreed to,

I

and so also was clause 9, limiting this com-
mittee to 2.3, ten being Fellows, 7 Associates,

[and 6 Registered Architects, of whom 3

I should be Licentiates until such date as the

class of Licentiates shall have expired.

; Mr. H. Shepherd previously proposed an
amendment to this last clause, Mr. Topley
having failed to bring forward his amend-
ment printed in the agenda paper, and
instead he seconded Mr. Shepherd's proposal,
which comprised a proportion of 8 Fellows,
4 Associates, 5 Licentiates, and II outsiders,
this being said to give a better representa-
tion and cover all men who were qualified.
When put to the vote, 72 supported this
amendment, and 160 voted against it.

The remaining business included a resolu-
tion empowering the Council (which will be
the new Council) to employ the Institute
solicitors to prepare a draft of the wliolc
scheme ready to be submitted informally to
the Privy Council, it being understood that

any clauses dealing with the property of the

Institute will be submitted to a general
meeting for confirmation. The proceedings
closed at a late hour.

Several past presidents and senior

members were among those present, in

chiding Sir Ernest George, A.R.A., Sir

Henry Tanner, C.B., Mr. T. E. Collcutt, and
all the vice presidents and Council attended,

but perliaps not so many Associates as on
the last occasion.

QUANTITY SURVEYING.*
By LE.SLII5 H. Allen, 8, Beacon-street,
Boston, Member Boston Society of Civil

Engineers, Member Americ'an Society of

Engineering Contractors, Member
American Institute of Quantity Surveyors,
Member British Concrete Institute.

We are living in days of progress. But
there is one rut in which we seem to have
stuck fast and have made no progress, and
that is in our extraordinarily wasteful system
of competitive estimating on building con-

tracts. When it comes to building a factory,

a house, a theatre, or a church, the contractor
is invited not only to guess or calculate how
much it will cost before it is built, but also

to guess or calculate how much material goes
into it ; and this work is done not by one
builder, but by eight or a dozen, and the

labour of all but one is absolutely wasted.
It is hard to impress either the architect or
the building owner that this w'aste is un-

n-ecessary or can be eliminated. The building

owner, if he is engaged in manufacturing,
would say it is only selling expense, anyway,
and selling expense has to be incurred. But
the selling expense of a builder's office is a

very different thing to a manufacturer's
selling expense. The manufacturer's sales-

man has to draw the attention of the pro-

spective purchaser to the merits of the goods

he is offering, and bring himself before the

purchaser's notice. But in the case of the

contractor, when all this work has been done,

a very heavy expense is incurred by the

builder in figuring out how much to offer to

sell his work to the building owner for. In

the case of the salesman all this is done for

him before he ever starts out upon the road,

and if every salesman had to figure out the

cost on the spot of the articles he was fur-

nishing, and also the quantities of articles

he would be required to furnish, his duties

would be very much more arduous than they

are. The cost of an automobile or a piano

is known before it is offered for sale ; but

the contractor does not know the cost of his

building until it is built. I wish I could

impress upon the architects and owners
present the time that is required to make
an accurate schedule of the quantities. If a

builder wants to take off a lOO.OOOdol. job

properlv it requires at least a week of hard

work, "day and night. ' So much of the

builder's work is unproductive that he does

not put in as much time as he should, or

would like to, on the estimate for any one

building. Owing to the short time that he is

allowed he has to take the quantities off

very roughly. During the day material-men

and sub contractors are busy with his plans,

and he has only the night. Many contractors

liave to be satisfied if their estimates of quan-

tities are within five or even eight per cent,

of accurate, and only take off roughly, with

very little detail. Those contractors who
wish to estimate accurately and closely have

to spend a lot of time on their estimates. It

is disheartening to figure week after week

and get very little of the work on which so

much time and thought has been placed.

This matter used not to be so serious in

days gone by, when competition was not so

keen and estimates were not made so closely.

The estimates of many of the best con-

tractors then were the roughest of guesses.

Thev carried a considerable margin for con-

tingencies. The old books on estimating tell

the" estimator to add from five to ten per

cent, to the estimate, to cover contingencies

and unforeseen items. In consequence, esti-

• Notes of an Address given before a joint meetins

of the MichiKan Chapter, . American Institute of

Architects, the Detroit EtiKineering Society, and the

Builders' and Traders' Exchange, Detroit. Com-
municated by the .\uthor.

mating was not a \ery serious affair, and
contractors were very prosperous people. In
the present day estimates have to be figured
very closely, and to figure them closely they
have to be figured accurately, and the time
and expense of doing this is very great.
Very many builders ol the old times still with
us, who estimate by rough approximation
methods of estimating, are losing their hold
on the business situation. In my own city

the large builders whose names were names
to conjure with fifteen or twenty years ago
are bemoaning their lack of work to-day. It

is all being gained by the younger men, who
are figuring much more closely than they
ever dreamed of figuring or knew how to

figure. It is assumed by the architect and
the building owner that when his plans
and specifications are complete the quan-
tities of labour and material required for

the erection of a building can be accurately
and correctly figured by the contractor's esti-

mator, and so a lump-sum bid is asked for,

and the plans are given to the contractors to

figure. The fallacy of this assumption lies

in the tact that it is not possible for a
contractor's estimator, however expert he

may be, to understand and read the plans of

the" architect or engineer, in the short time

allowed, so clearly as to be able to scale every

item accurately. It stands to reason that a

contractor's estimator cannot in one week
become as familiar with the plans as the

architect or engineer who has spent some
months in creating them.

When the plans and specifications are com-

pleted it is obvious that a certain quantity,

unknown, of labour and material will be

required to complete the building. No amount
of careful figuring by any contractor can de-

crease or increase the amount of those quan-

tities in any particular. They are fixed by

the plans and specifications. It ten con-

tractors are to figure, each one of these

competes with the others in seeing how much-

or how little brickwork, concrete, plastering,

and so on he can figure in his estimate, and

yet feel that the job is safe. None of them
get exactly the same quantities in their esti-

mates. He first has to compete in accurately

figuring quantities before ever he starts to

put a price upon his quantities and start the

price competition. No figuring will make one

brick take the place of two, or will make one

hundred barrels of cement mix a thousand

yards of concrete. These quantities are fixed

'and unalterable, and it seems absurd that

there should be this unnecessary competition

in quantities, and before prices are put on

estimates. In 1908 the Illinois Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects prepared

a report which deals with this subject.

Their report states that they investigated the

office work of five representative contractors.

They found that the average number of con-

tracts estimated bv each builder in one year

was seventy two, and the average number of

jobs which" he obtained from these estimates

was ten. The average value of the time spent

by the office force of each firm on each esti-

mate was 125dol. The average expense on

each estimate, including additions bv sub-

contractors and material-men, was 378dol..

making a total of 503dol. spent by each

builder on each estimate. In addition to

these expenses, the head of each contracting

concern spent 21 per cent, of his total time

in estimating or overseeing the work of esti-

mating. I have not time to quote the whole

of the report, which is reviewed in the

"Engineering Record" of October 24, 1908;

but it goes on to point out that the cost o.

six bids on a building costing between

lOOOOOdol. and ]50,000dol., ran to over

3.000dol.—that is, between 2 per cent, and

3 per cent, on the whole cost of the work,

and it is further figured that in the City of

Chicago the contractors spend in one year

one and one-quarter million dollars m tlie

preparation of estimates, of which only

no OOOdol. is productive expense which

results in getting estimates. The other one

million dollars is entirely wasted.

Who pays tor all this unproductive

expense? It seems obvious that in the long

run it is paid by that vague personality the

ultimate consumer, who. sooner or hater, Mas

to foot the bill without knowing it VnecUy

or indirectly, all this burden is shifted by the
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building trade or biiiklmg-material trade to

ihe sliouiders of tlie biuldirig owner, and not

onlj tliis burden, but the baa debts caused by
contractors' failures, more than lialf of vvhicn

are due to estimating. on incorrect quantities.

The sceptical will tiiink I am presenting an
overdrawn picture of the inaccuracies of

builders' estimates and the losses consequent
thereupon. Ask any credit man what the
worst risks are for credit ; builders and con-

tractors will be among the number. The
percentage of failures is very high, and a very
large proportion of the failures is due, not to

mismanagement, but to bad estimating, and
of those due to niismaiiagemeiit a lot of loss

is due to time being spent on estimating that
should have been put in on supervision of

work in progress, it seems too bad that the
building industry, handling as it does such a
large proportion cf the trade of the country
(the wliole of the output of the cement, burnt
clay, and cut-stone trades, a large part of the
output of the steel, glass, paint, lumber and
slate trades) should be thus handicapped. Is

there any way in which the existing state of

affairs can be improved? I think there is,

and it is for that reason that I am before
you to-night, to discuss with you the quantity
system of estimating. This has been much
discussed of late, and it is probable that most
of you are familiar with the general outline

of what is understood by the term quantity
surveying, or the quantity system of esti-

mating. But in order that there may be no
misconceptioii on the part of any of my
hearers, some of whom may have this put
before them for the first time, it will be well

to define what I understand by the quantity
system of estimating. In brief, then, a bill

of cjuantities is an accurate schedule of the

quantities and description of the work (labour

and material) required in tlie erection of a

building, in accordance with drawings and
specifications supplied by the architect or
engineer. A quantity surveyor is an in-

dependent party appointed by the owner,
architect, or engineer, whose duty it is to

prepare the bill of quantities at tlie owner's
e.xpense.

Under the quantity system (as advocated
by the American Institute of Quantity
Surveyors) bills of quantities will be fur-

nished free of expense, with the drawings and
specifications, to all bidders desirous of

bidding in competition. Lump sum bi<ls will

be based upon the quantities of work
scheduled in the bill of quantities, the

character of same being ascertained from the

plans and specifications. In the event of any
errors the cost is adjusted between the owner
and the builder by the surveyor, so that the

builder takes no liability for the accuracy of

the quantities. This is a matter for the

owner and the surveyor to settle between
them, and this I shall discuss later. The
quantity surveyor should be a man who makes
it his sole business to take off quantities. He
should receive the plans from the architect

and compute from them the quantities of

material and labour for the building, in the

way that the contractor's estimator does now
;

but as he gives his whole time to the work he
is able to work more carefully, and has more
time to make a careful and detailed estimate.

Also, if lie is paid a proper fee for his work,
lie is able to have all his fiijures carefully

checked. Contractors, as I have said, can-

not give their whole time to estimating, and
they have to work so quickly that there is no
time for any but the most superficial checking
of the quantities, except by the square foot

or cube foot price of the building— a very un-

reliable method. The quantity surveyor

should take off the whole job. and not confine

himself to tliose trades which will be executed

bv the general contractor's own force. A bill

of quantities should contain separate

schedules for inason-work, structural steel,

earth work, concrete, structural carpenter

work, finished carpentry, hardware, plaster-

ing, plumbing, painting, ornamental iron-

work, and so on, and the quantity

surveyor should be a man of sufficient

technical education and traii-ing to know
enough about all these trades to be able

to take off quantities for them in the

wnv in which various contractors and sub-

contractors mensure them, in order to price

them correctly. It is the aim of the qiiautity

survevor to take off and describe tlic itenT^

in jnst the way that will be of most service
' to ilie contractor, and to give such informa-
tion in the schedules as will be clear to him.
This is a very important matter, and on it

largely depends the success of the quantity-
surveying movement. We all know that
similar work executed under different con-
ditions on the same job will vary in cost.

Brickwork in manholes will cost less to build
than walls of office buildings; Sin. brick walls
cost more per thousand than I2in. work.
Concrete formwork is an item of expense that

bears no relation to the yardage, and lias to

be measured separately. Every surveyor
should work on tlie same method, measuring
all work net, deducting openings in brick-
work, carpenter work, and plastering, etc.,

measuring forms separately from concrete
work, and in general giving items in detail.

If the quantity surveyor gives his whole
time to this work it is much easier for him,
by consultation with the architect, to

straighten out difficulties and points not
clear, than it is for the estimator, and he is

able to discover and point out inaccuracies
in the plans which do occur even in the
plans of the most careful architects, and is

able to suggest amendments to specifications
where they are deficient in description or
ambiguous in meaning. He is often able to

start work before the plans and specifications

are completed, and save some time that way.
When he has finished taking off the items of

his estimate are collected and sorted and
brought into schedule form. A separate
schedule or bill is made out for each trade;
these are bound up together, and a copy is

made for each bidder, and sent out to the
general contractors who are invited to tender.
The schedules contain sufficient description
for the contractor to understand fully what
the items are that he has to price, and he
does not need to spend much time going over
plans and specifications, as all the informa-
tion he needs is in the quantities. W'hen a

contractor receives the schedule of quantities
he prices all the items in the trades that he
himself proposes to execute, or which he is

competent to price, and the schedule of items
which he intends to sublet he passes out to

subcontractors to price on the same lines that
he does. When the pricing is completed and
extended the totals of the various schedules
are collected, and profits and incidentals

—

insurance, etc.—added, and the bid is ready
to be put in. There are. of course, advan-
tages and disadvantages in the quantity
system. One great advantage is that all con-
tractors know what they are bidding on, and
are bidding on the same basis. It frequently
happens that with the greatest of care yet
there are items which are not easily under-
stood on the plans, and things that are in-

definite or bear a double construction in the
specifications. In such a case, half the con-

tractors bidding will interpret this in the way
that looks to them cheapest, the other half

will interpret this in the way that looks to

them the best, whether it is the cheapest or

the more expensive of the two. If the man
who has figured on the cheapest way of doing
the work gets the job, and finds his guess is

wrong, trouble arises at once. The quantity

surveyor, having been in much closer toucii

with the architects than it is possible for half

a dozen contractors' estimators to be, would
notice and clear up these indefinite points

before his quantities were finished, and as

the contractors are competing on price only,

and not on quantities, the owner feels more
sure that he is giving his contract to the man
who is able to do his work properly, at the

lowest possible remunerative price. He is not

giving his contract to the man who is most

skilful at drawing off quantities. He does

not care whether his contractor is skilful at

quantity surveying or not, if he can build a

good job for him,''and yet under our present

system the odds are all in favour of the man
with the cleverest estimator getting the job,

regardless of whether his building work is

good or not. There is also less chance of

work being given to an incompetent estimator,

who has left out some important item in the

estimate through inadvertence. There is no

doubt that such a man, working even with

the best motives, will strain every nerve to

cut corners and save cost of the building, to

the ultimate detriment of the fabric and

vinnovanc? of the owner.

It is often urg<;d that quantity surveying
will add to the number of worthless com-
petitors; but I have also heard many claim
tor this system that it will eliminate the

worthless competitor. I cannot promise that

it will do either ; but it will reduce the risk

of work being let for less than cost to a man
who has left some items out because he is not
a good estimator. It has been objected that

if the quantity system were established that
no man would be able to exercise the right of

judgment in making up his prices. This
objection arises from a misunderstanding of

the meaning of a bill of quantities. A bill of

quantities would schedule, for instance, the

number of fire-doors, with their description,

that were required for a building, giving the

number of swing-doors and the size of each
and the number of sliding-doors and the size

of each. But this schedule would not prevent
the fire-door contractor from looking at the
plans and noticing how many were on the

first floor and how many in the pent-houses,

and whether there were any difficult con-

ditions ill the plans that he would have to

contend with. In the same way, the schedule
of quantities for plastering work would de-

scribe in a different way plastering under
different conditions. All ceiling plastering

requiring ordinary staging, in two coats,

would be classed together, but plastering for

a high-studded room requiring a specially-

built stage would be put down as a separate
item. Plastering on flat wall surfaces, if all

three-coat work, would be made in one item.

Plastering on metal lath would be separated
and put down separately, and plastering in

narrow widths or on circular walls would also

be measured as separate items. The bill of

quantities should contain an intelligent de-

scription of each class of work and every
variety or item of work in that class. If not,

it would not be a proper bill of quantities.

It has been claimed that quantity surveying

will reduce the cost of building work. This
is doubtful, although logically it should in

many eases. I think that it will reduce costs

in three ways— first, it is certain that the

very large overhead unproductive expense
which I have spoken of will be saved ; and,

second, the men who before spent all,

or a lot, of their time in figuring

quantities, will be free to devote them-
selves to effecting economies in the con-

duct of building operations. Especially

the contractor himself will be mucii freer

to supervise his work if he does not have to

spend so much time in supervising his esti-

mating work, and this should result iu

economies in labour costs being effected on
the job. Third, it will not be necessary to

add a contingency item to the bids to cover

possible errors in estimating and unforeseen

contingencies. On the other hand, the very

low bid put in by the inexperienced or care-

less contractor is likely to be eliminated. It

is fairly certain that bids will be closer than

at present, and I believe that the bids of the

conservative contractor will be somewhat
lower. Whether bids will be lowered or not

they will certainly be " closer," and there will

not be the same risk of very low figures being

put in—figures containing errors that bring

the estimated total to less than the actual

cost of tlie work. Mr. G. A. Wright lias

well said that an architect or engineer who
knowingly advises an owner to accept a bid

which is lower than a job can be done for is

evading a moral issue." In addition to this

he is a fool if he thinks he can get something

for nothing. No amount of inspection will

make a cheap building good or compel a

builder who is endeavouring to save money

at the expense of the job to put in all that is

called for. The owner gets what he pays for.

Unfortunately, he often does not realise till

too late that the cheap building he has bought

is cheap in another sense, and inferior in

workmanship and costly in maintenance. This

is true of many cases; but many other cases

arise where the architect does not know, and

has no means of knowing, whether the bids

are too low or not. Even if the omiitity-
|

surveying system did not lower bids, biit
|

raised them". I think it would lower the bids I

of the more careful contractors and raise the

bids of the careless. The owner would have

the satisfaction of knowing that lie was

payiu'.? a fair pric? for bis building and that
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ha v.as likely to get a fair building for liis

price.

The subject seems to have been obscured
by the suggestion that a reorganisation or a

radical improvement in the methods of pre
paring plans and specifications in architects'

offices IS a necessary preliminary step to the
establishment of a cjuantity-surv eying system.
This is not the case. The ijuantity surveyor's
duty is to take plans and specifications
as lie finds them, and from them compute the
quantities of labour and material in the
building. It is, of course, desir;iblc that the
plans and specifications should be good ones,
and the better the plans the better his survey

;

but even with a poor set of plans he is likely

(because of his greater experience and the
facilities at his disposal) to make a better
survey than half a dozen competing bidders.
But there are no grounds for the statement
that quantity surveying would of itself im-
prove any architect's plans or require better
plans than the contractor now gets. No
quantity surveyor would guarantee absolute
accuracy from inaccurate plans. In such a

case the contract should be let on the basis
of quantities as a unit-price job. It has been
objected that those who have special ability

in scaling quantities will lose their advantage
compared with those who have not this

ability. Yes, and those who learn aritlimetic

at school also have an advantage over those
that have no education. Let us examine this

contention and see whether it holds water.
Seriously, how many men have such skill in

scaling quantities that they can view with
complacency the continuance of present con-
ditions, and are willing to waste time on
fruitless estimating. There are very few that
feel that they have a decided advantage in

this—such an advantage that they don't caic
to forego it, and how much of an advantage
is it? Does it get them a large proportion
of jobs, or is it a fact tliat, owing to their

skill in scaling and their care, their estimates
are higher than those of their less fortunate
rivals, who discover too late that they have
"left out something." The true competition
is in judgment as to pricing, and ihe real

contest, even to-day, among the better class

of estimators, is, and should be, in the ability

to foretell what a difficult piece of work will

cost and how it will be performed. The
architect and owner think that Brown and
Jones both know exactly what each item in

the building will cost, and if Brown bids

lower than Jones it is because Brown can
work cheaper than Jones. This is very far

from being true—the reverse of this is often

the case ; that although Jones bids higher

than Brown, his work is actually cheaper in

execution ; but he knows costs, and Brown
doesn't, and Brown guesses too low, and
makes no profit. I am often asked liow many
of the unit pr'ces in my estimates turn out

accurate, and people are incredulous when
I say that none ever are accurate. The esti-

mator can only hope to get somewhere near
the truth, and the better the estimator the

nearer the facts he gets.

It is claimed that not only will contractors

all be on the same basis, but that many more
incompetents would come in and secure quan-
tities which they themselves could not draw
off. There are two sorts of incompetents: a

a man may be a good calculator, but a poor
builder; or he may be a good builder, but a

poor man at figuring quantities. The first

man you have figuring against you already
;

the architect is the only man who can elimin-

ate him. If you also bring in to compete
with him men who do better work, but who
are not able to show the same skill in arith-

metic, I do not think any further hardship
will be suffered. We must not think, how-
ever, that all troubles and disputes would be
eliminated by the adoption of quantity
surveying. As long as human nature remains
what it is disputes and trouble^ will arise.

But one class of disputes will be almost
abolished, and that is the disputes over am-
biguous clauses in the specifications and in-

definite work on the plans. The quantity
surveyor will make a careful scrutiny of the

plans, and many points of doubtful con-

struction will arise which, by his close con-

nection with the architect, he could solve. In

any case, his interpretation of the plans is

accepted by the builder and guaranteed by
the owner, and if it is found that there is any

error the builder does not suffer. If you are
all conviuced that quantity surveying is the
right way to get competitive bids you will,

ot course, want to know where the quantity
surveyor will come from. Will he spring,
like Minerva, from the h:?ad of Jove, reaciy

for work, or shall we import him or spend
some years training him from our ranks?
How shall we start liim to work? Shall we
all refuse from now on to bid unless quan-
tities are furnished, or shall it- be a slow
development? The logical men to be our
first cjuantity surveyors would be the chief

estimators of our large firms of building con-
tractors. These men would find capable
assistants from the ranks of engineers'
draughtsmen and architects' draughtsmen,
especially engineers' draughtsmen, part of

whose early training comprises the acquisi-

tion of a sound knowledge of the principles
of construction. I believe that very efficient

assistants can be secured in these directions.

The method of making a start will vary
so considerably in different cities that I

have thought of three methods in which a

quantity system may be organised in a city,

and these I want to present to you in order.

If the owner of a prospective building is con-
vinced of the advantages of the quantity
system the simplest method would be for the
architect to appoint a man as quantity sur-

veyor, choosing one from his acquaintance
who is qualified to do this, or asking the

secretary of the local builders' exchange to

appoint a fit man for him. If the owner or
architect is still opposed to the quantity
system, there is no reason why it should not

be put in force without their assistance, if

the builders of an exchange have proper con-

fidence in each other. They could meet
together and agree that one of their number
should prepare a schedule of quantities for

the work. If this man was not one of those

who were bidding on the job, this would be
an added advantage. He could furnish the

copies of his schedule to the competing
bidders, and they could price them out and
bid upon them. In this case, payment would
have to be made to the man who had pre-

pared the quantity schedule, either by each
builder agreeing to pay in proportion of the

cost, or else for each builder to add the

whole cost of the schedule to his estimate,

and then the successful bidder would pay
the whole charge, and the others would be

put to no expense whatever. The owner
would reap no advantage from such a pro-

ceeding except a possible saving of expense
by closer bids. I do not consider that there

is anything improper in this procedure. The
cost of estimating in this way would not be

as great as the present cost of estimating,

and there is no more impropriety in such a

proceeding than there is in half a dozen
builders taking bids from the same material

man or sub-contractor. The fact that they

have paid a fee for the estimate does not

reiidn- the transaction a wrong one. Not in-

frequently I am accustomed to pay fees to

sub-contractors for the purpose of getting

careful estimates from them on work which
1 wish to be free to let as I wish, it we
secure the job. The cost of such fees I

always add to my estimates, although, of

course, they come out of the pocket of my
company in case we do not secure the work.

A third method wliicli I have noticed com-

mends itself very highly to me. In the city

of Milwaukee, 'Wisconsin, they are organis-

ing a Bureau of Quantity Surveving. This is

subscribed to by the chief contracting firms

in the local builders' exchange. The organisa-

tion will be made up of the chief estimators

in the eitv. wlio will receive fixed silari^s

for their work. Every member of the ex-

change will subscribe a sustaining sub-

scription to the bureau, and, in addition,

will pay a small fee for the use of each bill

of quiiiitities. He will also add to the amount
of each bid he makes on quantities furnished

by the bure.iu a nercent ige varying from 1 to

2 per cent, for these quantities, and if he is

successful in getting the job he will pay this

fee to the bureau, unless the owner pays it

direct. At the end of the year any surplus

will be divided among the contributin,,;

builders. A fourth method might be for any

party to make a schedule of quantities on
" spec," and offer them for sale. This method

does not commend itself to me.

In the secoiid and third cases it is con-
templated that the builders <4ieinselves>»ill
make themselves responsible for the payment
of the quantity survyor. I am not at all
sure that it will be possible—it may not be
easy— to so convince architects anu owners
of the value of quantities that they will be
willing at first to pay for them, and, there-
fore. It is up to the builders to make a start
themsches and install the system, as was
done in England many years ago. It was not
for a long time that architects or owners
realised tliat there was anv advantage to
them in the use of the q'uantitv system.
When they did they took cnarge themselves
of the appointment of quantity surveyors and
the common law established" their "liability
for fees. If builders want quantities fur-
nished they will have to show the way by
furnishing them among themselves. The
owners' co-operation will come later. If I
am right in my surmise that builders will
at first have to bear the direct expense of a
quantity system, it has been suggested that
this will be frowned upon on "the ground
that the public would feel that there was
collusion between the bidders. It is certain
that in some quarters there will be suspicion
as to the propriety of this procedure. But
it does not follow that because there is co-
operation there is also collusion between
builders. The builders of this city co-
operate in maintaining the builders' ex-
cliange, and arc, we trust, on friendly terms
with each other in other ways as weil. But
this does not imply any collusion between
them. We are getting beyond the days of
Pickwick, who was so horrified because his
counsel, Snubbin, civilly greeted Serjeant
Buzfuz just before the beginning of the
Bardell trial. But it is just such an attitude
as this that prompts the suspicion of collusion
if quantities were used. Co-operation is

doing so much in other lines of business, in

spite of the suspicions of the public, that it

ought to be allowed hero. Collusion is an
ugly word, and usually implies fraud. But
there can be no wrong in a band of men
agreeing to appoint one to do work to save
themselves the trouble of a lot of computa-
tion, provided that each estimates his costs

independently and prices his estimates him-
self.

What fee ought to bo charged for the
services of a quantity surveyor? It is not
easy to set a fee right, off that will apply in

every case. In England, tha maximum fee

is usually a percentage of the lowest bid,

and ranges from 2J per cent, on dwelling-

houses, churches, and other work whicii

contain a very large amount of detail, down
to as low as 1 per cent, on large plain, simple

factory and warehouse work. Although at

first s"ight this fee of 1 per cent, on a

lOO.OOUUol. factory will look large, yet as I

have pointed out, the cost of an estimate on
such a factory at the present day is more
than this ; but the cost is spread around
among the community, instead of being con-

centrated in one payment to one party. 'The

only estimating expense incurred by the

builder under the quantity system will be the

time spent on pricing the estimate, visiting

the site, and making inquiries from the

material men. This will take very much less

time than any attempt to £cale the quantities,

so that the contractor's expense of esti-

mating will be practically negligible. It is

very important that proper fees should be

changed from the start. If fees too low to

pay for painstaking, accurate work are estn-

bli'shed, the work will not be done carefully.

It will be extremely difficult to raise them,

and the system and "the whole movement will

suffer.

There will undoubtedly bj difficulties to be

encountered by the starters of the quantity

system. The first paint that is sure to be

raised will be, What will happen if a mistake

is found in the quantities? 1 do not suppose

that any estimate of quantities is perfect in

every respect, although I liave found that

most quantity surveyors' estimates of quanti-

ties were surprisingly accurati;. Yet I havj

known of errors "of considerable amount
being found in bills of quantities, and the

point arises at once, How are they to be

adjusted? In the first place, it is obvious

that if the owner has paid for the bill of
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tjilantities, and has guaranteed to the con-
tractor that the bHl of quantities is correct,
if any error in qiraiitity or description is

found, the cost of nialiiiTg good such error
.slionld not fall upon the contractor,' who lias

used'.the quantities in good faith. It theii

r^ts between the owner and tlie quantity
surveyor as to who sliall pay. There are
some that argue that the owner should pay

;

others that argue that the surveyor should
pay. Taking the first case, the owner does
ilot-'call upon the architect to pay for

mistakes made in the design of a building,
or the omission of items from his specifica-

tion. The architect being engaged by him
in a professional capacity to render service,

as lo"lig as he renders that service to the.
best-of his ability, be is not held liable for
errors. Nor does the owner expect any
guarantee that the building will not fall down
through faulty design. Only in the case of
gross, culpable, or criminal negligence will

the Courts hold him liable for errors; and if

an architect has forgotten to specify the
painting, or, through some error, figures the
overall dimension of his building incorrectly,
the cost of making good such errors falls

upon the owner, and it is therefore argued
that the surveyor's contract of service should
be of the same character.
On the other hand, if the quantity surveyor

is to justify his existence at all, the owner
will expect that he will offer some guarantee
of his work being accurate. I do not see any
real objection to his doing this. The men
called upon to take off the quantities will
at first look upon such a requirement with
some fear

; yet they will find that, under the
different conditions under which they will
Work, having proper time in which to do the
work, and proper opportunities of studying
the plans with tlie architects, tli?ir work
will be more carefully done and will be more
ftccurate. Then, if a proper fee is paid for
the quantities, they will be able to afford to
have all their work checked, and thus
minimise the liability of error. In an
English office, every operation is checked
before the next one is made, and mistakes
are surprisingly few. In a general way,
English quantities are supposed to be correct
within one-half of 1 per cent., and I believe
they are. Of course, it often happens that
ono item is slightly in excess, and another
item is equally too small, such as different
kinds of flooring in the same building ; but
it is not often that the totals add up in-
correctly. The Quantity Surveyors' Associa-
tion of England makes" it a re'quirement or
rule of membership that every member shall
guarantee that his quantities are accurate,
and shall refund to the owner any expense
to which he is put by reason of inaccurate
quantities—provided, of course, tliat correct
and properly-drawn plans were furnished
llim before he started to take off. In an
article by^ a past-president of the Quantity
Surveyors' Association in the "American
Architect" for March, he states that so far
It has not been necessary to call upon a
single member to make good under tliis
guarantee, which is evidence enough of the
possibility of making accurate estimates of
quantities from proper plans. For myself,
then, I should have no fear in guaranteeing
tliat my work would be correct, and I believe
that other men who started in this line of
work would before long feel sure enough
of tiiemselves to do so, too. But it will be
objected then by the owner that tlie
guarantor is not a man of sufficient financial
standing for his guarantee to be worth any-
thing. This difficultv I am not able to
suggest a solution for, except in the ease of
the bureau already mentioned. It is certain
that quantity surveyors will not be recruited
from the ranks of capitalists, and, however
willing they may be to guarantee their work
if they cannot put up collateral for their
guarantees, the guarantees will not bo worthmuch to the owner. The question of accuracy
and guarantee, however, does not seem tome to be a very important one, owing to the
very few cases in which it is actually needed
in settlement It is one that will take care

. J i
' " ^"'•'"'% surveyor has todepend for Ins professional reputation and

«tji.nduig ct-n.ih" accnrarv of the wo-ujie does

tliere is no more chance of his doing careless

and inaccurate work than there iS' of the

architect or engineer whose standing depends
on the quality or permanence of the work lie

desigus, or there is of the contractor whose
reputation depends on the quality of the

workmanship he furnishes.

I have been asked what will happen if the
accuracy of a bill of quantities is questioned,
and the surveyor who drew off the quantities

is required to check them after the building
was completed. Such cases sometimes occur,
and I have been challenged on quantities
that I have prepared as to the accuracy of

some items, or of the whole building. I have
always offered to measure up the work in

dispute on this condition : that if the party
who made the request v\as found to be in

error, he should pay the whole cost and a
proper fee for the time spent in measuring.
Further, I was not content to measure one
small item, but would measure all the work
relating to same. For instance, if it was
claimed that the maple flooring was short in

a building floored partly with maple and
partly with marble, I should insist on
measuring the whole of the flooring, and
should very likely discover that the quantity
of marble flooring was less than the estimate,
and the quantity of maple flooring more.
Other cases have occurred where the build-

ing was so changed that the whole building
had to be measured up again at the close

by reason of changes in plans and require-
ments of the owner. In this case, of cou-rse,

the cost of measuring should properly fall

upon the owner. If, however, a measurement
of a building showed serious errors in a sur-

veyor's work, the cost of making such
measurements would certainly fall upon the
surveyor, and the cost of adjusting the errors
would fall either on the surveyor or owner,
according to whether the surveyor had made
a guarantee to the owner or not.

I may be asked how the surveyor would
deal with items which are uncertain in

character at the time the plans were taken
off— such as foundations, where it is

expected to meet with bad ground. In such
a case it is usual for the surveyor to take off

quantities for whatever work he considers
would be likely to be needed, and he would
mark these quantities as being provisional,

and insert a note in the schedule of quantities
that such work was to be measured and
valued when executed. When the work had
been put in, he would, therefore, visit the
work, measure the actual work done, and
deduct or add the cost of it to the items
already taken in the estimate. For this, of

course, he would be paid a proper fee in pro-
portion to the fee paid on the original
quantities.

One feature of the quantity system as used
in England would be looked upon with mixed
feelings by contractors here, although wel-
comed by architects, and that is the settle-

ment of extras. It does not follow that
because a bill of quantities has been made
the basis for estimate, it must therefore be
used as a basis for settlement of extras,
unless it is so provided in the contract. A
contractor may base his bid upon quantities,
and may refuse to sign a contract that called
for them to be used as a basis for extras
But if he does so agree to use the quantities
as a basis of extras, one great hone of con-
tention between architects and builders is

removed, and better relations are at once
established. There is no more thorny and
dilfieult subject that comes between architect,

owner, and builder than the value of extra
work. Tlie quantity system provides a

method for the measurement and valuation of

most items of extra work or omitted work,
for if the contractor puts the unit price of

each item in his bill of quantities, and
deposits same with the architect, a definite
basis is laid down for the valuing of extras.
Many builders fear that such figures would
be used against them, and would refuse on
that account to do so. This need not deter
tliem from using the quantity system in
making up their bids. As far as" my own
experience goes, on both sides of the water.
I have never found that a builder suffered
any real detriment by letting his prices be
knsiSDi. Prices are no longer a trade secret.

We do not keep trade secrets from each other
ill the way that we used to. As far as I

am concerned, I have no hesitation in letting

anybody know what prices I am using in

pricing an estimate, or how I make them up.

As far as the specialty of my own firm goes

—reinforced concrete— I recently contributed

several chapters to a book on the subject, in

which 1 laid bare the whole of my methods
in pricing reinforced - concrete work, and
have never hesitated to give similar informa-

tion to anyone that asked for it. This has
never resulted in any loss to my company.
(See "Reinforced Concrete," Vol. II., by
G. A. Hool. McGraw Hill Book Company.)
Of course, the bill of quantities would not

provide a basis of settlement for extras which
by their nature could not be measured, such
as the cutting into and alteration of work
already built, and of items which could only
be charged as day work. In the English
system such items are valued by an examina-
tion of the contractor's time-sheets and
material records. Some difficulty might arise

if nine builders agreed to use the quantities,

and the tenth refused. In such a case, eitlier

the architect could refuse to consider the

bid of the tenth, or else the contractors
usuig the system would have to bid under a

certain theoretical disadvantage—that is, the

disadvantage of carrying the quantity sur-

veyor's fees in their bids. It is, however,
probable that this would be offset by the

greater accuracy of the quantities they
figured on, and by the fact that it would not

be necessary to add any profit for con-

tingencies to cover any unforeseen expense,

as a proper bill of quantities would cover all

points and guarantee the contractor against

errors of quantity.

The relative position of sub contractors
and material-men would not be materially

altered. The contractors would each supply
to their sub-contractors copies of those por-

tions of the quantities which related to their

work. These they would use as a basis for

their estimates for the contractor. I believe,

however, that, with a little experience and
care, any general contractor sliould be able

to price subcontract work himself. In this

case he need not call in his sub contractors
until he gets the job, and this will eliminate
all the evils of trading sub-bids, that are such
a perplexing problem in our cities to day.
One of the greatest difficulties ahead of the
estalilishinent of quantity surveying is the
subject of standardisation of measurements.
It is an unfortunate fact that in no trade
is there any agreement between contractors
as to liow any items should be measured.
Take, for instance, doors and windows.
There is no method whatever of measuring a

door or door-frame or trim that is universally
used. Most carpenters will look at the plan
of an opening, and say, "Yes, that will cost

you 20dol. an opening," or SOdol., or ladol.,

as tlie case may be. When we come to brick-

work, some masons measure the net cubical
content of the brick; others will measure all

corners double ; others will not deduct
openings; some will deduct half-openings,

and some will not deduct stonework where
stonework is embedded in brick, and others
will. Then, having found a final quantity
of cubic feet, some will multiply this

quantity by 19 brick, some will multiply by
22, 23, and up to 25 brick, to arrive at the
number of thousands of bricks to value.

When you take the case of concrete, some
contractors measure their forms, and some
do not— simply add so much to the price of

the cement and aggregate for the forms ; and
of those who do measure the forms, some
measure the square feet, and some measure
the number of board feet used, and so on.

When we come to plastering, some plasterers

deduct openings, and some do not; and so on,

in every trade there are found these wide
divergences of opinion and melliod as to the
proper way of valuing tlieir work. These
ways cannot all be right, and it will be
necessary to determine some definite standard
or method in which such an item should bo
measured before quantity siir\'eyors can get
very far with their work. It will be necessary
for the contractors in each city who intend
to use the quantity system to get togetlier
and establish some definite standards of
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measurement which shall be adopted by all.

As far as concrete is concerned, this has
already been done by the American Concrete
Institute, who a year ago adopted standards
which had been prepared by a special com-
mitte of which I was a member. These
standards are in use in many parts of the
country, and will eventually "be adopted, I

believe, in all parts of the country. It is to
be hoped that national standards of measure-
ment in other trades will also be established.

In drawing up a standard of measurement,
1 believe that two guiding principles should
govern, although these may conaict with
existing practice in many cases. The first
rule is this—that all work should be measured
net as fixed in the building, no allowance
being made in the measurements for waste

;

that is to say, the quantity of brickwork
measured should be the net quantity of cubic
feet that will be found in the finished build-
lug. The quantity of flooring will he the net
square feet that can be measured upon the
finished floor; the quantity of plastering will
be the net area covered by the plasterer, and
so on. Then each contractor will add to his
price the amount of money he considers
necessary to cover the waste. Waste varies
with every contractor. One contractor layin"
a floor will use 5 per cent, more flooring than
another; one contractor in laying-up brick-
work will, by reason of his better handling
break 2 or 3 per cent, less than a rival ; aifd
the same applies to pipe-fitters, plasterers, or
any other trades. Therefore, so that there
may be one definite, common basis which can
be measured without dispute, and on which
all can figure, it is necessary that everything
be measured net as fixed in the building
And the second rule is that material should
in no case be measured to pay for extra
labour. If a plumber is measuring 100ft. of
lin. pipe in which there are ten elbows and
three tees, it is Wrong in principle for him
to count each elbow as 2ft. of pipe. The
value of each elbow may be the same as 2ft.
of pipe; but it is wrong for him to call aii
elbow 2ft. of pipe, and thus get 150ft. in his
quantity when there is actually only 100ft. to
be measured in the building. If "he wants
to, the elbows and bends and tees can be
counted and enumerated separately ; or it not
—if it is not worth while doing this—the net
100ft. should be m.easured, and the price
should be increased to cover the cost of the
bends and the tees. In brickwork, in the
same way, it is not correct to leave in the
brickwork which really is displaced by stone,
on the ground that the labour of settiii" the
Btoue is equal to the cost of the brickwork.
The labour of setting the stone is measured
as a separate item, and the net quantity of
brickwork should appear. In this connection
1 would remark that it seems to me to be a
very bad practice to price brickwork by the
thousand bricks. The correct unit for
measuring and valuing brickwork is the cubic
foot, and a quantity surveyor will have to
use this basis, as then every builder, in
pricing, can allow the number of bricks that
he considers necessary to the cubic foot in
his quantities.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
In November last the London County

Council made by-laws under the London
Building Act, section 164, for the regulation
of lamps, signs, or other structures overhang-
ing the public way not being within the City.
A copy of the by-laws was sent to the Local
Government Board for allowance, and one
was also sent to each metropolitan borough
council, the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,
the Royal Institute of British Architects, the
Surveyors' Institution, the London Chamber
of Commerce, and the Institute of Builders,
as required by the London Building Act of
1894.

The Local Government Board has now
intimated that the by-laws have been con-
sidered in connection with the observations
forwarded by local and other authorities con-
cerned. It is suggested that a proviso should
be added to by-law No. 1 exempting from the
operation of the by-laws cases of re-erection
or replacement of any lamp or structure sup-
porting or carrying the same, or the substitu-
tion of any lamp or structure supporting or
carrying the same for an existing lamp or
structure, where the lamp or structure has
been fixed or fitted before the date of con-
firmation of the by-laws ; and further, that
the local authority should be given seven
days' instead of two days' clear notice of in-

tention to Ex or fit any lamp, sign, or other
structure coming within the scope of the by-
laws. The Building Act Committee reported
on Tuesday to the County Council recom-
mending that these modifications, together
with one or two others of a minor character
wliicli have been suggested by the Board
should be agreed to, and submitting the by-
laws amended accordingly. The Council
approves the by-laws as amended, but it will
be necessary for them to be confirmed at a
subsequent meeting and for the preliminary
requirements of section 164 of the London
Building Act, 1894, to be complied with
anew. The Local Government Board will
also be asked to fix a date on which the by-
laws, which are not retrospective, will come
into force. They are as follow :

—

In conclusion, it would be well to state
that I do not believe that the adoption of
the quantity system would prove a panacea
for all ills, or would remove all sources of
trouble or dispute, but that it would be a
real advance, and remove some of the abuses
current in the building trades, and would
help towards a better understanding all
round. It will certainly be a difficult matter
to establish a satisfactory system in this
country. In doing so, we should not be
bound by any customs of other countries,
although we should follow them so far as the
principles they have adopted are right
principles. The subject of standardisation
of measurements will be a very important
step towards the establishment of a proper
system, and, whether a quantity system is
ever established or not, there is an urgent
need for a proper understanding of the
methods of measurement of work in the
building and engineering work. This would
be a very' useful field for the activities of
some of our national associations of engineers,
contractors, and sub-contractors.

,

1. A person shall not after the date at which these
hy-laws come into operation fix or tit any lamp or
any .structure supportini; or carrying tlie same, nor
shall ho retain any lamp or structure supportini; or
carrying the same nxcil or fitted after such date so
as to overhang the public way in such manner that
any part of such lamp or structure respectively shall
(i.) be at a less height than 8ft. clear above the
surface of the footway immediately under such lamp
or structure, or (ii.) be nearer to the carriageway
than 2ft. Cin. from the outer edge of the kerb or
(ill.) project more than 5ft. from the wall or shop
front of the premises or the post or upright support
to which it is attached.
Provided that this by-law shall not appiv (a) to the

re-erection or replaceinent of any lamp or structure
supporting or carrying the same which has been fixed
or fitted before the date of confirmation of these by-
laws, if the interval between the removal and the re-
erection or replacement does not exceed six months,
(b) to any lamp or structure supporting or carry-
ing the same which is substituted for a lamp or
structure which has been fixed or fitted before the
date of couflrmation of these by - laws, if the
interval between the removal of the one and its
replacement by the other does not exceed six months
and the substituted lamp or structure does not exceed
that for which it is substituted in weight or dimen-
sion and does not in situation contravene this by-
law to a greater extent than the lamp or structure
for which it is substituted.

•2. A person shall not, after the date at which these
by-laws come into operation, fix or fit any lamp
which, including framework and ornaments, exceeds
3ft. in any part when measured in any direction
horizontally, or which, including framework and
ornaments, exceeds 5ft. in height, or which weighs
more than 941b.. nor shall he retain any such lamp
so fixed or fitted after such date so as to overhang
the public way. Any lamp which may lawfully be
fixed or fitted unde." this by-law shall be provided
with a secondary means of security of sufiicient
strength to sustain safely the whole weight of the
lamp against falling away from its support.

3. A person shall not, after the date at which
these by-laws come into operation, fix or fit any
sign or any structure supiiorting or carrying the
same or any other structure nor shall ho retain any
sign or structure supporting or carrying the same or
other structure fixed or fitted after such date so as
to overhang the public way in such manner that
any part of such sign or the structure supi)orting or
carrying the same or other structure respectively
shall (i.) be at a less height than 8ft. clear above
the surface of the footway immediately under such
sign or structure, or (ii.) bo nearer to the carriage-
way than lift. 6in. from the outer edge of the kerb,
or (iii.) project more than 4ft. from the wall or
shop front of the premises or post or other upright
support to which it is attached. Provided, neverthe-
less, that if any such sign or structure shall extetid
more than 2ft. (not including stays

along the face of such wall, shop-front or siipi.ort
then such sign or structure shall not project more
than 2ft.

4. A person shall not. after the date at which
these by-laws come into operation, fix or fit any
sign or other structure which exceeds 2ft. Gin in
height or extends more than 6ft. in any direction
(not including stays or supports) along the face of
the wall or shop-front of the premises or |iost or
other upright support to which it is attached nor
shall he retain any such sign or other structure so
fixed or fitted afte.- such date so as to overhang the
public way.

5. A person shall not fix, fit or erect anv lamp,
sign or other structure coining within the terms and
provisions of these- by-laws unless and until seven
clear days' notice in writing, of intention to lU. fit
or erect such lamp sign or other structure shall
have. first been given to the local authority.

C. The London County Touncil, after consultation
with the local authority, may in any case in which
It may consider it expedient so to do dispense with
the observance of any of the foregoing by-laws on
such t«rins and conditions (if anyj as it ii'iay think
proper.

7. Any persons who commits any olTenco against
any of the foregoing by-laws shall be liable for every
such ollence to a penalty of £5, and a daily penalty
of 40s. for every day during which such olleiic'e
continues after conviction.

8. These by-laws shall not apply to—
(a) Any fascia, balcony, shelter, covered way or

other projection overhanging the pubhc way (not
being a lamp, sign or other structure within the
meaning, of these by-laws) which has been or shall
at any time hereafter be duly sanctioned by the
London County Council under the London building
Acts or any other statute in that behalf.

(b) Any movable sun-blind overhanging the public
way, no part of which, or of the stay-bars or other
fittings of which, except any vallances or side
blinds, shall when open be below an imaginary
straight line drawn from a point Tft. above the
footway at a distance of 2ft. from the outer edge
of the kerb to a point "ft. Cin. above the footway
adjoining the front of the shop or premises to
which such blind is fixed or fitted, and which shall
not bo nearer in any part to the carriageway than
1ft. 6in. from the outer edge of the kerb, or any
vallance or side blind which does not project more
than 2ft. from the front of the shop below the
level of 7ft. tiin. above the footway.

(c) Any lamp or structure supporting or carrying
the same overhanging the public way which may be
fixed or fitted at not less than 7ft. 6in. in the clear
above the surface of the footway immediately under
.such lamp, and so as not to project in any part
from the line of the window-frame of the shop
more than 3ft. and so as not to be nearer to the
carriageway than 2ft. 6in. from the outer edge of
the kerb, and which shall be solely for the purpose
of illuminating such window from without, the
lamp itself not to exceed .Win. in height, 24in. in
width parallel to the face of the building, and 24in.
in depth from front to back of lamp in clear,
iucliiding any ornamentation and chimney.

(d) .\ny g:is-rail or pipe overhanging the public
way used for the purpose of illuminating sho|>s
from the outside which has not a greater pro-
jection than 2ft. from the shop front, and uhirh
is not less than 7ft. 6in. above the surface of the
footway immediately under such rail or pipe.

(e) Any daylight reflector or prismatic light over-
hanging the public way which has not a greater
projection in any part than 2ft. 6in. from the face
of the building to which it is attached, and which
is not less than 7ft. 6in. above the surface of the
footway immediately under such reflector, and
which is securely fixed.

(f) Any lamp provided by a local authority fur
the purpose of lighting a street.

EARLY RENAISSANCE ARCHI-
TECTURE IN ENGLAND.*

In this secoud edition of a book which at

once made its mark when issued thirteen

years ago, Mr. Gotch has done well to omit
some of the illustrations, and compress the

text, thus reducing the bulk of the original

volume and reducing the price. Otherwise
very few alterations have been necessary, and
these simply bring the text into line with

results of more recent researches.

To none who know the book is a single

word of recommendation of ours necessary.

To those who do not, we need only say that

it is based on real practical acquaintance
with its subject, and written with dis-

criminating appreciation of the charm of the

work of the Tudor, Elizabethan, and
Jacobean periods.

Very few have liad the author's experience

and opportunities of obtaining reliable in-

formation, and none have surpassed his

capacity for imparting a knowledge of his

subject. His style is lucid ; there is no
affectation of professional phraseology; and
each illustration is utilised to explain some
point in the text—not dragged in, as by the

mere bookmaker, to swell the volume.

Not merely to architects will the book com-
mend itself, but to the wider circle of crafls-

* Early Renaissance Architecture in England. By
,1. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. London:

supports) I B. T. Batsford, Ltd. 1.5s. net.
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men, antiquaries, travellers, and, indeed, all

cultured people who love the picturesque
halls and manor houses which remaiji as the
monuments of the great house - building

f)eriod covered by the reigns of Elizabeth and
ler successor. Many such will understand for

the first time how the builders of the time
obtained their delightful effects, thanks to

Mr. Gotch's judicious selectiou of illustra-

tions—not merely of exteriors and interiors,

hut elucidated as it is by details of all con-
tributory features.

EXHIBITION AT THE ROYAL
ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM, WEST-
MINSTER.

The President and Council of the Archi-
tectural Association entertained the friends
of the Schools on Wednesday last at " a
smoking evening," and availed themselves
of the opportunity of showing, in the archi-
tectural classrooms and galleries, the
assemblage of students' drawings from the
recent Exhibition of British Architecture in

Paris, representing the Schools of the Royal
Academy, Royal College of Art, London Uni-
versity, Liverpool University, and the Fii-st

Atelier of Architecture, besides work done
in the Architectural Association Schools,
and also a selection of R.I.B.A. prize
drawings. The exhibition will remain open
till July 18, and will well repay a visit.

Much of the work is individually worthy
of unquestioned praise. Mr. L. H. Bueknell,
of the Premier Atelier d'Architecturc, sends
an excellent and large study of a big building,
seemingly intended for an art gallery
standing by the side of a lake. Next to this
is a dashing design for a park entrance,
unequal in the scale of the gate piers, by
Mr. Robert Lawry. The Glasgow schools
turn out very capital executants, and Scotch
students ha\e for years furnished the ranks
of our leading architects and prize winners.
There is a Colonial Parliament House, with
an Ionic Order to the colonnaded entrance
and sculptured figure groups delicately and
charmingly suggested in light lampblack, by
Mr. Richard W. M. Gunn's drawing. Mr.
Spencer Willmott has a design of merit for
an Institute of Architects, and we suppose
he is the author of a plan below of an iji-

stitution with architectural galleries and
sculpture courts. The Higher Grade School
is represented by Mr. E. S. Wylie. who sends
a block of municipal buildings. Mr. A. G.
Paton, of the Glasgow School, shows a
feelingly-drawn pencil study for an interior
doorway, which, however, is overwrought
with detail. The other entrance, with
rusticated masonry, on the same mount, is

much more strong and fit. There is a nice
small law-court design by Mr. Alex. T. Scott.

We thought the Clock Monument, in-

scribed with mural tablets, "Aquarius,"
"Pisces," and "Aries," on the front face, by
JMr. AV. E. W. Terrell, an acconiplishod per-
formance, with a bronze group at top and a
figure plinth at the base. One of the most
striking studies which we noted was the
I^ever first prize view of new frontage to the
Port of Liverpool, by Mr. H. Chalton Brad-
shaw, with a pair -of campaniles ending up
the series of towering capped buildings,
cleverly shown with boats and craft, graphic-
ally artistic and suggestiic. The same hand
is responsible for a Bandstand and Sketch
for a Picture Palace. The Li\erpool School
sends a Monument by Mr. F. Jenkins, with
a Doric handling of an obelisk-Iika tower,
with globe on the summit. Mr. Bernard A.
Miller won the first Lever Prize for a group
of municipal buildings in the French modern
mode, with a vast campanile towtr in the
midst, beyond a clever courtyard.

Among the Scholarship candidates we saw
a monumental obelisk to record the dead,
by Mr. E. A. Turner, standing on rocks, with
recumbent lions guarding the sepulchre in
tliis Portal of the Citv of the Dead. 'J'he

Council Offices by Mr. J. Bernard M. Walcli
is of a less sc\cre luanncr, with adept
dravvins and good dclail.

,\niong the measured dra\\in"s is a set of
the Royal Hospital at Chelsea by Sir Chris-
topher Wren, and here finished in colour
by Mr. Philip S. Hudson. 'Ihe Porch of

Linlithgow Church is sketched by Mr. Philip

Shaw in good line, spiritedly done. 'J'he

Hotel de Ville, Beaucaire, by Mr. Archie B.
Young, and Melrose Abbey Ritual Choir,

faithfully rendered in good scale by Mr. Wm.
Cruickshank.

AN OVERLOOKED TENDER.
The discovery of an unopened tender for

the building of a new Wallasey Council

school in Valkyrie-road, Liscard, after the

committee had met and recommended the

acceptance of the tender of a Liverpool firm

for £18,107, entailed the convening of

another meeting of the education committee

a few days later, the rescinding of the pre-

vious resolution, and the acceptance of the

tender of Messrs. Duthie and Son, of Liver-

pool, for £17,750. Alderman Dr. Oldershaw,

who presided, explained that after the com-

mittee met another tender was found in the

clerk's office, where it had been all the time

the committee was sitting. He. therefore,

thought it right that the committee should

meet again to consider this tender with the

others. He might say that the following

morning another tender, posted in Liverpool

at 9.30 on Monday night, arrived, while two
others had been received since. He did not

suggest that either of these should now be

considered, as they should have been received

not later than noon on Monday, and they

were probably only sent in order to obtain

repayment of the guinea deposited when the

specifications were obtained.

The deputy town clerk explained that the

tender in question was handed to the town
hall-keeper by messenger at 6.10, while the

committee was actually sitting, and he placed

it in the clerk's office instead of handing it

at once to the town clerk. Alderman Swan-
wick said that as this tender was not handed
in before twelve o'clock the conditions had
not been complied with.

The deputy town clerk: Some of those con-

sidered on Monday evening came during tlie

afternoon.
It was agreed that the minutes of the edu-

cation committee meeting be rescinded, and
that the tenders be considered afresh.

It then transpired that the lowest tender
was that of Messrs. Duthie and Son, of

Liverpool, for £17,750, this being the par-

ticular tender in question. It was mentioned
that this tender for schools for 1,200 children
worked out at £14 15s. lOd. per head, com-
pared with £15 6s. for the Church-street
schools, and about £13 per head for the

Poulton, St. Georgc's-road, and Vaughan-
road schools. The tender of Messrs. Duthie
and Son was then accepted unanimously.

MODERN PLUMBING PRACTICE.*
Messrs. B. T. Batsford, Ltd., are publish-

ing three useful volumes—of which this is the
first— on Plumbing Practice. This deals

with lead-working and plumbers' materials ;

tlio second will describe Modern Sanitary
Plumbing; and the third. Lead-working on
Roofs. The late Mr. Wright Clarke's former
work has been out of print some years, and
it is to be regretted he was not spared a little

longer to complete this. That it is based
on actual personal knowledge is evident. The
volume opens with an elementary description

of the metals used by plumbers. Chapters
are devoted to casting lead into sheets and
other forms in which it is used by plumbers.
In this section much of the work illustrated

may appear to be crude and unfinished. The
author's reasons for introducing such work,
some of which was done by students attend-
ing plumbing classes under his charge, was
to show readers that there are higher grades
of plumbing than simply repairing water-
pipes; also, that if young students were
capable of doing such work, surely skilled
craftsmen could produce more highly-finislicd
specimens, and execute any class of lead-
work, cither plain or ornamental, that an
architect might design iu conuecUon with his
buildings.

• Modern PlunibirR Practice. Bv the late .T.

Wrioht Clabkk. M. B.S.I. . and Waltek Scott,
A.R.8.I.. R.P. Vol. I. London : B. T. Batsford. Ltd
lOf. net

Lead-casting and lead-burning are treated

in a fairly exhaustive section. A section has
also been devoted to setting out the lines for

and making pipe-bends and elbows with the

view to enable the workman to avoid a

useless waste of energy in partially preparing

a piece of work and then placing it iu its

position to ascertain if it is being made to

the proper shape. The chapters on making
soldered joints are carried as far as possible.

It is obvious that the skill necessary for the

actual execution of such work can only be
obtained by practice, and not by studying
written descriptions. Lead-light glazing and
the subject of siphons are also adequately
dealt with.

For the nost of professor of architecture at

the School of Design and Decorative Art, at

Molenbeek. Brussels, after a keen competition,
M. Henry Van Montfort has been appointed.

Devon County Council decided on Friday, in

spite of much opposition, to expend £800 in

carrying out alterations and repairs to Larch-
mont. Torquay, for the purpose of a tuberculosis

hospital and dispensary.

At Dudley Mr. Edgar Dudley held a Local
Government Board inquiry on Tuesday into an
application by the corporation for sanction to
borrow £3,280 for purchase of property required
for street improvements.

The fine peal of bells at St. Gregory's Parish
Church, Sudbury. Suffolk, which have not been
rung for four years, have been taken down and
sent to the works of Messrs. J. M. Warner and
Sons, Spitalfields, to be retuned. The frame-
work in which they hung is being reconstructed.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Pudsey into the application of the town
council for permission to borrow £10,159 for the
construction of public swimming-baths, fire-

brisrade station, the purchase of a motor fire-

engine, and the extension of the highways de-

partment offices.

At Winnipeg, the contract to erect a new
warehouse for the Ames-Holden-McCready
Company has been let to the Lyall, Mitchell

Company, at about 100,000dol. The building
will be six stories high, of mill construction,
brick and stone. The architect is Mr. J. D.
Atchison.

A new Roman Catholic church and priest's

house is to be begun shortly at Southwold, Kast
Suffolk. The buildings will be constructed of

Weldon stone, from a design by Father
Benedict Williamson, C.SS.R., of Earlslield.

The Bishop of Northampton will lay the
foundation-stone next August.

The competition in Belgium for the Grand
Prix dc Rome d'Architecture has just been de-
cided. M. de Mel, cf .\ntwerp, was placed first

with 81 points; for the second and third places
M. Bar, of Ghent, and M. Brossen, of Antwerp,
were named equal with 76 points each; M. Van
Lirnputtin, of Antwerp, camo fourth with 74
points; M. de Bels, of Antwerp, hfth, 70 jioints;

and the sixth and seventh places were equally
divided between M. Smekens, of Antwerp, and
M. Stordiau, of the same city, each with 64
points.

At the last meeting of the town council cf
Cambridge the public health committee reported
that as the contract for the additions and
alterations at (he infectious diseases hospital
had been signed, it became necessary that a
clerk of the works should be appointed to tsuper-

vise the erection of the buildings. The com-
mittee therefore gave instructions for advertise-
ments to be inserted in the Building News and
the local papers inviting applications for the
post at a salary of £4 45. per week. Twenty-
four applications were received, and the com-
mittee recommend the appointment of Mr. Ingle
Garner, of 99, Victoria-road, Cambridge, who
would be able to enter on his duties immediately
after the appointment.

The foundation-stone was laid last week at
Hereford of the hrst of three grouris cf

municipal houses for working-men now in course
of erection at Hereford. At Edge Mill, 16 lionses

will be erected—three in blocks of four houses,
and two of two. The buddm;,'s here \mU consist
of living-room and kitchen, stone larder, ccal-
place. and w.c, on j^round nocr. and three bcd-
rooins upstairs. Beside the copper .a bath will

bo built against the wall; it is provided with a

top. which may he used as a table On the
Mostyn-strcct site 30 houses are to be built, and
on the Crozens site, four houses. The plans have
been prepared by Mr. .T. Parker, tile city sur-
veyor; Mr. Gcorgo Fi;-ld, of Birmiiip;hani, is the
contractor, and Mr. W. Jakcway is tho clerk of
works.
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dnxttntt Calamn.

Monday's meeting at the R.l.B.A. resolved

to empower the new Council to employ the

solicitors to prepare a draft of the whole

Charter by Registration scheme, to be sub-

mitted " informally " to the Privy Council

—

whatever that may mean. In any case, it

will come before a general meeting next

session, we suppose, for confirmation. We
are glad, anyhow, that Mr. Sydney I'erks's

amendment was defeated by a large majority,

and congratulate the presidents of the allied

societies on their large attendance and their

successful stand against their limited repre-

sentation on the Council. Every speech was
to the point—especially those of the presi-

dent of the Manchester Society and Mr. J. A.

Gotch. The provincial societies will do well

to make their presence and influence still

more and more felt. They are the majority,

as regards membership, and in many respects

they may be relied upon to sustain and
encourage progress in a greater degree than

the London members. They are also, as Mr.
Graysoii well put it, the " police " of the

central body, and without them the Institute

could not long exist. It is, therefore, their

right to have the fullest share in the control

of its policy.

The negotiations for a sectional settlement

of the London Building Trade dispute are

proceeding. The Stonemasons have met the

London Master Builders' Association twice

since our last issue, -and on Wednesday night

decided to agree to the terms arranged, with

one small exception, and will return to work
early next week. Nine other unions are

negotiating terms. The Wood - cutting

Machinists, the Engine and Crane-Drivers,

and the Painters' unions have applied for

interviews, and the representatives of the

two first-named societies will meet the

London Master Builders' Association to-day.

Meanwhile, readers will do well to disregard

the obviously untrue and stupid statements

by which the mischief-making militants are

still seeking to hoodwink the men, on the one
hand; and, on the other, to suspend judge-

ment with regard to the appeal made by Mr.
W. WiUett, the "Daylight-saving" reformer,

to the non-federated London Masters to join

him in a lock-out to-morrow week, unless a

settlement is arrived at before then. Our
own present opinion is that no general lock-

out should be attempted without the sanction

of the National Federation of Building

Industries, and that the non federated

masters will do well to hold their hands till

that is given. With some of the fabrications

just above referred to the Secretary of the

London Master Builders' Association deals

effectively on another page.

The monumental muddle of the Income-
tax does not only affect the Bank of England,
the other banks, and the City all round
finaneially, but it also touches up every man
of business. For in payment of ground
rents, rack rents, and mortgage interest

there is going to be a deal of bother about
the right amount to deduct. With regard to

half-yearly ground rents, due June, one
quarter will be at Is. 2d., and one at Is. 3d.

;

so the best way out seems to be to take
Is. 2id. for the whole half-year. In refer-
ence to mortgage interest, where the half-

yearly dates must often fall awkwardly, there
will have to be complicated calculations, re-

sulting, if worked out exactly, in decimal

fractions that will end in some short compro-

mise. But this is by no means all. For the

Bank of England and others will doubtless

deduct tile full Is. 4d. from dividends on

stocks generally, as this is tlie only legal

figure, leaving the people to get back what
they can from Somerset House, where they

stand to make a good deal of money on the

many small sums that will not be worth the

trouble of claiming. All this confusion arises

under the Greater Budget because our Chan-
cellor forgot that the landless Radical

millionaires, who have made fortunes out of

coal-tar and its by-products, would not have

their invested incomes cut into just as if tliey

were only dukes or landed proprietors. And
this is the Chancellor chosen by a nation of

shopkeepers supported by a businesslike

people !

Builders, merchants, and contractors are

much interested in the legal meaning of the

words "extraordinary traffic," as used in the

Highways and Locomotives Act, 1878, which
have lately been up for construction in the

Courts. For if the passage of locomotives
and traction engines with trucks of bricks,

stone, and the like, upon a road be held to

amount to extraordinary traffic, then the

persons causing this traffic can be made liable

to the local authorities for large sums in the
way of repairs for damage done. The diffi-

culty is to decide when and where traffic of

this kind becomes "extraordinary." Thus
in a recent case (May 11) the owner of a

heavy traction engine dragging trucks loaded
with stone from a quarry was held not to be
liable for the £1,233 claimed for extra
repairs because the road used was adapted
to such traffic, and also because the quarry-
ing and haulage of stone was a recognised
local industry. But in a later case (May 21)
tlie Court of Appeal declined to decide
whether tlie fact as to the road being, or not
being, adapted to heavy traffic was. conclii

sive, as the authorities were conflicting, and
each case must depend on its own merits I

Here the heavy traffic had been taken down
n country lane, because of the tramway on
the high road. Of course, the use of trac-

tion engines on such a road was in itself

extraordinary, and the Court held the parties
so doing liable for all costs of repair beyond
that caused by the ordinary traffic, and
declined to accept the excuse that this lane
was the only alternative road for use if the

main highway was not available.

Some of the daily papers, as usual, com-
menting on building developments betv\'een

Highgate and Hampstead have gone tooth

and nail for the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners and other adjacent landlords, and
prophesied the speedy covering of all the

vacant ground which still isolates the two
pleasant Northern suburbs from the rapidly-

filling regions beyond. They are really pre-

maturely pessimistic. Mr. S. E. Downing
protests that the Commissioners have no such

proposal under their consideration, nor any
scheme for the development of the estates

that has not already been pursued for many
years. One writer talks about three roads

piercing the Commissioners' estate, but

really the one which may properly be

described is Bishop's-avenue, and that road

was constructed by the Commissioners
twenty-five years ago, and building develop-

ment along this road, which traverses the

Bishop's Wood, has been very slow, mainly,

if not wholly, because the Commissioners
have insisted upon a standard of house and

grounds which makes it possible to preserve,

in some degree, the sylvan character of the

place, and prevents wholesale or unnecessary

destruction of the wood. The lease cf the

two golf courses have still some years to run,

and nobody yet knows that the lands are "to

pass into the hands of the builders" when
these leases come to an end. The Commis-
sioners are, of course, reasonably developing

their estate ; but they are better land-

lords than most, and it is only fair to re-

member that they have made substantial

sacrifices to the preservation of open spaces

in this neighbourhood ; and the Highgate
Wood (between the Great Northern Railway
and the Muswell Hill-road), now under the

control of the Corporation of the City of

London, were the gifts of the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners to the public in 1886.

The Encjincering Record, discussing the

complex duties of the practice of architecture

to-day, says: "Before passing hasty judge-

ment upon the architect of our times, think

a moment of the evil days upon which he has

fallen. lu the Medijeval times he must per-

force know only the technique of masonry

—

the rest was his art. If he were building a

church the fine stimulus of the Gothic was
his inspiratioii, and his medium was crafts-

manship in stone. To-day he must know
masonry and concrete, structural steel, and
sanitary plumbing, lighting and heating,

electric wiring and acoustics. His prede-

cessor did not have to plan. for buying his

stone from one source ; his steel from
another, and his woodwork from a third; he
was not hounded by agents of patented de-
vice.s, nor pestered by circulars of supplies

offering him ' the usual architect's commis-
sion of per cent.' All these things the

architect of to-day has to endure, besides
being called a slavish copyist if he turns to

the best in antiquity, and a commonplace
innovator if he does not. His chief hope is

in suiting himself as best he may to new con-

ditions, calling in technical advisers on the

details which he cannot in the nature of

things have time to master, even if he has
the ability, standing the more firmly by the

interests of his client as he confronts a regi-

ment of sub-contractors, and remembering

that he must be artist before being engineer

or contractor. Originality and resourceful-

ness are much more difficult to find than tech-

nical or constructional skill, and if the archi-

tect is to be more than a master mason or

boss concrete mixer, it must be by the pos-

session of these attributes. Art did not die

with the Gothic nor perish with the Roman-
esque. The times have changed, and the

architect must change with them."

Liverpool, like other large cities, is begin-

ning to wonder what it will do with its

statuary. The plateau in front of St.

George's Hall and St. John's Gardens are

quite filled with examples of art in stone,

and now the Pierhead is suggested as the

site of the memorial to King Edward. One
correspondent suggests that statues are no

longer of value when the generation which

knew the men in whose memory they were

raised have passed away, and that a good

way out of the difficulty would be to remove

the obsolete statues to the outskirts.

Another thinks they might be re-melted up

from time to time and utilised for the tem-

porary glorification of newer celebrities, as

in some of the waxwork shows.
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BISHOP'S STORTFORD. — A Terii-
tonals' drill-hiiU lias been erected in Old-
road, and was opened on Wednesday week.
It is of timber, on concrete foundations, witli

corrugated iron roof and match lined
int(^rioi' and its total cost, witn the purchase
of the land, exceeded £l,liOU. It contains a
drill-nail tiUft. by 3Uft. ; an indoor rille-range

lOllft. by rjft. bin. ; armoury, ISft. 6iil. by
14ft., fitted with riHe and clothing racks;
armourer's bench and cuboards ; orderly
I'oom, 14ft. by 16ft. ; and men's room, 17ft.

6in. by 18ft. ; offices, boiler-house, etc. Its

construction has been carried out by Messrs.
H. RooUe aLid Sons, of Cambridge.
KOSEliliHY-AVKiNUE.—At the meeting

of the Metropolitan Water Board on Friday
it was decided that Mr. H. Austen Hall,
l''.R.l.B.A., whose design for the new central
ofHces to be built in Hosebery-a\enue, was
accepted by the Board a month ago, on the
recommendation of the assessor, Mr. E. Guy
l-)attber, be appointed architect for the
building. We illustrated and reviewed all the
six designs submitted in this competition in

our issue of June 5. The general purposes
committee, ill submitting tliis recommenda-
tion, stated that they concurred in a

suggestion by Mr. Austen Hall that he should
be allowed to rebuild the Oak Room, on the

western sitle of the building, where it could
be used either as a committee, members', or

chairinan's room. The committee added : In

the original scheme Mr. Hall provided that

two sides of the building should be in stone

and the remainder stock brick. Mr. Hall lias

given further consideration to the matter,
and proposes that the three sides of the

building which will be seen from the existing

public roadways should be in red brick with
stone dressings, and they agreed to the sug-

gestion. This alteration will not, Mr. Hall
believes, affect the estimated cost of the

building. In the report which accompanied
his design, Mr. Hall stated that the tloors of

the corridors would be paved in terrazzo or

black and white marble, the board room and
committee rooms to have oak floors, and the

floors of the offices to be finished in cement
for lineoleum, and wood blocks in the more
public offices. The committee were of

opinion that it would be more economical in

the long run if the floors of all offices were
finished in wood blocks, and Mr. Hall informs
us that the additional cost will be about
£1.800. On the other hand, if the floors were
finished in cement, linoleum would have to be
provided at a cost of about £900, and this

would have to be renewed periodically. In

the committee's opinion, the general scheme
of arrangement of the offices which Mr. Hall
proposes called for little or no modification.

They were unable to suggest any possibility

of reducing the estimated cost of the

building. The committee's recommendations
were adopted, and it was further decided
to appoint Mr. Hugh Watkins, of Gray's
Inn-square as quantity surveyor at a fee of

\\ per cent, on the cost of the building, esti-

mated at t'Jl.Oag, or £100,000, with archi-

tect's foes at 5 per cent., and allowances for

contingencies.

Mr. H. W. A. Carter, surveyor to the Matlock
Bath Urban District Council, has been appointed
town surveyor of Bollinglon, Cheshire.

Mr. H. li. Uottomley, Brighousc, has been
appointed surveyor to the Hfbden Bridge Urban
District Council. There were 61 applicants.

The Duljliii Corporation have increased the
salary of Mr. 1'. J. Monks, the manager of the
municipal workshops, by illOO per annum.

Albert John Dibb, 31, a plasterer, found
'uilty, at the Old Bailey, of the murder of his

kis two year-old daughter at Wimbledon, has
been declared insane, and ordered to be detained
during the King's pleasure. He had been out
of work in ronscciuence of the builders' strike,

and this had preyed on his mind.

The corporation of Manchester advertises its

intention to apply to the Local Oovernmcnt
Board for authority to prepare a town-planning
scheme for u large area in the south of the citv,

thus advancing a little further a scheme which
has long been under consideration. The pre
liminary floral Government Board inqriry wdl
bo held in August.

PKOFESSIONAIi AND TRADE
SOCIETIKS.

BRITISH MASTER BUILDERS' ASSO-
CIATION.—The annual excursion of this

association was held on Thursday in last

week, when about eighty members took part
in a motor excursion over the Cotswolds.
Among the company were Messrs. F. A. R.
Woodward (president) and A. J. Pitt (secre-

tary), G. H. Oatley (president Bristol Archi-
tects' Society), C. l'\ W. Ueniiig (lion, secre-

tary Bristol Architects' Society), Councillor
T. Sturge Cotterell (Bath), E. W. Wooster
(Batli), Councillor H. F. Cotterell, Councillor
A. Dowling, Councillor E. L. Neale (hon.
treasurer), and W. H. Taylor (Clerks of
Works and Builders' Foremen's Association).
Leaving the guildhall. Small-street, at nine
o'clock a.m., four torpedo char-a-bancs con-
veyed the party by way of the eastern eud of

the city to Wotton-under-Edge, Nailswortb,
Stroud, Painswiek, Cranliam Woods, to

Birdlip. The first halt was made at Pains-
wick, where the fine church was inspected,
and lunch was partaken of at an hotel at

Birdlip, from wdiich high-lying village, amid
almost unrivalled scenery, the motors pro-

ceeded to Cirencester and Bibury. Hero for

a while the cars were left, and members
strolled through the streets of the village, at

first visiting the w'ell-kept churchyard and
entering the splendidly - preserved church,
which has Saxon work in its doorways, and
has Norman arches. Through the village

runs, in placid beauty, the River Coin, a
stream wdiich passes through the grounds of

Bibury Court, a mansion containing Tudor,
Elizaljethan, and Jacobean architecture. Its

interior is notable for the possession of n fine

carved staircase. The greater part of the

house was built in 1623 by Sir Thomas Saek-
ville, and was recently purchased by the
present owner, Lord Sherborne. The posi-

tion of the mansion, its exquisite gables and
grouping of chimney's, and its surrounding
grounds and woods, could not be surpassed.
From Bibury the party progressed to Fair-

field, where the glories of the stained glass

in the parish church were concisely explained
by the vicar. The church was built between
1486 and 1497 by one Tame, a wool merchant,
and the wonderful stained glass represents

—

in the west window, the Last Judgment ; in

the body of the church, the History of the

Faith ; and in the eastern portion, the Gospel
Stories. Visits to the churches of Tetbury
and Chipping Sodbury concluded a day of

great interest.

LONDON ARCH.'EOLOGISTS AT COL-
CHESTER.—The members of the London
and Middlesex Archaeological Society visited

Colchester on Saturday, when they inspected
the Roman and other relics of antiquarian
interest under the direction of Dr. Henry
Laver. After a municipal welcome at the
town hall, the members proceeded to the

castle, which lias a Norman keep larger than
that of the Tower of London. Dr. Laver
narrated the history of the castle and of its

narrow escape from the hands of John
Weeley, the Colchester vandal. Ho then
conducted the members to the crypt, which
is now used as a museum, and contains the
finest collection of Roman remains in exist-

ence. After leaving tlie castle the members
inspected St. Botolph's Priory, the ruins of

the first establishment of the Augustiiiiftii

canons in this country; the gateway of St.

John's Abbey,' the last abbot of which, John
Beehe by name, was hanged for opposing the
wishes of Henry VIII. ; Tymperley's, the
birthplace and residence of William Gilberd,
physician to Queen Elizabeth and James I.

and the fatlier of electrical science; Holy
Trinity Church, remarkable for its Saxon
tower, in which Roman bricks are used; and
the BalUerne Gate, the western entrance to

the Roman city.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.—The Board of Architectural
Education announce that the designs sub-
mitted by the following students who are
qualifying for the final examination have
been approved :—Subject XIV. (a).— Design
for Council Offices; Messrs. G. Allen, W.
.Mliioii, J. R. Armstrong, J. Blackford, C. J.
Brooks, J. M. Brown, W. Allison, C. Ap-
GrulTyd, H. Battiscombc, R. Bowes,

T. H. Broomhall, C. W. Cflllender,

L. E. Carreras, H. F. Davies, V. Dyson,
T. C. Evans, C. A. Foote, L. S. Ford, A. L.
Freaker, B. George, H. F. Gossling, H.
Gregory, W. Griffiths, A. B. Hamilton, G. L.
Head, J. D. Hossack, J. H. Jacob, C. H.
James, H. N. Jepson, L. F. Jones, H. Z.
Kassem, G. A. Langdell, E. C. Lavender,
G. S. Leadam, S. H. Lowetli, A. L. Mac
inillaii, R. S. Moore, W. N. Moscrop, C. L.

Pace, N. S. Robinson, C. Rowntree, G. Sheii-

stoiie, P. N. Stedham, K. 'I'akekoshi,

W. E. W. Terrell, H. S. Triscott, H. F.
Walker, P. G. White, J. F. Wilson, W. C.
Young, H. L. Charles, R. A. Duncan, G. M.
Eaton, S. Fernyhough, A. S. Forbes, li.

Frater, S. G. Garrett, F. E. Gooder, G. H.
Gray, C. Grellier, H. V. Hague, E. J. Hart,
G. Hemm, G. B. Howcroft; R. Jackson, T. T.
Jenkins, A. G. Johnson, W. O. Jones,
M. D. N. Koch, F. C. Langrish-Toye, W. V.
Lawton, H. A. Lister, D. R. Lyne, J. B.
Matthews, A. L. Mortimer, D. G. Mowat,
W. F. Pennington, G. A. Rose, C. D. St.

Leger, G. P. Stainsby, A. E. Stott, J. A. C.
Taylor, L. D. ToinUnson, J. B. M. Walcli,
N. B. Weekes, H. M. Whitehead, N. F.
Woodroffe. Subject XIV. (b).—Design for

Churcli Spire : Messrs. F. A. Barley, C. W.
Craske, J. Dickinson, M. Hendry, A. H.
Owen, J. E. P. Toothill, C. C. Cheek, H. E.
Crossland, J. S. Fyfe, K. B. Mackenzie, M.
Robertson. Designs for other subjects from
the following candidates have also been
approved:—Messrs. W. B. Binnie, D. C. L.
Derry, W. B. Gostling, I. Omar.
THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE

.-V-ibL tlniiCiO 01<' IKELAiND.—A general
meeting of the members of the above body
was lield at 31, South F'rederick-street,
Dublin, oil Monday evening, June 29. The
president, Mr. K. Caulfeild Orpeii, R.H.A.,
was ill the chair, and there was a good
attendance of members. The discussion with
reference to the R.I.B.A. proposed new
Charter in place of Registration by Bill, wbs
continued, and the following resolution was
passed; "In view of the recent attitude of

the R.I.B.A. in relation to the proposed
Charter, and the subject of representation
which the proposals involve, this meeting
would urge the council of the R.I. A. I. to take
action in obtaining for this institute per-

manent and adequate representation on the

Council of the R.I.B.A., and to consider the
propriety of supporting the principle tliat

every member of the R.I.B.A. should be

entitled to register his vote on all questions
of architectural policy, without personal
attendance at the London meetings."The prize

drawings of the R.I.B.A. are on view from
July 1 to 10 inclusive, at the Rooms of the

Architectural Association of Ireland, 15,

South Frederick-lane, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,

and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

THE QUANTITY SURVEYORS' ASSO-
CIATION (INCORPORATED).—Mr. T. E.

Bare (Messrs. Bare, Leaning, and Bare, 115,

High Holborn, W.C.) has been elected presi-

dent of this association for the ensuing year,

and Messrs. Henry Vale, F.S.I. (Wolver-

hampton), and F. W. Harrison, F.S.I., vico-

presidente.
-«*•-

A Roman Catholic church is about to be built

on the site of four houses in Lorrimore-road,

Walworth, from plans by Mr. F. A. Walters,

F.S.A., of Westminsier. •

Mr. H. G. Norris, auctioneer, estate agent,

and builder, of Richmond, who is now Mayor
of Fulham, a position he has held for five years,

has been chosen as one of the Unionist candi-

dates for Stockport. The other Unionist candi-

date-is Dr. Francis FremantU, medical officer of

health for the county of Hertford.

Mr. W. Collin, Local Government Board
inspsctor, held an inquiry on Thursday night

in last week into the application of the Kainford

Urban District Council to borrow i;'2,5C0 for the

erection of fourteen workmen's dwellings. It

was stated that land for the houses had been

offered for Is. i^A. per square yard by Earl

Derby, and Mr. Baron, St. Helens, the architect

who "had prepared the plans, said the cottages

could be erected at a cost of f 150 each. Com-
plaint was made by several property-owners that

private builders could not get land from Lord

Derby on the same terms as those offered to the

council.
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COMPETITIONS.
CANBERRA PARLIAMENT HOUSE.—

The conditions governing the competition for

tlie designs for the Parliament House in

Canberra, to cost £1,000,000, have now been
issned. Designs may be delivered to tlie High
Commissioner up to March 31, 1915. Eight
premiums are offered, amounting in all to

£6,000, the first award being £2,000. The
first competitor will be employed on the

initial portion of the building, and probably
also in the subsequent stages of construction.

GATESHEAD.—Members of the Society
of Architects are requested not to take part
in the competition for the proposed new
scliool, King Edward-street, Gateshead,
without first ascertaining from the Secretary
wlietlier the conditions have been so amended
that they can be approved by the Society.

MANCHESTER.—At the meeting of the
city council on Wednesday, the sanitary com-
mittee submitted for approval a proposal to

build a number of semi-detached cottages on
tile Blaekley estate, belonging to the corpora-
tion. Fifty-five designs for such cottages,
sent in by twenty-six competitors, had been
considered, and the committee had resolved

—

" J'hat, subject to its being ascertained by
the committee that the probable cost of satis-

factorily carrying out the work will not
e.\ceed the autliors' estimates by 10 per cent.,

the premiums offered in the advertisement
dated April 6, 1914, for competitive plans,
specifications, and estimates for semi-
detached cottages on the Blaekley estate be
awarded to the authors of the following
designs: Eirst premium, £60, design No. 28;
second premium, £25, design No, 20,"

ROME SCHOLARSHIP IN DECORA-
TIVE PAINTING. —The Royal Commis-
sioners for tlie E.\hibition of 1851 have this
year awarded the Rome Scholarship in

Decorative Painting to Mr. John Miles
Bourne Benson, on the recommendation of
the Faculty of Painting of the British School
at Rome. Mr. Benson is twenty-five years of
age, and studied at Dulwich College and the
Slade School, The other candidates chosen
to compete were Miss G, D. Davison, Mr. T.
Derrick, and Mr. S, Woods - Hill, The
scholarship is of the value of £200 per
annum, and tenable at the British School at
Rome for three years. For this competition
this year the Faculty selected "The Judge-
ment of Paris" as the subject to be executed
in oil or tempera on a panel measuring 7ft,

by f)ft. A cartoon done for the decoration
had also to be submitted. The Faculty of
the British School at Rome, who conduct the
competition for the Scholarship in Painting,
consists of Mr, George Clausen, Mr. A.
S. Cope, Sir Charles Holroyd, Mr. Dermod
O'Brien, Sir Edward Poynter (chairman).
Sir William Richmond, Mr. Charles Ricketts,
Mr, J, S, Sargent, Mr, Charles Sims, Mr, P,
Wilson Steer, and Mr, Henry Tonka, The
work done in the final competitions in each
section will be exhibited at Crosby Hall
during the week beginning on Monday next,
July 6. ^
A Select Committee of the House of Commons

sanctioned on Wednesday a provisional order
under which the Corporation of Deal seek power
to construci, a pier and marine pavilion at an
estimated cost of £8,600.

The Ilkley Town Hall buildings have now been
completed by the erection of a winter garden on
the west, connected with the King's Hall, which
was formally opened last week The architect
of the winter garden is Mr, Henry West, build-
ing inspector under the council, and outwardly
it is in harmony with the rest of the town-hall.
The length of the new portion is 117ft., and the
width varies from 53ft. in front to 35ft.

The following appointments by Boards of
Faculties have been approved by the General
Board of the Faculties and by Convocation of
Oxford University:—Guy Dickins, M.A., Fellow
of St. John's College, as University Lecturer
in Classical .'irchseology, in succession to L. E.
Farnell, M.A., D.Litt., Rector of Exeter College;
John G, C. Anderson, M.A., student of Christ
Church, as University Lecturer in Roman
Epigraphy; and E. .\. Loew, Ph.D. Munich, rus

University Lecturer in Paljeography. The
examiners for the Diploma in Classical
Archaeology have awarded the Diploma to
Stephen A. Wadsworth, B.A., Magdalen College.

—*«
THE LONDON BUILDING TRADE

DISPUTE,
'I'o the Editor of the Building News,

Sir,—Certain interested parties seem to
have given free rein to their imagination in
disseminating, through the Labour Press,
detailed descriptions of disputes and
antagonisms within the ranks of the London
Master Builders' Association.
These statements have hitherto been

ignored ; but, lest the public, or the workmen
in particular, should be misled or deceived,
I beg to claim your indulgence to state that
all such representations are not only in-

accurate, but, I fear, wilfully so, and there is

no foundation whatever for such malicious
reports.

Both at the meetings of the Council and at

the general meetings of this Association, all

decisions have been practically unanimous,
and there lias been no confiict or antagonism
whatever—in fact, it is difficult to imagine
how any dissensions could arise on the par-

ticular points at issue.

Much misconception also apparently exists

as to the attitude of the London Master
Builders' Association towards trade
unionism. It has been represented that the

L.M.B.A. desires to secure the advantage of

employing non-unionists at lower wages than
trade unionists, and that for this, or sonic

other reason, favour or preference is shown
to non-unionists, and endeavours are made
to check the propagation of trade unionism,
which is resented by the trade unions.

In order to remove any such erroneous
ideas, a statement of the principles which
guide the L.M.B.A, on this subject may be
of service at the present juncture.

The L,M,B.A. offers no objection to the

fair and peaceful propagation of trade

unionism—that is to say, that the unionist

workman should be quite at liberty to

impress upon his fellow-workmen bis argu-

ments and views on trade unionism (and,

vice versa, tile non-unionist slionid he at

liberty to do tlie same), provided, of course,

that such discussions do not inteifero with the

progress of work.
The L.M.B.A. objects only to coercion and

persecution beiii.g exercised on either side,

and cannot consent to any of their workmen
being driven fioni employment, or mal-

treated, because of the attitude they may see

fit to adopt on the question of tra<le

unionism.
The L.M.B.A. shows neither favour nor

prejudice on either side ; both are equally

eligible for employment; both are paid the

same rate of wages, and work under the same
terms and conditions as to hours of labour,

overtime, etc.

If, by fair and reasonable argument, the

trade unionists can convert all non unionists

to their views, and by such means the non-

unionists were eliminated, the L.M.B.A.
would accept the situation with equanimity.

They stand for "fair play and no favour,"

and any representations to the contrary are

both unjustifiable and incorrect. -Faithfully

yours. S. B. Drprek, Secretary,

London Master Builders' Association,

Koh-i-Noor House, Kingsway, W,C,

THE ARCHITECTURAL STAFF OF
H,M, OFFICE OF WORKS-THE
REPORT OF THE HOLMES COM-
MITTEE,

Sir,—The recommendations of this com-

mittee show all the way through a tinkering

with the organisation, such as the reduction

of the architectural staff by a branch, and

the change from one principal architect to

three. There is no real grasp of vital prin-

ciples, except perhaps the recommendation

that the whole of the staff of the Office of

Works sliould be brought together into one

building, and to have come to this conclusion

should iiot have required the combined wit

of the Chairman of the Board of Works,
Dublin, with a salary of £1,500, the Assistant

Secretary of tlie Office of Works, London,

with a sahirv of £1,100 and a first-class clerk

in the Treasury. One rocomrnciidatnin
stamps the remainder of the report at its true
value— a concoction by an engineer and two
laymen bent on cutting down expenses at all

costs. It is worth quoting in full,

"Architectural Assistants, Dranglitsmen,
and Technical Assistants,— All members of
tliese classes, including those engaged upon
purely technical work other than drawing,
to be brought together, as soon as conditions
of accommodation permit, into one central
drawing office in charge of a first-class

assistant architect and surveyor assisted by
qualified architectural assistants," (Page 2'J,

xviii,)

"With the principle laid down when the
sclieme was introduced— viz,, that in future
the Drawing Office should as a rule be
manned by young men temporarily serving
in the office and discharged at the age of 30,
we are in general agreement, though we
doubt wlicther that age is not too advanced."
(Page 19, pars. 79).

So it is proposed that a gentleman witli a
salary of from £350 to £450 shall be the real

principal architect for half a million worth
of new work yearly, while there will be three
Office of Works principal architects with
salaries from £800 to £1,000, and nine archi-

tects at salaries from £550 to £750. Whether
the designing of new works is to be divorced
from the supervision of them is not clearly

stated. If it is not, the only work left for

the architects will be that of maintenance
surveyors in charge of painting, whitewash-
ing, chimney sweeping, and window-cleaning.
If it is, the result will be chaos.
One can imagine our foreign \isitors being

taken, as one of the sights of London, into

a magnificent hall some 250ft, by 50ft., to see
official architecture being "turned out."
Another step forward to the Ministry of Fine
Arts! The process will be somewhat as

follows:—The "principal architect" with
the salary of £350 to £-150 will every morning
call on the heads, for the future misnamed
architects, of the different branches for

orders. Orders by post and telephone will

also be promptly attended to. Amid the din
and confusion of that uist hall lie will then
proceed to allocate the work ; the plan of a
Labour Exchange will be given to a young
man of twenty-three, the elevation of a

Government office to the neoGreek expert
of twenty-seven, while a new consulate at

Tinibuctoo will be given to the junior of

eighteen years, as the professional papers
will not be able to criticise that work of art.

But what understanding of architecture

can one expect from an engineer, however
eminent, and two hiy officials? Point is

given, by the memoranda at the end of the
report, to this lack of understanding due to

the composition of the committee. Where
the engineer, as a technical man, really

makes a good suggestion— that the technical

side should be represented on the board—
the two lay officials, with the conceit of their

class, unite to crush it; for to their minds a

lay board is perfectly capable of appreciating

technical differences and of settling difficult

technical problems. So with architecture;

only here, of course, the lack of understanding
is trebly intensified. Later, after another
eminent engineer has sat in committee, it will

be found more economical to have sheets 4)f

stock features from which elevations may be

set up nieclianically after the different types

have been specified by number.

The whole report is wordy and indefinite,

and not always grammatical. The employ-

ment of the private practitioner on new-

works is to be decided by the circumstances

in each case, the circumstances being the

nature and position of the building, the talent

at the disposal of the office, and the amount
of work in hand. There is, therefore,

small hope for the private practitioner.

By the time Government officials have

acquired enough modesty to decide that

they have not sufficient talent, the

present generation, at any rate, will have

passed away. It is something that it is recog-

nised that it requires talent to design build-

ings. Who does the designs docs not appear.

As "the design and supervision of new build-

ings . , •
. occupies (sic) a comparatively

subordinate place in the work of the Board's
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aicUitects" (para. 26) and the assistant arclii-

tects (paras. 54-61) and technical assistants

(para. I'U) arc not mentioned as perforniing

either of these important functions, wliile

the duties of draughtsmen "are confined to

drawing, tliougli some prepare specihcations

and a few are emplojcd now and then to

make minor surveys,' it is difficult to see

how tlie arcliitectural work of tiie office is

done. I'erliaps, as witli tlie man in tlie

street, the committee (one engineer and two
laymen) view an architect's principal work
as "drawiiig."
The present discontent of the temporary

staff is admitted and minimised. The cause
of it is said to be the fact that the established

and unestablished officials in many cases per-

form the same duties, and the remedy recom-
mended is an increase of twenty-seven posts

in the established architectural assistant

class. Seeing that this class was only

created nine months before the date of the

report, and even less time before tlie investi-

gation of the committee, it may be safely

affirmed that the discontent, which, as the

report says, "has been serious in the past,''

does not arise from the fact that the tem-
porary staff perform the same duties as the

established architectural assistants. The
remedy proposed is therefore no remedy, but
only a palliation, or rather a soporific, for

ojice in that class all hope of further pro-

motion has gone. Oue cause of the discontent

is probably the opinion of their status held

by the lay governing officials of the office, as

illustrated by the travestied account of

draughtsmen's duties quoted above. There
is an ominous resemblance between the name
of this report and another now famous one ;

Holmes, Holt ; Holt, Holmes. As Mr.
Ramsay MacDonald said with reference to

the other, "It was against the best interests

of the country to allow grievances to accu-

mulate until strikes were threatened or until

agitation became hot and furious, and un-

reasonable pressure was exerted." (The
Times, June 11, 1914). It would seem as if

the Holmes Committee, by their recommen-
.
dation of a central drawing office, were bent
on affording every facility for such courses.

—

I am. etc.,
" A.R.I.B.A.

«»fc

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

JlETKOPULIT.-kX W.VTKR BOARD —At the
meeting on Friday of the iletropolhan Water
Board, the Works and Stores Committee re-

ported that tenders would shortly be adjndi-
cateil upon for the construction of reservoirs
Xos. 6 and 7 at Littleton, and that the chief
engineer informed them that it would be neces-
sary to proceed with the following additional
works, which will be necessary on or before the
completion of the first of the two storage reser-
voirs, viz. : (a) IS ew pumping main from Kempton
to the Horsenden Hill reservoir, with trunk mains
to Ealing. WiUesden, Cricklewood, and beyond ;

(b) new rdter-beds at Kempton; (c) all pumping
machinery and buildings to contain same;
(dl covered service reservoir at Horsendon Hill;
and (e) conduit from the Littleton reservoirs to
Kempton and Hampton. They recommended that
tenders be obtained for carrying out these
supplementary, the expenditure upon which is

estimated at ^806,300, in addition to the
anticipated outlay on the two reservoirs at
Littleton. These recommendations were
adopted. It was reported to the Board that
the contract for the engine-houses at Walton-on
Thames had been completed by Messrs. Dick.
Kerr, and Co., Ltd., at a total cost of
^£77,916 10s. lid. The Works and Stores Com-
mittee further reported, and with regret, tliat

Mr. Sidney Marsland, assistant district engineer,
Kent district, who would complete thirty years'
service on August 5 next, and had proved a
valuable officer to the Kent Waterworks
Company and to the Board, was retiring owing
to ill-health. o»

The Devon County Council have appointed Mr.
R. M. Stone, of Wells, as county surveyor for
the Barnstaple division.

Lord Sydenham opened at Haileyburj College
on Thursday in last week the new Big School,
the foundation-stone of which was laid two year.s
ago by Princess Henry of Batlenberg. " The
additions have been made from plans by Mr.
John W. Simpson and Mr. Maxwell Ayrlrn. and
were illustrated in our issues of .\iiguEt 23, 1912,
and October 24, 1913,

LEQAL. INTELLIQENOK.
IMPORTANT FINANCE ACT APPEAL—

(Walter Morrison, Esq., v. Commissioners of

Inland Revenue: Re Pen-.y-Ghent Farm,
Malham, Yorks).—This case raised important
questions as to whether, in arriving at the full

site value of agricultural and moorland
properties, the land should be deemed to be
divested of, inter alia ; (a) the grass and heather
growing thereon; (b) the stone walls used for

the purposes of shelter, as well as for the
purposes of boundaries and division ; and (c)

whether the value for agricultural purposes
should include the value of the sporting rights.

In the Award, printed below, the referee has
decided : (1) That the farm should be treated as

divested of grass, heather, and everything
growing thereon, and he reduces the official

full site value from i;7,110 to Xl.iQO-, (2) that

the land should not be considered as divested of

the stone walls (which are about eleven miles in

extent); and (3) that the value of the sporting

rights should not be included in the value for

agricultural purposes. The ultimate result of

the Award is that the official assessable site

value of the farm is reduced from JE6,850 to

.£940,

DECISIO.V OF REFEREE.

The decision on the appeal in respect of which
the annexed notice of appeal has been given is

as follows;

1. The item 1 in the provisional valuation

(gross value) should be £7,660 instead of £8,060.

2. The total value should be £7,400 instead of

£7,800.
3. The items 2 and 12 are insufficient, and

should respectively be £6,460 instead of £950.
In arriving at this amount of £6,460 I have

included in it (a) the grass and heather and
all things growing on the farm, and (b) the

farmhouse and farm-buildings, together with
the walls enclosing the garden and fold-yard

used in connection with the farmhouse and
farm buildings respectively, and also the out-

lying buildings on the farm, consisting of a

shooting hut and a lambing-shed, and a barn
and cowshed on the part of the farm called

Blishmire; but I have not included the dry

stone walls which form the boundary fences

of the farm, and the division fences between
the various enclosures of tlie farm. If these

walls ought to have been included, the above
amount of £6,460 would have been increased

by £700. The various buildings and structures

referred to by me, or typical parts thereof,

are shown on the two sets of photographs

signed by me as exhibits at the request of the

parties to the appeal as follows—viz.

:

(,a) Seven photographs marked "W. M."
put in before me on behalf of the appell.int

;

(b) Nine photographs marked "I. It." put

in before me on behalf of the respondents.

The farm is described on the Ordnance map
signed by me, and is thereon shown by being

coloured round with red.

4. The full site value should be £1,200 instead

of £7.110.

5. The deduction for tithe-rent charge should

be £260.
6- Tlie assessable site value should he £910

instead of £6,850.
7. The value of the sporting rights is £2.100.

8. The value of land for agricultural purposes

should be £5.300 instead of £5.700.

Dated this 19th day of June, 1914.

J. M. Cl.AUK.

BUILDER SUED BY BOARD OF TRADE—
(Insurance Deducted: No Cards Stampedi —An
Insurance Act case in which the Board of Trade
were the plaintiffs was heard at Worthing
County-court on Monday. Mr. Pinker, a local

builder, was sued for 19s. 2d., contributions paid

under the Act, The solicitor who apjioared for

the Board of Trade said the money was due from
the defendant in respect of unemployineTit in-

surance. Practically half the amoinit was
deducted by the defendant from the weekly
wages of his workmen; but he did not put the

stamps on their cards, and had benefited bv

half the sum mentioned. Two witnesses who
gave evidence said they had been employed by

the defendant, and had had to complain to the

Board of Trade. It was said that the money had
been paid into court during the morning, and
the judge gave costs against the defendant on
the higher scale, holding that the case was one
of public interest,

damagf:s for breach of contract
— In the Manchester County-court on Moinlay,
before his honour Judge Mellor, K.C., Messrs.
William Moss and .Sons, Ltd.. contractors,
of Queen's-road, Loughborough, sued Messrs. E.

Clive Porteous. Ltd.. manufacturers, of Market-
street, Manchester, for £17 5s. as damages for

breach of contract. Sir W. Cobbett was
solictior for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Mcrriman

counsel for the defendants. The plaintiffs' case

was that in connection with a contract they had
to erect a county asylum at Stauniugton,
Northumberland, at a cost of £80,000. The
defendants sub-contracted to supply a quantity
of steel strips used for protecting pipes. As
they would not be required until the pipes were
laid and tested, the date of delivery was post-

poned, and when a request was sent for them
Messrs. Porteous declined to supply them except
at current prices, which were higher than at

the date of the sub-contract. The defence raised

was that the request was so different from the
original contract as to constitute a variation of

it. Originally, the strips were to be in four
widths, whilst the request was for the strips to

be cut into eleven different widths. This neces-

sitated additional cost in both material and
labour. Mr. Merriman also submitted that, in

any event, the rise in prices was only small, and
that the claim had been exaggerated. Whilst
the defendants were to supply the goods at

£13 15s., the plaintiffs actually paid £31 in

buying against them.—Judge Mellor, K.C, held
that in accepting the lowest price they could
get the plaintiffs had done all that could be
expected of them, and gave judgment for the
amount claimed, and costs.

RESTITUTION SUIT BY ARCHITECT'S
WIFE.—In the London Divorce Court on Friday
the Hon, Mrs, Eleanor Charlotte Wade Palmer,
grand-daughter of the twenty-fourth Baron de
Ros of Standford, Co. Down, was granted
decree of restitution of conjugal rights against
her husband, Mr. Aubrey Nugent Wade Palmer,
architect. The suit was undefended. Counsel
stated the parties were married eight years ago,

there being two children. Last February the
husband wrote saying it was impossible to live

together again. His wife asked him to return,
but he refused,

^*^-

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
LAND VALU.ATION DEPARTMENT. — On

the taking of the vote on Tuesday, of £1,287,320,
for the Inland Revenue Department, Earl
Wmterton asked for an explanation of the in-

crease of £170,000 in respect of the expenses
of the Land Valuation Department, He wanted
to know on what principle the junior valuers
were selected. Mr, Lloyd George said the
valuers were now entering on the valuation of
liereditaments which were a considerable dist-

ance from the central office, and therefore their
travelling expenses had naturally increased. He
did not think that £11,000 was a very large
sum for the cost of appeals, considering that
8,000,000 hereditaments had already been
valued. As to the duties of the valuers, he
agreed that the valuation of the land of the
country was a difficult operation, which required
the services of men of skill and experience. The
junior valuers did a great deal of reference and
clerical work. They had to pass the examination
of the Surveyors' Institution or of the Auc-
tioneers' and Estate Agents' Institute. As to
the qualifications of valuers, a first-class valuer
must be a Fellow of the Surveyors' Institution,

and a second-class valuer was normally required
to be an Associate of the Surveyors' Institution.
—Mr. Royds complained that the Chancellor of

the Exchequer had never stated plainly whether
drainage reclamations and other similar im-
provements were to be included in site value.

The House was left in ignorance, and the public
had to fight costly legal contests to ascertain
Llie law. Another question upon which he
desired information was as to the effect which
this Valuation Department had had upon estate
duty.—Replying to Mr, Rupert Gwynne, Mr.
Montagu (Secretary to the Treasury) said it was
proposed that all clerks to surveyors of taxes
should be put on a permanent and pensionable
establishment. It was proposed to discontinue
entirely the employment of boy labour, and the
existing boy clerks would be absorbed into the

new organisation. They also proposed to re-

classify the staff on improved scales of pay, and
to make further concessions in the matter of

counting unestablished service towards super-

annuation. These things would mean an im-

provement of something like 60 per cent, on the

present conditions of remuneration and pensions

combined, and would begin from last .April 1,

In the end the Vote was agreed to.

The Manchester City Council decided on

Wednesday to expend ,£21,000 on extensions at

the Municipal School of Technology.

The town council of Ipswich have adopted a

scheme for building workmen's houses at a cost

of £1,400, and the public health committee have

been authorised to carry out the proposals. The
town council have accepted the gift of a site in

Northgate- street for the proposed central

library.
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The Local Government Board liave given
authority for the preparation of five fnrther

town-planning schemes under tJie Honsing
and Towii-PIanning Act, 1009. Tlie schemes
are antliorised to be prepared by the corpora-
tions of Huddersfield and Tyneniontli and tlie

urban district council of Barnet. In tlie case
of Huddersfield tlirce schemes are antliorised

to be prepared relating to areas of 1,071. 913,

and 310 acres situate within the borough. In

that of Tynemouth the scheme is to extend
to an area of 945 acres situated partly in the
borough and partly in the urban district of

Whitley and Monkseaton. In the application

on behalf of Barnet the scheme is to apply to

an area of 2,213 acres in the urban district.

The office of land steward and surveyor to

the corporation of Liverpool, vacant by the
retirement of Mr. Shelmerdine, lias been, sub-

ject to ratification by the city council, filled

by the selection of Mr. Albert .Jenkins, at

present estate agent and valuer to tlie cor
poration of Swansea. For this important
post, which carries a commencing salary of

.£1.200 a year, there were some forty applica-

tions. These w'ere dealt with by a sub-com-
mittee, who reduced the list to three

—

namely, Mr. Jenkins and two local appli-

cants. Mr. .Jenkins is forty-two years of age.
and is a fellow of the Surveyors' Institution.

a member of the Auctioneers' and Estate
Agents' Institution, and of the Royal Sani-
tary Institution. Formerly in private prac-
tice in Swansea, he has had considerable ex-

perience of estate development, building, and
management, and has had charge of large
transactions in all classes of property,
ranging in value from £100 to over £10.000.
For the past three years he has managed the
Swansea Corporation buildings and landed
estate, the latter comprising over 1.000 acres,

with a rental of about £18.000 a year, besides
615 acres belonging to the education com-
mittee. He has advised the corporation in

resnect to a development scheme for the Town
Hill estate, eventually to cost over £300.000.
plus a tramway sclieme to cost about £50,000,
and various housing and drainage projects.
Mr. .Jenkins is also consulting surveyor to the
King Edward VII. Welsh Nation.nl Memorial,
and survevor to the joint committee of the
Swansea and Merthyr Tydfil Asylum and
other public institutions. He designed the
first opon-nir school in Wales.

At the last meeting of the Middlese.\
Coiintv Council, the Highways Committee,
reporting upon the question of the remunera-
tion of the county engineer and surveyor,
pointed out that in connection with the Great
West road a large amount of extra work had
already been thrown upon that official, and
in the event of the Bill now before Parlia-
ment becoming law, a great deal of additional
work would be cast upon him in connection
with the construction of the road, acciuisition
of property, and other matters incidental to
the work. Mr. W. T. Wakelam was
appointed in 1898 at a salary of £700, rising
to £8.")0, bv annual increments of £25. In
1900 and 1902 there were further increases,
and the amount of Mr. Wakelam's salarv was
£1.400. The committee recommended that
this should be increased to £l.fi00. rising by
£50 to a maximum of £1.800. The consider.a-
tion of this matter was referred to the Council
sitting in committee after strong protests had
been made asainst the exclusion of the Press
and the public. On a vote being taken, 27
voted for and 19 against the exclusion. The
committee's recommendation was adopted.

At the same meeting it was decided, after
much discussion, by a large majority to sell

to Olympia, Limited, West Kensington
Gardens, Hammersmith, .for £23,000 for the
benefit of the Latymer Foundation at Ed-
monton. The property comprises fifteen
liouscs, and is part of the estate of the
Foundation vested in the Middlesex County
Council as trustees under the scheme of the
Bonrd of Education. The ground rent, which
falls in in 1953, amounts to £153 per annum.
The Highways Committee reported that in

connection with the proposed improvement of
Richmond Bridge, they had conferred with

representatives of the Surrey County Council,
and as a result it was considered possible to
devise a scheme at a moderate cost to widen
the bridge and improve the approach on the
Snrrey side, whilst retaining the artistic
beauty of the structure. As a prelinunarv it

will be necessary to put down test pits for
the purpose of closely inspecting the founda-
tions of the bridge. This will cost £700, eacli
county anthority contributing one-half. The
recommendation was carried.

The question of the respective merits of the
reciprocating and turbine types of motor fire-

pump has caused considerable controversy at
Preston, where for some time past the town
council has had under consideration the ques-
tion of purchasing two motor fire engines.
Numerous tests have been witnessed with
each type of pump, and in the case of the
turbine design an outside expert reported on
the trials. The matter was finally settled at
the council meeting on Tliursday last, when
it was decided to order two "Hatfield " motor
fire-engines, fitted with reciprocating pumps,
from Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, of
London. The chairman of the streets and
buildings committee said that the recipro-
cating principle in the Merryweather machine
gave it a decided preference in the com-
rnittee's view-, and later inquiries, inspec-
tions, and demonstrations had confirmed that
view. They had not gone for the cheapest
machine in price, for the best would prove
the cheapest. The new engines will be
capable of pumping 450—500 gallons per
minute, and will each carry a 60ft. fire-escape
and a chemical cylinder for throwing a "first
aid" jet. Of the Lancashire brigades pos-
sessing motor fire-engines, the majority have
machines of the "Hatfield" design.

Bulletin 71 of the University of Illinois is
a valuable record covering 240 pages of tests
of bond between concrete and iron, conducted
by Mr. DnIT A. Abrams. There are 86 illus-
trations. The issued price is one dollar, and
it can be obtained in this country of Messrs.
Chapman and Hall. Henrietta-street. Covent
Garden. The tests described, it is claimed,
have thrown considerable light on the value
of bond resistance and the distribution of
bond stress for a wide range of conditions
in both beam and pull-out tests. It may not
be expected that all of the results indicated
can be applied without modification to
members in whicli the conditions of stress
differ widely from those present in the tests.
Most of the discussions and conclusions are
based on comparisons involving the load-slip
relations. In a few of the tests the bond
stress was determined from a study of the
variations in the tensile stress in the rein-
forcing bar. The latter method furnishes a
much more direct means of measuring the
bond stress, but it has been available' only
since the recent development of a non-fixeil
extensometer. Additional tests are planned
which are expected to give fnrther informa-
tion.

Disintegration of concrete and corrosion of
reinforcing metal were the subjects of a
report of the masonry committee of the
American Railway Engineering Association
presented at the recent annual meeting. Four
conclusions, detailed in the report, are as
follows:— (1) That concrete exposed to the
action of sea or alkali waters or gases con-
taining sulphur, or in which reinforcing
metal is embedded, should be dense and rich
in Portland cement, and should be allowed
to harden under favourable conditions; (2)
that concrete in contact with alkali waters
should be made with aggregates inert to the
alkalies in the water; (3) that cinders should
not be used for concrete in which reinforcing
metal is embedded; and f4) that reinforcing
metal .should not be painted, but should bo
thoroughly covered and protected vvith con-
crete when in place.

In order to preserve buildings which have
not originally been properly damp-proof-
coursed, a method of insulating them against
dampness has been devised by a German
engineer. It consists in sawing "a slot in the
foundation wall just above the ground line
and introducing in the slot asphalt-coated
lead plates. A special machine has been de-
signed to saw the masonry, producing a kerf

about one inch wide. As the work is done
progressively, the plates being introduced as
the sawing proceeds, the stability of the
building is not endangered. However, to
prevent any possible accident, conical iron
cramps are introduced in the saw kerf. After
the introduction of the insulating plates the
slots are closed with temporary wooden forms,
and then they are grouted witli liquid cement,
which completely fills them and any gaps still

left open. The cement adds to the insula-
tion, and the wall is thus thoroughly pro-
tected against creeping of moisture from the
ground upward. "To dry out the walls over
tlie insulating plates, a special stove is pro-
vided.

There has been invented by a Philadelphia,
Pa., mechanic a machine to clean used brick
that will cut the cost to half, or even a third,
of that of the old-style method of cleaning by
hand. The method of operation is to put the
brick into the jaws in the front of the
machine, which grasp it and move it sidewavs
over the corrugated surface. This cleans the
end of the brick, and at the same time the
two broad sides at top and bottom are
cleaned for about two inches, back of the
end. The partially cleaned sides arc then
inserted between two projecting opposed
blades of a four-sided die, and a plunger at

the other end of the brick comes forward
and pushes the brick through. The upper
plate of the die is movable and adjusts itself

automatically to the thickness of the brick.

The sides, as well as the bottom and top of

the brick, are thus cleaned all at the same
time. The machine is 4ft. long and weishs
4001h.. so that it is readily portable. It is

placed upon a platform or truck, so as to be
about breast high. It can be operated by
either one or two men, and with an engine

of 2iH.P. its capacitv is fifteen bricks a

minute. It can be adjusted to work slow or
fast, as desired.

<i»

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTTINO WEEK.
FRrDAY (To-dat).—Institution of jrunicipal Engi-

neers. Council Meeting. 7 p.m.
Smokinc Concert. 8 p.m. Mitre
Hotel, Manchester.

Saturbat (To-morrow).—Institution of Miinicipa
Enfiineers at Manc>iester. Visit to
StalvliridKe anfl the Filters and Water-
works at Brashes and Ashway Gap.
1.^^ p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural .Associa-

tion. Visit to Oxenfoord Castle.

Mr. Herbert L. Botfomlev. assistant borough
engineer. Brighoiise, has been appointed sur-

vevor and waterworks manager to the Tlebrlen

Bridge Urban District Council.

A scheme was suggested at Fridav's meeting
of the Middlesex County Council for dealing
with floods by the construction in the Thames
of "by-passes," the removal of shoals, and most
of the islands, sharp bends, etc. The total esti-

mated cost was £300.000; but the council dis-

approved of the scheme.

The statue of King Edward VII.. which has
been erected in Victoria Park. T.eith. will be
unveiled to-morrow (Saturday) afternoon. The
statue is in bronze, and is 8ft. 9in. in heisrht : it

shows tile monarch arrayed in the robes of a
Knight of the Thistle. It stands on a pedestal
of white Kemnay granite, of Classic design.

Mr. J. S. Rhind. of Edinburgh, is the sculptor.

At the meeting of the Salford Town Council
on Wednesday next, the Finance Committee will

bring forward a recommendation that advertise-

ments be issued inviting applications for the
position of borough engineer and surveyor at a
salary of .-£900 per annum, rising by biennial

advances of £100 to a maximum of jEl.lOO per
annum. A new schedule of duties for the posi-

tion has been formulated, and the council will

be invited to adopt it.

The members of the Leeds Corporation on Mon-
day paid their annual visit of inspection to the
Leighton reservoir works, in the Ure Valley,

atiove Masham. The Leighton Reservoir, the
construction of which was begun in 1908, is the
first of a chain of four reservoirs authorised
tor Leeds in the Ure Valley. Its completion is

expected in about eighteen months' time, and
it will provide 4^ million gallons of water daily

for Leeds. The works are being carried out
from plans by and under the direction of the
waterworks engineer, Mr. C. G. Henzell, and his

chief assistants, Mr. J. K. Swales and Mr. H.
Shortreed, the contractors being Messrs. Arnold
and Son
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WAQES MOVEMENTS.
DUNDEE.—At a meeting of Dundee operative

plumbers on Saturday, it was intimated that
tlie Master Plumbers' Association had resolved

to rescind the by-law which gave rise to the
dispute. In term of this by-law a notice was
posted intimating that the federated employers
would not engage any operative who after

June 23 worked for any employer who was not

a member of the Masters' Association. Work
was consequently resumed on Monday morning.

EXETER.—The dispute in the building trade
of Exeter still continues. The painters and
carpenters have accepted the additional ^d. per
hour which the employers offered, in place of

the penny extra, which was asked for; but the
bricklayers and plasterers refused, and held out
for their additional penny, making the demand,
also, that certain alterations should be made in

the rules of v/orking. The notices having ex-

pired on Tuesday evening, the bricklayers and
plasterers went en strike the next morning.
They are willing to accept a ^d. per hour now,
if the employers will guarantee them another
Jd. in October. They state that 8d. per hour,
the present rate, does not average more than ^1
a week after deductions have been made for lost

time, and that 8d. is low, even for the West of
England.

FALKIRK.—Joiners employed in Falkirk dis-

trict went out on strike on Friday as the result

of a dispute on the question of wages. Some
time ago the workers, whose present wages are
9d. per hour, requested an increase of 2d. per
hour. The employers refused to concede this,

and offered ^d. Subsequently the men's demand
was reduced to Id. ; but the employers decided
to hold to their offer.

The engagement is announced of Lady
Bamford-Slack. widow of Sir John Bamford-
Slack. formerly Liberal M.P.. for Mid-Herts,
with Mr. Banister Flight Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A.,
F.S.I., eldest son of the late Professor Banister
Fletcher.

The Lindsay Institute. Lanark, was opened
on Thursday in last week. The institute has
been built and endowed with money left for the
purpose by the late Mr. Charles Lindsay, of
Ridge Park. Lanark, and has cost over £5,000.
In the building are a lending library, reading-
room, museum, reference - room, lecture - room,
billiard-room, and librarian's room.

At the meeting of the Council of the. East
London College (University of London), held
recently, it was announced that the Court
of the Drapers' Company had resolved to defray
the cost of the erection and equipment of the
new chemical laboratories of the college. The
cost will amount to approximately £15,000. and
the laboratories will be available for students'
use in October next.

The first sod was cut on Monday on the site

of the new church of St. Peter, Goosehill, Stret-
ford, about to be built at a cost of £6,750. The
church will be Free Gothic in style, height 36ft..

length 110ft., and width 34ft. "The plans have
been prepared by Mr. Ernest Woodhouse,
F.R.I.B.A. (Messrs. Woodhouse and Howard,
architects, Manchester), and the tender has been
let to Mr. J. F. Moore, Eccles.

The Lord Mayor pf Birmingham on Saturday
opened a new suite of cottage baths erected in
Lower Dartmouth-street. The building makes
the fourth of this type of establishment installed
by the City Council. Accommodation is pro-
vided in the centre of the block for the
attendants in charge, the right wing being pro-
vided with eight private baths for women, and
the left with sixteen for men. The cost of the
site, buildings, and equipment is estimated at
£3.00«. There is a sufficiency of land for the
adrlition, if necessary, of seven additional baths
for men and three for women. Messrs. Webb,
of Birmingham, were the builders.

In regard to the proposed motor relief-road
between Thornton Heath and Purley, by which
through traffic will be able to avoid the narrow
main street of Croydon, the Road Board, in
addition to the £30,000 originally promised, now
offers £19.000 to cover the cost of widenings at
each end of the new thoroughfare, which will

be nearly four miles long and will average 60ft.
in width. The cost to the Croydon ratepayers
is estimated at £19,743, and in the event of
that amount being exceeded the Road Board will
consider favourably any application made for a
grant to cover the excess. At the same time, the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners have conditionally
increased their offer of £5,000 to £7,000.

inr BfUustrations.

THE NEW ST. PAUL'S BRIDGE,
LONDON.

Last week we gave illustrations of all three

of the premiated designs in this competition,

and to-day we publish tlie general drawings

of the first prize scheme, by Mr. G. Wash-
ington Browne, R.S.A., and those of the

second prize design, by Mr. Charles E.

Barry, A.R.I.B.A. In our review of all the

designs last Friday reference was particu-

larly made to the perspective view of Mr.
Washington Browne's bridge piers, and this

drawing we have included among our plates

to-day. It will be noted by the general draw-
ings how the author has arranged his pylons

at the City extremity of the bridge, with the

adjacent obelisks forming a befitting com-
position to mark the "Place" at the ter-

mination of the approach from St. Paul's

Churchyard, where sculpture occupies the

twin niches level with the eye of pedestrians.

The stairways on the Surrey side of the

bridge, shown by our double-page perspective

illustration last week, are seen in geometric
elevation and plan to-day, as well as in the

sectional drawing set out over that as further

illustrating the position of the pylons at the

northern end, from whence a view of the

river and bridge can be so well obtained.

The relative levels of Queen Victoria-street,

Lambeth Hill, and Upper Thames-street are

given by the section depicted below the

tion at the side makes the arrangement of

these features all the more clear, besides

representing the contour of the projecting

bastions, which necessarily assert themselves
when seen in perspective. The north end
abutment building, with the public conveni-

ences on top, is displayed by the general
drawing of the facade of the whole bridge,

and section A B gives an idea of the projec-

tion of the colonnaded approach from the

bridge pavements to these lavatory buildings,

which flank the entrance to the bridge from
Cannon-street and St. Paul's Churchyard.
At an early date we shall publish details and
views of the third premiated design, by Mr.
Edward R. D. Selway, A.R.I.B.A., whose per-

spective of his piers and arches will be found
among our previous illustrations.

APLEY GRANGE, HARROGATE.
This work is now nearing completion. The

materials used for house, lodge, stables, and
garage are sand-faced bricks and green
slates, sash windows, and shutters. The
architect is Mr. Edwin Cooper, F.R.I.B.A.,
4, Vernlam Buildings, Gray's Inn, W.C. Our
illustration is reproduced from the drawing
now on view at the Royal Academy Ex-
hibition.

HOUSE, ST. GEORGE'S HILL,
SURREY.

The drawing herewith given is now
at the Royal Academy Exhibition, illus-

trating a country house shortly to be
commenced on a fine site overlooking
splendid views, mainly obtained from the

riRiT ricoL
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HOUSE AT ST. GEORGE'S HILL, SURREY.
Messrs. C.\stle and Warken, Architects.

general plan of the bridge, while to the left

of the sheet may be seen the shops in the

abutment buildings to the iron viaduct over

Queen Victoria-street, with the pair of open
stairways accommodating the ground lines

of these several levels in Queen Victoria-

street and Lambeth Hill at the points where
the public staircases occur. The plan below
the approach level plan explains the situa-

tion of these stairs, bridges, and shops. It

is only by examining these details carefully

that the relative merits of this first premiated
scheme can be adequately compared with the

other designs. A sweeping generalisation or

concise criticism is entirely beside the mark,
and, of course, must be more than mislead-

ing. Mr. Washington Browne has designed
his bridge to be built in granite, the abut-

ments and contiguous details being planned
for execution in Portland stone. The skyline
of the parapet is slightly cambered, and
when built will look, no doubt, perfectly
horizontal. Our second double-page illustra-

tion is devoted to the further representation
of the £200 premium design by Mr. Charles
E. Barry, A.R.I.B.A. His general per-
spective of the bridge was given last Friday.
Below the whole length elevation and plan
reproduced to-day is a detail of the central
span showing more fully the arrangement of

the covered-in colonnaded ways for pedes-
trians on each side of this bridge. The sec-

garden front. The building will be mostly
faced with stone. The aim of the architects
has been to reproduce the feeling associated
with the simple 16tb-century farmhouse type
applied to modern requirements, and the
interiors have been arranged so that the old

furniture may take its place and be in

harmony with the house. The work will be
carried out from the designs of Messrs. Castle
and Warren, architects, Amberley House,
Norfolk-street, Strand, by Mr." W. G.
Tarrant, to whom praise is due for the
unique development of the beautiful estate of

which the site of this house is part.

The Board of Education aimounce that on and
after Wednesday, July 1, 1914, admission to the
Victoria and Albert Museum will be free every
day.

During his visit to Shrewsbury for the Royal
Agricultural Show to-day (Friday), the King will

lay the foundation-stone by electricity of the

new library at Shrewsbury School. The building
is Jacobean in style, and one story in height,

and is being erected to house tlie Old School
Library and the collection of English water-
colours which Mr. E. B. Moser, an Old Salopian,
who resigned in 1911, after being a house
master for 26 years, has expressed his intention
of bequeathing to the school. It will also

contain a reading-room for the use of boys below
the sixth form. Messrs. Forsyth and Maule,
FF.R.I.B.A., of Oxford-street, are the architects.
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THli NEW ST. I'AUL'S BRIDGE, LONDON: VIEW OF ONE OF THE PIERS.

I'IKST PREMl.ATED DESIGN.— Mr. G. Washington Bkowne, R.S.A., Architect.
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LATEST PRICES.
I BON.

Steel Joists. Belgian and German
tex steamer Dondon) per ton i'6 -2

SteelJoists, English 7 10

Wrougbt-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 3

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
Best Snedshill 9

Angles 109., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, Jor bonding. &o., t8 Lis. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £11 to flo 103. per ton
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge fl3
Bestditto 13

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3to7 8 9 10 U 12 13

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11- 11/9

6 to
„
.,

6 „
„

£6 ^
7 12
7 5
S 2
8 10

6

6

„
„ 5 17

„
„

8 15
9 10

No. 22 to 21

Per ton.
... £13 10
... H

14 15 B.W.G.
12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9 U

Caat-Iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 SO,, —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

Otos 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 103. £10 158. £110!. £11.T3 £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 241n. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 53. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lillieshall 1103.01. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. 03. „ 753. Oi.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus '2' per cent )—
Gas-Tubes 72 p c.

Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66+

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60

Galvanised Steam-Tubes -53

OTHER METAIiS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton
Lead Water Pipe, Town

,, ,, „ Country
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town

., ,, Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town

,, ,, ., ., Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town

,. „ .. Country
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town .

,, Country
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4lin.) Town

,, „ ., Country
rOver 4*in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common IU"ands
Lead Shot, in islb. bags
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 76 ,. 76 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 64 15 „ 65 5

Tin, English Ingots
Do., Bars
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town)
Sheet Lead, Town

,, Country
Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, against account
Tin per cwt.
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand)

TIMBEB.
rONSTBUCTIONAL.l

Yellow Pine Deals, ynebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to

£21 5 Ot.l £21 7
23 10 „ —
24 5 „ —
24 10 „ —
25 5 „ —
25 10 „ —
26 5 „ -

28 „
28 15 „ —
26 10 „ —
27 5 ,,

—
26 10 „ —
27 5 „ —

17 17 6 „ 18 12
24 15 (1 „ —
76 ,. 76 10
64 15 „ 65 5
138 „ 138 10
139 n „ 139 10
20 10 „ —
23 n „ —
23 15 „ —
30 5 (1 „ —
25 „ —
29 „ —
16 19 „ —
7 15 „ —

FmiNIinKE AND HARDWOODS.
Teak : Burmese, per load, 50ft, £-20 to £25
Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 21

Per cubic foot.
Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported 1 9 to 2 6

„ Boards „ „ Prm, 3 0,, 036
„ Mdm. 2 6,, 029

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2 4,, 036
Birch : Quebec logs 2 3,, 029

sawn planks ... 13,, 020
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 080
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks 6 0,, 066

Walnut ; Mdm 3 6 „ 4 6
Greenheart ; Hewn logs 3 3,, 040
Cedar : Cigar box 4 9,, 056
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2 4,, 029

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2 0,, 023

Mahogany : St. Domingo, Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6 0,, 090

,, African, Assinee, &c. 5 0,, 066
,, Lagos and Benin 4 6,, 060
,, Sekondi and Cape

Lopez 3 0,, 040
Gaboon 2 0,, 020

Satinwood : West Indian 10 „ 14

Rosewood Per ton 8 „ 12
Lignum Vita; 7 „ 14

STONE.*
Red .Mansfield , in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 2 2

CloseburnRedFreestone.ditto ,, 2
Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto „ 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) „ 1 10*

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do, do. Gin. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 13

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7\

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 11 1 Ol
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed, Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or 1 Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf '

... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4i

11 3 „

3ad „ 26
3rd „ 16

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10

,, ,, Miramichi 9 10

„ Boards : Swag 11

Red Deals : Archangel Ist quality 21
2nd „ 16
3rd „ 12

St. Petersburg-
1st quality 16 10

„ „ „ 2nd „ 14 10
Wyburg&Uleaborg 12 10
Gelle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10

White Deals : Crown 14

„ Seconds 11 10
Flooring : White and Planed—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15
1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5

Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10
Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18

Lignum Vitfe Per ton 7

£45
32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24
19
14

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board

)

Pitch Pine Logs
Birch : Quebec Logs
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Mahogany Gaboon

23
14

Per cubic foot.
5 6

2 6
2 9
8
2 3

SL&.TES.

Blue Portmadoc
16 ,

Blue Bangor 20
,

First quality 20
20
16

Eureka unfading
green

in.
•21) X 10 ..

8..

10..
12..

10.,

12

Permanent Green

.

£ 8.

. 12 12

. 6 12

.13 2
,. 13 17
,. 13
. 13 15
.75

.. 15 17

..18 7
.13 5
.10 5

.. 11 12

.. 9 12

.. 6 12

d. per 1,000 of
6 1,200 at r. stn.
6
6
6

„ „
0- „

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per l.OOT alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 111
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 110
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

23in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic '^ 4 10

Facing Bricks

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

[Net, delivered in
full truck loads

1 in London.
3'/^" Aocrington Best Red Plastic Facing per l.axi

Bricks £2 10 ii

3'/m" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/s in

thickest part 2

3Vti" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/«" ditto ditto through and through 2
3' «" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs : Octa-

gons ; 2V' and V radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns ,

3 7 6

Accrington AirBricks.tf x2cour86deep,each 11 i) (>

Ditto ditto 9"xl course o U 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 45" soffit, per foot opening..

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

9"
9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

a 11

3 9
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

OL&ZED BRICKS.
HARD GL.VZES (PER 1,000>.

White, Ivory, and Best.
SaltC.lazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. <!' Bronze. Colours. Colours
Stretchers—

£12 7 6 tlO 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 li

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4Mn, Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 f,

Double Headers—
14 17 i; 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 IS 17
Two sides aid one end. square

—

19 17 6 ly 7 i; 22 17 6 26 IT 6 19 17 6
5plays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops-

5d. each 4d, each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles-

Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each Id. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 eacli 1/2 each

Sill BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 51. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per I.UOO
Headers ...._ _ _ £-22 17 6

,, ,, Quoins and Bullno3e 27 17 6
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks i Not

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above ' exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours !- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by l^in.
Is. 2d. each ) by ilia.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

s, d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacl^s.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 273. 01. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,.

Ornamental tiles .52 6 „ „
Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz.
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000
Ornamental ditto 60 ,, „
Hiptiles 4 Operdoz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 0,, „
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake'sl... 46 per 1000
Ornamental ditto 48 6 ,.

Hiptiles 3 lOS per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 4i „ .,

*' Rosemary" brandplaintiles... 48 per lOJO „
Ornamental tiles ..50 „ ,,

Hiptiles 4 Operdoz. „
Valley tiles 3 8 „

StaU'ordsbire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tUes 42 6 per lODO

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 6
" Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 60 per 1009 „
Pressed 47 6 ,, „
Ornamental ditto SO „
Hiptiles 4 Operdoz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 6 ,, ,,

OILS.

Rapeseed,English pale,per tun £28 15 i) to tlO 5
Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale „ 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin „ 46 „ 16 10

Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 „ 43

Ditto, Mauritius 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos „ 32 5 „ 33 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10 U

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080.
Petroleum, refined ,, 6^ ,,0 6A
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Ditto, Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 5,. —
Baltic oil 2 S ,,

—
Turpentine „ 2 11 ..

—
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 8 0,, —
Pure Linseed Oil
•' Stority " Brand.. „ 10 „ —

GLASS (IN CRATES).

English Sheet Glass : ISoz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz.

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... iii.

Thirds 2W. ... 3Jd. ... 4jd. ... 5Sd.

Fluted Sheet 2<d. ... 33d. ... 6id. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Jin. "/ijin. Jin.

Plate 21d. ... 2Jd. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.

Figured Rolled and Repoussine... 3ld. ... 5d.
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TKADE NOTES.
For the propagating pits at the Botanical

Gardens, Dublin, we understand that the Board
of Works are using about half a ton of the

powder " Pudlo," which makes cement water-

proof.

Under the direction of Mr. Ernest E. Morgan.
A.R.I.B.A., borough architect, Swansea. Boyle's
latest patent "Air-Pump" Ventilators have
ben applied to Plasmarl and Dyfatty Schools.

Swansea.
Messrs. Havelock-Sutton and Son, architects,

surveyors, and valuers, of 101. Dale-street,
Liverpool, have admitted into partnership Mr.
Horace J. Simkin. The business will be carried
on as before under the stvle and heading of

Havelock-Sutton, Son, and Simkin.
Messrs. Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss, Ltd.,

Wolverhampton, have a fine exhibit of iron
fencing and gates at the Royal Agricultural
Society's Show at Shrewsbury. The Associated
Portland Cement Manufacturers, Ltd., have also
an instructive exhibit. Messrs. Merryweather
and Sons have a fine collection of fire-engines.

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co.. Ltd.,' Whit^
church, Shropshire, have received instructions to
make a very large clock for St. Margaret's
Church. Dunham Massey. Cheshire, to replace
the existing clock, which has been giving a great
deal of trouble, and is considered not worth
repairing. The clock will chime the Westminster
quarters, and strike the hours on the tenor bell,

which weighs 1^ tons. Tt will also have two new
dials, of skeleton iron filled with opal, and
contain all the best and most modern improve-
ments, including an automatic apparatus for
throwing the chimes out of action during the
night hours.

-^^^

The municipal secondary school for girls at
Hull, of which the Queen laid the first stone on
Fridav, is to be erected at the rear of the
Training College for Tenchers on the Coilins:-

ham-road. The estimated cost is ^^28.000, and
it will accommodate 230 students. A dining-hall.

gymnasium, changing- and dressing rooms, will

form part of the equipment.

CIVIC EXHIBITION, DUBLIN
OPENING ON JULY 15th AT

LINENHALL BUILDINGS, DUBLIN
Every aspect of Civic Life— Urban and Bural—repre-
sented. Town-planning and Housing Conferences.
Great Town - planning Competitions. Splendid
Buildings and Pelightful Grounds. Vast variety of

Exhibits and Anmseinents.

PILKINQTON & CO.
(ESTABLISHBD 1838.)

DEPTFOKD WHARF,
180 &19a, GREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, 8.E

Regntfred Trade Mark,

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACTD-EKSISTINQ ASPHAITE.

WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telephone Nob. : New Cbosb 1102 (2 LineBl.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardv^oods,
APPLir To-

wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120. BunhiU Row, London, E.O.

TENDERS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the ftddreeses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of
the accepted tender ; it adds to the valne of the informa-
tion.
Bethnai. Green, N.E.—For painting interior of

C ranbrook-road school, for the London Education Com-
mittee :

—

Maddifon, W. .T., Canning Town... £787
Horswill. H. C. Forest Gate ... 7f<»

S.vmCB, A. E., Rtraiford 7,V2

Newman. A., Ltd.. Tlford 750
Ptckes, J., and Pons, Fust Ham ... 725
Ti( or ni d Co.. Poplar' 'M
Vocllatlcn, R., and Co., Lirae-

icuse 314 10
• Recommended for acceptance.

C:,.vpHAir. — For enlargement of Cavendish-road
schools for elementary and physically defective
children, for the London County Council ;

—
Blay, W. P., Ltd., Cannon-street £3 999
Garrett, .7., and Son, Ealham-hill 3,634
Bowyer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 3.539

Lole and Co.. Chelsea 3.535
Triggs and Co.. Clapham 3,533
Wnrsland. J., andSons, Walworth 3,477
King. W,, and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road 3.439

McManus, J., Hammersmith-road 3,370
Smith, w., and Son, Harleyford-
road (accepted) 3,3U

Architect's estimate. £3.642.

DuLwicH.—For paintir:g interior of Goodrich-road
school, for the London Education Committee :—

Poster, F.& G., Norwood Junction £1,031
Young, W., South Norwood ... 1,018

Abors. W.. and Co., Ltd., South
Norwood 978

Thorne, P. and T., Isle of Dogs ... 863

Smith, P., and Co., Cannon-street 845
Maxwell Bros,, Ltd., Brixton-road 808

Smith, W., and Son, Harleyford-
road 788

Triggs and Co., Clapham* 694
' Recommended for acceptance.

Ealing, W.—For the erection of a head dispensary in

connection with the scheme for treatment of

tuberculosis, for the Middlesex Connty Council, Mr.
G. H. Crothall, F.R.I.B.A., architect :-

Lacey W £2,242
Knight, H., and Son 2,150

Dorey, J., and Co 8.100

Bollom, G 2.074

Monk, A 2,060
Pasenidge and Son 1,975
Dickens. W. J., Ealing* 1,880

* Recommended for acceptance.

FuLHAM, S.W.—For painting interior of Ackmar-
road school, for the London Education Committee :

—
Blake, W. E., Fulham £l,5"5
Willett. W.. Sloane Square ... 1,356

Polden. A. and P., Woodstock-rd. 1,270

Heath. T. W.. and Son, Wimbledon
Park Parade 1,181

Garrett, J., and Son, Balham Hill 1,168

Bendon, T., Ltd., Hammersmith 858
Triggs and Co., Clapham* 804

Hackket, S.—For building secondary school for girls,

South Hackney, for the London County Council :
—

WilS'tn. Lovatt, and Sons, Ltd.,
Wolverhampton £25,416 11 2

Bowyer. .T. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 24.783

Thorne, F. and T, Isle of Dogs ... 24,560
Cheseum, J., and Sons, South-
place 24,603

McUormick and Sons, Ltd., Essex-
road 23.753

Leng, T. D., Deptford 23,748
King. W., and Son, Vauxhall
Briage-road 23.537

Blake. W. E., Ltd., Pulham ... 23,006
Patman and Folheringham, Ltd.,

Islington 22,971
Wallip, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Panlon-btreet 22,941

Brand, Pettit, and Co., West
Green-road 22.897

Lawrence, W., and Son, Pinsbury-
circus 22,890

Godson, G., & Sons, Kilbnrn-lane 22,533
Rowley Bros, Wood Green 21,795
Moss, W., and Sons, Ltd.. Bed-
ford-row 21,756

Roberts, L. H. and R., Lower
Clapton-road (accepted) 31.634

Architect's estimate, £22,951.

Hoddesiion. — For erecting Baptist school-church.
Messrs. George Baines and Son, 6, Clement's Inn,
Strand, W.C., architects:

—

Dorey, J,, & Co., Ltd., Brentford £1,155
Hunt. J. A., Hoddesdon 1,126
Brighrman, G., and Son, Ltd.,
Watford 969

Paul, P. R„ Waltham Abbey ... 946
Ekins and Co,, Ltd., Hertford* ... 810

* Accepted.
Johannesburg,—For building a store, for Messrs.

Jenkms and Co. :
—

Begg, S £1,494
ft hue, A. J., and Co 1,362 2

Williams Bros 1.190

Barrow, J 1,156

Woods, 1,150

Thompson, J 1.096

Brown, J., and Co 1,095

Kindinger M 1,075

Jacques, C.B 1,075

Harper Bros 1,0'25

Walker. W. C. 095

Clark, T., and Sons (accepted) ... 987

Kensington.—For painting interior of Wornington-
road iscbool, lor the London Education Committee: —

Darvill, J,, Watford £1,079
Payne Bros., Watford 995
Bendon, T.. Ltd., Hammersmith* 668

* Recommended for acceptance.

Lewtsham. — For painting interior of Plassy-road
school, for the London Education Committee :

—
Shorter. J., and Ck)., Greenwich ... £611 8
Thorne, F. and T, Isle of Dogs ... 599 7

Peyton, A. T., Lewi^him 604 6

Oruves, H., Greenwich 553 6

Bailey, W.. Greenwich 64'i 15

Loasby, F. W., Hither Green-lane* 634
* Recommended for acceptance.

Louth.—For the supply of a steam roller, for the
rural district council :

—
Marshall and Co., itamsborou^h £541 19 2

(Accepted.)

Letton.—For additional office accommodation at the

public health department and mess-rooms at sewage
disposal and destructor works, for the urban district

council. Mr. E. H. Essex, surveyor :
—

Additional office accommodation :

—

Wilson. H £154 16

Humphreys, Ltd 154 o

Coxhead, P. J 153 15

Horswill, H. G., Forest Gate* ... 149

Messroom, sewage-dispoeal works :
—

Coxhead. P. J ~. ... 162 15

Wilson, H 148 4

Horswill. H. 129 Q

Humphreys, Ltd., Knightsbridge* 119

Messroom, destructor works :
—

Coxhead. P. J 142 15

Russell, E. A 137
Wilson. H 135 1 5

Hnmnhreys, Ltd 120

Horswill, H. C* 118
• Accepted.

LoNnoN, W.—Por the supply of steel tabes, required

in connection with the laying of 18in. steel mains in

place of the existing 9in. mains over the Brent Bridge,

during the alteration to and widening of the bridge, for

the Metropolitan Water Board ;—
Piggott, Thomas, and Co., Ltd. ... £289

Maidstone.—For the erection of the Agricultural

Hall, for the corporation :
—

Barden and Head £4.347
Martin and Newman 4,337

Corben and Bon 4,091

Clarke and Bpps 4,074

Cox Bros. 3,993

Wallis and Sons 3,883

Burrows, W. T. (accepted) 3,810

Minster-in-Sheppet.—For the enlargement of the

Halfway Houses council school for the Kent Education

Committee. Mr. Wilfrid H. Robinson, M.S. A., archi-

tect :—
Sbarpin, W, H., Bow, E £2,900

Archer, W. H., & Son. Gravesend 2.816

Friday and Ling, Erith 2,749 10

Skinner, C. E., and Son, Chatham 2,689

Godden. D., and Son, Ashford ... 2.6S8

Bowes, G.. and Son Milton ... 2.622

Seager, L., Sittingbourne 2,699

Bishop and Son, Sittingbonrne*... 2,393
• Recommended for acceptance.

PoNTEPRACT.—Por the erection of a motor garage,

for the Co-operative Industrial Society, Ltd. Meairs.

Garside and Pennington, Pontefract, aroliiteota.

Quantities by the architects :
—

Garrett and Grace, Pontefract ... £316 7

(Accepted.)

Pontefract.—For the erection of Post office buildings

Messrs. Garside and Pennington, Pontefract, architects.

Quantities by the architects :
—

Lister Brook, and Co., Ltd., Brig-

house (accepted) £3,484 14 4

Poplar, E.- Por installing the Hydro-Gould system

of low-pressure hot-water heating at Bow Creek School,

for the London County Council :

—
Christie, J. E. (accepted) £286

Bedford, N B.—For electrical installation at Redford

Cavalry Barracks near Edinburgh, for the War Office :

Lowden Bros., Edinburgh (accepted).

Stoke-on-Trent.—Fcr (A) the iuftallation of electric

wiring at Ihe children's hospital, and (B) the installa-

tion of inlernal bells and telephones at the workhouse,

for the board of guardians:— A. „,.?
Richards, J., and Co , Longton ... £138 ... £18; 4

(Accented for bath.)

6toke-ok-Trknt.—For external painting of the

hospitals, for the board of guardians :
—

Hales, W. A., jun. (accepted) ... £217 3

Tottenham.-Por the supply of 31in. steel tabes

required across the bridge at Parry-lan3, Tottonhhi-n,

for the Metropolitan Water Board:-
Fraser, J,, and Son (acc9otedl ... £387

(In lieu of lender tor British Welding Co., Ltd.,

£485 158., withdrawn.)

Wandsworth.—Por the enlargement of Hotham-

road i-chool, for the London County Council :
—

Blay, W. P., Ltd., Downgate-hill £6.347

Leslie and Co., Ltd.. Kensington-
equare 6.181

Blake, W. E.. Ltd., Fulham ... 6,049 6 11

WaUis, G. B., and Sons, Ltd..

Haymarket 6,049

Triggs and Co., Clapham 5,997

Willett, W., Sloane-equare ... 6,995

Appleby, J, and Sons, Ltd.,

Southwark Park 6,993

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 5,687

Holloway, H. L., Deptford ... 6,660

Lole and Co., Chelsea 6,613 15

King, W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road 6,611

Mareland, J.. & Sous. Walworth* 5.479

Architect's estimate, £5,0>1.
* Accepted.

Warwick.-For electrical pumping apparatus, for the

town council. Messrs. Dodd and Dodd, engineers :

—

Pulsometer Pump Co. (accepted) .. £94)

WiNCHCOMBE, Gi.os.—For the erection of twelvo

cotlages at Winchainbe, for the Winihoombe Rural

Dinrict Council. Mr. Thomas Malvern, Licentiate

R.I.B.A., 21, Winchcombe - street, (.heltenham,

architect :

—

Turner, R , Adlestrop £2,653 16

Drew, W., Golden Valley, Glos. ,,. 2 568 1 2

(liff. A., and Co., Evesham ... 2,600

Borrows, H,, Charlton Kings,
Olos 3.215

Steward and Co.. Broadway ... 2,3!4 u

Davies, G. C, Winchcombe ... 2,i 30

Williams, T. D., Evecham ... 1,920

Fither,C., Winchcombe* 1,908
* Provisionally accepted.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
July 11-CheapOottaKe Bxhibuion (250 Dosigna) The Surveyor's InBt.tutioa. 1! GreU O ,or.r'-8traBt S W

:: }?r^e"?n°/,^r"NTToV"n^C,!^rid,otoa-,cosVao-t toexcyed
''""' ^"°- *•'" '"""- ''"^ """• "^"^ ''"'-" ^^'-«-° «°-^' "euL'^.iTr^.; ir*'.'-"'-

26-resiBn8 for Police and Fire Stat.on, KedhiU. i,se38or llH Tgkr.WgBl :":::
; T Smfth 'Town CTerk MuaVcin.'l B^,ildm';?R

'^""'' 8" •'"'•
Sept. 7-De8iBn8 for Public ElemeDtarr Schools at Linda-streat,

a. smith, lown LlerU, Mumc.pil Buildm^,, RMia-,o.

York-road, Battersea ; and Billingsgate-street. Uhurjh-
Blreet. Greenwich (ttr. J. W. Simpson, P.R.I.B.4.,

Oct. 3i-L^^^t8how-Gr;;ind;;wajvdiewest;i;.eiaidr;::-:: £m:Em:£m:::::::::z:::::r:zii^'^:^^
Dec. 31-Planmng Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield £400. £240 M.'?4 ''p''rL7dem"deTa' Commission pw I'Amen^.ement d.i

Ko date-Design for Lajipg Out Walton Hall Estate, Livarpool lOOgs.. oOgs., Sogs E. R ''p,l°kmZ''Zvn S's'offlcrLr^rn^^^^^^^
"""'""•

do. -Plans for Improvement of Saloon Theatre and Grounds «• b. s k. n. i icKmere, town uerk s Olhce, Livjrpral.

do. -D^aw^^rcr^p'hSo^mU^o^E^gt'/o^Co^^^^^^ mi^ • '' «-"• «"- C™-" O""-- ^""""Sate. Whitby.

do. -Sch^?(700-pYaces)7Kmg-Edward-8treeV;-Sund^
6gs., 3g8., 2gs W. W hiteside and J. Caslake, Ltd.. The Broadway. Heudm,N.lV.

road, Gateshead The Clerk. Education Offlces, Gateshead.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDIIfaS.
July 3-Temporary Buildmg, Eoaebery-avenue, E.C MetroDalitau Water Bjird The Clerk, Savoy-oourt, Strwl, W.O.3—Sanaionum. Leicester Corporation A. H. Hind, F.E.LB.A., 3, Grey Friars. Leicester.

3—^op PremisPB, Abercwmboi Owmbach Co-op. Society. Ltd T. Roderick, Archt., Abjrdare.
3-WorkhODte ExtenBion. Tadcaster Guardians Bromet and Thorman. Bogi., Ti-Isntar.d—Lock-up, Alierations to, Spittal Pembroke County Council The County Surveyor, St. Thoiuiu-greon, Htvartoriwait.3—^o^wood Borne, Alterations to, Beverley Guardians J. Bilson. Archt.. '2i, Parliameut-street, Hull.4—Holy Trinity Church. Vicarage at. Aberystwitb Ven. Archdeacon Williams G. T. Bassett, A.R.I. S. A., Abjroatwith
4-Cottages. Shougle Farm. Birnie A. Cameron, Factor, Seafield Estate Offloe, Elgin.
4-Generating Station, Truro F. Parkin, Town Clerk. I'raro.
4— Collages, Alterations to. Middle Gate, Great Clifton Mrs. S. J. Read. Ca^tierigg F,irm, Morjiby, Wditjbwju.
4- Semi-detached Houses (74),'Arrowthwaite Whitehaven Colliery Co.. Ltd J. 8. Stout. U.S.A., 36, Lowtber-straet, Wnitehwau.
4—Town Hall. Repairs to. Ecdes Finance Committee The Borough Surveyor. I'owu Utll, Eojiej.
4-Electric Theatre. Ogmoie Vale J. T. Jenkins. M S.A., Archt., Pj-th,G'aii.
4—School, Adoitions to. Felstead, Rayne Essex Education Committee G. Topham Forest, County Archt.. 73 Duke-9t., Chelmsford.8— Manager's lottage. Sewage Works. WestbDurne WarBlington Urban Distr.ot Council A. J. Martin. M.I.C.E . 7. Victoria-street, d W.
b-Nurees' Home, Pontypool Executive Board Longher and Co , Bank Chamb3r3, Poutypool, Mou.
fa—Iwo Cottage*, High-Btreet. Yiewsley Urban District Council W. U. Lea. Clerk, Yiewsioy.

"^"S f°''
'^l**"""™ a' (5" placesi, Basingstoke Hampshire itouoty Councd A. L. Robsrts, Archt.. The Caitle, Win'ib^itar.

fa—Technical College, Extension of. Halifax Bducalion Committee J. Lord, M.I.C.E., Boro' Hug.. Town Hall, Hilitax.
li-Bchool. Extension pf. Pant Menhyr Tydfll Education Com R. Elias. Director of Eduoutioi, Hsrtnvr fyld'.

S'J *'"' Caretaker's House, Acrefair Denbighshire Terr. Force Assoc C. D. Rutter, U.S.A., Parr'a Bank Chimbira, W.-3x\iam.
fa— Technical Schools, Extension of. Swindon Corporation H. J. Hamp, Boro' Sur.. T.jwn Hill, Sivmdju.
6-Fchool. cleanipg ana Repairs. Heiiiel Hempstead Education Committee W. R. Locke, Sur., Town Hall, Hemel Hempatead.
•j-D'S'i-ftctiiig Station, Additions to, Rook-a^Nore. Hastings Corporation P. H. Palmer, Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Hastioga.
fa—Dr. Morgan's School, Alterations to, Bridgwater Governors Samson and Colthurat, Archta.. 51, Hign-atreai. B:il 'x\^,lT6— Re-erectiEg Bank Chambers (destroyed by fire). Bargoed G. Kenahole, Aroht., Statiou-roal, Bir^oii.
B-Offices. Bank Bottom Mills. Farsley William Towler and Sons, Ltd Jowett, Kendall, and Sons. Archta., South-pirade, Pulaey
fa— bniloers hepairs at Workhouse, Wicklewood Guardians Wm. Partridge Smith, Clerk, Onion OHna, Wymiilaan
fa— '1 own Ball, Alterations and Additions to, Lowestoft Corporation G. H. aambv, A.U.I.C.E., Boro' Sur., I'jwn Hal, L nvaat-jft6—Pumping Slaiion, Watford Urban District ConncU D. Waterhome, Eng.. Council Olflcea. Bigh-streat, vVntorl.

'

7— Inflrmaty, Alterations to. Brook-street, 8 E Lambeth Guardians J. L. Goldapink, Clerk, Brook-straat, KauaiO|{toa-rotI, d E
/ -KtceiviDg Oflice and Stable, Kingswood, Bristol Great Western Railway Co A. E. Bolter, Sec, Paddingtou Station, W.
/— VarionB Schools, Repairs to, Mountain Ash Education Committee .... W. H. Williams, M.S. A., I'own Hall, iloaataia Ash.
7-BouBe. Corwen L. and N.W. and G.W. Joint Rly. ... C. Chitty, Sec. Bnaton Station. N.vV.
7— Cottages (25 pairs), Tunbridge Wells Tonbridge Rural District Council ... F. Harris, Sur., The Broadway, Tanbridje Wella.
7—GcodB Office. Alterations to, Newbury Great Western Riilway Co -\. E. Bolter. Sec. Paadingtoa Station, W.
;;—bakery ExtenBions, GarndilTaith Co-operative Society. Ltd Lougher and Co., Archts.. Bank Clumbers, Pjntypiol.
/—Workmen's Dwellings (45), Faxfleet-street. Bradford Corporation The City Architect, Town Sail, BrilforJ.
'—faiiph Hall and Institute, Tonyrefail Thomaa and Morgan, Archts.. Pontypridd.
7 -The Friars. Repairs to, Bradford-street, Booking Braintree Guardians A. Hills, Clerk, Union Olliiea, Bojiiug.
7—Houses (12), Reynolton, Pembroke J. G. Summons, Belle Vae-terriOs. Havirtordwast.
7— School, Repairs to. Wood Green Urban District Council W. P. Harding, Clerk, To/vn Had, WoaiGraan.
7— Houses (Ifa). Alterations to, Duflryn-row, Cwmbach Thomas Brailhwaita M. J. Llewellin Smith, Archt., Abardare.
7— banoiciaft and Domestic Centres, Newark Education Committea H. W. Looston, L,R.I.B,A„ M.S. A., Newark.
7—Hcuto and Slhop. Linthwaite .' Lunn and Kave, Archts., Milnabridia.
8-MtetiEg Room, Lepton Handbell Ringera G. and G, H. Crowther, Archts., 3S, New-st., HulllrsHitd.
8— Police Blalion, Alterations at, Grangetown Corporation J. L. Wheatley. Town Clerk, City Hall. Cir,iiff
8— Priory. Alterations to. Long Bennington A. D. Younghusband Sheppard and Locatou. Archts.. Bargate. Newar't-on-Trjit.
^"Aitfciaticns to School OliiceB. Melincrythan Glamorgan County Council The Architect, Metropolitan Bank Cnamojra.iN jith.
S-Beihel CM. chapel. Repairs to, Brecon R. 8. Griffliha. M.S. A., i'oavpn.ly.
b—Acaaemy of Maeic and Trades, School, Cbarieroi M. le Gouverneurdu Hainaut. iloua.
8- RetideLce ana Surgery, Pentrebach Dr. Ryce Johnson and Rioharda. Archta.. Vlerthyr Ty id'.
t— fcchcolB. adaiiions to, Newtown Montgomery Education Authority ... LI. Phiilipa, Clerk, Education liBcaa, NawtOiva.
'J— Electric Lighting Station, James-btreet, Carliale Corporation U. C. Marks, M.I.C.E., City Bug.. SB, Fiahor-atroat, Cirliib.
a— Laruegie Free Library, Union-road, OswaldtwiBtle Urban District Council F. Q. Farmer, H, Little Pam-atreet, Cjvjnt-y.
S»—tatual Wards, Additions to, Winchester Guardians B. D, Canceller, Archt., 12. Jewry-stroat, Winoh'jatir.
a— ^u^^eB' Quarters and Mortuary at Hospital, Llanelly D. G. Raes. Sec . 3, 8tepae,v-6treat. Llaueily.
"—^'inher Steps at Middle Landing. Southend Pier Corporation E. J. Elford, M.I.C.B., Boro' Eag., Southend .oi-^ja.
9— Cottages (24), Lannccbton Town Council The Town Clerk. Town Hall. Launceatoi.
10— Council School (720 places), Tamworth-road. Croydon Education Committee H. C. Pagg, P.R.I.B.A., rnoraion deain.
10-8choolB, Repaira to. Luddenden Foot Education Committee F. J. Macdonald. Education Otfloaa. Sowerby Briija.
10-Kew fccbcol, Stones West Riding Education Committee .. The Eaucation Architect, County Hall. Wasjajld.
10— bchoolB, Repairs to, Hebden Bridge Education uommitteo F. J. MacDonald, Education Othcea, Sowaro/ drid<a,l
10— titmentary tchools, RepairB to, Guildtord Education Committee C. G. Mason, A. M.I.C.E.. Boro' Sur., Tuna G ita. viiudfirl.
11— Conncil bchool. Alterations to, Dartford West Hill Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson. M.S. A.. Sessiona House. Maid*tona.
11— Cable 6hid. Electricity Works, Halifax Electricity Cimcnittje J. Lord, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., i'own Kail, diniax.
11— Ntw 'lown Hall and Market Buildings. Denbigh Borough Council J. Brooke J; filcock, FF.R.I.B.A., 18, Exchange-st., Manoheater.
11— Labourers' Cottages (21b), Midleton Rural District Council J. Stanton, Clerii. .Vlidlewn, Ireland.
11— (-ouLcil bchool. Repairs to, Chelsfield Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M,S.A., Sessions House. Maidatoue.
11— Stvtu Lalxiuierb' t-ottageo, Milford, Rural Diotrict Council S. Wattere. Clem. Boara Room, Millurd, Irji^ud.
11— Council bchool. Repairs to, Marden Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinton, M.S. A., Bessions House. Maidstone.
11— Fusthill House. Bmoae Room at, FueehiU Guardians G. Armstrong. Archt., 24, Bank Street, uarlisle.
11—Council School, Repairs to, Edinbridge Kent Jiducation Committee W. H. Robiuson, M.S.A., Sosaions tlouae, Maiaatoue,
11— Four Small Holding Houaeo and Farm Buildings. Baanhaji Berkshire a County Council W. E. C. white. County Land Steward, Kit liai?.

II—HaLdicihft Centre. Bodmin tjornwall Education Committee B. C. Andrew. Archt.. Biddick's-court, St. Amtod.
11- Weblejan Church and Bchool. Repairs to, Newton Abbot... Trustees A. E. Dodge, Bee, »7, Queen-street, Newton Auoot.
13- House, FoLtjclun Tnomas Jenkins Thomas and Morgan, Archts., 23. GelliwaBtad-road, Pontypriid,
13— Itolaticn Hospital (16 beds), Hitchin Rural District Council H. P. Adams, 28. Wooarn-iilace, Russeil-siiiarc. tV.J.
13—'Itaining Colleiie. Ford Estate. Sunderland Town Council O. T. Brown, F.K.I.B..^ , .51. Fawcett-streot, Bandanand.
13— Art ana iechnicat Bcht-ols. Additions to. Bridgwater Higher Education Committee Samson and Coithurot, .vrcnta.. 61. tlign-atraat, dridgwator,
13-fcthcol. Exifcntion to. Winchebter-road, Eastleigu Hampshire county Council A, L. RoDertB. Archt., The Castle, Wiucuester.
13—'Iwo Pumptiousee. Whitney Waterworks. Coventry Watoirt'orka Committee J. E. Bwinalehurst, City Eng.. St. Mary's tlall, Coventry,
13— bthoois. Rti.aiiB to, Rumfuid Essex Education Committee H. P. WmBlanioy. ClerK. 71, Boutn.atroot, Ro utord.I
13— 'Ihiee fchopBand Seven Houses. Pontjcl'iin ...'.'. '.!.!!-... Buiiaing ciub ThomaB and Morgan, ArchtB., 2i, Gelliwaatad-roaU, Pontypridd.
14—Loveitd Bteel chid, Wattrworas Yard, Croydoii.....' Corporation J. M. Newnuam. lown CierK, Town dail, cro.ydon.
14— bfctcnoaiy bcLcol (2tu piactB). BecKenham Kent Education Committee W. H. Robineon. M.B.A.. Archt., Besaiuua House, .tlaildtono.
14—tthooiB. AauiiiLna to, 'irowbridge Wilts County Council J. G. Powell, county Bur., l'rortfuria<e.

14— tthool, AouitionBto. MidQle-rtad, Bholing. Itchen Hampshire county Council A. L, Roberts, Archt., The Caatle, vVuichaster.

14— Ito.auon hotpiial, Auuitiun to, ilampton tkul Urban uiotrict councd 8. H. Chambers, Bur., Public Olbcea, Hampton, Middleaex.
14— Lading.cut birtets, Dunaalk Urban District Councd M. Bellara. bur., Town flail, DanaaUi,
14—HtustB (4bJ. Lunaalk

, ,.„, Uroau District Council M. Sellars. our., Town Hail. uaadaiK.
16— bitel-fiamedbtea, Camperdown Dock, Diiiidee'.!. ..!.!!!... Harbour Trustees J. H. Thompson, M.sc, Harbour rruBt. Dundee.

I
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-School. Additions to. Princess-road, Croydon
-Boiler House, Foundations for, Electric Station, Formby
-Coal Stove, AByinm, Leavesden
-Sclaool. Alterations and Additions to, Noctou
-Electric Sulj-slation and Battery House. Radcliffe
-Laundry, Joint County Asylum. Carmarthen
-New Poet-Otfice, GiUiDeham. Dcreet
-Exchange Sidings, Goole
-f^chool. Alterations to. Bracebridge

,

-Fever Hospital, Repairs at. South Tottenham, N
-PoPtOfBce. Exteneion of, Swansea
-Rebnilding Business Premises, Tonyoandy
-School, Additions to. Ropery-road, Gainsborough
-Stores and Pumping Station. Weymouth
-Scbcol. Additions to. South Killingholme Haven
-Boiler and Engine House, Scarborough
-School, Murrow. Wisbech St. Mary
-Two Villas at Hnll City Asylum, Willerby
-Police Station. Additional Cells at, Nuneaton
-City Lodge, Repairs to, Cardiff
-Fchool, Additions to. Lambonrne
-RecoDStructing Children's HosDital, Margate
-Asylum, Extension of. Tooting Bee, 8.W
-Schools, Repairs to, Gatten and Newport
-leolalicn Hospital, Additions to, Saffron Walden
-Cemetery, Caretaker's Lodge at, Famham
-Council School, Enlarging. Byng-road. Barnet ...

-St, James Infiimary, Alterations to, Wandsworth, 8.W. ..,

-Electric Power Station Buildings, Walsall
-Housing Scheme, West Ham
-Stone Lighthouse, Sidi Bou Afi, Mazagan
-Two Cottages at Refuse Destructor, Grantham,
-Seven Houses off Ormeau-road, Belfast
-Farmhouse and Cottages, Low Baron Wood
-Theatre. Torquay
Clubhouse, The Waffron's, Surbiton.
-Drill Ball, Alterations to. Sunderland
-School. King's-road, Rochdale
-Residence and Surgery, Pentrebach
-Two Shops, Sankey's Comer, Chase Terrace
-Wesleyan tunday Schools, Bangor-street, Cardiff
-Pair of Cottages, East Fen, Midville
-Work at C.E. School s, Wmwick
-Schools, Repairs to, Naunton..,
-Residence, Abbey-road, Barrow
-Residence, Elgin
-Hospital, Nurses' Block at, Exeter
-Wees Room and Storage Shed, Harrow

,

BJJlJjTilNOrS—continued.
Education Committee
Lancashire and Yorkshire Rly. Co.
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Kesteven Education Committee
Lancashire and Yorkshire Rly. Co.
Visitine Committee
H.M. Works Commissioners
Lancashire and Yorkshire Rly. Co.
Kesteven Education Committee
Metropolitan Asylums Board
H.M. Works Commissioners

Lindeey Education Committee
Corporation
Lindsey Education Committee
Guardians
Isle of Ely Education Committee ..

Visiting Committee
Warwickshire County Council
Guardians
Essex Education Committee
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Isle of Wight County Council
Joint Hospital Board
Joint Burial Committee
Education Committee
Guardians ,

Corporation
Port of London Authority
Morocco Public Worns Special Com.
Corporation

Sir Francis Ley, Bart..

Golf Club
Durham Terr. Force Assoc
Education Committee
Dr. Ryce
Cannock Co-operative Society, Ltd,

Dr. H. F. Blackloe
W. RoseBlact

,

July 4— Transformers, Stockholm
4—Telephone Cables, Antwerp and District, Brussels
6— Ekctrical Supply Plant, Extension of, Ballaghadereen..
t>— Rotary Converters, Melbourne Suburban Railways
y—Telephones (Nine Miles), Skegness to Welton
D-P'ant, Aylesbury
6—Electric Car-Shed and Cranes, Melbourne

,

7— Switchboards, Melbourne
,

7—Electrical Accessories (Three Years), London, S.W
8— High and Low-Tension Cables, Warrmgton
8— Booster Sets, Sydney

John Adamson and Co., Ltd

ELECTEIOAL PLANT.
Royal Swedish Water-Power Admin

J. Smyth, Clerk, Education Office. Katharine-street, Croydon.
The Ereineer'R OflSce, Hunt's Bank. Manchester.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. Eng-in-Chief. Embankment, B.C.
W. H. Dunn, Arcbt.. Silver-street. Lincoln.
The Engineer's OflBce. Hunt's Bank, Manchester.
George Morgan and Son. 24. King-street, Carmarthen.
The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, 8.W.
The Eneineer's Office. Hunt's Bank. Manchester.
w. H. Dunn, Archt.. Silver-street. Lincoln.
W. T. Hatch. M.IC.E.. Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, E.G.
The Secretaiy, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W,
B. S. Griffiths. M.S.A., Tonypandy.
Scorer and Gamble, Archts., Bank-st. Chmbrs., Lincoln,
H. A. Boxiflble. Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Weymouth,
Scorer and Gamble, Archis., Bank-st. Chmbrs., Lincoln.
J. W. Read, Clerk, 14, Dean-road. Scarborough.
H. Fair Bimpfon, Qounty Sur., Tavistock-road, Wisbech.
J. A. Hirst, City Archt-, Guildhall, Hull.
J. Millmot, County Sur.. 6, Waterlon-stree^., Birmingham.
A. J. Harris, Clerk. Union Offices. Queen's Chambers, CarlifE.

G. T. Forrest, County Archt.. 73. Duke-street, Chelmsford.
T. Aldwinckle, F.R.I. B.A., 20, Denman-st., London Bridge, 8.E.
T. W. Aldwinckle. F.R.I.B.A., 20. Denman-street, S.E.
8. R. Cocks. St Thomas's-street, Ryde.
H. R . Bird, Archt.. 10, Union-court, Old-Broad-street, E.G.
A, J. Stedman, Archt., South-street, Farnham.
U. A. Smith, County Sur.. County Surveyor's Office. Hatffald.
Gibson, 8kipworth,'and (3ordon, Archts., 5, Old Broad-street, W.
E. M. Laceo, M.I.C.E.. Con. Eng.. 12, Victoria-street, S.W.
C. R. 8. Kirkpatrick, Chief Eng., 109. Leadenhall-st., B.C.
M. le President du Comite. Dar En Niaba. Tangier.
The Borough Surveyor. Guildhall. Grantham.
0, Maralister, Archt., Whitehall Buildings, Ann-street. Belfast.
E. R. Ridgway, Archt., Long Eaton, Nottingham.
F. G. Moore Archt., 10. Fleet-street. Torquay.
J. P. Falser, Archt., 3, Staple Inn. Holborn, B.C.
Wright and Chapman, Archts., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The Secretary, Education Office, Balllie-street, Rochdale.
Johnson and Richards, Archts., Merthyr Tydftl.

H. Horton, Archt., Bank Chambers, Cannock.
H. Bugden, F.R.I.B.A., 95, St. Mary-street, Cardiff.
G. E. Clarke, M.I.C.E.. Boro' Sur.. Boston, Lines.
W. and Seear Owen, Cairo-street Chambers, Warrington.
R. S. Phillips, Archt.. Shire Hall. Gloucester.
J. C. Harvey, A.R.I.B.A., Ramsden-Eiiuare, Barrow.
R. B. Pratt, A.R.I.B.A., 110, High-street. Elgin.
E. H . Barbottle and Son, Archts., County Chambers, Exeter.

. H. E. Scarhoroagh, Archt.. 22. Lowther-etreet, Carlisle.

i

Electric Lighting Committee

Skegness Urban District Coimcil
Urban District Uotmcil

H.M. Works Commissioners
,

Electricity Committee
N.S.W. Government Rlys. Dept..

RegeringFgaten45, Stockholm.
The Administration CentraledesPoftes, RuedeLouvain.BrufselB,
L. J. Lawless, A.I.E.E.,Ca6tlewfcd-av., Rathmines. Dublin.
Merz and McLellan. Con. Engs.. 33, Victoria-street, S.W.
W. Frearson, Clerk, Council Offices, Skegness.
P. A. Wright, Clerk, Town Hall, Aylesbury.
Merz and McLellan, Con. Engs,, 32. Victoria-street, S.W.
The DeputvPoBtmaeter-General. Melbourne.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
F. V. L. Mathias, Boro' Elec. Eng., Howley, Warrington.
The Electrical Engineer, 61, Hunter-street, Sydney, N.S.W,

A new ''Ideal Domestic" Boiler,

A new intermediate size of the Ideal

Domestic Boiler Series — the No. IID — is now
available and can be supplied promptly from

our Hull Works.

Ideal x^ Ideal
1 RADIATORi *^ 1 BOI LER6

Tile No. IID Ideal Domestic Boiler has

an houiiy capacity for hot water supply of 42,000
B.T.U.— equivalent to 28 to 84 gallons, according-

to the temperature required.

// you have not already received Catalogue Inset

giving full particulars, a copy zuill be sent on request.

NAnONALRADIATUK roi^ANY 439 & 441, Oxford Street, London, W.
Works: HULL, Yorks. Telephone Nos. : Maytair 21S3 & 2154.

Agcats carryioK Stocks of
Ideal Boilers and Ideal Rsdi.lors.

I BAXENDALE S CO.. Ltd., Miller Street Work.. MANCHESTER.
> WILLIAM MACLEOD V CO.. 60, 62. S 64, Robert.oa Street, GLASGOW.
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OUR ILLCrSTKATIOyS.
" Crow Clump " overlooking St. George's Hill Golf

Links, Weybridge. Surrey. View, plans, aud eleva-
tions. Messrs. Tubbs", Meseer, aud Poulter,
Architects.

The London Quarter Sessions Houee, Newington
Causeway, S.E. Plan of Groimd Floor, Mr. W. E.
Riley, F.R.I.B.A., Superintending Architect Loudon
Countj' Council.

Strand, W-C.

Viaduct over Queen Victoria-street, K.C. The New St.

Pauls Bridge Competition. Second and Third
Premiated Designs by Mr. Charles E. Barry,
A R I.B.A., and Mr. Edward R. D. Selway,
A.K.I. B.A.

Houses, Avenue-roa<l, St. John's Wood, aud in Wild-
wood Rise, Hampatead Ganieu City. Messrs.
Horace Field, F.R.I. b. A., and Evelyn Simmons,
Licentiate R.I. B.A. , Architects.

Hove Parish Church Hall (Kalli Memorial), Sueaax.
View aud plan. Messrs. Read aud MacDonald,
Architects.

The Playhouse, Berwick ouTweed. Mr. S. H. Lawsou,
Architect.

TIMBER FOR BUILDING.
Timber, like coal, we are told, is being
rapidly exhausted. AVhat with the never-
ending and ever-increasing demand for

raihvay-sleepers, and for wood-pulp for our
newspapers, we may have in the near
future to find some other material from
wliicli to manufacture our doors and
windows ; for though trees are being
planted, they do not make wood fast

enough to supply the world's needs
Nature needs a hundred years at least to

make a tree up to the architect's specifica

tion, in pines, or firs ; and in some climates
the trees would in that time be no more
than 9in. in diameter, and the bulk uf them
halt sajittood. We used to wonder, in our
younger days, why scaffold-poles decayed
so rapidly ; but we discovered, of course
that tile reason was they had little lieart

wood. .\ pole Gin. diameter at the butt, the
growth of fifty years, wuuld have 25in. of

sapwood. Out of over '200 Russian poles
that we once examined at the Millwall
docks, not one had any heartwuod, and
none were less than 5in. in diameter, and
yet some of these were 70 years old. But we
need not despair, some say, about this
prodigal use of timber, for we are assured
by entliusiasts that the time will come
when timber will not be used at all in
buildings, because steel and concrete will
displace it. though, at present, tliere is

little sign of their doing so, except in the
n:onster hotels and warehouses of our great
cities.

It is indisputable that steel should take
the place of wood for bearers across any
span, say above 12ft., even in villas and
labourers' cottages ; for wood, being elastic,
will gradually sink, even under a load of
its own weight, wlien it is used as a girder
or purlin. The strongest wood beams that
the experience ct the practical carpenters
of a few centuries ago could suggest as
being reliable are now found to have failed
under weights they carried with safety for
a few years. In juiUing down a warehouse
in Lime-street a few years ago. we found
the main girders of a floor down 2in. in the
centre, though they were 1-lin. square, and
the sp.-m only Kift. These floors were
framed immediately after the Great File,
ar.d there was four times more timber in
them than any builder would think of
putting in a floor of the same span to-day.
All these old floors were divided into bavs,
with joists spanning not more than Sft :

but with all the timber used in them, they
sunk in the centre, and this must have
been rrcknned on when it is considered how
clastic a material timber is.

In luanv old buildings the roofs will be
found hollow between" the juirlins; for

these have sagged under the weight of the
slates and ratters. We have seen cases
where the purlins have broken across with
the weight, at a knot. Again, the purlin
may span too great an opening or the
scantling may be too light. In evei'y case,

therefore, floors slioukl be stiffened with
steel, and purlins may be altogether of

that material, even for workmen's cottages.

It Would be well to bear in mind, when
using steel as we suggest, that it is not hre-
proof, and that in some cases it may be
desirable to protect it with concrete. Many
years ago. when surveying a large house in

the Midlands fur alterations, we were sur-
prised to find all the floors on the second
story were finished with some kind of hard,
polislieil cement. This was ordinary lime
mortar, carried on laths across the joists,

the surface being worked up in putty until
it was strong enough to bear the furniture
and the usual trattic of bedrooms without
breaking up. AVe were informed that these
floors were common in the district. It

seems that since the introduction of Port-
land cement, a better material for the
pur[jose is to hand than any the builders
had a century ago, althuugh it is not now-
used tor the purpose. If a fireproof concrete
floor is carried out in offices on the first

and liiglier stories, provision is always
made for attaclung ordinary prepared
flooring to the concrete. No one thinks of
finishina the surface with cement of any
kind. The old floors we refer to were
reserved for the servants' apartments.

The thorough seasoning of wood for
joiners' work is a matter of the first im-
portance, not so much on account of the
risk of failure by shrinkage, as of the
strange irregularities of the finished face
when drying, after being tried up and
polished by the smoothing-plane. This
latter failure is not even noticed in any
book on building construction. To explain
this it will be necessary to consider how the
surface of a planed piece of wood is made
up. and this is dependent on tlio structure
of the tree itself. In transverse section it

shows a number of rings, speaking roughly,
from :Sin. to l-32in. in thickness. Each ring
IS a hollow cylinder; and the trouble is

that a ring being a year's growth, it is built
up with two kinds of wood, which shrink
unequally. In the early spring the bark of

the tree bursts with the rising sap, and
pressure is released in this way on the wood
of the new ring being formed, so that it is

comparatively loose in texture ; but the
bark knits together again gradually, and
the makins of the ring is finished up with
wood fibre deposited under great pressure,

and consequently hard. But for this differ-

ence between tlie spring and summer wood.

it would not be possible to distinguish the
annual rings; and some trees are partly-
deficient of such indications—yellow pine,
for instance. Now, when a piece of wood
is planed, that is not thoroughly seasoned,
no matter how true the surface may be,
that surface will, when the wood seasons,
be a series of corrugations, owing to the
unequal shrinkage in each ring ; and if

such a surface is varnished, all these irregu-
larities will show up. In the room where
we sit there is a matchboarded dado, and
opposite to it a large window. When one is

seated between the two, the surface of the
matched boarding is seen to be wavy and
felt to be rough, and as it is certain that
no niacliine could ever have turned out
such wurk, the irresistible conclusion is,

therefore, that these surface indentations
were produced by the seasoning uf the
wood. There is another peculiarity about
these boards. Though each was turned out
of the mill with plane surfaces, none of the
surfaces are now planes. They are round
or hollow, though they are only 5in. wide.
This kind of failure has been noticed in
books on building timbers, so it need not
be explained here. It will be enough to
say that it results from the way tlie wood
is cut from the log— that is." with the
greatest dimensions radiating or tangential.
It is not of the slightest use for an archi-
tect to specify the kind of timber he wants
in his building, for the builder does not

" manufacture " it. By manufacturing, we
.mean, of course, converting the log or
trunk of a tree into scantlings. Moreover,
neither the architect's specification nor his
authority reaches the manufacturer. The
architect must put up with the best the
builder can give him, unless he imports
logs of whatever wood he wants, and has
them ' manufactured " under his own
superintendence.

It is well to bear in mind that all foreign
scantling comes to us as '"first," or other
qualities, and that the nature of these
is determined by brackers—men specially

licensed for the work by the public
authorities of the various wood-growing
countries. The qualities are distinguished
bv the brackers marks on the ends of the
timbers, the Swedish beint; letters sten-

cilled in red, and the Russian names or

letters dry hammer-marked without colour.

Some manufacturers send out no less than
five qualities, or si.x, if an unsorted one is

included—that is, in some scantlings; bur.

seldom more than three qualities in planed

wood, or four, counting an unsorted one. as

before. The architect must have seen red

letters on the ends of tlie <leal battens and
boards beins used on his buildinis. Thesf

are (he Ir.acker's marks; and it he could
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only cliseover what thtec marke mean, he

would know what quality the wood was
rated at. Unfortunately, every manu-
facturer has his own marks, so that it

would not be possible to recollect them all.

The selection of these shipping marks, as

they are called, is purely arbitrary ;
in one

case the initials of the shipping port are

used, in another that of the manufacturer.

It would be a lifelong study for the archi-

tect to make himself acquainted with all,

and it is a satisfaction to remember that an
acquaintance with them is, for the archi-

tect, more a matter of curiosity than of

value in guiding him to the selection of
' good tiinber, and what any bracker may
consider good or bad timber need not

concern him, and he is in no way bound by
it. The important thing to be considered

—

and it is altogether beyond the architect's

control—is the way in which the scantlings

necessary for his joinery have been cut

from the log, and this can always be seen

by examining the end grain of the wood.
The danger of irregular shrinkage is always

greatest when unseasoned stuff is used, and
this shrinkage may be seen illustrated in

so many books that we need not attempt it

here. A very simple illustration of bad
wood conversion may be seen in the pre-

pared flooring with which the market is

, flooded. This is usually cut tangentially

instead of radially, hence the rings splinter

up, which they could not do if the edges of

; the rings were exposed to wear on the face

of the board. This point, though one of the

first importance, is wholly neglected by
. manufacturers, and it does not reckon in

judging the qualities of the boards, Tree^
are felled and converted into every con-

ceivable scantling, from llin. by 4in. to

Hin. by Jin., to pay, and not to satisfy the

. requirements of an architect's specification.

Formerh', a log 21in. or 22in. square had
a cut put down the centre "to see what the
Jog would open like"; and then, on the
ends of each of the flitches, suitable pieces
for framing and panelling were marked
out, the coarser pieces being set aside for
carpentry. Now the builder is saved all

trouble in this respect, for the logs are con-
verted into scantling abroad—generally
llin. by 4in., or as large as the tree will

yield, including the sapwood ; all the
smaller scantlings, such as 4in. by 2in.,

being cut from trees about 7in. in diameter
;

for no millowner would think of cutting a

log into 4in, by 2in. scantling that would
cut Tin. by 3in. or larger. The big
scantlings cost the most, when . imported
timber is being dealt with ; but if we cut up
imported logs, then the reverse is true, and
the smaller the scantlings into which the
log is cut, the more costly they are. The
reason for this apparent anomaly is that
the foreign manufacturer finds so few-

trees that will cut llin. by 4in., he has to
charge accordingly ; but he has an un-
limited number that will cut 4in. by 2in.
If, however, the luiilder buys a log to con-
vert it into small scantlings, he finds the
sawing increases the cost, and, con-
sequently, the smaller the scantling the
more it will cost him. At the present time,
the onlv possible way that an architect can
get Baltic timber free from sapwood is to
have it cut from the log

; not sticks 6in.
and Sin. square, but 20in. or 22in. square,
for the former will be nearly all sapwood.
For conversion, leni?th is not of so much
imijortance as sectional dimensions, for it

is here the sapwood tells. It will be obvious
that it would never pay a builder to cut
logs into plastering - laths, the sm.illest
dimensions in the trade ; they are usually
from 4tt. to 4ft. 6in. long, liii. by 3-lGin.,
the first quality selling for 8^d. per bundle.
In old specifications, where floor-joists ex-
ceeded l?,in. wide, there was a provision
for roughly chamfering the under edges of

the joiktit wlisre they carried thy plaistbi-iiig

laths, so us to give a better key for the
plastei'ing. This was because the sawn face

of the joist was too smooth to hold the
rendering ; but now acres of this foreign-

sawn latJiing may be seen, offering a fairly

smooth surface, and no key, for the archi-

tects do not object to it. We have had an
extensive experience of this lathing, and
we have no hesitation in saying that laths

split by hand from suitable Memel lath-

wood cannot, for good work, be equalled by
any sawn or metal lath on the market. In
this country oak was formerly used for

plastering-laths, and there was a dis-

tinction made between heart laths and sap
laths. Baltic lathwood, as imported, is all

sapwood, because the timber is of no use
for anything else ; and these sap laths
appear to last a long time if they are kept
dry, for the lime appears to pi'eserve them.
In surveying old roofs, we have often
noticed many rafters wormeaten ; but
those rafters that were lime-stained—pro-
bably because they were used for scaffold-
ing—were free from worms. But there is

no reason why foreign lathwood should not
be heartwood.

THE ROME SCHOL.\RSHIPS
EXHIBITION.

A more central place for the display of

these works would have been more con-
venient, otherwise, no doubt, Crosby Hall,
Chelsea, makes an excellent room in which
to display competition designs of large
size. The exhibition closes to-morrow.
The Architectural Scholarship of £200, to
be annually paid for three years, was won
by Mr. Philip D. Hepworth, A.R.I.B. A.,
and the design placed second was given
the Jarvis Scholarship of £2C0 for two
years, provided by the Royal Institute of
British Architects, and awarded also by
the Faculty to Mr. Ernest Cormier. The
subject set was "A British School in
Rome." the drawings to be made during a
period of three weeks at the Imperial Col-
lege of Science and Technology. Consider-
ing the scale and character of the drawings,
the winning designs are remarkable.

THE AUCIIITECTUEAL SCHOL.VUSHIP.

The Palatial Terraced scheme by Mr.
Hepworth is located on an elevated
plateau, with the main building linked up
to subsidiary ones by open colonnades.
Those to the front unite the twin project-
ing pavilions devoted to the directors'
quarters and to the clerical offices. The
dominating feature of the central block is

the big portico facade, with a colonnade of
six Corinthian columns, and behind the
vestibule stands the cupola of the squarely-
planned library. The jjroblem was in this
case dealt with not so much as an exercise
of style, its character being reckoned
national rather than local, so that the
author elected to adapt the vernacular
rather than a semi-correct rendering of the
Italian. His plan is kept free and very
open, no restrictions limiting the site. A
deep slope of about the angle of 4.5deg.
occurs at the back, and this correspond-
ingly has influenced the design of the rear
frontage buildings, with their ramping in-
clines, stairways, and terraces. The idea
is monumental enough, and aims far
beyond a students' hostel for 124 students.
This precise accommodation has, however,
been adhered to, and provision is made for
12 servants. Each student has a separate
studio, and the provisions include three
divisions— viz., residential, common, and
public rooms. Two of the big studios have
open loggias attached. The director is
isolated, as those over whom he has to pre-
side are occasionally noisy. Top lighting
IS considered undesirable in Rome, on

account of the heat, eu «ide or vei'ticul

windows are adopted. More space in

given to sculptors than painters and arclii»

tects. The kitchen department is located

in a good basement. Hard by the flanks

of the central library are two long
galleries, one on either hand, for the dis-

play of drawings, paintings, and restora'

tions from the antique. The entrance
cortile behind the portico extends by
attached wings to the whole width of the

building, which includes the Dining Hall,

with a servery at the far end, and also the
Common room, which is furnished with a

stage. Both these rooms open into the

cloistered colonnades. There is a passage-
way round the exterior of the library

proper, and this passage has galleries over
it above the columned fronts, and opening
into the central area by main archways
between the pendatives of the dome sur-

mounting the whole. A long exhibition

gallery is placed at the rear, corresponding
in length with the vestibule before named,
and behind this is the amphitheatre, with

a rostrum for the professor, who has a top-

lit retiring room, with lavatory, etc., and
beyond this are colonnades. The studios

tor architecture, painting, and sculpture
range east and west, set at right angles

with the main block of the school and the
cypress walks beyond. The fourth block",

completing the symmetry of the lay-out, is

devoted to sculptors' private studios. The
dominating tout-ensemble of this scheme
comprises the steps and terraces, which
are shown by Jlr. Hepworth's large pencil

perspective, illustrating the water side to

the rear of the college. These exigencies of

this rampart site, with all the gradient re-

currences and recessed alcoves on the

terraces, tend necessarily to diminish the

scale of the citadel-like grouping of the

school. The studios have their windows
towards the main approach, and at the
ends are attached colonnades, but these

studios have the effect of sheds from tho
pictorial standpoint seen in this per-

spective. The designs are mostly in pencil,

tinted quietly, and show a power of delinea-
tion, with spirited sculpture well put in,

the whole being handled in a scholarly

manner.
THE JAEVIS SCHOLAKSHIP.

Mr. E. Cormier, the Jarvis juizeman,
submits a very restless set of drawings, the

effect of the plan being lost by its over-

elaboration and by reason of the triple

terraces repeated down the ravine before

mentioned. In elevation, the great library

dominates all else behind the entrance
vestibule, and on either hand of the vesti-

bule are "l-shaped exhibition galleries

ending in each case by oval - planned
cortiles, one forming the privy entrance for

students, and the other the entrance to the

director's house. Next the library aie set

the lecture hall and dining-room, both
being of the same shape of a long parallel

in proportions. The common room seems
unduly large, extending as it does the

whole width of the building, and set out in

three sections. Big blocks of studios occur
to the back, east, and west, having a set of

private rooms grouped round the general

studio in each case. The architects have a

drawing office. The sculptors are siuiilarly

housed. This design is Italian broadly
handled and well detailed, also forcibly

drawn, though not particularly imagina-
tive or original. In some respects we
prefer Mr. Cormier's original sketch to his

finished design.

THE OTHER SIX DESIGNS.

The design by T. Braddock is perhaps
the best of the remaining six. and we are
disposed to place him third in merit ; but
the conception of his scheme is beyond the
scope of such a school, and out of cha-
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racttir wit'Ii its liiuituiioim and pi'^clicul

needs. This same remark applied to tlie

first two proposals. It is said that when
the Academy schools wero in hampered
quarters at the back o{ the National
Gallery, the students did better and more
serious work than they ever have done
since. The main block ot Mr. Braddock's
plan is apsidal-ended, and surrounded by
four open courts having cloister colonnades
joining up the surrounding keeping rooms
for the students, besides the director's

quarters in front. The big studios for

I'ainting and Sculpture are set on the
radial line at the back, while the Architec-
tural studio comes in the middle of the
rear range of inclosing buildings, with its

loggia and centre piece repeated cleverly

to the pair of studios set on the diagonal.
The dining-room and library flank the
domed reception room, which is over-ele-

vated and crowned by a vast lantern
cupola. The detail is better than the rela-

tive scale of this composition as a whole,
and its proportions fail.

Mr. W. M. Keesey colours his plans
crudely, but his scheme is more compact
and reasonable, if it is somewhat in-

effective.

Mr. D. S. MacPhail is less playful—
indeed, his main front is somewhat prison-
like

; and Jlr. B. A. Miller favours the
casino type too much.
The Sculpture Scholarship is taken by

Mr. C. S. dagger for a relief 5ft. by 3ft.,

for a Private Concert Hall mantelpiece.
The model of the chimneypiece is rather
good. Stevenlike figures support the over-
mantel, which has in t.lie frieze the legend,
" He who hears music feels his solitude re-

peopled." Statuettes occur on either side
of the panel, in niches. The allegorical
subject of the centrepiece represents satyrs,
virgins, and music, rather restless, but
managed without attempting symmetrical
arrangement. Above are leopards silenced
by the minstrel centre figure playing the
ly re.

We prefer Mr. Wilcoxson's scheme. His
panel is very quiet and charming, the
whole being a better-built up design, and
more in scale from floor to ceiling. We
presume the panel settled the award.
The decorative painting of " The Judge-

ment of Paris" in oils, which won tlie

Scholarship is by Mr. J. M. B. Benson.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At tlie meeting of the London County

Council on Tuesday, the Establishment Com-
mittee reported tliat tlie Couneil, on Feb-
ruary 1, lUlO, accepted the tenders of Messrs.
John Leaning and Sons and Messrs. J. Rider
Hunt and Co. to take out quantities for the
first section ,A) of the substructure and
superstructure of the new County Hall, at a
remuneration, divisible in equal proportior.s
between tlie t.vo firms, of seven-eighths per
cent, of the cost ot tlie works, and on Feb-
ruary 20 and July 30, 1912, accepted the
offers of those firms to prepare the quantities
for the second and third sections (B and C
respectively) of the substructure and super-
structure of the new building, at the same
rate of remuneration, ft is now desirable,
the committee reported, to obtain quantities
for section D. which is to be erected on the
portion of the site now occupied by Holloway
Brothers (London), Ltd., and the two firms
referred to have offered to take out these
quantities at the same rate of remuneration
as that for which they prepared the other
quantities, and to complete the work within
ten weeks from the date of receiving the
drawings. The committee recommended that
this offer should be accepted. The cost of
the work is estimated not to exceed £2, .350.

The Local Government Committee re-

commended tlie acceptance of the tender of

Messrs. W. E. Blake and Co., Fulhani,
amounting to £98.980. for the erection,
within a period of twenty-one months, of the

nuw 9c)i«iuii3 Housu at Newinijtoii. The
now Sei»iyn« House, designed by Mr. W. E.
Riley, F.R.LB.A., architect to the London
County Council, was illustrated in our issue
of January 30 last. The recommendation was
received.

It is reported that in response to a
suggestion by the Council, the Great Western
Railway Company have agreed to procure a
halt on their new line from Ealing to Shep-
herd's Bush at the point where it will cross
Erconwald-street, on the Old Oak Estate.
The Improvements Committee recom-

mended that as part of the widening of
Lambeth-road, near Lambeth Palace and the
Albert Embankment, authorised in March
last, and estimated to cost £41,000, three
houses. Nos. 129, 131, and 133, Lambeth-
road, be demolished, at a cost of £500. The
effect will be to widen the road for a distance
of 40ft., from a present width of from 41ft.

to 38ft.. to a niininium width of 63ft.

The Main Drainage Committee reported
that the Council, on December 14, 1909,
accepted the tender, amounting to

£481,553 9s. lid., of Griffiths and Co., Ltd.,
contractors, for the construction of the
Southern low-level sewer No. 2 from Batter-
sea to Deptford The work has now been
completed and the chief engineer has issued
the final certificate. The actual cost of the
construction of the sewer has amounted to

£424,847 4s. 5d., and the total net cost of

the work, including the provision of pen-
stocks, etc., will amount to £445,040 8s. 3d.,

showing an ultimate saving in the gross

amount of the contract of £36,513 Is. 8d.

Trailer cars, the design of which has been
approved by the Board of Trade, are to be
placed on certain additional tramway routes

in South London, and a recommendation
from the Highways Committee was submitted
for the acceptance of a tender from the

British Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., of

£74,200 for the supply of 150 trailer ears

and equipment. The committee estimate
that a trailer car can be operated for about
£338 a ear a year less than an ordinary
electric car.

FROST RESISTANCE OF BUILDING
STONE.

The most reliable sources whence prac-

tical results of resistance have been ob-
tained are the signs of weathering in stones

under actual building conditions. Where
and when circumstances permit, it is best to

submit the stone that is to be tested for

several years to all tlie influences of weather-
ing and then decide on the strength of the

extent of exfoliation, cracks, and rifts

exhibited.
The methods of saturating a little cube

with a solution of glauber salz and then
freezing it is all very well in theory, but in

practice there are several objections. In the

hrst instance,- the resistance which stone

offers to the solution is very different to that

offered to water. It is well known that

water when freeziiig expands, and exerts an

enormous pressure. Now, through the addi-

tion of the glauber salz this very tendency
of the water is obviated and in fact reversed,

for salt of any kind is conducive to contrac-

tion. Water, therefore, remains the only

reliable means for testing the resistance of

stone, but the cubes must not be entirely

covered by water, as in that case the air

contained in them has no means of escape;

they must be slowly immersed, so that the

air can gradually escape as it is being re-

placed by water. The water is warmed to

a temperature of 10 to 20dcg. C, and to

ascertain the maximum saturation co-

efficient of the sample, is weighed before and

after saturation. If finally, after repeated

weighing, the weight remains the same, it is

assumed that the maximum point of satura-

tion has been reached. The samples so

saturated are frozen for five hours in a tem-

perature of 12 to lodeg. C, and then thawed

again in distilled water under a temperature

of -1^ lodeg. C. This is repeated from 20 to

30 times. To obtain the necessary cold

broken ice and freezing salt is used, and the

samples are then, without being dried, sub-

mitted to pressure in order to ascertain their

crushing strength when frozen, which is com-

)

partd with the i,tone wlicn nut frozon, (ierving
us a basis for the reiistance offered by calcu-
lating the relative frost resistance.
The lower the difference of the crushing

.ttreugth before and after freezing, the
smaller the exfoliation and the cracks, the
greater the frost resistance; At first sight
it seems plausible enougli that the- frost re-
sistance should increase correspondingly
with the decrease in capacity of absorption,
and that frost resistance is in an inverse
ratio to the porosity of stone. Practical ex-
perience, however, proves the opposite. Soft
and porous stone is held to be particularly
frost-resisting, and hard and brittle stone
with few and small pores of but small resist-
ance. The reason, of course, is that with
the softer stone the pores give way to the
freezing pressure more easily, whereas in the
harder ones the constant compact resistance
offered conduces to exfoliage, cracks, and
rifts. The knowledge of the mineralogical
components of a stone helps us to ascertain
its weather-resisting qualities. Very harmful
additions are principally carbonate of lime,
pyrites of iron, and gypsum, and most de-
sirable are consequently the most silicious
stones.

The great importance attaching to whether
or not there is any addition to the water is

shown by the fact'that basalt, under the in-
fluence of water, loses 2 per cent, of its dry
crushing strength, whilst granite loses 8 per
cent. It is proved that stone showing a
high frost resistance will endure against
water, but naturally it must not be assumed
that the addition of salt and other materials
is superfluous, nor must we overlook the
necessity of experimenting with the inclusion
of various materials of different stone and
their composition. The different methods of
testing should not replace, but supplement
and complete each other.

—

Stone Trades
Journah

AN OVERLOOKED TENDER AT
WALLASEY.

We reported last week, on p. 8, that tlie

Education Committee of the Wallasey Cor-
poration had rescinded their resolution to

accept for building a new council school in

Valkyrie-road, Liscard, the tender from
Messrs. W. Thornton and Sons. Liverpool,
for £18,107, it having transpired that a still

lower tender from another Liverpool firm

(Messrs. Duthie and Son) for £17,750, had
been left unopened and forgotten in the

clerks' office. The committee accepted
Messrs. Duthie's tender. When, however,
the matter came before the town council itself,

that body unanimously decided to adhere to

the original resolution and to accept Messrs.

Thornton's tender, as at first proposed.

Alderman Dawson, on the consideration of

the minutes of the education committee, pro-

posed that the resolution in regard to the

acceptance of a tender for £17.750 for the

erection of a new council school in Valkyrie-

road, Liscard, be rescinded, and that the

previous resolution, accepting the tender of

Messrs. W. Thornton and Sons, Liverpool,

for the sum of £18,107 be confirmed. There

had, he said, been a technical error, which

perhaps need not be discussed. It was, per-

haps, unfortunate that a slightly larger

amount had to be paid, but he thought, under

the circumstances, that what he proposed

was the best course to be adopted.—Alder-

man Peace seconded, and the motion was

unanimously carried without further

comment. ^
A r.ocal Government Board inquiry has been

held at Mountain Ash into an application of the

nrlian district council for sanction to a loan of

1:40.000 for water supply works. Messrs. Fox,

Moore, Bateman, and Fox. Victoria street,

Westminster, are the engineers.

The foundation-stone of the new church of St.

r.nke was laid on Monday at West Hartlepool.

The site is at the corner of Hart-lane and

Tunstall-avenue. and the new church, which will

he of stone, will be Early English in style an<l

cruciform on plan. The entire scheme will cost

£7,662; but at present it is only intended to

erect the nave, aisles, transepts, and tower.

Accommodation for 500 persons will lie pro-

vided.
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E2204. Fised Uil-engine. E8229. Portable Oil-engine.

OIL-ENGINES.
Many of our readers will be interested in a

new catalogue just published by Messrs.
Marshall, Sons, and Co., Ltd., Britannia Iron-
works, Gainsborough, of their different types
of fixed and portable crude-oil engines made on
the semi-Diesel system.
Comparatively few readers seem alive to the

advantages of the oil-engme, thanks probably
to want of enterprise on the part of makers.
Messrs. Marshall, Sons, and Co. not only mani-
fest the ability to produce a most successful
engine, but the ability and disposition to bring
its advantages to the knowledge of users, and
the result is daily increasing additions at home
and abroad to the numerous users who, without
exception, testify to the economy and con-
venience of their engines.
Engines of the internal-combustion type are

invariably operated by means of an explosive
mixture of oil-vapour, or gas, with the correct
proportion of air, exploded under compression.
The primary difference between the oil-engine
and the gas-engine lies in the fact that the
former generates its own vapour from the oil

which is injected into it. In the semi-Diesel type
of oil-engine, a charge of air is first drawn into
the cylinder and compressed, and at the correct
moment, oil is injected in the form of fine
spray. The temperature of the vaporiser due to
the heating-lamp, or previous explosions, suffices
to fire the new mixture.
The "Marshall" crude-oil engine successfully

combines, as far as possible, the economy cf
high-compression oil-engines with the advantages
fiertaining to the reduced working pressure of
ow-compr^ssion engines. At the same time, it

possesses a marked superiority over both types
as regards its simplicity. Where oil is obtain-
able, the oil-engine provides the easiest means of
generating power, as it is readily started, re-
quires a minimum of attention, and needs very
little cleaning The "Marshall" oil-engine com-
pares very favourably with the steam-engine in
smoothness of running. reliability. and
capability of making long continuous runs. The
engine is designed to work on the well-known
two-cycle principle. No air- or exhaust-valves
are required in the cylinder-head, and by the
elimination of such valves and their complicated
operating-gear,,the chief trouble with oil-engines
has been overcome. With the two-cycle design,
a regular turning effort is obtained. The fly-
wheels receive an impulse every revolution, and
as the explosion-pressure is not" greatly in excess
of the compression-pressure in the cylinder, im-
pulses are given without shock, and, conse-
quently, very smooth-running results. The
"Mar.^^hall" ensine operates on the semi-Diesel
system, and will work with crude, refined, and
residual oils. The compression-pressure in the
cylinder (apnroximately 1751b. per square inch)
is sufficiently high to insure the maximum
economy in working, but it is not great enou"h
to render starting difficult.

The "Marshall" oil-engines are designed for
universal service. The series of fixed engines are
especially well adapted for driving all classes of
stationary machinery where small powers are
required, and they are also readilv adaptable for
electric-lighting installations "The norlable
.series are thoroughlv suited for agricultural
purposes, such as the driving of thrsahing-
machines, cotton-gins. pumps, and other
machinorv on farm or estate, at home or abroad.
The portable engines will also mnke a strong
appeal to contractors. They can be emploved
equally as well as an ordinary steam portable
engine as a source of motive power, they have
the advr.rtagc of being always rtndy for work at

a few minutes' notice, and stand-by losses are
almost entirely eliminated. '

We give herewith illustrations of two types of
'

engine. One. E 2229, is a portable engine, which
will commend itself well where requirements
demand the easy transfer of power. The other,
E 2204, shows a fixed engine, the permanent In-
stallation of which will prove infinitely more
advantageous to many than a steam- or gas-
engine, rendering the user independent of coal
and gas. We are sure hundreds of our readers
will find one or the other save them monev and
give complete satisfaction.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—A large party of members
of this association visited Oxenfoord Castle
on Saturday afternoon, by permission of the
Earl of Stair. Mr. Hippdlyte Blanc, R.S.A.,

i

F.R.I.B.A.. acted as leader, and a number
of old plans and prints of the castle, showing
the alterations made at various periods, were
exhibited, these all being in Lord Stair's
possession. Mr. Blanc read an interesting
description of the castle, which comprises a
groups of buildings erected at various periods
from the middle of the 16th century. It wns
enlarged in 1780 by Robert Adam, "and again
in 1840 by William Burn, of the firm of
Burn and Bryce. who added the present
library, billiard-room, boudoir, and business
room. The castle was originally founded
by David MacGill, son of Sir James MacGill,
Lord Provost of Edinburgh in the time of
•James V., and was King's Advocate in 1582.
King James II. and VII. and his daughter
(afterwards Queen Anne) were frequent
guests at the castle, which contains a library
of books and MSS.. and many valuable
paintings by famous artists.

THE ROYAL ARCH-EOLOGICAL IN-
STJTUTES SUMMER MEETING AT
DERBY.—In anticipation of the summer
meeting of the Royal Archseological Institute,
to be lield at Derby from Tuesday in next
week, the 14th inst.. until Wednesday in the
following week, the 2'2nd inst.. "a com-
prehensive and carefully compiled pro-
gramme has been prepared by the secretary.
Mr. G. D. Hardinge-Tyler, and is issued in

attractive green cover as a handbook. Each
of the two-and-twentv principal bnildinss to

be visited is described concisely and in detail,

and is illustrated by a plan. Among these
is Haddon Hall, reproduced by permission
from our pages. The proceedings are
arranged as follows :

—

Taesdfly. Jnlv 14.—Rail to I-icbfielil. Roman Station
of Wall, to be de?crihed by Mr. Charles Lvnam, F S, A.
LicbfieW Cathedral Church (Mr. John Bilaon. F.S.A)
Rail in Derby. Evening Meeting. Lecture in French
on " Roman Sculpture in France," by Profe^teur
Eugene Lef^vre-Pontalis.

Wednesday. July 15,—Rail to Tutbrtiy Cattle and
Church (Mr. Lynaml. Rail to Dertiy. Rail to Wine-
field Manor Houfe (Sir W, H. St. ,Tohn Hope, Litt.D.)
Rail to Derby. Annual General Meetinc".

Thnrfdny, July 111.—Motor to Sttwlev Church (Mr. A.
Hamilton Thompson. F.S.A. ), Little Wilne Chuich
(Sir W. H. St. John Hopel. and Cl;addesden Churcli
(Mr. A. Hiimilton Thrmiison). Motor to Derbv. Motor
tn Dale Alibey and Morlev Church (Sir W. H. St. .tohn
Hope). Mctor Ut Bicadsnll Church. (Mr. Hamilton
Thrmrccn). Motor to Deiby. Evening Meeting.

L.iutaru lecture on " Excavations at Margidunum,
uaar East Retford," by Messrs. F. Oiwald and T.
Daviea Pryce.

Friday, July 17.—Rail to Rocester. Motor to Croxdea
Abbey (Mr. Harold Brakspear, F.S.A.), and Woottou
Lod^e (Mr. Hamilton Thompson). Motor to Norbury
Old Hall and Norbury Church (Sir W. H. St. John
Hope). Motor to Ashbourne. Ashbourne Church (Mr.
Hamilton Thompson). Motor to Derby. Evening
Meeting. " Fourteenth-C^nt-iry Chancers in the Mid-
lands," by Mr. Hamilton Thompson.

Saturda,y, July 18.—Motor to Repton Church and Repton
Priory (Mr. Brakspear). Motor to Melbourne Church,
to Breedon Church (Mr. P. B. Chatwin, F.R.I B. A.),
and Staunton Harold {the Earl Ferrers, F.S.A.)
Motor to Melbourne. Motor to Derby over Swarkeston
Bridge (Mr. W. Smithard).

Monday, July 20.—Rail to Bakewell. Motor to Youl-
greave Church (Mr. P. H. Currey, F.R.I.B.A.), and
Arbor Low (Profeasor W. Boyd' Dawkina, F.R.S.)
Motor to Bakewell. Bakewell Church (Mr. Brakspear),
Motor to Haddon Hall (Sir W. H. St. John Hops).
Motor to Rowslay. Rail to Derby. Eveuing Meeting,
" Tombstone luscriptioua at Ba'rdney Abbey," by ti.e

Rev. C. E. Laing,
Tueaday, July 21.—Rail to Bakewell. Motor to Tides-

well Church (t'anon Fletcher) and Eyam Hall and
Church (Rev. F. L. Shaw). Motor to Chataworth
(Mr. J. P. Main, Librarian of the Hall). Motor to
Bakewell. Rail to Derby. Evening Meeting, " Derby-
shire Church Screens," by Aymer Vallancs, F.S.A.

Wednesday, July 22.—Rail to Cheaterfield. Motor to
Barlborough Hall and Bolaover Castle (Mr. J. A.
Gotch, F.S.A.) Motor to Hardwick Hall (Mr. Gotch).
Motor to Che:t3r.ield. Rail tD Derby.

Mr. F. R. Gibbins, of the city surveyor's
office. Manchester, has been appointed engineer
and surveyor to the Cheadle and Gatley Urb:in
District Council,

A branch co-operative store in Gainsborough-
road, Crewe, built at a cost of i!2,000, was
opened last week. It was designed by Mr. G.
E. Bolshaw, architect, of Crewe, and the
builders were Messrs. Micklswright and ?ons,
ct Crewe.

After £ome years of negotiation, the Gwyrfai
Rural District Council on Saturday decided to

proceed with the erection of a number of work-
men's dwellings in the Ebenezer district on sites

to be acquired from the Vaynol and Coed
Helen estates on advantageous terms.

The new Church of the Annunciation in

Bryanston-street. W.. occupies the site of the
well-known Quebec Chapel, which was originally

a riding-school for troops, and was adapted for

purposes of worship in 1759. The new church
li.as cost £S0,CO0, and contains a rood, with
figures above, also of oak. The architect is Mr.
Walter Tapper, F.R.I.B.A., of St. John's Weed.

The foundation-stone of a parish hall for

King Charles the Martyr Church. Tunbridge
Wells, has been laid. The building will include
a hall with seating accommodation for 250
people, rooms for men's institute, boys' club,

girls' club, Sunday-schcol teachers, cloakrooms,
kitchen accommodation, and caretaker's resi-

dence. Mr Stanley Philpot, L R.I.B..^.. is the
architect, and the contract has been taken byi

Mr. Thomas Bates, a local builder, at £2.930.

Construction has commenced on the walls of

the Manitoba Parliament Buildings now being
erected at Winnipeg at a cost of 2.000.C00dol

The architect is Mr'. F. W. Simon. F.R.I.B.A.,
of East Grinstead, Sussex, and Winnipeg, and
the general contractors arc Mes.=rs. Thos. Kelly
and Sons, of Winnipeg. We illustrated Mr.
Simon's design—which was selected in competi-
tion by the assessor. Mr, Leonard Stokes— by
plans and elevations in cur issue of Sept, 27,

1912.

II
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Currents Calamo.

The sectional settlements in the London

Building Tra4e Dispute are proceeding. The

erane-drivers have followed the stonemasons

back to work, and activity is restored thereby

on quite a number of large buildings. The
plasterers, the carpenters and joiners, and

the general labourers have met the London

Master Builders' Association during the

week, but at the time of our going to press

no final settlement with either was an-

nounced. At a conference on Tuesday of

several leading London master builders who
are not members of the London Master

Builders' Association, it was announced that

letters had been received from 225 firms, em-

ploying about 10,000 men, in which a willing-

ness to assist the London Master Builders'

Association to bring about a termination of

the present position was expressed. It was

unanimously resolved to hold a meeting of

all the London master builders not being

members of the London Master Builders'

Association, on Tuesday next, and the

London Master Builders' Association were

invited to send representatives to the

meeting. By that time we trust it will have

been made manifest that anything like a

general lock out is unnecessary and inadvis

able.

municipal authorities. A peculiarly (lagrant,

and ' frequently fragrant, instance at the

eastern end of the Church of St. Mary-Io-

Straiid, now happily abolished, was long

tolerated by the old Strand Board of Works,

and the City of Westminster apparently could

find no more suitable location for its less

obtrusive successor, at the east end of St.

Clement Danes.

We have remarked more than once during

the past six months that probably few realise

how trouble in our own trades breeds trouble

'throughout the whole realm of industry, and

causes loss and suffering in hundreds of

instances not apparent to the ordinary

observer. The strike at Woolwich Arsenal

is a case in point. One of the engineers at

the Arsenal was called upon to lay down a

machine on a concrete foundation built by a

noil unionist worker. The firm who had the

contract for the construction of this founda-

tion was an outside one, and the dispute in

the London building trade compelled this

firm to employ non-nnionist labour. The

Woolwich engineer refused to do his part of

the work because of this employment of non-

unionist labour. He was dismissed, and his

dismissal led to a strike of all his co-workers,

"in sympathy." The strikers at Wcolwich

contend that the outside builders temporarily

employed on the foundation job were " strike

breakers"—"blacklegs," they call them—and

protest that the employment of ordinary non

unionist labour would not have led them to

strike. Thus a Government Department of

the first importance has been thrown out of

gear by a 0)ie man dispute, originating in a

quibble. Fortunately, common-sense quickly

prevailed on both sides, and the men returned

to work yesterday, "as they were," pending

an inquiry by a special committee of five

appointed by Mr. Asquith.

Sir Joseph Bsecham has purchased from

the Duke of Bedford the Covent Garden
Estate. The price paid has not been dis-

closed, but it was understood that when Mr.

Mallaby-Deeley entered into a contract of

purchase from the Duke last December
the figure was £2,750,000. The gross rentals

appear to amount to about a quarter of a

million yearly. Messrs. Goddard and Smith,

Piccadilly, were the estate agents connected

with the re-sale of the property, which has

been disposed of en bloc. It seems, according

to a statement published by Messrs. Fresh-

fields, that in the early part of this year a

dispute wholly unconnected with the financial

aspect of the contract, but turning upon
boundaries, arose between the Duke as

vendor and Mr. Mallaby-Deeley as the in-

tending purchaser. Legal proceedings wore
cominonced for specific performance of !lie

contract, after which an original offer by Sir

.Joseph Beecham was largely increased, ai;;!

with Mr. Mallaby Dceley's consent, an agree-

ment for purchase from the Duke has now
been signed. The extensive property is

situated in no fewer than twenty-six streets,

and includes, approximately, 750 buildings,

with over 1,000 tenants.

to see its character discussed at an early date,

and that an adequate response will follow.

The failure of a contractor or a builder is,

unfortunately, nothing new nowadays, though
less frequent lately. But one recently

reported in the Court of Bankruptcy (Times,
July i) may be worth a note, as pointing
several morals. The liabilities were £13,165,
and no assets had either been disclosed or
realised. In the end the Registrar, upon
statutory grounds— i.e., as required by the
Act—suspended the bankrupt's order of dis-

charge for three years. It is the causes of

the failure that may interest others. In the
first place he seems to have built flats in

London, and their depreciation in value was
one main reason for his catastrophe. The
failure of fiats in many parts of the West-
End has certainly been colossal, and the fact

should be full of financial warning to the

unwary. Then he got into a big contract
with a corporation to build a masonry dam.
This is often a risky business over the esti-

mate, quantities, and excavation. But this

unlucky debtor did worse, for he also got"

into litigation over the job, in which way we
have little doubt that he lost more money
than he could ever have made out of the

contract price. Beyond this there was a

sort of speculation in building a theatre, etc.,

at Margate, that, no doubt, looked like a

goldmine of the good period, but seems also

to have turned out a frost and a financial

failure. But, after all, a builder to live must
build something.

Some of the daily papers are commenting
on the apparent intention of the City Streets

Committee, which, it is said, intends some
dummy railings set up at the south-west

angle of the space in front of St. Paul's

Cathedral to mark the fence of a proposed

underground lavatory. We are sure our

geatle remonstrance will effect a change ct

site. We do not suggest that any danger to

the foundations of the Cathedral is likely

to result I But, really, eonsiderations of

decency alone should prompt the selection

of another site. It is a little remarkable
that contiguity to a church seems not in-

frequently to recommend the establishment

there of conveniences of the kind to our

We trust that a really national memorial

to Mr. Joseph Chamberlain will fittingly

mark the nation's regard for a man whom
men of all politics will always admire for his

powers of concentration and disregard of

obstacles— qualities none too manifest in our

present-day politicians. As a matter of

course his statue will in due time find its

place within the precincts of the Palace of

Westminster. Mr. Gladstone, " Lord John "

Russell, Lord Granville and Lord Iddesleigh

are thus commemorated in the central hall,

and Mr. Bright in the lower waiting-hall,

while a statue of Sir William Harcourt is

the only one in the members' lobby, where

several pedestals remain unfilled, and this

seems the most fitting place for one to Mr.

Chamberlain. A worthy memorial might be

set up outside Westminster, as in the case

of Mr. Gladstone, at the eastern Strand

entrance to Aldwych and Kingsway. There

is also a proposal to mark specially in the

Guildhall the City's appreciation of one who,

descended from a family of its freemen, and

a freeman himself, was welcomed enthu-

siastically there after his return from South

Africa, and made in that historic hall the

last great speech he ever delivered in

London. An idea also is heard that there

should be a memorial in Wiltshire to per-

petuate the connection of his family with

that county, it having been a son of Daniel

Chamberlain, of the village of Layeoek, who
migrated to the Metropolis in the 18th

century, and established the business of

which Mr. Chamberlain's father was ulti-

mately the head. All these are good in their

wav ; but something more is wanted. The

needs of the many activities which marked

Mr. Chamberlain's career suggest the oppor-

tunity for a great architectural memorial of

his fame, taking shape in a structure

devoted to the enforcement of the Imperial

needs ever present to his mind, and we hope

The Port of London Authority issues an

interesting volume dealing with the past and
present history of the Thames and its docks.

The letterpress is by Mr. Douglas Owen, and
the illustrations, which are numerous and
artistic, are by Mr. Charles J. Dp Lacy. The
book briefly traces the rise of the Port of

London, from its earliest days, and relates

the circumstances which eventually led up to

the creation of the Port of London Authority.

The first enclosed dock area was the Howlaml
Dock at Rotherhithe, which flourished as

early as 1703. Its site now forms part of the

Surrey Commercial Docks. It was, however,

nearly a century later that the value of

enclosed docks for the handling and pro-

tection of cargo came to be appreciated, and

the West India Dock, the precursor of many
others, was opened, with the active support

of the great William Pitt. Besides dealing

with the many-sided activities of the Port

Authority, the book details fully their great

scheme of improvements now in course of

execution, and in particular indicates, by

pen and picture, the general character and

importance of the fine new deep-water dock

now being constructed between the Royal

Albert Dock and the river. Several of the

illustrations of the new dock are in colours,

and effectively suggest the great part which

the enterprise is likely to play in the future

commercial history of London.

In a pleasant lane at Wooltou, leading from

Woolton Hall into the country and con-

tracting into a path which terminates at

Halewood, is a >vall in which are many

worked stones, portions of fluted pillars,

ornamental bosses, bits of arches, window

carved work. etc. The wail is on the north

side of the lane, a-iid belongs to Mr. Shaw-

field, a former surveyor of Woolton. When

examining the stones in the wall (writes a

correspondent of the Lirerpool Daily Posl) I

saw two masons' marks, but they were of
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unusual pattern, and quite different from

otlief mason marks found in South-West

Lancashire. A couple of the best specimens

from the wall have been given to Canon

Howson, rector of Woolton, who has placed

them in the rectory garden. One, a rose, is

beautifully worked, and is as clear as when

newly sculptured. The difficulty of ascer-

taining the age is real in this case, for

Woolton stone is famous for its durability

(it was chosen from si.\ty-two samples as the

best and most suitable for special work at the

Liverpool Cathedral). Query: From what

building have these worked stones been

taken? Did they come out of the Camera of

the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem when

it was demolished, or from the chapel or

priory which the Benedictines had, also at

Woolton?

iuU&tng IntcUtg^nci.

CHIPS.

Special services have been held at St. Mary's

Parish Church. W'hittlesev, to celebrate the

completion of the restoration, without accident

of any kind, of the famous tower and spire,

which provide a landmark over a wide area of

the Fen country.

At Vancouver, B.C., operations are to

commence shortly on a new hotel. The building

will be eight stories high, and will cost

150,000dol. ilessrs. Milton and Gilhngham,

Vancouver, are the architects, and Messrs. J. J.

Frantz Construction Company, Vancouver, Ite

general contractors.

Mr Nathaniel Saunders, of Albany Cottage,

Dedham. builder, left estate of the gross value

of *11,654, of which £8,412 is net personalty.

He left *2oO for the erection of a memorial in

Dedham Church to the memory of his seven

deceased sisters, unless he shall have erected

euch memorial in his lifetime.

The urban council of Blackrock, Co. Dublin,

have accepted the tender of Mr. Louis Monks,

Kingston, for the erection of some 47 houses __in

Brookfield and Booterstown, at a cost of £11,872,

this contractor's lender being the lowest. The

same contractor's tender for the erection of

washhouses at £2,040 was accepted. Messrs.

Saunderson and Taylor were accented as heating

contractors at £520.

Canadian architects are invited to send in

competitive plans for a public civic hbrary to

be erected at the corner of Sherbrooke and

Montcalm streets, Montreal. The building will

cost 250,000dol. Other libraries are to be

erected, and it is understood that the plans for

the other libraries are to be of similar design.

The premiums will be l.OOOdol., SOOdol., and

600dol. for the three best plans submitted.

The Provincial Public Works Department of

British Columbia have awarded to Messrs. Arm-
strong, Morrison, and Co.. Vancouver, the con-

tract for a steel bridge over the Pitt River at

Port Coquitlam to connect that municipality

with Pitt Meadows. The estimated cost of the

bridge will be about 500,000dol., and the work
will be completed within twelve months 'The

bridge will consist of seven open dredging

caisson piers and two pile-bearing piers. The
approach on the west end will be 300ft. long,

and on the east end 465ft.

At the last meeting of the Washington State

Chapter of the American Institute of Architects

a committee was appointed to devise a form of

notification to manufacturers who send out

trade catalogues which do not conform to

standard sizes, that .such catalogues are con-

signed to the waste-basket The secretary was
instructed to notify the secretary of the
American Institute that such action had been
taken with the request that he notify the
secretary of each chapter concerning it, the sug-

gestion being made that they take similar

action.

At the meeting of the Warwick Rural District

Council the other day, the sanitary inspector
reported that he had received plans from the
architect of a syndicate which had purchased
116 acres of land at Stivichall, near Coventry,
for the building of 1,200 houses, and laying out

the estate with gas and electricity from
Coventry ; but the rural district council would
be asked to lay on the sewer, a length of 2,300

yards. The rateable value of the property would
be £20 000. It was decided that the matter be
referred to the general purposes committee,
together with the question of whether the
Housing and Town-Planning Act should not be
adopted.

BRISTOL.—The new wing of the General
Hospital, which has been built nt a cost of

£40,000, wall be opened on Monday, the 27tli

iiist. Provision is made for a female medical

ward, with sun balcony facing south ; a

maternity ward, with glass-covered suu-

balcony, for the reception of the very poor

in difficult cases of childbirth, and a new
dental department. The maternity ward
contains 12 beds, and the female medical

ward 25 beds. The building also includes

accommodation for resident medical staff,

registrar's room, accommodation for lady

students, and additional bedrooms for nurses,

as well as dining-halls for nurses and the

sisters. There is also a new clinical labora-

tory. The builders are Messrs. AV. Cowliu

and Sons, of Bristol, and the architects are

Messrs. Oatley and Lawrence, of the same
city.

DUNBLANE CATHEDRAL. — Another
important part of the scheme for the restora-

tion and redecoration of Dunblane Cathedral

has just been completed, and will be in-

spected by their Majesties on their visit to

the town to-morrow (Saturday). The cathe-

dral, situated on high ground overlooking the

Allan Water, has had a long history. It

occupies the site of an older church erected

by the Culdees, and was restored or rebuilt

by Bishop Clement in 1240. In the I6th

century, after a raid by Perth burges.ses, the

edifice was allowed to fall into disrepair

;

the roof of the nave collapsed, and for 300

years this part of the cathedral was roofless.

The chancel, however, was continuously used

as the parish church. It was partially

restored in 1870, and shared also in the

general restoration of the cathedral, which,

under the direction of Sir Rowand Anderson,

begun in 1889 and completed in 1893, con-

verted a ruinous building into one of the

finest edifices of the kind in Scotland. The
cost of that restoration amounted to £30,000.

The main features of the present improve-

ments to the choir are the setting back of

the organ, the construction of a new organ-

case in place of that erected in 1892, the

provision of choir-stalls, and the placing of

a canopied screen from the floor to the sill

of the east-end stained-glass window. The
work, which has taken three years in execu-

tion, was entrusted to Sir Robert Lorimer,

F.R.I.B.A., of Edinburgh. The whole of the

new carved work is in native oak. The two

new rows of choir-stalls on the north and

south sides of the chancel extend eastward

from the chancel arch along three bays, a

distance of about 41ft., giving accommoda-
tion to about sixty men. The upper range

of stalls is finished with a canopied treat-

ment. The canopied oak screen across the

east wall is a memorial to Bishop Leighton,

Bishop of Dunblane from 1662 to 1671, before

he removed to Glasgow as archbishop. This

screen contains sculptured panels, repre-

senting the Seven Acts of Mercy, the groups

in which were designed by Mr. Percy Ports-

mouth, A.R.S.A., of the Edinburgh College

of Art. The whole of the carving was

executed bv Messrs. Clow, Edinburgh. On
the south side of the chancel is a range of

six lofty lancet windows, with tracery, and

these are to be filled with stained glass at

the cost of Mr. Vounger, K.C.. the artist to

be employed being Mr. Louis Davis, London.

GLASGOW. —During their Majesties'

visit to this city on Tuesday the King opened

the Diamond Jubilee block just added to the

Roval Infirmary, when the architect, Mr.

James Miller, A.R.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., of

Blythswood-square, Glasgow, whose design

was selected in a limited competition nearly

fourteen years ago, was presented to the

King. Later in the day the King laid the

foundation-stone of the extension of the City

Chambers in George-square, now in course

of erection at an outlay of nearly £170,000,

from designs by Messrs. Watson and
Salmond, FF.R.I.B.A., of St. Vincent-street,

Glasgow, whose design, chosen in competition

by the assessor. Dr. (now Sir) John J.

Burnet, was illustrated in our issues of

May 2 and 9. 191.1: Mr. John Watson was
presented to the King. His Majesty also

opened the Hospital tor Sick Children at

Yorkhill, of which Sir J. J. Burnet, E.S.A.,

F.R.I.B.A. (who was also presented), is the

architect.

LAIRA, PLYMOUTH.—The new Church

of St. Mary the Virgin at Laira, a suburb of

Plymouth, was consecrated by the Bishop of

Exeter on Friday. The church, when com-

plete, will accommodate 750, and the portion

now erected 450. This comprises two bays

of the nave and the north and south aisles,

the chancel, Lady-chapel, and organ-chamber

and sacristy. The crypt contains a choir, a

vestry, and a clergy vestry, with separate

approach to the Lady-chapel. AVhen com-

pleted there will be a church room below the

south aisle. The sedilia of three compartments

has been designed in conjunction with a two-

window in tne south wall. The nave
light --.- --- -

, •

,

roof is barrel-vaulted in oak, and the aisle

roofs are open-timbered and in oak. The

architect is Mr. T. Rodgers Kitsell,

A.R.I.B.A., of Portland-square, Plymouth.

LIVERPOOL.—The good progress of the

cathedral scheme was a theme of much con-

gratulation at the annual meeting of the

general committee held on Monday at the

Church House, under the presidency of the

bishop. The sum of £37,000 is still needed

to pay for the constructional work on the

choir and first transept, which will be

finished in two years' time. Another year

will be required for the internal work of

carving, decorating, and furnishing, the

"reater part of the cost of which is guaran-

teed and it is expected that then, in the

early part of the summer of 1917, the first

portion of the great edifice will be ready for

consecration. Gifts in kind are still coming

in those accepted on Monday including four

stained-glass memorial windows, ornaments

for the holy table, a lectern and gradiiie,

steps to sanctuary, and ehoir-gates. Ihe

annual report of the executive committee

stated that as to the choir, the outer walls,

the groined interior roof, and the outer roof

were all now complete ; the tracery of the

.^reat east window and the other windows

were in position. The chapter-house was

also roofed in. Good progress was being

made with the erection of the first transept,

and the design and execution of tfie larger

stained-glass windows were in hand. 1 here

has been raised for general purposes or the

outer shell of the fabric, £324,000, of which

there has been spent £270,000 For various

special purposes £113,000 has been received,

of which there has been expended, roughly,

£47 000. It is ten years since King Mwara

laid' the foundation-stone of the edifice.

A. W.
At Whitley Bay, on Friday, Mr.

Briohtmore, Local Government Board inspector,

held an inquiry into the application of the

Whitley and Monkseaton Urban District Council

for sanction to borrow £1,870 for private street-

improvements. Mr. A. J. Bousell, the surveyor,

submitted plans of the proposed work.

The Cornwall County Council have accepted

the resignation as from September 19 ot their

county surveyor, Mr. A. E. Brookes, who has

been appointed to a similar position under the

Durham County Council, and have agreed to

advertise for a successor at £600 a year, rising

by annual increments of £25 to £700.

The Sheffield City Council have before thciu

the recommendation of the improvement com-

mittee that application be made to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow a

further sum of £11.553 in connection with the

extension of the town-hall. This amount is the

estimated cost over and above the original esti-

mate (prepared in May, 1911), and is due to

advances in the cost of wages and materials and

alterations and improvements decided upon

since the original estimate.

An inquiry has been held at the Courts of

Justice with reference to a draft special exten-

sion order, under the Unemployment Section of

the Insurance Act, relating to sawmilling, in-

cluding machine woodwork. The Commissioner,

Mr. A. A. Hudson, K.C., in giving his decision,

said he thought he ought to report to the Board

ot Trade that the Order should not be made, on

the ground that it did not extend the provisions

of Part II. of the Act to workmen in any trade

other than an insured trade, sawmilling being

already included in the list of insured trades,

for the purposes of the Act, by Section Seven of

the Sixth Schedule.
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COMPETITIONS.
R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.—The Final:

Alternative Problems in Designs are as
below :~Subject XVI. ; (a) An island on a
river, about 240ft. by lOOlt., is the site for
an Hotel and Tea Gardens. The usual
aeconnnodation for a country hotel, together
with ample balconies, having suitable out-
look, is to be provided. There should be
accommodation for housing boats. The
general level of the island is 8ft. above the
river, which in flood rises 6ft. Drawings
required: Block Plan to M6in. scale, with
other drawings to Jin. scale, (b) A Dairy and
Farmstead (sixty cows). Drawings required :

Plans to 116in. scale. Elevations of portions
and sections to |in. scale, with 4in. scale
details. Subject XVII.— (a) Circular Hall
for meetings, concerts, etc., to scat 2,000.
An organ, and the usual cloakrooms and
retiring-rooms, must be provided. The
building to be considered as being on a
detached site, and the fa<;ades to be in stone.
Drawings required: -Jin. scale and a detail to
iiii. scale, (b) An Elementary Mixed School
for 200 children, for a Rural District. The
area of the site not limited, but the school is

to be designed on the corridor system. A
manual-instruction room and a cookery
school are to be included. Drawings
required: Block plan to l-32in. scale. Other
drawings to Jin. scale, and detail througli
Hall to iin. scale. Subject XVIII.— (a) The
Organ-case in the Circular Hall (see Subject
XVII., a). The longest pipe to be 32rt.

Drawings required: ^in. scale, with some
details to not less than quarter full size, (bl

A Group of Small Dwellings for twelve aged
couples, to be considered from a practical
point of view. Each dwelling to consist of
at least two rooms. A common dining-hall
and kitchen offices to be provided. Site
having a frontage of 80ft. looking south-east,
on the outskirts of a town. Drawings
required: |in. scale, and details of different
portions to Jin. scale.

Datea for Submission of Designs in 1914— 191.5.

Subject Sub'ect Suli.iect

XVI. XVII. XVIII.
United Kingdom Aug. al Oct. 31 Dec. 31
Johannesburg Oct. 31 Dec. 31 Feb. 28
Melbourne Nov. 30 Jan. 31 Mar. 31
Sydney Nov. 30 Jan. 31 Mar. 31
Toronto Sept. 30 Nov. 30 Jan. 31

BOLTON - OX - DEARNE HOUSING
SCHEME.—The Bolton Urban Council is

about to launch out upon a second housing
scheme, consisting of 310 houses, or more, at
a probable cost of about £70,000. A large
plot of land, around which is land so laid out
that crowding will not be possible, has been
secured, and the council decided, in order
to get the best possible schemes, to put the
architectural designs out to competiton. This
was done, and Mr. Charles Hadfield, of
Sheffield, was appointed as independent
assessor, and made the following awards,
which liave since been confirmed by the
council. First prize, with premium of £50
and appointment, G. F. Pennington, archi-
tect, of Carside and Pennington, Pontefract
and Castleford ; second prize, £50, Matley
and Mills, Manchester; third prize, .£25,
Franklin and Deacon, Luton. Bolton has
one of the most successful housing schemes
already in operation, and the present pro-
posed scheme will include three classes of
house— viz., six-roomed house, with bath-
room, etc., four-roomed house, and small-
class house. A number of houses with shops
are also being erected.

CHICAGO.—Last year, in connection with
its Housing Exhibition, the City Club of
Chicago held a competition for plans for
laying out a typical quarter-section of land
in the outskirts of Chicago. Thirty-eight sets
of drawings were submitted, the majority of
which are now being prepared for publication
by the Club. The volume will be readv in
the coming autumn. This year the City Club
will hold a competition for plans" for a
neighbourhood centre. The object of the
competition is to bring before the public, in
graphic form, the practical possibilities of
enhacing neighbourhood life in our cities
by better, and especially better grouped,
buildings and grounds for neighbourhood
activities. The drawings submitted in the
competition will be shown as the special

feature of an exhibition and a series of con-
ferences on the subject of neighbourhood
centres, to be opened at the City Club, Tues-
day, February 9, 1915. The club also reserves
the right to publish in pamphlet or book
form all drawings and theses submitted.
This programme for the competition has been
prepared with the co-operation of the Illinois
Chapter of the American Institute of Archi-
tects. One of the past presidents of the City
Club has offered 600dol. for the purposes of
the competition, and this amount will be
awarded by the jury, as prescribed in para-
graph 13, page 4. The preliminary com-
petition is open to all. The competition will
be held in two parts, the preliminary and the
final. Any individual, group of individuals,
firm, or combination between any of these
may participate in the preliminary com-
petition. In the preliminary competition
each participant will submit" one drawing
only, a general plan, on the scale of 50ft. to
the inch. If, however, a participant desires
to show the geographical relation of his pro-
posed centre to its immediate surroundings
or to the whole community, he may for that
purpose combine a key-plan on a sinall scale
with the main plan of the neighbourhood
centre, or may submit sucli key plan sepa-
rately. All persons registered in the com-
petition will be iinited to attend a series
of meetings at the City Club, the first of
which will be held early in .July, at which
experts on the subject of the competition
will speak, and matters connected with the
competition will be discussed. Written
reports of these meetings will be sent to com-
petitors outside of Chicago. The drawings in
the preliminary competition are to be de-
livered at the "office of the City Club, 315,
Plymouth-court, Chicago, at or before noon
of Monday, November 9, 1914, addressed
"Neighbourhood Centre Competition."
These drawings will not be made public until
the close of the final competition. The
drawings in the preliminary competition
must not bear the names of their authors,
but each must bear a nom de plume. To
each drawing, or set of drawings there must
be attached an opaque sealed envelope, con-
taining a card bearing the nom de plume and
the name and post office address of the
author, or of each, if there be several
authors. The seals of these envelopes will

not be broken, and. therefore, the identity
of the authors will remain unknown until the
jury has made the awards in the final com-
petition. As soon as practicable after the
close of the preliminary competition a jury
of five members, to be chosen by a joint
committee of the Illinois Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects and of the
Citv C'lul). will select from the plans sub-
mitted not less than eight nor more than
sixteen which they deem to lie the best. The
nonis de plume of the authors of the winning
plans will then be publiclv poste<l in the main
lobby of the City Club, and a list of such
nonis de plume will be mailed to all persons
who have registered in the competition. The
authors of the plans thus selected shall bo
elisible to participate in the final competition,
and should proceed without further notifica-

tion with the drawings therefor. The draw-
ings in the final competition are to be de-

livered at the office of the City Club, 315,

Plymouth court, Chicago, at or before noon
of Monday, .January 25. 1915. addressed
' Neighbourhood Centre Competition." Erich

drawing submitted in the final competition

must bear the nom de plume used by the

author in the preliminary competition. No
further identification of the drawings in the

second competition will be necessary. A~
soon as practicable after the close of the final

competition, the jury will award ffrst, second,

and third honours to the three sets of draw-
iims which they deem the best among those

siibmitted in the competition. The inry may
award honours to more than three if in their

judgment special circumstances dem.Tnd such

action. The jury will also select the eight

sets of drawings which thev deem the best

among those submitted in the competition,

and the sum of GOOdol. will be divided equally

anion!,' the authors of those ei'.'ht, to cover in

part the expense of preparing the drawings.

A set of drawings will comprise a plan

submitted in the preliminary competition,

and the drawings submitted by the same

author or authors
J ,,, , — ""^ final competi-
lon. AH drawings shall be the property ofthe authors, subject to the club's right of
possession for publication in book forin In-
quiries for further information should beaddressed in writing to "Neighbourhood
Centre Competition," City Club, 315 PK-mouth court, Chicago. The answers will 6ein writing and will be forwarded, with the
questions, to all competitors. Mr. George EHooker is the Civic Secretary.

DUDLEY.—The town council of Dudleyhave decided to invite competitive dcsi.-n'sfrom qualified" architects practising witTiin
130 miles of the borough f'or a new towii
hall, municipal buildings, and police-station
Ihe designs are to be submitted to an
assessor to be appointed on the recommenda-
tion of the President of the Royal Institute of
British Architects. Three premiums arcoffered-namely £50, £30, and £20, for the
design.s which the assessor shall adjudge tobe first, second, and third in order of merit
the preinium of the author of the design
accepted to merge in his commission. The
buildings will be erected in sections ex-
tending over a course of years, owing to the
site being now occupied in part by similar
buildings. The work will probably be pro-
ceeded with in the following order: Police
buildings, municipal buildings, and town-
hall. Designs, however, are iinited for the
whole scheme. All the main frontages will
be ill Priory-street.

GATESHEAD.—Members and Licentiates
are advised that the conditions of the com-
petition for proposed new school, Suiider-
land-road, Gateshead, are not in accordance
with the R.I.B.A. Regulations for Archi-
tectural Competitions, and the competitions
committee are in correspondence with the
promoters with a view to getting them
amended.

HYTHE.—The designs submitted for the
Concert Hall and Public Shelter. Hvthe, Kent,
have been assessed by Mr. C. F. 'A. Voysey,
who was called in by the town council." He
has made his award as follows— viz. : First
premium, Mr. Arthur Wintle ; second pre-
mium, Mr. Horace T. Bonner. A.R.I.B.A.

;

third premium, Mr. W. I. Allcorn. The
designs are to be publicly exhibited. The
town clerk is Mr. Bernard C. Drake Town
Clerk's Office, Hythe. Kent.

ROME SCHOLARSHIP AND JARVIS
STUDENTSHIP IN ARCHITECTURE.—
llie Royal Commissioners for the Exliibition
of 1851 have awarded the Rome Scholarship
in Architecture, 1914. to Mr. Philip DaltoQ
Hepworth, on the recommendation of the
Faculty of Architecture of the British School
at Rome, and on the recommendation of the
same body the Royal Institute of British
Architects have awa'rded the Jarvis Student-
ship to Mr. Ernest Cormier. The Rome
Scholarship is of the value of £200 per
annum, and is tenable for three years at the
British School at Rome. It is open to
students of British nationality under thirty
\ears of age. The Jarvis Studentship is

offered to the Student or Associate of the
Royal Institute of British Architects who is

placed next in order of merit to the winner
of the Rome Scholarship. The studentship
is of the value of £200 per annum, and is

tenable at the British School at Rome for
two years. Mr. Hepworth, the winner of
the Rome Scholarship, is twenty-six years of
age, and has studied both at the Architec-
tural Association of London and at the Ecole
des Beaux .4rts, in Paris. He was elected
an .Associate of the Royal Institute of British
.\rehitects in 1912. Mr. Ernest Cormier is

a French Canadian. We review the designs
on another page. The Faculty of Archi-
tecture of the School at Rome has decided
that the subject for 1915 in the above exa-
mination shall be a " Courts of Justice," on a
site 400ft. square, facing a river. The build-

ings to be flanked by Government offices, con-

nected by open covered ways with the Courts
block. 'There are to be four courts, for civil

business, the public access to same being
through a large hall

;
judges and barristers

to enter from the back. Four judges' rooms
and rooms for barristers, jurors, solicitors,

and witnesses, also a Bar library to be pro-

vided. Drawings to be sent in to 9, Conduit-



1914.

street, not later than noon. January 30. 191o.

The Scholarship at Rome is wortli £200 a

vear for three vears, and the Jarvis Student-

ship £200 for two years. The latter is pro-

vided bv the bequest left to the Koyal In-

stitute of British Architects by the late Mr.

HeTirv Jarvis.

Intfrrotnmuntratiott.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We Oder a prize of one guinea every week for what

we deem th« best reply to any query appearing in

"his column, which we deem worth insertion.

Eeolies must be sent in over real name and address.

No otSers can receive a prize. The Lditor s

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper

and with each reply a coupon cut from out front

page must be enclosed.

Anv number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

\11 else being equal, brief replies will stand the

best chance^ We emphasise this, as
^°'"l.'^JX

"indents ignore the fact that querists want ter.e

f^ts not long essays. .\ny necessary illustration.^

rnus be in line only-no tints or washes-and

Tout twice the size they are meant to be rep o-

duced We are unable to avail ourselve> of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them

bv Brst post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the everit of no

repl being received worthy of it is reserved by the

Editor who also claims the right to publish any

other replies he may deem useful.

QUESTIONS.

ri31« 1—BAVA.NA STORE.—Will some reader, who

has had experience of tittiiig up a banana "o"*'
^"f°|^^

ments of Lancing fruit. \c,. kindly give me a tew

practical and Inexpensive sugge=UonB for same, and

oblige—Jamaica.
^l»

Mr W H Musselwhite. for the past thirty

Tc'ars surveyor to the Wilton Corporation has

"now retired", and is succeeded by Mr. W. K. li.

Coles.

The Devon Count v Council decided on Friday

to proceed with the erection of a technical

school at Barnstaple at an estimated cost ot

£30,000.

A new two-tier theatre, to be known as St.

Martin's, is to be Imilt in Upper St. MartinV

Une. from plans bv Mr. G R Spiague. It wi

have a ground arei of 6.300 square feet, will

seat 750 persons, and will cost about £30,000.

The Lord Provost's Committee of Edinburgh

Town Council recommend that no action be

taken in connection with a letter from the

Edinburgh Architectural Association conveying

the desire of that association to be represented

directly by a member of the association upon

the board "of management of the College of Art.

On Saturdav afternoon the new miners' hall

at Easington Colliery was formally opened. The

buildinc. a hall and institute combined, is close

to the 'main street, and is three stories high,

with square tower. The hall has a seating

capacity of I.ICIO The fabric has cost £5.000,

and the furniture £1.000. The contractor w.as

Mr. E Dyson, of Pelton, and the architect Mr.

W. J. Knight, of Easington.

An inquiry was held by an inspector of the

Local Government Board at Boreham Wood on

Friday as to the application by the Barnet

Rural District Council for authority to raise a

loan of £6.000 for the erection of houses for

the working classes in Boreham Wood. It is

proposed to build twenty-four houses in the

first instance, to let at rents of 5s. 6d. or

6s. 6d. a week. The district surveyor submitted
plans.

The foundation-stone of the new parochial

buildings of St. Paul's Church. Havelock-street,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. was laid on Saturday. The
buildings are being erected at the east end of

the church. There is to be a large hall upstairs,

and on the ground floor there are to be reading-

and classrooms. The cost will be £2.SCO Mr
Arthur B. Plummer. F.K.I.B.A.. is the archi-

tect, and the builder is Mr. G. H. Mauchlen,
also of Newcastle.

A special meeting cf Peebles Town Council

was held on Thursday evening in last week
within the policies ot Neidpath Castle for the

purpose of formally opening a new reservoir

which has been erected on a site granted by the

late Earl of Wemvss. The reservoir which has

a capacity of 60.000 gallons, and was designed

by Mr S Cowan, burgh engineer, has been
erected, at a cost of £500, as an auxiliary to the

Meldon supply.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
WEST-END BUILDING DISPUTE.—In the

King's Bench Division, last week. Mr. Justice

Shearman heard an action m which Mrs. Louisa

Hooker, of 16. Park-line, W.. sought an injunc-

tion restraining the defendant. Dr. Douglas A.

Shields, of 41. Park-lane, from building at

17. Park-lane, cf which he was the tenant, m
such a wav as to obstruct the light and air of the

nLtintiffs' house, and an order calling upon him

to pull down what had been built —Mr. Charles

said Mrs. Hocker held her house under a lease,

and it was divided from the defendant s house

hv Brick-street, which measured 17ft. 6m. at its

w'idcst part, and loft. Sin. at its narrowest part.

The part of the defendant's house facin" No. 16

was for a long time hidden by tarpaulin, and

for a long time she never suspected that two

complete stories were being added to it. But

she discovered it in the end. and on May 13

obtained an interim injunction against him:

but. in spite of that, the work continued, as

it was said that it would not injure the windows

at the rear. So the plaintiff on May 14 got the

injunction amended, and yet it did not stop the

building, the defendant being told by his archi-

tect that the work could be finished without

interfering with the light and air cf _N'o. 16.

No. 17 now overtopped No. 16 by 17ft. 9in.

Correspondence ensued, and the defendant's

answer was that the plaintiff's rccms were

darkened bv the scaffolding, and that he was

going to have the side of his house painted

white, which would he much better for the

plaintiff. The winilows affected were those cf

the study, pantry, bathroom, and bedrccms—
fourteen" in all. Mrs. Mocker's son had been

obliged to give up the use of the study because

it was so dark—in fact, the sky could not be

seen at all except by bending down—and in

some of the other rccms electric light had to

be used except when it was very sunny. It

was admitted that the plaintiff was entitled to

the light and air. and the defence set up was

that U had not been interfered with—Mr.
Pollock said no question of air arose on the

pleadings.—Mrs. Hocker gave evidence, and, on

her behalf. Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, Presi

dent of the Surveyors' Institution; Mr. Wm. A.

Paul. F S.I . member of the firm of Messrs.

Pdditch; Mr. Havetock Joseph Collins, of the

firm of Collins and Collins, surveyors and estate

agents. South Audley-street ; Mr. Percy J.

Waldram, F S.I . of Buckingham street. W.C.

;

and Mr John B. Thorp, architect and model
maker, who had constructed the model of the

plaintiff's house now before the Court, frcm
drawings made by Mr. Lewis —For the defence

evidence was given by George White, head
coachman to Mr. Alfred Rothschild; Mr. George

Thrale Jell. A RIB A . of Carlton House.

Regent - street ; Mr. Howard Martin. past-

President of the Surveyors' Institution; Mr.
Stephen Chalmers, B A . an expert on questions

of illumination; and Mr. Max Clarke. A.RIB. A.

—His Lordship gave judgment last Friday
morning. His Lordship said he was of the

opinion that the additions to the defendant's

ho;ise had caused substantial interference with

the light and air that was admitted to the

plaintiff's house, and with its comfortable

occupation, and the only question he had to

decide was the amount of damages to be

awarded. It appeared to him that the true

rental value of the house was something like

£500 a year. The difference made to it by the

additions to the defendant's house he assessed

at 10 per cent., or £50. cf that rental, and the

damage must be estimated at a rental loss cf

£50 a" vear for the ten years that the plaintiff's

lease had to run. The "plaintiff must also have

the costs of the action, including the costs cf

the witnesses and cf preparing the model.—Mr.

Charles suggested that it w-ould be well to file

the plans, s"o that there might be no mistake,

if the question should arise at any time in the

future, as to how- far the building had gone.—

His Lordship said he was assessing the damage
for the obstruction by the works already com-

pleted, as shown on the defendant's plans. The
judgment would be for damages on the basis

of £cO a year rental loss, capitalised on the 6 per

cent, table—about £tO0.

ARCHITECTS' ACTION FOR FEES.—In the

King's Bench Division. Mr. Justice Bankes

heard an action by Messrs. Scott Willey and

Webster, architects" and surveyors, practising at

16U. Strand, W.C. claiming the sum ot

£203 18s. for professional services rendered to

Harrv Robert Wilkinson, of Hotham - read.

Putney, and H. W. Lambert, of Holland-road,

W., in connection with a scheme for building

a picture palace at Fulham. Mr Lambert

denied that th^v acted for him. and pleaded Mr.

Wilkinson had" no authority to request them
to act for him. Mr Wilkinson denied that he

asked them to incur expenses—that if they did

it was conlitional upon their raising capital for

the scheme, and thit the plar.s were neghgenily

prepared. Mr. Rowland Thomas appc;ircd tor

the plaintiffs. Mr. Mulligan for Mr. W ilkmson,

and Mr. Tratton for Mr. Lambert-Mr. Xhcmas

*aid Mr Lambert, having obtained the lease

cf some land at Fulham. applied to Mr.

Webster for financiil assistance in P<;«moer.

1S12 but did not obtain it. On March IS, ISl^,

however, he had raised seme capital and.

callin<- at the plaintiff's' offices, gave definite

instructions to them to proceed with the plans.

He l-ft a rough sketch of the building required

and on June 2 he called at the offices and took

the plans awav. The connection between the

two defendants was shown, said counsel by a

diarv kept bv Mr. Lambert. Frcm this it

appeared that they were seeing each other daily

and discussing the picture theatre scheme, lliere

was some difficultv in getting builders to do the

work and the scheme fell through.—Messrs.

Scott Willev and F. A. M. Webster gave evi-

dence, stating that thev did not agree to accept

their fees onlv after the theatre was opened,

or that thev would find the capital for the

building. The plans were prepared on the in-

structions Mr. Willey received frcm Mr.

Wilkinson, and the fees charged were on the

ordinarv RIB A. scale-Mr. H R. Wilkinson,

one of the defendants, gave evidence that the

plaintiffs promised to arrange for the capital

for the scheme, and on that understan-ling they

•rot their instructions to prepare the plans, and

agreed to wait until the theatre was open

b?fore thev would ask for their fees.-The other

defendant: Harrv William Lambert said he

never understood that he was liable for the

plaintiffs" fees, because he believed that Mr.

Wilkinson had arranged to obtain the necessary

capital before the architects were engaged.—

His Lordship said there was clear evidence that

the defendants were co-advent:irers in the

scheme Mr. Wilkinson got the plaintiffs to act

as architects, and they acted, not on the terms

he had pleaded, but in the ordinary way He

found that both defendants were equally liable,

and awarded judgment to the plaintiffs for the

amciint claimed, with costs.

IN RE ABRAM KELLETT. OF EALINC.

\ND BIRKBECK BUILDING. -.\n applica

tion for an order of discharge has been made

to Mr Registrar Brougham by Abram Kellett.

conlractOF-. His unsecured liabilities were esti-

mated at £13.165. and no assets had been dis-

clo'=ed or realised. The bankrupt attributed his

failure to loss through an action which he

brought against the ^'^'^^^T'O'^ ^ '^^l^'^''"-
with whom he had contracted at £300.000 to

build I masonrv dam. the construction ot which

was abandoned", to loss incurred in a scheme tor

building a theatre and a kursaal at Margate,

and to depreciation in the value ot flats in

London The offences alleged were insufficient

assets contracting debts without the means of

navin<» them, rash and hazardous speculation,

and extravagance in living. Mr. Registrar

Brougham suspended the discharge for three

'^^\RE BUNGALOWS A DANGER TO
PUBLIC HEALTH? - WIRR.\L R D C. v.

KERR \ND BALL—Judgment w,as given in the

Hi"h Court on Friday by Mr Justice Lush in

the Moreton bungalow case, the trial ot which

occupied several days at the .recent Li«rpco

\ssi2e^ The action was brought by the \\ irral

Rural District Council, who sought an injunc-

tion to restrain defendants from continuing the

bungalows, and from an alleged nuisance and

danSer to public health. These bungalows were

erected without any notice to the council, and

without conforming to the by-laws, which, it I

ur^ed. applied to them as being domestic build-

inas Thev were very small, and cost £lo to I

£30 to erect, and contained two or three small

rooms each. When nineteen had been erected

the council called the attention ot Farrer to tlu

fact that the bvlaws had been contravened;

but in the result" they permitted the bungalows

to remain on an undertaking being given by

Farrer to pull them down if the council so

required. The lessor proceeded to let out more

sites on the same terms, and further tents and

bun-alows were erected. In his judgment h.s

Lordship held that the bungalows were not .

nuisance; no injury to health had been involve!,

.as the bungalows were healthy and fit tor occ:

nation during the period for which they were

inhabited, aiid the occupants did not suffer

His Lordship agreed that plaintiffs were well

advised in having the matter investigated; but

it had been investigated, and the action failed,

and he saw no reason for departing trom the

usual order and saddhng the defendants with

costs-Judgment for defendants, ^'th costs^

accordingly. The rural council have decided to

appeal a^gainst this decision

ARCHITECT'S CLAIM - MDONNELL v

O'CONNOR —At Belfa.it. last week. -Mr .i

MDonnell. MR I A.I.. '27. Chichester street.
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Bellas t, auijd ilr. Joliii UL'ouuur, isoliciLor,

Crossmaglen, for Ji4Q 8s., for fees at 5 per cent,

payable m respect to the buikling of a house in

Crossnia^'leii. The evidence showed llril plaintiff

prepared plans for the house, and that the

tenders received proved higher than defendant
wished to expend, varying from iil.450 to £2,630,
and tiic work was carried out by sub-contractors.

Defendant stated that he had told Mr.
M'Donnell that he would not spend more than
£1,350 on tlie house, as he was not jioing to

build a house which would cost him £100 a
year in rent. Eventually the house was built

by sub-contract and direct labour, and the con-

tracts and work with which plaintiff had to

do cost £1,215. He alleged carelessness and
want of supervision. His Honour, without going
into tlic counterclaim, suggested that defendant
should accept a judgment against bim for

£22 10s. This was agreed to, and judgment
was entered accordingly.

SEALE HAYNE COLLEGE CONTRACT.-
Tile award has been given in the arbitration
proceedings, conducted on live days in January
and Eebruarv. at the Surveyors' Intititiitioii.

London, by Mr. John H. BJizard, F.S.I.. of

Southampton, relative to the claim of Messrs.
Pet hick Jiros., Ltd.. contractors, of I'lymouth,
against the Covernors of the Scale lla\'ne Ai,'ri-

cultural College. Newton Abbot, Devon. The
claimants, on July 10, 1912, entered into a

contract with the governors to erect a new
college at Newton Abbot, and agreed to com-
plete, with tho exception of the painting, hv
August 1. 1913. the contract price being £22.000.
The governors took possession of llie \\ ork a

short while after the expiry of the contract time,
wlien about £4.000 worth of work had been
done, and the contractors claimed £17,000
damages for breach of contract, on the ground
that they had been disturbed from their contract
illegally. The argument was that the governors
had put into force clause 26 of the agreement
when they were not empowered to do so, and
they complained of unwarranted delays and
interference on the part of the governors and
officials.—Tho arbitrator has given his award
in favour of tho governors, holding they were
right in the action they took, and he ordered
the claimants to pay the costs of the
proceedings. ^
The name of Mr. J. Thomas Jones, retired

architect and surveyor, of Clydach-on-Tawe. has
been placed on the Commission of the Peace
for Glamorganshire.

Dr. Denison Ross, CLE., lately Officer-in-

Charge of Records of the Governraent of India,
has been appointed to the staff of the Britisii

Museum as Keeper of the Stein collection of

Central Asian antiquities.

The air - ])ollution advisory committee ap-
pointed by the city council of Manchester to

investigate the smoke nuisance has started an
inquiry into the extent of the loss suffered by
the people of the city from smoke damage.

The Church of the Sacre Cceur, which con-
stitutes an imposing white mass on the sky-
line of Montmartre from every part of Paris,

is to be consecrated on October 17. It is

Byzantine in style, and has been thirty-nine

years in building, and has cost £1,600,000
sterling. M. Abadie was the architect.

The foundation - stone of new Y.M.C.A.
premises was laid at Yate. Somerset, last week.
The hall will be 30ft. by 21ft., and will have
a half-timbered roof. The walls are of Pennant
stone with Bath-stone facings. The architects
are Messrs. La Trobe and Weston, of Bristol,

the builders being Messrs. W. J. Powell and
Son, of Yate.

The county council of Lancashire have, after
prolonged negotiations with the London and
North-Western Railway Company, agreed to
take over the Sankey Canal bridge on the road
between Warrington and Liverpool and recon-
struct it. The new structure will be a bascule
bridge 40ft. in width, worked electrically, and
will be built from plans by the county bridge-
master, Mr. Compton Hall. The present
structure is on the swing principle, and only
12ft. wide.

At the last meeting of Dumfries Town
Council a heated discussion took place with
regard to the plans for the additional work-
men's houses it is proposed to build. The public
health committee recommended that it was im-
practicable to ask for competitive plans, and that
the council should proceed on the plans drawn
up by the surveyor. This was in direct
antagonism to the open vote of the council at
their previous meeting, when they decided to
advertise for competitive plans. On a vote
being taken, remit was again made to the com-
mittee to advertise for competitive plans.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
GOVERNMENT HOLSING BILL. Mr.

Runciman, the President of the Board of Agri-
culture, asked leave on Wednesday to introduce
a Bill to give the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries powers with respect to the housing in

agricultural districts of persons belonging to the
working clas.ses. and to make provision with
respect to tho housing of persons employed by
or on behalf of Government Departments where
suffiicent dwelling accommodation is not available.
He explained that the Bill is not of a highly con-
tentious nature; but there are some directions
in which the Departments require power if they
are to carry out the declared intention of the
Government to proceed with rural housing, not
along tile lines already authorised by statute,
or by depending on private enterprise exercising
the powers which the Government think can be
properly exercised by the Board of Agriculture,
tho Local Government Board, and H.M. Hoard
of Works. This Bill is a small measure of some
seven clauses. The first clause provides for

dealing with rural housing. The Government
feel that neither private enterprise, nor the
activities of the local authorities, will in any
degree meet the pressing case of housing in the
country districts. As neither jirivate land-
owners nor local authorities can provide the
houses, the Government have decided that it

must bo done by the central authority, and so
far as tho agricultural districts are concerned
they have decided to ask for power to the Board
of Agriculture to deal with those districts. The
other object of the Bill is to provide for the
pressing case of Rosyth. Rosyth can best be
dealt with l)y the Government by means either
of a public utility company, or. failing that, by
a company or association which will be prepared
to carry out this work through the Board of
Works, and already the necessary practical steps
have been set afoot, so that without any un-
necessary delay the case of Rosyth may bo met
and the employees of the Government can be
properly housed and have abundance of cottages
in which to live. The Government are of
opinion that inasmuch as £3,000,000 is to be
devoted under this measure for the purposes of
rural housing there would be cheap money
thereby provided, to be under the control of the
Government Department itself, and not of
private individuals. It is proposed to provide at^

least £3.000,000 for the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries for dealing with the rural housing
problem, and, so far as Rosvth is concerned, a
sum not exceeding £2,000.000. The Treasury
liave undertaken to borrow money by termin-
able annuities for a term not exceeding thirty
years. It is the intention of the Government,
while letting the houses on an economic basis,

to make the charge nearly approach the actual
age of the cottages which the emplovees will

occupy. The motion was agreed to, anil Ihr IJdl

was given a first reading.

A miners' hall was opened at Easington
Colliery. Co. Durham, on Saturday. The hall,

which has been built by Mr. E. Dyson, of Pelton,

from the plans of Mr.W. Knight, of Easington
Colliery, has cost about £6,000.

The annual prize giving and exhibition of

works by students in the A.A. School of

Architecture will bo held on Friday, the 17th
inst, at 18. Tuf ton-street, S.W. 'Tlie awards
for the past season and the prizes will be dis-

tributed at 2.30 p.m. by Mr. Herbert Baker,
F.R.I.B.A., of Johannesburg, Capetown, and
Delhi.

A Select Committee of the House of Lords
rejected on Monday that portion of the London
County Council (Tramways and Improvements)
Bdl providing for the construction of a double
line of tramway from the terminus at Aldgate
through Mansell-street to Tower Hill, and a

single loop-line around Trinity-square. A House
of Commons Committee had previously passed

the scheme. The Committee at their meeting on
Tuesday approved tlie clause of the Bill which
authorises the purchase of Nos. 1, 2. and 3,

Arlington-street, for widening Piccadilly east of

tho Ritz Hotel.

It was reported to the Rochdale Corporation

that the service reservoir at Buersil is at last

approaching completion, and that the cost,

which was estimated at £14,000, has exceeded
£21.000, in addition to legal charges and the

outlay on the site. Considerable and unforeseen
difficulties have been encountered. Before the

contract for the work was finally given out in

the autumn of 1910, one firm after another

withdrew their tenders, and in June. 191 1

,

questions arose with the contractor whose tender

had been finally accepted as to his obligations.

The result was the termination of the contract,

and the decision that the manager, Mr. F. H.
Brunt, should carry out the work under the

consulting engineer, Mr. H. Rofe.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

YARDLKY WOOD, BIRMINGHAM. -- In
their report to the Birmingham City Council
in March last tho water committee stated that
they had acipiired a site for a balancing
reservoir at llighter's Heath, Yardley Wood, at
a cost of £1,850 and expenses. The purpose of
the reservoir is to provide for the even working
of the trunk mains in the system which it will

control, such mains comprising not only those
at present in course of provision, but also the
larger mains towards the source at Frankley,
through which the new mains derive their
supply. The committee now report that the
design for the reservoir has been prepared by
the local engineer (Mr. William Gray), and
approved by them. The dimensions are 344ft.
by l&Oft.. with a water depth of 10ft., and a
total capacity of four million gallons. The esti-

mated cost, including the provision of a keeper's
cottage and fencing, is £17,142, and the com-
mittee recommend the council to authorise them
to advertise for tenders for carrying out the
work. The main required to connect the new
reservoir with the distribution system comprises
a length of 2,928 yards of 30in. cast-iron pipes,

the estimated cost of which is £10,912, and this

work will be put in hand concurrently with the
construction of the reservoir.

The top embattled stage of the fine 15th-

century tower of the parish church of St.

Mary, Woodbridge, East Suffolk, is now being
restored.

A new secondary school for girls, which has
been built by the Surrey Education Committee
at Guildford at a cost of nearly £18,000, was
opened on Wednesday.

Mr. A. E. Smith, surveyor to the Hay Urban
District Council, has resigned his position in

order to take up a similar appointment under
the Petersfield District Council.

At Brierley Hill a Territorial drill-hall, built,

at an outlay of £1,900, from plans by Mr. C. G.
Cowlishaw, of Hanley, has just been opened.
The builder was Mr. C. A. Horton, of Brierley
Hill.

The Royal Assent was given by Commission on
Wednesday to sixty-four mcasuies, including the
Port of London Authority Act, the London
Electric Railway Act, and the Central London
Railway Act.

At the meeting of the Essex County Council
held at Chelmsford on Tue.sday a general scheme
of main-road reconstruction, to be carried out
in five years, was adopted. The total cost was
estimated at £580,057.

Under the efficient supervision of the sur-

veyor to the urban district council of Burgess
Hill, Mr. E. Brown, new sewage-disposal works
have been installed at the sewage farm in that
village at a cost of £1,594.

Mr. Richard Creed, F.R.I.B.A., of Little

Bardfield Hall. Essex, and of Verulam Build-

ings, Gray's Inn, for more than twenty-five

years architect • inspector to the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, who died on May 8,

left £14,041.

At a Local Government Board inquiry at

Sheffield into an application by the corporation

to borrow £19.832 for sewerage works, it was
stated that during the last two years the price

of pipes had gone up to 50 per cent., labour

10 per cent., and team-work 10 per cent.

The foundation-stone of the new town hall for

Marylebone was laid by the Princess Royal on
Wednesday. The town hall occupies a site in

Marylebone-road, and is being built at an outlay

of nearly £100.000, from plans by Mr. Edwin
Cooper, F.R.LB.A., selected in competition, and
illustrated in our nages on December 1, 1911, and
Juno 14. 1914.

Drapery and furnishing premises in Devon-
port have just been reopened after enlargement
so as to cover the entire area bounded by

Tavist ock-street. Market -street, Sidney-street,

and Cross-street. Mr. O. B. Turpin, of Fly-

mouth, was the builder of the latest extension

just completed, and the fittings have been

supplied bv Messrs. S. Haskings Bros., Ltd., of

Old-street.' E.G.

During Degree Day proceedings at Manchester
University on Saturday the Vice-Chancellor

announced that the council had decided upon
the erection forthwith of a new building for

the .\rts Department at an estimated cost of

£30,000. We an; authoritatively informed, as

we are going to press, that the i>lans for the new
department are being prepared bv Mr. Percy

Scott Worthington, M.A.. F.R.I.B.A., of

Lombard Chambers, Brown-street, Manchester.
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At tile meeting of the City Corporation
yesterdiiy (Thursday) afternoon, tlie Lord
Mayor presiding, lUr. Richard Davies, chair-

man ot the City Lands Coniuiittee, again
submitted tlie report of that committee with
reference to the Guildhall Improvement
scheme prepared by the City Surveyor, Mr.
Sydney Perks, F.S.A., F.H.LB.A., which,
as we stated a fortniglit ago, was read on
the liath ult., adjourned, and ordered to be
printed, with the exception of the plans.
Jlr. Davies said the committee now asked for

authority: (1) To proceed with Section A of

the scheme, comprising the block of buildings
on the east side of Guildhall Yard (to

house the Law Courts, Art Gallery, etc.), at

an estimated cost of £t)8,0U0 ; and (2) on com-
pletion of Section A, to proceed with
Section B, comprising the block of buildings
on the west side of Guildhall Yard (Police
Court, South Court, etc.), at a cost of

£32,000. The adoption of the report was
strongly opposed by Mr. John Elkiiis, chair-
man of the Corn, Coal, and Finance Com-
mittee, chiefly on financial considerations,
and in the discussion which ensued he was
supported by Messrs. Banister F. Fletcher,
Mr. Alphseus C. Morton, M.P., and other
architects. The committee's report and
recommendations were, however, eventually
adopted by a large majority, and authority
was given them to proceed with Sections A
and B of the scheme.

A Nortli-Westeru Conference on Arterial
Iloads in Greater London was held on Friday
at the offices of the Local Government Board,
Mr. William Kegester presiding. A sub-
committee reported that replies had been
received from twenty authorities, of which
nine regarded the roads as inadequate for

existing traffic, nine were of the opinion that
they were adequate, with certain exceptions,
and two regarded them as generally adequate.
With two exceptions the authorities agreed
that the roads were inadequate for future
traffic. There was a general consensus of
opinion that the roads proposed by the
Traffic Branch ol the Board of Trade were
desirable, and that the main roads should
be wider than was required by the existing

by-laws. The sub-committe« themselves were
of opinion that the existing arterial roads
were not adequate for present traffic, and
still less for future traffic. The conference
adjourned until November 18.

At a meeting of the Cheltenham Town
Council on Monday evening consideration
was given to the tenders for converting five

houses ill the Promenade (which have been
purchased for £5,600) into municipal offices.

The borough surveyor had estimated the
work to be carried out for £4,500; but on the
specifications (finally prepared by Messrs.
Healing and Overbury) the lowest tender was
at £7,668 8s. This the sites committee, by
striking out various items, reduced to £6,390,
and recommended the amended tenders
should be accepted; but the chairman (Alder-
man Margrett) proposed that certain other
work should be eliminated, so as to bring
the figure down to £5,574. A long discussion
followed, ill which it was argued that a lift

was essential, and if ferroconcrete floors

were not provided the scheme would lie

rejected by the Local Government Board.

—

The mayor moved as an amendment that the
tender of £6,390 be accepted.—Alderman
Bendall moved a further amendment that
only the corridor work be omitted. Both
ainendments were lost (that moved by the

mayor by a majority of one), and Alderman
Margrett's proposition for proceeding with
so much of the work as could be done fur

£5,574 was carried. The mayor expressed
regret at the decision, and said the council

were spoiling the ship for a ha'porth of tar.

\ BufT Book just issued by the Board of

."Vgricultiire contains the first annual report

of the forestry branches recently constituted

in the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

and the Office of Works. It shows that,

according to the returns of 1913, the total

area of woodlands in England and Wales at

present is 1,884,100 acres. Over 95 per cent,

of tliis area is privately owned, and it is

stated in the report that it is probably pro-
ducing not more than one-half of its maxi-
mum yield. With regard to the value of the
property, it is mentioned that it is not
possible to make an accurate estimate ; but
a conservative estimate would be between 25
and 30 million pounds sterling. Information
in the Board's possession shows that there is

a very large area in the country which might
with advantage be afforested. Steps are pro-

posed to be taken to place the State at

relatively small cost in possession of still

further information, necessary to decide on
the desirability of carrying out a systematic
scheme of afforesting the uncultivated land
in England and Wales.

Reference is made in the report to a

detailed survey made during the summer of

1912, of some 20,000 acres of land on the

Birmingham Corporation's Waterworks in

the Elan and Claerwen Valleys. The results

of this inquiry are interesting, in view of the

fact that it has often been assumed that

waste land under the 1,500ft. contour-line is

all afforestable. It was found that of 12,360

acres under that elevation, 5,990 acres, or

47 per cent., was certainly adapted for

economic planting, while a considerable area

in addition had to be characterised as doubt-
ful, owing to the absence of any data in the

district as to the production capacity of such
land.

Mr. Hobhouse, the Postmaster-General,
has recently had to place contracts for the

supply of upwards of 100,000 wooden poles

for telephone wires, in addition to the 65,000

deliverable under the annual contracts placed

last autumn for the normal needs of the

service. Mr. Hobhouse expresses regret that

British forestry has had no share in con-

tributing to this supply. Repeated efforts

have been made by the Post Office to

encourage British supplies, with very small

result. The annual requirements of the

Post Office in the matter of wooden poles

amount to many thousands ; but the yield

from British sources has been a few hundreds
only. Red fir or Scotch pine and larch are

considered the most suitable in respect both

of weather-resisting properties and general

shapeliness. Both species are easily grown
in the United Kingdom, but failure to meet
the requirement of length and thickness

combined have led to the rejection of much
of the British timber offered by growers to

the Post Office.
- *t»

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satlhiuv (Tu-MOiaiow).—lueorporated Clerks uf WorkB

Associatiou. Annual Outing by rail aud
river to Henley-on-Thames and Windsor.
Train from Paddingtun Station 8.50 a.m.

F111D.1Y (July 17).—Architectmal Association. Annual
Prize Giving and Exhibition of Work
by A. A. Students. Awards for the Past
Session Announced, aud Prizes Dis-

tributed by Herbert Baker, F.R.I. B. A.

3.30 p.m.

S.1T111U.1V (JiLV 18).—Edinburgh Annual E.xcmsion to

Hamilton Palace, Cadzow Forest, and
the Hanging Gardens at Barnduitli.

TRADE NOTES.
Mr. Albert E. Bullock, A.R.I.B.A., architect

and surveyor, late ot 43, Chancery-lane, W.C.,

announces his change of address to Brown
low House, 60-51, High Holborn. Telephone

Holborn 44.

The directors of the Londojj County and

Westminster Bank, Ltd., have declared an

interim dividend of 10| per cent, for the half-

year ending June 30. The dividend (10s. "Jd.

per share, less Income-tax) will be payable on

August 1.

Under the direction of Mr. W. M. Scott,

architect, Linlithgow, the Boyle system of

ventilation (natural), embracing Boyle's latest

patent "Air-pump" ventilators and air-inlets,

has been applied to Blackbrae School.

**^
On Saturday new school premises were opened

adjoining Salem United Methodist Church,

Soundwell, Bristol. The building is Gothic in

style, and is constructed of local Pennant stone

with Bath-stone dressings.

A new parochial house three stories in height

is to be built in association with City Quay
Roman Catholic Church, Dublin, from plans by
Messrs. O'Callaghan and Webb. The builder is

Mr. James Kiernan, also of Dublin.

(Bnx Illustrations.

VIADUCT OVER QUEEN VICTORIA
STREET, E.C. : THE NEW ST. PAUL'S
BRIDGE COMPETITION.
The two perspectives given in further illus-

tration* of the premiated designs represent
the proposed approach carried over Queen
Victoria-street, with shops below on both
sides of that thoroughfare in the abutment
buildings. The first drawing is by Mr.
Charles E. Barry, A.R.I.B.A., who won the
second premium of £200. The pavilions

which flank this viaduct contain the public
staircases. The second plate shows a view
of Mr. Edward R. D. Selway's third (£100)
premiated design. In this view St. Paul's
Cathedral dome is adroitly and quite fairly

introduced, though it is doubtful whether
the staircase pavilions gain much advantage
or are helped in their relative proportions not-

withstanding. Next week we shall give some
details of Mr. Selway's obelisk tower,

enclosing the staircase from Bankside
Embankment.

HOUSE IN AVENUE ROAD, ST. JOHN'S
WOOD.

This house is to be built with red-brick

facings, orange-red quoins aud dressings,

including the front porch, painted wood
cornice. Roofed with handmade, sand-

faced tiles, and double-hung sash windows.
Messrs. Horace Field and Simmons are the

architects.

HOUSE IN WILDWOOD RISE, HAMP-
STEAD GARDEN SUBURB.

We reproduce the drawing, now at the

Royal Academy Exhibition, of this house,
which is built with small Dutch hand-made
bricks and specially-designed hand-made
window-dressings and sills. Hand-made
antique roofing-tiles are employed, with

swept-circle valleys, bonnet hips, etc. The
front porch and bay over is in Chilmark
stone. Oak window-frames and front door,

iron casements and frames. The external

effect is most pleasing and restful. Internally

the hall has an open oak gallery and stair-

case. The general contractors were Messrs.

Sabey and Son, of Islington. Messrs. Horace
Field, F.R.I.B.A., and Evelyn Simmons,
Licentiate R.I.B.A., are the architects.

HOVE PARISH-CHURCH HALL.
This building has been presented fully

equipped to the Hove Parish Church by Mrs.

Stephen Ralli. It was built as a memorial
to her late husband. 'The walls are of Crow-
borough stocks, the entrance porch and

stoiiew-ork being in Portland stone. The
roofs are covered with stained tiles. The
building contractors were Messrs. Chapman,
Lowry, and Puttick, Ltd., of Grayshott and

Haslemere. The architects are Messrs.

Read and MacDonald, of London. The illus-

tration was from a photograph by Mr. E.

I'aiinell, of Hove.

THE NEW SESSIONS HOUSE,
NEW'INGTON CAUSEWAY.

We give here the principal plan of the

New Sessions House, Newington Causeway,

for which the tender of Messrs. W. E. Blake

and Co., Ltd., of Fulham, was accepted

at £108,980 by the London County Council

last Tuesday. We gave a view of the

main front of the building in our issue

of January 30 last. The new Court-house is

to have four floors. On the lower ground

floor will be the cells and other accommoda-

tion for the prisoners, the police common-
room, the refreshment room for the public,

and large rooms for the storage of records.

The ground, or principal, floor will be about

6ft. up from the courtyard. The positions

of the chambers has been fixed chiefly by the

need for quietude in the courts. The court-

rooms, therefore, will be at the back part of the

building. In the front part will be the public

waiting-hall, entered from the mam fore-

court through a vestibule. At each end of

this hall will be a wide staircase. In the

I

• Views of all the premiated designs for St. Paul s

Bridge were given in our issue for June SB, and general

drawings last week, July 3.
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well of one will be a public lift. At the back
of the hall, small staircases will give access
to the public galleries of the criminal courts.
Behiiicl the hall will be the three court-
rooms ; the middle one for civil business,
those right and left for criminal cases. To
keep out the noise in the public hall there
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LOWER GROYND FLaN.
THE PLAYHOUSE, BERWICK-ON-TVVEED.

Mr. S. H. L.wvsoN, Architect.

will be enclosed lobbies into \vhich only those
having business in the courts will be
allowed to go. Alongside each of the criminal
courts will be the rooms for the witnesses
and the juries. About them will be corridors
leading to the other parts of the building and
connecting all with the public hall. By these
corridors the chairman, tlie justices,
barristers, and court officials will be able to
pass between their rooms and the courts
without touching the parts of the building
used by the public. Behind the corridor at
the back of the courts will be the rooms for
tlie Chairman and Deputv-Chairnian of
Quarter Sessions, for the Clerk of the Peace,
for court officials, and also the library. The
rooms will have an outlook over the Council's
land. The wing to the right of the public hall
will hold the cloakrooms and robing-rooms
for the barristers, and another to the left of
the hall the Public Office of the Clerk of the
P€ace. The Justices' cloakrooms will face

Union-road. Along this front, too, will be
the offices for assessments business, and at

the end nearer to the courts, the room for the
clerk of the Standing Joint Committee.
Here a private staircase and lift will connect
the rooms of the Justices with the committee-
room on the first Hoor, and the common- and
refreshment-rooms on the second Hoor. The
entrance for the Chairman, the Deputy-
Chairman, and the Justices will he through a

small courtyard at the northern end of the

main forecourt, screened off by wroughtiron
railings and gates. In a corresponding small

I
I

entrance. The lighting is by electricity,
produced by a gas-engine and dynamo placecl
under the stage, with an au.\iliary motor-
driven dynamo for emergencies. There is

also a secondary gas-lighting installation.
The ventilation is by means of an electrically-
driven fan in the roof, with tubes carried to

various points. The heating is by means of

gas-heated steam radiators. The theatre is

well equipped with fire hydrants and chemical
extinguishers and fireproof curtain. The
coutraetors were Messrs. J. G. Ureen and
Sons, Ltd., of Warkworth. The whole has

HOVE PAMSH CHUPXH HALl
NALLI- MEMOP^lAL SUSSEX

N.EAD t.X-(AcDO>jALD
AP^CRITKT,!-

courtyard at the southern end will be the
entrance for the barristers. Courts Xos. 1

and 2 will be for criminal cases. Each will
have a dais, with seats for a bench of twenty
magistrates and a chairman, and also the
furniture usual for criminal procedure. In
these courts there will be seats for a spare
jury, and as the number of cases dealt with
day by day will be very great, to lessen the
time between one case and the next, each
dock will have four separate stairways, two
for each sex, one "up" and one "down."
with doors to shut them off from the court.
The positions for the Chairman, witnesses,
counsel, and jury have been kept as close
together as may be. Court No. 3 is for civil

business. There will be no dock, and the
furniture will be movable, so as to lend
itself to arrangement to suit eitlier licensing
or assessment business. On tiie first floor

will be the room for the grand jury, for the
grand jury witnesses, and for the common
jury in waiting, also a committee-room and
several offices. The second floor will be used
for the luncheon and common rooms for the

justices, barristers, and solicitors, with the

necessary kitchens and offices. The quarters
for the resident housekeeper will be on the

first and second floors, at the S.E. corner of

the building. The parts of the building seen

from the forecourts and from Union-road will

be faced with Portland stone, the reiiiaining

parts with stock brick. The pitched roof

will be covered with stout grey slates in

diminishing courses, the domed roofs of the

courtrooms w ith asphalte. For architectural

character the aim has been in the direction

of breadth and balance. The architect of the

building is Mr. W. E. Riley. F.R.I.B.A.,

Superintending Architect to the L.C.C., who
is to be felicitated on the general arrange-

ments, and his best utilisation possible of the

opportunities afforded by the site.

THE PLAYHOUSE, BERWICK-ON-
TWEED.

This theatre has been erected on a pro-

minent site situated in Sandgate, Berwick-

on-Tweed. It is built of freestone, and the

elevations are treated with stucco. Seating

accommodates 1,040. A good stage is pro-

vided, with dressing-rooms and scenery

been carried out from plans prepared by, and
under the supervision of. the architect. Mr.
S. H. Lawson, Emerson Chambers, Blackett-
street, Newcastle - on - Tyne, for Messrs.
Pictureland (Berwick), Ltd.

The town council of Oswestry decided on
Monday to increase the salary of their borough
surveyor from f250 to f300 a year.

At the annual meeting of the New York
Society of Architects the following officers were
elected:—Mr. Constantine Schubert, president;
Mr. J. Riely Gordon, vice-president; Mr.
William T. Towner, secretary; and Mr. Louis
Berger, treasurer.

The rapid increase in the consumption of

water in Birmingliam has conipelleil tlie watci-

committee to recommend the city council to

authorise the construction of a third pipe-line

from tile Klan Valley to Frankley Reservoir at

a probable cost of JE7C0.000. as proposed in a

report by Mr. Henry Rofe, M.I.C.E , ami
endorsed by Messrs. Willcox and Raikes, of

Temple row, Birmingham. The water com
mittee recommend that the preparation of

designs and estimates be entrusted to Mr. F. \V,

Macaulay, at present the Elan resident en;jineer.

Xn Imperial Hotel is about to be built at .St.

John, New Brunswick, at an estimated cost of

a million dollars. The plans—which have been
prepared by Messrs. Ross and MacDonald. archi-

tects, Montreal, who designed the Chateau
Laurier, Ottawa, and the Fort Garry, Winnipeg
—provide for more than 200 bedrooms, 125 of

which will have private bath. The building will

be six stories in height, fireproof in construction,

and will stand on 30,000 square feet of land on

the corner of King-square and Sydney-street,

facing on King-square.

New memorial reredos and panelling have
recently been dedicated at Staplefield Church.

The reredos is divided into three bays,

the central being the largest. On a moulded
gradine stands the altar cross. The canopv
over has a pierced traceried head, with

a carved cornice, casting, and pinnacles. The
side canopies are treated somewhat similarly.

In the niches are statues of adoring angels. The
panelling, which, together with the reredos.

extends the full width of the chancel, is also of

oak; but the detail has been kept somewhat
subdued. The work has been executed and fixed

in situation by Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons,

of Exeter.
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•CROW CLUMP," WEYBRIDGE, SURREY.— Messrs. Tubbs, Mbsser, and Poultbr, Architects.

±^

THE PLAYHOUSE, BERWICK-ONTWEED.— Mr. S. H. La\v.son, Architect.

"CROW CLUMP," WEYBRIDGE.
This liouse is being erected for Mr. T. P.

Latham on Crow Clump Hill, overlooking
St. George's Hill Golf Links at Weybridge.
The walls are to be of grey stock bricks and
Bargate stone. The whole of the woodwork
is to be of English oak, left its natural
colour. The roofs are to be covered with
hand-made rough sandfaeed tiles of dark
colour. The house is planned to get as much
view as possible both to the south and the
west and at the same time to conceal the
servants' yard; it has been dug out of the
side of the hill, and enclosed with a high
brick wall, as shown by the accompanying
plans. The interiors of the drawing-room
and bedrooms will be finished in white

enamel, the dining-room in mahogany, the

billiard-room, hall, study, and landings in

English oak. Mr. W. G. Tarrant, of Byfleet,

Surrey, is the contractor. Messrs. Tubbs,
Messer, and Poulter, Craig's Court House,
Whitehall, are the architects.

Mr. Robert Keirle, of Oakwood-court, Kensing-
ton, formerly of Clarefield, .Sunniiigdale, archi-

tect, who died on May 26, left i:26,0O5.

Mr. Francis Ircsnn. of Wellingborough,
Inrilder, who died on May 13 last, left estate of

the gross value of £11,268 lis. lOd., of which
i-914 13s. lOd. is net personalty. Probate of liis

will lias been granted to b'\i sons, Mr. Frank
Ileiliert Ireson. music dealer, and Mr. Charles
Arthur Ireson, builder, both of Wellingborough.

The county council. of Cardiff are about to

widen and strengthen the bridge over the feeder
between Bridge-str&et and Guildford-street, and
to reduce the sharpness of the road approaches
to the bridge. The improvement is estimated to

cost £1,723.

The erection at Falmouth of the corporation

cottages behind Berkeley Vale is rapidly pro-

gressing, and the first half, twenty-two in

number, are nearly all finished and occupied.

The houses were designed by the late borough
surveyor, Mr. Walters.

The Darenlh Valley swimming-bath was
opened on Wednesday week by Earl Stanhope.

The bath, which is situated at Brasted, is 75ft.

long, 50ft. wide, and the depth of water varies

from 2ft. 6in. to 7ft. The total area of water

I is approximately 3,750 square feet.
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THE NEW ST. PAUL'S BRIDGE: THIRD PREMIATED DESIGN. VIADUCT
OVER QUEEN VICTORIA STREET.—Mr. Edward R. D. Sel\v.\y, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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HOUS1-: IN WILinVOOD RISE. HAMPSTEAD GARDEN SUBURB, AND
XV n. AVENUE ROAD, ST. JOHNS WOOD. N.W.

Messrs. Horace Field, F.R.I.B.A., and Evelyn Simmons, Licentiate R.I.B.A., Architects.
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iVEYBRIDGE, SURREY.—Messrs. Tubbs, Messek, and Poulter, Architects.
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LATEST PRICES.

7 12
1 5

2
8 10

5 17

8 15
9 10

I BON.
SteelJoists.BelsianandGerman • .. „. ,

(ex steamer London) per ton Mb 2 b to ±o a

SteelJoists, English 7 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 2

Bar Iron, good Staifs B 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or

Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 9 9 '•

Best Snedsbill ;i „

Angles 103., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, Jor bonding. &c., MS 1.5s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, ±14 to £15103. per ton

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge ±13
Beatditto 13

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/b per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns f7 10 to £9

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wke 7 5
Galvanised 8 15

Cast-Ii-on Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15

Corrugated Iron, 34 gauge 16

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B.W.G 14 5

No. 22 to 24

Per ton.
... £13 10
... 14

7 10

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised
0to8
ilO 103. £10 15b.

10
£11 OS.

11

£11 53.

12 B.W.G.
£11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes— .„,... „„ „ „
3in. diameter £« 2 6 to £6 7

4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 21in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, b

[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— I*®' 'o^-

Cold Blast, Lillieshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708., Od. „ 753. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount on
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes '^ P <^-

Water-Tubes ™
Steam-Tubes 001

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes tO

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 53

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 15 „ —
Country 24 10 ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 15 0„ —

Country 25 10 ,,
—

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 36 15 ,,
—

Country 26 10 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 5 0,, -

Country 39 0,, -
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... 26 15 „ —

Country 27 10 .,
-

LeadSoil-pipe(upto4.5in.)Town 26 15 „ -
Country 27 10 „ -

"r'over 4'in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15

Copper Sheets , sheathing & rods 78

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 65 15

Tin, English Ingots 142 10

Do., Bars 143 10

FUKNITURE AND HABDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese, per load, 50ft. £20 to £-25

Teak: Java, per load. 50ft 16 „ 21
Per cubic foot.

Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards „ „ Prm.
., ,, ,, ,, Mdm.

Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks
Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut : Mdm.
Greenbeart: Hewn logs
Cedar : Cigar box
Satin Walnut ; Imp. sawn
boards, prime 2 4,, 029

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime 2 0,, 023

Mahogany : St, Domingo, Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6

,, .\frican, Assinee, &c. 5

,, Lagos and Benin 4 6

,, Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3

Gaboon 2

Satinwood : West Indian 10
Rosewood Per ton 8
Lignum Vitfe 7

1 9 to 2 6

n 3 „ 3 6

n 2 6 „ (1 2 9
n 3 4 ,. 3 6

2 3 „ A 9
1 3 „ 2

7 „ 8

6 „ 6 6

n 3 6 „ 4 6

3 3 „ 4

4 9 ., 5 6

9
6
6

4

2
14

12
14

6

STONE.
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2

Darley Dale, ditto .. 2

Red Corsehill, ditto ., 2
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 2

Ancaster, ditto ,, 1

Greenshill, ditto .. 1

Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) ..

Hard York, ditto „

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes • 13

* All F.O.R. London.

1 10
1 10

1 lOJ

2 U

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,,

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,,

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,,

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20tt. average ;

—
Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot,! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or 1 Per foot cube

1 7S

1 94

1

1 6i

Pimlico Wharf .

Blue Portmadoo

£0 2 3 ... £0 2 44

SL&.TES.

Blue Bangor..

20 >

16
,

30
20

,

18 12 6

78 10
66 5

143
144

Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 30 15 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 33 6 „ —

Country 34 „ —
Genuine White Lead .^ 30 5 ,,

—
Refined Red Lead ..'. —... 25 ,,

—
Sheet Zinc 29 „ —
Old Lead, against account 18 5 ,,

—
Tin per cwt. 8 5 0,, —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) 10 9 —
TIMBER.

CONSTRDCTIONAIj.3
Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard ;—

1st quality ,£38 to £45
2ad ,, 36 U „ 33
3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. .Tohns 10 „ 1110
Miramichi 9 10 „ 10 10

Boards : Swag 11 „ 12

Red Deals: Archangel Istquality 21 „ 24
2nd ,, 16 „ 19
3rd „ 12 „ 14

,, St. Petersburg—
Ist quality 16 10
2nd ,, 14 10

"
,, Wyburg&Uleaborg 12 10

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 13 10 ., 17

White Deals ; Crown 14 „ 15 10
Seconds U 10 „ 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
1st and 2nd quality mixed .. 10 15 ,, 11 15

l8t, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „ 11

Red Planed, let quality (4 10 „ 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 ,. 23

Lib'num Vitas Per ton 7 „ 14

18
15 10
15

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board)

Pitch Pine Logs
Birch : Quebec Logs
Oak; Austrian Wainscot
Mahogany Gaboon

Per cubic foot.

U 2

2
7

3

First quality 20
20
16

Eureka unfading
green

£ B.

.12 12

. 6 12

.13 3

. 13 17

. 13

. 13 15

. 7 5

d. per 1,000 Of
6 1,300 at r. stn
6

Permanent Green

.

30 ,10. . 15 17 6

20 .12. .18 7 6

IS ,10 . .13 5
16 ,

8 . 10 5
20 ,10. .11 12 6

18 ,10. . 9 12 6

16 8. . 6 13 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

. £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

21 7 6 15 17 6

QliAZED BRICKS.
UABD GLAZES (PER 1.000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours
Stretchers—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Tl68rd6 ITS ~^~

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, BuUnose, and 4iin. Flats-
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6

Double Stretchers—
17 17 6 16 7 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6

Two sides ond one end, square—
19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6

Splays and Squints-
17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Hound Ends, BuUnoEe Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles-
Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each

30 17 6 24 17 17 6

17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17

26 7 6 18 17

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

4d. each

8d. each 8d. each

1/3 each

5d. each

First Hard Stocks
Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 13

I3est Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose-. 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

35in. Best Red Ac-

1

crington Plastic , 4 10 6

Facing Bricks )

3'/ii" Aocrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3'/s" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than S'/s in

thickest part 2
3'/8" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2

3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Iambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and h" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Aocrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each

( Net, delivered in

j
full truck loads

i in London.

6

Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course

.

Accrington Camber Arches ;—

3 course deep, 4*" soffit, per foot opening.

4s" ditto ditto ditto
4*" ditto ditto ditto
4*"

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
bd. each 8d. each 83. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Sill BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000

Headers....- ~ £23 17 6

,, ,, Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks
)

Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-

list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by liin.

Is. 3d. each ) by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. s. d,

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered

PitSand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

s. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 deUvered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. 8. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 dehvered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TIIiES.

s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red rooting tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000

Ornamental tiles 52 6

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz.

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 ,, ..

Hiptiles 4 Operdoz.
Valley tiles 3 0.,

Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tUes (Peake'e)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 ,, ,,

Hiptiles 3 104 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 44 „
"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48 per 1030 ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 ., ,,

Hiptiles 4 Operdoz. „
Valley tiles 3 8,, ,,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

"Hartshill" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced i.0

Pressed .^ 47

Ornamental ditto 50
. Hiptiles 4 Operdoz.

Valley tiles 3 6 ,,

OILS.

Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin ,.

Ditto, Ceylon ,

Ditto, Mauritius ,,

Palm, Lagos ,

Ditto, Nut Kernel
Oleine ..

Sperm >.

Lubricating, U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined ,,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Ditto, Archangel ,

Linseed GU per gal.

Baltic oil i

Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand..

6 per 1000

per doz,
6

per 1009
6

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto ditto

1 3

1 8
2 1

2 6

2 1

2 11

3 9
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

;28 15 to £29 5

26 15 , 27 5
29 , 30
39 10 , 40
21 , 21 10

46 , 46 10

42 10 , , 43

42 10 , , 43
32 5 . . 33 5

35 , . 35 10

17 5 . , 19 5

30 , , 31

7 , , 8

m . , bt
1 6 , , 1 10

19 B , , 1

2 5 , ,
—

2 8 ,
,

—
2 U ,

—

8

10

GLASS (IN CRATES).
26oz.
3|d.

m.
6id.

Vioin.

25d.

White.

Figured Rolled and Bepoussine... 3id. ..

English Sheet Glass : 15oz.

Fourths 2d.

Thirds 2id.

Fluted Sheet 2,il.

Hartley's English Rolled

21oz.
3d.
3id.
33d.

Mn.
Plate 2id.

33oz.
... ifd.
... 5jd.

... 7d.

iin.

... 3d.

Tinted.
5d.
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VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish fO 8
Pale Copal Ook U 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak .'. 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Cburch Oak 10
Supeitine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Kxtra Fine French Oil 1 1 U
Egsshell Flatting Varnish •. 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Estra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16

10Knotting,.
French and Brush Polish 10

06ILVIE&C0.

TelepQOBc: DALSTUN IZSS-

Many jeare connected with
the late firm of W, H.
LASCELLES A CO., o*

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINEEY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

FREE.

FOB

Olivers'

Seasoned

iPPLY To-
wn.

Hardwoods,
OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•** CoiTe.'ipondeuts would m all cases oblige by

giving the artdi-esses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender : it adds to the value of the
inforaaatiou. ^
BouRNK. LiNcs.—For the erection of an isolation

hospital, for the Bourne Rural District Council :—
Gilbert and Hall, Nottingham ... i;4,S99
Fore, E. E., Leicester 4,827
Hinson, T. H., Bourne 4,8-29 15 10
Orton, H., and Sons, Lincoln ... 4,806 5
Thompson and Son, Louth ... 4,777 7 7
Maxey and Son, Sleaford 4,646
Woolston, J., Stamford 4,641
Clarke, E., Melton Mowbray ... 4,630 10
Pattinson and Son. Ruskington 4,481
Corah and Son, Loughborough 4,11!)

Roberts, J. H , Bourne 4,436 7 4
Gutteridge& Sons, Peterborough 4,348
Howes, E. E., Stamford 4,329 17
Thornhill, Lincoln (accepted) ... 4,060 16 5

i'1.66B

4,566

4,653
4,.539

4,539
4,478 4 2
4,4.58

4.443 I)

4,436 I)

4,297

4,293

4,287
4.229

Bi-:KMONr)SEY. -- For uulargenient of Pages-Walk
School, for the London County Council :

—

Chessum, J., and Sons. South-
place

Kent, H., Hither Crreen
Akers, W., and Co.. Ltd., South
Norwood

Bovis, Ltd., Upper Berkeley-st. ..

Appleby, J., and Sons. Ltd..
Southwark Park

Friday and Ling, lirith
Roome, E. A., and Co., Hackney
Leng, T. D.. Deptford
Groves, H., Greenwich
Symes, .\. E., Stratford

,

Smith, W., and Son, Har'.eyford-
road

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd , Ui)per
Norw^ood

;
Holloway, H. L., Deptford*

Architect's estimate, £4,305.
* Recommended for acceptance.

Brixton, S.W.—For works of cleansing and repairs
at tbe City Corporation Orphan School ;

—

Bowyer, . I., and Co £520 (1

Bridger, E .515

Bennett, C and Sons 515
Evans, K. and E 458
Peacock Bros. 449
Candler, (.;., and Son 437
Hoi liday and Greenwood 407
Rice and Sons 395
Osborne, T., and Sons (accepted) 340 II

CuiDEN Town.—For the execution of alterations
and improvements at Camden Town fire station, for
the London County Council :

—

Downs. W., Ltd., Walworth, S.E. £9,572
Holloway. H. L.. Deptford

I Bowyer, J. and C. Ltd., Upper
Norwood, S.E

I Monk. A., Lower Edmonton. N.
Roberts, A., and Co.. Ltd.. Earl's
Court-road. W

Brand, Pettit tV Co.. Tottenham
Triggs and Co., Clapham. S.W....
Roberts. L. H. and R., Lower
Clapton-road. N.E. (acceptedl ..

-Architect's estimate. £7,620

Gbeen'wich.—For enlarging Halstow
for the London County Council ;~

Blay. W. F.. Ltd.. Cannon-st. ...

Thorne, P. and T., Isle of Dogs...
King, W.. and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road

Mills. W.. and Sons. Blackheath
VVallis. O. E.. and Sons, Ltd.,
Haymarket

.\ppleby. J., and Sons. South-
wark Park ...

Leng. T. D.. Deptford
Wall. C, Ltd.. Chelsea
Lawrence, W.. & Son, Finsbury
Circus

Brand, Pettit and Co.. West
Green-road

Bowyer. J. and C. Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Thomas and Edge. Woolwich ...

Longley, J., and Co., Sussex
Holloway. H. L.. Church-street,
Deptford (accepted)

.Architect's estimate, £5,121.

Clai'ii.im. -For enlarging Telferscot-road School,
for the London County Council:

—

Garrett. J., & Son. Balham Hill £4.015
Leng, T. D., Deptford
Triggs and Co.. Clapham
Bowyer. J. and C. Ltd.. Upper
Norwood

Lole and Co., Chelsea
Smith, W.. & Son. Harleyford-rd
King. W., and Son. Vauxhall
Bridge-road

McManuB, J., Hamuiersmith-rd.'
-Architect's estimate. £3,821.'

* .Accepted.
DEPTif'oBD, S.E.—For the supply of valve-grids and

valves at Deptford pumping station, for the London
County Council :—

Yates & Thorn, Ltd.. Blackburn
The Lillieshall Co.. Ltd., Oaken-
gates

Seagars, Ltd., Dartford
Cochrane, J., Barrhead
Clayton, GoodfuUow. and Co.,

Ijtd.. Blackburn
Hathorn, Davey, and Co.. Ltd..
Leeds*

* Recommended for acceptance.

H.vcKNKv.—For painting interior of Hoiuerton-row
School, for the Loudon Education Committee:—

3.'M>
3.851

3,798
3,773 II

3,725

3,722
3,637

£299

243
175

170

151 5

141

8,730

8..398

8,'288

8,158
8,077
7,821

7,749
20

>w-road School

£5,799
5,580

5,.561

5,429

5,380

5,338
5,-281

5.272

5,269

5.185

.5,166

5,078
4,883

4,876

Fairhead, .A., and Son, Enfleld .

HorswiU, H. C, Forest Gate ...

Brown. Pettit. and Co., West
Green-road

Symes, .A. E., Stratford
Bull, F., Upper Clayton
Monk, A.. Lower Edmonton
Shunnur, W.. and Sons. Ltd.,
Upper Clapton

Roberts, C. P., and Co.. Ltd.,
Dalston

Silk, W., and Son, Homerton* ...

* Recommended for acceptance.
H.uiPSTE.-iD He.\th, N.W.—For the erection of a

bothy and lock-up shed on the \\ylde Farm section
of Hampstead Heath, for the London County
Council :

—

Rowley Bros., Wood Green, N. ...

iUarkham & Markham, Victoria-
street, S.W

Marchant, Hirst, and Co.,
Highgate-road. N.

Stevens and Son, Crouch Hill, N.
Mather, J. C, Islington, N.
McLaughlin and Harvey, Ltd.,
Brecknock-road. N

Fletcher, F. W., Tooting, S.W. ..

Nicholls, H., Ltd., Church End,
Finchley*

.Architect's estimate, £140.
* Recommended for acceptance.

London.—For external painting and varnishing at
Brompton, Knightsbridge, Manchester-square. North
Kensington and West Hampstead Stations, and at
pi'emises, 46, Holly-hill, Hampstead, and painting
appliance-room doors at 12 stations, for the London
County Council —

Polden, A. F., Shepherd's Bush £452 6
Roberts, .A., and Co., Ltd..
Kensington, W 415

Stevens ct Sons, Crouch Hill, N.' 363 9
-Architect's estimate, £365. '' Accepted.

{Continued on page XIV,)

£755
731

7-20

70 < 10
681

639

620

604 10
.593

£263

211

211
207

200

195
190

169

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
July 11

15
16

„ 24

Sept
25

7

Oct. 31-

31

Dec. 31-

do

do

-Cheap Cottage Exhibition (250 Designs)
-Harbour Extension, Helsingborg 7,OC6 iaron., 4,000 kron., is.OOO kron.
-Designs for New Town Hall, Middleton (cost not to

exceed £18,0C0). (Hastwell Grayson, Assessor) £100, £.50, £25
-Cottages, Chapel-en-le-Frith lOgs., 5g8., 3g8

-Designs for Police and Fire Station, Redhill, (Assessor) lOgs., 20gs., lOgs
-Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-

Btreet, York-road, Battersea ; and Billingsgate-street,
Church-street. Greenwich. (Mr. J. W. Simpson,
F.R.I.B.A., Assessor)

-Laying Out Show Grounds, Wayville 'West, Adelaide... £500, £200, iicio

The Surveyor's Institution, 13. Great George-street, S.W.
The Harbour Extension Board, Helsingborg, Sweden.

F. Entwistle, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Middleton.
The Clerk, Rural District Council. Chapel-en-le-Frith,

Stockport,
A. Smith, Town Clerk, Municipal Buildings, Reigate.

-Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station, St.
Helens (Assessor.) £100, £50, £-25..

-Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield ... £400, £240

-Drawing or Photograph of English or Continental
^letalWork 5gs., Sgs., 2g8.

-Desjqns for Technical Schools and Education Offices
I Mr. Paul Waterhouse, F.R.I. B. A., Assessor)

L. Gomme, Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embkt., W.C.
The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Australia

23, Waymouth-street, Adelaide.

A. W. Bradley, M. I. C.E., Town Hall, St. Helens.
M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

Whiteside and Caslake, Ltd., The Broadway, Hendon, N.W.

. J. E. Jarratt, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Southport.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
July iu_Council School (7-20 places), Tamworth-road, Croydon... Education Cjmmi, tee H. C. Pegg, F R.I.B A ,

Tlurnton Heath.
.. liJ—Schools, Repairs to, Luddenden Foot Education Committee F. J. MacDonald, Education Offices. Sowerby Bridge.
.. 10—New School, Stones West Riding Education Com The Education Architect, County Hall, \\akeBeld.
.. 10—Schools, Repairs to, Hebden Bridge Education Committee F. J. MacDonald. Education Offices. Sowerby Bridge.
.. 10-Elementary Schools, Repairs to, Guildford Education Committee C. G. Mason, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Sur., Tuns Gate, Guudford.
M 11—Council School, Alterations to, Dartford West Bill Kent Education Commit ee 'W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
„ 11—Cable Shed, Electricity Works, Halifax Electricity Committee J. Lord, M.I. C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Halifa,.x.

.. 11—New Town Hall and Market Buildings, Denbigh Borough Council J. Brooke A: Elcock, FF.R.I.B.A., Exchange-st., Manchester.

.1 11—Labourers' Cottages ('Zlfti, Midleton Rural District Council J. Stanton, Clerk, Midleton, Ireland.

.. 11—Council School, Repairs to, Chelsfield . . Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Sessions House, Maidstone.

.. 11—Rebuilding Nos. 33-37, High-street, Bognor H, P. Tufnail, L.R.I.B.A., 48, High-street, Bognor.

.. 11—Seven Labourers' Cottages. Milford Rural District Council S. Watters, Clerk, Board Room, Milford, Ireland.

.. 11—Council School, Repairs to, Marden Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S.A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
„ 11—Fusehill House, Smoke Room at, Fusehill Guardians G. Armstrong, Archt., -24, Bank-street, Carlisle.

.. 11-Parsonage, Westfleld, Workington W. O. Scott and Co., Archts., 2, Park-lane, Workington.
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July 11—Four Small Holding HJusea & Farm Bldgs., Beeabam Berkshire County Council W. E. C. White, County Land Steward, Reading.
.. 11—Council School, Repairs to, Edinbridge Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S.A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
,, 11—Workhouse, Repairs to, Midleton Guardians J. Stanton, Clerk, Guardian's Offices, Midleton.
,. 11—Handicraft Centre, Bodmin Cornwall Education Committee B. C. Andrew, Archt., Biddick's-court, St. Austell.
„ U—Weslesan Church & School, Repairs to, Newton Abbot Trustees A. E. Dodge, Sec, 87, Queen-street, Newton Abbot.
,, 13—Schools, Alterations to, Portsmouth Education Committee \. H. Bone, Sur., Cambridge Junction, Portsmouth.
,, 13—House, Pontyclun Thomas Jenkins Thomas and Morgan, Archts., Gelliwastad-road, Pontypridd,
,, 13—Isolation Hospital (16 beds), Hitcbin Rural District Council H. P. Adams, 28, Woljurn-place, Russell-square, W C.
„ 13—Training College, Ford Estate, Sunderland Town Council G. T, Brown, F.R.I.B.A., 51, Fawcett-street, Sunderland.
., 13—Schools, Repairs to, Romford Essex Education Committee H. P. Winstanley. Clerk, 71, South-street, Romford.
,, 13—Foundations for Turbo-.\lternator, Salford Corporation The Borough Electrical Engineer, Frederick-rd.. Pendleton.
„ 13—.\rt and Technical Schools, Additions to, Bridgwater... Higher Education Committee Samson and Colthurst, Archts., 51, High-street, Bridgwater.
., 13—School. Extension to, Winchester-road, Eastleigb Hampshire County Council A. L. Roberts, Archt., The Castle, Winchester.
,, 13—Houses 1301, Ynysybwl Twynglas Building Club E. Ivor Evans, .\rcht., .55, Dunraven-street, Tonypandy.
„ 13—Two Pump Houses, Whitney Waterworks, Coventry ... Waterworks Committee J E. Swindlehurst, City Eng., St. Mary's Hall, Coventry.
„ 13—Villa, King's-road, Blackhill J. J. Eltringham. L.R.I.B..\., Blackhill.
„ 13—Offices. Alterations to, Carville-road, Wallsend Industrial Co-op. Soc, Ltd F. Robertson, Sec, ludus. Co.-op. Soc, Wallsend.
„ 13—Schools, Repairs to, Romford Essex Education Committee H. P. Winstanley, Clerk, 71. South-street, Romford.
,, 13—Houses (-2141, Ebbw Vale Ash Grove Building Club W. Rosser, .Archt., Wildings' Chambers, Newbridge, Hon.
,, 13—Single Cottages (till, Rathdrum Rural District Council P. W. Sheeban, Clerk, Hathdrum.
,, 1-3—Three Shops and Seven Houses, Pontyclun Building Club Thomas and Morgan, Archts., Gelliwastad-road, Pontypridd,
.. 11—Covered Steel Shed, Waterworks Yard, Croydon Corporation J. M. Newnbam, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Croydon.
., 11—Secondary School ('200 places), Beckenham Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Archt., Sessions House, Maidstone,
.. 11—Cottages (.54), Langley Park, Consett Iron Co., Ltd The Company's Architect, General Offices, Consett.
.. 14—Schools. Additions to, Trowbridge Wilts County Council J. G. Powell, County Sur., Trowbridge.
,, 14—School, Additions to. Middle-road, Sholing, Itchen Hampshire County Council A. L. Roberts, Archt., The Castle, Winchester.
<• 14—Isolation Hospital, .\ddition to, Hampton Hill Urban District Council S. H. Chambers. Sur., Public Offices, Hampton, Middlesex.
.. 14—Laying-out Streets, Dundalk Urban District Council M, Sellars, Sur., Town Hall, Dundalk.
.. 14—Workmen's Dwellings, Gascoigne-road, Barking Urban District Council C. J. Dawson, F.R.I.B..S.., Clock House Chambers, Barking.

14—Loanliead Hospital, .^Iterations to, Edinburgh Midlothian County Council .\. Murray Hardie, .\rGht., -20, George-street, Edinburgh.
.. 14—Houses (46), Dundalk Urban District Council M. Sellars, Sur., Town Hall, Dundalk.
„ 14—Workhouse, Reslating, .\ylsham Guardians H. J. Gidney, Clerk, .\ylsham.
.. 14—Two Sets of Buildings, Blackmoor Farm, .\bbeydore ... Hereford Small Holdings Com. ... B. Dear, County Land Agent, 13'2, St. Owen-street, Hereford.
„ 15—School, Additions to. Princess-road, Croydon Education Committee J. Smyth, Clerk, Education Office, Katharine-street, Croydon,

15—Boiler House, Foundationsfor, ElectricStation, Formby Lincashire & Yorkshire Rlv. Co. The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.
„ 15—Coal Stove, Asylum, Loivesden Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, E.C,
.. 15—School, Alterations and .\dditiona to, Nocton Kesteven Education Committee w. H. Dunn, Archt., Silver-street, Lincoln.
,, 15—Electric Sub-station and Battery House, Radclifle Lancashire & Y'orkshire Rly. Co. The Engineer's Offi;e, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.

15—Laundry, Joint County .\sylum, Carmarthen Visiting Committee aeorge ^[organ and Son, 2i, King-street, Carmarthen.
„ 15—New PostOffloe, Gillingham, Dorset H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate. S.W.
,, 15—Exchange Sidings. Goole Lancashire & Yorkshire Ely. Co. The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester,
,. 15—School, Additions to. Princess-road, Croydon Education Committee J. Smyth, Clerk. Education Offices, Katharine-st., Croydon.
,. 15— Schools, Alterations to. Bracebridge Kesteven Education Committee W. H. Dunn, Archt., Silver-street, Lincoln.
,. 1.5—Town Hall and Municipal Buildings, Leeds Property Committee W. T. Lancashire, City Eng., Municipal Buildings, Leeds.
„ 15-F6ver Hospital, Repairs at. South Tottenham, N Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, E.C.
,, 15—Post-Office, Extension of, Swansea H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
.. 15—Rebuilding Business Premises. Tonypandy R. S. Griffiths. M.S.A.. Tonypandy.
,, 1.5—Council Offices, Eastgate, Honley Urban District Council J. Berry and Sons, .\rclits., 3, Market-place, Huddersfleld.
" 15—Cottages (-26), Brownlow-street, Clitheroe Corporation A, R. Bleazard, Boro' Eng., Clitberoe.
„ 15—Reinstating No. jl, Glebeland-street, MerthyrTydfll Johnson and Richards, Archts., Merthyr Tydfil.
,, 16—Concert Hall, Coxhoe Literary Institute Committee W. A. Kellett, .Archt., -2, South-road, Bishop .Auckland.

16-School, Additions to. Ropery-road, Gainsborough Lindsey Education Committee ... Scorer and Gamble, Archts., Bank-street Chambers, Lincoln,
„ 16—Stores and Pumping Station, Weymouth Corporation H. A. Huxtable, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Weymouth.
. 16—(.'ottage, Manor-road, Chelmsford Corporation G. Melvin, Town Clerk, MunicipalOffices, Chelmsford.
,, 16—School, Additions to. South Killingholme Haven Lindsey Elucation Committee ... Scorer and Gamble, .Archts., Bank-street Chambers, Lincoln.
.. 16—Bakehouse. Wickham Market Industrial Co-op. Soc, Ltd The Stores, Bridge-street, Wickham Market.
,, 16—Boiler and Engine House, Scarborough Guardians J. W. Read, Clerk, 14, Dean-road, Scarborough,
" 16—Converting Six Houses into Shops, Bedwas Gomer L. Eees, Archt., Bedwas, Mon,
„ 16—House, Cefn Porth, Llanedarne . . . W. G. Lewie, Bedwas, Mon.
,. 17—Rebuilding Butcher's Arms Hotel. Penygraig R. S. Griffiths, M.S. A.. Tonypandy.
„ IT—Schools. Repairs to. Grays Essex Education Committee G. T. Forrest, County Archt., 73, Duke-street, Chelmsford.
„ 17—Bungalows 1301. Glyncorrwg Pen-v-waun Building Club The Secretary, Glyncorrwg.
., 17—Farmhouse, Gibbs Hill, Stapleton Late James Lvle's Trustees Wright, Brown, and Swan, Solicitors, Carlisle.
„ 18—Endowed School, Enlargement of, Smalley Governors Currey and Thompson, Archts., Market-place, Derby.
„ 18—School, Murrow, Wisbech St. Mary Isle of Ely Education Committee H. Farr Simpson, County Sur., Tavistock-road, Wisbech.
,. IS—Two Villas at Hull City Asylum. Willerby Visiting Committee J. A. Hirst, City Archt., Guildhall, Hull.
,, 18—Police Station, Additional Cells at, Nuneaton Warwickshire County Council ... J. Millmot, County Sur,, 6, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
„ 18—City Lodge, Repairs to, Cardiff Guardians .A. J. Harris, Clerk, Union Offices. Queen's Chambers, Cardiff,
„ 18—Hall, .\berkenfig Gospel Brethren Trustees F. H. Heaven, Archt., 39, Coronation-street, Aberkenfig.
" ^'^—Dismfector Building, North Wharf, Blackwall, B Metropolitan .\svlums Board W. T. Hatch. M.I.C.E., Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, E.C.
" 20—School. Additions to. Limbourne Essex Education Committee G. T. Forrest, County -Archt., 73, Duke-street, Chelmsford.
" 20—Reconstructing Children's Hospital, Margate Metropolitan Asylums Board T. W. Aldwinckle, F.R.I.BA., 20, Denman-street, S.E.
„ 20— Market Offices, Birley-street, Preston Corporation The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Preston.
„ -20-Queen Mary's Hospital, Alterations to, Carshalton Metropolitan .isvluiiis Board W. T. Hatch. M.I.C.E., Eng.-in-Chief. Emliankment. E.C.
•• 20—Houses (2001. Tynant Great Western Colliery Co., Ltd. Thomas and Morgan, Archts., 2:5, Gelliwastad-rd., Pontypridd.
" P~^^Z'",™' Extension of. Tooting Bee, S.W Metropolitan Asylums liDard T. W. Aldwinckle, F.R.I.B-A.,'20, Denman-street, S E,
„ 20—Schools. Repairs to, Gatten and Newport Isle of Wight County Counoil S. R. Cooks, St. Thomas's-street. Ryde.
„ -20—Club. Gilfach. Bargoed Trustees D, J. Thomas. Archt., Blackwood, Mon.
" ^0—J,3o'8'''°° Hospital. Additions to. Saffron Walden Joint Hospital Board H. R. Bird, Archt., 10, Union-court, Old Broad-street, E.C.
" 20—Cemetery. Caretaker's Lodge at, Farnham Joint Burial Committee A. J. Stedman, Archt., South-street, Farnham.
•• a)—Council School, Repairs to. Great Chart Kent Education Committee W. H. Robinson, M.S..\., Archt., Sessions House, Maidstone.
"

'm~^°"'*'^?,'i^''
"*'"ford Urban District Council J. -A. Baron, .Archt., Cotham-street. St. Helens.

" '-^0—Council School. Enlarging. Byng-road, Barnet Education Committee U. A. Smith, County Sur,, County Surveyor's Office, Hatfield.
" S o"!^^' , ° Hospital, Larbert Asylum StirUng District Board of Control A. and W. Black, .Archts., Falkirk.
" m o2 ?° '1''— Placi's), Newtown. Great Yarmouth Education Committee The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Great Yarmouth.
• f,?,V'^*™^^ ''>a''ma''y. Alterations to, Wandsworth, S.W. Guardians Gibson, Skipworth, & Gordon, .Archts., 5, Old Broad-st., W.
" ^l"'^"™ Power Station Buildings, Walsall Corporation E. M. Lacey, M.I. C.E.. Con. Eng., 12, Victoria-street, S.W.
" s;~T S Alterations at. Cobholm Island Great Yarmouth Education Com. The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Great 'armouth.
" f, „,'"'"'''' '^^Pai" 'o, St. Dunstan's-rd., Fnlham, S.W. Guardians A. S. Snell, F.R.I.B A.,9, Bentinck-street, Manchester-sq., W,
" ao"^ ^S.'^^^^"^

Dining Halls, Bancroft-road, Mile End ,,. Old Town Guardians E. J. Harrison, Archt., i). Greys Inn-square, W.C.
" *^—.^orkQouse, Repairs to, Fulhaiii Palace-road, W Guardians A. S. Snell, F.R.I.B.A,, 9 Bentinck-street, Mincbester-sq., W,
" S5~".°°^"^? Scheme. West Ham Port of London Aathority C. R. S. Kirkpatriok, Chief Eng., 103, Leadenhall-street, E.C.
" '^ X- .• ^

,
Operating Room, Cottage Hospital, Khymney J. Llewellyn Smith, .Architect, -Aberdare.

•• S^, i'°°"-' School, Backnamullagh T. Doev, The Manse, Dromore.
" tST^ '^^V' L'l'ien Stores at, Fulham, S.W Guardians , .. A. S. Snell, F.R I.B.A., 9. Bentinck-street. Minchester-sq.. W.
" 5j~?f°°V'i .

' I's-rt-street, Blaina Urban District Council H. J. C. Shepard, Clerk, Council Offices, Blaina.
"

a-
^."^''ker s Cottage. Renovating, Newbury Education Committee The Borough Surveyor, Municioil Offices, Newbury.

" ;^S''v, ? ,1"^°'^ Dwellings. Alderton, Glos Winchcomb R.D.C T. Malvern, L R.I.B.A., 21, Winchcomb-st., Cheltenham.
" H^Sf'"'?,.' V'^''8-''0''s to, St. Martins, Oswestry Managers Rev. Thomas Williams, Vicarage. St. Martins, Salop.
" 5i~i1° , n '?''°'^ Dwellings, Snowshill, Glos Winchcomb R.D.C T. Malvern, L.R.I.B.A., '21, Winchcomb-st., Cheltenham.

aA'o ''TIo* f u.'if'''™^'''
Horsham West Sussex Education Com The County Education Office, Worthing.

iS„^'.t ?. ?^ i? °"^''- *'"^' I*°" -^fl- Mazagan Morocco Public Works Spcl. Com. M. le President du Comite, DarEn Niaba, Tangier.
rsoaaie-

1
wo Cottages at Refuse Destructor, Grantham Corporation The Borough Surveyor, Guildhall, Grantham.

ao. —beven Houses off Ormeau-road. Belfast C. Macalister, Archt., Whitehall Buildings, Ann-st., Belfast.

22' ^S.u'' . °"S,®
"""^ Cottages, Low Baron Wood Sir Francis Ley, Bart E, R. Ridgway, Archt.. Long Eaton, Nottingham.

3?' ^7.1 ui"""' ^°!?"*'' F.G.Moore, Archt., 10. Fleet-street, Torquay.

A^' fi i.H?",^,"'.^''''
Waffron'e. Surbiton Golf Club J. F. Palser, Archt., 3, Staple Inn. Holboro, E.C.

?°'
a 'i, IT-'

Alterations to, Sunderland Durham Terr. Force Assoc Wright and Chapman, .\rcht5., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
ao. »onooi, King s-road. Rochdale Education Committee The Secretary, Education Office, Baillie-street, Rochdale.
5 ~-"<^s'dence and Surgery, Pentrebach Dr. Ryce . Johnson and Richards, Archts., Mertbyr Tydfil,

3„ J
wo Shops Sankey's Corner. Chase Terrace Cannock Co-op. Society, Ltd H. Horton, Archt., Bank Chambers, Cannock,

52' ~-"'8s'eyan Sunday Schools. Bingor-street, Carditt . H. Bugden, F.R.I.B.A., 05, St. Mary-street, Cardiff,

2 ^{:'i'"'of Cottages. East Fen, Midviile G E. Clarke, M.I. C.E., Boro' Sur., Boston, Linos.
ao, —workatC.E Schools. Winwick

'

w. and Segar Owen, Cairo-street Chambers, Warrington.

An
~"g°°.op'8. Repairs to, Naunton

. ,. R. s. Phillips, Archt., Shire Hall, Gloucester.
3„' residence. Abbey-road, Barrow Dr, H. P, BlacUee 3. C. Harvey, A.R.I. B. A., Ramsden-square, Barrow.

Sn' H^.'^"."?";- ^'°, ;., , •- W, Rose Black R. B. Pratt. A.R.I.B.A., 110, High-street, Elgin.

S^'
""o^P','"'- -Curses Block at, Exeter E. H. Harbottle and Son, Archts., County Chambers, Exeter,

A^
-'»es8 Room and Storage Shed, Harrow John Adamson andCo.,' Ltd H. E. Scarborough, Archt., 22, Lowther-street. Carlisle.

Sn
~'^.o Houses, Pontardawe .lohn Davies, Pontardawe J. Cook Bees, MS. A., Parade Chambers, Neath.

/!«' "^f/>™-LoDcrete \\arehouse, Salford Maxwell and Take, Archts,, 2.5, Brazeunose-st., Manchester.

Hn ~noK''^ij' 'li™'^'^?'."* ', T.Hedley and Bros w. Rounthwaite, A. R.l.B. A., Mosley-st., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
ao. —itebni ding ( ross Keys Inn, Upper Lougbor Buckley's Brewery, Ltd J. Davies and Son, .Vrchts., Cowell House, Llanelly,

3o ~?,™'-'V<;'''icb6d Houses (201, Standish Garden Village ... E. H. Monks W. B. Johnson and Son, Archts., 31. King -street, Wigan.
ao, —Motor Garage, I'leur-de-Ly.^

_ The South Wales Transport Co., Ltd., 2, RutUnd-st., Swansea.

A%' kUki^ J^'^'^"^^,'
Additions to, Burslem Doulton's, Ltd., Burslem A. R. Wood and Sons. Archts., Tunstall.

.ao. —htable and Storehouse, Blaenant Farm, Blaenporth -W. H. Harries, Blaenant Farm, Blaenporth,
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SOME HINTS TO YOUNG
ARCHITECTS.

Ill the caily days oi an architect's
career he is not infirequently pulled up
short by his client with the question,
"What will it cost ?

"—referring, of course,
to tlie design, which, after many days'
consideration, is now ready for the
builder's hands. To answer this question
to the satisfaction of an outsider would
demand a thorough acquaintance on the
[lart of tlie architect with the value of the
labour and materials involved in all the
liuilding trades; but Ijy some behind the
scenes such knowledge is deemed wholly
unnecessary, and the information is

arrived at by the ready and convenient way
known as "cubing." It is well to note
at the outset that this method is not
applicable to alterations, repairs, or
restorations of any kind. When it is

desired to know the cost of these, applica-
tion must be made to a practical man. We
have said that cubing is i-eady and con-
venient—first, because it can be promptly
applied, the calculations involved being
few; and, secondly, because the sub-
traction of a penny or two per cube foot

will often bring the estimate within the
required limits, and so satisfy the archi-
tect and client—for the time—although
the prescribed limits may be considerably
e.xceeded in carrying out the work.
There still evidently survives a fond

belief that the architect's estimate must
be the actual value of the work, for no
otherwise can one account for the publica-
tion of the amount of the architect's esti-

mate with a long list of tenders. Every
tender must be an approximate estimate
of the work to be done, and that which
is nearest the actual value of the work is

necessarily that prepared by a practical
man who is acquainted not only with the
value of building-work in general, but also
with that of the locality in which the pro-
posed building is to be erected. Some
arcliitects write rather sharp specifications,

and they keep the contractors up to their
provisions. Some specifications are slip-

.ihod. ths architect being stronger in art
than in building -construction. Con-
tractors so.in got to know these facts, and
this knowledge infUiences their tenders
accoidingly. Builders, again, have vary-
ing moods when doing their work. Some
are siven to interpret the drawings and
sp?cifications generously, while others
appear incaiiable of understanding the
plain English of the specification clauses,
and they always take them to mean some-
thing much easier of execution than was
intended. It is as great a pleasure for
an architect to have to deal with one of

these kinds of contractors as it is a misery
to wrestle with the other.

Quantities often produce "wild" esti-

mates, though they are supposed to

eliminate all uncertainty as to what
amount of work will be required, and its

quality
; and this arises from the elabora-

tion of the labours in every item. Some
tender on all the minute details of every
piece of work, while others neglect them,
pricing only the backbone, as it were, of

each Item. Again, the quantities may be
taken "full" or "slack." If the former,
anyone tendering, and "in the know," will,

of course, have an advantage over those
unskilled in such things.

Having got over his first estimating, the
architect's next difficulty will be in issuing
his certificate for payments on account.
This certainly demands some knowledge
of the price of work, for the contract pro-

vides that the amount shall be a certain
percentage on the value of the work done.
But even in these cases certificates may
be issued without any strict relation to the
actual value thereof— at the beginning, at

any rate; but towards the close the pinch
is felt, and the architect must walk warily
as the work is coming to a finish. Where
an alteration is made in the work con-
tracted for, the architect is su|)posed to

estimate its value, and add to or deduct
from the contract sum accordingly. But
as the contractor has a vital interest in

such changes, the architect is not likely

to be left very long without some idea

being obtained of what the builder values
the change at. In our practice we found
it difficult to get the contractor, in some
cases, to say what the "extra " was worth,

while in other instances the cost of the
proposed change was stated at once. We
would advise the architect to get an esti-

mate at once of any such alteration and
submit it to his client. The client's

approval should be communicated in

writing to the builder, and in this way. as

the work proceeds, any addition:il cost will

become part of the contract, and nothing

will be left hanging over to the end un-

settled— a plan which satisfies nobody but

the builder, and very often loses a client

to the architect.

Where an architect has an extensive

practice he can employ a surveyor, and
that geiitlemaif, having all buildinsj prices

at his fingers' ends, can arrange tho pre-

liminary estimates, certificates, and the

cost of all extras, without trouble to the

architect. This system is favoured by

architects whose artistic instincts are in-

compatible with a knowledge of practical

building or prices. It is obvious that

where an architect values extra work l:c

Strand, W.C.

New Bmlding Downing C.llege, C.mbridge. ^(r. Cecil
tr. Hare, Architect.

Works'hops for the Blind, Bolton. View, plan and
section. Messr... Brad.haw, (ia.,.,, a u Ho;^
Architects. ' •

Bank of Victoria King William-street, K.C. Mr. Onwald
P. Mdne, P.R.I. B.A., Architect.

Staircase 'iViwer to Bankside ! the N^w St, Panl's Briilge.
1 hird Piemiate.1 Design. View and sheet of details.
Mr. L. R. D. Selway, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Lectern, St. .nule-ou-the-Hill. Hampstead Cardeu
? d",''''u

.^^^- ^^ •'*'' "frtjert A. Welch
A.K.l.D.A,

Early Eighteenth-Century Pulpit, Si. Anne's Man-
chester.

The Practical Application of Reinforcel-Concrete Con-
struction.

must have quantities to attach his prices
to, hence his practice must include survey-
ing, or he must emjiloy a surveyor to do
this special work for him, or engage a
surveyor as one of his clerks. When a
builder tenders on quantities, the surveyor
may decline responsibility for them after
the contract is signed. But whether he
does or does not, no one ever thinks of
measuring up the finished building, with
a view to finding whether full value has
lieen rendered liy the contractor. Generally
speaking, tho client knows notliing of the
surveyor— not even that ho pays him—for
his charge is included in tlie builder's
tender, and the builder pays him, leavin.g
a very interesting conundrum to be solved,
" Who is the surveyors' employer ^ " for tho
architect engages him, but accepts no re-
sponsibility for payment ; the client is not
awaro of all tho circumstances, and never
meets the surveyor; and the builder hands
over the employer's money to one he knew
nothing about until he got tho quantities.
The practice as regards the employment of
the surveyor is in many cases quite above
board, especially with public bodies; but
there is too much reason to fear that the
employer is not always informed what the
surveyor's charge will be, or that the con-
tractor is the medium through whicli lie is

paid. Indeed, it is certain that the client

would object to pay what is really an
additional 2 per cent, on tho architect's

fee.

Suppose the architect does his own sur-

veying, when does he learn how ? In the
course of his apprenticeship he is probably
fully occupied in making drawings, with an
occasional visits to works in progress.

Moreover, the architect does not profess to

teach surveying. Take timber, for instance

—a material so extensively used in every
building. ^^'hele does an architect gain
that knowledge of its value which is neces-

sary to enable him to arbitrate between the
employer and the builder in the case of dis-

puted accounts? Unless he is carrying on
the work without a contractor, and buys
the material himself, he can have no idea

of the actual value of brick, stone, or

timber. It is comparatively easy to re-

member what a thousand of bricks is

worth, or a cube foot of stone; it is not so

easy to arrive at the value of tlie timber

used in the various details of carpentry and
joinery ; yet this knowledge is, after all,

that of most importance to the young
ai'chitect, and the most difficult to obtain.

To make this idaiii, if an inquiry is made
of a quarryman what per foot his stone is

worth, (here is usually only one qu.alify,

and one price, so tliat the reply is definite.

But if a similar question is addressed to a

timber-merchant," tho reply will ncccs-
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sarily be vague because tliere are so many
different qualities of the same wood, and
the information will be of little value.

We referred above to the possibility of

an architect dispensing with a contractor,

and carrying out his work with, say, a

clever foreman. In this case, all the money
for wages and materials will pass through
the architect's liands ; but, after a

lengthened experience of this method, we
cannot recommend it, and we strongly

advise the architect to decline all money
dealings if he wishes to maintain his inde-

)>endence and the respect of his client. We
have taken a client to a timber-merchant's,
and, in his presence, bargained for what
was necessary, the client paying there and
then the amount of the account, everything
being above board ; but, years after, we
heard that a slanderer suggested there was
a private understanding in the case, and he
was believed. In anotlier case, we selected

some gunmetal and brass-work in the

presence of a client, and when the account

was made out to us, showing plainly the

discount, we handed it to the client, who
discharged it with his cheque. But he was
never satisfied that there was not some
secret understanding between the merchant
and ourselves giving us a further discount

or commission. For years we have reso-

lutely refused to purchase grates, locks,

or fittings of any kind that may be

required in our buildings. Such a duty is

the contractor's, and the profits of it

should be left to him. Tt is no part of

an architect's duty to turn tradesman.
Let us now try to give, in a familiar

and attractive manner, as much informa-

tion about the measurement and valuation

of woodwork as will enable the architect

to be his own surveyor in this trade, and
to value any timber that he may have to

deal with. First, then, it is necessary to

recollect that timber in planks, deals,

battens, and other rough-sawn sizes are

ahvays sold wholesale by the "standard"
hundred of 120 pieces 6ft. long, llin. by

3in., or, what is the same thing, 120 pieces

12ft. long, llin. by IJin. ; so that in this

standard there are 185 cubic feet. It will

be noticed that \ve have wi-itten " this

"

standard—a distinction which is necessary,

for there are other 'standards in various

ports; but this one, known as the "St.

Petersburg standard," is that used at all

the wholesale timber sales in l-ondon.

This is a large standard of measure com-
pared with most used in the building trade,

if we exclude the rod; but it is never
brought into bills of quantities, though
the builder generally purchases his

foreign-sawn rafters and joists by the

standard from the timber merchant. The
architect will naturally want to know what
is the value of timber per cube foot, for

it is by this -standard builders' estimates
are priced and additional works measured.
A little mental calculation will, however,
enable him to know what the price per
standard is when he knows that of the
cube foot. Take, for instance, a standard

of 3rd St. Petersburg deals lift, by 3in.,

sold at £13 10s. It is evident that as

there are 185ft. in the standard, if the

deals were sold at £9 5s. they would be

worth ]s. per cube foot ; but as they fetched

£13 10s., or once and a half as much,
the value per cubic foot would be, roushly
speaking. Is. 6d. per foot. Suppose, again,

that tlie builder purchases a standard of

4in. by 2in. "unsorted yellow" at its

present |)rice—£10 15s. to £11—what does

it cost per cube foot ? At Is., the standard

would have been £9 5s. ; but an addition

must be made for the excess, £1 5s.. and
this is easily done when it is recollected

that every penny added to the price per

cube foot adds 15s. 5d. to the i>rice per

standard. Leaving builders' price-books

aside for the present, and taking the whole-

sale trade in timber, what are the present

prices of building timber in that trade?
Knowing these, the architect will know
what profits are charged on the woodwork
by the time it reaches his bill of extras.

The following prices are all at per standard,

as explained above, so that this need not

be repeated, except when it is stated to be

otherwise. Archangel deals are favourites

for joiners' work; they are worth £18 for

first quality yellow, or about 2s, per

cube foot. Canadian yellow pine, first

quality dry, is worth wholesale £30, or

3s. 3d. per cube foot. The architect

recognises this timber in his drawing-
boanls. It is now the dearest soft wood in

the market, and is very little used in build-

ing on account of its cost, although it was
commonly used for door-panels fifty years

ago. Oregon pine, 8in. by 4in., prime un-

sorted quality, is worth £15, or Is. 7d. per

cube- .foot. Spruce, 9in. by 3in., first

quality, is worth £15, so that, at present,

its value is the same as that of Oregon pine.

Pitch pine, prime quality, llin. by 2in.,

sells for £12 10s., or Is. 2|d. per cube foot

;

in the log it sells for from Is. 3d. to Is. 9d.,

the price depending on the length and
dimension of the stick. Logs 40ft. to 45ft.

long, and from 16in. to ISin. square, carry

the higher price, while logs about 24ft. long

and from lOin. to llin. square are sold for

the lower price.

«»

THE LONDON MEMORIAL TO
CAPTAIN SCOTT.

The models submitted by the six invited

sculptors for the monument to Captain

Scott and his four comrades, who lost their

lives in the South Polar Expedition, have

been on view this week in the partly-

finished structural laboratory of the

Imperial College of Science, South
Kensington, which Sir Aston Webb is

erecting in Prince Consort-road. The site

has apparently not yet been chosen, or even

defined, if we may judge from the varied

treatment illustrated by the proposals thus

displayed, some evidently being intended

as the finish for the vista of an avenue,

others for a recess or alcove by the side

of a roadway, and some designed as the

centrepiece of an open Place. The designs,

therefore, are scarcely comparable, and the

selection committee seems to have had
some difficulty in arriving at a decision,

although they were advised by Sir Thomas
Brock, R.A. The members are : The Hon.
Harry Lawson, M.P., The Right Hon. Sir

Edgar Speyer, and Mr. Lionel Earle, Secre-

tary H.M. Office of Works. We have no

doubt as to the fitness of the choice which

has been unanimously made in favour of

the scheme marked by the motto, " Pro
Patria," the author of which is Mr. Albert

H. Hodge, 50, Bedford-gardens, Campden-
hill, W. All the models were set out to

the scale of two inches to the foot, and it

is curious to note how greatly diverse the

size of these monuments really are as seen

in this gallery.

THE SELECTED DESIGN.

Mr. Hodge has reckoned that the monu-
ment will occupy a central position in an
open square, and its own enclosure, com-

prising a raised platform of considerable

area, has big, massive posts and chains at

the four angles. The height of the

memorial will be a little short of 40ft. It

takes the form of a corniced pylon, built of

granite, standing on a riclily detailed

podium, the whole being surmounted by a

bronze group, illustrating a winged
heroic figure of " Patriotism " sustaining

"Courage" dressed as an Arctic explorer,

and both standing on the spurned and
set-underfoot representations of "Fear,"

"Death," and "Despair," while "Courage,"
as tho pioneer, is crowned by "Im-

mortality." Inscriptions below read : "For
King," "For Country," "For Brotherly
Love," and "For Knowledge." The front

of the pylon bears the names of Captain
Scott, Dr. Wilson, Lieut. Bowers, Captain
Oates, and Petty Ofiicer Evans, each of

these heroes being represented by medal-
lions in bronze, linked annuletwise b.y a
broad band of conventional laurel leaves

above the moulded base of the super-

structure, well done in bronze. A trophy
on the rear is formed of a replica of the

cross erected on "Observation Hill," a

wreath, and a pair of snow-shoes. Captain
Scott's memorable words are written

below: "Had I lived, I should have had a

tale to tell of the hardihood, endurance,
and courage of my companions which would
have stirred the heart of every English-

man. "

Each of the four sides of the podium
contains a bronze relief, illustrating "To
Strive," "To Seek," "To Find," "And Not
to Yield." This latter panel depicts the

snow-covered tent—the heroes' last resting-

place. No undue prominence is given to

Captain Scott, though it no doubt will

generally be taken that the figure of

"Courage," which stands so prominently
on the summit with his uplifted hand is

intended to personate him in front of the

emblematical figure of "Patriotism," hold-
ing up the crown of "Immortality."

THE OTHEK DESIG.NS.

Following the order of the numbering In

the exhibition, we may briefly remark upon
the other designs. No. 1, marked " Under
the Star," is said to be by Mr. T. Stirling

Lee, who has poetically aimed at the ideal

of a snow-clad mountain with the dark
bronze group of the five heroes on the top

of a " bleached Portland stone " rock, at

the circular base of which on the diagonal

points are seated stone figures represent-

ing "Human Love," "Strength," "Truth,"
and "Science." The memorial tablet in

front of the promontory seems too casual,

or almost accidental in effect, and rounded
forms suggested by snow are employed
with a sense of size, though the scheme is

one of the smallest submitted. The design of

the group seems wanting in a frontal inas-

much as Captain Scott, the chief personage,

is represented looking back over his

shoulder, and the idea of "bleached"
masonry for a monument in London would
certainly not be realised in the murky
atmosphere of the Metropolis. The cost is

set down at £7,.500 in the accompanying
estimate.

No. 2, in bronze and grey granite, we were

informed, was designed by Mr. Arthur G.

Walkei-. The excellently-modelled bronze

figures of " the five worthies " are intended

to be rather larger than life size, and they

are exceedingly well grouped ; but, being

placed on a shelf, so to speak, they do not

intrinsically belong to the structure, and,

in fact, this effect is encouraged by their

being movable in the model. The central

trio are standing, the pair at the sides are

seated. Britannia, of heroic size, sur-

mounts the pylon, and vases, right and

left, top the ramping wings which end in

bronze-panelled pedestals at the ex-

tremities, and each of them is finished,

carrying a sea - lion, while the curved

frontispiece of the podium is nicely

terminated by these twin pedestals.

Apart from this criticism, which we

have suggested as weighing with

the judges, no doubt the composition is

both dignified and well conceived as a

design adapted to be recessed by the flank

of a sideway, or set in a park recessional

space.

No. 3, by Mr. S. Nicholson Babb, is dis-

tineuished" by a capitally-modelled grouji

at the base of the segmental-fronted obelisk
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or pylon, finished off with a cornice and
frieze, carrying a composition or trophy
consisting of a wreath, and globe and flags.

On tho return faces of the podium the
flattened prows of decorative boats project

slightly in a hesitating way. The raking
heads' line from right to left, formed by
the figure group, is very unhappy in effect,

though there is no doubt as to the unifica-

tion of the arrangement of the statuary
with the structure. A standing figure

of a man with a horse and dog occurs to

the left, and on the right hand a figure is

seated at the end of a sleigh, while Captain
Scott in the midst is pointing forward with
undaunted fearlessness. The inscription
panel is in front of the pedestal of tho piece

which has a moulded base and plinth of

bold proportions standing on a pair of

shaped steps having but an incidental
relation to tho whole.
Mr. Derwent Wood, we were told, is the

author of No. 5, which in large letters bears
as a frontal the words, "To strive, to seek,
and not to yield." along the top of the
podium. The structure of this proposal is

very massive, and quite unlike the winning
design, though it found favour, it is said,

with some of the assessors. It has rusti-

cated sides which, after the fashion of an
obelisk, taper towards the top, where a
broad platform is furnished by a colossal
globe encircled by the equatorial band or
zodiacal girdle. The entire conception is

somewhat strong :
—

' What thoii^li in solemn Bilence all

Move roand this dark terrestrial ball."

The sphere rests upon a flamboyant stand
garnished with flags, which follow on in
scale as a striking trophy. The cornice is

too big and coarse
;
quite out of harmony

with the rusticated masonry, which again
accords badly with the jointinq shown at
the rear of this squat pylon. Indeed, the
structural joints do not even run through
in a line with these rustications, and the
scale of the inscription panels, 9ft. to 12ft.

high, emphasise the smallness of this puny
quoin work. The modelling of the figures
of Scott, Wilson, Bowers, Oates. and Evans
is extremely good, and their composition is

quite one of the best. Architecturally the
design is indifferent and lacking in study.

No. G, marked "Credo nella Eperenza,"
is an Italian design, to be carried out in red
granite and gilt bronze; but the stylo is

somewhat an imitation of the Victoria
Memorial, and yet it looks toylike in scale,
th.i seated figures of "Navigation" and
" Science " flanking the pylon being too
Compressed into their chairs, which are
part of tho structure, and the heads of
these figuv.'s seem much too big in profile.
On the to]) is an heroic figure of winged
"Fame," urging on a boy who carries a
model of a boat in his left hand. This
group is vtry pleasingly managed, but the
medallion of Captain Scott is verv out of
scala and poor.

\aiioiis forms of i-eiiiforocd concrete con-
structed with rods, to resist the tension
stresses, whilst tlie concrete affords the com-
pressive resistance, aiid the ordinary steel
joist and concrete construction, wlierein both
steel and concrete resist both compressive
and tensile forces. The comparison can be
readily appi'eciated by reference to the
diagnuu (Figs. 1 and 2), which shows an
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essential difference between tlie two types
which is not always fully appreciated.
Having regard to the fact that concrete is

not prima facie a material adapted to the
resistance of tensile stresses, the old type of
steel and concrete floor shown in
Fig. 2 does not commend itself on a
scientific basis, and indicates that some
eousiderable wastage must occur in secur-
ing concrete bays of sufficient strength
to resist the tensile forces, the axis, in fact,
coming much nearer tlie upper (compressed)
surface when tho slab adapts itself to provide
equality in the moments of resistance, in

: /Z'~
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THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF
REINFORCED - CONCRETE CON-
STRUCTION.

By Wit. G. Shipwright,
Licentiate R.I.B.A, M.C.I., and Chartered

Surveyor (by Exam.)
Many previous articles on reinforeed-

coiicrete buildings in this paper liave clearly
indicated its scope. Of course, the design
01 any form of construction plays an im-
portant part ill determining its nltimato
efficiency, cost, and the facility with which
It can be applied

; but very few practitioners
realise liow very extensive is the difference
in the cost of well- or badly-designed re-
mrorcedconerete construction, and exactly
"Here the prime causes of this difference
are to be found. The most reliable com-
parison IS effected by placing side by side

1. I .3. -A
'l^J.
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much the same manner as the axis iu the old-

type cast-iron girder came much nearer the
centre of the compression resistance, unless
the Rirder was specially designed to provide a
much greater area of metal in the tension

resistance. A comparison of tlie cast-iron

girder, with its unequal resistance to the
steel, with equal resistance and consequent
saving iu material, being an applicable

analogy to the resultant wastage which must
occur iu the construction of a floor where no
provision is made to assist the tensile re-

sistance of the concrete. Therefore, from a

scientific aspect, a floor which is designed in

such a milliner tlint the concrete takes up tlin
compressive stress and steel tho tensile
stress, is obviously of more scieiitifio valuu
iu its iiiaiu principle of design, by allocating
to each material the resistance of which it is

most capable, and should, other things being
equal, show a consequent saving ii| the cost
of construction. As a matter of fact, tbia
hypothesis can be demonstrated to be a fact,
the actual saving really occurring in the steel,
owing to the fact that concrete slabs of equal
thickness may be used to better advantage
and much greater span than is possible under
(he older type of construction. Hence, with
a normal thickness of concrete the percentage
of steel in the older form is much higher than
in the modern.
The essential principles governing re-

inforced-concreto floor construction may be
summarised in the illustration given in
Fig. 3, which may be assumed to be a section
12in. wide across a reinforced concrete slab
floor; the assumption, for the purposes of
calculation, being that the resistance moment
is secured by a couple of forces represented
respectively by the rods S, below the axis,
and the area of the concrete, A, B, C, D,
above the axis-line. The former resists the
compressive forces, the latter the tensile, and
the lever arm of these resistances, X, extends
between the two respective centres of
pressure, the tensile in the centre of the rods
and the compressional two-thirds the height
of section A, B, C, D. This latter result

arises from the fact that the maximum com-
pressive stress at the upper edge, A B,
steadily declines to nil at C D, and the amount
of pressure iu each particular layer of fibres

may be expressed as a proportion of tho
maximum stress at the outside edge, diagram-
matically, as shown in Fig. 4. The amount
of the stress at G H. iu comparison to the

allowable maximum, being, in fact, equal to

the length of GH in comparison to E F.

The centre of this total value of resistance

is two-thirds its height, from wliicli it follows

that the forces required to resist fracture by
bending are the triangle of concrete and the

rods shown in Fig. 4, in which an equal stress

would occur in every part of the concrete.

It will, therefore, be seen that the form
sliown ill Fig. 5, which is an outline of the

hollow tube floor, when properly designed,

has an equal strength with a solid concrete

floor of the same thickness, and is at the

same time lighter and possesses better sound-

and fire-resisting qualities. The reduction in

weight alone is. it should be noted, an added
strength, probably amounting to 201b. or
.SOlb. per foot super. Hence it is clear that

the hollow tube reinforced concrete repre-

sents the most scientific form of floor con-

struction at present in vogue—a possible

defect from thoroughly fire-resisting con-

struction is the strip of concrete between the

tile blocks, the concrete being a com-

parativelv poor fire-resisting medium com-

pared with the tile. In this respect the steel

joist, tile, and concrete floor undoubtedly

must 1)0 given precedence, as it provides a

complete ceiling surface of fire-resisting tile

—a result whicli has not been adequately

secured in any system of reinforced-concrete

floor construction so far evolved-

A great amount of wastage in metal may
be caused by uneconomic design, which

provides greatly differing tensile and com-

pressive resistances. Reinforced concrete is

designed on the accepted basis that steel

possesses an elastic resistance from eight to

fifteen times greater than concrete, graded

iu the following proportions:

—

Cement.

1

1

1

Saod.

\\

Coarse,
material.

3
2

Comparative elastic

resistance of steel

to concrete (or

modular ratio).

15
II

8

Hence the stress in the steel rods in a floor is

fifteen times greater than in the concrete of

the usual proportions of 4 : 2 and 1, that is to

say. the axis is determined in a floor, taking

a 'I2in. section, by 1.5 x area of metal in

section \,y A-x = area in compression (» A R C D
X X) or 15 n^ x </ - x = \ar y.'S. (Fip. 6).

A few test calculations will serve to show

how wastage may occur, and it will be seen

after further iiivestigating the process of

calculation, that the area of metal which
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produces an equal tensile and compressive
resistance equals about .006 of the concrete
area, as in tlie case of the floor shown in

Fig. 8. wherein two Jin. rods =.2x2= .4in.

Conrete 12in. x 5in. = 60in. Therefore,
metal area

'4
= - = COb of the concrete area.

GO

For the purpose of drawing an analogy be-

tween design and cost for different types of

reinforced floors, the examples shown in

Figs, (j, T. and 8 are selected. The particulars

of these floors are;

Fig. 7:-

Batio of steel and concrete '

' = .036.

Position of axis " X " = 2.56iu. from top edge.
Resistance (comp.) 1901b. per ft. {over 10ft.

spans).
Resistance (tension) 6001b. per ft. (oTer 10ft.

spans).

Fig. 8 :—
4

Eatio steel and concrete = i- = .006.

Position of axis " X " = 1.7in. from top edge.
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Resistance (comp.) = 1801b. per ft. (over 10ft.
spans).
Resistance (tension) = 1901b. per ft. (over 10ft.

spans).

Fig. 9:-

Ratio of steel and concrete — = .0083.
72

Position of axis 2.3iii. from top edge.
Resistance (compression) 2901b. per ft. (over

10ft. span).
Resistance (tension) 3501b. per ft. (over 10ft.

span).

An estimate of the relative cost of these
different types of floor is shown in the
diagram, Figs. 10, II, and 12, the concrete
and steel being shown by differently hatched
areas.

The concrete is shown to scale in cubic feet
of material taken up in laying a bay 6ft.
.square, and the steel is shown in pounds
weight for similar area. This diagram affords
a clear indication how wastage of material
may occur when the relative strength of the
floors are compared.
Assuming tliat the cost of the concrete is

15s. per yartl, the steel £9 6s. 8d. per ton (Id.
per lb.), the diagram in Fig. i;i .shows to
scale the relative cost of the materials in
shillings for each 6ft. square bay, and also the
cost per 1001b, per foot super, resistance
secured, this latter being an equivalent
•conomic basis, and, therefore, the actual
value obtained in each case. From this it

will be seen that in the floors, with the more
<-qual tension and compression resistances,
far better value is obtained for the outlay,
and that the 4iii. floor would cost just double

the 5in.;in order to obtain almost identical

resistance—viz.. 1801b. and 1901b. per foot

super. This is, of course, omitting the cost of

the centering and labour, which will be
approximately equal in all cases.

If the floors are constructed upon what is

known as the continuous principle, illustrated

'^ n ^5

in Figs. 14 and 15. wherein it will be seen
that the negative tension stresses occurring
above the supporting beams are resisted by
tension-rods, the floor becomes partly a

cantilever on either side of the supports and
partly a beam in the centre of the span. The
allowance made for this type of floor is one-

quarter greater loading as rcgai'ds the maxi-
mum moments occurring above the supports
and one-half greater loading as regards the

maximum moment in the centre of the span
;

hence it becomes a question of cost in a floor

as to whether it is desirable to make the

floor uniform throughout, or to increase the

metal 20 per cent, over the support only. On
the basis of the previous figures the floors

constructed uniformly throughout will re-

spectively carry

—

4" with four |in. rods per foot

—

190 -I- (J X 190) = 240cwt. per ft.

5 with two iin. rods per foot-
ISO + (J ^ 180) = 225 ,,

C with three *iu. rods per foot

—

290 -I- (J 290) = 3G0 ,,

.Assuming the lower rods are carried thrnugli-
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out the span between supports, in order to
secure continuity in the construction, the
comparative actual cost in relation to the
previous example of noncontinuous floors is

shown in Fig. 16, and the comparative cost
in relation to the strength secured in Fig. 17,
wherein all the examples are placed on an
equivalent basis of 1001b. per foot (10ft.
spans). From this it will be seen that the
equivalent value obtained for the cost is

almost equal in the continuous and non-
continuous types, except in the too-heavily-
reinforeed floor, where the wastage is accen-
tuated.
In order to secure an equable strength or

resistance the floors must be one-fifth gre.iter

strength above the supports than in the
centre of the .span, in which event the safe
loads will be

—

4" 285cwt. per ft. super 10ft spans
5" 270
6" 485

The design being exactly in accordance
with previous illustrations, with the ex
ceptinn that the steel over the beam, or
point of support, requires to be in-

creased to secure a resistance equal to that
in the centre of the span. This apparently
small increase in the resistance would, how-
ever, necessitate an increase to 12 ^in. rods
in the 4in. floor (lin. apart), 3J -Jin. rods on
5in., and 5J Jin. rods on 6in. floor (2in.

apart). The cost diagram. Fig, 18, shows
still more clearly how disproportionately
heavy is the cost of the excessively reinforced
floor, compared with the more scientific and
accurately balanced types, and also that the
extra reinforcement does not produce
r.dequate returns for the outlay in the small
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additional strength acquired. The enormous
difference in cost between the 4in. and 5in.

floors of practically identical strengtli is too

striking to need further emphasis.

{To be continued.)

THE REPORT OF THE ROAD BOARD.
The fourth annual report of the Road

Board for the year ended March 31 last, states

tliat applications for advances were made for

£2,593,805, as against £1,508,272 in 1912 1.1.

Of that total £2,304,657 was for the improve-

ment of road crusts, £190,741 for widenings,

diversions, and the improvement of gradients,

curves, and corners, £37,892 for reconstruc-

tion, and £60,515 for new roads and bridges.

The applications from England and Wales
amounted to £2,127,793, those from Scotland

to £265,747, and those from Ireland to

£202,265. Since the institution of the Road
Board Improvement Fund the net receipts

have totalled £4.810,818. motor spirit duties

realising £2.716.211, carriage license duties

£1.923,445. and interest and profit on invest-

ments and loans £171,162. The net payments

have totalled £1,686,647, administrative ex-

penses being £43,135, grants pp.id £1,272,254,

and loans £403,302. Loans were repaid to

the amount of £32,104. The receipts for

1913-14 amounted to £1,481. .398. an increase

of £251.395; and the net payments to

I £924,959, an increase of £457,891; admini-
' stration expenses rose during the year by

I £3,764 to £15,690, Up to March 31, 1914.

I

the grants made or indicated totalled

I £3,829,105, and the loans £1, -584.707, making
' tlie total (less repavments) £5,181,708. Of

I

this £4.392,804 was 'for England and Wales,
' £480.883 for Scotland, and £.308,018 for Ire-

land. The commitments of the Board in
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respect of ;4iMiib and loans exceed tlie actual
net recL'ipta Ijy £414.0:25. Tile most prjssiiic;

niid tlip most universal need, it is stated, is

the strengthening and improvement of the
crusts (wliicli include foundations as well as
surface coatings) of existing roads. In a few
districts important roads are so narrow that
they need widening before any other im-
provement is attempted ; but the general need
of most rural and inter-urban roads is that
they should rapidly be made fit to carry the
increasing motor traffic satisfactorily to the
road user and without undue deterioration
of the road surface. In England and Wales,
outside London and county boronglis. there
are 27,879 miles of main roads maintained by
or at the cost of county councils, and 111,884
miles of district roads. Of the latter 74 miles
are being improved with the assistance of
advances, and will in future be maintained as
main roads. The Board have provisionally
allocated for the purposes of works in
Greater London £960.000. out of the total
available amount of £6,000.000, on the popu-
lation ratio, which the Board regards as the
most equitable method of allocating grants.

,

Of this sum £4011.0011 has been set aside for

the Brentford Loop road, from Kcw Bridge
to Hounslow, whicli will relieve Brentford
High-street.

LECTERN, ST. JUDE-ON-THE HILL,
HAMPSTEAD GARDEN SUBURB,
N.W.

This drawing is now on view at the Royal
Academy. The lectern has been erected to

the memory of the late Alfred Lyttelton,
K.C.. II. P., and it is executed in pine
finished with a sand-blasted surface, to the
design of Mr. Herbert A. Welch, A.R.I.B.A.,
of 7, New-square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

The late Mr. William Porter, of Wells road.
Malvern. b:nlder, left net personalty Jt!6,79I, and
gross i;27,596.

The foundation-stone of a Methodist chapel
has been laid in Bideford-road. Hartland. \orth
Devon. Mr. Parsons, of Holsworthy, is the
architect, and the contractors are Messrs. Caiin,

of Bude, whose tender was accepted at Jt:i,360.

IHL LO.\UU.\ COU-XTV CUUNLTL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the County

Council a report was submitted by the Esta-
blishment Committee reeomiuending the
acceptance of the tender of Messrs. Morrison
and aiason, Ltd., of Glasgow, amounting to
£23,268 6s. 8d., for the construction of the
eastern e.\tciision. in front of the premises
now occupied by Messrs. Holloway Brothers.
Ltd., of the ri\erwall at the site of the new
County Hall. The Finance Committee re-
ported that they had considered an offer by
Holland and Hanuen and Cubitts, Ltd., the
contractors for the superstructure for the
new^ County Hall, that advances may be made
in respect of materials delivered oil the site
but not fixed. Clause xxv. of the contract
with Holland and Hannen and Cubitts, Ltd,,
provides that, subject to certain conditions,
payments on account "shall be made to the
contractors by the Council at the rate of 90
per cent, upon the value of permanent work
from time to time executed and fixed on the
site "

; but tliere is no provision in the con-
tract for payments in respect of materials
specially worked and delivered on the site
hut not fixed. The committee were advised,
however, tliat, having regard to the value of
the materials delivered and waiting to be
fixed, there would be no objection to further
advances being made to the contractors gener-
ally under the contracts, without prejudice
to any of their liabilities and obligations
under the contract, and to the rights and
powers of the Council thereunder, and subject
to the accounts being adjusted from time to
time after the work is recommenced on the
site, such adjustments to be completed unless
otherwise agreed in writing within si.\ months
from the date of recommencement of the
work. The committee thought it desirable
that such advances should be made, having
regard to the abnormal demands which will

obtain when the present labour dispute in the
building trade is settled, to the delay which
may arise if the material worked specially
for the new County Hall is not delivered by
the time by which it is recjuired, and to tho
possibility of the subcontractors suspending
their operations on work relating to the new
County Hall, and therefore submitted a re-

commendation with this object. No advance
will be made without a certificate by tho
architects. They recommended "That not-

withstanding the terms of clause xxv., re-

lating to payments on account, of the contract
with Holland and Hannen and Cubitts, Ltd.,

the contractors of the superstructure of the
new County Hall, the architects be authorised
to issue certificates for further payments to

the contractors generally on account of the

contract, subject to the accounts being
adjusted from time to time after the work is

recommenced on the site and to such adjust-

ments being completed, unless otherwise
agreed in writing within six mouths from the

date of recommencement of work."
The Highways Committee submitted a pro-

posal for the widening of Grove road. Bethnal
Green, between Wennington road and the

bridge which carries Grove-road over the

Hertford Union canal, and a widening of the

bridge. The width of the bridge is only29rt.,

while the width of the road in the part

mentioned is 33ft. A scheme has been pre-

pared for increasing the width throughout
this part, a distance of about 255ft., to n

width of 50ft, The total cost is estimated at

£8,000. Grove-road, together with Burdett-

road, forms an important means of com-
mnnieation betw-.-en the West India Docks,
Limehouse, and Victoria Park.
The Council was recommended by the fire

Brigade Committee to make an experiment
with a new fire-alarm system, at a cost of

about £250, at a brigade station. The question

of the desirability of installing a more modern
system of apparatus has been under con-

sideration for some time, and the nortli

divisional officer of the Fire Brigade, accom-

panied by an official of tho Post Office, lias

been in America inspecting systems in opera-

tion there. The Fire Brigade Committee
recommend the closing of the Chelsea,

Rushey Green, and Sydenham lire sub-

stations as soon ns the neighbouring stations

liave been fully equipped with motor
appliances.
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The Council decided by 57 votes to 50 not

to appeal against the decision of Mr. Justice

Astbury, adverse to the Council, in proceed-

ings brought against the lessee of the Picca-

dilly Mansions in respect of the erection

thereat of illuminated signs.

The Local Government Committee recom-
mended the acceptance of the tender of

Messrs. W. E. Blake and Co., Ltd., of

Fulham. amounting to £98,980, for the erec

tion within 21 months of the new Sessions

House at Clerkenwell. The tenders had
been invited from selected firms, and Mr. G.
Dew, who said that every firm on the list

had locked out their men, moved that the

recommendation be referred back, with in-

structions to the Committee to arrange for

the invitation of fresh tenders from firms

who had not locked out their workmen. This
was seconded by Miss Susan Lawrence.
During a discussion, Mr. Gosling contended
that the Council was taking the side of the

contractors in the dispute in the building

trade.—Mr. W. Ray, the vice-chairman of

the committee, said that among the firms

from whom tenders were invited were five

who were not members of the Master
Builders' Federation, and among firms

tendering were two who were not members
of the Federation—Mr. E. Gray, who said

that the Council's traditional policy was to

take no part in trade disputes, moved that

the committee be instructed to accept Messrs.

Blake's tender if they were satisfied that the

firm were fully prepared to fulfil the require-

ments of the Council in respect to wages and
labour conditions.

The discussion was adjourned at 7.30 p.m.,

when by its rules the Council proceeded to

the consideration of unopposed business.

EARLY EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY.
PULPIT, ST. ANNE'S, MANCHESTER.

This is one of the finest pulpits of the

Renaissance period in Lancashire, and

•: j^s!^"

belongs to St. Anne's Church, Manchester.
It is said to have been designed by a pupil

of Sir C. Wren between 1710-1720, and is

made of oak. The pulpit is square on plan,

with recessed angles, and fluted quarter
Corinthian columns inserted into the splays.

The well-proportioned entablature has an
architrave of three fascije, also an ogee
bellied and carved frieze to these features,

including an enriched cornice with consoles.

This cornice is continued only round the
front and sides of the pulpit, the architrave
and frieze occurring only over the quarter
columns. The design of the ornament is very

similar in character to that of the stonework
outside the church, more especially the

delicate acanthus foliations to the capitals

and consoles. The lea\e^ are long, acutely

pointed, and hollow in section. Owing, EARLY EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY PULPIT. ST. ANNE'S. MANCHESTER.
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perhaps, to the nature of the material, the
foliage is by no means evenly balanced.
The excellent egg-and-tongue carving is of

a very spreading and open type, also notice-
able in the other woodwork of the church,
such as the gallery and organ-case.

«»

AUSTRALIAN ARCHITECTS IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

Two interesting papers were read on
April 28 before the Royal Victorian Institute
of Architects at Melbourne, brief extracts
from which may interest. The first was by
Mr. Kingsley Harrison, who made the best
use of liis time.

" I travelled via Sydney, Wellington, and

the problems the Americans have been up
against, and the way in which they have
solved tliem. I naturally thought of the
problem wliich had confronted them con-
cerning the housing of their huge business
concerns in the cities, and its solution by the
evolution of the skyscraper, with all the
attendant factors of foundation, drainage,
windage, high-speed elevators, and many
others. Some of the New York office build-
ings are awe-inspiring, as, for instance, the
Woolworth and the Municipal Buildings, the
Singer, the Metropolitan Life, and the
Bankers' Trust. Next, I would refer to the
housing problem, and the solution of this
problem by the distinctive type of apartment
houses. There are 4,000,000 souls living on

<^^SyoS6ha ^J^/^^
EARLY EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY PULPIT, ST. ANNE'S, MANCHESTER.

the Islands of Raratonga and Papeete, to
San Francisco. I passed through the Golden
Gate about 10 a.m., as the mists were
clearing, and it was certainly a magnificent
entrance. After a stay in San Francisco, I
visited Los Angeles and Pasadena, and from
Los Angeles I traversed the desert, spending
three days and three nights in the train to
St. Louis, and staying five hours in Kansas
City en route. From St. Louis I went to
Chicago in the night, then to Washington
with a 26-hours' run, and from Washington
to New York in tlie night again. In the
middle of my stay in New York I went down
to Philadelphia, and visited its Archi-
tectural University. From New York I
turned my face homeward, visiting Buffalo
and Niagara, Chicago a second time, Minnea-
polis, and had a short stay at Winnipeg.
From Winnipeg I went over the Canadian
prairies, through Medicine Hat, Moose Jaw,
and Calgary to Vancouver. Leaving Van-
couver, I visited Honolulu, Suva, and Auck-
land, thence by Sydney to Melbourne.
"I would submit a few thooghts refregarding 1

Manhattan Island, which is fourteen miles
long and two and a half miles wide, with the
business quarter at the south end, the
shopping district in the centre. Poverty
exists on the tw'o edges (S.E. and S.W.), and
apartment houses, miles of them, are built

uptown at the north end. There are streets

on streets of nine- and ten-story apartment
houses, with often a hundred families living

under one roof. There is ingenious planning
about these apartments, ingenious services

of all kinds for comfort, and enormous
rentals to be paid. The day-lighting of the
skyscrapers, with the possibility of the light-

well being built in, has brought about the

arrangement of light-wells on the street

frontages, where the sites permit. The
soiling of tlie facades of the eity buildings

has brought about the use of cream and
other coloured terracotta ware, which can be
washed down regularly. San Francisco I

visited first. But eight short years ago the

city was burning fiercely, and was torn and
reiit by earthquake. A city with hotels,

clubs, department stores, offices, and hos-

pitals, of which we have no equal in Victoria.
Further, we liave nothing to equal, 1 am safe
in saying, its Barbary Coast, the district
given over to vice, which 1 was piloted
through by a one-time Australian. The
authorities of the San Francisco Hospital,
before laying a brick of their new building,
sent a doctor for five years' travelling, in
order to acquire information from all parts
of the world. From San Francisco to Los
Angeles there is a journey of eighteen hours
in a most comfortable train, though, in our
case, we had not been travelling for twenty
minutes before the engine jumped the rails,
and we all slid out of our seats before the
brakes were applied. Los Angeles, with its
newly-built mercantile centre, is a city of
immensely rapid growth, with 500 per cent.
increase in its population during twelve
years. Close by is Passadena, where
millionaires from all America have built
winter liomes, and beautiful homes they are,
too. The city is without fences, and has
beautiful roads, planted with palms and
pepper trees. There are concrete sidewalks
and concrete approaches ajid terraces to the
homes. One's first and lasting and altogether
most pleasing impression is that of the abso-
lute orderliness of home and garden, and a
complete absence of outhouse and backyards.
Everywhere there is a series of snug, com-
fortable homes and beautiful gardens.
"Thence we went to St. Louis, of which

city I only saw the business and warehouse
districts. St. Louis is a huge distributing
centre for the States, like Los Angeles. It
is an old city with a new heart, in which I
saw warehouses from which the fire hazard
has been eliminated as far as is humanly
possible. These warehouses are internally
absolutely fireproof, with all the stairs anil
lifts isolated, and the buildings are com-
pletely sprinklered. There are flat roofs
with drenchers, ample window-lights all
drenchered, and, as nearly as possible, safe
from attack by fire from within or without.
Next, Chicago, on the shore of Lake
Michigan, was visited. It is a city with a
commercial centre of about ten blocks each
way, and outwards is a 15-miles' radius on
north, west, and south of factories, stock-
yards, residential suburbs, etc. Chicago has
a 250ft. building limit, and the consequence
is that the city is very thoroughly built up
to the limit, and one might say that, from the
building point of view, it is the most typical
of the American cities. We next went to
Washington, a 26-hours' run through Pitts-
burg, Harrisburg, Alleghany Mountain,
where the oil, coal, and steel industries
everywhere appeared. Wonderful Baltimore
was reached about 6 p.m. ; Washington at
8 p.m., where is the Nation's Pride, the
Home of History, and the Home of National
Sentiment. It is a city of magnificent public
buildings, street vistas, squares, and
statuary. The Washington Monument might
be seen from anywhere, as it has a search-
light shining upon it from dusk to dawn. The
Great Capitol was to be seen from every-
where. The Library, White House, Army
and Navy Buildings, Museum, Smithsonian
Institute, the Foreign Legations, Arlington
Cemetery, and Grant's Home, Abraham
Lincoln's deathbed, the great museums,
which house the nation's historic treasures,
the Corcoran Art Gallery, constitute some of
the city's most valued possessions. Visit

Washington, the capital city of the great
American Federatioji. and come home, and
you will say Australia will never be truly

federated until our national and federal in-

stitutions have a permanent home.
" I cannot tell you much about New York.

I cannot give you the spirit of the city. I

suggest that there you must go hard, for you
mu.st live well and work hard, you must spend,

and feast, and be entertained. The con-

centrated spirit of the whole American race

is there. Everything is huge and costlj', and
there is a daring about it all in their build-

ings, bridges, tunnels, shipping, transport,

and a great display of wealth. An American
writer says: '1 saw a mighty city full of a
kind of iron gladness, a thousand skyscrapers

reaching up and up and up. and crying, "I
will, I will, I will," to God.' I spent three

weeks in New York, and in the middle of my
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stay I went to Philadelphia for two days,

principally to see its architectural university.

I spent one and a half hours with Professor

Laird, and went through the architectural

school and a portion of the other schools. I

travelled from New York to Vancouver in

nine davs. peeping at mighty Niagara and
Buffalo "City on the journey; I then spent

another day in Chicago. 1 visited a huge

grain elevator in Minneapolis. Another day

was spent in Winnipeg, the wonderful city of

Central Canada. Then a day in the Rockies,

amongst the snow, the ice. and gjacier, and
mountain peak. My last four days in America
were spent in Vancouver.

'
I must preface my notes on types of

buildings by a passing reference to the dollar.

Buildings mostly consist of floors, ceilings,

walls, columns, windows, doors, lift stairs,

special fittings, and planning devices for

special purposes. There is nothing mys-

terious about American buildings in this

respect ; they possess the same common
elements. The difference between American
city buildings and those to which I was used

was first the size, and second the first cost.

To the student who has followed his ' build-

ing construction ' there is no hidden mystery.

I saw steel-framed buildings in course of

erection in every city visited, and we in Aus-
tralia are working on exactly the same lines.

I saw underpinning works and cantilever

foundations, and throughout the construction

is simple and effective. I saw concrete

structures in course of erection, and the same
remark applies, though I think we design

more economically in Australia, using more
steel and less dead-load concrete. I saw
frame buildings in every stage of construc-

tion, and watched them grow from day to

day. I discussed with engineers the questions

of sway-bracing, eccentric column loading,

and wind-bracing, especially in Chicago, and
found that we work on the same system as

regards the checking of the calculations by
the civic authorities. I saw a theatre in

Chicago in which there was no carpentry, and
there was nothing 'burnable' except the
upholstery of the seats. I did not see a single

lift enclosure which would be permitted by
our regulations, nor even one moderately
' flush ' formation. I saw hotels, apartment-
houses, and private homes everywhere, and
have brought plans of such, which our
sewerage regulations would not allow to be
built."

JMODKRN RENAISS.4NCE IN THE UNITED STATES
AND ITS CAUSES.

The second paper was by Mr. John S.

Gawler (A.): "Briefly stated, I consider the
causes of the Renaissance in America to be
as follows; First, the rapid increase in

population caused a great era of development
and expansion of industry, one of the results
of which has been a phenomenal growth in

the cities, causing the last twenty or tliiriy

years to constitute a building era of the
greatest activity. Second, the wealth, both
of the nation and the individual, have brought
about the consequent ability and desire to
expend large sums of money on monumental
buildings. Third, the increased facilities for
travelling to Europe have enabled, not only
architects and artists—who had special
reasons for going—but numbers of wealthy
and influential classes, to make the trip, not
once, but often. When in Europe, notablv
in France and Italy, the Renaissance build"-

ings, pictures, and sculptures naturally
enough attracted the attention ot all these
visitors. Fourth, the influence of the Ecole
des Beaux Arts on young American students
and architects, who journey to Paris in con-
siderable numbers to study there. In passing
it is interesting to note that the most of them
seem to lose their individuality to some
extent, their work being correct aiid scholarly,
but like cast iron in its lack of feeling. Of
course, a few, whose genius is great, rise
superior to the hidebound methods of the
school, getting from it only benefit. In this
connection might be mentioned Mr. H. H.
Richardson, who spent seven years in Paris
after graduating from Harvard University.
He did a great deal towards introducing
French academic methods. His best works,
carried out in the Romanesque style, have a
rugged strength and beauty more likely to

be learned from the hills and mountains of

his native land than m the French school.

.Another Ecole des Beaux Arts student of

great originality is Mr. Louis H. Sullivan,

of Chicago, who originated a style of decora-

tion entirely his own. It is mostly surface

decoration on plain, broad surfaces, alter-

nating with boldly-cut window- and door-

openings. Fifth, the immigration to the

United States of numbers ot craftsmen and
tradesmen from the British Isles, Germany,
France, and Italy. Sixth, the evident suit-

ability of Classic forms, treated after the

manner of the Renaissance, to modern public

buildings, such as libraries, art galleries,

Capitol buildings, post-offices, banks, railway

stations, etc. Seventh, the development of

extensive granite and nnirble quarries within

reasonable distance of the cities. Some
people might question the reasons I have set

down ; but be that as it niay, all who have
travelled across the United States, who know
anything at all about architecture, must
agree that in the last decade there has come
a different spirit over the work. It lias grown
more thoughtful, broader, and most imposing.

Great attention is paid to detail, while the

main masses are boldly and simply placed.

Where beautiful material has been obtained,

broad, plain surfaces are freely used, being
contrasted and brought out, perhaps, by rich

and beautiful doorways or entrance arch-

ways. Undoubtedly the American people

have a great love of the spectacular. They
love imposing personages, whether they are

orators, statesmen, or great men of any kind.

Their love of the spectacular is seen in the

way the ' Stars and Stripes ' appears every-

where. The same national characteristic is

abundantly seen in the public buildings.

They are in the main beautiful, and appealed
to me as full of feeling and brains. The
Renaissance, as I felt it, seemed a Renais-
sance of the true spirit of architecture, and
not merely a Renaissance of Classic forms. It

is certainly true that the most noticeable ten-

dency in modern work has been towards the

Italian Renaissance. This was probably
initiated by a group of men in New York
City. Mr. J. M. Wells, a partner in the

firm of McKiin, Mead, and White, is said

to have done more than anyone else in

starting this movement towards Italian Re-
naissance, which began about the year 1889.

The firm of McKiin, Mead, and White, and
a number of others have succeeded in popu-
larising what I think the nation was just

waiting for. Mr. McKiin and others started

also what is now known as the ' American
Academy at Rome.' A nation-wide competi-

tion is held annually to select an architect,

an artist, and a sculptor from among the

young men ot America. These fortunate

prize-winners then have three years' resi-

dence in Rome, spending a great portion of

their time travelling, and the balance in

study at Rome, under the leadership of a

resident leader of repute. It is planned tlnit

these young men, on graduating from the

academy, should return to the United States

and become professors and lecturers in tlic

\arious schools ot architecture.

"Another thing that must strike the archi

tectural visitor to the United States is tlie

number of schools ot architecture. Almost
every University has a Chair of Architt-cture

of more or less importance. This is not a

cause of the modern Renaissance, I think, but

one of the effects. While a great many of

them are certainly indifferent training

grounds, numbers are very good, such as the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Uni-
versity ot Pennsylvania, Columbia Uni-

versity, University of Illinois, etc. Another
result of the Renaissance of architecture in

the United States that has great interest for

us in Australia at this time is that com-
pulsory registration of architects is being

seriously considered in most parts ot the

country. Three of the States at least have
a satisfactory law in operation. I would like

to give an outline of the law for registration

of architects in Illinois, as I worked in

Chicago, Illinois, for about a year, and con-

sequently had an opportunity of seeing the

working of the law to some extent. The title

of the law is ' An Act to provide for the

Licensing of Architects and Regulating the

Practice of Architecture as a Profession.'

It has been in force since 1899, and is gener-
ally accepted by architects and the public as

an efficient law for public safety regarding
buildings. Anyone wishing to become a

licensed architect must submit to an examina-
tion held by the State Board ot Examiners,
consisting of five members, one being a
member of the Faculty of the State Uni-
versity, the other four being architects who
have been in practice at least ten years. This
examination lays special stress on construc-
tion of buildings, strength of materials, sani-

tation, knowledge of supervision, and the

ability to turn knowledge of build i)ig to prac-

tical application. The art side of the pro-

fession and knowledge of Classic forms and
architectural history are only slightly touched
upon. Every licensed architect must have a
seal, and no building of any sort can be
erected in the State of Illinois unless the

plans and specifications for it have on them
the seal of a licensed architect. No stock

company or corporation may practise as

architects, though, of course, they may
employ licensed architects. For gross in-

competency, reckless construction, or dis-

honest practice, lice.nses may be revoked by
the Board ot Examiners. There is an
entrance-fee of 25dol., and an annual fee ot

5dol."

A SUNDIAL IN PORTLAND STONE.
Many readers who from time to time ask

for designs for sundials may be interested

in this.

The work represented is a recently com-
pleted sundial, carved in Portland stone,

representing the seasons. It is square on
plan, 4ft. high. 1ft. 6iin. base. It has been
produced in collaboration with Mr. C. H.
Pike, of Messrs. .Jupp and Pike, Temple-
combe, by Mr. Alfred Buxton. The Studio,

Thornton - street. Brixton-road, London,
S.W., the R.A.G.M. Student of 1909. ou
whose work then we commented in the

Building News of Dec. 17, 1909.

A new Roman Catholic church in Upper
Beccliwood-avenuo, Ranelagh, v.-as consecrated

last week by the Archbishop of Dublin. It is

Romanesque in style, and is built of Bally-

knocken granite. The architects were Messrs.

\V. H. Bvrne and Son, of Dublin, an^l Mr.
Kevin Tocle was the builder.
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,nvttnU Calamo.

Wti are still in liopes that sectional agree-

iiients between the men and the London
Master Builders will end the dispute ere

long. In addition to the trades mentioned

last week, the smiths and fitters have come
to terms, and it is probable that before the

end of the week other trades will come in.

Our best advice to the men of all trades is to

do so, or the end of the mouth will see a

general lock-out proclaimed of all union

labour. A largely • attended meeting of

Loudon mast«r builders who are not
members of the London Master Builders'

.Association was held at the Holborn
Restaurant on Tuesday afternoon, Mr.
William Willett presiding. Deputations
attended from the London Master Builders'

Association and the London Association of

Master Decorators. After discussion, the

following resolutions were passed :

—

'Tbat, in the opiliiuu of tUis meetlug uf ma&ter
builders who are uot members of ttie Louilou MH-ster
Builders' .ibBuc'iatioQ, the time has arri\-ed wheu furtlier
steps must be taken to briug the present dispute iu tlie

building trade t-i au eud.
" That all present at this meeting imdeitake to close

their works to union labour on August 1 nest if a settle-
ment be not arrived at in the interim.

" That a committee be appointed to report how thit^

resolution can best be carried out, and whether the bat,if^

of membei-ship of the London Master Buildei-s" -issocia-
tion can be broadened so as to brins in all classes of
master builders iu the London district."

A committee was appointed to carry out the

third resolution, and has since been busy.

The master builders who have hitherto held

aloof evidently see at last the necessity of

orgauisation for defence.

Now that is so, we believe the National

Federation of Building Trades Imlustiies,

which is naturally the most powerful and
representative body numerically, will ha\e
little hesitation in proclaiming a general

lock-out throughout the country if the

London workmen do not come to terms
before August 1. It must do so, in self

defence. Because if the London Master
Builders' Association is beaten, then the

Xptional Federation of Masters and the

iiational executives of the really representa-

tive unions will have been beaten by the

aggressive factioi, of unionists who for the

time have captured the London workmen
and persuaded them three times to disregard

the action of their own executives. A
general lock-out, of course, will be most
disastrous to all of us. It should not be,

and we believe will not be undertaken until

the last e£fort for peace has failed. But if

it is to come, we are sure that it will be the

briefer and the less disastrous if all the em-
ployers act together and at once. Our
advice, therefore, to the provincial members
of our industries is to bear this in mind, and
not to' stand aside six months, as the outside
London builders have done, and then trickle

in at last because they have no choice.

All our advices from the provinces con-
vince us that this necessity is recognised. In
addition to the meetings held before we went
to press last week, which are being addressed
by missonaries of the London Master
Builders' Association, others have been held
at Manchester, Grays, Grimsby, Rochdale,
Batley, Wolverhampton, Newport (Mon.),
Gloucester, Burton-on-Trent, Portsmouth,
South Shields, Bury (Lanes), Accrington, on
the Tyne, at Sunderland, and other centres,
aud at each the determination to vote for
the general lock-out has been unanimous.

The ballot papers for the national lock-out,

which were issued last week, are returnable

on the 27tli inst. They were sent to the secre-

taries of all the local associations, who will

be responsible for counting the votes and
sending the returns to the National Federa-
tion. The result of the ballot will come
before the Administrative Committee of the

Federation at its meeting to be held at Cardiff.

Many more meetings are arranged for the

coming fortnight, and our cojiviction is that

the men will find presently the contention

of the London militants, that the threat of a

general lockout is " bluff," will prove as mis-

leading as the rest of the rhodoniontade with

which they have landed the London work-
men in the bog of disaster, simply to secure

their own ascendency and to raise a so-called

"Federation " on the ruins of the respectable

unions. The net result, as far as the unions

are concerned, will be that, while the

strongest unions, which have been able to

weather the storm without bankruptcy, may
go back " as they were," the smaller trades

will be worse off than ever, and will have to

thank "Larkiuism" for it!

It is to be regretted that the text of the

Government Housing Bill makes its in-

sufficiency evident. It is inadequate; it fails

to make any provision for industrial areas,

and its supersession of the local authorities is

a serious defect. We are sure that local in-

formation as to requirements and local super-

vision iu supplying them cannot be replaced

by a central authority. It is curious that the

section of the Bill which Mr. Runciman
stated was intended to deal with Rosyth
makes no meutiou of that place. Its pro-

visions under the head are so general that

they might refer to the housing of any body

of Government employees, and not even

extend to Post Office servants, for whom, in

most English villages, it is difficult to find

accommodation. Remembering the period at

which it has been introduced, and the

present chaotic state of Parliamentary

business, the Bill has little prospect of

passing this session, and less of affording

hereafter any basis of real effort to solve the

problem which daily becomes a more urgent

one.

"Extraordinary traffic" is a term which,

having got into au Act of Parliament, has

now acquired a technical meaning. But
looked at only in the light of common-sense,

it is a phrase which would certainly cover

the use of our main roads by the modern

motor-'bus. It is in this way that business

people will consider it unfair that while

contractors have to pay for cutting up the

roads by traction-engines and the like, our

many motor-'buses can still tear away the

road surface without making any contribution

anywhere. The Middlesex County Council

have done good work by putting a clause

into their Bill which provides that those 'bus

companies shall pay them fths of a penny per

car-mile towards the expense of maintaining

the new thoroughfare—Westeru-road—which

their 'buses will have to use largely. They have

got their Bill through the Commons, and it

has now been passed by the Select Com-
mittee of the Lords. This is likely to become

an important precedent, for other county

councils about the country will no doubt

adopt the same plan, with this moral force

behind them. Assuredly the harmless body

of general ratepayers should not be made to

bear the burden of the cost of constantly

remakiiig roads which have been ciit to pieces

by the motor-'buscs.

At the same time it is true that the pro.

posed way of getting a contribution out of the

companies is cumbrous and archaic. It is

held by the Roads Improvement Association

to be as bad in principle as in practice, and
to be a return to something like the old toll-

gate system. It is also difficult to believe

that all our local authorities will act on the

same lines and pull together harmoniously to

produce one uniform result. It seems that

the companies are going on to fight the Middle-

sex Bill for all they are worth, so as to stop

this sharp thin end of the wedge from pene-

trating their privileges, and the Prime
Minister has promised a general inquii'y into

the whole matter, which may report in a year

or two ! Meanwhile, the comparisons made
to the disadvantage of the London County
Council are ridiculous, because the cost of

laying and maintaining their tramlines is a

heavy item which the 'bus companies escape

altogether. Probably the day is not far

distant wheu all these will be scrapped, as

being too costly.

The Duke of Bedford's Covent Garden
Estate seems to have been sold yet once

again. It is now stated that Sir Joseph

Beecham's interest in the estate will be

acquired by Mr. Alexander Lawson Ormrod
(Lawson and Ormrod, Manchester), and that

he will be the principal in the contemplated

negotiations for the disposal of portions ol

Jie property. It is intended to offer tenants

an opportunity of purchasing the freeholds

outright and of acquiring long leases. Asked
in the House of Commons on Monday whether

he was aware that an estate known as the

Covent Garden Estate had changed hands

recently for a sura of money stated to be

approximately £3,000,000; whether all the

hereditaments comprising this estate had had

their total and site values ascertained and
recorded; whether they had been assessed for

increment laud value duty on the occasion

of such sale ; aud whether he had been able

to form an estimate of the total sum that

would accrue to the State by way of in-

crement value duty, Mr. Lloyd George
replied that his attention had been drawn to

the transaction. Particulars of the reported

sale, however, were not yet available to the

Commissioners of Inland Revenue, and he

could not answer the second part of the

question. The answers to the third and

fourth parts of the questiou were in the

negative.

Hardly a week passes but the ery of the

"famine in houses" is heard in one part of

the country or another, aud it has been long

manifest that but for the harassing legisla-

tion and the aggravating labour quarrels of

the past four or five years builders almost

everywhere would have been as busy again

as they could wish. The latest complaint

comes from Wallasey, where a builder says

in the local press the "famine of houses"

applies not only to houses of the small rental

of 7s. 6d., but to tenements commanding

rents ranging from 9s. to 13s. a week. To

some extent the combined action of the

cartage contractors and team-owners is held

responsible for this difficulty. In con-

sequence of the combination referred to the

cost of cartage during the past eighteen

months, it is alleged, has gone up to a very

high figure. Is it not a fact, it is asked,

that when the carters received an increase of

J
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wages of 2s. a week tor one-horse work and

3s. a week for teams, tlie contractors de-

manded from builders the like increase per

day? Another grievance in the new county

borough is that there is too much red-tape.

A purchaser of land some time ago sent in

his plans, but the council put the Town-

Planning Act into force, and nothing further

was done, although the houses proposed to

be built on the property would have been

equal to those already in existence in the

neighbourhood. Another element is that

building materials have gone up from 17 to

22 per cent, at least, and yet another is the

difficulty which the speculative builder has

in obtaining mortgages to the extent of two-

thirds of the value of his property.

OBITUARY.
We regret to learn of the severe bereave-

ment which Mr. Frederick Moore Simpson,
F.K.I.B.A., Professor of Architecture at

University College, Gower-street, and of 3,

Brunswick-place, Regent's park, has sus-

tained in the death of his wife. Mrs. Maud
Mary Simpson, who was 44 years of age, died

oil Sunday last at The Ridge, Chelwood
Gate, Sussex. The funeral takes place to-

morrow (Saturday) at 2 p.m., at Daiiehill,

near Forest Row railway station.

Mr. James Herbert Stones, F.R.I.B.A., of

Eailway-terrace, Blackburn, and Marlborough-'
road, Tuebrook, Liverpool, died on Friday last.

He had been a Fellow of the Royal Institute of

British Architects since 1889.

The Hammersmith Borough Couucil have
under consideration a proposal to extend the

town-hall premises on an adjoining vacant site

at an estimated cost of i:20,000 ; the first portion,

only one story in height will be proceeded with

at once at a cost of i6,000.

The urban district council of Newbiggin have

decided to build an infectious diseases hospital

with eight beds for scarlet fever, eight for

diphtheria, and two for enteric fever, with

accommodation for caretaker and nurses, on

North Seaton links. This will ccst i:3,600.

At a cost of i:226,5O0 the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board are about to erect a shed occupy-

ing a space of 15 acres on the south quay of

the new Gladstone Dock at Liverpool, with the

necessary cranes and railway lines for handling

cargo. The shed is to be a treble-story build-

ing, and is a new feature at the Liverpool

Docks, so far as it is to be set back from the

Cjuay so as to allow space for a double set of

railway-lines.

The new open-air municipal sea-bathing lake

on the shore at Southport, to the north of the

pier, was opened on Monday by the Earl ot

Derby. The cost of the lake is stated to have
been "about i:3,500, and the work was carried

out under the direction of the borough surveyor,

Mr. A. E. .Jackson. The work had, it was men-
tioned, cost about ^1,000 less than the lowest

tender from a contractor. The lake is 400ft. long

by 2U0ft. wide, with a maximum depth of

6ft. 6iu., and a minimum depth of a few inches.

Mr. Thomas Adams, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry at the Merton Council-
chamber on Friday into an application by the
urban district council for authority to prepare a
town-planning scheme with reference to 2,805
iicrcs in Merton and Morden, and 125 acres in

the pan&h of ilitcham. Opposition was entered
by the London and South-Western Railway
Company, the London, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway Company, the Wimbledon and
Sutton Railway Company, and a number of

owners of property. Mr. C. J. Mouutilield, clerk
to the district council, explained the proposals.

The memorial statue erected by the towns-
people of Cheltenham in honour of Dr. Edward
.-Vdrian Wilson, the artist and zoologist of the
British Antarctic Expedition, who perished with
C'apLain Scott on the great ice barrier, was un-
veiled on Friday by Sir Clements Markham.
K.C.B., F.R.S., F.S.A., who in 1850-51 took part
in the Franklin expedition. The memorial
statue, which was executed in bronze from a
plaster cast taken of the modelled design of

Lady Scott, represents Dr. Wilson in sleighing-

kit. The figure is 7ft. in height, and stands on a
pedestal of Portland stone. The statue has been
placed at the south end of the Long Garden in

the Promenade.

—•-•-•

—

CHICHESTER.—Large factory premises
at Chichester, Sussex, for the Chichester
and District Co-operative Bacon Factory,

Ltd., are about to be erected in close

proximity to the cattle market and railway

station on the south side ol the L,B. and
S.C. Railway. The proposed buildings cover

an area of about 275ft. long and 85ft. wide,

a portion having an upper floor. The plans

have been prepared to embody the most up-

to-date methods in the arrangement of the

departments, construction, and general design,

and will be fully equipped with the lastest

machinery and appliances to deal with the

killing of 750 pigs per week in three killings

of 250 pigs at one time. The architect is Mr.
G. C. Vernon-Inkpen, M.S. A., 40, Com-
mercial-road, Portsmouth.

DUNDEE.—The new town-hall, of which
the King laid the foundation-stone on Friday,

is being built at a cost of £100,000, provided

by Sir James K. Caird, Bart. It will occupy
an island site immediately to the south of the

existing town-hall in High-street, and
bounded by Shore-terrace, Crichton-street,

and Castle-street. On the east and west

sides beneath the hall there will be blocks

of business premises. The whole frontage

towards the open quadrangle in the centre

will be occupied by two flights of steps. The
main entrance to the hall is in the centre,

and consists of three doorways, opening into

a crush-hall 60ft. long by 25ft. wide. To the

east and west is provided cloakroom accom-
modation. The hall will be enclosed by

corridors 10ft. wide along three sides, and at

the west end will be a refreshment-room, 82ft.

by 30ft. This supper-room will be connected

by lift with a servery and kitchen, 60ft.

by 50ft., on the upper floor. The hall proper

will provide accommodation for 3,500 people.

It will contain two side galleries and a back

gallery, while the east end will be reserved

for the platform and orchestral space. Due
to the fall of the ground there is a difference

of 26tt. in the level of Shore-terrace com-

pared with the High-street, and this space

will be taken up by two floors utilised for

departmental purposes, and enabling the

public hall proper to be on the level of the

High-street.

The River Tees Commissioners, at the meeting
at Middlesbrough, decided to proceed with the

widening of the river at Blue House Point, at an

estimated cost of i;2,6U0.

The death occurred at his residence, Malvern
Lodge, Castleview-road, Strood, North Kent, on

Friday, of Mr. John Bean Martin, the founder
of the lirm of Martin, Earle. and Company,
cement manufacturers, Wickham. Mr. Martin,
who was 80 years ot age, formerly practised as

a veterinary surgeon, and was also in an exten-

sive way of business as a jobmaster, 'bus pro-

prietor and contractor. He purchased Wickham
factory, then quite a small concern, 22 years ago,

and was later joined by Mr. Vavasour Earle.

With the proceeds of the National Loan Exhi-

bition held at the Grosvenor Gallery last

winter, the committee have bought for the Tate
Gallery several oil paintings and a water-colour

design for a frieze from .Miss Mary Davis,

amounting in value to i;2,500. The pictures are

by William Drpen, "The Anglers"; Oliver Hall,

"Avignon"; H. Muhrinan. " Kew Bridge"; A.

McEvoy, "Portrait of a Man"; W. W. Russell,

"Donkeys and Kites"; John Lavery, Anna
Pavlova—"La Mort du Cygne "

; and Gerald F.

Kelly, "Ma Fi Gyaw : A Dancer." The pictures

were chosen by fiarl Plymouth and Mr. Francis

Howard on behalf of the committee.

Sleaford Rural District Council adopted on

Monday a report of a special committee
appointed to inquire into the circumstances sur-

rounding the trial of the case "Fisher v. the

Rural Council." The finding of the jury, the com-
mittee pointed out, was that Fisher's death was
due to the negligence of the Council, and for

this negligence the committee submitted that

Mr. Marsden, surveyor and engineer, was re-

sponsible The committee also recommended
that the clerk, who, they regretted, was unable

to perform his duties owing to advanced age.

should tender his resignation. The report was
signed by all the members of the committee,

except one, who thought milder treatment
should be meted out to the clerk.

NEWPORT, MON.—The new lock, pro-

viding a deep-water entrance to the docks
from the Bristol Channel, opened by Prince
Arthur of Coniiaught on Tuesday, is the

largest in the world, and has cost over

£2,008,000. Ill 1906 the Alexandra Dock Co.
obtained Parliamentary powers for the con-

struction of the uew lock, which is 1,000ft.

by 100ft., and for a further dock extension

of 27 acres to complete the rectangular dock,

of which 48 acres, opened iu 1907, formed the

larger part. The contract for the lock and
dock extension was let to Messrs. Easton Gibb
and Son in December, 1906. The lock is

divided into two compartments, that opening
into the dock being 600ft. long, and the outer

portion opening into the River Usk being

400ft. long. The depth of water on the outer

sill at high water of spring tides is 45ft., and
at high water of neap tides 35ft. Two timber

jetties—one 450ft. long and the other 750ft.

long—extend across the foreshore from the

extremities of the wing walls. On the west

side of the west jetty landing-stages have

been provided for pleasure steamboat traffic.

The channel itself has been considerably

deepened and widened, the bottom width at

its narrowest part being about 650ft., in-

creasing to 800ft. at the limits of the Com-
missioners' jurisdiction, and to 900ft. opposite

the new lock. The dredging has involved the

removal of one and a half million tons of

material. The lock is provided with three

pairs of hydraulically-operated gates supplied

by Sir William Arrol and Co. The dock is

4,000ft. long and 12,000ft. wide, and the ex-

tension has involved the construction of a

length of 3,600ft. of concrete walls. The
South Dock and extension of seventy-five

acres was dredged to 33ft., but the inner sill

of the lock and foundation ot quays is such as

will permit of a depth of 38ft. being ulti-

mately provided. The length of the new south

quay from east end to new lock is 3,600ft.

;

it is equipped with twenty hydraulic cranes,

with lifting capacities ranging from li to 10

tons. A separate dock pumping and electric

lighting and power plant has been installed

in a station built at the south end ot the new
lock entrance. New hydraulic coal-hoists are

working on the north side of the dock, and

Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth, and Co,

are erecting three additional high bunkering

hoists. The extension works have been

carried out under the superintendence and

from the designs of Sir John Wolfe Barry,

Lyster, and Partners, of Queen Anne's Gate,

Westminster, S.W.

At Uie meeting on Monday of the city council

of Nottingham, the report of the housing com-

mittee for clearing, laying out, and rearranging

the Carter-street and Manvers-street slum area

was eventually carried by 28 votes to 5.

Widened thoroughfares will be driven through

the district, now notoriously unhealthy. The

estimated outlay on the scheme is £140,000.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M.lnst.C.E., Local

Government Board Inspector, attended at the

town-hall, Darlington, on Monday, to consider

an application by "the corporation for sanction to

borrow £11,600 for works of private street im- i

provement, £8,372 for re-surfacing streets with i

tar macadam, and £3.991 for the widening and 1

improvement of Houghton.
i

The Norfolk Countv Council decided last week
j

to rebuild ihe highway bridge at Ludham, and,
|

after some discusion, resolved (in accordance
j

with the recommendations of the bridges com-i

mittee, who considered that the work ot Mr.,

Heslop, the county surveyor, should be lightened^

where possible) that Mr. Russell, who was the,

engineer for Magdalen bridge, be requested tof

undertake the work upon the usual terms.

At the last meeting ot the town council of'^

Northampton, it was reported by the water com-.

mittee that Messrs. Moss and Sons, of Lough-,

borough, had, since its acceptance, withdrawn,

their tender to construct the Hollowell water-,

supply tunnel for £10,100. The Water Com-j

mittee recommended that the work be carrieil

out by direct labour, under the supervision ot

Mr F Tomlinson. the water engineer, and this

was agreed to. The difference between Messrs

Moss's tender and the next lowest was AO.JS'

while Mr Tomliiisoii's estimate was foi

£14,900.
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COMPETITIONS.
A X G M E R 1 1\ G.—The designs by Mr.

Horace T. Bonner, A.R.I.B.A., have been
-.lected for tlie proposed Sports Club at the
-_«• village-by-lhe-sea, East I'reston, near

Angniering, Sussex. The seheine pros ides
for the usual acooniniodation [or club
members, and a large covered badminton
court, dining-room, and offices.

BRADFORD.— In connection with the re
planning of the centre of Bradford, a costly
scheme for which Parliamentary powers have
been granted, the city corporation intend to
invite competitive designs, olTeiiiig three prp-
ininms of £500, £.300, and £200 respectively.

CANBERRA PARLIAMENT HOUSE.—
Further particulars are sent us of this com-
petition, which we announced a fortnight
ago. It is for the purpose of selecting the
architect of the Parliament House, and
possibly, incidentally, an additional architect
for other Government structures of the new-
Federal Capital city, Canberra. Only ten-
tative outline sketch designs for the building
are requested, and eight prizes are offered,
aggregating £6,000, the lirst being £2,000,
in addition to commission for service at the
scale of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects. The designs may be submitted in eitlier
Melbourne or London, by the end of March.
and will be judged by the following jury of
architects, whose decision will be final;
George T. Poole, of Australia

; Sir John J.
Burnet, of London; Victor Laloux, of Paris;
Otto Wagner, of V'ienna ; Louis H. Sullivan,
of Chicago. The programme will be issued
to any practising architect on application to
the High Commissioner for Australia in
London, or any British Ambassador, to whom
copies are being forwarded. The import-
ance of this event, we are told, " is not to be
measured by that of the foremost building
of the Commonwealth., but by the oppor-
tunity to establish an architectural standard,
not only for the future seat of Government
in Australia, but for a great new Democracy
of scope, scale, and modern advantages, as
well as of climatic conditions differing
radically from any prototype in Europe or
elsewhere."

GILDERSOME HOUSING PROJECT.—
The urban district council of Gildersome,
near Leeds, adopted on Monday the report
of the special housing committee, which re-
commended that the council should advertise
for plans and designs of twenty houses at a
cost ranging from £200 to £270 per house,
inclusive of land, sewers, and streets, to be
erected on the Grove Park Estate. A member
stated that the committee were of opinion
that the houses, which should contain a
living-room and scullery, with bath on the
ground floor, and two good bedrooms on the
lirst floor, could be built at a rental of 5s. ,3d.

clear.

NEW YORK.— .As a result of a recently
conducted competition, Messrs. Jackson,
Rosencrans. and Waterbury, 1328, Broadway,
New York, architects, have been selected to
prepare plans for, and supervise the con-
struction of, ihe Hotel Irwin for women.
The proposed structure will be located at
308-310312, W. Thirtieth street. New York,
will be twelve stories high, and will cost
approximately £50,000 sterling.

OTTAW.A.—The competition for the new
Departmental and Conrt Buildings, Ottawa,
111 which contest Mr. T. E. Collcutt,'
P. -P. R. LB. A., acted as asse.ssor. does not
appear to be progressing with marked
rapidity, and no date has been fi.xed for the
reception of the final six designs. The
authors' names, as a matter of fact, are not
yet known by the authorities, as tlieir
envelopes have not, so far, been opened, and
for this reason the preliminary plans liave not
been returned to tlie selectecl architects for
elaboration, in conformity with the terms of
tlie conditions.

most Hi a'cordance witli the conditions, iii

the event of it not being adopted.

THE SHAKESPEARE MEMORIAL
NAITU.VAL THEATRE. The committee
are about to luMte photographs of drawings
of important buildings, with the view u(
selecting from the antliors thereof six arclu-
tects to compete for the new National
Theatre. Mr. T. E. Collcutt, P.-P.R.I.B.A.,
will draw up the conditions, select the six
competitors, the committee reserving the
right to add two more names and award the
premuim. The author of the design placed
hrst will receive 500 guineas, to be merged
in his remuneration. The other five will be
paid each 150 guineas. Preliminary con
ditions may be had ol the Secretary, Shake-
speare Memorial Committee, 3a, Dean's yard,
S.\V. Drawings and photographs must be
sent 111 by September 16.

WIMBLEDON.—For the altar to be erected
iu the Roman Catholic church at Wimbledon
as a memorial to the late Father Kerr, the
design of Mr. George Drysdale, A.IM.B.A.,
5, John-street, Adelphi, W.C, has been
unanimously selected by the memorial com-
mittee.

PENZANCE.-At their last meeting tlie
town council adopted conditions for inviting
architects to send in competitise plans for
tweiitj-two workmens houses to be built on
the Weeth's field, and agreed to offer a pre-
mium of £10 to the architect whose plan was

the city council of Birmingham accented on
iuesday with gratitude the bequest by the late
-Mrs. John Edward Wilsou, of the well-known and
somewhat gloomy picture bv B. W. Leader
K..\., entitled "lebruary Fill Dyke."
At their meeting on Monday, the urban

district council of Arnold decided to offer the
owners of the Hills estate on the Noitingham-
road i;2o0 per acre for 12^ acres, with all build-
ings thereon for the purposes of a public park.
The King has been pleased, on the recom-

mendation of the Secretary for Scotland, to
approve the appointmeut ot .Mr. Thomas John
Jehu, .M.D., presently lecturer on Geology at the
Unversity oi St. Andrews, to be Regius Pro-
fessor ot Geology and .Mineralogy in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, iii the place of Professor
James Geikie, who has resigned.

.A.t the meeting on Tuesday of the Birmingli.im
City Council, tlie recommeiidauon ol the water
committee in favour ot the provision of a third
pipe on the siphon sections oi the aqueduct Irom
the Elan Valley to Frankley was approved, and
the committee were instructed to submit designs
and an estimate for the work. The provisional
esUmate for the undertaking was mentioned as

'^'"6 Duke of Richmond and Gordon laid on
Wednesday the foundaiion stone of the new-
hospital at Hastings, with full .Masonic cere-
monial. The building is to cost *50,Oao, and is
to be erected as a memorial to King ICrtward,
The architects are Messrs. John Saxon Suell and
Stanley .M. Spoor, whose designs were selected
in competition by the referee, Mr. Edwin T.
Hall.

The Admiralty has accepted tenders for the
construction at Kosyth naval base of 20 oil-tanks
and an underground oil-reservoir, which, it is

stated, will be the largest iu the world. Ten of
the tanks are to be erected by the Carronlield
Oil Works Company, and ten by the Mother-
well Bridge Company. Messrs. Easton, Gibb,
and Son (Limited;, the contractors for the docks,
will construct the reservoir.

Prince Arthur of Connaught laid yesterday
(Thursday) the foundation-stone of the British
Columbia Government's new building at the
corner of Regent-street and Charles-street, S W.
The ground floor will be occunied by an exhi-
bition hall 87fl. by 42ft., for the display ot
products of the province, and over this will be
four stories of offices, Mr. Arthur Barr,
F.R.1.B..\., is the architect of the premises,
which were illusi rated by a double-page per-
spective and a plan in our issue of December 5,

1913. The estimated outlay is £75.000. The
builders are Messrs. Holland and Haunen and
Cubitts, Ltd., of Hyde-street, Bloomsbury.

.it the meeting on Monday of the Edinburgh
School Board, Mr. Lawrence proposed that
notice to terminate agreement between the
school board and ^Ir. J. .-V. Carfrae, architect, be
duly given to Mr. Carfrae. in order that in the
erection of any new- school buildings competi-
tive designs r.e publicly invited. He said his

motion rested purely upon principle. He wished
an equality of opportunity for architects, ilr.

Elder seconded, and pointed out that the
Glasgow Board had no architect. Mr. Carfrae,
he said, got an undue preference over his fellow
architects. It was agreed to remit the matter to

the building commitee. and the finance and law-

committee, to draw* up a report.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BRISTOL SOCIETY (H' ANTl-
t,)UARIES.—The second excursion under
the auspices of this society took place ou
Saturday, the venue being Edington and its

Monastery Gardens. The party, including
Mr. J. T. Francombc, president, and Mr.
W. F. Kuiier, lion, secretary, trained to
Trowbridge, and then completed the journey
to Edington by brake, via Hilpcrton and
Steeple Ashton. Making a tour of Trow-
bridge, the town ball, the old church of St.
James, and other features were inspected
froui the brakes. Arriving at Steeple Ashtoii
— literally Staple Ashton—once a settlement
of cloth manufacturers, a detour was made
in order to examine the beautiful Late Per-
pendicular church which was erected at the
end of the 15th century in part by two
wealthy clothiers, Walter Lucas and Robert
Long, the latter of the well-known Wiltshire
family whose present scat of Rood Ashton
is close by. 'I'lie quaint old timbered houses,
the Round House, and the column erected
over tvyo centuries ago marking the site of
the old market cross in the village street, did
not escape notice. On arrival at Edington
Monastery Gardens, the Rev. E. C.
Alexander, who acted as guide during the
remainder of the proceedings, delivered an
address. He pointed out that the founder of
the monastery buildings was a native ot the
village, and known as William of Edington,
who ranked among the great church-builders
of the age, and whose life was almost en-
tirely spent from 13-11 in the public service.
From the time of the Dissolution the
monastery buildings fell into ruins, and were
used by the villagers to build and repair
their cottages. All that is now left is a mas-
sive stone wall. Mr. Alexander then con-
ductetl the party to the monks' lislipond. It

is 4i acres in extent, having iu the centre
two shrub-covered islands. Next the Church
of St. Mary, St. Katharine, and All Saints
was thoroughly inspected. Mr. Alexander
spared no pains in pointing out the numerous
interesting features. The famous Edington
Church is one of the few perfect monastic
churches in the country, and also of the types
of the transition from the Decorated to" the
Perpendicular style. It is cruciform in shape,
and has an embattled tower holding six bells.

THE BRITISH AND KENT ARCH.EO
LOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS AT CANTER-
BURY.—The seventy-first annual congress
of the British Arcliasoiogical Association,
which is being held in conjunction with the
Kent Archaeological Society, opened at
Canterbury on Monday, under the presi-
dency of Jlr. Charles E. Keyser, M.A..
F.S.A. In the afternoon a party of about a

hundred members visited St. Augustine's
College, where the interesting ruins of the
Abbey church of St. Peter and St. Paul and
the Early Saxon chnri-h of St. Pancras were
inspected under the guidance of tlic Rev.
R. U. Potts, the sub warden. The excava-
tions on the site of the Abbey church, which
have resulted in a number of interesting dis-

coveries, are to be contimied this auttunn
in the neighbourhood a! the south transept,

where it is expected to find the foundations
of an apsidal chapel similar to that already
uncovered on the northern si<le. The party
were welcomed to the college by the warrlen.

Bishop Kniglit, who was accompanied by

Canon Mason. Subsequently a visit was paid

to the historic church of SI. Martin, the

oratory of Queen Bertha, where the Rev. C.

Eveleigh Woodruff pointed out the special

architectural features and objects of interest.

In the evening the \isitors attended a recep-

tion given by a local committee, of which the

Dean of Canterbury is chairman. In his

presidential address, delivered at the guild

hall. Mr. Keyser advised the Kent Associa

lion's committee to keep a vigilant eye mi

what was going on in the south east corner

of the county. He shuddered to think of the

possibility of their quiet and secluded little

country parishes, with their interesting

churches, mainly erected during the Norman
period, becoming the centres of a large

mining population. On Tuesday the members
proceeded bv motor via Patrixbourne Bridge

and Barfreston to Dover, returning toCant«r-
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bury by way of Deal and Eastry. At the

well-known little Norman church o£ i'atnx-

bouruc the Rev. Hubert Knight called special

attention to the beautiful Late ISornian work
over the main entrance. The tower is dis-

figured by ugly brick buttresses of com-
paratively moUern date. Mr. Knight men-
tioned that much of the Flemish glass in the

windows was brought over and placed in the

uliureh by a former Lady Conyngham in the

loth or IGth century. Barfreston Church is

another small but extremely valuable

example of Late Aorman architecture. The
moulding over the arch of the main entrance

is considered to be the finest of its kind in

the country. The church, which was restored

in 18i0, was stated by Mr. C. E. Woodruff
to have been originally built like that at

Patrixbourne about the year 1180. The bell

which used to hang in the roof now occupies

a position in a tree outside the church, but

is rung from the inside. The remains of the

Benedictine Priory of St. Martin at Dover,
visited under the guidance of the headmaster,
and the refectory and the fresco of " The Last
Supper" at Dover Castle were among the

most interesting features. The Banqueting
Hall, with its ladies' and minstrel galleries,

proved a great attraction. The church of

St. Mary in the Castle was described by
General Sir Charles Warren, who drew
attention to the pharos adjoining. An in-

.spection (under the guidance of Colonel
Kavanagh) of the church at St. Margaret's-at-

Cliff, another good example of Late Norman
architecture, closed the day's proceedings.

On Wednesday the members visited Ash
Church, the ruins of Riehborough, and the

churches and Mediieval houses in Sandwich,
the excursion ending with tea at Bettes-

hanger, the seat of Lord and Lady North-
bourne.

UOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.—The annual cricket-match

between the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and the Architectural Association will

take place on Wednesday, July 22, at the

A. A. Ground, Elstree. We are asked to

request any members of the R.I.B.A. who
would like to play to communicate with Mr.
N. W. Hadweii, 22, Buckingham-street,
Adelphi, W.C.

.«*»

The technical institute and boys' secondary
school at Woking, erected jointly by the urban
and county councils, at a cost of i^30,000, was
opened by Lord Moulton on Wednesday.

The Hull Grammar School Committee have
approved sketch plans prepared by the city

architect for the extension of the buildings, in-

cluding six additional classrooms, with a geo-
graphy laboratory, a dining-room, a boys'

library, and a common room.

Whitchurch volunteer and town fire-brigades

and the Malpas fire-brigade were engaged
several hours on Tuesday evening dealing with a
destructive fire, which destroyed the works of

Messrs. T. G. Huxley and Co., builders, Malpas,
The flames broke out just as the workmen had
left.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Hull on Tiiesday by Mr. G. Pepler, into the
corporation's first application to prepare a town-
planning scheme. The land referred to in the

application -lias an area of 913 acres, and is

situated partly in the city and partly in the
rural district of Sculcoates.

A select committee of the House of Conunons
passed on Wednesday, after nine days' inquiry,

the Bill to amalgamate " the Three Towns "—Ply-
mouth, Devonporl, and Stonebouse. The scheme
was opposed by Devonport, and, if adopted
finally, it will be the first time a county borough
has been joined to another against its will.

The annual excursion of the Northern Archi-
tectural Association will be held at Carlisle on
Wednesday week, the 29th inst. The members to
travel by the 10.20 train from Newcastle. The
jjarty will drive by motor to Rose Castle. The
cathedral and castle at Carlisle will also be
visited. The return train leaves Carlisle at
6.40 p.m.

The annual report of the Peabody Trust shows
that the trustees now house over 22,000 persons,
mostly labourers and charwomen, who have an
average family income of £1 Is. lOd, a week, and
who pay an average rent of 2s. 42d. a week p^

room. Other dwellings are in course of erection
at Vauxhall and Walworth,, ai.d a seven-acre
estate is being acquired in Hammersmith.

—*-•-•

—

LICENTIATES AND THE R.I.B.A.
CHARTER.

To Ihv Edilur of the BuiLUING Nuws.

Sir,—A circular, evidently being sent to

all Licentiates of the Institute during the
i

past week, has been authorised by a group
of Licentiates who have formed themselves
into a committee, ostensibly for the purpose
of petitioning the R.I.B.A. Council, and "if

necessary " the Privy Council, with regard
to Clause 2 of the proposed new Charter. An
analysis of this circular will surely be in-

teresting to the profession generally.

It is alleged that the Clause mentioned
would operate unfairly to the Licentiates as

a class, the particular grievance being that
they, along with other architects (whose
names will be admitted to the Register at a

later date) will be styled " Registered " Archi-
tects, whereas Fellows and Associates (who
are corporate members), the greater number
of whom have qualified by examination, will

be termed " Chartered " Architects. It is also

claimed that the " status " of Licentiates will

be affected and " their identity lost," owing
to the fact that other Registered architects

will be enrolled after the Charter comes into

operation. Having this in view, one pauses
to see the nature of their appeal, which
amounts to nothing less than a demand that

no distinction should be made between the

Licentiate and Associate classes. The
personal efforts, work, and expense entailed

by those who have sought to qualify for

admission to the Institute by examination
shall be all to no purpose and of no avail.

This body of Licentiates evidently does not
recognise any claims of merit, but by some
train of reasoning would seek equal dis-

tinction, for which they have "toiled not,"

etc.

It should be borne in mind that the

petition does not take the form of a sugges-

tion that all other architects enrolled after

the Charter has been passed should be sepa-

rately classed, although this is stated to be

the ground of complaint. This appears to

be far from the minds of the petitioners, as

no mention of this is found in the circular.

One can well imagine the feelings of those

members of the Institute who have been suc-

cessful in working their way patiently

through the various examinations at this

attempt to obtain, through a combination of

circumstances, that which has hitlierto been
reserved for those who have cared to work
for wdiat has been considered to be the best

distinction in architecture.

It will be noted that the two signatories

to the circular have thought fit to qualify in

engineering and surveying (being members of

the Institution of Civil Engineers and Sur-

veyors' Institution respectively), but not in

architecture. It would be interesting to know
how they would view an attempt by pro-

fessional men outside these institutions to gain

admission to the same, and then appeal to be
given the same status as themselves. Such
a proceeding would be exactly on all fours

with the effort they are now engineering.

The appeal cannot be said to he in accord

with the British spirit of fair play, and it is

hoped that little support will be found for

such an unworthy petition, which will, no

doubt, receive the scant respect which it

deserves at the hands of the R.I.B.A.
Council.
We shall esteem it a favour if you can find

room in your valuable paper for this letter.

—We are, etc.. Five Associates.

ANOTHER GOOD MAN WHO PLAYS
MANY PARTS WELL.

Sir,—We notice in a recent issue of your
Journal that you draw attention to an in-

stance of one man contriving in his own
person to play many parts in local civic life.

The gentleman referred to fills three posts,

that of clerk, inspector, and surveyor of

nuisances.

It may interest you to know that Mr.
W. G. H. Browne, of Bolsover, has four

posts. He is not only surveyor to the

council, sanitary and water engineer, and
inspector under the P.H.A. 1875, but he is

also captain of the fire brigade.
It is possible that some of your readers

may know of a gentleman holding even more
posts ; but if so, he would certainly be an
energetic man who would be able to give to all

the attention that each deserved.—We are,

etc., ' Kerner-Greenwood and Co.
King's Lynn. ^^

PARLIAMENTAK'S NOTES.
THK GOVERNMENT HOUSING BILL.—lu

reply to questions on Monday by Mr. C.

Bathurst and Sir A. G. Boscawen about this

measure, Mr. Runciman explained that it was
the intention of the Government that all the
cottages provided should be let at an economic
rent. Gardens would be provided wherever
necessary; the size would naturally depend upon
various circumstances, and he was not prepared
to pledge liimself to a minimum. A sura not
exceeding i)2.000,000 was proposed to be made
available for the purposes set out in Clause 2 of

the Bill, and when introducing the Bill he
mentioned Rosyth only as one specially urgent
case to be dealt with under that clause. The
houses proposed to be erected at Rosyth would
be occupied bv Admiralty employees when the

constructional work now in progress had been
completed. A sum not exceeding i!3,000,000 was
to be made available for the purposes set out
in Clause 1—that was to say, the provision of

dwellings and gardens in agricultural districts.

It was impossible to estimate precisely the

number of dwellings which were required in

agricultural districts, but he had no reason to

think that the sum named in the Bill would be
insufficient to meet the immediate demand.— Sir

A. G. Boscawen : Do 1 understand that a sura

not exceeding two millions is necessary for

Rosyth and other Government factories, and
that a sum not exceeding three millions is all

tliat is required for the rest of the country ?—
Mr. Runciman: No, the hen. gentleman is not

right in understanding that.—In reply to Mr.
Lane-Fox, Mr. Runciman said that when the

Government had obtained the necessary powers
they would lose no time in making a start.•.
The Swansea Town Council decided on

Wednesday to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £101,990 for the

erection of 500 workers' dwellings on the cor-

poration estate at Town Hill.

Mr. A. O. Goodrich, vice-chairman of the

London County Council, opened on Friday Fair-

field-road elementary schools. Bow, E., which
have been rebuilt at a cost of £19,000. The
ihree-story building gives a total accommoda-
tion of 1,024 places.

The death is announced, at the age of 76, of Mr.

.Joseph Lockwood, master builder, of King-
street, Boston, Lines. For six years he was a
member of the corporation, and he also served

on the board of guardians, and on the Eastern
Sea Fishery Board, and other public bodies.

The Portsmouth Town Council unanimously
approved on Tuesday the scheme for the pro-

vision of a new road out of the town, which is

to cost about £200,000. The scheme will now be

submitted to the Road Board in order to secure

what financial assistance is possible. I

An appeal has been issued for a memorial to
j

Sir Edmund Hay Currie, to take the form of a i

churchyard cross in the churchyard of Hind-
j

head, where Sir Edmund is buried. A design has :

been made by Mr. Temple Moore, F.R.I.B.A.,

and will cost about £250 to £300 to execute.
;

The health committee of the Bradford Cor-
;

poration recommend that application be made i

to the Local Government Board for power to I

borrow £168,000 for carrying out a municipal
|

house-buildirg scheme at Odsal, one of the out-

districts of the city. Plans have been dravyn,
,

and the proposal deals almost exclusively with I

working-class houses.
'

The new block just added to the grammar-
ij

school at Oundle was opened on Speech Day. On

the ground floor there are research, biological, i

and chemical laboratories, lecture-rooms, teach-
^

ing-museum and agnaria; and on the second

floor drawing-office, machinery hall, and..

standardising and physical laboratories. Messrs.
|

John 'iniompson and Son, of Peterborough, were.

the builders.
'

Mr. C. G. Mason, A.M.I.C.E., who has beenl

borough surveyor of Guildford for eighteen j

years,'°and previously served under the borougbi

surveyor of Portsmouth, tendered his resignalion|

to the town council last week. The matter wasi

taken in committee, and was accepted. The

council appointed a special committee to bring

up a report as to the terms of appointment ot

his successor.
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STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

A XORIIAX SIIAW :\IE,MORIAL.^-At New
Scotland Yard, Victoria-embankment, on
Monday afternoon, the Earl of Plymouth un-
veiled a memorial medallion to tlie late Mr.
Norman Shaw, R.A.. the architect. The
medallion, which is of bronze gilt, is placed in
the centre of the river front of the building
under the middle balcony of the third floor. A
portrait head of Mr. Sliaw. to the scale of a
10ft. figure, occupies the centre, tlie head being
surrounded by an oak leaf wreath.' The inscrip-
tion round the head reads: "Richard Norman
Shaw, architect. 1831-1912." The medallion was
ilesigned by Professor W. R. Lethaby, F.SA..
and was modelled bv Mr. Hamo Tliornvcroft.
R,A. Sir Edward Poynter, P.R.A.. presided at
the ceremonv. Others present included the
Countess of Plymouth, Sir Aston Webb, R.A.,
Sir Thomas J. .lackson. R.A., Sir J. J. Burnet.

0«LO':j>' iSMATWN tUC^
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ALLEGED NEGLIGENCE IN SEWER-

LAYING.—.^n action of interest to property
owners and local authorities was heard at Wel-
lington (Salop) County-court on Tuesday, before
.Judge Harris Lea. The plaintiff was George
Jennings Huxley, commercial traveller, .Sutton
CokKield, who sued the Wellington Urban
District Council for ^70 damages for alleged
negligence in laying a sewer along an entry
Ijetween the plaintiff's houses in Regent-street,
Wellington. The five houses affected were pur-
chased by the plaintiff for £S50. and are
let at rentals varying from 4s. to 5s. lOd. a week.
In the early part of 1913, as a result of the
Housing and 'fown-Planning Act. an inspection
of the whole of the cottage properly in Welling-
ton was ordered by the local council. Plaintiff
agreed to effect certain alterations to his houses.
It was arranged that a new sewer should be put

IP t^

dDur illlustrations.—**
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K1\G EDWARD VII. MEMORIAL SANA-
TORIUM IN THE VALE OF CLWYD:
SELECTED DESIGN.
"Biiikling operations are to begin forthwith

upon these buildings, which will be the
principal sanatorium in North 'Wales. It is

to form part of the Welsh National Memorial
to King Edward VII. Mr. T. Taliesin Rees,
F.R.I.B.A., architect, of Liverpool, was
placed first in an open competition, and the
plans so chosen have been adopted by the
committee, with the result that now the
estimate of Mr. James Merritt, of Birken-
head, for about ,£31..'J00. has been accepted

[^jFrrrrrrrrri'^
ME>'f Huk.V''^ OuXK.
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KING EDWARD VIT. MEMORIAL SANATORIUM, NORTH "WHALES : SELECTED DESIGN.
Mr. T. Tai.ik.sin Rees, F.R.I.B..4.., Architect.

(GENERAL PLAN.)

R.S.A., Sir Edward Henry. Mr. Ernest Newton.
A.R.A. (President of the Royal Institute of
British Architects", Mr. G. H. Tripn (Receiver
for the Police), Mr. .T. Dixon Btitler" F.R.T.B.A..
Mr. Gerald Horsley (past-President of the -Archi-

testural Association). Mr. F. A. White (hon.
secretary and treasurer of the fund), and several
of Mr. Shaw's pupils. Sir Edward Poynter. in

opening the proceedings, referred to the charm
of voice and fluency and felicity of words pos-

sessed by Mr. Norman Shaw and to his position
as a public man and an artist. Lord PIvmoiith
remembered that Mr. Norman Shaw played a
very strong part during the latter years of the
19tli century not only in the buildings he had
left to us. but also in the influence he exercised
\ipon those who were working in the archi-
tectural profession. He would not be misunder-
stood if he described Mr. Shaw's work as
examples of the aristocracy of architecture. He
not only had the genius of invention, the
instinct for true proportion, and the feeling of
dignity in architect\ire, b\it there was some-
thing more easily felt than described in his
work, and that was the refinement which it

never lost, however simple and however plain
the design might be. His work showed the
broad and cultivated mind directing the hand of
the artist.

«i>

Mr. Thomas Stevens Geere. of Leytonstone.
timber merchant late of Stratford. E," who died
on May 3. aged 90, left estate of the gross value
of £56.681. of which £.52.152 is net personalty.
At the meeting on Monday of the town council

of Walsall, the sewage-fann committee and the
boro\igh surveyor (Mr. .T. Tavlor) were congratu-
lated on the comnletion of the new sewage puri-
fication works for less than £30.000.

Messrs. T. and G. C Hirst, who have
decided to build a tower to St 'Mark's Clmrch
Longwood, as a memorial to their parents, laid
the foundation-stones of the addition on Salur-
dav. Mr. O White, of Huddersfield. is the
architect.

in along an entry between two houses, and this
was done. Plaintiff's contention was that the
sewer was put in negligently, and caused the
walls to bulge and crack. The council contended
that the damage done was small, and could be
easily put right. The buildings were fifty years
old, and in a dilapidated condition, tt was
further asserted that there was no negligence
on the part of the workmen, and that the cracks
were made by vibration caused by the railway
trains.—Mr. Wilson, one of the tenants, was
called to give evidence.—Mr. George Riley, sur-
veyor and engineer to the Urban Council, de-
scribed what had been done under the Housing
and Town-PIanning Act to plaintiff's property.
He estimated the damage at £5.—His Honour
gave judgment for the defendants with costs,

and ordered that the £20 which had been paid
into court be returned, as no negligence had been
proved.

AFFAIRS OF A HEREFORD BUILDER. --At
the Hereford Bankruptcy Court on Tuesday
Richard Langdou Friend, builder, of Victoria-

street. Hereford, came up before the Registrar.

Mr. Carless. for his public examination. His
gross liabilities amounted to £2,072 19s, 4d,,

expected to rank for dividend £717 9s. 6d.. £610
of which was dtie to seventy-six unsecured
creditors. His assets amounteil lo £180 5s. 2d,,

and there was a deficiency of £537 4s. 4d. Debtor
attributed his insolvencv to insufficient work and
low prices. The examination was adjourned.

The wallpaper manufactory of Messrs. F. W.
Howarth. at Blacklev. Manchester, was com-
pletely destroyed by fire on Friday, the damage
amounting to over £60,000. Two firemen were
killed, owing to the collapse of a wall.

Mr. George Winch, of St. Elmo, Calverley

Park-gardens, Tunbridge Wells, who died on

February 22. left the statue of "My Dainty
.Serial." bv Henry Hugh .^rmstead. R..\.. to the

trustees of the National Gallerv. to be placed in

the Tate Gallery.

in respect of the first section of the scheme.
• The site is an ideal one. being surrounded
by some of the loveliest scenery in North
Wales, and situated at Llangwyfan, in the

Vale of Clwyd, some three miles from the

town of Denbigh. The land, about 250 acres

in extent, was selected by the committee of

the Memorial Association, and was acquired

by Mr. D. S. Davies. Plas Castell, Denbigh,
at a cost of over £,5.00(1. and presented by
him as a gift to the .Association, in memory
of his father-in-law. the late Mr. Thomas
Gee. The present plans provide for eleven

blocks of buildings—five for administration
purposes, incliuling a detached residence for

the medical superintendent, and six wards
all connected by covered ways, for the

1
accommodation of patients. .\s a first instal-

ment beds will be provided for 154 adults

and .10 children ; but when complete the in-

stitution will accommodate 284 patients. The
buildings of this self-contained institute will

be of substantial brick construction, and will

be carried out and equipped accorditig to

I the most up-to-date sanitary and curative

knowledge. The institution will be to an

unusual degree relf comprised, having its

own reservoir for a water-supply and its own
electric plant for lighting and heating. Part

of the land will be farmed for the benefit of

the sanatorium, and new farm buildings are

to be erected. Other portions of the environ-

ments will be laid out ornamentally, and

made available for the recreation of patients

and for light work, when such may be

medically recommended.

DOWNING COLLEGE. CAMBRIDGE.
The drawing reproduced to-day is in thi.s

season's Royal Academy Exhibition. It

shows the new extensions to this college by
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WORKSHOPS FOR THE BLIND, BOLTON.—Messrs. Bradshaw. Gass, and Hope. Architects

Mr. Cecil G. Hare, architect, Gray's Inn-
square, and the design, though given an in-

dividuality of its own, has been made to

conform as far as circumstances allow, with
the existing buildings of this college. The
facings throughout are of stone, handled in

the manner of the Late Renaissance.

WORKSHOPS FOR THE BLLN'D,
BOLTON.

This building is erected in a central
position in the town, and was opened by Mr.
C. Arthur Pearson, the treasurer of the
NatioTial Institute for the Blind, last May.
Tlie ground floor is used as a saleroom for

goods made by the blind workers, and for

women's workroom, the upper floors being
used for men's workrooms, while on the roof
is an open yard, with sanitary conveniences
and shelters. As there arc many workers
with a little sight, the rooms are all made
with a large proportion of window to floor

space—25 per cent, on rath floor. Re-
inforced concrete construction is used
throughout for both floors and roof, and
executed by Stuart's Granolithia Company,
the general contractor being Mr. R. .J. Tyson,
of Boltnn. Messrs. Brad.shaw, Gass, and
Hop.->. of Bolton, arc the architects.

THE BANK OF VICTORIA. LIMITED,
LXfX. KING WILLIAM STREET, E.C.

This building is now boing built for the
Bank of Victoria as premises for the London

Branch of their business. They at present
occupy offices on the opposite side of the

street. The front is of Portland stone, with
a base of Aberdeen granite. Inside, the

main office on the ground floor will be
panelled in oak. The builders are Messrs.
Patman and Fotheriiigham, and the fireproof

floors, etc., are being erected by Messrs. the
Kleine Patent Fire-Resisting Flooring Syn-
dicate, Ltd.. and Mr. 'O. P. Milne,
F.R.I.B.A., of London, is the architect.

DETAIL OF TOWER AND STAIRCASE
AT BANKSIDE END OF ST. PAUL'S
BRIDfiE.

The view which is given here is re-

produced from the third perspective
submitted by Mr. Edward R. D. Selway,
who won the third premium of ,£100,

and it serves to more fully illustrate the
aeeompanying capital sheets of details to

which we particularly alluded when we
reviewed the competition designs on .Inne 26
last. These geometrical drawinus show the
stairways on the .Surrey side of St. I'anl's

bridge leading down to the proposed Em-
Iiankment, and the obelisk towers rising

above these stairs are intended to serve as

pylons in the general contour of the design.
This completes our series of illusi rations
from this competition. Our previous ones
will be found in the Blill.DlNQ Ni:ws for

.lune 20, July 3 and 10.

CHIPS.
Mr. Thomas Newbigging. of Woodgartl

Knutsford. the well - known consulting gas

engineer, who died on Juno 1 last, left estate of;

the gross value of £28,903, of which .-£28,800 i^
net persontilty. I
At last week's meeting of the City Corporation

sums amounting to .-£37.000 were voted for

acquiring interests in property numbered '50 to

68 required for the widening of T.eadrnh.ill-

street. A plan for disposal of the surplus land

by public auction or private treaty was also

approved.

Plans for an elementary school to accom-
modate 260 girls in connection with Holy Trinity

Cliurch, Halifax, intended to be erected in West-
parade, have been approved bv the Floarrl of

Kducation, and also by the lor.il edncntien com-

mittee, and the works are inlended in l)o com-

menced forthwith, as soon as the full particulfirs

are readv. The architect bavins: the work in

hand is Mr. Lister Coates, A.R.I.B.A., of Central

Chambers. Halifax.

The council of the Zoological Society have

decided to carry out this autumn a lonf^-ron-

templated improvement at the t;arrlens. Plans

have been prepared, .and a fender accented for

the construction of a second tniniel under the

Outer Circle roadway. It will be placed near the

main gate under tlie end of (h(> Western Aviary,

and will be both hifjiier and \\ider tlinn the

existing tunnel Tlie contract h.is been civen to

Messrs. D. O. Romerville and Co., of West-

minster, who built the Mappiii Terraces. The

clay that is excavated will have to be removed
by canal barges.

I
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BANK OF VICTORIA, KING WILLIAM STREET, E.G.

Mr. Oswald P. Milne, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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STAIRCASE TOWER TO BAXKSIDE EMBANKMENT. THE NEW ST PAUL'S
BRIDGE: THIRD PREMIATED DESIGX.-Mr. E. R. D. Selway, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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Untorommunifation.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

Wo offer a prize of one r;uinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in
this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.
No others can receive a prize. The Editor
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but r; coupon of
this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-
spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse
facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations
must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-
duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies
that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We avvard the guinea to Mr. James Murphy.

QUESTIONS.
[13146.]—STRESSES.-Can the " method of sections

"

be employed to determine the stresses iafour bars of a

roof, as shown by dotted lines on enclosed sketch ? If
flo, what would the formula be ^—Sections.

JtBFLIBS.
[131i.x]—BANAXA STORE.—For a store for bananas

there is nothiner better tlian a light timber framed
structure, erected on a concrete base, the sides and roof
being finished with " Raberoid," or anv such like
material. The st-^re .should be 10ft. by 8ft.," and 8ft. 6in.
high, internal dimensions, the annexed diagram ehow-

ins- cou^tniction. which consists of a 4in. concrete base,
retaniea aud weathered a? a curb externally around the
entire buildincr. up:tn which io erected the shed in the
usual manner of quartering, the roof of rjiftcrs, the
oaves finislied with fascia and half-round gutter and
Sin. down pipe. The inside should bo lined with
WiUosdon paper. A ventilating space of 12in. is formed
around tlie building just below the head, this opening
being fdled in wit>i fine gauze. A few ventilating
panels of j-imilar construction are inserted in the framing
i2in. above floor level. The concrete floor is finished by
covering it with felt and liattens. An arrauGremont of
bamboo sticks fixed lencrthwise and vertically to the
framinir are fixed for lian^ing the clusters of iiananns.
Salesmen that have had these stores erected find that a
covering as mentioned is far more economical and satis-
factory than boarding, Ac, owincr to its damp and
vemiin-proof properties.—Chas. S. Longley, 52, Ivanhoe-
road. Denmark Park, London.

[I31i5.]—BANANA STORE.—The foUowing sketches
denote huw the leading liauuna store in this district is
ftiTanged, with notes theriMin, aud how the same is

snpon-ised with escellrnt results. The fruit is stored,
as shown, on ground and first floors, aud brought
forward in three stages for ripening, as indicated on
plan. The stores are gas-heated with No. 1 large Bimsen

Bcirome'Te'r

burners for winter, damp and cold weather, and also
partially for summer, with sun-blind in hot weather for
i"egulatiug tlie heat, which said lieat and expert ripening
is controlled by three barometers (as per sketch), one
placed in each stage, combined with practical experi-
ence.—James Murphy, I-j, Seaforth-road, Seaforth.

[13145.]—BANANA STORE.—"Jamaica " does not
mention if the store is required at home or for the
temporary storage prior to shipment. To deal with the
fonuor, the clusters of fruit, which weigh aiiout half a
hundredweight apiece, are landed in a green state, and
it is for the merchant to ripen them off as reciuired to
meet tlie demand, and this requires considerable care. A
special thennometer is made for this purpose, which has
in addition to the readings of the degrees as foUows :

—

.50', too cold ; 60^, slow, to keep : C5', medium ;
75^ and

30^, to ripen quickly, and , 100' too hot. The chambers
require to be kept dark and ventilated, the size
naturally depending upon the stock held. The fruit
should be Imng up by means of stout rough twine to
hooks in the ceiling, or, preferably, to special beams on
iron runners, similar to those used by butchers, with
double hooks in double rows, with a gangway between
for inspection. By using the twine it is possible to turn
a cluster romwl to see how far the ripening process has
gone without removing from the hook, or lifting the
cluster up. By taking the weiglit of a cluster at 5tUb.,

and those exported are generally of that weight,
although they have been known to reaoh as much as
8011j., one can calculate the total weight of one row. It is

better to have only one cluster in height, and that at
about eye-level for easy watching, also on account of
lifting one over the other. Taking liK) clusters to
require about 350ft. super., including gangways, the
size of the store can be determined. When this is

settled, the strength, or, in tlie case of existing
premises, additional strengtli of the runners, beams. Ac.

,

can be worked out. It is better to have a store for

keeping (00') .and another for ripening (75'). witli

facilities for cooling or heating in summer or winter by
moans of a small ice-box and hot-water pipes from, say,

a gas radiator.—K. H. Read. Lecturer on Building
Construction, Gloucester Toclmical Schools.

The Yorkshire Fodoration of Buildiiij; Km-
ploycr.=; held their delegate meeting at Batlcy
Town Hall on Friday, and wore welcomed hy the
mayor. The delegates had tea at the Wilton
Park Mansion House.

The Lc Brun Prize of l.OOOdol.. entitling its

holder to a year of travel and architectural

study in Europe, his been awarded to Mr. John
R. Lautenbach, of New York. The award was
made as the result of a competition, the subject

of which was "The Embellishment of Columbus
Circle."

The town-council of Edinburgh have intimated '

thoir intention of applying for authority to pre- '

pare a town-planning scheme for an area of land
j

in th(' Ahorcorn, Duddingston, and Niddrie
districts, in accordance with the provisions of

Part II. of the Housing and Town-Planning Act

1909.

ODur ©fc fabk.—•

—

At the meeting of the Westminster City
Council yesterday (Thursday) the general
purposes committee submitted a reeonimenda-
tion that they be authorist'd to negotiate for
the purchase of the Westminster Hospital
site for new municipal buildings, and make
a definite offer therefor. The agents to the
hospital authorities had informed the com-
mittee that they had been authorised to offer
the site to the council at a certain sum. This
sum, however, the committee were not pre-
pared to recommend the council to pay. The
finance committee reported that they also

had considered the matter in its financial
bearings, and .submitted an estimate of o.ii-

penditure of .£.3.50.000 for the site and build-
ing, to be chargeable to capital account.
Reporting on the subject, the general
purposes committee pointed out that it had
long been felt that the accommodation at the
City Hall in Charing Crossroad is not suffi-

cient for the council's purposes, nor is the
site of Caxton Hall large enough to provide
the required accommodation. The West-
minster Hospital site, however, is regarded
by the committee as eminently suitable for

municipal purposes. With regard to the cost

of the scheme, estimates and a report had
been submitted, from which the committee
were satisfied tliat. if the whole cost of pur-

chasing the site and erecting the new build-

ing was raised by loan repayable with
interest by yearly instalments spread over a

period of years, the rents from the existing

halls w'ould cover most of the cost of the site

and buildings, and only a fractional part

would have to be met out of the rates. Tlie

report and recommendation were discussed

in ramrra for an hour and forty minutes, and
at the close it was annnuneed that, on the

motion of Mr. Somers-Cocks. seconded by

Mr. Gatti. the recommendation had been

referred back to the General Purposes Com-
mittee to reconsider and report upon.

Counsel have been consulted with refe-

rence to the powers of the City Corporation

to purchase so much of the undertaking of

the City of London and Charing Cross

Electric Light Companies as relates to the
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City. The late Mr. Danckwerts, K.C., and

the Law Officers of the Corporation were of

opinion that the power to purchase could

be exercised during the six months following

August 18 next, or, if not then exercised,

within the six months following August 18,

1924, On the other hand. Sir Robert Finlay,

K,C, ; Mr, Cave, K.C, ; and Mr. Tyldesley

Jones, whom tlie companies consulted, held

that the Corporation would have no right to

purchase the undertaking if it failed to take

the necessary steps within six months fi-om

August 18 next. The Corporation have been

advised by their Streets Committee that it

is inexpedient to exercise the powers either

this year or next.

A Select Committee of the House of Lords

has passed the Middlesex County Council's

Bill to authorise the construction of a road

five miles long and 80ft. wide from Chiswick

to a point of junction with the Bath road at

Hounslow, giving a new route to the West
of England, and relieving the congestion of

Brentford High-street, Clause 25 of the

Bill enables the county council to require

motor-omnibus companies to give them

access to their books and to make returns

of the mileage run by their ears on the new
road, and to charge the companies three-

eighths of a penny per car mile towards the

expense of maintaining the road. This

clause, which has already passed the House
of Commons, was strongly opposed by the

Motor Omnibus Owners' Federation, who
will attempt to have the Bill recommitted.

The clause, should it receive the Royal

Assent, will in effect afford statutory recog-

nition to a far-reaching principle, as it

invokes the liability of motor-omnibus pro-

prietors to contribute to the upkeep of the

roads they utilise, and so relieve the rate-

payer, in part at least, of an ever-increasing

charge. It will be noted that during the

inr|uiry the surveyors to the borough councils

of Fulham and Marylebone supported by evi-

dence the allegation of the companies that

motor-'buses did not inflict special damage
on a well-made road with a wood-block

surface, and that, therefore, the proposed

charge could not be justified.

At the meeting of Northamptonshire
County Council, on Thursday in last week,

Mr. C. S. Morris,* the county surveyor, sub-

mitted his annual report on the roads. The
time i^ rapidly approaching, he stated,

when the present system of maintenance

—

i.e., recoatins short lengths on every road

each year—will have to be discontinued and

a new system adopted of recoating each road

from end to end as and when required. The
total cost of maintenance will probablv be

cheaper when the bulk of the materials is

concentrated upon certain roads each vear

instead of being spread over the whole

mileage, as at nresent. The traffic of the

present day will, ere long, Mr. Morris be-

lieves, demand the application of the prin-

ciple to the whole of the main roads. From
a traffic point of view there is, he points out,

a distinct advantage in having the whole
work of renewal of each road carried out in

a given year with no further obstruction

by repair operations for several subsequent

years, in addition to the truer and continuous

surface which can be obtained apd main-

tained by this method. The total cost of the

maintenance of the work upon the roads

last year was £41,66.5 Ss. 4d.

The Ordnance Survey Department are

erecting a number of permanent bench-marks
thronghnnt the United Kingdom. They are

erected in circles at not less than twenty-five

miles apart. One has been erected on the

roadside in the parish of Bulmer. about 200

yards east of the village. The old style of

beTieh-marks have been found unreliable

and after experimenting the Government
Department decided to substitute granite

pillars bearing levelling datum which would
enable them to arrive at a fixed level. The
granite pillar bears a brass pin, on which a

record of the sea level will be inserted by

the engineers on inspection and survey.

Mr. Banister Fletcher, in a criticism of the

designs for the improvement of the (iuildhall,

states that if the Guildhall Yard is altered in

the manner projected it will be nothing

short of an architectural misfortnne. His

main objection to the treatment of the Guild-
hall facade is the prolongation of the eastern
wing of an archway across the street known
as "Guildhall-buildings/' which would in-

corporate the length of the Irish Chamber
in the new eastern fa9ade. The treatment
of these fa(;'ades and the proposal to lengthen
tile eastern portion would entirely destroy
the symmetry of Guildhall Yard by making
it into a lop-sided court, with an eastern
wing 55ft. longer than the western wing.
This, he declares, would be an architectural
blunder, for, while spoiling the symmetry ot

Guildhall Y^ard, it would connect the prin-
cipal entrance of the Guildhall of the City of

London to a block of office buildings, now
occupied bj' the Automobile Association,
adjoining a public-house ! The lengthening
of the eastern wing would not only destroy
the symmetry of the courtyard, but, by
reason of its length and imposing archi-

tectural treatment, also detract from the
present importance of the central entrance
portal leading into the Guildhall.

Sir Charles Holroyd, in an address at a

Lyceum Club dinner on Monday, on Italian

art, said that painting remained more in

Italy than in any other country, and would
remain there for ever, Italian painters had
a directness and simplicity of style un-

matched in Europe out of consideration for

others, and a more graceful and flowing

manner than any other race in Europe out of

consideration for themselves. Diirer never
quite got rid of his hard German manner,
and Rubens never got rid of his Flemish
superabundance and roundness. Raphael
knew how to be soft in outline without hard-
ness, and round in form without being
superabundant. The words that best ex-

pressed the quality of Italian painting was
graeiousness. How did he. a North-conntry
coal-miner, come to love Italian art? First,

he went through all the stages of the artist's

education. Then he came up to London and
studied at the Slade School. Here he read
Vasari. the Bible of art, and had never
stopped reading him. Then he got a travel-

ling studentship and went to Italy for two
vears. He got to Milan, but it was not Italy",

but Cisalpine Gaul. Afterwards he visited

Florence and Rome. By studying church
mosaics at Rome in the order in which they

had been done he acquired an extraordinary

knowledge of Roman churches, and he
advised others who had the time to follow the

same method.

At the rooms of the Society of Antiquaries,

Burlington House, on Monday, objects dis-

covered at Antinoe and Abydos during the

past year were exhibited. The work at

Antinoe is most largely represented, and the

finds throw considerable light on the life of

the inhabitants of the town, especially during

of the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. The bulk
of the papyri discovered is in Greek, bnt a

few are in Latin. One valuable find was a

number of pages of Theocritus, dating from
the fifth or sixth centuries A. P. This is prac-

tically the only example of a Theocritean
MS. which Egj'pt has yet provided, and it is

at least seven centuries earlier than the

earliest Medifeval MSS. Shorthand appears

to have been in existence in those early

times. One fragment not only gives a Latin

alphabet with the letter names in Greek,
but lists of words with their shorthand
equivalent. Particularly valuable also are a

number of Coptic woven tapestries which
date from the third to the seventh centuries.

Some pieces of woven silk must have been
among the earliest that occur either in

Europe or Esypt. They are supposed to date

from the sixth century, and silk was only in-

troduced into Europe from China about 550

A.D.

At Messrs. Kiiiaht, Frank, and Rntley's

sale on Wednesday of Early Georgian fittings

in the old residences in Argyll-place, by order

of the Westminster Citv Council, the carved

panelling to walls on the first floor of No. 6

realised 54 guineas; a massive ehimneypiece.
white marble, inlaid with Irish green, 4]

miineas; a similar lot, 40 guineas; a carved
wood mantelpiece, with marble slips and iron

grate, in No. 7, Argyll-place. .£50; three six-

panelled doors, with carved mouldings and

Georgian door-heads, £53 ; a white marble
mantelpiece, with carved frieze and earyatide
jambs, £168; a white marble mantelpiece,
with carved frieze, inlaid with green marble,
with open grate, 70 guineas ; five six-panelled
doors, with carved egg-and-tongue mouldings
and architraves, and three overdoors, 43
guineas ; five panelled shutter linings, witli

carved mouldings and architraves, £27.

It has been decided to hold a national
service for Freemasons in St. Paul's Cathe-
dral on Thursday afternoon, October 22, in

aid of the fund being raised for the preserva-
tion of the fabric of the Cathedral, Sir
Christopher Wren is traditionally believed to

liave been the Master of a Lodge consisting
of operative masons engaged in the con-

struction of his great masterpiece, and it is

felt that Freemasons would welcome the

opportunity to associate themselves with the

endeavour to preserve a building of such
national importance and interest. The Pro-
Grand Master, Lord Ampthill, has expressed
his intention to be present at the service

officially. A sub-committee, consisting of the

Grand Secretary (Sir Edward Letchworth),
the President of the Board of General
Purposes (Mr. Alfred F. Robbins), the Grand
Director of Ceremonies (Mr. .1. S. Granville
Grenfell), the Rev. W. P. Besley (Past

Assistant Grand Chaplain), Mr. W. Resbury
Few (Assistant Grand Secretary), Mr. G. T.

Lawrence (Master of the Cathedral Lodge),

and Mr. Vernon Taylor (Past Deputy Grand
Organist), has been formed to arrange the

details of the service.

After a keen debate the town council of

Wolverhampton adopted on Monday a report

by their housing committee recommending
the erection of workmen's dwellings in the

borough. A site in Green-lane, containing

an area of 3J acres and 15,545 square yards,

acquired at a cost of Is. 4d. per square yard,

has been considered suitable, inasmuch as it

lies in a healthy area on a high elevation and
is centrally situated. Plans prepared by the

borough surveyor and approved by the com-
mittee show there is sufficient land available

for ninety houses to be erected in blocks of

not more than six. The scheme will be com-
menced by the erection of sixty houses. There
will be thirty-eight of the smaller-size

dwelling, with two bedrooms, and twenty-two
of the larger size, with three bedrooms. A
rental of 4s. 6d. a week in respect of the

twenty-two houses containing three bed-

rooms, and 3s. 9d. a week for the remaining
thirty-eight houses, will be fixed. The esti-

mated cost is £187 each for three-bedroomed

houses and £160 each for houses of two bed-

rooms. The purchase money to be paid in

respect of the land is £1,845, and the cost of

the erection of the sixty houses amounts to

£10,186, making a total capital expenditure

of £12,031, The financial statement pre-

pared by the borough accountant indicates a

debit balance of £187 to be met nut of the

rates.

" Evenings by the Sea " is a new handbook
just issued by the Great Eastern Railway to

the evening attractions and amusements of

the twenty seaside resorts served by the

company. "

It is finely illustrated with

numerous facsimile water-colour sketches.

Copies can be obtained free by sending a

postcard to the Superintendent of the Line,

Liverpool-street Station. London, E.C.

Part III. of Vol. VII. of the Transactions

of the St, Paul's Ecclesiological Society has

iust been published for the society by Messrs.

Harrison and Sons. 45, Pall Mall, price 5s.

It contains architectural descriptions of the

City church of St. Mary-le-Bow and St. Mary
Abchurch, by Dr. Philip Norman, and

another of 'Much Hadham Church, by

Mr. A. Whitford Anderson. A.R.I.B.A.,

of Watford. Mr. P. C. Eeles writes on two

16th-eentnry pontificals used by suffragan

bishops in 'England, previously unrecorded,

and raising the number known from two to

four. The Rev. .1. Kestell Floyer gives par-

ticulars of a Norman prayer guild, discovered

by him and Mr. Sydney Ilnniilton while com-

piling the kalendar of' the Worcester Cathe-

dral manuscripts. A MS. Book of Hours,

written in France for an unidentified Scottish

lady, about the middle of the 14th century.
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is (iescriljed by the Rev. E. S. Deverill ; from
tlie book four illustrations, of St. Margaret,
St. Miiiaii, and St. Sebastian, us a mark for
llie areliers and in civilian costume, are re-
|iroduced as full-page plates, and add much
lij the interest and value of this section of
Ihc Transactions.

^*^-

MEETINGS FOE THE ENSUING WEEK.
t'lUDiv ('I'o-UAi).—.Architectural Association. Amiiml

I'rize GiviuR aud E.ihibitiou of Work
by A. A. Stllrteuts. Awards for the Past
Session .\miomjced, auil Prizes Dis-
ti-ibuteil by Herbert liaker, F.R.l.li.A.
2..J0 i).m.

Fkiiiav (JiLV 17 to 31).—A. A. Camera, Sketch, uud
Debate Club, Kxctirsiou to Bayeux ancl
District.

S.llllll).iv ('I'o-MoKBow ). — Kdiuburj,'h .Vrchitectunil
Association. Annual E.xcursion tu
Hamilton Palace, Cadzow Forest, anil
the Hangmg Gardens at Barncliiith.

AVtu.vtsu.iv.—Builders' Benevolent tustitntiou. .Si.\tv-
seventh Annual Meeting, Koh-i-Noor
House, KiULTsway, W.C. 4 p.m.

—»*<

—

"WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BUISTOL.—A mcetmy of the South-Wcstcru

Coucdiatioii Board was held in Bristol on
Monday, to consider demands of the Carpenters'
and .Joiners' Society for an alteration in the
working: rules agreed between the society and
the Bristol Master Builders' Association.
Councillor W. JJ. Blackburn, of Newport, Mon.,
presided. It was mentioned that the Society
had accepted ihe offer of the employers in the
matter of working hours, to the elfec-t that half
an hour per day shorter time should be worked
in the summer months, but thev desired the
decision of the Board in the matter of wages,
and one or two other points. The employers
had offered .^d. per hour advance, but "the
Society adhered to their request for a Id. per
hour. After evidence had been called from both
employers and operatives concerned, it was
resolved that J.d. per hour advance be granted
as from .luly I. 1914, with an additional .^d. as
from January 1, 191.5, this arrangement to hold
good for a period of two years—until July,
1917. In the matter of overtime, it was decided
to allow the rule to remain as at present. The
Society desirerl the deletion of the final para-
graph from the present rule which allows for
walking time to be paid at the rate of three
miles per hour from certain points on the out-
skirts of the city, and which" concludes : "This
rule applies only to men sent from the shop
inside the city boundary, and not to men
enpged and paid at the job." After consider-
able discussion, it was decided to allow the rule
to remain as at present. A mass meeting of
the men engaged in the Bristol building trade
dispute was held also on Monday, when the fol-
lowing resolution was carried unanimously

:

"That this meeting expresses entire conlidence
in the Joint Strike Committee in their altitude
regarding the negotiations, in not first approach-
mg the employers with respect to a settlement."

GLASGOW.—The claim by the Glasgow-
masons for an increase in wages has been settled
by the men agreeing to accept the offer by the
employers of an additional halfpenny ner hour,
to commence on November 30 next.

LETCHWORTH.-In connection with the
dispute between the master builders and work-
men at Letchworth, the arbitrator announced
nis decision on Wednesday in favour of the men,
and granted their request for an advance of a
halfpenny per hour, to date from June 1.

ORMSKIRK —Upwards of 150 labourers con-
nected with the building trades came out on
strike at Ormskirk to-day for an increase of a
halfpenny per hour. The men, who are members
of the Navvies', Builders' Labourers', and
(•eneral Labourers' Union, had their wages in-
creased from 5d. to 5.id. ner hour in January
last; but they state that the masters promised
tliem an additional halfpenny as from May last.
Ihe skilled workers have already received an
increase of a penny per hour, but the masters
are adopting a firm attitude in the dispute.

r'7SLS^^i?i^'^'^^'^'SH"'. AMALGAM.\TED
CARPENTERS AND JOINERS. - It was
^"'"'"ncfid on Monday night that Mr. F
Chandler had been re-elected general secretary
to the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
,i"""^' 'he voting ligures being : F. Chandler,

mV iJ- T-
.^^estcott, 1.731; and A. Goringe,

»«. Ihe deciding vole in regard to the pro-
posed new headquarters of the"^ Society resulted
in favour of Manchester by 16,788 votes to 7,708
votes for London. The .total membership was
returned at 89,848.

It5

LATEST PRICES.

(!

7 5

S 2 (i

8 10

5 17

8 15
a 10

No. 22 to ii
Per ton

.

...i'lS 10

... 14

12 B.W.G.
ill 15S. per ton.

6 ."i

6

IKON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

lex steamer London) per ton i'6 'J 6 to i'B
Steel Joists, KnRlish 7 10 .. 7 1

WroushMron Girder Plates 7 0,
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,
P.ar Iron, good Staflfs 6 5 0,
Do, Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 ,

Do.. Welsh 5 15 ,

Boiler Plates Iron—
South Staffs 8 0,
Heat Stodshill 0,,

Angles lOs., Tees Ms. per ton extra
Builders' Hoop Iron, lor bonding, Ac., fa ir,s. to til.

Ditto galvanised, Xll to fl5I0s. per ton
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20.
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.
Sauge i'i3

Bestdilto 13
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)-
3 to 7 8 n 10 11 12 l;i 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 a'3 9 9 10/3 11- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 ,, 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 ,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 5 ,5 u
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 21 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply,
M B.W.G 14 5

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11
flO 103. tlO 15a. fll OS. ill 53

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in. to 6in 6
7in. to '24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra

turned and bored joints, 53. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron- Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall llOs. Oj. to 1178. ild

Hot Blast, ditto 708.03. „ T.'is. Od,
Wrcught-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 72 p c,
Water-Tubes

] 70
Steam-Tubes '„[ ggj
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes to
Galvanised Steam-Tubes .53

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Pertoni'-Jl 5 to £21 7 6
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 1-2 s„ —

Country 24 7 6 ,, —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 12 H „

Country 25 7 6 ,, —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 12 6,, _

• • .. ,, ,, Country 26 7 6 ,, —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 2 6 „ —

„ ,. „ Country 2fc 17 6 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town , 26 12 ti ,. —

.. ,, Country 27 7 6 ., —
Lead Soil-pipe (aptol'in) Town 26 12 6,, —

,, Country 27 7 6 „ —
[Over iMn. fl per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Hranda 17 17
Lead Shot, in 281b. baga 24 15
Copper Sbeels, sheathing & rods 78 _
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 65 15
Tin, English Ingots 150
Do., Bars 1.51

Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 20 1-2 6 „
Sheet Lead, Town 23 2 6 ,.

Country ij 17 ti „
Genuine White Lead 30 5 ,,

Refined Red Lead 25 ,,

Sheet Zinc 29 i.

Old Lead, against account 18 2 6,]
Tin percwt. 8 5 0,.
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brandi 10 9

TIMBEB.
CONSTRUCTION-'\L.1

Yellow Pine Deals, t,}aebec, per standard :—
1st quality i'38 to
3nd ., -26 „
3rd „ 16 „

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 „
,, ,, Miramichi 9 10 ,.

., Boards : Swag 11 „
Red Deals; Archangel Istquality 21 0,,

•2nd „ 16 .,

3rd ., 12 ,,

„ ,, St. Petersburg—
,, ,, ,, Istqnality 16 10 ,

2nd ,, 14 10 „
Wyburg&Uleaborg 12 10 „
Gefle, Gothenburg.
and Stockholm ... 12 10 .,

White Deals : Crown 14 „
,, ., Seconds 11 10 ,,

Flooring : White and l*laned—
I 1st and 3nd quality mixed ,,. 10 15 ,,

Ist, 2nd. & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 ,,

I

Red Planed, Ist quality 14 10 ,,

Pitch Pine ; Prime Deals and
I Boards 18 „

j

Lignum Vitffi Per ton 7 „

I

Per cubic

I

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,,
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,,

I
Birch ; Quebec Logs 2 3,,
Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,

I-nilNITURE AND HABIIWOOUH.
Teak: Burmese, per load. 50ft, f-20 to iTeak

: .Java, per load, 50Jt 16 „
Per cubic

6 . 18 12 6

,
—

, 78 10
, 66 5
, 151

, 151 10

i'45

32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24
19
14

18

15 10
15

17
15 10
13

Mahogany Gaboon 2

23
14

foot,

5 6
3 6
2 9
8
2 3

Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards „ „ Prm. 3

„ ••
. " .. „ Mdm. 2

Sequoia (Californian Redwood) 2
Birch : (Juebec logs n -2

sawn planks . 1

Oak; Austrian Wainscot 7
Walnut ; Prime boards and
Planks

(J

Walnut
; Mdni n 3

Greenheart; Hewn logs ... :1

Cedar ; Cigar box 1
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime (j -j

Orham : Imp. sawn boards!
prime 2

Mahogany: St. Domingo, Cuba,
and Honduras ... 6

.. Afticau, Assinee, tVc. 5
Lagos and Benin 4 (i

,. Sekondi and Cape
Lopez 3

Gaboon -j

Sitinwood; West Indian ... 10 11

Rosewood Per ton s
Lignum VitBD 7

9 to

6
4

3
3

6
3
9

1

•25

-21

toot.
2 6
3 6
2 9
3 6

2 9
2
8

II 6

4

I

5

2

9
6

6

1

2
Oil
12 11

II II

i I

•2 3
2 '*

2
1 10
1 10

1 Kll

2

2 8

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube fO
Darley Dale, ditto

,.
Red Corsebill, ditto

|,
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,]

Ancaster. ditto „
Greeusbill, ditto

'

n
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Kims)

Hard York, ditto
|,

Do. do. 6io. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

., 13
' All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 11 1 7t

Ditto, ditto, Nine Kims Depot ., U 1 ot
Beer Stono, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station

,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine P3lms
^'alioa 1 6J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 2()ft. average ;
—

Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine KIms Depot, or I Per foot cube.
Piililioo Wharf '

... io 2 3 Ao 2 lA

SLA.TES.

in. in.
Blue I'ortmadoc ... ^i) x ui

.

^ 16
Blue Bangor 20

20
First quality 20

20
16

Kureka unfading
green 20

20
18
16
20
18

,

16

Permanent Green .

f B. a. per 1,000 of
. 12 12 6 1,300 at r. sto.

6 12 6
.13 2 6
, 13 17 6
13 II

13 15

15 17 6
18 7 6
13 5 II

10 5
11 12 6

9 12 6
6 12 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks_.. fl 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
f, ,T,.^,,.. ._

^^ friver.

delivered
at rly. stn.

Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Jlild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118 II

Red Wire Cuts 114
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

•2-;in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic 4 10 6
Facing Bricks '

S'/s" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks i'2 10

3'V' ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 B
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 U 3
Ditto Plastic Kngineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3Vs in
thickestpart 2

3''«" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6 (I

3"k" ditto ditto through and through 3
3' V Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Tambs : Octa-
gons ; 2i'^ and '2" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xi course „ 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;—

3 course deep, 4
J"

soffit, per foot opening..
4 ditto 4y' ditto ditto ditto ..

I

Net, delivered in
, full truck loads
' in London.

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

1 3
1 H
2 1

2 6
2 1

an
3 9
i 6

Netfree on rail, or free on boat at works.
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GLAZED BBICKS.
ISABD GLAZES (PEB 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Coloura
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 flO 17 6 il3 17 B £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers—
U 17 ti 10 7 6 13 7 B 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, BuUnose, and lUn. Flats —
15 17 H 11 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 B 15 17 li

Double Stretchers—
17 17 B IB 7 B 20 17 B 24 7 B 17 17 6

Double Headers—
11 17 B 13 7 B 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 B 17 17 6 21 17 B 2B 7 6 18 17
Two sides and one end. square—

19 17 B IS 7 B 23 17 B 26 17 6 19 17 B
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 B 15 7 B 21 17 6 24 77 B 17 7 B
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each Bd. each Bd. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnoee Stops-
5d. each 4d. each Bd. each Bd. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each id. each Bd. each Bd. each 5d. each

Majohca or Soft Qlazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £22 17 B

,, ,, Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks

)
Not

of single radius £B per 1,000 over above
f

exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by Igin.
Is. 2d. each ) by 2Sin.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0,, „

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 3B to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 B to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental tiles 52 6 „ ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz.
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57 B per 1000
Ornamental ditto BO ,,

Hip tiles 4 Operdoz.
Valley tiles 3 0.,

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's) ,- 16 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6
Hip tiles 3 10" per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 4| ,, .,
" liosemary" brand plain tiles... 48 o"per lOOO ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 Operdoz.
Valley tiles 3 8,,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Keda or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 ,,

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4 per doz.

_
Valley tiles 3 B „

"Hartshill" brand plain tiles,
sand-faced LO per 1009 ,,

Pressed 47 6 ,, ,,

Ornamental ditto 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 Operdoz.
Valley tiles 3 6,,

OILS.

Rapeseed,English pale.per tun £28
Ditto, brown ,, 26
Cottonseed, refilled 29
Olive, Spanish 39
Seal, pale ,, 21
Cocoanut, Cochin ,, 4B
Ditto, Ceylon ,, 42
Ditto, Mauritius , 42
Palm, LagoR

, 32
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine ,, 17
Sperm 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal.
I'etroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1

Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Gil per gal.
Baltic oil 2 8,,
Turpentine ,, u 2 11 ,,

I'utty (Genuine Linseed
Oil.... percwt. ii 8 ii .,

Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. ,, u 10 (i „

15 to £29
2715

10
10
5

7
63

5
5

10
10

5
10
5

8

62
10

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass ; 15oz.
Fourths 2d. .

Thirds 2id. .

Fluted Sheet 23d. .

Hartley's English Boiled

210Z.
3d.

32oz.
4S.1.

5l6.
7d.

iin.

Plate 2ld. ... 23d. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and Bepoussine... 3id. ... Sd. .

26oz.
3|d.

. 3Jd. ... 4*1

. 3id. .

^in.

d.
6jd.

Vidin.

VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Odk 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
"churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black .Japan IB
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Claridge's asphalte is specifieil for covering: the

roofs of the new offices of the "Sliellield Tele-
graph," in Sheffield.

Doyle's latest patent "Air-Pump" Concealed
Ventilators have been applied to Ouclian parish
church, fsle of Man.

For the new municipal swimming-baths, which
are being erected in Salisbury, HhoJesia, the
powdc-r Pudlo (which makes cement waterproof)
has Ijeeu specified.

pILKINQTOfl & CO
(ESTABLISHBD 1838.)

DEPTFORD WHARF,
190 ft 192, OREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, S.E

Registered Trade Mark,

POLONCEAU Asphalte
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-KESISTINa ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PA'VTNa.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines,
Tblbfhonb Nos. : New Cbobs 1102 (2 Lines).

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardviroods,
APPLlf TO—

WM. OLIVEB & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row. London, £.0.

TENDERS.
*»' Uorrespoudents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
iuformatiun. —

—

Belvedekk - iiOAD, Lambkth. — For the con-
struction of the extension, in front of the premises
now occupied by Holloway Brothers (London). Ltd.,
of the river wall at tbe new county hall site, for the
London County Council:—

Cochrane, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Victoria-street, S.AV f29 Ho:3 li '.i

Dick, Kerr A'Co.Jjtd., Abchurch-
yard, E.C 2S.771 ID in

Fasey, A., and Son, Leytonstone ^7,076 H (i

Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd.,
Grosvenor Wharf, S.W. ... 26,71)7 14 (I

Holloway Bros. (Londonl. Ltd..
Lambeth. S.E -25,700 I)

Muirhead, Wm.. and Co.. Ltd..
Parliaiiiout-street, S.W. ... '24.084 '.) n

Morrison and Mason, Ltd.,
Glassowl* '23,'26H G s

Chief engineer's estimate. i*-2-2,7"25.

* Recommended for accei)tance. I After arith-
metical correction.

BiGGLEsw.,VDE.—For alterations to tbe Unionist
Club, St. Andrews, for the committee. Mr. Thomas
Cockrill, A.M.I.C.E., Bedford and Biggleswade,
architect :—

Allen, M. J.. Brampton £om
Woodward. C. D., Biggleswade... 5*2.5 10
Styles and Son, Biggleswade ... 4H7 10
Foster, M. and F. O.. Hitchin ... 4413 2
W'right, C, Langford (accepted) 4-2() 4

C.\j^NocK.—For widening and improving Stalt'ord-
road, for the urban district council :—

Tebb and Mattashaw (accepted) i*V17 u

CA^^u('K. — For the construction of public
lavatories under the bandstand in the market-place,
for the urlmn district council :

—

Linford. C Cannock (accepted! jC410 10 9

Cannock. — For tbe construction of sewers in
various parts of the district, for the urban district
council :—

Jukes and Co. (accepted) £1:200 S

Cardiff.—For alterations at police-station, Grange-
towD, for the corporation. Mr. W. Harford, City
Hall, Cardiff, architect ;—

Bryan, D., Cardiff £87 7 H
Lowest tender received.

Cl^vpham, S.W. — For incorporating additional
land in the site of the Raywood - street school,
Clapham. for the London County Council :—

P''oster. F. and G., Norwood
Junction i:l.499

Hooper, T.. and Son, South
Lambeth l^SSO

Blay, W. F., Ltd., Cannon-street 1,2-28

Smith, F., and Co. .Cannon-street 1,227
King, W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road 1.174

Rice and Son, Stockwell-road ... I,l(i3

Lole and Co., Chelsea 1,138 (i

Holliugsworth. H. H., Peckham 1.073 U
Holliday and Greenwood. Ltd..
Battersea 1.060

Lea, H. and E., Regent-street ... 1.05H

Triggs and Co.. Clapham 1,042
Fletcher, F. W., 4, Maybury-st.,
Tooting* 880

* Recommended for acceptance.

Feeling-on-Tyne.—For alterations to the council
school, for the urban district council :—

Crane, J. (accepted*.

FuLHAM, S.W.—For installing low-pressure hot-
water heating apparatus at William-street School,
for the London County Council :—

Cannon and Hefford, Peckham ititJO

Brightside Foundry & Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd 867 U

Cash, H. .T.. and Co., Ltd..
Westminster 778

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-
street 722

Strode and Co., Ltd., Osnaburgh-
street 685

May. J. and F., Lincoln's Inn-
fields em

Bradley. G. and E.. Lever-.street 6B3 U
Cannon. W. G.. and Sons,
Ltd.. London-road 659

Vettou and Brockett, Ltd.,
Munton-road.S.E 645

Pearson. R. H. and J.. Ltd..
Notting Hill Gate (accepted) ... 556

Architect's estimate, £650.

(iooEE.—For carrying out sewerage works for the
Goole Urban District Council :—

Binns, F. E., and Co., Croydon ...A'10,722

(Accepted)

Hammersmith, S.W.—For the installation of steam
heating apparatus. laundry machinery, and
calorilier at the Girls' Trade School, for the London
County Council :—

Manlove, AUiott. and Co.. Ltd..
Parliament-street £1.600

Bradford. C. and Co.. High
Holborn

Moorwood'sLtd., Queen Victoria-
street

May. J. and F.. Lincoln's Inn-
fields ...

Bradley. G. and E., Lever-street
t'rcer. A\.. Leicester
Cannon, W. G.. and Sons. Ltd..
London-road ...

\\'atkin, W., and Son, Wood
(ireen

Brightside Foundr>' A; Engineer-
ing Co.. Ltd.. Sheffield ...

Cormack, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
^^"estminster

Ueane. E., and Beal. Ltd.,
Mon ument-street

'

Vaughan, T. W., and Co. (1914).

Islington
Chief engineer's estimate, £1,295.
* Recommended for acceptance.

Hammersmith. S.W.—For installing low-pressure
hot-water heating appax-atus at the Victoria School,
for the London County Council :

—

Arding and Dyne. Soutliwark
Bridge-road

Wilson and Smith, Ltd.. West
Strand

Ueane. E.. and Beal. Ltd..
London Bridge

Brightside Foundry A: Engineer-
ing Co.. Ltd.. Victoria-street...

Palowkar and Sons. Queen-street
RuiToughes, W. J., and Sons.
Holborn

Cannon and Hellord. Peckham .,

Cash. H. .1.. and Co.. Ltd..
Westminster

^ etton and Brockett, Ltd.,
Munton-road.S.E.

Cannon, W. G.. and Sons. Ltd.,
Sonthwark

May, J. and F., Lincoln's Inn-
fields (accepted)

Pearson, R. H. and J.. Ltd.,
Notting Hill Gate (withdrawn)

Hindley. — For new schools, for the Hindley
Education Committee :

—
Massty Bros., Wigan (accepted)... i"6.050

KiEUUKN.—For tar-paviofi the path round the pond
at Kdburn-gracge, for the London County Council :

-

Smart, J., and Son. Victoria-
street, S.W

(.ioddard and Co.. Caledonian-
road, N

Constable, Hart, and Co.. Ltd..
Eastcheap, E.C

Chittenden and Simmone. Ltd..
\'ictoria-street, S.W

Hobman. A. C. W . and Co..
Ltd., Bermonsey. S.E.* ...

1,545

1,488

1,475
1.470

1,450 U

1,150

1,341 15 (I

1,275

1.268 U

1.240

1,211

£093

899 10

840

831

830

825
8-22 10

784

770

758

753

657 i)

£80

77 10

70 12 1

70 5 7

67 13 7
* Recommended for acceptance.
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Letchworth.—For the erection of an isolation
hospital at Letchworth (Garden City), for the
Hitchin Rural District Council ;

—
Beckley A- Turpie, Letchworth
Openshaw tS: Co., Letchworth
Sou^ter, G. W.. and Son. Le ch-
worth

Wallis. G. E,.. nod Sods, Ltd..
London. S.M".

Willcock. H.. and Co., Wolver-
lamptOQ

Lonfiley. J., and Co.. CrawleA' . .

Redhouse, S., & Sod, StottoM ..

Brightman, C, and Son, Ltd.,
Watford

Willmolt, J., Jt Sons, Hitchin ...

Mead, J., Ltd., Chesham
Raban, T,. and Sons. Baldock ...

Hickman. T.. and Sons. Market
Harborough

Hurst. H.. Letchwortll
Foster. F.. Kempston
Hackslev Bros. Wellingborough
Henson. G.. and Son. Welling-
borough

Archer. E.. and Sons. Ltd..
Northampton

Clarke, Bros.. Watford
Cleaver, A. R. & W., Northamp-
ton

Newton. F., Hitchin
Jliskin, C, and Sons, Ltd., St.
Albans

Corab, W., & Son, Loughborough
Kidman and Sons, Cambridge"...

London.—For the supply of (a) -250 steel axle
forgings and (u) 30 steel axle torgings, for the London

£•10,196 II

9,500

8,999

8.9S7

8.975 I)

8,948

8,862

8,837
8,747
8,697
8,686

8.660
8.654
8,646
8,608

8,571

8,570 U U
8.497

8,475 U
8,448

8.363
S,06-2

7,9-i3

County Council. Prices each :

—

Vickers. Ltd.. Sheffield ±'4

Bochumer V'erein fiir Bergbau
und Gussstahlfabrikation.
Gtrmany 4

Spencer, .1.. and Sons. Ltd.,
Newcastle-on-Tjne

Brown. A., and Co.. Cannon-
street. F..C

Glasgow Railway Engineering
Co.. Ltd.. Glasgow

Brown. .T., and Co.. Ltd.,
Sheffield ..

Workington Iron and Steel Co..
Ltd.. Workington

Anger Manufacturing and Supply
Co.. Ltd., Preston . .

Ritchie, W. .1. and Co.. Sheffield
Bessemer. H.. and Co.. Ltd..
Bolton ,

Brown Bayley's Steel Works,
Ltd.. Sheffield

Baker. J., and Co. (Rotherham),
Ltd.. Rotherham

Fried. Krupp Aktiengesell-
schaft. Germany

Steel. Peech. and Tozer. Ltd..
Sheffield (accepted for both) ...

B.
. i'3 7

3 10

3 10 3

•2 17 4

12 6

12

2 12 6

2 12 6

2 11 6

2 8

2 6 10

2 14 6
2 14

2 6

London.—For the sujiply of a motor-escai)e van
for the fire brigade, for the London County Council .—

Leland Motors. Ltd. £461 u
(Recommended for acceptance.)

I ILoNDON.~For cleaning and painting schools, for
the London County Council, Acceptel tenders —
Bermondsey, County Secondary—

Peyton, A. T £ogi g ^
Laxon-ttreet

—

Peyton. A. T 216 5 Ii

Townsend-street

—

Press Robinson and Co 4ii o
Camberwell, N.. The "Oliver Goldsmith "—

Cook. H. j.. and Song
Hackney. C. Enfield-road—

Keetch. G
Hackney. S., South Hackney Central-

Butters. G
Holborn, Tower-street—

King. W.. and Son
Islington. S.. Harnsljury Park—

Keetch. G
Station-road

—

Bull. F
Kensington. N.. Birlby-road—

Polden. .\. and F
Newington, W., Faimce-street—

Vigor and Co
Norwood. Elm-court Residential

—

Banks. W
Paddington. N.. Beethoven-street-

Chappell. W
Peckham, Choumert-road—

Groves. H
Poplar. Dingle-lane—

Fenn. J. S
Rotherhithe. The " Redriff "-

Gorham. F. .J.

457

387 (I U

260 10

270 U

327

280

411 U

363

233 13

2!)9 11 4

460

352 16 10

335 9 9
t—
424 5

280

326

6 St. George-in-the-East, Fairclough-stieet
Munday, G., and Sons

Southwark, W., Holland-street—
Newell, H

Stepney, Baker-street—
Munday, G., and Sons

Westminster, Buckingham-gate—
3 Loast)>-, F. W. 299

Whitechapel, Buxton-street—
Munday, G., and Sons 341

Woolwich, Elizabeth-street

—

6
,

Harris. W .308

Mulgrave-placo—
Fenn, ,J. S 318 18

NoliWOOD, S.W.—For works of planting at Sussex"
roai School. Norwood, for the London County
Council :

—

Maxwell Bros.. Ltd. (accepted) ... £414
In lieu of tender from W. Read, withdrawn since

acceptance.

Orpington.—For road repairs at Orpington, for
the rural district council of Bromley, Kent. Accepted
tenders :

—

St. .Tohn's road ;—
Mowlem. .J. and Co. ... 5.710

Somerset and Wiltshire Roads :

—

Road Maintenance .i: Supply Co. .£771

PoiiisMorxH.—For the erection of \\ imborne-road
schools. Mr. G. C. Vernon-Inkpen. M.S.A.. 10. Com-
mercial-road. Portsmouth, architect :—

Wakehaiu Bros. Plymouth ...1:21,972
Evans, W. W.. Southsea 21.086
Croad. Q.. Portsmouth 21,075
Tanner, G.. Southsea 21.0.52
Salter, S., Portsmouth 21.021
Sprigings. E. & A.. Portsmouth 20.a58
Harding. G., Southsea 30.643
Cockerell. G. Portsmouth

. 20.215
Privott. F. G., Portsmouth' .„ 19,«;0

* Recommended for acceptance.

Regent's Pabk. N.W.—For constructing a new
tunnel under the Outer Circle-road. Regents Park.
for the council of the Zoological Society :—

Somerville, D. G., and Co., Victoria-street, S.W,
l.\ccepted.)

SODTHAUPTON.-For building a refuse destructor
at Portswood, for the Southampton Corjioration :

—
Foundations:—

Dyer and Sons, Southampton ... l.:)27

I Accepted.)
Destructor cells and boilers :—

Warrington. T., Manchester . 1.221 U
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Chimney :—
Britannia Construction Co..
London (accepted) £389

Stratton. North Cornwall. — For building a
bridge at Hannafords Mill, for the Stratton Rural
District Council :—

Gardener, T. (accepted) i'fs.i lo 9

Thirsk.—For building a new secimlary school at
Thirsk. for the North Riding Education Committee:

Willoughby, T., Northallerton ... £5,661 u
(.Accepted.)

Wa.vdsworth, S.W.—For installing electric light,
bells, and telephones at the Furzedown Training
College and Hostels, Wandsworth, for the London
County Council :—

Hodgson. F., and Co.. (Jueen
V'ictoria-street 2.800

Cathcart. C. H.. & Co.. Fleet-st. 2,425
Buchanan and Curwen, Bristol 2,065
Cox-Walkers. Ltd.. Darlington .. 1.965
MalcoluiA- Allan, Ltd., Kingsway 1,761
AlphaJlanufacturingCcBalham 1.746
Tredegar and Co. .Victoria-street 1.729
Defries and Goldman, New
Oxford-street 1,565

Lund Bros, and Co., Queen
Victoria-street 1,530

Weston, G., and Sons, Ltd.,
Fenchurch-street 1„503

Newman, A., Ltd., Ilford 1,499
Tyler .\pparatus Co.. Ltd..
Gerrard-street 1,283 11 6

Turnham & Co.. 12. John-street.
.\delphi' 1.0)0

Chief engineer's estimate, i'1.740.
* Recommended for acceptance.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
July 24-Cottages, Chapel-en-le-Frith lOgs,, 5gs.

,

'2ks The Clerk, Rural District Council. Chapel en-le-Frith

c '\ -S-Designs for Police and Fire Station. Redhill. (Assessor) lOgs., 20gB., logs A. Smith. Town Clerk, Municipal Baildings. Beigate.
Sept. 7— Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-

street, York-road, Battersea ; and Billingsgate-street,
Church-street, Greenwich. (Mr. J. W. Simpson,

-. „ F.R.I.B..\., Assessor) L. Gomme. Clerk, Education OtBces. Victoria Embkt., W.C.
Oct. 31-LayingOut Show Grounds, Wayville West, Adelaide... ±'500, f200, £100 The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Australia

'

,, ^ . ,. 23, Waymoutb-street, Adelaide.
,. 31—Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station. St.

T^ „ Helens. (Assessor.) £100, £50, £23 \. W. Bradley. M.I.C.E., Town Hall. St. Helens.
Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield ... f400, £240 M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement dea

- „ . ,
Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels,

do. —Drawing or Photograph of English or Continental
MetalWork 5gs., 3gs., 2g8 Whiteside and Caslake, Ltd., The Broadway.Hendon, N.W.

do. -Designs for Technical Schools and Education Offices
(Mr. Paul Waterhouse, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) J. E. Jarralt, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Southport.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

July 17—Meal Mill and Kiln, Newbureh
18—Buildings, Hooper's Farm. Westonzoyland
18—Endowed School. Enlargement of, Smalley
18—School. Murrow. Wisbech St. Mary
18—Two Villas at Hull City Asylum. Willerby
18—Police Station. Additional Cells at. Nuneaton
18—Infirmar>-, Repairs to, Kingston-on-Thames
18-Infirniary Block, Earlswood Common, RedhiU
18—City Lodge, Repairs to, Cardiff
18—Hall, Aberkenfig
18—Children's Central Homes, Repairs to. New Maiden
18—Partitioning Schoolroom, West Forilington, Dorchester
20—Repairs to School, Denton
•20—Disinfector Building, North Wharf, Blackwall, E
20—School, Additions to, Lambourne
20—Reconstructing Children's Hospital, Margate
20— Market Offices. Birley-street. Preston
•20—Queen Mary^s Hospital, Alterations to, Carshalton
20—Houses ('2001, Tynant
20—Asylum, Extension of. Tooting Bee, S.W
20-Public Wash-house, M^Leod-street, Gorgie
•20—Four Houses, Ouyhterside
20—Schools, Repairs to, Gatten and Newport
20—Club, Gilfach, Bargocd
20—Institute for Blind, .\dditiona to. Glossop-roud, C.irditt
20—Brook Council School. Repairs to. Maidstone
20—Isolation Hospital, .Additions to. Saffron Walden
20—Cemetery, Caretakers Lodge at, Farnham
•20—School of Domestic Economy, Repairs to. Bromley
20—Council Schools, .^Iterations to, Gatten
20—Bakery and Stable, Crosland Moor
20—Infant School, .Additions to, Hebburn

BUILDINGS.
Mitchell and Rae, Ltd
John Turner
Governors
Isle of Ely Education Committee
Visiting Committee
Warwickshire County Council . .

Guardians
Heigate Guardians
Guardians
Gospel Brethren Trustees
Kingston-on-Thames Guardians
Managers
Kent Education Committee
Metropolitan -\sylums Board
Essex Education Committee
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Corporation
Metropolitan Asylums Board .

.

Great Western Colliery Co.. Ltd.
Metropolitan .\aylums Board
Edinburgh Town Council

Isle of Wight County Council
Trustees

Kent Education Committee
Joint Hospital Board .

Joint Burial Committee
Kent Education Committee
Isle of Wight County Council

.

Education Committee..

W. Davidson. Archt.. Ellon.
F. H. J. Ciabhutt. Archt.. Cornhill (.hambers. Bridgwater.
Currey and Thompson. Archts.. Murket-place, Dirliy.

H. Farr Simpson. County Sur.. Tavistook-road, Wislieob.
J. A. Hirst, City Archt., Guildhall. Hull.
J. Millmot. County Sur., 6, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
C. W. Dash, Clerk, Union OBices, kingston-on-Tliaines.

T. R. and V. Roberta, Archts.. Market Hall Bldgs.. Heigate.

A. J. Harris, Clerk, Union Offices, (.loeen's Chambers, Cardill,

F. H. Heaven. Archt., 39, Corouation-street, Aberkenfig.
C. W. Dash. Clerk. Ciiion Offices. Kingston-on-Thames.
Jackson, Son. and Feacey. Archts,. 26. South-et.. Dorchester.
W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng.-in-Chief. Embankment, E.C.

G. T. Forrest, County Archt., 73, Duke-street, Chelmsford,
T. W. Aldwinokle. F.R.I.B.A., '20, Denmanstreet, S.E,

The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Preston,
W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Eng. -in-Chief, Embankment, E.t

.

Thomas and Morgan. Archts.. ^2:3. Gelliwastad-rd.. Pontypridd.

T. W. Aldwinckle. F.R.I.B.A.. '20. Denmanstreet, S,E,

J. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A.. Public Works Office. Edinburgh.

The Secretary, Colliery Offices, Oughterside. Cumberland.
S R. Cocks, St. Thomas's-street. Ryde.
D. J. Thomas, .\rcht., Blackwood, Mon.
D. Morgan. F.R.I.B A., charlesst. Chambers, Cardm.
The County Architect, Sessions House, Maidstone,

H. R. Bird, .\rcht., 10, Union-court, Old Broad-street, fc-.C.

A. J. Stedman. .^rcht.. South-street. Farnham.
W. H. Robinson, M.S..\., Sessions House, Maidstone,

S. R. Cocks, St. Thomas-street, Bydo.
,

C. F. Mallinson and Son. Market-place, Huddersheld.

H, Paterson, Sur., Education Offices, Hebbnrn.
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Jaly -JO—Council School, Repairs to, Great Chart
,. 20—Houses 114), Rainford

20—Council School. liepiirs to, Heroe Biy
,, •20--Council Scbools, Repairs to, Newport
,, 20—Church of EDt^land Schools. Repairs to. Dorcbester
., '20—Danygraig School (160 p'aces). Classrooms at, Swansea
,, 20—School, Repairs to, Orlestone
„ 20—Council Schools, Repairs to, Cdrisbrooke

20—Reception Hospital, Larbert Asylum
,, 20—Workshops, Additions to. King's Stables-rd., Edinburgh
,, 20—Council School. Enlarging, Byng-road. Barnet
,. 21—Houses ('2.5>, Hirwain
., 21—Labourers' Cottages (49), Swinford and Kiltimagh

21—Cloth Warehouse, New Mills, Drighlington
,. 21—Schools, Repiirs to, Tipton
„ 22—Various Police Stations, Repairs to, Miidstoce
,, 22—School (1,122 places), Newtown. Great Yarmouth
,, 2-2-Working Mens Club, Additions to, Crosland Moor
,. 22—St. James lofirmary. Alterations to. Wandsworth, S.W.
,, 22—Electric Power Station Buildings, Walsall
,, 22—School, Alterations at, Cobholni Island
., 22—Ward Block at Isolation Hospital. Wincant^n
., 22—Two Houses, Cbapel-street, Peuycae
„ 22—Coui't House. Repairs to. Maidstone
., 23—Infirmary, Repairs to, St. Dunstan 's-rd., Fulham, S.W.
,, 23—Redecorating Dining Halls, Bancroft-road, Mile End ...

., 23—Workhouse, Repairs to, Fulham Palace-road, W

., 23—Housing Scheme, West Ham

., 23—Detached House. Groes
„ 23—Cottages (20), Old Farm-road, Guildford
„ 23—Wards it Operatius Room, Cottage Hospital, Rhymney
,, 23—National School, Backnamullagh
„ 2:3-Council Schools, Repairs to, Exeter
,, 23—Drill Hall, Additions to, Risca
,, 23—Two Villas, Salendine Nook
., 23—Ladywell Institution. Repairs to, Lewisham.S.E
,, 23—Infirmary, Linen Stores at, Fulham, S.W
., 23—Houses (101*, Part-street, Hlaina
,. 2;i—Municipal Abattoir, Enlargement of, Antwerp
., 24—Cottage, Holding No. 16, Albrighton
,, 21—Barracks, Alterations to, Medina-road, East Cowes
,, 24—Care and Store Shed, Kingston-road, Merton
,, 24—Waifs' and Strays' Home, Cleveland-rjad, Darlington. ..

,. 24—School, Additions to, Copnianthorpe
,, 24—Caretaker's Cottage, Renovating, Newbury
,, '24-Iron Shedding, North Quay, Antwerp
,, 2.5—Sis ^^'orkulena Dwellings. Alderton, Glos
„ 2.5—School, .\ltt'ration9 to, St. Martins. Oswestry
„ 25—Tabernacle Baptist Chapel, Alterations to, Troedyrhiw
,, 25—Foundations for New Hospital. Hastings
,, 25—Chapel at Cemetery, Dartford

2.5—Two Workmen's Dwellings, Suowshill, Glos
., 27—Council School, Repairs to, baudhurst
,, 27—School, Lower-road, Belvedere
,, 27—School, Alterations to, Argyle-street, Ipswich
„ 27—Cottages (14', Wateraide, King's Lingley
,, 27—Workmen's Dwellings (16t, Gall-road. March

BUILDINGS -continued.

Kent Education Committee
Urban District Council
Kent Education Committee
Isle of Wight County Council
Managers
Education Committee
Kent Education Committee
Isle of Wight County Couocil
Stirling District Board of Control
Town Council
Education Committee
Bute Colliery Building Club
Rural District Council
Exors. (i the late T. & S. Barron
Ed ucation Committee
K«nt StanrJing Joiot Committee
Education Committee

Gairdians
Corporation
Great Yarmouth Education Com.
Com'uittee

Kent Standing Joint Committee
Guardians
Old Town Guardians
Guardians
Port of London Authority
Miss E. C. Talbot
Corporation

Devon Education Committee ..

Monmouth Ttrr. Force Asso3.

Bermondsey Guardians ..

Guard ians
Urban District Council ..

Municipal Authorities
,

Silop Coimtv Council
Hants Terr. For-je Assoc.
Urban District Council ..

West Ridine Education Com ,

Education Committee

Winchcomb R.D.C.
Managers

East SuFses Hospital Conmiittee
Urban District Council
Winchcomb R.D.C
Kent Education Committee
Urban District Council
Education Committee
Hemel Hempstead R.D.C
Urban District Council

W. H. Robinson, M.S. A., Archt., Sessions House, Maidstone.
J. A. Baron, Archt., Cotham-street. St. Helens.
The County Architect, Sessions House, Maidstone.
S. R. Cocks. St. Thomas-street, Ryde.
H. O Lock. Sec. 24. High West-street, Dorchester.
E. E. Moraan, A.R.I.B.A., 3, Prospect-place, Swansea.
W. H. Robinson, M.S A., Sessions House, Maidstone.
S. R. Cocks, St. Thomas-street, Ryde.
A. and W. Black, Arclits., Falkirk.
J. Williamson. A.R I B.A., Public Works Office, Edinburgh.
U. A. Smith, County Sar.. County Survevor's Office. Hatfield.
A. S. Cameron, Archt., l.Glanant-street. Aberdare.
T, R. McNulty, Clerk, Board-room, Swinford.
T. A. Buttery, L.R.I.B.A.. Queen-street, Morley.
Sjott and Clark, Archts., Great Bridge.
The County Architect, 8H, Week-street. Miidstonc.
The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Great Yarmouth.
.T. Berry and Sons. Archts., 3, Market-place, Huddersfield.
Gibson, Skipworth. & Gordon, Archts., 5, Old Broad-st., W.
E. M. Lacey. M.I.C.E.. Con. Eng., 12. Victoria-street. S.W.
The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Great 'armouth.
A. J. Pictor, A.R IB A., Bruton. Somerset.
J. Francis, Po^t Office, Penvcae.
The County Architect, 66, Week-street. Maidstone.
A. S. Snell, F.R.I.B A.. 9. Bentinck-street, Manchester-sq.. W.
E. J. Harrison, Archt., 9, Grey's Inn-square, W.C.
A. S. Snell, F.R.I.B A.. 9. Bentinck-street. Manchester-sq.. W.
C. B. S. Kirkpatrick, Chief Eog.. 109. Leadenhall-Btreet. E.G.
D. .T. Jones, M-S-A., Commercial Buildings, Port Talbot.
A. D. Jenkins, Town Clerk. Bridge-street, Guiloford.
J. Llewellyn Smith, Architect, Aberdare.
T. Doey, The Manse, Dromore.
The Architect's Office, 1, Richmond-road, Exeter.
A H. Daviep. M.S A., -26, Dock-st . Newport, Mon.
Lunn and Kaye, Archta., Milnsbridge.
E. P. Fenton. Clerk. 283, Tooley-street. S.E.
A. S. Snell. F.R I.B.A., 9. Bentinck-street. Manchester-sq., W.
H. J. C Shepard, Clerk. Council Offices. Blaina.
The Burgomaster, Hotel de Ville, Antwerp.
W. Pulford. County Land Agent. Countv BIdgs., Shrewsbury.
R. H. P. Bevie, A.R I.B.A , Elm Grove Chmbrs., Southsea.
G. Jerram, Sur., Council Othies, Meroon.
Potts and Son, Archts., 12, Eldon-siiu^re, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The Education Architect. County Hall, v\'akefield.

The Borough Surveyor, Municipal Offices, Newbury.
The Secretariat, Hotel de Vilk'. Antwerp.
T. Malvern, L R.I.B.A., 21. Winchcomb-st., Cheltenham.
Rev. Thomas Williams, Vicarage, St. Martins, Salop.
T. E. Rees. M.S.A , Bank Chambers, Merthyr Tvdfil.

J. Saxon Snell & S. M. Spoor, Archts., 26, Great James-st.,W.C.
The Surveyor, Council Offices. Dartford.
T. Malvern, L.R.I.B.A., 21, Winchcomb-st., Cheltenham.
W. H. Robinson, M.S A , Sessions House. Maidstone.
The Surveyor. Council Offices, Erith.
E. T. Johns, Archt., 8, Lower Brook street, Ipswich.
T. H. Lighbody. M.S. A., 20, Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead.
W. Fovargue, The Causeway, March.

OMN I LAO
^/?adem^" a specialty in copal oar VARNISH.

Per.

Gal.

OMNILAC is carefully prepared from the finest quality of materials,

and is so well matured and full bodied that a satisfactory result can be

obtained with one coat, thereby effecting a great saving of time, labour,

and material.

Builders and Decorators are recommended to write for a full list of Britannia Varnishes

and Specialties to the manufacturers

—

ROBT INGHAM CLARK&C? LT?

Works :

'est Ham Abbey,

Stratford, E.

LONDON Offices :

6, Caxton House,

Westminster, S. W.
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SESSION.\L TESTIMONIES OF STUDY
AT THE ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

In the large studio at Tufton-street,

Westminster, where the prize-giving took
place last Friday, a big display was
made of tho drawings gathered together
in Paris for the recent Exhibition of

British Architecture, in illustration of

students' work in this country. In our
issue for July 3 we gave a brief description
of these, and, therefore, need say no more
in regard to them now. The current work
in the architectural schools at Tufton-
street filled the ground flooi' and two
galleries of the Architectural Museum, and
the Elementary Studies were on view in the
top studio. \Vith so vast an accumula-
tion of sketches and designs it is im-
possible to do more than refer to a few of

the more notable examples, and theso are
comprised by the testimonies of study
shown by the more advanced pu|iils, and
their drawings are, for the greater jiart,

signed by Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R. A., the
examiner.

The subjects vary, of course; but. gener-
ally they include a small ^Municipal
Building or Council Offices, a Town Church
Tower in the style of Sir Christopher
Wren, a Town House, and a Concert Hali.
We may refer to these essays of design in
the order in which they are exhibited, and
it is not our purpose to adjudicate upon
their various merits. Indeed, without a
more complete representation of the
several proposals it is not possible to do
more than make a few notes upon the
precise drawings selected for this typical
assemblage. Commencing on the first

gallery, we begin with Mr. B. George.
whose municipal offices block, carried out
in the Doric order, has a good and quiet
treatment without undue effort ; but it

might have improved the facade had the
pilasters at the extremities of the colon-
nade been made much wider, so as to have
enclosed the composition better. Tho Ball-
room is an isolated building something
like the familiar form of orangery, with big
fenestration and a touch of the Bros.
Adam in its design. Tlio samo subject by
^Ir. J. A. C. Tayler, for a municipal
I'uilding, is accompanied by tho (dan dis-

pbiying an inner area for liglit. This
student's ambitious detail of the reception-
I'liim fireplace is very weighty with its

'. irmastering pediment and restless
' iilpture. A )iair of full-length draped

liuMires stand upon the chimney-piece as
-upporters to a mural painting as an over-
imantel. Mr. W. T. Ching shows a
bhimney-piece for the reception-room of
ho municipal building, which is less dis-

cordant ; but we prefer his recessed sarco-

phagus monument design, set in a recess

behind a colonnaded front of rather nice
proportions.

The quiet- and discreet-looking Town-
House front sent in by Mr. H. F.

Gossling is refined and neatly drawn out
on historical lines. The municipal offices

by (lie same hand deserves similar appro-
bation ; but, perhaps, it might be said
that the elementary simplicity of tho side

wings insufficiently supports the pedi-
mented centrepiece, and suggests the idea
that it is too ambitious for so small a

block handled in a small way otherwise.
The plan is sacrificed to corridors, areas.

and stairs, and the lay-out is pinched
in appearance. Mr. D. C. L. Deny
delineates in a capable way, but his fancy
for the brush is apt to carry him away, as
in the study wliich gives a tower and side
of a church, after the manner of Giljbs in

elevation, set in a sort of Italian town,
with tho picturesque street in perspective
having nothing in common with the special

purpose of the drawing. Mr. Berry's stone-

fronted Town House is self-contained,
elevationally on old lines, with a tendency
to recall Mr. Lutyens's work, and that, no
doubt, is a good example to follow. The
much wider scheme for a town residence,

submitted by Mr. J. Burford, is difficult

to compare, as it is bigger, though equally
plain. The ground floor fenestration
Ijelow the massive stone lialcony seems
needlessly tall, but as a whole the detail

is consistent and constrained. The jilan is

commodious, and might be made to wmk
out well by further study. The Pomiieian
decoration for a cortile is very sketchy, and
the arcliitectural proportions are not |iar-

ticularly ha|ipy. Tho raking cornice, fcd-

lowing the idea of three pediments jostling

one another, makes Mr. Burford's Muni-
cipal Offices facade look restless, and it is

commonplace.
Messrs. T. C. Evans and P. Butt are con-

tent with a pair of drawings each. They
are painstaking, and adepts at the art of

strippling up like coffee-grounds effect of

staining, so as to bring out the whites left

in the plans ; but adroit as all this may be.

it does not mean fine architecture. As it

happens, the measure shown belongs to tho

platitude of Coutts' Bank in the Strand.

Mr. C. J. Brooks, or as he is designated on

this occasion. "The incomparable Brooks,"

certainly ranks among the most attractive

exhibitors in this gallery. His confreres,

who esteem him so highly, have thus

labelled his exhibit. His town house is

unexceptional as an edition of Smith-

square-like modern domestic work done in

stock purple bricks or malms on Georgian

lines, which are good enough, no doubt.

His plan is not very workmanlike in its

lay-out. The Ionic Order is chosen by Mr.
.1. H. Jacob for his Municipal Offices, and
his result is consistent and inoffensive.
This design is more commendable than the
author's Cinematograph Theatre, but too
much valuable space is devoted to tho
central cortile and staircase. Tho council
cliamber is on the front overlooking a vast
square. In all these students' competitions
their enterprise is seldom, if ever, re-

stricted by site limitations, and cost is

scarcely a known quantity.

Several of the students had one re-

stricted site, anyhow, this year, as a light-

house on a sea-bound rock formed one of

the subjects. Mr. R. A. Duncan's scheme
for this is not simple enough, and florid

detail and carvings are out of place midst
the wildnesses of cliffs and the ragings of

a storm, with sea surf scattered mund.
This contributor's public offices building

is very different to the others, and lias

a long plan with dark passages in the

wings. His elevation appears somewhat
stilted in its jirojiortions. Mr. W. S.

Forbes is represented by a forceful set

of highly-coloured sheets and a flam-

boyant ceiling, heavy in detail, though
rich in effect, is to be noted as one

of tho striking exhibits on view. Tlio first

door of Mr. Forbes' municipal buildings is

not economic of administrative space, one

of tho first essentials in direct contrivance,

and in tho alisence of the ground plan wa
do not know how the entrance is managed,
because the elevation does not show tho

portals. The Council Offices, by Mr.

J. M. B. Walsh, bear evidence of taste and
study. The handling of the reception

room fireplace is quite one of the best

examples illustrated, and tho drawings are

spirited and feelingly expressed. Tho
Town Offices, by Mr. A. B. Hamilton, on

tlie ground floor gallery, look ratlier liko

an early 19th-century hospital frontispiece,

with a brick and stone well set out regu-

lated pediment of the very l.ate schocil.

Mr. K. Takekiichi sends a good detail of a

stone-pilastered Town House elevatinn,

but his portico to the municipal buildings

ranks as a capable study to ample scale,

with big Ionic caps and fluted columns

boldly drawn and strongly handled as a

student's proposal. Mr. G. Shenstone

also is to bo commended for his work.

ANNUAL PRIZE DISTRIBUTION AT
THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-

TION SCHOOL.
The annual prize-giving nnd exliibition of

work by students in the Architectural

Association School of Architecture took

place on Friday afternoon, at the head-

qnarters, the Royal Architectural Museum,
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Tufton-street, AVestimnster. There was a saw sigjis of tlie room devoted to council
jiumerous attendance of ladies and many meetings becoming a Life room, with the
architects, and, as is customary, the students model on the table where the minutes now
attended in full force and vociferously cheered lie ; their meeting room was being turned
the prize winners. The eulogistic allusion into a studio, and the museum — that
by the chairman to the head-master was desperate refuge of the unwashed casts

received with hearty applause. The chair —was becoming a schoolroom. Exten-
was occupied by the President. Mr. Maurice
E. Webb, who observed that before pro-

ceeding to the business of the day, lie

had a very sad announcement to make, that

of the unexpected death of their friend Mr.
F. Dare Clapham. a member of Council,

which occurred that morning. Mr. Clapham
was deeply interested in the welfare and
progress of the Association, and was a
great favourite with all ; his death would be
deeply regretted. Now he must pass on to a

very pleasant duty, that of giving a brief

account of the work of the schools during the

past year. Hitherto it had been the custom
to announce the award of prizes in July and
to give them in October, a proceeding which
was apt to damp the enthusiasm of every-

body concerned. This year the Council of

the Association had decided to announce the

awards and give the tangible results on the

same day. The past twelve months was the first

year in which the headmaster, Mr. Robert
Atkinson, had had complete control of the

whole school. He thought all those who had
seen the drawings now exhibited on the walls

of the museum ijalleries would agree that he

and the able staff of masters under him
were to be congratulated on the results. I'he

competition for all the important prizes and
studentships in the Day School had been
very closely contested, and in the case of

several Of them the result was in doubt up
to the last subject set. Mr. Atkinson had the

rar* gift of being able to impart his know-
ledge to others. His enthusiasm for archi-

tecture was unbounded, and unsurpassed by
any of his pupils, although it was understood
that he occasionally had to refuse to keep an
all-night vigil at the school while they

were working out a design. Under Mr.
Atkinson's guidance the scliool had had a

most prosperous year in point of numbers
and keenness for the work. They had had
during the year si.xty-three men in the Day
School and thirty in the Evening School.

They could, it they would, advertise, like

certain celebrated newspapers, the largest

circulation (of budding architects) in Eng-
land; but size was not tjie principal object.

What the A. A. Council set most store by was
the fact that they were the only architectural

school in England which ran a full three-

years' day-school course, managed entirely

by architects for architects, without outside
interference or control. The leaders of the

profession entrusted their sons to the

school's care for three years, and that, he
thought, was sufficient proof that the school

was—he would not say as good as it could be,

but as good as there was. It was a somewhat
curious fact that the council which controlled

the destiny of the school was, and always
had been, composed of the younger men of

the profession, and in tliat fact lay, be
believed, its success. In spite of this, he
believed the members of the council were
looked upon by the men in the school as old

fogies, and the students were fully of

opinion that they had forgotten more than
the council ever knew! Perhaps that was so

;

liut the council believed they occupied the
half-way house between youth and age, and
they tried to keep in touch with the new
ideals and ejithusiasms of youth without
forgetting altogether to pay heed to the
advice of the older, wiser, and perhaps sadder,
member.s of the profession, who were always
ready to give their help and assistance when
asked for it on questions of policy for the

school. In addition to the support of the

profession they were now, through the
energies of the registrar, in touch with all

the public schools, who were sending them
men every year. No longer was the career
of an architect looked upon by the masters
of public schools as the last refuae for a boy
who had no other bent. He might mention
in passing that the Public Schools Art Ex-
hibition would be held in the autumn. Next
year, if their numbers went on increasing

as they appeared likely to do, they would
be crowded out of that building. Already he

sions were, in fact, badly needed, and
the money with which to make them was still

more urgently w'anted. At present every
penny they had was spent on education, and
all of it, amounting to some £6,000 a year,

was subscribed, in one way or another, by
the profession. The Evening School, an im-

portant branch of the work, would this year
liave to be reorganised, owing to the
resignation of their master, Mr, James
Buyers Scott, who had felt compelled by
the cares of a growing practice and the
addition of a wife to his responsibilities, to

give up his work at Tiifton-street, where he

liad been master in the Evening School for

some five years. Mr. Robert Atkinson would
take charge of that school, assisted by Mr.
Robertson, an old Day School student, who
had since worked for six years in Paris,

gaining the highest honours open to an
Englishman. The school would be in

future organised- on the basis of a design-

ing club, and would be managed by a com-
mittee of its own members. A large studio

would be placed at its disposal, where
nionthlv designs would be worked out, ocea-

friends at tlie Wells - street atelier. He
hoped that those of the present third

year who were not going on to the Academy
schools would avail themselves of the

opportunity of continuing their work under
Mr. Atkinson for a further period.

Two pleasant tasks still remained to be

accomplished. First, to congratulate Mr.
Hepworth, an old A. A. Schoolman, in the

name of the Association, on winning the

English Prix de Rome with a very fine set

of drawings; and, secondly, to introduce to

them Mr. Herbert Baker. In welcoming
Mr. Baker they were proud to see one of the

outstanding personalities in our day's archi-

tectural world, an architect who. not satis-

fied with designing most of the modern
houses in South Africa, the great memorial
to Cecil Rhodes, and tls.? new Public

Buildings in Pretoria, had found a further

outlet for his energies at Delhi.

Mr. Baker, who was most cordially

received, then distributed the prizes, in

accordance with the following list, tlie names
being announced by Mr, H. M. Fletcher, the

Hon. Sec. of the A. A.

LECTURES.

Architecture : Book Prize, D.

A, Stauhope Forbes for best work done tUrouc^hout
the year.

Second Prize.—Studentship Competition :
' value £10,

divided between James Burford and J. H. Jacob.
A. A. Travelling Studentship, value 25 guineas.

Specially awarded in third year, R. A. Duncan.

OTHER PRIZES.

A. A. Essay, prize value £10 ICb., A. S. G. Butler.
Banister Fletcher Entrance Scaolarsbip to Evening
School. Tenable for two years, value 28 guinea-.
P. 8. Hudson.

A. A. Entrance Scholarship to Day School. Tenable
for one year, value -IS eruiueaa, F. W. Mathew (Dover
College).

THE HAPPV MEDIUM IN ARCHITECTUKAL
DESIGN.

Mr. Baker afterwards addressed the
students, remarking tliat he was very pleased
to observe that the basis of the education in

the A, A. Scliool, of which he was a humble
student, under much less favourable sur-

roundings, five-and-twenty years ago, was
mainly Classical; but he thought there was
a danger of going too far in the Classical
direction. Success in architecture rather
meant tlie happy medium between control
and liberty. 1 here must be some guiding
star in the way of sentiment behind, and
perhaps the most valuable one to Englisn-
nien was that of the great inheritance they
all had. No doubt what made English archi
lecture supreme was that it was alwa_\s
gentlemanly, quiet, and reserved. What they
all w'anted was self-repression. They must
all, of course, have their individual soul, but
they must not plaster it on the outside of a
building. Good architecture was evolved out
of practical considerations, and it should
have a sentiment to inspire; but it was not
based on symbolism and sentiment. We had
much, very much, to learn from other
countries, and they should imbibe all they
could from them, and they need not lose
sight of the English characteristic of quiet
restraint and simplicity. It was good that
tlie light of the English gentleman should
shine through all their architectural work.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Baker was

accorded on the motion of Mr. W. Curtis
Green, immediate Past-President, seconded
by Mr. H. Austen Hall, Vice-President.

Greek and Roman
Glo\-er.

Elementary Physics : Book Prize, D. S. Glover.
Elementai-y Construction : Book Prize, D. S. Glover.
Renaissance Architecture : Book Prize, S. F. Irwin.
Materials : Book Prize, M, D. N. Koch.
Intermediate and Advanced Construction : Bcok Prize.

A. b- Hamilton.
Hygiene: Book Prize. James Burford.
Timber and Steel Construction; Book Prize, R. A.
Duncan.

EVESIN^i SCHOOL.

First Year.—Book Prize. H. Brundle.
Second Year.—"Andrew Oliver Prize," value £5 5s..

E. A. D. Tanner.
Tliird Year.—Book Prize, R. Braine.
Fourth Year.—First Prize. Free pa;s to new School of

Design for one year, J. B. M. Walcti.

Second Prize, value £3 33., R. H. Maddock.

D.VV SCHOOL.

First Year.—Studio Prize for best work done throughout
the year ; Value £2 lOs., O. Campbell Jones.

History Examination; Book Prize. P. M. Hill.

Construction E.xauitnation ; Book Prize, W. Steer.

Freehand Studies ; Book Prize, A. G. Brian.
General Progress ; Book Prize : A. S. Whitburn.
Second Year.—The Association Two-Year Course Cer-

tificate has been awarded to the following students :

—

C. J. Brandon, G. G. Clark. N. F. C. Day, F. F.

Eschan-zier, J. H. Hopewell, W. H. Lloyd, J. L.

Murgatrovd. F. Reixa. H. Schein, G. B. Tubbs,
F. R. M. Woodhouse. and R. C. Blampied.

Eni of Session Test ; Value £1, G. G, Clark.
Freehand Studies ; Book Prize, G. G. Clark.

Travellmg Studentship ; Value £20, F. P. M. Wood-
house, for best work done throughout the year.

Second Prize, Studentship Competition ; Value £5, P. A.
Eschawzier.

" Howard Colls " Travelling Studentship. Specially
awarded in Second Year by the Coancil ; Value
£15 I5s, W. C. von Berg.

Third Year.—Book Prizes for best work done in tlie

Studio during the year : (1) W. T. Ching. (2) D. C. L.

Derry. (3) H. F. Gossling.
The Jan'is Scholarship, value £40, A. B. Hamilton.
Awarded for the bcrt constructional sheet prepared
in connection with a design subject.

Tlie Day School Travelling Studentship, value £50,

BLMLDING NEWS'
CLUB.

DESIGNING

A SMALL CREMATORIUM.
By way of preface it may be well to give a

reprint of the conditions published for the
use of members of our CluD. 'iliey were as

follows :

—

"A Small Crematorium on a Suburban
Site for a County Town. I he land is

Hat, and adjoins the public highway, and it

is next to the parochial burial-ground. There
is an available depth of 2U0lt.. but this is

not to be all covered by the buildings. There
is a back access-way for service external to

the site itself. The frontage is on the west,

and measures 100ft. long, with no buildings

on either side. The situation is of consider-

able elevation with reference to its urban
surroundings, and there are some good trees

round about. In the middle of the frontage,

skirting the turnpike, going north and south,

a central archway or gatehouse, w ith a small

inquiry office attached to it, is to lead to a

cloistered quadrangle about 100ft. square,

inclusive of cloister, forming the approach to

the chapel, which is to have an open porte-

coch(>re at the west end made to line with

this entrance gateway. The cloisters for

mural monuments to be 10ft. wide (out to

out), and to extend all round the quad,

leaving space for the gatehouse and chapel

porch. 'Ihe chapel is to be 30ft. wide inside

and 60ft. long. On the south side provide a

convenient waiting-room, with lavatory

attaciied. Also a small vestry for priest and
choir leading out of the chapel. On the north

side of the chapel build a furnace chamber
about 35ft. by 40ft., or of that area, A pair

of furnaces which will occupy about 20ft. by;

12ft.. to stand clear of the walls, but about

5ft. away, only at one end of the furnace.

Put a "smoke-shaft 10ft. square, inside

dimension at base, attached to one corner o(

this chamber. Above the porte-cochere, or,

if preferred, at the west-end of the furiiacej -

chamber (and entered in either case from the r

cloister), carry up a tower about 16ft. square •

inside, and liaving iron galleries or stages;
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recurring every "ft., to Ije used :is a colum-
barium, with uiclies in tlie walls for urns or
caskets. The approach to these galleries is

I

to bo external to the tower by way of an
attached stair turret. The total height of

I
tower, including conical tiled roof, to be about
50ft. from the ground. The materials to be
brick and stone and tiled roofs. The style is
not to be Classic or Oriental ; but otherwise
the competitors are left free, provided the
style IS adapted to the materials specified

and appropriate to Christian sepulture. The
plan and section nia}' be drawn to the scale of

IGft. to the inch, elevations Sft. to the inch.

No technical details as to the furnace, etc.,

need be elaborated on the drawings; but the

chapel and furnace chamber must be con-

nected by means of a hatchway or small
opening above the level of the roller-table

arrangement used for passing the bodies

through from the chapel to the furnace-

chamber. A perspective view from the cloister

•iliorting west-cud ol tliu chapel is desired."

"Enfant" is placed first, "Paolo" second,

and "Concrete" third. All three average on the

whole very much in equality of merit, though
we cannot fail to note their general sho-t-

comings. Neither happens to be specially

good, and in this way we have liad some
little difficulty in arriving at an exact eoii-

clusion. One fault common to all the plans

sent iu is the comparative disregard by their

authors as to the suitable seating and
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amenities of the chapel. Everybody knows
wliat uncomfortable and barji-like places

cemetery chapels usually are, so cold and un-

interesting, with no inspiring charm and
Jittle iesthetic character about them, to say

nothing in regard to any suitable provision

for religious worship or its associations. The
burning of the dead has nowadays to be pro-

vided for irrespective of creeds; but the

majority of mourners iii this country still

keenly appreciate the consequence of religious

observance—at any rate, at burials—and to a

great number the environments of the service

and its ecclesiastical associations count for

much, while to some they still are accounted
very highly. A few may possibly profess a

contrary opinion; but none who happen to

attend a funeral service at a crematorium
would actually prefer an ugly and repellent-

looking chapel even if they keep their views
to themselves, out of deference to the religious

predilections or practice of some dear relatives

or friends, who also have to be present to

participate in the last offices for their dead.

Christian charity and natural reverence for

the departed is incompatible with the pro-

vision of ungainly or barbaric places of

sepnlture. In any event, for the purposes of

this competition, whether this be so or not,

we provided as one of the leading conditions

that the designs should be made relatively

appropriate for this purpose. We scarcely can

say that this rule, thus laid down, has

received a precise compliance, though
"Paolo" has suggested a sort of sanctuary,

and "Tee-Square" gives a chancel. "Con-
crete" crowds his seats together, eastward,

beyond the catafalques, and writes on

his plan the word "choir." Perhaps the

arrangement of a funeral is too casual

and is treated much as a matter of

local fashion, but ordinary usage and
decorum suggest that the corpse should

be near the ofKciating clerics, or, at any rate,

in front of the assembled mourners. We did

not expect too precise a decision as to the

detail of a crematorium; but "Enfant"
avoids any decision on superfluities by
omitting all furniture in the chapel save the

catafalque table. Its relation to the furnaces

in the incinerarium is doubtfully near the first

one, thus allowing for access to the other with

too little space to turn in. This chapel anyhow
is roomy, and if not too dark (which it

certainly would seem to be), a working
arrangement of suitable seats and desks might

be made. The tower, rising above the porte-

cochere, is over-pretentious in treatment, and
would effectively block out the much-needed
light from the west-end window of the chapel,

whereas the furnace chimney prevents a

central light at the east-end being constructed,

over where the altar would be placed. The odd
setting-out of the side windows is unhappy,
and they have an uncomfortable appearance.

Besides this, their sills are much too low

down. We are not particularly pleased with

the waiting-room either ; and here the lava-

tory arrangement is far from nice, being too

self-evident and very cramped. The vestry

is not much better. The drive-in round the

quad allows of a proper use of carriages and
a hearse. - This is most important. The
eolnmbarium wall-space is interfered with too

much by the windows on the four faces of the

tower, "and they suggest too much the style

of a belfry. The diagonal paths at the

corners of the cloister cut up the look of the

plan awkwardly, and leave inconsequential

and odd-shaped grass plots or flower-beds

scattered about. The smoke-tower is over-

elaborated and suggests a eolnmbarium. The
gatehouse roof is not happily managed in

relation to the cloister roofs, the projection

being on tlie outside only ; the difference of

span likewise is too slight to warrant such a

deviation as here arrests attention. This

criticism applies also to the central front

feature, which is over-assertive above the gate-

way arch. The office-doors, likewise, by being

situated in the cloister, necessitate going a

long way round or a short cut being made
river the flower-border or grass-plots. One
" office " would be too isolated from the other,

and perhaps the second one might have been

utilised as a shed for the gardener. The
stair-turret to the tower columbarium has an

ungainlv termination, done in masonry, which

quarrels \vi,th the tiled spire, and the square

witwlows "below it lack grace nnd scale. Tho

roofing of the furnace-chamber, being in three
spans, is complicated, and a fiat would have
sufficed, allowing room for side-windows to

tJie chapel. Another window could easily

have been arranged on the south side of the
chapel by curtailing the width of the lobby
to tlie waiting-room. The base of the tower
is most inadequate on the west face, and the
plan does not agree with tlie perspective,
which shows a wider respond pier to tlie side

openings, of a more substantial thickness
tlian the plan provides for. We have thus
picked the details of this scheme out for

adverse comment, in the hope thift the author
may understand how to avoid such elementary
faults in future. The other competitors, in

the face of such criticism, very likely may
doubt the wisdom of our choice in giving

"Enfant" the premier place in this com-
petition ; but the fault, after all, is theirs,

seeing that their particular proposals afford

no alternative in the making of this selection,

though, we admit, as already stated, we hesi-

tated considerably before coming to a con-

clusion which, after all, is only relative, eveu
if it ranks as final.

Our first impression favoured "Concrete."
"Paolo" has set out his scheme on Lom-
bardie lines in a way which might have been
made more befitting to the objects in view
had he evinced more care and not gone wrong
on some essentials. The boundary wall of the

quadrangle formed by the cloisters should
liave been brought forward to the west
frontage line, and the gatehouse was intended
to form part of this elevation, and not isolated

in the manner shown by "Paolo's" lay-out.

He has not overcome the difficulty of bringing

in a funeral procession with coaches and a

hearse to set down the coffin and mourners
in the porte-cochere. The space which he has
afforded is needlessly curtailed by the dis-

position of his grass-plots or flower-beds. He
has not included the design of his gatehouse
at all, and that ought to have been illustrated.

The porch to the chapel is roomy, and, so far,

good; but the arcade in front might well have
been continued on tlie same proportions as

the cloister arches, leaving the side openings

larger, for carriages to pass under easily.

This, however, is a detail and rather a matter

of taste in design. Mere breadth of wall space

over the arches to the west of this portal

would, we think, liave added dignity. The
roofing of this porch is not correctly shown
in the side elevation, as according to the

view the eaves would extend along the side

piers of the chapel walling, with a small hip.

No narthex was needed in this chapel, and as

drawn it would be dark and useless. The
waiting-room looks rather small and the lava-

tory is over-large; but the w.e.'s are better

isolated than in the first scheme. " Concrete "

has the best arrangement of either in this

particular. The catafalque is too near the

western end of the chapel, but the relation of

the table to the furnaces has been considered.

Their shape, however, is too long and narrow.

The sanctuary in this chapel is too crowded

up, with its twin pulpits or ambones. The
vestry ought to have had a lavatory provision,

as ministers and the staff are on duty, who
sometimes may have to attend for hours, and
others may come from long distances, to say

nothing of choir-men occasionally attending

such services. " Paolo " provides stalls for a

choir, and so ought to have realised their

physical needs in other respects than vocal.

The canted splays shown to the east wall are

not an improvement, and a window would

have brightened up the interior. The section

represents the Hat over the incinerating

chamber as being level with the chapel eaves,

so that no clerestory windows could be

ranged along the north wall, as are shown on

the south, and tlie columbarium tower also

stands in the way west of the furnace-room.

This tower is the best part of this design,

thoush more light would be needed to illu-

ininato the series of its gallery doors within.

Two onlv of the openings on each face are

pierced for light, and these have merely per-

forated stone slabs, judging from the front

elevation. The chininey-shaft is too much like

a factory, and though in the group, as figured

by the perspective, it looks well enough, the

undue prominence of fire - consumption

suggested is needlessly objectionable, even

if some may say this is only a question of

sentiment. ' T|io west front of the chapel.

with the sculptured saint partly in the middle
niche and standing on a corbel, is not a very
attractive performance, and is poorly pro-

portioned.
"Concrete" omits a porte cochere and

makes it impossible to bring the dead by
coach further than the outside gateway. He
clutters up the intervening space between tho

cloisters and the chapel with a pair of queer
little areas where not even grass would grow,
and rubbish fostered by damp would be liable

to accumulate. The chapel is badly arranged
with the chief part of its area left unoccupied,
and some seats crowded together eastwards of

where the body would stand, and, besides,

with a bigger choir set out on one side of the

sanctuary than on the other. The chapel is

not well lighted. Only two side-windows are

provided, while the big east window is

entirely out of scale with that at the west end.

Both are semicircular-headed, but they are

otherwise absurdly different. The eastern

one affects a tracery ideal and has only three

lights, though it is nearly twice the size of

tlie west window, which is divided into four

lights and having only radiating divisional

bars in the head and no tracery. The tower

and the chimney group excellently in the

sketch, and the cloisters look pretty and
simple. In a general way the composition

looks like a crematorium. It is when we get

tp details that we find how mistaken one may
be. The incinerating chamber is not well

contrived. It is so big, and the columbarium

stairs are pitch dark and badly placed, with

no light in the base of the tower either, save

from the external doorways. Thus the story

which we have had to tell gives little satis-

faction, and had we viewed the matter in a

superficial manner the order of our placing

might have been reversed.

"Tee-Square" is very incomplete in his set

of drawings, and we are unable to say that

the design over which he has expended so

much care is particularly commendable. This

big, wide tower, with its double turrets and

twin stairways, looks large enough for a town

entry or gateway. The wooden dormers and ,

diminutive apsidal chancel seem to belong

rather to a village church or school chapel of

the middle-class private and exclusive kind.

The porte-cochere consists of only a small set-

off from the cloister ; but there is a good

carriage approach in the quad. The gateway

is not delineated. The plan is uniform and

symmetrical. The incinerarium is the best of

tiie series, and the catafalque is properly

located. The waiting-room is capacious and

the vestry is big enough for. State occasions.

In execution the" cloisters would look dignified

and monumental, though they do not belong

to the chapel, either in scale or style. No;

section is given of the chapel, the dormers-

of which start above the flats of the adjacentj

buildings. There is no perspective view.
|

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC
HEALTH.

The twenty-second annual congress of the

Royal Institute of Public Health was held al

Edinburgh on Thursday and Friday in lasi

week, and was very numerously an(

influentially attended. The Lord Pro\ost o

the city presided. The inaugural address wa:

delivered in the Usher Hall on Thursda;

night by the president of the congress, the

Mayor of Linlithgow, who observed that

while no practical person could fail to loo,

to good law^s and to improved economic con,

ditions to do much to belter the lives of th

masses, the great hope of the future lay i

the spread of sound and healthy knowledge,

in the appreciation by all men of thds

natural laws which claimed an unswervin

obedience from all things living, and the disi

regard of which brought, sooner or lateil

the certain penalties of sickness and miser;]

He feared that we were not doing all thf,

was possible to bring the public cousciousnei

to a healthy view of these great problein|

There were signs that public interest in tl:

country was awakening to the importance '

research work ; but he doubted if the gener

public realised that ours was the on

country in which the leading surgeon

physicians, and specialists do not as

ceneral rule control laboratories, and

research work. The gold medal of tl

1
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institute for conspicuous service in the cause
of preventive medicine was awarded to Dr.
James Niveii. Medical Officer of Health for
Manchester, for his work in the direction of
prevention of tuberculosis.

STATE ASSISTANCE IN HOUSING.
At Friday's sitting of the congress, held

in the Old University, Sir Tlioinas Hunter,
town clerk, Edinburgh, read a paper before
the section dealing with urban, rural, and
port sanitary administration on " Powers and
Duties of Local Authorities witli Regard to
Housing." It was not eEiougli, he said, that
spasmodic efforts be made to find a remedy
for overcrowding. Only by persevering,
continuous, well-directed work would the
stronghold be forced to give way. Its causes
were not merely pliysical, but also moral and
social, which could be reached only by moral,
social, educational, and religious agencies.
II; was necessary, liowever, for effective
action to utilise the forces of the community
in the organised and permanent form as
represented by the local authority acting
under compulsory powers. The question not
only affected the poor. It directly affected
a very large number of the population, and
indirectly and in a very real way vitally
affected them all. By far the largest part of
it concerned the working population, who
were able and willing to pay their way. to be
provided at a rent they could afford with the
kind of accommodation which they and their
families ought to have. Hitherto, for the
most part, local authorities had been content
to allow private enterprise or the laws of
supply and demand to meet the housing
requirements. The standard of housing had
to be raised. The local anthoritv must
insist upon houses being fit for

" human
liubitation to get at the source. As a
necessary complement of the work under-
taken by local authorities in the crusade
against consumption, they must direct their
earnest attention to their responsibilities and
powers in connection with the housing ques-
tion. Sir Thomas Hunter proceeded to
describe the numerous Acts of Parliament
and their powers, and said whatever
criticism might be made on these Acts the
Legislature had put considerable power into
the hands of local authorities, and thus
placed upon them the responsibility for its
use. The necessity of continual vigilance
against overcrowding of persons per room
required more attention than had hitherto
been given to it. The Housing Acts did not
provide prompt and effective measures for
dealing with it. and the provisions of the
public health and local Acts applicable to it
Were far from being sufficient or satisfactory
The larger part of the problem was to pro-
vide houses with suitable accommodation, at
a rent within the means of tlie ordinary
working man in regular employment— that
was at a rent he could afford, which would
be sufficient to yield a fair return upon the
outlay, and not entail a burden upon' the
rates. The local authorities should direct
their special attention to this. It might be
found that there were a number of cases on
the borderland where the local authority
would have to incur cost in connection witii
the removal of existing slums, or reconstruc-
tion of e-Mistmg buildings, for which there
was no return, or only a partial return, and
It might be expected that there would be a
residuum or certain number of cases more or
less, where it would be found impossible to
get any adequate return from the occupants.
Ihat expenditure was truly for public health
purposes, and as such the local anthoritv
Should have a good claim against thcGoveni"-
ment for a grant towards it. In many cases
the local authority might find it possible to
arrange with voluntary associations, such as
public utility associations, or the social
union, to carry out building schemes.
Professor E. W. Hope. Liverpool, .sub-

mitted a paper dealing with housing opera-
tions and their results in that city.

Sir William S. Brown, in a paper which
dealt with "Housing in Edinburgh," de-
scribed what had been done in the city, par-
ticularly under the 1893, 1898, and 1900 im-
provement schemes. In round figures the
schemes cost £177,000, and the total tax on

the community had not exceeded on the
average more than one halfpenny in the £1.
Within the past forty years the death-rate
of the city had fallen" from 27.8 to 14.3 per
thousand.

Dr. Wilson, Medical Officer of Health,
County of Lanark, dealt with the housing
conditions in Lanarkshire.

DUST AND TUBERCULOSIS.
In the section of Industrial Hygiene, Pro-

fessor J. M. Beattie, Liverpool, submitted a
paper on "Dust Disease." He urged the
great importance of strict regulations against
uncontrolled spitting in workshops and else-

where, and of "insisting on regular medical
examination of the workers. Unless this
was done, he believed all elaborate pre-
cautions to minimise the amount of dust were
only touching the fringe of the whole ques-
tion. The paper was illustrated by lantern
slides, show ing the effect of dust on the lungs.

LEAD POISONING AND ITS TREATMENT.
A discussion on "Electrolytic Treatment of

Lead Poisoning" was initiated with a series
of experiments carried through by Mr. T. M.
Clague, Newcastle. Dr. William H. F.
Oxley, in the course of the discussion, gave
the results of some experiments he had con-
ducted, and said he had not been able to con-
firm the results of Sir Thomas Oliver, that
any lead was extracted from tlie body as the
result of the treatment. Sir Thomas Oliver
said that Dr. Oxley's experience of the treat-

ment differed from the results they had ob-
tained at Newcastle. Their experience was
one that was extremely favourable to the
treatment, and he was glad that Dr. Oxley
was still continuing the treatment, because
he thought this was a subject upon which
they should have a perfectly open mind.

NEW SCHOOL-BUILDING
REGULATIONS.

After an interval of seven years, revised
regulations relating to the planning and
fitting-up of new elementary school buildings
have just been issued by the Board of Educa-
tion as a White Paper. In a prefatory note,
Sir A. L. Selby-Bigge, Permanent Secretary
to the Board, remarks that the regulations
now laid down are partly a statement of

principles of school planning upon which the
Board proceed in criticising the plans sub-

mitted to them, and partly a statement of

what the Board believe to be the best current
practice. The main object is to facilitate co-

operation between the Board of Education
and the Local Government Board on the one
hand and local education authorities and
school architects on the other in securing
the greatest amount of comfort, convenience,
and suitability which a reasonable expendi-
ture can be made to yield. The combination
of efficiency and economy is the perpetual
problem of the school architect. The problem
for the Board of Education, it is pointed out,

is in soma respects even more difficult than
for the architect, or the member of the local

authority who is responsible to the ratepayer.

In considering educational advantages they

do not ignore the effect of beauty of design,

or material or decoration on the minds of the

children or of their parents. On the other

hand, the Board have to take account of the

present state of public opinion, and while

endeavouring to influence public opinion in

the direction which they believe to be bene-

ficial to the nation, they cannot ignore the

risk of provoking reaction. In this, as in

other departments of administration, some
degree of compromise is inevitable.

RECENT MODIFICATIONS.

The present regulations—which are to come
into force on September 1 next—are the out-

come of discussions which have taken place

during the last six years in numerous cases

between the Board's officers and the officers

and architects of local education authorities

and governing bodies. Theory and practice

are constantly developing with a tendency

towards restriction and uniformity in some
directions, and towards variety and relaxa-

tion in others. The principal modifications

in the present issue relate to design as affected

by ventilation, to disposition of buildings on

the site, to size and organisation of dop.irt-

ments, and to the extent and character of
facilities for physical exercises, play, and
organised games, whether for older or
younger children.

In school planning, it is pointed out,
certain principles are tolerably well settled

;

but the modes in which even the most firmly-

established may be applied, and the standards
by which they are tested in concrete cases,
are subject to change.

SELECTING THE SITE.

The point first insisted on is that the site

for a new school should be carefully chosen.
If possible, it should be in an open situation,

and have no undesirable surroundings. It

should not be exposed to noise or dust from
roads, streets, tramlines, railways, or works.
It should be such that the building can either

be set well back or ha\e its classrooms on a
side away from the street or road, so that
there may be no difficulty in keeping their

windows open, and it should allow of classes

being taken in the playground. In towns the

site should, where possible, be witliin reach
of any public park or central playground in

which there are opportunities for open-air

education and organised games.
The site should, if possible, be sufficiently

large, open, and level to allow all the rooms
to be on the ground floor. It is in any ease

desirable that the building should be on not

more than two floors. A school on three floors

is open to many objections, and should be

necessary only in special circumstances, as,

for example, where land is very costly, or

where it is otherwise impossible to get

adequate area for playgrounds.
The site must include space for a play-

ground. Where the site is expensive, the

provision of a playground on the roof of the

school buildings has been found, in some
eases, to be a satisfactory device. In order

to provide space for a playground, the

minimum area required for the site should

be reckoned, in the alisence of exceptional

circumstances, at a rate of a quarter of an

acre for every 200 children, irrespective of

any space required for a teacher's or, care-

taker's house, for special subjects centres, or

for instruction in gardening. If the school is

of more than one story, or if a roof play-

ground is provided, the area can be pro-

portionately reduced.

IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMY.

In the style and general treatment of the

building, every care should be taken to secure

economy. The Board regard this as a matter

of great importance. All proposals for new
schools will bo carefully examined, and the

Board will ask for the omission of any

features that appear extravagant, and may
require a modification of the whole scheme
should the proposed expenditure appear un-

reasonably high. The possibility that the

school may require enlargement in the future

should beborne in mind, and in eases where

an early extension is likely to be required, the

future 'additions should form part of the

original scheme, and be included in the plans

submitted to the Board.
The Board will consider a proposal for the

installation of shower-baths or spray-baths of

a simple and effective kind in counection with

a school where difficulty arises in providing

facilities for cleansing children otherwise.

Such baths should provide for the bathing of

twelve to twenty children at one time, and

should have simple dressing-boxes or

partitioned spaces, and a drying chamber and

storage for towels.

It will be apparent tliat although stress is

laid on the necessity for economy, the

hostility of ratepayers to the Board's

requisitions is likely to be intensified rather

than aliated by the' new regulations, as they

suggest various augmentations in costliness

of sites, buildings, and their equipment.

The foundaiion-stonc of the new C.itholic

church of St. Josenh, Lonqsight. Manchester.

was laid on Satiirchiv by Abbot Seadon. Ihe

church will cost JCS.OOO.

The death ia announced of Mr. .lohu

Unthank BraUhwaitc. who was for upwards of

forty years an architect in the employ of the

North Eastern Railway Co.
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THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council the Highways Coniniittee re-

ported tliat, in accordance with the Council's

resolution that the traffic congestion caused

by dead-ends, other roadway obstructions,

and street markets should be removed as soon

as possible, tliev had considered the whole

subject and had consulted M. A. Mariage,

Directeur-Cieneral des Omnibus de Paris.

The Committee hope to submit a prepared

scheme in time for Parliamentary action next

year, but cannot submit their report until

after the summer recess. For the supply of

10,000 steel tires for tramcars, the Committee
reported that the lowest tender for British

made tires, £10,600, was nearly £1,800 higher

than a Belgian tender, and considerably

higher than three other foreign tenders. The
Committee recommended the acceptance of a

London tender, that of Messrs. John Batt

and Co., who will supply tires made in

Germany.
The "improvements Committee recom-

mended approval of elevations, to be executed

in Portland stone, of buildings to be erected

on sites in Kingsway by Messrs. King and
Arnell, Ltd., and "also of elevations for

buildings proposed to be erected by the

Crown Agents for the Colonies on a site at

the corner of Millbank and Wood-street. The
elevation continues the treatment proposed

in the elevations of buildings to be erected for

the Crown Agents on an adjoining site. The
Improvements Committee further reported

that in connection with the widening of High
street, Wandsworth, and East Hill, proceed
ings were taken by the trustees of the East
Hill Baptist Chapel for an iiijuiiclioM to

restrain the Council from proceeding upon a

notice to treat served upon the trustees for

the acquisition by the Council of a portion of

the forecourt, wall, gates, and railings of the

chapel. Upon a motion in the action coming
before Mr. Justiee Joyce, he held that, as

substantial alterations would lia\e to be made
to the main building to render it suitable for

use after the forecourt had been added to

the roadway, the taking of the lavd in front

of the premises would be an interference with
the main structure of the building, within
the meaning of the proviso to section 18 of

the London County Council (Tramways and
Improvements) Act, 1913, and he therefore
granted an injunction restraining the Council
from proceeding under the notice to treat.

The power to acquire parts only of property
required for improvements is, the Committee
reported, a most \'aluable one to the Couin.-il,

particularly as the greater portion of the im-
provements now undertaken by the Council
are effected by means of the acquisition of

parts only of the premises affected, thus
saving considerable expense. It would there-

fore be appreciated that the decision of Mr.
Justice Joyce has a most important bearing
on the Council's work, and the Committee
obtained the opinion of the two counsel
engaged in the ease as to the prospect of a

successful result of an appeal. They
expressed the opinion that the question is a
very narrow one, and wholly one of construc-
tion, and pointed out that on such a question
it is obvious, as the learned judge himself
said, that there may well be a difference of
opinion, but they think that an appeal would
have a fair chance of success, and having
regard to the far-reaching effect of the deci-
sion, and the importance of the matter to the
Council in many other cases, they say that
an appeal is, in their opinion, desirable. 'The
Committee therefore recommended the
Council to appeal against the decision of Mr.
Justice Joyce in these proceedings.

It was i-ecommended by the Education Com-
mittee that Professor Selwyn Image be
appointed to give a course of fifteen lectures
on the "History of Art" during the session
1914-15, at the L.C.C. Central School of Arts
and Crafts at a fee of £75.

Mr. W. J. West resumed the debate upon
the recommendation of the Local Govern-
ment Committee that the tender of Messrs.
W. E. Blake and Co., Ltd., of Fnlham,
amounting to .£98,980, for the erection,

within a period of twenty-one months, of the

new Sessions House, Newingtoiircauseway, be
accepted. Mr. George Dew had moved at

the previous meeting that the recommenda-

tion be referred back to the committee, with

instructions to arrange for the invitation of

fresh tenders for the erection of the building

from firms who had not locked out their

workmen, but Mr. Ernest Gray moved an

amendment to this to the effect that the

tender of Messrs. Blake and Co. be accepted,

provided that the committee were satisfied

that that firm were fully prepared to comply

with the requirements of the council in

respect of rates of pay and conditions of

labour. This was carried, and Mr. W. C.

Johnson then moved, as a further amend-

ment, that arrangemenls be made for the

execution of the work by the direct employ-

ment of labour. This was seconded by Mr.

J. D. Gilbert. In the course of discussion

Mr. I. Salmon deprecated any action which

could be construed into the taking of sides in

the dispute in the building trade, and Mr. R.

G. Easton protested against the proposal as

an attempt to revive the Works Department,

which he described as "a sink of iniquity."

The amendment was defeated, on a division, by

67 votes to 43. Mr. R. C. Philliniore moved
the addition of words providing that the firm

should give the committee an assurance that

they were not engaged in such a dispute with

their employees as would in any way delay

the normarstarting of the work. This was

seconded by Mr. D. Blackley, but lost, and

Mr. Gray's amendment was then adopted as

the substantive motion.

The chairman of the Highways Committee
stated, in reply to a question, that in 1913

the motor-omnibuses of the London General

Omnibus Company covered 120,000,000 miles

in or around London. A tax of three-eighths

of a pennv per omnibus mile on that mileage

would produce £187,500.

Health, Unomplo.ymeiit, aud Workmen's Compensa-

tion Insurance s'hall be paid for out of income-tas

money instead of as at present by certain selected

trades."

(f| Building By-laws. Susgestion from Yorkshira

Federation.

(
/ ) Forfeitare of Goods by Freeholder. Motion by
tiie South Wales Federation :—

• Tlial it is desirable that steps bs taken to so amend
the Law that if a freeholder or assignee, by way of

forfeiture, takes over and uses goods or works

delivered or e.vecnted upon the freehold by direction

of the leaseholder, or his agent, in accordance with tf.a

reiiuiremeuts of the lease, he shall be required to pay

for them on the principle that he who takes the benefit

should bear the cost."

6. Ke.xt meeting.
7. Such other business as may be presented hy ti.6

rresident.

SUIIMEE MIEIISGS OF IHli rEDERillON IS CAEDIFP.

Tuesday July 28, 2.30 p.m.—Executive Council Meeting

at the Soutu Wales Institute of Engineers, Park-place,

Cardiff.

7 p ni.—Dinner to the Members of the Executi\e Council

bv the Members of the Cardiff M.B.A. Invitations

will be issued from the Office of the Cardiff Associa-

tion to those who signify their intention of attending

the Council Meetios- Kindly forward names as early

as possible.

Wednesday, July 29, 10.30 a.m.—General Meeting at

the South Wales Institute of Engineers, Tark-placa,

Cardiff.
Afternoon.—Visit to Cardiff Castle.

7.30 p.m.—Civic Reception by the Lord Mayor at tlio

City Hall.

Thur'sday. July 30, 9.35 a.m.-Trip by steamer to

Iltracombe, returning from Ilfracombe at 6 p.m.

-••-

Mr. G. H. Hume, chairman of the High
ways Committee of the London County

Council, states that it is the intention of the

council, after the autumn recess, to promote,

at the cost of £1,000,000, a scheme for linking

up, extending, and consolidating the system

of London tramways. The proposals include

extensions of the tramways in Gray's Inn-

road and Holborn ; Hammersmith to

Shepherd's Bush; Euston-road toHampstoad-
road ; a new track in Marylebone-road ; a

link in Amhurst Park-road ; a new line from
Tottenham-court-road, and an extension from

Whiteehapel to Aldgate.

•»*»

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYERS OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

The half-yearly general meeting of this

Federation will be held at the South Wales
Institute of Engineers, Park-plaee, CarditT,

on Wednesday, July 29, 1914, at 10.30 in the

forenoon, to consider the following business :

1. Notice calling the Meeting.
2 Minutes of the last Annual Meeting, held Jan. 3^,

1914, and busiuer^s arising, if any.

3. Welcome to reprasentitives from South African

Federation, from the International Federation of

Building and Public Works Contractors, and from

kindred Associations.
4. Report. In accordance with decision of a former

Meeting, a short interim Report will be submitted to the

Meeting, and published in the N.F. Record.

5. Coiisider recommendations from yesterday's Council

on the following matters ;—

(al The question of a Lock-out in support of London.

(/.) The Revenue Bill.

(c) Housing Schemeii. Motion by the Yorkshire

Federation.
" That this Federation is strongly of opinion that in all

cases in which sanction:* are given by Government
Departments to Local Authorities for the raising of

loans for construction of houses and other public

works, it should be made a condition of the sauctiou

that the works should he carried out by private

contractors after open competition.".

(d) The National Insurance Act, Parts 1 and II :—

1. Motion by the Yorkshire Federation :—
" That in the opinion of this Federation, the cost of

accident, health, and unemployment benefits sliould

be borne equitably among taxpayers in general .and
industries be relieved from tlie heavy and growing
charges in respect of benefits to workmen."

2. Motion by the Midland Centre :

—

This Federation reiterates the protests which it maile

on the introduction of the National Insurance Act.

1911, against the principle of payment by industries,

instead of placing tlie burden upon incomes. Two
years' experience of the working of the Act have

proved that it is a serious handicap to competitive

trade, and this Federation appeals to the Government
to so amend the Act that all expenses of National

THE BRITISH PORTLAND CEMENT
MANUFACTURERS, LTD.

The report of the directors of the British

Portland Cement Manufacturers, Ltd., to be

submitted to the third ordinary gener.al

meeting of the company, to be held at Win-

chester House, Old Broad-street, London,

E.C.. on Monday, July 27. 1914, at 12 o'clock

noon, together with the audited accounts for

the year ended April 30, 1914, states that the

bala'nce brought forward from last year was

£32,568 9s. 2d. The revenue for the year

amounted to £330,428 83. lid., .against which

has been charged : Directors' and trustees'

fees, £9,828 4s. 6d. ; debenture slock interest,

£49,646 12s. 4d. ; debenture stock redemp-

tion account, £10,498 15s. Id.; barge and

rolling stock depreciation account, £2,000;

depreciation of office furniture, £389 5s. 6il.
;

debenture stock issue expenses, £-iC5 5s.

;

Income-tax, £4,600; sack reserve, £2,500;

making £79,928 2s. 5d. ; leaving a profit of

£250,500 63. 6d. An interim dividend on

the preference shares to October 31, 1913,

paid January 31, 1914, absorbed £34,969 16s.

The directors propose to make the following

allocations; Preliminary expenses account,

£11,755 lis. 9d. ;
general depreciation reserve

account, £40,000; leaving the sum of

£196,343 7s. lid. Tlie directors recommend

the payment of a final dividend on the prefer-

ence sliares to April 30, 1914, amonnting to

£35, .354 5s. 8d., making, with the interim

dividend of £34,969 16s. already paid, a total

preference dividend for the year of

£70,324 Is. 8d. ; the payment of a dividend on

the ordinary shares at the rate of 7 per cent.

per annum for the year ended April 30, 1914,

amounting to £96,666 lis. Id., leaving to be

carried forward £64.322 lis. 2d. The

directors report an improvement in the

trading results for the period covered by the

accounts ; they recommend that the balance

of the preliminary expenses, amounting to

£11,755 lis. 9d., be written off as against

£6,000 written olT this item last year; that

£40,000 be added to the general depreciation

reserve account, making it £80,000, and that

the dividend on the ordinary shares should

be at the same rate as for the previous year

--namely 7 per cent, per annnm—leaving

£64,322 "lis. 2d. to be carried forward, an

addition of £31,754 2s. Trading conditions,:

upon the whole, have been satisfactory, biitj

sales have been adversely affected in certaiiv,

markets by labour disputes in various parts of

the Uniteiil Kingdom, while towards the end

of the year the demand for cement somewhat

lessened owing to the general decline of

trade at home and abroad. The company's

new works in the North of Ireland are making

substantial progress, and it is hoped that

they will be completed before the end of the

current year. The construction of the works

in South Africa, in which the company is

largely interested, is well adsanccd. and
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iiuuuifaeturing operations are expected to

LOinmeiice within the next few weeks. When
Lord St. Davids, on the formation of the

tompany, accepted the position of chairman,
it was recognised that he could only do so for

a limited period, owing to the many other

demands upon his time. This period lias been
exceeded, and the directors, with much
regret, have now to report that he resigned

the chairnianshi]) of the company, and liis

seat on the board, at the end of the financial

year. Captain tlie Hon. F. C. Stanley,

n.S.O., has been unanimously elected the

chairman of the company.

SHOPS AND SHOP-FITTINGS.
The present-day shopkeeper needs, abo\e

all things, if he is to meet competition, to

improve his shop-front and interior, as it

arrests notice right on his doorstep, just

where he wants to attract his customer. He,
and all architects and builders who second his

endeavours, will do well, therefore, to get and
study the 80-page royal 4to catalogue just

issued by Messrs. Harris iind Sheldon, Ltd.,
of Stafford-street, Birmingham, devoted
solely and entirely to joinery works in con-
nection with shop-fronts and interior fittings.

It must have taken the compilers some years
to collate the matter, gathered from all parts
of the world, to illustrate the work efficiently,

for it is a veritable textbook of shop fittings.

It illustrates over 150 shops and interiors
actually executed by Messrs. Harris and
Sheldon, the work comprising jobs in places
so far apart as London and Calcutta, or
Johannesburg and Buenos Aires, whilst there
are examples of work carried out for some of
the most enterprising firms in this country.
There is, indeed, scarcely a town of any size
which has not benefited by the firm's exer-
tions, the sphere of which is ever widening,
as a visit to their works will demonstrate.
There may be seen artistic inlaid counters
and showcases being prepared for a Parisian
firm, whilst, on the other hand, shop-fronts of

specially hardened timber are being manu-
factured, to stand the heat of the West
Indies.

Following up these examples of «ork
actually executed by the firm in all parts of
the world, we find examples of component
parts of the modern shop, from faseias to stall-

plates, giving over 300 examples of up-to-date
fixtures and fittings (many unique in their
way), the latest time and temper-saving
devices, for which there is at the moment
such a demand, being their patent
"Selphast" sectional fixtures, made to store
and yet display the most delicate garment,
saving, as they do, fixture boxes and
wrappers, and the useless labour wasted in

straightening up after the customer has made
his selection.

No branch of trade has been overlooked,
from men's wear shops to jewellers', con-
fectioners' to chemists' ; suitable wall cases,
lixtures, counters, all are illustrated so as to at
once convey to the shopkeeper the realisation
of that which is most suitable for his require-
ments, whilst, owing to the vogue at present
in metal shop-fronts, these are specified,
showing their component parts, and examples
of the most artistic forms of enrichment.

It is manifest that there is an organisation
behind this catalogue which is complete in all
its details, generations of artisans having
seconded the firm's efforts in the productioii
of all that is best and up-to-date in shop-
front construction, over thirty years' experi-
ence in the production of up-to-date methods
of display, and the installation of the latest
labour-saving machiiiery. having kept down
the cost of production, even to the using up of
by-products from sawdust upwards. Tliere
are hundreds of men solely employed in the
production of shop-fronts and "interiors;
draughtsmen waiting to show intending
customers how to make the best use of the
space at their disposal, while of the quality
of work consistent with price, tlie best idea
2'''' ''" P-""""! by a visit to the works at
Stafford-street, Birmingham, or the branches
at /O, Wood-street, London: Springfield-
court, Glasgow; .38. Thomas-street, Man-
Chester; and 15, Wieklow-street, Dublin.

OBITUARY.
We deeply regret to record the death by a

motor-car accident of Mr. F. Dare Clapham,
F.R.I.B.A., of the firm of Clapham and
Symons -Jeuue, Norwich House, South-
ampton - street, Bloomsbury, and of the
Avenue, Beckenham, at the early age of

forty-one years. At the inquest held by the
coroner for West Kent at Beckenliam on
Monday, Mr. Hedley Spencer Blake, a friend
and neighbour of Mr. Clapham's, stated that
on Thursday niidniglit he returned with the
deceased from Charing Cross to Beckenham.
On leaving the station they were crossing
Southend-road when witness, glancing to the
riglit, saw a ear approach at a rapid pace on
the driver's wrong side. The car appeared
to be 20 or 30 yards away, and Mr. Clapham
was a little in front of witness and appa-
rently did not notice it. Witness said,
"Look out," and jumped backwards. Mr.
Clapham, who had less time to decide,
seemed to make for the pavement facing him.
When jumping backwards he was struck by
the car. In cross-examination, witness sug-
gested that deceased was carried or dragged
for about 30 yards. Mr. Geoffrey Norman
Foster, the Worcestershire amateur cricketer,
and a financial advertising agent, stated that
he was in the ear with Miss Prest. He saw
two gentlemen practically in the middle of
the road, one of whom, in an attempt to get
to the pavement, was caught by the near
headlight. Witness did not think that the
ear was travelling fast. Tliere was ample
room for it to pass on either side of Mr.
Blake and Mr. Clapliam before they moved.
Dr. Randall said deceased had a bad com-
pound fracture of the right leg and a large
scalp wound. Fred Torrence, the chauffeur,
stated that had Mr. Clapham stood still the
car would have passed him all right. The
jury, in returning a verdict of "Accidental
death." attached no blame to the chauffeur.
Mr. Frederick Dare Clapham. who was un-
married, was the elder surviving son of the
late Douglas Clapham, of Leabrook, Brox-
bourne, and after passing through Brentwood
School, was trained for liis profession at the
Architectural Association and Royal Academy
Schools, gaining the .A. A. silver medal, and
in 1901 a special prize in the R.I.B.A. Final.
He was articled to Mr. E. J. May,
F. R.I.B.A., and after a short period of inde-
pendent practice, joined the late Mr. E. W.
Mountford, F. R.I.B.A., in partnership, their
work in collaboration including the Central
Criminal Court at Newgate, which was com-
pleted under Mr. Clapham's supervision,
and the extension of the municipal buildings
at Sheffield. Among the works carried out
by Mr. Clapham were the town hall and fire

station at Lancaster, additions to the
Bnttersea Polytechnic, including the Tate
Library and the Tate Mausoleum at Kingston
Vale Cemetery, Putnev. Last year he
assumed in partnership Mr. E. H. B. Synions-
Jeune. Mr. Clapham joined the Architec-
tural Association in 1891, and threw himself
into its work with characteristic energy and
application. Since 1906 he had been re-

elected upon the Council, and in 1909-10
served as vice-president. He was a cojistant

attendant at the meetings, read several
papers, and often took part in the discus

sions. An accomplished amateur actor, he
figured in all recent A. A. plays, and was the

author of three of these amusing productions.

He was also for a time tlie editor of the fitful

publication, the " Purple Patch." He joined
the Royal Institute of British Architects as

an Associate in 1901. becominc a Fellow in

December, 1909. The funeral service was
held at St. George's parish church, Becken-
ham. on Tuesday, and was attended by Mr.
Maurice E. Webb, president, Mr. Henry
Tanner, past-president, Mr. P. W. Lovell,

Mr. Symons-Jeune. and man}' other members
of the Architectural Association, and by
representatives of the Romany and Sidcup
dramatic clubs, the Beckenham Arts and
Crafts Society, and other bodies to which
Mr. Clapham belonged. A large number of

wreaths and floral tributes testified to the

esteem and regard in which he was held, and
to the regret felt at his untimely death. The
interment took place later in the day in the

family grave at Wormley, near Broxbouriie.

The death has occurred, at the age of 65
years, of Mr. James Gillespie, senior partner
in the firm of Gillespie and Scott, arcliitccts,

of St. Andrew's, N.B. Among the buildings
carried out by his firm are the Medical
School and St. Leonard's School, St.
Andrew's; the Cottage Hospital, Kirkcaldy;
i\Ioiitrose House and Rankeillor House, both
at St. Andrew's. For many years he had
been chairman of the St. Andrew's Conserva-
tive Club. He leaves a widow, four sons,
and two daughters.

COMPETITIONS.
ALLESTREE FORD BRIDGE.—At the

last meeting of the Belper Rural District
Council, the surveyor reported that he had
advertised for designs for the construction of
a bridge over the Derwent at Allestree Ford,
and had received 50 applications for the form
of conditions, 15 designs, and 46 estimates.
He suggested that these should be dealt with
in the first place by the bridge committee.
The estimates ranged from £450 for a 9ft.

bridge to £l.-392, and for an 18ft. bridge from
£749 to £3,347. The question was referred
to the bridge committee.

BRIGHTON.—The town council have
eventually decided, by 25 votes to 13, to
spend £25,000 on the erection of a concert
hall for the municipal orchestra on the
Aquarium site and to remodel the existing
terrace, so as to provide accommodation for
outdoor performances. The concert hall will

accommodate 1,200 people, and the scientific

portion of the Aquarium will be kept quite
distinct from it. The questions of how to

deal with the Aquarium site and the future
of municipal orchestra have been deferred
from time to time. Competitive designs are
to be invited for the new scheme.

MIDDLETON.—The competition for the
new town-hall at Middleton will probably be
settled some time in August. Mr. G. Hast-
well Grayson, M.A., F. R.I.B.A.. president
of the Liverpool Architectural Society, is the
professional referee. One hundred and seven
sets of plans have been received. So far, no
steps have been taken as to the exhibit of the
drawings.

«»fc

The salary of JMr. G. W. Lacey, borough sur-
veyor of Oswestry, has been increased by ^^50
per annum.

The Camborne Urban District Council have
raised the salary of tlipir surveyor from £120 to
.£150 a year.

Mr. R. S. Wilshere. of H.M. Office of Works,
has been appointed assistant architect to the
Essex County Coimcil.

Mr. F. O. Starford, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, recently held an inquiry at
Lye, Worcestershire, into an application of the
Lye and Wollescote LTrban District Council for
sanction to borrow £2.650 for the purpose of
acquiring^ the Sudgbridge Brook estate, and for
carrying out various street improvements.

The foundation-stone of a new Roman Catholic
Church has been laid at Gerrard's Cross, Bucks,
by the Bishop of Northampton. The building
will be Gothic in style, and carried out in red
brick, with Bath stone facings. It will consist of
nave and two aisles. Tlie length will be t40ft.,

and the breadth 72ft. The architect is Mr.
Percy A. Lamb, and Messrs. Y. J. Lovell and
Sons are the builders.

The historic tower of (_)swestry Parish Church
is now in the hands of the builders. The roots

of the ivy which enveloped it have caused it to

crack ominously, and liberal repairs are neces-

sary. The tower is one which was fired at and
damaged by Cromwell, and in later years it has
been associated with the escapades of Colonel

Burnaby, of "Ride to Khiva" fame, who, as a

boy at Oswestry Grammar School, climbed to

the top of the tower by clinging to the ivy.

Lt.-Col. Henry Norlande Ruttan, who has

resigned the city engineership of Winnipeg after

a continuous service of nearly thirty years, is

66 years of age, and was a member of the first

council of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers in 1887. serving as president of the

society in 1910. He will be retained by the city

of Winnipeg in the capacity of consulting

engineer, and will receive a pension, which, com-

bined with his salary, will give him a yearly

income of five thousand dollars. Mr. Ruttan is a

member of the council of the Institution of Civil

Engineers of Great Britain.
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PEOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION AT CANTERBURY.—The
seventy-first annual conference of the British

Archaeological Association, held at Canter-

bury in conjunction with that of the Kent
Areha;ological Society, was continued on

Friday and Saturday.' On Friday the East-

bridge Hospital, founded in the time of

Henry I., was visited, under the guidance of

the Rev. P. A. W. Clarke; the adjoining

school, added by Archbishop Whitgift, is

now an almshouse. The fine West Gate,-

built by Arel5bishop Simon of Sudbury, in

the 14th century, was examined under the

leadership of Mr. H. T. Mead, the city

curator. The building, which was used from

1549 to 1829 as the city gaol, served for

many years afterwards as a mortuary. In

1906 Mr. Bennett Goldney, M.P., the then

mayor, restored the condemned cell and

gallows, and established within the Gate a

museum of arms and armoury and other

objects. A visit to Canterbury Catliedral,

under the guidance of the Rev. C. E. Wood-
ruff and Colonel Hegan, Seneschal, was

afterwards made. At the Cathedral library,

Mr. Woodruff explained that, according lo

the catalogue, conjpiled by Prior Henry, of

Eastry, now in the British Museum, there

were in the library either late in tlie 13th

or early in the 14th century, 1,8.31 volumes

and 4,157 treatises. Of that number Dr.

James had identified 182 as being still in

existence, principally at Corpus Christi and

Trinity Colleges, Cambridge. They had

still considerably over five thousand early

cliarters in the library, including thirty-three

of Saxon date. In the evening the annual

business meeting was held at St. Augustine's

College. A paper on "The Roads of Kent"
was afterwards read by General Sir Charles

Warren. The highways of the county were,

he showed, subordinate to three special local

influences, the forests of the Weald and

Blean, the estuaries and mud-ttats about ihe

rivers and the islands near the coast, and the

line of chalk cliff, the lip of crater, sur-

rounding the Weald. This last was_ the

great highway east and west through Kent.

On Saturday morning the members visited

Charthain Church, and subsequently drove

to the village of Chilham, where they in-

spected the castle keep, which adjoins the

Jacobean mansion built by Sir Dudley

Digges in the 17th century. An inspection

of Chilham Church, built in 1534, concluded

the excursion.

THE EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—The annual excursion of

the Edinburgh Architectural Assocation was

made on Saturday to Hamilton. The Palace

and Cadzow Forest were first visited, by

permission of the Duke of Hamilton and

Brandon. Mr. Henry F. Kerr. A.R.I.B.A.,

acted as leader. The" lands of Cadzow, with

its castle, formed a Royal barony, when the

early Scottish kings repaired there for

hunting down to the time of King Robert

Bruce. The barony passed about 1323 into

the hands of. the Hamiltons, who acquired

the tower of Orchard about a century and a

half later. The barony was then erected into

a lordship, and the name was changed from

Cadzow to Hamilton. The tower of Orchard

was gradually enlarged, and was known as

Hamilton Castle. During the troublous

limes of Mary (^ueen of Scots the castle was
besieged three times, after whicli the family

was exiled. On the restoration of the

Hamiltons to their estates, the castle was

rebuilt from 1588 to l-iigi, and a portion of

it is incorporated in the present building. In

1703-1705 extensive alterations were made,

the great central gallery was formed, and the

iinadrangle wings were reconstructed. There

is no record of the designer, but its style

is influenced by the designs of Sir William

Bruce, of Kinross. In later years William

Adam was called in to ~ make further

additions to the building, but his designs

were not carried out. In 1822 and sub-

sequent years the north front was con-

structed, along with a new suite of apart-

ments, from designs by David Hamilton, of

Glasgow. The rooms contain many art

treasures in furniture, china, and glass, while

the pictures comprise examples by Rubens.

Holbein. Kneller, Lawrence, Reynolds.

Cxainsborough, Raeburn, and other famous
artists. The mausoleum was completed in

1852 from designs by David Bryce, Edin-

burgh, and cost about £130,000. The
octagonal chapel is lighted by a dome 120ft.

liigh. On returning from Cadzow the

gardens and old mansion of Barneluith were

visited, by permission of Mr. William Bishop.

The terraced gardens, formed about 1700, on

the steep banks of the Avon, are at present

being repaired and improved. Tlie customary

votes of thanks were proposed by Mr. T.

Forbes MacLennan, A.R.I.B.A., president.

FACULTY OF SURVEYORS OF SCOT-
LAND.—At a special general meeting of

members of the East District Section of the

Faculty, held at 117, George-street, Edin-

burgh, on the 16th inst.—Mr. Alan K.

Smith, F.F.S., chairman of the district

section, presiding—a resolution was unani-

mously passed approving of the action of

the west district section in declining to

recognise the mode of measurement for

joiner work prepared by the Scottish

National Building Trades Federation.

SHROPSHIRE SANITARY IN-
SPECTORS ON HOUSING REFORMS.-
A meeting of the Shropshire branch of the

Sanitary Inspectors' Association was held at

Wellington on Saturday, under the chairman-

ship of Mr. Beville Stanier, M.P., Mr. G.

Riley (surveyor and sanitary inspector,

Wellington), read a paper on housing. There

was no reason why local authorities should

not put an end to the w^orst features of the

present system of making new slums and

work out their areas on garden city lines.

The great task set housing reformers in this

country should be tackled fearlessly. In

designing a model cottage for general

adoption the primary factors were good

grouping and proportion suitable to the site

so as to secure the maximum of sun and air

iu the living rooms and bedrooms with every

possible comfort. The roads as far as

possible should be laid out so as to run

towards the north and south, thus giving

east and west frontages for sunshine. The

width of a road should in no case be less than

36ft. In 1901 the Wellington Urban Council

began a housing scheme and built sixteen

houses, containing living room, parlour,

scullery, and three bedrooms. The dwellings

were let at a weekly rental of 5s., including

rates, and up to the present they had been

self supporting. In the present year the

eouiicil started to build twenty-two houses,

containing living room, scullery, larder, and

three bedrooms, at a cost of £4,200, including

land, buildings, fences, and roads. He was

not in favour of subsidising any housing

schemes out of the rates. It was a national

question. Owing to local authorities being

in a position to borrow money for long

periods at a low rate of interest, the question

of building houses for the working classes

was now praeticallv out of the hands of the

private builder. Mr. J. W. Cliff, chairman

of Wellington sanitary committee, said that

in Shropshire there were 26,329 persons (25

per cent, of the urban population) and 30,647

persons (23 per cent, of the rural population)

who lived in cottages witli only two, or less

than two, bedrooms. In the rural districts

in 144 cases and iu the urban districts in 185

cases there were from nine to thirteen persons

sleeping in one or two bedrooms. Mr. Beville

Stanier, M.P., pointed out that the nioney

promised by the Government for housing was

only a drop in tlie ocean. The cost of a

cottage was from £190 to £200, and the grant

from the Government would produce only

15,000 houses. A return showed that up to

December 31 only 6,355 houses had been

sanctioned for building in the country, and

there was a shortage of 37,000. The State

would have to take up the question,

altliongh he regretted that by doing so they

would penalise the private builder.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.—The Donald-

son Silver Medal, awarded by the Royal

Institute of British Architects in connection

with the work of the University School of

Architecture at University College, has this

year been awarded to Mr. Henry Nettleton

Fisher.

—-•-•

—

WALTON, SURREY.—The Bishop of
j

London, chairman of the Whiteley Trust,

visited on Tuesday Whiteley Park, near]

Walton, Surrey, an estate of 200 acres,

where he laid the foundation-stone of the
j

memorial to the late Mr. William Whiteley, '

which is to be erected in the middle of the I

village of cottage homes to be constructed in
i

accordance with his will, by which he be-

j

queathed £1,000,000 for the housing of the

aged and deserving poor. The laying out of 1

the site was based on the design of Mr.

Frank Atki-nson, F.R.I.B.A., selected in

competition, in which a group of over 200

cottages in the form of an octagon will be the

central feature. The church to be built on

the property has been planned by Mr. Walter
Tapper, F.R.I.B.A., while Sir Aston Webb,
R.A., is designing the hall. The monument
to be erected to Mr. Whiteley will consist of

a figure of "Industry." On its pedestal will

be a bronze plaque portrait and the coat of

arms of the founder of the trust. The
sculptor is Sir George Framptou, R.A., and
the architect Mr. Walter Cave, F.R.I.B.A.

Mr. Horace B. Dousliii has been selected tor

the office of Director of Public Works, Southern
Uhodesia.

A new church is to be built at Abram, near

Wigan. Mr. F. R. Freeman, of Bolton, is the

architect.

The salary of Mr. C. W. Salt, borough
electrical engineer of Torquay, has been in-

creased by ioO per annum, with a further in-

crease of £bO per annum at Midsummer, 1915.

The foundation-stone of a school-hall, attached

to Eden-street Wesleyau church, Kingston-on-

Thames, has been formally laid. Mr. A. Dawkins
is the architect, and Messrs. Limpus and Son, of

Kingston, are the builders.

The Local Government Board are asked by

Bournemouth Corporation to sanction the

borrowing of an additional loan of it4,000 for

removing falls of clilfs and driving adits in the

face of the clilfs for drainage purposes.

The housing committee of the city corporation

of Newcastle-on-Tyne have approved schemes for

building 138 workmen's dwellings, at an esti-

mated cost of il'iB.OOO. The houses are to be

erected in St. Lawrence-square and Walker-road.

The North Toronto drainage system, recom-

mended by Mr. R. C. Harris, Commissioner of

Works, ha"s been adopted by the city council of

Toronto. The entire work is to cost $4,144,256,

which includes provision for surface and domestic

sewage.

The Roman Catholic Bishop of Shrewsbury,

Dr. Singleton, has opened St. Edmund's
Orphanage and Certified Poor Law Schools,

which have been erected in Heath-road, Bebing-

ton. The buildings have been erected at a cost

of i:r,600 from nlans fjy Mr. E. Bertram Kirby,

of Cook-street, 'Liverpool. The orphanage will

accommodate 120 boys.

At a sitting of Norwich Consistory Court on

Saturday applicatiou was made by the rector

and churchwardens of Hingham. Norfolk, for a

faculty to place a bust of Abraham Lincoln in

the parish church, the cost to be defrayed by

citizens of the United States. It will be a copy

of the well-known Volk bust. The application

will be further considered at the next Court.

A memorial to the brave French soldiers and

sailors who, as prisoners of war, died in this

j

country when we were at war 100 years ago, will!

he un'veiled bv Lord Weard.ale at Norman sj

Cross, Hunts, "on the Great North Road, onj

Tuesday next, and lianded over to tlie Lord-I

Lieutenant of Huntingdon. The mcmoriall

has been designed by the Vicomte de la|

Chapelle.

The Wiltshire Archasological Society is in|

treaty with H.M. Olhre of Works to preserve th^
well-known medieval tithe barn at B'''"''°{4

Farm Bradford-on-Avon, which threatens to falll

into ruin. Sir Charles Parry Hobliouse, on]

whose estate the barn stands, has no furtlier ii.se

the barn and its preservation if it is handed over

in proper order. The Wiltshire Archaeological

Society have accepted the offer of the OfTice ot

Works to report as to what work is required on

the barn, and will issue an appeal for carrying

out the repairs.
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l.ittlo fi-esh lias transpired diiriiit^ the

k nitli regard to the Londdn building;

los dispute. Lust Saturday iiiglit, at a

ting of the United Operalix'' I'lnnibers'

lety held ill the (.'lub Uiiinii Buildings,

rkenwell, a resolution was pas.se;!

kiring that no satisfactory purpose was to

-erved by eontinuing the building dispute.

1 recommending the members of the society

lecept the terms offered by the London
i-ter Builders' Assoeiatioii. Nothing

further is announced yet. There was a small

but rowdy demonstration in 'Irafalgar-

square on Sunday, at which the demon-

strators eainc to loggerheads with a rival

meeting of "Industrial Workers of the

Work!"'—whoever tliey may be. who claimed

priority of organisation ami purpose. A
iiewsagency reports that there was talk of a

fresh ballot of the inembers of the still

stubborn unions at a meeting of tlie London
Building Industries Fe.deration on Tuesday,

but nothing came of it. Meanwhile the meet-

ings of the liranches of the National Federa-

tion of Building Trades' Employers through-

out the provinces are practically unanimous
in favour of a general lock-out.' At Bolton

on Monday, only five members voted against

the resolution, at York 90 per cent. vote<l in

favour, and at Masichester the figures were

89 to in favour. There can be little doubt

therefore that tlie necessary two-thirds

majority will Ije annoiineed at the meeting

of the Federation at Cardiff next Wednesday,
particiilai's of whii-h will be found on another

page.

We are glad to learn that the Beaux Arts

Committee, taking into consideration the

fact that the First Atefier now has its full

complement of students, and feeling that the

success of the First .4telier will be greatly

enhanced, and the objects of the committee

still further promoted, by the affording of

opportunities for emulation and competition

on similar lines, have decided to take im-

mediate steps for the opening of a second

Atelier in London. The committee are in

negotiation for premises, and hope shortly to

make some more definite annouiicemeiit

regarding the details of the scheme. In the

meantime, those who wish for further in-

formation regarding this development should

communicate with Mr. Adrian Berrington

at the First Atelier, 16, Wells-mews, Oxford-

street, W., or of the Honorary .Secretary of

the Beaux Arts Committee, at 28, Bedford-

square, W.C.

There are plenty nf (jualifK il Lords about

doing nothing, and surely one more could

have been secured to inakf up five? Lord

Moulton's judgment hit the mark Socratieally

when he put it thus ;
'" Question : What is

the increment of the site value of land when
the value of the site has not changed V

Asnwer: It is the difference of opinion of

two .sets of Government valuers as to the

value of the owner's total interest in the

estate ! Could the force of absurdity go

furtherV" In I he clutch nf this "rednctio ad

absnrdnin " we h'ave the matter for the

present.

The Lumsden ease has ended in a dead-

lock. Anyhow the Hou§e of Lords has

decided nothing, and the judgment of Mr.

.Justice Hoifidge still holds the field. It was

well kno\Mi to every one outside the House of

Lords, that the three judges of the Court of

Appeal had been divided, only confirming

the Court below by a majority, and that the

matter was one of wide public interest,

affecting tlu' \ery basis of modern taxation.

Vet the presiding Lord Chancellor did not

M-e to it that there was an odd number of

l,.i\\ Lords, and tlie case by chance was
' ,ird by four. Naturally "the animals"

vM'iit in two by two—but one couple one way
.iiid the other the other, and so all this

legal learning and good money are simply
wasted in words. Only in April a bench of

seven judges sat in the House of Lords to

decide a point on Workmen's Compensation.

tioo of fine arehitectur*,' which iia\e long

needed a more organised expression of public

opinion in both Houses of I'arliaiiicnt.

We arc sick of the law in the Lumsden
case. The empty comfort for builders is

that the House of Lords cannot decide

whether it is law or not. The Court of

Appeal said it was, by two to one. Mr.
Lloyd Cieorge, who long ago said it was not,

professed liis eagerness to make it plain that

it was not in his Re\eiiiie Amendment Bill

last antumii, and then withdrew thai

measure. There was a clause in this year's

Keveiuie Bill which we are told made it clear

that the Government was agreed that

builders' profits ought not to be subject to a

second taxation, and one which nobody else

lias to pay. That Bill, too, is now with-

drawn. So we have no option but to pay
and look pleasant till the coming general

election; when if every builder— no matter

what liis politics are -does not remember
that this Government has passively allowed

Mr. Lloyd George thus unfairly to liarass

tlie second industry in the realm in a

fashion unsurpassed by tlu' most nnsernpiilous

of past linaneiers, he will deserve caiionisa-

tioii as the personification par excellence of

self-sacrificing meekness. Yesterday Mr.
Chimborlain was to ask the Prime Minister

"whether liis attention has been called to

the termination of the appeal in the Lnmsden
case, the Hou.se of Lords being equally

divided ; whether he has considered tlie judge-

ment deliverer!, and in particular the

observations of Lord Justice Monlton
;

whether he is aware that legislation was pro-

mised on this subject by the Goveriiinent on

August 1 of last year; and whether, as the

RevciuK- Bill is dropped, the Governiiieiit

will introduce and press through the House

a one-clause Bill, giving the pnuiiised relief

to those who arc affected by this decision 'Z"

.Next week, doubtless, we shall have to record

Mr. Asquith's fiivourite answer in the usual

three words !

The Ministry of Fine Arts lias not yet com-

mended itself to Parliament. For the

present, it seems, we are to have a Parlia-

mentary Committee of members of both

Houses interested in art. Lord Bryee, Lord

Henry Bentinck, Lord Crawford, Lord

Curzon, Sir Alfred Moiid, Mr. Stephen

Gwyiiii, Sir Herbert Raphael, Mr. Philip

Snowden, M. A. A. .\llcii, and Mr, Almeric

Paget have agreed to join the Committee, of

which Air. C. Montague Barlow is secre-

tary. There can be no doubt about the scope

of action for such a body, for the overdue

report of the Committee that has been con-

sidering the questions of State grants to

public collections and the better organisation

of our galleries and museums may appear

any day, and all friends of art liope that

there will be a strong party in Parliament

seriously to consider the recommendations

of the Committee. Apart from this, there

are questions affecting art education, public

monuments, town planning, and the preserva-

Tlie ease of "Kirby v. Chessum," which has

cropped up several times in our columns, has

now got as far as the Court of Appeal

(yimcs, July 17, 1914), having been first

heard in October, 19I.'i, by Mr. Justice

Avory and a common jury. Upon the appeal,

where the true issues seem to have been at

last understood, there appeared to be very

little in it. The plaintiff, as reversioner of a

house at East Ham, sued the defendants as

builders for trespass in reference to the

underpinning of a wall. The defendants

brought in the Commissioners of Works as

third parties, liable to indemnify them, as

the work was being done in regard to a post-

office. The jury found a verdict for .t20, and

the judge decided against defendants on tlieir

claim to be indemnitied. The Court of

Appeal has now refused to order a new
trial, although they said that the only

damages proved came to I8s. 6d. But the

verdict was not so unreasonable as to require

the case should be tried all over again. As

to the point of indemnity, the Lords Justices

allowed the appeal, and so the builders

make good their claim against the Com-

missioners ol Works, whose arcTlitect gave

them the order. The case was obviously one

which an expert arbitrator should have

settled in a couple of hours, with only the

parties before him.

Some legal points of principle were raised
;

but it does not seem as if they had much to

do with the result. The Judge who tried the

case was possibly not so well acquainted « itli

the ways of architects and contractors. Jlie

whole business appears to have been

confused, and it was, after all, soincthing of a

comedy of litigation. The builder should

have obtained the consent of the tenant to

underpin his wall, and then there could have

been no trespass. Instead of this, it was

said that notice was to be given to the

reversioner. But, as the Lords Justices

said, such a notice would have been quite

useless, for giving notice that you are going

to commit a trespass docs not make it any

the less a trespass when it is done ! As to the

damages, the plaintiff got a new and good

wall instead of an unsound one, and the only

claim the Court of Appeal could discover was

for 18s. 6d., cost of cutting through. the

added concrete, if necessary. There were

three sets of solicitors and a good many

counsel engaged in the ease, which was

entirely unfitted for trial by a common jury.

But as the heavy costs incurred will now

apparently fall upon the Commissioners of

Works, it will doubtless all work out well in

the end.

Mr. Herbert Samuel, President of the

Local Government Board, has promised to

give the inaugural address to the meinbcis

of the Summer School of Town Planning I'o

Monday evening. August 3. The course will

be held in the School of Architecture at

University College from August 3 to 1.').

Although Germany rivals Great Britain as

a pioneer of town planning, a good many

foreign architects are attending this English

school, as our housing system is being taken

as a model bv many growing towns on the

Continent, whose people fi"d their flat

system more costly than our single houses.

A group of students from the Americau

schools of architecture arc also attending.
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Besides the courses of lectures by the

leading English town planners, special

lectures are arranged by well - known

American and German professors of the

subject. This Summer School initiates the

study of town planning at the University of

London. A professorship of municipal

engineering has recently been founded, and

a professor of town planning is also about

to be appointed by the Senate.

We are glad to note the common-sense

remarks of Sir William Church, the chair-

man of the executive committee, at the

annual meeting of the Imperial Cancer

Research Fund on Tuesday, at Examination

Hall, with regard to the alleged existence of

"cancer houses" and "cancer areas." Three

instances which had been adduced of the

existence of cancer houses had been in-

vestigated on the spot, and by abstraction of

the data in the statistical office of the

Registrar-General. In all three the complete

data sufficed to show that a local cause had

not induced an increased cancer mortality.

In the report for this year, probably the most

interesting feature is the scientific expert

inquiry whether or not there was any risk of

infection or contagion through the occupation

of houses or rooms where eases of cancer

had occurred. The result was "an emphatic

negative to the existence of any such risk.

The fear was entirely groundless, and it is

hoped that the public will be reassured by

the evidence produced, and that sensational

journals will cease publication of the state-

ments made by people evidently ignorant

of the real nature of cancer, which alarm

readers and do serious damage to property

owners. We suggest to the latter that a

very reasonable ground of action exists

against those who make and those who give

currency to these wild but seriously

damaging statements.

Many of our readers probably are familiar

with the trend of the controversy during the

past twenty-five years with regard to the

right material for bell-frames, and with the

reasons which many architects still give for

their preference of wood to a cast-iron frame

mounted on steel girders. The more in-

telligently an architect adheres to his pre-

dilection for oak, the more ready he will be

to consider arguments to the contrary, when
set forth reasonably and as the fruits of ex-

perience, as they are in a little volume,

entitled, " Bell Towers and Bell Hanging

:

an Appeal to Architects," by Sir Arthur

Percival Hey wood, Bart., iVI.A., just pub-

lished by -Messrs. Longmans, Green, and

Co. at two shillings. Sir Arthur, who is the

President of the Central Council of Bell-

Ringers, and a member of many kindred

associations, is aided by contributions by Mr.

Edwin H. Lewis, M.A. ; Mr. E. Alexander

Young, A.R.I.B.A., and others. Mr. Young's

paper will probably appeal most directly to

his brethren—the more so because at the

outset he recognises the real reasons why

some of us sometimes have to sin against

knowledge. There is much else in his paper

which more of us ought to know, but, we are

sorry to say, seem not to. Some fifteen years

ago, as some will remember. Lord Grim-

tliorpe, and Mr. Thackray Turner, and Sir

Arthur Heywood exchanged views in charac-

teristic fashion with regard to metal versus

wood frames, which, with other more or less

interesting matter, are given in the appendix.

The Public Library of the City of Boston,

Mass., U.S.A., has issued a new edition of

its catalogue of books relating to Archi-

tecture, Construction, and Decoration, with

an additional section on City Planning. The
previous edition was published in 1894; but

since then the collection of architectural

books had increased so largely that the pre-

paration of a new edition became imperative.

The work has occupied five years, and the

Boston Society of Architects and other

friends contributed 500 dollars towards the

cost, the section on City Planning being pre-

pared by Mr. Frank A. Bourne. The price

is one dollar, plus postage ; the w'eight of the

catalogue is 40oz. ready for post. The work

is most creditable to all concerned, and the

City of Boston is to be congratulated on its

publication and its acquisition of so varied

and extensive a collection of architectural

literature. No English city has had the good

fortune, or the enterprise, to acquire such a

library, or to make its extent and value so

usefully known. This second edition is a

closely-printed octavo volume of 536 pages,

with classified lists arranged under such

headings as bibliography, dictionaries,

history aud theory, periodicals (in which the

Building News figures from Vol. XV., 1868,

to the present date), periods and styles, archi-

tecture of countries, illustrations of buildings

(the largest section of all), architectural and

technical details, decoration, handbooks, etc.

An additional section of this edition relates

to city planning. The work of cataloguing

and indexing has been very thoroughly and

accurately carried out. The Public Library

Building at Boston, it will be remembered, was

built between 1888 and 1895. from plans by

Messrs. McKini, Meade, aud White, of New
York, at a cost of £473,000 sterling. Before

it was completed its accommodation, origin-

ally provided for 750,000 volumes, was found

to be inadequate.

The old Infirmary site at Manchester has

been the cause of as many searehings of heart

as the divisions of Reuben, and the climax,

possibly, was reached yesterday week, when
Mr. W. Phillips, an ex-councillor of the city,

appeared before the Manchester stipendiary

magistrate on a charge of having defaced ii

public building by writing on the walls of the

Temporary Reference Library, on the old

Infirmary site, the words " Our Disgrace."

Evidence of the oflence having been given,

Mr. Phillips protested that, having served on

the libraries committee for three years, he

knew all the members were convinced it was

a disgrace. He submitted that the offence

was not necessarily defacing. The word
" defacing " meant to destroy or injure the

beauty of anything. It was absolutely im-

possible to say there was any beauty about

the buildings on Piccadilly. "In the interests

of the public and in the interest of the dignity

of the city," said Mr. Phillips, " 1 have done

this, because I feel that our city is being

disgraced by a part of the old Infirmary site

being used for this temporary library. We
liave little or no sentiment in our city, and

I feel that this was the only opportunity 1

had. Without doing any damage to the

building or to anyone, and without defacing

the building in the true sense of the word

—

for I used whitewash instead of paint, in

order that it might be washed off easily—

I

did it because I do feel a protest was called

for. We are absolutely lost, it seems to me,

to the sense of our true responsibility. The

site was practically given to the city for a

purpose well understood between the parties,

and it does seem to me that a protest like

this is called for. We have the money to

make this a beautiful site," he said. "We
know exactly what ought to be done, and
here we have it an absolute wilderness. I

feel I am acting the part of someone who in

years gone by wrote with a finger on the wall
' Mene, Mene, tekel. upharsin '—'Weighed
in the balance and found wanting.' I thought

I was doing a little handwriting on the wall."

The stipendiary magistrate was afraid Mr.

Phillips had broken the law, and fined him
5s. and costs.

««»

The town council of Pittenween have adopted
plans by Messrs. Haxton and Walker, of Leven,
for the town-hall. The estimated outlay is

£11,050.

The Bradford Education Committee are about
to build a secondary school at Boiling Hall for

435 girls, at an estimated cost of X53 per scholar,

exclusive of site and playing-field.

At Winnipeg, tenders are invited for the
erection of the engineering building of the Uni-
versity of Manitoba. The estimated cost is

250,000dol. The plans were prepared by Mr. V.
W. Horwood, 261, Fort-street. Winnipeg, Messrs.
Brown and Vallance, Montreal and Winnipeg,
are the consulting architects.

In the course of the excavations on the site of

the old General Post Office in St. Martin's-le-

Grand, some interesting discoveries of Roman
fragments have been made. The relics unearthed
include fragments of pottery (some with the

potter's stamps), glassware, plastic figures, spoke-
shaves, coins, frescoes, writing-tablets, building
materials, lamps, fibulae, and tile stamps.

No. 1, Abbej--road, St. John's Wood, for many
years the residence of the late Mr. John W.
McWhirter, R.A., has been acquired by the Lady
Workers' Home. Ltd., as part of a scheme for

providing women workers with small flats. Plans

are before the London County Council for

erecting a building on two sides of the gardens,

to provide about 120 additional bedrooms, with

central heating and bathrooms. It is also in-

tended to build, subject also to the approval of

the London County Council, 26 self-contained
,

flats.

The Kensington Borough Council is recom-

mended by its works committee to offer strong

opposition to a proposal by the Highways Com-
mittee of the London County Council to obtain

powers to link up the tramway system at

Shepherd's Bush with that at Hammersmith
Broadway by laying a new tramway through

Holland-road, Kensington-road, over Addison-

road Bridge, and along Hammersmith-road. Tlie

borough council of Paddington are also recom-

mended to refuse consent to the L.C.C. proposal

for linking up the tramways in Harrow-road
;

The church of St. Peter in Eastgate-with-St.

Margaret, Lincoln, has been restored and en-
'

larged at a cost of about .£4,000, aud the Bishop

of the diocese has dedicated the new south aisle

and the chapel of St. Margaret. The chancel has

been restored and extended westward to the first

bay of the nave, and the choir-stalls have been

moved westward correspondingly. A rood-screen

of oak, with open tracery panels, and having a

vaulted cove on both east and west sides, has

been erected, and this is surmounted by a rood

bearing the figures of the Saviour, the Virgni,

and St. John.

Mr. T. H. Mawson's preliminary studies for

the new citv plan of Athens are now so far

advanced that he has submitted tliem to the

Queen of the Hellenes at Eastbourne. The plans

incorporate many personal ideas which the King

and Queen of the Hellenes have for years been

desirous of seeing carried into effect. Consider-

able improvements are also being planned onj

the estate of their Majesties at Tatoi, a well-

wooded property among the hills a few miles

from Athene. Work is also proceeding on the

"ardens surro-.inding the two Royal Palaces in

the city to tho designs cf Mr. E. Prentice

Mawson.

A working-class lionnng scheme, promoted by:

the Southgat.e Urban District Council, involving'

an outlay of .£40.463, was inquired into by a'

Local Government Board Inspector at Palmers'

Green on Monday. Mr. C. G, Lawson, the sur-

veyor to the council, explained that the schemei

provided for 160 houses, comprising 17 to he le i

at 8s. a week inclusive, 84 at 7s., 14 at 7s. 6d., Sl-

at 5s. 6d-, and 14 tenements (divided into A
flats') at 4s. a week each. All the houses would

be equipped with cupboards, baths, and ever}

up-to-date sanitary and other convenience. Tb(

roads on the estate would be 40ft. wide, tbf

distance between the buildings being 80ft. Ai

present, out of 9.000 houses in the district, then

were only 335 suitable for working-class occupai

tion. There was no opposition to the scheme.
|

I
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ARCHITECTURAL TOUR IN SOUTH
FRANCE.

To the Editor of the BUILDING Nicws.

Sir,—Will you kindly grant me space in

your Corresponclejice columns in which to

draw attention to the fact that the final

arrangements for the ahove tour are now
being made, and that thos? desirous of

attending should send in tiieir names as soon
as possible?

The tour will start on August 31, and the

following places will be \isited :— Poitiers.

Limoges. Perigueux, Cahors, Conques,
Rodez. Roeamadour. Cordes, Carcassonne,
Nimes. Aries, Avignon, Orange, Le Puy,

Issoire, and Clermont Ferrand.
In order to obviate any possible misunder-

standing, I may say that the tour is open to

all interested in tlie study of architecture,

whetlier ladies or gentlemen. I shall be glad

to send further particulars of the tour to any
desiring them.-I am, etc.,

W. S. PrRCHON. Lecturer in Architecture.
The University, Sheffield, July 19.

LICENTIATES AND THE R.I.B.A.

CHARTER.
Sir,—The fi\e Associates, whose letter you

published last week, sliould remember that

amongst those who have "toiled not." etc..

are numbered over 600 (out of 850) Fellows,
and are 100 Associates of the Institute. Tliey

have, nevertheless, obtained their distinc-

tions.

On the merit of qualifying examinations.
do those five Associa.tes claim superiority
from the Presidents of the Institute for the

last 15 years? Or do they suggest these dis-

tinguished gentlemen, with a host of others
which the R.I.B.A. have been pleased to

freely admit from the "outside" ranks, are
exceptions unlikely to be a product of the
future?
Apart from the fact that the "Associate"

degree is one obtainable without necessarily
producing one building, or, indeed, being in

practice at all; it is not for their class to

claim higher consideration than arcliitects in

active conscientious practice—the greatest
qualifying course of all.

Steps towards reform must be niitially un-
selfish, based on sounder arguments than
this and directed towards cohesion of spirit,

as it is a question whether freedom of study
has not in the past been as productive of

good results as any prescribed course.

Certainly to those in the outside majority
who are devoting their lives to the profes-

sion of architecture in the able pursuance of

their own practices, the future should hold
something more than a lower status from
that proposed to be held by a class, members
of which it is common for them to employ as
assistants.

In their apt quotation, the Five Associates
should "consider" those who have "toiled
not," but who, nevertheless, have "arrayed"
themselves ii, "glory."—We are, etc..

Not even Licentiates.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between L.
Nagington anil X. K. Shennan, archifpcts and
surveyors. Dale-street. Liverpool, under the style
of Nagington and Shennan. has been dissolved.

Mr. F. R. Gibbins, B.Sc. a son of the sur-
veyor to the Northampton Borough Education
Committee, has been anpointed engineer and
surveyor to the Cheadle and Gatley Urban
District Council.

After much discussion the town council of
Margate have decided by 14 votes to 9 to purchase
the Hotel Metropole. inclusive of all fixtures and
fittings, for £12.000 for adaptation to use as
municipal offices.

Major .1. Stewart. Inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an innuirv at Brierlev
Hill on Friday into the application of the urban
district council for sanction to borrow -1:6 600 for
the purchase of Brierlev estate. Of the area of
thirtv-eight acres, twelve acres will ho nlilised
as a burial-groimd. and a consider,ah)e portion of
the remaining land may be used as sites for
workmen's houses.

STATT7ES, MEMORIALS, &c.

THE KING ED\V.\RD MEMORIALS.-^A
meeting of the .\dvisory Committee of the King
Edward Memorial Fund was held at the Mansion
House on Monday, .\mongst those present were
Earl Beanchamp. First Commissioner of Works;
Mr. Cyril Jackson, representing the London
County Council; Sir Homewood Crawford; and
Mr. Leonard Stokes, ex-President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects. The Right. Hon.
Sir Vezey Strong, who presided, said that the
Committee had purchased and paid for. at the

expense of £70.000. the site of the Shadwell Fish

Market on the banks of the Thames. The
engineering and architectural plans and specifi-

cations to convert this property into a park for

East London were well advanced ; but the Com-
mittee founrl themselves in difficidty in facing

the expenditure involved—about £40,000—in

laving o\it the property, owing to the unexpected
failure of one of the sxdjscribers, who had been
overtaken by misfortime. and thereby prevented
from making a promised contribution of £25.000.

Some of the wealthier friends of King Edward
had given them generous additional contri-

butions, and the London County Council were
wiUini to commute for about £15.000 an annual
rent-charge on the property of £710. Tlie fund
now amounted to .£76.000; but thev were still

nbo\it £20.000 in arrear. and if during the next

few weeks it was not forthcoming from private

sources, a further public appeal would become
absolutely necessary. The cnnestrian statue of

the King to be erected in Waterloo-place was
now in course of execution by Mr. Bertram
Mackennal. A.R..\. The committee, after ap-

proving the chairman's statement and action,

adjourned.

Our ^Illustrations,

NEW PARISH HALL ANO VICARAGE
OF ST. MARKS, LEWISHAM.

These buildings are in course of erection

on the west side of the Clarendon-road, and
nearly opposite the Church of St. Mark. The
hall will scat .300 persons, and is planned with

a wide vestibule and cloakrooms n^xt the

entrance, and retiring-rooms on eitlier side

of the platform, with a passage behind to

connect them. On either side of the hall

at the platform end exit to lobbies are pro-

vided, which also form direct entrances to

the retiring-rooms. The vicarage will

contain three sitting-rooms and six bed- and
dressing-rooms, with the usual offices. Both
buildings are being faced with brown Sussex
stock bricks ; the upper part of the vicarage

will be finished with pebble-dash, and Port-

land stone will be sparingly used for the

dressings. The roofs will be covered with
red hand-made tiles. Mr. E. J. Saunders, of

Croydon, is the contractor for both buildings,

and Messrs. Strode and Co., Ltd., are carry-

ing out the hot-water heating for the hall.

The architects are Messrs. F. H. Greenaway
and J. E. Newberry, of Westminster.

NEW DRY GOODS STORE, PENANG.
These premises are now being erected in

Bishop-street, Penang, for Messrs. White
away, Laidlaw, and Co., Ltd., from the

Cv^pcM) flooii^ Plan

jTCHir * rznr to / i^cn

NEW^ DRY GOODS STORE, PENANG.

.\ public hall, seated for 5.000 persons, is to

be built on the site of the skating-rink in West-
gate-street, Cardiff. The architects .are Messrs.

Willmott and Smith.

A Local Government Board Inquiry was held

at Penzance on Friday by Mr. W. O. E. Meade
King, an inspector, relative to the application of

the Town council to borrow £1,355 for the pro-

vision of public conveniences in Morrab-gardens,

Alexandra Grounds, and of offices and con-

veniences in the eastern end of the Market

House.

designs of Messrs. Herbert 0. Ellis and
Clarke, architects, of 46, Fenchurchstreet,
E.C. They comprise large selling spaces on

ground and first Hoors, with go-downs, tiffins,

etc., at the back of site. The construction

throughout is fire-resistiug, the floors being

of steel and concrete, the surface being laid

with tiles, while the walls arc of Chinese

bricks faced with cement. The piers forming

the arcade are of granite up to the springing

of the arches. The steelwork, shop-front
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CROLM) fUNJR PLAN

^#B#t# ^ < r f- T r T T T f"
EDINBURGH PROVINCIAL TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS, CAXXONGATE.

Mr. A. K. Robertson, Licentiate R.I.B..4., Arcliitect.

Hoor-tiles, ornamental ironwork, and all

liardware have been sent ont from London.
The building is being erected by a Chinese
contractor.

•BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB: A SMALL CREMATORIUM
FOR A COUNTRY TOWN.
(These designs are described in our

rpferpe"s report thereon on pages 100-102.)

EDINBURGH PROVINCIAL TRAINING
COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS, CANON-
GATE.
The Edinburgh Provincial Training College

for Teachers, which, apart from the demon-
stration school, will very shortly be pomplcted,
has been erected on a site behind Old Moray
House, in tlio Canongate. It contains

numerous lecture-rooms, laboratories for

science, nature study, psychology, and peda-

gogy; art rooms, handwork rooms, three

large gymnasia, library, hall for 800, dining-

hall. and common rooms tor the students. In

addition accommodation is provided for

medical inspection, the director of studies,

principal. and the administrative and
teaching staff. Several rooms are fitted for

lantern-work, while the large hall is equipped

for cinematograph displays. The heating is

by means of low-pressure hot water, and cross-

ventilation between the classroom and
corridor windows is provided, anpmented by
extract ducts leading to fan chambers in the

roof. The estimated cost was .£.^..500. in-

eluding fnrnishincrs and profo<sional fees. The
architect is Mr. A. K. Robertson, of the firm

of Messrs. Robertson and Swan, A. R.I. E. A.,

Hanover-street, Edinburgh. The committee i

are uniting with other Edinburgh edu-

cational bodies in a scheme for the provisioo

of hostels for women students on a suburban!

site at Craigmillar Park, at an estimated cost

of £89,000, "the plans being prepared by the

same architect. Wheji the new hostels are

available the present hostels, situated behind

the new college, will be removed, to provide

a site for the demonstration school, which is

estimated to cost £14,750. We give two plans

of the building, with views of the main front

and quadrangle entrance, also the quad side

of hall and interior of librarv.

The Roval Architectural Institute of Canad.i

will hold it^ seventh annual meeting at Quebec.

September 21-22. 'I'lie hou. secretary is Mr.

Alcide Chausse. 5, Beaver Ilnll-square, Montreal.
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EDINBURGH PROVINCIAL TRAINING COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS, CANNONGATE.
Mr. A. K. Robertson, Licentiate R.I.B.A., Architect.

CHIPS.
A scheme of housing for the working classes at

Coiwyn Bay, on iiarrlen villaijc lines, drawn up
bv Mr. WiUiaiTi .Tones, surveyor to the urban
district council, anrl estimated to cost about
-£20.000, has received the approval of the Local
Government Board,

Professor R. D. Adshead. honorary M.A.
(Liverpool). F.R.1.B..\., has been appointed as
from September I, 1914, to the University part-
time Chair of Town-Plannin?, tenable at Uni-
versity College. Since 1909 Jlr, Adshead has
been Professor of Town-PIanning at Liverpool,

Sir Thomas Barlow on Saturday opened the

King Edward VIL Memorial Nurses' Home
erected in the grounds of Bolton Infirmary at a

cost of £10.000.

The Local Government Board have given full

sanction to the Wallasey Corporation for the

borrowing of .€64, .500 for the new electric

generating-station at Poulton.

A group of science buildings are about to be

added to the University buildings at Vancouver,
British Columbia, from plans by Messrs, Sharpe
and Thompson, of London-building, in that city.

The estimated cost is over i£100,000 sterling.

The new librarv which has been erected by the

Deplford Borovigh Council in Lewisham High-

road, nt a cost of over £12.000 ^exclusive of

.£5.000 paid for the site), was opened on Satur-

day afternoon by the Mayor.

In response (o the appeal on behalf of the

memorial fund to the late Sir Robert Hunter a

sum of about £1.000 has been collected, and the

committee has derided (hat this amount thall

form a permanent fund vested in trustees. The
interest of this is to be applied from time to

lime to assisting schemes in connection with

open-space movements.
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Inti?rr0mmunicatt0n.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem tbe best reply to any query appearing in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editors
judgment io final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper.

and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-
duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We divide the guinea between the autbortt of the two
replies ]mnted.

JiEPLlES,

[13146.]—STRESSES.—The " method of sections " can
be employed to find the t^tresses in the four bars of the
roof ti-uss shown. Tliis method, liowever, is apt to be
rather confusing to the student, though its fundamental

ubtaiu tbe stress iu bar .^-l-'.. take momeute alK.nt E, see

Fig la. The following are the data used for calcula-

tions :—Reaction at A = 127.4cwt. By resolving tbe

two component forces siven for wind and dead load, we
get results as follows :—Ix>ad 1—2, 17..5cwt. ;

2—3,

.34cwt. : 3—*, aicwt. \ 4—5, 34owt. ;
5—«. :i4cwt. Now,

following Pig. la, we know the algebraical sum of the

moments of all the forces acting round E equals zero.

Hence, the following equation-

Stress in 5—15
= 127.4 X 1S.6 - 17.5 % 18.16 - 34 x 12.3

- 34 X 6.6 - ai >' .8 -4- Si5U x 6.0 ¥ S5.15 x 6.8 = 0.

Taking stress in bar 15 / 14 to equal 34cwt., then—

2369.64 - 317.8 - 416.5 - 224.2 - 27.2 ¥ 204
'~

"6.S
= 234owt. compn.

To find stress iu bar 15—14, take moments about A, see

Fig. 16, allowing stress for bar 14—13 to be 85cwt.,

then

—

127.4 X + 17.5 xO-f34x6 + 34x 11.7

+ 3* X 17.5 - Si4 i:i X 17.6 -I- Si-', u = 0.

= 33cwt. tension.

For stress in bar 14/17: Take moments about A, see

Fig. U.
127.4 X U -f- 17.5 xO-f34x6 + :U»( 11.7 + 34 x 17.5

f S1.M4 X 9 + Sl4 17 X 15 + Sn.s x 2.75 = 0.

Allowing stress in Sn^" tobel03cwt., we get S14/17tobe
119c«'t. tension. To find stress in bar 17—s, refer to

Fig. id. By taking moments about C, we get

—

127.4 « 23.5 - 17.5 - 23.5 - 34 x 17.5 - :^ x 11.5

- ;}4 X 6 - ;J4 X 3 - 119 X 3 - Si7 » X 9 = O.

= lo4cwt. tension.

These results can easily be checked by a stress or

reciprocal diagram.—O. Lewis Abl>ntt, City Surveyor's
Office, Town Hall, Manchester.

[13146.]—STRESSES.—The method of sections can
be employed in determining the stresses in tbe four bars
nf the riHjf-trues shown iu diiia-i-am, cut by section line

bar T. Then taking moments round

(1)

nf truss and iVit

axis O, i.e.

—

Rr - Wi Xi - W., X., - Wa Xg - W, X4
- W5 Xs = Tit .

r = vertical distance from R to axis O
t - „
X|, Xi, X3 = vertical distances from the re-

Bpective forces Wi, W^ to axis O.

Second, take the section line I/I and moments round
axis O, i.e.

—

R r - Wi X, - W^ X. - W3 X3 - Wj X4
- T^ = HA (2)

Forces D and K pass throngh axis have no moments.
It was found in equation (1).

A = vertical distance of force H from axis O
. jj ^ R r - W, Xi - W, Xa - W:< X^ - W^X4 - T t

k
In a similar way the stresses in bars D and H can be
found.—A. Twiney, 15, Ashfield-rbad, Rusholme, Man-
chester.

/ Pcjlc

principle is simply tlie "theory of moments.'* with
which the student of mechanics very soon becomes ac-

(inainted. The actual principle upon which this metliod

is based, and proved in mechanics, is : If a series of

forces be in equilibrium, tbe algebraic sum of tbe
moments of all the forces acting in one plane, and
to either side of any section, and about any point in that
plane, must be zero. Fig. 1 represents the roof and its

loads ; the thick lines represent members in compres-
sinti. tlie thin ones tension. I-I is the line cutting tlie

four bars whose stresses it is desired to compute. To

I /I by the following method. The rule is that not
more than three bars should be cut. and the directions of
two of them should pass through the point of axis, thu.^

leaving an unknown third-ljar streBS to be found. In
tbe diagram four bars are shown to be cut. Thus, if we
find the value of the fourth bar by the three-bar equa-
tion, we can substitute its value in a three-bar equation
on section I / 1. Instead of the forces sbovni. find the
resultants, and show them on diagram by tbe letters

Wt, W^, First, to find the stress in the tie-bar T.
Take a preliminary section line, Y/ Y, cutting the apex

The salaries of Mr. E. LI. Morgan, borongli
engineer, and Mr. \V. J. Smith, gas enginpor to

the Bolton Corporation, have been increased by
£75 and £100 per annum respectively.

At the last meetlnir the city council of St.

Albans approved of a scheme prepared by Mr. II.

Howard Humphreys for sewering the areas
recently added to the city. Tlie estimated outlay
is £48,976, exclusive of surface-water drains.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
THE LUMSDEX APPEAL-CALCULATING

INCREMENT VALUE DUTY : THE HOUSE OF
LORDS DIVIDED.— In the House of Lords on
Monday judgment was delivered by the Lord
». lutncellor aud Lords Shaw, Moulton. and
r.innoor in the important test case of Lumsden

The Commissioners of Inland Revenue,
. liding the basis upon which increment value

: iiy under the Finance Act of 1909-10 is to be
-essed. Tlie issue decided was whether the
[pellant, Robert John Lumsden, was liable to

pay increment value duty upon the occasion of

a sale by him of a house and shop, No. 32,

Lansdowne-road, Forest Hall, Northumberland.
The appellant was charged a gross duty of £25
in respect of an "alleged gross increment value of

.tr25. The question depended mainly upon the
construction of sections 2 and 25 of the Finance
(1909-10) Act, 1910. On Lumsden's appeal
against that assessment the Referee decided in

his favour, and held that on the true construction
of sections 2 and 25 no increment value was pay-
able. The Commissioners then appealed in turn,

when Mr. Justice Horridge, reversing the deci-

sion of the Referee, decided the question in

favour of the Crown, and his decision was
affirmed by the Court of Appeal (the Master of

the Rolls and Lord Justice Kennedy). Lord
Justice Swinfen Eady dissenting). Sir Robert
Finlay. K.C., and Mr. W. Allen appeared for

the appellant; and the Attorney-General (Sir

John Simon, K.C), the Solicitor-General (Sir

Stanley Buckmaster, K.C), and Mr. William
Finlay for the respondents. The appeal was
argued in June last. In the final judgment, pro-

nounced on Monday, the Lord Chancellor and
Lord Shaw were of opinion that the appeal
should be dismissed, and Lord Moulton and Lord
Parmoor were of opinion that it should be
allowed. The House being equally divided in

opinion, the decision of the Court of Appeal in

favour of the contention of the Crown stands.

THE LOUD chancellor's JUDGMENT.

The Lord Chancellor, in moving that the
appeal be dismissed, observed that the appeal
raised a question of much difficulty which had
been the subject of elaborate argument at the
Bar. But the real point lay within narrow limits.

and turned on the proper construction of a few
words in the Finance (1909-10) Act. 1910. The
sections of that Act relating to duties on land
values had obviously been drafted with remark-
able skill. But the subject was so novel, and so

complicated, that it was inevitable that
'luestions should arise on which the meaning of

the Legislature had not been made whollv frep
from ambiguity. The duty of a Court of Con-
struction in such rases was not to speculate on
what was likely to have been said if those who
framed the statute had thought of the point
which had arisen; but, recognising that the
words left the intention obscure, to construe
fhem as Ihey stood, with only such extraneous
light as was reflected from within the four
corners of the statute itself, read as a whole.
The appellant had been held liable for increment
duty arising upon the occasion of a sale by him
of a dewlline-house and shop. By the Act of
Parliament the duty was charged on the incre-
ment value of land. That increment value was
the amount bv whirh what was railed the site

value exceeded, on the occasion on which the
duty arose, the original site value. Such was the
effect of sections 1 and 2. Before referring
further to the provisions of section 2. which eave
a special meaning to site value on that occasion,
it would be convenient to turn to the later
sections to see what various values meant when
spoken of ^^enerallv in the Act. By section 26 a
valuation of all land was to be made, showing
separately the total value and the site value.
Those were defined in section 25. together with
two other values. The first of the four values
there defined was eross value, which meant the
amount which the fee simple of the land, if sold
in the open market by a willing seller in its then
''ondition. free from encumbrances and from any
burden, charge, or restriction (other than rates
and taxes), might be expected to realise. The
second value was full site value, which meant the
value which the fee simple, if similarly sold,

might he expected to realise if the land were
divested of all buildings and structures
appurtenant to such buildings, anrl of all arrowing
timber and other things growing on the land.
The third value was total value, which meant the
gross value after deducting the amount bv which
that gross value would be dimini-hed if the land
were sold subject to any fixed charges (after-
wards so defined as to exclude mortgages) or
public righ*^ of wav, or user, or right- of
common, or easements, or certain kind*=; nf re-

strictive covenant cr agreement. The fourth
value wa"! assessable site value, which meant the
total value aftor making variou"^ deductions.
These included the same amount a<; wac fn be
deducted for the purpo-^e of arriving at full site

value from gross value, and also value directly

attributable, in the case of a non-agricultural
property such as that under consideration, to
roads. There were other deductions to be made
from total value in arriving at assessable site
value, but those need not at present be con-
sidered. The section also provided towards its
close that any reference in the statute to site
value, other than a reference to it on an occasion
on which increment duty was to be collected, was
to be deemed to be a reference (o assessable site
value as ascertained in accordance with the
section. Turning back to section 2. it first

enacted that the increment value of any land
was to be deemed to be the amount by which the
site value, on the occasion on which increment
value duty was to he collected after being ascer-
tained in accordance with that section, exceeded
the original site value ascertained in accordance
with t_he general provisions of the Act as to
valuation. The section then provided that the
site value on the occasion on which increment
duty was to be collected was to be taken to be.
where, as here, the occasion was a transfer on
sale of the fee simple, the value of the considera-
tion for the transfer. He observed that among
the other enumerated occasions were the
periodical occasions on which the duty was to be
collected in respect of the fee simple of land held
by a body corporate or unincorporate. in which
cases the total value was to be estimated in
accordance with the general provisions as to
valuation (o which he had already referred. In
all thos;e instances the site value thus defined
was to be "subject in each case to the like deduc-
tions as are made under the general provisions
of this part of the Act as to valuation for the
purpose of arriving at the site value of land from
the total value." The appellant contended that
the expression "like deductions" meant where
the case was one of transfer on sale, that deduc-
tions were to be made from the value of the con-
sideration in their character resembling or
analogous to, but not identical in amount with,
those which were made whpu. under the general
provisions as to valuation, site value was ascer-
tained from total value. The argument on his
behalf was that, in applying the analogy of the
process of deduction prescribed by section 25 for
the ascertainment of assessable site valup. ynn
were to start from the amount of the value of
the consideration as though it were a total value,
and then make the kind of deductions that were
prescribed in section 25, where the start was
made from total value which was merely esti-
mated. The respondents, on the other hand,
contended that the words "like deductions " were
not ambiguous. They pointed to the language of
section 25 (4) (a) as defining the first deduction
(o be "the same amount as is to be deducted for
the purnose of arriving at full site value from
gro-^s valtie.'*' Tliey argued that there was there-
fore, no room for making any otber deduction
than this varying amount wbich was to be. if

thev were right, ascertained with reference, not
to the value of the consideration, but to the
difference between the estimated gross and full

site values. He must now refer to the facts out
of which the appeal had arisen. Tlie Referee
under the Act statejl a special case. He found
that the consideration for the transfer on sale
was £750. and that the fee simple had been sold
subject to tithe of £33 capital value. He found,
further, that the amount of deduction to bo
allowed under section 25 (41 for the making of

roads was £90. He also found that at the time
of the sale the fee simple of the property, if sold
in the open market by a willing seller in its then
condition, free from encumbrances and from any
burden, charge, or restraint other than rates and
taxes (the words of the subsection defining
"gross value"), might have been expected to
realise £658. Tt was admitted that there had
been no variation in the full site value between
April 30. 1909 (fhe date as on which the original

valuation had to be made) and August 23, 1910.

the date of the sale. It was agreed that the full

site value was £228 on each date. The original

assessable site value was £105. On these findings

the appellant maintained that the deductions
directed by section 2 to be made from the value

of the consideration must be made from the £750
and £33 (the amcount of the capital charge for

tithe), in order that the unalogy of the deduction
from gross value might be followed As the full

site value at the time of sale had by admission

remained at £228. the dilterence between gross

value and full site value must be taken to be

£555. Therefore, on the footing that the sale

price of £750 was to be taken as representing

the total value for the purpose of a.^ccrtaining

the proper deductions, it was from this figure

that the £555 must bo deducted, and thi<: sub-

traction, aft-er allowing £90 as a further deduc-

tion for roads made, resulted in an assessable

iite value of £105. There was. therefore, no in-

crement value. For. according to the original

valuation which was annexed to the Referee's

report, the original gross value wa.s £GnS. the

original total value that amount minus the £33
capital value of tithe—i.e., £625—the original

.
full site value £228, and the original assessable
site value £105, the same amount as on the occa-
sion of the sale. The respondents challenged
this basis of calculation, contending for
a different construction of section 2. Accepting
the figures, they said that as the gross value had
been found at the time of the sale to be £658.
and the full site value to be £228. the difference

I

really prescribed by the Act of Parliament was
£430. They maintained that, on the facts
found, there could be no further deduction, the
gross value having been so found, excepting the
£90 for roads, and that the total amount of de-
duction from the £750 was therefore £520. which
gave a site value of £230, and resulted in incre-
ment duty being exigible on the difference
between this and the original site value of £105
The Referee took the view of the appellant. On
appeal Mr. Justice Horridge disagreed with the
Referee, and adopted the contention of the
Crown. In the Court of Appeal the Master of

the Rolls and Lord Justice Kennedy agreed with
Mr. Justice Horridge, but Lord .Justice Swinfen
Eady differed. He thought that the only method
which achieved the purpose of the Act was to tax
an actual difference between present and past
site value. The Lord Chancellor thought, how-
ever, that a mere conjecture that Parliament
entertained a purpose which, however natural,
had not been embodied in the words it had used
if they were literally interpreted, was no
sufficient reason for departing from the literal

interpretation. Indeed, the scheme of the Act
appeared to him to provide for all the valuations
that from time to time might become necessary.

There was no reason to think that the duties of

the valuers were confined to the estimation of

original values only. In the case of increment
value duty, it appeared to him that Parliament
must, on the literal construction of its language.
lie taken to have contemplated the possible taxa-

tion of either something more or something less

than site value strictly so called. The amount
nf the duty, whichever construction was adopted,
was in the case of increment duty based on de-

duction from the actual price as the starting-

point. For the rest, the ascertainment of tlie

normal market price— i.e.. valuation—seemed to

him to be prescribed as the basis on which de-

ductions were to be estimated. With the con-
clusion reached by Mr. Justice Horridge and by
the majority in the Court of Appeal he found
himself in agreement, and he was of opinion
that their judgments ought to be affirmed.

LOUD SHAW OF DUNFERMLTNE.

Lord Atkinson read a judgment by Lord Shaw
in which he agreed with the Lord Chancellor.

LORD MOULTON's JUDGMENT.

T.<ord Moulton, dissenting, observed: I cannot
think that the learned judges who, in the Court
below, supported the contention of the re-

spondents, appreciated the consequences of their

interpretation, and how completely inconsistent

it was with the object of the Act and its general
tenour. To make that plain I will take the

figures of the present case, but for the sake of

clearness I will suppose that it was a transfer by
death, and not by alienation. There is nothing
in the Act tg make the valuers for probate
purposes the same as those for the taxes on land
values, and I will take it that It was the valuers

for probate (instead of the purchaser) who fixed

the value of the whole of the owner's interest in

the estate at the actual figure of £750. which was
the consideration of the sale. How would the

matter stand on the contention of the re-

spondents which had been supported by the
Courts below? It would stand thus.» The re-

spondents admitted, as they were compelled to

do. that the site value had not changed in any
way, and that this would be found to be the
case whichever valuation one took as correct.

But they claimed that the Act entitled them to

charge upon the difference of the two valuations

of the total estate as being "increment of site

value"! The object and intention of this Act
are clear and the point in issue goes to the root

of the taxation introduceil by it. I cannot bring
myself to declare that it has wholly failed to

achieve that object or carry out that- intention,

and. further, that it has done so in a manner so

ludicrous as to make it a laughing-stock to anv-
one who will take the trouble to follow out to its

necessary arithmetical consequences, the con-

struction which is contended for by the re-

spondents. Counsel for the Crown defended this

construction of section 2 by saying that it follows

exactly the language there used. To my mind, it

has not even that merit. There is nothing to

justify calculating the deductions on the basis

of a "total value" different from the figure

from which these deductions are to be made,
which is clearly the figure taken in the clanse.

as representing "total value." Indeed, the

phrase, "the like deductions" (vot "the same
deductions"), points to allowing for the fact that

the circumstances are changed and that the de-

ductions arc to be obtained by like processes

mutatis mutandis. This agrees precisely with the
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construction put upon the words by the

appellant. But there is the far weighter argu-

ment against the suggested construction already

referred to, and which arises out of tlie language

of the section itself. If it means what is con-

tended for by the Crown, it is not in any sense

an "ascertainment" of the "site value" of the

land on the occasion. It leads to something

wholly different from and independent of the

site value—something which may increase when
the site value decreases, and vice versa. To shut

one's eyes to the expressed object of a clause is a

bad preparation for understanding it aright, and
between one interpretation which leads to what
may rightly and fairly be said to carry out that

object, and another which does something
irreconcilable therewith, there is no doubt to

which preference should be given. If read as a

whole, the .Act clearly means that for which the

appellant contends. The same is true if section

2 be read as a whole. And even if we were to

shut out all but a small portion of section 2 and
construe it by itself, we could only arrive at the

construction contended for by the respondents

by forcing the language of the section and
ignoring the fact that it is only the "like" de-

ductions, and not the "same" deductions, tliat

are to be made. To calculate deductions on one

value of "total value" and then to apply tliose

deductions to another and a different value is

not to make the "like " deductions to tliose made
in a process the correctness of which essentially

depends on taking one and the same value of

"total value" throughout the process. I see.

therefore, nothing which requires me to hold

that this section bears a meaning wliicli would
render misleading its clear and repeated profes-

sions that the duty it imposes is a tax on the

increment of site value, and I am of opinion thnt
the appellant is right in his construction of the

section, and that this appeal should be allowed

I.OKD PARMOOR.

Lord Parmoor, in his judgment, concurred
entirely with Lord Moulton. He thought that

the method adopted by the Referee was
accurate. The original site vahie was £10.5, so

that in this case there was no increment value

of land, and no increment vahie duty was charge-

able.—Tlie Lord Chancpllor; The appeal stands
dismissed, and there will be no order as to costs

to either party.

ASSESSIMENT OF REVERSION DUTY.-
(Commissioners of Inland Revenue v. Marquis
Camden).—Judgment was delivered in the House
of Lords on Wednesday by Lords Dunedin,
Atkinson. Shaw, and Parkinson, in this appeal

from a decision of the Court of Appeal, re-

versing a decision of IVIr. .Justice Horridge, in

King's Bench Division, with reference to the

assessment of reversion duty. The appeal was
argued on the 2nd and 3rd inst. In this action

the appellants were the Inland Revenue Com-
missioners, and their apeal was unanimously
dismissed, with costs. Under Section 13, Sub-
section 1 of the Finance Act, 1909-10, it is

enacted that on the determination of a lease the
lessor shall pay a duty of 10 per cent, on the
difference between the total value of the land
at the time the lease was granted and the total

value at its determination. Lord Camden let

six houses in Camden Town under a building
agreement which stipulated that the lessee, Mr.
W, H. Wilson, should spend £6,000 in putting
the property in order, and in consideration of

this the rent was fixed at £125, and a lease for

forty years, was granted. The question between
the parties was whether the £6,000 was a pay-
ment made jn consideration of the lease under
Sub-section 2, Section 13, Mr. Justice Horridge,
in the King's Bench Division, confirming the
judgment of the Referee, held that it was not.

The Court of Appeal unanimously reversed this

decision, and the House of Lords now upheld
their judgment, and disallowed the appeal of

the Crown, with costs.

ENGINEER AS ARBITRATOR. — BANK-
RUPTCY OF CONTRACTORS.—TRUSTEE'S
POWER TO EXAMINE.—(Macdonald, Deakin,
and Jones, ex parte the Trustee, July 20, 1914.

—

Divisional Court in Bankruptcy.—Before Mr.
.Justice Horridge aad Mr. .Justice Lush).—This
was an appeal by the Trustee in Bankruptcy of

Messrs. Macdonald, Deakin, and Jones, against

an order of .Judge Graham that the engineer,
under a contract between the corporation of

Burnley and the bankrupt contractors, should
not be ordered to be examined by the Trnstee.

under Section 27 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1883.

The section of the Act referred to provided that

"Any person known or suspected to have in his

possession any of the estate or effects belongiiu:

to the debtor, or supposed to be indebted (o the

debtor, or any person whom it miiv derm
rapable of giving information respecting the

debtor, his dealings, or property," may be

summoned by the Registrar to he examined hv

(he Trustee in Bankruptcy. The Judge of the

county-court had refused to make the order for

the examination of the engineer under the

contract, on the ground that he could not furnish

any facts to the Trustee that were not already

known to the contractors, and it was further

contended, on behalf of the engineer, that, as

he was the arbitrator under the contract, he

should not be subjected to such examination.

Mr. C. Atkinson, K.C.. and Mr. E. J. Rimmer
appeared for the appellants, and Mr Langdon,

K.C., and Mr. Hanson for the respondents.—

Mr. Atkinson said that the decision of the

county-court Judge was clearly wrong, because

the object of the section was to enable the

Trustee to obtain facts from the witness about

which the information given by the bankrupts

might be either incorrect or unreliable. He was

stopped by the Court.—Mr. Langdon, K.C., said

that he could not support the ground of the

decision of the county-court Judge, but he

urged strongly that as the engineer had under

certain matters in relation to the contract an

absolute discretion, and as all other matters

must be referred to him as arbitrator, liis

capacity under the contract was purely judicial,

and he o\ight not, therefore, to be called upon

to answer questions relating to these matters.

The Court allowed the appeal, and ordered that

the engineer should attend for examination.—Mr.

Justice Horridge said that the grounds of the

decision of the county-court Judge were cicarlv

wrong, as otherwise examinations \mdcr the

section would be abortive. Mr. Langdon liad.

however, raised a more formidable point, and

if he thought that the examination would neces-

sitate the engineer giving a decision upon

matters which would afterwards come before

him as arbitrator, he would not have made the

order. He was. however, not satisfied that there

were not matters upon which it was proper that

the Trustee should have information which did

not require him in answering to anticipate his

decision as arbitrator. In this case there had

been a forfeiture by the building owners, and

the Trustee was "entitled to examine the

engineer, to find out what had been the course

of "proceedings since the contractors went off the

work. There were, in his opinion, also other

matters about which the engineer co\i!d sive

the Trustee information which he was entitled

to know. Mr. Justice Lush agreed. Leave to

appeal was given.

A CONCRETE-FLOOR COLLAPSE.—The re-

building of the premises of Messrs. Howes and

Son, Jjtd.. motor-car engineers and bodymakers.
of Chapel Field, Norwich, in August and
September last year, gave rise to an action and
counterclaim heard in the King's Bench Division

on Wednesday week before Mr. Justice Bail-

hache. The action was brought by Messrs.

Frank Bradford and Charles David Hunter,

trading as Messrs. F. Bradford and Co , Loudon,
ferro-concrete builders, against Messrs. Howes
and Son. Ltd., for the recovery of a sum of

.£486 2s. Id. for work done and material supplied

in connection with the putting in of a ferro-

concrete floor at the defendants' new works. Mr-

Ward appeared for the plaintiffs, and the de-

fendants were renresented by Mr. Holman
Gregory, K.C., and Mr. Mackinnon. The
plaintiffs claim and the amount was paid into

court, less £325 6s. 3d., defendants' counter-

claim for damages.—Mr. Holman Gregory, K.C.,

in stating the counterclaim, explained that the

defendants, Messrs. Howes and Son, motor-
car makers, counterclaimed a sum of £325
6s. 3d. In 1913 Messrs. Howes and Son
employed Messrs. Scarles for the rebuilding of

their premises. The scheme involved the build-

ing of a large first floor with ferro-concrete, and

the architect, Mr. Bond, entered into com-

munication with Messrs. Bradford, whose tender

for the work was accepted. Defendants com-

menced the work in June, and finished in

September. On September 16 they took away
the supports, when the floor began to break up,

and they had to do the work over again. Thev
at once'admitt«d that there had been a breach

of contract, and set to work to put in a new floor.

As a result of this, the premises were not readv

for occupation until December 24, and the de-

fendants claimed damages as a result of the

delav.—Mr. John Owen Bond, architect for tlie

buildings, said Messrs. Howes had been in theii-

old premises a long time, and purchased the ad-

joining house and commenced rebuilding. Tliis

floor was 4.330ft. square, and was in the front

of the premises. He saw Mr, Hn'iter previous

to the contract, and explained to him the neces-

sity of the work being finished speedily, because

temporary premises would liave to be taken.

The suggestion was made that tlie floor should be

completed a third at a time, so that the men
would let to work on it. luit plaintiffs said this

was not possible. On August 24 one of the

concrete lieanis which the plaintiffs had put in

began to crumlile and fall. The plaintiffs put it

right, ami the work was finished on September 9.

On the 16lh the men came to take away the

supports, and then the whole floor began to

collapse. He had, as a result, to put in supports

to keep the front of the building in position. The
result of this was that the defendants had to

continue in their temporary premises. When he

discussed the question of the failure of the floor

with Mr. Bradford, he said it did not matter if

it cost £1,000 to remedy, as he should claim

against the cement-makers. In his opinion,

defendants' charges in the counterclaim were

reasonable.—Cross-examined, witness said he was
superintending the execution of the work, but

had nothing to do with the mixing of the cement

for the concrete. Messrs. Bradford ought to have

tested the cement. The cause of the failure of

the floor was the character of the cement. There

was no extension of time given to Mr. Scarles,

the builder, except in the case of odd works

delayed in consequence of the failure of the floor.

—Mr. Stanley Howes, managing director of the

defendants' firm, said the counterclaim related

to loss owing to the continued occupancy of

temporary premises, which resulted in want of

supervision, loss of time, and consumpton of

more stores.—Mr. William Thomas Scarles,

builder, of Norwich, said his firm, Scarles

Brothers, did the building work at competitive

prices. The work was delayed, and extras had

to be done in consequence of the floor. As to

the estimate for repair of the concrete, he should

more than double it, and thought a mistake had

been made in this respect.—Mr. Frank Bradford,

of the plaintiff firm, giving evidence in rebut-

ment of the counterclaim, said (,he failure was

due to failure of the cement. When his firm dis-

covered what had liappened they used every

expedition to get the work done again.—Cross-

examined, witness said his firm had a guarantee

with the cement.— Plaintiffs' foreman gave evi-

dence to tlie effect that the work was properly

done by the workmen.—Mr. Ward submitted

that as there was no time limit in the contract

the plaintiffs must be allowed reasonable time in

which to execute the work. The failure due to

the cement was not the fault of plaintiffs, and

therefore they had executed their contract

within a reasonable time —His Lordship said the

plaintiffs had failed in their construction of the

first floor and must pay damages. Where the

contract did not specify a time the plaintiff

must have reasonable time allowed for the execu-

tion of the work under existing ordinary cir-

cumstances. Messrs. Bradford had constructed

the first floor within three months, and that

indicated that this period of time was a reason-

able one in which to fulfil their contract. Mr.

Ward had argued that this work was spoiled

hy the bad cement, and that that ought to he

taken into account to get a further extension of

lime, but his Lordship did not think that that

was a circumstance to be taken into account.

They had reasonable time allowed, and by the

terms of their contract should have used proper

cement. It was not neglect on plaintiffs' part

that this cement was used, but it was no answer

to a breach of contract, and the law did not

allow a man to plead his own breach of contract

as a reason for the extension of time for the

performance of that contract. The only question

remaining was that of damages, and these must

he reduced bv £10. There would be judgment

for the plaintiffs for £486 2^. Id., and iurlcrment

for the defendants on the counterclaim for

i:315 6s, The plaintiffs would have costs of the

action, and the defendants costs of the cotinter-

claim.

APPEALS TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
BOARD.-Jn the House of Lords, on Monday,

the Lord Chancellor and Lords Shaw, Moulton,

and Parmoor gave a considered judgment in the

appeal bv the Local Government Board against

an order of the Court of Appeal involving

c|uestions of the Board's procedure and the

secrecy of their inspector's reports. An inspector

of the appellants made a closing order against

Mr. Arlidge in respect of some small house

propertv o'f his at Hampstead. He appealed to

the Local Government Board, and his appeal was

dismissed. Mr. Arlidge maintained that the

Board, contrary to the rules of evidence, and

contrary to natural justice, received and tooK

into consideration evidence, documents, and

statements whi(di were not disclosed to him. and

without giving him an opportunity of contra-

dicting or commenting upon them. The 1-oeai

Government Board submitted that their pro-

cedure was sanctioned by the Housing of the

Working Classes Acts, and that their practice

to treat as confidential documents reports made

to them bv their inspectors at local inquiries was

reasonable, and was a well-known and esta-

blished practice. Their Lordships allowed the

appeal of the Local Government Board witJ

costs, and restored the order of the Divisional

"independent CL.\IMS under WORK-
MEN'S COMPENSATION ACT. -Codling v_

John Mowlem and Co Ltd.-In the Court of

Appeal on Tiiesdav Lords Justices Bucklev.

Kennedv. and Phillimorc delivered l-'dgmejit in

this action, an appeal from a judgment by mr.
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Justice Atkin, involving a question of law. The
widow of one William Codling, who was killed

while working for a well-known firm of con-
tractors, began proceedings in the City of London
Court, claiming damages under Lord Gampliell's
Act on behalf of herself and her six children.
The employers denied that the workman met
with his death from any negligence on their
part, and paid £300 into court as the maximum
which could be claimed as compensation under
the Workmen's Compensation Act. The six
children applied for payment out of the i'SDG in

court, stating that their mother did not propose
to claim under the Workmen's Compensation
Act. At the hearing the widow renounced all

her rights to any share in the £300, and an
award was made with her consent that the
money should be paid out for the benefit of the
six children only. The widow afterwards pro-
ceeded with her action for damages against the
employers. The point raised was whether the
widow's action was not barred under section 1,

subsection 2 (b) of the Workmen's Compensation
Act of 1906. Mr. Justice Atkin held that the
action was, under that statute, not maintainable,
and the widow's appeal was now unanimouslv
dismissed by the Court of Appeal, counsel for
defendants not being called upon.

AN ORFORDNESS ARBITRATION AWARD
—The Hon. E. G. Strutt, the arbitrator in the
claim brought by Lord Rendlesham against the
War Office for compensation for 1,249 acres of
laud at King's Marshes, Orfordness, East
Suffolk, required for aviation purposes, published
his award on Tuesday, the amount being
£12,107. in addition to £1,000 as compensation
to tenants. At the arbitration proceedings the
expert witnesses called on behalf of the claimant,
M'r. H. Trustram Eve and Mr. W. A. Simmons,
valued the land for aviation purposes at £25 an
acre, or £33,620 15s., after 10 per cent, had been
added for compulsory acquisition and an agreed
amount for outgoings deducted. On behalf of
t'le War Office, the land was valued by Brigadier-
General D. Henderson at^ £6,689.

•*»»

Mr. P. Glover has resigned his appointment as
surveyor to the county of Kildare.

Mr. A. E. Smith, late of Uxbridge, has been
appointed surveyor and inspector of nuisances
at Petersfield.

It is proposed to erect forth\\ilh a large
Patents Syndicate. Messrs, J. A. J. Woodward
and Sons are the architects.

After a long discussion, the town council of
Bromley, Kent, have adjourned the considera-
tion of a proposal to appoint a special committee
to consider the desirability of erecting a public
hall in Bromley.

The death of Mr. William Harry White,
formerly chief engineer and secretary to the
Government of Bombay Public Works Depart-
ment, is announced. Mr. White joined the
service in 1873, became superintending engineer
in 1900, and was appointed an additional
Member of the Legislative Council in 1904. He
retired in 1907, when he was created a Com-
panion of the Order of the Star of India.

Mr. R. H Birknell, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry at the town-hall, Maid-
stone, on Monday, respecting the application of
the corporation for sanction to borrow £1,050
for the purchase of land in Upper Fant-road and
Tonbridge-road, for the purposes of street im-
provement, a recreation-ground, and the erection
of artisans' dwellings; and also for power to
borrow £3,810 for the erection of an Agricultural
Hall in the Lock Meadow.
A Royal Commission has been appointed to

report on the condition of the double avenue of
elms, nearly three, miles in length, in the Long
Walk, Windsor Great Park. The trees, which at
one time numbered 1,652, were first planted in
1680, an operation completed by William III.
During recent years many of the elms have
either fallen or been cut down, and some of those
still standing show signs of decay. The Com-
mission consists of Prince Christian, chairman

:

Lord Redesdale, Sir Stafford Howard, Sir
William Schlich, Sir David Prin, with Mr. A. J.
Forrest (Crown Receiver) as secretary.

At Friday's meeting of the Birmingham Educa-
tion Committee, the chairman. Sir George
Kenrick, reminded the members that at their
previous meeting a member suggested they
should inquire into circumstances affecting two
of their contractors. Inquiry was made, and it

was found they had not complied with the reso-
lution of the city council. Therefore, their
tenders were put on one side, and the next lowest
was recommended. Although these gentlemen
had signed the conditions of contract in which
they agreed only to employ labour at the proper
rates of remuneration, tliev frankly admitted
they had signed without reading the terms. The
report was approved and adopted.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
.MALL Al'I'lUiACH IMPROVEMENT.—In

debate on the Mall Approach Improvement
(lOxpenses) resolution on Monday, Mr. Handel
Booth objected to the provinces being called
upon to pay a share of this money. London
ought to be ashamed to ask for assistance. Mr.
Hogge objected to Scottish money being used for
the purpose of beautifying London. .\n amend-
Tueut, moved by Sir F. Banbury, to limit the
amount of assistance from Imperial funds to
£38.000, was rejected by 129 votes to 30, The
resolution was then agreed to.

THE NEW WESTERN ROAD.—In the House
of Lords on Monday, on the motion for the third
reading of the Middlesex County Council
(Western Road and Improvements and Finance)
Bill, Lord Montagu of Beaulieu moved the omis-
sion of the clause authorising the Middlesex
County Council to make a charge of 'd. a mile
on each motor omnibus using the new road. He
protested against a tax on this class of vehicle,
while heavy motor trolleys and traction-engines
were to go free. Several speakers, including
Lord Strachie (who gave the views of the Local
(iovernmont Board), thought the clause was
justified in this particular case. The amendment
was not pressed to a division, and the Bill was
read a third time and pa,ssed. The measure has
now passed through all stages in both Houses,
and only awaits the Royal assent.

SMOKE ABATEMENT. — Mr. Budden,
manager of Doulton's Pottery Works, Lambeth,
gave evidence on Wednesday before the Smoke
Abatement Committee. He stated that two or
three years ago the question was raised in the
House of Commons whether the fabrics of West-
minster .\bbey and Lambeth Palace were not
disfigured by the products of the chimneys of
Messrs. Doulton's works. Careful investigation
was made, and it was found that the sides of
the abbey and of the palace which directly faced
the Doulton potteries were in a better state of
preservation than the other sides. Manu-
facturers had every inducement to mitigate the
smoke nuisance, because they desired to utilise
their fuel and not waste it. Witness considered
there shoulil be financial aid forthcoming from
the Government to assist manufacturers in the
carrying out of costly experiments. Such experi-
ments would involve an outlay so enormous that
it would Vje almost impossible for a pottery
manufacturer, or even a combination of pottery
manufacturers, to carry them out. Mr. Budden
suggested the appointment of a permanent
advisory committee to consider the merits of the
cases investigated by smoke inspectors before
proceedings were instituted against manu-
facturers.

mtm
Considerable alterations and additions have

just been completed at Congham Lodge, Norfolk,
for Sir Everard ffolkes. Bart., entailing an
outlay of about £4,000. Mr. Herbert J. Green,
of Norwich, has acted as architect, and the work
has been carried out by Messrs. Dye and Allen,
of King's Lynn.

The 67th annual general meeting of the
Builders' Benevolent Institution was held on
Wednesday afternoon at Koh-i-Noor House,
Kingsway, Mr. G. R. Holland (Messrs. W.
Cubitt and Co.) presiding, when Mr. Holland
was elected president, and Mr. Frank May re-
elected treasurer.

Bertie Frank Parker, forty-two, clerk, of New-
lands-terrace, Battersea, was found guilty at the
Marylebone Police-court on Wednesday of steal-
ing £54 belonging to his employer, Mr. Edward
John Saunders, builder, of Elcom-street, West-
bourne Park. Prisoner had to collect each week
the men's and the employer's contribution for
imemployment and health insurance, but the
prosecutor, at the end of the half-year, dis-
covered that the cards had not been stamped to
the extent of £54.—The prisoner was sentenced
to two months' hard labour.

At the county schools at Tilbury, Mr.
Courtenay Clifton, an inspector under tlie Local
Government Board, has held an inquiry into
the application of the urban district council for
sanction to borrow £61,225 for the purchase of
land and the erection of working-class dwellings;
£2.275 for the purchase of land in the north and
south wards, under the Housing and Town-
Planning .\cf ; £3,535 for works of surface-water
drainage and channelling: and £6,138 for the
purchase of land in the south ward for a depot,
allotments, and public walks and pleasure-
grounds. Mr. Petler. the architect, explained
the housing scheme, and said the 234 houses
would be in three classes. In Class T., 12 would
be let at 7s., and 18 at 7s. 3d.; Class II., 64 at

7s. 3d., and 16 at 9s. 6d. ; Class HI., 104 at

5s. 3d. Further evidence in support was given
by Dr. J. C. Thresh, medical officer for the
county, and Dr. Fowler, medical officer for the

urban district.

CDur €)fe fabli.

Complaints about the manner in wliicli
sonio Lancashire and Cheshire authorities
repair their roads were made at a meeting
on Tuesday of the Lanta^hire and Cheshire
branch of the Roads Improvement Associa-
tion, in the Midland Hotel. Manchester. It
was stated that instead of tarring half of a
roadway with sand or cliippings, some autho-
rities tarred complete sections at the same
time, leaving the tar uncovered, with the
result that it took cyclists and motorists
longer to clean their machines and vehicles
than it did for them to do even lengthy
journeys. One member stated tliat last year
he saw tar runniiig down the grids ot
Chesterfield, and that the same thing
happened this year at Disley. In view of
these occurrences the secretary was in-
structed to write to the borough surveyor of
Preston requesting that in future only one-
half of the roadway should be tarred at a
time.

The United States army engineers have
long used the following nii.\ture in water-
proofing cement: One part cement, two parts
sand, three-quarters pound of dry powdered
alum to each cubic foot of sand. Mi.x dry
and add water in which has been dissolved
three-quarters of a pound of soap to each
gallon. This is nearly as strong as ordinary
cement, and is quite impervious to water,
besides preventing efflorescence. For a wash,
a mixture of one pound of lye and two pounds
of alum in two gallons of water is often used.

A report issued by the Austrian Society of
Engineers and Architects gives the results of
an investigation conducted by the committee
on reinforced concrete appointed by the
Society. Facts, rather than theories, were
kept in view throughout. Thus, the results
obtained, which may some day lead to the
evolution of a theory, serve in the meantime
to establish facts ot much value to practical
constructors. The degree of fixity to be
allowed for in the expression of the bending
moment and in the design of reinforcement
for resistance to negative bending moments
is one of the most delicate questions for con-
sideration by the designer. While the ends
of reinforced-concrete beams, as usually
applied, are not supported freely, the con-
dition of perfect fixity is rarely attained.
Therefore the observations made relative to

the extent to which the ends are fixed under
various practical conditions arc of high
interest. One of the most remarkable points
brought out in the course of the investigation

is the fact that the resistance of beams
stiffened by gussets or knee-braces at the

ends is seven times greater than that of

beams uniform in cross-section throughout.

An engineer has described in a paper read
before the American Society for Testing
Materials his experiments to measure the

compressive, tensile, shearing, and transverse
strengths of lime mortar, and to ascertain

how these values are affected by the more
nnnierons variables met with in practice,

such as chemical composition of the lime,

kind and amouEit of sand, size aiul shape of

test specimen, conditions niidcr which the

test specimen is stored, and the effect of

added materials. The results are very dis-

appointing, for they demonstrate that the

strength developed by a specimen of lime

mortar is affected by too many variables to

to be capable of accurate measurement in the

laboratory, and that even if this were

possible,
' there is no assurance that the

results obtained would be comparable with

those which might be expected in practice.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING 'W^EEK.

Wednbsdav.—National Federatiim of Biiildim: Trades
Employers. Senii-aunual Meeting at

the South Wales Institute of Engineers,

Park-iilnce, CanlilT. 10.30 a.m.

««»
The Hertfordshire County Council decided on

Monday to purchase from the First Garden City.

Limited, 86 acres of land on the fringe of the

Letchworth estate for £6,000. as a site for a

sanatorium and hospital for the treatment ot

tuberculosis.
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LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer London) per ton A'6 2 6 to ^6 5

SteelJoists, English 7 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

7 12 6
7 5
8 2 6

8 10

FURNITURE AND HABDW00D8.

to i£25

„ 21
Per cubic foot.

Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill n „ a 10

Angles 103., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, tor bonding, &c., £8 15s. to iO.

Ditto galvanised, ill to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 .,.£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3to7 8 n 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 n/3 9/9 10/3 11'- 11/0 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Caat-lron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 „ 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor BradB 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 11 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 158. £1103. £11.53. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 2 B to £6 7

4in. to 6in 6 0,. 650
7in. to 24in. (all Bizee) 5 7 6,, 600
tCoated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 110b. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 7.53.03.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off'

Standard Lists f,o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)-
Gas-TubeB 72 p.c.

Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66j
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes tO

Galvanised Steam-Tubes -53

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Sileslan Per ton
Lead Water Pipe, Town

,, ,, ,, Country
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town

,, Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town

.. >. It Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned ineide and
outside Town
,, ,, ,, ,. Country

CumpoBition Gas-Pipe, Town .

„ ,, Country
Lead Soil-pipe (up to IMn.) Town

,, ,, ,. ,, Country
fOver 4^in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands
Lead Shot, in iSlb. bags
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods
Copper, British Cake and Ingot
Tin, English Ingots
Do., Bars
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town)
SheetLead, Town

,, ,, Country
Genuine White Lead
Relined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, against account
Tin per cwt.
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) ., 10 n

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

a

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to
Sad ,, 36 „
3rd „ 16 „

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 ,,

,, ,, Miramichi 9 10 ,,

,, Boards : Swag U ,,

Red Deals: Archangel Istquality 21 0,,
2nd ,, 16 ,,

3rd „ 12 ,,

,, ,, St. Petersburg-
Ist quality 16 10 ,

2ad ,, 14 10 ,,

Wyburg&Uleaborg 12 10 ,,

Gefle, Gothenburg
and Stockholm ...

White Deals ; Crown 14

,, ,, Seconds 11 10
Flooring ; White and Planed

—

Ist and 3nd quality mixed ... 10 15
Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10 „

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „

Lignum VitBB Per ton 7 0,,
Per cubic

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,,
Pitch Pine Logs ... 2 0,.
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,,
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,
Mahogany Gaboon^ 2 0,,

£21 5 to £31 7 6

23 13 6 „ —
24 7 6 ,,

—
24 12 6 ,.

—
25 7 6 „ —
25 13 6 „ —
26 7 6 ,

—

28 2 6 „
28 17 6 ,

—
26 12 6 ..

—
27 7 6 „ —
26 12 6 .,

—
27 7 6 ,

-

17 17 fi , 18 12 6
24 15 —
77 () . 77 10 (1

65 10 , 66 (1

147 , 148 (1

148 , 148 10 C

20 12 6 ,
—

23 2 6 ,
—

23 17 6 „ —
30 5 (1 ,.

—
25 ,

29 ,
—

18 2 6 ,
—

8 5 .
—

9 to

„
6 ,,

4 „
3 „
3 „

„

12 10

2

6
5
4 6

3
2
10

6 6
6

4

2
14

12
14

Teak : Burmese, per load, 50ft. £20
Teak : Java, per load, 50ft 16

Oak Planke : U.S.A., imported
,, Boards ,, ,, Prm.

„ Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks ...

Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut : Mdm. „ ,.

Greenheart: Hewn logs
Cedar: Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo, Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,, African, Aseinee, &c,
Lagos and Benin

,, Sekondi and Cape
Lopez

Gaboon
Satinwood : West Indian
Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitte 7

STONE.'
Red IMansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red FreeBtone,ditto
Ancaster, ditto
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms)

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. () 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sideB, random sizes 13

• All P.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7;

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, (I 1 OA

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 6J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 2<Jft. average :
—

Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot,' Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlioo Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 ih

£45
32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24
19
14

18
15 10

15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

23
14

foot.
5 6
2 6
2 9
8
2 3

n 2 4

2 3
O .1

2
1 10
1 10

1 104
2

SLA.TES.

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor..

20 )

. 16
20
20

First quality 20
20
16

Eureka unfading
green 20

20
18
16
20
18
16

Permanent Green .

10.
12.
,10.
8.

, 10 .

,10.

£ 8. d. per l,aiO

. 12 12 6 1.200 at r.

. 6 12 6

. 13 2 6

. 13 17 6

. 13

. 13 15.750

of
stn.

15 17 6
18 7 6

13 5
10 5

11 12 6

9 12 6
6 12 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per l.ai) alongside, in

,, [river.

delivered
at rly. stu.

[
Net, delivered in

\ full truck loads
( in London.

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

23in. Best Red Ac-

1

crington Plastic r 4 10 6
Facing Bricks )

3'/«" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per l.nu
Bricks .£2 10 (i

3'/s" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto I'lastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6
Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3Vh in
thickest part 2

3Vh" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6

3'/h" ditto ditto through and through 2 (I

3' h" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .lambs: Octa-
gons; 2V' and .y radius Kullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" s< 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course ,, 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 42" soffit, per foot opening..
4^' ditto ditto ditto ..

4»" ditto ditto ditto
4^" ditto ditto ditto
9 ditto ditto ditto ..

9" ditto ditto ditto
9" ditto ditto ditto
9" ditto ditto ditto ..

Nettree on rail, or free on boat at works.

4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto
.1 ditto
4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 «

2 1

2 11

3 9
4 6

QLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours
Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4Md. Flats—
15 17 6 11 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 34 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 fi 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
Sd. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d.each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Perl.OCO
Headers £23 17 fi

,, ,, Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radins £6 per 1,000 over above

[
oxceed-

listfortheirrespectivekindsand colours r ing Oin.

Camberarch bricks, any kind or colour, by iMn,
Is. 2d. each I by 3iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d,

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
PitSand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,, ,,

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 273. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red rooffng tiles 43 per 1000 ry.stn
Hip and ^'alley tiles 3 7 per doz. ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 53 6 ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz.
Buabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per lOlM
Ornamental ditto 60 ,, „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 „
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000
Ornamental ditto 48 6 ,,

Hip tiles 3 10iperdoz. ,,

^Valley tiles 3 4* „
" Rosemary " brand plain tiles... 48 per lOOO ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 8 „
Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or

brindled tiles 42 6 per lOlM
Hand-made Band-faced 45 ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.

^^
Valley tiles 3 6,, ., '

" Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced i.0 per 1009
Pressed 47 6 ,,

Ornamental ditto 50 „
Hip tiles 4 Operdoz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 6,,
OILS.

Rapeseed.English pale,per tun £28 15 to £29 5 ^

Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27 5 '

Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin ,, 46 ,. 46 10 i)

Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 „ 43 li

Ditto, Mauritius „ 42 10 ,. 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel „ 35 ,, 35 10
Oleine „ 17 5 ,, 19 5

Sperm 30 ,, 31

Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 08 0.
Petroleum, refined 6^,, 6A

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 fi „ 1 10

Ditto, Archangel ,, 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Gil per gal. 2 5,, —
Baltic oil 2 8,, —
Turpentine 2 11 ,,

—
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt. 8 0,, —
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. ,, 10 „ —

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 33nz.

Fourths 2d. ... 3d. ... 3Sd. ... iSd.

Thirds 2id. ... 3id. ... 4id. ... 5ld.

Fluted Sheet Sid.... 33d.... 6Jd. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Rolled Jin. "/icin. Jin.

Plate 23d. ... 2^1. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.

Figured Boiled and Kepouaeine... 3id. ... 5d.
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VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8 U

Pale Copal Ook .., 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Churcb Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 11

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maplo 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 12

best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Plack,Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
!;runswick Black 8
lierliD Black 16
Knotting 10
1 rench and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Uoyle's latest pateut "Air-Pump"' Ventilator

Im^ been appheii to the Workmen's Hall and
lii-iilute, Blaengwufi (Glam.).

We understand that the cement work in coii-

iici Lion with the oftice extension of ihe Tramways
j
Uept., Glasgow Corporation, is being treated

I
with the powder Pudlo, whicli makes cement
waterproof.

Mr. J. C'raddock Parkin, F.R.I.B.A., formerly
of "Graham House," 3, Tudor-slreet, K.C., has
now removed his office to "Bridge House," 181,

Queen Victoria-street, E.G., close to Blackfriars
Station. Telephone 2-120 Central.

Claridge's Patent Asphalte Co., Ltd., announce
that they have opened an agency in Manchester
to cope with tlie work in the North Midlands
District. Their repre.sentative is Mr. E. .1

.

Thompson, of 36. Spring-chambers, Manchester.

Messrs. John W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., and
Maxwell Ayrton, A.R.I.B.A., 3, Verulam-
buildints, Gray's-inn, London, W.C, inform us

that, in accordance with their usual practice,

their offices will be closed from August 3 to 17,

both days inclusive, for the^annual staff holidays.
Arrangements will be made as usual for dealing
with all business referring to buildings in actual
progress.

^*m

Mr. W. J. Hiscox, of Marlborough, has been
appointed surveyor and inspector of nuisances to

the Hay Urban District Council.

A new diocesan college is being built at

Ballaghaderreen from plans l>y Messrs. W. H.
Byrne and Son, of Dublin. The contractor is Mr.
James Kiernan.

At Halifax, N.S., the erection of a science
building for Dalhousie University is well ad-
vanced, and if is hoped to have the building com-
pleted by September. The total estimated cost

of the work is 150,000aol. The architect is Mr.
A, R. Cobb, and the general contractors are
Messrs. Falconer and McDonald, Halifax.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at the town-hall Wallasey, yesterday (Thursday),
in regard to the corporafcion's application to

borrow £1.570 for the widening: of the north-
east side of Breck-road, adjoining the Wirral
Railway; £2,075 for the widening of Claremont-
road. south of I\Liyfield-road : and £997 for the
provision of a jniblic footpath from Warren-
drive to Sea-road, affording a short cut to the
municipal golf-links and the shore.

The committee of the Capetown Cathedral
Memorial Fund, which was formed in 1901 for
the purpose of building the east end of the
cathedral at Capetown, as a memorial for those
who died, and a thankoffering for those who
were spared in the war in South Africa, has
almost finished the work entrusted to it. The
architects are Messrs. Herbert Baker and
Massey. whose design was illustrated by a ground

I plan and perspective in the Building News for
February 21, 1902.

j
The first section of the new buildings which

are being erected for Cheshunt College at Cam-
j

bridge is approaching completion, and the

]

opening ceremony has been fixpii fnr Ortolier
' The co>,t of the work now in hand is about

I

£20.000. Tlie site is near the Botanical Gardens
I
in BatehVan-street. near Trumpington-street.

j

Mr. P. Morley Herder. F.R.T.B.A., is the archi-

1
tect. and his design, selected in competition by

I

Sir Aston Webb, was illustrated by a birdseye
;

view in our issue of June 6. 1913.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

OeiLVIE&CO.
r^'cTiiuce DALSTHN 13WH

4PPLT To-
wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Banblll Row, London, E.G.

MaDT years connected with
llie late firm of W. H
LASCELLES 4 CO., ot

Bunhill Row,

Mllflmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

alterations:* decorations. 'Tr"e\"»

TENDERS.
^ *^* (_'uri'eBpuntleiits woiihi iu all cases oblige liy

giving the luldresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the

information.

Battehsea.—For painting interior of Surrey-lane
School, for the London County Council :

—

Akers, \V,, and Co., Ltd., South
Norwood i'fiSl

younf4, W.. South Norwood ... (i68

Kice and Son, Stockwell-road ... H'27

Donald. H. S., Wandsworth* ... (Bl U
* Kecoinmended for acceptance.

BethnalGkeen, N.E.—For alteration to heating
apparatus at (ilobc-road school, for the Loudon
C 3unty Council ;

—

ArdinK aud Dyne, 339, Southwark
Bridge-road il,113

I^rightside Foundrj- cV- Engineer-
ing Co.. Ltd., X'ictoria-street ... 1,109

Bradley, G. and E., Lever-street 1.040

Christie, .1. C, Aldgate 990
Deane, E , and Beal, Ltd.,
Monument-street 980

Cannon, \\". G., and Sons, Ltd.,
Southwark 918

Yettou tt Brockett, Ltd., Munton-
road 895 10

Pearson, R. H. and .T., Netting
Hill Gate 880

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-street 864

Hayward Bros, li- Eckstein. Ltd.,
Union-streettacceptedl 760

Architect's estimate, i935.

Caimberwell, N. — For painting exterior of

Mawbey - road School, for the London County
Council :

—

Cook, H. .J., and Sons. Penge ... £826
Foster, F. and G., Norwood
Junction 689

Coldman, A., and Sou, East
Dulwich 678 10

Smith, F., aud Co., Bush-lane ... 661

Goad, \\'. v., Cambcrwell-road... 633

Griggs and Son, Cubitt Town ... 6-3.5 10

Groves, H., Greenwich* 606
* Recommended for acceptance.

CAMBRiiKiE.—For the erection of a school, for the
town council. Mr. H. H. Dunn, A.R.I.B.A., County
Hall, Cambridge, architect ;

—

Jeffs Bros., Letchworth i2,982

Ambrose, H.E 2,853

Bell, W., aud Sons 2.779

Hacksley Bros., Wellingborough 2,777

Henson, (i., & Son, Welling-
borough 3.730

Parren and Sons 3,693

Clark and Sons 3.690

Kidman and Sons 2,574

Coulsou and Lofts 2,560

Rooke. H., and Sons ..'. ... 2.555

BrigncU. J 2,550

Bennett, J. R.,&Son,Gwydir-st.* 3,538 ii

• Accepted. Rest of Cambridge.

FuLHAM.—For painting interior of FuUiara Palace-

road School, for the London County Council :—
Blake, W. E., Ltd.. Fnlham ... ±-74116 1

Roberts, -\., and Co.. Ltd.. Earl's

Court-road ... 681

Polden, A. and F., Shepherd's
Bush ' .- . ... 633

Lole and Co.. Chelsea .: 6-26

Bro-wn. W., and Sons. Ltd..

Uxbridgc-road 566 18 10

Garrett, J., and Son. Balham
Hill' 554

Clarke, G. W., Shepherd's Bush 530 1

^ Recommended for acceptance.

FuLHAM.—For painting c-sterior of Langford-road

School, for the London County Council :—
Garrett, J., and Son, Balham

Hill -6695

Roberts, .4.. and Co., Ltd., Earl's

Court-road Ml
Poldon. \. and F., Shepherd's
Bush 634 10 6

Lole and Co., Chelsea 6-29

Blake, W. E., Ltd.. Fulham ... 564 2 2

Clarke, i;. W., Shepherd's Bush* 540 2
• Recommended for acceptance.

Hackney, N.E.—For heating Wilton-road School,

for the London County Council :—

Davis, G., Kensington il,&M
Arding and Dyne, Southwark
Bridge-road 1.187

Brightside Foundry & Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., Victoria-street ... 1,163

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-street 1,109

Deane, E., and Beal, Ltd., , „^ „ „
London Bridge 1.<K0

llav. J. and F., Lincoln's Inn-

fields 978 *'

Yetton and Brockett, Munton- „.„ ,„ „
road ^ ,

•- *9 13

Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd..

107, Loodon-road (accepted) ... 9-26

Architect's estimate, £1,030.

HosTON, N.—For painting interior aud exterior of

Napier-street School, for the London County
Council :—

Lea, II. and E., Regent-slroot ... £1,393 10

]\Ionk. A., Lower Edmonton ... 1,350 10

Patman A Fothcringham, Ltd.,
Tbeobald's-road 1.303

McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,
Essex-road I.-295 10

Roberts, C. P.. and Co.. Ltd..
Dalston* 1.-390

Williams, Ci. S. S., and Sons.
Barnsbury ... 1,-2-28 10

• Recommended for acceptance.

Islington, N.—For painting interior and exterior
of Vittoria-placc School, for the London County
Council :—

Bull, F., Upper Clapton £1,015

McCormick and Sons, Ltd.,
Northampton-street 1,006

Williams, G. S. S., and Son,
Barnsbury i«)3

Lea, II. and E., Regent-street ... 808 6

Patman .V Fotheringham, Ltd.,
Theobald's-road HOO 14

^^a^hliDgton, J., aud Sons, Ltd.,
Ludgate Hill im

Whitby Bros., -29-30A. Eagle St.* 779
• Recommended for acceptance.

IsLiNtiToN, ^V.—For heating tJilford-street School,
for the London County Council :--

Gray. . I., Ltd., Chelsea Xl.tm
The Brightside Foundry and
Engineering Co., Ltd. .Victoria-
street 1.366

Strode* Co., Ltd., Osnaburgh-st. 1.-2B9

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-street l.-2»;8

Cannon and Hefford. Peckham... 1,-255

Deane. F... and Beal. Ltd., Monu-
ment-street 1,'254

Pearson. R. H. and J., Ltd..
Notting Hill Gate 1,'233

Yetton & Brockett, Ltd.. Munton-
road 1.195

Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.,
Loudon-road 1.180

Bradley, G. and E, Lever-street 1,171

Knight, T. S., and Sons, Great
Portland-street (accepted) ... 1,170

Harlow, B., & Son, Macclesfield
(withdrawn) 1.075

Architect's estimate, £1,195.

LojiDON.—For works of painting and tarring at

parks and open spaces, for the London County
Council :

—

.\rchbishop's Park-
Harding, R., and Son, Brixton ... £434
Watson aud EUwood, Dulwich .. 2-28 15

Ronald, H. S., Wandsworth ... 184

Marslaud, J., and Son. Walworth 165

Fletcher, F. W.. Tooting* ... 87

Estimate comparable with tenders, £105.

Avery Hill—
, ,

Hodgin and Son. Woolwich ... 339

Fenn, A. M.. Woolwich 180

Kins. H.. and Son, Peckham ... 160

Liue, H.. Peckham 149

Thomas and Edge, Woolwich*... 97 10

Estimate comparable with tenders, £100.

Brockwell Park— „ „ „
Harding, R., and Son. Brixton ... 796

Ronald. R. S., Wandsworth ... 475

Watson and Ellwood. Dulwich ... 340

Fletcher. F. W.. Tooting* ... '237

i:stimate comparable with tenders. £-239 10s.

Chelsea Embankment Gardens-
Watson aud Ellwood, Dulwich .., 156

Ronald, R. S., Wandsworth ... 130

Fletcher, F. W.. Tooting* ... 56 10

Estimate comparable with tenders, £75.

Finsbury Park—
Toop and Sons. Homsey-rd., N. 390

Patman and Fotheringham,
Theobalds-road, W.C '276 I)

Sleveus & Sons, Crouch Hill, N. '239

Williams. G., & Son. Barnsbury -236

Part, J. H.. Horusey -203 16

Marchaut, Hirst, and Co..

Highgate-road, N.* ^^9™
Estimate comparable with tenders. £-330.

Hillv Fields—
Loasby, F. W., Hither Green-
lane S E ^l" " "

Finch' aud Finch, Hither Green 254 II ()

Young. W., South Norwood ,.. 18'7 (

Peyton. A. T., Lewisham '80

Harris, N., and Son.Brockley' ... 1-35

Estimate comparable with tenders. £17o.

Horniman Gardens—
Harding, H., and Son, Brixton ... 3-21 ) u

Watson and Ellwood, Dulwich... 61

Mitchell, W. .T., & Son, Dulwich 140

Brown. T., aud Son 13j

King, H.. and Son. Peckham ... 94 o

Line, H., Peckham* ... ... 88 I)

Estimate comparable with tenders, Ain).

Millbank Gardens

—

<,. n n
Fletcher, F. W., Tooting 21 I! n
Goad. W. v.. Camborwell ... 74 l)

r.nplhoruc and Co.. Lambeth ... 7d u u

Markham and Markham. Vic-

toria-street. S.W _
.• ?! „ fj

King. W.. & Sons. Wcstniinster 54 U

Bendon.T. Ltd.. Hammersmith 32Jn u

Estimate comparable with tenders, tiu.

Wandsworth Common— trr,-. n n
Harding. R.. and Son. Brixton ... X3
Wat.-on and Ellwood, Dulwich... -J8 1 - "

Ronald. H. S.. Wandswwth ... ;«7

Marslaud, J. and Son. Walworth -7.i

Fletcher, F. W., Tooting* ,-,,,,7.,S
Estimate comparable with tenders, ilJO.

• Recommended for acceptance.
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MAKGATE.~For summer decorations aod sundry
alterations at Royal School for deaf and dumb
children, under tbe supervision of. Mr. Frink
^Vindsor, Licentiate R.I.B.A , High-street, Croydon :

Spec. A. Spec. B. Spec. C.

Wales £596 ... £120 ... t'151

Stiff 570 ... 119 ... 148

Farmer* ... 557 ,. 113 ... 141
* Accepted. All of Marjiate.

Paddington,N.—For heating Emily-street (Senior
street) School, for the London County Council ;—

Christie. J. C. Aldgate .41,102 10
Palowkar and Sons, Queen-street J ,097

Davis, G., Kensington 1,048
lii'ightside Foundry & Engineer-
ing Co.. Ltd.. Victoria-street ... 1.011

Pearson. R. H. and J., Ltd.,
Netting Hill Gate 950

Cash. H. J., and Co., Ltd.,
"Westminster ... 944

Cannon and Hefferd. Stanbury-
read, Peckham (accepted) ... 8!^18

Architect's estimate, t'985.

Peckham.—Fer painting interior and exterior of
Woods - road Scheol. for the London County
Council :—

Downs, W.. Ltd., Walwerth-rd. tl.394
Gead, W. V.. Camberwell-road 1.U43
Foster, F. and G., Norwood
Junction I.ai9

Akers. W., atd Co.. Ltd., South
Norwood 974 U

Young, W., South Norwood ... 965
Smith, F , and Co.. Hush-lane ... 931
Groves. H.. Greenwich* 875
Mills, W., and Sons, Ltd., Black-
heath HTO

* Roccnuuended for acceptance.

Penauth.—For the erection of a liouee, Redlande-
road. Penarth, for Mr. Richard Guy ;—

Marlyn, S. J., St. NicholaB-road.
Barry .i'1.771

Couzens, G.,and Sons, Cits -road.
Cardiff 1.640 U

Haines. K. K. J., Wjndbam-
roa-^, Cardiff 1.550

Taylor. C, Woodlands-place.
Penarth 1,549

Britton, J., Elmgrove - road.
Dinas Fowls 1,547 (J

Evans, J., Dicgle-road. Penarth 1,502
James. J., Cornerswell-road,
Penarth l,49i U

Edwards, E. P., and Co , 69.

Penywain-road. Cardiff* ... 1,442
^ Accepted.

Walthamstow.—For exterior painting and sundry
renewals and repairs, to the Marsh-street, Old
School, and school canteen centre, for the education
committee. Mr. H. Prosser, M.S. A., architect to the
committee :

—

Fuller. E., and Son £120
Barton. A. G 98 10
Lucas. D. W 95
Dean, J. and J 92
Penn, J. F 90
Sands. J. (accepted) 83 10

All of Walthamstow.

Wandswokth, S.W,—For heating Balham High-
road School, for the London County Council :—

Palowkar and Sons, Queen-
street, K.C. . . .i'1,-28-2

Ardine and D>n(-'. Sou liwark
Bridge-road 1.257

Wilson and Smith, Ltd., King
William-street 1,179 18

Knight, T. S., and Sons, Greas
Portland-street 1,120

Brightside Foundry & Engineer-
ing Co. Ltd., Victoria st., S.W. 1,065

Burroughs. W. J., and Sons,
Holborn 1.013

Hayward Bros, and Eckstei",
Ltd., Union-street, S.E. ... 1,006

Pearson, R. H. and J., Ltd..
Netting Hill Gate 1.003

Cannon and Hefford, Peckham .. 975
May, J., and V., Lincoln's Inn-

fields 949
Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd..

107, London-road. S. E.* 937
Architect's estimate. f999.

• Accepted.
Walthamstow.—Improvements to heating Mark-

liout-e road Schools (junior, mixed, and infants'
(iepartmentsi, for the Education Committee. Mr. H.
Prof ser, M S.A , architect to the committee :—

Wilmer and Sons, London. E.G. -t215
(Accepted.)

Walthamstow. — W^illiam Morris School. Pro-
viding and fixing new sectional boiler, and removal
of old wrot iron boiler, and incidental works, for the
Education Committe. Mr. H. Prosser, M.S. A.,
architect to the committee :— A. B.
Watkin and Son, Wood Green fllO ...£90
Boyd. J. D.. and Co.. London 106 13 ... 97 16
Crt-t-sidy, W , Waltbamstow... 106 ... 89 12
Wontnfr Smith. Gray & Co.,

Ltd., London, E.C ia5 ... 99 15
RuBtell and Co., London. W. 98 14 ... 98 14
Davies. F.. Leyton* m 10 ... 82

A.—Robin Hood Boiler. B.—Alternative Boiler.
* Accepted.

Wkstminster.—For painting interior of the Mill-
bank School, for the London County Council :—

Barton. W. S., and Co..
Chancery-lane £549

Kearley. C. F.. Ltd.. Great
Marlborough-street 543 ;

Sims. J. R., Horseferry-rcad ... .525

Staine-. A. J. and Co., Ltd..
Great Titchfield-street* .522

* Recommended for acceptance.

Whitstahle. — For erection of Cookery-room,
Osfor^i-street'. for the Kent Education Committee.
Mr. Wilfrid H. Robinson, M.S. A., architect:—

Reeves. G £890
Porter, T 850
Wyver Nicholls, and Co 790
Edwards. Canterbury 775
Collar, T 765
Dadds. L. T., Canterbury 704
Solly, E. 698
Browning, G.. Canterbury' ... 683
* Provieionally accepted. Rest of Whitstable,

YsTRAD.—For the erection of electric theatre, for
Gelly Pictorium Co.. Ltd. Mr. J. Philhps. 9, Gelly-
road. Ystrad, Rhondda Valley, architect :—

Davies, "W. J., Hopkinstridd,
Pontypridd, S.Wales (accepted) £2,000

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom; for the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•»*Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Puhlishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

•,*The special rate to Canada !s £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings. McGill-street. Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, EffinRham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

•«• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or pbotograpbs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long tbe
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
iome time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
I The charge for Competition and Contract Adver-
,

tisements. Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

I

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 6s.

;
for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-

j

cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words

I

(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series
of more than Fix insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Sitdations Vacant and PARXNBRSBipa.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation AdveTtisementi must be
prepaid.

Sitdations Wanted.
Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words.

Inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

•»• Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Office, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C., free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-
pence is made. fSee Notice at head of "Situations.")

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CV. are now ready, and should
be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.).

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLL, XLVL. XLIX.,
LIIL. LXL, LXIL, LXIV., LXV.. LXVL. LXVIL.
LXVIIL, LXIX.. LXXL, LXXIL, LXXIIL,
LX-5IV.. LXXV., LXXVL. LXXVIL. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXL. LXXXII., LXXXIIL, LXXXIV..
LXXXV., LXXX VI.. LXXX VII., LXXX VIII..

LXXXIX., XC. XCL, XCIL. XCIII., XCIV.,
XCV., XCVL. XCVIL. XCVIIL, XCIX., C, CI.,

CIL, CIIL, CIV., and CV. may still be obtained at
the same price; all the other bound volumes are

out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Rkckived.—L. and Co.—G. J. and Son, Ltd.—W. H. S
and Sou.—A. P. C. M., Ltd.—D. T. A.—J. J.—J. K
and Son, Ltd.—Su- W. H. B. and Co., Ltd.—E. N. aud
Co—M. R. E.—P. and Co.—S. P. and Co., Lttl.-
B. U. D. C—Z. P. M. and Co.—P. B. and B.—B. of H.
—T. T. R.—P. B. and P.—D. T. and F.—H. H. ami
Co., Ltd.—W. H. H.—t;. and Sun.- F. K. M. C.

Salopian.—Yes.

R. T. F.—Thanks, no.

Blrman.—Kindlv send.

Eku Fi. EvANJs.—Sorry, liut we really do uot kiiuw
what you mean by an " uncomplicated i^uof tnihal."

X. W.—Any i)f the iinns listed in our Directory under
" Structural Iruu and Steel Work," will do wll you
want.

I'lastlk.—We know nothing of the tiiiu. Beliuiau,
Ivey, and Carter, Ltd., Liuhope-street, are the recog-
nised specialists in Scagliola marble.

B. E. Laink-Pkaksos.—The statement on p. t>4 last week,
that there were 185 cubic feet in a St. Petersburg
sUiudard, was a slip. It should, of course, have beeii
Ui5ft. We thank you for pointing it out. We fail to

Mud any errors in the prices you refer to, after com-
j'arison with current sales, as reported in tbe principal
timber trades journal.

J. C. Orpkn.—(The last subject for the Session 1913-11,

is that illustrated to-day for a small crematorium.
The awards of the prizes for the three best series of
desiffne submitted during the year will be published
early in October, when the new session will com-
mence. Xames of intending members may be sent in

meanwhile, and copies of the rules cau be had, jiost

tree, ou application to the Editor.)

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Jaly 41—Cottages, Chapel-en-le-Frith lOgs., 5gs., 2g8.

Sept
25

7

15-

Oct. 31-

„ 31-

Dec. 31-

No date

do

do

-Designs for Police and Fire Station, Redhill. (Assessor) lOgs., 20gs., lOgs
-Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-

street, York-road, Battersea; and Billingsgate-street,
Church-street, Greenwich. (Mr. J. W. Simpson,
F.R.I.B..\., Assessor)

-Designs for Shakespeare Memorial National Theatre
(Mr. T. E. CollcutI;. P. P. R.I B.A., Assessor) 50()as. (merged), and five of 150gs.

-Laying Out Show Grounds, Wayville West, Adelaide... i'500, £200, i'lOO

-Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station, St.
Helens. (Assessor.l ;«100, tSO, *25

-Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield ... £400, £W0

-Drawing cr Photograph of English or Continental
Metal Work 5g8., 3g8.. •iffa

Designs for Technical Schools and Education Ortices
(Mr. Paul Waterhouse, F.R.I.li..\., Assessor)

-Plans for 'iO Houses (Costing from .t-200 to £270),
Gildersome

The Clerk, Rural District Connoil, Ohapelen-Ie-Frith
Stockport.

A. Smith, Town Clerk, Municipal Baildings, Reigate.

L. Gomme, Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embkt., W.C,

The Secretary, 3a, Dean's-yard, Westminster Abbey, S.W.
The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Aastraliai

23, Waymouth-street, Adelaide.

A. W. Bradley, M.I.C.E., Town Hall, St. Helens.
M. le I'resident de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

Whiteside and Caslake, Ltd., The Broadway, Hendon, N.W.

. J. E. Jarratt, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Southport.

W. Wilby, Sur., Council Offices, Gildersome.
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Rebuihling in Bishopagate, Lonilon, B.C., for the
I.«ather3elle]s' Ccim)).iuv. View and plans .Mr
Howard Chatfeild Clarke, P.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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HOW THE BLIND LEAD THE BLIND.
It is singular that although much attvii-

tiuii has been given to education iluving
the past quart.-i- of a century, tVw, it any,
uf our master Iniilders know anything of

the scientific basis undeilying tlit-ir work.
It IS Jifficidt to understand what occupiid
their time at the liigh schools or technical
schools they attended, for it was certainly
Hot anything having the most remote con-
nection with even as much applied
chemistry, geology, or botany as concerns
their business, about all of which subjects
they are deploraldy ignorant. It may be
asked what value would such bo to a brick-
layer who can build straight ? Ho would,
at any rate, know good limo from bad, and
a good brick from one that would not stand
the weather; although we possibly admit
we should prefer to employ the man who
Could carry out his courses level and his
quoins plumb to one who could do neither,
but was able to tell us how the magnesia
got into the dolomites of the Permian
rocks. Wo need not be surprised that the
scholars should know so little when the
teachers are so woefully ignorant of sub-
jects they profess to instruct them m. Take
this as a sample: 'The knowledge of the
mineralojical components of a stone helps us
to ascertain its weather-resisting qualities,"
says one of the teachers, which is true.
Now for the application of this fact.
" Very harmful additions are principally
caibonate of lime .... tho most
desirable are consequently the most
silicious stones." There are two state-
ments here absolutely misleading, and they
could only have been made by one having
no practical knowledge whatever of his
subject. Whether cai-bonate of lime is
harmful or not depends entirely on its con-
dition. It may be earthy, as in chalk, when
it is "harmful"; but it may be highly
crystalline, as in some <jf the <"''arljoniferous
limestones, in 'which case as a building-
stone it is indestructible. The most
silicious stones are not the most desirable,
for many of them dtcav rapidly : witness
the Old Red sandstone of Herefordshire
and the New Red of Cheshire. As a sand-
stone is built up with grains of silica,
felspar, and mica, its value as a building-
stun.:, will depend on the cement whicli
binds the grains together, and it is not
conceivalile that our authoritv meant l)y

silicious stones those like flint, which are
the most silicious stonts found in naUuv,
but which are unworkable, except in plain
walling and in small sizes.

Take another authority, this time on
timber. Ho says: For framing tho best
deals to be denended on aro the Norway
particularly tho Christiania battens/'

Now, a Phristiania batten has not been
known in the timber market for fifty years,

and our authority has a suspicion of some-
thing of the kind, for he goes on to say,

"These deals are now very scarce, and,
indeed, are almost unattainable." Another
up-to-date authority says that "we import
but very little wood from the United
States, with tho exception of staves,"

althougli he goes on to say that pitch-pine
has long been in general use for building,

and is imported from St. Mary's, Pen-
sacola, Georgia, etc. If these places are
not in the United States, where are they.'

There are two dangerous men at present
engaged in teaching the principles of

building construction — the University
man who has no practical knowledge of

the work, and the practical man who has
practical knowledge of a sort, but is wholly
ignorant of its underlying elements. How
many workmen, or even builders, know
what lime, the commonest material they
use, is ? That in every hundredweight of

pure lime there must bo eighty pounds of

;i yellow metal known to chemists as
calcium, and thirty-tw'o pounds of oxygen
gas. and nothing else, is a statement that
W(juld be received with incredulity. Yet
it is a fact, and on this metallic base all

our limes and cements are built up.

Taking our best-known lines—chalk, stime.

magnesium, lias, and Roman cement

—

all having different properties : what do
they reallv consist of ? Chiefly lime.

White chalk burns to a white lime, which
is wholly Soluble in hydrochloric acid, and
it is used chiefly for plastering in London ;

it never "sets," and in damp places, like

foundations, it remains soft. As a matter
of fact, mortar made with it only hardens
by drying.

In the cements which "set." this means
that in them certain new chemical com-
binations are formed in presence of water,
and these become hard ; but it is obvious
that in chalk lime there are no substances
])resent to form any such new compounds,
and the process of taking up carbonic acid
from the air is such a slow one that the
builder would be a hundred years at least

in his grave before it helped his work in

any way. Lime, then, is the basis of all

liuilding mortars, and of cements, natural
;iiid artificial ; and the architect should
always recolLjct that it may be pure or
combined with other sulistances, and if a

knowledge of this fact is of importance
in the selection of his materials, he should
specify it without any ambiguity. To
make our meaning clear, it will not do to

mention "chalk lime" in a contract, for

the LTpuer Chalk of geoloijists yields whit.:-

lime, which is wholly soluble in water, and

the Lower Chalk a grey lime, such as
that found at Meisth;ini and Dorking. A
strange thing about lime is that so many
rocks, and so diverse in physical character,
should yield it in a nearly pure condition.
Many of the Carboniferous Limestones of
the North of England and the Great
Central plain of Ireland are pure lime-
stone, the discolouring matter being
carbon, which passes off as carbonic acid
in the kiln. This is how it is that the>

l)lack marble of Kilkenny burns to a pure
white lime, .^gain, limestone is fouiiil

varying much in specific giavity : in chalk
it may weigh lL'61b. to the cube foot, and
in mountain limestone over 1711b. The
appearance of these stones is totally
different, yet chemically they are identical,

consisting only of lime and carbonic acid.

Lime is always found in combination with
some other substance, and the carbonate
is used to obtain it, for the carbon passes
away readily in the kiln at a moderate
temperature. The lime could not be
obtaine.d so cheaply in any other way.

But where did the metal calcium—which
is, as we have said, the basis of lime—come
from ? The crystalline rocks are the only
known source of lime, and it must have
been suspended in an invisible form in

the seas before it was thrown down as lime-
stone. By the crystalline rocks we mean
granite, basalt, and other fire - formed
rocks, whfther plutoiiic or volcanic. This
limestone is soluble in water at (50deg. F. ;

100 parts of water will take up .1368 paris
of calcium carbonate, and at boiling-point
(212deg. F.) it will take up only one-half
the quantity ; and this is why pipes in
hot- water -circulating apparatus become
furred, for the limestone is thrown down
gradually as the temperature of the water
in the pipes is raised, the hot water not
being able to hold it in solution. When
clay is present in limestone, it is in a
finely-divided state, and is distributed
throughout the mass of the rock. Now, as

any lime will for its constituents depend
entirely on the stone from which it is

burned, it follows that a clayey limestone
will yield a clayey lime, the clay being
indestructible in the fire when its heat is

not high enoueli to bring about its com-
liination with the lime as calrium silicate

and calcium aluminate. The presence of

clay with the lime renders the latter in-

soluble in water. Hence the Lias limes
will set under water when jjure lime will

not do so. From this it would apjiear to

be a necessity that where Portland cement
is not used for pointing the walls of houses
e.vposed to driving rains, lias lime should
be. for it will set and harden under these

conditions, and pure lime will not.
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Smeaton knew, when he was building the

Eddystone lighthouse, that clay was a

valuable ingredient in lime for his purpose,

and he used lias from Aberthaw, in South
Wales. But his knowledge died out with

him so far as the majority of our building

workmen or their employers are concerned.
When a definite quantity of water is

thrown on lime, it is absorbed, and the

lime-lumps fall to a dry powder, all the

water having disappeared. But the action

of pure lime and lias lime under this cold-

water treatment differs considerably. When
water is thrown on pure lime it swells in

liulk considerably, it becomes intensely

hot, and, if left uncovered, it disengages
steam with great violence ; it is of the

utmost importance that the workman
should know, if he does not throw on

, enough water at once to satisfy the com-
' Inning properties of the lime it will not

slake to a fine jiowder : the result will be

a mass of fine spheres, like small shot, of

"small valuG for mortar-making.
Few workmen appear to have any idea

of what takes place when lime is slaked,

and they never remark on the strange fact

that the water they throw on it completely
disappears, and the lime is as dry as if

it had not been subjected to this treat-

ment. The water added to the lime in this

way may be driven off by heat, and the

same lime may be slaked and unslaked at

pleasure. It is important to note that the

.pure limes are more easily slaked than
those containing clay ; hence the latter are

generally sent out in sacks, ground, to be

.slaked, while the only chance of being able

to send the pure limes any distance is to

.slake them before they are sent on their

journey. This traffic in slaked pure lime

is common in the United States; but it

would be dangerous to add water to any
lime containing clay, with a view to

slaking it for transport, as it would pro-

ably "set," and therefore be of no valive at

the end of its journey. Magnesium lime-

stone has for its basis magnesium, and not

calcium ; it is burned for lime wherever
that stone outcrops, and though it is

claimed for it that the lime is hydraulic,

this claim has never been substantiated.

Another source of natural cement is the

Septaria found in nearly all clays ; these

•may be seen on the beach at Sheppey and
in the clay cliffs along this coast and on
the opposite side of the Thames. They
are called Septaria from the partitions, or

Septa, by which they are divided, and are a
mixture of lime and clay formed in a sea

where lime was thrown down w'ith clay
;

but the former in too small a quantity to

form a continuous limestone deposit.

These Septaria, calcined and ground, make
our so-called "Roman" cement, the dis-

tinguishing -characteristic of which is its

property of setting rapidly, even under
water. A Derbyshire firm, "the largest

manufacturers of lime in the world," say
that their lime has no equal for plaster-

ing, and they givo its analysis : Lime
98.20, magnesia 0.25, oxide of iron and
alumina 6.20, silica 0.2.5, moisture and in-

organic matter 1.10. It will be seen that
this is i)ractically a pure lime, and exactly
similar to that obtained from white chalk,
and the crystalline carboniferous limestone
of Ireland.

Turn to timber, and see what experts
have to say about that. The wood for

carpenters' work, we are told, comes from
Meniel, Riga, Dantzic, and Sweden

;

that for joinery from Christiania, Stock-
holm, Gefle, Onega, and other Northern
ports. If by carpenters' work is meant
the floor - joists and rafters of the
houses going up all over London, then
there is little or no Memel, Riqa, or
Dantzic timber us.hI in them. Thelniildor
gets his 9in. by 3in., "in. Iiy 2in., or 4iii.

by 2in. from the timber merchant, without
a thought of what port it comes from, so

long as it is cheap. As we have said before,

we get no deals fit for joinery from Chris-

tiania, and the speculating builder will not
trouble to get White Sea deals for his

joinery wben he can get much cheaper

to design his buildings so that unseasoned
timber may be used in them. This is

building construction turned topsy-turvy
with a vengeance. Many doors of Swedish
manufacture are imported at present, some
elaborately panelled, and some with
circular work. We give an illustration of

r^

r

U l£

stuff from any port in the Gulf of Finland.
An extraordinary piece of advice given is

to select timber 12in. square, this being
the most convenient size. We havo con-

verted many logs, and, with a keen eyo to

have as little sapwood as possible ; we
selected Crown Memel logs 2ft. square, and
we found the larger the log the bettor the

scantlings cut from it. In all these pines
there is about Sin. of sapwood; it follows,

therefore, that there will be less of this

waste wood in proportion in a lai-ge log

than in a small one. We are advised to

avoid in timber spongy hearts, porous
grain, and . dead knots. Unfortunately,
these defects cannot be seen until the log

is opened, and then it is too late ; the

purchaser must put up with the loss, as

the timber merchant does not hold himself

responsible for such failures, even though
he selected the log, and the only way the

builder can protect himself in the matter
is to make a " special " arrangement to get

sound wood, paying an extra penny or two-

pence a foot for it. In other words, let

the builder contract himself out of "the
custom of the trade" by making a special

agreement, as we have suggested.

We will, for the present, close our
extracts from expert advice with the

following :
" As it is vain to attempt to buy

dry whole timber, it is necessary, in

designing a building, to so arrange the

timber tliat any shrinkage shall not affect

the structural stability of the work." The
architect always specifies that his timber is

to bo well seasoned ; but here ho is asked

a Georgian door, and none of these Swedish
productions equal it in appearance and
stability, although it is what was known
a hunclred years ago as a batten door

—

that is, one in which the panels are nailed

on a plain surface specially made to lake
them. Why cannot builders copy this ?

*•
NATIONAL COMPETITIONS AND
ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART EX-

HIBITIONS, 1914.

This week these two annual exhibitions

have been opened at South Kensington. The
larger is on view in the "North Court" of

the Victoria and Albert Museum, where
the assemblage will be open to public in-

spection till the end of August. The archi-

tectural achievements from all parts of the

country are pretty much on a level with the

productions of past years in this class,

under the auspices of the Board of Educa-

tion. Notwithstanding the
.

pontifical

ambiguities of the Examiners in theii'

report, little change either for better or

worse can be recorded this year, and, while

wo entirely agree that the examples chosen

for display on this occasion rank at a pretty

low level, we question the official assurance

heading the architects' report, that " the

average level of work submitted is scarcely

up to that of previous years." * A s a matter

• Herbert Spaucer expreased in the feweat wonis why
every exhibition at theR.A. is spoken of aa " below the

average." " Those who regularly visit these exhibitioiu

presumably cultivate their taste, and apply the te;t of a
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ol fact, this question of average has long
enough resolved itself into a persistent

demonstration of the ineptitude of the

whole system. Tho changes and reforms
about which so much was said two or three

years ago do not appear to have brought
about any improvement. Indeed, the

judges—Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A.,
Frotes-sor E. S. Prior, A.R.A., and Mr.
Charles F. A. Voysey—call attention to the

continued want of thought shown in

planning and construction. A paragraph or

two, intended to show the way of escape,

aro added, admonishing teachers not to

permit students to introduce " features the

logical intention and construction of which
they do not understand." Tricks of

skiagraphy are, perhaps, less in evidence
this year, though a vulgar and meaningless
use of colour prevails still in various
cjuarters. Only one bronze medal, anyhow,
has been awarded lor architectural design,

and we can but once again urge the need
of the abandonment of trying to teach
architecture in such a futile fashion.

There are fewer drawings shown this

year wliich have done duty previously in

the Institute Students' Competitions and
elsewhere, but we seem to remember some
old friends still. Mr. Thomas Stott, of

Manchester, who takes the sole bronze
medal in this class, wins it with a Late
Classic brick and stone-dressed design for

an Industrial Arts Museum, set up with
attenuated detail. The report describes it

as " a quiet and well-considered " scheme.
A minority report as to this would not have
surprised us; but '.'circumstances alter

cases." Mr. Sidney H. Head, of Lambeth,
obtains a book prize for a design for a
Park Bridge in stone, headed by a monu-
mental archway, designated " Gloucester
Gate," and not badly detailed. Mr.
William O. Jones, of Manchester, receives
similar recognition fur a Domed "Votive

Church (513). chiefly remarkable for ?. very
lofty cupola and square plan with an
apsidal sanctuary and apses to the
transepts, also a portico on tho west
front. Commendations were extended to

Mr. James Greenwood, of Lambeth, for his
commonsense Georgian Country House
(1313) in red brick and stone ; but the plans
ai-e most indifferent, and the slieet of

sections has an empty look, evincing a lack
of care in spacing out, both in drawing
and design. We have not much to say
about the College Quadrangle (1460), by
Mr. Reginald S. Moore. Mr. Thomas
Fenbow, of Newcastle, is likewise com-
mended by the examiners for a Mausoleum
design with a "pepper-box" sort of top.
surmounted by a gilded roof well reflected
in tlio ornamental water in front, suggest-
ing the commonjdaces of an exhibition
ground. Although not qualified under tho
regulations to receive tho prize, Mr.
Leonard Foster, of Leeds, wins a liook for a
Bank and Porch to a big hotel (wliich latter
recalls a similar competition at Tufton-
street). The Bank has a columned ground
stage in stone, the superstructure being in
brick

; but the whole tiling ranks as
ordinary.

Although not in the same class, tho work
next to be mentioned is of an architectural
kind, being a panelled design for a drawing-
room by Mr. Horace C. Harvey, of Hackney
(12r).j), and for which he is "commended."
The decoration is Jacobean, with pendants
from a rich plastered ceiling. Miss
Elizabeth Anglin, of Deptford, has'hanging
near the last a series of drawings illus-

^l^^V ^"""i>"''l now than thev did ten jeara ao-o so
tnat fewer jiictiires reach tlieir standard now Hian did
inen. Of the pictures they saw ten Tears ago, only
criose remain in their memories which impressed them
strongly, whereas in the present show all are eiiuallv
hetore them, good, bad, and indifferent, which trives
the impression of a lower average."—Henry Holiday's
Remmiscences." > .'

trating a design for a chancel decoration
(1243), in which tho judges say, "tliey

regret to find evidences of the lack of a

thorougli study of style." This sanctuary
east wall lacks all sense of stylo and of pro-
portion also. The mural panels of Pelicans
(pious and otherwise) are enormous, and
out of scale with the weak little traceried
window of Gothic detail, having a text
inscribed on a blue ribbon, probably cut
out of zinc, painted and stuck on round
tho top of the arch, and above the panels.
The altar looks ridiculously small. The
full sizes shown by Miss Anglin for the
Altar Cross and Candlesticks are much
better

; the whole of the general scheme is

bad, and shows work which ought to be
avoided. The book illustration designs
this year displayed near the last-named do
not seem, on the w-hole, to be up to the
standard of the last few years, but some
of the studies for posters are suggestive,
enough, such as the one illustrating an Art-
school Conversazione by a man and woman
in "full fig." passing into a doorway, and
seen in silhouette against a brilliant

interior.

Turning now to the exhibition generally,

which, of course, in the aggregate, repre-
sents an enormous amount of work, and
some capital results, we cannot attempt to

mention all the examples worth note, and,
therefore, shall confine our remarks briefly

to those distinguished by Gold Medals. In
this list there are only nine awards
in England, and out of these four
of the winners are disqualified by
previous or concurrent success. Books
are given in lieu of the Gold Medal
in these cases. Mr. Arthur G. Small, of

Birmingham, is given a Gold Medal for a
Leather Box for Chessmen, with ivory
mounts. At a first glance, this design looks
very like a tobacco-jar. It is some six or
seven inches high, in led leather, with the
legend round the top, below the lid : "Keep
what you want, cast what you can ; expect
nothing back once lost or given." The box
is spaced into four compartments, with
tooled female single figure in arched panels
set out between pilasters diapered prettily

with white and green. The ivory feet do
not seem to belong to the leatherwork, and
the crown knob to the lid, of the same
material, looks somewhat out of character
with it. No. 2 Gold .Medal is won by Miss
.\gnes M. Hawker, of Bristol, tor a
Stencilled Border, which is most original,

and quite a beautiful scheme, though we
do not quite know to what precise use it

would be applicable. The ribbon has four
running reindeer behind conventional trees,

the foliage of wliich forms the top of this

frieze, and at the extremities, in circular
panels, are seen a pair of North American
hunters on the trail, and facint; each other.
The charm of this design is the varied or
graduated white background suea;estive of

a snow effect. Mr. Louis Fox, of Leicester,
takes the third Gold Medal for the Shaded
Head from the Antique, or Michael
Angelo's "Dawn," drawn with silver-point
refinement, extreme delicav of modelling,
and an artistic power of reserve. The
vertical delineation of the shaded tint of

the background tends to enhance the
rounded formation of the facial features
ndmirablv. The Marylebone students, the
Misses Margaret Free and Gwen White,
cannot take their Gold Medals this year;
but they both well deserve them. Miss Free
has a group in oil-colours, showing a eilded
cliair, a lady's striped frock, a sunshade,
and otlier personal effects difliciilt to treat

broadly and handle successfully in colour in

a quiet and harmonious way. Miss White
sends one of the few outstanding exhibits
to be seen this year, and which creates a

new standard for stained wood design and
its capabilities. Her white wood triptych is

a thing to be remembered for delicacv and '

refined design and a pretty sense of colour.
The pedimented head contains a lunette of
lovers and the same idea pervades tlie in-
terior of the side doors seen when open, all
the figures being in Stuart period costume.
The centre panel is occujued liy a poem
charmingly written, and round it is a
foliated border rising to the frieze-like top,
with Cupids in the corners driving ribboned
peacocks, while in the midst is aiiotlier god
of Love on mischief bent, ready to dart
forth in quest of further incidents. "The
Rape of I'ersephone " is the subject of an
e.xcellently-niodelled and finely-composed
panel of a group of six lamenting nude
maidens bewailing the discomfiture caused
the youthful-looking Pluto in tho chariot,

who, with four horses, is hastily making
off to Hades with his precious prize.

Tho work is intended for a marble
panel to be placed in the side of a
library. Mr. Arthur Woodford, of Notting-

ham, wins a Gold Medal for this capital

scheme ; but its arcliitectural accessories

are not quite a success. That possibly

would be expecting too much. Mr. Francis

Wiles, of Dublin, deservedly obtains a

Gold Medal for a charming model of a

young girl, excellent in every way.

Miss Grace Lodge, of St. Marylebone, is

to be praised for her " stained wood," or, as

we should say, painted, corner cupboard,

with tastefully diapered sides and jewel-

like borderings, tlie big panel being peopled

with goblins and characters from fairy

tales, rich in colour, and pretty in effect.

A Silver Medal was awarded for this (53).

A like recognition is given to Mr. Frank D.

Wray, of Wandsworth, for some solid good
drawings from the nude in full lengths of

well-chosen subjects, and of high standard

in execution. Close by we noted a side back
study of a splendid model glancing over her

shoulder, and seen in profile—a promising

piece of shaded performance by Mr. Ines

O. H. Johnson, from the same school ; from
whence a graphic charcoal sketch of an
itinerant minstrel male figure, by Mr.
Charles W. Farley, who also won a Bronze
Medal well. The Study of Drapery (85), by
Mr. Frederick Savage, from Birming-
ham, is brightly handled, giving the

texture finely of a full-length skirt on an
antique figure of a woman. This was
awarded a Silver Medal. Miss Cecilia

Adams well merited her prize for an excel-

lent enamel panel of a monk, rich in tone

and handsome in colour (435). The sten-

cilled panel design of a cock and hen in

Japanese manner and style won a Bronze
Medal (211) for Mr. R. E. Slarks ; but its

particular purpose in a nursery is not quite

clear. Mr. G. E. Bradbury's modelled
memorial tablet to Jeanne d'Arc 1412-1431

deservedly won a Silver Medal (47). The
panel is vertical, and tlie girl is seated in

a devotional posture, flatly modelled, the
profile dominating the rest, the bower
behind her being merely suggested and
charmingly managed. A very different

exhibit is Miss Eileen Greig's painted chest

in greens and blues, ornamented with Celtic

forms, and with figure panels in front

(1281) of varied scale. The effect is too

gaudy; but wo see the work is "Com-
mended." It comes from Hammersmith
School of Arts and Crafts.

JlovAL College of Art.

This exhibition is held in the classrooms

behind the Science Schools in Exhibition-

road. Perhaps the most striking example
of dashing draughtsmanship is an oval

full-size study cartoon for a Ceiling Decora-

tion, done in chare. lal, red and white

chalks by Mr. 11. E. Stanton (95) display-

ing an involved composition of floating

figures powerfully handled and intended

for colour; but the artists small colour

studies hanging near hardly please us scr

well. The stained glass sliown is better

than usual, and the cartoons are well done.
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Mr. 1'. R. Paul sliows two panels for a
nursery window, illustrating "A Thild's
Garden of Verses,"' by Robert Luuis Steven-
son. The execution of the bright effects in

the horn-toned quarry paner, below the
figures are quite remarkable. Miss Mabel
T. Eckersley, in the School of Archi-
tecture, shows some colour decoration and
tigure-work from Rome and Perugia, and
Mr. E. H. Llewellyn's similar colour studies
from Fontainebleau deserves attention,

while Miss Nellie S. Flaxen attracted our
notice by her graphic drawing of a
sculptured pier from the Temple of Diana
at Ephesus, which is here excellently ex-

pressed by shading. This student's

Medallion " has a poor figure, too big for

the architectural setting. Her studies and
designs for woodwork are in many respects

excellent and capable.

The chief exhibit in tlie Architectural
Gallery this year is the "Restoration of the
Temple of Jupiter Olympus," of which
some sixteen gigantic columns of the
Corinthian order still stand in a S.E.
direction from the Acropolis. Formerly
this temple boasted of 124 columns, so dis-

posed as *.i present a triple row of ten in

each front, and a double row of twenty in

the flanks, all in Pentelic marble, the total

length of the building being 3.54ft by 171ft.

wide. The height is stated to be 58ft., in-

cluding the architrave. The author of this

admirable and scholarly set of restorations
is Mr. W. G. E. Jones, who is accorded the
Travelling Scholarship in Architecture for

1914. His pi-incipal drawing is a fine and
large perspective, showing one end of one
flank of the Temple, which is octostyle, and
dates from 174 B.C., when it was erected by
a Rcmian architect. Vitruvius says that
the foundations were prepared by Anti-
stateS; Callaeschrus, Antimachides, and
Porinus, architects employed by Pisi-

stratus ; but the work was abandoned.
Somewhere about 350 years afterwards
King Antiochus employed a Roman named
Cossutius ; but the ruins of his work have
yet to be completely examined. This re-

storation, which does Mr. Jones so much
credit, is based upon Penrose. We hope to

illustrate it at the close of the Exhibition.
There is a good House-front in the
same room, prepared fur the British
Institute Scholarship, by Mr. G. C. Styles,

and it is designed in a Classic measure,
with an ingenious plan, after the modern
French manner (57). AVe did not think
much of ".\n Artists' Colony " (58), by Mr.
P. H. Hanbury. Miss Beatrice M. Gower
shows some designs for woodwork screens,

and Mr. C. S. Tresilian, on the same wall,

has one very good example, even if it is

rather Late in its detail. The same set of.

students exhibit designs for canopied foun-
tains

;
but we could not allocate them, as

they were not named.
In the Sculpture Gallery we noticed the

panels submitted recently for the Music-
room Mantelpiece in the competition for
the British School in Rome Scholarship, by
Messrs. C. S. Jagger, H. Wright, and B.
Hancocks, which we saw at Crosby Hall in
Chelsea a few weeks ago. Their connection
with the Royal College of Art display
is not very clear. The figure statuettes
in full length from the life, by Messrs.
L. A. Smith and .1. A. Floyd, seemed
to us to be very excellent and re-
served in their treatment. Mr. W.
Marsden won the Travelling Scholar-
ship for Sculpture by his design for a
Monument to Shakespeare. The Etchings
on this occasion are well shown in a
separate room, properly draped to set them

'

off to advantage. Architectural subjects are'
represented by Mr. W. M. Keesey, who is

always capable, and by Mr. Ray Jones.
' The Two Corbies," by Miss Dorothy B.
Martin (49) is ono of the best etcliings
exhibited this year.

THE ATELIERS.
The announoemeiit of last week, that a

sepond Atelier is to be opened, because the
first is full, may have surprised some who
were inclined to be pessimistic, or eveu
opposed to tlie movement, at its outset. It

used to be said that the affair was " uu-
English " and that it could never flourish,

even in London. But this prognostication
seems to liave been due to an over-hasty
patriotism, interested opposition, or ignor-
ance of what the Atelier meant and was to
stand for. From whatever quarter, and by
wliatever reason, it came, this prophecy has
tlins far proved mistaken, however, and those
connected with the movement, whether they
be the promoters or younger men who have
been able to avail themselves of its advan-
tages, have no reason for regretting the
eourse they have taken. Fnrther. all are
satisfied that the method, wiiich the Beaux
Arts Coiiimittee was formed to introduce,
now requires only its completion by the
foundation of a second Atelier, which will
compete with the first, to enable it to
advance very substantially, to modify, and
reform the training of arehitects in this
country.
The .'\teliers differ from schools and similar

institutions in this, chiefly: that whereas the
schools are schools, and, as such, subject to

necessary organisation and restraint, the
Ateliers are really clubs, and submit only to

such regulations as the members think (it to
impose upon themselves. At the present
.4lelier this regulation is very slight indeed.
The membership includes men of all ages.
Some have well-known names and practise in

many styles—for the Atelier imposes no
stylistic limitation. Others, the younger and
more constantly working members, have come
on straight from one or other of the schools.
Many work in oHices all day and come to the
Atelier only in the evenings and at week-
ends— the place is always open, and every
member luis his key. But, whatever their
circumstances, all are convinced that for
those, wjiether students or practitioners,
wliose chief interest lies in their work, there
is no place like the Atelier for discussion,
criticism, and design.

It is not so surprising as some might thiiik,

therefore, that many give up their leisure,

after their day's work, to come along to the
Atelier for the pleasures of conversation and
the i)ains of design. The man who has made
some name for himself, and the yoiuig
draughtsman of ability, find themselves in an
atmosphere which quickly develops their
qualities and a company which gives them
their due. They find also that they have to
reckon with a stream of criticism which
passes no slipshod thinking or unreasonable
design. One or two have fallen away on
this account, but tlie better part remains.
The young student who does not know his

Orders, perhaps, advances rapidly and learns
his forms as items in an interesting reality
rather than as part of a process of tedious
but necessary toil. At all stages he can call

upon the criticism and assistance of his

seniors. He sees the larger schemes being
made and lends a hand on the big drawings
where there happens to be something lie can
do. And all the time he listens, and, if he
can, takes a part in the discussion which is

always going on.

Free discussion and reasoned criticism are
the watchwords of the Atelier. They imply
an attitude and an outlook from which no
sound designer lias anything to fear; but also
one from whicli meretricious work, be it by
one on the last pinnacle of eminence or the
height of some popular fashion, can hope
only that its ruthless dissection may be
tenipfjred by a cliaritable, if contemptuous,
regard for the conditions under which it is

done. The matter is turned over and over,
and anyone who advances an opinion must
give also his reason, chapter and verse, in

its support. In the Atelier, at least, the day
is done with—indeed, it never was—when an
opinion or personal preference passed as a

decision of weight. A judgment there must
be free and reasoned if it is to count at all.

The basic tenets of the Atelier arc simple
enougli and applicable to all building and to
all styles. The necessity the promoters were

under of going to Paris in tlie first instance
for their model of procedure does not imply
that we hold any brief for the French or
Beaux Arts style of design, and, as a matter
of fact, that style is very little practised.
From the French methods of making,
rendering, and presenting a drawing we have
learned, and are learning, much. These
methods are chiefly helpful in the direction
of speed, in order to leave the maximum time
for study, and have no necessary connection
with design. But so far as external design
itself is concerned, we find that Englisli or
Classic models are generally preferred.
Apart from the method of presentation

—

which, after all, is of minor importance

—

what has been gained from Paris is the lesson
wliicli France is always prepared to tench
the whole world in almost any line of
endeavour. And that is the effort, and
eventually the habit, of approaching every
problem in a reasonable fashion, working
from premises which are known towards the
ultimate and definite solution.

Now the promoters feel sufliciently strong
to run the second Atelier without any direct
aid from France. Certain modifications will
be made in accordance with the experience
gained. Arrangements must be contrived, in
so far as it be possible, to meet the con-
ditions of London, which differ widely from
those prevailing in Paris. For instance,
a very substantial reduction in tlie fees i.^

contemplated. Signs are not wanting also
that the architectural world in London is

altering some of its views to meet the
Ateliers. The modifications in the educational
side are already marked. They form the best
possible commendation of the lead we have
given. We look upon the efforts wliicii are
being made to follow our example witli

feelings of pleasure and hopes for tlieir

success.

These hopes are not solely altruistic, as at
first sight they may appear to be. Those
who were responsible for the inauguration of
the movement have, from the first, realised
that one Atelier, working away alone, cannot
do all that an Atelier should, cannot fully

display the strength of the method. For the
root idea of an Atelier is that its members
shall work together on, and take a proud
interest in, the products of the Atelier as a
whole, rather than tliat each member should
work separately for bis own band. In this

way some counteraction to the exaggerated
individualism in design, which is our bane
in England, is set in motion, and a man
learns early to work with others, as, sooner
or later, in architecture, at any rate, if he is

to do permanent work, lie must.
The work of the coming year should, there-

fore, prove exceptionally interesting, especi-
ally to working members. The Atelier
method is now really to start, with all its

essential parts; two, or more. Ateliers, com-
peting under a common jury; two, or more,
teams under a common referee. 'I'here is

nothing un-English in this. We shall see

indeed if men on this side of the Channel
cannot pull tiDgether in the Ateliers as well

as they contrive to do in any other direction

m which they really try.

THE R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.
The Preliminary Examination, qualifying

for registration as Probationer R.I.B.A, was
held in London and nine provincial cities on
.lune 16 and 17. Of the 150 candidates ad-

mitted, forty one were exempted from
sitting, and the remaining 109 examined,
with the result that eighty-seven passed and
twenty-two were relegated to their studies.

The passed and exempted candidates,

totalling 128 altogether, are as follows:—
Cyril Eihvarii .4hhctt. Gilbert Leonard Appleton.

Doiigla'; Gordon Armstron::. Harold ICdward As?er,

Morri> Bader Walter Barton. Albert Bcasley.

riayton Mollat BenMey. Tom Blakeley. Howard
Gilbert Boiilton. Leslie .lohn Bown. Kric Wcri^ley

BragR. Faith Brooke. Frank Collin Drown. Bruce

Burse. .Alfred Vincent Putney Burr. William

Frederick Cale. David Arthur Carniichacl. Honald
Oundry Carnall. Harold Bertram Challen. George

Stanley Chester. Benjamin Bernard Chevalier.

Lionel' Clement Erskine Clark. Henry Frederick

Clarke. John .tames Collins. Ernest Cormier. Alex-

ander Cullen, Murdoch Currie. Arthur Edwin David-

son. John Davies. John Alfred Deplcdce. Horace

George Dolman. Thom.is William Dowsctt. Itobcrt
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Banc.-oft Duiikerley. Nicholas John Durant. Leslie
Marriott Eiirle, Kalph Victor Hastman. Albert Edjjar
Kberliii. Harold William Edwards. Thomas John
Evans. William Cecil Evans, liric George Felcate.
.\irred Stockley Foster. .Albert Itobert Fo.\. Harold
Grilliths. Ueginald Thomas Grummant. Fraiiklyn
Leslie Halliday. Charles Kcnd.ill Hanson. Frederick
Claude Smith Harrison. John Hollidav HauRhan.
Edward Taylor Heath. JIark Oliver Hill. I'crci\al
Theodore Hiarn =

. Clitlord Evans Holman. Felix
Holt. To|iham IJeclier Uabridi;ecourt Hough. James
Houston. Cynl E«art Howard. William liiirrows
Clement Hunkin. Norman Stuart Hunt. Harry Jack-
man. Harold Thomas Jackson. Francis Kavinond
James. William Peterson James. Frank Eilward
Jell'eries. Harold Jones. Hume Victor Kerr. Edgar
Graham Kiralfy. Albert Leslie Knott. Frank Henry
Lailgley. Horatio Edward Arthur Larklli. Edgar
George Lathan. Edward Price Lavender. Alfred
Drysdale Lewis. Archibald Ernest Lewis. Henry
Thelwell Lloyd. Charles Hoy Lynam. Matthew j".

Lynch. Kichard James JIa»ev, Cyril Jack Mead.
Clilforil Kdmuiid iMee, Bernard Alexander Miller.
William Morris. Harold Leggett Mullctt. Cecil Jack
Noke. Edward James Nutt. Arthur Trevor Owen.
Montague William Padget. Edwin Pallctt. Denis
Hele Parrott. William Paulden. Leslie Frederick
Phelps. Edttin Phillips. Aston Charles Pickford.
Douglas Horace Seliin Pitcher. Edward James Potter.
John William Anderson Pyper. James Kcdfcrii.
Stanley liecves. Frederico Peixa v Garcia del llusto
.lohn Eric Reynolds. Charles William Victor
Itobertson. lionald Chard lioseveare. Charles Douglas
St. Leger. Bernard Cecil Seneviratne. Leonard Sen-
yard. William Arthur Shannon. Archibald Arthur
Simpson. Eric Hayward Skipper. Lamhcrtus Louis
Theodor Sloot. Alfred Ewart Smith. Ernest Morris
Smith. Thomas Steen. Harold Kooksbv Steele. Ernest
Albert Strcainelil. John Stuart Teasdale. John
Thomas. Harold Warwick Thompson. Wilfrid Twiss.
Michael Theodore Waterhouse, B.A. Ovon Francis
Howard Hippcrsley Webb. Harold licmiiigtoii
Wheatley. Guy Charlton Wilkins. Harold Douglas
Williams. Herbert Trevor Bailev Williams Arllmr
Wilson. Harry Ernest Wilson. }larry Wilson Won.l.

The Intermediate E.taminatioii, qualifying
for registration as Student R.I.B.A., "was
lield from June 12 to 19. Eighty-one candi-
dates were examined, of whom forty-seven
passed and thirty-four were relegated". The
passed candidates are as follows, the names
being given in order ~of merit as placed by
the Board :

—
Austen St. U. Harrison. Thomas Itaysoii. Fram is

Milton Cashmoie. Norman Pristo Keep. Willi,im
James Watt. Nc\ille Wviine Jones. Leslie Archj-
liald Norris. Wilfrid Bernard Oostling. Henry )iar-
tholomew Tnnnard. George Sab.-i Shiher. John
James Douglas Burt. Leonard Foster. Thomas
Smith Shearer. James Itobert Blake. Wilfred Henry
Harris. Thomas Moss Bridge. Joseph D.ivson
<!ordon. Edgar Lyiie, jiin. James Monteith McLean
John Adams Webb. Norman Arthur Blackburn
Joseph Ilushbrooke Keyte. George Vyvyall Spiirway
Frederick Wentworth Turner. H.irold Morgan Lewis
.Tohn Stewart Thomson. Richard Ross Neelv. George
Bevan. jun. Harry St. John Harrison. " Thomas
Wilham Vivian JIay. Horace Bcaverstock. John
Nelson Jlereditli. P.euben Walter Carev. Francis
Eric Gooder. Leonard Hevwood. Charles Allen
Hinton. William Donald Key. John Gonlon
McBeath. Ion Bcresford Pile. Clement Lawrence
Pope. William Carter Preston. Percy Willi
Ilollin. Lester Howard Saere. Norman Woodfonl
Slater. Harley C'lrence Victor Strickland. Albert
stringer Tanner. James Bernard Millard Walch.

The number of failures among the rele-
gateil candidates in each subject of the Inter-
mediate Examination was as follows:—
A. Principal Styles and General History of

Architecture '
,5

B. ]. Simple Applied Construction 18
B. 2. Theoretical Construction 14
C. 1, Historical Architecture :

—
(a) Greek and Roman 1
(6) Byzantine and Eoinanesque —
(c) French and English Gothic 3
(r?) Italian, French, and English Re-

naissance 1
C. 2. Mathematics and Mechanics —
C. 3. Design 22

The following Probationers possessing the
certificates required under the regulations
were exempted from the Intermediate
Examination, and have been registered as
Students, viz. :

-

Howard Dennis Archer. Thomas Braddcck. Da\id
Arthur Carmichael. Edward Robinson Feriliiiaiido
Cole. Ernest Cormier. Arthur Edwin Davidson
Harold John Hugb Dieksec. Thomas Willi;im Dow-
sett. William Harkess. Bernard Alexander iMillcr.
Itobert Ainslie Threadgold. Arthur Wilson.

The Final and Special Examinations,
qualifying for candidature as Associate
R.I. B.A. , were held in London from June 25
to July 3. Of the ninety-one candidates
e.xamined. forty-five passed, and tlie remaiii-
iiig forty-six were relegated. The successful
candidates, given in alphabetical order, were
as follows ;

—

Richard Anderton. Richard Alfred llaibcr lUr
?.?M.

I^h''liPi^ Bryant. Andrew Stuart Burnett. Genre
Wilfred Calleuder. Kenneth Cameron. Walter
Llewellyn Clark. Harold Thoresby Cooksey. Colin
Addison Dickeson. Edward Harold Montague Ebbs.

Joseph Charles Fowell. William Hubert Gnduin.
William Holgato Harrison. Frank Heanie, .Limes
Hembrow. Ernest James Hickman. Percy Howaril.
Basil Hughes. William John Isaac. ICric Rawlstone
Jarrett. Bernard Jessop. Albert Frederick Kaltcn-
hach. Frederick Lawrence Kruckenberg. Godfrey
Hortoii Ledger. William Leonard Hogliurst Leech.
James Macgregor. Ebenezer James MacRae. Egerton
Alwyn Lawer Martyn. Stanley Russell Miller.
.\bdulla Bhaiigi Peerniahomed. Tliomas Liilf Perkins.
Richard Manning Haig Philp. Gcolfrcy William
Ridley. Cedric Gurncy Riple>. Horace ICdwin
Rolley. Arnold Silcock. Charles Ernest Stafford.
Gerald Stanley. Herbert Samuel Taylor. James
Osbert Thompson. Gilbert George Leo fyte, Harold
Gerard Waddington. Percival Slilchell Ware.
Charles Taj lor Whiteley. Arthur Jackson Wood.

The number of failures among the rele-

gated candidates in each subject of the Final
Examination was as follows:

—

A. Design 32
B. Construction :

—

(1) Foundations, Walls, Roofs, &c 27
(2) Iron and Steel 35

C. Hygiene 21
D. Properties and Uses of Building Materials 11
E. The Ordinary Practice of Architecture ... 20
F. TheThesis 2

Every candidate for the Final Examina-
tion is required to submit among his Testi-
monies of Study a thesis showing advanced
and individual w-ork in one only of the fol-

lowing subjects ;—|l) Historical Architec-
ture; (2) Science, as applied to Building; (3)

Design, including Decoration. The thesis,
which may be either an illustrated essay or
a design with a detailed report, is assessed
by examiners specially appointed for the
purpose, who also examine the candidate
orally in his thesis. Since this regulation
came into force, the following candidates
have obtained distinction in their theses on
the subjects indicated below- :

—

December. 1912.— William Godfrey Newton: " The
Contribution of Imperial Rome to Arcliitcctur;il De-
velopment." William George Thorns: Working
Drawings of a Factory, with all construction and
details fully worked out. stress diagrams and calcu-
lations, and a detailed and comprehensive report
thereon. June. 1!)13.—Joseph Hill: The Gothic
Towers of England." William Wilson Niinmo: "The
Mcdia-val Spires of England, their Design and Con-
struction." December. ISIS. — William Wallace
Friskin: "The Problem of Reverberation in Build-
ings." Harry Beckett Swift Gibbs: "The Life and
Work of James Gibbs, Architect." Henry Birkett
Leighton :

" Electricity and its Application to Build-
ings." William Paterson: "The Growth and De-
velopment of the Media'val House." June. lOH.—
.fames Osbert Thompson: "Elementary Education
and Physical Culture."

<i»
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At the very close of the protracted meeting
of the Council on Tuesday, the last to be
held before the recess, the Special Elec-
tricity Committee presented a report based
upon the one proposed by Messrs. Merz and
McLellan in Mareli last, and recommended
the promotion by the Council of a Bill next
session to establish a fresh undertaking and
a fresh authority for the purpose of con-
trolling its operations, which would, if

sanctioned, be actually carried out by a
private company. The Committee considered
that for the supply to tlu county town of

London a new electricity authority is pre-
ferable, consisting of but thirty-one members,
of whom the majority would represent
the London County Council, and the rest

the neighbouring county councils and
county boroughs. The new authority will be
empowered by Parliament to set up a new
undertaking with a tw'o-fold object:— (1)

The gradual establishment of large

generating stations down the river, from
which supplies in bulk will be given to such
existing undertakings as wish it. (2) The
right to acquire by agreement existing

undertakings, whether municipal or
company, and combine them so as gradually
to bring about one unified scheme. It is

proposed that the electricity authority or its

constituent bodies should share in tlie profits

of the undertaking, and be liable to make
good any loss out of the rates. It is pro-

posed that two-thirds of the capital for the

new works should be found by the electricity

authority, and the whole of the money for

the purchase of the existing concerns by this

central authority, the remainder to be found
iiy the company to whom the mniiagcmriit of

the undertaking would be handed over for

a period of fifty years. To insure continuous
control, the appointment of a statutory

technical committee is recommended, a
more or less permanent body which will be
responsible for seeing that the operations
of the company are technically sound, and
that the money allocated to it is properly
spent. The public authority, however,
retains the final control of all funds voted
by it. The committee, it is suggested,
should consist of the chairman of the
authority (ex officio), the engineer of the
authority, the financial adviser to the
authority, and an outside member appointed
by the Board of Trade. The area to be
covered is 9G4 square miles, with a popula-
tion of TJ millions. It contains seventy
existing undertakings, and about eighty
electric generating stations; 60 per cent, of
the electricity sold in this area is at present
produced within the county of London. After
a short discussion the reception of the report
was, by consent, postponed until after the
recess.

The Highways Committee recommended
the Council to put 111 hand the construction
of a connecting double line of electric tram-
ways between Lea-green and Eltham
directly Parliamentary sanction is obtained
under the Bill which has now passed both
Houses; to reconstruct the trackwork of the
tramways in Burdett-road, etc., from West
India Docks to Penshurst-road, and to pro-
vide an additional weather shelter on the
Embankment at Blackfriars Bridge. These
recommendations were agreed to.

The Council considered a recommendation
of the Establishment Committee to the effect
that, the terms of the contract notwith-
standing, payments in advance be made to
Messrs. Holland and Hannen and Cubitts.the
contractors for the building of the new-
County Hall, in respect of materials delivered
on the site but not fixed. The committee
thought it desirable that such advances
should be made, having regard to the
abnormal demands which would obtain when
tlie present labour dispute in the building
trade was settled, to the delay which might
arise if the material worked specially for
the new County Hall was not delivered by
the time by which it was required, and to
the possibility of the sub - contractors
suspending their operations on work relating
to the new County Hall. Mr. E. R.
Debenham, the chairman of the committee,
said that those who would receive the money
would be, through the contractors, those sub-
contractors outside London who had no
dispute with their workmen,—Mr. J, D.
Gilbert, who moved that the recommendation
be referred back, asked for an explanation
of this statement, in view of the fact that
the Council had decided that the stone should
be worked in London,—Mr, Jesson seconded.
— Mr. Debenham stated that no payment
would be made for any work ilone in London,
except to the (luarryman for having the stone
worked up in London, as stipulated, and
Mr. I. Salmon said that the undertaking that
the stone should be so worked had been faith-

fully kept. After further discussion as to

whether in doing as proposed the Council
would be "taking sides" in the dispute, the
reference back was defeated, on a di\ision,

by 67 votes to -{2, and the recommeiid:ition
approved.

Messrs. W. E. Blake and Co.. Ltd.. of

Fulham. having given an assurance of their

preparedness to comply with the require-

ments of the Council in respect of rates of

pay and conditions of labour, their tender
for the construction of the new Sessions
House at Newington. witliin a period of

twenty-one months, has, it was reported,

been accepted.
The Council having last week decided toi

undertake, at an estimated cost of £8,000,

the widening of Grove-road, Bcthnal Green,
between Wennington-road and the north sid^

of the bridge carrying Grove-road over the

Hertford Union canal, the Improveineiits

Committee now stated thai it is very desir-

able that there should be no delay in thfi

execution of the inipnnement, and they

accordingly recomniended that tenders should-

be invited from selected firms for the recon-

struction ill reinforced concrete of this

bridge, and for the execution of pavijig

works in Grove-road. The same Committee
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recommended approval of the leasing, at

£8,750 a year, of a site on the west side of

Kinssway at its junction with Aldwych. llie

site has an area of about 23,230 square feet

and frontages to Kingsway and Aldwych

of about '253ft., to Drnry-lane of about

114ft., and to Kean-street of about 121ft

Thev further advised the approval of

dravnngs for a branch bank to be erected at

the corner of Kingsland High-street and

Dalston-lane for the London and South-

western Banking Co., Ltd. The elevations

will be in Carrara ware, with a granite

The Building Act Committee recom-

mended that application be made to Parlia-

ment in the session of 1915 for an amend-

ment of the London Building Act of 1894

section 122, in order to provide that it s uill

not be lawful for any person, upon land ot

which the surface is below the level of the

highest tide, and which is so situate as not

to admit of being efficiently drained at all

times by gravitation into an existing sewer

of the Council, to erect any building except

with the permission of the Council, and

subject to, and in accordance with, such

reflations as the Council may from time to

tin"e prescribe with reference to the erection

of buildings on such land. This would make

the section applicable to all buildings and to

the area between the highest tide, instead

of, as at present, only to the area below tlie

level of Trinity high-water mark.

An interim report on the question of the

playgrounds of new and existing schools

was made by the Education Committee,

.arising out of the recent report on play-

grounds of the Departmental Committee of

tlie Board ot Education. The Council s

Committee recommended :—

(a) That the Council concurs in the followins

recommendations of the Departmental Committee of

the Board of Education on ria)Krouiids:-Nfu

Schools.-O.) The shape of the playRrounds should

be more carefully scrutinised, and passases. fore-

/;oiirt,s etc., should not be counted as formnis part

of the minimum space required, (n.) (a) lixcepl in

-very small schools, playgrounds should be separate

for boys and girls, (b) The playgrounds for R'r = ""d

iiitants need not be separated, (v.) That—(a) Wliere

a site is expensive (regard being had to the price

of land and the resources of the authority), the

Board may accept a playground below the measure-

ments specilled in section iv. (a) and (b) below, (h)

The precise degree of reduction from this standard

ShaH' be decided on the merits of each case, but in

i\i case shall the reduction bring the playground

below the measurement specified in section iii. (a)

and (b). (b) That the playground areas set out in

the f(dIowing recommendations Ciii- and iv.) of the

Departmental Committee on Playgrounds be taken

as the standard in the case ot new schools— (iii.)

Where other provision is made for games—(a) Kach
undivided playground for 200 children and upwards
should provide—(i.) 20sq.lt. for each older child, (ii.)

16sq.ft. for each infant, (b) Each undivided play-

ground for less than 200 children should provide

S.OOOsq.ft. together with—(i.) lOsq.ft. for each older

child, (ii.) Osq.ft. for each infant, (iv.) Where no
other provision is made for games—(a) Each un-

divided playground for 200 children and upwards
should provide-(i.) SOrsq.ft. for each older child, (ii.)

lUsq.ft. for each infant, (b) Each undivided play-

ground for less than 200 children should provide
2,noOsq.ft., together with—(i.) ZOsq.ft. for each older

child, (ii.) esq. ft. for each infant. Existinq schools.
—(c) That, in view of the fact that the Board of

Education do not propose to depart from their

present practice in regard to playground areas in

existing schools', the Council do make no change
in its present practice of considering the case of
each school on its merits. General.—(d) That, pro-
vided that the question of roof playgrounds is con-
sidered on its merits in each particular case the
Council concurs in the following recommendation of
the Departmental Committee of the Board of Edu-
cation on Playgrounds—(x.) .\ roof playground should
he accepted, and if it covers virtually the whole of
the building should be regarded as satisfying the
requirements of the children, other than infants
occujiying one flotir.

The Council decided, after some discussion,

that application be made to Parliament for
authority to lease land with frontages to im-
portant thoroHKhfares when such lands had
to be acquired us part of an estate, the
remainder of which the Council may decide
to acquire and dedicate for use as a public
open space.

Asked whether it was a fact that the
inirchnsers of the Duke of Bedford's estate

had olTered to sell th" whole or part of it to

tlie Council, Mr. Andrew Taylor informed
the Council that the purchasers had sub-

mitted proposals with regard to the estate,

but the Improvements and Public Control
Committee had recommended the Council
liot to purchase any part of the property.

BUILDER S' BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The sixty-seventh annual general meeting

of the Builders' Benevolent Institution was

held at Koh-i-Noor House, Kingsway, W.C,
at 4 p.m. on Wednesday, July 22. Mr.

Frederick Shingleton, M.V.O. (president) was

in the chair. The annual report and audited

accounts for the year ending July 7, 1914,

were read and approved. The following

elections took place :—President :
Mr. George

R Holland (Messrs. Holland and Hannen

and W. Cubitt's, Ltd.). Treasurer: Mr.

Frank May, J. P. (Messrs. Holland and

Hannen and W. Cubitt's, Ltd.)

The following members of the committee

retired by rota and were re-elected :
Sir

John Mowlem Burt, J.P. ; Mr. J. Car-

michael, J.P. ; Mr. A. B. H. Colls, Mr. F. J.

Dove Mr. W. Downs, Mr. Edmond J. Hill,

Mr. Fredk. Higgs, Mr. R. J. Holliday, Mr.

Frank M. May, Mr. L. C. Randall, Mr. E.

S. Rider. Mr. T. F. Rider, Mr. Thos.

Stirling, Col. G. Haward Trollope, V.D.
;

and Mr. Hubert S. Ward, F.C.A.

Hon. Auditors: Mr. John T. Bolduig and

Mr. Hubert S. Ward, F.C.A.
Additional Trustess : Mr. George R.

Holland (Messrs. Holland and Hannen and

W. Cubitt's, Ltd.), Mr. H. Arthur Bartlett

(Messrs. Perry and Co., Bow, Ltd.), Mr. A.

B. H. Colls (Messrs. Trollope and Sons and

Colls and Sons, Ltd.), Mr. J. W. Chessum,

J.P. (Mesrs. J. Chessum and Sons).

Various alterations were made in the rules

of the institution.

RESEARCH WORK ON WATER
EXAMINATION.

At the meeting on Friday of the Metro-

politan Water Board the Water Examination

Committee stated that they received an ex-

haustive report prepared by the Director of

Water Examination respecting the work
carried out at the Board's" laboratory during

the twelve months ended March 31, 1914.

This report, the tenth by the director,

appears, the committee add, to be not only

of scientific interest, but of great practical

importance. The report deals with seven

subjects: — (i.) Search for pathogenic

microbes in river water and sewage. The
director's long-continued researches lead him
to conclude that the typhoid bacillus cannot

bo uniformly present in raw river Thames
water in the proportion of 1 typhoid bacillus

per 9 c.c. of water. This is an important con-

clusion, because it can be shown by other tests

that the river water is purified at least 1,000

times before delivery to consumers. As

regards sewage, the director has shown that

the typhoid bacillus cannot be uniformly

present in the proportion of 1 typhoid bacillus

per 0.00066 c.c. of sewage. Now, 0.000G6 c.c

of sewage contains 704 excremental bacteria,

which is about the number present in 17 c.c.

of river Thames water, and, as previously

noted, the river water is purified at least

1,000 times before delivery to consumers.

(ii.) Methods for the isolation of the typhoid

bacillus. Bacteriologists are constantly

searching for some method enabling them to

isolate with ease and certainty the typhoid

bacillus from infected materials. The
director has instituted a critical comparison

between the (1) direct malachite green solid.

(2) indirect liquid oxgall, and (3) indirect

liquid brilliant green methods. He has

obtained far the best results by the first

method, which is the one he himself has

used for a number of years, (iii.) Influence ot

temperature on the vitality of the typhoid

bacillus. The director has carefully repeated

his previous experiments, and confirms the

view ho has already expressed—namely, that

the typhoid bacillus lives nuich longer in very

cold "water than in water at summer tem-

peratures. Adequate storage of river water

would thus seem to be of special importance

during the five cold months of the year

(January, February, March, November, and

December). (iv.) Study of streptococci in

excremental matters, 'fhe director was the

first to advocate the use of the streptococcus

in the examination of waters. Since then

(18981 9 great deal of work has been done on

the subject, and recently American bacterio-

logists have been seeking to show that human

excremental matter can be distinguished

from the dung of the lower animals by the

streptococcus test, used quantitatively. The

director has investigated these claims in an

exhaustive research ; but the matter is of so

highly technical a character that the report

itself must be consulted in order to appre-

ciate the significance of his conclusions.

(v.) The value of storage. There are few

persons who still remain in doubt as to the

value of storage; but the exact reason why

stored waters are so much safer than raw

waters is matter for speculative inquiry.

The director supports the devitalisatioii

theory, and does not consider that purely

physical, mechanical, or chemical changes

suffice to explain the observed phenomena,

(vi ) Lime as a bactericidal agent. The

authorities in charge of the Columbus (Ohio)

Water Purification Works have already

taken advantage of the information set forth

in the director's eighth research report to

improve the efficiency of their plant. The

director shows that if their results and con-

clusions are read in a broad and tolerant

spirit they afford valuable confirmatory

evidence of the correctness of his original in-

vestigations, (vii.) Vitality ot the cholera

vibrio outside the animal body. In con-

clusion the director shows that Greig 8

researches in India amply corroborate his

own "findings" as regards the typhoid

bacillus.
.^

HOUSE-BUILDING IN BRISTOL.

LESSENING STRUCTURAL COST.

The Bristol sanitary committee arrived at

an important decision on July 23, on a point

that will affect house-building in that city,

and will mean a saving in initial cost and

in subsequent expense due to repairing roof-

leakage. Under the Improvement Act,

Bristol possesses special local powers, and

by enforcing one provision ot that measure

the civic authorities have hitherto required

each house to be divided from its neighbour

by carrying up the party-wall above the tiles

o"r slates. In future these projecting wa Is

or parapets will not be insisted upon, the

matter arose, says the Wcslcrti Daihj Press,

on the following report read by the clerk,

Mr. Wise:

—

"With reference to the housing scheme

now being considered by the housing of the

working-classes sub - committee, drawings

have been submitted by the city valuer, in

which parapet walls (required under

Section 35 of the Bristol Improvement Act)

have been omitted, and the attention of the

sub-committee has been called to this, and

a statement made that, it the sanitary and

improvement committee insist on the pro-

vision of these parapet walls, the cost of

building at Parson-street, where it is pro-

posed to build 136 houses, would be increased

by £800, and, at Stapleton-road, where the

n'ninber proposed is 115, by £450. In

November, 1904, the Bristol Society of

Architects petitioned your committee to

repeal the clause in the Improvement Act

referred to above, and in February, 1905, the

late city engineer reported the results

of inqui'ries he had made on this subject

from thirty-nine local authorities of the

largest towiis in England, which showed there

was a growing tendency to omit parapets oil

domestic buildings under 35ft. in height, but

to require them on warehouses and factories,

and he recommended that clause 35 should

be so amended as to read, after the word

' building '
:
—

An.l it be enacted that all Bcparate side »a"f "J
1*^^^

walls Blmll he well and closely lined up to the uude "de

„f the slates upon the i-oofs of the '^."i'<>«;Kf;
»»''

'Xes
nil d.miestic Inuldin-s under :J5ft. in height, the sl»tes

tiles, or other ineombuBtil.Io '"ot ^^''""K shall Ue

nn.perlv and solidly bedded m mortar o'' cement on the

o,, of »ucb wall : but as to domestic bnddmgs J.tt ami

invarcU in height and, as to all public buddingc,

rpels places'ofwovship, breweries, distilleiies manu-

factories, and warehouses, proper parapets of the figM
and thickness as specified for party walls shall be bmlt

on such Bide walls or party walls.

"Your committee, however, decided that

it was not desirable to go to Parliament for

pnwer'= to amend the Improvement Act.
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Rough elevations have been supplied by the

city valuer, but before going further the
sub-committee ask for your committee's
decision on the point.- Your engineer sees

no great objection to the omission of the

parapet walls, provided the party-walls are

carried right up to the underside of the tiles
; ;

but, of course, if this is allowed in the present
ease it will be very difficult for your com-
mittee to enforce their provision in the case

of private buildings."

The chairman of the committee (Alderman
Lloyd) asked Mr, Wise to explain the legal

position.

Mr. Wise said ha did not recommend the

committee, if they thought these parapets
should be done away with, to attempt to

get the Bristol Improvement Act altered ni

Parliament. That was a question they had
j

considered on many occasions ; but owing to
j

the fact that powers were given by that Act
which would not now probably be granted,
the effect of going to Parliament to do away
with one provision would be that their

powers in other directions would be taken
away. He thought, however, they need not
let the provision stand in the way. If the

conclusion, as a matter of policy, was that

these parapets should not be required in

cases of buildings of small height, treating

everyone and the public alike, lie thought
they might waive the provision.

Mr. Coole said he was greatly in favour of

the suggestion that the parapets should not
be insisted upon. For years in St. George
they did not enforce them, but when St.

George was brought into Bristol in 1897 new
houses were required to have these walls

carried up. He hoped if they did anything
at all it would not be for a particular com-
mittee, but for the public at large. i

The Chairman said he could not conceive
they would favour a committee of the council
and not the general public. If they
consented to this, builders must know, and
must be allowed to do exactly what they
were doing as a corporation.
Mr. King asked if the change proposed was

not better for the tenant?
The Chairman: You could not have a

better authority than Mr. Coole.
Mr. Coole replied that the houses wei'e

better without the parapets, there being less

liability to leakages.
The Sheriff (Mr. C'ottam Castle) suggested

that parapets had an advantage in case of

fire.

Mr. Forestier Walker said it was un-
questionably a fact that insisting on the
erection of these parapet walls prevented

hundreds of houses going up at Avonmouth.
The extra walls made a difference to tiie

builders, and prevented houses being erected.

Mr. Thorne gave it as his experience that
there was less trouble of leakage without
parapets.
Mr. Dowling supported the proposal to

omit parapets, providing the tiles came down
on the wall.

The Chairman remarked that the tiles or
slates would have to be cemented to the top

of the wall.

Mr. Coole moved that the construction of

these walls be not insisted on.

Mr. Mag!,'s seconded this. He asked, seeing
the committee were so unanimous about this

thing, was it not strange the thing should
have been allowed to go on so long?
The Chairman : We grow in knowledge.

You agree with what the late engineer
recommended, that this exemption should
apply to domestic houses of a certain height,

while power is still retained to deal with
factories and other buildings of large height.

The resolution, framed on the lines

suggested by the chairman, was unanimously
carried. ••

:

THE BRISTOL GENERAL HOSPITAL
EXTENSIONS.

The new wing of the Bristol General
Hospital, opened on Monday last, has been
erected at a cost of £40,000. The architects

are Messrs. Oatley and Lawrence, of Bristol.

Provision is made for a female ward with
sun balcony facing south; a maternity ward,
for the reception of the very poor in difficult

cases, and a new dental department, which
has hitherto been carried on at Colston-
parade. The maternity ward contains twelve
beds, and the female medical ward twenty-

five beds. The building also includes accom-
modation for resident medical staff,

registrar's room, accommodation for lady

students, and additional bedrooms for

nurses, as well as dining-halls for nurses and
the sisters. In coiniection with the medical
ward there is also a new clinical laboratory.

The garden roof is a feature that will be

nuicli appreciated by those who are con-

cerned in the work of the hospital. The
builders were Messrs. W. Cowlin and Sons.

The position of the wing could scarcely be

bettered. It affords uninterrupted siuisliine

and air, and has an excellent outlook. On
the basement floor are placed : The dental

department, containing an entrance from
Commercial road

;
porter's room; two

surgeries; recovery-room; conversation-

room, arranged for eight chairs, in the first

instance, with space for increasing the

number to twelve or more when required ;

also a workroom and offices; dining-room
accommodation for sisters and nurses and
also for laundrymaids ; new laundry, con-

sisting of receiving-rooms, washhouse,
drying department, with the ordinary modern
dry-closet system, through which hot air is

blown by an electrically-driven fan, also a

place for the slower drying of woollens

;

finishing-room, airing-room, and room for

sorting and packing. On the ground floor

are six suites of private sitting-rooms and
bedrooms for resident officers; officer's

smoking- and common rooms ; mess-rooms for

men students and lady students, and also for

the matron and assistant matron
;

private

room for the visiting staff; registrar's room,
and sundry offices. The first floor is

devoted to women's medical twenty-five bed
unit, comprising a ward of twenty-two beds
with sun balcony at the south end ; one
single-bed ward, and one two-bed ward;
sister's room ; ward-kitchen ; larder, and the

necessary rooms for sorting linen and
patients' clothes; also a sanitary wing con-

taining the usual equipment. The second
floor is another twenty-five-bed unit, as it is

capable of being converted so as to provide

accommodation practically identical with

that on the first floor, but it is now arranged
as a maternity ward for twelve beds— ten in

a large ward and two in a separate ward.
It contains a day-room, which room can
serve a double purpose, it being possible to

wheel the babies' cots into it at night. At
the south end is an open-air balcony large

enough to contain all the beds if desired.

The administrative portion of the ward is

much the same as on the floor below, but
contains a room for washing the babies, an
operating-room, a room where patients may
change and bathe upon arri\al. and also a
ehanging-room for the surgical staff. On the

roof of the ward is a garden or airing-

ground for the women patients. A fire-

escape staircase is provided at the southern

end of the ward communicating from the,

roof-garden and from each floor level to the

jrouiid. At third floor level the nurses'

sleeping accofnmodation has been oxtcnded

by the provision of twenty-two additionlil

rooms. The building is constructed of ferro-.

concrete. It staruls on concrete pillars

carried down to the rock, which lies at n

depth of about 30ft. below the ground, and

the construction is arranged so that, for the

most part, it would be possible to clear away,

all the internal partitions and build others in,
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new positions witliout in .iny way ijiter-

fering with the main construction of the

building. The heating is by lowpi-essure

liot-water, the circulation being accelerated

by means of e!ectrically-dri\cii pumps. In

the large wards the warming is supplemented
by open fires in the centre of the floor. A
water-softening plant has been provided
having a capacity of 1.000 gallons per hour.

The softened water is used for the hot-water

supply, laundry purposes, and boiler-feed

make-up. It is estimated that the introauc

tion of this plant will save something like

50 per cent, in the cost of soap and 35 per

cent, in the cost of soda. The new patho-

logical department has been erected on land

behind the museum.
-^t^

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
BUILDING TRADES EMPLOYERS.

The Cardiff Meeting.

[from our own reporter.]

When the delegates to the half-yearly

meeting of the National Federation of Build-

ing Trades Employers of Great Britain and
Ireland met, at Cardiff, on Wednesday morn-
ing, they read, with prolonged cheering, the

result of the ballot of the members, and
unanimously adopted the recommendation of

the Executive Council to declare a lock-out of

the operatives of the 12 unions which remain
obdurate in the London dispute, unless they
come to a settlement with the masters on or
beforo August 15. This ultimatum was
posted to tho Secretaries of the various
unions on Tuesday night.

The result of the ballot was;

—

For lock-out 7,319 votes
Against lock out ... 1,739 votes

Majority for ... 5,580

The delegates, therefore, entered the con
ference with full knowledge of the figures,

but there remained a feeling of expectancy
and anxiety as to wliat the recommendation
of the Executive Council would be in face of
that result. Mr. William Thomas, of Cardiff,
the year's president, presided over an un-
usually large attendance, representative of

the whole Kingdom, and they possessed them-
selves in patience during the official welcome
given by the Federation to the City by the
Lord Mayor (Alderman James Robinson),
who was thanked on the proposition of the
president, seconded by Alderman Jessop
(Huddersfield). and supported by Alderman
Bowen (Birmingham).
The Secretary (Mr. A. G. White) then nad

the report of the Executive Council as fol-

lows :
—

The E.\ecutive Council adopted the report
of the Administrative Committee on the
result of the ballot for a lock-out. which was:
7,319 votes !n: and 1,739 against. (Loud
cheers.) It despatched the following
ultimatum to Executives of the general
unions or trades which are still obdurate:—
Dear Sir. -1 am instructed to give von notice that

iiuless the present iliBpute in London is brought to an
eud so far as your society is concerned on or before
AufTust 15 next, this Federation will i^sue instructions
lor an immediate lock-out of the members of your
bociety.

Whilst this Federation regrets that any such course is
necessary, I am desired to point out that this action has
become imperative in consequence of all reasonable sup-
gestiona for a settlement put forward by the accredited
representatives of the employers and operatives havin^^
been rejected by the London operatives, althouKb
accepted by the London emplnyers.
This Federation has always recognised and appreciated

the general, loyal observance of agreements by your
society throughout the provinces

; but it is obvious that
if a section of your society in London can successfully
break agreements that have been entered into, after ail
formal reqnirements on either side have been complied
with, and can receive the support of the provinces, then
no agreements throughout the country will any longer
be a safeguard to the trade.—Yours faithfully,

A. G. WHITE (Secretaryl.

UNIONS CONCERNED.

The Secretary added that the last para-
graph of the ultimatum had been omitted
from the communication sent to the last four
societies in the following list, because they
had no rules previous to the dispute. The
names of the societies were: The National
Association of Operative Plasterers, the
Operative Bricklayers' Seciety (London

Order), the Amalgamated Society of Car-
penters and Joiners, the General Union of

Carpenters and Joiners, the United Opera-
tive Plumbers' Association, the London
Plumbers' Society, the National Union of

Operative Heating and Domestic Engineers,

the United Builders' Labourers' Union, the

National Union of Gasworkers and General
Labourers; Navvies', Builders' Labourers',

and General Labourers' Union ; the United
Order of General Labourers of London, and
the Nationa! Amalgamated Society of Opera-
tive House and Ship Painters and Decora
tors.

The Executive Council further resolved

that it be called together again on August 18,

to receive the report, and that, meanwhile,
tile Administrative Committee be empowered
to deal with any matter that may arise t iider

this issue.

This report was discussed in private, and
it was afterwards announced to the Press
tliat the report and recommendation of the
Executive Council had been unanimously
adopted, with the utmost enthusiasm.

other subjects.

The President gave a hearty welcome to

the representatives from South Africa and
New South Wales and from the International
Federation, and remarked that their

presence showed how combination amongst
employers of labour was spreading, not only
throughout the Colonies, but on the Con
tinent. About two months ago he had the
pleasure, with the Secretary and the Presi-

dent of the Institute of Builders, of attending
the meetings of the International Federation
in Holland, and he was glad to report that

the United States employers had now pro-

mised to become allied to the international
movement. (Applause.)

Mr. B. I. Greenwood (London), in supple-
menting the President's welcome, said it was
true they spoke different languages, but
there were some characteristics which were
international, and some phases of lininan

character were common to all nations. They
all had similar interests, wherever they lived

they all desired to act fairly by the men
whom they employed— (hear, hear)—but they
were also determined not to be frightened
and overborne by the men they employed.
(Applause.) They all understood and recog-
nised the sanctity of agreements, in what-
ever nation they happened to be born. (Re-
newed applause.)

Mr. F. Van Opliem (Belgium), representing
the International Federation, said he brought
"the greetings of your European fellows, and
of expressing to you their feelings of friend-
ship and admiration for your great and
splendid nation. I apologise, gentlemen, for
not speaking the English language perfectly

;

but I hope that, in the early future, I shall

be able to express myself more correctly, and
thus be better able to discuss the questions
which have crossed the frontiers of our re-

spective countries, the iuteruational solution
of which is forced upon us by the growing
and prosperous movement of international
labour organisation. More and more we must
devote ourselves to these relations between
countries, and if in England, on account of

a great economic progress, the immediate
necessity of these international solutions is,

perhaps, less evident, it may, liowever, be
affirmed that there is someting useful for
every country in the examples taken from
another. This is the reason why the Inter-

national Federation is so glad to number
among its members the English associations,
thus allowing it to form a hearty friendship
and to find at its meetings and congresses
the support of your practical and authorised
advice.

"The International Federation doesn't
seek to touch national autonomy in any way,
for tills must be complete; but it tries to
establish very close bonds between all

associations which in the w'orld endeavour
to improve our industry and make it tran-
quilly prosperous, by dispelling disputes and
by making them less violent, and, above all,

less prejudicial to the people who bear their
effects. Your office, gentlemen, as ours, and
as that of all men of order, is to see dis-
appear from society the acute disputes which

leave, to victor and vanquished alike, a

feeling of hatred born of the bitterness of

the struggle. But the desire for conciliation,

great as it may be. must never make us forget

or deny those principles which ought to be

considered as sacred.

"Once more you have gi\eu a proof of the

spirit predominating in your Federation, by
the solution of the London Building Trade
dispute. In this you showed a very large

spirit of conciliation ; but, at the same time,

you .showed, too, that the solidarity between
your associations and their members was not

a vain word, and, if it had been necessary,

a national lock out would have come to the

support of your rights ; and you showed also

your decision not to yield before the omni-
potence of labour. We must congratulate

you greatly, and we thank all the active and
devoted men who, in the hour of difficulty,

were found standing in the breach for the

defence of your interests. From this dis-

turbance, which could easily have overturned,

economically, an entire nation, the Inter-

national Federation will, after you, carefully

draw conclusions and transmit them to all its

members, in order that at future meetings

they may contribute to support the principles

or rules of which we can generalise the

application, taking into consideration the

customs, habits, and necessities of each in-

dividual country. Y'ou see, gentlemen, the

International Federation has only one object

:

to inform and to be informed, to be the

recording centre of all experiments, of all

initiative, and to put itself at the disposal

of all, in order to help to enrich the national

domain by international wealth. A country

such as yours, with her glorious past and her

preponderating progress, is called upon to

help international efforts which aim at the

creation of continued connections between

associations of various nationalities, but of

similar tendencies. From these connections

are born close and hearty bonds, because,

knowing each other better, a mutual appre-

ciation and friendship follows. If this inter-

national understanding could become a reality

in all classes of society, countries and nations

could work in peace, and all the clouds which

bear so heavily upon the economical progress

of peoples would be dispelled.

"Gentlemen, I have been led too far away

from my subject; but if I have insisted at

some little length, it is because I think the

collaboration of the English Federation

absolutely indispensable if we are to realise

the objects of the International Federation.

The recent meetings of our Executive

Council, which Messrs. Thomas, Rice, and

White attended, have shown that the bonds

established between the European associa-

tions of our industry have been riveted for

practical reasons, and will have a happy iii-

Huence in some countries where the organisa-

tion of employers is not in a very flourishing

state. We hope to meet you all at Berne, at

our congress, to which I here reiterate a

formal invitation. You need have no fear of

difficulty on account of language; we have

arranged for several interpreters to hold

themselves at the disposition of English-

speaking delegates. Y'ou shall see at Berne

that our efforts are far from being un-

productive, and that the understanding be-

tween the federations of various countries is

true and permanent, because it is established

on a firm basis.

"Next year we shall hold an important

meeting at San Francisco ; it will allow us to

make a very interesting and instructive trip,

and will bring us into contact with tlio

.\merican Building Trades Employers and

their institutions. At the end of this trip,

we shall visit the great American World's

Fair, and join the delegates of the United

States and Canadian Associations in a

general meeting, which will, I hope, bring

about the adhesion of their associations to

the International F'ederatiou. At the pre-

sent moment this Federation counts nearly

one hundred thousand members, and we are

persuaded that next year we shall count, with

the American members, one hundred and fifty

thousand. If we pin our faith to the value of

numbers, certes this Federation is im-

portant, from the fact that in our days more
than one hundred thousand Building Trades

•*
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Employers, face to face with international
labour concentration, liave shown an im-

perative desire to unite for the defence of

their interests. If, on the contrary, we con-

sitler only the e.'iisteiiee and working of the

International Federation, we learn that the

employers are following the evolutions of

progress, taking their wise resolutions and
finding their strength in a close union of all

tliose. whatever their nationality, who have
at Iieart the development of our industry far

from revolutionary agitations. To-day, when
everything belongs to democracy, it is good
to affirm that a strong desire of social peace
must not force us to abandon the principles

of untouchable dignity. You will help us to

affirm these principles, and. asking for your
support. I am certain that I shall find it

always inspired largely by those feelings

which have always done honour to the great
English people. I wish to your labours,
gentlemen, fruitful results for the prosperity
and greatness of your industry and your
Federation."
Mr. Carr (Durban) said they had some

labour difficulties iu South Africa, but they
were facing them boldly and meeting them
with a considerable measure of success.
(Hear, hear.)

Mr. Ridge (New South Wales) said
Australia was generally credited with being
in advance of England in dealing with labour
problems, but it was open to doubt, for the
Labour Government in power gave as much
favour as they could to the men's unions.

H.4LF-YE.\RLY REPORT.
The sixty-eighth half-yearly report of the

Executive Council was submitted as follows :

2. Membership. — The Federation com-
prises the following county Federations :

—

Northern Counties, X.ancashire, Cheshire
and North Wales, Yorkshire, Midland
Centre, London, Southern Counties, Eastern
Counties. South-Western Counties, and
South Wales, together with the Dublin Build-
ing Trades Association, the Belfast Associa-
tio[i, and as Colonial members, the South
African Federation. The Scottish Federa-
tion are honorary members. There has been
a further increase in the membership. The
total number of local Associations affiliated

is now 154, with an aggregate membership of
about (3,222.

The Federation is affiliated to the Inter-
national Federation of Building and Public
Works Contractors, with headquarters at
Brussels. Further particulars are to be
found in the "N-F-Record" for June.

3. State of Trade : Continues to improve.
Unemployment is low. and there is some
apprehension that there will be a shortage of
labour should the trade get busy ; this is

believed to be due partly to the demands of
other industries, and partly to the consider-
able emigration which has been going on for
some years past.

So far as the demands of otiier industries
are concerned, there are signs that the trade
boom in the iron, coal, and shipbuilding in-
dustries is ending, and a slump may he ex-
pected soon. This will set free some labour
and relieve the building trade.

4. Boards of Conciliation.—The National
Board has held six meetings, at which the
following appeals and other matters were
considered :

—

The notice of the Operative Society of
Bricklayers to terminate its membership of
the Conciliation Scheme expired on May 1

;

it is understood, however, tli.it recent amend-
ments of the rules in the direction of speed-
ing-up procedure have met the objections
which caused the withdrawal, and that there
IS a prospect of a furtlier vote being taken
with the object of re-adhering to the scheme.
At the annual meeting of the Board in
March, the carpenters and joiners of
Nottmgham appealed for an advance of Id.
per hour and an alteration of the walking-
time rule. An advance of ^d. per hour to
lOd. was granted, the walking-time rule to
remain unaltered. Various alterations of
the rules were agreed to for the purpose of
ensuring more prompt action, and it was
decided to call the attention of those unions
which remain outside the scheme to the im-
provements and to the number of settle-

ments effected by the Board. There have
been a number of favourable replies received

in respect to the proposed conference on
Standing Joint Demarcation Committees,
and it is hoped to arrange for a meeting in

the autumn. Having regard to the events
which brought about the London dispute and
to the assurances of the union representa-
tives on the Board that their Executives
were agreed on tlie necessity for the strict

observance of agreements entered into

between employers and workmen, the Board
decided to oifer its services to the disputants.

These were accepted with a reservation
which limited the Board to recommenda-
tions, and by a suggestion for augmenting
the Board for the occasion by representatives
from the London Master Builders' Associa-
tion, and certain operative unions whose
members are involved in the dispute. A
conference was first held, at which both
parties fully stated their case, after which
the Board recommended that an undertaking
or guarantee of the local working rule

agreements by the genera! unions, whose
branches had entered into them, should be
deemed a sufficient guarantee for their
observance, and that London should come
under the Conciliation Scheme. The recom-
mendation was accepted entirely by one
party and conditionally by the other, and at

a further conference the Augmented Board
made detailed recommendations for the
settlement of the dispute. These were
accepted by one party and rejected by the
otlier. As no settlement had been arrived
at when the quarterly meeting of the Board
was held on June 8, a deputation from the
Executives of ten general unions whose mem-
bers are involved in the dispute came before
the Board with suggestions for a settlement,
and the Board reported them to a meeting
of the E.C. of this Federation the same day,
as a result of which further negotiations took
place, as elsewhere reported. Meanwhile the
Board adjourned until June 19, when it was
reported that the recent negotiations had
failed to effect a settlement, whereupon the
Board recommended the parties to refer the
matters in dispute to the final decision of

some third party. The carpenters and
joiners of Leicester appealed for an advance
iu wages of Id. per hour, the employers
counter-claimed the abolition of walking-
time. The Board granted an advance of a

lialfpenny and the abolition aske<l for. The
joiners, bricklayers, and builders' labourers
of Leamington appealed for an advance of

Id. per hour in wages, and an adjustment of

the overtime rule. The Board granted an
advance of a halfpenny and altered tlie over-
time rule to time and a quarter for first two
hours and time and a half afterwards. The
National Joint Committee of Appeal has held
four meetings, at which the following appeals
and other matters were considered. The
Doncaster operatives appealed against a
refusal of the employers to sign the rules as

settled at a previous hearing. It turned out
that this was the result of a misunderstand-
ing. Tlie Board confirmed its previous
decision as to overtime, with a qualification

for jobs outside the four mile radius. The
Colwyn Bay operatives appealed for an
advance from 8d. to 9d. per hour in wages.
The Board granted an advance of a Iinlf-

penuy as from December 1, 1914. The
Accrington operatives appealed on a question
of the non-observance of a certain local rule

by members of the Master Builders' Associa-
tion. The Board decided that the latter w-ere

not parties to the rules, and therfore had
not violated them. The Manchester employers
appealed against a refusal by the operatives

to fix ceiling slabs made by a certain firm

from Burton-on-Trent. The decision was in

favour of the contention of the operatives,

who relied upon the demarcation rule in force

in Manchester. The Nottingham operatives

appealed in respect of certain defaulters who
had promised to join their union, and whom
the employers now alleged were exempt in

their capacity as foremen. The Board
decided that a man regularly employed as a

foreman, whether using the tools or not, has

the option of either being a member of the

Operatives' Union or not; but where a man
has left his -society in debt, he must pay op

his arrears or he may be deemed an
objectionable. The Aberdare operatives ap-
pealed for an advance of a halfpenny per
hour; 9d. to D^d. The Board granted a half-

penny as from January 1, 1915, and fixed a
period of two years for the decision to

endure. The Neweastle-on-Tyne operatives
appealed for an advance of a halfpenny per
hour; lOd. to lOJd. The Board granted an
advance of a halfpenny as from January I,

1915. At the annual meeting the operatives
reported that there was a desire expressed
by their members to be granted the same
privilege to contract themselves locally out
of the National Agreement as had been
assumed by London. The opinion of the
Board was that it would be much better that
London should come into the scheme. The
Leeds operatives appealed for an advance
from 9id. to lO^d. per hour. The Board
granted a halfpenny per hour advance as
from May 1, 1914. the boundary rule to be
made to agree with the one now in force
with the plasterers' labourers. The over-
time rule to be altered to time and a quarter
for the first two hours. Decision to endure
two years. The Coventry operatives appealed
for an advance of wages from 9£d. to lid.

per hour, a reduction of the working hours,
and alterations of the walking time over-
time, and lathing rules. The Board granted
an advance of ^d. per hour from January. 1,

1915, and dealt with tlie other points raised.

The Hereford operatives appealed for an
advance from 8d. to 9d. per hour in wages.
The Board granted an advance of a half-

penny per hour as from July 1, 1914. The
Malvern operatives appealed for a similar
advance and received a similar decision. The
York operatives appealed for an advance of

wages from 9Jd. to 10^\d. per hour, and for a
revocation of the boundary rules as decided
by the Board last year, when an advance of

Jd. had been also granted. The Board
decided that the wages and rules must
remain as at present. Appeals from Birken-
head, Huddersfield, Swansea, and Southport
were withdrawn, having been settled locally

meanwhile.
5. Forms of Contract and Sub-Contract.

—

During the half-year the negotiations in

regard to these have been in the hands of the
Institute of Builders, which has tried to press
matters forward, and it is hoped will bo £.ble

soon to report favourably of the progress
made.

6. Finance Act Valuations.— The pro-

visions for relieving the building trade of the
liabilities imposed upon it by the Finance
Act, 1909-10. which were lost last year by the
witlidrawal of the Revenue Bill, have been
reintroduced in the Revenue Bill for the

current year. The deputation which had the

matter in hand before has examined the new
bill, and will report to the E.C. The com-
mittee has received valuable assistance from
the officials of the E.P.C. in this connection.

7. Priced Schedules with Tenders.—

A

demand for priced schedules with tenders
having been made by a committee of the St.

Helens corporation, the matter was taken
up both by the Lancashire and Cheshire
Federation and the National, and after some
correspondence an opportunity was afforded

for an interview by deputation with the com-
mittee in question, and it is hoped the

corporation will now fall into line with the
general practice.

8. Strikes.—Tlie labour unrest still pre-

vails to a considerable extent, and its results

would have been probably more in evidence
than they are but for the safety valve

afforded by the conciliation arrangements
in force for dealing with claims which, unless

dealt with promptly, are a fertile source of

dispute. Tlie London dispute has lasted

twenty four weeks, and was fully reported oit

in the June issue of the "Record." Upon
the decision of the National Federation to

take a vote for a lock-out becoming known,
the operatives' unions at oiico met and

resolved to individually approach the

employers and try to negotiate a settlement.

The masons and crane drivers at once did so,

and negotiations have been proceeding since,

with the result that settlements have been

effected with the masons, crane drivers, and.

wootl-working in.lcliinists. A strike lias pre-
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vailed for some time at Coventry, due mainly

to the same kind of syndicalist activity vvliitli

caused the trouble in Dublin and London,
and a lock-ont occurred in Darlington,

because the operatives broke the local work-

ing rule agreement by striking against the

employment of non-union men. The employers

in each case have maintained their position

successfully.

9. Conference of Secretaries.—It is pro-

posed to hold a conference of the Secretaries

of the Federation in October next. Sugges-

tions for the agenda and promises of con-

tributions are desired.

10. Publicity.—Owing to the London
dispute the building trade has obtained an

unusual amount of attention from both the

daily and technical Press. The Committee
has also sanctioned the publication of ad-

ditional literature for organisation purposes,

obtainable through the Secretary.

IL The Measurement of Ferro-Concrete.

—

The Concrete Institute has undertaken, in

conjunction with the Quantity Surveyors'

Association, to try to standardise the method
of measuring ferroconcrete. The oppor-

tunity was availed of to have the proposals

considered by a joint committee representing

this Federation and the Institute of Builders,

and in the result some useful suggestions

were made to send forward to the Concrete

Institute.

12. The National Insurance Act (Part II.)

-The Board of Trade having decided that

certain amendments were needed in this Act

to overcome administrative difficulties which

had revealed themselves in practice, con-

sulted with representatives of the industries

concerned, ourselves among the rest. The
most important changes for employers in tlie

Amending Act are ; The simplification of the

conditions for a refund to employers, under

Section 91. The time for making application

is made two months after the termination of

an insurance year, and the refund is a fixed

amount of 3s. for each workman in respect

of whom the employer has paid forty-five

contributions during the insurance year;

there is no need now for the employment to

be continuous, as hitherto. The recasting of

the provision in Section 96 for return of

contributions where short time is worked.

The provision as to refund in the Act is

substituted by a provision for exemption of

employer and workman from payment of con-

tributions under certain conditions of short-

time working. The passage of the Bill

through Parliament is being watched, as

attempts are being made to require in-

dentured apprentices to be insured, and to

weaken the safeguards contained in the

clause which disqualifies for benefit those un-

employed in consequence of a trade dispute

at the works, etc., where they were employed
when the dispute arose.

13. Organisation. — The following new
associations are reported as having joined the

Yorkshire Federation—viz., Spen Valley and
Mirfield Master Masons, Normanton and
Woinbwell and District.

Mr. Cook (Preston) called attention to the

lack of apprentices in the building trade. In

the North it was almost impossible to get a

proper supply of apprentices, for parents

seemed to have no regard for the future

career of their boys, preferring to take a few
extra shillings a week they were able to

earn in employment for which no apprentice-

ship was required.

Mr. John Lloyd (Neath) said the present

labour troubles were nothing to be compared
with the difficulties master builders would
have to face when they found a dearth of

skilled workmen in the I'car future, owing to

the present lack of apprentices.

Mr. Renshaw (London) said it was shown,
after the Census of 1901, that tlie proper pro-

portion of boys wlio ought to have entered

the building trade as apprentices was 2,500,

while the actual number apprenticed was
oidy 500. He had no doubt that the position

to-day was still worse.

Mr. Taylor (Bradford) said they would
never get over the difficulty until they paid

apprentices better wages than r.t present.

The day had long gone by for paying boys

55. a week and advancing them a shilling

every one or two years.

After further discussion, it was decided,

on the proposition of Mr. Cook, to add a

paragraph to the report urging Federations

and Associations and individual firms to give

the question of increased apprenticeship their

most serious consideration, with a view to

supplying the reasonable requirements of the

trade.

The remainder of the conference was
occupied in private discussion of tactics in

dealing with the lock-out question, all the

other questions on the agenda being rele-

gated to the next meeting of the Federation

in London.
Later in the day the delegates visited

Cardiff Castle, at the invitation of the

Marquis of Bute, and on Thursday they made
a cross-channel trip to Ilfracombe.

THE ANNUAL DINNER.

On Tuesay night the delegates were enter-

tained at the Royal Hotel by the Cardiff

Master Builders' Association, whose president

(Mr. J. E. Turner) occupied the chair.

Mr. F. G. Rice, president of the Institute

of Builders, proposed the toast of "The
Lord Mayor and City of Cardiff." In a

humorous speech he referred to a sentence in

the programme prepared in connection with

the visit of the Federation, in which it was
stated that the municipal enterprise of the

city of Cardiff was "alarming." Personally,

he thought the more suitable word was
" charming." (Applause.)

Sir John Courtis, in the unavoidable

absence of the Lord Mayor, said he could

assure the visitors that there was no piracy

in Cardiff today. The pirates came from

without, and one of the things stolen from

Wales was a great share of its pure water-

supply. (Laughter.)

Mr. W. Lawrence, jun.. President of the

Lonon Master Builders' Association, pro-

posed the toast of "The Architects, Sur-

veyors, and Engineers." He hoped that in

the event of a lock out, the architects in the

provinces would not insist on the carrying

out of contracts. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. H. Teabher, F.R.I. B.A., Cardiff, re-

sponding, said that it might be desirable to

give all jobs to members of the Federation,

but it would hardly work in Glamorgan,
where the principal work was done by the

county council or the corporation, who
insisted on the lowest tenders being accepted.

Mr. C. H. Priestley, the Cardiff City water-

works engineer, also responded.

Sir John Courtis proposed "The National

Federation of Building Trades Employers of

Great Britain and Ireland." In view of

recent events, he said, it behoved every em-
ployer of labour to identify himself with an

organisation similar to the Federation. The
time had come when employers would have

to stand shoulder to shoulder to deal with

the matters put forward by the employees.

In London the master builders had exercised

commendable patience in the dispute now
pending, and they deserved the support of all

right-thinking men. Every year increasing

demands were made on the employers, and it

was only by organising that they could

protect thenlselves. (Applause.) Sir John
congratulated Mr. William Thomas on his

election as President of the Federation, and

coupled his name with the toast.

The President of the Federation, in reply-

ing, said the main object of a Federation of

that kind was to safeguard the interests of its

members and to protect them against attack,

and, by being strong, to secure peaceful

relations with other organised bodies, and,

in particular, with the organisations of the

workmen. To this end they had fostered the

creation of conciliation boards representative

of employers and operatives, and provided

the machinery for the adjustment, as far as

practicable, of disputes which might arise

between them. That machinery had been of

incalculable benefit to both sides during the

ten years it had been in existence. It had
prevented many disputes from becoming
strikes, and it had brought about better

relations between the executives of some of

the f-'.eneral unions of operatives than had
sub.'iisted formerly. He thought that those

executives understood that there was no
hostility on the part of the Federation to

trade unionism, so long as it was developed

with regard to the rights of others and with

scrupulous respect for, and observance of,

agreements duly entered into with our

branches.
Unfortunately, as you are aware (continued

the President), a number of trade-unions 'n

London have seen tit to break away from

their working-rule agreements, and violate

them so seriously as to compel the London
employers to take action, and which has, in

turn, induced the Executive Council of this

Federation to take the serious step to-day of

sending an ultimatum to the executives of

those general unions whose London branches

still remain obdurate. Authority to do this

has been conferred upon our Executive by a

vote of the whole of our membersip, when the

vote in favour of a lock-out was

7,319 for, 1,739 against.

(Loud cheers.) This grave step has only

been taken after every means of negotiation

has been tried, and every effort made to

secure a settlement by consent. The London
employers have willingly complied with every

suggestion made to them, with a view to

facilitate a settlement, and settlements with

some of the trades have been effected. It is

now necessary that those still outstanding

should accept similar terms. (Applause.)

I can only express the hope that in the

action we have taken to-day, solely in defence

of the principle that agreements duly entered

into must be honourably lived up to, we may
enjoy your support and that of the public at

large. (Cheers.)

Mr. G. Macfarlane, J. P. (Manchester),

proposed the toast of "The Cardiff Master

Builders' Association."

The chairman, replying, said that the local

association was delighted to have the pleasure

of entertaining the National Federation

Association representatives. It was an extra-

ordinary fact that on the last occasion when
the National Federation visited Cardiff they

had also to vote on the question of a national

lockout, and the idea might go abroad that

the air of Cardiff had something to do with

the fostering of that kind of feeling between

employer and employed. He could, however,

assure them that such an idea was quite

erroneous, because the ballot on each occa-

sion had to do with matters antecedent to

their Cardiff meetings. (Hear, hear.) At

the same time, he might remind them that

the Cardiff Master Builders' Association were

not strangers to labour disputes, for he

remembered the time when not a single

mason's operative would work for a Cardiff

master builder for a period of fifteen months.

It took them seven years to come to an agree-

ment with the masons' operatives, and during

that time the masters had to import men

from nearly every part of the Continent, and

had to accommodate them with beds on the

canal wharf. That dispute was disastrous

to all parties concerned, and he hoped that

the present trouble would soon adjust itself.

(Applause.)
Mr. E. Griffiths (vice-president of the

Cardiff Master Builders' Association) pro-

posed the toast of "Our Guests," to which

Mr. W. L. Yorath, Cardiff city coroner, Mr.

F. Van Openi, Belgium, and Mr. Carr, South

Africa, responded.
-«*»^ '

A new lounge and other improvements have

iust been carried out at the Hotel Metropole,

Whitby. The structural alterations were

executed by Messrs. J. Braim and Sons, of that

town.

A large block of drug warehouses is al)0ut to

be built at Old TrafEord, Manchester, for Messrs.

Boots. The premises will be live stories in

height, and the main frontage will extend to

thirty bavs bv a depth of six bays Messrs.

Bromley and "VVatkins, of Prudential-buddings,

Nottingham, are the architects.

The Peter Lyall and Sons Construction Com-

pany, Limited, of Montreal, have been awarded

the largest building contract ever given out in

Canada—that of the Grand Trunk and Canadian

Pacific Railwavs Union Station at Toronto. The

competition was particularly keen, tenders being

sent in by some of the principal building firms

in Canada and the United States. The amount

of the accepted tender is between three and four

million dollars. The architects of the railway-

station are Messrs. Ross and Macdoiiald and

Hugh G. Jones, of Toronto.
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At the half-yearly general meeting of the

National Federation of Bnilding Trades

Employers of Great Britain and Ireland, at

Cardiff on Wednesday, our special report of

which appears on another page, it was
decided that the national lock-out of all men
engaged in the building trades should com-

mence on August 15, unless the London
dispute is brought to an end. It was
reported that there was a majority in favour

of this step of 5,580. That majority is very

much more than the necessary two thirds,

ajid should convince all reasonable trade-

unionists that the employers throughout the

country are in earnest, and that their action

is endorsed by all the subsidiary trades.

There are some signs that this is recognised.

.\s we stated last week, the plumbers had
practically effected a settlement; but were
holdiiig back for a few days before signing

the agreement in the hope that a joint

settlement would be reached. The four
labourers' unions met this week for the

purpose of drawing up a scheme of settle-

ment. The bricklayers, plasterers, and
the carpenters and joiners have been waiting
until a national lock-out was declared, hoping
that the Parliamentary Committee of the
Trade Union Congress will take up the
matter and call a conference.

We are now in tlie seventh month of the
Loudon dispute, and the loss to the men iu

wages, levies, and out-of-work benefit is

considerably over a couple of millions

sterling, all of which has been simply thrown
into the gutter, against the thrice-expressed
recommendations of the officers of the men's
responsible unions, at the instigation of the
small, but mischievous, group of Syndicalists
who are seeking to " federate " the unions, to

serve their own purpose. It is not likely
that the employers will endure any longer
the provision of means to protract the
struggle furnished by the levies on the men
at work in London and the provinces. On
the other hand, the majority of the men,
especially in the provinces, are sick of con-
tributing to the support of men in London
who are needlessly idle. In one society
sixty-nine provincial branches have passed
resolutions protesting against further levies
to keep London men out of work against the
advice of their own union officials, and the
national executive of the union has sent out
ballot papers to all its members to say " Yes "

or "No," whether the dispute shall be longer
recognised. If a majority returns negative
replies, those who remain on strike will
receive no benefits, and other unions will
quickly follow the example by taking a
similar ballot of all their members. In view
of all these facts the ultimatum of the
National Federation of Building Trades
Employers is the one means left to bring
matters to an issue, and we are glad it has
been proclaimed. It will be bad to be all
idle together; but it will be better than
struggling on to keep things going mainly
for the benefit of a lazy minority, who are
living Oil the subsidies of their fellow-
"orkers, and suicidally playing into the hands
of those who are otraining every nerve to kill
genuine Trade - Unionism and substitute
Syndicalism in its stead.

The Government Housing Bill is a fraud.
The provision of houses for the workmen at

Rosytli is obviously all that is wanted. It

was read a second time last Friday ; but the

big batch of amendments handed in directly

after will make its progress through Com-
mittee neither rapid nor easy. Sir Arthur
Boscawen and Mr. Weigall each handed iu

an instruction to the Committee to divide

the measure into two parts, one dealing with

the agricultural districts and the other with

what is roughly called the Rosyth question,

and to report this second part first to the

House. Mr. Worthington Evans, Mr. Charles

Bathurst, Mr. Hills, Lord Alexander Thynne,
Mr. Stanier, Sir Randolph Baker, Mr.
Weigall, and Sir Arthur Boscawen also

tabled a number of aifiendments with the

object of subjecting the operations of the

Board of Agriculture to the supervision, in

a certain degree, of the local authorities.

Another change proposed is the substitution

of the Local Government Board for the

Board of Agriculture. A third batch of

amendments would restrict the operations of

the Central Department to cases where there

is a local demand for housing accommoda
tion, expressed through the local authorities

and confirmed by public inquiry conducted
in the district. If Ministers want to promote
the building cf houses, the b?st thing they
can do would be to restore a feeling of con

fldence and security among those whose
business it was till the policy of the Govern-
ment brought them almost to ruin. Besides,

as Mr. Prothero, the new member for Oxford
University, estimates, 40,000 cottages built

for agricultural labourers are now occupied
by persons iu tlie employment of the Govern-
ment and local authorities, and these should,

and might, be set free for the use of the class of

men for whom they were originally intended.
What advantage, moreover, will the agri-

cultural labourer with a family get out of the
rise in wages promised by the Government if

he has to pay Ss. 6d. or 4s. instead of Is. or
Is. Gd. a week in rent? And why are the

claims of the town worker—who has been hit

hardest of all—to be relegated to the Greek
Kalends?

The " Great Budget " is always with us.

Hardly a day passes .but one case or another
comes before the Courts. Whatever harm
this masterpiece of muddling has done to the

community, it has indeed been good for tlie

lawyers ! The latest judgment is that of the

House of Lords, confirming the Court of

Appeal's reversal of the view of Mr. Justice

Horridge about Reversion Duty. In regard
to the reversion of land upon the determina-
tion of a lease, the Act provides that a duty
of 10 per cent, shall be paid upon the

difference between the total value of the land
at the beginning and at the end of the term
granted. It is also declared that, beyond the

rent reserved iu the lease, all "payments iu

consideration of the lease " are to be

reckoned in arriving at its original value. In

this case the lessee had agreed to, and did,

expend £6,000 on erecting houses upon tlie

land. Yet the Referee and the Judge would
only allow the capitalisation of the rents to

be the original value of the land leased. The
Court of Appeal, and now the Lords, fortu-

nately reversed this strange ruling, and hold

that the £6,000 expended by the lessee on

building must come in. So the Crown's view

of the value of the reversion on which duty

was chargeable had to be much cut down.

Any man of business would say at once that

to leave out this payment in getting at the

original value of the lease was as absurd as

it was unjust.

The City of Bristol Health Committee, as

will be seen from a report elsewhere, deter-

mined last week to recommend a capital

expenditure of nearly fifty thousand pounds
in the building of houses iu Bedmiiister and
in the vicinity of Stapleton-road. It is made
clear that this represents only the beginning
of the policy of construction. It is asserted

that there is a great shortage of good houses
at low rentals iu Bristol at present, and con-

sequently a large amount of overcrowding.
Private enterprise has, it is contended, not

been equal to the necessities of the situation,

and that is one reason why the committee •

has decided to recommend the council to take
a definite step. However that may be, wf>

are sure private enterprise will be stimulated
by a decision arrived at simultaneously to

relax the building regulations with regard to

parapets on houses under 35ft. in height, as

requested more than ten years since by the

Bristol Society of Architects. Bristol, it

seems, is able to do this without going to

Parliament. It goes without saying, we take

it for granted, that as the chairman and the

city engineer pointed out, private builders

will be allowed to do what the city is going
to do with regard to its own buildings.

The proposal of the Special Electricity

Committee of the L.C.C. to promote a Bill

in the next Session of Parliament to esta-

blish a new undertaking and a new authority

for the purpose of controlling the electric-

lighting of London, which would actually be

carried out by a private company, is a com-
promise, of course; but it has features which
deserve careful consideration. No one can
deny that the pres.'iit system is chaos, with
over seventy authorities engaged iu supplying
In the Metropolitan area from sixty

generating stations on nearly fifty different

systems. There is no real competition : some
of the authorities are alive to public needs,
some are not. If the L.C.C. scheme succeeds
the public will be safeguarded by owning the

greater part of the capital and receiving tin

greater part of the profits. Whether, on tin

other hand, comiiiercial management ani\

rapid development in the interests of the

consumer will be insured by the placing of

the operations of the concern in the hands
of a private body, even under strict municipal
control, we are not yet sure. If that really

can be achieved, it may be that the principle

will be extended by-and-by in other direc

tions, and we may see municipal control ani

private enterprise not hostile, but working

amicably together, as they might, for the

coiiiinon benefit.

A sensible decision was given with refe-

rence to cremation at the Liverpool Con-
sistory Court on Tuesday, when the Rev.
Leslie I'aterson, vicar of All Saints' Church,
Spcke, sought permission to construct a

chamber beneath the floor of the sanctuary

of the church, and to place in the chamber
a cinerary casket containing the ashes of Ins

late wife— Chancellor Dowdall granted the

faculty; but as petitions of this kind were
still rare, and the one dealt with the first in

the Liverpool dioi.ese, he made some observa-

tions on the case. In 1884 Mr. Justice

Stephen deteriiiiiied that cremation was not

a criminal offence, unless its object was to

avoid a coroner's inquest or carried out in

such a way as to be a public nuisance. In

1894 Chancellor Tri.stram decided that

although cremation was not contemplated by

ecclesiastical law, it was not contrary to that

law, and this decision had never been
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disputed. Interments in chnrclies, altliougli

comiMon until tlie middle of the last century,

were, now very generally prohibited on

sanitary grounds. Mr. Asquith. when Home
Secretary, ascertained that the Church
Building Act ot 1818, the Public Health Act

of 1874, and the Burial Act of 1853 did not

apply to the burial of ashes within a church,

which was, therefore, lawful even in those

eases where the burial of a body would be

unlawful. That, of course, is so, and it

should be borne in mind by all who prefer the

safe and reverent custody of the remains of

their near and dear ones, to the chances and

changes of the overcrowded cemetery.

Architects bothered with echoes nnd

reverberations in auditoriums will be in-

terested in Bulletin Xo. 29 of the University

of Illinois, obtainable in this country of

Messrs. Chapman and Hall, Henrietta-street,

Covent Garden, price 20 cents. The audi-

torium ot tile University of Illinois seems to

have furnished a particularly tough acoustical

problem. The building is sliaped nearly like

a hemisphere, with several large arches and
recesses to break up the regularity ot it.s

inner surface. The original plans of the

architect were curtailed because of in-

sufficient money appropriated for the con-

struction. The interior of the hall, there-

fore, was built absolutely plain, with almost

no breaking up of the large, smooth wall

surfaces; and, at first, there were no fur-

nishings except the seats and the coco

matting in the aisles. The acoustical pro-

perties proved to be very unsatisfactory. A
reverberation, or undue prolongation of the

sound existed, and, in addition, because of

the large size of the room and the form and
position of the walls, echoes were set up. If

an observer stood on the platform and
clapped his hands, a veritable chaos of sound
resulted. Echoes were heard from every
direction, and reverberations continued for

a number of seconds before all was still

again. Speakers found their utterances

thrown back at them, and auditors all over
the house experienced difficulty in under-
standing what was said. On one occasion
the University band played a piece which
featured a xylophone solo, with accompani-
ment by the other instruments. It so

happened that the leader heard tlie echo
more strongly than the direct sound, and
beat time with it. Players near the xylophone
kept time to the direct sound, while those
farther ftway followed the echo. The con-
fu>ion may well be imagined.

An investigation ot the acoustical pro-

perties of the auditorium was begun in 1908
and has continued tor six years. It was
decided at the outset not to use "cut and
try" Miethods of cure, but to attack the
problem systematically, so that general prin-

ciples could be found, if possible, that would
apply not only to the ca.se being investigated,

but to auditoriums in general. This plan of

procedure delayed the solution of the
problem, since it became necessary to study
the theory of .sound and carry out laboratory

investigations at the same time that the

complex conditions in the auditorium were
being considered. The author spent one year
of the six abroad studying the theory of

acoustics and inspecting various auditoriums.
The main echoes in the auditorium were
located by means of a new method tor

tracing the path of sound, the time ot

reverberation wiis determined by Sabine's
inrthod. and a general diagnosis of the

acoustical defects was made. Hangings and
curtains were installed in accordance with

the results of the study, so that finally the

acoustical properties were improved. The
results of the survey show that curved walls

are largely responsible for the formation of

echoes because they concentrate the reMected

sound. It seems desirable, therefore, to em-
phasise the danger of using such walls unless

their action is annulled by absorbing

materials or relief-work. Large halls with

curved walls are almost sure to have

acoustical defects. We note that the report,

which is very fully illustrated, attaches little

value to the popular ideas that a cure is to be

sought by the use of wires and sounding-

boards, or that it is of much use for archi-

tects to model auditoriums after those already

built that have good acoustical properties. It

does not follow, it is asserted, that halls so

modelled will be successful, since the

materials used in construction are not the

same year after year. For instance, a tew

years ago it was the usual custom to put

lime-plaster on wooden lath; now it is fre-

quently the practice to put gypsum plaster

on metal lath, which forms an entirely

different kind of a surface. This latter

arrangement makes hard, non-porous walls

which absorb but little sound, and thus

aggravate the reverberation. Further, a new
hall usually is changed somewhat in form

from the old one, to suit the ideas of the

architect, and it is very likely that the

changes will affect the acoustics.

r^Ir. Samuel Bird has been elected, for the
second time, Master of the Tylers' and Brick-
layers' Company; Mr. Richard Moreland, jun..

Upper Warden ; and ^Ir. H. J. B- Morelatid,
Renter Warden.

\t the Garden Villase. Knebworth, on Friday,
the Countess of Lytton laid the foundation-st.onp
of a new church, now l>eing erected close to the
centre of the village, on a site of one acre, and,
when completed. will accommodate seven
hundred persons.

The Lyon Memorial Hall at Hodnet, Staffs, was
opened last week. It is built of red bricks, with
stone dressings, seats in the assembly-room 250
p2rsons, and cost f 1,200. Mr, C. E. Davenport.
(^f Hospital-street. Nantwich, was the architect,

a id Jlr. T. S. Gresty, of Willaston. the builder.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held into an application of the rural district

council of BiUericay for sanction to a loan of

<£9.000 for sewerage and sewage-disposal works
foi- tlie nari.^h of Hut Ion, near Shenfield. Messrs.
Willcox and Kaikes, of Birmingham, are the
L'ligineers.

.\t the meeting on Tuesday of the Surrey
County Council at Kingston, the county surveyor
(Mr. A. Dryland) reported that the experience of

the past year, in which the necessary repairs had
been trifling, had confirmed liis opinion as to the
satisfactory results of the use of tarred slag for

main-road surfaces.

The Brighton Town Council have received the
sanction of the Local (lovcrnment Board to a

number of loans, including one of £13,700 to buy
land adjoining the new Brighton and Sussex
Grammar .School for a playing-field, and one of
.£4, .500 for the purchase of land as a site for a
hostel and playing-field for the women students
of tlie Day Training College,

The executive committee of the City and
Guilfls of London Institute have appointed Mr.
.Alfred J. Margetson, B.Sc. (Lend.). M.Sc, at
present assistant professor at the City and Guilds
(Engineering) College, Kensington, to the Pro-
fessorship of Civil and Mechanical Engineering
at the Technical College, Finsbury, vacated by
Professor K. G. Coker, on his appointment to the
Chair at the University College!

Two new recreation-grounds in the heart of
thickly-populated areas in Birmingham were
formally opened to the public on Monday
evening. The.v are situated in Sheepcote-street
and George-street West respectively. The total
cost of the former is £3.997 5s., comprising site
£3.440 and laying out £557 5s. The open space
at Georse-street West—now to be called the
Brookfields Recreation Ground — has cost
£6,853 8s,. the site accounting for £5.833 8s.. and
I lie laving out for £1.020.

FENCED-IN TRAMLINES.
At the closing meeting of the sixth annual

Conference of the Tramways and Light Rail-
ways Association, held at Newcastle-on-Tyne
last week, Mr. J. A. Brodie, engineer to the
Liverpool Corporation, read a paper on
"Town Planning in Relation to Tramways."
He appreciated the importance of the rela-

tionship between improved means of convey-
ance and the development of town areas.

Main streets and roads had always been the

principal features in old plans of towns, and
they must continue to form the real back-
bone and frame to which details of any effec-

tive planning scheme were to be fitted. The
success and prosperity of any town depended
on its facilities for traffic, and there was little

doubt that speedy local passenger transport

was likely to play a very important part as

effecting the development of town areas in

the future. Although about four millions

sterling had been expended in Liverpool
during the past fifty years, it could safely be
said that none of the most important streets

in the old piirt of the town were of width in

excess of the present requirements. It was
not far from the truth to declare that the new
era of road improvement and widening was
about to commence. Experience in connec-
tion with street improvements near the centre

of a town showed that four-fifths of the whole
expenditure went in payment for houses and
compensations, all of which would have been
avoided if ample width for traffic had been
originally provided. Ample width was now a

matter ot the greatest possible importance
where general traffic was considerable, and
80ft. should be regarded as the minimum in

any thoroughfare leading towards the centre

ot any considerable community. With regard

to tramways, the factor leading to success

would be speed. They must go for increased

speed, combined with safety for passengers,
comfort tor occupiers of frontal property, and
reasonable economy. The average speed, he

suggested, might be increased to twenty
miles an hour, and safety provided by fenced
lines in wide streets. The question of noise

would have to be considered along with speed.

Competent engineers would not find the

problem of resilient and silent tires incapable

of solution.

Alderman Smith, Liverpool, thought it

necessary that trams should travel at high

speeds, and this demanded wide roads. He
did not believe that people would travel in

tunnels if they could travel on the surface.

Mr. Stephen Scllon. referring to diagrams
presented by Mr. Brodie. asked why he had
not contemplated running cars at the side

instead of in the roadway?
Mr. Brodie, in reply, said it was safer to

run fast cars in the centre of a road, aufl

people occupying houses along the route

would be less troubled with noise than if cars

were run at the side.

Mr. Harry England observed that cars

would be able to maintain a high speed at the

side of the roads if they had their own right-

of-way.

«i»

It was decided unanimously by the Court of

Common Council on Tuesday that a bust of the

late i\lr. .Joseph C'hamberlain should be executed
and placed in the Guildhall.

It is proposed by the London County Council

10 link up the comparatively little-nsed line of

(ranuvay t.erminating at Waterloo Station with

the Blackfriars-road route and other lines, via

New-cut and CJreat Charlotte-street. The works
coniniiltee of the Southwark Council in a report

issued on Tuesday, offer no objection.

.\t a meeting of the Staffordshire Education
Committee on Saturday, it was reported that

pl.'tns for the erection of the hostel and farm
buildings in conection with the Staffordshire

Farm Institute had been submitted to the Board
of .VKricnllure, and that the estimated amount
of £23.000. exclusive of cost of land, had been

iii^rccd to.

.\ Local Government Board inquiry was held

on Tuesday at Astwood Bank, by Mr. C. H.
Evles, inspector, to consider an application made
by the Feckenham Rural District Council for

sanction to borrow .£1,940 for the purpose of the

purchase of hind and the erection of working-

,-lass dwellings at Astwood Bank. Messrs. Dicks

and Waldron, of Evesham, have prepared the

plans for the houses.
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GALASHIELS.—At a recent meeting of
the town council, the burghs building com-
mittee reported, in cojiection with the pro-
posed extension of the burgh buildings and
the accommodation for the police depart-
ment, that the sketch plans submitted to the
council ill January bv Sir Robert S. Lnrimer
A.R.S.A.. F.RJ.B.A.. of Melville-street!
Edinburgh, had been forwarded to the
Scottish Office, and approved of. so far as
the police department was concerned. There-
after Sir Robert Lorimer prepared com-
pleted plans giving effect to a variety of
alterations suggested on the sketch plans,
and he estimated the cost of the extension'
at approximately £5.750. with an additional
£2,500 for a tower and clock. The com-
pleted plans had been approved bv the com-
mittee, and had been examined by the
anonymous gentleman who had been interest-
ing himself in the matter, and he had in-
timated his desire to bear the expense of the
tower and clock. Further subscriptions
towards the cost of the extension to the
amount in all of £650 had been intimated,
while others had been promised. The com-
mittee recommended that the completed plans
be approved of. and that Sir Robert Lorimer
he instructed to prepare specifications and
schedules, and thereafter obtain and submit
to the council estimates for the execution of
the work. The committee's report was
adopted.

KIXGSWOOD, BRISTOL.—Mr. William
Douglas has given a new nursing home to
Kingswood. near Bristol. The building is in
Hanham-road. and has a frontage of 36ft. and
a depth of 40ft.

; the elevation is of red brick
and Bath stone dressings. To the left of the
vestibule is a waiting-room, and behind it are
a storeroom, kitchen, and offices. On the
right of the vestibule are a committee-room
and a dining-room 13ft. 5in. by 22ft. On the
floors above are eight bedrooms, two bath-
rooms, and a boxroom. The staircase is

lighted by a lantern light from the roof. Mr.
Thomas Mackay. of Kingswood. is the archi-
tect, and Mr. S. Milsom, also of Kingswood.
the contractor.

MA\CHESTER.-The Central Branch for
Accidents and Outpatients of the Man-
chester Royal Infirmary, which has been
built on the site of the Grosvenor-street
Chapel and Roby School, Piccadilly, is
rapidly approaching completion, and will be
ready for occupation in a few weeks. The
exterior of the new hospital is plain to a
degree, being of red brick, with very little
ornamentation. Opening from the entrance-
hall are consulting and examination rooms.
A special room for accidents is provided, and
there are two observation wards, each lia\ini;
two beds. On the ground floor there are also
an operating theatre, an X-rav room, and an
isolation room. The total number of beds
in the institution is fourteen, of which ten
are on the first floor, where two wards will
have three beds each and two others two beds
each. Accommodation is provided for the
staff, their sleeping accommodation beiiis on
the second floor. Throughout the buildings
the floors are of terrazzo. covered by lino
leum. The walls in all the patients' depart-
ments are tiled, and all corner-- are rounded.
The cost of the building has been £25.000.

NORWICH.—At the last meeting of the
city council of Norwich the Special Com-
mittee re Flood Protection and Housing re-
ported recommending that tenement
dwellings of two stories, self-contained
dwellings with three or four bedrooms each,
and a few dwellings with two bedrooms he
erected in Starling-road, and that a com-
petition be arranged and plans and drawings
for the erection of the dwellings be invited
from architects resident within seven miles
of Norwich who are Fellows, Associates, or
Licentiates of the Royal Institute of British
.^reliiteets, or members of the Society of
Architects; three nremiums of £20. £15, and
£10 respectively be olTered. and Councillor
Bnardman act as assessor on behalf of the
cnmmittee; and. further, that power be
delegated to the Special Committee re Flood

Prevention and Housing to select a plan, and
invite tenders for carrying out the work for
submission to the council. After a long
discussion, and several divisions, an amend^
ment was carried that the city engineer. Mr.
A. E. Collins, be instructed to prepar:> and
submit plants and specifications for the work.

NEW CATTON, NORWICH. — The
Bishop of Norwich has consecrated at New
Catton, a suburb of Norwich, the church of
St. Luke's, which has been provided through
the generosity of some anonymous donor or
donors. The cost of the church approxi-
mates to £6.000. It is of red brick, is plain
in treatment, and gives accommodation for
over 600 people. This most modern of
-Norwich churches is possessed of a fine Early
English font. For years it stood in the
garden of St. Andrew's, and has now been
handed over "to St. Luke's in a state of
restoration. The architects of the new
cliiirch were Sir Arthur Blomfield and Sons,
and the builders Messrs. Youngs and Son]
of Norwich.

OXFORD.—The Lady-chapel of St. Mary
Magdalen Church. Oxford, which has just
been dedicated by the Bishop of Oxford after
restoration, was built on the site of a chantry
erected in the I2th century by the Carmelite
Friars. Among its chief features are its
massive buttresses with niches to contain
figures and its balustrade. The roof and the
balustrade have been restored. The stone-
work of the four buttresses has been
repaired, and in the niches have been placed
statues of the Virgin Mary, the prophet
Elijah, King Richard I., and Bishop Hugh,
of Lincoln. The Virgin and Bishop Hugh
were, it is believed, two of the figures which
originally filled the niches. King Richard
has been chosen because he was born in the
Palace of Beaumont, which stood near the
church, and the prophet Elijah as the patron
saint of the Carmelites.

WHITEKIRK.—The .scheme for the re-
storation of Whitekirk Church. Haddington-
shire, which was burned down by in-
cendiaries in February, has now so far
advanced that it has been possible to appoint
an architect to prepare plans an obtain esti-
mates. Sir Robert Lorimer. A.R.S.A
F.R.I.B.A.. of Edinburgh. has
selected. The funds subscribed and
wise available are £6,400, but this

be
BLVTH.—Large liarbour extensions are to

earned out at Blyth. In the upper
harbour there will be coaling berths for .ships
"P. '° lO'OOO tons. Staith Jetty will be

side of mt. at low and 45ft. at high water
Ihe contract has just been placed with
Messrs. Mitchell Brothers. Limited. Glas-ow
Ihe cost will be borne partly by the Blyth
Harbour Commissioners and p.a'rtly by "the
North-Eastern Railway Company ' A "lar"c
tidal basin with a deep-water area of 15 acres
i.s being dredged. Future improvements of
the harbour consist of the extension of the
iiast 1 ler by the construction of a monolithic
concrete pier 1.120ft. long, the reconstruction
and extension of the West Pier, and the
vision of basins.

pro-

about £1.600 still to be
complete restoration.

been
other-

leaves
raised to allow of the

Plans by Mr. Temple Moore, of Hampstead,
have been adopted for the new church of St.
Augustine to be built in Rock-avenne, Gillinj-
ham. near Chatham. The estimated outlay o^ii

the first section of the church is £5,500.

Mr. W. M. Cross. M.Inst.C.E.. held an inquiry
at the Public Hall. Whittlesey, last week,
as to the application of the rural district council
of Whittlesey to borrow the sum of £2,634 for
the erection of working-class dwellings. Mr.
.\lan W. Ruddle, architect, of Peterborough,
produced and explained the plans.

The Evesham rural district council adopted
last week a plan prepared by Messrs. Willcox and
Raikes. civil engineers. Birmingham, for connect-
ing Harvington with the village water scheme, by
laying a main from Littleton across the River
.\von at tlie Fish and .\nchor ford. The esti-
mated cost of this is .£2.200. The council is
erecting cottages in the village at an estimated
cost of £3.400.

Memorial stones of a new Baptist school-chapel
were laid last week at the corner of London-
road anil Vesey-street. Newcastle-under-Lyme.
The assemVdv-hall will be seated for 300 adults,
and there will also be three class-rooms. Messrs.
George Barnes and Sons, of London, are the
architects, and Messrs. Tompkinson and
Bettelley. of Longton, Staffs, are the builders.
The cost of the present section of the scheme
will be £2.100. I

A memorial to the musicians who perished in
(

the wreck of the Titanic was unveiled at the
headquarters of the National (livhestral .Vspocin- I

tion. .\rchfer-street. Soho. London, last week,
hv Mr. Lanrlon Ronald. It takes the form of a

'

decorative mantelpiece in one of the club-rooms,
with a centre panel executed in bronze showing
in relief and figures of Music and Fame. Kiirht
portrait medallions also form part of the
memorial. It was executed by Mr. Paid R,
Montford. sculptor, with Jfr. Maurice E. Webb
as architect.

MEPROPOLXTAN WATER BOARD

-

1 his authority accepted on Friday the tender
of Messrs. Dick. Kerr, and '

Co. Ltd
amounting to £673.811. for the construction
of reservoirs No. 6 and 7 at Littleton, and
incidental works authorised bv the Board'sNew Works Act of last year, and Mr T C
Deverell, M.Inst.C.E., was appointed Resi-
dent engineer at the reservoir works at a
salary of £600 per annum, with house rent
Iree. Mr. Deverell was the resident engineer
during the construction of the King George
reservoir, his salary then being £500 a year
Messrs. S. Wilkes and E. A. Park were pro-
moted in consequence of the retirement
through ill health of Mr. Sidney Marsland
the assistant district engineer of the Kent
district. It was decided fo purchase as a site
for filters to be constructed at Hanworth37i acres of land of Mr. J. C. G, Pownall
at £5,500, or about £145 per acre, and 27*
acres of the Rev. F. Salt at £3.750. or £135
per acre. It was reported that Messrs.
Ihomas Dockwra and Co. had completed
the laying of a 48in. main for the
purpose of carrying the uufiltered water
of the New River from Southburv - road
to Bush Hill basin, and of a 48in. main to
carry the water of the New River over
-Maiden's Brook, authorised by the New-
River Company's Act of 1896. at 'a total cost
of £9.194. and that the power-station
buildings at King George's reservoir had been
earned out by Messrs. Charles Wall. Ltd.,
at an expenditure of £16,180,

SOUTH SHIELDS.—An important scheme
of dock extension has been embarked upon
by the Middles Docks and Engineering Com-
pany. South Shields. The new dock, which
will be the largest in Shields Harbour, will
b? 0.30ft. long and 80ft. wide at the entrance,
with a depth of 26ft. of water over sill. Pro-
vision is made in the scheme for the erection
of a deep-water quay about 750ft. long, which
\yill be fitted with an electric gantry travel-
ling crane. The work will be completed in
about two years, and a commencement will
he made in the near future with the con-
struction of a second new dry dock. Messrs.
Edmund Nuttall and Co.. Manchester, are
the contractors, and the designs have been
prepared by Mr. T. Hanning, M.Inst.C.E.. of
Newcastle.

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday) after-
noon of the City Corporation, a petition to the
Local Government. Board was sealed for an order
sanctioning the Cloth-fair Improvement Scheme,
1914, pursuant to Part 11. of the Housing of the
Working Classes Act. 1800. Section 39 (b). as
amended by Section 23 of the Housing and Town
Planning -^ct. 1909.

Mr. F. O. Stanford. A.M.I.C.E., Local Govern-
ment Board Inspector, conducted an inquiry at
the Old Grammar School. .Vshford. Kent, on
Wednesday week into the application of the
West Ashford Rural District Council to borrow
£3.300 for the purpose of providing proper water
supplies in Bethersden. Great Chart, Ilothfield,
Kingsnorth. and Shadoxhurst.

.\t a special meeting of Evesham Town
Council on .Monday, the town clerk reported he
liad received the formal sanction of the Local
Government Board to a loan of £1,800, to be
repaid in eighty years, for the purchase of a site
in King's-roaJ, for lionses for the w-orking
classes, and he had made arrangements w-ith the
Public Works Loan Commissioners for the loan.--
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COMPETITIONS.
THE SHAKESPEARE MEMORIAL

NATIONAL THEATRE.—We have receive.l

the following, in addition to the particulars

given in onr last two issues ; The names of

the areliitects sending in designs, and also

their designs, will be seen only by the
assessor and the sub - committee. The
drawings may be the original working
drawings of buildings erected, or they may
be elevations of buildings designed but not

erected. Not more than five drawings or

photographs should be submitted, and not
more than two perspectives. A short report
of the designs may be included, and also a

list of buildings of importance designed or
erected. All drawings to be sent in a port-

folio on or before September 15, lin4, tn

the Secretary, the Shakespeare Rlpuiorial

Committee, 3a, Dean's-yard. Westminster
Abbey, S.W.

NEW SCHOOL, SUNDERLAND-ROAD.
GATESHEAD. --Members and Licentiates of

the Royal Institute of British Architects
must not take part in the above competition,
because the conditions are not in accordance
with the published Regulations of the Royal
Institute for Architectural Competitions.

The Herts County Museum, in Hatfield-road,
St. Albans, is being enlarged, at an outlay of

about £1.500. The builders are Messrs. Salisbury
and Son, of Harpenrlen. and the additional show-
cases are being made bv Mr. .1. S. Gibbs. of

Fleetville.

The death occurred in Edinburgh on Friday of

Mr. David Rutherford. A.R.S 17. for the past
half-dozen vears chief sanitary inspector for the
city. Mr. Rutherford, who had been in failing

health for some lime, had been in the employ-
ment of the Edinburgh Corporation for about
twenty years.

The girls' secondary school is in course of
erection in St. George's-avenue, Northampton.
The school, which is being built by Messrs. Pullen
and Sons, is to accommodate 300 pupils, and the
cost wdl be £16.546. exclusive of furnishing, as

the laying out of the plaving-fields. Messrs.
Sharman and .\rcher. of Wellingborough, are the
architects.

Tenders, amoimting to £6.088. have l>een

accepted by the West Eidin? Standing .Joint Com-
mittee, for the furnishing of the new police head-
quarters at Wakefield. The total estimate for
the building and furnishing, it was stated, was
£37,938. and the actual expenditure when com-
pleted would be £38,285.

The foundation-stone of the new church of St.
Cuthbert. Preston, was laid the other after-
noon. The first section of the church to be
erected will consist of the chancel, part of the
nave, with the vestries, which will cost over
£7,000. The architect is Mr. Temple Moore, of
London, and the contractors are Messrs. UUa-
thorne. of Selby.

On Saturday, at Chilcompton. Lady Kathleen
Thynne laid the first foundation-stone of a new
church house, which is to be erected in the
parish. The members of the C EM S have
agreed to carrv out the work of erecting the
building in their spare time. Mr. H. G Tovev.
of Midsomer Norton, will act as hon. architect,
and has prepared plans. Mr. A, G. Target, one
of the churchwardens, is the clerk of the works,
and hon treasurer to the scheme.

A Ceylon pavilion has just been added to the
public galleries of the Imperial Institute, The
scheme of internal decoration is based on
Sinhalese designs and colouring. The designs
are taken partly from sculptured decoration
found on ruined dagobas at Anuradhapura, and
party from Kandyan painted potterv. with the
addition of proverbs and savings written in
Sinhalese characters. The exhibits include
specimens of Kandyan woodcarving, metal-work,
pottery, and painting; also photographs illus-
trating the tea industry and water-colour
sketches and photographs of Ceylon scenerv

A service was held in the partly erected new
church of Urr, near Dalbeattie, on Saturday, in
the course of which a memnriat-stonc was' laid
in the chancel. The church, which is cstimalrd
to cost £3 000, will be the fourth on or near the
nresent site, the first having boon erected in
1606, the second in 1752. and the third in 1S15 ,\

nnnel from the nnlpit of the first church, bearing
the initials of the then minister. Mr, .lohn
Thomson, has been presented and vill be fixed
to the nulnit of the new buildinir. .\ stone from
the belfrv of the church recently demolislied,
with the figures 1815 on it. is to be built into the
new west eable. The architect is Mr. V. Mac-
grcgor Chalmers, of Glasgow.

(Buv Illustrations.

REBUILDING PREMISES IN BISHOPS-
GATE FOR THE LEATHERSELLERS'
COMPANY.
The rebuilding of Nos. 54 to 66, Bishops-

gate, is for a bank or insurance premises,
with offices over, as shown by the accom-
panying plans. It will be seen that the

Howard Chatfeild Clarke, F.R.I.B.A.,
President of the Surveyors' Institution, of

102, Bishopsga'te, E.G.

ST. COLUMBA'S CHURCH,
BOROUGH.

SCAR-

St. Columba's Church, Scarborough, is a

new church to be built in a populous outskirt
of the town. The site is a very difficult one,
both in shape and subsoil. The plan shows
a nave and chancel (with apsidal ends) lying
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REBUILDING PREMISES IN BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C., FOR THE
LEATHERSELLERS' COMPANY.

Mr. Howard CiiATFF.ii.n Ci.arkk, F.R.I,B,A., Aroliiteet.

central feature of the facade is the arching
over the existing entr&iice to St, Helen 's-

place, which has been included in the design.
.At present the entrance is through iron gates,
the premises being the property of the
Leathersellers' Company. As will be seen
from the illustrations, the offices are
approached from St. Helen's-plaee, and are
planned so as to be easily divisible or dealt
with \\\ large areas. Two blocks of offices
have already been built in St. Helen's-place,
each occupying the site of four of the old
houses formerly e.xisting, and the present
block is suggested to be carried out on
similar lines, the elevation being built wholly
in Portland stone. The architect is Mr.

diagonally across an approximately square
site, with many aisles diminishing into angles
on the north and south sides. The effect

should be very interesting, because although
the church will be nearly as wide as it is long,

its shape brings the sanctuary (and for that
matter, the pulpit, too) into view from every
part of the church. On account of a loose
subsoil and a deep pit already dug on the

site (not to mention the want of space on the
land at disposal) the vestries and a large

clubroom liave been arranged for most eco-

nomically in a basement. The church will

seat 600, and the cost is estimated at £7,000
complete. It will be built of brick, with
brick facings, stone being used only in the

t

I

i
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windows, doorways, etc. T)ie drawing liere

reproduced is now on view at the Roval
Academy. Mr. Temple Moore. F.R.I.B.A.,
is tile architect.

WELLGARTH CORNER. HAiMPSTEAD
GARDEN' SUBURB.

This house ov-irlooks the extension of

Hampstead Heath, and is faced externally
with Chesham grey sand-faced bricks, the
chimney-stacks, quoins, and window-reveals
being executed in reds. The porch and

mottled facing-bricks. The towers, east and
west wings, will be roughcasted, finished with
a rough surface, and distempered. Doultiiig
stone will be employed to upper part of
towers. The tile-hanging to lounge, north
end, to be bright red sand-faced tiles, con-
trasting with roof-tiles, which are dark
brindled. Roofs to tower and shelter: The
flooi-s to shelter and towers, expanded metal
and concrete ; the framework to shelter will
be ill light steelwork, eased in concrete, and
finished in cement rendering. The moulded

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
CPOUND CLOOR plan

SCAl_E OF PEe-T

'WELLGARTH CORNER," HAMPSTEAD GARDEN SUBURB.
Mr. Herbert A. Welch, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.

niche over are executed in Portland stone.
The windows are double-hung sashes, and
the roof is covered with red sand-faced tiles,

with bonnet-shaped hips. The hall is panelled
in oak, which has been treated with liquid
lime to finish a greyish colour. Elsewhere
the joinerv is in deal. The architect is Mr.
Herbert A. Welch, A. R.I. B. A., 7, New
square. Lincoln's Inn. W.C. The accom-
panying drawing is now on view at the Royal
.Academy Exhibition.

EXTENSION TO DOXFORD HALL,
NORTHUMBERLAND.

The illustration shows a view of the end of

the new wing which has just been added to
this mansion. On the ground floor is a
library, 50ft. by 25ft., separated from two
small rooms by an archway, through which
the drive passes. On the first floor are bed-
rooms. The library interior is finished in

mahogany, left untouched from the tool, with
special plasterwork to ceiling and beams.
The stone used on the building is from a local
quarry, and the roof is covered with West-
morland slates. Messrs. Mauchlen and
Weightman. of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, are the
architects.

HYTIIE CONCERT HALL ; SELECTED
DESIGN.

The requirements of the Hythe Corpora-
tion in this competition were to provide a
concert-hall, public shelter, and tea-rooms
upon the old baths site, which lies between
the sea front and South road. In this, the
first premiated design, Mr. Arthur Wintle, of

418, Strand, W.C, has arranged the public
shelter and tea-rooms facing the sea in such
a way that they can be used in conjunction
with the concert-hall, which has been placed
with its main entrance towards South-road.
The various divisions are concentrated into
one block, with a view to facilitating super-
\ision and reducing the requisite staff to a
minimum. The old baths building has been
utilised, thus allowing the building as a
whole to be planned on a more liberal scale
than would otherwise have been possible.
The scheme has been divided into three
portions: (1) Entrance vestibule and cloak-
rooms, etc.. fronting upon South-road. (2)

Concert-hall and gallery. (.3) Shelter tea-
rooms and balcony. The materials proposed
to be used are: Concert-hall, nortli entrance
and chimney-stacks facings. 2in. purple

work to the south elevation will be run in

cement, which will be subsequently painted.
The concert-hall will have a light steel roof,

carried upon cast-iron columns, the lattice

girders supporting the clerestory wall being
used decoratively. The ceiling to the concert-
hall and the proscenium will be constructed
of fibrous plaster. Mr. Charles F. A. Voysey
was the professional referee who selected
this design on behalf of the Hythe Corpora
tion.

•^*^-

j

-A tower is being added to the Roman Catholic
! Church at Donnybrook. near Dublin. Messrs. W.
H. Byrne and Sou. of Dublin, are the architects.
and Mr. Michael Green, of Donnybrook, is the

i builder.

I

The foundation-stone of a church hall was laid
I on Friday, at Hightown, Sefton, near Liverpool.
It will accommodate 200 persons, and is bein^
built from plans by Messrs. Shepheard and
Bower, of Royal Liver Building, Liverpool.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board have pur.

I
chased 57 acres of land at Hyde Stile, two miles

I

from Godalming. for the purpose of erecting a
tubertulosis sanatorium for women, with accom-
modation for 200 patients. The land lies at an
altitude of nearly 400ft. above sea-level, and is

sheltered by the higher hills of Hindhead and
the Hog's Back.

In the matter of the application on behalf of

William Frederick Russell, temporarily residing
at his Majesty's Prison, Wandsworth, lately
Queen's Wood-road, Forest Hill, and Holling-
bourne-road. Heme Hill, formerly Alscot-road
Bermondsey, builder's foreman, formerly master
builder, the order of discharge has been sus-

pended for two years.

A municipal secondary school for boys in Leaf-
square. Pendleton, Salford. was opened on Thurs-
day in last week by Sir William Mather. In the
twelve classrooms of the school there are places
for 330. There are also three laboratories {two
chemical and one physical!, an art-room, manual-
instruction room, gymnasium, library, dining-
room, and kitchen, head and assistant masters'
rooms, and an assemblv-hall. The cast for build-

ing has been £20.000.'

Tlie old tower of the Royal University in Earls-

fort-terrace. Dublin, which dates from 1884. and
is in course of demolition in consequence of the
erection of new buildings for University College
on its site, is to be re-erected for H.M. Board of

Works at the rear of the new College of Science
adjoining Kildare-place, by Messrs. G. and T.

Crampton. contractors, of Ballsbridge. Dublin,
who are also the builders of the new Universifv

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
PARKER - STREET AND KINGSWAY

FRONTAGES.—On three days this week Mr
John Hubert Oakley, of the firm of Messrs.
Daniel Smith, Son, and Oakley, sat at the Sur-
veyors' Institution as arbitrator in a compensa-
tion claim in respect of two of the three interests
in a .site in Parker-street, that of Mr. Wlieater
and -hat of Mr. Delissa .loseph. Tlie witnesses
for the claimants include Sir David Burnett
(Messrs. Fox, Burnett, and Baddeley), Mr. B. I.

Breach (Messrs. Farebrother. Ellis, and Co.). Mr.
W. Hurst Flint (Messrs. Humbert and Flint),

Mr. J. H. Townsend Green (Messrs. Weallicrall
and Green), Mr. .James Boyton (Messrs. Elliott,

Son, and Boyton), and Sir -Mexander Stenning.
For the Holborn Borough Council there were
called Mr. H. I'hatfeild Clarke, P.S.I. ; Mr. Leslie
Vigors; and Mr. Howard Martin (Messrs. Thur-
good and Martini. Tlie Holborn Borough
Council, under Michael Angelo Taylor's Act,
sought to acquire a strip of the frontage of

the site for the widening of Parker-street. The
loss of the strip w'ould, it is alleged, do away
with the Kingsway frontage. The arbitrator
announced on Wednesday afternoon that he
should reserve his award.

\ CHUCIFI.K IN A MEMORIAL WINDOW
I'O AN ARCHITECT—The Chancellor of

Durham (Dr. P. V. Smith) held a Consistory
Court on Friday at St. Oswald's Church,
Durham, for the purpose of hearing an applica-
tion l>y the vicar and churchwardens of the
parish for a faculty to confirm the insertion of

a stained-glass window in the church in memory
of the late Mr, C. Hodgson Fowler, P.S.A.,
F RIB,.-!., for many years architect to the Dean
and Chapter of Durham. Mr. B. Laidler stated
that the window was a gift by Mrs. Hodgson
Fowler, and that there was no opposition. The
Chancellor, gi\in2 judgment, said the window
was of two lights, with representations of Bishop
Hugh of Lincoln and St. Paul of Rochester. In
a lower space there was a figure of Mr. Hodgson
Fowler, kneeling and presenting the ground plan
of the church, and there was a crucifix at the
side, I'lie window had been put up without a
previous faculty, which was an unfortunate
thing. He felt it was impossible to grant a

facultv for a window containing such a repre-
sentation without holding a Court to consider
the matter and seeing the actual window itself

It was well known that before the Reformation
the crurifix and other images were used in con-
nection with Divine worship. All that was swept
away at the Reformation on the ground that it

led to superstition. It was hardly 40 years since
the Privy Council gave a decision that figures of
historic representation might be allowed, but
the objection to figures in a church was confined
to cases in which there was a risk of their being
the subject of superstitions reference or abuse.
Since that time the introduction of historic
sculptures had become extremely common, and
there were more and more of them every day,
Simiiltaneoiislv with that, there had been
attempts made to introduce the crucifix in

churches, and decisions given in 1901 and 1906
on the subject clearly defined what was legal

and what was illegal. The Chancellor said that
the window itself, he considered, had not the
figure of a man engaged in prayer, hut a figure

of the Inte Mr, Fowler holdine in his hand the
plan of a church, which he was presenting
iiefore God, If that were done before the
rrncifix. he thought the objection mi^ht prevail.

He thoiitrht they might take it that the crucifix

wa.s there, but that it did not form part of his

actual devotional act That being so, he was
prepared to grant the confirmatory faculty.

College, which is being constructed from plans
bv Messrs. Doolin and Butler, of Dublin.

The Stepney Borough Council have derided to

purchase a site in .Arbour-street, at £'11,000 for

the erection of municipal buildings.

Mr. A. B, Blaschcck has been appointed suc-

cessor to Mr, Leeso as deputy surveyor of the
Forest of Dean, and director of the proposed
forestry demonstration area there,

Mr, I. .1. Williams, for the past four years
curator of the Corporation Art Gallery and
MuseiHii at Cyfarthfa Castle, Merthyr Tydfil, has
been appointed Director of the .\rt Gallery of

the National Museum of Wales. Mr, Isaac .1.

Williams was for fifteen years art instructor

under the Merthyr Corporation, and was
especially identified with art and handicrafts.

The Potteries Fund Committee, the object of

which is the discovery and assistance of women
and girls suffering from lead poisoning, states

in its report for 1913 general willingness to comply
w-ith the voluminous new code of regulations

issued last year has been noticeable, and in some
cases abandonment of the use of lead has been
an indirect result of their enforcement. For
example. Messrs. Donlton. in the Potteries, now
employ a glaze which is leadless for all their

white china.
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PKOFESSIONAl AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ANTIQUARIES AT NEWMINSTER.—
The other afternoon, there was a meeting
of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Society of

Antiquaries on the site of Newniinster
Abbey, near Morpetli. Tlie party was
received by Mr. George Renwick, Springliill,

owner of the Abbey grounds, an examination
of whose recent e.\ca\ations was tlie main
object of the visit. Mr. Josepli Oswald
explained to members that Newminster was
founded in 11.38, by Ranulph de Mereley of

Morpetli, that its cliartulary was edited by
Canon Fowler, and published by the
Surtees Society, and that it met the fate
of all similar establishments in tliis country
in 1539. Mr. Renwiek by his arduous work
had made many important discoveries since
the society was there a year ago. One of
these was the base, seven feet square, of a
massive pier, which was Late Transitional or
of later date, about 1200. That pillar stood
between two of the three chapels on tlie east
side of the south transept. Of such chapels
there had been six in all. By means of the
pillars which separate these chapels, and
other remains, they were able to lay out the
outline of that part of the church, which
was found to follow the traditional Cistercian
plan. Mr. Renwick had cleared out the
great accumulation of soil and debris from
the cloister garth, and by the beautiful
pieces of arcading he had erected with the
carved stones saved out of it, bad given
visitors a good idea of the extent of the
cloisters and their ambulatories. Several
interments of exceptional interest had
recently been found. One of these had its

covering almost perfect, and its Latin
inscription set forth that it was the burial
place of Johanna, the Lady of Stanton (a
property five miles west of Newminster). the
wife of W. Corbett. He, Sir Walter Corbett.
a Shropshire man, lies in an undisturbed
grave by her side.

THE EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—Through the generosity of
Sir R. Rowand Anderson two special prizes
of £40 each have just been awarded by the
Edinburgh Architectural Association. ' The
prizes were offered for the encouragement of
the study of the development of steel con-
struction, more particularly as exemplified
in the work of France and Germany, and
were open to any two members of the' archi-
tectural profession in Scotland, over twenty-
one and not over tliirty years of age, whom
a special committee appointed by the council
of the Edinburgh Architectural Association
should deem most suitable for prosecuting
this special stiidv. The prizes have been
awarded to Mr. William Paterson, A. R.I. B. A
(Pugin Student lOI.I). of Edinburgh, and
Mr. James McLaren Brown, of Hamilton.
N.B., who will be requireil to spend not less
tlian eight weeks studying on the Continent.

THE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF ART
MASTERS.—The annual meeting of the
National Society of Art Masters was held on
Friday at the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Mr. H. Schroder, the retiring President,
delivered an address, remarking on the im-
portance of a definite poliev as to the future
of art education, and deploring the general
failure to grapple with its present day
problems on the part of those concerned iii

the administration of schools. As to current
reforms, the scheme for superannuation of
teachers in secondary schools was practically
an accomplished fact, and only awaited the
legislation promised by the Cha'ncellor of the
Exchequer. The council had gone ahead
witli a scheme of examinations for course
certifVates after full discussion with the
Board of Education. These certificates would
insure that anyone obtaining them had passed
through a course that was consistent and
educationally sound for his particular work.
A drawing certificate for teachers in ele-
mentary schools had been established this
year. With regard to secondary teachers, a
definite step had been taken that wouH help
to establish the Society as the chief art-

teachiiic body in the country. He had been
enabled to safeguard the Society and Schools
of Art. provision having been made for repre-

sentatives of the Society to be on the advisorj

board connected with the certificate. They
had now to deal with an entirely new problem
—handicraft and manufacture, and not art,

taking the predominant place, and the school

that turned out an inordinate number of art

class teachers and art masters simply because
it had a course of work already to hand was
a thing of the past. The report, which was
adopted on the motion of the President,

stated that the examinations for the drawing
certificate liad been very successful. The
number of full members—392—showed an
increase of twenty on last year. The question
of grants to schools of art was discussed, the

President moving that the meeting express
regret at the action of the Board of Educa-
tion in reducing the grant to small schools.

—

Mr. Parkinson pointed out that the small
schools supplied many students to large

schools, and to out out the small schools
would be to limit the supply.—Mr. Bedford
urged that the question was one of life or

death to the small sehols. which the Board
was starving out of existence. The resolution

was carried. Another resolution, also moved
by the President and carried, urged the
Board of Education to make grants to

districts in relation to the all-round educa-
tional facilities which local authorities

offered. The annual dinner of the Society
was held at the Holborn Restaurant in the

evening, Mr. H. Schroder presiding. In

replying to the toast of "Tlie Visitors," pro-

posed by Mr. W. B. Daltoii, the President-
elect. Mr. W. R. Coltoii, R.A., remarked
that in France they dealt with art on a com-
mercial basis, and the art of the country was
not the worse. There were two principals to

be considered—the producer and the con-
sumer. In England we were worrying and
striving to produce the producer of art. We
ought also to consider and to endeavour to

educate the consumer. It was the training
of the nation to a higher appreciation of what
was fine in design that would make the
country in the future. The official policy to-

day seemed to be to let students, masters,
and education authorities have a slack time.
- Mr. Frank Warner, wdio also replied, re-

ferred to the great progress of the silk

industry, resulting from a more general
appreciation of design and colour; this was
mainly the result of the work of the art

schools. Mr. Alan Colo proposed " Success
to the Society of Art Masters," and the
President returned thanks.

MANCHESTER ARCHITECTS VISIT
BIRMINGHAM.—On Saturday the Birming-
ham Architectural Association received a

visit from the members of the Manchester
Architectural Association, who made a tour
of the city and inspected some of the archi-

tectural features. The new galleries of the
Royal Society of Artists in New-street were
first visited, and the visitors were much im-

pressed by the galleries and the collection of

works eontaiiied in them. The magnificent
stained-glass windows of the Cathedral by
Buriie-Jones and Morris were next inspected,
and afterwards the party proceeded to the
Victoria Law Courts, where the stately

entranee-hall and fine woodwork of the courts
were admired. The journey was continued
to Aston Hall. A number of modern
churches, all by Birmingham architects, were
visited— viz. : St. Benedict's, St. Gregory's,
St. Oswald's, and St. Agatha's. Afterwards
the party proceeded to the Red Lion Hotel,
King's Heath, for tea, this building being an
excellent example of the Cotswold style.

From thence the party went to Bournville
niid viewed the group of buildings round the
green. On returning to the city the visitors

were entertained to dinner at the Queen's
Hotel.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.—In connection
with the School of Architecture the following
awards have been made : Carpenters' Com-
pany Travelling Studentship, H. Norman
•Icpsoii ; Evening Design Class Prizes, F. E.
Crutchley and R. A. Walter; Additional
Prize for Sketching and Measuring, R. A.
Walter.

.\ return presented hv the Corporation states
that a net outlay of £4!,3.'i0 was incnrrorl last
year on street paving in the City of I^ondon.

"CAKES AND ALE."

7'o the I'Jdilor nf the BUILDING Nrvvs.

Sir,—Having, not so long ago, to act pro-

fessionally in connection with a competition
of the first importance, I was somewhat
depressed by the display of incapacity on the

part of those who, as elected representatives
of the people, constitute the authority re-

sponsible for the choice of the design for

llie building in question.

When the plans were on view the utmost
was made of the occasion, and admission to

view became a privileged and exclusive

affair, no one being admitted unless armed
with a special permit, a janitor in livery

being employed to guard the portal, and a

policeman in uniform was placed in charge of

every room. I was \'ery amused with all this,

and particularly with the inane remarks
passed upon the designs by those on whose
vote the ultimate choice of an extremely

costly and conspicuous building scheme
depended.

I was not surprised to witness the very

inadequate attention given by these guardians
of the public purse to the essentials of the

project or to hear vulgar designs much
belauded ; but I thought the climax was
reached when one portly and very con-

*

sequential councillor "took the cake" by
remarking, almost immediately after his fussy

arrival, on meeting some of his confreres

:

"I say, you fellows, any sherry and sand-

wiches f " Finding nothing of the sort going,

he left promptly. Fortunately, there was a

professional assessor employed in the con-

test referred to. and I know him well.— I am,
etc.. F.R.I.B.A.

. «*»
The Local Government Board have given their

sanction to the borrowing by the town council of

Bury, Lanes, of £40,720 for extensions at the

Chamber Hall electricity power station.

At an adjourned meeting of the Birmingham
City Council on Tuesday, the scheme for the ex-

tension of Holymoor Asylum was approved on

the recommendation of the asylums committee.
The watch committee's recommendation that
extensions lie carried out at the Victoria Courtis

and police offices at an estimated cost of-dE29,925,

and this scheme was also sanctioned.

A tablet containing a list of the vicars has

been erected in St. Mary's Church, Chigwell.

The memorial has been designed in the Fifteenth

Century style. It is composed of dark oak,

enriched with tracery and moulded cornice. The
latter contains a carved running ornament, and
is surmounted by a pierced foliated cresting.

The memorial has been executed by Messrs,

Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

A sub-committee of the highways committee
of the Cumberland County Council have had
under consideration various schemes for dealing

with the bridge over the Greta at Keswick, on

the road to Crosthwaite, beside the pencil mills.

The full committee have adopted their recom-
mendations for the construction of a ferro-

concrete bridge, of one span, 36ft, wide, in-

cluding a 6ft, wide footpath, at an estimated

cost of £2,600, The recommendation will come
before the county council next week.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Atherstone Board
of Guardians the chairman reported having had
an interview in London with Mr. Kitchin, chief

architect to the Local Government Board, with

regard to the alterations proposed to be carried

out at the workhouse, .\s a result, of that

interview he recommended that the infirmary be

extended, at an estimated cost of £3,027; that v

new kitchen be erected, at a cost of £682; and
that a residence be erected on workhouse premises

for the master, at a cost not exceeding £600,
The recommendations, which will involve an

ontliiy of about £5,700, were adopted.

The inauguration of the tower that the town
council of Aberdeen have erected on the historic

field of llarlaw, near Inverurie, in memory of

Provost David'ion and the burgesses of Bon
.\ccord, who fill in the battle fought there on

,July 24, 1411, took place on Friday, The
tnemorial, wUich has lieen erected near the site

of Drum's Cairn, where Sir Alexander Irvine of

Drum fell, is a hexagonal tower, about 45ft. in

bright, and ISfl. in diameter at the base. Built

of rough granite stone, largely composed ot

lionidcrs got near the site, the monument bears

several ins,-riptions. The designer is Mr, William
Kelly, architect, A,R,S,A,, Aberdeen.

fl
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DOXFORD HALL EXTENSION.— Messrs. Mauchlen and Weightman, Architects.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE LU.NTSDEN APPEAL.—Mr. Royds asked

the Chancellor of the Exchequer on Thursday in

last week whether, in view of the equal division

of opinion of Ihe House of Lords in the Lumsden
appeal, and of the provisions of the Revenue
Bill, which, if passed into law. would exempt
builders' profils from claims for increment value
duty, he would agree that the Commissioners
=;hould pay the costs incurred by Mr. Lumsden in

inosecutiiifc his apjieal. Mr. Montagu replied

that the Chancellor of the Exchequer regretted
that he did not see his way to accede to the
leqnest.—Mr. Chamberlain asked whether the
Chancellor of the Excheq\ier did not give some-
thing like a promise that in a fair test case the

Treasury would pay the expenses of both parties,

and did he not think that a case of this kind,

where the Government propo.se to repeal the

decision by amending the law immediately after

it has been given, was a fair case for paying the
expenses? Mr. Montagu: My right hon. friend

is of opinion that the matter is on all fours with
minus site values in Scotland, when the same
decision w-as arrived at.—Replying to Mr.
Chamberlain, Mr. Asquith said he understood
that this case (which liad already been decided
in favour of the Crown by the Revenue Judge
and in the Court of Appeal) had now been
decided in favour of the Crown by the House of

Lorils. The Government were prepared to intro-

duce and pass this Session a one-clause Bill as

suggested by Mr. Chamberlain, givtng relief to

those who were affected by the decision, provided
the measure was treated as unopposed.

THE PREPARATION OF VALUATION
LISTS.—A deputation representing the Confer-
ence of .Assessment Committees in England and
Wales waited on the President of the Local
Government Board on Friday. Sir J. W. Spen,
MP., acting as spokesman for the 360 com-
mittees, and presented a resolution strongly de-

precating the proposal that the preparation and
approval of valuation lists for local rating pur-
poses should be transferred to a Government
Department. In reply. Mr. Herbert Samuel said

they were a little premature in their alarm
There was a proposal that the preparation of

valuation lists should be transferred to the Land
Valuation Office, but there was no proposal
that the preparation of valuation lists

should be transferred to a Government De-
partment. The assessment committees would
continue as they had done in the past. The
esistine gross inequalities in rating assess-

ment became of greater importance when the
Imperial Parliament proposed to give grants in

aid of local rates on the basis of rateable values
If there was to be a special rating of land with a

view of lowering the rates on houses and im-
provements, they must liave a special assessment
of land valuation, and the Valuation Office had
been for the last four years accumulating
enormous masses of material as to the actual
value of the land for the whole country.

THE PROPOSED NEW RIB A CHARTER
—In the House of Commons on the 17th inst .

Mr. Stuart-Wortley asked the President of the
Board of Education whether the Royal Institute
of British .Architects was applying for a grant
of a new Cliarter : whether an opportunity would
be given for petitions to he presented by persons
whose interests are affected by the modification
of such Charter: by what authoritv the oues-
tions raised by such petitions would be heard
and determined: and whether he could give any
information as to the time of such hearine and
the procedure to be followed.—Mr. .1. A Pease:
I am informed by the Lord President of the
Council that no petition to the King in Council
praying for the grant of a new Charter to the
Roval Institute of British .Architects has been
lodged at the Privv Council Office. Should any
such application be made, formal notice of the
presentation of the petition would be published
in the Lmirlon (iazrUr. and persons interested
could then lodge petitions for or against the
Charter prave 1 for. All such petitions, together
with the original petition, are referred bv his
Majestv to a committee of the Lords of the
Council for consideration and report.

MOTOR-OilNTBUSES AND ROAD MAIN-
TENANCE.—In the House of Lords on Tuesday
it was agreed, on the motion of the Earl of
Donoughmore (Chairman of Committees) "That
it is desirable that a .loint Committee of both
Houses be appointed to inquire and report as to
the present law relating to the running'of motor-
omnibuses and trolley vehicles under statutorv
powers and otherwise; whether any amendment
is necessarv with respect to the control to be
exercised by local authorities; and what contri-
bution, if .iny. should be payable towards the
co^t of road maintenance by the proprietors of
such vehicles." Lord Monk" Bretton ' suggested
that ihe terms of reference should be enlarged
so that Ihe inquirv should include the Question
of establishing a Board of Control for London.

THE VENTILATION OF THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.—The Select Committee which is in-

quiring into the question of the ventilation of
the House of Commons considered on Thursday
in last week a joint recommendation for experi-
mental trials of a new system from Professor
.\. H. Barker and Dr. Leonard Hill. These ex-
perts state that to make the trials fully adequate
it is necessary on occasions that the House of
Commons or Committee-rooms should be
crowded. To obtain a crowd is a difficulty; but
the help of the War Office might be sought and
soldiers borrowed for the purpose. Failing this,

London hospitals might be asked to send con-
tingents of nurses off duty to make the crowd.
The Committee, presided over by Mr. Charles
Bathurst, unanimously resolved to ask the Office
of Works to give their authority for the conduct
of such experiments during the coming autumn.

Harrogate Corporation have received the
sanction of the Local Government Board to the
borrowing of £6,000 for the enlargement of the
Kursaal.

A new police-station is to be built near the
town-hall, at Batley, and in harmony with that
institution, at a cost of about £6,300.

A labour exchange is about to be built in Lord
Edward-street, Dublin, from plans by Mr. A.
Robinson, architect to H.M. Board of Works.
The cost will be about £12.000. and the builders
are Messrs. Collen Brothers, of East Wall.
Dublin.

Mr. H. R. Hooper, M.Inst.C.E., has held an
inquiry on behalf of the Local Government
Board at the town-hall. Burfon-on-Trent, into
the town-council's application for sanction to
borrow £25.000 for the purposes of improving
the gas undertaking.

The Harrogate Corporation has received the
sanction of the Local Government Board to the
borrowing of £6,000 odd for the enlargement of
the stage at the Kursaal. The scheme is to
provide a stage area double the width and treble
the depth of the present one.

The tower of the church at Holme-next-
Runcton. Norfolk, is about to be strengthened
and repaired in accordance with a report made
by Mr. Herbert Green, the diocesan architect.
The builders' work is to be entrusted to Messrs.
Neal Bros., contractors, of North Elmham.
Norfolk.

Lord Derby formally opened on Friday the first

part of the new hospital for crippled children at
Leasowe, near the seashore of the Worral
Peninsula, and laid the foundation-stone for Ihe
administrative block. The plans for the
sanatorium were drawn up by Mr. T. W, Haigh.
architect of the new children's infirmary in

Liverpool.

A new wing added to the Howell School for
Girls at Denbigh, was formally opened on
Monday. The Drapers' Company of London had
made a grant of £7.500 towards the cost of the
additional wing, of which Messrs. J. Barn.'ley
and Son. Birmingham, were the builders, and
Messrs. Comyns and More, London, the
architects.

The King, having learned that there were at

Windsor several pieces belonging to armour
shown in the Tower of London, has commanded
that these should be returned to complete those
suits of which they originally formed part The
armour in question belonged to Henry VIII.,
William Somerset, Earl of Worcester, and Sir
Tolin Smythe.

The corporation of Wrexham discussed on
Tuesday the proposed erection of a town-hall,
and the borough surveyor was directed to

prepare a plan showing the whole of the
properties bounded by Henblas-street. Queen-
street. Rhosddu-road. the northerly boundary of

the vicarage grounds. Chester-road, and C'hester-

street, and to colour on Ihe plan the lands and
buildings belonging to the corporation.

The new drill-hall, which has been erected by
the Staffordshire Territorial Force Association in

Nineveh-road. Handsworth. for the accommoda-
tion of the North Midland Mounted Brigade
Field Ambulance of the Royal Army Medical
Corps, was opened by Colonel .1 H. Wilkinson on
Saturday, The buildings are of brick, the front
elevation being faced with coloured Stourbridge
bricks, with HoUington stone dressings.

An open verdict was returned at the City

Coroner's Court on Tuesday, at an inquest on

Thomas Alexander Ross, a scaffolder, of Stepney,
who had been locked out owing to the building

^

strike, and whose body was recovered from the
Thames at Custom House Quay. Lower Thames-

1

street, on Saturday. Tlie widow said her

husband had been very much worried, because he
iiad no work He had been receiving 10s a week
from his Union, but earned much more than that

when employed. i

O^nr #ffiri> %Mt.
As a memorial to the late James Mitchell

Whitelaw, whose promising career as mi
architect was cut short by his death in .Inly
last year, while bathing, at the early age of
twenty-seven, a committee of architects, with
Mr. Arthur G. Shoosmith as chairman and
Mr. George Fildes, 11, Melbury-rnad. Ken-
sington, as secretary, are arranging for
publication of some of his principal studies,
with an introductory essay, at the price to
subscribers of one guinea. It will include
numerous prize designs of the Royal Institute
of British Architects, the Royal Academy,
and the Glasgow School of Art ; various other
design studies, a series of beautiful measured
drawings, and many miscellaneous freehaiul
drawings. The committee have fortunately
secured permission to include as ii frontis-

piece an excellent portrait in charcoal done
from the life not long before Mr. Whitelaw's
death. The plates, about forty in number,
will be done in collotype, measuring approxi-
mately 15in. by ll^in., and will be issued in

book or portfolio form as desired.

An improvement has been carried out at
Carlisle Catliedral by the corporation, with
the consent of the Dean and Chapter. A
dangerous corner of the churchyard wall has
been cut away at the entrance to Paternoster-
row from Castle-street, and a fine view of the
nave and other portions of the Cathedral
from the north opened up. Formerly this

interesting part of the Cathedral, which in-

cludes the window of the north transept,

containing stained glass in memory of the
children which Archbishop Tait lost by death
from fever when Dean of Carlisle, was half-

hidden from view from the north in Castle-
street. Now, with the light railing and gate-

way which have been put up in place of the

heavy wall, the full beauty of the northern
portion can be seen. It has been suggested
that for the heavy railing from Paternoster-
row to the main entrance lodge there might
be substituted a light ornamental railing,

and the trees along the churchyard wall

removed. If the suggestion were carried out
an unobstructed view would be given of the

whole of the northern and eastern portions
of the Cathedral.

Mr. F. Harris Mitchell, of Chard, has lent

to the Victoria and Albert Museum a Gothic
bench, tor many years in the Green Dragon
Inn at Combe St. Nicholas, Somerset, and
this is now exhibited in the Department of

Woodwork, in Room 21. The woodcut in

Parker, in spite of its bad drawing, shows
that an important detail of decoration has
been lost since his day— viz., the figure of

an angel bearing a shield, which formerly
constituted the terminal of the curious over-

hanging beam on the left side of the bench.
This loss is the more regrettable as the

device on the shield, which appears to have
been a goat's head, might have afforded a

clue to the origin of the bench. It has been
set up against a background of linenfold

panelling, and adjacent to a Gothic window-
frame in oak, from Hadleigh, Essex, recently

presented to the Museum by Mr. A. H. Fass,

while other approjjriate furniture is placed

in the neighbourhood. In Room 52 is also

displayed a recent purchase of a quantity of

plasterwork, decorated in "grisaille," which
was acquired for the Museum from an old

house at Stodmarsh, Kent. These panels fall

into two groups, one representing the story

of Diana and Actaeon, flanked with full-

length drawings of a lady and of her maid
in costume of the middle of the 16th century

;

and the other group consisting of emblems
of four of the planets—Jupiter, Venus,

Mercury, and the Moon—each with one of

the signs of the Zodiac and a landscape

emblematic of one of the months. Technic-

ally, they suggest a simple and effective

method of wall-decoration, to which those

no%v endeavouring to revive the art of mnral

painting might well give their attention.

Mr. Thomas Cave, of Broadwaters. near

Kidderminster, has been pursuing inquiries

into the life-history of Richard Baxter and

his ministry in the' parish church of Kidder-

minster. All biographers of that divine have
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been led astray, Mr. Cave shows, by follow-

ing, without independent investigation, the

subjoined passage (p. 84) in Mathew
Sylvester's "Reliquiae Baxterianas," a folio

volume published in 1695— viz.. "The con-

gregation was usuallv full, so that we were

fain to build five galleries after my coming

thither." This has been accepted as stating

that on either side, both north and south, of

the parish cliurch of Kidderminster two tiers

of galleries were erected for the great divine,

and that a fifth gallery was built up at tlie

west end of the church. By careful study

and comparison of several documents in the

Registrv of the Diocese of Worcester, and
entered' between 1651 and 1680, Mr. Cave
proves that the said "five galleries" were a

number of additions, each of a few pews, in

continuity and on the same level, on the

south side of the nave of the church. Indeed,

the comparatively low pitch of Kidderminster
church makes it highly improbable that a

double tier of galleries could have been

raisec' against the nave arcades.

In the first annual report of the Forestry

branches, recently constituted in the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries and the Office

of Woods, it is stated that the total area of

woodlands in England and Wales is 1,884,100

acres. Over 05 per cent, of this area is

privately owned, and it is probably pro-

ducing not more than one half of its maximum
yield. A conservative estimate of the value

of the property would be between £25.000,000

and £30,000,000. The detailed treatment of

this woodland lies in the hands of woodmen
who work for the most part under the

direction of land agents. At present there

are no indications that the academically-

trained forester will participate to any extent

in its direct management. In regarding the

afforestation problem from an economic point

of view, the outstanding feature is the

absence of accurate information as to the

actual afforestable area and of the pro-

ductive capacity of the land in question. To
meet these difficulties the Board propose to

collect accurate information by means of

organised inquiries or surveys, and to secure

land for commercial planting in typical

districts where there is a large area of un-

cultivated land, and where a prima-facie case

for afforestation has been established. The
total expenditure on education amounted to

£1,000, divided equally among the forestry

schools at Oxford, Cambridge, Bangor, and
Newcastle, that amount being exclusive of a

proportion of a sum of £1.200 granted to the

Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, in

respect both of agriculture and forestry.

That the price of timber must, on the

wliole, continue to rise steadily is the view

expressed in this annual report of the

State Forestry Branches. One disquieting

fact revealed is that as definite surveys are

madi; into the extent of virgin forests in

various parts of the world, the results disclose

that the reserves are by no means as large

as had been anticipated. The total area of

woodliind in England and Wales is 1,884,000

acres. Over 94 per cent, of this is privately

owned, and,' says the report, it is probably

producing not more than one-halt of its

maximum yield. It is not possible to make
an accurate estimate of the value of this

property, but a conservative estimate would
be between 25 and 30 million pounds sterling.

Tile improvement of existing woodlands is

an important matter. If it were possible to

raise the production by even 10 per cent., an

effect equivalent to the afforestation of at

least 100.000 acres would be obtained.

Timber merchants are constantly on the

look-out (says the Bulletin of Kew Gardens)

for new sources of lumber, and at the present

time attention is being paid to the forests

of Eastern Siberia, Manchuria, and Korea,

from whence a good class of pine wood, equal

in quality to yellow and red pine of North
Europe, and Canadian yellow pine, is pro-

cured. During the last two or three years

several experimental cargoes have been

brought to European ports, where the timber

appears to have created a good impression,

altliougb the heavy freight charges iucideptal

to its 12,(100 miles journey are a serious

handicap. \ Liverpool merchant gives the

freight charges per standard of Canadian
pine to Liverpool as about £2 2s. 6d.,

whereas the charges per standard from
Eastern Siberian ports are about £7 10s. In

its favour is the fact that larger timber can

be procured, at the present time, from the

Far East than from the readily accessible

European and North American forests, im-

ported logs of Siberian pine being from 18ft.

to 23ft. long. Siberian yellow pine is the

timber of Pinus koraiensis, a tree growing
up to 150ft. high in Eastern Siberia, Korea,
and Manchuria. It belongs to the five-leaved

group of the genus, and is recognised by its

cylindrical, resinous winter buds, by the

pubescent bark of the young wood, its dark

green leaves SJin. to 4Ain. long, each with

two glaucous lines running the full length,

and by its cylindrical lines, which are from
5in. to Tin. long, with stalks an inch or so

in length. The scales of the cones are large

and prominent, and the basal ones are re-

curved. It has been grown in English

gardens since 1861, the date of its original

introduction by Mr. J. G. Veitch. It does

not, however, take kindly to our gardens, and
few fine specimens are known.

It seems, from the report of the American
Wood Preservers' Association, in conjunction

with the LTnited States Department of Agri-

culture, that there was an actual falling off

in the quantity of wood-paving blocks treated

during the two years 1912 and 1913, com-
pared with the record of 1911. and in this

industry the status is not encouraging. One
reason, doubtless, is the increasing use of

concrete for street-paving, as the wear on

wooden paving, under heavy traffic, is neces-

sarily rapid, and where conditions are severe

it is not practicable to prolong the life of the

pavement by arresting decay, to any such

degree as is possible where the traffic is light

and where the deterioration of the blocks

takes place mainly through decay of the

wood. We know that here in London by
now '. Altoaether, the increase in the use of

treated timber was about 22 per cent, com-
pared with the quantity treated in the year

1912. This increase represented an in-

creased consumption of 29i per cent, of

creosote oil and 27^ per cent, in zinc chloride,

while in other preservatives of miscellaneous

character the increase was about 26^ per

cent. It thus appears that the use of zinc

chloride is advancing at about the same rate

as the use of creosote.

The health committee of the corporation of

Hull adopted on Friday . last a housing

scheme estimated to cost £110,000. The site

selected, known as the New George-street

area, is largely a slum district. It is pro-

posed to demolish 252 dwellings reported to

be unfit for human habitation and to erect

282 dwellings, at a cost of £250 each. The
yearly income is estimated at £3,435. and

the charge on the rates at £2.382, or a little

over a halfpenny rate. It was urged that it

was unfair to charge rentals which would not

cover the whole charges and to saddle

provident ratepayers with the loss. Alderman
.•\skew. the chairman, replied that if they

perpetuated slum areas they equally saddled

tlie ratepayers with the cost.

In his annual report upon the work of his

department for the year ended March 25. Mr.
Lessel S. McKenzie, the city engineer of

Bristol, states that the number of dwelling-

houses erected during the year is the lowest

number but one on record, and that with the

number of void houses reduced to 2.600. the

housing question will very soon become
serious, if it has not already done so. " It

would appear," Mr, McKenzie goes on to

state, " that as regards the housing of the

poorest of the poor, the most practical

solution would be for the work to be taken

in hand by the local authority, aided by

grants from the National Exchequer. During
the year a town-planning and city develop-

, ment sub committee was appointed by the

sanitary committee, but very little, so far.

has been done. However, the Local Govern-
ment Board having now considerably sim-

plified tile procedure under the Town-Plan-
ning Act. which hitherto was very cumber-
some and costly, it would appear to be wise

to seriously consider the advisability or

otherwise of preparing a scheme of town
planning under the Act, especially in view of

the necessity, which must shortly arise, of

the extension of building operations."

In a lecture given at the closing session

of the International Municipal Congress on
Town Planning, held at the London County
Hall, Spring Gardens, Senator Fletcher pre-

siding, Mr, C. M. Robinson, Rochester, New-

York, a town-planning architect, read a paper
in wliich he stated that eight of tlie more
populous States had conferred upon their

cities the right to establish city-planning

commissions. The members of the com-
missions served without remuneration, and
they were given the privilege of employing
experts. The State legislation provided the

machinery for town planning. There was
also legislation for promoting the efficiency

of town planning. Several States had the

right to lay out land beyond the city limits.

At the present time certain States had ex-

tended their control even further, and some,

including New Y'ork, had set no definite

limit, and had followed the lines of the

English Town-Planning Act. The State of

Pennsylvania had passed an Act giving to

Philadelphia the right to establish a metro-

politan town-planning commission, which
would operate for twenty-five miles. So far

they were feeling their way very carefully

and slowly, each State acting independently

by itself. They were approaching the

English town-planning legislation not in a

federal, but in a State, way.

Presiding at the ordinary general meeting

of the British Portland Cement Manu-
facturers, Ltd.. at London on Monday, the

Hon. F. C. Stanley said that, with regard to

the company's trading, it was a matter for

congratulation that, in a period of consider-

able difficulty, they were able to show results

substantially better than for the previous

year. They had exceeded the profits of the

earlier year by £24.000, and this increase

would liave been appreciably greater had not

financial conditions adversely affected con-

structional work. Another factor that had

acted against them had been the frequently

recurring labour disputes in all parts of the

country, and notably in liOndon and Dublin.

The London dispute still continued, and in

the meantime their deliveries to London,

which was the greatest cement-consuming

area in tlie world, was held up. He ventured

to say. however, that with improved financial

conditions, cessation of labour disputes, and

more settled trade conditions, they would,

before long, witness more prosperous times

again. The gross profit for the year

amounted to £338,428, an increase of over

£24,000, After deducting directors' and

trustees' fees, debenture stock interest, and

certain other items, there remained a balance

of £250.500. Together with the balance of

£31,000 brought forward, they had a total of

£283.068. The directors recommended that

tlie balance of the preliminary expenses,

amounting to £11.755. be written off, that

£40,000 be added to the depreciation reserve,

and that a dividend of 7 per cent, be paid,

leaving £64,322 to be carried forward. The

report and accounts were adopted.

President Maclaurin, of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, announces the

resignation of Professor .James Knox Taylor

of the Department of Architecture and the

appointment of Mr. Ralph Adams Cram to

I'rofessor Taylor's place as senior professor

of architectn're. Mr. Cram will continue

the active practice of his profession, and it

is believed that his presence on the Faculty

will insure the school being kept in close

touch with the problems of the day and tlie

needs of the prolession. Professor William

H. Lawrence, a graduate of the Institute,

who has for many years been Professor of

Arcliitectural Engineering in the department,

will assume the position of chairman of the

Department of Architecture and will be

responsible for the administrative routine.

The association of vanadium with petro-

leum and asphalte, and its relationship to the

formation of asphalte deposits, is dealt with

by Messrs, R. M. Bird and W. S. Calcott in

a paper published in the Bulletin of the

Philosophical Society, University of Virginia.

t
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From the experiments recorded in this com-
nuiiiicntion it is suggested that the Peruvian
deposits of vanadium sulpliide and oxide,

wliicli occur in alternate layers witli asphaite.

are probably formed m the following way ;

Vanadates in solution in ground water come
into contact with oils bearing hydrogen
sulphide, and thus yield vanadium sulphide,

which may travel with the oil and be

deposited by meeting with carbon dioxide.

In presence of atmospheric oxygen the

vanadium sulphide acts as an oxygen carrier

and converts the accumulating mass of oil

into asphaite. That this latter change may
rapidly occur is showEi by actual experiment
in presence of oxygen, but no " asphalting

"

of mineral oil occurs when oxygen isexclndetl.

Tlie formation of asphaite thus appears to he

essentially an oxidation process in which
active catalytic agents, such as vanadium,
play a part.

^t»

At Brighton, Mr. Kdgar Dudley, an inspector

under the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry on Tuesday into an application by the

town council for leave to borrow £9,470 for

purchase of properties m Makeborough-street
and Western-road for urgently-needed street im-

provements

The Wandsworth Borough Council, at their

meeting on Wednesday, vmanimously agreed to

a scheme submitted by the City and South
London Railway Company for the improvement
of the means of access to the station near
Clapham Common, including the provision of

escalators.

The death has taken place at Whitby of Mr.
Henry James Walker, architect, in his 661I1

year. The deceased was born in tJlverston, and
\\'as engaged in the building trade at .Scar-

boroughs and Harrogate, until 1881, when he was
appointed agent to the West Cliff Estate at

Whitby by the late Sir C^eorge Elliott, Bart.

Tattershall Castle, Lincolnshire, will be
opened to the public by Earl Curzoii of

Kedleston on .\ugust 8. The ceremony will be
attended by representatives of the leading
archaeological and antiquarian societies, and the
party will be conducted round by Lord Curzoii
and Mr. W. Weir, the architect, who has been in

charge of the works.

A Select Committee of the House of Commons
have approved of the Glasgow Corporation
Tramway Bill as it left the blouse of Lords.
Opposition to that part of the Bill which pro-

posed to construct a bridge across the Kelvin,
and a new road running through Queen
filargaret College to connect Queen Margaret
Drive on the north side of the river and Byres-
road and Cireat Western-road on the south side.

was unsuccessfully entered by the University of
Glasgow.

At tile annual meeting of the Devonshire .Asso-

ciation, held at Tavistock on Friday, Professor
A. M. Worlhinglon presiding, Mr. Hugh R
Watkin read an interesting paper on the use of
a Norse standard of measurements by the
Normans in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
in building Torre Abbey and the churches of
Kingskerswell and Cockington. Evidence showed,
he said, that the Normans used the same Norse
measurements to be found in Russia in the
present day.

The Bennan Loch waterworks, which have
been constructed by the Renfrew County Council
for the purpose of augmenting the present supply
obtained from reservoirs at Carmunnock, in the
County of Lanark. «ere inaugurated on Thurs-
day in last week. The works will serve growing
districts in the parishes of Eastwood, Mearns.
and Cathcart. lying immediately to the south of
Glasgow. They have been constructed at a cost
of over £25.000. and they increase the available
supply by 300.000 gallons per day. Messrs. W.
R. Copland and Sons, of Glasgow, were the
engineers, and Messrs. Kinniburgh, Ltd., of
Glasgow, the contractors

At the last meeting of the corporation of
Stoke-on-Trent, the gas committee recommended
that the "as undertakings of the borough be
placed under the control of a chief engineer;
that Mr. W. Langford. the engineer of the
Longton gasworks, be appointed chief engineer
and manager, at an annual salary of £700, and
that Mr Robert Surtees be appointed chief
assistant to the gas engineer, and resident
engineer of the Burslem works. After a sharp
discussion, an amendment was, however, carried
that, pending the appointment of a chief
engineer. Mr. Langford take over the control of
the various works, and that he prepare and
submit forthwith to the committee a report as
to the advisability or otherwise of combining
the four gas undertakings.

fr-*-*

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
lOVKNTUY.—After a stoppajju of work of

nt-;iily three months, terms of settlement have
boon urrivcil at in the Coventry buihling trade
dispute. The majority of the workpeople re-

turned to work on Monday, and the remainder
wiil resume work as the jobs are ready. The
terms of settlement finally accepted were sug-

gested by Sir (leorge Askwith, who presided at

conferences of the parties in London, a further
meeting of the parties being held at Coventry.
The agreement provides for a halfpenny an hour
advance in wages to the various sections of tbe
skilled workmen, as from January 1, 1915, and
an advance of a halfpenny and increased pay-
ment for overtime from December 1 to the
labourer.-;; no further alteration to be made
before April, 1916.

The dock commissioners of Tpswich have con-
sidered and adopted the plans and specifications

drawn up by their engineer for the important
improvements authorised by a private Act last

year.

In the House of Lords on Tuesday the London
County Council (Tramways and Improvement-s)
Bill was read a third time, and the Mall
Approach Improvement Bdl was given second
reading. Both measures have passed through all

stages in the House of Commons.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Barnwell on Tuesday, before Mr. H. K.
Hooper, with "eference to the application of the
urban district council for sanction to borrow
£2.300 for the purchase of Cellfechan Farm, to

be utilised as public walks and pleasure-grounds.

At yesterday's meeting of the City Corporation
the improvements committee reported the con-
tinued illness of Mr. Frank Sumner, city

engineer, and on their recommendation he was
granted a further three months' leave of absence.

Mr. John Horace Castle, of Bedford, has been
appointed surveyor to the Goole Urban District
Council, Mr. Castle has had previous experi-

ence at Worksop, Southgate, and Islington. Mr.
W'. Granger, who has been assistant surveyor at
Goole during the past two years, has obtamed a
sirtiilar appointment at Loughborough.

The marriage of Mr. Banister Flight Fletcher,
F.R.LB.A., F.S.I., C.C, barrister-at-law, eldest
son of the late Professor Banister Fletcher,
F.R.I.B.A., formerly M.P. for North-West Wilts,
and Lady Bamford-Slack. widow of the late Sir
John Bamford-Slack, formerly M.F. for Mid-
Herts, took place at the Temple Church yester-
day (Thursday) afternoon.

With reference to the scheme framed by the
highways committee of the London County
Council providing for a tramway from Victoria
to Westminster Bridge by, way of Victoria-street,
Broad Sanctuary, Parliament - square, and
Bridge-street, the works committee of the West-
minster City Council report that they consider
the proposal to be extremely undesirable. Apart
from other considerations, the width of these
streets was not such as to allow of the con-
struction of tramways.

The Northants and East Midlands Surveyors'
Association met at Northampton on Friday. An
inspection was made of the Far Cotton tramway
extension and the Bridge-street improvement
works that are being carried out under the
direction of the borough engineer, Mr. A. Fidler,
who is the president; of the association. The
members afterwards visited the new South
Bridge, Messrs. Allchin's engineering works,
Messrs. Mulliner's inotor body-building works,
and Messrs. Phipps' brewery.

The Bradford Sewerage Committee propose to
accept the tender of Messrs. Wm. Best and Sons,
the contractors for the Angram Waterworks, for
the completion of the construction of the tunnel
to carry ';ewage from Frisinghall to EshoU.
Mes-srs. Best originally secured the tender; but
on an error being discovered in their tender, the
contract was given to Messrs. Pethick, Dix, and
Co. The latter were unable to complete the
contract owing to financial difficulties. The
amount of the tender is £121,616.

A guild has been established at Coventry with
the object of preserving historic buildings and
places of natural beauty. The City Guild has
been formed on similar hnes to the society at
Stratford-on-Avon, which, though only two
years old. has already done much good work.
The guild will appeal to private owners anil
public bodies to preserve existing buildings of
interest and places round which the religious and
Tuunicipal life in the past has centred. The
guild hopes also to guard open spaces now in

I
use.

LATEST PRICES.

7 5
8 2
8 10

6

5 17

8 15

Q 10

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and German

(ex steamer London) per ton i'6 - 6 to ifi .">

SteelJoists, Plnglish 7 10 ,. 7 1-2 B
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,,"
Stfol Girder Plates 7 2 6,,
Bar Iron. Rood Staffs 6 5 0,,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, RouDd, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „
Boiler Platen, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,,
BestScedehill n „

Angles lOs., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bondioe. &c., i*8 l.'Js. to i"0.

DitDo galvanised, i'14 to il510i. per ton.
Oalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. ] 8 to 20. No. 22 to 21

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ... i'l:! 10

Bestditto 13 ... 11

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 n 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.O.

8/3 8/9 0/3 9/9 10/3 11'- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9 U
Cast-Iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5
HoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ ., ,, Galvanised 8 15 ,

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,

Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 ,

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 12

9
8 10
7 10
9 5

5

B.WG.
ilO 103. ilO 15s. ill 03. £1153. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pines—
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4iD.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to24in. (allsizee) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron- Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall llOs. OJ. to ll7s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 703,03. „ 7.5s. Od.
Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2; per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 7-2 p.c.

Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes to
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 53

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton
Lead Water Pipe, Town

,, ,, „ Country
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town
„ ,, ,, Country

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town
,, ., ,, ,, Country

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town
., ,, „ .. Country

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town
,, ,, Country

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4 Jin.) Town
,, „ „ ,, Country
rOver 4:in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common lirands
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods
Copper, British Calie and Ingot
Tin, English Ingots
Do., Bars
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town)
Sheet Lead, Town

,, ,, Country
Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, against account
Tin per cwt.
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 10 9

TIMBER.
CONSTUUCTlON.\L.l

Yellow Pine Deals, (Quebec, per standard :—
1st quality £38 to
2ad „ 26 „

,, „ „ 3rd „ 16 „
Spruce Deals : St. .Johns 10 „

,, ,, Miramichi '-1 10 ,,

Boards : Swag 11 „
Red Deals: Archangel Istquality 21 0,,

2nd ., 16 .,

3rd „ 12 ,,

„ „ St. Petersburg—
,, „ Istquality 16 10 ,

2nd ,, 14 10 ,,

Wyburg&Uleaborg 12 10 .,

Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10

£21 5 Oto£31 7 6
2:1 5 „ —
24 „ —
21 5 „ —
25 „ —
25 5 " „ —
26 „ —
27 15 „
28 10 ,

—
26 J ,.

—
27 I) .

—
26 5 ,

—
27 ,

—

17 17 6 , 18 1-2 6

34 15 ,
—

75 , 75 10
B! (1 , 65

145
,

146

14H , 146 10
20 5 ,

—
22 15 ()

—
23 10 ,

—
30 5 ,

—
25 .

—
29 ,

—
17 15 ,

—
8 U ,

—

£45
32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
21
19
11

.,

White Deals : Crown 14 „
Seconds 11 10 „

Flooring : White and Planed

—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 ,,

1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 „
Red Planed, Istquality 14 10 „

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „

Lignum Vitic Per ton 7 0,,
Per cubic

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0.,
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,,
Birch : (Juebec Logs 2 3,,
Oak: Austrian Wainscot 7 0,,
Mahogany Gaboon 2 0.,

18
15 10

15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

23
14

foot.
5 6
2 6
2 9
8
3 3
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FURNITURE A2JD HARDWOODS.

Teak : Burmese, per load, 50ft. ±'20 to £25
Teak : Java, per load, 50ft 16

Oak Flanks
,, Boards

„ 21

Per cubic foot.
1 9 to 2
3 „ 3

6 „ 2

4 „ 3
3 „ 2

3 „ 2

„ 8

2

6

2 2 3

9
6

6

3 „ 4

2 „ 2
10 „ 14

„ 12

„ 14

U.S.A., imported
„ Prm.
„ Mdm.

Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks ...

Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm
Greenbeart: Hewn logs
Cedar; Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo, Cuba
and Honduras ... u

„ African, Assinee. &c.
„ Lagos and Benin
,, Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon

Satinwood: West Indian
Rosewood Per ton 8

Lignum Vitse , 7

STONE.*
Red Mansfield , in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill, ditto
CloseburnRedFreestone.ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto „
Greenshill, ditto
Cbilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) ,

Hard York, ditto „
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. 3iu. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17^

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot ., 19*
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 Bj

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20tt. average :
—

Delivered on road waggons
]

Brown Wliiite
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf '
... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4i

2 3
2 2
2
1 10
1 10

1 10*
2

2 8

13

Blue Portmadoc
16

Blue Bangor 20
,

20
,

First quality 20 ,

20 ,

16
,

Eureka unfading

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per l.aX) of

. 20 X 10 ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r. stn.

green

Permanent Green

.

20 ,

20
,

18 .

16
,

20
18

,

16

.10 .

.12.
,10 .

, 8.
,10.
, 10.

6 12 6
. 13 2 6

. 13 17 6

. 13

. 13 15

. 7 5

15 17 6
18 7 6

13 5
10 5
11 12
9 12
6 12

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn

BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2iin. Best Red Ac-]
crington Plastic , 4 10 6
Facing Bricks I

QLAZED BBIOES.
HARD GLAZES (PER 1.000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream. Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colonrs.
Second
Colours

6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

21 7 6 15 17 6

20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17

Stretchers—
£12 7 6 £10 17

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose. and iMn. Flats
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6
One side and two ends, square-

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6
Splays and Sqaints—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers-
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose. Round Ends. BuUnoee Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and

26 7 6 18 17

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

1/2 each

5d. each
Per 1.000

Headers £22 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose.
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks

of single radius £6 per 1.0(X) over above
list for their respective kinds and colonrs

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour.
Is. 2d. each ) by 2Jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1.000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

27 17
Not

exceed-
ing 9in.
by 43in.

to London Stations
Thames Sand 7
Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 6

d.
6 per yard, delivered

B. d. Per ton,
Oto 41 delivered
per ton delivered

Best Portland Cement 36
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 S to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Raabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46
Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3 10* per doz

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.stn

7 per doz. .,

per 1000 „
6
per doz. .,

6 per 1000 ,.

per doz. ..

.,

per 1000
6

4i
per 1000

per doz.

( Net. delivered in

j
full truck loads

I in London.

3'/s' Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £2 10

SVs" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part

3' Is" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ...

3'/e" ditto ditto through and through
3' s" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Jambs; Octa-
gons ;

2}" and "' radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xi course „ 3

6

3 7 6

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 coarse deep. 4V' soffit, per foot opening..
4 ditto il" ditto ditto ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto

9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 9
4 6

^^
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

" Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 10
Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles i
Valley tiles 3

OILS.

Eapeseed.Engllshpale.per tun £28 15 to £29 5

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6

per doz.
6

Ditto, brown 26 15 .. 27 5

Cottonseed, refined 29 .. 30

Olive, Spanish 39 10 ,. 40

Seal, pale ,. 21 ., 2110
Cocoanut. Cochin 46 ,. 46 10

Ditto. Ceylon „ 42 10 „ 43

Ditto, Mauritius 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 ,. 33 5

Ditto. Nut Kernel 35 .. 35 10

Oleine 17 5 .. 19 5

Sperm - 30 ,. 31

Lubricating. U.S per gal. 7 0.. 080
Petroleum, refined 6:1 ., 6

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Ditto, Archangel ., 19 6 .. 10
Linseed Gil per gal. 2 6.}.. —
Baltic oil 2a,, —
Turpentine 2 11 ,,

—
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 8 0,. —
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. ,. 10 ,.

—

GLASS (IN CBATES).

English Sheet Glass : 15oz.

Fourths 2d.
,

Thirds ijd.

Fluted Sheet 2id.

Hartley's English Rolled

21oz.
3d

Jin.

i::

Netfree oo rail, or free on boat at works.

Plate 2Jd.

White,
Figured Boiled and Bepoussine... 3id.

26oz.
aid.
4ld.
6}d.

''/lein.

Sd.

3-2nz.

... 4ad.

... 5jd.

... 7d.

Jin.
... 3d.

Tinted.
5d.

VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berhn Black 16

Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

New school premises, added to the Tabernacle

at Dursley at a cost of ^800, have been opened
by Sir Ashton Lister.

The salary of Mr. W. W. Shennan, surveyor to

the Wirral "Rural District Council, has been in-

creased Ijy .£100 per annum.

The corporation of Folkestone have instructed

Messrs. Mansergh to proceed with their tunnel

scheme of sewerage, which is estimated to cost

.£29,000.

The corporation of Southampton decided at

their last meeting to raise the salary of Mr. E. C.

Rodda, their waterworks engineer, from i300 lo

£400 a year.

The canal connecting Buzzard Bay and Capo
Cod Bay. shortening the distance between
Boston and New York by seventy miles, was
opened on Wednesday.

The foundation-stone has been laid of a

Carnegie free library at Taibach. Port Talbot.

It will cost £2.500, will be Classic in character,

and has been [jlanned by Mr. John Cox, surveyor

to the Margam Urban District Council.

The roads and bridges committee of the

Warwickshire County Council have decided to

proceed with the reconstruction of the dangerous

canal bridge ou the main road between Bedworth
and Bulkington, over which there has been much
discussion for years past.

The first group of sixteen houses has just been

completed of a garden tenants' estate suburb at

Shirley, near Southampton. The estate has

been planned by Mr. G. L. Peeler, F.S.I.

,

assisted by Mr. C. J. Hair, A.R.I.B.A.. of

Southampton.

The death has occurred, at the ripe age of 85

years, of Mr. John Jones, a Carnarvon stone-

mason, who had become a personality through

his association with the work of restoration

which has been proceeding in the Castle for the

last 40 years. Long before H.M. Office of Works
took this monument under its wing, he was

diligently working under the supervision of the

then Deputy-Constable (the late Sir Llewellyn

Turner), in whose employ he remained tor thirty-

three years.

A 3,500, OOOdol. office building is to be con-

structed at St. Paul. Minn., for the general

offices of the Northern Pacific Railway and Great

Northern Railway. It will be 290ft. by 232ft-,

thirteen stories higli. with a basement and sub-

basement. The building will be of steel-frame

construction, with combination tile and rein-

forced concrete floor slabs. The exterior finish

will be stone for the two lower stories, and brick

and terracotta for the remainder.

The chapel for the grammar-school at Guild-

ford. Western Australia, has iust been con-

secrated. It is Early English in style, and the

cost, about £40,000, was borne by Mr. C. H.

Oliverson. of London. The architect is Mr.

Walter Tapper, F.R.I.B.A., of Medina-place, St.

John's Wood, N.W,. and his son, Mr. Michael

Tapper, was the resident architect during con-

struction. Mr. Jarvis was the stonemason con-

tractor. The school governors were advised in

the preliminary stages, and also the architect

was advised in "many matters by Messrs. Hobbs,

Smith, and Forbes, of Perth.

There has been launched from the yard of

Messrs. Doxford and Sons. Ltd.. Sunderland, a

steel caisson for the South Pier head at that

port. It is 60ft. in diameter, 22ft. high, and

weighs 2,000 tons. It has been constructed to

the design of Mr. W. S. Simpson, M.IC.E^
engineer to the River Wear Commissioners, and

will be filled with concrete. It will be sunk at

the pier-head, and will form the foundation for

the lighthouse. The total weight of the pier-

head, "including the caisson, superstructure, and

lighthouse, will be about 10,000 tons. This marks

the conioletiou of the late Mr. Wake's scheme

for the enclosure by two piers of a harbour of

125 acres.
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TRADE NOTES.
The flat roofs over the additions to the offices

of the South Manchester Guardians, Withington,
have been waterproofed throughout with Pudlo,

I
the powder which makes cement waterproof.

i Under the direction of Mr. G. H. Lingen
Barker, architect, Moscow Court. W., Boyle's
latest patent "air-pump" concealed ventilator

has been applied to Christ Church, Westbourne,
Bournemouth.

In our notice last week, on p. 131, that
Claridge's Patent Asphalte Co., Ltd., had opened
an agency in Manchester to cope with the work
in the North Midlands District, the address of

their representative, Mr. E. J. Thompson, should
have been given as of 36, Spring Gardens, Man-
chester, instead of Spring Chambers.

CHIPS.
An hotel estimated to cost two million dollars

is about to be built at Hartford, Connecticut,
from plans by Messrs. Warren and Wetmore,
architects, 3e, Thirty-Third-street, New York.

The foundation-stone had been laid of a new
Sunday-school in connection with Holy Trinity
Church, Gresley, near Derby. Messrs. Naylor
and Sale, of Derby, are the architects, and Mr.
Hodges, of Burton, is the contractor.

The Roman Catholic Bishop of Middlesbrough
has laid the foundation of a permanent church
of St. Lawrence at Lartington. near Barnard
Castle. The contractors are Messrs. Lyons, of

St. Peter's Works, Norton-by-Malton.

Consideration is being given to a scheme for
linking up Eastbourne, BexhiU. and Hastings by
a broad coastal road. The cost of construction is

estimated at £65,000, and it is hoped that the
Road Board will make a substantial grant.

Mr. Edward A. Crane, of the architectural firm
of Messrs. Rankin, Kellog, and Crane, Phila-
delphia, has resigned his office as city architect
of Philadelphia. Mr. Crane had served his city

in that capacity without^salary, since January 1.

The post or General Manager, Federated
Malay States Railways, has been filled by the
appointment of Mr. G. H. Fox, formerly chief
resident engineer for construction, who has been
succeeded by Mr. F. D. Openshaw as chief
resident engineer for construction.

The foundation-stone of a Roman Catholic
church of St. Peter has been formally laid at
Mill Hill. Blackburn. The estimated cost is

£7,000. The architects are Messrs. Pugin and
Pugin, of Lonilon and Liverpool, and the builder
is Mr. D. Haworth. of Blackburn.

Mr. Herbert Kelly, of 233, Camden-road, N.VV.,
and of lOS, Fiuohley-road, N.W.. builder, of the
firm of Messrs. Herbert and Edward Kelly, of
Finchley-road, Hampstead, who died February
11, aged 71 years, left estate of which the net
personalty has been sworn at £166,133.

The late Mr .W. Pille Brown, solicitor, bv his
will, has left £1,000 each to five Gloucester
churces—St. Nicholas, St. Michael. St. Mary de
Lode, St. Mary de Crypt, and St. John the
Baptist

—
"to be applied in or towards external

repairs and restoration of such churches."

Mr. Otto M. Eidlitz and Mr. Burt L. Fenner,
architects, in partnership in New York, have
been appointed members of the Commission on
Building Districts and Restriction of Height for
that city. The commission are not expected to
issue their report and recommendations for at
least a year.

Toronto's building permits are making an
excellent showing this year. For the six months
ending June 30, the total was ]3,476,U0dol., as
compared with 13,584, 725dol- for the correspond-
ing period last year. .\t Montreal, on the other
hand, the building permits showed during the
six months a falling off of l,420,376dol. in the
value of the permits issued.

There is now under construction in Victoria,
B.C., a reinforced concrete trunk sewer about
two miles long, which is to drain about 425 acres
in a rapidly-growing residential section of the
city, as well as 1.000 acres in Esquimault and
800 acres in Saanich. The sewer starts with a
27in. diameter and increases to a 36in. pipe at
the outfall near Macaulay Point.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hao'dwoods,
APPLY TO—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

PILKINQTON & CO.
(EsUBLIMlliD 1838.)

DEPTFORD -WHARF,
190 & 192, CREEK ROAD, DEPTFORD, S.E.

I!,yi»l,n;l Tni.le Mtirt.

POLONCEAU flSPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID.RE.SISTrN'U ASPHATyi'E.

WIIITK SILICA P-VVI.N'd.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.

Telephoxk Nos. : New Ckoss 1102 ('i lines).

TENDERS.
',* Correspondents would iu all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the vahie of the
information.

Atlsham.—For repairs to part of the workhouse
roof, for the board of tiuardiaus :—

Blythe, J., jun., Foulsham ... £103 10 (I

(Lowest tender received.)

Bbadford.—For the completion of the construction
of the tunnel to carry sewage from Frizinghall to
Esholt. for the Bradford Corporation :—

Best. W.. and Sons ±'121,616

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Bridport.—For the erection of the new hospital in
North Allington, in accordance with plans by Mr.
Frank H. Rhayler. F.R.I.B.A.. of Shrewsbury, fortlie
Bridport Hospital Committee :—

Original tenders.
Sprackling, J. G.. Netherbnry ... ±'5.059

Jesty and Baker. Weymouth ... 4,S99

Conway, Theo. Ltd.. Weymouth 4.880
Cooper, W. . I.. Bridport 4,&74 IH

Amended tenders.
Sprackling. J. G 4,20:2 5 6
.Testy and Baker 4,158 14 3
Cooper, W. .T 4,157 14 -1

Conway, Theo, Ltd. (accepted)... 3.949

Bkoadstairs.—For the supply and delivery of a
10- ton steaui roller for the Broadstairs and St.

Peter's Urban District Council ;—
Ruston and Proctor £555 7
Fowler and Co 530 16
Marshall, Sons, and Co 518 16
Aveling and Porter 517 14 6

Wallace and Stevens 467 1 7

Denbigh. — For the erection of Denbigh Market
Buildings. &c., for the Town Council :—

Lovatt. W., and Sons, Wolver-
hampton £9.930

Blake, W. E.. Ltd., Fulham.S.W. 9,880
Mon'ison and Sons, Liverpool ... 9,750
Dalton. J., and Son, Birmingham 9,525
Cooke. J., Longport 9,200
Lumb. B.. Old Colwyu 9.099 10
Barnsley. J., & Sons,Birmingham 9.085
Morton Browne, Ltd., Chester*... 8,9.55

* Accepted.

Frajilngham, — For repaving a culvert on the
Norw'ich and Beules-road at Framiugham, for the
Norfolk County Council ;—

May, R. J., Norwich ^accepted) .. £63

FuLHASi.—For painting interior of Sherbrooke
road School, for the London County Council :—•

Blake, W. E., Ltd.. Fulham ... £845
Lole and Co., Chelsea 768
Poldeu A., and F-, Shepherd's
Bush 738 16

Clarke, ti. W.. Shepherd's Bush 599
Garrett, J., & Son, Balhain Hill" oS;i

* Recommended for acceptance.

Hackney. N.E.—For executing the tramway and
paving works in connection with the doubling of the
existing single line of tramways in Graham-road at
Mare-street, and the execution of a street wideuiut;
at that part, for the London County Council :—

Dick. KeiT, and Co., Ltd. (accepted) as per
schedule of prices.

Hemel Hempstead.—For 14 cottages at King's
Langley. Herts, for the Hemel Hempstead Rural
District Council. Mr. Tbos. H. Lighbody, M.S. A.,

Hemel Hempstead, architect :—
Payne Bros.. Watford i-.i.563

Timberlake, A.. Herts ... ... 6,i2r>

Harrowell Bros., Bucks 3,36-2 4

Ray. J.. Herts 3.360

Sears, W. W., Leverotock Green 3,262

Higgs, T., Northampton* 3,118
* Accepted.

Kennington, S.E.—For works of painting and
tarring at Kennington Park, for the London County
Couucil ;

—

Carney, -T.. and Son. Battersea ... £475
Ronald. R. S., Wandsworth ... 366 12 6

King. W.. A- Son. Westminster* 261
* Recommended for acceptance.

London.—For painting a number of ventilating

columns and pipes in the south-eastern and south-
western districts, for the London County Council :—

Mowlem, J., and Co., Pimlico ... £150
(Accepted.)

London.—For the supply of ventilators in
connection with heating installations for new
Schools, for tho London County Couucil :—

Knight, T. S.. & Sons (recommended for acceptance).
(Lowest of 13 tenders received.*

London, E.C.—For works of cleaning, painting.
and repairs at the City of London Court, for the City
(-'orporation :

—

Lidstone and Son £870
Porter. A 735
Dove Bros 695
Weibking and Co 600
Larke and Son .. 595
Killby and Gayt'ord 514
Trollope and Colls 496
HoUiday and Greenwood 489
Greenwood, -)., Ltd. 489
Staines and Co.* 420

* Recommended for acceptance.

London. S.W.—For internal and external painting
works at the Marshall-street public baths, for the
Westminster City Council;—

^840
695 1

691
635
569
525
494

£422
406
366 15 !)

3-16

3-29

3'21 10
314 3 i

1,310,446 1)

1,060,000
945,079 11 11

889,336 14 2
797,714 6
759.812 17 4

747,a51 14 5
728.S81 17 7

710,913 14 9
702,482 9 4

696,737 5 6
686.702 13 K
673,811 15

Green and Abbott
Can-. T
Sims, J. R
Burton Bros
Markham and Markham ...

Wright and Son
Campbell and Christmas'

• Accepted.

Letton.—For erection of tramways depot, for the
urban district council. Mr. E. H. Essex. .\.M.I.C.E..
Town Hall. Leyton, engineer and surveyor :—

Horswill. H. C. Forest Gate
Partridge Bros.. Romford
Rowlett Bros , Palmer's Green .

Russell, E. A., Leytonstone
Coshead. F. J.. Leytonstone
Sands. J., Walthamstow
Lown. L., and Co.. HoUoway* _

"Accepted.

Littleton, Middlesex. — For construction of
reservoirs Nos. 6 and 7, intake channel from the
River Thames, pumping station foundations and
delivery mains, the diversion of the River Ash and a
road at Ashf "rJ Coiiimon, approach roads to intake
works, pumping station and outlet from the western
reservoir, and all secondary access roads, roadways
and steps up embankments, with boundary and other
fencing, for the Metropolitan Water Board :—

Walker. C. H,, and Co., Ltd.... £1,334,48.5 5 8
Perry and Co.. Ltd.. Bow
HoUoway Bros., Ltd
Coles, A. M.
Wall, C, Ltd
Nowell, H. M
Jackson, Sir J., Ltd
Muirhead, W., and Co.. Ltd....
Pearsons, S., and Son, Ltd. ...

Nuttal, E., and Co
McAIpine. R., and Sons
Scott, W.. and Middleton.Ltd.
Price. J., and Sons
Dick, Kerr and Co.. Ltd."

• Accepted. Chief engineers estimate, £729,660.

MoRLEY.—For erection of cloth warehouse, for the
exors. of the late Messrs. T. and S. Baron. Mr. T. A.
Buttery, L.R.I.B.A., Queen-street, Morley. architect.
Accepted tenders:—

MaFon and joiner :—
Clegg, .T., and Sons. Morley.

Plumber :—
Swith, G. A., Morley.

Plasterer;—
Iredale, J., and Son, Birstall.

Slater:—
Atkinson, J., and Sons. Leeds.

Newcastle-on-Tyne..—For additions to Y.W.C.A.
Newcastle-ou-Tyne. Mr. A. B. Plummer, F.R.I.B.A.,
F.R.San. I., Newcastle, architect:

—

Weir, W. T., Howdon £5.697 1

Elliott Bros 5.600
Easten, S., Ltd 5,300
Jackson, J., and Sons 5.289 9 9
Mauchlen. G. H 5.180
Middlemiss Bros 5,018
Miller, S. (accepted) 4,940 12 8

Rest of Newcastle.

North Lajvibeth.— For enclosing land at Lollard
street council school. North Lambeth, for the

London County Council :—
Line, H. (accepted) £150

(Lowest tender received: architect's estimate. £190.

Paddlngton, N. — For heating Paddington and
."^laida-vale High School, for the London County
Council :—

Cannon and Hetiord, Peckham... £1,139
The Brightside Foundry and
Engineering Co., Ltd., Victoria-
street 1,129

Korting Bros., Ltd., Victoria-st. l.OOO
Davis, G.. Kensington 970
Deane, E., andBeal.Ltd., Modu-
ment-street 953

Yctton and Brockett. Ltd,,
Munton-road 920

Cannon, W. G. and Sons, Ltd..
London-road 8ltH

Bradley, G. and E.. Lover-street 891
Cormack, J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Westminster 881 15

KoitJht. T. S., and Sons, Great
Portland-street (accepted) ... 850

Architect's estimate, £900.

Socthampton.—For the conntruction of a dwar
wall on the Western Shore, for the corporation :—

FrankUn, J. E.. and Co., Ltd.,

Southampton (accepted) ... £187
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Putney. — For jiainting interior and exterior
of County Secondary School, Putney, for the London

,

County Council :—
Rice and Son. Stockwell-road ... €1,399 <

Hlake. W. E., Ltd.. Fulhaui ... 1,306 6 2
!

Garrett. J., and Sons, Balhani
Hill 926

Donald. R. S., Wandsworth ... 880
King, W , and Soa, Vauxhall
Bridge-road* 877 1»

*Keconimeuded for acceptance.

SouTHWAiiK, W.—For painting interior and exterior
,

of West-squard School, for the London County
Council;—

General Building Co.. Ltd., St.

Martin's-laoe i'1,336

Smith. W.,& Sod. Harleyford-rd. 1,007

Monk. A., Lower Edmonton . 999 ;

Lapthorne A Co .Ltd., Lambeth 980 !

Downp. W.. Ltd., Walworth-rd. 922
King, W., and Son. Westminster 909
Vigor and Co., Poplar' 8-25 10

• Recommended for acceptance.

Walsixgham.—For works of painticg at the work-
house, for the board of guardians:—

Needs, J., Fakenbam t'l-in u I

(Accepted as amended.)
Wandsworth.—For re-erection of an iron building

to be removed from Caldecot-road Pite to Magdalen-
road, for the London County Council:—

BouUou and Pau]', Ltd., Queen
I

Victoria-street .£850 0,
McMaous, .T., Hammersmith-rd. 760
Harbrow, W. J., S. Bermondsey 757 10 !

Cleirns, W. J., Stratford 629 j

Fletcher, F. W„ Tooting' ... 544 10 '

'Accepted. Architect's estimate, £640.

Wandsworth.—For re-erection of an iron build-
ing at the Furzedown School, I for the London County
Council :—

Fletcher, F. W.. Tooting jei,'276

McManus, J., Hamniersmith-rd. 1.245
Honlton and Paul. Ltd., Queen
Victoria street 1,127 0'

H-irbrow,W.,South]iermon^sey* 1,120
I The tender is in respect of the removal of an

iron building from the Carlyle Secondary school
site (Chelsea' and re-erectiog it on the Furzedown
bite (Wandsworth*, pulling down and removing a
second iron building, and demoliehing a third.

* Accepte:J. Architect's estimate, £975.

WESTMiNSTKu.^For altering and reconstructing
the aViovc groimd public conveniences in Dansey
Yard, Grosvcnor Mews, Ham Yard, Providence-
court, RamilUe5-sIreet. and West-street, for the
We3tuiinster City Council ;

—

Dent and Hellyer, Ltd ^623
Davis, Bennett, and Co 401
Farrer, W. K , Ltd 350 4 4

Doulton and Co.. Ltd 331 5
Finch, B.. and Co.* 296 6 6

* Accepted with omission of works to West-street
urinal at 1*268 13s.

Whitkhili.s,—For erection of police station at
Whitehills, Banifshii'o. Mr. James ChrisMe, Banff,
architect. Accepted tenders :

—

Mason and bricklayer:

—

Donaldson, C, Banff.
Carpenter aod joiner :—
Murdoch, J. W., Banff.

Slater:-
Wilson, J.. Whitehills.

Plasterer --
Simpson. -J., Macdulf.

IMumbing and heating :

—

Strachan, A., Banff".
Painter and glazier :—
Chalmers, A., Banff".

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
We do not bold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Uable
for, unsought contributions.

•*• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and cood sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

•*• The special rate to Canada Is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and lOs. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings, McOill-street. Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per aunum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CV. are now ready, and should
be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.. XLIX..
LIU.. LXI., LXIL, LXIV.. LXV., LXVI.. LXVII..
LXVIII.. LXIX., LXXL. LXXIL, LXXIII.,
LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXIL, LXXXIII.. LXXXIV..
LXXXV., LXXX VI., LXXX VII., LXXXVIIL,
LXXXIX.. XC. XCI.. XCII., XCIIL. XCIV..
XCV., XCVI.. XCVIL. XCVIIL, XCIX., C. CI..

CIL, cm., CIV., and CV. may still be obtained at
the same price; all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Building
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand. W.C.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of
the United Kingdom; for the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or 6doIs. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India. £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

*,*Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Pruiters and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and 0)ntract Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the 6rst
line counting as two, the minimum charge being &s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series

of more than fix insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

SiTDATiONS Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One ShilliDg for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisement$ must he
prepaid.

SITDATIONS Wanted.
Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words.

Inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Office, Effingham House. 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C., free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

oence is made. (See Notice at head of "Situations.")

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

RixEivED.—AV. and W.—E. U.— l-I. G. E. C...—F. li

and. C. Ltd.—v.. Ltd.—M. A. A.—M. ami Co.— ,,
S. E. C—AV. B. H.— E. r. U.—B. 1'. C. M., Ltd.— fj
C. G. H.—A. D. D., and Sous, ltd.—T. H. C—
A. H. and Sou.—M. C. and Co.—E. and Suu.—H. C—
M. T.

I

D. P.—No.
I Rho.—Thanks, no.

L. J. M.—We know of uoue.

A. M. — The Leeds Fireelay Co. make a very useful
dovetailed brick (Shoppee's) uf lig'ht weight, liiul

eutalliny: no thrust on walls.

A. L.—See our Du'ectory under " Simp-front-'."

Bl'ii,oj:k.~To encase a timber lintol with rebated btnue
as run propose, is not only a " shHui," as you recojf-

I

nise, but it would be a bad piece uf construction also;
it would make a patched job ou the euttit where you
apitear to intend reudering the wihxI with cement.
Nothing could be worse. The width of the span is not
stated, and a Hat brick arch m the iulerior of the wall,
iu any e\"eiit, should be built. A hoHiI lintol keyed as
drawn, if deep enough, and a proper bearing stoue used
(laid on its natural Ijed), the work would stand, i)ro-

vided the load is not cxceosivc, aud the widtli of the
spau proportionate.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Sept. 7—Dc'siRns for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-
slreet, York-road, Battcrsea: and ISillingsgate-street,
Cburch-street, Greenwicb. (Mr. .J. \V. Simpson,
F.ll.I.B.A., Assessor)

Designs for Shakespeare Memorial Nat.onal Tboatre
(Mr. T. E. Colloutt, P.P. B.I B.A., Assessor) 5(W3s. (merged), and lira of ISOgf.

Laying Out Sbow Grounds, Wayville West, Adelaide... I'SOO, £200, tl(X)

„ 13-

Oct. 31-

,. 31

Dec. 31-

No date

do.

do.

do.

-Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station, St.
Helens. (Assessor.) fltlO, tiO, .t'25..

-Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfleld ... MOO, XMO

-Drawing cr Photograph of English or Continental
Metal Work 5g8.,3gs., •Iga.

-Dosiyns for Technical Schools and Education OlHcos
(Mr. Paul Waterhouse, F.R.I.B..\., Assessor)

-Plana for '20 Houses (Costing from ,t-200 to ±'270),
Gildersome

-School CJUO places). Vale-road. South Tottenham l.....l.[".l."..

L. Oomme, Clerk, Education Offices. Victoria Embkt., W.C,

The Secretary, .U, Dean's-yard, \\'estuiinster Abbey. S.W.
The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Australiai

23, Waymouth-street, Adelaide.

A. ^\•. Bradley, M.I.C.K., Town Hall, St. Helens.
M. lo President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

Whiteside and Caslake, Ltd., The Broadway, Hendon, N.W.

. J. E. Jarratt. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Soutbport.

W. Wilby, Sur., Council Ottices, Gildersome.
W. Mallinson. Clerk, Phillips-lane, South Tottenliam.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
July 31—St. Stephen's School. Alterations to, ConKleton .' A. Price and Sons, Archts., Sandbach.
. „ ,31—Council School, Alterations to. Steeple Esse.\ Education Committoo F. H. HriKlit, Clerk. .53, Hieh-.stroet. Maiden.
„ 31— Electricity Building, King's Hill, Weineabury Town Council E. M. Scott. Boro' Ens., Town Hall Wednesbury.
.,' ,31—Church, Boom M. Seeldrayers, Secretaire, Hue dela Chapellc,Boom Antwerp.
„ 31—Four Houses. Pontllanfraith R. L. Roberts. M.S. A.. .Vbercarn.

;, 31—Council School, Alterations to Tollesbury Ecsex Education Committee F. H. iU-itiht, Clerk, 53. High-street, Maiden,
„ 31—Pro\ided Infants' School, Additions to, Brighton Education Committee T. Simpson aud Sou, Surs., 16, Ship street, Brighton.
,, 81—Cottage, Alterations to, Ileughhcad Station, Deis Davidson and Garden, li, Deo-street, Aberdeen.

'

,. 31—Otlices, .\ltorations to, Carville-road, Walleend Industrial Co-op. Soc, Ltd F. Robertson, Sec, Indus. Co.-op. Soc, Wallsend.
„ 31-;-RcBtOriug.Hou6o at Toddlehills Farm, near Ellon Davidson and Goi'den, 12. Due-street. Abordecn.
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CHARACTER IN ARCHITECTURE.
Individuality in design—the impress of

mind upon matter—is, in architecture, to

be measured by the degree oi thought in-

stilled. The plasticity of a niedium is

limited only \)\ the amount of mental force

applied ; and since a force, to be eifecuve,

must be constant, character is almost
synonymous with constancy, and shares its

invariableness ; for that which continually
shifts and changes cannot possess definite

character, either good or bad. Endurance,
permanence, and constancy are thus the
essential bases of character.

When, therefore, we speak of character
in design, we refer to a mental impress. In
art, in architecture, the artist and archi-
tect are shown forth in their work. Strong
character is either definitely good or
definitely bad : fnr among the average and
mediocie we find copyism, and the adop-
ticin without thought of ideas at second
hand, and in this case we can expect no
definite expression other than that of the
original designer, mangled or misinter-

Jireted, possibly, when we make facsimile
quasi-correct copies of pictures ; and, where
the architect reproduces without the
ability to define, modify, or improve tra-

ditional fijrru, character, or mental
impress, we do not look for and cannot
e.xpect effective work.
We have lieeii told that the ch.uac-

teristics of Egyptian, Roman, and Greek
are shown forth in their buildings. Where
natiniial style e.xists, more or less, we
should naturally look for such. Where
there is no national style there can be no
national impress ; and, therefore, in

modern work we find, in place of the
catholic, universal and average, the par-
ticular, partial, and individual. Walking
along the streets we may frequently
recognise this and that building as eman-
ating from a certain hand or brain, and
although it is said that this position may
and does at times become modified and
subject to change synchronously with a
change of head draughtsmen, this is but
further evidence in support of the main
proposition, that character resides in

measure related to brain-power; that, in
this country, more particularly, perhaps,
than on the Continent, with its academic
influences, or in America, with a national
style of a sort, we find in architecture the
impress of the individual. Here we may
say generally of our contemporary work
that the mind is not only a measure of the
man, but of his building; and the paucity
of invention, the offence or the pleasure
resulting to us from his work is a direct
isolated impress as of a solitary die upon
plastic clay. Perchance, say what we like
about decadence. of stjle. want of perman- ,

ence of traditional methods, and the like,

there is in defined, individual imiiress

much compensation for want of so-called

national style.

If we fully understand that modern
English architecture, if it has character,

owes it to individual, as distinct from
collective, influence, we shall see how
vainly true character and expression are
sought by the copyist, and the disher-up

of old-time form and line at second hand
;

for, if we desire to impress genuine char-
acter upon our work and to stamp it with
definite quality or character, we must press
hardly our minds on matter, and establish
direct contact with the media. There
must be independent thought, an absence
of reliance on precedent and example.
We must eliminate from our minds
not tradition (that would bo folly),

not the subconsciiuisness of contemporary
attainment, which wnuld be presumptuous;
but the mind must be free, the attack of

the brain upon the medium immediate and
frontal ; to the end, we might say, that im-
press upon the plastic may bo whole-
souled. If there be such a things as origin-

ality, these principles of action will lead us
to it ; but it were better that we should say
of a building that it has "character"
rather than mere novelty.

Every designer has in him tho power to

accomplish original work and to give char-
acter to such work, and for this we look,

the public looks, and the client pays ; but
too often necromancy and mountebaiikism
supplant the originality we love, and
patchwork inconsistency gives the death-
blow to character, the unity of effect,

which is the outcome of definite character.
Earnestly we seek to discover character
and true originality, engendered of prin-

ciples of design such as we have put
forward. Too often, day by day, we fail

to discover aught but shallow artifice

;

until it comes to tliis (and we all know it),

that we walk along our streets, and the
brand-new buildins; never for a moment
diverts our gaze. We never alter our pace,

we do not troiilde to cross the street to

look at that which we intuitively feel is

but a characterless replica of thousands
such. Lack of brain impress—that seenis

the trouble, ami the cause of want of

definite quality, of character; lack of

a noble self-reliance, and absence of grasp
and grip. If there be any excuse for

it, it may be that the art of architecture

being founded on practical construction,

we cannot deal with our media with the

facility and freeilom of craftsmen engaged
upon mere ornamental detail. No doubt,

we need to proceed cautiously in en-

deavours to evolve and give character and
novel effect to architectural device; but.

say what we may, no reasonable excuse can
be advanced for not seeking to remodel and
refine old-time forms to suit immediate
position and present duty.

Doubtless, we cannot all have master
minds, and so it results in practice that

one invents and others copy, and so, it

may be, things are duly ordered to be. Wo
are all supposed to have brains, but we do
not all use them, is perhaps a better way
of explaining why so much repetition lines

our city thoroughfares, adding year liy

year little of interest ; the really |)owerrul

works of architecture, of definite character

and expression, appearing as a few first-

magnitude stars in a host of lesser lumin-
aries. If we desire character in architecture
we must, too, be sufficiently definite and
stable ourselves to lay upon inert matter
some measure of the dignity of life.

Style details, after all, should be re-

garded rather as words (or phrases,

[lerhaps) ready-made and practically un-

alterable; or as fabric, of special print in

line and colour, which we cut and fashion

with resultant individu.al impress. In this

way, true and definite character may lie

])roduced in old-time form as rearranged

to suit practical needs; for. fine and iiolile,

beautiful and gracious qualities of design

are the result, not of particular detail,

mould, or device, but of the manner in

which such style details are grouped and
modelled to general theme or ultimate

effect, preconceived in the mind of tho

designer.

Character in archil, rlurc is then fore a

direct reflex of character in the man. Firm-

ness and constancy are reflected in stone

and marble. The changeling, with his

here-to-day and gone-to-morrow method,

cannot impress character in design,

because in truth he has no character to

impress. If we desire to give definite ox-

jiression to our work we must be definite

(Uirselves, must launch, with all the con-

fidence we can comm.ind. into the deep

waters of independent thought and action,

holding to sound first i)rinciples of design.

True style, as outflowing from noble char-

acter, must result when we throw asida

mental props and are loyal to our own
thought and perception. Success, then,

will l)e a measure cif the sincerity and

deuth of that thoucht.

EXAMIN'ATIONS IN" ART, 1914.

Tlie Reports of the Examining Committees
for Art ill EiiKhuid liave bcr-n issued by the

Bonrd of Education. Beyond a (jcncral note

at the head of Iheso departmental reviews of

the work done during the past twelve months

there is no abstract, though a synopsis of

some sort would have been useful, and might

lun; been looked for. We have not, how-
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ever, overlooked tlie " general observations
"

which are printed at the tail end. The
examiners' initial remark is to the effect that

fewer incompetent works were snbmitted this

year than in 1913, but that still there is much
room tor improvement in this direction, and
the fault is set down to the likelihood of

students insisting upon entering these exa-

minations contrary to the advice of their

masters.

The, results comprise less than 150 passes.

Women are distinguishing themselves
throughout the country pretty much as

women have been donig of late at the Royal
Academy, while in the National Competitions
women are very much to the fore. In these

Examinations in Art the proportion stands
at about 02 women to 145 men. It is not
easy to be exact as to the precise figures, as

Christian names are not always to be
identified; but, roughly, this is the relative

record, and it certaiidy is remarkable as

being the result of a level competition in

which numerically the male candidates seem
greatly in excess, though as to the entries

of women as compared with men no informa-
tion is given. The men hold their priority

aniOTig those who have passed with dis-

tinction by the ratio of only 14 men to 10

women, the latter scoring equally in

"Drawing" and distinctly in " IndiLstrial

Design," with Enamelling, Jewelry, and,
naturally, in Embroidery women take
precedence. Two men gained distinction

for Modelling, and two passed, but no
women scored for this subject. " Pictorial

Design " passes were without any Distinction
results, and out of the eleven successes only

one woman's luime appears. Leeds School
of Art heads the list with IG passes, Leicester
School of Art obtained 11, Manchester
School of Art 10, Newcastle-on-Tyne 6, Bir-

mingliam 4, and Liverpool 3, and all of this

trio were women, their subjects being Linen-
weaving or Jewelry or Embroidery. The
Metropolis is not conspicuous, se\cn only
figuring for the whole of Greater London.
We need not pursue this annotation further,

and only give our abstract for what it is

worth. Us practical bearing on the subject
of art is important, no doubt; but, after all,

examinations in Art, as such, favour schools
and teachers rather more than insure the
creation of real artists and virile artistic

results, even in the domain of arts and
crafts. Painting, Sculpture, and Archi-
tecture prospered with the greatest distinc-

tion when examinations in art were unknown,
as we know them, and. of course, professors

had not been thought of.

The only architects on the Art Examining
Committees are Professor Beresford Pite,

Professor E. S. Prior, A.U.A., and Professor
Lethaby, the first two being engaged with
the examination of "Drawing," and the last-

named with "Industrial and Pictorial
Design." We have already referred to tliis

picture work. Of "Painting," three passes
with distinction and seven ordinary passes
make up the sum about which .'i degree of

improvement in the work is mentioned, with
the exception of drawings and paintings from
the nude, which evince a distinct falling off.

In reference to "Architectural Drawing" the
test has been made in the linos of <lraughts-

manship in pencil and in colour-washes. The
student was asked to sliow his powers in the
delineation of a Classical column, and,
secondly, in the plan, section, and elevation
of a building or portion of one. Only the
smallest modicum of knowledge of archi-
tectural archa'ok,;!y was expected or asked
for, but an appreciation of arcliitectural

form, such as can be shown by a .sympathetic
line drawing, with values brought out by
monochrome washes. Few candidates cared
to express themselves in this easy and
effective way, and the examiners add that in

the majority of cases the remembrance of the
Greek eolunni and the setting out of the
selected building was conveyed by mechanical
exercises in a thin line, and also devoid of
freedom of touch in the details. About half
a dozen exercises had more assured
draughtsmanship, but in the greater part
feeble execution and lack of knowledge pre
vailed. The record does not say if anybody
passed in this subject, but we imagine not.

Coining back to the "General Observa-
tions" set out at the end of these reports, it

may be well to add that while the examiners
have been compelled to speak of a great deal

of the work submitted to them as unsatis-

factory, yet, as a whole, they think it shows
an advance upon that submitted last year,

and in one or two cases a notable advance
has been obtained. They, however, again
regret, ex cathedra, that, generally speaking,
the written answers to their questions have
been better than the executed work. Knowing
how much excellent teaching is given in the
schools and how much excellent work is

produced there while the students are in

immediate touch with their teachers, the
examiners go on to say, after seeing how
inferior the examination work actually is,

"they cannot help feeling that in the schools

hardly enough attention is paid to the con-

fessedly difficult task of teaching students to

stand on their own feet and run alone."

Quite so. and it is doubtful if any forcible

feedi)ig is conducive to healthy exercise in

the production of Fine Art or its application.
Some are led to fancy that the means
becomes the end, wdiile the learner gets so

fed up with cramming that the normal
digestive capacity is impaired, and any in-

tuitive capabilities possessefl by the student
at the start are stultified Ijy profound pro-

fessorial programmes. If this appears to be
the ease at headquarters in the Royal College
of Art—and we suggest that this year's Ex-
hibition there gives that idea—how can
better results be expected from the minor
.--chools throughout the land, officered from
South Kensington?

«**

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF
REINFORCED - CONCRETE CON-
STRUCTION.—II.

By Wm. G. Shipwright,
Licentiate R.I.B.A., M.C.I., Chartered

Surveyor (by Exam.)

The two principal remaining variations

are the doubly-reinforced floor, constructed
either in the slab form, or as a continuous
floor. These floors have a resistance in both
directions, and, assuming the spans to be
equal in both directions, the strength is in

either case doubled over that of the single

reinforcement. The design in the former
case will be as sliown in Figs. 10. and for the
three typ"s (4in., 5in., and Gin., with rods as

before), the safe loads will be found to be -

4" floor (190 X 2) = 380 owts. per toot super.
5" floor (180 X 2) = 360 cwts. per foot super.
6" floor (290 x 2) = 580 cwts. per foot super.

The concrete remains constant and the steel

is doubled, thus giving the cost shown in

Fig. 21.

The design of the continuous double-
reinforced floor is shown in Fig. 20. The
strength of these floors is twice the similar
single continuous floors, as follows ;

—

4" floor (240 x 2) = 480 cwts. per foot super.
5" floor (225 x 2) = 450 cwts. per foot super.
6" floor (360 x 2) = 720 cwts. per foot super.

The scale diagrams of cost is shown m
Fig. 21. This type of floor is, of course, only
suitable for positions where the bays are
approximately square, so that the spans in both
directions are about equal : otherw-ise the cost

of extra steel to secure an equal resistance
in an oblong bay, with a much greater length
than width, would render this type excessively
costly, for the reasons demonstrated in the
4in. floor. For spans equal in both directions
the doubly-reinforced floor is the cheapest
form, as the concrete is precisely the same
as in the single floor, the steel only being
doubled, whilst the floor has twice the
strength.
The adoption of hollow tile in floor con-

struction po.s.sesses undoubted advantages.
The floor is rendered lighter and more sonnd-
and fire-resisting, without impiiiring its

strength. The cost of hollow tile in floor

construction usually averages about 2s. 6d.

to 3s. per superficial yard of floor ; but there
is. of course, a small offset in the deduction
of concrete, being about one fourth the cost
of the tile, making an approximate net extra
of 2s. per yard. 'Inhere is also a net sa\ing
nf about 201b. per foot in the dead weight of

the floor, which relieves the structural steel-

work and foundations to the extent of about
80O tons on a building of 10,000 yards
floor area. A usual process is to have
the tiles of such depth that the top edge is

approximately coincident with axis line, the
floor being, in fact, composed of a series of

small reinforced T-beams (see Fig. 5). Care
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should be taken to secure sufficient area in

the concrete rib to afford the necessary com-
pressive resistance below the upper surface
of the tile. Fig. 24 shows the correct ami
incorrect form of construction in this

respect.

Fig. 22 shows at A the Gin. reinforced floor,

with three \\\\. rods per foot; at B. C, and D
the steel joists are shown which would be
required to carry the same floor-weight per
foot super. (2901b. over 10ft. spans). The
joists are spaced as follows :

—

At B 3in. X Sin. x SJlb. 1ft. apart 10ft. spau.
C 5in. X 3in. x 111b. 2ft. apart 10ft. span.
D Sin. X 4Md. X 18lb. 3ft. apart 10ft. span.

The centering required for these floors will

be approximately the same as that for the
reinforced floor, and the cost of material on
the basis previonslv adopted, is shown in

Fig. 23. in which the surplus metal provided
in B. C. and D is simply waste material,

amounting in cost to between 10s. and 15s.

over each bay of fift. square.
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Fig. 25 is a summarised diagram, showing
the actual cost of material on the basis
previously given of all the types of floor illus-

trated and described, the calculation being
in all cases for bays bft. square in floors of
varying load - carrying capacity, and the
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diagram shows by a thick line the com-
parative economic value— i.e., the cost in-

volved in obtaining each lOOlb. per super,
foot loading resistance, from which it wiU be
seen tliat the properly designed reinforced
floors are by far tlie most economical form of
construction, whether with or without tile

filling. (To be concluded.)

.••:

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE FIELD
CLUB,

THE KuRTHUMBERL.\NP KXCURSION,

The "long excursion," under the auspices

of the North Staffordshire Field Club, was
a complete success,

THE F.VRXE ISLAND.? .\ND D.^MnOROUGII,

On Thursday week the excursion was to

the Fame Islands and Bamborough, There
are seventeen in all, forming three distinct

groups. It was on the Great Fame that St.

Cnthhort died in fiH7, after a residence of

nine years. The present chapel on the island

is believed to stand on the site of his

hermitage. There are two lighthouses, pre-

ceding whicli Prior Castcll's Tower, built

about 1500, served a similar purpose, beacon
fires being used. Longstone Island is the
point from which William Darling and his

heroic daughter Grace put off to rescue the
survivors of the wrecked ship Forfarshire in

1838, A monument to her memory is placed
ill tlie Great Fame chapel, and a handsome
canopied altar tomb, with recumbent effigy,

is in the churchyard at Bamborough, where
she is buried. Grace Darling was born in

1815, the year of the Battle of Waterloo, and
she died at the age of twenty-five. Her
nephew. Robert Darling, has recently given
up liglithouse keeping after thirty-six years'

service. On the return to the mainland, the

afternoon was devoted to Bamborovigh,
"King Ida's Castle, huge and square"— as

described in " Marmion "—is a bold and pro-

minent object in the landscape on the Great
North-road between Alnwick and Berwick.
The castle was founded in 547, and was fre-

quently stormed by the Danes. After
Edward IV. 's time it lay dismantled for

centuries. In 1720, Lord Crewe, the philan-

thropic Bishop of Durham, liaviiig purchased
the Castle, bequeathed it for charitable

objects. In 1894 it was acquired by the late

Lord Armstrong at a cost of a quarter of a

million and fitted up as a convalescent home.

ALNWICK TOWN AND CASTLE.

On Friday week the visitors devoted their

attention to many things of interest about
.\lnwick. In the morning the party pro-

ceeded to St. Mary and St. Michael's Church,
where they were met by the Rev. Canon
Mangin. It is a Norman church of large

size, and is remarkable for its width, which
Canon Mangin thought was designed to

provide processional room for the monks of

Alnwick Abbey on festival days. There are

no elaborate monuments, the Dukes of

Northumberland having found their last

resting-place in Westminster Abbey. From
the church the visitors walked to the site of

Alnwick Abbey, formerly a foundation of

Prpemonstratensian Canons, dedicated to St,

.James and the Blessed Virgin. It was
founded in 1147 by Eustace FitzJohn. All

that now remain of this extensive building

are the tower and gateway. The foundations

have been uncovered and cemented, and the

various rooms can be traced. On leaving a

vi.sit was paid to Malcolm's Cross, marking
the spot where Malcolm King of Scotland

was slain in besieging Alnwick Castle in

1002. Near by is the ruin of St. Leonard's
Hospital, founded and given to Alnwick

Abbey by Eustace de Vesei some time after

the dentil of Malcolm. The Lion bridge is

so named from a metal figure of a lion

dominating tlie structure. The afternoon
was devoted to Alnwick Castle. The visitors

were met by Mr. Kyle, Constable of the
Castle, whose knowledge of the precincts
placed them under infinite obligation. The
Castle was founded by a de Vesci in 1150.

It was rebuilt by the first two Percys between
I3I0 and 1350. 'The restoration of the Castle
to its present stately form was the result of

alterations and additions made by the first

and fourth dukes. The family are at present
not in residence, and tlie party were shown
much of interest, including the State coach
used by the Duke of Northumberland at the

coronation of the last King of France in

1825; it was redecorated and again used at

the coronation of King Edward VII. ; also

the museum of Egyptian antiquities, the geo-

logical museum, in which are numerous
Roman and some Saxon inscribed slabs which
have been found in Northumberland ; the

dungeon, the ancient draw-well, and Hot
spur's seat on the walls. Near this part of

the Castle is the "Bloody Gap," where
tradition says a raiding party of Scots were
slaughtered to a man while attempting to

force a passage through a breach made in

the. wall. The "gap" is now built up, but
the different colour of the stone indicates

where the breach was made. During the

afternoon time was found for a drive to the

picturesque, ivy-clad ruins of Huliie Abbey,
the first monastery of Carmelite Friars in the

kingdom, founded by a de Vesci about 1240,

BERWICK AND WARKWORTH,
Saturday week was selected for an

excursion to Berwick-on-Tweed and Wark-
worth Castle, The town has played a unique
part in history. In the reign of Alexander of

Scotland (I28G) it was the second city to

London. Its list of mayors goes back for

eight centuries, and the vicars of Berwick
date from 1296. The walls are of great

interest, going back to Edwardian days. In

a hurried visit, the various points of greater

note— the walls, the old bridge, the bastions,

and the parish church—were points of leading

interest. The parish chnreli of St. Mary,
consecrated in 1662, replaced an older

building, of which from 1549 to 1551 John
Knox was miuister. This church is the most

northerly parish church in England, Tlie

alternooii was devoted to Warkworth Castle,

now a ruin, which in the early days was the

favourite residence of the Earls of North-

umberland, and in Lcland's time "well nicn-

tnyned"; but in ll!72 its timbers and lead

were disposed of and the principal parts of it

unroofed,
WAKKWORTH ItERMITAOR.

Half a mile above the Castle is llic

Herniitaa.', widelv known from the Bishop of
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Mr. Alired J. Taylor, M.S. A., Architect.

Dromore's balhul of tlic "Hciinit of Wark-
worth." Its origin and fonmhition arc un-

certain. The Earl of Northumberland, in

his grant to the last hermit, in 1,532, calls it

"uiiii arniitage. Ijclded in a rock of stone,

in my parke, in honor of the Holy Trinity.
"

Over the doorway is a rood and a Latin i[i-

scription. "My' tears liave been my meat day
and night." There are three chambers,
known as the chapel, confessional, and dor-

mitory. In a recess to the south, lighted by
two lancets, is the Hermitage. Kneeling on
the west side is the figure of a man in ion-

templation of a female recumbent, with a

hull's head (the crest of the Widdrington
family) near, and the figure of an angel on
the left. Popular tradition says the man wa.s

Bertram of Bothal ; the female, the Lady
"Widdrington. wiiom he was to marry, and who
bad been captured by a border cliief. Sir

Bertram and his brother set out separately lo

s.?arch for her. Disguised as a minstrel, the

former found the tower in the Cheviots where
she was, but. seeing her escaping at nightfall

with another man. he attacked anil killed

them both. Too late, he found tliat he had
slain his own faithful brother in the very

act of rescuing his betrothed, and so he
became the Hermit of Warkworth and mule
a lifelong expiation. Descending, the

hermit's oven is reached, and a stone stair

leading to what was his garden abo\t'. Below
are the remains of some later buildings l.'ilh

reulurv oi' after built for (he icui\{ui"uie

of the chaplains who for a period ministered

here in succession to the Hermit. A record

exists granting various privileges to George
Laneastre. chaplain at the Hermitage, by the

sixth Earl of Nortluunberland in 1531.

Sunday was observed as a day of rest. In the

afternoon a visit was paid to Dunstanborough
Castle, bnilt about 1313, and now a mag-
nificent ruin. The official programme ter-

minated, and the party broke up on Monday
morning.

— .«•»

The county counril of West .Susses tiave ap

proved the propo5:i! to build new conned offices

at Chichester at an estimated cost of 4;i5,000,

exclusive of site.

At Sandgate Parish Clnirch, near rolkcslone.

extensive alterations are to be made, a faculty

liaving been obtaincrl for takmg down the

galleries and erecting a reredos, forming' a

barrel ceiling to the sanctuary, and providing

new communion rails, dwarf cliancel screen,

stalls, pulpit, and holv table. The work is

estimated lo cost Xl.OOO.

The Montreal Builders' Exchange have been
invited liv Mr. D. Norman MacVicar, chairman
of the Quantity Surveying Committee of the

Province of Quebec Architects' Association, to

co-operate on the question of quantity survey-

ing. The Architects' Association desire to obtain
the views of contractors, who are naturally as

mncli interested in the subject as are the

architects. A commit tec of tlie Exchange lias

therefore lieen appointed to go into the entire

f|nc-l 'on with the archittrlp.

NEW MEDICAL BATHS, TOR(^UAV.

This plan provides for converting the

existing Bath Saloons at Torquay into a

High Class Medicinal Bathing Establish-

ment. The ladies and gentlemen's baths are

separat>d by a large cooling room and lounge,

common ti both sexes. Till now this room
has been used as a ball room. The new walls

will be constructed of local stone, covered

on their external faces with cement stucco.

The partitions will be patent slabs tiled on

the bathroom side with vitreous tiles to a

height of tift. 6in. The roof will be com-
posed of concrete carried on steelwork and
covered with asphalte. Mr. Alfred J.

Taylor. M.S. A., of Bath, is the architect.

Liverpool Housing Committee have recom-
mended the appointment of Mr. Fletcher Turton.
the present deputy city surveyor, as director of

housing at a salary of il,200 a year.

The committee of the Captain Scott Memorial
Kuud have accepted an offer of the Admiralty
of a site at Greenwich Ho.=pital for the erection

of the memorial to the Antarctic explorers. The
site faces the river and is midway between
what are called King (_harles's and Queen
Anne's Buildings. The Admiralty slipulile

that the memorial shall be in keeping with the

character of the architectural surroundings, in

the opinion of experts whom they will consult,

and before the actual position is selected a light

framework nuidel will he nuide so that its effect

may be judged in Rtiu.
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What (.'fff'ut will war liavc on tliL- Biiil(liii>;

I liidi'sy I'lio obvious dictates of conniioiiseiisu

-lioiild l)i-iiig them full work and prospority

ilial would be shared by hundreds of cognate
indnsti'ies. and bring lasting and profit-

able benefit to the whole country. The work
is waiting. From all parts of the country for

months past the cry of the shortage of houses
has been urgent, and the general prosperity
of the past three years has accumulated
capital which will instinctively turn to solid

home investments. Land and houses never
slump after the fashion which shut up the

Slock Exchange last week, and gave us four

Bank Holidays instead of one. One thing
alone has hindered earlier recognition by
capital of the opportunities afforded by real

estate, ami that has been the unfair and
exceptional ta.xation of the investor and
builder. We have at last been promised
redress by Mr. Asquith. Surely' that Bill

could be passed as quickly as the Suspension
of Payments Bill was passed last Monday?
Capital thai is likely to be shut out of other
profitable fields for mouths to come would at
once respond to the deuianda in so many
directions for the support ot ai. home invest-
iiK'nts. and this troublous time be consolingly
remembered hereafter as a time of marked
increase in our best national assets, and of
full employment for the workers of the
second great group ul .onr national imlnstries.

If only, of course, the threatened war in

the building trades is not provoked with the
audacity and foolishness of certain European
potentates. When Britons and Irishmen are
closing up their ranks, and forgetting or post-
pojiing all differences in face of the common
peril, surely masters and men will get to

work "as they were" at <jnce, ami agree to

relegate all grievances to a more convenient
period for their redress? At a time when
national sacrifices of no small magnitude are
likely to be demanded of all of us. there will
be ~cant sympathy for out-of-works, idle

thanks to their own obstinacy or foolish
surrender to the wiles of mischievous
agitators. The moment calls for tJie utmost
conciliation on the part of the masters and
llie promptest recognition by the men that
tlie best principles of trade-unionism demand
reasonable determination that union funds
shall not be e.vhausted by iiiteriiecine strife

at a till when ilie supreme duty of all of ns
is to hiisbaiid our resources to the uttermost
ami to .seize ami improve in every way
the opportunities of honest and profitable
«ork still open.

Ill ciiiiinnni uith our conteniporancs-
ilaih and ucckly although there is no im
mediate shortage, we are compelled to
Inisband our resources of paper, and to ask
the indulgLMice of onr readers, and especially
of our advertisers, if we have to curtail our
available space. We have done so very
^lifjlitly this week, and fortunately it is,

naturally, the slackest month of the year, so
that few will be iiiconvenieueed. We beg to
Ultimate to our direct Continental subscribers
tliat we are posting their copies as usual,
IJUt that we can assume no responsibility for
delay or non-delivery as results of the dis-
turbance of traffic.

Tlie Beaux Arts Committee have now
obtained suitable premises for a Second

Atelier, which will be opened in the autumn,
and Mr. A. R, .Jemmett, F.R.I.B.A., has
accepted the position of patron. Com-
nuinieations should be addressed to Mr.
Adrian Berriugton. at the First Atelier, IG,

Wells-m6ws, Wells-street, \V. We heartily
wish the Second Atelier as successful a start
IS the First has bad, and have little doubt
that ere long we shall record the birth of a

Third.

In his (|iiestion, to which we replied last
week. " .\ Builder" proposed to encase a
timber liiitol with a keyed and rebate<l
stone facing over an opening, to give an
external appearance of masonry, thus per-
petrating an architectural sham, besides
making an incurably bad piece of con-
struction. It reminded ns of some other
similar abortions actually perpetrated by so-
called '• practical" builders in the carrying
out of their own designs, without the check
of professional supervision. One of these was
a case analogous to the one abo\e, in which
a timber was completely buried, thus risking
dry-rot. A window opening in a wall
liappened to be built several inches too wide
for the casement frame which had been made
for it; so to save the cost of altering the
frame. >vhieh. when being offered up in
p.isitioii was found („ In. too small, the
ingenious builder got over his difficulty by
tiMiig up a length of an ordinary rough piithig
taken from his scaffold, and in this way be
reduced the opening to accommodate the
window-frame; but the York stone sill was
left unchanged. Ihe consequence is it

projects on that side of the window about
7in. more than on the other. The facing of
the walls were roughcasted, so the builder
drove some nails into the putlog to get a key
and plastered over the wood, finishing the
reveal in this fashion as if nothing had
liappened, and hiding the discrepancy.

In the same house, which has been erected
ill a London garden suburb (for a well-known
water-colour painter whose work is just now
much in \ogiie). a smlpipe is run up in front
of the principal elevation on the face of the
brickwork, below the projecting sham half
timbered gable which comes above ; but the
oversailiiig of this gable is .so .slight that the
4iii. iron lube partly protrudes in front of the
stucco panelling, with the most ineongruous
effect, particularly so as the pipe is not
vertical, varying also in its relation to the
face of the wall, in order to clear a ratter
where the roof projects, and thus it passes,
oddly enough, through the tiling on one side
of this apex, this sewer-gas vent not even
assuming the character of a gable finial.

This the ridge tiles in any case would
preclude.

The drawing room fireplace is set so close
to the door that- it is always in a direct
draught, vvilli the result that whenever a fire

is lighted til- sii:)ke is lore than oftni
driven out into the parlour. A gas-fire,

therefore, is employed ; but the fumes still

cause much discomfort, owing to the un-
preventable side draught. That the artist in

question deserves little eommiseration is

obvious, because, instead of consulting one
of his arebiteet friends before he had his

house built, he made a bargain with the

"practical" builder, who has achieved the
result. The "half-timber" is made up of,

inch boards planted on to the face of the
plaster, and the work is curling up gracefully

under the action of the sun. The owner

evidently effected no economy when he saved
the dreaded architect's fees. Our corre-
spondent adds that he was not persoiiallv

acquainted with the painter for whom this

residence was " put up " till he came to reside

in it. and that the subject has never been
unnit'ioned between them. Time is, however,
already making these little secrets known.

It has not taken long to 'nationalise ' the

iMilways in the face of jiatioiial peril. An
Order in Council has been made under
Section 15 of the Regulation of the Forces
Act, 1871, declaring that it is expedient that
the Government should have control over
the railroads in Great Britain. This control
will be exercised through an Executive Com-
mittee composed of general managers of rail-

ways, which lias been formed for some time,

and has prepared plans with a view to

facilitating the working of these provisions of

the Act. Although the railway facilities for

other than naval and military purpo.scs may
for a time be .somewhat restricted, the effect

of the use of the powers under this Act will

be to CO ordinate the demands on the rail-

ways of the civil community with these
necessary lo meet the special requirements
of the naval and military authorities. More
normal conditions will in due course be
restored, and the public will readily recognise
the necessity for the .special conditions, and
ill the general interest accommodate them-
selves to the iiiconveniciice involved. Not a
few, perhaps, will hope that under joint
control and Government supervision, some
experience of co-operative action may be
gained that may bear fruit in other diroe-
tioiis when peace again favours traffic.

.4 novel point cropped up last week be
fore a House of Commons Committee, pre
sided over by Mr. Lane Fox, considering a
Bill to provide Weston super-Mare with an
improved water supply. The Somersetshire
County Council wanted the insertion of a
clause providing that when it was necessary
to alter the level of, or improve, main roads
any additional cost because of the necessity
for moving the pipes of the Weston super
Mare district council should be borne by the
district council, and not by the Somerset
County Council. It was asserted that the
county council had a pviblic duty to perform
in respect of the roads, and il was only
fair, in the event of the urban district

council's pipes cau.sing aiiv additional ex-

pense, that the cost should fall on the district

council, and not be borne by the county
council. The district council, while admitting
this was fair in the case of bridges belong-
ing to the county council, objected to it in

regard to main roads which had to be im-

proved to meet the weightier and den.ser

traffic. It was contended thai it was an
attempt to put part nf the liurden Hliicli

should be liorne by Ihe cniiity council upon
the district council. The committee niiaiii-

iiiously decided to insert a provision as asked
by the county council, and the district

council will therefore be called upon to pay
any additional expense involved by their

pipes being in the main roads when main-

road improvements are made. This, we
believe, is the first time such a decision has

been given in respect of water mains.

A perpetual lease is illegal and void, and,

indeed, such a lease would, if it couUl be

supported, become a freehold, and so not a

lease at all. which must be for a term either
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of years or of a life or lives. But althougli

this is tlie theory of the law, there is, as

usual, a way out in fact. For in practice a

covenant in a lease to grant perpetual

renewals of the term is held valid. This very

pretty point was lately decided by the Court

of Appeal, confirming the judge below, and

the matter has some business interest and

importance. It seems that a lease of certain

premiss had been granted as long ago as

1824 for a term of tvveuty-one years. This

contained a covenant by the lessors that on

the surrender of the lease on the expiry of

the first eleven years, and on payment of a

fine, they would grant a new lease for twenty-

one years, with the like covenant. The deed

then went on to provide that as often as every

eleven years of the said term shall expire the

lessee could claim such new lease. After

ruiniing in this way for some ninety years, the

lessors suddenly objected that this perpetual

renewal was illegal and void. But the Court

held the covenant was valid, as, although a

perpetual lease was bad, a right to a per-

petual renewal of an existing lease was good,

and so this lease may go on renewing its

youth for ever.

AUDITORIUM VENTILATION.

Messrs. McKim, Mead, and White, the

well-known architects of New York, in

erecting the Convention Hall of the National

Cash Register Company at Dayton, Ohio,

have, with the assistance of the engineers.

WAR AND THE TIMBER TRADES.
Messrs. Denny, Mott, and Dickson, Ltd.,

do not offer a cheerful view of the wood
market in their report for July.

Teak.—The landings in the docks in

London during July consisted of fifty-one

loads of logs and 291 loads of planks and
scantlings, or a total of 342 loads, as against

1,063 loads for the corresponding month of

last year. The deliveries into consumption
were 167 loads of logs and 292 loads of planks

and scantlings—together 459 loads, as against

529 loads for July, 1913.

The following is the analysis of the dock
stocks at date :

—

Loads.
Burmali ami Siam 2,213

Java 1-U
I'lauke jiuil culiversioue

—

Burmah and Siam 2,616

Java 307

Loads at the same
date last year,

jaiust 2,247

2,905
317

6,787

In the timber trade it seems that the "del

credere " commission is common as between

principal and agent. These Italian words

mean "of the credit," and in such an agency

the agent warrants or guarantees the pay-

ment of the debt contracted through him to

his principal. In other words, he becomes

liable for the solvency of the customer he

introduces. But this is only a pecuniary

obligation, and it does not compel the agent

to indemnify his principal as to the perform-

ance of the contract. Nor is a " del credere
"

agent liable to litigate disputes between the

buyer and the seller. Obviously there is a

great deal of difference in these two views

of the agent's position, and the question has

often come up before the Courts. In the

latest case of "Gabriel and Son v. Churchill

and Sim" (July 14), in the Court of Appeal,

where a dispute had arisen between the

buyer and the timber mei"chant as to the

carrying out of the contract, the merchants

sued the defendant as " del credere " agent

for the price of the goods. But it appeared

that the plaintiffs had themselves been

arranging with the buyer, and had got into a

wrangle. So the defendants, as their agents,

declined to pay the price and take over the

litigation. The Court held that they were

not liable, as their responsibility as "del

credere " agents only applied to payment in

case of the buyer's default by insolvency or

the like.

The following, having completed their course
in the School of Architecture, University
College, have been awarded architectural
certificates: H. N. Fisher, A. J. Villegas, and
J. V. Villegas.

On St. James'.s Day the Hisliop of Kingston
iledicated the complete nave and baptistery of

All Saints' Parish Church, CJarshulton. This
work, costing JE5,800, is the last section of a
much larger undertaking of a quarter of a
century ago. The completion of the plan has
given a church with acconunodation for nearly
1,000 worshippers. The work has been done
under the direction of Mr. C. J. Blorafield.

The old established firm of Edward Finch and
Co., Ltd., ('hepstow (Mon.), successfidly carried
out tlie removal of an existing bridge carrying
the North and South-Western Junction Rail
way over the Great Western liailway at

Shepherd's Bush, and replaced it with a" new
one in the short space of lime of thirty-five
minutes, which we iniderstainl to he a record
one. The time allowed for it by the engineers
was twoand a-qnartcr hours. The weight of
the new bridge with ballast is about 150 tons.

Messrs. Nygren, Lenner, and Ohmes, com-

pleted a very elaborate system, described as

being unequalled in America. The audi-

torium is provided with fresh air by means
of a 9ft. centrifugal fan placed in the base-

ment, in connection with tempering coils.

Exhausts for clearing the building of vitiated

air are provided, with an 8ft. Bin. by 2ft. Sin.

centrifugal exhaust fan, located in the cellar,

and a 66in. disc exhaust for summer ventila-

tion, set up in the roof space. These are

Fio. 2.

worked by 20H.P. motor, and are adjusted

to an installation for reversing the air-supply

and exhaust. This system is arranged by

reversing dampers to the registers close to

the floors as well as near the ceilings.

Steel plates are used of reinforced 10

gauge, and all the contact surfaces are lined

with piano felt, to avoid leakage either way.

The tempering coils are in two sets and are

enclosed by gauged steel-plate jackets. Hand-
valves on the return ends of the coils are

provided where they are not thermostatically

controlled. The fresh-air chamber is pro-

vided with a set of air-filters contrived of

galvanised-iron wire netting, covered with

cheesecloth, fixed to wooden frames, and
having a total filter area of 1,300 square feet.

In the "American Architect" several other

particulars are given of this installation, as,

for example, the 2H.P. motor for the tan

heating the foyer, which is driven to give a

speed of 400 revolutions per minute. The
ducts are designed with curves and bends, so

as to insure an easy flow of air. The air-

washer is of 46,600 cubic feet capacity, and
the building is heated by a return-line

vacuum system.
The accompanying sections. No. 1, illus-

trate the detail of the reversing apparatus in

the ducts, and No. 2 a detail of the openings
in the auditorium chair standard bases for

exhaust ventilation, immediately under the
seats and above the floor level.

Mr. H. W. A. Carter, of Matlock Bath, has
been appointed surveyor to the Bollington
Urban District Council.

Total ... .5,1611

The demand has continued to be of a very

meagre character, as shown by the above
figures. Some development of demand may
be reasonably expected as an outcome of the

danger of a general European war.

Mahogany.—This market still remains de-

pressed by the excessive supply of inferior

wood, but prices have been fairly well main-
tained for wood of good description. The
demand has been very quiet. For all de-

scriptions during July, the landings in the

docks in London were 8,126 logs, and de-

liveries from the docks in London were
3,585 logs, whilst the stocks in the docks are

22,093 logs.

Canadian Timber.—Waney Pine : There
are very few inquiries, and stocks remain
practically unaltered. Elm continues to go

into consumption, and prices keep steady

with the scarcity of larger-sized timber. Oak
continues dull now that the railway contracts

have all been placed, as there is little demand
for this timber for general consumption.
Spruce : Some sales have been made at re-

duced prices, but owing to the heavy stocks

licld by importers, further concessions will

have to be made to tempt buyers. The
demand continues quiet, consumers taking

only what they actually need for their imme-
diate requirements.

Pitch Pine.^Firmer rates are being asked

by shippers, as with the cotton shipping

season close at hand, toiniage is more difficult

to obtain, and freights are stiffer. A shortage

of sawn tnnber at the Gulf ports, and a dis

inclination of the mills to cut at present

rates, give a steady tone to the market.
Oregon Pine.—A quiet demand continues,

but stocks are unduly heavy in several of the

U.K. markets. The very much higher c.i.f.

cost of timber, however, should allow holders

to reduce tlieir stocks during the autumn.
Odessa Oak.—There has been no change in

the market position during the past month.

Some fresh arrivals came to hand, but went
straight into consumption ; consqnently,

stocks still remain on the moderate side, with

prices firm.

Baltic and White Sea Goods.—The demand
remains steady, and although there has been

a sagging tendency, prices have not changed
much, considering that the labour trouble

still remains unsettled, and that there is no

indication at the moment of any immediate
settlement of the dispute. The import of

fresh goods has, so far, been light, and it is

satisfactory to notice that the tendency still

seems to be to restrict the import.

It is difficult to form any accurate opinion

of the effect if Europe becomes involved in

war, although it is evident that the values of

stocks in this country would rapidly improve.

Shippers have made considerable sales during

the past month, having shown a general dis-

position to meet buyers as regards prices

;

but. on the other hand, freights have

stiffened and chartering has become more
difficult, which, to a large extent, will

counteract the further set-back in f.o.b.

values.

Business in July lacked all brightness as a

result of dwindling general trade and the

political unrest at home. The month closed

in prnfomid gloom, owing to the startling de-

velopment of a war crisis in Europe. Should
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Englfiiul become involved, the narrowing
down of supplies from abroad seems inevit-
able, and holders of stocks here should find
them increase in value as some compensation
for the possibly prolonged curtailment of
forward business.

OBITUARY.
We regret to record the death of Mr. John

Brooke, l'\R.I.B.A., expresideut of the Man-
chester Society of Architects, of 18,
Exchange-street, Manchester, which occurred
on Saturday night at his residence, The Hive,
Bowdeu. Mr. Brooke, who was in his sixty-
Brst year, had long enjoyed an extensive
practice, not only in Mancnester, but also in
South-East Lancashire, Cheshire, and Derby-
shire. Among the numerous buildings carried
out from Mr. Brooke's designs were the resi-
dence of Mr. E. X. Galloway at Dunham
Massey, Cheshire, illustrated by plan and
perspective in our issue of November 8, 1889

;

almshouses, Welbeck, built for the Duke of
Portland, and given by us, September 5, 18"J(J

;

the new principal entrance-gateway and
lodge at Welbeck Abbey, also carried out for
his Grace, and reproduced in our pages,
October 13, 1893; Congregational Church,
Ashton-under-Lyue, erected at a cost of
£25,UUU, and punlished' by us, June 19, 1891

;

Stanway Manor Farmstead, near Rushbury,
built for the late Mr. F. W. Webb, of Crewe,
the eminent L. and N.W. Railway engineer,
and shown by plan and perspective,
December 18, 1891 ; Edinscourt House,
Disley, illustrated October 13, 1893; Ollertoii
Grange, Knutsford, a large country resi-
dence, shown by double-page perspective and
plans, November 14, 190:^ ; and the arcade m
Oeansgate, Manchester, illustrated by us,
January 30, 1903. -He was associated with
Mr. Edwin T. Hall, of Bedford-square,
Bloomsbury, in carrying out the Royal In-
firmary at Manchester; this institution was
carried out at a cost of £400,000, from the
designs of Messrs. Hall and Brooke, selected
in competition, and was illustrated in our
issues of April, I, 1904; March 6, 1908; and
July 9, 1909. Mr. Brooke joined the Royal
Institute of British Architects as an Associate
in 1881, becoming a Fellow in 1908. As
president of the Manchester Society of Archi-
tects, May, 1913-14, he was a member cx-
officio of the Institute Council last session,
and took a warm interest in furthering the
cause of Statutory Registration. The funeral
service took place on Wednesday afternoon
at Bowden Church.

The death occurred on Tuesday week of
Mr. Edward Sharman, J. P., of Croyland
Abbey, Wellingborough. Born in 18:i9, and
educated at Leicester and Totteridge, Mr.
Sharman was, early in life, articled as an
architect to Mr. John Davies, who was a
district surveyor in the city of London. After
completing his articles and nine months'
travel in Italy, Germany, and Austria, he re-
turned to Wellingborough in 1853, and in
1854 commenced his professional career as an
architect and surveyor, and founded the firm
of Sharman and Archer, now carried on by
Mr. J. M. Sharman, his son, and Mr. Caleb
Archer, who became a partner not very long
after Mr. Edward Sharman started in busi-
ness. In 1856 Mr. Sharman was surveyor to
the old Wellingborough Local Board of
Health, and he held the office of town sur-
veyor for forty-seven years. Amongst the
public buildings in the town that he designed
were the Northamptonshire Union Bank, the
Capital and Counties Bank, the High-street
Congregational Church, Victoria Congrega-
tional Church, Northampton-road Congrega-
tional School, etc., with numerous mansions
in the town and neighbourhood. One of the
hitest of his works for the town was the
planning, ui conjunction with his son, of the
new cattle market. In 1867 Mr. Sharman
acquired as a residence the property wliich
dates back to the existence of the Abbot of
Croyland—Croyland Abbey. The name is
derived from the Abbot of Crowland, Lin-
colnshire, who established an offshoot of the
monastic system at Wellingborough. The old
tithe barn forming part of the temporal
belongings of the Abbot of Croyland still

stands as it did in tliat remote period. The
main structure of the abbey, purchased by
Mr. Sharman, was restored aiid added to. In
1859 Mr. Sharman married Miss Campbell,
second daughter of Mr. W. Campbell, of
Tullischewan Castle, Loch Lomond, Dum-
bartonshire, who predeceased him some years
ago. She was a cousin of the late Sir Henry
Campbell - Bannerman. There are five
children— Dr. Mark Sharman, of Rickmans-
worth ; Mrs. O. A. Ellis, Leicester; Mr.
Edward Sharman, Glasgow; Mr. W. Camp-
bell Sharman, Leicester; and Mr. J. Melfut
Sharman, Wellingborough. Mr. Sharman had
been in failing health for some months, but
it was only recently that he took to his bed.
The end came about two o'clock on Tuesday
week.

The death has occurred at Dene-terrace,
Walbottle, of Mr. William Kirton, at the age
of seventy-three. In early life Mr. Kirton
was employed at the brickworks at Bell's
Close, Scotswood, which were carried on by
the late Mr. William Harriinan and Mr.
Carr. Half a century ago the late Mr. R. O.
Lamb appointed Mr. Kirton manager of the
brick works connected with the Walbottle
Colliery, a position which Mr. Kirton held
until the colliery and brickworks were closed
down. Afterwards, deceased held a similar
appointment at Eltringham, near Prudhoe.
After nine months' sojourn there Mr. Kirton
returned to Walbottle and formed a partner-
ship with his brothers and Mr. Tarelli, of
Newcastle. They restarted the colliery
brickworks at Walbottle, but some years later
the business was transferred. The brothers
Kirton then developed the sand quarry at
Sand Hills, Newburn, and also took up whin-
stone quarrying at Haydon Bridge. For a
period Mr. Kirton was a member of the
Northumberland County Council, but retired
four years ago on account of failing health.

The Foundation Company of Vancouver has
.secured the contract for constructing a steel
and concrete bridge over the Second Narrows at
Vancouver, B.C., at an expenditure of 2,000,000
dollars.

A new rood-screen was dedicated in the parish
church of Bradley, Staffs, on July 23 by the Ven.
Archdeacon Blakeway. It was designed by Mr.
Carroll, architect, London, and executed by
iilessrs. Dart and Francis, Crediton, Devonshire.

The East Su.s.sex County Council have
completed arrangements for the acquisition
of ttie land required in conneclion with the im-
provement of the Lewes-to-Newhaven road, the
estimated cost of which is set down at £33,619.
The road board have increased their grant to
£17,619.

New works have just been completed in
Cumberland-avenue, Park Royal, WiUesden, for
Messrs. Henry Simonis and Co., fire-engine and
appliance manufacturers. The builders were
Messrs. Walter Jones and Sons, of Old'Queen-
street, Westminster, and Mr. Walter Pamphilou,
L.R.I.B.A., of Finsbury-pavement, E.G., is the
architect.

Mr. A. W. Brightmore, D.Sc, M.Inst. C.E.,
an inspector of the Local Government Board,
held an iniiuiry at the offices of the Maidstone
Rural District Council on Friday into the
application of that body for power to borrow
-£3,000 for the erection of a new bridge at
Wateringbury. The plans were explained by
the engineer, Mr. R. H. Halls, of Lewes.

Mr. H. S. Bidwell, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry at the Town Hall,
Kirton, on the 23rd ult., concerning an
application by the Boston Rural District
Council for sanction to borrow £8,340 for the
purpose of schemes under part 3 of the
Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890, for
the purchase of land and the erection of work-
ing-class dwellings in the parishes of Wrangle,
Freiston, Pelham's Lands, Kirton, Frampton,
Sutterton, Wigtoft, and Algarkirk respectively.

The total quantity of Canadian Portland
cement sold in 19i2 was 7,132,732 barrels
(1,248,228 tons), as compared with 5,692,915
barrels (996,260 tons) in 1911, an increase of
1,439,817 barrels, or over 25 per cent. The total
consumption of Portland cement in 1912, in-

cluding Canadian and imported cement, was
8,567,145 barrels of 3501b. net each, as compared
with 6,354.831 barrels in the previous year,
being an increase of 2,212,314, or nearly 35 per
cent., according fo statistics issued recently from
the Department of Canadian Mines.

*-•

OGDEN POINT, BRITISH COLUMBIA.
—According to the engineer's statistics, the
weight of granite blocks laid since the com-
mencement of operations on the construction
of the Ogden Point breakwater, B.C.,
amounts to 3,077 tons. In June 2,000 tons of
granite were placed in position by the divers.
The work is carried out by means of a
powerful steam crane operated from a big
scow, and all the granite being used in (he
breakwater construction is procured from
Hardy Island. The work is so far advanced
by the contractors. Sir John Jackson,
Limited, of Plymouth, that operations were
started in July on the concrete work forming
the superstructure of the great sea-wall. The
Associated Cement Company, of Bamberton,
who are the contractors for the cement, have
delivered 1,250 barrels on the site. Before
use it is to undergo a twenty-eight-day tesi.
The total amount of rubble dumped to the
end of June is placed at 373,608 tons. The
width of the base of the foundation is 200ft.,
tapering to a height of 72ft.

QUEBEC.—Work is progressing steadily
on the •construction of the new Quebec bridge
at Neilsonville, Quebec, which will replace
the half-built structure which suddenly
collapsed in August, 1907. The firm of
Messrs. M. B. and J. T. Davis have com-
pleted the construction of the granite piers,
eight in number. The main piers are 90ft.
below water-level and 28ft. above, making a
total height of II8ft. The anchor piers are
each 160ft. high, with dimensions of 75 by
30ft. at the bottom. It is- expected that
Messrs. Davis will complete their part of the
contract by the end of this autumn. The
main portion of tne structure, the actual
building of the bridge, is in the hands of the
St. Lawrence Bridge Works Company. They
are making rapid progress in arranging a
special plant in the vicinity of the work. This
includes an overhead crane of seventy-five
tons capacity, operated by electricity, and
supported on steel pillars. The approacli
spans to the bridge, with the exception of the
sidewalks, have already been completed,
while the anchor arms are at present being
built. The bridge proper is of the cantilever
and suspended eentre-.span type, the distance
between the centres of the piers being 1,800ft.
The suspended span is 640ft. long, which is

believed to be the longest centre span in the
world. The length of each of the anchor
arms is 515ft., while the total length of the
bridge, including approaches, will be 3,239ft.
The height from higli-watcr level to the lop of
the main posts is 344ft.. and the clear height
from the high-water level to the suspended
span is 150ft. The width of the bridge from
centre to centre is 88ft. The centre span is

to be constructed entirely of nickel steel, to
conserve weight. Each of the cantilevers
will be erected as an entirely separate
structure, witli its individual erection equip-
ment.

A sum of £11,344 was left by Mr. Samuel
Dyer, china clay merchant of Tretheual, SI.
.\ustell.

The parish church of Kennington, near Ash-
ford, East Kent, is about to be restored at an
estimated cost of £600.

The Urban District Council of Bcdwas ami
iVIachen have appointed their surveyor, Mr. \.
S. V. Taylor, as architect for the Machen
housing scheme, and the clerk has been
instructed to negotiate with the Heath estate
for two acres of land on the Ysgubor Fawr
Farm.

Mr. Edward Harolrl Fcrrabcc has been
apponited as assistant surveyor for the Uttoxetcr
district, aiul his duties commenced on the 6th
ult., his commencing salary being £175 per
annum, rising by the increments mentioned in

the resolution passed by the Staffordshire
County Council on March 10 last.

An inquiry was held at Stroud on Jul,v 29 by
Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King, an inspector of the
Local Government Board, with reference to an
application by the iirViati district council for
sanction to borrow .£1.650 for additions to the
swimming baths and stabling accommodation
for steam roller. There was no opposition.
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IJURHAM.—At the last iiieetiug of the
Durham County Council the education com-
mittee reported that they had passed esti-
iiiiUcs for tlie next quarter showing that
£154.115 would be needed for elementary and
i:i21,l(IO for highsr education. 'Iliey reeoni-
mended that the seal of the council be affixed
to contracts for building new schools at
Blackhall Mill (cost £8,019) and Bishop
.Auckland (£1,117); for alterations and exten-
sions at Ferryhill Station (cost £4, .317),
Emmaville (£1,055), Tudhoe Colliery (£1,379),
East Hetton (£.3,1243). Spennymoor Higher
Education (£4,389i, and fvewbottle (£2,997);
and for conveyances of Newton Cap council
.school and site, land adjoining Newton Cap
school. Barjiard Castle school site. Easing-
lon-lane school site, and Station Town
council school and site, and for the surrender
uf the Woodland school and site. They re-
couimended the provision of new schools at
Birtley (estimated cost £9.960). Newfield
(£2,850). Edmondsley (£5.726). I'elton P'ell

(£3.960). West Pelton (£8.798). Bewicke Main
(£1,500), and Witton Gilbert (£4,250). Plans
fni- the new Bish:ip .Auckland (iramm ir
School were under consideration by the
Board of Education. 'I'lie proposal to build a
new school at Edmondsley was referred back.

MANCHESTER DIOCESE. Cliancellor
I'hilip \'cni(in Smitli held a consistorv court
Ihc other day in the vestry of Manchester
Cathedral. l''aculties were decreed in the
following, among other, cases:- St. Andrew,
Oldham, a parish room on the south-east side
111' the rhnivh; St. Paul. Westleigli, for the
erection of a new organ; St. Ucorge. Abbey
Hjy. to erect an oak rcredos on shelf to take
the place of the present curtains at the east
end of the church ; St. Thomas's, Bradford,
to panel the apse walls, erect a car\ ed oak
reredos with panels, and insert stained glass
in the windows of the apse, and to raise the
church floor at the west end; St. John the
Baptist, Heaton Mersey, to provide a new
organ

; Prestwich (St. Mary), to install elec-
tric light in the place >! gas; St. Stephen,
Andenshaw, to insert stained glass in the
east windows; Eccles (St. Mary), to Install
electric light; St. Mary, Hulme, to insert
stained glass in west window; St. Katharine.
Bhickrod. to erect and furnish a chapel on
the south side of the chancel with stone
screen in the arches between the new chapel
and the chancel .-ind the south aisle of the
nave

; St. Anne's, Lancaster, to remove side
galleries nn the north and south and reduce
the depth from back to front of the west
gallery.

NEW BKIDUE STREET. E.C.—New
premises are being built for Messrs. Spicer
Brothers at the s(uithwestern corner of New
Bridge-street, near the Embankment. Of
the seven stories in height, three floors will
lie occupied by ilessrs. Spicer. and the re-
maining offices, nnmbering 180 in all, will be
let. The buildings will be equipped with
four electric liTts. and a hot- and cold-water
system. The flat roof will be fitted up as a
roof-garden. Steel and concrete alone will
lie used in the building, and the structure
"ill rest on concrete piles, this being the first
occasion on which the latter have been used
111 the City. Three sides will be faced with
Doulton's Carrara. The total cost will be
close upon £80.000. The architect is Mr F
W. Troup. F.R.I.B.A.. of Gray's Inn-square.

ROCHDALE.--The Primitive Methodists
of Jarvis-street. Rochdale, have in hand a
scheme of iinprov?nients and extensions.
Their existing scliool-chapel is to be re-
fronted, redecorated, and refurnished, and
at the front there is to be an attractive tower
and spire. This part of the premises will
then be used exclusively for the public ser-
vices. A new school is being erected at the
rear of the existing building, and four new
classrooms are also to be built. This work is

being carried out according to plans prepared
by Mr. H. Harp.T. architect, of Nottingham

;

the firm of W. H, Ashworth. of Deeplishl
being the contractors. It is estimated that
the expenditure will amount to about £1,400.

StiHie hiving ceremony was held last Satur-
day afternoon.—Plans for the extension of
tlie Rochdale Technical School by the addi-
tion of rooms for the accommodation of
cotton-spinning niaehinery have been
approved by the Board of Education, and
tenders will be invited shortly. The whole of
the plant necessary to equip the extension has
been promised, free of cost, by local firms.
The extension will be carried down Church-
lane from the existing premises to a point ad-
joining the hotel, and will involve the demoli-
tion of an old shop there. Architecturally it

will be ill keeping with the original building,
being a free treatment of the Renaissance
style. In the basement provision is being
made for a heat engines laboratory; the first

and second lloors will be devoted to the ac-

commodatioii of cotton-spinning machinery;
and the top floor will be used as a plumber's
shop. .All the three lloors are to be connected
with the corridors of the existing school.
Electric lighting will be installed, and the
plant will he driven by separate motors. The
extension will cost about £3,500. 'I'he plans
have been drawn by Mr. Percv W. Hathaway,
A.R.I.B.A.. of the town hall", Rochdale, tlip

lie.rough architjct.

WmrLI.NGHAM. NEAR NORWICH.—
Recently the Sewerage Committee of the
.Vorwicli Corporation have completed six

worknien's dwellings at the sewage farm at

Whitlingham, built to the designs and under
the supervision of the city's engineer. Mr. A.
E, Collins, assisted by Mr. Launeelot H.
Keay, his chief architectural assistant.
Wherever possible, local materials were used
in their construction. The concrete blocks
uere made on the spot with sand and gravel
raised on the farm. The roof ridge and
gable tiles and quoin bricks were obtained
from Rockland. In the smaller cottages the
living rooms are 14ft. Gill, bv lOft.. parlour
14rt. bv lirt.. one bedroom' 14ft. bvllft.,
one 8ft. (iin, bv lOft.. one Sft. by 7ft. 6in..
scullery Oft. (jin. liy 9ft.. containing bath,
slop sink, water supply, and clothes boiler.
There is also to each lioii.sc ventilated food-
pantry, coal-store, u.c. rain-water butt, and
lool-slied. The ground floor rooms are Sft.

high, and the bedrooms Sft. Gin. The yards
at rear are concreted ; there are complete
water supplies and sewerage to each house.
The end cottages are somewhat larger,
having an additional bedroom 14ft. by lOft.

The walls of the dwellings are hollow, con-
sisting of two distinct walls of concrete each
4.}in. thick, with 2r;in. cavity. The two walls
are bonded together by iron ties; the lintels

I'onsist of tiles and reinforced concrete. The
houses were built by iMessrs. Podd and
Fisher, Norwich.

Svva^ea Town Council last Friday decided to
extend -the borough boundaries by taking in

llnnibles, Brynan, Llansamlet, Cockett, and
portions of Cla.se and Peuderry districts. This
will give an added acreage of 17,964 acres, and
will make the borough three times as large as at
pivsent. Its existing area is 6.195 acres. The
present popiilation of 120,000 will he increased
by 29,000. The council also decided to proceed
with a comprehensive drainage scheme, involving
an outlay of =£344,000.

The total length of sewers eoiistrncted up to
the date of the Rivers Committee report.
March 31, niidcr the JIanchester Corporation
.\ct. ICII, and completed to date is 12,7 miles,
of which 2. .53 miles were executed by the com-
mittee staff, without the intervention of a con-
tractor. The sewers vary in size from 2Jft. to
15}l^t. in diameter. They are composed of red
engineering bricks and shale bricks set in
cement mortar. No surface clay bricks have
been used.

At the meeting of the Holywell Rural District
Council on Friday a communication was sub-
mitted from the Flintshire County Council
enclosing a report of the county architect and
medical officer on the proposal to erect an isola-
tion hospital for the county, or such districts as
are not yet provided for in this respect. Par-
licnlars were fnrnislicd of the alternalivo
schemes, varying in cost from £17,000 to £15.000,
the cost^ per bed varying between £450 and
.£550, The districts to be provided for would be
Holywell, Flint, Mold, and Connali's Quay, It
was decided to further consider the matter at a
future meeting.

#ur illustrations.

ROYAL EXCHANGE. CALCUTTA.
(SELECTED DESIG.N.)

The Exchange Building at Calcutta is to
be erected at the junction of Clive-strcet
and New China Bazaar-street. Its design is

severe Classic with a Corinthian colonnade
between plain end pavilions. The building
contains a general exchange hall, European
and native bookers' exchange rooms, an
arbitration room and post office, with the
necessary amenities on the ground floor. On
the mezzanine floor there are reading and
committee rooms, restaurant and arbitration
rooms, with dressing rooms and lavatory
accommodation. On the first floor there is

a large hall for the Calcutta Chamber of

Commerce, with various committee rooms and
offices. On the second fl lor there are ofHc-(>s

for the Chamber of Commerce and suites lo

be let off with the iiecssary lavatory acconi-
uiodation. Messrs. Stevens and Gregson
and Co., of Bombay. C'Dlonibo. Rangoon, and
32, Victoria-street, S.W.. arc the architects.
We printed a notice of tlii' competition in the
Blildixg News for Mav 22 last, after the
.nvard by Mr. John Begg. F.R.I.B.A.. con-

I
siiliing architect to the Government of India,
had been pnblish'd.

I HE DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED
SCIENCE. UNIVERSITY OF SHEF-
ilELD.
This tlepartnicnt is sitnalcd a quarter ol a

mile from the main Uiincrsil^ buildings, ,ind

is managed by a siib-conimitleo of the
University, witli a separate secretary and
I'Icrical staff, subject to the general jurisdu-
tion of the University Council. It w.is

founded in 1884 as a uepartmcnt ol Firth
College, Sheffield. From 1890 to 1897 it

became an independent t-^chnical school. It

was afterwards incorporated and absorbed by
the Unisersitv College, now Mic Univcrsitv
ol' Sheffield." Us special riiiiction i'>

theoretical and practical instruction in tlir

science underlying the staple trades of

Sheffield, and special departments are
devoted to the metallurgy ot the steel and
silver inihistries, mectianical. electrical,

civil and mining engineering, building con-
struction, anil geology. '1 he engineering,
metallurgical, and steel plant is considered
on.' of tlie most complete and efficient of its

kind in the world. On the site, previous to

this extension, the linildings occupied 2.8.31

siiperlicial yards, and contained engine and
boil-'r room, cngiuecring workshops with
niaehinery and tools, eloelrieal laboratories,
steel laboratories, furnaces, etc., building
cinistruction, workshop, and numerous lecture
and class rooms. The present extension is

four stories high, and the buildings occupy
1,571 superficial yards ; it completes the main
fai,'ade to St. George's-square. making it

.'loOft. in length, besides the return elevation
in Portobello-street, thus enclosing three
sides of the quadrangle and leaving the
fourth, next Broad lane, for still future ex-

tension. Accringtoii red pressed bricks are
used for the exterior, with Hudclersfield
stone dressings. The new buildings contain,
on the upper ground floor, the central
entrance doorway, with inner hall and main
staircase, the walls of which are lined with
biifl' brick and enriched with Hudderslidil
stone columns, pilasters, cornices, etc. This
floor also contains the library, a room 32ft.

by 25ft., fitted from floor to ceiling with oak
book cupboards, shelves, etc.. also the
general cloakroom and porter's office, and
lecture rooms for the metallnrgieal depart
iiieiit. On the first floor and opposite the

main staircase is the Mappiii Hall, a room
72ft. by .33ft. by 24ft. high. The walls are
covered with richly-moulded oak panelling,
18ft. high, with carving judiciously intro-

duced, and the floor is of oak hoarding in

narrow widths. The ceiling is of fibrous
pla.ster with enriched mouldings, and elliptical

in section. This hall is lighted by three
large three - light windows, .glazed with
painted leaded glass, and eontainiiig the

Arms of the University, the City, and the

Drapers Company of London. The remainder
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I'T ili,.- lirst Hiul tlie wliolp nf tlie second floor
(.oiitaiiis the Mining Uepartinent ; the third
floor the Geological Uepartrncnt. and in the
basement are roojns of tlu Metalhirgical and
lOlectrical Departnu-nts. The healing ami
\entilation of the laboratories is by Ibbotson's
patent air-washing Plennm apparatus, the
cleaned air being heated and then propelled
ah)ng glazed brick-ducts and delivered 7ft,
tiin. above the floor, the outlet flues being
placed near the floor and ceiling. The other
j-oonis have fresh air admitted through
ventilatins railiators anil extracted by flues
m Ihe walls connected to ventilating turrets
on the roof. Generally the heating is by low
pressure hot water pipes and radiators. "

'jh .

architects were Messrs. Gibbs. Flockton, and
Teather. of .St. James's-rovv, Sheffield, and
the total cost of this extension was about
€44,000.

UL.\CKBURX WESLEYAN MISSION
BUILDINGS.

A site in the centre of Blackburn is lo be
cleared for these buildings, for whicli
Messrs. Bradshaw, Gass, and Hope, of
Bolton, were appointed architects after a
limited competition, in which Sir Alfred
(ielder was the assessor. The whole of th/
lower floor is to he used for Sunday scIio.tI
and institutional purposes, with a larfe hall
Oil the first floor to seat 1,600 persons." Many
\estries are also arranged and available for
general use. The buildings are to be fire
proof throughout. an<I externallv red brick
ami stone will be used. It is proposed to
commence erection of the buildings at an
early date, and the working drawings are
now in progress. We give the two chief floor
plans, also an exterior view, as well as a
skelch of the great auditorium.

The Urban District Council of Romford are
purchasing properties in the Market-place and
Somh-sireet. in order lo carry out imiirovemenl
works. The cost of Ihe properties to be acomred
uill be ,£3.300

A new school, in two Jeparlmenls. accom-
modating 500 cliildren. is about to be l.nih in
l.ower-place, Oldham-road. Rochdale, from
plans by Mr, P, W, Haihawav, the bor..iigh
archilect. II will provide I wo central halls ami
I en classrooms.

The imeresting Iwelfili century villa"e
church of Preston, near Faversham. is about To
be restored a( a cost of some fl.OOO from plans
by Mr, W. D, Caroe, F,S,A, The nave roof
will be largely rebuilt, and that over the soiilh
aisle will be entirely replaced.

•It was reported to the Looe Harbour Com
missioners ai their last meeting that Mr. Lewis
of Ihe firm of Messrs, Douglass. Lewis, and
Douglas, civil engineers. Westminster, had
M-^ited Looe and gone carefully into Ihe pro
posed alterations to Ihe harbonr. Their plans
an I spccificalions would shortly be delivered.

The harbour al Fraserburgh, N.B,. has just
been extended and deepened at a cost of aboni
i.200.000. A new basin with a centre area of
eleven acres has been constructed, and two
piers of concrete. 282fi. and 262ft. in length
respectively, thrown out, Mr, G, N, Aber-
nethy, of Westminster, was the engineer.

The application of the Lincoln City Council
to the Local Government Board for authority
to prepare a town planning scheme was the
subject of an inquiry by one of the board's
iiispeciors, Mr. George L.' Pepler, F,S,I,, at the
Guildhall, Lincoln, '

last week. The Town
I'lerk stated that Ihe area of Ihe city was 3,75.5
acres, and the population, according to the
census of 1911. was 57.285, The population
increased from 1891 to 1901 by 7.293, represent-
ing a percentage of 17.6, and' for the following
ten years the increase was 8.501. or a percentage
of 17.4. It followed that undeveloped land in
the city would be required for development,
and it was very necessary that the corporation
should exercise control over the method of the
development, and that could only be accom-
plished by means of a town-planning scheme,
.\ccordingly. they made application to ihe Local
Government Board for permission to borrow
the purchase money, and they had every reason
10 lielieve that their application would be
acceded to. Between the selected site and
Netileham-road Ihere was an area of something
like 140 acres, now agricultural land, and the
corporation had every reason to believe that
their housing proposals would have the effect of
o|ieniiig lip ihi= land for development

I'^irsl Floor Plan

Gallery Floor Plan.

WESLEYAN CENTRAL HALL. BLACKBURN
Messrs. Br.vdsh.vw. G-\ss. and Hoi'k. .-Vrchitects.
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COMPETITIONS.
"OWEN JONES" PRIZES.—The council

of the Royal Society of Arts hold a sum of

£400, the balance of the subscriptions to the
Owen Jones Memorial Fund, presented to

them by the committee of that fund in 1876,
on condition that the interest thereof be
spent in prizes to " students of schools of art,

who, in annual competition, produce the best
designs for household furniture, carpets, wall-

papers, and hangings, damasks, chintzes,

etc., regulated by the principles laid down by
Owen Jones." The ne.xt award will be made
in 1915, when six prizes ai'e offered for com-
petition, each prize to consist of a bound
copy of " The Leading Principles in Com-
position of Ornament of Every Period," from
the "Grammar of Ornament," by Owen
Jones, and the Society's Bronze Medal.
Designs submitted for these prizes must be
sent in with the other works forwarded for
the National Competition. No candidate who
has gained one of the above prizes can again
take part in the competition.

FEDERAL PARLIAMENT HOUSE,
CANBERRA.—The conditions for this

highly-important international competition
have just been published by the Common-
wealth Department of Home Affairs, and may
be obtained of the Director of Design and
Construction, 151, Collins-street, Melbourne,
and of the High Commissioner for Australia
in London. We mentioned, in our issue
of the 17th ult., p. 73, that eight premiums
are offered, aggregating £6,000, the first

being £2,000, in addition to the usual commis-
sion on the R.I.B.A. scale. Sir J. J. Burnet,
Mr. G. T. Poole, of Australia, M. Victor
Laloux, of Paris, Herr Otto Wagner, of
Vienna, and Mr. Louis H. Sullivan, of
Chicago, are the jury >of architects. Only
tentative sketch outline designs are to
be submitted. and alternative designs
are prohibited. The drawings must be
executed with pencil or pen, with-
out wash or colours, and to be clotli-

moiinted or stretched. Only six sets of
drawings must be submitted, "of which five

—

plan of each floor of Parliament House, longi-
tudinal section, transverse section, and three
elevations, and perspective from division of
terrace east of the reservoir—are to be to a
scale of l-16in. per foot; the sixth is to be
a detail of one architectural feature of the
building—selection optional. A brief de-
scription in print, or typewritten, unsigned,
must accompany the drawings, including a
statement of the total value of the ultimate
building in tens of cubic feet. The designs
are to be submitted anonymously, with accom-
panying sealed packet giving name and
address of author or authors, and delivered
to the Federal Capital Director of Design
and Construction, Melbourne, Australia,
or to the High Commissioner of Aus-
tralia in London, on or before
March 31, ISIlo. Tlie designs will be
exhibited free to the public after the ad-
judication. The winning design will become
the property of the Government, and all

other designs will be returned, freight paid,
to the competitors. The Government will
employ the competitor placed first by the
jury as architect for the initial portion of the
building, and so far as the subsequent stages
of the ultimate building are concerned, it is

the intention of the Government similarly to
employ him. Sliould the architect be required
to give personal supervision to the building,
his remuneration will be in accordance with
the R.I.B.A. schedule of charges as at the
date of the first publication of the pro-
gramme, and otherwise he will be paid at the
rate of 3 per cent, on the actual outlay. The
site is a virgin one, under unified control, and
it is desired that "the standard of design be
the expression of actual proportions through
practical organic planning . . . avoiding
the intrusion of irrelevant features on the
one hand, or individual on the other, and
thorough recognition of the peculiar site con-
ditions." The ultimate cost of the Parliament
House is to be within £1,000,000, and that
of the initial or necessary portion must not
exceed £250,000. Two views of tlie absolutely
imoccupied site of Canberra, from paintings
by W. Lister Lister and Penleigh Bond, a
general block plan, and elevations and I

sections of the site, and of the group, and a
preliminary perspective and coloured plan of
tlie extended city, form useful adjuncts to the
pamphlet of conditions.

PROFESSIONAL, AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY.— Faculty
of Technology.—The prospectus of courses
in the Municipal School of Technology for
the session 1914-15 has reached us. In the
section devoted to architecture and building
construction, Mr. Archibald C. Dickie, M.A.
(Manchester), A. R.I.B.A., is professor of
architecture in the University, and in the
School of Technology ; Mr. W. Leicester,
M.S. A., is lecturer in building construc-
tion in the University and in the School
of Technology ; and Mr. J. Lindsay Grant
is demonstrator in architectural draw-
ing and design in the University. Candi-
dates are required to present certificates of
having attended approved courses in build-
ing construction (4), building surveying (6),
history of architecture (2), drawing (9), sani-
tary engineering (1), and architectural de-
sign (18). The examination will consist of
two parts, of which Part I. may be taken at
the end of the second year and Part II. at
the end of the third year, or both parts m.ay
be taken together at the end of the third
year. Part I. includes four papers in :

—

1, general history of architecture; 2, archi-
tecture (special) ; 3, building construction ; 4,
sanitation. Part II. consists of three papers
in :—5, History of art ; 6, architectural
history (special) ; 7, advanced building con-
struction ; together with a thesis (design with
memoir) and survey of a building with
memoir. Students, who have completed the
intermediate course for the Honours School
in Architecture in the Faculty of Arts, are
allowed to proceed to the degree of
B.Sc.Tech. in architecture, provided that
they pass the intermediate examination iii

the science subject of the intermediate
(which they have not already taken), that is

to say, in physics, inorganic chemistry, or
mathematics, as the case may be.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL ASSO
CIATION.—The annual excursion of the
Northern Architectural Association took
place on the 29th ult., the members leaving
Newcastle for Carlisle, where a series of
visits had been arranged. Among those
travelling were Mr. R. Burns Dick, the presi-

dent; Mr. C. S. Errington, vice-president;
Mr. J. Bruce, hon. librarian ; Mr. H. L.
Hicks, hon. secretary ; Mr. G. T. Brown, Mr.
F. E. Dotchin, Mr. M. G. Martinson, Mr. A.
B. Plummer, and Mr. A. K. Tasker, members
of council; Mr. J. Hall, hon, local secretary
for Sunderland ; Mr. J. W. Dyson, and Mr.
T. J. Peters. The visits were to Rose Castle
and the Cathedral and Castle at Carlisle.

The Cumberland architects had been invited
to take part in the proceedings. In connec-
tion with the visit, an invitation was given to

the Cumberland district to join the Northern
-Architectural Association. It was explained
that recently, as an allied society of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, the associa-

tion had had its boundaries extended so as to

embrace the Cumberland district. What was
wanted was a real extension of their domains,
and until the Carlisle men co-operated, the

association could hardly be said to be ful-

filling its functions. The arrangements for

the visit at Carlisle were carried out by Mr.
Oliver, architect.

R.LB.A. PROBLEMS IN DESIGN.—The
designs submitted under Subject XV. will be
on view in the rooms of the R.I.B.A. on
August 10, 11, and 12, inclusive, between the

hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Mr. E. S. Rider has been elected Master of the
Joiners' Company, and Mr. F. L. Wiginton and
Mr. J. R. Bedford wardens

The salary of Mr. Edwards, water engineer to

the corporation of Leicester, has been increased

by £150 per annum.
The Departmental Commitee on Smoke Abate-

ment have adjourned sine die. Due notice will

be given of the date wlien the committee I

resume their meetings.

—*'*-*—
TIMBER PRICES.

7'o the Editor of the Building Nf.ws.

Sir,—In your " Answers to Corre-
spondents " in a recent issue I notice that
one of your readers has taken exception to

the price quoted for joiners' deals, and you
replied that you were unable to find any
error in the prices, after comparison with
current sales, as reported in the principal
timber trades journal.

I personally noticed these extremely low
prices, and feel that a little explanation
should be given, so that architects are not
misled in basing their estimates upon wrong
prices.

I can quite understand that anyone
perusing the trade journals, and noticing
the prices there, might think these were
the current prices tliat the builder paid

;

but in my experience of between two and
three thousand builders, I only know of one
provincial builder who buys at the London
sales, the report of which these timber trade
journals' prices are.

It is a fact that few builders have cash to

place down for their timber stocks, nor have
they the time to spend in journeying up to

London on the off-chance of buying a job lot

of deals, because it means going on to the

docks to see them on the day preceding the

sale, and then attending the sale to buy, and
if the prices went high, then the builder

would have his two days' time and expenses
thrown away, so that you can see that it

would not do for builders to buy at the

London sales.

There is another point to consider in these

prices, and that is that these sales are in-

tended for the merchant, and I think I am
right in saying that builders' are not
knowingly supplied. The reason that the

prices there named are so very much below
the merchant's prices are : (1) Because there

are sometimes heavy lighterage charges, and
always cartage and railway expenses, before

the merchant or builder can stock the timber
in his yard. (2) If the goods are left at the

dock until required, tliero are very heavy
dock dues and rents. In the latter connec-

tion, I may say that twelve years ago, when
I bought my business, in taking over the

stock, there was a matter of 1,000 bundles of

ceiling laths omitted from the stock list.

Probably two years after, the dock company
wrote and said that these laths were lying

there, and the rent had nearly eaten up the

cost of them. In fact, that was so, becau.se

we sold the laths to pay the rent, and the

widow of my predecessor did not receive a

penny for the laths, so that you can quite

understand that the expenses at the London
docks are very heavy indeed. Allowance
must, therefore, be made for not only a

merchant's expenses as detailed above, but

for merchants' profit and builders' profit.—

I

am, etc., j jj Kerxer GIreenwood.

King's Lynn.

THE METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD
AND TERRITORIAL AND OTHER
RESERVE FORCES.
Sir,— I have the pleasure to inform you

that the board, at a special meeting held

today, passed the following resolution :

—

"That any officer or servant of the board

who, as a member of the Territorial or other

Reserve (Naval or Military) Forces of the

Crown, may be affected by the mobilisation

or embodiment consequent on the present

European crisis, be allowed leave of absence

during his naval or military service; that he

be reinstated on his return with no loss of

position or emoluments consequent on his

enforced absence; that the board pay him (or

such other person or persons as he may
appoint) during such period such sums, as

with the pay he receives from the Govern-

ment, will niake up his full salary or wages;

and further, that the respective committees

be authorised to make such temporary
arrangements as may be necessary for carry-
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iiig oil the work of such officers and servants

ill their absence."— I am, yours faithfully,

A. B. Pilling, Clerk of the Board.

"Metropolitan Water Board (Clerk's D3
partment), Savov Court. Strand, W.C.

"August 4. 1914.
•

SCOTTISH BUILDERS AND MEASURE-
M E \ T S OF CARPENTERS' AND
JOINERS' WORK.
Sir,— III view of the deadlock wliicli lias

recently arisen through the attempt on the

part of the- Western District Wrights'

Secti.on of the Scottish National Building

Trades Federation to impose, throughout the

West of Scotland, a new Mode of Measure-

ment of Wright Work, which has not been

approved by tliis Institute, or by any of the

other parties concerned, excepting the

I'Vderation, my Council has instructed me to

prepare, for the information of the members,
the following resume of the course of events

wliicli has led np to tlie present uiisatisf;ietory

stale of affairs.

When the Scottish National Building

Trades l''ederation was recently instituted,

I he Council of this Institute was prepared to

welcome the establishment of a central

representative body of contractors with which
the architectural societies could co-operate

for the discussion and adjustment not only

of conditions of contract and modes of

measurement, but, generally, of all matters

connected witli the various building trades;

and as it was understood that the genera!

feeling of the Federation was that all such
(|Uestions should be dealt with on a dis-

tinctly national basis, the Council was
further encouraged to support the Federa-

tion in the accomplishment of its aims.

Nenotiations were accordingly entered into

between the Federation, the Faculty of

Surveyors, and the various architectural

societies for the preparation of new con-

ditions of contract, and friendly relations

were soon established. At the various meet-

ings which took place satisfactory progress

was made in adjusting these conditions, of

which a draft bad been prepared by the

Federation for discussion ; but of late this

progress has not continued.
An endeavour was also made to opeu

negotiations with a view to the formulation

of uniform modes of measurement, and a

conference was held in Edinburgh on

February 6 last, at which, however, no repre

seiitative of the Institute could be present.

l''rom a report of the conference com-
miinicated by the secretary of the Federa-

tion, the lustitnte learned that the meeting

was unanimous in the desire that such

uniforin modes should be adopted, but that

there was some difficulty in arranging as to

the mode of procedure. The members of the

I'l'deratiou susgested tl)at the mode of pro-

cedure should be by way of joint considera-

tions in conference between the representa-

tives of the architects, the surveyors, and
tlie Federation, and that a conference should

be institnted of four representatives of the

faculty and the Federation, and one
representative architect from Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Aberdeen. Dundee, and Perth.

This proposal was quite acceptable to the

Institute, but the proposed conference, so far

as I am aware, never met, owing, it is under-

stood, to the position taken up by the

Faculty, which claimed to reserve to itself

the right of preparing modes of measure-

ment. In any case, nothing further was
heard of any movement on the part of the

I''ederation relative to the preparation of new
modes for any of the trades until April 15,

when the Secretary of the Federation issued

a circular to the members of the profession

informing them that, at a large and repre-

sentative meeting of the Western District

Wrights' Section of the Federation, held

within the City Hall. Glassow, on the 2nd

inst., the following resolution was unani-

mously agreed to. viz.:—"That this meeting

of ma'ster wrigbts of (Jlasgow and the West
of Scotland (and forming the Western Dis-

trict Wrights' Seeti(ni of the Scottish

National Building Trades Federali.Tui

resolve that on and after July 1. I9I4. the

regulations for the measurement of wright
work known as the ' Glasgow Mode of

Measurement, 1894.' shall no longer be in

fnrcj or recognised liy them, and thereafter

they shall only contract under schedules pre-

pared in terms of the conditions of contract
and in accordance with the mode of measure-
ment known as the ' Scottish Mode of

Measurement, 1914,' as adopted and ap-

proved of by the Scottish National Building
Trades Federation- -the schedules being
endorsed ' Scottish Mode of Measurement,
1914."'

This circular was brought np for considera-

tion at the first meeting of the Practice Com-
mittee of the Institute, held on April 22, and
it was agreed that, before deciding on any
action, to ascertain from the Faculty the

attitude they were prepared to take up. In

response to this in(|iiiry. a deputation from
the Faculty was received by the committee at

a meeting held specially for that purpose on

May 1. when it was found that the Faculty
had done nothing towards the preparation of

a new mode of measurement of wriglit work,
and that they were of opinion that no pro-

gress would be made until the question of the

supply of scaffolding planks had been
officially dispo.sed of. The committee
ileclined to admit this as a valid excuse for

delay, and in order, however, to clear the

way for progress undertook, on behalf of the
Institute, to adjust the matter at once with
the \arIous trades r-oncerned, the deputation
at the same time undertaking on lielialf of the

faculty to proceed with the preparation of a

new mode iiniiiediatelv the question had been
settled.

Meetings with the representatives of the
various trades were thereafter held, with the
result that all the trades except the plast.:^rers

agreed to accept the recommendation of the

Institute that each should supply their own
scaffolding planks. These negotiations

naturally required some time, and it was only

at a meeting of the Practice Committee held
on .June 11, that the representativ.^s ap-

pointed to deal with the matter could report
that the question had been finally disposed
of. It should here be add 'd that the

plasterers, at a later date, agreed to fall into

line with the other contractors. While these

negotiations were in progress, the conxcner
of the Practice Committee bad, on Inne 4,

written to the Secretary of the Federation
inforn>ing him of the position, and asking
that the Federation should consider the

nostnonemcut of the new mode unfil a mode
had been prepared which might be accept-

able to all parties concerned, and a reply,

dated the 8th ultimo, had been received, in

which the Federation simply reaffiniied the

position it had taken up.

Notwithstanding the unaccommodating
nature of this reply, the committee resolved

to again approach the Federation with a view
to some settlement being arrived at, and
re]>resentati\ es were appointed to meet
representatives of the Edinburgh Architec-

tural Association and the Faculty of

Surveyors. These representatives accord-

ingly met on the 15th ultimo, and a joint

letter was addressed to the Federation, again

requesting that the new mode should he post-

poned meantime, and that a small committee
should be appointed to meet a similar com-
mittee of the architects and surveyors. To
this joint letter the Secretary of the Federa-
tion replied on the 29th ultimo "that, while

the Federation cannot for a moment consider

the question of withdrawing the resolution

referred to, they are prepared to appoint a

small committee to meet authorised repre-

sentatives of the architectural societies and
the faculty of surveyors," adding, "mean-
time, it must be understood that the mode
of measurement issued by the Federation
shall stand until any amendments that may
be found necessarv are adopt?d."
The Practice Committee met on the 1st

inst. to consider this reply, and after a full

diseussion on the whole situation, it was
unanimously agreed tliat no good purpose
would b? ser\-ed V>y continuing negotiations
with a body which met all attempts at con-
ciliation by the Institute in such an un-
generous and inconsiderate spirit as had been
displayed in the present instance, and it was

decided to recommend the Institute to again
affirm its position with regard to the prepara
tioii of new Modes of Measurement— viz..

that all such modes must, before being put
into force, be discussed, adjust:=d. and
approved by the architects, the surveyors,
and the contractors; to decline, therefore,

to recognise the new Modes for Measurement
prepared by the Federation, and to advis.'

the members, the Federation, and all otlk-r-

concerned accordingly.

A special meeting of the members of the

Institute was held on the 8th inst., and after

the position had been explained and dis-

cussed, it was unanimously decided to adopt
the recommendation of the Practice Com-
mittee as the only course open to the Insti-

tute under the circumstances. It was re-

sohed. liowe\er, as a last effort towards an
amicable solution of the difficulty, to ask the

Federation to confer with representatives of

the Institute in order that the situation

might be further discu.ssed.

The Federation acceded to this request,

and the Institute representatives, together
with the representatives of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association, met the Federa-
tion in a conferenee in Edinburgh on the

l.lth inst. No practicable basis of agreement
could, how'ever, be discovered, as the Federa-
tion would ngrec to nothing short of an im-

mediate acceptance of their Mode of

Measurement. At the conclusion of the cou-

fi rence the Institute representatives sub-

mitted a proposal that, if the Federation
would agree to a postponement of their Mode
for three months, the Institute would under-

take to have the details of a new mode ad-

insted with ell til'' parties interested within

that period ; but as the Federation refused to

entertain this proposal, tlie conference, after

sitting for three hours, terminated without

having di.seovered any grounds upon which
ail agreement could be arrived at.

The result of the conference was reported

by the Institute representatives to a meeting,

of the Practice Committee held on the 15th

inst.. and it was then decided to inform the

p'pdcration that, in consequence of tlieir

action on this question, the Institute felt that

no good purpose would be served by con-

tiiiuiug the connection, and to intimate that,,

unless and until a more reasonable attitude*

and a more accommodating disposition was?,

displayed on the part of the Federation, tha|

Institute must decline to proceed further iitt

the negotiations they ha\e entered info, not'

only with regard to the new Mode of M.-^asure-

iiieiit, l)ut also with regard to the new Con-

ditions of Contract.
From the foregoing statemeiu my Council

trusts the members will recognise that n
'

efforts have been spared on the part of th

Institute to brinsr about an amicable settle-

ment of the difficulty; but it regrets that, .so

far. its efforts in that direction have proved

una\ ailing. Had the parties most intimately

concerned in th'' drawing up of a new Mode
of Measurement— viz.. the Faculty and the

j''ederatioii--fonnd it possible to approach

the negotiations in a broader spirit of mutual

respect and consideration, my Council can

see no reason why a settlement satisfac-

lorv to all parties concerned slmulil not have

been arrived at; and, as they are firmly con-

vinced that a lasting settlement can only be

attained on the basis of an agreed .settle-

ment, they feel that the only course open to
|

th? Institute is to continue their efforts until
j

such a settlement has been reached. |

Meantime I am instructed to advise the !

members that the Council expects them.
]

individuallv and collectively, to do their

utmost to "uphold the position the Institute
|

has taken up, and to refrain from using the

Scottish Mode of Measurement, 1914, for

Carpenter and Joiner Work, as issued by the

Federation.
In name, and on behalf of the Council.

C. J. Maclean. Secretary.

(ilasgow Institute of .Architects, 115, St.

'\'iiiceiit-street, Glasgow.
Jnlv 11, 1914.

Tt is proposed to acciuire Higlibiiry. Ins

Birmingham residence, as a nermaiicnl iKilimial

memori.Tl In Mr. Chamberlain.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
.MINERALS AND SITE VALUE.—FORAN

V. THE ATTORNEY-GEXERAL.—A question
arising on Form IV. under the Finance Act.
1910. with reference to minerals site value, and
increment duty, was discussed before Mr. Justice
Warrington in the Chancery Division on July
30, on an action by Canon William Francis
Foran and Mr. Herbert Scott Cartwright,
trustees of a settlement comprising a property
called Appleion Farm, near Dover, agamst the
.\itorney-(Jeneral as representing the Inland
Revenue, Plaintiffs asked to have it declared
that the notice and Form IV, served on the
trustees in 1910 were unauthorised and void,
and that they were not bound by the return
they made and the provisional valuation which
the Commissioners made on the footing of that
return. Mr. Cave, K,C., M.P,, for the plaintiffs,

said a return was made of the property, but
not of the minerals, and the valuation on that
looting was put at £3,400 as at April. 1909.
The property was sold in Decern Ijer, 1910, at
£5,500, and if the plaintiff's were denied a
separate valuation of the minerals, the differ-

ence between those two figures would be treated
as wholly incrernent in the space of a year and
eight months, and duly would have to be paid.
It was a frightful hardship, said coun,sel, and
his lord:-hip woulrl have to determine whether ll

was law. The Solicitor-General contended that
the return in question was the return con-
templated by the section of the Act, and that
the capital value of the minerals was finally
settled as nil by the operation of the Statute,
His lordship said the only question was the con-
struction of the Statute "and the effect of what
had been done on either side. The actual diffi-

culties and the hardship or otherwise on the
plaintiffs were irrelevant. The answer to the
plaintiffs' case seemed to him to be that they
had been invited to make their return in refer-
ence to the land, including the minerals, and
they made their return, and there was nothing
in the .\cl l<i require a separate return as to
minerals where, as here, tlie owners of the land
were the proprietors of the minerals. It was
said that the proprietor could not make an
estimate of the capital value because of the
deductions that had to be made, but his lord-
ship saw no difficulty in the proprietors arriving
a' the sum which they thought should be
allowed for deductions, and thus arriving at the
capital value. Moreover, if any difficulty
existed it was cau,sed by the .^ct Itself and not
by the Form, On the whole he thought he
might not to make the declaration asked for.
and the plaintiffs' action must be dismissed.
The Solicitor-General did not ask for costs.

A new chiM-.-h •- ir lie built at Greencastle,
near Kilkecl. ( a. Dnwii, and extensions to the
Parochial House, Kilkeel, arc also to be
carried out, Messrs, E, and J, Byrne, 4,

Waring-slrecl, Belfast, are the architects.
.\pplications for (|uantilies should be made to
Mr S, W. Iliinler, Scottish Provident build-
ings, Belfast,

Replying to the toast of the society, the pre-
.sident, at the summer meeting at Leeds last
week of the Royal English Arboricull iiral
Society, look the opportunity of condemning the
high rales charged by railway companies for
conveying English timber,' "Is it not
scandalous,'' he asked, "thai we cannot trans-
port our own timber, proiluced in this country,
at as low a rate as the imported timber-' These
charges are one of the consequences of our rail-
way companies all being private companies,"

At a meeting of the Hull Corporation Works
Conunillee last week, a letter was read from the
city engineer Intlmaling his resignation. In his
letler, Mr, A, E, White stated that he had
served the corporation for thirty-six years, and
(luring twenty-eight of these vears he had been
the chief of the department." He felt that the
Mnie had arrived when he should seek rest,
ihc chairman moved that the resignation be
accepted with regret, and the motion was
carried.

The outstanding feature of the last meeting
of the Leominster Board of Guardians was the
reading of the tenders for the alterations to
the casual wards to meet the requirements of
the Local (ioverninent Board, the plans having
been prepared by Messrs, Groom and Bettlngton,

J'OM
'''^'°"'' ^''*^ amounts quoted ranged 'from

j

4.839 to £65, the chairman remarking that he

j

and the vice-chairman had had considerable ex-
perience in regard to tenders on the Roads and

I Bridges Committee, but never had he known
such a difference between the highest and
lowest tender. Consideration of the tenders,
which we give elsewhere, was adjourned for the
architect to report on them.

PARLIAMENTAE"? NOTES.
HOUSING BILL.- This measure was con

sidered in Committee of the House of Commons
on Wednesday,—Mr. Macnamara stated that
there was a feeling that they might pass Clauses
-, 3. and 4 of the measure, the immediate ap-

plication of which was lo provide for the
liousiug of Government employes at Rosyth,
Cromarty, and possibly other places. He
lioped that course would be agreed to. In
the present circumstances he would be pre-
pared to go on with those clauses, making
certain amendments, one of which would take
out the provision of such money as was
required for Clause 1. He trusted that the
Bdl would then be passed as a self-contained
measure for the purpose of housing these
Government employes. In the case of Rosyth
the need for such housing would soon become
urgent. Amendments consequent on the
dropping of Clause 1 were then agreed lo, in-

cluding one limiting the expenditure under the
.^ct to .£2.000,000, Some further Government
amendments hiving been agreed to, the Bill
was reported to the House and read .i third
time,

THE MALI, IMPROVEMENT, The Com-
mittee of the House of Lords presided over bv
Lord Ha\ersham met on Tuesilay to consider
the Hill which has already passed the House of
Commons to authorise the carrying out of I he
Mall Approach imnrovement in Charing Cross,
in connection with the Admiralty Arch. Mr.
Balfour Browne, K,C,, representing the Phipuix
Assurance Company, stated that although his
clients still held the viow that the proposal to
lake away part of their property and hand it

over to the Liverpool, London, and Globe
Company, was hardly a just and equitable
arrangement, at the present juncture ho would
not ask the Committee to decide this question
as between the two insurance companies, Hj
had the authority of Lord George Hamilton,
chairman of (he Phoenix Company, to say that,
in the circumslances, that company considered It

more patriotic not to persist In their opposition.
Lord George Hamilton having given formal
evidence of the withdrawal of opposition, the
Bill was reoprted for third reading, Tlie latter
si age was passed on Wednesday, and the
miasuic now only awaits the Roval Assent.

(Bnv (B&tt labk.

1 he Crystal I'aluce becunic the pro|)url\
of tile iiall.iii \esterda_\. wlieii the transfer
«;is coinpli't.'il between the present trustees
mill the trustees representing the British
people. The first meeting of the iimv Irusle.-s
t ik plae? iiiiiii'.Hllately after the Iniiisfer,
Fifteen thousand pounds is the annual
revenue that Sir David Burnett requires tn
pay expenses, llie ieiK)va.i:ni ;jf tue ,striic-

t'U\-, which will b? immediately tak^'n in
baud, is expected to oecnpy eight years and
entail an niiiiual expenditure of .£.''), 00(1, in

addition to the sum required for adniiiiistra-
tioii. Every endeavour is to be made lo
le^aiii for the palace the pjpiil.irit\ tli.it ;t

oiiee enjoyed. On the educational ,side (iii

effort will be made to widen the scope of the
t'rvstal Palace School of .4rt, Science, and
l.iteralur;-, and t:i s.'cnre that, proniinence
fjr the Crystal Palace School of Eiiglucering
that the institution so rightly deserves, U
is not -ienerally realised that the several
levds 111 th;> gaunt south tower arr occupied
by the workshops and drawing offices of one
of the most practical scdio^ds 'if Its kind in

til? kingdom,

'riittershall Castle, Liiicolnshlrc. will be
opened to niorrovv, .August 8, ll will be re

nibered that in the

and sub
sculptured stone fireplaces.

At Howgrave, Yorks, last Friday, the
foundation stone of the new Wesleyan Chapel
was laid. The design, which is Gothic, has been
prepared by Mr. T. Stokes, architect, of Thirsk,
under whose direction and supervision the work
will be carried out. There will be accommola-
tion for about 100 people. The total cost will
be aliont .teOO.

The new church room in connection with St.
.Vndrew's Church, Pilmoor, was opened on 'I'ues-
day week, il is of bricks, and has a seating;
capacity of about 100. The work of erecting the
structure was undertaken by Messrs, Geo. I

RIchar Isoii and Jolin Scall'e, and the role of
architect was taken by the curate of the parish,
the Kev, Herberl Richards.

The foundation stone of a new church at
Kneliworth was laid last Friday week. Only a
section of the bulLIing is being proceeded w-ith
at the present moment—sufficient to accommo
tlale a congregation of 350 people. When com
pleied the church will accommodate 700, The
cosi of rhe present section of the church is

£4,000. Mr. E, L. Lntyens, A,R,A,, brother-in-
law of Lord Lytlon, Is the architect, and Mr,
W. Darby, of Knebworth, the builder,

.41 the last meeting of the Staffordshire
Education Committee on Saturday, it was re-

ported that the plans of the proposed Stafford-
shire farm institute were considered by the
works sub-committee at its meeting on July 4,

rile works sub-committee were of opinion that
ihe hostel should be erected in proximity to the
farm buildings, as shown on the plan. \u esti-

mated amount of £23,000, exclusive of the cost
of lan,l, was agreed upon, and the following
apportionment was provisionally accepted—
namely, farm. £10,660; school, £'12,361,

The Belfast Board of Guardians has considered
a report, through Messrs. Young and MacKenzie,
I he Board's architects, from Messrs, John VVood-
sldc and Co., electrical engineers-. The report
dealt with the offer of the Selas Lighting Co.,

and gave details of a scheme for heating and
lighting the whole of the workhouse premises for

a capital sum of £22,308. The present annual
cost, details of which were given, is £6,889
3s. 7d.. and the maintenance charges under the
scheme would amount to £4.552 annually,
exclusive of the sum required for the repayment
of the loan for the work. The matter was
referred to the works committee for considera-
tion.

nienibeied that in the aiitiiinii of 1911 Lord
Curzoii purchased the castle,
.seqiieiitlv thi' ,sciil| ^ ^ __,

which were on the brink of removal from the
country, with the iiiteiitioii of restoring and
nlliniiitely presenting them to the nation,
Diiniig the last two and a half years the work
ol restoration lia.s proceeded, and is now com
plete. the two moats which had been (illcd in

hiving been r.-excaval 'd, and lb,' fabru- in'

the castle, vvhicli was In partial ruin, restored
to Its original coinlitimi. U now forms a
unique example of doniestlc and niilltary

arehltectnre of the Karly 1 Jtli Century. 'I'he

official (ipeiiiiig will be attended by reprc
.seiitalive.-i of the leading arelneological and
aiiti(|Uariaii societies, and the party will be
tondncted round bv Mr. W. Weir, the arclii-

teef. who has been in charge of the works.

The forthcoming exhibitiu.i and convention
of the .National .\ssociatioii of Master Housc-
jiaiiitevs and Decorators of England and
Wales (Ineorporated). to be held in Man
Chester in September next, promises to be of

exceptional iinporlaiu'c. The association lias

secured the City Exhibition Hall. Liverpool-
road, for the purpo.-es of an exhibition of

decorative art and. manufactures. An ini-

portaiil and interesting feature this year will

be the special exhibition of painters' class

work, to which the large gallery of the hail

will be exeUisively devoted. Exhibits of the

work done in these classi's have been sent

from all parts of the Continent, including

France, tiermiiny. Holland, and Belgium,
and from the chief centres of Great Britain.
Lord Enimott. hi- Majesty's Under Secretarv
of State for the Colonics, has coii,seiitetl to

open the Exhibition on September IS, and
the Lord Mayor of Manchester has promised
lo preside on the occasiini, 'The Exhibition
reniains open the whole of the following
week, and closes on .Saturday evening.
September '26. The funds derived from the

Exhibition are devoted to educational vvorU

amongst the young men engaged in Ihc

painting and decorating trade, and the asso-

ciation during its twenty years' existence has
spent upwards of £.3.(10(1 in furthering this

work. Many students have been sent to

Italy to study the decorative work of the best

masters, and many men occnpyiiig honourable
positions in the trade to ilay owe their (ir-t

start lo the stimulus of the association.

Volume VIII. of the Transactions of the

Edinburgh .'\rcliitectural Assoeiation appears
this week as an attractive illustrated octavo,

uniform with its predecessors of former
years. It contains reports of lectures and
papers by .Messrs. Hippniyte ,1. Blanc. Dr. D.

Hay Fleming. Rev. Dr. Henry Gee, .1. .4.

Morris, A, N. Paterson. Alexander Pordage.

and .J. H. Stevenson, and among the sketches

and photographs reproduced may be noticed

those of the Gatehouse at Linlithgow Palace,
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the churches of Craig and Pitsligo and
Craigievar, Drum and Muchalls castles.

The appointment of Mr. William Brodie to

the important position of principal assistant
to the dock engineer under the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board is one which has
elicited the heartiest congratulations from
engineeri[ig circles in Liverpool. Mr. Brodie,
who is a member of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, and an ex-president of the Liver-
pool Engineering Society, is brother to Mr. J.

A. Brodie, the Liverpool city engineer, and
has qualifications which well fit him for the
part he is now called upon to fulfil.

Another controversy respecting a Lake
District bridge has arisen in the proposal of

the Cumberland County Council Highway
Committee to substitute the present Greta
Bridge, Keswick, with a ferroconcrete
structure. At an influential meeting, held at

Keswick, presided over by Canon liawnsley,
a resolution ol protest was carried
unanimously. A second resolution that a

petition should go to the urban council
asking them to support the opposition to the
proposed ferro-concrete bridge and the
widening of the present bridge on existing
lines, which they advocated from the first,

was carried.

An interesting police-court prosecution is,

says the Liverj:ioM Post, pending under very
peculiar circumstances. The Works Com-
mittee of the corporation of Wallasey re-

solved, by two votes to one, six other
members present not voting, that proceedings
should be taken against a certain contractor
for an alleged offence w'liich need not be
specified here. In consequence of this re-

markable abstention from voting, a meeting
of the council in committee was called for

Wednesday evening last in order that the
recorded decision of the committee might be
reviewed. After a prolonged debate, it was
then decided, by sixteen votes to six, several
members still not voting, to reverse the com-
mittee's decision and not to take proceedings.
At the council meeting on Thursday in last
week a suspension of standing orders was
necessary for the consideration of these par-
ticular minutes. But when the time came the
requisite twenty-five members were not
present, and the suspension of standing
orders could not be carried, with the result
that the original resolution and the instruc
tions to prosecute stand good, notwithstand-
ing the subsequent resolution to the contrary.

While the Committee of the House of
Commons was considering the Manchester
Corporation proposal to spend £300,000 on
the extension of water mains, workmen ex-
cavating ill Withy-grove were digging out
some relics of a very early means of water
supply in tli.' city. Tliese were water-pipos
apparently of sandstone, which, as a work-
man said, • was laid a bit before you was
boru." Cut out of solid sandstone, the pipes
have an outward diameter of about twenty
inches, and are hexagonal in shape. The bore
is some six inches in diameter, and the union
of the lengths of pipe is made by means of a
collar, also of sandstone, which fits over the
point of junction and is welded to it— if one
may use the word—by a natural cement,
which in the passing of' the years has set like
adamant, often defying even the sledge-
hammers which have broken the pipes into
pieces, leaving the joints intact.

A meeting of the Newcastle and Gateshead
Trades and Labour Council was held in the
CoUingwood Hall, Clayton-street, Newcastle,
last week, when the question of supporting
the Trades Hall Social Club and Institute,
Ltd., in I'ercy-street, Newcastle, was again
before the council, the executive committee
of which, in a report, recommended an in-
\cstnitMit of Co in the club, with direct repre-
sentation on its council, and a friendlv
working arrangement between the club and
the Trades Council, The secretary (Mr. T.

Wilkinson) said they liad been talking for
many years of establishing a trades hall, and
through the enterprise of two or three of the
lower paid unions they were able to have
one, and it only ueeded the council's help and
blessing. The sum of £5 might look a little

paltry ; but the executive believed in going

cautiously, and it the club came up to ex-

pectations, the council, he said, would be
willing to help it still further. All the large

towns in the country had trades halls, except
one, and that, the city, which was practically

the home of trade unionism. The proposition

was carried without discussion.

The Bristol city engineer's report contains

a table showing the number of houses
erected during the past sixteen years. In

1899 the total was 1,157, and for each
of the succeeding three years the

number exceeded 1,500, In 1903 there

was a drop to 1,240, and in 1904 to

1,176. Then there was another advance to

1,206 in 1905, and 1,.372 in 1906. From that

period there has been a gradual diminution.
There were 1,239 houses erected in 1907, 859

in 1908, 454 in 1909, 386 in 1910, and the

numbers for the last four years have been
297, 204, 218, and 132 respectively. The same
table gives the number of inhabited houses,

number of persons per house, number of void

houses, and the estimated population for the

past six years, and the results work out as

follow :

—

Population Inhabited PersonB Void
Year. estiniaterl. houses. per house. houses.
la09 377,W3 67,30U 5.61 1,8«'

1910 382,650 67,650 6.65 4,760

1011 357,059 67,950 5.2 4,650

1913 359,400 68,080 5.28 4,500

1913 361,362 69,175 5.22 3,-WO

1914 363,312 69,985 6.10 2,61X1

The number of houses closed last year was
157, and of these thirty-seven were
voluntarily demolished.

An exhibition of gyroscopic mechanism is

being organised at the Science Museum,
South Kensington, and at a private view

given last week, Sir. J. W. Gordon explained

liis models, one of which is designed to show-

how a high flywheel speed may be obtained
with a low shaft speed, without the use of

gear-trains. The principle involved was
described in Mr. Gordon's paper on "An
Engineering Theory of the Gyrostat," read

in Birmingham last year before the British

Association. This is. tliat, in constrained pre-

cession the movements of forced and free

precession are opposed—the one tending to

set the axis of spin at right-angles to the field

plane, and the other tending to place it in

the field plane. Thus the forced precession

can be employed to feed the free precession

by restoring the potential which the gyrostat

lost in free precession. Another model was
exhibited to show how the restriction of angle

of the gyrostat might be got rid of.

Many may have noticed, remarks the

American Architect, that the wood of the

same species frequently behaves quite

differently, even under similar conditions.

This can be attributed to tlie character of

the wood itself as a result of the particular

soil and climatic conditions under which the

trees grew. 'I'he wood of a mahogany tree

grown on high and well-drained situations is

usually much harder and more durable than

that which is produced in low, moist soil.

This difference in the manner of behaviour
can be readily understood in the case of the

white oak. The wood of slowly grown oak is

often exceedingly brash, because it contains a

very large proportion of early, porous wood.
That of a fast-growing oak has a small pro-

portion of early porous wood, and is much
denser and heavier.

W'hen two pieces of wood cut from the same
tree show a marked difference in their

behaviour under exactly similar external con-

ditions, another influence must be at work,
wliicli has oft>n puzzled the layman. |1u>

position of a stick of wood has a great deal

to do with its durability and general

behaviour. l''or example, a fence post will

lie found to decay mueh faster if the top end
is placed in the ground than if the butt is

placed down. The reason for this is that the

moisture of the atmosphere will pciineate the

fibres of the wood mueh more rapidly in the

way the tree grew than it will in the oppo'
site direction. Microscopical examination of

the wood shows that the fibres invite the
ascent of moisture, while they repel its

descent. A good many have observed in a

wooden bucket that some of the staves appear

to be entirely saturated with water, while

others are apparently quite dry. This is due
to the fact that the staves which are dry are

in the position in which the tree grew, while

the saturated ones are reversed.

The famous time-ball at Greenwich is' to be

replaced by a new aluminium ball, its

mechanism overhauled and reconstructed.

The winch will be removed from its present

position near the Octagon Room to the Ball

Lobby. The time-ball was first erected in

1833. An electric current from the clock

was first used to drop it at one o'clock in

1852. In 1855 the ball was blown down into

the courtyard. Some repairs were made in

1895, when the chain broke during winding,
and again, in August, 1913, some temporary
repairs were made to the ball.

A French engineer, M. Miihl, has recently

submitted to the Minister for Public Works
in France a scheme for a suspended mono
railway on which, it is claimed, speeds of 150

miles an hour or so may be attained with

safety. The track, either single or double,

is to be carried 20ft. to 25ft. above the ground
by catenary su.spension. The train will be

composed of small sections freely articulated,

and will easily take curves of 1 kilometre

radius and gradients of 1 in 20. It will be

propelled, of course, by electricity. Each
section of the train will be suspended from
two wheels placed about 1 metre apart. The
seats will be placed longitudinally, and there

will be but a single row of them.

mtm

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJING "WEEK.

TiuHbDW.—In.stitutiou of MiLUic-ijKll Eugincfi^. Vio.t

to ttie South Metropulitau (.ins Com.
pany'8 Works at East GreenwicO. 3 p.m.

S.^TiHUAV (Av(i. 15) TO MoND.\.v (AvG. 17.)—lustitution

of Mimicipal Engineera. Weelc-eud
Visit of tlie Eastern and NoitU-Eastern
Districts to Hunstanton.

<t>

i^raJbi i^ihis.

"WAGES MO'VEMENTS.
DUNFERMLINE.—After being on strike for

seven weeks, the operative plumbers of Dun-
fermline accepted on Friday the oiler of the

masters, and resumed work on Monday morning.

The original demand by the men was for an

increase of from 8d. to 9d. per hour. After some
negotiations the cmployors offered 8.|.d.. with ail

additional U\. four months after the resumption

of work. I'his offer was made about a month
ago, and has now been accepted by the men.

EXETER.-The bricklayers and plasterers at

Eieter have resumed work. The master builders

have granted an increase of halfpenny an hour

on August 1, and a provisional further half-

penny on February 1, the latter advance to be

made the subject of an appeal by the Master

Builders' Association to the Conciliation Board.

A new Wesleyan chapel is being built at

Bishop Sutton. The contract has been taken

at a little over £700 by Messrs. Flowers, of

West Harptree.

The trustees of the Whitechapel Art Gall^j

have appointed Mr. H. Samuel Teed to the posi

of art director, in succession to Mr. Gilbert A.

Ramsay, who has accepted the office of super

intendent of the Glasgow Municipal Art Galleriei^

and Museums

Bristol Docks (Various Powers) .\ct, which ha^

just received the Royal assent, empowers thil

city council to raise £100,000 for new coU,

storage. The warehouse will be on the patten;

of the tobacco warehouse, and will be erected oi

a site behind the "0" shed.

The will of the lat« Mr. Henry Thoma"

Ilolloway, who died on May 8 last, aged 61, o

The Manor, West Lavington, Wiltshire, ani,

of 19, Cedars-road, Clapham-common, S.W., !

director of Messrs. Ilolloway Brothers (Loudoii;i

Ltd., .J. P., for Wiltshire, has been proved at ;

Ltd.. buililers. Belvedere-road. S.E.. and J.I

for Wiltshire, has been proved at a gross stu)

of £281,699.

The new drill-hall, erected by the Staffordsbii

Territorial Force Association in Nineveh-roai

Handsworth, was opened on Saturday weel

The building contains a drill-hall, officers' rooB

orderly-room, etc., is of brick, the front elevatic

to Nineveh-road being faced with vanel

coloured bricks with stone dressings.
j
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TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "Air-Piimp" Ventilator

lias been applied to the Parochial Hall, Teign-
moiith.

Claridge's asphalte is being used on tlie roofs

of the new County Hall,. Northallerlon, and
Sledmere Hall, near Malton.

The National Eadiator Company, Ltd.. 439
and 441. Oxford-street, London. W.. has issued
three leaflets giving particulars of the Ideal No. 1

and 2 "G'' Series Boilers, a new type of boiler
wliicli they are just placing on the market. In
these boilers the construction obviates the
necessity for a loose base, thus entirely over-
coming the difficulty often experienced in

forming an airtight joint between sections and
base. These boilers also occupy much less space
than other sectional boilers of equal capacity,
and provide flow-tappings at a very low height
above the floor-level. This is a particularly
valuable feature in the case of the No. 2 "G"
Series Steam Boilers, which, with capacities
running up to 488.000 B.T.U., or l,890sq.ft. of
direct radiation, have a flow outlet only 38in.
above the floor line. The No. 1 "G" Series
Boilers are sent out assembled, while the No. 2
"G" Scries, to facilitate handling and erection,
have the sections cast in halves. We also call
special attention to the patent insulating
jackets, which are supplied for these boilers.
These jackets consist of steel and non-conducting
material, and are complete in themselves. As
they are not fastened to the boiler, bolts and
screws are dispensed with, and, owing to the fact
that they consist of only five parts beside the
key-strips and corner-pieces, they can be fixed,
in a few minutes. Specimens of both the No. 1

and 2 "G" Series Boilers are on view in the
company's showrooms. Another leaflet gives par-
ticulars of several new specialities. Copies of
these insets are being sent to the principal trade
and architects this week, but the company will
be pleased to forward same to any firms who
may not have received a qopy.

Mr, A. B. Blascheck has been appointed deputv
surveyor to the Forest of Dean, and director of
the proposed forestry demonstration area, as
successor to Mr. Leese.

A new stained-glass" window has been dedi-
cated at the parish church of Brompton, near
Chatham. The window, which represents St.
Simeon and St. Anna, occupies the east end of
the south aisle of the church.

Mr. James Wharton, master builder, of
Kcighley. died at his residence. Grafton House,
in that town on Saturday, aged 52, after a long
illness. He was mayor of the borough in 1908-9,
and had begun work at the age of eight.

The operations of H.M. Office of Works in
connection with the exploration of the site of
Penrith Castle have been begun. The buildings
put up nearly sixty years ago by the London and
North Western Railway Company are being
pulled down, and the work already done has
made a great difference to the appearance of
the place.

Plans have been prepared by Mr. Leonard
Durrell, of Calgary, for the new departmental
building to be erected at Calgary for the
Dominion Government. The building is to he
partly constructed with material taken from the
old post office lately demolished, and will occupv
a site at the corner of 6th-avenue and 4th-street
west.

A new parisli hall which has been built in
connection with Christ Church, Jarrow, was
opened last week. The hall has been erected
on a site adjacent to the church and has cost
about .£1,500. It was built by Messrs.
Middlemiss Brothers, Newcastle, from the
designs of Messrs. Hicks and Charlewood, New-
castle-on-Tyue.

Meetings of the Northants and East Midlands
Surveyors' Associations took niace at North-
ampton on Thursday week. With Mr. A. Fidler,
the president, in the chair, a meeting was held
at the town hall, when rules were adopted, and
an exhibition of town-nlanning designs prepared
by Mr. Fidler was on view. The members subse-
quently inspected various local works.

The Douglas Town Council have purchased
the I'ulrose estate, near Douglas, consisting of
over 200 acres of arable land, two farm houses,
a mansion, a laundry, and a corn mill, for
±.19,000. It is the intention to use the property
partly for the disposal of such refuse as is not
already dealt with by the existing sewerage
system, and in all probabilitv a destructor will
be erected. At present the refuse is taken out
to sea in hopper barges and discharged, but this
system has been very costly.

LATEST PRICES.

6 to
„
„

6 ,.

„

£6 r,

7 12

7 5

8 2
8 10

B

6

„
„ 5 17

„
,.

8 15
U 10

IRON.
Steel Joists, Belgian and Qermaa

(ex steamer London) per ton £6 2
Steel Joists, English 7 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Stieol Girder Platea 7 2
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
Best Snedshill

Angles 10s,, Tees 205. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., fBl.'Js. to.t'O.

Ditto galvanised, £U to £15103. per ton
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.
gauge £13

Bestditto 13
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 n 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11'- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton
Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9

9
8 ID
7 10

9 5
5 5

No. 22 to 24

Per ton.
... £13 10

... 14

FUItNITURE AND HARDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese, per load, soft. £20 to £"85

Teak: Java, per load, 50ft 16 „ 21
Per cable foot.

2

3
2
3
2
2
8

Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,,
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,,

„ ,, ,, Galvanised 8 15 ,,

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,,
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,,
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

to 8 9 10 11 12

Oak Flanks: U.S.A., imported
„ Boards ., ,, Prm.

„ Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn pTffEiS^s ...

Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut : Mdm. „ „
Greenheart: Hewn logs
Cedar: Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo, Cuba,
and Honduras ...

,, African, Assinee, &c.
,, Lagos and Benin
„ Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon

Satinwood: West Indian 10
Rosewood Per ton
Lignum Vita; ,

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0

9 to
,

6 ,

4

3
3

6
3

9

4

6

S

7

4

2
11

12
14

B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 158. £1103. £1158. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in. to 6in 6 0,. 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizee) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall lOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 7.53. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 72 p.o,

Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 66i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes (0
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 53

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 0to£21
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 5 ,, —

Country '24 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 5 0„ —

Country 25 „ -
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 25 5 U ,, —

„ Country 26 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 15 ,, —

Country 2N 10 ,, -
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... 26 ."> ,, —

Country 27 o u ,, -
LeadSoil-pipe(npto4Ain.)Town 26 5 0,, —

, Country 27 ,, -
[Over 4^in, £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 75 ,

2 4

2 3
2 '2

2
1 10
1 10

Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsebill, ditto ,,

Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,,

AncaBter, ditto ,,

Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at •

Nine Elms) „ 1104
Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes „ 13

* All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 74

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 16}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of Mii. average :—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot,! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or (

Per foot cube.
Pimlioo Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4i

SLATES.

IS 12 6

75 10
65

146
146 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 64
Tin, English Ingots 145
Do., Bars 146
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 20 5 „ —
Sheet Lead, Tovtn 22 15 „ —

Country 23 10 „ —
Genuine Wbite Lead 30 5 „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 ,, —
Sheet Zinc 29 „ —
Old Lead, against'Sccount 17 15 0., —
Tin per cwt. 8 0,, —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 10 9 —

TIMBER.
CONSTKCCXIONAL,'

Yellow Pine Deals, Quebec, per standard :

—

1st quality £38 to £45
2ad
3rd

Spruce Deals : St. Johns ..

,, ,, Mlramichi..
Boards : Swag..

26
16
10
9 10

11

Red Deals: Archangel Istquality 21

32
18 10
11 10
10 10
12
24
19
14 Q

•2nd „ 16

3rd „ 12

„ „ St. Petersburg-
istquality 16 10
2nd ,. 14 10

Wyburgct Uleaborg 12 10
Gefle, Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12

White Deals : Crown 14

,, ,, Seconds 11 10
Flooring : White and Planed

—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15
1st, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5
Red Planed, 1st quality 14 10

Pitch Pine ; Prime Deals and
Boards 18

Lignum Vitai Per ton 7
Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0,, 056
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 026
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,, 020
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 080
Mahogany Gaboon 2 0,, 023

Blue Fortmadoc

Blue Bangor 20
,

20
,

First quality 20
20
16

Eureka unfading

... 20 X 10 .

16 „ 8 .

10.
12 .

10
12

£ 8. d. per 1,000 of
. 12 12 6 1,2110 at r.stn.

6 12 6
.. 13 2
.. 13 17
.. 13
.. 13 15

8... 7 5

green

Permanent Green

.

20
,

20 ,

18
,

16
,

20
,

. 18
,

. 16

15 17
18 7

13 5
10 5
11 12
9 12
6 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Whre Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Farebam Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2';in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic , 1 10 6
Facing Bricks I

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

I Net, delivered in

]
full truck loads

i in London.

10

18
15 10
15

17
15 10
13

11 15
11

17

3'/>t" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks £2 10

3'/b" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than S'/a in
thickest part 2

3'/"' Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/h" ditto ditto through and through 2
3' h" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Iambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and V radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 coarse deep, each b

Ditto ditto 9"xi coarse 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

9"
9"
9"

offit, per foot opening... 1 3

ditto ditto ditto ... 1 8

ditto ditto ditto ... U 2 1

ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6

ditto ditto ditto ... y 1

ditto ditto ditto ... 'A 11

ditto ditto ditto ... i U
ditto ditto ditto ... i 6

Netfree on rail, or free on boat at worka.
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QLAZED BBICKS.
UAKD GLAZES (PEK 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
SaltGIazed. Bu£f, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Stretchers-

ilia 7 6 i'lO 17 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6

Quoins, BullDOse. and l-.in. Flats-

Second
Colours

,1'13 17 6 i'17 17 e i'12 7 (i

13 7 B 17 7 6 11 17 6

15 17 B 11 17

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6

Double Headers—

17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 (i

•20 17 B iJl 7 6 17 17 (i

M 17 6 13 7 S 17 17 K

One side and two ends. square—
18 17 6 17 17 6 •21 17 K

Two sides acd one end square—
19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 H

Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 B

83. each 8d. each

1/2 each

5d . each

•21 7 B H 17 B

•26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each Id. each 6d. each Bd. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BulInoFe Stops

—

5d. each Id. each 6d. each Bd. each 5d. each
Ivounded luternal Angles-

Id. each 3d. each 5d. eacli 5d. each Id. each

MOULDED UBICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each Bd. each 8d. each

Internal and E.xternal Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each Id. each Bd. each 6d. each
Blajolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers ±-22 17 6

Uuoins and BuUnose 27 17 6
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks] Not

of single radius i'6 per 1,000 over above ' exceed-
listfortheirrespective kindsand colours

[

ing 9in.
Camberarch bricks, any kinder colour, byl^in.

Is. •2d. each I by 25iD.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, A'l per 1.000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0,, ,,

s. d. Per ton,
Boel Portland Cement 36 Otoll delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 B to l^i delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
8. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red rootJng tiles 12 per lUOO ry.stn
Hip and N'alley tiles 3 7 per doz.
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,.

Ornamental tiles 52 B ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 1 per doz.
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per lOOO
Ornamental ditto BO ,,

Hip tiles I per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 0,,
Selected " Perfecta " rooling

tiles: Plain tiles (Peake's).. 16 per 1000
Ornamental ditto 18 B ,. ,,

Hip tiles 3 10iperdoz. ,,

\'alley tiles 3 4^ „ .,

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 18 per lOOO ,,

Ornamental tiles 50
Hiptiles 1 Operdoz.
Valley tiles 3 8,,

Slattordshire IHanley) Beds or
brindled tiles 12 B per lUOO

Hand-made sand-faced 15 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
^
Valley tiles 3 6 ,, ,,

" Hartsbill " brand plain tiles,
sand-faced tO per 1009

I'ressed 47 B ,,

Ornamental ditto 50 ,,

Hiptiles 4 Operdoz. ,,

\'alley tiles 3 6,, ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale, per tun i:*28 15

15

10

10
10

Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, retiood
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ditto, Ceylon ,,

Ditto, Mauritius
l*alm, Lagos ,,

Ditto, Nut Kernel
Oleino
Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal.
Petroleum, retinod
Tar. Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Gil per gal.
Baltic oil

Turpentine
I'utty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand..

lo

„
,,

,,

u „
,.

u „
„
„
„
,,

.,

„
Bi' ,,

„
6 „
61 „
8 „
11 ,,

,t^2U 5
27 5

30
40
21 10
JB 10
13
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
B

1 10
1

OLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 2d.
Thirds ^2^.
Fluted Sheet 2|d.

Hartley's English Rolled
Plate

Figured Boiled and Beponssine... 3id

21oz.
.. 3d.
.. 3id.
.. 33d.

2Jd.

2Boz. 32iz
3Sd.
ih.

... 4Sd

... sId
Bid. ... 7d.

'/loin. Jin.
Hid. ... 3d.

ite. Tinted
d. .. . 5d,

VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Saperflne Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-dryijg Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Pine Pale Maple .-.,. 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal i.. 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
VPhite Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
BerUn Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

CHIPS.
Mr. (i. L. Pegler, sur\eyor, j)lannerl the fir<t

group of sixteen houses which have just been
conipleteil on the garden tenants' estate suburb
at Sliirley. Southampton.

.\ maveiiieni i.s ou foot at Brighton to create
a nmnicipal estate ilepartnient. wliich shall

iiaio control of the whole of the properties
belonging to the corporation.

The new cathedral at Chicoulinii. Quebec
Province, the estimated cost of which is plaeol
at SOO.C'UO dollars, is hearing completion, the
roofing work now being in progress.

The work on the Meade Iteniorial Cliajder
House at St. Fin Barre's (.'athedral. Cork, is now
well advanced. It is being -carried out according
to the general plan^^ made by William Biirges.
who designed the cathedral. The work is being
execute 1 by Messrs, Jolin Sisk and Sons,
builders. Coi-k. under the supervision of and
from detailed drawings made by the diocesan
architect, Mr. W. H. Hill.

("anon H. Darwin Burton laid the fonndatiim
stone last. Saturday week of the new parish iuill

in course of erection for St. Saviour's Church at
Culver-road, St. .\lbans. The architects of the
building are Messrs. Mence and Fiun. and the
builders Messrs. Miskiii and Sons. Canon
Burton congratulated the architects and com-
mittee on the exactness of the estimate, which
was £2,700. and the contract had been signed
for .£2.682,

The Greater Winnipeg Water District .Ad-

ministrative Board will receive on Satnrilay,
September 19, separate tendi;rs for the construc-
tion of an aqueduct aiifl intake from Indian Bay
to Deacon. The whole undertaking involves the
expenditure of aliout 8.729. OOOdol., and the
portion dealing with the construction of llie

aqueduct is to be diviiled into live sections, ex-
elusive of tile intake, which is estimated to cost
5C,000dol,

A new juniors' school, erected by the Rocli
dale Education Committee in Canal-street.
Castleton, was opened on Saturday. It aeconii
modates 300 children in six classrooms, and is

Iirovided with an assembly-hall 56ft. by 25ft
The classroom floors are of concrete, to the face
of which is cemented a thick covering of
linoleum. This, it is claimed, is cleaner,
healthier, and sweeter than wood-ldock flooring,
and is not likely to he cold to the feel. Lighting
is by electricity, and heating by the low-pressure
hot-water system. There are rooms for teachers,
cdoakrooms, and lavatory accommodation, ami a

large asphalted pltiyground is provided. The
cost has been aliout .£5.000, and the designer was
Mr. P. W. Hathaway, the borongli architect of
Rochdale.

OGIIVIE&CO.
leleplione: DALSTUN i:i:

M;inv vcai's ronnertcil wi
tlie I;t'te firm of W. ]

LVSCKLLF.s A (.(1.

Bui.liill K

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS ill HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^"Jk^tl"^

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,

TENDERS.
*»* C'liiTespoudents would iu all caees ulilij^e by

giving- the addresees of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
infonnation.

Bath.—For bbe erection of Drill Hall and offices.

for the Somerset Territorial Force Aetociatiou. Mr.
A. .T. Pictor, A.R.I.R.A.. Bruton. architect ;—

Wilkins. R., Bristol ... ilH.T.'il U (i

Stockhain. T.. Bridgwater (i.GK3 U
Pittara, H., and Son, Bristol ... fi,2'2:^ n
Coles Bros., Peasedown 6,200 (i

Wills and Son 6.108
Blackmore. R (i.09(i 8
Hayward and Wooster 5,983
Long, . I., and Sons , .5,940 U
Chancellor, E.. and Sons' 5.935 U

* Accepted. Rest of Bath.

Bellekk. Co. Fermanagh.— For fourteen cotlagus.
for the rural council :

—
Campbell, .1.. Cornmore, Belleek iaccepte3). at

i'138 per cottage.

Brixwoiith.—For paintiny the interior of the
workhouse ;

—

Buswell.R jeso 1-2 H
Crane. K. W 59
Letherland (accepted) 17 18

Chiswick, W.—For tlie erection of a new secondary
school in Burlington-lane, Chisuick. tor the educa-
tion committee of the County Council of Middlesex.
Mr. H. G. Crothall. F.R.I.B.A . architect:—

Neal. G.
Brand, Pettit and Co.
Fairhead, A., and Son
Monk, A,
Knjghl, H., and Son
Loeder, L. L., and Co.
Lawrence, W., and Son
Fafsnidge and Son ...

Gibson, W.. and Co.
Mattock Bros.
Hanson. A. and B. ..i

Dickens. W. J. . .

Lacey, W.. Hounslow*

.£i3:.m
13,967
13.780
13.739 U
13,656 U
13.620
13..582

13.500 n
13.370

13,294

13.214 1 9
13,191

12.971

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

* Recommended for acceptance.

CLAi'HAM.S.W.-For the incorporation of additional
land at the Sleaford-strect school. Clapham. for tlic

London County Council :
—

Hooper, T.. and Son, Lambeth ... .1'575

Lole and Co.. Chelsea 193

Polden. .\. and F.. Shepherds
Bush 110

Bowycr. .7. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 389 n u

Fletcher, F. W.. Tooting :m n
Trigge and Co., Clapham 368
Garrett. J.. A- Son, Balbam Hiir 311 ()

Architect's estimate. ,t'180.

* Recommended for acceptance.

Coxnob, CO. Durham.—For the erection of conceit
hall (contract No. 1). for Literary Institute Com-
mittee. Mr. \V. A. Kellct, 2, South-road. Bishop
Auckland, architect ;—

Bell and Howe, Coxboe (accepted! 11.107 16 5

DoNCASTKR.—For the erection of Alorlcy l.-M.
church and schools. Messrs. G. Baines and Son,
5, Clements-inn, Strand, W.C.. architects :

—

Dorcy. J..aDd Co .f5.866

Longden and Son 5.730
Sheldon, D 5.710
Kshelby and Son .5.660

Kidlcr, J.. Ltd 5.636
Arnold and Son 5,386
Bcedon.W. M 5,193 1V 9
Rhodes, r i.979

Sprakes and Son 1,962 o
Gill and Son 1,957

Perks and Son 1.802 2
I'attinson, \V.. and Son* 1.767

" Accepted with modifications.
Contract. i;4,526 16s. 6d.

Dublin.—For the extension of the Dental Hos-
pital, Lincoln-place. Mestrs. Orpen and Dickinson,
architects, and Messrs. Beckett and McdeaU.iiuantity
surveyors :

—

Thompson, .1. and H.
Mellon. R. E., and Son
Beckett, W.. and Son
Crampton, G. and T.
Fra/er. A . atd Co
Collen Bros
(rood; J. and P
Bolton. S. H., and Sons ...

Pemhcrton. J., and Son ...

Martin. H. and J. laccepted*

FiN8iJUiiY.^For the erection of temporarj offices

at the New River Head, Roseber>'-avenue, for the
Metropolitan Water Board :~

Wall. C, Ltd .Chelsea
Cearns. W. J. (late F. Smith,
and Co.i, Stratford

McManus, J,. Hammersmith ...

HeasOD, W.. Rosebery- avenue ...

llarbrow, W,. South Bermondsey
Humphreys, Ltd.. KnightsbritUe
King. W.. and Sons, \au.\hall
Bridge-road

W>lic and Lockhead, Ltd..
Bloomsbury

Humphreys, Ltd.. Knightsbridge
PattinsoD. W., and Sons. Ltd..
Westminster

Harrison, J. and Co.. Camber-
well lacceptedi

Glasgow.—For constructing approach to Kelvin
Art Galleries, excavation woi'k, &c., for the corpora-
tion. Mr. J. Lindsay, town clerk. City Chambers,
(-llasgow. architect :—

Wilson. AV.. 34, West George-st.,
Glasgow (accepted) il.825 8 4

.i'3.510

3.2a>
3.147
3.140
3.096
3.090
3.080
2.999

2.880 10
2.787

i"l,650

1.166
1.367

1,349
1,34!'

1,320

1,300 U

1,300 (I

1.264

1.150 U

l.ia)
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ADVERTISERS
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A.MERIG.-VN

AMERICAN
tJTRUCTION.

The immense area over which specialised
building appliances are distributed, by ad-
vertisement, throughout a great continent
like America affords, of course, direct
facilities, which, it is true, are obtained
indirectly over even a much greater area by
nur own colonies and our protectorates, but
which the British advertiser does not avail
himself of to anything like the extent of
his American compeer's enterprise. The
sun never sets on the well-placed advertise-
ment in the Buildi.vg News, for instance,
and its matter pages and illustrations bear
almost weekly witness that it is as well
known m Australia, Canada, and India, as
in London. The harvest is there ; but if the
home manufacturer does not make his
e.xistence known, he may just as well shut
himself up in his own street at home. The
American knows that, and is always a bold
advertiser. He does not limit himself to
paragraphs, or even columns, in his
favourite media; he revels in whole pages,
and he has his reward. American advertise-
ments, again, are never commonplace.
They always command attention. One firm
informs us that "Our heads of departments
are e.xperienced men who gained experience
in doing fine work: our men are the boys
that came into this plant and learned then-
trade right here." Another savs : "We
understand handling glue." Little glue, we
guess, sticks long tooths ftngers that penned
that slightly ambiguous but terse mani-
festo. The American advertiser is always
alive : handling, holding, or carrying som'e-
thmg which he is anxious to turn over to
someone else for a consideration. Our ad-
vertisers liere at home are beginning to
handle and hold things, too, and need
infringe no Yankee patent expressions. We
do not by any means recommend the use of
such assurances as :

" Every piece of wood
we send out has been subjected to our own
scrutiny and superintendence "

;
" We are

not the cheapest people on the market and
do not seek tliat trade "

; "We manufacture
from the stumri to th.- finislied piodiict
and know liow lu do if: 'Indiana oak is
the standard b\- which all oak is judged.
In Indiana wo have our own forests. " No
one will bo surprised to hear that this
enterjn-ising firm does not use ordinarv
kilns for drying wood ; thev have "retorts."
After fhat one is rather disappointed that
there IS no mention of a volcano nr two in
Indiana, where they drv their marvellous
lumber; but anyhow, from that stock they
can carry out, in natural woods, any
scheme of decoration except light blue. In
these advtrliseniciils (here is much space

occupied, and it is costlv ; but attention is
arrested, every word tells, and there is not
the slightest chance of the reader falling
asleep over them. It is doubtless true, as
we were all taught in our youth, that truth
is stranger than fiction, yet in advertising
it is well to remember that truth may
reasonably claim such moderate exercise
as not to exceed what may be poetic
license, and that fancy may play
attractively even round an advertise-
ment of such prosaic stuff as building
material. One blunder the American ad-
vertiser never makes. You cannot persuade
him that an advertisement once a year is
quite as good and much cheaper than one
once a week

; or that, in dull times, or in
the days of distraction or disturbance, tlie
first thing to do is to stop advertising. He
knows better than to risk such an inquiry
as at this moment we stopped writing to
reply to on the phone—whether an ad-
vertiser whose usual list an architect had
looked for in vain "had gone out of trade."

Among the most resourceful American
advertisers are the reinforced concrete men.
They quarry oolitic limestone, and can
crush 2,000 yards daily; their quarries

nd

Accur

yield dimension stone of the very best kir
in the United States

; it is sawn to sizes
for building and cemetery use. The rock
formation is described as being massive,
with very few seams, and of great thickness
and extent. It is quarried by the use of
steam-channelling machinery' and drills,
and blocks up to 2.5 tons are easily obtained.
This firm announce that they will not
undertake cut-stone work; they

,
furnish

rough and sawn dimension blocks only. A
tireiJioof building company are modesflv
contented to announce tliat they have done
300,000,000 dollars' worth of such work, and
they give illustrations of buildings in sucli
number, so many stories high, and covering
so much ground on plan, that one wonders,
like JIartin Chuzzlewit, junior, whether
there is anything else left to build. A con-
structive company "handles" most
efficiently tlie many problems in connection
with building construction, and builds
everywJicrc—in the States, Mexico, and
Canada. A contractor for unliuriialile con-
struction announces that distant wm-k is

one ttf his easiest problems, and he com-
bines line and exact work with very un-
usual speed. A general contractor
"handles '' contracts of any size, and draws
special attention to the "number of times
he has received a second contract from the
same owner or architect." The Unit Con-
struction Company adopts ;i "moulded in
advance " method of concrete building, and
claim that it affords the greatest oppor-
tunity for inspection during construction,
and of testing uf concrete units beforo

racy and maximum strength
are assured, all joints being determined bv
designing engineers. As all forms are ..ii
tlie ground, tiie concrete may be given aM\hmsh desired. A building can be put up
rapidly in this way by employing several
torms, ' and as soon as one story is erected

It can be used, as there is no waiting for the
removal of centering. All their work is
done with their own " forces," as they do not
license others to use their patented
methods. A building company advertise
the various kinds of buildings they put up
Here they are

: Office buildings, factories,
schools, church ss, residences, power-houses,
country houses. monumental work'
armouries, bank buildings, reinforced con-
crete "from our own design," engineering
construction of all kinds: and landscape
work. They boast that their knowledge of
costs, gained from long experience,
enafiles them to advance "accurate pre-
liminary information to architects upon
request. They also build "everywhere" in
the United States or abroad, their con-
struction being always characterised by the
same successful and rapid results. One of
the firms which build factory chimneys
uses hollow- radial bricks, which it manu-
factures itself. These are bonded in a
peculiar way, owing to the use of bricks
varying in length from 4in. to lOin. These
bncks are made to the curve of the
chimney, so that they maintain correct
circular and radial lines. The bricks are
perforated, and the mortar in these perfora-
tions forms continuous bolts running
through the shell of (he stack. This they
call a vertical anchorage. Steel bands are
inserted in the brickwork to take the stress
due to expansion caused by heat. Their
chimneys are built from tlie inside, thus
doing away with expensive and dangerous
outside scaffolding. This firm claims that
it has erected the most slender building
in the world

; it has a diameter of only Sft.
at the top, and it is 460ft. high. As it may
be of interest to some of our readers, we
give this firm's specification for a chimney :

"The foundation is built octagonal, df
PMrlhuid cement concrete 1:3:5, properly
rammed. Where there is an underground
flue, ample protection is given (he concrete
against direct contaci with the gases. The
base is built octagonal or square, generally
about one-fifth of the lioightof thechin-uiey
if an overliead flue is required. Base, as 3,

rule, built in hard common bricks laid in
cement-lime mortar in a full mortar-bed,
joints about three-eighths of an inch thick,
every fourth course to be a header course,
and the wiiole exterior properly pointed. A
cast-iron clean-out door and frame, 24in.

by 3Cin., will be furnished and built in at

the base. The round sliaft is built uf hard-
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burned weather and acid-proof Perforated
Radial Briclcs, laid in ceraent-lime mortar,

in the 'Henicke bond,' and with full

mortar bed joints about iin., and properlj'

pointed. Shaft provided with an orna-

mental head and with concealed reinforced

bands, and having inside step-irons (Jin.)

16in. apart, forming a ladder the entire

height of the chimney. The lining of

Radial Fire Bricks extends at least to the

top of the base. The lightning-rod consists

of a securely-mounted lightning arrester,

with one point to each foot of clear

diameter at top, and a iin. cable conductor
with fastenings, together with suitable

earth conections." Another firm say that

they are designers and builders of masonry
chimneys built of corrugated perforated

radial brick, reinforced concrete, and
common brick. The i-adial bricks of this

firm are corrugated at the ends : this gives a

mortar adhesion 62^ per cent, greater than
between ordinary flat-sided bricks. In these

radial bricks horizontal bond is obtained in

width as well as in length, for, unlike our
bricks, which are always 45in. wide, they

are of various widths from Sin. up to 12in.,

vertical bond being obtained by a number
of twdsted high-carbon steel bars built into

the concrete chimney. Triangular wire
mesh is used for horizontal or circum-
ferential reinforcement. The following is a

list of some of the chimneys built with
radial brick, 300ft. by 22ft., 250ft. by 12ft.,

and 225 by lift. 6in. In concrete, 250ft. by
13ft., 225ft. bv lift., 200ft. by 12ft., 175ft.

by 10ft., 15dft. by 5ft., and 125ft. by
4ft. 6in. With reference to building with
radial bricks, there is this difficulty. As
the chimneys are never cylindrical, but
always taper, the bricks that will fit one
ring accurately will not fit the next, so that
to build with mathematical accuracy each
course should have a specially made series of

bricks. Neither of the radial-brick builders
alludes to this difficulty.

An advertisement, with a good illustra-

tion of thirteenth-century groining cover-

ing a fifteenth-century nave, introduces the
architect to what the inventor calls

"timbrel vault construction." This com-
pany makes a speciality of dome construc-
tion—that of the cathedral of St. John the
Divine, New York, being the largest dome
they have built. It spans 135ft. at the base.

The domes and vaults are built with
'timbrel tiles," which are made in a
factory owned and operated by the com-
pany. Vaulted ceilings, roofs, and floor-

construction form a large portion of the
business of this firm, and they claim that
the class of work it is particularly adapted
for are buildings of the monumental type,

such as state-houses, court-houses, libraries,

churches, etc., in which a vaulted ceiling is

notably acceptable when finished in tiles,

glazed or unglazed. To take tension
stresses, a small amount of steel is em-
bedded in the masonry. Here we may note
in passing that brickwork, or baked clay in
any shape, built into the work is referred
to as "masonry." Next we have a house-
rai.sing, moving, and shoring company,
which is content with a wealth of illustra-

tion, and shows a building 110ft. long and
6oft. wide, weighing about 2,500 tons,
which was moved a distance of 500ft. and
half-turned. A firm bearing the novel
name of "The Foundation Company " make
a speciality of foundations of great depth,
in treacherous ground, and to carry heavy
weights. They claim to be specialists in
this work, and they suggest or advise the
foundation construction best adapted to the
conditions presented. Pneumatic caissons,
open caissons, sheet piling (wood (jr steel),

concrete piles, hollow steel pipe filled with
concrete, and wooden piles are appliances
all coming within range of their work. An
exhaustive list of their works is given, and
no expense is spared in advertising every
advantage they are possessed of. .\nother

foundation firm is " The Raymond Concrete
Pile Company," which has driven over four

million feet of Raymond concrete piles.

The Raymond piles are made by driving a
tapering .sheet-steel shell " to refusal " by
means of a collapsible steel mandrel, with-

drawing the mandrel, and then filling the
shell with concrete. The shell remains in

the ground. It is usually of plain sheet
steel; but where back pressure is unusually
severe, specially reinforced shells are used.

In all other concrete piles the shell is with-
drawn—that is, of course, when the con-
crete is made-in-place. The essential
features of these piles are (1) Driving the
mandrel to a resistance sufficient to carry
the desired load

; (2) The maintenance of

the hole, and the sustaining of the initial

pressure between the pile and the sur-
rounding soil by the shell that remains in

the front
; (3) The protection of the pile

during the time that the conci-ete is setting
from distortion due to the driving of the
adjacent pile, and from the admixture of

water, silt, quicksand, or other soil, by
means of a shell that remains in the ground.
Perhaps, after all, the advertiser likely to

attract all trouble-savers is one who
"recognises the fact that every situation
requires individual study in order to deter-
mine first what is best suited to meet the
local conditions. We give each job special
consideration, and then design and build
whatever l)est meets the need."

BUILDING REGULATIONS FOR
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Following closely upon the heels of the
revised regulations relating to the planning
and fitting up of elementary schools, issued
three weeks ago by the Board of Education,
and reviewed by us in our issue of the 24tli

ult., p. 103, a second White Paper is now
published, price 2^d., dealing in like manner
with the building regulations for secondary
schools. In a prefatory note Sir L. A. Selby-
Bigge, the Permanent Secretary to the
Board of Education, remarks that the com-
bination of efficiency and economy is the
perpetual problem of the school architect.

The regulations, replacing those published
in 1907, are the outcome of discussions
which have taken place during the last six

years in numerous particular cases between
the Board's officers and the officers and
architects of local education authorities and
governing bodies ; they have also been sub-
mitted in draft to certain bodies and in-

dividuals whose experience specially quali-

fied them to advise the Board in the matter.
While the Board take entire responsibility

for the present form of tlie regulations, they
hope tliat they represent a very general con-

sensus of opinion both of professional archi-

tects and of other persons engaged in edu-
cational administration. The principal
modifieations in the present issue relate to

the position of the assembly-hall in relation

to the classrooms, the need of making pro-
vision for physical training in every new
school, the arrangement of cloakrooms, and
certain details in connection with art and
science rooms, housecraft rooms, and stair-

cases.

In this new edition the arrangement of tlie

Regulations has been revised. The division

into two parts, one dealing with principles

and one with hygienic and sanitary require-

ments, has proved to be inconvenient. All

the regulations that refer to one subject are
now grouped under the same heading. In

the order adopted sites and general con-

siderations are first dealt with ; next, a list

is given of all the roonis which may be found
in a secondary school ; then detailed pro-

visions are set out with regard to each of

these rooms. The following chapters deal
with the boarding-houses, ventilation and
heating, construction and materials, and
water-supply. At the end the procedure for

obtaining approval of plans is set out. A
note on the requirements of the Local
Government Board relating to loans in

respect of schools other than public ele-

meutnry schools is printed as nn -nppendix.

The Board ofler to place their experience
at the disposal of the promoters of a new-

school, or to discuss a building scheme either

before the preparation of plans, or while

the drawings are in a preliminary stage.

They will be ready to give careful and, so

far "as possible, favourable, consideration to

individual designs or experimental modes of

treatment which promoters of schools and
their architects may propose to adopt to

meet the special exigencies of particular

cases.

The following are some of the principal

regulations :

—

SITES, PLAYGROUNDS, AND PLAYING-FIELDS.

The site for a new school should, if

possible, not be exposed to noise or dust

from roads, streets, tramlines, railways, or

works. It should be such that the building

can either be set well back or have its class-

rooms on a side away from the street or

road. There should be convenient access to

the site. The site should be open to the

sun. both for the sake of the general health

of the pupils and staff, and because the ven-

tilation of the building is then easier. The
site should secure the best aspect possible

for the classrooms, which is south-east. In

the warmer parts of England, east may be

a better aspect than south. Windows which
look to quarters other than these should, so

far as possible, be those of corridors, stair-

cases, cloakrooms, assembly-halls, cookery
rooms, art rooms, and the like. The most
should be made of any natural advantages

which the site may possess. Pleasant views

should be left open instead of being shut off

by high boundary walls. Dull walls may be
covered with creepers and bordered with

flower-beds. If it is consistent with the

proper lighting of the school, trees should

be preserved or planted, to give shade in

summer to open-air classes. When the

extent of the site is being considered, the

provision of suitable plots for botany, garden-

ing, and other natural-history work, should

be borne in mind. In every school there

must be a playground suitable to the size

of the school, which should provide a clear

space of 50 square feet per head ; but in no
ease must the playground contain less than

750 square yards. Special consideration

will be given to the case of schools in large

towns. There should be separate play-

grounds for the two sexes, (a) The play-

ground should be given a warm, sunny aspect

and provided with seats, (b) The buildings

should be so planned that the effective play-

ground space will not be unduly diminished

by projecting wings or buttresses. Bicycle

sheds should be provided. Playing-fields

must in all cases be provided. Wherever
possible the playing-field should be adjacent

to the school, "and every effort should be

made to secure a site which will admit of

this arrangement. The minimum effective

area for a playing-field may be taken as two

acres. This will usually suffice for a school

of 100 pupils, but the area will require to

be increased in proportion to the number of

pupils and the provision of games. Boys, as

a rule, require more playing space than girls.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE BUILDING.

Before any instructions are given to aa
]

architect to prepare plans for a new build-
.'

ing, consideration should be given to the.,

proposed organisation of the school, the,:

number of masters or mistresses to be em-'

ployed, the probable size of the classes in

the different part.s of the school, the relative

importance of the teaching of scieuc?", art,

and manual work ; the convenient grouping

of the rooms, and the possible use of the

buildings, or any part of them, for evening

classes or for day instruction in technical

or domestic subjects, so that the plan of the

building may be fully adapted to the work
to be done '

in the school. A margin o{ i

accommodation should be provided, sufficient I

to secure the necessary elasticity of organisa-

tion. The provision of some small class-

j

rooms is desirable. The general arrange-

j

ment of the building should be governed by
J

the endeavour to secure a suitable aspect,)

effective ventilation for the classrooms, con-

xenience of organisation, and economy inl

niaintrnance. The older ty-pe of building,!
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compactly planned with several stories, with
a central hall off which the classrooms open
directly, is giving place to single-storied

groups of rooms, arranged to let the sun and
air into every corner. Windows of the
ordinary type on one side of the room only,

with some form of extract in the chimney
or ceiling, and inlet-tubes in the walls, can
no longer be considered as providing the
best form of ventilation for a classroom.
Far more satisfactory results can be
obtained by placing windows on opposite
sides of the rooms, and so insuring a fresh
current of air. The heating surface will

have to be increased above that required in

the older type of rooms. Tho general plan
of the building will be largely determined by
the position of the assembly-hall and its

relation to the classrooms; this, therefore,
should be carefully considered. A combined
room to serve as a gymnasium and assembly-
hall is not a satisfactory arrangement. In
the style and general treatment of the
building every care should be taken to secure
economy. The possibility that the school
may require enlargement in the future should
be borne in mind, and where an early ex-
tension is likely to be required the future
additions should form part of the original
scheme and be included in the plans sub-
mitted to the Board.

ACCOMMODATION.
The accommodation of the school is

reckoned upon the number of places pro-
vided in the classrooms. A lecture-room
may be reckoned in assessing the number
for which the school will be recognised. The
number for which any room w-ill be counted
depends not merely upon the area, but also
on the lighting, the position of the doors
and windows, and the general shape of the
room. The details of the accommodation
ordinarily required in a secondary school are
comprised under the following twenty
headings: (i.) Entrances, (ii.) staircases, (iii.)

corridors, (iv.) assembly-halls, (v.) class-

rooms, (vi.) science , rooms, (vii.) lecture
rooms, (vii.) art rooms, (ix.) housecraft
rooms, (x.) handicraft rooms, (xi.) prepara-
tory classes and departments, (xii.) staff

rooms, (xiii.) storerooms, (xiv.) dining halls,
(xv.) library, (xvi.) music rooms, (xvii.) gym-
nasium, (xviii.) cloakrooms, (xix.) lavatories,
and (xx.) closets.

DETAILS OP ACCOMMODATION.
(i.) Entrances.—Entrances must not lead

directly from the outside into an assembly-
hall or other room, and must not be used as
cloakrooms. An external door, having out-
side steps, requires a landing between the
door and the top step. Entrance doors
should open outwards. In schools of more
than 150 scholars there should be more than
one exit. In schools for both boys and girls
there must be a separate entrance for each
sex.

(ii.) Staircases.—In schools with more than
150 pupils, if the buildings are on more than
one floor, at least two staircases must be
provided. Separate staircases must be pro-
vided for boys and girls. Every staircase
must have at least one external wall, must
be of fire-resisting materials, and must be
well lighted in every part. Staircases must
be not less than i!t. wide, and must not have
more than fourteen steps to a flight. The
landings must be unbroken by steps. Treads
must be from llin. to 13in. wide, and risers
not more than 5^in. to 6in. high. Winders
must not be used. In settling the position
of the staircase the need for easy access
from the hall to the classrooms should be
borne in mind. Staircases should be so
planned that an easy view can be obtained
right up or down.

(iii.) Corridors.—Corridors, which should
be for access only, should be from 6ft. to 8ft.

wide, according to the size of the school, and
well lighted.

(iv.) Assembly-Halls.—The assembly-hall
should have a floor-space of at least 6 square
feet for each pupil for whom the school is

to provide accommodation, and it is prefer-
able that, if the school be for less than 150,
a floor-space of 8 square feet per pupil
should be provided. It is desirable to place
the hall so that noise in it will not disturb

the work in the classrooms. For this reason,

as well as for ventilation and freedom from
dust, the classrooms should not open directly

from it. The hall may, therefore, be alto-

gether or partly detaclied from the main
building. It must be fully lighted, warmed,
and ventilated. If it is not possible to

provide a room for specific use as a gym-
nasium, the hall must be made suitable for

the purpose ot physical training. In this

case it should be completely separated from
the classrooms, and be so placed tliat it does
not serve as a passage-way from one part of

the building to another. It no hall is pro-
vided, in addition to a gymnasium, it is

desirable to arrange two or three adjacent
classrooms with movable partitions, so that
they can be thrown into one for purposes of

assembly.

(v.) Classrooms. — Classrooms should be
provided at the rate of at least four for every
100 pupils. They should not be designed for
more than thirty, or less tlian fifteen, pupils.
It is desirable to have one or more division
rooms in addition to the regular classrooms,
to taken from 10 to 15 pupils each. A lecture-
room, it suitably arranged, may be counted
as the equivalent ot one classroom. The
classrooms must not be passage-rooms from
one room or part of the building to another,
or from the playground or yard to any room
used for teaching or to the hall. The" rooms
and passages should be so arranged that
every room can be cleared easily, and with-
out disturbing any other room. The class-

rooms should be designed to take single
desks, and should have a gangway of not less

than 18in. between the rows and between
the desks and the wall on each side ; a space
of 1ft. between the last row of desks and
the hack wall, and a clear space for the
teacher extending the full width of the room
of not less than 7ft. 6in. between the front
row- of desks and the wall. (Each desk may
be reckoned as occupying a space ot about
•3ft. by 2ft.) These dimensions provide a
floor area of 16 to 18 square feet per head,
according to the size of the class, but in no
case must the floor area be less than 16
square feet per head. The proportions of
classrooms should be such as to allow a good
arrangement of the seats. Long, narrow
rooms are to be avoided. If there is a fire-

place, it should be placed at the teacher's
end of the room in the corner away from
the door. The height of classrooms should
not be less than 12ft., if it has a flat ceiling.

If it is ceiled at the collar-beam the height
should be 10ft. to the wall-plate and 1.3ft.

to the ceiling. The ceiling should extend
over at least half the area of the room. In
no case may a classroom be left open to the
ridge. In classrooms arranged with corre-
sponding windows on opposite sides these
heights may be diminished by 1ft., where
the cross ventilation is adequate. The area
of window-glass of classrooms should be
approximately one-fifth ot the floor space.
The windows should be so distributed as to

light every table or desk and the whole of the
room evenly and sufficiently. The last

vertical glass line of the window furthest
from the teacher should be on a level with
the back of the last row of desks. Where
windows are provided in one wall only, this

must be the wall on the left of the pupils
as seated. Any additional windows should
be placed in the right-hand wall, but not so

as to throw a stronger light from the right of

the pupils than from the left. Windows
facing either the pupils or the teacher are
to be avoided. Skylights cannot be approved,
except in special circumstances, in class-

rooms. Unless the top of the window be
more than 12ft. above the floor, no desk
should be more than 20ft. from a window.
(a) The lower glass line of the main lighting

windows should not be more than 3ft. Bin.

above the floor, (b) The tops of the windows
should, as a rule, reach nearly to the
ceiling. French casements may be approved
for some rooms. Windows should never be

provided for the sake merely of external
effect. Clear glass should be used in the
windows, and all kinds of glazing which
diminish the light and are troublesome to

keep clean and in repair must be avoided.
The colouring of the walls and ceilings and

of all fittings in the rooms should bo care-
fully considered as affecting the light. It is

advisable to keep the classroom floor level
throughout. If a platform is provided for
the teacher it should be about 6in. high.
Ample blackboard space should be provided,
also space for maps and diagrams. In
schools where there are a considerable
number of older pupils, one classroom at
least should be treated as a sixth-form
room. Such a room may be furnished with
tables suited to the work of the pupils,
instead of desks, and may also be used as a
library.

(vi.) Science Rooms.—The provision of
rooms for science teaching should be care-
fully considered in relation to the work of
the school and the number of pupils.

Laboratories. — A school of 150 pupils
over twelve years of age will require at least

one laboratory ; but in a school of this size

for boys and girls two laboratories will, as
a rule, be necessary. A school of 200 pupils
or more over twelve years of age will require
two full-sized laboratories. In schools of 300
pupils or more three laboratories may be
necessary. Before the exact dimensions for a
laboratory are decided on the arrangement
of benches, fittings, drainage, and flues for
fume closets and combustion hoods should be
determined and should be shown on the
plans ; but in no case should there be less

than .30 square feet per pupil. It is desir-

able that the laboratory should bs large

enough to take a full class. The following
dimensions will serve as a guide in planning
a laboratory : Bench room.—Space for each
pupil not less than 3ft. 6in. by 2ft. 3in.

Where pupils work opposite each other the
double bench may be 4ft. wide. Gangways.
—For pupils working back to back, 4ft. ; for

pupils not working back to back, 3ft.

Benches should be clear of shelves. It is

very useful to have side bench accommodation
not normally used by pupils, but available

for special purposes. A demonstration table

should be provided. Gas and water should
be laid on for benches and demonstration
table. The pipes should be accessible. Sinks
should be provided.

Additional Rooms. — Where work of

an advanced character is done it will often

be necessary, and generally desirable, to

provide, in addition to the laboratories for

elementary work, one or more smaller ad-

ditional rooms, simply furnished, for

advanced work. All the science rooms
should, if possible, be close together and
conveniently accessible from one another. A
separate balance room for the balances
ordinarily in use is not necessary. When
such a room is provided there is usually a

good deal of overcrowding, and supervision

is rendered difiieult. In larger schools it is

generally found advantageous to have a pre-

paration room ; in all schools it is necessary
to have ample space for storage of apparatus
and materials both in the laboratories them-
selves and in an adjacent room or rooms. In
many schools it has been found easy to pro-

vide a separate dark-room. This room may
conveniently be fitted for photographic
purposes. Even where a dark-room exists

it will often be desirable that arrangements
should be made for partially darkening a
laboratory, when necessary, for practical

work in optics. A botanical laboratory need
not differ in size from an ordinary laboratory
for elementary chemical and physical work ;

but it should have an aspect that will secure
plenty of sunlight for growing plants. It

will be found useful to provide a narrow
bench under the windows, about 2ft. wide,

for physiological experiments and such other
work as requires a specially good light. The
benches may be plain tables, providing

3ft. 6in. by 2ft. or 2ft. 6in. for each w^orking

place, fitted with gas. Sinks should be pro-

vided. A demonstration table, fitted with

water and gas, should be provided. Wall
space should be utilised for reagents and
apparatus. It may be convenient to have one

bench 4ft. long, with reagent shelves above

it. Greenhouse accommodation is desirable,

and some arrangement for the germination

of seeds.

(vii.) Lecture Rooms.—In schools of 250

and over it is useful to provide one or more
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lecture rooms, or a classroom fitted with a
detnonstration table, so that it may be used
for- lecture purposes. In smaller schools
lecture rooms may be omitted. A lecture
room should ordinarily accommodate thirty
pupils, the last three or four rows of desks
being raised ; a large demonstration table
should be provided, and the room made
capable of being easily darkened for lantern-
work. In big schools a larger room may be
provided, constructed, if desired, on the
principle of a theatre, with rising seats.
There must be a floor-space of not less than
14 square feet per pupil for the first thirty
pupils, and 12 square feet for each pupil
above that number. Windows must not be
placed facing either tlie teacher or the
pupils.

(viii.) Art Rooms.—A room for teaching
drawing should provide not less than 30
square feet per pupil; a suitably shaped
room would be 25ft. by .30fl. In schools of
over 300 it is desirable to provide a supple-
mentary room for crafts and modelling, or
separate rooms for advanced and elementary
work. The room should be lighted by a large
window to the north, as far as possible in
one length, not broken up by wide piers ; the
top should be carried close up to the ceiling.
Any other windows should be fitted with
light-excluding blinds. The room should be
provided witli a sink and have water laid on.
In schools for 100 or less the hall, if suitably
lighted, may be used for drawing.

(ix.) Housecraft Rooms.—The room pro-
\ided for housewifery, laundry, and cookery
classes should allow 30 square feet of clear
Hoor space for each pupil under instruction
at any one time. In addition, space is
required for fixed apparatus, wliicli may be
roughly reckoned at about square feet per
head. A suitable number of pupils for a
housecraft class is 15 to 18; in no case should
more than twenty be taken together. A north
aspect is desirable ; special arrangements
should be made for ventilating, and where
necessary for warming the room. The room
should be so placed that smells from cookins
will not penetrate into other parts of tlie
school. A larder sliould be provided tlie
window of which should face north or 'east.
It is convenient to have two cooking ranges,
one open and the other closed, to one" of
which a back boiler should be attached.
Where gas is available, a gas-stove, provided
with a flue-pipe to carry off fumes from the
oven, should be fixed in a convenient position
accessible on at least three sides. Where a
gas hot-plate is provided, it may be separated
from the oven, and should be set at a heiTht
of about 2ft. Hin. from the ground. In cases
where electricity can be used with economy,
it may be desirable to introduce an electric
stove. At least one sink, not less than 3ft.
in length, with draining-boards and hot and
cold water laid on, should be placed in full
view of the teacher and pupils, also a slop
sink 12in. deep. Fixed furniture is undesir-
able; movable tables providing 2ft. per
pupil, with two additional tables, are needed.
A- convenient size for the tables is 6ft by
2ft. 6in wide by 2ft. 6in. high. In selecting
them regard should be paid to their con-
venience for needlework purposes. For
lanndry work a copper holding from 12 to
18 gallons is essential

; there should be a
supply-tap above the copper, and also a lap
for emptying it. Storage accommodation,
such as shelves, racks, and cupboards, is
required. Suitable seats should be pro-
vided.

(x.) Handicraft Rooms.— In every school
there should be, and in every boarding-
.-chool with more than twenly Ijoarders tliere
must be, a handicraft room, which should
provide for the instruction at one time of
not less than fifteen nor more than thirty
pupils. The latter number will require
about 000 sqnare feet of floor area. There
should be a space of at least 4ft. in width
between benches, and a clear space round
every bench for woodworking. A rack for
tools .should be provided for every beneli.
In its plan, arrangements, lighting, "and ven-
tilation a room for teaching handicraft
should be modelled on a workshop rather
than on a school. The roof may be either
of lean-to or other ordinary form", according

to circumstances. Its height at the windows
in front of the benches need not be more
than 9ft. A flat ceiling is not, as a rule,

necessary. The lighting and ventilation must
be ample. The room must be warmed, but
need not be so warm as an ordinary class-

room. The floor should be of wood-blocks or

some other material that will not damage
tools dropped upon it. Provision for black-
board teaching should be made.

(xi.) Preparatory Classes and Depart-
ments.—If a kindergarten or preparatory
class is attached to a school, it should be
taught in a liglit, airy room or rooms, facing
south or south-east, and so arranged as to

provide an easy way into the open air. The
room should have a fireplace. Wall black-
boards for the use of the children and ample
cupboard accommodation should be pro-
vided. The class should have its own lava-

tory, offices, and cloakroom accommodation.
Where the preparatory department is large
a separate block of buildings is often, and
in boys' schools a separate playground is

always, desirable.

(xii.) Staff Rooms.—The head master's or
head mistress's room should be placed con-
veniently near the entrance, and be provided
with a lavatory and closet. Some provision
for persons waiting for interviews is

desirable. In schools for both boys and girls,

under a head master, a separate room is

needed for the senior assistant mistress, as
well as separate common-rooms for the staff

of each sex. II is advisable to place these
rooms in a position facilitating supervision
over the playgrounds, access to lavatories,

etc. Adequate cloakrooms, lavatories, and
closets should be provided in connection with
these rooms, apart from those provided for
the pupils.

(xiii.) Store Rooms.—There should be
sufficient space for storage ; this can be most
economically provided by designing cup-
boards as part of the buildings.

(xiv.) Dining Halls.—In every school an
estimate should be made of the number of

day pupils who may be expected to dine at

the school or bring their own meals, and
dining accommodation should be provided
accordingly. Not less than 2ft. should be
allowed for every pupil at the table, and
not less than 10 square feet of floor area.

The kitchen and offices, which should in-

clude a larder and pantry, should be
adjacent to the dining hall, with separate
entrance, and so placed that the smell of

cooking will not be likely to enter the school.

(xv.) Library.—In every school it is

essential that there should be a room fur-

nished for use as a library, in which pupils

can have facilities for consulting and
working from books of reference. This room
may also be used as a sixth-form room.

(xvi.) Music Rooms.—In every school in

which instrumental music is taught it is

desirable to have a music classroom, nuless

there is a lecture or other room that can be

conveniently used. Practice-rooms should
be about 8ft. by 6ft. tiin., divided by sound-
proof partitions, and with soundproof doors.

Music- and practice-rooms, if provided,
should be as much isolated as is practicable.

(xvii.) Gymnasium.—A suitable size for a

gymnasium is 60ft. bv 30ft. ; in no case

should it be less than MU. by 25ft. It should
be constructed with a flat ceiling 16ft. from
the floor and lighted by a continuous range
of windows down each side;.these windows
should have the underside of the sills not

less than 9ft. from the floor, and be hung on
centres to swing open. At least one end wall

should be left blank. The entrance for the

ordinary use of pupils should be through a

lobby and changing room, so that outdoor
boots and shoes are not brought into the

g\mnasium. The floor should be resilient

and to a certain degree resonant; solid floors

ore therefore unsuitable. Narrow boards
running across the room lai^l on joists will

be found the most suitable. Some means of

wanning must he pr(^vided. It is often

feasible and desirable to erect a gymnasium
of light and cheap construction, separate

from, but in convenient connection with, the

main school building.

(xviii.) Cloakrooms.— In schools for boys I

and girls there must be separate cloakrooms '

for each sex. Cloakrooms should be placed
conveniently near the pupils' entrances, and '

it possible near the pupils' offices. They
should be entered from properly lighted and
ventilated lobbies, and not from any room
used for teaching. They must not be used
as passages. As cloakrooms are frequently
locked up, it is undesirable to place the
lavatory basins in them. They should be
heated, in order to dry damp cloaks, and well
ventilated, to insure that no smell is carried
into the school. Cloakrooms should he
amply lighted from the end. The floors

should be of asphalte or other impervious
material, and the walls of tile or other hard
material, or at least with a dado 5ft. high
of such materials. It is very desirable to
provide a small drying-room for wet cloaks.
In schools to be used also by evening classes
some part of the cloakroom accommodation
and offices should be effectively separated
from the rest for the use of the evening
pupils. Equipment should be provided on
the following scale : Boys.—Cloakroom pegs,
lOin. apart, in one horizontal row only.
Girls.—Cloakroom pegs, 15in. apart, in one
row only, with seats for changing boots and
wire boot-racks. For both boys and girls

a space of 5ft. is required between the
stands.

Changing Rooms.—In large schools it is

desirable to provide changing-rooms, which
should be fitted with fixed seats, pegs,
lockers, and boot-racks. Provision for foot
and spray baths may be made. In small day- •

schools accommodation for changing may be
provided in the cloakroom.

(xix.) Lavatories.—The lavatory may serso
as access to the closets. Lavatory basins
should be provided on the following scale:
Boys.—One for every 20 pupils up to lOO,

and one for each succeeding 25, 18in. being
allowed to a basin. Girls.—One for every
10 pupils up to 100, and one for each suc-

ceeding 20, ISin. being allowed to a basin.

A lock-up slop-sink, water-tap, and cupboard
for use by the caretaker are desirable.

(xx.) Closets.—The girls' offices shouUl
always be in the main building, but suitably
isolated; if this is not possible, they should
be connected by a covered corridor. Privacy
of access must always be secured. The boy;-'

offices should be completely disconnected
from the school. In schools for both boys
and girls tlie offices and approaches to them
must be wholly separate for the two sexes.

Every closet must be not less in the clear

than 2ft. 3iii. wide, nor more than 3ft. Each
must be fully lighted and ventilated, and
have a door. The door should be at least

3iu. short at the bottom, and at least Gin.

short at the top. The closets are best
divided by partitions carried up 6ft. only.

The walls should as far as possible be treated
With some smooth hard surface upon which
writing is impossible. Each closet must he

fitted with its own flushing apparatus. The
number of closets required is : Boys.—One
for every 25. Girls.—One for every 15 up
to 100, and one for each succeeding 20. In
urinals separate stalls are desirable. One
stall should be provided for every 15 boys
up to 100 and one for each succeeding 20.

The arrangement of drains should be in

accordance with approved modern practice.

T!().\RDING HOrSE.S.

It is necessary that a boarding school

should provide ample space for games and
recreation. Suitable and adequate accom-
modation should be provided for resident

members of the staff. The pupils may be

provided for either in dormitories or in

cubicles. Dormitories should contain not
less than three beds ; there should be a space

of at least 3ft. between beds. In girls'

schools, cubicles for all girls over twelve

years of anp must be curtained or partitioned.

A floor area of not less than 65 square feet

and a cubic space of 700 cubic feet must be

provided for each occupant. Ventilation

Miiist be adequate, and a thorough current of

air should be provided, by arranging thj

windows on opposite sides of the room.
Cubicles, if formed out of a dormitory by
partitions not carried up to the ceiling,

should provide the area required above ; each

cubicle must have its own window. If the

partitions are carried right up, not less than
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liMI si|iiare feet floor area will be required,
L'losct [iLeoniiiiodatiou for night use must be
provided within reasonable access of each
dorniitory. The rooms for matron and staff

should be so placed as to provide for ef.sy

supervision of the dormitories. An aspect
that allows the sun to enter the rooms freely
should be chosen—south or south-east being
preferable. All dormitories must have alter-

iiative means of escape for use in case of
fire. The provision of chemical fire-

extinguishers is not advisable. The washing
arrangements may consist of either ordinary
hand-basins in the dormitories, or, in the
ease of boys' schools, lavatories placed con-
veniently near; in the latter case each pupil
should be provided with a small rack and
towel-rail. Fixed lavatory basins should not
be fitted in sleeping rooms. There should be
baths at the rate of two for every twenty
boarders, with separate bathroom provision
for the staff. A good plan for daily use is

to have a room with a floor of asphalte, lead,
or other impervious material, with taps and
movable baths, or shower - baths. Two
shower-baths divided by waterproof curtains
or partitions will occupy the space ot one
slipper-bath, aud can also be used more ex-

peditiously. A downstair changing-room and
a separate lavatory for day use. in connectio.i
with it, should be provided. The number of
closets required for day use is one for every
seven boarders. Every boarding school or
house must have adequate day-room accom-
modation ; these rooms should provide not
less than 20 square feet for each boarder.
There should be a separate sitting-room,
or bedroom furnished as a sitting-room, for
each member of the resident staff, also a
matron's sitting-room and linen-room. In
every boarding school there must be a sick-
room, properly isolated. In a sickroom the
beds must be free of the walls. There should
be a space of not less than 6ft. between beds,
and, if possible, a window between every
two beds, the windows being opposite to each
other. All internal angles of walls, floors,

and ceilings should be rounded. There mus*.
be in a sickroom 1,000 cubic feet for each
bed. Water-closets and bathroom, with
hospital bath, should be provided, with
aerial disconnection from the sickroom. In
boarding schools of more than 50 boarders
provision for infectious cases should be made
in a separate building, as far from the main
building as can conveniently be arranged.
A room for the nurse should be provided,
adjoining the sickroom. The head master's
house, if any, should be planned as a private
residence, with accommodation for a family.
It should be entirely separate from the
accommodation for boarders. For the head
mistress in a girls' school proper and self-

contained apartments, with reception-rooms,
should be provided.

VENTILATION .4ND HE.\TING.

Adequate means for ventilating all rooms
used for teaching must be provided, not only
for admitting fresh air during use, but for
flushing the rooms effectually during the
intervals. The inlets tor fresh air should
be large and well distributed, and be pro-
vided with some arrangement to divert the
incoming air from striking directly on to the
pupils and teachers. In order to insure a
sufficient movement of the air. there should
be openings on opposite sides of the room,
and these should be into the outside air.
Where the rooms are properly cross-ven-
tilated, ceiling extracts will not be required
One of various economical and effective
plans is to have the lower panes of the
windows

^
arranged to open inwards, as

''hopper" inlets with side pieces, the upper
parts of the windows being hung on centres
to swing, in order to give as large an opening
as possible. The window^s should be arranged
so that at least half their area can be open
at once. They may be arranged so that the
whole space can be open. Openings behind
hot-water radiators and ventilating grates
are useful adjuncts in cold weather, but do
not obviate the need for an ample supply of
properly constructed opening windows.
Combined systems of heating and ventilation
in which air raised to a sufficient degree
to warm the rooms is used for ventilation are
not generally desirable in a school. The

stimulating and invigorating effects of fresh,
cool air are lost, and the pupils become
accustomed to sit with closed windows. In
buildings of more than one story the ventila-
tion requires particular attention. As far
as possible, long trunks and flues for the
admission of air, which are difficult to keep
clean, should be avoided. Outlets opening
into chimney-flues or ceiling ventilators do
not work well without some mechanical aid.

Generally, the best results will be obtained
by providing ample heating power, and
making full use ot w'ell-arranged windows to

secure cross-ventilation. The heat supplied
to the school should be moderate and evenly
distributed, so as to maintain a temperature
of from oGdeg. to 60deg. in the rooms.
Where windows are provided on two sides
of a room, 25 to 30 square feet of heating
surface per 1,000 cubic feet should be
secured. In a large room heated by an open
fire the heating should be supplemented by
hot-water pipes on the side furthest from the
fire. When the heating is by means of hot
water it should be at medium or low
pressure ; high-pressure water and steam
heating cannot be approved. Slow-com-
bustion stoves with long flue-pipes cannot be
approved. Gas radiators or stoves are not
approved for warming rooms used for

teaching unless they are provided with flues.

Windows which face the sun should have
blinds.

CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS.
(i.) Permanent Buildings. — The whole

space within the area of the building should
be covered by a layer ot concrete not less

than 6in. thick, and if solid floors are not
used, air bricks should be inserted in

opposite walls. Except where hard rock,
gravel, or chalk bottom is found, concrete
foundations must be provided under all new
walls. If the external walls of a school are
of brick, they should be at least one brick
and a half thick; if of stone, they should be
20in. thick. Where hollow walls are pro-

posed, one wall should be at least 9in. thick,

with a 2in. cavity between it and the other
wall. All walls, not excepting fence-walls,

should have a dampproof course just above
the ground line. For single-storied buildings
the Board will be prepared to consider pro-
posals for walls of less thickness, as, for

nistance, a 'Jin. solid brick wall or an Ilin.

hollow brick wall, strengthened where neces-

sary with piers. Such walls should be
treated with roughcast or cement, or, in the
case of hollow walls, a second damp-course
should be placed in the inner wall one course
of bricks above that through the whole wall.

Great care should be taken to render the roofs

impervious to cold and heat. Roofs open to

the apex are not approved. All classrooms
must be ceiled either at the wall-plate or

not less than half-way up the roof. In a

school of more than one story, special care

must be taken to render the floors as far as

possible soundproof and fireproof. Solid

floors should be used on the ground floor.

(ii.) Temporary Buildings. — In special

circumstances the Board are prepared to

sanction the erection of schools of a lighter

and less permanent construction. When such

buildings are propo.sed for recognition for a

considerable period, they must be placed

upon properly constructed brick foundations,

with concrete under the floors, and conform
generally to the requirements of an ordinary

school building. When a wooden building is

proposed the wood should be chemically

treated under pressure. In iron buildings

careful precautions are required to guard

against extremes of temperature, and unless

the building is purely temporary it is well to

root it with some form of thin ^non-

conducting tiles. In any case a ceiling sliould

be provided with an air space between it and

the roof. The walls should be lined with felt

or some other material capable of absorbing

heat and of giving protection against cold.

W-WEE SUPPLY.

In all schools adequate and wholesome
drinking water must be readily accessible by
the pupils. There should be no direct com-

munioation between any pipe or cistern from

which water is drawn for domestic purposes

and any water-closet or urinal. Any cistern

to be used for the storage of water should be
watertight and be properly covered and ven-
tilated, and should be placed in such a
position that the interior may be readily in-
spected and cleansed. Where waterpipes arc
used they should be so laid or fixed as to be
properly protected from frost. Provision
should also be made for completely emptying
any exposed pipes and cisterns. All water-
closets and urinals should be provided with
proper service cisterns, which, together with
the outlets from them, are capable of pro-
viding a sufficient flush.

PLANS AND PROCEDURE.
The Board may refuse to recognise a school

if in their opinion the principles set out in

the above regulations have been departed
from unnecessarily. Before they recognise
enlargements or alterations of premises
which have been already recognised, the
Board must be satisfied, by the submission
of properly drawn plans and estimates, that
the proposals are satisfactory. In cases
where the immediate erection of the whole
building is not proposed, the portions not to

be carried out at once should be clearly in-

dicated. Duplicate copies of the block plan
and of the plan of each floor must be sent
for retention by the Board. The Board
expect that in respect of sanitary matters the
plans will come up to the standard set by
the Local Government Board's model by-

laws, or that departures from that standard
will be specially indicated and justified.

Requirements as to Plans.—The plans and
other information to be furnished in support
of proposals for new buildings or for im-

provements of existing buildings include a

block plan of the site, drawn in ink to a

scale of 20ft. to an inch ; a plan of each floor

of all the buildings drawn in ink to a scale of

8ft. to an inch ; sections and at least four

elevations, also drawn in ink to a scale of

8ft. to an inch. There must also be furnished
a concise description of the buildings, and of

the various rooms, with their dimensions and
uses ; a specification ; and an estimate ot the

total expenditure proposed.

THE COST PER HEAD OF SANATORIA.
At their last meeting the Kent County

Council received a committee's report stating

that twenty-two tenders had been received

for the erection of the Lenhani Sanatorium.
The lowest tender was for the sum of

£19.800; but this had now been withdrawn.
This left the tender of Messrs. West Bros.,

of Rochester, for £20,860, the lowest. The
committee recommended the council to

accept this tender. The building being one

for 125 beds, the tender worked out at about

£167 per bed for all the work covered by

the specification. To this must be added the

cost of the land and the redemption of the

land tax (which, with expenses, was £1.618

18s. 3(1.1. the cost of furnishing (estimated

approximately at £10 per bed) and the cost

of providing the water-supply, of planting

and laying out the ground, and the architect's

fees (o" per cent, en ihe cost), and the wages

of the clerk of works. It was obvious that

the total cost would not be less than £200

per bed. On the other hand, added the Com-
mittee, the Local Government Board had
informed them that while they recognised

(hat the capital cost must vary, "it should

probably not, as a rule, exceed £150 a bed,

inclusive of cost of site and equipment," and

proceeded to reconnncnd that " capital grants

should be made up to three fifths of the cost

per bed, provided that the total sum does

not exceed an average of £00 per bed." The
committee recominended that the council

should apply to the Local Government Board

for a capital grant of three-fifths ot the

actual expenditure. Even if such increased

grant were made, the council's expenditure

would be about £80 per lied, instead of the

£60 per bed which county councils were led

to suppose wonhl be their maximum ex-

penditure.
Alderman Earl Darnley, in moving Ihe

adoption of the report, offered the council

an explanation of the large difference be^

tween the probable actual cost per bed of

the new sanatorium and the estimate on
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wliich tlie committee had been relying—£150
per bed—given by the Local Government
Board. The cost per bed, allowing for all

expenses that could be thought of, was £203
per bed—or no less than £u3 per bed more
than they were led to expect. Their com-
mittee selected as their architect, JVIr. Edwin
T; Hall, of Bedford-square. London, a man
of great experience, who said at the outset

that no institution that he had ever heard of

—and he apparently knew all the institutions

of the kind in this country—had been erected

at £150 per bed ; but if it was humanly
possible lie would undertake that it should

be done at that figure. When the plans were
produced the sub-committee who dealt with

the matter were satisfied that Mr. Hall had
tarried out economy to the highest extent

compatible with the comfort and security of

the inmates of the building ; but it was
apparent that this £150 per bed would be

considerably exceeded, and the final esti-

mate of the cost was increased, as he had
'already said, to £203 per bed, made up as

follows : Purchase of land and redemption
of land tax, £1,620; furnishing, at £10 per

bed, £1,250; architect's fee at 5 per cent, on

the cost, £1,050; clerk of the works, £200;
planting, £200; contract for building, in-

eluding generating plant, laundry, sewage
disposal, roads, etc., £20,860; capital cost of

laying on water, £250; making in all £23,435,

or just about £203 per bed for 125 beds.

Lord Darnley quoted figures to show that the

sanatorium would be built at a much less

cost than many other similar institutions,

among them being Liverpool, £375 per bed
;

Frimley, £374; Worcester, £320; Ipswich.

£250; Eastbourne, £266; South Wales,
£221 ; and North Wales, £220. The com-
niittee, his lordsliip added, recommended the

council to apply to the Local Government
Board for a grant equal to three-fifths of the

actual expenditure, and to protest very

strongly against the Board having fixed so

inadequate a limit as £150 per head.

A long discussion ensuecl, many members
being in favour of an amendment proposed
that no new building contracts be entered

upon, and that all departments be as sparing

as possible in the expenditure. It was stated

that the standing joint committee had
decided that morning not to invite tenders

at present for the erection at Maidstone of

the new county police headquarters, which
were to cost £25,000 ; but eventually Messrs.

West Bros,' tender for Lenham Sanatorium
was accepted, and the committee's recom-
mendation to apply to the Local Government
Board was adopted by a substantial majority.

BITUMINOUS CONCRETE.
Mr. Linn White, eivil engineer for the

South Park Commissioners, Chicago, has
iirrived at the following conclusions as to

bituminous eonerete :—(1) Bituminous con-

crete and bituminous macadam of equal
tliickness require the same amount of

bitumen per square yard. (2) Considering
the total thickness of wearing surface and
base, and disregarding first cost of plant, the

only difference in cost between bituminous
concrete and bituminous macadam is the

difference in labour, amounting to generally
less than 10 cents per square yard. (3) Old
macadam is a difficult and uncertain pro-

position to penetrate with poured bitumen
on account of dirty stone, and generally
requires a new top layer of stone to produce
a successful bituHiinous macadam, but if of

substantial thickness may be utilised as a

base for bituminous concrete. (4) The
mixing and laying of bituminous concrete
may be carried on during damp and cool

weather when it would not be practical to

construct bituminous macadam. (5) Bitu-
minous concrete is of even tliickness and even
composition, and, consequently, wears more
evenly than bituminous maeudam, no matter
how well made, and costs less for repair and
niaintenaiice. In all these respects the
ailvantage of comparison is in favour of

bituminous concrete, except in the one of

lirst cost.

.Ml .A. Dryland, the county surveyor of
Mirrcv. lias received an increase of saiarv.

PATENT COINAGES.
The following plans have been patented by

Mr. J. S. Fairfax, Holborn Hall, Gray's Inn-
road, London :

—

Cottages, either semidetached, as shown in

Fig. 3, or detached, are formed on the ground

FIC 9,

floor with a front room, b, and a back room,

a, of equal width, but not necessarily of equal
lengths, the lengths being at right-angles ; an
entrance-hall, d, in the angle between the

rooms, and a staircase, c, starting with three

railed-in winders, and having a side par-

tition forming a cupboard beneath and con-

tinued into tlie room a to form a larder.

The first Hoor comprises three bedrooms,

g, h, i, and a small room, j, each with a

separate entrance from a landing, f. A
scullery, p, a coal cupboard, and a closet are

provided at the rear of the kitchen.

The walls are built of hollow blocks, shown
in Fig. 9, and approximately 7in. by 9iii. in

cross-section and 12in. long, so that the walls

may be either Tin. or Din. thick. Special

recessed blocks are provided to receive the

floor and ceiling joists, as shown in Fig. 11,

and the top blocks are cut away to take the

rafters.

For angles and cross-walls, L-, T-, and X-
shaped bricks are used. The hollow walls

may be used for ventilation and heating, and
glass bricks may be used for lighting.

OBITUARY.
We regret to have to announce the death

of Mr, Charles Mewes, Biplonie par le

Gouvernemont Fraiic;ais, Arbitre pres le

Tribunal de Commerce, S.C. Mr. Mewes
was the senior partner of the firm of Messrs.

Mewes and Davis, architects, 39, Maddox-
street, Hanover-square, W. He also

practised in Paris and Cologne ; in the latter

town he was in partnership with Monsieur
Alphouse Bischoff. With Mr, Arthur J, Davis,

F,R,I,B,A,, he was i-esponsible among oiher

work for the following buildings, etc, in

England ;—The Ritz Hotel, Piccadilly

(illustrated in our issue of March 3, 1906

;

lialf-a-dozen specially designed keystones
in the principal facade were shown in our
number for June 1, 1906); the "Morning
Post " offices. Strand ; the Royal Automobile
Club, Pall Mall (Mr, E, Keynes Purchase,
F,R,I,B,A,, was joint architect for this

building, which was illustrated by plans

and elevations in our issue of April

23, 1909); decoration of s,s, "Aquitania"
for the Cunard Steamship Co,, Ltd,,

consulting architect to the Cunard
Steamship Sompany, for their new
building in Liverpool ; decorations of

s,s, " Amerika," for the Hamburg-American
Line ; new theatre and boxing hall for the

National Sporting Club, Ltd, ; the Cavalry
Club, Piccadilly (extension) ; the Cunard
Steamship Company's offices, Cockspur-
street; the Carlton Hotel, remodelling and
decorating interior ; the Hyde Park Hotel, in-

ternal alterations and decorations; extensive

alterations and decorations at No. 1,

Belgrave-square ; S.W. for Mr. W. Koch, 49,

Belgrave-square, for Mr. Otto Bell; 8,

Grosvenor-square, for the Hon. Henry
Coventry; 37, Grosvenor-square, for Mr.
Robert Fleming; 18, Grosvcnor square, for

Mrs. John Astor; I>uliin House, Luton, for

the lale Sir Julius VVornhcr. Bart.;

Polosden Lacey, Dorking, for the Hon, Mrs.
Ronald Greville ; Coombe Court, Kingston
Hill, Surrey, for the Most Hon, the Marquis

of Ripoii ; Glanusk Park, Brecon, for the

Right Hon, Lord Glanusk; also decorative

work at 11, Portman-square, W,, for His
Grace the Duke of Beaufort; 27, Portman-
square, W,, for Mr. Ernest Cunard; Staf-

ford House, for Cora Countess of Staflord.

Mr, Mewes executed the following works
from his office in Paris:—The Ritz Hotel.

Paris ; Palais des Congres International

Exhibition, Paris, 1900 ; Chateau de Roch-

fort ; Credit Foncier, Rue Canibon (now in

course of erection) ; house for M. Jules

Ferry; house for M, Lucien Guitry ; exten-

sions Grand Magasins du Louvre ; block of

flats in the Clamps Elysees, etc. In

Spain Mr, Mewes carried out, in conjunction

with Mr, Landecho :—The Ritz Hotel,

Madrid ; Esplanade San Sebastian. From
his office in Cologne, in partnership with

Monsieur Bischoff :—House for Herr Oppen-
heim ; Esplanade Hotel, Hamburg ; house for

Herr von Guillaume ; fittings and decoration of

s.s, "Kaiserin Augusta," s,s " Imperator,"

and s.s, " Vaterland," for the tiamburg-
American Line, Together with his partner,

Mr, A, .J, Davis, Mr, Mewes took an active

and personal interest in the organisation and
work of the First Atelier in London, of

which he and his partner were joint patrons,

Mr, Mewes had for some years been a

widower.

To our notice last week of the death of

Mr, John Brooke, F.R.I.B.A., the senior

partner in the firm of John Brooke and
Elcock, of Manchester, we may add that Mr.

Brooke was a pupil of Mr. Frederick Bake
well, architect, of Nottingham, and on the

completion of his articles went to Manchester

at the age of nineteen. For a few years

Mr. Brooke was a partner in the firm of

Corbett and Son, of Manchester, but at an

early date he began practice on his own
account in Exchange-street, Manchester,

where he remained for over tliirty years. In

1912 he assumed as partner Mr. C. E. Elcock,

I'Ml.I.B.A., of Glasgow and Liverpool. Mr.

Brooke's ability was recognised by his

appointment as assessor of many important

competitions and arbitrations. He had been

a member of the Constitutional Club, Man-
chester, and of the Old Rectory Club, and

was a member of the Lancashire Cricket

Club, in which he took a great interest. He
had been a widower since 1902 and leaves

four children : Mrs. Robertson Duncan, of

Shangliai ; Mr. T. Wynyard Brooke,

A,R,I,B,A., of Messrs. Davis and Brooke,

architects, Shanghai ; Mrs. Arnold Wolff, of

Hale; and Mr, F, R, R, Brooke, Royal

Artillery, Woolwich, the well-known Lanca-

shire cricketer.

Mr, Robert Francis Harper, Ph,D,, Pro-

fessor of Assyriology at Chicago, has died

siuldenly in London, in his fifty-ninth year.

A native of Ohio, Dr, Harper had been

instructor at Yale University from 1886 to

1892, when he was appointed Professor of

Assyriology at Chicago, where he graduated.

In i906 he became Director of the American
School of ArchiEology at Jerusalem, He
published the texts of the Assyrian Letters

and Reports of the reigns of Sargon,

Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, and Ashurbanipal,

preserved in the British Museum, Thirteen

volumes have been published, and Professor

Harper was finishing the fourteenth at the

time of his death, A fifteenth volume, deal

ing with Assyrian PaUcography, had been

planned, and these two final volumes will be i

duly edited by others and issued,^
Mr, J. H. Harris, of Chatham, has been ap

pointed borough surveyor and inspector of

nuisances to the Penryn Town Council.

Mr. R. Angus has been appointed to the post

of inspector of roads and streets under thf

Aberdeen 'Town Council. The salary is £2ini

per annum.
The Weston-super-Mare Improvement Bill,

sanctioning the provision by the urban district

council of a new water supply, the acquisition of

land for cemetery extension, and other important

schemes, has received the Royal Assent,

The town council of Hyde have rejected a

proposLil to tar-spray some of the principal

thoroughfares in (he borough, as the memlicrs

consider that the yellow gravel now used on

tlie roads contributes to tlie liright appearance

of the town.
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dnxxtntt Calamo.

Tlie R.I.B.A. and the Arehiteetiiral Asso-

liutioii are promptly to tlie fore with

suggestions for national help, as will he seen

hy the two eoinniiuiications from Mr. Ernest

\ewton and Mr. Maurice Webb, which we
print elsewhere. The suggestions are prac-

tical, and we hope there will be a hearty

response at the meeting of the R.I.B.A.
which is to be held this afternoon at 9,

Conduit - street. The second suggestion

tabulated by the President of the R.I.B.A.
is an eminently timely one. Fraternal co-

operation will effectively facilitate that

which at the moment should be the chief aim
of all of us just now—namely, the main-
tenance in full force and energy of " Business
as usual," as Mr. II. E. Morgan happily

phrases it.

We are glad to find that our anticipations

last week with regard to the possible effects

of the war on our own industries were not

unduly optimistic. The seven-months' dispute

in Londoii has been settled on terms credit-

able to both sides. The terms last submitt-ed

by the London Master Builders' Association

to the several trades-unions have been
accepted, with a reservation of the clauses
relating to disability and to foremen, as well

as the rate of wages to timbermen, and
alteration in overtime rates for labourers,
for the Augmented National Conciliation

Board's final decision. That, of course, has
ended the possibility of any general lock-out
throughout the country. During the week
work has been resumed in London as fast as

the seven-months' hindrances in various
directions would allow, and it now only
remains for all concerned to pull together
heartily to keep things going.

bring in revenue. It is a desirable and profit-

able investment and in no way a mere
iliaritable grnnt. 11 is also prudent and
proper that tlic Local Government Board
does not contemplate setting up in London a

branch for letting contracts or building

houses in Manchester or Liverpool. What
will be done is to arrange with the public
utility societies and the local authorities for

taking the necessary measures to provide for

the necessities of their own districts. It

remains now for other bodies to supplement
the initiative of the Government to the utter-

most.

be allowed without the sanction of the water
anthnrily's bacteriologist.

Pessimists last week suggested that un-

employment would be increased by the
suspension during the crisis of building and
engineering operations provided for in the
estimates of the Office of Works recentlv
approved by Parliament. We did not believe
for a moment that any such action would
follow, and we are glad the First Com-
missioner of Works quickly announced that
his Department will proceed with all services,
employ as many men as possible to carry out
such services, and develop and expedite the
Government's building programme in any
way practicable. We very earnestly endorse
the First Commissioner's appeal to private
individuals, companies, firms, and con-
tractors to spare no effort to follow the
policy of the Government in this matter. We
trust also that all concerned will encourage
all manufacturers and merchants who are
doing their best to maintain the necessary
supply of material of every description.
There are few, if any, branches, in which
this will be found impossible, and buyers
hereafter will not forget the enterprise of
firms which rise to the occasion.

Manchester is setting a good example to all

local authorities. The Manchester and
Salford House Famine Committee, at a

meeting last Monday night, recommended the

city and borough councils immediately to

proceed with schemes for erecting houses for

the working classes. 'The resolution pointed

out that these schemes would not only pro-

vide work, but would be " a valuable con

tribntion to the solution of the housing

problem, and would make a permanent
addition to the assets of the couununity."

ilie Manchester sanitary committee have one
liousing scheme which has been approved by

the city council, and now awaits the approval

of the Local Government Board. It provides

tor the erection of forty tenements in St.

Michael's Ward. The committee will also

present to the next meeting of the city

council a proposal for the building of I'M

cottage fiats on the Temple-street estate,

Uheetham Hill. Both these schemes, with

the goodwill of the council and the Govern-
ment department, might very soon be put in

hand. There is, turther, the extension

building scheme for the Blackley estate.

Some time back the sanitary committee was
authorised to obtain competitive plans for the

building there of fifty seniidetacned cottages

to let at rents varying between 5s. tid. and
7s. fid. The competition has taken place and
the awards been made, and there is no reason

why this scheme should not be accelerated.

Our Canadian contemporary the Contract
Journal comments severely on a competition
scandal at Vancouver. It declares that " it

has remained for the city of Vancouver to

provide, in one flagrant example, an embodi-
ment of all the evils attendant upon engineer-
ing and architectural contests." Last spring

the Vancouver City Council invited com-
petitive plans for the new causeway and sea-

wall at Coal Harbour, and designs were
received from twenty-three competitors. In
the conditions sent out the competitors were
asked to provide sufficient details to enable
the city engineer, Mr. Fellowes, to check the
designs in regard to the strength and stability

of the proposed work. It was stipulated that
the designs should conform in line and grade
with the plans supplied by the city engineer.

Competitors were requested to withhold their

names from the plans, specifications, and
estimate. A clause was inserted to the effect

that disregard of the conditions would entail

disqualification. The rate at which the suc-

cessful engineer would be recompensed was
>tipulated carefully.

The reintrodnetion of the Housing Bill by
the Government^-which, it will be noticed,
is creditably pushing ahead with its other
building work—is a right step. As Mr.
Samuel very aptly remarked last Saturday,
t will enable assistance to be given in any
direction which is necessary, and is in no
sense £4,000.000 devoted to the relief of
distress

It is stated that thp Metropolitan Asylums
Board has suspended permits to fish in its

reservoirs. Undoubtedly a wise precaution

at the present time, and one, we are inclined

to think, from our own acquaintance with

and observation of one of the largest near

town, which might be maintained, except in

rare cases, in the future. Mr. Ernest

Phillips, in a recently published book on
'Trout in Lakes and Reservoirs," points out

that where fishing is permitted in reservoirs

there is some chance of contamination.

Worms and gentles are frequently used, and
ground-bait of an unsavoury character. The
possibility of pollution by the excrements of

fishermen is certainly not to be overlooked.

It is quite possible that a typhoid carrier

might thus pollute the wat«r near the outlet

of a reservoir. Dr. Houston tells us that " if

a typhoid carrier micturated in the river

above the intakes (say from a boat), the

typhoid germs, in the absence of storage,

would be carried directly on to the filters,

with consequences which could hardly be

other than calamitous. Even if water is

polluted with as much as from O.OOI to O.OOOI

per cent, of crude sewage, the chances of

typhoid bacilli being uniformly present are

extremely remote . . . but a water polluted

with extremely small traces of typhoid urine

In the end, it seems, the plans of the city

engineer have been approved and accepted
by the Vancouver City Council—and this in

the face of strenuous objection on the part
of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers
and the Architectural Institute of British

Columbia, to say nothing of a united protest

from the twenty three competitors. From
the evidence offering, our contemporary says,
' We do not hesitate to commit ourselves un-

equivocally ill condemnation of the fact that

the city engineer compiled the regulations

governing the competition, assumed the part
of technical exptrt in judging the designs,

and finally became a competitor, thereby, in

the last-named regard, violating one of the

essential parts of the competition." We
have, of course, no knowledge first hand
ourselves, and it is right to say that in

defence of his own work and of the council's

selection, the Vancouver city engineer
urges that the modified plans submitted by
him were conceived and prepared before he
had examined the competitive designs, and
that he had no previous knowledge of their

structural arrangements. If that is so, it is

the more shameful that twenty-three men
were put to the cost of four or five thousand
pounds in the aggregate to prepare designs

for work which the city had determined its

own engineer should carry out.

It will be spent to build houses I would probably suffice to produce a serious
which will exist at the end of this crisis, and epidemic." Fishing certainly should never

We hope it is hardly necessary to advise

architectural students, if they would avoid
arrest on charges of espionage, to be careful

where they sketch and photograph. A too-

zealous policeman or Territorial officer might
occasion them considerable inconvenience
while the war lasts. From South Hampshire
we have received a well - authenticated

narrative—not from the correspondent of a

halfpenny London evening newspaper— of a

young man who, while sketching from near a

railway bridge, was seized by a county con-

stable and conveyed to the police-station.

There it was found that the artist's sketch-

book was full of innocent views of meadows
and Gothic architecture, so he was soon
released. Bui his adventure should act as a
warning to others.
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PAKLIAMENTARY NOTES.

THK HOU!^I^'G BILL (No. 1).--In the House
of Lords, on .Saturday, the Housing Bill was

passed, after the insertion of an amendment
moved by Lord Lucas, President of the Board
of Agriculture, applying the provisions of the

measure to the case of all persons in the employ-

ment of the Government, and not only to those

employed on Government works. The measure
received the Royal Assent on Monday.

HOUSING (No. 2) BILL: EMPLOYMENT
FOR THE BUILDING TRADE.—In the House
of Commons, on Saturday, the Right Hon.
Herbert Samuel, President of the Local Govern-

ment Board, asked leave to introduce a Bill to

time.—The second reading of the Bill took place

on Monday evening. — Mr. Herbert Samuel,

replying to various questions and suggestions by

Mr." Walter Long. Lord Robert Cecil, and
others, stated that it was not the intention of

the Government Departments concerned them-

selves to build where they could get the work
undertaken either by local authorities or public

utility societies. He was ready to accept an

amendment providing for full local inquiry. It

was the intention that houses and cottages

should be let at economic rent. But he wanted
to make it plain, in view of the fact that it

might be difficult at this juncture to borrow
money at the usual rates of interest, and if

local authorities were pressed to undertake

(^nx lllustrati0ns.

GRAND ORIENTAL HOTEL, COLOMBO,
CEYLON.

This well-known hotel is now being re-

constructed in sections, from the designs of

Messrs. Stevens and Gregson and Co.,

Bombay, Colombo, Rangoon, and 32, Vic-

toria-street, London. The hotel has frontages

to three streets—namely, Church - street,

York-street, and Princes-street, with a fa9ade

totalling 725ft. to these streets. The
reception-rooms are of a magnitude and

HOUSE, "HAILEY," OXON.— Mr. Frank L. Pearson, F. R.I. B.A., Architect.

give the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries in

agricultural districts, and the Local Govern-
ment Board elsewhere, powers with respect to

housing, and to make similar provision for Scot-

land. He said it was thought advisable at this

juncture to pass this Bill as a temporary
measure to be applicable only for one year. It

was considered that, in case there should be
considerable distress from unemployment in this

country, it might very likely extend to the
building trade, and it would be absurd in such
circumstances to expend great sums of public

or even private money in giving relief to persons
out of work instead of setting the men to work
in their own trade to make good the deficiency

in housing accommodation which bad long been
admitted to prevail, both in the town and in

the country. While he thought there would
be general approval of the principle of the Bill,

he desired to make it clear that the Local
Government Board did not contemplate setting
up a new branch in London, with architects and
the necessary staff, for the purpose of letting

contracts and itself building houses wherever
the need might occur. What he contemplated
was to arrange with the public utility societies

and local authorities for taking the necessary
measures to provide for the deficiency that
unght exist in I heir districts. The Board of

Agriculture would jjroceed with plans that had
already been made for providing houses in rural
districts.—Mr. Bonar Law said the Opposition
thoroughly approved of the course which the
right lion, gentleman had taken. The opposition
would do al! in their power to facilitate the
passage of a measure which would give employ-
ment when it was needtMl.— Mr. Hayes Fisher
asked whether the £4,000,000 to be expended
under this Bill would be in addition to the
£100,IK)0,000 already voted by Parliament.—Mr.
Samuel replied that the .£4,000,000 would be
in addition to the vote of credit. ,\( the same
time, it must not be regarded as £4,000,000
devoted to the relief of distress. The ,£4,000,000

would be spent on the building of houses which
at the end of this crisis might result in bringing
in revenue, and therefore it was rather in the
nature of an investment than a charitable
grant.—The Bill was introduced and read a first

building at once, that it might be necessary to

consider temporary measures with regard to the

rate of interest. The whole operation of the Bill

was for one year only, when it would be subject

to the review of the House of Commons.—After
further debate the Bill was read a second time.

The Bill passed through Committee, with
amendments, and was read a third time. On
the same evening the measure expeditiously

passed through all stages in the House of

Lords, and after a brief suspension of the sitting

received that night the Royal Assent.

IRELAND AND THE HOUSING BILL.—Mr.
Birrell, Chief Secretary for Ireland, introduced
on Monday a Bill extending the Housing (No. 2)

Bill to Ireland, which was read a first time.
^^*^-

The annual meeting of the Cambrian Archeeo
logical Association, which was to take place at

Dolgelly next week, has been abandoned.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Newport, Mon., into an application of

the Monmouthshire County Council for per-

mission to borrow- £2.300 for extending the
council offices at Newport, including the pro-

vision of furniture. The plans have been pre-

pared by Mr. W. Tanner, the county surveyor.

The annual report on the work of the London
County Council during 1913 will be described
in four volumes, and the first, now issued, deals

with rating, traffic, and public protection.

During the year 207 members of the Fire
Brigade were injured while on duty, and there
were three deaths. The pecuniary loss caused
by fires was £357,000. while the latest record
shows that the value of property insured was
£932,598,000.

The Provisional Order empowering the cor-

poration of Rotherham to construct further
tramways has now been confirmed by Parlia-

ment. The tramways committee recommend
that tramway No. 1 (from Westgate along
Market-place. C^orporation-street, and Frederick-
street to Effingham-square) be constructed iii

accordance with the powers obtained, and that
application be made (o the Board of Trade for

sanction to borrow £3,760 10s. to carry out the
work.

elegance hitherto unknown in the East, and
are situated on the ground and first floors.

Upon the upper floors are some 400 bedrooms
and bathrooms. The reception-rooms and
salons have been decorated with a Renais-

sance treatment in marble and plaster. The
building is a steel-framed structure, with

fireproof floors of reinforced concrete,

covered with Conolite. The building is faced

on its street frontages with Porebunder stone

from North-West India and Bombay blue-

stone. The whole building, when complete,

will have cost about .£200,000. The con-

tractors for the building are Messrs. Ralph
Macdonald and Co., of Colombo.

"HAILEY," IPSDEN, OXON.
This house, which has just been completed

from the design and under the superintend-

ence of Mr. Frank L. Pearson, architect, is

situated on high ground on the edge of the

Chilterns. It is built of Marchara rubble

with Clipsham stone dressings, and the root

is covered with CoUeyweston slates. Most

of the interior fittings are of hard wood.

The main staircase is of oak, carved and

enriched. The dining and billiard rooms are

panelled in oak, and the library in figured

Java teak. The gardens are laid out from

the designs of the architect to harmonise

with the house.

XLIIl. GREAT PORTLAND STREET.
The broad, simple treatment of this street

fai,'ade speaks for itself and calls for little

description. It has been carried out in Port-

land stone. The windows have wrought-iron

frames, and the roof is covered with Spanish

tiles. The architects are Messrs. William and

Edward A. Hunt, FF,R.I.B.A., of Donning-

ton House, Norfolk-street, Strand.

RATHBONE CONVALESCENT HOME,
PARWICH, DERBYSHIRE,

This building, of which we give a view

with plans, has been erected as a con-
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FIRST FLCDG PLAN

GROUND fLOOQ. PLAN.

RATHBONE CONVALESCENT HOME, PARWICH, DERBYSHIRE.
Mr. W. R. MosLBY, Architect.

yalescent home for women and children. It
is built of local fossil limestone, with stone
dressings. The roof is covered with thick
Westmoreland slates, with stone ridging. All
the opening windows have steel casements
and leaded glazing is used throughout. The
site on which the Home has been erected is

much elevated on a hillside above the village
of Parwich, which lies between Ashbourne
and Buxton, and commands a grand view of
Derbyshire dale scenery, which the principal

rooms face. The design is an adaptation of

the style prevalent in Derbyshire country
manor-houses of the Jacobean period, and it

was desired to avoid the appearance of a

public institution, in order to insure a home-
like character. The building is planned for

the accommodation of twenty-five patients, a

matron, nurse, and three domestics ; but the

funds in hand did not permit of the whole
building being completed at once, the east

wing being left over, and the scheme will be

finished in due course. The premises are
heated throughout by a low-pressure hot-
waiter system, with radiators fixed against the
external walls. All the rooms have fireplaces
fitted with the patent "Heaped" fire, and
all rooms have inlet and extract ventilators.
The first floor has been made fire-resisting,
and maple floorboards have been laid, same
as in the sitting-rooms and bedrooms on
ground floor. The dining-hall floor is of
maple-wood blocks. The staircases are of
Hoptn[i Wood stone, and the corridor on
ground floor is paved with Hopton Wood
stone laid diagonally. The Home is lighted
with the " Litz " safety petrol air-gas. The
building contractors are Messrs. Walker and
Slater, of Derby. Mr. W. R. Mosley, of
Slough, is the architect.

HOUSE. FIELDS PARK, NEWPORT,
MON.

Subject to a few modifications, this house
has been erected tor Mr. A. J. Wilson Jones,
of Newport. Owing to a somewhat exposed

\riDsr nam pjm]

cDoum fmp "mN\
VILLA, FIELDS PARK, NEWPORT. MOX

Messrs. Alfred Swash and Son, Architects.

situation the plan was kept with as few

breaks as possible, and the roofs mostly

hipped. Ease in the working of the house

was also aimed at. A folding screen between
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ST. MARK'S CHURCH, BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD,
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HOUSE AT TWICKENHAM, SURREY.— Mr. Stanley P. Scare, Architect.

tile dining- and drawing rooms enables these

apartments to lie combined for special

occasions. Externally nii.xed red brickwork,
with cement roughcast coloured cream, were
used, wooden casement windows, and roofs

of Rosemary tiles in mixed shades. The con-

tractor was Mr. G. Fred Leadbeter, and the

architects were Messrs. Alfred Swash and
Son, F.R.I.B.A., of Newport.

ST. MARKS CHURCH. BUSH HILL
PARK, ENFIELD. N.

Owing to the considerable amount of

building which has taken place in the

neiglibonrhond during recent years it has
been found that the accommodation provided
is not sufficient, and for some time the vicar

and a coniuiittcc have been working to secure

funds for enlarging the church by the addition

of a new aisle, the lengthening of the nave
and south aisle, and vestries, etc. The
additions will be carried out in local red

l>ricks and stone dressings. The work will

probably be started within the next month
or two. The architects are Messrs. Cutts,

Davis, and Boddy. of H. Sonthampton street.

Strand, W.C.

HOUSE AT TWICKENHAM.
This house has been erected in London-

road, Twickenham. Middlesex, fo.- Mr. J. W.
Bennett. The walls np to ground floor sills

are built of red sandfaced bricks, and the

walls above are stuccoed, finished dead white.

The roofs are covered with red sandfaced
tiles. The square entrance-hall is panelled
in oak, with ceiling-beams exposed. The
accommodation is shown on the accompany-
ing illustrations. Mr. Stanley P. Scase, of
.32. Southdown-road, Wimbledon. S.W.. was
the architect, and Mr. R. Miller, of Twicken-
ham, was the builder.

The urban district council of St. Anne's-on-the-
Sea have received the sanction of the Local
Government Board to borrow the sums of
£38,061 and f 1,039 for sewerage works.

At Basingstoke a Local Government Board
inspector has held an inquiry into the applica-
tion of the corporation for sanction to borrow
£7,200 for the purchase of land and the erection
thereon of working-class dvi-ellings. The plans
have been prepared by Mr. F. R. Phipps, the
borough surveyor.

The city surveyor, Mr. J. Ashurst, attended
the St. Albans City Council meeting on Thurs-
day evening in last week in uniform as lieu-

tenant and transport officer attached to the
Eastern Mounted Brigade of Field Ambulance
(Territorials), which has been called u]). Lien-
tenant Ashurst, who had been given leave by
his colonel to attend the meeting, explained the
circumstances. The members formally con-
sented to his abstention from the duties of his
municipal office, and decided that his salary
should continue less the amount of his military
pay. The mayor, on behalf of the council,
wished their surveyor every success and good
wishes and a safe return.

COMPETITIONS.
MIDDLETON TOWN HALL.—At the

meeting of the Town Council of Middleton,

Lanes, on Wednesday in last week, the report

and award of Mr. G. Hastwcll Grayson, M.A.,

F.R.I.B.A., of Liverpool, the assessor ap-

pointed to advise the council on the relative

merits of the designs for the new town

hall, were formallv adopted and confirmed

as follows:—First.' premium £100 (merged

in commission). No. .39; second, .£50. No.

89; third. £25. No. 8. There were 107 sets

of plans received. The names of the three

successful competitors were made known
yesterday. They were: 1, Mr. Alick G.

Horsnell, 9. Gray's Inn-square, W.C. ;
2.

Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme, and

Thornley, Blackburn ; 3, Messrs. Clapham and

Syninns-Jeune, Norwich House, South-

ampton-street, Bloonisbury, W.C.

DONCASTER.—Mr. L. P. Abererombie, of

the School of Architecture, Liverpool

University, has been invited to act as assessor

in the competition for the Doucaster Corpora-

tion housing scheme.

Mr. John Stanley Sawdon, deputy borough

surveyor of Margate, ha-s been appointed

engineer to the St. Anne's-on-the-Sea Urliau

District Council.

It has been decided to postpone for the

present the exhibition of oil-paintings which was

to have been opened on September 15 at the

Manchester City Art Gallery, and would hav.'

remained open during the autumn.

The English Forestry Association state that

they will do everything possible to organisi-

supplies of native' timber .and forest produce

from the various districts in the British Isles,

and assist collieries and industries where neces-

sary to obtain timber which they require. All

communications should be addressed to the

Honorary Secretary, Farnham Common. Slough,

lliicks.

The agenda at the last meeting of Chester-

field Town Council contained recommendations

regarding a series of thirteen street-improve-

ment sch'emes nniler the new local Act of Parha-

ment ; hut, in view of the war. all work entailing

the expenditure of large sums was deferred

suie die. The acceptance of contracts for a

number of private street-improvement works

was atso indefinitely postponed,

Mr, William Edw.ird Lucas, of Park House.

Bexley, Kent, a partner in Messrs, Dann and

Lucas, auctioneers and surveyors, of Budge-row.

Cannon-street. E.C. who died on June 4, aged

fifty-two, left £41,736, He appointed his son

to he a partner in the business, and gave to him

his share and interest therein. The residue of

his estate he bequeathed to his wife and

children.

At Cardiff a Local Government Board inquiry

has been held by Mr, P, M, Crosthwaite, in-

spector, respecting an application from the city

council for sanction to borrow .£50,497 for a

new trunk water-service main from Lisvane to

the Heath filter-beds, and thence to the city, and

for additional filtering appliances and storage

facilities. There was no opposition to the

application.

On Thursday week, at his residence, 11, Down-

field-roaii, Bristol, Mr, Walter Sturge expired,

in his eighty-fourth vear. The deceased was a

member of the firm of Messrs, J. P, Sturge and

Son. land agents and surveyors. Corn-street,

Bristol. Mr. William Sturge, who was for some

years land steward to the Bristol Corporation,

and Mr, Robert Fowler Sturge. present member
of the firm, were brothers of the deceased.

A new Constitutional Clnb. the converted

residence of a recently-deceased alderman, was

opened at Above Bar, Southampton, on Wednes-

day week. The work of building a new billiard-

room and carrying out the alterations as well as

the decoration was entrusted to Mr. H, Cawte,

of Church-street, Shirley, from plans and specifi-

cations supplied by Mr. A. F. Gnlleridge.

L.R.I.B,A,, of Portland-street, Southampton, >

According to a patent by A, P, Percival,
j

Boilawen, Portmadoc. North Wales, and F, E. I

Matthews, 7, Staple Inn, London, the colour of I

slates is modified by roasting them, preferably '

in an oxidising atmosphere, the temperature

being gradually raised to about 500-700deg, C,

The roasted slates may be stained with an iron

salt solution, or with solutions which react and

form precipitates within the pores, the solutions

being forced in if necessary. If desired, the

slates may be again roasted.
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Messrs. William and Edward A, Hunt, FF.R.LB.A., Architects.
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ST. MARKS cnURCH, BUSH HILI, PARK, ENFIELD, N.— ilessis. Cutis, Davis, and Boddy, Architects,
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HOW THE R.I.B.A. CAN HELP.
Ti) ilie Kdiliu- iif i/ie Building Nkws.

Sir,— Tile following suggestions have been
made to me of ways in whioh architects could
be of assistance at the present time :

—

1. By offering their services to the Govern-
ment, either collectively or individually, in

connection with the building, equipment, in-

spection, and maintenance of temporary
barracks, hospitals, etc., or for any other
kind of work which they are qualified to

perform.
"2. By arranging to look after the work of

young architects who are already called out,
or who contemplate joining the Forces.

3. It has also been suggested that a sub-
scription list be opened to enable architects
to contribute as a body to the Prince of
Wales's National Relief Fund.
The Institute is proposing to act in con-

junction with the Architectural Association,
which is already moving in the matter. A
meeting will be held at No. 9, Conduit-street,
on Friday. August 14, at 4. .30 p.m., for the
consideration of these and any other sugges-
tions.—I am, etc.,

Eenest Newton, President.

The Royal Institute of British Architects,
No. 9, Conduit-street, Hanover-square,
London, W., August 11, 1914.

FORCE OP ARCHITECTS.
I Sir,—At the present time all members of

j

the architectural profession are anxious to
know how to serve their country to the best
advantage. Many of, us are unable to leave
iiur offices altogether as long as building
work is in progress, but at the same time
are anxious to train ourselves with a view
to possible service later on.
With this object in view, the Association is

hoping to raise a body of architects who are
not at present in any Territorial force or
otherwise trained. We shall be glad to
receive names of those who would be willing
to join us as and when their occupations
permit. If the response, as we imagine will

be the case, is sufficiently large, definite
arrangements for training will be made
forthwith and further information supplied.
At present part-time training only is con-

templated, but we hope later to be in a
position to offer ourselves in a body to the
authorities as a trained unit for such service
as they may require.—I am, etc.,

Maurice E. Webb. President.

The Architectural Association. 18, Tufton-
street, S.W.

P.S.—It is not proposed to confine member-
ship to members of the Association, but to
include all members of the architectural and
allied professions who care to join.

INCONSIDERATE URGENCY.
Sir,—During the war the building trade

will be faced by difficulties which may in-

duce many firms to close their works, and so
increase unemployment, notwithstanding that
they may have plenty of work in hand.
There will be difficulties in getting supplies

of material, and trouble with labonr, owing
to leading hands and particular classes of
tradesmen being called away to serve their
country. In a time like this it behoves every
one of us to act unselfishly in our business
and private relations, and so reduce the
difficulties which have to be overcome.
During the last few days builders will

have been astonished to receive letters from
firms with whom they may have dealt for
many years, intimating that during this
crisis they will give preference to those
customers who pay cash with their orders.
The letter goes on to say, with delightful
irony, that customers will no doubt see the
desirability of such proceedings; but. cf
course, when the war is over, the firm will
be pleased to resume their normal business
relations.

Such a letter was sent to me by a firm to
whom I must have paid hundreds of pounds,

on receipt of an order from me amounting to

less than £2.

In another case, a wealthy firm who have
been the principal promoters of a ring to

control the price of an essential article used
in building, have issued a series of circulars

to their customers. First of all, they say

that in order to keep their hands employed
during this time of trouble, they must have
cash with all orders. Another circular fol-

lows, stating all accounts not paid at date

must be paid before further orders can be
executed ; and another circular is evidently

intended to impress the.se facts on the minds
of their customers.

I can imagine nothing more discreditable

and likely to do more mischief than this

method of restricting business. In these

times there are many individuals well-known
to their builders who are temporarily short

of the means of paying their accounts, and
except under special circumstances the

average country builder would not think of

pressing for his account. Yet his means of

continuing his business, and keeping his men
employed, are to be hampered by firms who
hold the control over the means of supply.

To take my own case, which is representa-

tive of the majority of country builders, I

shall keep my business going and my hands
at work as long as I can get supplies of

material, even though I have to pay cash for

them.
But, when these troubles are over, I shall

not forget the firms who have behaved in

such a selfish and unpatriotic manner.—I am,
etc., A Country Builder.

[We have other letters of a similar nature

for which we cannot spare space. The in-

timations referred to were perhaps sent out

last week when some pardonable anxiety

existed all round as to the general

monetary position. Thanks to the action

of the Government, that is at an end uow,

and there can be no reason for any. denial of

ordinary credit to any customer.— Ed. B.N.^

"BUSINESS AS USUAL."

Sir,—I believe one of the gravest neces-

sities at the present moment is to keep before

the commercial community the very old and
commonplace phrase, "Business as usual."

May I take the opportunity of suggesting

that if you have a spare inch in your paper,

you print as boldly as may be possible

—

Britain's Motto

:

" Busine.ss as Usual."

For my own part, ,1 am going to do my
best to prevail upon all our clients to do
their advertising as usual, and I think con-

certed action of this kind will prove bene-

ficial to all of us.— I am, etc.,

H. E. MoRG.iN.

W. H. Smith and Son, 9.5, Fetter-lane,

E.C., August 10, 1914.

The Bristol Corporation Tramways Act,

authorising the municipal authority to purchase
from a limited company and work the local elec-

tric tramways, has received the Royal assent.

The council of the Institution of Municipal
Engineers have decided to abandon the week-

end visit to Hunstanton which was announced
to begin to-morrow (Saturday), also that to the

South Metropolitan Gasworks.

The Land Union has issued a notice tliafc all

propaganda work is entirely suspended tor the

present. The union has offered to the State the

temporary use of the bulk of its offices and the

services of the majority of the staff, free of

expense.

The finance committee of the Salford Corpora-

tion have drafted an amended schedule of duties

for the position of borough engineer, and recom-

mend the town council to invite applicants for

the vacant post at a salary of A'900 a year,

rising to £1,100 per year.

A meeting is to be held in Rhyl to-day

(Friday) of the parties interested in the pro-

posed new road from Gronant to Rhyl. There
is every likelihood of the road being made, the

work to be started at an early date, as the

Road Board has definitely promised £6,fK)0 out
of the f 18,000 required. Urgent action is being
taken to find work for unemployed men during
the winter.

ilnUrcotnnraniration.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must bo sent in over real name and address.
No others can receive a prize. The Editor's
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper.
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coufjon of
thia date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre*
spondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-
duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies
that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

QUESTIONS.
[13147.]—BOX SEXTANT.—Can any of your readers

^ive a few practical hints on the use of tlie box sextant
in surveying' angles ? Thanking you in anticipation.—
P. Scruton.

"WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

NEWPORT, MON.—The corporation of New-
port, Mon., have under consideration a report
by their waterworks engineer. Mr. H. Tremelling,
on the proposal to construct a reservoir at
Henllys. Already the corporation has four
reservoirs with a storage capacity of 675,000,000
gallons ; but it is now proposed to construct a
fifth reservoir to the .^outh-east of Henllys
Church. It will have a water area of 33 acres,

while its greatest depth will be GOft., and the
top water-level will be 350ft. above Ordnance
datum. The total storage capacity will be
290,000.000 gallons. The cost of this reservoir
is estimated at £120,000.

SLEAFOHD WATER SUPPLIES.—The water
schemes before the Sleaford Rural District
Coimcil were referred to on Monday in letters

from the Local Government Hoard. That.
Department declined to consider a loan for the
Anwick scheme unless a pumping plant were
provided, and with reference to the Ewerby
combined scheme they considered that tbe
design of the proposed water-tower w-as not
altogether satisfactory. Suggestions were
offered, and the Board asked for a statement
showing how the figures of the apportionment
were arrived at.

^4^
The Provisional Order No. 18, which provides

for the amalgamation of the Three Towns—Ply-

mouth, Devonport, and Stonehouse—received the
Royal Assent on Monday.

The city council of Sheffield are endeavouring
to raise a loan of £3,685 for works of private

street improvement in Blast - lane, Cadman-
street, Lumley-street, and Edmund-street.

Although in Manchester unemployment is in-

creasing, employment in the building trade in

the city is, we are glad to learn, unaffected,

and it is good to learn that the construction of

several big buildings and a number of houses
is to be proceeded with.

At Paignton an inquiry has been held by an
inspector from the Local Government Board
into an application of the urban tli.strict council

for permi.ssion to borrow £2,537 for an extension

of the isolation hospital. Mr. C. O. Baines. the
surveyor to the urban council, has prepared the

plans.

Mr. Barton Grainger, jun., eldest son of ex-

Alderman Grainger, of West Hartlepool, has

been appointed engineer to the Rhymney and
Aber Valleys Gas and Water Company. Mr.

Grainger received his training under Mr. Thos.

Bower, M.Inst.C.E.. general manager of the

Hartlepools Gas and Water Company, whose
chief assistant he has been since 1907.

In order to provide work for men durin* the

coming winter, the urban district council of

Rhyl have passed plans for their new amphi-

theatre, to cost £4.000, and have instructed the

-surveyor to at once prepare a full scheme of

promenade improvements, while the plans for

the new pier are to be submitted to a marine

expert, so that this work also can be undertaken

at an early date.
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Tlie Council of the Institution of Municipal
and Countv Engineers are equally alert with

the R.I.B.A. and the A. A., whose patriotic

proposals are referred to on earlier

pages of this issue, in outlining suggested ser-

vices which the}' could render to the nation

in the present crisis. These, uow pro-

pounded by the President, are in furtherance

of the intimation given by a deputation which
a few years ago waited upon the War Office.

The following are services wliieh are

suggested as coming within the power of the

members of the Institution. To be prepared
to point out suitable camping-grounds and
temporary halting-places, having regard to

water supply and sewage disposal, and for

tliis purpose to co-operate with the water
engineer of the district. It is further

suggested that members should be prepared
to improvise water supplies and to carry out

sanitary measures in connection with camps,
etc. ; to facilitate transport by having all

main roads free from obstacles, and any weak
bridges made safe for heavy traffic ; to be
prepared to guard against possible inter-

ference with the supply of water or electricity

by spies ; to be prepared with suitable em-
ployment in case of distress, particularly

bearing in mind that labour, and not
material, should form the chief part of the

work ; to offer services gratuitously to adjoin-

ing districts from which a colleague has gone
to the front; to urge upon employees the

duty of acquiring a knowledge of ambulance
work, and to give every facility and en-

couragement to them for so doing.

The Manchester Corporation Bill, wliich

has received the Royal Assent, confers upon
the city council powers of street widening,
including authority for the removal of Cross-
street Chapel, the carrying out of a number
of tramwav extensions, the construction of a

new electricity generating station in Trafford
Park, the construction of a new sewer in the

the Stretford district, the borrowing of

£l.non,OOn for the purpose of obtaining a

further supply of water from Thirlmere by
means of a fourth pipe. £300.000 for the ex-

tension of mains and other purposes in con-

nection with the supply and distribution of

water.

An inquiry into the application of the

Sheffield City Council for sanction to borrow
an aggregate amount of £19.600 was held at

the town-hall in that city on Wednesday
week, by Mr. H. Sheiford Bidwell, a Local
Government Board inspector. The sum is

made up as follows: £3,615 for the purchase
of property in West-street and Fitzwilliam-
street ; .£6.200 for the purchase of Bowden
Housteads Wood. Handsworth ; £3.685 for

works of private street improvement in

Blast-lane. Cadman-street. Lumley-street,
and Edmund-street; and £6,100 for laying

out a part (comprising fifteen acres) of the
Abbey-lane Cemetery. In respect to the first

application, the town clerk (Mr. W. E. Hart)
explained that the property was required for

the purpose of widening West-street and
Fitzwilliam-stroet. The property came into

the market, being offered at public auction,
and the improvement committee authorised
its purchase.—Alderman Marsh said the cor-

poration had of late spent a considerable sum
of money in widening West-street, and it was
important to carry out a further improve-
ment at the junction of Fitzwilliam-street
and West-street.—Dealina with the Bowden
Housteads Wood application, the town clerk

said the proposal was to purchase for £6.000
from the Duke of Norfolk about 100 acres

of land just outside the city borders for

public walks. The inquiry was concluded.

A recent return by the I,ocal Government
Board illustrates how eveidy public autho-

rities and private enterprise keep togetlier

in tlie provision of hnne'^s for the people.

Since the passing of the Honsing Act of lO'Tl

loans amounting to ,£1,520. (100 have been
granted to boroughs and nrhnn district

.nntliorities for the erection of 6.508 bouses.

£319.880 has been advanced for the erection

of 1.516 houses—a total of 8,024 dwellings.

On the other hand, £1,497,491 has been lent

by the Public Works Loans Commissioners

tor the construction of 8.783 houses by public

utility societies. So that the latter have

erected slightly more houses than the local

authorities. These figures are for the period

from 1910 to July 24 of the present year, and
represent only a part of the good work made
possible under the Act—for thousands of

houses have been put into habitable repair.

The fact that last year alone over 6.000

of the houses included in the total were
erected is suggestive of the rapidity with

which the work is being executed now that

the procedure is better understood.

A White Paper has been issued dealing

with the cottages and allotments under the

Irish Land Act of 1903. as amended bv the

Labourers (Ireland) Acts. 1906 and 1911.' The
total number of cottages provided under the

Act was 43,702 and allotments 562, Ulster

taking 7,590 cottages and 113 allotments,

Mnnster 17,988 and 195, Leinster 15.959 and
2.31. and Connaught 2.165 and 23. The rents

reserved in the lettings were in some cases

extremely low. Out of the 43,702 cottages

270 were unoccupied, and the same was true

of nine out of 562 allotments. The rent of

17,150 cottages and 204 allotments was in

arrear to the amount of £9,218 2s. 5d.

With a view to maintaing as far as possible

the aggregate volume of employment, the

Development Commissioners desire to do
everything within their statutory powers to

make immediately available the whole of the

funds still unallocated, amounting to nearly

a million pounds. They are prepared to deal

as quickly as possible with any schemes put

before fhem, and to make recommendations
to the Treasury for loans or grants from the

Development Fund to public authorities, uni-

versities, colleges, schools, or institutions, or

associations of persons and companies not

trading for profit for the purpose of imme-
diately setting in operation works of im-

provement falling within the terms of the

Statute. So far as the Development Fund
itself is concerned the Commissioners are

unable within their statutory authority, to

deal with any applications for grants or
loans to companies trading for profit or to

individuals. They invite suggestions, especi-

ally with regard to works of improvement
connected with agriculture and rural

industries (including afforestation), fisheries

and fishery harbours, land drainage and re-

clamation, inland navigations, and light rail-

ways. Such suggestions should be addressed
to the Secretary to the Development Com-
mission. 6a, Dean's -yard, Westminster.
Applications for grants or loans shoidd be
addressed to the Secretarv to the Treasury.
Whit-ehall.

At a meeting of the Atherstone Board of

Guardians, this week, the chairman (Mr.

W. G. Phillips) said he was certainly op-

posed to carrying out the scheme for making
extensive alterations at the workhouse at

the present moment, because the condition of

the country was such as would not warrant
them in going to any additional expense
under existing circumstances. Without
showing any weakness towards the scheme
recommended by the Local Government
Board, he thought they must devote their

energies and means to something more
serious and much more urgent at the present
time. The vice-chairman (Mr. T. Slack)

said the Local Government Board would
probably wish the guardians to press for-

ward with the scheme in order to give work
to the unemployed. The chairman said he
believed there would be quite enough build-

ing work to find employment for bricklayers

and carpenters for some time to come. The
unemployment would arise from manu-
facturers having to close down owing to the

stoppage of export trade. It was decided
temporarily to suspend further action with
regard to the building scheme. That is not

creditable to Atherstone, and we hope the

Local Government Board will intervene.

The San Francisco Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects have
adopted a report on competitions, prepared
by a specially appointed sub-committee. The
report deals largely with the matter of com-

petitions as participated in by members of

the Institute. The closing paragraph is of

general interest. It runs: "It is the con-

clusion of this committee that it is manifestly

unfair for certain members of an organisa-

tion pledged to support a well-defined atti-

tude towards competitions to participate in

unauthorised competitions. while other

members show a proper support by their

refusal to compete. Tlie Chapter should not

be called upon for ever to warn its members
of flagrant violation of its mandates."

The fifth report of the Royal Commission
appointed to inventory the Ancient and

Historical Monuments and Constructions of

Wales and Monmouthshire has just been pub-

lished. The Commissioners state that the

inventories of Denbighshire are in the press,

and will be issued in the course of the present

year. The inspection of the monuments of

Carmarthenshire has been completed, and

the inventories are in preparation for the

Press. The volume on this county will be

taken in hand immediately on the publicaison

of that for Denbighshire. The inspection of

the antiquities in the county of Merioneth is

in progress, and will be concluded this year.

Satisfactory progress has been made in the

examination of the tithe schedules and maps
at the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Of this undertaking there remain unfinished

only the schedules and maps for the counties

of "Cardigan. Glamorgan, and Monmouth,
and of these the first-named is already in

hand. The Commissioners continue to

receive occasional reports of damage done

to the monuments, as a rule to those of the

prehistoric class, and, though without power

of active interference in such cases, they

endeavour to exert what influence they

possess in the best interests of the public.

The Salem, Massachusetts, Rebuilding

Commission is organising a housing ex-

hibition and invites contributions from

builders, architects, or property owners.

Plans, sketches, photographs, or models of

proposed or executed dwellings of any sort

will be welcomed, as well as any special

types of economic building construction. It

is particularlv desired to illustrate what can

be done in the way of fireproof or semi-

fireproof construction, with special reference

to the needs of tenants who can pay only

from 12dol. a month upward. Contributions

can be sent to the City Hall. Salem, Mass.,

care of the City Messenger, and should be

marked, "Salem Housing Exhibition." A
premium of 500dol. has been offered for the

best plan of a 2,500dol. house. Details of

the competition can be obtained upon appli-

cation to Mr. C. H. Blackall. advisory archi-

tect, Salem Rebuilding Commission, 20,

Beacon-street, Boston, Mass.
-***- —

HTEETINGS FOB THE ENSTHNG WEEK.
Pniinv.—Eoval lustitnte uf livitisli .\rfUitects. Special

Meeting to Consider what Assistance

can be Rendered to the Government.

9. Conduit-street, W. 4.30 p.m.

^»
At a Local Government Board inquiry at

Shetheld into an application by the corporation to

borrow t.19,832 for sewerage works, it was stated

that during the last two years the price of pipes

had gone up 50 per cent., labour 10 per cent., and)

team work 10 per cent.

The council of the Auctioneers' and Estate'

Agents' Institute of the United Kingdom, after

coitsultation with the local committee, have

decided to postpone indefinitely the annual pro-

vincial meeting at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, which

had been fixed for September 2 to 5.

An abstract account of the Road Improvement

Fund for the year ended March 31 last has been

issued as a White paper. The receipts amounted

to £3 573,552 10s, 2d. Grants for the construction

of new roads amounted to £16,950, for the im-

provement of roads to £622,7 63, and loans for the

improvement of roads to £296,892.

Arising out of an application to the Local

Government Board by the rural district council

of Watford, for sanction to borrow ±11,000 for

purposes of sewerage and sewage disposal for the

parish of Aldenham, including works in the

parish of St. Stephen's, Mr, R. G. Hetherington,

M Inst.C.li., a Local Government Board In-

spector, held an inquiry at the Parish Hall,

Watliug-street, Radlett, on Wednesday wee^k.]

Mr. W.H. Radford, M.I.C.E., of Nottingham, thel

engineer of the scheme, expla ined the plans and

proposals.

!
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Irai^ Ji^hia. LATEST PRICES.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
EDINBURGH.—At a special meeting of the

Edinburgh and District managing committee of
the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners held on Monday, "the effect of the war
on the building trades in the district was under
consideration. In their desire to give every
assistance possible in making provision for the
care and treatment of the sick and wounded,
they have decided to recommend the suspension
meantime of the rule restricting overtime to
twelve hours per man per week on such work
as had been rendered necessary by the war, and
which was being done under emergency orders
from the naval and military authorities.

GOVERNMENT CARPENTERS' WAGES
RAISED.—Carpenters in the Government fac-
tories at Enfield and Waltham Abbey have had
tlieir wages increased by 3s. 6d. per week,
starting from April 1, making 43s. for a 48-hour
week.

LIVERPOOL.—The appeal of the Lord Mayor
of Liverpool to employers to maintain employ-
ment at its normal state has already met with
a generous response. A stimulating lead has
been given by the local Building Material Trades
Association and the Plumbers' Merchants' Asso-
ciation, the members of which conduct their
business in Liverpool. Birkenhead, and Wallasey.
Employers in all sections of this important
industry are urged to exert every effort to keep
their men at work at full time as far as
possible, and it is pointed out that by this means
they will be contributing to the welfare of the
working classes, and through them to the
national interest. In order that this can be
done, it is clear that all buildings in course of
erection should be continued, and contemplated
buildings be put in hand immediately; while
the patriotic endeavours of the merchants also
imposes on builders and public and private
bodies the obligation to continue financial rela-
tions strictly in accordance with the usual credit
terms of the trade.

««*^

Mr. Frank Jenkins, builder, of Cheltenham,
died on Saturday last in the Cheltenham hospital
after an operation for an internal complaint.

Lord Emmott, G.C.M.G., was on Friday sworn
in as First Commissioner of Works in succession
to EarlBeauchamp, now President of the Council.

Mr. Thomas Adams, who has been the head of
the Town Planning Department of the Local
Government Board since its establishment, is
retiring in October, and will be succeeded bv Mr.
G. L. Pepler.

Mr. Morgan Bransby Williams, of Killav House.
Killay, Swansea, chairman of the Ehoudda and
Swansea and Bay Railway Company, and formerly
engaged in railway constructional work, who dietl
on June 21, left £54,633.

In view of the war, and of the need for economy,
the execution of the Guildhall improvement
scheme, from the designs of Mr. E. Sydney Perks,
city surveyor, recently adopted by the City of
London Corporation, has been postponed.

Mr. C. H. Collins Baker has been appointed
Keeper of the National (Jallery in succession to
Mr. Hawes Turner, who resigned some time ago.
Mr. Baker has written many works on English
art, including two volumes dealing with " Leiy
and the Stuart Portrait Painters."

The town council of Stourport have decided to
serve the corporation of Kidderminster with
statutory objections to the carrying out of certain
sewage works at the corporation farm. This will
enable the council to be heard when a public
inquiry is held relative to the proposed loan to
Kidderminster Council of £13,500 for carryine
out the work.

The death of Mr. A. W. Blackburn, builder and
contractor, of 35, Cannon street, E.C.. occurred
at his residence, Tewhurst, Furze-hiU, Purley
near Croydon, on Thursday, the 6th inst. Mr.
Blackburn, who was in his 57th year, succeeded
to the old-established business of W. Hawtrey and
Son. Deceased was a Liveryman of the Wax
Chandlers' Company. The funeral took place at
London-road Cemetery, Bromley, Kent, on Mon-
day afternoon.

The rules have just been published of the
newly-organised National Illumination Committee
°i^

'.'feat Britain. This committee, which is
ftthhated to the International Commission on
Illumination, and is constituted by co-operation
of the Illuminating Engineering Society, the
Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Institution
of Gas Engineers, and the National Physical
Laboratory. The secretary and treasurer is Mr.
W. J. A. Butterfield, 66, Victoria-street, S.W,

IRON.
SteelJoiats, English per fn £8 to £8 2

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 75
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 82
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 810
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Sound, or
Square 20 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

BestSredBhill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders* Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c., 1*3 l.^s. to i'O.

Ditto galvanised, il4 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...il3 10
Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11 • 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per tonn

FURNITURE AND HARDWOODS,

to £25
„ 21

Per cubic foot.
1 9 to 2
3 „ 3
2 6., 2
2 4,. 3
2 3 „ 2
13,, 2
7 „ 8

2

Cast-iron Columns £7 10 to £9

8 10
7 10
9 5

5 5

B.W.G.

Caat-Iron Stanchions 7 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

,, ,, ,, Galvanised 8 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5
Cut Floor Brads 9 15
Corrngated Iron, 24 gauge 16
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

OtoS 9 10 11 12
£10 103. £10 15s. £1103. £1153. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 10s. 03. to H78. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount o£f
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)-
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.

Water-Tubes 71i
Steam-Tubes 67*
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 61|
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55

OTHER METALS.
621 5 Oto£21 7 6
23 5 „ —
24 „ —
24 5 ,. —
25 „ —
25 5 „ —
26 ,,

—

27 15 „ —
28 10 ,,

—
26 5 „ —
27 ,, —
26 5 0,, —
27 ,,

—

Spelter, Silesian Per ton.
Lead Water Pipe, Town

,, „ ,, Country
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town

Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town

,, ,, ., Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town
,, ., ., ,, Country

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town .

,, Country
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town

,, Country
lOver 4*in. .£1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags ....'

Copper Sheets, sheathing & roda
Copper, British Cake and Ingot
Tin, English Ingots
Do., Bars
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town)
Sheet Lead, Town

,, ,, Country
Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, against account
Tin per cwt.
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand)

TIMBER.
CONSTRUCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals. Qnebec. per standard ;—

17 17 6
,

24 15 ,

75 ,

64
,

143
,

146 ,

20 5 ,

22 15 ,

23 10 ,

30 S ,

25 ,

29 ,

17 15 ,

8 0,

10 9

18 12 6

75 10
65

144

146 10

Teak
: Burmese, per load, 50ft. £20

Teak; Java, per load. 50ft 16

Oak Planks: U.S.A., imported
,, Boards ,, ,, Prm.

„ Mdm.
Sequoia (Californian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,< ,. sawn planks ...

Oak: Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut : Mdm. „ ,.

Greenheart: Hewn logs
Cedar: Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo, Cuba
and Honduras ...

,, .\frican, Assinee, &c.
,. Lagos and Benin
,, Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon

Satinwood: West Indian
Rosewood Per ton 8
Lignum Vitse 7

STONE.'
Bed Mansfield , in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto ,. 2 2
CloseburnRedFreestone.ditto ,,

'0 2
Ancaster, ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms)

,, 1 loi
Hard York, ditto ,. 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 13

6

5

4 6

2 3

9
6 6
6

3
2
10

„ 12

0., 14

4

2
14

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, i) 1 9^
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

,, 1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of Mft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot.! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or I Per foot cube.
Pimlioo Wharf '

... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 i\

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1.000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x lo ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r. stn.

Blue Bangor..
16 ,

20
20

.

First quality 20
20
16

Eureka unfading
green 20

6 12
. 13 2
. 13 17
.13
. 13 15
. 7 5

Permanent Green ..

, 18 „ 10
16 „ 8
20 „ 10
18
16

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5
11 12
9 12
6 12

Ist quality £38 to £45
2nd 26 . 32
3rd 16 , , 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 , , 11 10

„ „ Miramichi 9 10 , , 10 10 II

,, Boards : Swag 11 , , 12 n
Red Deals : Archangel Ist quality 21 , , 24

2nd ., 16 , , 19
3rd „ 12 , , 14

St. Petersburg—
lat quality 16 10 , 18
2nd 14 10 (1 , , 15 10

Wyburg& Uleaborg 12 10 , , 15
Qefle. Gothenburg,
and Stockholm ... 12 10 . 17

White Deals: Crown 14 . , 15 10

,, ,, Seconds 11 10 C , 13
Flooring : White and Planed—

1st and 2nd quality mixed ... 10 15 , 11 15

1st. 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 , 11
14 10 (I 17

Pitch Pine : Prime Deals and
Boards 18 , 23

Lignum Vitse Per ton 7 , 14
Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 , 5 6
2 II 2
2 3 2 q
7 , 8

Mahogany GabooD_ 2 , 2 3

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings '2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 13
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose i

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2!^ln. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic , 4 10 6

Facing Bricks )

I

Net, delivered in

)
full truck loads

( in London.

aVs" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £-2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 3 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than S'/e in
thickest part

SVs" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ...

3V8" ditto ditto through and through
3',V' Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ;

-21" and h" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" x 2 course deep, each

Ditto ditto 9"xi course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

H I)

3 7 6

3 course deep 4*" sofifit, per foot opening... 1 3

4 ditto 4A" ditto ditto ditto ... 1 H

5 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 4A" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 b

3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 U

6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 b

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.
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GLAZED BRICKS.
UAUD GLAZE9 (PEB 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Beat. Seconds. & Bronze. Coloure. Colours.

Stretchers— „ _ „
,£ia 7 6 .tlO 17 6 £13 17 6 .£17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats—
15 17 B 14 17 6 17 17 B 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 IB 7 6 20 17 B 21 7 B 17 17 B

Double Headers—
11 17 6 13 7 B 17 17 6 21 7 B 11 17 B

One side and two ends, square—
18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 B 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 B 18 7 6 22 17 B 26 17 6 19 17 6

Bplays and Squints—
17 7 B 15 7 B 21 17 6 21 77 B 17 7 fa

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each Bd. each Bd. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles-
Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

HOTJLDED BEICK3.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Sott Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers ...._ £22 17 B

Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius ,46 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsand colours |- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 14n.
Is. 2d. each / by 2Jm.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. 8. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered

Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

s. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 0to41 delivered

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered
Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at

railway station.
TILES.

s. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red rooting tiles 42 per 1000 ry.stn

Hip and Valley tiles... 3 7 per doz. „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz.

Ruahon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 „
Hip tiles i per doz. „
Valley tiles 3 0.,

Selected " Perlecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 „
Hip tiles 3 10* per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 4J „
"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48 per lOOO ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3 8,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000 „

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3 6,. ,,

Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced tO per 1009 ,,

Pressed 47 6 ,, ,,

Ornamental ditto 50 „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 6 „

OILS.
Rapeseed.English pale.per tun £28 15 to £29 5

Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27 5

Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30

Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40

Seal, pale 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ IB 10

Ditto, Ceylon „ 42 10 „ 43

Ditto, Mauritius , 42 10 „ 43

Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33 5

Ditto, Nut Kernel 35 „ 35 10

Oleino , 17 5 „ 19 5

Sperm 30 „ 31

Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroloum, refined , 68 „ 6

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10

Ditto, Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Gil per gal. 2 6.1 „ —
Baltic oil 2 8,, —
Turpentine 2 11 ,, —
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt, 8 0,, —
Pure Linaeed Oil

"Stority" Brand.. ,. 10 „ —
GLASS (IN CRATES).

English Sheet Glass : 150Z. 21oz. 26oz. 32pz.

Fourths 2d ... 3d ... 3|d. ... iSd.

Thirds 2|d. ... 3|d. ... 4|d. ... 5jd.

Fluted Sheet 'M- ... 33d. ... 6Jd. ... 7d.

Hartley's English Boiled Jin. "I^ia. }in.

Plate 2id. ... 2id. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.

Figured Rolled and ReponsBine... Sid. ... 5d.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Ook 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 fa

Pine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14

Pine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Exti-a Fine French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Under the directiou of Messrs. Bateman and

Bateman, architects, Birmingham, Boyle's latest

patent "Air-pump" ventilator has been applied

to Northfield Library.

At Messrs. Catesby's, Ltd., all positions will

be kept open ; all national insurance premiums
will he paid until further notice; special treat-

ment for credit customers, especially where
husbands have joined the Imperial forces.

Messrs. Waygood-Otis, Ltd., state that they

consider it the duty of all business houses to

proceed, as far as possible, as though war did

not now exist. This they are doing, and are

prepared to give best prices and delivery as

lieretofore.

The stopping of Continental competition is

resulting in further advances in Midland iron

prices. A meeting of gas-strip manufacturers

was held at Birmingham on Monday, when it

was resolved to raise prices £1 a ton, owing to

the higher cost and the difficulty of obtaining

raw material. Prices now become £7 to £7 5s.

Other classes of iron are also becoming dearer,

and for small rounds, squares, and flats IDs.

per ton more than last week is being asked.

The directors of Claridge's Patent Asphalte

Co., Ltd., announce that they are paying to

the wives of all men in their employ who are

serving the country in any branch of H.M.
Service the difference between their pay as com-

batants and their average weekly wages, in

addition to keeping their positions open for the

men on their return from service.

«*»

CHIPS.

The town council of Grantham have increased

the salary of the borough surveyor by 4'25 per

annum.

The Hull city council have agreed, in con-

sequence of the war, to hold over the ±100,0(X)

housing scheme on which the Health Committee

submitted a report.

The funeral took place at Crimbrook on Thurs-

day in last week of Mr. Charles Poole, formerly

surveyor to the old Cranbrook Higliway Board,

who died on August 1st at the age of 83.

Mr. Frank B. Dunkerley, of St. Ann's-square,

Manchester, President of the Manchester Society

of Architects, writes: "Any man who has the

courage to build now, if only a pair of cottages,

will be doing a patriotic action."

A Local Government Board Inquiry has been

held at Mountain Ash into an application of the

urban district council for sanction to a loan of

t40,(KX) for water supply works. Messrs. Fox,

Moore, Bateman, and Fox, Victoria-street, West-

minster, are the engineers.

The Development Commissioners suggest to

landowners in England and Wales that they

should at once forward to the Agricultural College

for their province particulars of any waste land

which they are willing to place at the disposal of

suitable authorities tor improvement by such

means as reclamation or afforestation. ihe

particulars of the land should include situation,

approximate area, elevation, character of the soil,

and the terms on which the land can be obtained

by an authority willing to improve it.

Experimental sections of concrete roads are to

be laid down on tlie Strood-road,.near Gravesend.

Four isolated lengths of 75 yards of the road nvi 1

be taken up and relaid by concrete. The British

Portland Cement Company will supply the

material free of cost, and of the remaining expendi-

ture, estimated at U550, one-third will be borne

bv the Kent C'ount^ Council, and another third

by the Road Board, the remainder heing locaUy

provided. The surveyor to the Kent County

Council points out that if a satisfactory surface

slii.uld not be produced the cimcrete bed will be

available as a foundation for other materials.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardivoods,

"WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120 Bunhill Row London, E.G.

TENDERS.
*^* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving: the addi'esses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, 61 the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the

infoiinatiou.

Aberdicen.—For erecting retail fish market, for

the town council. Mr. W. Dyack, M.I.C.E., Town-
house, Aberdeen, burgh surveyor :

—

Mason's work :

—

Cheyne, A £935
Carpenter's work ;

—

Lyall, G.. inn 515 16 2
Plumber's work :—

Dean, J 129 17 6
Slater's work :—

Farquhar, G 68 10

Painter's work :

—

McLaren, J. S 48

.\11 of Aberdeen.

Alderton, Glds.—For the erection of six cottages

at Alderton, Glos., lor the Winchcomb Rural District

Council. Mr. Thomas Malvern, Licentiate Rl.B. A.,

21, Winchcombe-street, Cheltenham, architect :

—

Jones, W., Gloucester £1,398

Turner, R., Adlestrop 1,344 4 10

Simms, J., and Son, Oxford ... 1,245

Davies, G. C, Winchcombe ... 1.180

Cliff, A., and Co., Evesham ... 1,160

Burrows, H., Charlton Kings ... 1,1'22 10

Williams, T. D., Evesham ... 1.080

Tanner, A., and Co., Church-
down, Glos. (accepted) 1.016

BABKiNfi, E.—For painting the cottages at tlie

northern outfall, lor the London County Council —
Thome, F. and T., Isle of Dogs... £466 5 6

Griggs and Son, Cubitt Town ... 429 4 9
Vigor and Co., Poplar 408 16 6

Newman, A.. Ltd., Ilford 398 10 8

Peyton, A. T.,Lewisham 389 14 5

Kazak, L., Belvedere 383 12 9

Fenn, J. S., Woolwich 346 14 4

Stokes, J., and Sons, East Ham 324 8 1

Westwood, J., & Co., Ltd., Mill-

wall 306 10 11.^

Harris, W., North Woolwich* ... 279 10 8

Chief engineer's estimate, £273 8s. 6d.
* Recommended for acceptance.

BisoNBRiDGE, SOMERSET.—For the erection of four

cottages, in pairs, at Basonbridge,forthe Bridgwater

Rural District Council :—
Gallidge (accepted) £745 10 b

Cannock. — For works of painting at Rawnsley
Council Schools, lor the Cannock Education Com-
mittee :

—

Hughes Brothers (accepted) ... £91

Cheltenham.—For additions to No. 15 Branch,

Charlton Kings, Cheltenham, lor the Gloucester

Co-operative and Industrial Society, Ltd. Mr.

Thomas Malvern. Licentiate R.I.B.A., 21, Winch-

comlje-street. Cheltenham, architect:—
Burrows, H.. Charlton Kings ... £347

Jones, W., Gloucester ... ... 344

Skemp, R. R.. Cheltenham* ... 313 7 fa

• Accepted.

£2,058
1,4.54

1,397

1,001

945
891
7.52

699
655

Crossness, S.E.—For the execution of

works at the southern outfall, tor the

County Council ;—

Chandler, H. E.. Belvedere
Kazak. L., Belvedere
Fenn, J. S., Woolwich
Newman, A., Ltd., Ilford ... ...

Westwood, J., & Co., Ltd., Mill-

wall
Vigor and Co., Poplar
Peyton, A. T., Lewiaham
Harris, W., North Woolwich ...

Griggs and Son , Cubitt Town ... --
Estimate of the chiet engineer, £604 13s,

» Recommended for acceptance.

Haverstock Hill, N.W.-Por the rebu

Haverstock Hill School, for the London

Council:— ^ .,
Wilson Lovatt and Sons, Ltd.,

Wolverhampton ... ±.ai,z(o

Lawrence, W., and Son.Pinsbui-y

Circus ... ••

Pairhead, A., and Son, Enneld ...

Perry and Co. (Bow), Ltd.,

Victoria-street ... -,,•
Roberts, C. P., and Co Dalaton

Blake, W.E.. Ltd., Fulbam ...

Bowyer, J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood ... ;

and Co., West

painting
London

10 II

13 6

12 4

4 5

ilding of
County

37,834

27,389

27,205
26,597
26,559

26,534

and Sons, Ltd.,

Sons, Ltd.,

Brand, Pettit

Green-road .

Wallis, G. E.
Haymarket ...

McCormick and
Eascx-road . •

Rowlev Bros., Boundary Works,
Wood-green .-T.i"

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,

Battersea
Godson. G., and Kilburn-lane ...

Wall CUpceruc-road. Chelsea
Architect's estimate, £'25,2'.W.

(Recommended for acceptance.)

26,244

26,179

25,987

25,881

25.&5K

25,291
24,9:11

n

II
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Gkan'THAII. — For the erection of two workmen's
cottages in Kclton-lane, near the refuse destructor,
for the town council :—

Read, F., Grautbaiii (accepted)... £38.5

Hkkkfokd. — For the supply of ordinary and
automatic meters, for the sas committee of the city
council :—

Laidlaw, R., and Sou (accepted), as per schedule.

Lenuam.—For the erection of a sanatorium at
Lenham, for the Kent County Council. l^Ir. Edwin
T. Hall, F.R.I.B.A., Bedford-square, W.C, architect;

West Bros.. Rocbester(aci.eptedl f20,StiO U
(Lowest but one of twenty-two teuder.s received ;

the lowest, auiountiny to .i"19,y60, was withdrawn.)

Ll-Vnurixdod Wells.—For carrying out exten-
sions and alterations to the Intermediate School at
Llandrindod Wells, for the Radnorshire Education
Committee :

—

Meredith, A. (accepted) £1,176

IMiDDLETON, Lanch.—For the supply of economics,
for the electricity committee of the town council.
Mr. William Rogerson. engineer:

—

Green, E., and Son (accepted).

N.v^•TW^CH.—For constructing a sewer in London-
road :—

Donell and Midcaster £280
Matthews, M. F. (accepted) ... 225 16

Newington".—For tlie extension and enlargement
of the Newington gas-meter testing office, and also
for the provision of heating apparatus to be installed
therein, for the London County Council :

—

Building work:

—

Downs, W.. Ltd., Walworth ... £1,783 U
Marsland, J., A- Sons, Walworth 1,738
Lole and Co., Chelsea 1,67.5

TrigHs and Co., Clapham 1,670
nice and Son, Stoekwell 1,583
Bowyer, J. aud C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Roberts, A., & Co., Ltd,. Earl's
Court-road, W 1,550

Garrett, J., & Son, Balham Hill* 1,46-1

Heating apparatus :

—

Cannon, W. G., and Sons, Ltd.,
London-road 275

Rradley, G. and E., Levor-street 269
Dean, E., and Beal, Ltd., Monu-
ment-street

IVIa>', J. and J., Liucoln's-inn*

1,552

241 15
227

* Recommended for acceptance.

NoHTH Islington.—For remodelling Grafton-road
school, for the London County Council :—

Appleby. J., and Sons, Ltd.,
Southwark Park £13,330

Wall, C, Ltd., Chelsea 12,850
Rowley Bros.. Wood Green ... 12,545
Chessum, .J., & Sons, South-place 12,509 1 2
Mouk, A., Lower Edmonton ... 12,330
Bias', W. F., Ltd., Cannon-street 11,970
Bowyer, J., and C., Ltd , Upper
Norwood 11,597

Willmott, J., and Sons, Hornsey 11,580 ()

Wallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Haymarket 11.549

McCoruiick & Sons, Ltd., Essex-
road 11,392

Roberts, C. P., and Co., Ltd.,
Dalston 11,169

Maddison, W. ,T,, Canning Town 11,161 u
Brand, Pettit, and Co,, West
Green-road (accepted) 10,955

Architect's estimate, £11,640.

Salford.—For the supply of car-bodies, trucks,
and eciuipment. for the tramways committee of the
town council :

—

Contracts, amounting to £28,073, divided between the
Brush Electrical Engineering Co.. Ltd., the J. G.
Brill Co., the British Westinghouse Co., Dick,
Kei-r, and Co.. and Siemens Brothers Dynamo
Works. Ltd.

SiTTiNGBotTRNE.—For the construction of roads
and footpaths and the erection of fencing at the
Consumptives' Sanatorium, for the Sittingbourne
and Milton joint hospital board :

—

Bowes and Sons (accepted) ... £425 10

Snowshill, Glos. — For the erection of two
cottages at Snowshill. Glos., for the Winchcomb
Rural District Council. Mr. Thomas IMalvern,
Licentiate R.I.B.A., '21, Winchcombe-street, Chelten-
ham, architect :

—

Jones, W.. Gloucester £570
Simms, J., and Son, Oxford ... 495
Steward and Co., Broadway ... 478
Gill Bros., Bourton-on-the-hill... 430
Burrows, H., Charlton Kiugs ... 400
Davios, G. C, Winchcombe' ... 391

* Accepted.

St. Pancras.—For building a new school in Ex-
mouth-street, for the London County Council :

—

Leslie and Co., Ltd., Kensington-
SQuare.

Monk, .v.. Lower Edmonton
Blake, W. E., Ltd.. Fulham ...

Holliday and Greenwood, Ltd.,
Battersea

Lawrence, W., and Son, Fins-
bury-circus

Fairhead, A., and Son, Entield ...

Bowyer. .J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood

Patman A: Fotheringham, Ltd.,
Islington

Wall, C. Ltd., Chelsea
Brand, Pettit. and Co., Weot
Green-road

Wallis, O. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Haymarket

Rowles' Bros., ^^'ood Green
.McCormick A Sons, Ltd,, Essex-
road (accepted)

Architect's estimate, £24,

f'26,772

26,;M0
25.970

25,863

25,261 (1

24,938 U

24,874

24,771 U
21,7'21

'24,484 (I I)

24,3:tt U

23,989

Uttoxeter.—For painting and decorating the town
hall, for the urban district council ;—

Phillips and Sons £1'27 14
Ward aud Godbebore (accepted) 108

Wandswortu, S.W.—For the enlargement of the
Southfield school, for the Loudon County Council ;

—

Bendon,T„ Ltd.. Hammersmith £1,8'26 17 6
Willett, W.. SloanL'-.square ... 1.769
Triggs and Co.. Clapham 1.765
Rice and Son, StockwcU-road ... 1,749
Soole, S. N., & son, Richmond ... 1,722
IMarkham & Markham, Victoria-
street 1,709

Lolo and Co., Trafalgar-square... 1,704
Fletcher, F. W.. Tooting 1,695
King, W., and Son, Vauxhall
Bridge-road 1,648

Bowyer, J. and C. Ltd., Upper
Norwood 1,636

Garrett, .J., & Son, Balham-hill* 1„591
Architect's estimate. £1,640.

* Recommended for acceptance.

West Malling.—For the construction of surface-
water drains at West Mailing, for the Mailing Rural
District Council :—

Langridge £1-23
Ballard 99
Davison 94 10
Price ... .„ 88 14 4
Hodges 87 10
Wilford (accepted), with 125 beds 8110

WrNcANTON, Somerset.—For the erection of ward
block at isolation hospital, for committee, Mr. A. J.
Pictor, A.R.I.B.A., Bruton, Somerset, architect:—

Green. T.. Wincanton £1,860 18
Merrick, F., & Son, Glastonbury 1,696 10
Webb. W., aud Sons, Bath ... 1,612 10
Dodimead, S.. and Sons, Shepton
Mallet 1,598

Pittard, H., and Son, Bristol ... 1,598
Poole. A., and Co., Ilminster ... 1..559

Coles Bros.. Peasedown. Bath ... 1,555
Stockham, T., Bridgwater ... 1,.534

Dunthorn, D. R., Glastonbury* 1,486
* Accepted.

An elementary school is in course of erection
in Clarksou-street, Canning Town, from plans by
Mr. W. Jacques, A.R.I.B.A., Fen-court, Feu-
churoh-street, E.C!
Works of sewerage are about to be carried out

in the village of Thurlwood for the Congleton
Rural District Council. Mr. Wyatt is the engi-
neer, aud tlie estimated outlay is i''2,1.50.

The rural district council of Llanfyllin have
instructed Messrs. Berringtou, Son, and Watney,
of Wolverhampton and Westminster, to prepare
a sewerage and sewage disposal scheme for
Llanfair Caereinion.

Alterations and additions have just been
executed at Congham Lodge, Norfolk, for Sir
Everard Ffolkes, Bart., entailing an outlay of
about i'4,000. Mr. Herbert J. Green, of Norwich,
was tlie architect, and the builders were Messrs.
Dye and Allen, of King's Lynn.

There have been voted by the State Legislature
of California 3,000,000dol. for the Capitol exten-
sion plan ; l,800,000dol. for University of Cali-
fornia buildings ; l,260,000dol. for State buildings
in Los Angeles ; l,000,000dol. for State buildings
in San Francisco

; and 700,0(X)dol. for the enlarge-
ment of the State Fair.

A reinforced concrete pontoon landing stage
has recently been put into use in the harbour of
Sydney, Australia. The pontoon, which takes a
live load of 150 tons, is 100ft. long, 43ft. wide at
one end and 6aft. at the other, 7ft. 9in. deep, with
a 32in. freeboard. The bottom is Hat, and the
sides and ends are sloped to an angle of SOdeg.
The pontoon, which weighed 650 tons, is divided
into 48 water-tight compartments by solid rein-
forced concrete waUs.

TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. AH communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communicatioos respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Bdildino News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street. Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Uable
for, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.
•«• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old
and uew work, and good sketches ace always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for iasertion. Of
more conmionplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on apphcation.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVI. aro now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),
aa only a Umited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX.
LIII., LXI., LXII., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.. LXVII..
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII.. LXXIII.,
LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVIl., LXXIX..
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXU.. LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI.. LXXXVII., LXXXVIII..
LXXXIX., XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII.. XCIV.,
XCV^,XCVI.,XCVII.,XCVIII., XCIX.,C„CI.,CII.,
cm.. CIV.. CV., and CVI. may still be obtained at
the same price ; all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bdildino
Nbws, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street. Strand, W.C.

Telephone : Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom ,' for the United States
£1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any
of the .Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•.•Our Direct Subscription Agents for AustraUa
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
PubUshers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

'.'The special rate to Canada Is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs, Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAKGES,
The charge for Competition and (Contract Adver-

tisements, PubUc Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

Une counting as two, the minimum charge being &s.

for four hues.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series
of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
apphcation to the Pubhaher.

Situations Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisementt must be
prepaid.

Situations Wanted,

Advertisements not exceeding Tlurty Words,
inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading " Situations Wanted," free o/ charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can he obtained on
application to the Publisher.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Office, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C., free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

-Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

Receivid.—P. and Co.—V. de T. A. Co.. Ltd.—
R. I. C. and Co., Ltd.—W. C. Co., Ltd.—H. R. D. C—
—S. E. Co., Ltd.—R. B. and Son.— E. W. aud Son.—
C. A. Co., Ltd.—H. B. and E. Ltd.—R. M.—Capt. H.—
L. and Co.. Ltd.—S. A. S.—D. and Co., Ltd.—W. W.—
H. and G.

A.—Yes.
R. G.—Not just now.

V. W.—Thanks ; please send.

G. H. L.—We fear not ; but really we think some people
are needlessly nervous just now, and that some of

those they disappoint will not forget it by-and-by.

Obigi.val.-The Royal Academy has Ions' been self-

suppuitiucr ; but for twelve years after its start in 176»,

it cost KinK George III. somethin'; over .t5,()0li in all

out of hi- privy purse to make up iumual deficiencies.

W. T. H. M.—We could onlv rend your query as illus-

trated by the di'awlng sent with it: and the diaKraro

section certamly led us to think that you proposed

rebating of a wood lintol with a stone facm^', while to

make the encastnt; complete, a rendered face to the

BoBit was intended. If you fear that your stone

lintol will not carry, put an ordinary rehevuig arch

over the same.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Sept. 7—Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-
etreet, York-road. Battersea; and Billinesgate-street,
Churcb-street, Greenwicb. (Mr. J. W. Simpson,
F.B. I.E. A., Assessor) L. Gomme, Clerk. Education Offices, Victoria Embkt., W.C,

,, 15—Designs for Sbakespeai'e Memorial National Tbeatre
(Mr. T. E. Collcutt, P. P. R.I B.A., Assessor) 500as. (merged), and five o( ISOgs. The Secretary, Ha, Dean's-yard, Westminster Abbey. S.W.

Oct. 31—Laying Out Show Grounds, Wayville West, Adelaide ... £500, i'200, £100 The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Australia,
23, Waymoutb-street, Adelaide.

,, 31—Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station, St.

Helens. (Assessor.) i'lOO, £.50, £25 A. \V. Bradley, M.I. C.E.. Town Hall, St. Helens.
Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield ... £400, £240 M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations Industrielles, Rue de Louyain, IBrusBels.

No date—Plans for 20 Houses (Costing from £200 to £270),
Gildersome W. Wilby, Sur.. Counfil Offices, Gildersome.

do. —School (900 places). Vale-road, South Tottenham W. Mallinson, Clerk, Phillips-lane, South Tottenham.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Aug. 11—Council School, Repairs to. Orchard-lane, Lye
„ 14—Chestnuts Asylum, Repairs to, Walthaiiistow
„ 14—Dwelliufi-houses. RemodeUinp, Smeaton-ter., Staveley
„ 14—Two Blocks of Three Houses, South Hiendley
„ 14—Houses (l'2i. Main-street. East Ardeley
,, 14—St. Mary's National Schools. Additions to, Cork
., 14—School. Alterations to, Sti-eet lane, Gildersome
„ 14—Workmen's Dwellinj49 HHH), Horden Colliery

,, 14—Hilliaril Hall and Shop, North^ate, Cleckheaton
,, 14—Three Pairs of Cottages, Thatcham
„ 14—Electric Theatre, Wharf-street. Sowerhy Bridge
„ 14—Farm Buildiuf:is. Billhead of Whitecross
„ 14—Infanta' Home, Crosland Moor Workhouse. Hudderfield
„ 15—Technical School E.xtension, Stockport
,. 1.5—Pavilions (40 patients each). Sanatorium. Wolsingham...
„ 15—Fire Station, Additions to, Cowan-street, Kirkcaldy
,, 15—Public School, Cloakroom at, ArdaiUie
„ -15—Harris Academy. Enlargement of, Dundee
„ 15—Drill Hall, Bot^moor
„ 15—Afied Miners' Homes (12), Kelloe
„ 15—County Sanatorium, Additions to, Wolsingham
„ 15—Miniature Rifle Kan^e, Fochabers
„ 15—Parish Church, Additions to, Chorley
.. 15—Drill Hall. Broadford, Skye
.. 15—Public Shelter, Rosslyn-street, Gallatown, Kirkcaldy ...

., 1.5—Minister's House, Ynysybwl
,, 1.5—Warehouse. Hanover-street. Cork
„ 17—Cottages (10), Cow Honeybourne
„ 17—Greenhouse, (.'enieter>'. Wakefield
„ 17—New Military Hospital, Ward at, Tidworth, Hants
,, 17—Cottages i'2W, Bretforton

BUILDINGS.
Worcestershire Education Coiii.

T.ciayton'!!"!. '!""!"!!!". !!!.!"!]!"!!"

Urban District Council

West Riding Education Com.

Newbury Rural District Council
National Electric Theatres, Ltd...

Guardians
Education Committee
Durham County Council
Town Council

School Board
Elginshii-e County Association
East Hetton Lodge
Durham County Council
Elginshire County Association ,

Territorial Force
Town Council
.Jerusalem CM. Chapel
Dwyer and Co., Ltd
Evesham Rural District Council
Corporation
Secretary of State for War
Evesham Rural District Council

A. V. Rowe. Archt . 30. Foregate-streot. Worcester.
The Committee of X'isitors. Asylum, Brentwood.
S. Shaw. F.R.I.B.A.. Kendal.
J. Keeling, South Hiendley, near Barnsley.
The Surveyor, Blackgates Council School. Tingley, near Leeds.
B. O'Flynn, B.E., Archt,, 5ti, Grand-parade, Cork.
The Education Archt., County Hall, Wakefield.
J. Hamilton, Archt.. Blackhall Colliery Office, Castle Eden.
(Element Williams and Sons. Arclus . Halifax.
Tubbs, MesEcr, & Poulter. Archts.. Bank Chambers, Newbury.
R. Horslall and Son, Archts., '2'2a, Commercial-st , Halifax.
G Bennett Mitchell, Archt., 148, Union-etreet. Aberdeen.
J. Berry and Sons, Archts., 3, Market-place, Huddersfield.
A. Lawton, M.A.. Sec, Education Office?, Stockport.
T. Shame. A.R.I.B.A.. Shire Hall. Durham.
W. L. Macindoe. Town Clerk, Kirkcaldy.
W. Davidson, Archt., Ellon.
,J. H. Laoglands, Archt., 31, Murray Gite, Dundee.
C. C. Doig. Archt., Elgin.
J. Dixon, Kelloe Pit, Durham.
T. Sharpe, A.R.I.B.A.. Shire Hall. Durham.
C. C. Doig. Archt,. Elgin.
W. & C. Basset Smith &R. Preston, 10, .John-st..Adelphi.W.C.
A. Ross and Son. Archts.. Inverness.
W. L. Macindoe. Town Clerk. Kirkcaldy.
E. I. Evans, Archt , 55. Dunraven-streec, Tonypandy.
Chillingworth and Levie. Archts., 11. South Mall, Cork.
E. Hollowav, Sur., Evesham.
J. P. Wakeford, BI.I.C.E.. City Sur.. Town Hall, Wakefield.
The Director of Barrack Construction, 80, Pall Mall, S.W.
E. Holloway, Sur , Evesham.

I

A new Series of Ideal Boilers.

A new Series of Ideal Sectional Boilers is now
being made at our Hull Works — the No. 1 "Q"
Series for Water and the No. 2 "G" Series for Water
and Steam.

Ideal Y [DEAL
1 Radiators *^ 1 Boi lers

The special Advantages of the "Ideal" "G" Scries Boilers are:

No loose base—therefore no leakage of air between sections and
ashpit.

Occupy less space than other Boilers of equal capacity.

Low height of flow tapping.

Ample steam capacity in steam Boilers.

Patent Insulating Jacket covering all exposed surfaces and fixed in

a fi'w minutes.

IllustratedpampJiId and p?-ice list oratis on receipt of Professional
or Trade card.

I.kal No. I "G'' Scries Water

Builer wiUi Insulalini; l.ickcl.

We supply all Accessories required by the Heating Engineer—Valves, Pipe Fittings, Tools, Registers,

Ventilators, etc.

NATIONALRADIArUKrOPIPANY 439 & 441. Oxford Su-eet, London, W.
LiMjTKo. Works: HULL, Yorks. Telephone Nos. : MayFair 2153 & 2154.

Ageols carrying Slocks of

Ideal Boilers and Ideal Radiators.

BAXENDALE S CO., Lid., Miller Sireet Works, MANCHESTER.
WILLIAM MACLEOD d CO.. 60. 62. tl 64, Robertson Street, GLASGOW.
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A MODERN SUBURB.
We still call it "the village," especially

those of us who are old inhabitants of some
Jifteen or twenty years. We cling to the
iilea that it is even now in the country.
'Uie words " Village Smithy " cut into brick
rver an ironmonger's shop strengthen the
tradition. There is also what was once a
\illage green, though now laid out with
i.'on railings and tar-paved ways across,
mostly given up to cats and naughty boys.
Vet we talk of going to "London," though
i' is only some twenty minutes' railway
iide, or forty by the ubiquitous electric

tram. The older residents, who bought
their houses, "freehold," as they tell you,
thought they were settling in the country.
'.-'o they left town, which then seemed far

;iway. Now the town has come to them, and
ihe glory of the countryside has departed.
ISut what would you ? This is an age of

progress and building, and the people

—

even the upper and lower middle - class

1 eople—must be housed. So, although we
do not at all admit being a part of Greater
London, we are nearing the day when we
shall be absorbed in what may be called

Greatest London.

The prevailing opinion in the suburb is,

Jhat it is all the fault of wicked builders,

vlld inhabitants point to a row of red brick
liouses, and tell you that once—some few
years ago—fine trees flourished there. A
famous country lane, which is now but a

green memory to our aged ones, has liecome
a main tar-paved road, down which the
awful red motor-'buses run roaring their

way, tearing up the surface, and adding
heavily to our local rates. Fields that once
existed and shimmered in the sunshine of

ilieir day are now covered with desirable

:-;emi-detached villas, all alike, and with
equal gardens of the same length to an
inch. Their only difference is to be found
in the weird and wonderful names written
on tho fanlight. Fortunately, as the place
grew, our local authority insisted on adding
numbers, and this, though opposed as too

towny, is admittedly convenient. Some
owners, who spent a w-eek in AVales, or had
a relative in the Indian Army, have stuck
up Welsh unpronounceable villages nr

Hindoo districts, as the titles of their

castles. But the shops stick to the
numbers, and leave the rest severely alone.

The mysterious way in which our modern
suburb grew to its present proud position
out of the old village puzzles many people.
It takes a builder to know when a plot of

ground is "ripe." in the ti-ade term, for

development. The land seems to have
ripened in rather a patchy mannei-. Site

development and house - planning were not
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known in those days. So some wicked
speculative builder camo along, bought, or
got an agreement over, a likely bit of
ground, and set to work to sow ground-
rents in Its soil which soon showed a crop
of family residences. In this way the fields
were eaten up, and the gardens to our old
houses disappeared, after the houses them-
selves had been pulled down and sold to the
knacker. Aged inhabitants tell the sad
story to this day, as seriously as they
would speak about the slow crumbling of
an empire.

The natives are rather proud of the
Domestic Architecture to be seen in our
roads, though newcomers sometimes say
that it may be Domestic, but it is not Archi-
tecture. To those who know that the basis
of all building is ready money, the
financial troubles of a generation of
builders can be seen in the houses erected.
Where a road stops short suddenly, and has
not gone on again, it is obvious that the
builder's money ran out, or the financier
failed, and no one else has had the heart to

go on with the broken job. In other places
a road is found to have been well begun
with good and large houses, for a certain
distance. Then lower down we come upon
a far inferior class of property. Here it may
be that the original builder bolted, as they
have been known to do ; sometimes because
they see disaster at the end, and no hope
of a good bonus. Then the unlucky land-
owner had to get in another builder, and
sought to save himself by putting up
cheaper dwellings at much the same i-ents.

But those who bought the first lot are
always explaining why their road falls away
so sadly in style lower down. In other
parts of our suburbs the mark of the
mortgagee is very plainly visible. It is,

indeed, indelibly written upon the very
fronts of the house, so that all who run may
read. Dwellings meant to be let at £.jO a

year with their £10 ground-rent, which is.

at all events, a certainty, have como down
in the world, and are now fetching, say,

£3.'5, or even £30. This reduction of rent

is somehow made manifest in the appear-
ance of the dwellings themselves. Why has
this happened ? The usual history is that

tho builder could not sell, nor could he go

on any longer paying the heavy ground-
rent and mortgage interest. So the mort-
gagees took possession, and had to let th*

places for what they could get. Then do
rents go down, and as mortgagees in pos-

session of unsaleable property do not spend
too much on repairs, the premises aro apt

to look neglected, if not dilapidated. So
we who know from experience can often see

the mark of the mortgagee as plainly as if

Strand, W.C.

OUR ILLUSTRATIOXS.

'^^"j^lZj"^ "f' ^^Mlleton, Lanes. Selected

7? 5^ J '• ? e\a"ons, sections, and plans. Mr.Ahck G. Horsnell, Architect.
Grainger Picture House, Newcastle-on-Tyne Views

rrchfteX-
''""" P-'^y.B^wne'^nd Glover,

Business Premises, Great Portland-street, W. ViewMd plane. Mr. H. O. Creaswell, P.R.I.b.A., Archi.

Selected Design, St. James's-road Schools, Northampton
?„H^i?i.,^'T™S8 and plans. Messrs. Blackwelland Riddey, Architects.

"Sculpture" and "Architecture": Royal West ofEngland Academy, Bristol.

the fact and figures were crudely chalked
upon tho walls.

The best parts of our suburb look upon
and lead off our Common. " The finest in
England, sir!" according to the natives.
Such avenues of trees. Ornamental water,
pond, modernised by L.C.C., with horse
ride, swimming-bath, keepers, etc., all
quite complete and up to date. The roads
here were laid out more or less upon one
coherent plan, and the architecture can
really be so described. Detached and semi-
detached villa residences

; £7.5 to £125 were
the original rents, though somewhat fallen
in these degenerate days. Still, there they
are, good houses, much varied, large
gardens, shrubs, ivy, and green creepers
everywhere—comfortable, yet pretty. One
amazing thing is to find how many of them
were built by the builder for his own occu-
pation ! This legend is still repeated by the
proud purchasers of years ago, as proof of
the sound way in which they were built and
finished by the builder for himself to live
and die in ? Strange ! for the same builder
must have meant to live and die in so
many of them that one's faith falters in
working out the problem.
Then there is quite another class of pro-

perty, more recently erected. This was on
the site of our largest and oldest house
with lawns, real gardens, and a paddock,
and which looked like a country mansion.
The owner came to grief, and sold the whole
freehold land to ono of those wicked
speculative builders who once flourished in
these parts. The puzzle of the new pro-
prietor was to see how many ground-rents,
of £5 each he could plant on so many feet

super., after allowing for the necessary
roads. Well, of course, tho roads had to

come first, then the remaining land was
plotted out with much ingenuity. Red
brick buildings grew up rapidly, based
upon ground-rents, and tho legal spaces
were left behind the back addition. But
something hail to go, and, of course, it was
the gardens, which our agents admit are
small, but call "nice" and "pretty." In
fact, there is about room for a central rose-

tree and a dozen geraniums and a dustbin.

The up-to-date builder docs not let his

houses : ho sells them. So all these were
for sale, and for sale only ; and sold they

were sure enough, and since sold again.

One advantage of this method is that tho

young man just getting married who buys

a house of this kind, for which no rent is

quoted, can get no figure on which to com-

pare with other houses. So ho pays tho

price asked : or, rather, he agrees to pay

it to a Building Society durina the comin.g

twelve years or so. It is really the hire-
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purchase system extended from funiiture

to dwellings, and is about as costly and
extravagant in the end. But what would
you ? Builders must build and sell, and
the middle classes must be housed in a

modern suburb w-hich clings to the couiitry,

and yet is an easy train or tram ride

to the City. Thus, all parties are happy,
and the world goes on ! Yet architecture

has not much to do with our newer classes

of dwelling. The builder has his own well-

tried plans and quantities ; he knows his

brickwork and his wooden stuff to an inch.

So the houses go up and sell, and are

pretty. All the rest is a matter of finance

and figures, which are known only to him
and his building owner and mortgagee, and.

perhaps, later on, to his creditors. And of

such are most modern suburbs that are

covering up the country round the central

life of London.
•«*

MIDDI.ETON TOWN-HALL COM-
PETITION.

In this competition, which was decided
last week, as reported in our issue of last

Friday, the corporation adopted the jiroper

course of appointing the assessor, Mr.
Hastwell Grayson, M.A., F.R.I.B.A., at

the commencement, and allowing him to

draw up the conditions, instead of, as is

often the case, delaying his appointment
until after the designs were received. The
result has been a clear and simple set of

conditions, in which only essential facts

are stated, with a refreshing absence of

the host of unimportant details and
verbose legal phraseology w'ith which some
town-clerks appear to delight in obscuring
the instructions they draw up. The vexed
question, whether or not the promoters
should definitely bind themselves to carry
out the design placed first by the assessor,

is dealt with in the following clause :
—

It ie the intention of the corporation to accei>t the
award of the Asseesor, and to entrust the carr,viuf; out of
the work to the author of the design which the assessor
may select, unless, in the opinion of the corporation,
with the acquiescence of the assessor after consultation
with hjm, there are imperative reasons to the contrary.

In this way the interests of the profession
are safeguarded, while the corporation are
not likely to have to entrust an important
undertaking to an architect who, though
able to submit the best design, might be
in other ways obviously unsuitaljlo to carry
out the woik. Premiums of £100, £50,
and £25 were offered for the designs
placed first, second, and third respec-
tively, the author of the selected one to

receive a further £100 should he not have
instructions to proceed with the work
within twelve months of the date of the
assessor's award.
The drawings required were plans of each

floor, three elevations and one section, to a
scale of IGft. to lin., together with a per-
spective view. The maximum amount to be
expended was £18,000, which included all

fees, and £1.000 for furniture. The
schedule of accommouation required com-
prised the following : Telephone exchange
and porter's room, waiting-room, town
clerk's general and private offices,

treasurer's general and private offices,

medical officer's general and private offices,

health inspector's general and private
offices, sanitary stores, education secre-
tary's general and private offices, school
attendance office and store-rooms, sur-
veyor's drawing oflice. private office, and
plan-room. All the above were to bo situ-

ated on the ground-floor. One committee-
room could be either on the L'round floor or
im the first floor, as might l)c found most
convenient, while the following were to be
jirovided on the first floor: Council-
chamber, mayor's parlour, serving-room,
two committee-rooms, and an assenibly-
hall about Gift, by .'Wft.. with pl.itforiii,

cnish-liall, and gallery. This asscmbly-liall

was to be arranged so that it could be let

off separately, if desired, for concerts, etc.

In addition to the above, there were to be
the usual store-rooms, lavatories, heating-

chamber, etc.

Middleton is an interesting little town,
possessing a. number of both old and new
buildings of considerable merit, and the
site is situated in a conspicuous position in

one of the main streets. On the whole, the
competition w-as a decidedly attractive one,

and it was not surprising to find that as

many as 107 designs were submitted. Out
of these the assessor selected eight for

further consideration, his final award
being : First, Mr. Alick G. Horsnell,

.J, Gray's Inn-square, London ; Second
Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme, and
Thornely, Blackburn ; Third, Messrs.
Claphani and Symons-Jeun^, London. The
authors of the remaining five designs
were : Messrs. 'Wallis and Bowden,
London ; Messrs. Honeyman and Keppie,
Glasgow ; Messrs. H. Townshend, Morgan,
and Chas. Cowles-Voysey, London

;

Messrs. Cleland and Hayward, 'Wolver-
hampton ; and Messrs. L. S. Sullivan and
L. W. Bucknell, London.

DESIGN PLACED FIRST.

As only the eight designs mentioned
above were exhibited, it is impossible to

comment on the competition as a whole

;

but it may be unhesitatingly stated tiiat

Mr. Horsnell's design is easily the best

of the eight. The plan is exceedingly
simple and direct, the corridors are short,

and the lighting throughout is excellent.

The entrance hall is, perhaps, rather lavish

for a building of this size ; but the plan
generally is so compactly arranged that a
little extravagance here is permissible.
The various departments on the ground-
floor are conveniently arranged, while on
the first floor, which comprises the council

suite and committee rooms, the plan is

equally satisfactory. The serving-room,
with lift from basement kitchen, hardly
fulfils the requirement that it should
adjoin the mayor's parlour; but this

could be overcome by a slight rearrange-
ment of the rooms when preparing the

working drawings. Externally, also, this

is quite the best of the premiated designs,

the elevations being to a good scale and
treated on broad and simple lines. The
main front, with the centre portion of

stone flanked by plain masses of brick-

work, forms a dignified composition and is

well illustrated by an excellent wash
drawing.

DESIGN PLACED SECOND.

This plan, although very similar in its

general lines to the selected one, differs

from it in that it has not been built right

up to the limits of the site on each side.

This has necessarily restricted the size of

the central area, with the result that the

lighting and ventilation of the corridor and
rooms around the area, would not bo so

perfect as in the selected scheme. The
planning of the basement is also not so

good, but the arrangement of the council

suite on the first floor is excellent. The
elevations are interesting and well pro-

portioned, and the drawings include a bold

and effective perspective.

DESIGN PLACED THIRD.

This plan also has rather a small central

area, with its consequent disadvantages.

The scheme is on different lines to the

other premiated ones, the assembly-hall

being in tlie front of the building, with the

council-chamber in a corner at the rear.

T!ie mam staircase is badly placed, both in

relation to the principal entrance and to

the council-chamber, and the plan as a

whole lacks the simplicity and balance of

tile other two. The ujiper portion of the
main fa^aile is really an admirable com-
].osition ; Init it is a pity that the fenestra-

tion on the ground-floor could not have
been worked in more happily with that on
the floor above.

THE R.I.B.A. AND THE WAR.
A special meeting (open to the whole pro-

fession) was held at the Institute ou Friday,
August 14, 1914, at 4.30 p.m., to consider tlie

best way in which architects can offer their

services in the present crisis. The Presi-

dent, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., was in

the chair.

The President, in opening the meeting,

said : The specifie services to be suggested

under No. 1 of the circular which you have
received are intended as indications only.

Tliere are, of course, many others, which we
as architects can offer, apart from those

which we can give as citizens. We can, for

instance, offer assistance in regard to the

proposed housing and other schemes. It has

also been suggested that, subject to the

approval of the Council, we might offer our

ground-floor galleries. The Architectural
Association has already a good deal of in-

formation as to other work which we might
do, and I will presently ask the President,

Mr. Maurice Webb, to give you an outline

of what they are doing. With regard to

No. '^, no explanation is necessary. Many
young architects have left their work, with

nobody to look after it in their absence, and
we must, of course, help them. I shall,

presently, ask Sir Aston Webb to move
No. .3, and I will, therefore, not anticipate

him in saying anything about the proposal,

except that I shall ask the Council to send

a donation from the Institute. (Hear, hear.)

I have not yet had an opportunity of

learning if the Architects' Benevolent

Society has adequate funds at its disposal,

and vvhether an appeal for subscriptions

should be made. It will be necessary, in

order to carry out these proposals, to

appoint a representative committee, which

should have power to add to its numbers,

and to form organising committees to deal

with different branches of the work. I pro-

pose to call a meeting of this committee
next Tuesday. I think it will simplify

matters if we have formal resolutions

covering suggestions 1, 2, and .3, and the

appointment of this committee, and it will

also save time if any gentleman who has

suggestions to make will make them briefly

now, and then send them at once, in writing,

to the Secretary of the Institute, in order

that they may be considered by the com-

mittee. I will ask Mr. Maurice Webb to

give the meeting an outline of the valuable

work which the Architectural Association

has already done, and I shall then ask Mr.

Hubbard formally to move the first resolu-

tion.

Mr. Maurice Webb : I should like, first, ou

behalf of the Association, to say that we are

only anxious to help and assist the Institute

as far as we possibly can in any proposals

it may bring forward. As regards the actual

work which we are doing at the moment, we
are endeavouring to get into touch with all

men who feel they would like to do some-

thing to help at the present time : men who
can only give op part of their time, and also

men who have tried to join the Territorial

forces, but owing to the fullness of their

ranks have not been able to get in at present.

But we arc not able to do anything, and we

do not wish to do anything, which will in-

terfere with the regular recruiting, either

for the Army or for the Territorial forces

later on. For this purpose we propose to

affiliate ourselves with a central organisa-

tion, called the London Volunteer Defence

Force, which, I understand, expects shortly

to obtain Government recognition. Lord

Desboroiigh is the chairman, and it is

supported by a very influential committee.

Their scheme is to start training centres all

lover London, and we shall form one ot those

I

centres for men who can only give up part

of their time, having drills and musketry

practice every night, and at other times ns

may be arranged. For men who can give

their whole time I hope we shall provide a

fuller and better system, and that we shall
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be able finally to supply a complete company
of men who are willing to give up tlioir whole

services and affiliate themselves with the

Artists' Rifles or with some Engineering

Territorial battalion, as soon as we arc

allowed to go on. Bnt at the present time

there is no further recruiting for the Terri-

torials. I understand. For the part-time men
we shall have to go on until things develop a

little more. At present we have the names
of 250 men who are willing to do something,

and more are daily coming in. We have

rifle ranges at our disposal, a drill-hall and

drilling grounds, and we have our own
cricket ground at Elstree, which, later, we
shall be able to use for week-end camps. As
far as the Association goes, I think that is

the best side of the work for us to tackle.

All men over 30 and up to 45 are eligible,

and I hope that later the younger men will

be ; but at present we cannot drill them if

they are eligible for Lord Kitchener's Second
Army. In addition, we are endeavouring to

help the British Fire-Prevention Committee,

for men who are less martial-spirited and

who would like to join an Emergency Fire

Force, and who are versed in fire work and
dangerous structure work, for either part

time or whole time, I cannot say anything

further, except that our Secretary is here,

and he has full particulars of what we are

doing, and will be pleased to take the names
of any who are willing to help us. (Applause.)

The President; I will now ask Mr.

Hubbard formally to move the first resolu-

tion.

Mr. Hubbard.: The resolution which has

been entrusted to me is as follows :
" That

this representative meeting of the archi-

tectural profession offers its services to the

Government in whatever capacity they can

be most useful at the present time. Also

that, subject to the consent of the Council,

the R.I.B.A. offers to the Government the

use of the Institute's grou)ul-floor galleries,

and that an intimation giving effect to these

offers be forwarded to the proper quarters."

I beg. Sir, to formally move that resolution.

The resolution was put and carried

unanimously.
Mr. J. Alfred Gotcli ; I have much

pleasure in proposing the second resolution :

"That the architects who are in a position to

assist young architects who are already em-
bodied" in, or who contemplate joining, the

Forces, be asked to send their names to the

Secretary of the Institute, and state what
they are prepared to do." I do not propose

to say anything in support of this, because

it is so obvious. My view is that, as far

as possible, everyone should endeavour to

keep things in their normal state. If young

architects have gone to join the Colours and

left their business, we ought to depart so

far from the normal as to help them as far

as we can,

Mr. E. Guy Dawber having seconded, the

resolution was put to the meeting and carried

iinanimously.
The President: I will now ask Sir Aston

Webb to move Resolution No. 3.

Sir Aston Webb. R.A. : The resolution I

have to propose reads: "That a subscription

list be opened to enable architects to con-

tribute as a body to the Prince of Wales's

National Relief Fund." I hope the Institute

will give a contribution, as from the In-

stitute.

Mr. Lanchester : I will second the resolu-

tion. I understand that it says " Architects,"

not necessarily members of the Institute?

Sir Aston Webb : Architects
;
yes, certainly.

The President : I think Sir Aston Webb
has made it quite clear. The idea is that a

subscription list should be opened, so that

architects may contribute as a body, more
or less, and the Institute will be asked to

give a donation too. It answers two
purposes: one is to have as large a sum as

possible given to the Prince of Wales's

Fund—a large sum, we hope; and the other

is to enable people who feel they can only

give a modest sum to give it in this way
rather than sending it direct.

The resolution having been put, was
carried unanimously.
The President : the next resolution I was

intending to propose myself. I move " That

a committee be appointed to deal with the

matters connected witli the foregoing resolu-

tions, this committee to have power to add

to its. numbers, and to form such organising

connuittees as may be required, the com-

mittee to report to the R.I.B.A. Council

from time to time." If anyone will second

that I shall be glad. I do not think I have

anything to say in explanation of it.

Mr. E. Guy Dawber: I will second that.

Mr. Lanchester; Can we pass that, and

then go on to the constitution of the com-

mittee?
The President ; This meeting is so big that

if we are going to constitute a committee

meeting hern I do not know how long we

shall be at it. I think if anybody has views

and will give the meeting the benefit of them

with regard to the constitution, and if you

will trust me to work in conjunction with the

Council in forming a committee on the lines

that I gather the committee shoiild be

formed, judging from the conversation in

this room, l think that would be the best

wav of going to work.

Sir Aston Webb: I think the best com-

mittee would be formed by yourself, sir, on

the understanding that it is not limited to

members of the Institute, but that it will

include representatives from all known archi-

tectural societies. I feel sure you have the

confidence of everyone in this room that you

will carry out that duty honourably ^m\}°

the satisfaction of all of us. I should like

to see it placed in your hands.

The President: That is putting a great

responsibility on me; but I will undertake

to do the best I can, with the assistance of

my Council. I will, therefore, put that

resolution, which I have proposed from the

chair, and which Mr. Dawber has seconded.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

The meeting then terminated.

THE ARCIIITKCTS' WAR CpMMITTF.K.

The first meeting was held on Tuesday,

August 18, 1014. Present: Mr H V. Lan-

chester (in the chair), Messrs. Walter Cave,

Thomas E. Collcutt, G. Leonard Elkington,

Claude Ferrier, H. M. Fletcher. L. Rome

Guthrie, Edwin T. Hall, Gerald C. Horsley,

Sir Thomas Jackson, Bart.. Ralph Knott, 1'

.

S Leslie. R. Goulbuni Lovcll, Edwin L.

Lutyens, Sir Alexander Stenning, Sir Henry

Tanner, Percy B. Tubbs, Paul Watcrhousc,

Adam F Watson, Sir Aston Webb, Maurice

E Webb. John E. Yerbury, C. Stanley Peach

(honorary secretary), Ian MacAlister (scerc-

In the unavoidable absence of the President

of the R.I.B.A., owing to a domestic bereave-

ment, Mr. H. V. Lanchester took the chair.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE.

The Chairman stated, on behalf of Mr.

Ernest Newton, that, in accordance with the

resolutions passed at the representative

meeting of the architects held at the

R.I.B.A. on August 14, the gentlemen whose

names he read had been invited to serve upon

the committee, and that the following gentle-

men regretted their inability to accept the

invitation ; Mr. H. B. Measures. Mr. F. B.

Dunkerley, Mr. Gilbert Eraser, Sir William

Emer.son," Mr. A. B. Burleigh. It was there-

upon resolved that the following gentlemen

be also invited to serve upon the committee:

Mr J. E. Still. Mr. F. H. Wrench. Mr.

Walter Gordon. Mr. Geoffrey Norman, Mr.

S D Tnplev. Mr. H. A. Welch, Mr. Herbert

Shepherd, Mr. W. Alban Scott. M.S. A., Mr.

T. Wallis. M.S. A.
It was then resolved that the committee he

called "The Architects' War Committoc,"

and that the following members of the com-

mittee be appointed as honorary officers:

Chairman, Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.,

P R I B A. ; vice chairmen. Mr. George

Hubbard and Mr. Percy B. Tubbs; honorary

secretarv, Mr. C. Stanley Pench.

The Secretarv then submitted to the cnm-

mittee the resolutions passed at the meeting

of the profession on August 14. Th" acting

chairman stated, on behalf of Mr. Newton,

that the question of the use of the R.I.B.A.

"alleries would be discussed at a meeting of

the R I B.A. Council the same afternoon. He

also read the following statement drafted by

Mr. Newton: "I hope to have nu interview

at an early date with Mr. Herbert Samuel,

M.P., to discuss the question of the special

employment of architects during the war.

Mr. Samuel has already informed me that

he will be glad to a\ail himself of our

services if occasion arises. With regard to

resolution No. 3, I propose this afternoon to

ask the Council of the R.I.B.A. to make a

substantial donation immediately to the

Prince of Wales's Fund. With regard to tlie

distress which may arise in the profession

owing to the war, I propose to summon a

special meeting of the Architects' Benevolent

Society council to consider the situation, and,

if it is found necessary, to send out a special

appeal to the profession to contribute to a

special war relief fund for the benefit of

architects and those dependent upon them
who may be in difficulties owing to the war.

It was resolved that the following gentle-

men be invited to act as an executive and
general purposes conimittee, with power to

add to their numbers: Chairman, the Presi-

dent; vice-chairmen, Mr. George Hubbard
and Mr. Percy B. Tubbs ; honorary secretary,

Mr. C. Stanley Peach ; Mr. H. V. Lanchester,

Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, Mr. Maurice E. Webb,
Mr. H. Chatfeild Clarke. Mr. Claude
Ferrier, Mr. Edwin T. Hall. Sir Aston Webb,
Mr. W. E. Riley. Mr. Ralph Knott. Mr. L.

Rome Guthrie, Mr. Paul Waterhousr, Mr. E.

T. Richmond, Mr. H. M. Fletcher; and all

the provincial members of the general com-

mittee to act as correspondents for the

executive committee; and that all suggestions

received from architects and others with

regard to the action to be taken by the pro-

fession should be referred in the first instance

to this committee for consideration.

It was then resolved that the executive and
general purposes committee be instructed to

draft and despatch to the Right Hon. J.

Pease. M.P., who has been entrusted by the

Cabinet with the duty of receiving all offers

of assistance in connection with the war, a

letter embodying the general offor of help

expressed in the resolutions.

It was resolved that the following gentle-

men be invited to act as a Selection Sub-

committee or sub-committees, with power to

add to their numbers: Sir John Burnet, Sir

Aston Webb, Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, Col. F.

S. Leslie. Mr. E. Guy Dawber. Mr. G.

Leonard Elkington, Mr. Reginald Blomfield,

Mr. Max Clarke, Mr. H. A. Welch, Mr.

Sydney Perks, Mr. T. Edwin Cooper, Mr.

Wm. Woodward. Mr. John E. Yerbury, Jlr.

Henry T. Hare. Mr. G. T. Hine. Mr. John

Slater, Mr. R. Goulburn Lovell, Mr. Gerald

C. Horsley. Mr. Alan E. Munby, and all the

provincial members of the General Com-
mittee to act as correspondents for the

selection sub-committee, and that the follow-

ing memorandum, prepared by the chairman,

be adopted as a basis for the work of this

sub-committee, which should report to the

executive and general purposes committoc:

"This sub-committee would be asked to com-

pile lists of architects, with particulars of

their qualifications, so that we may be in a

position to give useful information to the

Government or to any of its departments in

connection with emergencies arising out of

the war. The sub-committee would also act

as an information bureau to help young

architects who are called out for service in

the manner suggested by Resolution No. 2.

In doing their work it would be largely

guided by the advice and knowledge of the

provincial members of the general com-

mittee, who would be asked to act as its

correspondents in dealing with applications

from various districts."

It was resolved that the executive aiul

general purposes committee be instructed

to open a subscription list, to enable archi-

tects to contribute as a body to (a) the

Prince of Wales's National Relief Fund, or

(b) a special fund.

It was resolved that the foHowing gentle-

men be invited to act as a benevolent sub-

committee, with power to add to then-

numbers ; Sir Robert Lorimcr, Sir Alexander

Stenning, Sir Ernest George Sir Henry

Tanner,' Sir Thomas .laekson. Ml'. A- Wr !^-

Cross Mr. H. W. Wills, Mr. H. Austen Hall,
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Mr. H. M. Fletcher, Mr. E. C. P. Monson,
Mr. Herbert Baker, Mr. Walter Cave, Mr.

Thomas E. Collcutt, Mr. Edwin L. Lutyejis,

Mr. Leonard Stokes, and all provincial

members of the general committee to act as

correspondents for the benevolent sub-

committee.

The acting-chairman stated that after con-

sultation with the War Office, the Archi-

tectural Association had decided for the

present to take no action in regard to their

military training proposals.

It was finally resolved that tlie executive

and general purposes committee be requested

to consider the following points : (a) The
desirability of issuing to the profession or to

the public an appeal to carry on building

work to the utmost extent during the

progress of the war. (b) The desirability of

urging the Government to make arrange-

ments to allow the railways to carry building

materials.
_ <o*»-

•'SCULPTURE'- AND 'ARCHITEC-
TURE '

: ROYAL WEST OF ENGLAND
ACADEMY, BRISTOL.

In our Double Number, published on

January 2 last, we gave the two lunettes

painted" by Conimendatore Walter Crane,

R.W.S., whieh were the first pair executed

in tlie central hall of the Royal West of Eng-

land Academy under the Dome and illustrat-

ing "Painting" and "Craftsmanship." The
remaining lunettes, which will also face each

other, represent " Sculpture " and " Architec-

ture."

The designs were chosen in public com-

petition when Professor Lethaby, Professor

fieresford Pile, and Professor Moria, all of

the Royal College of Art, acted as assessors.

Complete and suggestive as the original

sunill scale studies were, all four of the

schemes, which are each 24ft. long by 7ft.

high, have been elaborated in execution.

One of the conditions of the competition was
that the cost should not exceed £500.

The two lunettes (now exhibited in the

large studio of Leigbton House, by kind in-

vitation of the committee, Mr. Crane's own
studio being too small for their proper display) '

are part of a set of four, designed for the

new building of the Royal West of England
Academy, or, rather, the addition to the old

building' by Mr. S. S. Reay.

Two of these are already in position at

Bristol, their subjects being "Painting" and
" Craftsmanship." Sketches for them (to

Jin. scale) may be seen in the room. It

should be understood that these lunettes are

to decorate the four sides of a dome.
[

"Painting" and "Craftsmanship" face each
j

other, and the two lunettes now shown,
"Sculpture" and "Architecture," will also

be placed opposite each other. In the one '.

the Genius of Sculpture stands in the centre

of the composition, holding a small golden
]

statuette of Victory. On each side are '

symbolic figures of Grief (to the spectator's

right). Fame, and Love, as being the prin-

cipal supporters of the art of Sculpture.

Further to the right is a young sculptor at

work upon a bust he is modelling in clay.

His sitter may be supposed to be an eminent
poet or savant. Reliefwork is suggested by

the figure with the medallion, and the

Pegasus indicated behind the head of the

sitter. On the other side a sculptor is seen

at work upon a marble sphinx, and bronze
j

work is suggested by the figure of a faun
j

which the lady is admiring just beyond. The
scene is an Italian garden, with steps,

pedestals, balustrades, and cypress trees. On
the steps at the feet of Sculpture is a cluster

of emblems indicating tlie various depart-

ments of life and thought to which Sculpture

contributes or adorns—such as Civic Life

and Government, Law and Justice, Religion,

and the Honour of the World.
Architecture.—The Genius of Architecture

in a purple robe, and wearing a mural

crown, is seated upon a marble cliair or

throne of Late Renaissance design, with a

designing-board on her knee, and compasses

and measure in her hand, pondering a plan.

Her supporters either side are figures repre-

senting Geometry and Proportion respect-

ively. Builders and labourers are at work
on a scaffold beside them, and a building is

in progress under their hands, upon whose
skill and energy all architectural design must
finally depend. A curved colonnade of the

Doric Order controls and completes the com-

position, while it suggests the historical basis

of Classical architecture.

The paintings are executed in matt oil-

colour, using rectified petrol spirit as a

medium. It must be understood that they

will be seen, when placed in their proper

position in the building, at a much higher

level—about 18ft. from the floor.

The architect of the reconstruction of the

building was Mr. S. S. Reav, F.R.I.B.A..

late of Bath, and now of the War Office, Pall

Mall, S.W.
««^ —

The last section of the subway for pedestrians

across Cannon-street by the "Mansion House
Railway Station leading to Bow-lane was opened

on Friday by Mr. A. C. Morton, M.P., on behalf

of the streets committee of the Corporation of

London. The first portion of the subway was
opened on December 2 by the Lord Mayor.

The West Riding Rivers Board, at their

meeting at Wakefield on Friday, resolved to ask

all local authorities having sewerage or sevyage

disposal schemes in progress or in contemplation,

to proceed with the work as soon as possible,

so as to provide useful employment iu their

respective districts, and that the Local Govern-

ment Board be asked to expedite all schemes
submitted to them.

SCULPTURE COMMENDATORE WALTER CRANE
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THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
THE AUSTRALIAN MEETING.

The meeting of the British Association in

Australia this year seems to have been a suc-

cessful one, notwithstanding the, diversion of
general interest there, as here, by the outbreak
of war. The Presidential Address, by Professor
William Bateson, M.A., F.R.S., on "Heredity."
delivered in two parts, at Melbourne and
Sydney, on August 14 and 20, was one of the
most valuable of recent years. A verbatim
report will be found in the issues of our other
paper, the English Mechanic and World of
Science, of August 14 and 21.

Of the Sectional Presidential Addresses, we
give, as usual, that delivered to the Engineering
Section, by Professor E. G. Coker, M.A., D.Sc,
M.I.C.E.. and also some other matter within
our scope. Professor Coker's subject was

STRESS-DISTRIBUTION IN" MATERIALS.

The subject of stress distributir.i in materials,
which I have chosen for this adaress. is not one
which an engineer can claim as his peculiar
province, for it has been, and still is. a fruitful
field of investigation for the mathematician, the
physicist, and the geologist, and has always been
so since the commencement of scientific inquiry.
Indeed, it must have been the source of specula-
tion and controversy ever since mankind
emerged from a primitive state and began to
fashion dwellings, weapons, and tools from the
materials at command. The development of
architecture from the earliest dwellings of
savage races to the great temples of Egypt and
Greece, the bridges and aqueducts of the
Romans, and the Mediaeval buildings of Europe,
all bear witness to the accumulation of practical
knowledge of the properties of materials, and of
the stress distribution in structures, which we
cannot fail to admire, although we know far
too little of the way in which these ancient
structures were planned and constructed. The
magnificent arched and domed buildings of the
Roman period, and the stately cathedrals of
later times, with their wealth of architectural
form—tower and spire, flying buttress and
vaulting—all show how considerable was the
practical knowledge of stress distribution pos-
sessed by the master builders who planned and
carried out these great structures. We, who
inherit these buildings as a precious legacy of
bygone ages, have at our command far greater
resources in the accumulated knowledge of
centuries of scientific discovery and invention,
and can build more complex structures—great
bridges of steel, towering frameworks covered
by a thin veneer of masonry, and floating,
arsenals of the most bewildering intricacy. All
these we can show to our credit as the result
of the steady increase of scientific knowledge
applied to practical ends; but even now know-
ledge of the stresses which come upon these
complex structures and machines is relatively
small. Scientific investigations of engineering
problems of stress still lag behind constructive
ability, and defective knowledge is obscured
more or less by approximate theories, and but-
tressed by factors of safety, which serve in one
instance, perhaps, but show in others that they
have merely given a sense of fancied security
with no real basis, and are more properly
factors of ignorance, to be discarded at the
earliest moment. Who, for example, can say
with certainty what is the stress distribution
throughout the compression members of a great
bridge, built up of complicated steel shapes and
plates, united by stiffening angles, gusset plates,
and innumerable rivets. There is probably good
reason for tlie belief that a great strut is rela-
tively weaker than a small one, when both are
designed according to the same approximate
formulje now used in current practice, and
engineei-s are unwilling to take the responsibility
for such members in a great structure, without
providing a very ample margin of safety to
cover the contingencies arising from lack of
precise knowledge of the strength of these
members. So numerous are the problems which
arise in the design and construction of machines
and structures, that it is perhaps not unprofit-
able to devote a short hour to the consideration
of some of the available means which an
engineer can use as a guide for his applications
of science to construction, since of whatever
kind are the professional activities he pursues,
his place in the scheme of affairs mainly depends
on his ability to make machines and structures
for directing and modifying natural sources of
power in known ways, or applying them to new
purposes as scientific discoveries advance the
boundaries of knowledge. The power to do this
depends to no small extent upon the ability to
determine the distribution of stress in a struc-
ture, and the skilful manner in which material
can be disposed for the required purpose.

It is of some help to our appreciation of the

achievements of Ihc great constructors of past

ages if we remember that they probably all'held

the erroneous view that materials of construc-
tion are perfectly rigid bodies, and, indeed, we
know that, as late as 1638, Galileo Galilei was of

that opinion, and that he came to an entirely

wrong conclusion as regards the stress distribu-

tion in a loaded cantilever.

It required the genius and insight of Robert
Hooke to make a really great step with his cele-

brated theory of the linear relation of stress to

strain, and we can appreciate the glow of pride

and satisfaction which he must have felt at his

great discovery when he records, in 1675, that
"his Majesty was pleased to see the experiment
that made out this theory tried at Whitehall,
as also my spring watch."
Kooke had. in fact, discovered the funda-

mental principle upon which a theory of the
elasticity and strength of materials could be
based, and it would be interesting to trace the
great advances which were rapidly made from
this new vantage-ground, whereby the main
facts of the distribution of stress in simple
members of structures became known, and a

foundation was laid for the great advances of

the mathematical theory. If I am silent upon
the enormous developments of the modern
theory of the strength of materials, it is not
from lack of appreciation, but because I do not
deem myself adequately fitted to discuss the
great work of tlie elasticians. which all engineers
admire, and so few are equipped to follow with
the full battery of mathematical tools which
have been pressed into service in the pursuit of

this great science.

Among the greatest of the services rendered
by early pioneers was that of Young, who was
the first to notice that the elastic resistance of

a body to shear was different from its resistance

to extension or contraction, and this led him
to define a modulus of elasticity for materials

in compression. As Professor Love remarks,
'"This introduction of a definite physical

concept, which descends, as it were, from a clear

sky on the readers of mathematical memoirs,
marks an epoch in the history of the science."

From the standpoint of the engineer, nothing
is of more practical importance than the great
discoveries of Hooke and Yovmg that bodies like

metal, wood, and stone are "springy " and have
a simple linear relation between stress and
strain. It is probablv within the mark to say

that nine-tenths of all the experimental investi-

gations on stress distributions in structures have
been entirely based on the fundamental prin-

ciples which they enunciated, and new uses are

continually arising. The recent application of

the steam-turbine to the propulsion of ships pro-

duced a profound change in marine-engine
practice, and incidentally involved an entire re-

construction of methods for obtaining the horse-

power developed, which had been gradually per-

fected from the time of W^att, but were
absolutely useless for the new system of pro-

pulsion. Hooke's discovery of the essential

springiness of metals enabled engineers quickly

to devise new instruments capable of accurately

measuring the infinitesimal angular distortions

of propeller-shafts, and from these to determine
the horse-power transmitted by the aid of an
appropriate modulus. The construction of tall

buildings affords another example where advan-
tage has been taken to determine the loads upon
columns by measuring the minute diminutions

of length as the structure proceeds, thereby

affording a valuable check upon the calculations

for these members, and a reliable indication of

the pressures supported by the foundations.

The distribution of stress in buildings con-

structed of composite materials like concrete

reinforced with steel has also been examined by
similar methods, and much data for guidance in

future constructional work has been obtained,

especially in the United States of America. The
still more difficult problems involved in the

determination of the stresses in joints and
fastenings of complicated structures have often

been investigated by purely mechanical measure-

ments of strain, and the experimnetal investiga-

tions of Professors Barraclough and Gibson and

their pupils upon the distribution of stress due

to riveted joints and curved plates of boiler-

shells afford a notable example of the successful

application of the measurement of small strains

to a stress problem of great complexity. That
"science is measurement " is here sufficiently

obvious, and it .seems only due to the memory of

that great engineer, Sir Joseph Whitworth, to

refer to his great mechanical achievements of a

true plane and well-night perfect screw, which

enabled him to measure changes of one-millionth

of an inch, and thereby gave experimental in-

vestigations of strains a new impetus, which is

reflected in subsequent work on the subject.

Nor must we forget the no less important ex-

position, by Kelvin and Tait, of the scientific

principles of instrument construction which have

done so much for the design of mstruraents for

the precise measurement of strains.

Mechanical measurements cannot, however,
completely satisfy all our modern requirements,
since they are essentially average values, and
fail to accommodate themselves to many of the
problems which press for solution. In the quest
for exact experimental knowledge, the measure-
ment of stress at a point becomes of paramount
importance, and we may, therefore, inquire what
further means the researches of pure science

have placed at our disposal for the determination
of stress distribution in materials. It is well

known that many materials, when tested to

destruction, show a considerable rise of tempera-
ture at the place of fracture, especially in very
ductile materials; but Weber was the first to

discover that a metal wire when stretched within

the elastic limit is cooled by the action of the
load, and this result was deduced later from the

laws of thermo-elastic behaviour of materials by
Lord Kelvin, who showed that tension and com-
pression loads produce opposite effects, and that
materials which have the property of contracting
with rise of temperature show thermal effects of

the reverse kind. Although the changes of

temperature produced by stress are small within

the elastic range-^less than 1 degree C. for most
materials—yet their effect upon a thermo-couple
is readily measurable if the equilibrating effects

of surrounding bodies are neutralised or allowed
for, so that stress distribution can be deter-

mined by thermal measurements at a point. The
correction for such disturbing causes is usually

an important factor, and is generally so large

that experimental work is more suitable for the
laboratory than the workshop; but if all !ieces-

sary precautions are taken a linear relation of

stress to strain can be shown to hold up to the

elastic limit of the material, while above this

point the break - down of the structure

causes a rise of temperature of so marked
a character that it has been utilised by several

investigators as an indication of tho yield

point.
Experiments upon memliers subjected to

tension compression, and bending, show that
thermal plienomena afford trustworthy indica-

tions of the stress in materials so diverse as a

rolled-sheet section, a block of cement, and
beams of stone and slate. Although no attempt
appears to have been made to investigate stress

distributions of any great complexity, it seems
not unlikely that thermal methods of investiga-

tion will ultimately prove of considerable value.

The transparency of metals to Roentgen rays is

another phenomenon which has often been sug-

gested as likely to be of service for work
on stress distribution. Mr. Howgrave Graham
and I have examined a number of rolled

metals under stress up to the breaking-
point, without. however, discovering any
change in the appearance of the material, as

seen on a fluorescent screen. Although our
experiments showed no perceptible change, it is,

of course, not impossible that an effect may have
escaped our notice. Another and still more fas-

cinating field of research on stress distribution is

afforded by the doubly refractive properties of

transparent bodies under stress, a discovery

made by Sir David Brewster almost exactly one
hundred years ago, and but rarely made use of

since by engineers, although Brewster himself
immediately saw its value for experimental
purposes, and suggested that models of arches

might be made of glass, and the effects of

stresses due to loading rendered visible in

polarised light. Brewster carried his investiga-

tions further, by the invention of a "chromatic
teinometer " for investigating the nature of

strains, and consisting of plates or bars of glass

subjected to flexture in definite ways for com-
parison with the body under stress. At a much
later date {1S41) Neumann developed an
elaborate theory for the analysis of strain in

transparent bodies due to load, xmequal tem-
perature, and set while, still later, the youthful
genius of Clerk-Maxwell supplied an algebraic

solution for the stress distribution in any plate

subjected to stresses in its own plane. The
early history of the development of this branch
of science is, in fact, remarkable for notable con-

tributions at long intervals of time, and the

almost complete disregard by engineers of its

practical importance.
The application of optical investigation to the

determination of stress distribution in engineer-

ing structures and machines has, however, been

hindered by causes which, although apparently

insignificant, have been very real obstacles, and

among these was the absence of a transparent

material which could bo fashioned into shapes

suitable for investigal in;^ technical problems, ft

is not an easy matter, for example, to construct,

a glass model of a bridge free from internal

stress, in the manner suggested by Brewster;

and. moreover, glass is extremely fragile under

load, especiallv in cases where the stress dis-

tribution in it" varies very much, while the cost
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of construction is very great. Happily there is

now no necessity to employ glass for experi-

mental investigation on engineering problems,

since modern chemistry has supplied artificial

bodies, such as the nitre-cellulose compounds

used for many trade purposes, which have

optical properties very little inferior to glass, are

able to bear great stresses without injury, and

also are capable of being fashioned with the ease

and certainty of a wooden model. Photographic

processes are also able to reproduce the brilliant

colour effects caused by stress in transparent

materials, so that permanent records can now be

made for future reference. The construction

of polariscopes for examining models on a large

scale is very essential for technical research, and

the great scarcity of Iceland spar of sufficient

purity and size for use as Nicol's prisms has

caused much attention to be paid to the con-

struction of apparatus for producing plane polar-

ised light by the aid of sheets of glass. For-

tunately this presents little difficulty, and

although the light is not nearly so well polarised

as that obtained from a Nicol's prism it is

sufficiently so for the purpose. Large quarter-

wave plates of mica have also been constructed

by my colleague. Professor Silvanus Thompson.
F.E.S.. for obtaining circularly-polarised light,

and these have proved sufficiently exact and
exceedingly useful for large models.

It is of importance to show that the stress dis-

tribution revealed by a polarised beam of light

passing through an elastic transparent material

m no way differs from that obtained by other

means, and evidence is available in modern re-

searches, especially by Filon, that the experi-

mental results obtained with glass agree with

those of the theory of elasticity, while a satis-

factory agreement of a similar kind has also

been obtained with nitro-cellulose compounds,
although not in so complete and direct a manner
Such an agreement may be expected on theo-

retical grounds, since the values of the elastic

constants do not affect the fundamental
equations for stresses in a plane, and although

for three-dimensional stress the effect of the

stretch-squeeze ratio causes some difference, vet

this is usually negligible. Most of the physical

constants of glass have been determined with

very considerable accuracy, but other trans-

parent substances have so far received little

attention, and their optical constants are not

well known. The stress-strain relations of glass

and nitro-cellulose have been determined with
considerable accuracy, and a useful idea of their

relations to metals may be gained from the
values of the stretch-modulus, E, and the stretch-

squeeze ratio, (T. The accompanying table shows
some average values for a few important
materials, and it is of interest to note that the
stretch-squeeze ratios of cast iron and plate-glass

are very similar, while the values of the stretch
modulus are nearly as three to two. These two
materials also possess other like characteistics ;

they are both very brittle, and possess well-

developed crystalline structure, so that we may
expect the properties of cast iron under stress

to be very faithfully followed by plate-glass.

Material.
Steel
Wrought iron
Cast iron
Plate-glass..

E
30,000,000
28,000,000
1.5,000,000

10,500,000
Nitro-cellulose 260,000 to 300,000

0.25

0.28
0.25

0.23

0.40

The high values of the stretch modulus for
steel and wrought iron are not, apparently,
approached by any transparent material having
similar ductile' properties, but although nitro-
cellulose has a stretch modulus of rather less

than one-hundredth that of steel, its stress-
strain properties are not unlike. In some
recent experiments with a miniature testing
machine fitted with an arrangement for record-
ing the stress-strain relations of xylonite
throughout the whole range of stress up to
fracture, the main characteristics of steel appear
on a very much reduced scale, and give ad-
ditional confidence that the results of optical ex-
periments on this material are applicable to
metal structures. The complete analysis of
stress distribution in a plate is not. however, a
simple matter, and the analysis of Clerk-Maxwell
was intended to provide a solution based on the
properties of the isochromatic and isoclinic
lines, coupled with the law that the optical effect

' is proportional to the differences of the principal
stresses at a point, and to the thiclsness of the
plate A principal stress perpendicular to the
bounding planes is assumed to have no optical
effect; tiut since many cases have arisen where
there are three principal stress components, it

seemed desirable to examine such a case ex-
perimentally. It is a matter of some difficulty to
arrange apparatus to stress a specimen in the
direction of the incident beam, and at the same
time observe the optical effect free from dis-

turbing causes, since a transparent medium must
be interposed for applying the required load.

and this will be subject to stresses which may
interfere with the optical effect on the specimen.

Some observations on circular plates clamped

at the edges and uniformly loaded over one

face showed that the bending stresses produced

in the plate caused very little optical effect,

since the tension and compression stresses

neutralised one another, while the shear effects

also appeared to be practically negligible. The
only remaining stresses of importance were those

caused by the clamping plates at the boundary,

which produced radial and circumferential

stresses having circular symmetry, and as the

optical effects of these latter disappeared at a

small distance from the edge, a field of view-

was obtained in which the optical effects of

load applied perpendicularly to the plate were

quite small, even when the internal stresses

were very great. Two circular plates clamped
together to enclose a space between them may
therefore be used as windows for observing the

effect of a uniform pressure upon the trans-

parent specimen, which latter may be a plate

with its faces parallel to the end plates closing

the chamber. If cubical compression is

applied by a fluid, the principal stresses in the

plane of the plate produce opposing optical

effects, and any remaining effect is due to per-

arrangement of experimental apparatus, there-

fore, took the form of a pair of transparent
windows separated by an annular disc, and
firmly clamped together by collars. The central

chamber so formed was subjected to pressure of

air. or other fluid, up to about one thousand
pounds per square inch, and afterwards the

specimen was introduced and the same pressure

applied; but no visible change of effect could

be observed. Finally, the specimen was set in

the field of view "outside the chamber, and
pressure again applied by the fluid, but still

no change was apparent- In all three cases the

optical effects produced were small, and
practically alike, so that the experimental

evidence appears to warrant the conclusion that

a principal stress in the direction of an incident

beam of polarised light has no optical effect in

a thin plate, or at any rate is so small that it

may be neglected.

That the retardation between the ordinary

and extraordinary rays is proportional to the

stress difference perpendicular to the incident

beam within the elastic limit of the material

may, therefore, be taken as reasonably accurate,

although future research may show that it is

only an approximation, or even that it is more
accurate to commence from a fundamental
strain equation; but according to present

knowledge there appears to be no warrant for

such a procedure. A more pressing difficulty

arises with regard to the optical constant con-

necting the wave-length retardation with the

stress difference. The recent researches of

Filon on glass show that the value of this con-

stant is curiously dependent on the previous

history of the material, especially as regards its

heat "treatment. Until further knowledge is

gained on this matter it appears to be necessary

to guard against errors in stress measurement
from this cause by a careful selection and treat-

ment of the material used, since for other

artificial bodies we may find that the variation

in the constant is not less in magnitude, and
is at least as complex as in glass. In some
instances the stress optical coefficient may be

dispensed with, and Filon has shown, in cases

where a theory of stress distribution has been
worked out and it is desired to compare it with

the results of optical measurement's, that the

isoclinic lines offer many advantages, since they

are independent of photo-elastic constant, and
the material need only be subjected to small

stresses. The experimental analysis of stress

distribution in a body depends on the

possibility of finding the magnitudes and direc-

tions of the principal stresses at every point,

and in practice it is found the simplest plan to

determine the directions of stress from the lines

of equal inclination obtained in plane polarised

light, and to measure the stress difference by
comparison with a wave-length standard, such
as a Babinet compensator, or by comparison
with a simple tension member set along one of

the lines of principal stress, and loaded until

the total effect produced is a dark field denot-
ing a zero value. The difference of the principal

stresses is then measured in terms of a simple

tension. This alone is insufficient to determine
the distribution unless one of the principal

stresses is zero, and, in general, another in-

dependent measure must he obtained. This is

very conveniently supplied by the change in the

lateral dimensions of the plate under stress,

since this change may be taken, in the absence
of a third principal stress, as proportional to
the generalised sum of the principal stresses
throughout the thickness.
The determination of the lateral strains in a

comparatively thin plate, forming part of a
model of a machine or structure, necessitates
measurements of extremely minute lincaj-

quantities. If, for example, a plate of xylonite

is taken, of the maximum thickness obtainable

for optical work, a simple calculation shows that

these strains must be measured to an accuracy

of one to two millionths of an inch. Several

instruments have been designed and constructed

for this purpose, to fulfil conditions which appear

to be essential for successful use. It is neces-

sary to avoid all chance of injury to the surface

of a transparent material, so that the measuring
points of an instrument can only be pressed

lightly against the surface, and the weight must,

therefore, be supported independently of the

model. In instruments so tar constructed, the

measuring mechanism is carried on a U-shaped
frame, for convenience of movement from point

to point of the specimen. One measuring
needle is secured and operated by a calibrating

screw, and the other is free to move a

multiplying lever system, and thereby tilt a

mirror to give an angular deflection, which latter

is calibrated by reference to the standard screw

when the instrument has been finally secured in

place. In recent work the labour of accurately

setting the instrument in a number of different

positions has proved so great, that my assistant,

Mr. F. H. Withyeombe, has designed a useful

adjunct in the form of a mechanical slide-rest,

to effect the required changes easily and ex-

peditiously. In one arrangement, a bracket

carries the measuring instrument on a three-

point support, and movement is effected by

slides arranged to give displacements along

three axes at right angles, and their amounts
are measured by micrometer screws to an
accuracy of rather less than one-thousandth of

an inch.
These methods of stress determination avoid

the difficulties of the Clerk-Maxwell analysis,

which necessitates the determination of the

equations to both families of isochromatic and
isoclinic bands-—usually a mathematical problem

of considerable complexity. In some simple

cases Mr. Scoble and I have" verified the accuracy

of the method of lateral measurements for deter-

mining the sum of the principal stresses by com-

paring the calculated stresses with the experi-

mental values obtained in a plate of transparent

material. We have lately carried these expert

ments a stage further, and have shown that the

measured sums of the principal stresses in steel

agree with the calculated values. This experi-

mental solution, in fact, gives the stress at a

point in a plate if the conditions are those

assumed by the mathematical case of a plate

where generalised equations of stress apply. It

is at once obvious, 'f the utility of experiments

on models of this kind is admitted, that experi-

mental evidence is available on a variety of

practical engineering problems covering a very

wide field of practice, not merely qualitative,

but quantitative, and approximating to the

needs of the physicist and mathematician, and

well within the known variations of the

materials with which the engineer has to deal

in his daily practice.

During the last few years much attention has

been paid to the determination of the stresses

in structural elements of primary importance;

but only a small number of cases have been

examined, since even the simplest problems have

proved somewhat difficult, and much time and

labour have been spent in perfecting optical

and mechanical appliances to suit the special

conditions required for investigations on trans-

parent models. A simple example of a case

easily examined and of practical importance is

that of a tension member subjected to an

eccentric load. The optical effects here sliow

a linear distribution of stress due to the com-

bination of direct pull and bending, while the

neutral axis moves towards the tension side as

the stress increases. Not only can these effects

be measured, but if the specimen begins to fail,

some indication is obtained of the way in which

the stress distribution is changed to meet the

new conditions, and there is found a tendency

to an equalisation of the maximum stress at the

boundary, although at present the form of the

curve of distribution beyond the elastic limit is

largely conjectural.

A case like that of a very short member sub-

jected to direct compression is also not without

interest, partly because it reveals unexpected

difficulties. In the first place, it is not easy to

apply a pure compression stress, and if the sur-

faces in contact are not of the same materials

it appears to be practically impossible, since the

lateral changes are unlike, and the shear stress

is therefore "produced at the plane of the sur-

faces in contact. In a short member this shear

has a verv important influence, and by inter-

posing a tiiin layer of a material, such as india-

rubber, between the pressure plates and the

short transparent block, the artificial shear

effect produced by the indiariibber is easily

shown to influence' the distribution throughout,

and to increase the stress in a very marked way.

Experiments on transparent materials show that
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the increase of stress may be 20 per cent., or
even more. Such an effect is known to take
f)lace when cubes of stone are crushed between
ead plates, and optical investigations on models
have enabled a quantitative measure of the
eifect to be ascertained in this and other cases,
thereby confirming the theoretical investigations
of Filon on the distribution of stress in such
members under various practical systems of
loading.

The local effects produced near the points of
application of a load are usually of considerable
importance, and their influence on the stress dis-
tribution in beams has been esammed by Carus-
Wilson. The stress effects produced by discon-
tinuities in materials is also of considerable
interest, and the cases arising from the necessi-
ties of construction are infinite in their variety.
The practical importance of an accurate know-
ledge of the change in stress distribution pro-
duced by changes of section in a member is so
thoroughly appreciated that it needs no insist-
ence, and it has received much attention from
a mathematical point of view. Thus the local
effect of a spherical cavity in a member sub-
jected to uniform tension or compression load
has been shown by Love to double the intensity
very nearly, while Kirsch has shown that a
small cylindrical hole in a tension member
trebles the stress intensity. If the hole is

elliptical the increase of stress may be still
greater, and Inglis has shown, among other in-
teresting cases, that if the minor a.xis of the
ellipse is parallel to the direction of the applied
load in a tension member, the stress intensity
is increased by an amount measured by twice
the ratio of the asis of the ellipse. A crack,
considered as the limiting case of an elliptical
hole, is thus seen to give extremely great
stresses at the ends, tending towards infinite
values for an extremely fine crack.

Optical experiments afford an independent
means of examining the alterations of stress
intensity produced by , discontinuities, and the
results are found to agree remarkablv well with
those obtained from the theory of elasticity.
The stress at the boundary of a small cylindrical
hole in a plate has been found to be almost
exactly three times the stress in the full plate,
and the effects of holes comparable with the
width of the tension member have also been
examined in some detail. In the case of a rivet
just filling the hole and exerting no tangential
effect at the boundary, there is a lessened
tension stress across the minimum section at the
boundary hole, accompanied by a marked radial
tension. These effects have been recently con-
firmed in a mathematical discussion by
Suyehiro. Other cases give satisfactory agree-
ment with calculation, and we may therefore
feel some confidence that experimental investiga-
tion will pro%-e useful in some of the very com-
plicated cases arising out of engineering practice
where analysis is difficult, if not impossible.

The effects of overstress m materials may also
be examined by optical means, and although the
laws relating to stress distribution in over-
stressed transparent material are not known, the
general effects observed in simple cases are fairly
evident. If, for example, a tension member of
glass is stressed, there is no ductile yielding of
the material, and the stress will theVefore "rise
very rapidly at the boundary of a small hole,
and fracture will therefore occur with a
moderate load. If. however, a ductile trans-
parent material is employed, and the material
shows signs of failure at the hole, the break-
down of the structure spreads outwards as the
load is increased, until we may have a condition
in which within the elastic limit the curve of
stress intensity at the minimum section accords
with calculation; but at the overstressed part
the stress tends to equalise, and the curve of
intensity tends to become horizontal near the
hole. The mean value of this part of the stress
distribution may be inferred from the difference
between the total load and the measured values
below the region of failure; but the true dis-
tnbution of the overstress has not been
accurately determined, so that the shape of this
peak IS largely conjectural. The effects of
groups of rivets such as occur in bridges, boilers
and structural members of all kinds afford

.ample, scope for further inquirv ; but before
more exact knowledge can be gained of the con-
aition ot stress in a complicated riveted joint it
appears necessary to examine thoroughly the
very simple cases. Mr. Scoble and I have

.
examined the case of the load applied by one
rivet to a plate with various amounts of" over-
lap, and the stresses around the rivet-holes have
been measured with fair accuracy. Other in-

.ff"^^'°/
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"^ discontinuity in'structure are
afforded by the engine hatchways, gun-turrets,
funnel openmgs, and the like in ships' decks,and some progress in this direction has beenmade by experiments on model decks subjected

to loads like those produced when a vessel meets
the waves due to a head sea.

Even if the utility of transparent models is

left out of account, it is generally acknowledged
that many engineering problems are often sim-
plified by the use of models of machines and
structures on a small scale where circumstances
forbid experimental examination of the actual
work. No defence of their use is, I think,
necessary, since the employment of models is a
characteristic feature of British methods, not
limited to engineers. Kelvin did not disdain
their use, and his successors, who have done so

much to advance knowledge of the ether and
the atomic dust, have freely employed then-

great ingenuity in the construction of

mechanical models and diagrams to explain
their views, as in the Lodge cog-wheel diagram
of the ether, the planetary systems of atoms of

J. J. Thomson and Rutherford, and the grouping
of elements by Soddy. Engineers have not the
same great difficulties which confront those who
are advancing the boundaries of pure science

;

their models are very much what they please to
make them ; but, even then, problems arise
which are sufficiently difficult to tax all the re-

sources of applied science. The behaviour of
models considered as similar structures is, there-
fore a subject which engineers are bound to
investigate in order to determine the effects of
fixed and moving loads, the action of wind, the
pressure and frictional effects of steam and other
fluids, and many oth^r problems. In the
majority of ca.ses the simplest and the most
direct method is the experimental study of a
model, from which to obtain the data required
for calculating effects on a full-sized structure,
and hence the laws of similarity have received
a very close scrutiny. Although most valuable
information can be obtained from models, their
usefulness is clearly limited. The effects of the
dead weight of a structure are proportional to
the cube of the linear dimensions, and are, there-
fore, not usually measurable on a model except
m exceptional circumstances, as, for instance,
where elastic jellies are employed, as in the well-
known investigations of Pearson on the stress
distribution in reservoir dams. Nor are
questions of stability easy to solve, since the
forces producing instability are proportional
to the size of the model. On the other hand,
stress effects due to applications of load may be
measured by the strains produced in a model of
the same material, if the loads are proportional
to the squares of the linear dimensions. The
effects of apphed load are studied even better
in a model constructed of transparent material,
since the variation of stress from point to point
can be studied with much greater ease and
certainty. As detailed models of this latter
kind present some variations from the usual
laws of similarity, it may be of interest to indi-
cate their nature. Questions of deformation
clearly involve the elastic constants of the trans
parent material and their relation to those of the
proposed structure, while stress distribution in
the solid is influenced by the value of Poisson's
ratio. This latter effect is quite small for glass,
but may become appreciable with other
substance. It is negligible in a model of any
material which approximates to a thin plate
stressed by forces in its own plane. The optical
effects for any given load are, moreover, inde-
pendent of the thickness of the material, and
depend upon the stress difference, so that colour
effects are obtained which may be regarded as
pictures of shear stress throughout the model.
Modern researches on ductile materials hke
structural steel indicate that such materials fail
at some limiting value of shearing stress, and
since the places where these limiting values are
reached in the model are visible to the eye, the
weak places in the design of a structure can be
ascertained and a faulty design corrected by
purely experimental means. In this connection
it is of interest to mention that M. Mesnager,
the chief engineer of bridges and roads to the
French Government, has recently constructed an
elaborate model in glass of a design for an
arched bridge of about 310ft. span. This in-
vestigation was considered advisable for a work
of this magnitude constructed of reinforced
concrete, in order to check the calculations,
especially of maximum stresses in the arched
ribs, which latter were assumed to be fixed at
the ends.

The effects of reinforcements were allowed for
by determining equivalent sections of glass for
the members of the model. Many difficulties
had to be overcome in the production of a model
free from optical defects, but these were all

successfully surmounted. The stresses in the
model were determined by aid of a Babinet com-
pensator, and formed a valuable check upon the
calculations for a structure of this great magni-
tude and somewhat unusual design. In this
brief and incomplete account of a small branch
of applied science relating to engineering, the

fundamental importance of discoveries in pure
science is manifest. The discoveries in pure
science and their innumerable applications to
practical ends are ever a potent factor working
for the common good, and the value which the
British Association places upon applied science
was most cordially voiced by Professor Bateson
in his Portsmouth Address when he said: "To
the creation of applicable science the very
highest gifts and training are well devoted,"
and, "The man who devotes his life to applied
science should be made to feel that he is in the
main stream of scientific progress. If he is not.
both his work and science at large will suffer.
The opportunities of discovery are so few that
we cannot afford to miss any, and it is to the
man of trained mind, who is in contact with the
phenomenon of a great applied science, that such
opportunities are most ofteu given "; and, again,
"If we are to progress fast there must he no
separation between pure and applied science.
The practical man with his wide knowledge of
specific natural facts, and the scientific student
ever seeking to find the hard general truths
which the diversity of Nature hides—truths out
of which any lasting structure of progress must
be built—have everything to gain from free
interchange of experience and ideas." Engineers
who are more immediately concerned with the
problems of directing the great sources of power
in Nature for the use and convenience of man
are indeed grateful to our president for these
inspiring words, and trust that the ties which
unite investigators in pure and applied science
will never slacken, but will knit together more
closely for a joint advance to a more perfect
understanding and utilisation of the laws of
Nature.

lRRIG.\TION WORKS IN ITALY.

By Professor Luigi Luiggi, D..Sc., M.lnst.C.E.,
President, Italian Society of Civil Engineers.

The ordinary tourist who visits Italy and
admires the splendid orange-groves round .Sicily

and Calabria, the industrial flower-gardens of

the Ligurian Riviera, the luxurious vegetable-
gardens and orchards of Tuscany and Campania,
or the extensive green meadows of exuberant
trefoil and lucerne of Lombardy and Lower
Piedmont, if he has at all a tinge of poetry in

his veins, will be apt to raise a hymn of praise
to Providence, who has bestow-ed upon Italy such
great blessings, and will grumble against its

inhabitants accused of the sin of " dolce far
uiente."' And, really. Providence has been very
good in giving Italy a mild climate, with plenty
of sunsiiiue—although even in excess in some
parts; but, besides this. Providence has not done
much more than for any other nation of

Southern Europe, if it were not that it has also

given to Italy a very hardy race of people, full

of resources, very thrifty, content with little,

and ready to till the land cheerfully from dawn
to dusk in the hope of getting good crops, not-

withstanding the numerous drawbacks of a
rather poor soil, of a very irregular rainfall—in

excess during the winter months, and nearly
absent for seven or eight months, during which
a fierce sun would scorch the land and dry up
all vegetation if the industry of man did not
overcome these natural draw^backs. And, in

fact, the prosperity of agriculture in the regions
just mentioned—which are the most prosperous
iu Italy— is due exclusively to the incessant work
of men who, far from enjoying much "dolce far

niente," ha%e applied, and are extending con-

tinually, the art of irrigation, which in Italy

dates back from the time of the Etruscans, and
has reached, indeed, a great perfection iu our
days. Without irrigation, the marvellous orange-
groves, the bountiful orchards and vegetable-
gardens, which give such valuable products for

exportation to Central Europe and North
.A.merica, would give but a scanty revenue to

their owners; but especially the luxurious and
extensive meadows of the valley of the Po

—

which are intensely green all the year round,
and give even seven or eight crops of fodder per
year—could not exist, and barely one or fewo i

cuttings of grass could be raised, because the
land during the five to seven months of the hot
season remains generally without a drop of rain

from the sky, and the vegetation is exposed to

a pitiless sun ; while during the winter months
many regions of Italy would be flooded by the

torrential rains. It is the work of the hydraulic
engineer and the intelligence and perseverance
of the agriculturist that, by regulating the

natural watercourses, impounding the water in

reservoirs, or raising it from the subsoil or from
the natural streams, and then distributing this

water intelUgently over the land at the proper
time—that is, by scientific irrigation—that the

waste sandy plains of Lombardy are transformed
into the most fertile meadows of Europe, and
the orange-groves around the coasts are so
plentiful and beautiful as to induce Goethe to

give to Italv the name of "the land where the
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orange blooms." As the climatic conditions of
Australia are very similar to those of Italy, it

may be interesting—and, it is hoped, useful—
to the citizens of the Commonwealth to know
how Italians manage to get the best of the
natural conditions of their native land, which,
owing to the prosperous condition of agriculture
from time immemorial—which leaves a good
surplus for improvements and comfort—has
made Italy the land of music, of poetry, and of
arts. After this introduction, showing that
irrigation is the principal factor of the advanced
state of agriculture, and the principal source of
revenue for the Italian nation, the author
described the different ways of getting water for
irrigation, and how it is distributed over the
cultivated fields. When only small quantities
are required, as for the orange-groves and
flower-gardens, the water is generally raised
from the subsoil, either by very primitive means,
such as water-buckets (cicogne) moved by men,
or norias, or rosary-pumps, moved by animals,
as in Southern Italy, or by small but very
modern centrifugal pumps moved by oil or
electric motors, as one can see along the
Ligurian Riviera and in many parts of the valley
of the Po, v\'here hydro-electric plants are very
common. The cost of the water raised electric-
ally—especially during the daytime, when the
electric current is distributed at lower rates than
at night— varies from 0.10 to 0.25 franc per cubic
metre (from 4.Jd. to lid. per 1,000 gallons), and
it is considered very cheap, for if raised by
animals, or, worse still, by men, its cost would
be respectively eight to seventeen times higher.
And still the products grown with irrigation
realise such high prices that this expenditure is

justified, and also a very fair profit is left to the
growers of oranges, early vegetables, and
flowers, which find a ready market in Central
and Northern Europe, especially during the
winter months. The revenue of a good orange-
grove varies from 2.000 to 3,000 francs per
hectare (,i'36 to £5i per acre) per year. For
irrigation on a large .scale—that is, for fairly
large farms of some 60 to 100 acres in extent,
where ordinary vegetables, fruit-trees, vines,
olives, etc., are cultivated—this price of water
would be prohibitive, and, besides, the quantity
would be insufficient. Then recourse is had to
the rainfall—which, on the average, varies from
36in. in North Italy to loin, in the South— by
storing it up in reservoirs. These vary from the
modest cistern of some few hundred cubic metres
capacity to large artificial lakes of many million
cubic metres formed in some valley of the Alps
or of the Apennines by dams built either of
earth, rock-fiU, or masonry, the latter being
generally preferred. There are already many
large reservoirs, especially in Northern Italy,
such as the Lagastrello, Brasimore, Gorzente,
Devero, Adamello. and others; but the largest
of all is now in construction in Sardinia, across
the River Tirso. The dam, of masonry, is 55
metres high (179ft.), and is of gravity section.
It will impound 350 million cubic metres
(12.250 million cubic feet) of water, sufficient to
irrigate from 20,000 to 30,000 liectares (about
50,000 to 80,000 acres) of land capable of being
cultivated for early vegetables, fruit, oranges"
olives, vines, and such good-priced products.
Several other dams are to be built soon in
Southern Italy, the most important being on
the rivers Bradano, Sila, Simets, and Fortore.
The latter will be 75 metres high (243ft., and
will impound 410 million cubic metres (14,350

I'i'n A
" ""''"^ '*'"'' °f water, and irrigate about

00,000 acres.- The water from all these artificial
lakes IS generally used first for motive power in
some hydro - electric installations — which in
Nortliern Italy are very plentiful, and this helps
much in lowering the price of the irri-ratin"
water — and afterwards it is distributed by
means of canals lo the different farms at the
price of about 0.005 to 0.01 franc per cubic metre
(from id. to .Ul. per 1,000 gallons), or at the
lump sum or -annual rate" of from 80 to

120 francs per hectare (£1 10s. to £2 IDs per
acre per annum). These prices, however, are
still too high for ordinary irrigations, especiallv
of meadows; and. besides, for very lar'-e exten-
sions of land the quantity of water "that can
he impounded in an artificial lake is alwavs com-
paratively rather small—from a few cubic'metres
per inch to 20 cubic metres per inch in the Tirso
district, anri to 24 in (lie Fortore valley In this
case the wafer is obtaineil from rivers 'fed Gener-
ally by some natural lake, like the rivers iTicino
Adda, Ogho. Miiicio, or by some glai'ier which
melting in the summer season, acts pradicillv
like a lake of frozen water, ami in this condition
are the rivers Zanaro, Po, Dore. Oreo, Adi^e
and many olhers. The engineering' works
consist of a siibmersible dam of very sulistantial
masonry built across the river, and capable of
raising the level of the water to that of the
country to he irrigated; of some conlrollin-
sluices at the canal-head ; and of a main canaf

witli lateral distributing ditches, provided at
their intake with some apparatus for
measuring the water to be delivered. Gener-
ally, the "Gipelett Weir." or some such
overfall weir, is used. No mechanical meters
are adopted, except for very small deliveries.
Many of these irrigation canals date back from
the Middle Ages. For instance, the "Naviglio
Grande " was built in the twelfth century, and
is used also for inland navigation— in fact, it is

a feature of these canals called "Navigli" to
serve both for irrigation and navigation
purposes. The "Naviglio Grande" is about 50
miles long, and has a capacity of 55 cubic
metres (2,275cu.ft.) per inch; and in order of
date come the "Muzza" with 60 cubic metres,
the "Cremona" with 30 cubic metres, and scores
of smaller ones. Of the canals of modern times,
the most interesting, also from the point of view
of the engineering features, are the " Villoresi

"

with 44 cubic metres, the "Marzano" with 30
cubic metres, the "Veronese" with 15 cubic
metres, the "Zegliamento " with 17.5 cubic
metres per inch. They are really models, both
from the engineering point of view and the per-
fectiou of their administration ; so much so, that
many engineers come from all parts of the world
to study them. The largest and longest of all is

the "Cavour" canal, with a capacity of 110 cubic
metres (3.850cu.ft.) per inch, and a development
of fully 100 miles. It was built in 1855-65 by a
private company that failed, and was bought
over by the State. This canal, the most im-
portant in Europe, was the means of transforming
an almost barren region of 250,000 acres of sand
and gravel—useful only for growing timber and
bushes—into the most fertile ricefields and
meadowland of Italy, where the best Parmesan
and Gorgonzola cheeses are produced. A still

larger canal is about to be started, the
"Emiliano" canal, with a capacity of 300 cubic
metres (10,500cu.ft.) per inch, 120 miles long,
anil estimated to cost £12,000.000. Tlie
author described the most salient engineering
features of some of these canals— i.e., their
head-works—one of them at the "Ombrone"
inlet is capable of receiving 600 cubic metres
(21,000cu.ft.) per inch — and the numerous
aqueducts and siphons over and under existing
canals or rivers; pointing out that the irrigation
canals of Italy are the life-blood of the national
agriculture. He described also how the water is

applied to the crops, the "rotations" or periods
of irrigation used according to the nature of the
land, its permeability, and the crops to be
raised: concluding with the results obtained by
irrigation, which are most satisfactory from the
agricultural point of view. But the rent of the
irrigated fields is more than double or treble the
others, and from a financial point of view, with
very rare exceptions, the results are most dis-
appointing. It is not sufficient to build a canal
carrying a large volume of water, it is necessary
to sell this water in order to pay for the original
cost of the canal and its ordinary expenses. But
in order to use the water, it is necessary for the
farmers first to prepare their own distributing
ditches, then to level properly their fields, and
learn how to apply the water to the land at the
moment, and in the proportion most convenient,
1,0 decide which crops are the most profitable,
and—where the land is not very permeable—it is

also necessary to prepare drainage ditches in
order to get rid of the surplus water that other-
wise might damage the vegetation or produce
an excess of parasitic plants. All this requires
experience, time, and capital, and thus the irri-

gating canal is not in a condition to sell all its
water for many and many years. In the best
conditions it takes from twenty to thirty years

—

and sometimes even more— to dispose of all the
water of a large canal. The "Marzano" crosses
the [irovince of Cremona, where irrigation has
been adopted since the Middle Ages, and all the
distributing ditches were already made when the
main canal was built; in fact, its function is

that of increasing the flow of the older irriga-
tion canals; and yet it took fully thirty years
before all its 30 cubic metres per inch of water
were disposed of. although the conditions were
most favourable. The "Villoresi," also in a
region where irrigation is pretty well developed,
after fortv years has not yet disposed of all its
water, and rhe financial conditions of its adminis-
tration are far from being prosperous. This is
the re.ason why the State con.siders it as its duly
to help all these undertakings. Irrigation puts
under cultivation large tracts of land of very
little v.-ilue, and almost sterile, and part of the
population can thus find useful employment in
the cultivation of land otherwise nearly useless.
Italy has an increase of population of almost
one million souls per year, and some 500,000 lo
600.000 people are obliged to emigrate, especially
lo North America, or Central Europe, while
some 100,000 go to Argentina, and 60.000 to other
countries round the Mediterranean, To moderate
this exodus, which is not beneficial to the
country, the State encourages irrigation by

,granting a subsidy of three per cent, per year for

a period of ten years on the capital spent in the
construction of the main canal and its principal
branches, two per cent, per year for the follow-
ing ten years, and one per cent, for another
period of ten years. Then the subsidy ceases.
But if the canal is arranged in such a way as to
help to control the flood water of rivers, as when
an impounding reservoir is also built—then some
subsidy is also granted on the capital in the
proportion of 20 per cent, to 60 per cent, of the
expenditure. For instance, for the Tirso reservoir
and canal, estimated at about thirty million
francs (£800,000), the State pays three milhon
francs for the beneficial effect on the state of

the river, and grants a yearly subsidy of
150,000 francs (£6,000) for fifty years for the
canal. After 99 years all the works become the
property of the State. The conclusion is that
irrigation is very beneficial to the individual
farmer, when he can get the water by paying
30 to 50 francs per hectare per year (lis. to 17s.

per acre), but not to the administration of the
canal during at least the first thirty years; so
the undertaking requires a great help from the
State during this trying period. But in the mean-
time the Stat"e, in the form of taxation, and in

the increased welfare of its citizens, reaps a large
benefit from these works, which is more than
sufficient to repay amply all the sacrifices made
for this purpose. Without irrigation Italy would
not be able to feed two-thirds of its present
population ; as it is, with its wonderful network
of irrigating canals, it has become the "garden
of Europe," and is now preparing to extend irri-

gation in order to be able in thirty years' time
to feed a population of fifty to sixty million in-

habitants. These are the miracles accomplished
by scientific irrigation, and this explains also the
reason why the Italian State encourages and
helps financially all such undertakings.

THE DYNAMIC INCREMENT OF A SINGLE HOLLINO
LOAD ON A SUPPORTED BEAM.

By Professor H. Chatley, B.Sc.

The author suggested the use of the following
formula for the dynamic increment of a single
concentrated rolling load on a beam supported
a both ends, the load being at the centre,

He showed that this is a close approximation to
the solution of the complex differential equation
which stat«s the conditions of dynamic equi-
libriuni in the given case. The dynamic incre-
ment is due to the vertical accelerations experi-
enced by the load as the result of the deflection
of the beam, and is, of course, liable to a "com-
pound interest " effect. The latter will not
ordinarily more than double the effect due to
the static deflection alone. SF = the dynamic
increment of the load W; V = the horizontal
velocity of the load; L = the span of the beam;
E = the modulus of elasticity of the material of
the beam ; I = the moment of inertia of the
beam section, assumed constant; (/

= the gravita-
tional acceleration; c = WV'L/gEI.

A return issued from the Estate Exchaoge
states the sales for last month at £1,499,195,
compared with .£1,495,830 for the corresponding
period of last year.

The special fire service force of the British
Fire Prevention Committee may shortly reijuire

for service 18 steam fire - engines with gear
(horse-drawn or motor, with or without
mechanics), 12 manual fire-engines or hose-vans,
12 landaulette motor-cars (with or without
drivers). Offers to lend these should be addressed,
with full particulars in writing, to Lord Loiides-
borough and Mr. Edwin 0. Sachs, at 8, Waterloo-
place, S.W.

The sub-committee of the East Riding County
Council appointed to deal with the question of

the widening of the main road between Beverley i

and Hull recommend that the required land be
J

purchased from the North -Eastern Railway
j

Company at the price of f600 an acre, and that
!

the county surveyor, Mr. .T. Bickersteth, be
instructed to prepare detailed plans and specifi- i

cations for the proposed improvement.
j

The Middlesex County Council has decided to
i

proceed immediately with the construction of the

tireat Western-road just authorised by special Act.

Direct labour will be employed as far as possible.

The council has also decided to put in hand
improvements to road surfaces, and to begin the

erection of a new sanatorium without delay.

The Great Western road, 80ft. wide, and between
five and six miles in length, will connect
Chiswick High-road with the main Bath-road
near Lavender Cottage via Brentford, Lampton,
and Sutton. It will cost about half a million

sterling, of which 75 per cent, will be provided;

by the Road Board, and a time-limit of seveuf

years is allowed for its construction.
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I'ARK PREWETT.—At the last meeting

of the Hants County Council, held at Win-
cliester, the joint asylums committee reported
that the six outer patients' blocks at the new
county council asylum in course of erection

at Park Prewett are well in hand
;
practic-

ally all of them are up to first-floor level,

and part of one block is ready for the roof.

Some of the one-story workshops are ready
for roofing, and the water tower is now about
50ft. above the ground. The architects are

still of opinion that the progress is not as

good as it ought to be if the work is to be
completed within the stipulated time. There
appears to be considerable difficulty in

obtaining an adequate supply both of

materials and labour. The contractors

(Messrs. Mussellwhite and Sapp, of Basing-

stoke) had, however, written assuring the

council that the work would be completed
within the contract time. Sixteen attendants'

cottages were practically completed. One
lodge had been completed, and another was
needed for the asylum engineer, at a cost of

£630. The report was adopted, and by 31

votes to 21 it was decided to build the

engineer's cottage. The asylum will accom-
modate 1,600 patients, and the estimated cost

is £253 lis. per head.
. «*»

Mr. J. T. Wilson, surveyor to the Oakengates
Urban District Council, has resigned, and is

succeeded by Mr. V. Wilson.

Mr. Thos. Tui'nbull has been appointed
assistant chief engineer of the Canadian
Northern Railway, with headquarters in

Winnipeg.

The Indianapolis Architectural Club has
elected tlie following officers for the ensuing
year:—Mr. Elliott B. Iladley, president; Mr.
Walter Sholer, vice-president; Mr. Clyde
Stoughton, secretary; Mr. J. E. Woodard.
treasurer; Mr. W. D. Leonard, chairman of

current work: Mr. R. N. Williams, chairman of

entertainment committee; Mr. John Parish,
librarian.

Work upon the Alberta and Great Waterways
Railway. now under construction from
Edmonton to Fort McMurray, is advancing
steadily, according to a recent report made by
Mr. R. W. Smith, chief engineer, who has made
an inspection of the line as far north as Lake
La Riche. accompanied by Mr. Norman L.

Harvev, Secretary of the Provincial Department
of Railways, and Mr. E. H. Ellison, Divisional
Engineer. It is expected that the grade will

reach the lake this autumn.

Engineers of the Canadian Dominion Public
Works Department hope to complete this autumn
the survey of the Saskatchewan River, on which
they have been engaged for three years. They
are planning a new means of transportation in

the form of a 5ft. waterway from the Rockies
to Winnipeg, which would be sufficient for barge
traffic. The cost is estimated at approximately
three millions sterling, the principal items of

expenditure being a series of locks along the
river.

According to a recent consular report, the
export of teak from Java during 1913 totalled
41,078 cubic metres, or about the same as in

1912. Owing to the rapid extension of the prin-

cipal towns in Java, the demand for teak for

building purposes has been very large, and prices

have risen to such an extent that cheaper
timber is being used by builders wherever prac-
ticable. British India has taken a fair quantity
of .Java teak, the exports of undressed logs to
that country having been more than doubled.
The demand in Europe has also been well main-
tained, and good prices have been realised.

The Deputy-Minister of Public Works for
Alberta states, in his annual report, that 316
wooden bridges and 16 steel spans were con-
structed by the department in Alberta during
1913. and that 98 bridges were repaired. Eleven
ferries were built and installed, and six ferry
scows were replaced with new craft. Sixty
ferries are now in operation in the province. A
large amount of trunk-road work was com-
pleted. The department also reports the com-
pletion of the Parliament Buildings in Edmonton,
the erection of the Government House in
Edmonton, the Land Titles Building in
Edmonton, and agricultural schools at Olds.
Claresholm. and Vermillion. The work in the
surveys branch showed an increase over previous
years.

COMPETITIONS.
DUBLIX TOWN - PLANNING COM-

PETITION.-His Excellency the Lord Lieu-
tenant of Ireland has decided that in con-
sequence of the various difficulties arising
from the present situation, created by tlie

war, to postpone the time for sending in

plans, etc., for this competition until April,
1915.

SUNDERLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL.
—The result of the competition for this

school, which is to be built on the Barnes
Estate, is as follows: First, Messrs, Wm. and
T. R. Milburn, of 19, Fawcett-street, Sunder-
land; second, Messrs. Crouch, Butler, and
Savage, of Birmingham ; and third, Mr.
Altck G. Horsnell, Doughty-street, W.C.
The premiums were £100, £50, and £25. Mr.
Edwin Cooper, F.R.I.B.A.. was the assessor

appointed by the President of the R.I.B.A.
The Bede Collegiate Secondary School is to

accommodate 450 boys at once, and to

provide for a future extension by 150 places

;

tlie stipulated limit of outlay has £45 per
scholar.

••
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE

SOCIETIES.

BEAUX ARTS ATELIER.—The Beaux
Arts Committee at its meeting on August 19

decided that the work of the atelier should
proceed as usual. The Esquisse for the first

monthly competition will be held on Sept. 5

and 6, in accordance with the programme,
and the first exhibition and criticism of the

session will be held on Oct. 7, as previously

arranged.

CHIPS.
At Rvhope, County Durham, a new council

school has been formallv opened. It has been
huilt at a cost of £4,100, from plans by Mr. J.

J. Eltringham.

The Shardlow Board of Guardians have
adopted plans for alterations to the workhouse
to be carried out at an estimated outlay of

£7 650.

The rural district council of Great Ouseburn
Viave requested Mr. E. J. Silcock. M.I.C.E.. of

Westminster and Leeds, to report upon the

sewerage and sewage-disposal of Acomb.

Good progress is being made in the construc-

tion of the new filtration plant at Montreal, the

cost of which will approximate IfiO.OOOdol. The
general contractors. F. J. Jago and Co., have the

foundati«ns in.

The urban district 'council of Whickham
County Durham, have received the sanction of

the Local Governmpnt Board to the borrowin^r

of the sum of £1,364 for works of sewerage at

Dunston.

Burton-on-Trent Town Council have decided

that an application be made to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow
£30.000 for the duplication of the sewage rising

main.

A Midland A?ricnltural and Dairy College is

about to be built at Sutton Bonnington. about
half a mile from Kegworth Station on the Mid-

land system. The architects are Messrs. Evcrard.

Son. and Pick, of Millstone-lane, Leicester.

Messrs. C. E. Deakin. Ltd., Montreal, have
obtained the contract for the construction of

a Romin Catholic orphanage on Decarie-avenue,

Notre Dame de Grace. Montreal, plans for which
have been drawn by Mr. Alphonse Piche. of that

citv. The building will be of stone and brick,

with concrete floors, and is estimated to cost

£35.000 sterhng.

Work on the construction of the New Union
Station for Toronto has commenced. Pre-

liminary work includes the erection of a board

fence around the Front. Bay. and Yonge-street

sides of the site, and excavation has been
started. The foundation for the erection of the

field office, at the corner of Bay and Front
streets, is in course of excavation. This tem-
porarv building is intended for the accommoda-
tion of cnsineers. architects, and office staff. On
hehalf of the Board of Architects. Mr. H.
Ferguson, who had charge of the building of the

Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, and the Grand
Trunk depot in Ottawa, will supervise the work.

The P. Lyall Construction Company, who are

the general contractors for the construction of

the station, will be represented by Mr. Griffith.

The cost of the buildings will he approximately
2.000,000dol.

ARCH^OLOGICAL.
THE ABBOT'S HOUSE AT AR-

BROATH.—At a meeting of the Arbroath
Town Council the other day, the town clerk
reported that he had written to the Secre-
tary of His Majesty's Board of Works that
the difficulty with regard to the board taking
over the Abbot's House, which adjoins the
Abbey ruins, seemed to be removed by the
powers which had been given to the Com-
missioners of Works under the Ancient
Monuments Consolidation and Amendment
Act, 1913, to purchase any monuments which
appeared to them to be desirable, and he
had forwarded a copy of the memorial sent
to the Treasury and had appealed on behalf
of the magistrates and council to the Board
of Works to carry out the proposed arrange-
ment. The Board of Works had replied

stating that though the Act of 1913 had
empowered the Board to purchase as an
ancient monument such a building as the

Abbot's House, the funds at their disposal

had not been increased to an extent com-
mensurate with their increased responsi-

bilities, and the Board regretted that while
they would w'elcome such an improvement of

the surroundings of the Arbroath Abbey as

would result from the demolition of the old

buildings and the formation of an orna-
mental pleasure-ground on the site, they were
unable to assist the scheme in the manner
suggested. The town clerk further reported
that he had since been in London, and had
seen the Secretary of the Board of Works,
who promised to ascertain whether any pay-
ment could be made out of the annual sum
voted by Parliament for the maintenance of

the Abbot's House for a term of years in

place of purchasing the building ; but a letter

had subsequently been received from the

secretary stating that it was found that such
a proposal would not be allowed by the

Treasury. The council agreed to let the

house for a term of years in the hope that

the Government would purchase the building

at a future date.
••

Mr. J. W. Croxford, surveyor to the Brentford
Urban District Council, has had his salary
advanced to i'300 per annum.

Mr. R. 0. N. Anderson, State Engineer, Perak
has been promoted to the office of Director of

Public Works, Federated Malay States.

Mr. T. Groves has been promoted to the office

of State Engineer, Public Works Department,
Negri Sembilan, Federated Malay States.

Technical schools are about to be huilt at

Cookstown, Co. Tyrone, from plans by Messrs.
Fennell and Clarke, Wellington-place, Belfast.

Mr. Gordon R. Folland, chief assistant to the
county surveyor. Northern Division, Devonshire,
has been appointed assistant county surveyor to
the Somerset County Council.

The Clutton Rural District Conncil have in-

structed Mr. Davey, C.E., to prepare plaus and
a scheme for the sewering of High Littleton and
neighbouring parishes.

The Local 'Government Board has formally
sanctioned the raising of a loan by the Croydon
Town Council for its share of the cost of con-
structing the relief road from Thornton Heath
to Purley.

The town council of Eye, Suffolk, has adopted
plans prepared by Messrs. Morgan and Bucking-
ham, arcnitects, Norwich, tor the erection of
four cottages^iii two blocks on the Town Farm at
Cranley. The estimated cost is £740,

The Road Board have made some changes in

the organisation of their staff, and Mr. H. P,
Maybury, late county surveyor of Kent, who
became chief engineer to the Board in November
last, has been appointed to a new post with the

title of "Manager and Engineer."

Mr. R. G. Hetherington, M.Inst.C.E., held an
inquiry at the Town Hall, Stoke-on-Trent, on
Wednesday week, as to an application by the

Stokeon-Trent Corporation to borrow various

sums for public works, consisting of £3,122 in

respect of alterations to Longton Tovra Hall

;

£1,0.50 for the purchase of land in Cromer-road,

Hanley, for the purposes of a refuse destructor;

and £11,113 for works of paving and^ surface-

water drainage in Waterloo-road, Wedgwood-
street, and Scotia-road, Burslem. The proposals

were explained by the town clerk (Mr. E. B.

Sharplev), the assistant borough surveyor (Mr.

J. R. Heath), and Mr. J. H. Beckett, architect

of the Longton Town Hall alterations.
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#tir illustrations.

THE NEW TOWN HALL, MIDDLETON.
We illustrate the design placed first in

this competition, for which 107 sets were

submitted. The successful competitor is Mr.

Alick G. Horsnell, of 5, Gray's Inn-square,

W.C. The simple treatment of the exterior

should harmonise well with the adjoining

interesting half-timber building, the Old

BUSINESS PREMISES, GREAT
PORTLAND STREET, W.

These buildings, which have recently been

erected on a site at the corner of Great
Portland-street and New Cavendish-street,

are for business purposes, the lower floors

being occupied as showrooms and offices by

the Studebaker Motor-Car Company, and the

upper floors as showrooms l)y various firms.

The ground-floor showrooms ha\"e their own
separate entrance at the angle, and have car-

lift to the basement for their own exclusive

buildings standing on a part of the site have
to be preserved intact, together with the
out-offices and playgrounds, until some
portion of the proposed new schools

is ready for the accommodation of the
children attending the temporary school.

The following points have had a consider-
able influence in the motif of this successful
design:— (1) Aspect; (2) desirability of

getting all main entrajices from principal
thoroughfares

; (3) large, airy, and open play-

grounds
;

(i) the possibility of completing the

whole of the boys' and girls' departments and

i^±\±:

i

GROUND PLANS

GRAINGER PICTURE HOUSE, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.— Messrs. Percy Btiowne and Glover, Architects.

Boar's Head Inn—a factor of apparently
considerable importance in this com-
petition. The council chamber, mayor's
parlour, and committee rooms are arranged
en suite on the first floor, and have been
given the principal position to the main
front. These rooms are linked up with the

assembly-room, which has also a separate
entrance. The drawings indicate the

materials and their general disposition.

THE GRAINGER PICTURE HOUSE,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

This building, comprising a theatre and
cafe-restaurant, is situated in one of the
principal sti-eets of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
The premises were previously occupied as a

large draper's shop, and it was necessary to
gut the whole of the interior. The main
entrances are built of Portland stone and
granite, and the vestibule is lined with
marble. All woodwork, except in the cafe,
IS in mahogany. The theatre seats about
960 people. It is in Neo-Classic style, and
an effort was made to obtain a restful and
refined colour scheme, the colours used
being white and grey, with a little gilding.
There are, it will be noticed, two entrances
to the pit, one at each end. The cafe-
restaurant is in the " Adam " style, with
" Empire " detail in parts, and the whole
is decorated in blue, white, and gold. The
grate is bright steel, with Dutch tiles;
" Adam " mirrors, designed by the archi-
tects, hang on the walls. Through open
plaster grilles in the spandrels of the arches
the music played in the theatre can be heard
in the cafe. The kitchens, etc., are on the
floor above the cafe, while a series of shops
are built below the latter. The heating is

by the Gould accelerated system, and ven-
tilation by electrically-driven fans. The
general contractor was Mr. S. F. Davidson,
of Newcastle, and the architects were Messrs.
Percy L. Browne and Glover, Pearl Build-
ings, Newcastle.

use ; the upper floors have main entrance in

Great Portland-street, with staircase and
passenger-lift to all floors. The elevations
are faced with Portland stone, with ground
story of grey Cornish unpolished granite, and
are of fireproof construction throughout.
The top story has asphalt flat on top. with
sloping front faced with green Westmoreland
slates. The buildings are warmed through-
out with low-pressure hot water, and lighted

by electricity, with separate circuits to each
floor. The Studebaker Co.'s .showroom on
ground floor has white ceramic mosaic floor,

ornamental plaster ceiling, and is panelled
throughout in Italian walnut, the finish of
the rest of the suites on various floors being
of the plainest description. The general con-
tractors for the work were Messrs. Rice and
Son, of Stockwell. The lifts are by Waygood-
Otis, Ltd., of Falmonth-road, 'S.E. "The
architect was Mr. H. 0. Cresswell,
F.R.I.B.A.. 17, Buckingham-street, Adelphl,
W.C.

SELECTED DESIGN, ST. JAMES'S
ROAD NEW COUNCIL SCHOOLS,
NORTHAMPTON.
A competition, confined to architects prac-

tising in the borough and county of North-
ampton, was held for these schools. In all

thirty-two designs were sent in, the whole
of which were submitted to Mr. J. Osborne
Smith, F.R.I. B.A.. of Westminster, who
placed design No. 1 A, submitted by Messrs.
Blackwell and Riddey, of Kettering, first;

Design No. 22, by Mr. Charles Hale, of the
firm of Messrs. Talbot-Brown and Fisher,
Wellingborough, second ; and Design No. 16,

by Mr. Alexander E. Anderson, of North-
ampton, third. The design placed first has
been adopted by the Education Committee,
and has received the preliminary approval
of the Board of Education. We give tlie

plan and general drawings thus chosen. The
problem set to competitgrs was not an easy
one to solve, owing to the position and nature
of the site ; moreover, the temporary school

their offices without disturbing the tem-
porary buildings on the site

; (5) the import-
ance of getting all the ordinary classrooms
away from the noise of the main thorough-
fares

; (6) complete supervision of the play-
grounds from teachers' rooms. The special-

subjects blocks have been placed near to the
main thoroughfare, so that scholars from
other schools in the borough, and the scholars
from continuation schools attending these
centres, may have easy access to their de-
partments without disturbing the work of
the school and without opening up any
portion of the school playgrounds after
ordinary school-hours. The building through-
out is to be kept of a plain but substantial
character, and will be built of hollow-brick
walls (llin. in thickness) above floor level,

having glazed-brick dadoes on all internal

j

walls and plastered above dado height. A
natural system of ventilation will be adopted
throughout, and every classroom has means
of cross-ventilation. The estimated cost of

the scheme as sent in in competition
amounted to £15,371. The total accommoda-
tion will be for 1,200 children in three de-

partments, and special-subjects blocks for
the teaching of manual instruction, laundry
work, cookery, and housewifery.

*„* In our description last week of the

illustration of the Rathborne Convalescent
Home at Parwich, the name " Rathborne

"

was printed " Rathbone," and "Parwich"
was printed " Parwick."

At the meeting of the Bristol Sanitary Com-
mittee on Friday, the city engineer presented
a list of roads which it was proposed to widen
or improve subject to a satisfactory grant from
the Road Board. The estimated cost of the whole
work would be £17,500. The list was approved
of, and it was agreed that application be made
to the Road Board. This amount would be
increased to £30,000 it there were included in

the list works wliich might probably be put in

hand under cei'tain circumstances.
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SELECTED DESIGN, ST. JAMES'S EOAD SCHOOLS, NORTHAMPTON,—Messrs. Blackwell aiui Riddey, Architects.
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dntxtntt Calamo.

At the special meeting of the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects, lield at 9.

Coiuluit-street. W., last Friday afternoon,

Mr. Ernest Newton. A.R.A.. the President,

in the chair, to consider in what way archi-

tects conld assist the Government at the

present, the following resolution, proposed

liy Mr. George Hubbard, was adopted :

"That tliis representative meeting of the

architectural profession offers its services to

the Government in whatever capacity it can

be most useful at the present time ; also that,

subject to the consent of the Council of the

B,I.B.A., it offers the use of the Institute's

ground floor and galleries, and that such

intimation be forwarded to the proper

(|uarters." Two other resolutions were
agreed to—one proposed by Mr. J. A. Gotch.

of Kettering, pledging members to look after

the work of younger men who have joined,

or may join, the colours; the other, moved by
Sir Aston Webb, establishing a subscription

list for architects for contributions to tlie

Prince of Wales's Fund. The first meeting
of the War Committee was lield on Tuesday.

We report both meetings elsewhere, and
lieartily congratulate the R.I.B.A. and nil

concerned on the promptness with which a

businesslike start lia-- lieen made.

Welcome evidences multiply that the

building trade will suffer very slightly, if at

all. by the war. The Government is still

urging activity on all, and setting the best

possible example in all its own departments.

Capital is also evidently alive to the con-

siderations we ventured to urge a fortnight

ago, and we are confident that as soon as

the holiday season is over, we shall see a

solid and lasting revival of our industries,

which will give an impetus to trade and
employment in every branch which has long

been an.xiously hoped for. Now. therefore,

is the time for all concerned to keep the ball

rolling. Given the prosperity of agriculture,

and the restoration to full work of the great

group of trades that bulks ne.\t thereto in

British work, and we 'oelieve that when peace
is restored and the statistician counts up our

national gains and losses, it will be found
that the solid additions of real wealth to the

capital of the country have more than
lialanced any temporary falling-off in ordinary

commerce, while securing meanwhile full

work to the millions who otherwise would
have been dependent on the nation's charity.

It is worth noting that -the one trade which
last w-eek had not come into line with the

rest did so last Friday, when the National

Association of Operative Plasterers signed

the working rules of the London Master
Builders' Association. The whole of the trade

societies concerned in the dispute have now
come to terms with the Master Builders'

Association under a working agreement.

The acceleration of building works by

the Government to prevent unemployment
is on every hand most w^elcome and satis-

factory. The Board of Education have been

requested by the Central Advisory Com-
mittee for the Prevention and Relief of

Distress, which has been established at the

Local Government Board under the chair-

manship of Mr. Herbert Samuel, to call the

attention of local education authorities to

the desirability of making preparation to

carry out as much building work as possible

in areas where an exceptional amount of un-

employment is anticipated. The Board are

confident that the authority will see the im-

portance of making arrangements which will

enable them to provide employment quickly if

and when an emergency arises, so that the

demands on the funds available for the relief

of distress may be kept down. The Board

will use their best endeavours to accelerate

the consideration of plans submitted by or

through local education authorities for the

erection of new school buildings, or the im-

provement of existing sciiool buildings, and

have instructed their officers to assist the

authority and their architect by every means
in their power. The Board are assured by

the Local Government Board that so far as

they are concerned they will co-operate in this

matter by accelerating as far as possible the

consideration of applications for sanction to

loans and of questions of sanitation, which

fall particularly within their province. We
do not believe many authorities will fail to

secoiul the Government's efforts; but

wherever—as in the case we regretted to

report la^t week on p. L!28— the local

authority shirks its plain duty, public-

spirited citizens should at once draw the

attention of the Government Department

interested to the matter.

Mr. G. Topham Forrest, the county

architect of Essex, has come in most timely

fashion to the help of the builders who find

difficulty in obtaining credit for building

materials, owing to the attitude adopted by

various firms. He has made arrangements

with his committee (the Essex Education

Committee) to issue certificates for work

carried out on all current contracts every

fortnight during the crisis, when a cheque

will in due course be forwarded by the

county accountant in accordance with such

certificates. This arrangement will assist

the builders most materially in keeping their

contracts moving, so that as much work as

possible can be kept going during the pre-

sent time. We trust many will follow tliis

admirable precedent, and we shall be glad to

give publicity to any intimation that it is

being done. We may add that the needless

refusal of credit and anything like in-

flation of prices is being carefully noted by

official and unofficial architects, uiid will not

be forgott<>n hereafter.

We have thought many times ourselves

that a new bridge is badly needed at Bristol

to relieve the congestion at Bristol Bridge

and facilitate transit from the city to Temple

Meads Station. Mr. Samuel J. King
publishes a sketch in the Weslern Daily

PrfiSK of the l.lth inst., which is evidently the

outcome of careful study. He proposes the

erection of a bridge over the Floating

Harbour between Freshford-lane and Welsh

Back, in a direct line with Bell-avenue,

Queen-square, so as to permit of the diversion

of the large volume of heavy traffic that now
passes through Baldwin-street and over

Bristol Bridge, direct through Portwall- and

Freshford-lanes to the Temple Meads rail-

way station. Compared with the manifold

advantages, the cost would be comparatively

nominal, as the gradients are in every way
suitable, being practically level the whole
length of the suggested route. It is stated

that the idea has the unanimous approval of

the principal shipping firms, carting agents,

and transport-working unions, and if that

is so, certainly now is the time to carry it

into execution, helping Bristol artisans and
the pi'osperity of the city simultaneously,

and earning the help the Government has

promised to all similarly laudable objects.

T-squares will slip. A friend has sent us

a cutting, showing an arrangement which
he says is used in the draughting-room of the

Stockbridge Machine Co., Worcester, Mass.,

U.S.A.. and which, though simple, is found

to work very effectively. The illustration

explains the device, which is a magnetic

e>

arrangement for keeping the T-square in place

against the edge of the drawing-board. This

is especially to be desired when the T-square is

to be used in one position for a considerable

length of time. The head is mortised so

that two ordinary horseshoe magnets can be

securely held in it. On the edge of the

drawing-board is screwed a steel strip

against which the T-square bears. Tims
the magnets, and consequently the T-square

members, always have an attraction for the

end of the drawing-boai'd.

The report of the Select Committee

appointed to consider that perennial

grievance, the heating and ventilation of the

House of Commons, is a very tentative one.

No extensive alterations are recommended
until experimental trials have been made of a

number of minor alterations which are

detailed. Among those suggested are air

trunks to be constructed beneath the floor

of the galleries all round the House, and

hot-water pipes under all benches, as is now

the case under front benches. The effect of

these experiments should lie noted and ,i

fresh committee appointed to make a full

report next session. The Committee add

that the rooms occupied by tlie Press at the

rear of the Press Gallery are most in-

adequately ventilated, but they are convinced

that no alterations would be of any material

benefit without the removal of certain party-

walls. So the Fourth Estate must wait till

it is seen whether the rest of our fonr-

hundred-ponnders appreciate the hot air they

are now to share with the occupants of the

front benches— a doubtful benefit, we fancy!

Even amid our other obligations it is not

too soon to remember that with war always

comes pestilence. Cholera is already

reported in the Servian and Austrian armies.

It is almost inevitable, if that is true, that

the disease should take a terrible part in the

war. The mortality among the stricken is

always over 50 per cent. In times of peace

and order cholera can be avoided with

certainty by boiling all water and everything
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that water may have touched. In war-time
that is almost impossible. The infection is

always water-borae, and if it is in the armies
in Eastern Europe it may flow down the

rivers into Western Europe. A river

infected with cholera is literally a poisoned
stream. It was the pollution of the Elbe
with the cholera virus that brought the great
epidemic to Hamburg in the nineties. At all

our ports, doubtless, ordinary vigilance is

being exercised; and. as trade grows,
especially in foodstuffs from the neutral
countries adjacent to the scenes of combat, it

will be necessary that no precaution be
omitted.

The -Board of Trade has started a campaign
to help British manufacturers to capture
trade from the Germans. Austrians. and
Hungarians. Architects and builders must
help by ceasing to specify or use German-
made materials and appliances. We have
been surprised this week, during a visit to

Somerset House, to find where the profits

go to in certain British-registered companies.
Readers, therefore, should do as we have
done, if in doubt, and consult the names and
addresses and holdings of the directors and
shareholders. The advertisements of these
German-dominated firms will not be found
in our pages, and it is a matter for inquiry
whether their appearance anywhere else is

not accessory to trading with aliens. It is

also a matter for consideration whether the
professional and trade societies should not so
.search the register at Somerset House and
issue confidentially to their members the in-

formation the latter may lack.

The Council of the London Society show
courage at the present juncture in advocating
a forward policy in effecting Metropolitan
improvements. In tHe current issue of their
"Journal" it is stated that the influential

and practical committee who were appointed
a short time ago to consider the feasibility

of constructing a south-side Embankment to
the Thames have prepared a preliminary
report on their investigations. The committee
are in complete agreement on one point at
least—that Charing Cross railway-bridge
must go, for its position on the south side
of the river is one of the keys to the develop-
ment of the whole of that quarter. It is

suggested by the Editor of the "Journal"
that a complete scheme should be prepared
by the authorities and should be carried out
in instalments as opportunities occur. In an
article on "Railway Concentration South of
the Thames," Mr. H. J. Leaning makes some
drastic proposals, which are unlikely to come
to fruition until the Money Market is a great
deal easier. He deals chiefly with the rival

lines to various districts in the suburban area
served by the South-Eastern and Chatham
railway systems, which were amalgamated
ten years ago, but which still maintain six

termini—two at the West-End and two in

the City—and a useless network of in-

dependent lines. Disregarding for the
present the alternative routes of the London
and Brighton system, Mr. Leaning suggests
that on the systems of the two first-named
companies four termini and many inter-

mediate stations might be closed and some
twenty-nine miles of trunk line—entire sets

of tracks—removed, the latter being replaced
by 8\ miles of new underground railway. To
provide the necessary capital to effect these
changes and construct the new lines, he
suggests that a loan might be issued with a

Govprument guarantee. The scheme is illus-

trated by a carefully-drawn map, but no

estimates are forthcoming as to the probable

expenditure that would be involved.

By a stupid "lapsus calami" on this page

last week we credited the Metropolitan

Asylums Board with the very proper pre-

cautions the Metropolitan Water Board has

taken with regard to its reservoirs. The
error was obvious.

<i»

F. McNEILL AND CO.'S " COMBINITE "

ROOFING.
Architects and builders who may be

unaware of the advantages secured by the
use of " Combiuite " roofing should send at

once for a copy of the new catalogue, illus-

trating its method of application, just issued
by Messrs. P. McNeill and Co., Ltd.,
Lamb's-passage. Bunhill-row, E.G.

" Combinite " is composed of several
thicknesses of McNeill's "Lion" brand
mastic asphalt. welded together and
forming a homogeneous, flexible, and elastic

layer, about ^in. thick, of extraordinary
strength, durability, and imperviousness. It

is guaranteed for a long term of years, and
photographs of some of the important
buildings upon which it has been used will

be found in the catalogue. They embrace
all kinds of structures whereon the cost of
maintenance and repair has been reduced to

a minimum. It undoubtedly secures an
absolutely watertight covering, and may
especially be recommended where efforts

otherwise to render leaking roofs im-
permeable have failed.

How often, by the way, do the residents
of congested areas complain that they have
no garden, and that because there is no room
at home the children are forced to play in

the streets, with their many dangers, and yet
there is space above every building which
would be available if, instead of pitched
roofs, flat roofs were constructed. The adopt-
tion of flat roofs would not only reduce the
capital outlay, but, with the use of "Com-
binite." render the whole roof available for
gardens and other recreative advantages.

Mr. N. T. Gi'ay, State engineer, Pahang,
Federated Malay States, has been transferred to
Perak ; and Mr. J. E. Jackson has been promoted
to the office of State engineer at Pahaug,
Federated Malay States.

On the North River, New York, a new pier is

to be constructed, I,050ft. long and 150ft. wide,
and a corresponding half-pier, giving slips 360ft.
wide, and having a depth of water of 44ft. Pre-
liminary work has already made considerable
headway, a cofferdam having been constructed
on sheet steel piles, encircling an area of 800tt.
by 300ft. , so as to allow excavation of rock on the
site to proceed in the dry.

The pollution of the river Stour at Pordwich
with untreated sewage from Canterbui-y has
recently been the subject of strong complaint to
the Kent County Council. Dr. Greenwood's
report to that authority, submitted at its last

meeting held at Maidstone, show that a sufficient
plant is now in course of erection at the Canter-
bury Sewage Works ; but the County Council
decided to write to the Canterbury City Corpora-
tion requesting them to give directions which will

insure that there will be in the mean time no
further pollution.

At the last meeting of the Mailing Rural
District Council, the surveyor submitted his
annual return of the cost of roads in the district
during the past year. This stated that the gross
cost in respect of the 140 miles of roads and the
nine miles of footpaths in the district, amounted
to £8,685 (the estimate having been £8,377), and
the net cost to i'8,600, or £6i 23. SJd. per mile,
showing a serious increase in the expenditure on
maintenance. In previous years the cost was as
follows ;—1902-3, £53 Is. 6d. per mile ; 1903-4,
£52 Is. 6d. ; 1904-5, £53 7s. ; 1905-6, £.53 13s. 3d.

;

£1906-7, £46 8s. 9d. ; 1907-8, £43 5s. lOd. ; 1908-9,
£44 3s. 4d. ; 1909-10, £44 3s. 3d.; 1910-11,
£49 lis. 6d. ; 1911-12, £49 2s. Id. ; 1912-13,
£53 17s. 7d. The Kent city surveyor's annual
report, also just published, shows that in the
Ashford division there are 103 miles of roads,
which cost last year £13,725, or £132 per mile,
while in the Maidstone division there are 87 jniles

of roads, costing £39,890, or £454 per mile.

AMERICAN ADVERTISERS AND
AMERICAN BUILDING CONSTRUC-
TION.

To the Editor of the Building New.s.

Sir,—It will not surprise you, but it may
be gratifying to receive some confirmation
of the remark you made in the above
editorial in your issue of ,\ugust 14— viz. :

"The sun never sets on the well-placed
advertisement in the Building News," and
that "it is as well known in Australia,
Canada, and India as in London." Our
advertisements in this paper have brought
many replies from all our Colonies, so much
so that we are now giving our colonial
agents' names in all our bigger advertise-
ments.

I do not know who writes these editorials,
but the writer has a most facile pen. and
although I advertise in twenty different
periodicals, I always read your leader. It
is so extremely interesting, even when you
talk about rubble-walling and such technical
questions which can only concern ajehitects.
The article must have taken a terrible lot

of trouble to compile, and every one of your
advertisers should study your resume of the
American method of advertising building
materials. The whole keynote to their ad-
vertising seems to be comprised in the word
" specialise." An architect himself cannot
specialise in every trade, some of which in-

volve many years' study to obtain the best
and most economical results. In many cases
many experiments have to be made. I know
that I myself have had to not only make
hundreds of experiments, but to pay for

expert tests in waterproofing cement, to

enable me to suggest the most economical
method for each condition of work. For
instance, a |in. Pudloed cement rendering
will not keep back water so well as Gin. of

Pudloed concrete, and yet in some cases

LJin. of concrete will often secure the same
watertight results as if Gin. had been used.

It all depends upon the conditions and the

purpose for which the work is required, and
these results have only been obtained by long

study and experiments which an architect

cannot possibly do. Now and then I hear
from an architect who has made a special

study of waterproofing by cement, and then
we see eye to eye immediately. It is not

surprising that we here and there find a

specification where an architect has specified

broken brick as an aggregate for a flat roof.

A moment's thought generally shows him
that that is a most porous aggregate, as in-

deed are sandstone, furnace slag, and coke-

breeze.

As you say. the advertiser who would
attract all trouble-savers (and the one who
is likely to obtain the co-operation of archi-

tects by relieving them of any anxiety when
a contract is finished) is the one who " recog-

nises the fact that every situation requires

individual study, in order to determine what
is best suited to meet the local conditions."

— I am, etc..

.J. H. KernerGreenwood.
King's Lynn.

«»
.\ secondary school is about to be built at

Farnworth from plans by the county architect

for Lancashire. Mr. Henry Littler, of Ribbes-
dale-place, Preston.

The corporation of Manchester have instructed

the sanitary committee to consider and report
upon the need for building municipal cottages in

the Miles Platting.

Mr. L. D. Thompson, deputy county surve.yor

for Lancashire, has been appointed the county
surveyor for Cornwall, in succession to Mr. A. E.
Brooks. There were sixty applicants, and seven
appeared before the Highways Committee.

The London and North-Western Railway Com-
pany are making very good progress with the

work of constructing a subway under their line

at Mossley Hill, Liverpool. This underground
roadway represents the last connecting-link in

the great circular boulevard—Queen's drive

—

which, for a distance of seven miles, will girdle

the city on its outer confines.
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int£rr0tnmtimrati0n.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editors
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper.
and with each reply a coupon cut from our from
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of
this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents Ignore *.he fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims tho right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We divide the guinea eiiualiy between the senders of the
four replies ])rinte<l.

REFLIES.
[13147.]—BOX SEXTANT.—This instrument is used

for measuring both vertical and horizoutal angles up to
120°, giving the actual angle between any two objects to

a single minute. Before one can readily grasp the idea
of its use, and how easily and accurately angles are
obtained, its construction and manipulatinn must be
entered into and properly understood by the operator.
The accompanying diagram shows in line the plan of a

box sextant. The index glass, which is silvered behind,
is perpendicular to the face of the instrument, and is fixed
to the index arm, which carries a vernier at its extremity
that reads on the graduated scale, of which 30 divisions
on the former coincide with 29 divisions on the latter.

The divisions are 10' each, and these are sab-divided into
10" by the vernier from to 150. The spaces on the
index arm vernier denote each 30 minutes, or half a
degree. From this scale the values of the obsened
angles are obtained. A magnifying-glass is provided
to assist the obsener in readily reading the vernier.
Now, any nio\'ement of the index glass casts a redectiun
into the horizon glass, which is rigidly fixed. The
npper half of this glass is clear, and the lower silvered;
this should be parallel with the index glass when the
index points to 0'^. The motion of the index arm is

termed the plane of the instrimient. Smoked or tinted
glasses (in the writer's sextant, one of Stanley's, red and
green) of varions shades are provided for use in strong
or sunlight. The angle of two objects in the horizontal
plane is obtained by placing the sextant in the left

liand, and then by operating the index glass and
reflecting the image of the right-hand object upon the
frame point with the left hand, the reading of the scale
will give the angle'between the two. For the vertical
plane the sextant is held in the right hand, and the
image of the upper object reflected down by adjusting
the screw attaclied to the index glass, till it meets the
image of the lower object, and then the angle may be
read off. If the sextant is provided with a tangent
hcrew, the index arm is clamped, and the screw used for
the final adjustment of the objects. For instance, a ray
of light coming from the direction of the arrow on plaii
passes through the clear portion of the horizon glass
down the magnifying telescope to the eye, while from X
it strikes the index gla«8 and is reflected to the horizon
glass. For setting off long off-sets or right-angle lines,
sot the index to 9(P, and walk along the station line
with the liorizon glass to the eye, till the staff or object
is reflected. The jicrfect adjustment of the instrument
is absolutely necessary, and this should be carried out
in the lirt<t place to find the index error, if any. Let the
zeros cut, holding the sextant vertically and looking at
the horizon glass, moving llie index backwards and
forwards on either side of zero, and if one perfect orb is

seen, the horizon glass is iierpendicular. If otherwise,
it must be adjusted by the key provided on tiie instru-
ment for this purpose. The <iiffereuce between zero on
the vernier and zero on the graduated scale will be tlie

error, which is either added or deducted from tlie

altitude.—Chas. A. Lougley, 52, Ivanhoe-road, Denmark
Park, London.

[13147.]—BOX SEXTANT.—This little instrument is

most useful where a theodolite is impmctitable, such,
for instance, as a busy street, where the continuous
traflic would make it impossible to set the instrument. At
the same time, tlie sextant as thus used has not tlie

necunicy of the theotlolite, but for general i>urposes is

sufficiently accurate, greater exactitude being obtained

by constant practice. The bos sextant is very shnilar

to the sextant, but only about half the size (3in. diam. as

compared to 7iin. diaiii.), and not being generally used
fur solar work'is contained in a box, the lid of which
when taken off is screwed on underneath to form a base
or handle. A silvered arc, upon which are marked the

degrees and sub-divisions up to 110°, is placed on the

/
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top of the instrument, over which the index arm, with its

vernier and magnifying glass, is worked by a screw
having a rack and pinion motion to the inde.x mirror
inside, recording the angle between the selected jwints
from a given station over which the operator stands.

The angle having been ascertained, and also the length
of the lines containing sanie being known, the remain-
ing side and angles can be worked out, or two angles
and the length of the side common to both will give
similar results. A second mirror, or index-glass, which
is silvered only on the upper half, is fixed perpendicu-
larly to the in'strument. and opposite the plate having
the eye-aperture or telescope, if such is provided. The
transparent glass enables the operator to view the
required object, and to manipulate the screw of the
index arm and its mirror until the second object is

exactly over the first, when he will read the number of

degrees, A:c., that the angle makes. There are two im-
linrtant rules as to adjustment which require jiaiticular

attention :—(1) The two mirrors must be parallel to each
otner when the zero on arc and vernier coincide. (2) The
horizon glass to be perpendicular to the instrument.
The former is connected by a nut and key on the top of

the instrument ; the latter—when incorrect will give two
horizons (i.e., both figures should appear as on one
horizon)—by a screw at the side, although there are
\ariations according to the maker's speciality.—K. H.
Read, Lecturer on Building Construction, Gloucester
and Stroud Technical Schools.

[13147.]—BOX SEXTANT.—The following hints are
useful iwhen surveying with the box sextant. I think,
in the first place, the instrument should be tested. (1)

See that the horizon and object-glasses are in good con-
dition^. e., that the silvered edge of the horizon glass
has a clean-cut line at its edge, and that the silvered
portions of both glasses are in good condition. (2) That
the rack and pinion of the index arm works smoothly,
for if there is any jerking, trying to do accurate work is

useless. (3) Adjustment of'glasses. The index glass

is adjusted by the maker, but can be tested by setting

the index at about 60'^, and looking at the image of the
limb of instrument when the real limb and image
should be in one continuous curve ; if not, the instru-

ment should be sent to the maker. The horizon glass to

be in adjustment- i.e., perpendicular to plan of instru-

ment. Place index at 0^, and sight to a well-defined
oliject. If in adjustment, the reflected and direct

images sliould be in one straight line ; if not, there is

"index error," which can be adjusted by causing the
horizon glass to rotate by means of adjusting screw,
until the objects appear in the same straight line. If

the adjustment is not done, care must be taken to
allow for index error on all obsenations. When the
vernier is at zero, the two glasses should be parallel.

After the above adjustments have been done, next comes
the use of the instrument. This instniment is very
handy for filling in detail on a survey, and has been
found to be fairly accurate when work has to be done in

a hurry. Its usefulness has been found wlien sun-eying
in streets where there is a lot of traflic, and where a

theodolite would be in the way, and also on fairly level

ground ; but on hilly ground great accuracy cannot be
aimed at. When taking the angles clear-cut objects
should be obsen'ed, such as buildings, posts, Ac. and
the work done on a clear day, as it will be found to be a
nuisance if the weather is wet and foggy, when the
glasses get misty, and the objects obsen-ed are not clear.

When sighting to objects the instruments should, of
course, be held immediately over the survey station.

This can be done by hang^ing a plumb-bob suspended
from hand on the underside of instniment and guiding
it between the feet on the station. For greater accuracy
a stand with ball and socket-joint should be used. In
order that the angle measured should be the horizontal
angle, the objects obsen'ed and eye should be on the
same Ie\'el ; if not. the correct angle will not Ije taken.
If one object is too high, a pole should be fixed in line
between station and object, and the instrument sighted
to pole. If one object is less distinct than the other,
the less distinct object should be looked at direct, and if

tlie other object lies to the left, the instrument should be
turned upside down. For greater accuracy in readiuLr
tlie ancles an instrument with a reflecting circle should
be used, when the readings of the different vcraiers can
be averaged, and error greatly diminished.—John
LnmoiHi, C.S.O.. Town Hall, Manchester.

I
[13147.1 — BOX SEXTANT. — It is assumed that F.

Scrnton is conversant with the mechanism anil the

working of the box sextant. If so, then I think that the
following will be of service. To use the sextant it

should be held up to the eye by the right hand, so that

(see sketch 1) the line of sight is in the direction of the
tower, the operator standing exactly over the station X.
and the vertical axis of the instrument is directly over
its centre. With the left hand the niilled-headed screw
is manipulated so that the index mirror, being gradually
turned in the direction of Z, shall reflect the image of

the cross at this point, so that its centre is coincident
with that of the tower Y, as in sketch 2. Thus the
vernier will record the number of degi-ees and sub-
divisions contained in the angle Y X Z. If the instru-

ment, having been set at zero, does not show the object

to which it may be directed to be exactly in the same
vertical plane with the horizon and index glasses, it

must be adjusted by a key being applied to the key-hole
(specially for that puqiose only) and turned right or

left until the reflected images coincide exactly. The
necessary rules to be obsen-ed with the adjustment of

the sextant are :— 1st. That the two mirrors are parallel

to each other when the zero of the vernier coincides witli

that of the graduated arc. 2nd. That the horizon glass

is ]»erpendicular to the plane of the instrument. " How
to ascertain your jiosition on a plan of any ground by

Y X

J«/« \^
^v* m^

the aid of the box sextant." In sketch 3 the position
of the objects obsen'ed, that is, the chimney-shaft of the
engine-house at A, the steeple of the church at B, and a
finial in the centre of the hotel roof at C. are as placed
on one of the 1 in 2,r)00 scale maps of the t)rdnance
Survey. The angles subtended by the objects named
were measured by a box sextant from the position D.
which is, let us suppose, as vet undetemiined on the map.
the angle A D B being 20^" 29' and EDO 60° 15'. The
solution required is as foUows ;—Join A B by a straight
line, upon which, as a base, construct the isoscelet*

triangle ABE by setting off the angles ABE and B A E
equal to half the supplement of twice the obsen'ed
angle A D B, that is—

180^-2(20^29') ^ ggo 31,

as shown. Again join B and C for another base. and.
as before, cohstruct an isosceles triangle B C P. setting

off the angles B (.' F and C B F, determined as before

from the observed angle B D C, that is

—

189° - 2 (60° 150 = 29° 45'
2

as shown. With the apices E and F of these isosceles

triangles as centres, and the length of their respective

legs as radii, describe circles (inadvertently omitted in

sketch 3), and the point D where their circumferences
intersect determines ujion the map tlie position of the
observer when he took theobsen'ations, and as so found,
it may be as well to say, as this is an actual case, (|uite

agrees with his position. relati\e to other features of the
ground shown on the map. In case the centres E and V
(uincide. the problem is intermediate : hence the

advisability of taking more than two angular
observations. A station-pointer is generally used iu

practice for the solution of this problem.—James
Bromley, Rothwell Estate Oftice, Miller Arcade, Preston,

Lanes. -^
A Royal Decree has been passed at Madrid

approving a new project for reconstructing the

La Galera mole at the port of Algeciras. the

estimated cost of which is 1,409,170 pesetas

(about ^52,200).

Construction is to start inamediately on an

office building at Winnipeg, estimated to cost

eOO.OOOdol.. for the Prudential Trust Company.
Ltd. The building will be thirteen stories high,

of stone, steel, and reinforced - concrete con-

struction. The architects are Messrs. Ross and
Macdonald, of Winnipeg, and the builders

Messrs. Carter and Halls-Aldinger, of the same
city.
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I4EGAI, INTELLIGENCE.
A DISPUTED VALUATION AT BROMLEY,

KENT.—Mr. H. M. Cobb, Official Referee, has
given his reserved decision in the appeal of

"Hall V. Commissioners of Inland Revenue"
respecting a provisional valuation under the
Finance Act, 1910, the objections to which were
heard in London on July 17. The appeal
referred to the property known as Nestdale,
13, Elmfield-road, Bromley; and the appellant,
Mrs. Emily Hall, contended that the total or
market value placed by the Land Valuation
Department — viz., £1,350 — was insufficient,

having regard to the fact that it cost i-2,100 to

build in 1876, including £350, the cost of the
land. Precisely similar property—the adjoining
house, Eversleigh—realised £2,500 in 1905. From
this had to be deducted £630, the price of an
additional 90ft. of frontage, which left £1,807
as its value. The appellant contended that Nest-
dale was worth at least £1,700. For the Com-
missioners it was argued that what a house cost

to build was no guide as to the price it would
fetch in the open market. The official valuation
was supported by Mr. Frederick Payne, auc-
tioneer and surveyor, of Messrs. Baxter, Payne,
and Lepper. The Referee has decided that the
total value of £1,350 was correct, and he orders
the appeal costs of the Commissioners to be paid
by the appellant.

RE E. I. RICHARDSON, BUILDER, OF
7, HIGH -STREET, BOGNOR, SUSSEX.—

A

statement of affairs prepared by Messrs. Oscar
Berry and Co., chartered accountants and
auditors, 151 and 152, North-street, Brighton,
was presented at the meeting of creditors held
at Bognor on August 13, when the chair was
taken by the largest trade creditor. The fully-

secured creditors hold a charge on a freehold
property in Park-road, Bognor, recently built by
the debtor. The property is not quite com-
pleted; but it is estimated that £25 will cover
the cost of completion, and that it should realise
£1,500 when finished. These creditors also hold
a life policy, the surrender value of which is

£58 10s., and is issued to the wife under the
Married Women's Property Act. It has been
arranged for the wife to give up her interest in

the policy subject to the matter being carried
through under the deed. Thus the assets will
be increased by £58 10s. The assets also include
the sum of £331 9s. claimed to be due under a
contract. This amount is at present disputed,
and the matter will be one for the serious con-
sideration of the committee. The furniture is

claimed by the wife, and there appears to be
no doubt the same is in order. There are no
other assets. The debtor appears to have ceased
work on the contract referred to on the 26th
ult., and, having no other work on hand, he
closed up on that day. One creditor had taken
proceedings, and it became necessary for the
protection of the estate that a deed of assign-
ment should be executed. The debtor appears
to have done a great deal of building during the
nine years he has been in business at Bognor.
but he has kept no "prime cost" books. An
approximate deficiency account was put before
tlie meeting. It was resolved that, subject to
the wife giving up the life policy referred to
above, the estate should be dealt with under
the deed of assignment, for the benefit of the
credhitors, to Mr. Oscar Berry as trustee, a
strong committee being appointed of the five

principal trade creditors. The committee will
meet next week to discuss fully the best method
of dealing with the estate, particularly in

reference to the amount claimed under the con-
tract. The total liabilities are £2,450, and the
estimated assets £1.499 17s., after deducting
preferential claims amounting to £61 13s.

A David Clarke memorial hall is to be built at
Borrisokane, Co. Tipperary, f.^om plans by Mr.
T. J. Cullen, of Suffolk-street, Dublin.

The Plympton St. Mary Board of Guardians
have received the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board to the extension of the workhouse
infirmary at a cost of £2,975.

Mr. Herbert Graham Dunlop, of Mar Lodge,
Elgin, vice-president of the Moray Arts and
Crafts Society, who died on January 11 last,

aged thirty-eight years, left personal estate in
the United Kingdom valued at £2,899, of which
£2,342 is Scottish estate.

Tentative plans have been prepared for the
erection of an "all-men" hotel at the north-
west corner of New York-avenue and 17th-street,
Washington, D.C.. at an estimated outlay of
£60,000 sterling. It is proposed to connect the
new building n-ith Knickerbocker Hotel on New
York-avenue, opposite the Corcoran Art Gallery.
Preliminary drawings have been prepared by
Messrs. Ward Brown and H. A. Peaslee, archi-
tects, of Washington City, D.C.

(But #ffia fabk.

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

tlirougli the president. Sir H. Frederick

Donaldson, have offered to the Prince of

Wales the use of the vacant top floor of the

extension building in Storey's Gate, West-

minster, free of charge, during the con-

tinuance of the war for the administrative

purposes of the Prince's Fund. The offer

ha.s been cordially accepted ; but the Institu-

tion has been asked to allow the rooms to be

used by H.M. Office of Works for the purpose
of accelerating the designs and specifications

for many public works which it is intended to

put in hand as quickly as possible, in order

to give employment. As this work is quite

ill character with the object of the Prince's

Fund, the Institution has gladly fallen in with

the suggestion.

A joint meeting of representatives of the

Nottingham master builders and of employees
was held on Monday night, to adopt any steps

possible to prevent unemployment, and the

following agreement was come to :
" That with

a view to spreading employment over as large

a number of men as possible, the ordinary

working hours of the trade shall be for the

time being not longer than from 8 a.m. to

4.30 p.m., and that overtime be paid outside

these hours as per present working rules.

This agreement shall come into operation

for all trades except painters on Wednesday
next, the 19th inst., and for painters on

Monday next, the 24th inst. This agreement
is not to constitute a precedent."

The annual report of the city engineer and
town surveyor of Newcastle (Mr. W. J.

Steele) for the year ended March 31, 1914,

states that the number of dwellings erected

during the year (each fiat being counted as a

separate dwelling) has been 111, as against

145 in the previous year, which was then the

lowest number recorded since 1882. In 1898,

91 per cent, were in flats, whereas last year

16 per cent, were in flats. Prior to 1909 it

seemed evident that in several years more
dwellings were erected than were necessary

to meet the natural increase of population
;

but the rapid decline in building since that

year has filled up the voids at such a rate

that unless there is a marked increase in the

number of new dwellings in the near future

the shortage of houses will become a serious

problem.

Dr. Meredith Young, M.D., D.P.H., the

Medical Officer of Health for the County
Palatine of Chester, and Chief School

Medical OfEcer of the Chester County Council
Education Department, has submitted his two
reports for 1913 to the respective authorities

concerned. They are, as usual, voluminous
and interesting. The notes on housing in the

former are worth attention. Among the

appendices to the latter is a valuable special

report on the use of dust-preventives in

schools. Four preparations were tested. Two
of these were compounds of sawdust, one
containing calcium chloride, and both being

impregnated with more or less volatile

aromatic odoriser. The two others were
light-coloured oils. Dr. Meredith Young is

more favourably impressed with the possible

benefits of the oils, the cost of which is less
;

but the ideal system for schools, as for

houses, to his mind is vacuum cleaning

;

although, he remarks, it promises to be some
time before a reliable one-man machine at a

reasonable price will be available.

A composition patented by G. Lizieri, 5,

Oakland-road, Newcastle - on - Tyne, for

covering floors, walls, and roofs, and for

lining reservoirs, cisterns, baths, etc.,

consists of one part of Florentine magnesite

cement (made by calcining and grinding a

volcanic rock found in Tuscany) and three

parts of a mixture in about equal pro-

portions of sawdust, ground cork, asbestos,

and pumice, and, if de.sired, ground paper,

the whole being mixed with a solution of soft

soap.

At Lyons an artificial wood has been

devised," consisting in transforming straw

into a solid material having the resistance of

oak. The straw, after being cut into small
pieces, is reduced by boiling to a paste, to

which certain chemicals are added. When
the paste has been reduced to a homogeneous
mass it is put into presses, and planks, beams,
laths, and mouldings of all sizes are readily

made. This new material can be sawn like

natural wood. As a fuel it emits a bright
flame and little smoke. It is further stated
to be adaptable to the manufacture of match-
stems.

To make a waterproof, eleanablc white-
wash, lib. of glue is dissolved in 3^ pints of

water. To this is subsequently added 3oz. of

bichromate of potash dissolved in half a pint
of hot water. These two ingredients are

thoroughly mixed, and enough whiting then
added to secure the right consistency. The
mixture is applied to walls or roofs in the
usual manner, and dries rapidly, while the
action of the sun upon the potash and glue

serves to render it waterproof. Such a white-
wash adheres firmly to slate, glass, metal,
masonry, or plaster, care being taken, if on
plaster, to rub it well in with the brush. It

not only affords an excellent protection from
the effects of the sun's rays in hot weather,
but acts as an admirable waterproofing to

walls exposed to driving rains. W'hen
desired, it can be cleansed with a hose and
cold water, or washed with a sponge.

According to the official returns of the
United States Geological Survey the total

quantity of Portland, natural and puzzolaiia

cement produced in the United States lust

year was the greatest in the history of the

cement industry, amounting to 92,949,102
barrels, valued at 93,001,169dol., compared
with 83,351,191 barrels, valued at

67,4t)l,513dol. in 1912. The total produc-
tion of Portland cement in 1913 was
92.097,131 barrels, valued at 92,557,617dol. ;

the production for 1912 was 82,438,096

barrels, valued at 67.016,928. The quantity

of Portland cement produced, 92,097,131

barrels, is equvalent to 15,623,620 long tons.

Of the 113 producing plants in the United
States in 1913, twenty-three were in the State

of Pennsylvania, whose output was 28,701,845

barrels of Portland cement, the largest

quantity produced by any one State. The
second greatest production came from
Indiana. with 10.872,574 barrels; and
California was third, with 6,159,182 barrels.

The natural cement produced in the United
States in 1913 amounted to 744,658 barrels

of 265 pounds each, valued at 345,889dol.,

compared with an output of 821,231 barrels,

valued at .367,222dol. in 1912, a decrease in

1913 of 76.573 barrels and of 21,333dol. in

value. The United States has a comparatively

small export trade in cement. In 1913 the

total quantity exported was only 2,964,358

barrels, most of which was Portland cement,

valued at 4,270,666dol., compared with

4.215,2.32 barrels, valued at 6,160,361dol. in

1912.
^«»

Mr. C. F. Gettings. the Worcestershire county

road surveyor, has appointed a "roller gang"
staff to help farmers where desired. Tliere are

about four hundred such men.

Council at s^^^zs a year, nis colleagues in me
health department "have presented him with a

handsome timepiece and pocket-wallet.

The death has taken place at Torquay, where

he had lived for many years, of Mr. Alfred John

Jukes-Brown, F.R.S., F.G.S., the distinguished

"eolo^-ist. He was a member of the staff of the

Geological Survey from 1874 to 1902. He was

author of several students' handbooks on geology

and a work on "The Cretaceous Rocks of

Britain." In 1901 he was awarded the Murchison

Medal.

A considerable number of the married men in

occupancy of dwelling-houses at Rosyth hut

village have rejoined the colours as Reservists.

Messrs. Easton Gibb and Son. Ltd. the dock^

vard contractors, have intimated that the wives

and families of the reservists may remain in

occupancv of the huts rent free during the

absence "of the breadwinners. In add't'on.

Messrs. Easton Gibb and Son have indicated

their willingness to provide the tam.lies so

affected with a weekly supply of household coal.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Opening of Fiftv -Ninth Annual Exhibition

of the Royal Photographic Society at the

Suffolk - street Galleries, Haymarket,
S.W. Exhibition closeb Satirrday, Oct.

3. Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

11 a.m. till 6 p.m. ; Tuesdays, Thm-sdays,

and Saturdays, U a.m. till in p.m.

Mr. S. 0. Stephenson, of Tipton, has been

appointed gas engineer and general manager of

the Worthing Gaslight and Coke Company.

The late Mr. Alexander Dowell. aged 92, of 13,

Palmerston-place, Edinburgh, auctioneer and
valuator, left personal estate amounting to

i;25,681.

The plans of Mr. J. S. Alder have been

adopted for the first portion of a church at

Flower-lane, Mill-hill, Hendon. The estimated

cost is i;4,500.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Scarborough on Tuesday as to the application

of the corporation for sanction to borrow
i;i6,070 for improvements to the South Clift'

Gardens.

At the meeting of Glasgow Corporation held

yesterday (Thursday) it was reported that pro-

perties m London - road, Summer - street, and
Charles-street, Bridgeton, have been purchased
as the site for a new public hall for the district.

The compulsory purchase order required by
the Okehampton Rural District Council to give

effect to their housing scheme for Chagford was
received at Saturday's meeting of the rural

council, and it was decided to approach the

Devon County Council (the owners of the pro-

perty) inquiring their selling price.

The Thornton Travelling Scholarships, oflered

to workmen on co-partnership garden suburbs,

have this year been won by Messrs. L. 0.

Godfrey, Hampstead ; William Pullen, Baling;
and Sidney M. Cartwright, Liverpool Garden
Suburb, ihe projected tour to Germany has

been abandoned, and the scholars will visit

British town-planning centres instead.

In order to spread work out amongst the
workmen and stave off unemployment as long
as possible, the York Master Builders and Con-
tractors' Association have decided, as from
Monday in this week until further notice, to

reduce the existing working hours from 6 a.m.
to 5 p m. to 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., with one hour
for dinner. On Saturday the working hours are
to be from 8 to 12 noon.

The private view of the annual exhibition of

the Royal Photographic Society, to he held at

the Gallery of the Royal Society of British
Artists, in Suffolk-street, Haymarket, S.W.,
takes place to-morrow (Saturday). The ex-

hibition will be open to the public from Monday
next until Saturday, October 3, and a series of

popular lantern lectures will be given on
Tuesdays and Saturdays at 8.30 p.m.

The annual excursion of the ArchitecurU
Association was to have been held this week,
with headquarters at Devizes, opening on Satur-
day last, the 15th inst.. and closing to-morrow
(Saturday). An attractive progamme had been
booked, with visits to Marlborough, Avebury,
Ijacock Abbey, Corsham, and Bradford-on-A von
among other well-known sketching centres ; but,
owing to the war, the meeting was perforce can-
ceiled.

In order lo meet the large amount of un-
employment at Grimsby, the corporation has
decided to push on with relief works. The
mayor reported on Monday night that Sir
George Gibb, of the Road Board, had promised
a grant of iJ;6,(X)0 towards the Weelsby-road im-
provements on condition that the corporation
put the work in hand at once. The mayor said
he had visited the Treasury with regard to
finding financial assistance towards the con-
struction of a new fish-dock, and the suggestion
had been favourably received. These works will
cost over half a million pounds.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Dartford by Mr. R, G. Hetherington
into an application by the West Kent Main
Sewerage Board for sanction to borrow £35,3(K1
for sewage-disposal, £1,275 for the construction
of a light railway at Long Reach. Dartford, and
i:650 for redemption of tithe rent-charge on tlie
site of the works. The secretary, Mr. A. B.
Coomber, stated that the total quantity of
sewage treated per vear at the present time was
estimated at 3.321,135,000 gallons. The cost of
treating 1,000.000 gallons of sewage, inclusive of
the maintenance of all sewers and outfall works,
all establishment charges and loan payments,
was £6 75., which was easily the lowest of all
joint sewerage boards, the average being
JE17 12s. Id.

Wtabt jEtihis.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BRISTOL.—The Bristol building trade dispute

has beeu settled, and work was resumed on
Monday. The master builders, following a

meeting of their association, offered the opera-

tives ^d. per hour advance in wages, to take

effect immediately, and a further ^d. advance to

take effect on January 1. A meeting of opera-

tives to consider the offer was held at Olympia,
Carey "s-lane, on Friday, and it was resolved to

;i:cept the terms.

CANNOCK. — The strike of carpenters and
joiners has been abandoned by the men, who
have received a promise from the Cannock and
District Master Builders' Association to re-

consider the whole question of wages and hours
six months hence. The strike had lasted three
weeks.

EXETER.~The builders' strike at Exeter has
come to an end, the men having accepted ^d. an
hour increase.

KIRKCALDY POTTER>S' STRIKE.^A settle-

ment has taken place in this dispute, Mr. J,

Lovatt, National Potters' Union, having written
the employers accepting their offer to hold the
dispute in abeyance during the war, short-time
work being given the men.

OXFORD.—The award of Sir George Askwith,
of the Board of Trade, with respect to the
Oxford building trade dispute has just been pub-
lished. Sir George met seven representatives of

the men and their secretary and two members
of the Master Builders' Association in London on
August 10, and has given the following award :

—
That the rate of wages shall be as follows

:

Masons (banker-hands), 9d. per hour; masons
(fixers), 9^d. ; bricklayers, 8^d. ; carpenters and
joiners, S^d.

;
plumbers, 8^d.

;
plasterers, 8^d-

;

painters, 7^d. ; labourers, 6d. ; scaffolders and
stone-sawyers, or when working in water, ^d.

per hour extra. That an advance of ^d. per
hour to all aforementioned mechanics and
labourers shall be made for the first full week
of January, 1915, and thereafter. No overtime
shall be worked except in cases of necessity.
All overtime worked at the request of the
employers shall be paid at the rate of time and
a quarter for the first three hours from the end
of the working day, following three hours at the
rate of time and a half, and after six hours
double time until starting next day; Sundays,
Christmas Day, Good Friday, and Bank
Holidays, double time. No alterations to be
made by either employer or employed m any
foregoing rules or existing rate of wages without
giving to the other notice iu writing, to be given
on the first day of November in any year, and
containing full particulars of the proposed
alterations, but no notice to be given prior to
November, 1915. Any alterations made to come
into force for the first full week m the following
May and thereafter.

^»» —

Mr. Chadwick. of Maidenhead, has been
appointed surveyor to the Faringdon Rural
District Council.

The Saiford Town Council on Wednesday
defined the status of the borough engineer, for
whom it was decided to advertise at a beginning
salary of i'90O a year.

A garden suburb is to be laid out on Castle
Farm, Porthkerry, near Barry, Glam., from
plans by Mr. T. Arthur Lloyd, architect to the
Welsh Housing and Town Planning Association.

A party of members of the South Wales Insti-

tute of Architects visited last week the quarries
of the Yockney and Hartnam Park Stone Co.,
Ltd., and were shown round by the manage-
ment. They afterwards proceeded on a tour of
inspection of Castle Coombe, Corsham, and
Lacock Abbey.

The Commissioners of Inland Revenue have
decided to extend the time for giving notice of
objection in the case of all provisional valuations
served on or after or within 60 days previous to
the 4fch inst., until 60 days subsequent to a date
to be notified hereafter to each person on whom
a provisional valuation is served.

According to Inspector Duff, of the Local
Government Board, who has visited three north-
western counties, inquiring into the state of
depression, Ellesmere Port is the hardest-hit
town he has touched, and the whole well-laid
machinery of that town, equipped for dealing
with distress, is to be utilised at once. The
urban district council are pressing the Local
Government Board to grant them loans to enable
them to push forward the making of new roads,
and widening of existing roads, under the scheme
of town planning.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
SteelJoistB, English per ton £8 to £8 2 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Gurder Plates 7 3 6,. 836
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 30 „

Do.. Welsh 5 15 .. 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South StafEs 8 0,, 8 15

BestSnedBhill 9 0.. 9 10

Angles lOa.. Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, lor bonding. &c., £8 15s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15 10a. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 2-t

6£t. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11'- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Caat-Iron Columns £7 10 to £9
Cast-iron Stanchions 7 10 „ 9
Rolled-Iron B'enoing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5 0.. —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

Oto8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 15s. £1108. £1158. £11 15a. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in.diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton estra.

turned and bored joints, 58. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast. Lillieshall 108. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2* per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.o.

Water-Tubes 711 .,

Steam-Tubes 674 „
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 61t ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55 .,

OTHEB METAIiS.

Spelter. Silesian PertoniEai 5 to £21 7 6

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 5 „ —
,

Country 24 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 5 „ —

Country 25 0., —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 5 ,,

—
,. Country 26 ,,

—
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 15 .,

—
Country 28 10 ..

—
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 26 5 ,.

—
Country 27 .,

—
Lead Soil-pine (ap to 44in.) Town 26 5 ..

—
Country 27 ,.

—
rOver 45in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 .. 18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 'iSlb. bags 24 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 75 ,, 75

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 64 ,, 65

Tin. English Ingots 143 „ 144

Do., Bars 146 ., 146

Pig Lead, m Icwt. Pige (Town) 20 5 ..
—

Sheet Lead, Town 22 15 0,. —
Country 23 10 ,.

—
Genuine White Lead 30 5 ..

—
Refined Red Lead 25 ,.

—
Sheet Zinc 29 .,

—
Old Lead, against account 17 15 0,, —
Tin per cwt. 8 0,, —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) 10 9 —

TIMBER.
OONBTBnCTIONAL.

Yellow Pine Deals. Quebec, per standard :—
Ist quality £38 to £45
2nd „ 26 ,. 33

3rd „ 16 „ 18 10

Spruce Deals : St. Johns 10 „ 1110
Miramichi 9 10 „ 10 10

Boards : Swag 11 „ 12

Red Deals; Archangel 1st quality 21 „ 24

2nd „ 16 ,, 19

3rd „ 12 .. 14

„ St. Petersburg-
Ist quality 16 10 , 18

2nd ,, 14 10 ,. 15 10

Wyburg&Uleaborg 12 10 ., 15

Gefle. Gothenburg,
and Stocliholm ... 12 10 ., 17

White Deals : Crown 14 „ 15 10

Seconds 11 10 „ 13

Flooring : White and Planed—
Ist and 2nd quaUty mixed ... 10 15 ., 1115
Ist, 2nd, & 3rd quality mixed 10 5 .. 11

Red Planed. Ist quality 14 10 .. 17

Pitch Pine: Prime Deals and
Boards 18 „ 23

Lignum Vitaj Per ton 7 „ 14

Per cubic foot.

Yellow Pine Logs (waney board) 5 0., 056
Pitch Pine Logs 2 0,, 026
Birch : Quebec Logs 2 3,, 029
Oak : Austrian Wainscot 7 0,, 080
Mahogany GabooD 2 0. 02
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FUKNITURE AND HABDWOODS.

Teak: Burmese, per load, 30ft. XX
Teak : Java, per load, oOft 16

Oak Flanks: U.S.A., imported
,, Boards ., ,, Prm.

„ Mdm.
SeqQoia (Caliiornian Redwood)
Birch : Quebec logs

,, ,, sawn planks ...

Oak : Austrian Wainscot
Walnut : Prime boards and
planks

Walnut: Mdm. „ „
Greenheart : Hewn logs
Cedar: Cigar box
Satin Walnut : Imp. sawn
boards, prime

Orham : Imp. sawn boards,
prime

Mahogany : St. Domingo, Cuba,
and Honduras ...

„ African, Assinee, &c.
Lagos and Benin
Sekondi and Cape

Lopez
,, Gaboon

Satinwood: West Indian
Rosewood Per ton 8
Lignum Vitte 7

to f-3S

„ 21
Per cubic foot.

3 fi

6

3 6
3 3
i 9

6 6
4 6
4

5 6

4 „ 2 9

„ 3 3

6

5 D
4 6

3
2

10

9
6 6
S

4

2
14

12
14

STONE. »

Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
' "

.

2 4
2 3
2 '^

2
1 10
1 10

1 10*
2

Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto
Ancaster, ditto „
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark. ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms)

.,

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot Bup. 3 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes 13

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 75

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 19*
Hear Stone, delivered qn rail
at Seatou Station

,, 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

,, 1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot. I Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf .' ... iO 2 3 . £0 2 45

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor 20
,

20
,

First quality 20
,

20
,

16 .

Eureka unfading

m. m.
, 20 X 10
16

10.
12.
10.
12.

£ B. d. per 1.000 of
. 12 12 6 1.200 at r. stn.
. 6 13 6
. 13 2 6

. 13 17 6

. 13

. 13 15.750
green

Permanent Green

.

20
20

,

18 ,

16
,

30
18

,

16

1.5 17 6
18 7 6
13 5
10 5
11 13 6
9 12 6

6 1; 6

BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

per 1.000 alongside, in

Ditto Bullnose
Best Stourbridge

Firebricks
2iin. Best Red Ac-
crington Plastic
Facing Bricks

4

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London.

3'/s Accrington Beat Red Plastic Facing per
Bricks £2

3'/e" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/s in
thickest part 2

3'/»" Chimney Bricks tit for outside work ... 2
3'/«" ditto ditto through and through 2
3' b" Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel .Iambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and V' radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks. 9" x 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9"xi course

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep. 4*" soffit, per foot opening...

1.000
10
3 6

11 3
17 6

6

7 6
6

3

4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
.> ditto
6 ditto

9»
9"
9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 9
4 6

OLAZED BBIOKS.
UAItD OLAZES (PEIi 1.000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream. Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Stretchers-
il2 7 6 £10 17

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7

Second
Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

17 7

21 7

11 17 6

20 17

17 17

15 17

17 17

21 7 6 14 17

26 7 6 18 17

26 17 6 19 17

24 77 17 7

13 7 n
Quoins. Bullnose. and 4Mn. Flats

15 17 B 14 17 B 17 17 B

Double Stretchers
17 17 6 IB 7

Double Headers—
14 17 B 13 7

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 B

Two sides and one end. square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6
Splays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers
5d. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose. Round Ends. Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each Bd. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

Sd. each 8d. each Sd. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each Bd. each 6d. each 5d.each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers _ £22 17 fi

.. ., Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks
j Not

of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above
f

exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours .- ing 9in.

Camberarch bricks, any kinder colour, by 4Mn.
Is. 3d. each ; by 3|in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers. £1 per 1.000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. b. d.
Thames Sand 7
Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6

Best Portland Cement 36
Ground Blue Lias Lime 31

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

6 per yard, delivered
„

s. d. Per ton,
to 41 delivered

C per ton delivered
Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od, per ton at
railway station.

TILES.
d. Dlvrd. at

per 1000 ry.stn.
7 per doz.
per ICOO

6
per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz.

per 1000
6

Plain red roofing tiles 43
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's),.. 46
Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3 10* per doz.
Valley tiles 3 4*

" Rosemary " brandplaintlles... 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 50 .,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 8 ,

Staflordsbire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 60 per 1009
Pressed 47 6 ,,

Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale,per tun £38 15 to ;

26 15 „
29 „

10 „
„
„

10 „
10 „

Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale ,

Cocoanut, Cochin
Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius ,,

Palm, Lagos ,

Ditto. Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating. U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Gil per gal.

Baltic oil

Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand.. .

5

7
63

6
6
6J „
8 ..

11 .,

529 5
27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
1

8

10

GLASS (IN CBATES).

English Sheet Glass : 15oz.

Fourths 2d.

Thirds 2id.

Fluted Sheet 3id.

Hartley's English Rolled Jin.

Plate 2id.

21oz.
3d.
3}d.
aid.

Figured Boiled and Bepoassine.
White,

. 3ld,

2Boz. 32oz.

nt
... 43d.
... 5}d.

6id. ... 7d.

hnin. iin.

•Hd. ... 3d.

e. Tinted.
. .. 5d.

VABNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Churcb Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, tor seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting D 10
French and Brush Polish 10

^i»
CHIPS.

Mr. G. Bell, borough enjlineer of Swansea, has
resigned. The services of Mr. Bell are to be
retained as consulting surveyor.

The War Office have informed the city council
of Winchest-er that they propose to erect 120
married quarters in the cit3^ and to commence
80 of the same about the beginning of October.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Felixstowe into an application by the
urban district council for sanction to borrow
£4,363 in order to provide and lay out a
cemetery.

The Hartley Wintney Rural District Council
have decided that the surveyor, Mr. J. R.
Sisterson, who had expressed his desire to retire,

should continue in office for one year. Mr.
Sisterson is 73 years old, and has been in the
service of the council for thirty-three years.

At a special meeting on Monday of the
Evesham Joint Hospital Board, plans and esti-

mates of proposed enlargements and improve-
ments to the administrative block were con-
sidered and adopted, and it was agreed to apply
to the Local Government Board for a grant in

aid of the cost and for sanction of a loan.

At Monday's meeting of the Evesham Rural
District Council, Messrs. Espley and Co., Ltd..
wrote that they had stopped work on their
Littleton housing scheme contract, owing to
inability to purchase timber. The council con-
sidered that the contractors must be required to
carry out the contract.

Owing to the existing conditions, an important
and unanimous resolution has been agreed to
by all the leading timber importers of London
and Liverpool to the effect that only drafts for
timber shipments against ocean bills of lading,
with English or American marine policy, in-

cluding war risks attached, will be accepted.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board, at an
emergency meeting held on Monday to consider
the measures necessary in consequence of the
war, decided, in order to facilitate employment
during this period, to proceed forthwith with the
execution of large building works to the value
of nearly £200,000, for which tenders have
already been accepted, and to expedite the pro-

gress of other building schemes in hand.

Mr. W. Redfern Kelly, J. P.. M.Inst.C.E
. has

resigned the post of engineer-in-chief to the
Belfast Harbour Commissioners on completion of
fifty years' service. Mr. Kelly will act as con-
sulting engineer to the trust for one year. Mr.
Kelly entered the services of the Harbour Board
as an apprentice under the late Mr. \Vm. H.
Lizards in 1864. In 1904, on the sudden death
of Mr. G. F. L. Giles, previously engineer to the
Southampton Harbour Board, he was appointed
chief engineer. Mr. T. S. Gilbert, the piesent
assistant engineer, will succeed Mr. Kelly.

The Hauenstein Tunnel on the Basle-Olten line

in Switzerland has been pierced, and. military
troubles permitting, will be opened in June next.

The tunnel is 5 miles 94 yards in length, and
was commenced on February 1. 1912. When
completed, it and its approach lines will replace

the existing line between Sissach and Olten. On
the latter line there is a tunnel 1 mile 968 yards

in length, constructed in 1854-S. There is prac-

tically no difference between the lengths of the

old and the new routes, the reason for the con-

struction of the new line being to secure an

easier gradient. On the new route the maximum
gradient will be 1 in 95. and in the tunnel the

gradient will be 1 in 133 for about 4J miles, and

I in 666 for the remaining distance. As a result

of the improved gradient, twenty minutes will

be taken off the time of the journey between

Basle and Olten. The contractors for the new

tunnel were the Julius Berger Tiefbau Company,

of Berlin, and the price was £792.709. The
tunnel has been pierced about eighteen months

in advance of contract time.
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TRADE NOTES.
Claridge's asphalte is being used ou the new

building of the Institute of Chemistry, Russell-

square, W.C.

Under the direction of Mr. Arthur J. Stedman,
L.R.I.B.A., architect, Farnham. Surrey, Boyle's

latest patent "Air-pump" concealed ventilators

have been applied to Bentley Schools.

We understand that all the concrete floors in

the basement of the Nurses' Home, South Man-
chester Guardians. Withington, have been

treated with the powder Pudlo—which makes
cement waterproof—to prevent rising dampness.

Messrs. Doulton and Co.. Ltd., the Royal
Doulton Potteries, are supplying the seven

specially made "down-draught" stoves for the

Burlon-on-Trent Infirmary, under Messrs. Henry
Beck, architects. Burton-on-Trent. These are

glazed pottery stoves with fireclay interiors.

Messrs. Carter and Co., Ltd., of Poole, and
29. Albert Embankment, inform us that it is

their intention to exert every effort to keep
their factories running during the war, and to

provide work for all their workpeople. They
will greatly appreciate the support of architects

and contractors.

^tm

The town council of Nelson, Lanes, have
adopted plans for public abattoirs to be built at

an estimated cost of ,£14,000.

The borough council of Lambeth have adopted
proposals for improving Providence Wharf at

an estimated outlay of about £10,000.

The Deal Town Council have appointed Mr.
Barwood Cnllen. of Western-road, Deal, water
surveyor. Mr.. Cullen was formerly assistant

under his father, Mr. J. F. Cullen, the late water
surveyor.

At the meeting ou Monday evening of the town
council of Okehampton the resignation of Mr.
F. J. Worden, borough surveyor, was accepted,

and instructions were given to advertise for a

successor.

Mr. Douglas Thomas Franklin. J. P.. of

Thaxted and Bishop Stortford. auctioneer and
estate agent, who died at Brighton on May 29.

aged fifty-five years, intestate, left estate of the
gross value of £5,802.

At Montreal plans are in progress preparatory
to the construction of a stadium on Pine-avenue
for McGill University at an estimated expendi-
ture of 100,000dol. 'Messrs. Nobbs and Hyde,
Montreal, are the architects.

Well over a million gallons of tar were used
last year on the surfaces of Kentish roads. The
county council used 956.625 gallons on the main
roads under its control, and 22,086 gallons on the
repair of footpaths. The council also paid over
£7,000 for tar used by urban authorities in the
county. Tar-painting proper cost the county
council in all £33,332 4s. Id.

The decoration of St. Andrew's Chapel at the
Roman Catholic Cathedral for Westminster, the
gift of the Marquis of Bute, will be completed
by the end of the present year. The mosaics
from the designs of Mr. Schultz are being pre-

pared by Signer Gaetano Meo, with the aid of

six mosaic-workers. The style is Byzantine, in

consonance with the work of the late Mr. J. F.

Bentley.

The engineer in charge of the Mozambique-
Nyasaland Railway has been authorised to spend
some £37,000 on commencing work. The line

will be about 342 miles long, of which only 62
miles will be in British, and the remainder in

Portuguese territory. The cost is estimated at
about £3.500 per mile. There will be two bridges
over 300ft. long, and several smaller ones. It is

proposed to complete the line in five years.

OGIIVIE&CO.
Telephone: DALSTOS 13B8.

Manv vearn connected with
tlie Iftte firm of W. H.
I,.\SCEt,t.F.S & CO., of

Bunliill Ro».

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & OECORATIOHS. '^'l^^^^

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

130 BunMIl Row Loudon, E.G.

TENDERS.
',* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the

information.

Abebsychax.—For supply of a motor fire-engine,

for the urban district council :—
Merryweather .tnOO

IRecommended for acceptance.)

AcToN.—For erection of a park-keeper's lodge, &c.,

at the North Acton public playing fields, for the
urban district council :

—
Mitchell, F. W., Ltd., Acton ,.. £8-27

(Accepted.)

AxMiNSTEB. — For constructing sewage - disposal

works, and laying about four miles of sewers, for

tbe Axminster Rural District Council. Messrs.
Phillott and George, 31, Promenade, Cbeltenbaui,
engineers :—

Thompson. B.. Peterborough ... ±11,5.53

Rilev, J.. Cheltenham 9,.572 13 S

Hvslop. A. and T., Manchester ... 9,373 17 2

Pollard, Ltd., Taunton 9.226 12

Fothergill, Ltd.. Exeter 9,120 11 9
Shardlow, J., Leicester 9,040 4 4

Wilkinson, T., Poole 8.951

Saunders. S.. Bournemouth ... 8,931

Ewart. .7.. jun., Taunton 8,412 19 8

Harrow, H., Brixton 8,393 5 4

Harris, E., ClystHvdon 8,137

Grounds and Newton, Bourne-
mouth (accoptedi 8.084 3 4

Atb.—For works at Loch Finlas. for the cor-

poration :

—

Paton, \V.. and Sons, Ayr i'1,858 17

(.\ccepted in place of R. C. Brebner and Co.,
withdrawn.)

Babnoldswick,—For paving in Skipton-road and
Gisburne-road. for the urban district council :—

Bradley. .1. (accepted) f575 1 6

Babnoldswick.—For road^works in Rainhall-road,
for the urban district council :—

Morphet. J. W .1:592 4 5
(Recommended for acceptance.)

B/U4NSLEY.—For completing the following streets,

for the corporation :—
Milton-street :

—

Hood, J ilSt 10 2
William-street :—

Hood, .J 2il 1^1 1

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Blyth.—For erecting workshops, stores, Ac. for

the urban district council. Mr. R.,Grieves. Seafortli'

road, Blyth, architect. (Quantities by Jlcssrs. Savage
and Rowe, Newcastle-on-Tync :—

Cork Bros 41,219 1

Robson and Waddle 1,100

Hedley and Sons 1,081

Baxter, R. (accepted) 1,045
All of Blyth.

Bo'ness.—For the construction of footpaths, for

the corporation :—
Hardie, .J t324 2 7

Begg. J 323 19 9
Sneddon. B 305 18

Bromley Cboss.—For the supply, delivery, and
erection or laying of overhead lines and underground
cables, for the Turtoo Urban District Council. Mr.
F. C. Sprigg. electrical engineer :—

Dewburst Engineering Co. .Ltd..
ShefHeia i'2,354 5

Siemens Bros. 1.749

Callender's Cable and Construc-
tion Co.. Ltd 1.725 3 6

Western Electric 1,720

Glover's, W. T., Manchester .,. 1.691 9 3

Johnson & Phillips. Charlton ... 1.670

Henley's, W. T., London 1,655
British Insulated and Helsby
Cables, Ltd., Prescot, Lanes'... 1,588 7 10

* .\ccepted.

BucKEAST.~For the laying of 408yds. of 3in. cast-

iron water main in Grange-rosd, Buckfast, for tbe
Buckfastleigb I'rban Disti'iot Council. Mr, W. J.

Goode, survejor :

—

Petherbridge and Sons, Buck-
fastleigb (accepted) .4140

Cambbidge.—For painting the exterior and interior

of tbe pumping station, for the corporation :—
Scott, W,, and Sons, James-st. £'92 3 9

(Accented.)

Capel, Mid Kent.—For tbe rebuilding of Five Oaks
Bridge, Capel, near Tonbridge, for the Kent County
Council :

—

Middleton, W., Peckham Bush,
Tonbi-idge (accepted) £192 10

Chahtham —For building, at the county lunatic
asylum at Chartham, a new bakery, for the Kent
County Council :~

Flliott. Reginald, and Co..
Margate (accepted) i'4.100

Chelsfieli).—For carrying out renairs at
council school, Chelsfield, for the Kent Education
Coumiittce. Mr, W. H. Robinson, M.S,A., Sessions
House. Maidstone, architect:—

Baugh, W. E HOT'
Peaster. M., and Son 105

Smith, J '.iii

Knight, F. .1 93
Taylor, W, R • 75

• Provisionally accepled.

CuxToN.—For svmimer repairs to 'Cuxton Council
School, for tbe Kent Education Committee. Mr,
W. H. Robinson, M.S..\,, Sessions House, Maidstone,
ai'cbitect :

—
Norman, E ilOH
Brown, K. W. and G 102 2 6
Swain and Stanley* 89 14

• Provisionally accepted.

CoNW-AY.—For provision of cooking and hot-water
apparatus, for the hoard of guardians :

—

Killick and Cochran (accepted) ... .£640

DAitTFOBD.—For carrying out somuier repairs at
council school, Westbill, for the Kent Education
Committee. Mr. W. H. Robinson. M.S..\., Sessions
House. Maidstone, architect :

—

Beaven, E. E i'395

Baylies, W 373 1

Knight, T 359
Blay, W. F., Ltd.* ... 328

' Provisionally accepted.

Dewsbuby.—For a hot-water installation, for the
joint hospital board :—

Milan, Hudderstield (accepted) ... £180

Doncasteb.—For extensions and alterations to

the Hyde Park Council schools, for the education
committee:

—

Boucher and Pearson, Doncaster £409 7 11

(Accepted.)

DULWICH.—For the erection of a house in Overhill-
road. Ml-. E. H. Chandler, architect :—

Cook, H. •!., & Sons, Green-lane,
Penge (accepted) £470

Farnbobough.—For erecting bungalow at Farn-
borough Park, for Jlr. T. W. K. Clarke. Mr. A. H.
Dungay, M.S. A., M.R.San I.. Alpha Chambers,
Alexandra-road, S. Farnborough, Hants, architect ;-

\

Seward, .1. B., Wokingham .. £827
Ewins, R., Faruborougli ... 678 10

Smith, T. G., Farnborough 616

King, ^^^ W., Camberley ... 600

Hoskins and Jacob, Cau)berley 5.32 18 6

Love, R.. and Co.. Sunninehill 624

Bundey. W.. Farnborough* 522

Jones Bros. Farnborough'' 518
* Accepted. 1 Received too late for inclusion.

FiNcHLEY.—For erection of woi kmens dwellings
)r the urban district council :

—

Markhani and Markham ... ..£3.5,43.5

Street and Herljcrt .. 35,235 10

Bosworth and Lowe .. 28,200

Rowley Bros .. 26.666

Reader, T. and J. R. .. 26,.500

Gibson and Sons .. 26,421

Bolton and Norris .. 23,ia3

Monk, A .. 22,350

Consideration deferred.

FocHBiN.-For erection of a new council school,

for the Glamorgan County Council. Mr. D. Pugb-
.Jones, F.S.I. . Cardiff, county architect :—

Hamilton & Millard, Caerphilly f4,202

(Accepted.)

Forest Town.—For erection of a school, for thu
Notts Education Committee :—

Greenwood, J.. Mansfield £2.633
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Gainsborough. — For additions to the council
school. Ropery-road, for the Lindsey County Council
Education Comuiittee :—

Elms, Gainsborougb!(acceptedl... £1,735 14 11

tlLoucKSTKR.—For laundrv extension at the work-
house, for the guardians :

—
Builders' Work :—

Jones, W., Gloucester (accepted) £875

Granthajl — For erection of two workmen's
cottages in Belton-lane, for tbe corporation :

—

Read, F. (accepted) £385

Great Yarmouth.—For building a new council

sciiool at Newtown, for the corporation :

—

Harman, J, D. (accepted) ... £11,550

GuiLDi'OBii.—For works at the new borehole, for

the corporatiion :

—

Tribe and Robinson (accepted) ... £97 15

Guilford. — For erection of -20 cottages in Old
Farm-road, for tbe coi-poration :

—

Higgs,T.,Nortbamoton(accepted) £4,419

Harlech, — For repairs to IVncraig Cottage, for

the Merionethshire County Council :—
Roberts, M. (accepted) £216

Habhow.—For sewer construction from Kenton-
road to Sheepcote-road, for the urban district

council :—
Willis and Powis, Wemljley ... £341 3

(Accepted.)

Hastings.-For supply and erection of the ex-

tended promenade at tbe shore end of the pier, for

the corporation :

—

Braithwaite and Kirk, Lime-
street, EC. (acceptedi £16,000

Hastings.—For the supply of 2,aX) tons of broken
granite, for the corporation :—

St. Keverne Stone Co., Helston, 13-'. 6d. per ton,

(Accepted.*

Hemel Hempstead.—For erecting a block of six

cottages, for Mr. P. T. Atkinson. Mr. G. Harvey,
Hemel Hempstead, architect :—

Sears, W. W., Hemel Hempstead
Harrowell, Chesliam
Payne Bros., Garston, Watford...
Timberlake, liing's Langley
Higgs. Northampton
Halsc. Iving's Langley

None tinally accepted. Architect's estimate, £1,160.

Hendox.—For painting and repairs at the infirmary

and clerk's offices, for the guardians :—
Hollowell (accepted) £115 15

Hekne Bay.—For works at the council school, for

the Kent County Council :—
Chase. ('. (acceptedi £224

Hove.—For street works in Holland-road, for the

corporation :—
Parsons. •!.. and Sons (accepted) £359 9

Ijjce.—For the supply of 200 tons of granite setts,

for the urban district council :—
Brooks, Ltd. (accepted).

Cl.lWl

1.314

1.297
1.215 (1

1.196

1,179
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CONTRACTS AND THE WAR.

Our long peace in Europe of just 100

Tears since the struggle with Napoleon has

inade us forget all about the trouble that

war may bring to us in business matters.

Now that Fleets are in our narrow seas, and

our coasts are guarded, and soldiers are

everywhere, we realise that war is in our

midst, and that the State of War must come
into our commercial dealings. As regards

building and the biiilding trades generally,

the thing is not so serious. Most of these

matters will go on as usual, at all events so

long as we escape actual invasion, which we
are fairly certain to do. It is in reference

to foreign trade and shipping that the war
might make havoc, though even there it may
not be so bad as might have been expected.

But there are certain legal principles as to

our trade position in regard to alien

enemies, which, after being so long for-

gotten, now suddenly become practically

applicable. The London Chamber of Com-
merce has appointed an expert committee,

which has issued a circular, Aug. 15, on

matters affecting trade and the effect of the

war on business transactions, giving advice

and informat'on thereon. {Times. Aug. 17.)

Primarily, the making of contracts with

an alien enemy is illegal while a state of

war lasts. The basis of this rule is that we
should do nothing which can be of ad-

vantage to the enemies of the country. On
the other hand, it is quite lawful to trade

with such if they are licensed by his

Majesty to carry out business dealings.

Beyond this it appears to be clear that if

alien enemies are allowed to remain in this

country, contracts with them in the

ordinary way of business, involving no
extensive operations which might lead to

conflicts of national duty, are probably per-

missible. In business life most people will

settle this point for tliemselves, and trade
or go on trading with alien enemies carry-

ing on business here as they may find

expedient. With regard to foreign trade,

our merchants who get their goods from
abroad will doubtless find difficulties

settling themselves in the form of questions
as to prices, war risk, and the rate of

insurance under Lloyd's policies—points
upon which we cannot enter now, but
which will be dealt with by those closely

concerned in shipping and the like. The
whole commerce of the world has been
shaken by the war, but is somehow getting
itself done notwithstanding. When we
come to the performance of an existing
contract and the payment thereunder,
other considerations arise. Where money

. was owing by British traders to alien
enemies at the outbreak of the war, it may
be said generally that it should not be

paid until the war is over. Meanwhile,
strictly speaking, payment would be
illegal, as tending to assist our enemies,

In short, while the war lasts, the carrying

out and completion of contracts may be
regarded as suspended. Certainly they
cannot be practically enforced, either

through British or foreign courts of law,

quite apart from their illegality. Even
where foreign or other bills have been
drawn for money due upon contracts

entered into before the war, and these are
presented while it is proceeding, it seems
clear that they should not be paid. This
rule would apparently apply, although
these bills were presented by British

agents, because, either way, the money
might be used for the enemy to our dis-

advantage. But although this is so

theoretically, it may often become a ques-
tion for individual traders whether or not
they would do better to pay and so main-
lain their credit for future use. In
reference to bills given in the ordinary
course of business dealings at home,
although with alien enemies trading here,

it becomes still more a matter of dis-

cretion and expediency. The enforcing of

such payments through our courts, how-
ever, would certainly present some diffi-

culties if it were attempted. At all events,

except where such dealings were, expressly
or inferentially, with licensed aliens.

As to the completion of contracts exist-

ing when the war began, with others than
alien enemies, cases may arise where this

has become, in fact, impossible. For
example, in regard to goods coming from
abroad, their delivery may be prevented,
and a contractor be unable to get the work
done in the agreed time, or perhaps at all,

for want of the materials required, such
as marble, or a special stone, or timber
as specified. If coramunciation abroad,
and especially with an enemy's country, is

cut off. and the carrying out of the con-

tract is thus rendered physically im-

possible, the contractor should not be held

liable. Indeed, this would seem to come
within the class of what are known as the

"Coronation Cases," where the perform-
ance of contracts become legally im-
possible owing to the sadden illness of the

King, Edward VII. Claims of that kind
were adjusted upon the basis that agree-

ments could not be completed owing to tlie

happening of an event unforeseen and
beyond the control of the parties. So it is

believed that where the war interferes

with and makes impossible the carrying

out of a contract as to building in regard to

time or otherwise, the contractor would be
excused. But the whole subject is one of

much difficulty, and in this country there

are few authorities or precedents by which

we can be guided. Then again the form
of each agreement and the facts of each
case would have to be construed and con-

sidered. It is indeed possible that when
the war is over there will be some litigation

as to the rights and liabilities of the
parties, which will then have to be ascer-

tained by the practical application of rules

and legal principles which, so far, are now
mainly theoretical.

On the whole, it cannot be said that tlie

present state of war necessarily cancels all

contracts already entered into with alien

enemies. But if performance is im-
possible, that would amount to a release,

at least while the war continues. It is not
likely that the building trade will be much
affected by the state of war directly as to

their contracts, although, of course, it

may be very bad for business generally.

The erection of buildings under contract

in the United Kingdom should not be
interfered with by the war, unless in the
way of the supply of material coming from
abroad, or possiblj- in a shortage of men
owing to so many Territorials being called

away for active service. In cases of this

kind there may be delay, and something
might depend upon the wording of the con-

tract as to liability. War is so rare an
event in this country that provision is not

usually made for the risk of its occurrence,

as is done with regard to strikes, by means
of a special clause. But if the evidence

proved, as a fact, that the war was the

effective, though possibly the indirect,

cause of the delay, we doubt if such a

breach would even legally carry a liability

for damages, .which few judges or juries

would be found willing to award in fact.

With regard to building and engineer-

ing contracts to be carried out abroad,

some larger questions might arise. If

tliese were to be completed in an enemy's
country, they would practically become
void by reason of the state of war itself.

Even those in neutral territory would bo
suspended while the war continued if com-
munication was cut off, or if from any
other cause the doing of the work became
impossible. Indeed, a state of war, while

it may not actually make void all contracts

with alien enemies, or in an enemy's
country, does so practically, at least, for

the period while the war lasts. The in-

direct effects of the war upon home con-

tracts would depend for their legal bear-

ing upon all the facts of each case. Where
alien enemies in the United Kingdom have
contracts with British traders to be carried

out here, tlieir performance is strictly

suspended during the war. They would
not lie enforceable at law; but in many
cases it may be to our advantage that they

should be completed. Doubtless in that
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^vent this will be done, as it is certainly

to our benefit that business should be
carried on as usual. Probably in such
cases it will be necessary to make special

terras as to payment owing to the un-

certainty of liability.

The Timber Trade Federation of the

United Kingdom, which is muclr concerned
with the foreign trade, recently passed a

resolution, " That the Government be
petitioned to declare that all payment for

wood goods bought from ports north or
east of the Hook of Holland, viz. :

Russia, Finland, Sweden, Norway, and
which are not loaded, be suspended until

the end of the war." These countries are
friendly or neutral, and so they would not

come in under the law which stops all pay-
ment under contract with alien enemies.
In fact, this resolution asks for a
moratorium in the timber trade as regards
money owing to foreign friendly or neutral
firms. Possibly some declaration of this

kind will be made. But it would doubt-
less have to be one extending to all other
similar trades in the same area. The
Federation further resolved, "That it is

undesirable that the present terms and
system of credit in the wood trade, should
be unreasonably curtailed." This is

certainly sound sense and is really the
application of what should be our main
motto, "Business as usual." to which we
can afterwards add, during alterations to

or extension of premises, as may happen.
Assuredly reasonable credit must be main-
tained as far as is possible between all

parties to every commercial transaction
from the top to the bottom, or there will
be collapse and general disaster. In fact
this short and sensible resolution applies
to many trades and business in the
country. We all depend upon one another
to make a common profit out of our work
and industry. Although divided into
classes as manufacturers, merchants,
dealers, and retailers, we are still a great
nation of shopkeepers, kept together by
that business knowledge and confidence
which is shortly known as "Credit," and
is the basis of trade and livelihood.

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

The fifty-ninth annual exhibition of the
Royal Photographic Society, which opened
on Monday at the Gallery of the Royal
Society of British Artists in Suffolk-street,
Haymarket, and will remain on view until
Saturday, October 3, comprises a more
numerous collection than has been seen of
recent years, although we miss the work of
s,ome members hitherto very active
workers. T)ie general standard is higli,
and the eccentricities sent in several recent
years seem to have been wisely excluded by
the selecting and hanging committee.
About 800 exhibits have been hung, in

addition to those shown in a separate
section by trade firius. In consequence of
the closing of foreign [lorts by the war,
there is a marked falling off in the works
by Continental amateurs

; but this is com-
pensated for by the brilliant examples
shown in the American invitation collec-
tion displayed in the north-eastern room.
A poetic rendering of a river bend is No. 4—one of five sent by Edward Dickson, of
Newark. N.J.. and next it is No. 5, where
boats in the still water of a New Jersey
fiord show up against a precipitous brae.
The best of the five seascapes shown as
multiple platinum prints by Karl Struss.
of New York, is No. 11, "Near Amalli."
The same worker's "East Side. New
York," would delight the heart of Mr.
.Joseph Pennell. for it is a veritalilo exposi-
tion of "The Wonder of Work," pictorially
rendered; four tall. circular steel
chimneys, all emitting trails of smoke,

stand up over the riverside against a back-
ground of skyscrapers ; the outlines are so

contrasted as to produce a pleasing effect.

No. 16, "Twilight on the Beach," by
Herbert Wheaton Congdon, of Brooklyn, is

a dexterous rendering of a flat coast and
shimmering sea. A surf and snow^ land-
scape is "Winter," No. 22, by George H.
Seeley, of Stockbridge, Mass, In No 31,
"Portrait of a Child," by Francesca Bost-
wick, of New York, the reflections of a
netted curtain on the face and white dress
impair the effect. Near by is another work
by a lady. No. 37, "The Kittens' Party,"
by Miss Enia Spencer, of Newark, Ohio ; a
chubby boy of three is pouring milk into
one of a circle of saucers, all differing in
pattern

; the guests have not yet arrived.
.\lvin Langdon Coburn, now of Hammer-
smith, sends a remarkable series of five
photographs of three- and four-masted
clippers under sail. No. 52 to 56. Perhaps
the finest of these is No. 54, "In Her
Stride," in which a four-master is bearing
towards us, on the starboard tack, with top-
sails and flying jib set, bellied out by a
stiff^^ breeze; No. 56, "Braced Sharp
Up," is coming towards us, bows on.
No. 64, "Lower New York," by Richard
M. Coit, of Brooklyn, shows "the sharp
angle of a many - storied business
house; the treatment of the terminal
tower and spire provides a satisfactory
sky-line. "Julius Cresar Augustus," No.
Kl, by F. Holland Day, of Norwood,
Mass., depicts in clear definition the head
and shoulders of a full-blooded negro lad,
and the tone contrasts, pose, and acces-
sories contribute to make up an artistic
portrait.

The central hall is well and not too
closely hung, and contains the pick of the
year's work by our leading amateur photo-
graphers. A striking and characteristic
portrait is that of Mr. W. L. F. WasteU,
member of council, a bromide by Halks-
worth AVheeler, No. 83, and next to it.

No. 84, is a new rendering of a favourite
subject from the West Sussex Downs,
"Fittleworth Mill," midway between Pul-
borough and Petworth, also a bromide. In
the same medium is "The Approach to
Middleburg Abbey," a brilliantly-lighted
courtyard enclosed by brick buildinss. of
the usual seventeenth - century Dutch
character. It is by D. de Jongh

; another,
and less successful treatment of the same
subject is No. 201, a bromide by George
B. Clifton. Three new platinotypeinteriors
of "Westminster Abbey," by Frederick H.
Evans, are among the finest of the architec-
tural exhibits, and are masterly in their
detail and management of light and shade :

"Henry the Seventh's Chapel," is a view
from the Confessor's Chapel, looking across
the north ambulatory to N.W. ; No. 00.
"Henry the Seventh's Chapel," is taken
from the bronze gates at the entrance, and
shows early sixteenth-century stalls and
their misereres, and the new and garish
emblazoned silken banners of the Knights
of the Bath overhanging them ; the third
view. No. 92, shows the comparatively Late
Purbeck marble clustered piers between
the nave and its south aisle, taken from
near the west end of the aisle. Another
platinotype, also by F. H. Evans, is No. 93,
"A Mountain Shoulder," and depicts the
huge, rounded mass of broken stone. Great
Gable, as seen from below near Wastwater,
over a dry wall of masonry that gives scale
to the jiicture. Next to it is No. 94, " Below
Bridge," a bromide of the Pool ; a tug has
just drawn a string of barges between the
uplifted cantilevers of the Tower Bridge.
No. 96. "In the Dock: Evening." another
riverside subject in bromoil. by C. Mack-
ford Hamilton, depicts the imposing
masses of the Mersey Offices and Royal
r.iver I5uildins.'s. Of quite another order is
N'l. 97, the flat, marshland solitude of
"Walberswick." lucking towards South-

wold, by R. Dixey. "The Old Mill," by T.

H. Greenall, No. 100, is also a desolate

scene ; the white cone of a dismantled and
sailless windmill stands up across the rank
grass of the marshes. "The Swan," sailing

with partially upraised wings along a
stream, No. 108, a bromide, by E. T.

Holding, is effective in its contrasts of soft

white plumage and rippled water. No. 109,

"Meditation," by James Shaw, is a girl

seated on the steps of a north-eastern
chapel in a cathedral. The process, vellum-
platinotype, lends itself well to the subject.

Under the too ambitious title, " Nature in
All Her Glory Dressed," No. Ill, by F.

Hunipherson, shows in a carbon print a
couple of elms in August foliage on the

curving bank of a river slowly flowing
towards us. No. 113, "The Beach,
Staithes," by Herbert Bairstow, is a bird's-

eye of that picturesque and odoriferous
Cleveland fishing-village; children are
playing on the steep foreshore under the
cliffs, and the deep shadows of the pro-
tective piles and boards driven into the
shingle provide an excellent foreground. A
storm-tossed seascape on a rockbound
coast is depicted in "Wind vei"sus Tide,"
No. 114, a bromoil by W. C. S. Fergusson.
No. 116, "Midnight," is a view of St.

Paul's from across the Thames at Bank-
side, a carbon by Basil Schon. Five
Chinese subjects are portrayed by Horace
Jackson; No. 119, "A Street in Peking,"
in oil, shows a narrow, unpaved lane, with
shops and projecting signboards and over-

hanging stories of dilapidated cottages
calculated to fill any district surveyor or
sanitary inspector with indignation and
despair ; every conceivable building and
health regulation seems to be contravened.
No. 120, "My Little Son," a platinotype by
the same worker, is a pleasing portrait of a
proud Chinese father in pigtail and silk

jacket, holding up in his anns, and
obviously admiring, a bouncing twelve-

months' old boy—the likeness in features
of the two generations is very marked. No.
124, "Dinant," by B. E. Stacey, is just now
of topical interest, it illustrates from across
the River Meuse the picturesque range of

houses and the twin Western towers and
north side of the thirteenth-century cruci-

form church against the inland cliff above.
"The Seven Sisters," the green-capped
chalk cliffs between Seaford and Beachy
Head, are shown, apparently from the
deck of a Newhaven and Dieppe turbine
steamboat, in an excellent bromide by
William Rawlings, No. 130. A number of

reproductions from old portrait negatives,
by David Octavius Hill, are of considerable
interest, especially No. 134, that of William
Henning, the sculptor, and No. 139, of

John Ruskin, apparently, if we may judge
by the check trousers and swallow-tail coat,

dating from .about 1860. A still more valu-
able series of a dozen old photographs are
those of Old Edinburgh, made in 1854 by
Dr. Thomas Keith, and just printed by
Alvin L. Coburn ; they show some narrow
wynds and closes off the Canongate, now
happily swept away, and a tomb in Grey-
friars Churchyard, having against it a
board inscribed "For Sale." The tomb
is of considerable architectural pretensions,
having an entablature carried by passable
Corinthian columns, and above a shield

hearing a coat-of-arms. "The Old Harbour,
Hull," No. 145. a bromoil transfer, is an
admirable example of the work of Fred
Judge, of Hastings. No. 146, "From
Norman Days," is the rich Transitional
Norman doorway at the east end of St.

Katherine's Chapel. Ely Cathedral, and is

a bromide by R. H. Lawton. "An Impres-
sion at Peterborough." No. 148. by Miss
Jessie F. Harvey, shows the south choir
aisle of that cathedral. "The Staircase,

.\shburnham House." No. 152. is a clever

rendering in bromide of a difficult archi-

tectural subject, by A. Halcrow Verstage.
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A.R.I.B.A., the district surveyor for

Sydenham, well remembered as a former
Gates prizeman and Godwin bursar in his

student days. " Sunrise on the Aig
Verte," No. 154, by Roland Gorbold, shows
from below a dome rock partially veiled in

snow. "Le Charron." No. loS, a bromoil,

by George B. Clifton, shows a wheelwright
kneeling at his craft. One of the most
charming child studies is No. 161, by W.
Harold House, "Baby Sister," a small boy
gazing at an infant, both children in white.

A number of stolid and homely Saxon
maidens and hobbledehoys set in hillside

landscapes are the gum-bichromates, Nos.
162-6, by Plugo Erturth, of Dresden. An
impressionist treatment of the well-known
" Sta Maria della Salute " is No. 168, by Dr.

J. Ruzicka ; the cupola of the great church
is seen across the lagoon, over a foreground
of gondolas and a fishing-boat. There are,

as usual, several illustrations of Rother-
hurg : No. 170 is a gum-bichromate, by
Albert Meyer, of the market-place of that
picturesque city, and No. 184, by Albert
Gottheil, shows one of the lesser gateways.
"Ants" is the suggestive title of No. 173,

one of several street scenes in New York
by John Wallace Gillies ; this one is a bird's-

eye from a lofty office building of a busy
street reduced in apparent width to an
alley by the high-soarinc buildings on
either side. An equally effective view, by
the same photographer, also from a high
level, is that lonking down on "Brooklyn
Bridge," No 174. In "The Way Through
the Fields," No. L'02, by Charles F. Inston,
a peasant-girl is_ walking on the edge of

barley ready for the reaping-machine.
"The Beguinage at Bruges," No. 205, is

a well-worn subject, here luminously por-
trayed in carl)on by Thomas H. B. Scott;
and yet another study from Bruges is No.
227, by B, E. Stacey, illustrating one of the
numberless canal bridges. Alvin L.
(Joburn depicts for us in a platinum, No.
212, "Frank Brangwyn, A.R.A.," the presi-

dent of the Royai Society of British
Artists, at work upon a figure study in
fresco. A recent visit to Northern Italy is

admirably perpetuated by John H. Gear,
in "Les lies Borromees," No. 220, looking
across Maggiore towards the mountains
behind Baveno ; and in 221, " Venezia." No.
222, a platinotype, by J. R. H. Weaver, is

a view in the south aisle of Segovia
Cathedral, so characteristic an example of

the sixteenth -century Renaissance of

Northern Spain. Close by these exhibits a
series of half a dozen works bv Frank H.
Read, notably Nos. 230 and 232, "Thames
Wharves." and "Birclies by a Mountain
Lake," have almost the richness, artistic
effect, and finish of mezzotints. Three
bromide views across the Thames in
London, by J. Dudley Johnston, are hung
together: No. 242, "Somerset House," with
the level lines of the western parapet of
Waterloo Bridge as a foreground

; No. 244,
"St, Paul's," from the same viewpoint ; and
No. 243, "Westminster," in which, looking
across from Lambeth Pier, the Victoria
Tower of the House, the south side of the
Abbey, and Lanchester's square Wesleyan
Hall dome appear aci-oss the river, with
the old and new Embankments and gardens
as a defining line. In " An Alsatian Farm,"
No. 248. by Bertram C. Wickison, a half-
timbered homestead is visible beyond a
squalid and ill-kept courtyard. "The
Transept, York Minster," No! 251, by G.
T. .J. Waltord, is a platinum print taken in
file south transept looking south-east. A
I'roblem-picture is attempted by J. B. B.
Wellington, in No. 254, "The Letter,"
where a middle-aged man, standing near
the refreshment counter in a ballroom,
thrusts an open letter into the hands of a
girl in decollete dress; but the poses are
forced. No. 264. "The Suppliant," by
William Archer Clark, has as its subject a
peasant-woman before an altar. No.' 260,

by J. C. Warburg, shows "The Forth
Bridge " in sharp perspective on the left,

looking across to the East Fife coast, and
another good subject in this gallerv is No.

290, "Loch Achray," by G. T. J. "\Valford.

In Section III. are displayed a number
of scientific and technical photographs, in-

cluding negatives and prints of spectra of

Rtintgen rays, for which a medal has been
awarded by the Council to the Due de
Broglie, fresh denion,strations, by A. E.

Bawtree, of the insecurity of dependence
for the protection of banknotes from
forgei-y by printing in yellow tones, and a
fresh method of protection devised by the
same worker, in which a hidden design is

incorporated in the printing of the docu-
ment, and can only be seen by means of a
special screen in the possession of the
banker. There are also astronomical photo-
graphs from the Yerkes and Mount Wilson
Observatories, and others of insects, birds,

reptiles, and plants. A large number of

transparencies in colour and monochrome
are exhibited ; but all are by one of the
three well-known processes, the Auto-
chronie, the Dufay, and Paget methods

—

and show but little technical advance on
those exhibited in recent years. The only
novel exhibits are the photographs in

natural colour on paper by the Poly-
cliromide process, and printed without the

use of inks, dyes, or any artificial colour-

ing. The colours are formed by chemical
reactions in the gelatino-silver emulsions,
and are at present crude and startling in

eft'ect. There is also a series of colour-
prints executed by Frederick Hollyer from
water-colours by Turner, Corot, and
Monet ; these certainly give a close

approximation to the original works, but
they are by no means inexpensive ; in fact,

they would exceed in cost the work of most
well-skilled copyists. Some interesting

carbon- and oil-pigment j^rints done at the
School of Pictorial and Technical Photo-
graphy, under the tuition of John H. Gear,
the principal, are hung in the entrance-
room.
As in previous years, a series of popular

lectures, illustrated by lantern views, is

being delivered in the main gallery on
three nights a week, commencing at 8.30.

The programme is as follows :

Saturday, August, 29 (to-morrow).—"Birds of
Loch and Moor." By Miss E. L. Turner.
Tuesday, September 1.

—"Through Birdland
'with a Camera," and gramophone records of the
songs of the nightingale. By Oliver G. Pike,
F.Z.S.
Thur.sday. September 3.

—"Life on the Lower
Deck of a Dreadnought." By H. Nevil Smart.
Saturday, September 5.

—
"St. Paul's Cathedral,

Tuesday, September 8.
—"In the Western

Highlands." By G. Lamley, F.R.G.S.
Thursday, September 10.

—"Spore Dispersal by
Past and Present." By F. .J. Hall.
Toadstools." By Somerville Hastings, M.S.

Saturday, September 12.
—"Rambles in

Donegal." By H. Selby.
Tuesday, September 15.

—"Stalking African
Big Game with the Camera." By A. Radclyffe
Dugraore, F.R.G.S.
Thursday. September 17.

—"A Short Sketch of

Gothic Architecture." By Henry W. Bennett,
P.R.P.S.
Saturday, September 19.

—"Wild and Garden
Flowers." illustrated with autochrome slides.

By H. Essenhigh Corke. F.R.H.S.
Tuesday, September 22.

—"A Mercian Minster
and Its Memorials." By E. W. Harvey Piper.

Thursday, September 24.—"The King's High-
way." By A. H. Blake, M.A.
Saturday, September 26—"X-Ravs, What

They Are, and What They Do." By Dr. G. H.
Rodman.
Tuesday, September 29.

—"Wonders of Rock
and Pool'." By F. Martin-Duncan. F R.M.S.
Thursday, October 1.

—"Algeria." By C. Alkin
Swan, B.A.
Saturday, October 3.

—
"Tlie Romance of Bird

Life." By W. Bickerton, F.Z.S.

"Sir. \. \V. Brigiitmore. an iiispeclor under the

r^ocal Government Board, has held an inquiry
•il. Penzance respecl ing an application by the
Burial Board for a loan of £2,000 to enlarge the
cemetery.

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF
REINFORCED - CONCRETE CON-
STRUCTION,—III.

By Wji. G. Shipwright,
Licentiate R.I.B.A., M.CI., Chartered

Surveyor (by Exam.)
The point at which reiuforced concrete

stands at a great disadvantage as compared
with the old type of steel joist and concrete
floor section is in the facility with whicli the
latter may be applied. A 'reference to the
manufacturers' lists, combined with a cal-

culation of the total load, does all that is

required, or if this calculation process is not
desired, a reference to the diagrams
published some time back in the Building
Nkws, will show at a glance the suitable
sections for any given superficial load and
area of floor.

Reiiiforced-concrete design is, however,
another matter entirely; no lists are pub-
lislied, or, for that matter, even possible,
when it is considered that every fractional
part of an inch in tlie spacing or depth of
the rods in the floor produces different
capacities of resistance, resulting, in con-
junction with the innumerable available
sections of metal, in an infinity of gradations
in strength, which entirely prevent anything
approaching an effective tabulation. The
designer has, therefore, to calculate each
unit of the structure separately, which,
assuming he has become fully acquainted
with the somewhat involved reasonings and
deductions, he will do by first tackling the
formula?

" = Vm2 1-1
-I- 2mr - m r

as a preliminary measure, in order to deter-
mine the position of the neutral axis.

Taking an example for the purposes of
illustration, and assuming that a floor slab
with a span of 12ft. has to carry lOOIb, super-
imposed load per foot. The weight of the
floor varies according to the thickness, so for

a hazard assume that a Sin. floor will be the
depth, and again at a hazard assume that
Sve fin. rods will be required. The weight
of the floor will be 5/12x112 + 5x1.1, (It

tables showing the weight of rods are
available) = 46j -I- 5^ = approximately 521b.,

making a total weight of 1521b. per foot
super. Proceeding from this, we find that,

based on the accepted formulie, the neutral
axis may be found by the following ex-

peditious and facile process of calculation

—

viz., the distance of the neutral axis from
the compressed edge equals the square root
of the sum of the modular ratio of elasticity

of steel and concrete, multiplied by the ratio

of their respective areas, and twice those
areas from which result is deducted the
product of these two figures. Thus

—

n (distance from top edge)

= [ •*/ mod. ratio (15)^ x area ratio'^ -i- 2m r - m r] d

The area ratio (r)

—

I X 8 ,v .7854 X 5 1.5 r^.— ,„ = „„ ^ = -025 approx.
12 X 5 60.0

or 2§ per cent. Including this and the
various constants, the formula; become

—

N = V16' X .025^ <- 2 X 15 X .025 - 5 x .025 ^ g

= V225 X .000625 -t- 30 x"T025"- .375 x 5

= v' . 140625 + .75 - .375 x 5

= v^890625 - .375 x 5 = (.944 - .375) x 5

= ,569 X 5 = 2.845in

The figures illustrated, which omit all the
workings of the multiplication and division,

including a long square-root process, make a

tolerably good start, and after arriving at

this conclusion we find that the next step is

to determine the lever arm between resist-

ances, by taking the total depth and sub-

tracting from it

n.or 2.84 = 5 - .916 or 4.05in, approx.
3 3

Then the tensile resistance equals area of

metal x4.05 x permissible teusile working
stress, and the compressive resistance equals

area of concrete
X 4.05 < permissible

2 compressive working stress,

= 1.5 x 4.05 X 16,000 = 97,2000in.4b.,
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X 4.05 X 600 = il, 407.21b. respectively

and

—

12 X 2.84

2

which is ill itself an evidence of wastage in
I he steel. The bending moment should be
based on the formulse

J5^-- '12 Vl^).
32,8321b,

• ' J 12and = ---

being less than either resistance, showing
that the assumption proves to work only
moderately near the mark. The whole cal-
cnlation, from the very start, lias to be gone
through again and again, until a suitable
section has been secured—a truly stupendous
task. In the case illustrated we slioiild find,
after repeated calculations, that a Sin. floor
with 1..3 per cent. (.013 ratio) reinforcement
would be suitable. This would be approxi-
mately secured by six §iii., four iiu.. or three
jiii., bars in each foot-run, which would mean
a very .sensible reduction on the previous
calculation.

For this reason it appears eminently
desirable to secure some diagrammatic form
which will enable the required section of floor
to be determined on inspection, and w^ith this
object in view I have designed the diagram
shown in Fig. 26. which shows any Hoor
loading from 101b. to oOOlb. per foot" super,
for spans up to 20ft. The combination of
these loads, whether on supported slabs con-
tinuous floors reinforced one or both ways,
gives resulting moments graduating from nil
up to 300.000 inch-lb., and are shown on the
left side of the diagram. These resultant
lines cross the lines of thickness of floor slab,
and incidentally show tlie maximum capacity
ill resisting the bending moment which each
slab possesses, as, for instance, the -lin. floor
maximum (10 per cpiit. reinforcement) equals
about 33,000 inch-lb., the 4|in. about 42,000
iiifh-lb. The V2in. slab has a maximum of
300,000 iuch-lb. and a minimum of about
1110,000 (.05 per cent, reinforcement).
On the right-hand side of the diagram is

shown what is virtually the other side of the
scale to the bending moments, or, in other
words, the moment of resistance. It will be
seen that a series of rods ranging from iin.
to liii. both square and round, from 1 to 8
per foot are graduated on polar lines, repre-
senting floor thickness. The diagonals show
tlie percentages given by the various rods on
different thickness of floor (from 4in. to 12in.)
The corresponding ratio is also given, varying
respectively from .005 to .1 (.5 to 10 per cent.)
The minimum ratio of metal to concrete
>liould be ordinarily just above .006, and this
percentage is shown nith a thick black line.
These ratios or percentages give varying
positions of the neutral axis, according to
their value, and these positions of the axis
are shown by the positions where the vertical
lines representing the percenagtes cut the
curved lines M 8, Mil, and M]5, repre-
spiiting the respective values of the concrete,
composed of

—

1 cement 2 sand 4 coarse material M = 1.3

1 .. li „ 3 „ ,, M = 11
1 n 1 ,, 2 ,, ,, M = 8

()ii the right and left are corresponding
scales, which show the percentage in the
height of the floor which this axis occupies.
The position of this axis determines directly
the strength of the floor; therefore, the
position where the lines representing the
lieight of the axis in the floor intersect the
lilies of Hoor thickness, shows the resistance
moment produced.

_
'I'o check the example already quoted of a

uiii. floor with five siu. rods as reinforeement
over a 12ft. span, with a load of 1521b. We
find five iiii. rods on 5in. floor gives .025 ratio
(2.5 per ceiit.)reiiiforeement, which, followed
up, gives the position of the neutral axis as
= 56 per cent, of the depth from top (M 15),
giving a moment of just under 42.000 inch-lb.,
which will be seen to have a value of about
1901b. per foot over 12ft. span, or 401b. per
foot more than is required, looking in the
other direction, and taking a load of 1501b.
on 12ft. span, we get a moment of something
about .33,000 inch-lb., which would demand
an axis 45 per cent, of the depth (from top)
on a Sin. floor, 57 per cent, on 4Jin., about
80 per cent, on a 4in. Following the lines
on diagram, it will be seen those floors would

respectively require about .012, .025, and .1

as a ratio of reinforcement. This may be
supplied by seven ^iii. round, six gin. square,
four iin. round, three ^iii. square for the
Sin. floor. Seven ^in. round, six ^in. square,
five Jin. round, four |iii. square, or three
Jin. round for the 4Jiii. Hoor, whilst the 4in.
requires as much as seven |in. square or liii.

round, or five lin. square rods in every foot.
It will be seen that the diagram above

shows the thicknesses of floors suitable, and
that Sin. is the most economical section. It
will be seen that a 6iii. floor would be too
deep, but a 5Jin. would just work on economic
lines, with a neutral axis approximately .35
of the depth from the top, a ratio of .006
being adequately supplied by, say, three ^in.
round bars.

The diagram, in short, shows the capacity
of each thickness of floor, and the possible
range of floors suitable to each superficial
load, with sufficient accuracy for all practical
purposes, and, which is more important, the
most economical way of arriving at what each
individual case requires, without the neces-
sity of innumerable repetitions of

« = \l)n>r'- -I- 'imr - m i; &c.

[the end.]

NATIONAL HOUSING.
On Friday morning, August 21, 1914, the

President of the Local Government Board
received a deputation of representatives of
the National Housing and Town Planning
Council, including the following members of
the committee ; Councillor Harold Shawcross,
J. P. (chairman, Rochdale), Alderman W. G.
Wilkins, J. P. (ex-mayor of Derby), Alder-
man J. P. Spencer, J. P. (Tynemouth),
Councillor T. R. Marr (Manchester), Major
C. P. Lovelock (Carshalton). Councillor F.
M. Elgood, J. P. (Ruislip Northwood Urban
District Council), Mr. E. R. Abbott (Ruislip-
Northwood U.D.C.), Mr. Raymond Unwin,
F.K.I.B.A. (Hampstead), Mr. B. Seebohm
Rowntree, J. P. (York), Councillor S.
Sinethurst, J. P. (past-president. Federation
of Building Trade Employers), Mr. Albert
E. Cave (London), Mr. A. W. Shelton
(Nottingham), and Mr. Henry R. Aldridge
(secretary).

Mr. Noel Kershaw, assistant secretary,
Local Government Board, was also present"
The chairman and secretary briefly intro-

duced tlie deputation and placed before the
President of the Board the following
memorandum. The chairman specially
emphasised the fact that the members of the
committee were unanimously of opinion that
the rate of interest for housing loans under
the new Act was a point of fundamental im-
portance.
We gladly recognise that the Govern-

ment, acting through the Local Government
Board, wish to do all within their power to
stimulate the building of houses by local
authorities and by public utility societies
during the war period.
We believe this policy to be a wise one for

two special reasons :

—

(1) That the supply of private capital fnr
financing building operations will be grentiv
restricted during the period, and there ni;iy

be a great lack of employment in the build"

ing trade with consequent distress.

(2) That it will be better to keep the biiild

ing trade supplied with useful work than lo

allow conditions of bad trade to arise with all

the consequent waste of money on costly and
more or less ineffective relief works.

We believe that many local autliorities will

be willing to take action in regard to the
building of houses where a shortage can be-

shown to exist, and that facilities given by
the Government to secure this end will be
welcomed and consequent action taken.
Two points are, however, of fundamental

importance, viz.:

—

(a) While recognising the difficulty which
the Treasury may lia\-e iu financing honsinu
schemes at the present time, we are con-

vinced that any proposal which involves the
payment of interest by local authorities at n
rate higher than was current before the war,
would meet with little response from them.

(b) The procedure for granting housing
loans should be the one familiar to local
authorities, viz. : for periods of sixty years
for building, and eighty years for land.
We desire to add that, in the opinion of

the majority of the members of our com-
mittee, it is most important that the Govern-
ment should stimulate local authorities iu
undertaking housing schemes by making
capital grants in aid of the expenditure upon
such schemes. We also suggest that arrange-
ments should be made for the granting of
housing loans to public utility societies at
rates of interest current before the war
during this exceptional period, and that the
proportion of the loan to the value of the
property should be raised from two-thirds to
nine-tenths. The Government may, in making
these loans in war time, have to make some
sacrifices — for example, the difl'erence
between the rate at which they can borrow
and the rate at wliicli thev lend to local
authorities. In return we think the Local
Government Board should stipulate for
several special features in the various
housing schemes submitted by local
authorities. Thus we would strongly urge
that, vvherever possible, houses built in" urban
districts should be built under town-planning
conditions with a limitation of houses to the
acre of from twelve to sixteen.
We would urge that in rural areas pro-

vision should be made for each house having
a site area of a quarter of an acre, or that,
if it is decided to build on less than this
area, in no case should there bo more than
eight houses to the acre, and that provision
should be made for those tenants who wish to
obtain extra land for allotments close to their
homes. We think that local authorities
should also be required to adopt a good
standard of housing— for example, the sizes
of rooms should not be less than those recom-
mended by the Small Holdings Committee,
and three rooms in addition to the living-
room sliould he provided. We would press
upon the Government the desirability, if

this be possible, of allowing such houses to
be built with concessions in the width of
roads in a simple form of town-planning
scheme applicable to the area on which the
houses are to be built.

REPLY OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT BOARD.

Mr. Herbert Samuel, in replying, said that
tlie great interest shown by the Ciovernment
in the points raised by the" deputation, could
be seen from the fact that the Government
had before adjourning on August 10. passed
a Bill providing for the issue of £4,000.000
for the purpose of housing. The Govcrnnieiit
had, of course, realised that a point of
fundnmcntal importance in regard to
hnnsiug loans under the new Act, was that
of the rate of interest for these loans.
A conference to consider this point had

been held, at which he had met representa-
tives of the Treasury and of the Public
Works Loan Commissioners, the Secretary
for Scotland, and other gentlemen advising
him in the matter. As a result of this con-
ference, and with the approval of the ooin-
mittee on urban housing recently appointed,
he had sent a circular to the local authorities.
In this circular he stated that it was the
intention of the Government that such sums
as might be made available under the new
Housing Act should be utilised for the joint
purposes of providing and improving housing
accommodation for the working classes, and
of preventing or mitigating unemployment in

the building trades. The Treasury would be
prepared, so far as circumstances might
permit, to consider advances . to local

authorities of money for approved schemes
of building which would meet the above
objeels at the rate at which the Govern-
ment might be able to borrow.

In regard to the proposal that loans should
be granted at a fixed rate per cent.—say 3.i—during the war period, he wished to point

out that no one eoiiU? possibly forecast what
the rates of interest would be for several

years after the war. Many great nations

were consuming capital at the rate of

millions of pounds per day, and this would
produce a scarcity of capital at the end of
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the war. If in acklitioii ne had m this

country a trade boom, the rate of interest

would be high as a result of the great demani!

for capital.

In closing, Mr. Samuel again expressed
his earnest desire to do all that he could

possibly do to stiinulat-e housing action by
local authorities in this period of national

need.

In the discussion which followed Mr.
Samuel again made it clear that in cases

under the new Housing Act the Government
would lend local authorities money at the

rate of interest which the Government had
to pay, that the money thus lent would be
lent for periods of si.tty years for building

and eighty years for land. He thought that,

if at the end of the war period, or at sub-

sequent periods, local authorities could

borrow money at lower rates of interest, they

would be allowed to use it to extinguish the

loans granted during the war period. Mr.
Samuel also stated that the Treasury had
consented to the granting of loans to public

utility societies for nine-tenths of the value

of the property, as against the two-thirds

provided for in the Act of 1909. The
question of the rates of interest to public

utility societies and the periods of the loan

was, however, still under consideration.

Mr. Unwin and Mr. Shawcross raised

points as to the possibility of securing the

co-operation of local authorities and public

utility societies for the purpose of building.

Mr. Samuel promised to consider these fully

if Mr. Shawcross and Mr. Unwin would place

before him in writing the precise schemes
which they had in mind. In regard to the

questiou of the planning of the land to be

built on, he had already given consideration

to this matter, and he proposed to com-
municate with local authorities at a later

date. It had, however, been thought better

not to deal with the question in the circular

already issued.

Councillor Marr and Alderman Wilkins
raised the question of the possibility of using

part of the £4,000,000 provided for in the

Housing Act for the purpose of grants in aid.

Mr. Samuel, in replying, stated that it

was not the intention of the Government to

use this £4.000,000 for the purpose of grants

in aid. It they began to do this, every local

authority borrowing money would expect to

get a grant. Their great aim was to induce
local authorities to undertake housing
schemes.

«o
THE ARCHITECTS' WAR COMMITTEE.
SUPPORT FEOM THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

The Council of the Society of Architects,

at its meeting on Angust 20, unanimously
decided to support the movement initiated

by the R.I.B.A., by every means in its power,
and to place at the disposal of the Architects'

War Committee the Society's premises and
staff at Bedford-square, for the use of any
of the sub-committees. They further voted
a first grant of 100 guineas as a contribution

to a fund to be formed for providing paid
work for architects whose means of liveli-

hood is stopped by the war, and undertook
to appeal to members of the Society and their

friends for generous contributions towards
this fund. The Council has suggested to the
Architects' War Committee that a pro-

fessional employment sub-committee of that

body should be at once formed to deal with
the administration of this fund ; firstly, in

determining those architects in actual need
of financial assistance in consequence of the

war, and, secondly, in evolving schemes of a

useful nature by which these men may be
temporarily employed, such, for instance, as

offering small fees for measured drawings to

be made of buildings of historical and archi

tectural interest, schemes for the improve-

ment of arterial traffic, or town-planning im
provements, etc., etc. The main object of

this sub-committee would be not to distribute

benevolent aid, but to enable a man to earn

a small weekly sum in such a Dianner that

at the end of the war the community would
btnefit by the work done.
The copyright of these drawings should

belong to the man producing them ; but the

original or copies should be deposited with

the Architects' War Committee for sub-

sequent exhibition or publication.

The Council further suggested the desira-

bility of a common appeal being made to

architects by the Architects' War Committee,
but that this appeal should be circularised

by each architectural society amongst itsowu
members, with a covering letter of support.

The Society of Architects is willing to bear

the entire cost of circulating the appeal and
collecting the contributions to the fund from
its members and their friends.

SALT-GLAZED WARE PIPES.

The Engineering Standards Committee
have issued " Notes on Publication No. 65,

British Standard Specification for Salt-

Glazed Ware Pipes." The desirability of

standardising " stoneware," sewer, and
drain pipes, was urged upon the committee
at different times from various quarters, and

more particularly by the Institution of

Municipal and County Engineers, which body
appointed a committee for the purpose of

obtaining information from their members
with regard to their requirements for a

standard specification. The data thus

collected was then summarised by that

institution in the form of a draft specifica-

tion and placed at the disposal of the

Engineering Standards Committee. A repre-

sentative and well attended conference of

users and manufacturers was called early in

1911 to consider whether the standardisation

of this class of pipe was desirable, and the

opinion of the meeting being unanimously in

favour of such a proceeding, the main com-

mittee formed those attending the con-

ference into a sectional committee under the

chairmanship of Sir Maurice Fitzmaurice,

C.M.G.
At an early stage of the work it was found

desirable to discard the use of the term

"stoneware" as being difficult of definition,

and to adopt the term " salt-glazed ware,"

which was sufficiently descriptive of the

pipes, the quality being safeguarded by the

imposition of an absorption test. ,

In drawing up their recommendations for

salt-glazed ware pipes, the committee were

able to avail themselves of the draft

standard specification drawn up by the

Standardisation Committee of the Institution

of Municipal and County Engineers previously

referred to, and of a draft specification based

on the proposals of that institution which

was subsequently submitted by the pipe

manufacturers on the sectional committee as

the result of a long series of conferences

amongst the manufacturers. These drafts

were of material assistance in forwarding

the work of the committee, and were of very

great help in leading up to the formulation

of the standard specification forwarded

herewith. The question of putting forward

a standard form of socket, which would pro-

duce in unskilled hands better alignment

than the form in most general use, occupiea

the attention of the committee for some
considerable time; but, in view of the im-

portance to the industry of not materially

increasing the cost of salt-glazed ware pipes,

it was not found practicable to proceed with

the matter, and therefore, as regards the

sockets, only the minimum mean thickness

and minimum internal depth and a minimum
jointing space have been specified.

The specification divides the pipes into

two classes—namely, British Standard Pipes,

which are made with the intention of com
plying with the specification, but of which

only a percentage are required to be sub-

mitted to the hydraulic test, and British

Standard Tested Pipes, that is to say, pipes

which have been individually subjected by

the manufacturer to the hydraulic test laid

down in the specification. Amongst the other

points dealt with are the absorption test,

permissible limits of deviation from thick-

ness, standard diameter, and straightncss,

and a standard mark for all pipes complying

with the British Standard specification. The
specifieatioti is one that should be in the

hands of all municipal engineers and

architects.

Tile price of the report is 5s. 2d., post

free, and it may be obtained from any book-

seller, or direct from the Offices of the Com-
mittee, 28, Victoria-street, Westminster. It

is published for the committee by Messrs.

Crosby, Lockwood and Son, 7, Stationers'

Hall-court, Ludgate Hill, E.G. ; and 5,

Broadway, Westminster.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce that Mrs. Rosa

Gates, widow of the late Mr. Arthur Gates,

F.R.I.B.A., died on Wednesday in last week
from heart failure, after a short illness, at

her residence, 12, York-terrace, Regent's

Park. Mr. Gates, who, it will be remembered
was for many years surveyor to H.M. Woods
and Forests, and was Vice-President of the

Royal Institute of British Architects from

1888 till 1892, and acted as chairman of the

Board of Examiners from the establishment

of the compulsory examination for Asso-

ciates in 1882 until January, 1897, and as

chairman of the Tribunal of Appeal from

1884 till 1901, died on May 15, 1901, in liis

seventy-third year. Mrs. Gates followed her

husband's example in her generous donations

to the Institute library of valuable works and

an extensive collection of architectural

photographs. The memorial service was

held at St. Marylebone parish church on

Monday morning, and was followed by

cremation at Brookwood.

Mr. Arthur Charles Buhner Booth,

A.R.I.B.A., for many years a partner in the

late firm of Hudson and Smith, Godlimau-

street, E.G., died a short time since, aged

seventy years. Mr. Booth was a pupil of the

late Mr. Joseph Springbolt. Afterwards he

entered the office of the late Professor

Aitehisoii, B.A., R. A., as assistant, remaining

until he joined Mr. William Hudson. Later

he became a partner with Mr. Hudson, jun.,

the practice being carried on under the title

of Hudson, Son, and Booth until the death

of Mr. William Hudson. Then it was con-

tinued by the remaining partners, and sub-

sequently by Mr. Booth alone, at 113, Queen

Victoria-street. The firm has carried out a

lar"e amount of important work in the City

and surburbs. Just before his death, Mr.

Booth had taken into partnership his cliief

assistant, Mr. G. Morriss Viner, by whom
the practice will be continued at 113, Queen

Victoria-street. Mr. Buhner Booth was one

of the senior members of the Architectural

Association, which he joined as long ago as

1863 ; he took for many years an active

interest in its work, and often figured in the

cast of the annua! plays, and as a tenor

singer in musical entertainments. He had

been an Associate of the Royal Institute

since 1881.

The late Mr. Haynes Bradford, of Clough-viUas,

Clough-road, Rotherham, of the firm of Messrs.

Chadwick and Co., builders and contractors, left

£28,007 gross, and net personalty £21,190.

A Roman Catholic Church of Our Lady of

Lourdes is to be built at Greencastle, near

Kilkeel, Co. Louth. The architects are Messrs.

E. and J. Byrne, of Waring-street, Belfast.

The lady architect is coming to the front

under the Southern Cross. The New Zealand

Institute of Architects admitted as an Associate

at their last general meeting Miss L. A.

Greenish of Wellington.

Mr. C. H. Eyles, Local Government Board

Inspector, has held an inquiry at BlackweU,

Derbyshire, into an application by the rural

district council for sanction to borrow £20,000, in

order to carry out a housing scheme.

Mr. R. H. Hooper, M.Inst.C.E., has held a

Local Government Board inquiry at the Town
Hall, Middleton, Lanes, into an application by

the council to borrow the sum of £7,610 for ex-

tensions at the electricity works. Mr. S. Pa"lSi

the borough electrical engineer, explained the

proposals,

Messrs. Hodgson, King, and McPhalen Bros., of

Vancouver, B.C., have secured the contract for

trunk sewers to be laid in Vancouver to the value

of 309,052dol. Mr. Geo. W. Phipps is the

engineer of the work, which is in connection with

the Vancouver and Districts Joint Sewerage and

Drainage Board scheme.
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COMPETITIONS.
DECORATIONS OF AUSTRALIA

HOUSE.—A competition has been arranged
in connection witli the mural decorations of
the new Commonwealth of Australia
building, Australia House, now in course of
erection m the Strand and East Aldvvych,
from the designs of Messrs. A. Marshall
Mackenzie anil Son, and illustrated in our
pages on July 4, 1U13. In all twelve paintings
are required. The sketches are to depict
incidents in Australian history, or features
of its scenery or productive activity. The
competition is open to all artists born in the
Commonwealth, or who have lived there five

years and upwards, or who are now resident
in Australia. The sketch designs must be
forwarded to the High Commissioner's Office,
London, not later than January 15, 1915, and
will be judged by a committee appointed in

London. The winners of the premiums will

receive commissions to paint pictures at the
following prices: Group I.—Two pictures at
£1,100 each; Group II.—Two pictures at
£1,200 each ; Group III.—One picture at
£600, two at £400, and two at £250 each

;

and Group IV.—One picture at a lower
figure.

POTTON. — In the competition for a
housing scheme at Potton, Beds., the com-
mittee have recommended that the laying-out
of the land and erection of houses be carried
out from plans prepared by Messrs. Homer
and Lucas, architects, 62, Oxford-street, W.
The houses are to be according to the design
of those prepared by Messrs. Homer and
Lucas for Sandy and Beeston, Beds., and
which have been approved by the Local
Government Board.

SOUTH PORT.—The replies to com-
petitors' questions issued this week in regard
to the Competition for Technical Schools at

Southport, clear up several important points
with respect to the area available for the new
premises, and also the rights of light in-

cidental to " Crown House " and " Brunswick
Villa," adjacent to the Glaciarium on the
land. These points are now more definitely
particularised, and, besides, the restrictions
belonging to the property leased by Messrs.
Kiddie and Co., at the end of the skating-
rink hall are also more exactly stated. The
problem is materially complicated by all

these limitations thus set out, while having
to provide for Scheme A at a definite cost of
£16,000, including practically the whole of
the accommodation mentioned in the
schedule, a further consideration hampers
the project, inasmuch as some of these rooms
may be temporarily housed in the present
front block. This block will ultimately, how-
ever, give place, under an alternative scheme,
B, for an important extension, though no
particular sum has been determined with
regard to its cost. The comparative esti-

mate of competitors' schemes for the
proposal B (other than the :nitial out-
lay of 16,000), "will be taken into
account by the assessor." This allowance
permits of no little uncertainty. Moreover,
we learn that " within reason " the com-
petitors may use their discretion as to the
number of stories to be employed in order to
get the essential provision of all the
scheduled accommodation in Scheme A.
From the areas so asked for we observe that
no serious departure is permissible. This is

definite enough, so far, and the available
amount of building site is fairly clear; but it

remains doubtful .vhether so hampered a
problem can be really a suitable one for an
open competition of this character, which in-

cludes the rebuilding of the rear part of the
Glaciarium, anil for adapting the front
building, which ultimately will be rebuilt,
this intention at the outset making the final

arrangement (Scheme B) of the utmost con-
sequence. " If this can be designed so as
temporarily to use the front building in a

satisfactory manner, such a design will Iiave

preference." The competitors are also told

that if they " consider it inconsistent with the
best arrangement to make Scheme A an in-

stalment of Scheme B " they are " at liberty
to submit a Scheme B unrelated to

Scheme A." In such a ease the schemes A

ami li will he \irtually alternatives to one
another." Mr. Paul Watcrhouse, F.R.I. B. A.,
the assessor, will, therefore, have not a few
details as well as general instructions to take
into account and bring them into harmony
prior to any exact adjudication. If some
overmastering .scheme should prove to claim
a pre-eminence on its merits, such a result

will be only possible by ignoring some of

these details to which several cross-

references occur. Such a multiplicity of

conditions will no doubt hamper other
competitors who try to bring into unison
various conflicting points, as set out in

the instructions and official replies. The
date for sending in the drawings is

October 14 next. Tlu^ advertisement gave
"no date," and we repeated this fact in our
competition list, issued from week to week;
but when the project was originally mentioned
it was understood that plans would be
required by the end of the year; consequently
we gave the date at the outset as Dec. 31.

This was a misconception. Premiums of £75,
£50, and £25 are to be awarded.

The Waterford County Council have decided
to allow the retiring county surveyor the super-
annuation he was legally entitled to—viz., two-
thirds of his salary.

Mr. H. A. Chapman, an inspector under the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry at

Harwich on Monday into the application of the
town council for sanction to borrow £2,140 for

the purchase of land and the erection of working-
class dwellings.

Mr. F. H. Tulloch, one of the Local Govern-
ment Board inspectors, held an inquiry at the
town hall, Rochdale, on Thursday in last week,
relative to the application of the corporation for

sanction to borrow £1,665 for the purchase,
fencing, and laying out of a recreation-ground at

Spotland.

.\n emergency Local Government Board
inquiry has been held at High Wycombe to con-
sider an application for ,£U,200 for the erection

of 54 workmen's dwellings on land purchased
from the Marquis of Lincolnshire for £880. The
scheme will facilitate local employment during
the war.

The executive council of the Municipal Em-
ployees' Association at a special meeting on
Saturday unanimously decided to pay the con-
tributioiLs of all the members who have joined

the colours, and of those who may volunteer to

take part in defence of the country. The
decision affects more than 2,000 men.

Mr. R. S. Hetherington. an inspector under
the Local Government Board, held an inquiry

at the Municipal Offices, Southampton, on Tues-
day, into an application by the corporation of

that borough for sanction to borrow sums
amounting to £36,500 for works of water supply,

including the construction of a reservoir in Glen
Eyre-road, Bassett, and other works at Otter-

bourne,

It was reported at the meeting on Tuesday of

the Billericay Rural District Council that several

claimants had come forward for a house built

by an old lady named Mrs. Elizabeth Sonier-

ville, who was killed by falling from a tree, llie

house had been condemned, but the old lady had
chased away the inspectors v^ith an axe. Owing
to the war. house property would not fetch

much if sold, and this house had been valued

at 30s.

A collection valued at £4.000,000 has been
bequeathed to the Louvre by Baron Schlichting,

a prominent member of the Russian colony in

Paris, who died recently. It comprises pictures,

bronzes, objets d'art, and furniture. Among the

pictures are some of the finest-known examples
of Rubens. Boucher, Fragonard. Nattier, and
Watteau. There are 142 snuffboxes, for which
the late Mr. .1. Pierpoint Morgan once offered

£480,000. One of them, painted by Fragonard,

is alone valued at £20,000,

At the last meeting of the Spalding Rural

District Council it was reported that the Local

Government Boanl had written giving sanction

for the loans of £523 for purchase of land at

Pinchbeck and £3,852 for erecting houses

thereon. It was stated that a local firm who
held housing contracts under the council were
reported to be unable to carry them out on

account of financial difficulties, and that the

Qnadring contractors, Messrs. Johnson and Son
and Mr. Thompson, were prepared to take over

the firm's contracts at the same prices. This

was considered satisfactory, and it was decided

to ask the firms named to send in formal

tenders.

O^ur Illustrations.

NEW COUNTY OFFICES FOR KENT,
MAIDSTONE.

This building has lately been completed
from the designs of Mr. Frederick 'W. Ruck,
the county architect for tin; Kent County
Council. Tho new council chamber (54ft. by
40ft.), which will scat 104, is placed at the
north corner of the site on the first floor.

It is approached by a stone staircase, the
lower flight of which faces the entrance
vestibule, and from the landing there are
two flights, one leading to the council
chamher and the other to the grand com-
mittee room by a landing and corridor 12ft.

wide. The floor of the council chamber is

in stages, the difference in level of the several
tiers of seats being Tin., making tho floor

in the centre of the chamber 1ft. 9in. lower
tliau at the two entrances. The chamber is

lighted at the north end by the windows,
and also has a central Inuterii. Immediately
opposite the entrance to the council chamber
is situated the private room for the chairman
of the council and chairmen of committees
(22ft. by 16ft.), with a private lavatory
adjoining. Next the spacious entrance-hall
on the ground floor is a members' cloakroom,
anil by passing through the archways beneath
the staircase the private room for the members
of the county council is reached. It is .30^.

by 27ft., and is provided with a lavatory.

A]\ the offices on the ground floor have been
arranged on the same level as that of the
entrance-hall, which is 8ft. above the level

of the ground at the entrance gates. By this

arrangement a central carriage entrance
through the building is rendered possible
without interfering with the upper floor. As
this carriageway severs the building on tho
grouud-Hoor level, two entrances are neces-

sary on either side of it, with separate stair-

cases to the first floor. The right hand
entrance is the principal one, and is that by
which the whole of the building will be
approached, except the county accountant's
department, which is in the left wing on the

ground floor. The entrance leads through a

vestibule to a general waiting-room ad-

joining the porter's office. The ground floor

of the right wing is entirely occupied by the

department of the Education Committee and
rooms for the schools* architect and his

staff. The left-hand entrance serves only

the county accountant's department. On the

first floor the office of tho clerk of. the county

council is placed at tho end of the wide
corridor, his staff being in the centre building

adjoining. The Education Secretary's office

is in the right wing, with the general office

and finance department beyond. Two rooms
for the county land agent have also been

provided in this wing. The left wing, with

the exception before mentioned, is occupied

by the department of the medical officer of

liealth, and contains laboratory, incubating

room, etc. On the second floor about half

the area is allocated to the stores depart-

ment of the Education Committee. The two
remaining rooms (40ft. by 24ft. and 28ft. by

19ft. 1 have been provided for the county

analyst. By locating them on the top floor

special ventilation and top light have been

obtained. A basement is formed under the

greater portion of the building. The centre

block contains the staircases, strong-room

for the clerk of the county council, two

stokeries, and coke stores. In the right wing

the Education Department has a large strong-

room, a storage room for stock, and a general

filing-room. A common room for the whole

of the clerks, with kitchen attached, is al.so

provided. In the left wing a bicycle store is

convenicutlv placed for the use of all the

clerks, and" is approached by a sloping way

from the back of the main entrance. Tho

record room (46ft. by 30ft.) is placed at the

end of the corridor, and is easily accessible

either from the secondary staircase or from

the lift bv the corridor in the sub-basement.

There are also in this wing two rooms

occupied by the medical officer of health. As

the main entrance severs the general level

of the basement, it is necessary to carry the
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First FiJoor Plan

Kent County Counci l Offices. Maidston e.

Ground ; Plan

Mr. Frkdkiuck W. Ruck, County Arcliiteot.

Etokpries aiul fiiol stores to a lower level,

and form a second, or snb-haspnu'Ht, beliiTid

tln<in to provide a corridor eonunnnicating
between tlie lift and tlic record room. 'I'be

coal-store opens on to this corridor and is

close to the lift. The ofTiee of tlie inspector

of weights and nieasnres is placed next the

secondary entrance to the conrlyard. Ample
lavatory and cloakroom accommodation has
been provided. The old offices of the clerk

of the county council have been converted
into a caretaker's residence. The building is

designed in a Renaissance style, so as to

harmonise with the old Sessions House which
adjoins. The rusticated work surrounding
the archways and the plinths up to the
ground floor is in grey granite, the central
three-storied portion is faced with Portland
stone, and the wiiigs of the building and the
whole of the fronts facing the inner court

is in Kentish rag and Portland stone. The
building is of fireproof construction in-

ternally, the floors being in reinforced

eoneretc and the staircases in stone. Each
room is separately ventilated with inlet-

tubes and exhaust flues. Fireplaces are pro-

vided in each room, but the warming is

augmented by hot water on the low-pressure

.system. The cost of tlie building, including

tiie alterations to the original waiting-halls
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OUR LADVE'S COXVEXT, BEXHILL-ON-SEA, SUSSEX.— Mr. .J. S. n. Hicks, Architect.

to tlie courts, treasurer's, and indictment
offices, etc., has been about £G4,000.

OUR LADYE'S CONVENT, BEXHILL-
ON-SEA.

This building has been erected on a site

of about four acres, in a central position in

Bexhill, on rising ground, facing south, and
having extensive and beautiful views of the
Channel and surrounding country. The work
was commenced in March, 1913, and the

larger portion of tlie convent buildings are
now completed, together with the day school
adjoining. Local bricks have been used
throughout, and roughcast. The roof is

covered with dark-red tiles. Built for the
Sisters of Providence of the Institute of

Charity, one of the well-known Catholic
teaching Orders in England, it has been
dedicated and opened by the Bishop of

Salford as a high-class boarding-school for

girls, and, apart from the day-school, will

accommodate 100 scholars when completed.
The chapel and west wing will be built in

the near future. The builders are Messrs.
Banks and Gearing, of Bexhill, and the
architect is Mr. John S. D. Hicks, of 28,

Magdalen-road, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

THE DINING ROOM, THE RED
COTTAGE, HOLMBURY ST. MARY,
SURREY.
In the Building New.s for June 19 last

w-e gave the two plans and exterior view of
this country house. We likewise printed
some particulars about the work, and in

course of our descriptive notes, sent us bv the
architect, Mr. Arthur H. Moore, A.R.I.fe.A.,
a reference was made to the panelling and
treatment of the dining-room, of which we
now give a pen-and-ink perspective, drawn
by the architect.

YARDLEY ROAD SANATORIUM,
BIRMINGHAM.

The new buildings erected at Y'ardley-road

depart from the general design adopted in

the majority of sanatoria built up till now,
as no protection whatever is afforded in front

of the verandahs from the wind. The block
is deep enough to enable the beds to be
wheeled back to avoid rain, even during
windy and boisterous weather. This special
feature is partly the result of experience
gained in the treatment of Birmingham con-
sumptives ; but it is mainly due to visits paid
to Miss Hunt's Sanatorium at Baschurch,
where children have been very successfully
treated for many years in a climate quite as

rigorous as that at Yardley-road, Birming-
ham. Miss Hunt's very simple and efficient

arrangements have stimulated many autho-
rities to adopt similar principles. At North-
field, crippled children from Birmingham, for

example, have been kept in open-fronted
wards during the winter without discomfort.
Experience at Y'ardley indicates that for all

but those acutely ill the largest amount of

exposure to fresh air is an advantage. We
give a detailed plan and section, which illus-

trates this principle as carried out at

Yardley-road. The patients in this block will

be kept out on the terrace night and day
when the weather is settled, so as to obtain
the open air unimpeded by any obstruction.

During unsettled weather the beds, at ni;ht,

will be under the glass verandah, and when
stormy weather comes on the beds can be
wheeled back to the wall, as shown on the

plan, where they will escape all rain. Such
an amount of exposure requires that suitable

arrangements must be provided, otherwise
life might at times become intolerable.

Dressing-rooms in the proportion of one for

four or five patients have been provided, and
bathrooms of one to every ten inmates. These
are situated immediately behind the beds, so

as to be convenient of access. Under each
bed there is a rack to hold a dressing-gown
and a pair of slippers, so that the patient

may put these on when going to the dressing-
room. In whatever position the bed may
be these necessary comforts will be at hand,
because they are moved with the bed. Drying
rooms are provided and also linen stores.

The women's block allows for seventy-five

beds, capable of being used for women only
or of being divided for use on one side for

women and on the other side for men. 'J'he

children's block of forty-four beds is similarly

divided for the sexes. An observation block
provides for ten cubicles. The administra-
tion block completely supervises the patients
—thirty-six beds will be seen at any one time.

This is of extreme importance in the treat-

ment of consumptives, as well as in the
matter of economical administration. A
nurses' day-room, properly fitted up, is pro-

vided for each thirty-six beds. No heating
whatever is provided. Experience assuredly
indicates that heating is unnecessary and
useless. Provision on the most liberal scale

is made for a supply of hot-water bottles,

and ample through ventilation is insured.

Each dressing-room contains an expanded-
metal wardrobe, with padlock, a lavatory

basin with hot and cold water, and the

necessary provision for separation of tooth-

brushes, etc. The terrace at the back of the

building is arranged with rest-chairs for use

in hot weather, so that the patients may be

in the shade. All the patients who are we"
enough to leave their beds have all their

meals in the dining-room, which is used for

concerts and services. Care is taken to keep
the food hot and served in the most appetising
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THE MAGDALEN COLLEGE MISSION. SOMERS TOWN, N.W.—Mr. Ronald P. Jones, M.A., Architect.

manner. The ob.'servation block is used by
children for a fortnight before being trans-

ferred to the main block. In this way a

diagnosis can be made certain, and the

chance of importing other infectious com-
plaints greatly diminished. The laundry is

equipped to deal with the clothing of the

whole institution, and contains also a dis-

infecting apparatus for bedding, etc.. and
means of disinfecting and cleansing sputum-
cups. The medical and nursing staff liave

accommodation in the administrative block,

and the kitchen serves for both old and new
portions of the building. The architect is

Mr. W. H. Ward, Licentiate R.I.B.A., of

.SO, Paradisestreet, Birmingham. He is also

erecting a new sanatorium at Chesterfield.

The Yardley buildings were carried out by

Mr. Harvey Gibbs, builder, of Birmingham.

SANDY SHOOT, BURLEY, HANTS.
This house is built on the top of a slight

bill a little north-west of the village of

Burley. Tliere are attractive views to the

south, and also to the north, looking over a

part of the Forest. The placing of tl)e dining-

room looking nortli was to take advantage
of this. The house is built witli hollow walls

covered externally with roughfaced plaster,

the pilasters at the angles being of narrow
red bricks from Broekenhurst. The chimney-
stacks are carried out in the same bricks.

The gables are covered with oak weather-
boarding, and the roofs with stone slates

from Gloucestershire. The contractor for

the work was Mr. H. Hollev. of Lvndhurst.
The architect is Mr. C. M. Oldrid Scott

(Messrs. J. O. Scott and Son).

THE MAGDAI,F.N COLLEGE MISSION,
SOMERS TOWN, N.W.

Tbi.s building, which was opened by
H.R.H. Princess Christian a short time ago.

was erected by subscription from past and
present members of Magdalen College,

Oxford, to house flieir TNIission in Somers
Town, which had for some years been con-

ducted in various temporary quarters in the

neighbourhood. It oeeupies the site of No. 5.

Clarendon-street, and an adjoining mews, and
consists of a front building on the street and
a gymnasium building at the back, con-

nected by a block containing the staircase

serving both. The front block contains on
the ground floor a committee- or lecture-

room, with separate entrance from the street,

and the open passage leading to the small

yard in front of the gymnasium. Below the

committee-room is the furnace-room, and a

passage to the area, as an emergency exit

from the gymnasium. The two upper floors

contain each a clubroom, with a recess for

a small billiard-table, and a reading-room
adjoining. The gymnasium is 52ft. by 24ft.,

with an expanding platform at one end and
a gallery at the other, which is large enough
to be used for a technical class, if required.

There is also provision for fixing a curtain

and footlights for theatricals, etc. The
changing - room has hot - and cold wasliing-

basiu and shower-bath supply, and is fitted

with lockers. Above the gymnasium is a

large clubroom and reading - room, with a

self - contained refreshment counter, with
cupboards, washing - sink, and water - boiler.

In the desifjn of the chapel it was desired

to obtain as great a contrast as possible to

the ordinary clubrooms. so as to emphasise
the special purpose of this part of the

building. A simple vaulted treatment was
adopted, with a central dome carried on four

columns, and side barrel-vaults. The columns
are at present of unvarnished pine, stained

brown ; but it is hoped at some future time

to replace them by oak. and to have corre-

sponding pilasters and oak panelling on the

walls. The exterior to the street is carried

out in two shades of red sandfaced brick,

with the college arms, carved in brick, over

the centre windows. Terrazzo dadoes are

used in the gymnasium, changing-room. and
staircase, and all the other rooms have
matcliboarded dadoes. The internal wood-
work and the fixed bookcases, cupboards,
etc.. are stained green and flat-varnished,

and the rooms on the ground floor have wood-
block flooring. The building is heated by
radiators throughout, and by gasfires in the

clubrooms. The architect was Mr. Ronald
P. .Tones. M.A.. Licentiate R.I.B.A.. a

member of the college ; the building, sanita-

tion, and healing were done by Mr. .1. A.

Hunt. oT Hoddesdon, Herts.

The Eastbourne Town Council unanimously
ado]5ted on M()uday a liousiuf? sclieme, which
provides for the erection of 230 houses at a cost

not exceeding .t'60,000. The Dul\e of Devonshire
has provided the sites at a very moderate price,

and has also granted allotments free for one year
to about 150 workmen.

—-•

—

BRISTOL.—The condition of the tower of

St. Stephen's Church, Bristol, has for

several years been a source of great anxiety,

and some months ago the vestry had the

building examined. The architects (Messrs.

Paul and .Tames) agreed that the danger had

been chiefly caused by the excessive amount

of smoke poured into the city air, which has

eaten away the face of the stone to a

dangerous extent, and stated that only by

complete and thorough restoration could the

structure be preserved. An approximate

estimate of the cost of restoration of the

tower and south porch was placed at between

£3,500 and £4,000; but the architects could

not give a close estimate at the time, as they

could not say definitely what amount of stone

would have "to be cut out. In response to a

private appeal the vestry committee have

received £1.050 from the Ringers' Society,

and £500 from the Society of Merchant

Venturers, to which the vestry added a con-

tribution of £200. Under the circumstances

it has been decided to proceed with the

restoration of the tower, in order to provide

immediate work, and it will be continued so

long as funds will permit.

A joint committee of the New York Chapter of

the American Institute of Architects and the

Architectural League, acting as a jury, have

awarded to Mr. Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue the

commission to complete the designs and plans for

the proposed New York City building at the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition to be

opened early next year. The final plans for

Denmark's pavilion at the Exposition have been

completed by Professor Anton Kosen, architect,

of Copenhagen, and work on the building will be

started in the early part of September.

An inquiry was held at. the Council House,

Birmingham', on Wednesday by Mr. T. C. Ekin.

on behalf of the Local Government Board, into

an application by the Birmingham Tame and

Rea District Drain.age Board for sanction to

borrow £61.560. The money is required for

works of sewerage and sewage-disposal, including

the execution of works in the parisli of Solihull.

Later in the day Mr. Ekin also held an inquiry

into an application by the Birmingham Corpora-

tion for permission to borrow £33.000 for works

of sewerage and surface-water drainage at

Erdington.
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(IntttnU Calamo.—» « •

—

The moratorium, to put it mildly, is not
lielping builders, and representations to that
effect have been made in proper quarters,
which we hope will have consideration.

-Meanwhile we urge on all clients that it is

unfair and unwise to defer payments on
. ertificat«s, and that any attempts to enforce
time-penalty clauses, where employers are
unable to carry on for want of funds, will he
most reprehensible. It is also the occasion,
we think, for a compulsory release of
retention money immediately on completion
of contracts. Payment of these balances
would in many cases help firms to carry on
who may otherwise have to stop partially or
wholly. It may also be desirable for Govern-
ment to fix maximum prices, as it has done
with regard to food. War prices have
certainly been put up, in some cases, beyond
reasonable limits, and if proper inquiry is

made it will be found that there is as yet no
actual shortage. Where there is shortage
it is mainly in German materials, and we are
pleased to know that in several instances
really British firms have promptly supplied,
at fair prices, material of better quality and
manufactured here. We hope architects,

builders, and clients will remember this by-
and-by, when 'British" firms "made in

Germany " will doubtless be again to the
fore.

The Local Government Board has issued
a circular to town councils, district councils,
and public utility societies, inviting them
to take action under the provisions of the
Housing (No, 2) Act of the present session of
Parliament. The Board state that it is the
intention of the Government that such sums
as may be made available under the Act shall

be utilised for the joint purpose of providing
and improving housing accommodation for
the working classes and of preventing or
mitigating unemployment in the building
trades. The Treasury will be prepared to

consider advances of money to local authori-

ties on approved schemes of building, and
any advance made will be repayable in the
usual period, sixty years in respect of sub-

stantial buildings, and eighty years in respect
of land purchase. The circular continues:
"It is clearly desirable that the President of

the Local Government Board and of the
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries should
be in possession at the earliest practicable
date of full information as to districts in

which further housing for the working classes

is required, and in which, in the opinion of
the local authority, unemployment exists or
is likely to arise which the undertaking of

building operations might prevent or

mitigate. It is also necessary that they
should know how far in every such case the

local authority will be able and willing to

submit schemes for housing the working
classes forthwith and to undertake the

execution of these schemes within a short
period. It is not essential that the un-

employment or likelihood of unemployment
should exist in the precise area in which
housing accommodation is required, provided
that the area in which the building is to be

undertaken is readily accessible by labour
from the district in which the unemployment
exists or is anticipated,"

Mr, Harold Farmer, a member of the firm

of Messrs. Leopold Farmer and Sons, who
are specialists in the letting of factory

sites, states in an interview with a repre-

sentative of the Daiii/ Telegraph, that active

measures are being taken by British manu-
facturers to equip themselves for an exten-
sion of their business. .4 large number of

firms are seeking factories for the purpose
of opening up industries hitherto carried on
with success by Germany or Austria. That
this is so we have full and satisfactory know-
ledge ourselves. Much depends, however,
Mr. Fanner points out, upon whether the

banks will help traders by advancing money
on their orders instead of on securities.

Notoriously in Germany traders have had,
in addition to Government support, financial

assistance from the banks on orders
obtained, and that has enabled commercial
concerns to carry on and extend business. In
this country the first question asked by a

bank is: What security do you offer? It is

imperative that .steps be taken without delay

to enable manufacturers to prepare for a

trade boom by building factories and laying

down the necessary plant. If only the

banks will afford reasonable facilities there

may be great developments in the immediate
future, and every indication points to the

fact that they may do so with safety and
profit.

There should be a good field now for

British decorators and furnishers in Russia.

The British Vice-Consul at Kharkov reports

recently as follows :
—

" During my recent

visit to Moscow I heard of an interesting

method of selling furniture, adopted by a

German manufacturer. His agent, an
employe of the firm, is both architect and
designer, and offers his service for every

kind of artistic and decorative work. This

includes designing furniture and house

equipment generally, as also wall papers and
stucco-ceilings suitable for house-owners and
retail shops. The firm supplies him with

drawings and even complete sets of model
furniture on a miniature scale and he adapts

these to the varying circumstances. The
firm sends German workmen for fitting the

furniture and wainscoting, also upholsterers

and workers in plaster, and hands over the

rooms quite ready for use. I am told that

the firm is successful in its work, the designs

and workmanship being excellent and the

prices comparing favourably with those of

Russian first-class makers. The agent's

circle is spreading, and he is now extending

his work to St. Petersburg."

Through art journals, more particularly

German ones, taking up the subject of house-

decorating, and through foreign architects

insisting on specially designed furniture, the

better class house-owners realise that it is

better to engage designers and spend more

money on the decoration of their homes than

formerly. As yet this new mode of furnish-

ing is confined to the principal cities. St.

Petersburg, Moscow, and perhaps Warsaw;

but work could undoubtedly be found on the

big estates and in provincial towns. Before

exporting furniture and upholst-ery material

to Russia the Russian Customs tariff should

be carefully consulted. Thus, for instance,

inlaid v^'ood and carving of all kinds pay a

heavy duty, and should be forwarded separate

from the furniture. Silk materials or

materials interwoven with silk, are excluded

through the prohibitive tariff. Boards at the

back of cupboards and unvarnished on the

other side, pay a lower duty, and can

occasionally be packed separately with

advantage. Probably now we are so closely

allied in the field, representations by our own
Government would induce a revision of the
tariff in favour of British firms.

In appointing a receiver and manager of a

pianoforte company with a German name,
Mr. Justice Shearman, in the Vacation
Court on Wednesday, said the Receiver must
undertake not to remit any money or goods
to a hostile country. He did not think a

business which was being owned beneficially

by foreign enemies could be carried on at all

ill this country without the license of the

Government. He was informed that the

Government would not give the authority
unless they were satisfied that no money
would be remitted to an alien enemy. It

must all remain in this country. We think
Mr. .lustice Shearman is right, and that this

adds another to the risks all Englishmen are
rnnning who enter into any business relations

with Germans, or who, if they have had past
dealings with such, pay them any money
for accounts owing.

Mr. H. C. Stephens, the veteran ink and
stain-maker, makes a novel and really most
advantageous offer to his world-wide
customers. He has cabled all abroad, and
all shipping agents, that he will replace

free of cost, any consignments of Stephens'
inks seized or destroyed by the enemy.
Thus, as all buyers will be indemnified

against loss, they v\ill be able to order

uiiliesitatingly the best ink made here or

anywhere, and so help one of the oldest

British manufacturers to keep his hands
employed and retain his share of British

trade. We are sure this example might be

advantageously followed by others, and

have little doubt it will be. One thing there

is neither Mr. Stephens nor any one else

can do. Black as the familiar blotch on his

well-known wall advertisement may be, and

enduring as his stains are acknowledged to

be by all users, they are outdone, and must
remain so to all time, by the foul stain on the

German name and the irremovable blot on

German honour that scrupled not to inflict

barbarous and treacherous war on the brave

Belgian people who have so manfully main-

tained their neutrality in the face of such

long odds, and at the cost of so much blood

and treasure, against the truculent invader

who has defied the guarantees of Europe

and outraged humanity.

The meeting of advertising men at the

Cannon-street Hotel last Tuesday should con-

vince advertisers that they are wrong and

unpatriotic in cutting off advertising. The
resolution passed requested the Press to do
its best to convince the public of the stability

of trade. We believe confidence would soon

be restored if traders bravely went on ad-

vertising as usual. One point made was that

an advertising campaign might help the

movement to capture German industries,

Britis'n manufacturers who can make things

as well as the Germans should seize the

opportunity of telling the public so, and thus

do good all round. One suggestion was the

compilation of a list of British substitutes for

the excluded German goods. The fact was

also emphasised that a good deal of ad-

vertising has been stopped owins to panic,

and not to necessity. That should be borne

in mind. As we have already stated, with-

drawal of advertisements has undoubtedly

been regarded by some of our readers as a

tacit confession of inability to supply, and
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tliis iu cases where such an impression was

quite unfounded.

Therefore—Advertise. — The following

paragraph, from an article by Andrew Lang,

is worth remembering just now by hiders of

their light under bushels. " When a goose

lays an egg," says Mr. Lang, " she just

waddles off as if she was ashamed of it

—

because she is a goose. When a hen lays an

egg—ah. she calls heaven and earth to witness

it. The hen is a natural-born advertiser.

Hence the demand for hens' eggs exceeds

the demand for goose eggs, and the hen has

all the business she can attend to."

*i»

CIEngini^rtng Jlotes.
*r^^

I P S W I C H.—The town council liave

decided to purchase property from Messrs.

Fison at the corner of Bridge-street and
Dock-sti'eet, in order to effect an improve-

ment in connection with the proposed re-

construction of Stoke Bridge, the lowest one

spanning the river. The bridge is to be con-

structed in ferro-concrete, with a span of

Tflft. and a headroom of 7ft. lOin. .above

high - water spring tides, and by the

acquisition of the property mentioned a

minimum width of 45ft. between the parapet

walls will be possible. The total estimated

cost of the entire scheme is £16,000.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
HOUSING ACT FOR IRELAND. --In the

House of Commons on Tuesday, Mr. Birrell,

Chief Secretary for Ireland, moved the second
reading of the Bill to extend the Housin^r Act of

the present session to Ireland The motion was
agreed to without discussion, and the Bill was
referred to Committee of the whole House
instead of a Grand Committee. The measure
passed through Committee without amendment,
and was read a third time on Wednesday.

PROVISIONAL VALUATIONS.—Mr, Lloyd
Geortre, Chancellor of the Exchequer, informed
Mr. Protheroe on Wednesday that the Commis-
sioners of Inland Revenue had decided to extend
the time for giving notice of objection in the
case of all provisional valuations served within
sixty davs before the mobilisation of the British

troops or afterwards up to a date to be notified

in the future.

The death is announced, after a short illness,

of Mr. .Tames Crofts Powell, a member of the
firm of -Tames Powell and Sons, of the White-
friars Glassworks.

The Thurrock. Grays, and Tilbnry Joint
Sewerage Board have appoinffd Mr. L. D.
Holsatp', nf Tiv'-^^on, srvatre-'vorks manager in

place of Mr. S. Flinn, resigned.

An inquiry was held at Ince-in-Makerfield,
yesterdav (Thursrlav). before Mr. A. G. Drnry,
an insn*^ctor under the Loral Government Board,
respecting an application from the urban district

council for leave to borrow the sum of £17.500
for works of sewage-disposal.

A council school, which has been built by the
Durham County 'Rducation Committee, at a
total cost of £12.531 Is. 9d.. has bpen formallv
opened. Mr. W. Rushworth, F.R.T.B.A.. of
Durham, the county architect, prepared the
plans, and Mr. C. Groves, of Chester-le-Street,
was the contractor.

Tt is ofTiciallv announced that thp partnership
hitherto 'Existing between A. S. Barlpv and J. S.
Fscott. builders, contractors, and decorators, at
Westcliff. Southend-on-Sea, under the style of
Barlov and K*:'-n* t

.
ha« i.oon fii^-^o^-pd isbasal-n

(he nartnership herotofore subsisting betwpen T.
.T. Knight and L. R. Knight, builders and con-
tractors. Clifrtsey, under the stylo of Thomas
Knight and Sons.

The Corporation of Manchestpr have decided
to immediafelv pi-ocpfd with the making of a
road lemlinT from Slnflr-laiie to Clipjirlle, (hp
totiil cost nf wbifh will be €171.500, Tb^ rond
will V>o nparlv five mih's in evtent, nnrl fiOft, in

width, and will provide employment for Man-
chester's unskillpd labour for manv nionflm fo

come. The rural distriet connnil of Nor*^hwich
have rpceivnd the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board to the borrowing of the *;um of
£1 .^'i'? for the nro vision of "•orkin'j-class

dwelling-houses in the township of Eddisbiiry.

ASSISTANCE TO THE ENEMY.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Right glad were we to read jour
suggestions for architects' guidance so that

they may cease to specify goods whicli will

enrich the enemies of our country.

As makers of metal casements and leaded
glass, we have for years consistently used
only British materials ; but by the apparent
apathy of architects our British buildings

are here, there, and everywhere fitted with
windows made of German steel, and no
trouble is taken or questions asked in regard
to same. But many will say, " How are

architects to know, and what is the remedy? "

Truly a very simple one ; Ask manu-
facturers to produce invoices of bars from
rolling mills, and they would then find out,

and put a stop to giving a privileged position

to the users of foreign steel which makes
no better or more watertight windows.—We
are. etc..

Crovdon. Fairplay.

AIMERICAN ADVERTISERS.
Sir,—In case any of your advertisers are

fired with enthusiastic desire to emulate the
advertisements of their American friends, I

cull one or two gems from a pile of American
journals before me. I think you hardly
picked the plums in your leader of Aug. 14.

Here is a Milwaukee plaster-mixer maker's
irresistible appeal :

—

" I am a new thing in the world—the best

ever born—the one you want. I've been a

long time coming—but I have arrived. I'm
as much needed on your job as you are—

I

mix your plaster as you have never had it

mixed before—no lumps, no uneven mixture
— a good, pure, healthy, solid mix— a puddy
mix—that will please your plasterers and
make no wast^. I mix plaster that is plaster

—get that—not the plaster that you mix in

the old-fashioned hand-hoe way, but a good
solid puddy—that holds together and makes
no waste. You need me in your work, for

I mix a three-sack batch in from four to five

minutes—thirtv-six sacks an hour. CAN
YOU BEAT IT?"

Here is the less florid effusion of a Wis-
consin maker, who actually quotes a British

peer to hammer his stuff into the brains of

ills readers :

—

"Rosebery says: 'International' in the

end—why not now? Here is a mixer that is

the biggest asset that any contractor can
possibly secure. Built especially for the work
that requires the most—and for the con-

tractor who wants the best. Be sure you get

our catalogue and prices."— I am, etc.,

Brighton. Leonard Foster.

SOUTHAMPTON HARBOUR BOARP.
Sir,— In your last number, under "Chips."

the late Mr. G. F. L. Giles is stated to have
been engineer to this board. This is not

correct. The office was held from 1881 to

1897 by the late Mr. J. G. Poole, and since

and at present by yours faithfully,

E, Cooper Poole,

Harbour Offices, Town Quay, Southampton,
August 24, 1914.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at Ipswich into an application of the corporation

for permission to borrow £8,000 for the ext«n-
.sion of the isolation hospital built a few years
ago on the Foxhall-road.

In the report of the committee on ancient
earthworks and fortified enclosures just issued

bv the Congress of Archosological Societies, the
absence is regretted of any power in tlie Ancient
Monuments Consolidation and .Amendment Act
to compensate an owner for pecuniary loss

thronsh the application of the .\ct to an ancient
monument on his pronerty Without such nnwer
the committee fear it will not be nossible +n

nre'-ent the destruction of snch places as the
bnrh of Edward the Elder at Witham, Essex,
which are being demolished for the sake of
profit

OBur O^to fabk.

The Newcastle-under-Lyme corporatioii
Ikis asked for the sanction of the Local
Government Board to a loan for the
erection of twenty nine workmen's dwellings
on land iji tlie Lower GrecLi district, wliich

was cleared of slum property a few years
ago. The inquiry held by a Local Govern-
ment Board Inspector last week, revealed a

curious state of things in reference to

cottage property. There was a consensus of

opinion that the demand for this class of pro-
perty in Newcastle has for some years been
very great, and the lack of it' a source of

extreme inconvenience and a cause of serious
overcrowding. Yet all the efforts of the

corporation to sell the land they now pro-

pose to build on were unsuccessful. A local

property-owner stated that houses iu that

locality were always tenanted, and he would
rather have cottages there than anywhere
else in the town. He had recently had
thirteen applicants for one house im-

mediately it became vacant. The law that

the demand controls the supply has not
operated here, and tlie council have had to

undertake to supply the demand themselves.
They have the advantage of being able to

borrow on favourable terms, they do not

desire a profit, and in the event of a loss it

will fall on the ratepayers. Their position

is, therefore, materially different from the

private trader, who builds for a profit and
cannot afford to risk a loss. But the

striking fact remains that builders find it

impossible to erect workmen's dwellings at a

profit to meet an abnormal demand. At the

inquiry it transpired that in the houses to

be built by the Newcastle corporation, no
parlour will be provided. There will be on
the ground floor a large living-room with

scullery and domestic offices behind and a

lean-to roof. The front door will open into

a passage partitioned off from the living-

room.

A company is being formed for developing

the Admiralty laud at Rosytli. which, by
arrangement with the Local Government
Board for Scotland, will erect some 8,000

houses at Rosvtli, at an estimated cost of

£1,000,000. The Local Government Board
are empowered to advance to the utility com-
pany sums to the extent of £900.000, as may
be required as the work proceeds. The
remaining £100.000 will be subscribed by the

public to the utility company, and the latter

proportion of that amount has already been

arranged for. The money will be advanced
by the Government to the company at a

reasonable rate of interest, and the whole

sum, it is stipulated, will be repaid within

sixty years. The company is to be limited

to a dividend of five per cent. There is no

restriction as to the amount of shares to be

held by any individual holder. The houses

are to lie erected under conditions which will

conform to the town-planning sdheme adopted

bv the town council of Dunfermline, and now
submitted to the Local Government Board
for approval. It is hoped that work at

Rosvth will be begun within the next few

weelts.

The calendar of the Royal Technical

College, Glasgow, for the session 1914-1915

has just been issued as an octavo

volume of 508 pages, handsomely bound

iu purple cloth. Sections are devoted to

architecture and building, chemistry,

electrical engineering, mining engineering,

civil and mechanical engineering, and to a

number of other crafts and sciences in which

instruction is given. The extent and

character of the courses of study are so

indicated as to enable students to gain an

idea as to how much ground they may cover

during a session, while the specimen

examination papers which are appended

should prove extremely useful. The calendar

includes a history of the college, and a

description of the scheme bv which it became

affiliated with the Universify of Glasgow in

March of last year. The Glasgow School n"

Architecture has as its director Professor

Eugene Bourdon, B.A., with Professor
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Cluu-les Gourlay, B.Sc, A.R.I.B.A., as
head of tlie Architecture and Building
Department at the Technical College, and
Mr. J. S. Boyd as lecturer. A companion
volume to the calendar is a guide to the
affiliated evening classes in science and
technology conducted in the burghs surround-
ing Glasgow, and to the ordinary evening
classes of the College.

In our issue of August 14, on page 229,
we reproduced a statement from the
yewcastle Daily Chronicle of August 7, to the
effect that Jlr. Thomas Adams, who had been
the head of the Town-Planning Department
of the Local Government Board since its

establishment, was retiring in October, and
would be succeeded by Mr. G. L. Pepler, of
the firm of Messrs. Pepler and Allen, archi-
tects and surveyors, of Howard House, 4,

Arundel-street, W.C. We are informed by
Messrs. Pepler and Allen that the statement
is incorrect, and we notice that a paragraph
to the same effect appears in our Newcastle
contemporary of Wednesday last.

There have recently been driven fot

Halifax harbour works what were thought
to be reinforced - concrete piles of record
length — viz., 77ft., 20in. square; but
these have since been exceeded by those
at Havana. Now we have tenders called
for a pier in San Francisco in which
91ft. piles are required to be constructed.
The depth of water varies from 41ft.

at the shore end of the pier to o6ft. at
the outermost point. The 91ft. piles will be
20in. square, weighing 15 tons each, and are
specified to carry, in addition to their weight,
a load of 40 tons. The concrete used in the
piles will be in proportion of 1 to 5. The
piles are required to be allowed to set for

forty-five days before being driven.

A 10ft. concrete-lined steel pipe recently
built in Baltnnore to deliver water from the
Loch Raven reservoir to the Loch Raven-
Montebello tunnel at a point just below its

gatehouse is described by Ezra B. Whitman,
president of the Water Board, in the
monthly journal of the Engineers' Club of

Baltimore. It was estimated that this pipe
could be constructed, and that the relining
of one mile of the old 12ft. tunnel could be
done for an estimated cost of about
300,000dol., as compared with the estimated
cost of 480,000dol. for a new 12ft. tunnel
6,340ft. long joining the old tunnel one mile
below its upper end. The pipe is made in

alternate inside and outside telescoping
lengths loft, long and of 10ft. minimum
inside diameter. Changes in grade and
alignment are effected by bevelling the ends
of the section. The pipe is made of soft

opeu-hearth rivet steel intended to have
sufficient ductility to stretch rather than
crack in case of unusual strain from water-
hammer or settlement. The metal is 7-16in.

thick, although a thickness of less than Jin.

would theoretically suffice for the stress

developed. The pipe is supported on con-
crete cradles intermediate between the
riveted joints and having a radius slightly

greater than that of the pipe surface.

Building operations in United States
towns for May, 1914, as shown by the returns
just to hand, indicate that there was a sub-
stantial increase over the corresponding
month last year. Permits were taken out in

eighty-eight leading cities for the construc-
tion of 21,994 buildings, involving a total

estimated cost of 71,118,570dol., according to

official reports by surveyors, as against
22,553 buildings, involving 68,788,890dol., for
the same month a year ago, a decrease
of 559 buildings, and an increase of

2,329,680dol.. or 3 per cent. Of the 88 cities

there were gains in 43 cities and losses in

44 ; but this does not give the true colour to

the situation, inasmuch as practically all of

the larger cities all over the country show
large gains, while a large number of small
places in which the figures were abnormally
large last year, show a material falling-off

because of the fact that they are returning
to normal conditions. The one particular
exception among the larger cities in Chicago,
where the briek strike almost put an end to

construction for a time, shows a decrease of
22 per cent, as compared with the same
month a year ago.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Thirsdvv.—Loudou Sali>!i of PliutograpU.y. Private

View, 11 a.iu. to ti p.m., 5a, I'all Mall
East, S.W. Open daOy until Oct. 17.

Saturd.iy (Sept. 5).—Royal Photographic Society's E.\-
hibition, Suffolk-street Galleries, Ha.v-
market, S.W. ' St. Paul's Cathedral,
Past and Present," by F, J. Hall.
8.3U p.m.

CHIPS.
Hull Corporation have decided to borrow

£14.438 for the erection of a sanatorium and
hospital at Cottingbam.

The meetings of the Municipal Waterworks
Association, which were to have been held at
Liverpool this year, have been abandoned in
consequence of the war.

The Wisbech Town Council have accepted the
tender of Messrs. Wilkinson and Co., of Elm,
amounting to £2,500, for the erection of houses
in connection with the Leverington-road housing
scheme.

The jubilee of the opening of the Primitive
Methodist chapel at Bevois Town, Southampton,
has been marked by the erection of Sunday-
school premises, which were opened on Wednes-
day week. Mr. Ingalton Sandels, of South-
ampton, was the architect.

The annual report by the Board of Trade
states that the total number of cases under the
Bankruptcy and Deeds of Arrangement Acts in

England and Wales during 1913 was 5,769—

a

decrease of 582 as compared with the preceding
year. The largest aggregate liabilities are, as
usual, shown in the case of builders, with a total
of £404,279.

The Development Commissioners have offered
to the trustees of the River Glenn, Lincolnshire,
a grant of £35,000 and a loan of £40,000 at 3 per
cent, for the improvement of the river by a
scheme which would provide relief work for the
uuemployed. Conditions of the grant are that
the work should be begun at once, and that men
out of work should be engaged as far as possible.

It was reported at .Sheffield on Saturday that
the Local Government Board have decided, with-
out holding an inquiry, to sanction a loan of
£68,000 for the extension of the Sheffield City
Hospitals for Infectious Diseases at Lodge Moor.
A portion of the hospital accommodation has
now been set aside to meet the requirements of
the military authorities.

A new ferro-concrete bridge has been built over
the River Ebbw about two and a half miles from
Newport, Mon., on the Cardiff main road. It
is of three arches of monolithic type, each about
20ft. span and 10ft. 6in. in width. The bridge
was designed by Mr. William Tanner, F.S.I.,

county surveyor of Monmouthshire, and the con-
tractors were Messrs. E. Turner and Sons, Ltd.,
of Cardiff.

The rural district council of the Isle of Wight
have decided to commence practically at once the
carrying out of their £50,000 scheme for re-
surfacing with granite the rural main roads in

the island. The Local Government Board, the
Road Board, and the Development Commis-
sioners will, as far as possible, facilitate the
making of grants, and the granting of loans for
such public works.

The Committee of the Exhibition of Modern
Spanish Art, of which the Duke of Wellington is

honorary vice-president, have decided that the
proceeds shall be devoted to the Prince of Wales's
National Relief Fund. The exhibition will open
at the Grafton Galleries on October 3, and will

include the whole of the 250 works shown this

summer at the Brighton Public Art Galleries,

with the addition of some 50 more.

For some years the .St. Asaph Rural District

Council has been discussing the question of an
additional water supply for the district of

Llanddulas, a resort between Abergele and
Colwyo Bay. The Local Government Board are

now pressing the matter forward, and held an
inquiry on Tuesday into an application from the
rural council for sanction to borrow £2,000 for

carrying out the scheme.

There was no opposition at an inquiry held

at Sleaford the other day on behalf of the Local

Government Board to the urban district council's

proposal to borrow £2,300 for the purchase of

private rights and tolls of the Sleaford market.
The council, it was stated, are paying twenty-
five years' purchase on the income which the
Marquis of Bristol at present received from the
lessee of the market-place, which was distinct

from the cattle market.

LATEST PRICES.
N.B.

—

\U prices must be regarded as
merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Miscellaneous metals anil

timber we omit altogether, as published
figures differ so widely that they are, we
fear, in many cases quite unreliable.

IBON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Eolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to i'7 1-2 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 S „ 8 2 6
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 S „ 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bonod, or
Square 22 „

Do, Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates. Iron

—

Soath Staffs 8 0,, R 15
Beat Snedshill 9 0,. 9 10

Angles 10s.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c., iSl.'is. tof9.
Ditto galvanised, £U to £15 103. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, incluBive Per ton. Per ton.
gange £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9'3 a'9 10/3 11 - 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £S 10
Cast-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 „ 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 .. 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 0,, 550
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,. —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

0to8 9 10 11 1-2 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 15s. £11 Os. £11 53. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,. 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 58. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 10s. OL to 117s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 708.03. „ 753. Od'

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2h per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.
Water-Tubes 7lJ „
Steam-Tubes 675 ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tabee 61i ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tabes 55 ..

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoc ... 20 x 10 ... 12 12 6 l.'200atr. stn.
16 ,. 8 ... 6 1-2 6

Bine Bangor 20 „ 10 ... 13 2 6

20 „12... 13 17 6

First Quality 20 „ 10 ... 13 0,,
-30 „ 12... 13 15
16 „ 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20 „ 10 ... 15 17 6

20 „12 ... 18 7 6
18 „10... 13 5
16 „ 8... 10 5

Permanent Green... 20 „ 10 ... 11 12 6
38 „10... 9 12 6
16 „ 8... 6 12 6

TILES.
s.

Plain red roofing tiles 42

Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Rnabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto lEdwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake'e)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48

Hip tiles 3
Valley tiles 3

"Roseuiary" brand plain tiles... 48

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Staffordsbire (Hanley) Beds or

brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Hartshill' brand plain tiles,

sand-faced tO

Pressed 47

Ornamental ditto 50

Hip tiles <

Valley tiles 3

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.stn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
per doz. .,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

„

per 1000
6
10^ per doz. .,

ih ..

per 1000

per doz. ,.

6 per 1000
„

per doz.
6

per 1009
6

per doz.
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STONE. *-

RedManB&eld, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto „
Greensbill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in trank at
Nine Elms) ,.

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides.
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3

Do. do. Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes 1

• All F.O.R. London.
Batb Stone, delivered on road
waggons. Paddington Depot per foot cube I-... .... ... _. _ .

^^ ^ ^

:n 2 (

n 3 3
n 2 3
n 2 n
n 1 10

1 10

1 lOj
2

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station..... 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 30ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot,! Wbit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elma Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlioo Wharf .' ...£'0 3 3 ...±'0 2 44

BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ ,. [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0,.
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 ,. at rly. stn.

Flettone 110
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Bnabon Facing ... 5 „ ,,

Best Bine Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 ,

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,,
Best Stourbridge

Firebricks 3 14
2^in. Best Red Ac-) ( Net, delivered in
crington Plastic

[ 4 10 6 „J full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) ( in London.

3'/s" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/e" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than SVs in
thickest part 2

3'/e" Chimney Bricks fit for oatside work ... 3 6
S'/s" ditto ditto through and through 2
3' s" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 3J" and h" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 0"xi course , 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;—
3course deep, 4f" soffit, perfootopening... 13
4 ditto 4S" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1
6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto sr ditto ditto ditto ... 2]
4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GliAZEB BRICKS.
HABD GLAZES (pER 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bnff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 ilO 17 6 fl3 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Qaoins, BuUnose. and iHn. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 31 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Bplays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 H 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—

5d. each ii. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDKU BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each .5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers .«._ _ £33 17 6

,, ,. Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6
Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsandcolours / ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by lAin.

Js. 2d. each j by S^in.
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
* These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, deUvered
Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 0to41 deUvered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

B. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

*•
TRADE NOTES.

Boyle's latest patent "air-pump" ventilators
have been applied to the town-hall, Newport,
Salop.

Mr. Beresford Pite has removed his residence
from 2, York-gate, Regent's Park, to 21, 'Willow-
road, Hampstead, N.W., as from midsummer,
1914. Please address all professional communi-
cations to the Royal College of Art, South
Kensington. S.W. telephone, 965 Western.

Messrs. C. .Jennings and Co., 952, Pennywell-
road. Bristol, inform us that their works are
running full lime manufacturmg woodwork of
every description as usual, and that their depots
in various parts of the United Kingdom are open
to supply timber and woodwork of every
description, ready for prompt despatch for
home or export.

We are asked by the iiroprietors of Pudio to
state that this material is British throughout

:

every one of its ingredients is British, no
imported materials being used in its manu-
facture. The works are still running as in
normal times, and the makers have an
emergency stock of many tons, so that there
will be no delay in the execution of orders.

CHIPS.
The Failsworth Urban District Council have

appointed Messrs. Woodhouse and Howard, of
Manchester, as architects for the new public
baths.

At Nether Stowev parish church on Monday
the whole peal of bells which has been rehung
and recast, was rededicated by the .Suffragan
Bishop of Taunton.

The Co. Mayo Lunatic Asylum at Castlebar
is about to be enlarged by a wing for 250 patients,
from plans prepared by Messrs. Doolin and Butler,
of Dawson-street, Dublin.

Mr. F. H. TuUoch held a Local Government
Board inquiry at Colchester into an application
1-iy the corporation for their sanction to borrow
£8.325 for works of paving.

The rural district council of St. Austell are
recommending the county council of Cornwall to
proceed with the maining of Par Moor-road and
the road from St. Denis to St. Austell, the con-
struction of the new road to Mevagissey, and the
drainage of Bugle district.

The extension of the Cliftonville Parade and
the construction of the Hedges Gap Bridge at
Margate have just been carried out from plans
by the borough engineer. Mr. E. A. Borg. A
further improvement is to be effected by the
construction of a new road. 80ft. wide and U
miles in length, from Cliftonville district to
Kingsgate and the North Foreland.

The contract has been let for the carcase of
the warehouse and offices and garage to be
erected in Salford, Manchester. The successful
contractors are Messrs. the Russell Building
Contracting Company. 23. King - street, Man-
chester, whose estimate of £36.250 has been
accepted, and they are now proceeding with the
work from plans and under the superintendence
of Messrs. Maxwell and Tuke, 25, Brazennose-
street, Manchester.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Blaenavon by Mr. E. Leonard into an
application by the urban district council for
sanction to a loan of £13.350 for the purchase
of land and the erection thereon of fifty dwell-
ings for the working classes. The scheme was
explained by the surveyor, Mr. E. W. Edwards,
and no opposition was raised. The houses are
to be built in blocks of six or seven, and will

be let at rentals of 7s. 9d. and 7s. each weekly.

St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Day Schools,

erected in the Steelhouse-lane district of Wolver-
hampton , at a cost of .4'6,600, were formally opened
on Monday by the Archbishop of Birmingham,
Dr. Ilsley. The schools accommodate 454 children.

There is a senior department for 300 mixed
children, having an assembly-hall, 48ft. by 25ft.,

and six classrooms each accommodating 50
scholars. The infants' department consists of

four classrooms, of which three are divided by
folding partitions. Messrs. Fleeming and Sou,
of Wolverhampton and Wellington, Salop, are
the architects, and Messrs. Willcock and Co.,

of Darlington-street, Wolverhampton, are the
builders.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
WH. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120 Bunhill Row London E.G.

TENSERS.
*^* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at an.y

rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.
Aberdeen. — For supplying and equipping six

additional pay-as-you-enter cars, for the Tramways
Committee, Accepted tenders :

—

Car Bodies :

—

Brush Electrical Engineering Co. £2,743
Motors :—

Brush Electrical Engineering Co. 1.080
Electrical Equipment ;

—

British Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co 462

Amesburt. — For erection of the Newton Tony
Bridge, for the rural district council :

—

Sturgess Bros.. Ludgershall ... £136 10

(Accepted.)
ASHFORD, E.\ST Kent.—For the inside painting of

the workhouse, and for repairs to the board room,
for the board of guardians ;

—

Knock. H. (accepted) £98 15 11

AsHiNGTON.-For the making of a bowling-green at
Hirst Park, tor the Ashington Urban District
Council. Mr. G. Beaty. surveyor:—

Lacey, W., 16, Gordon-avenue,
Gosforth. Newcastle (accepted) £639 1 11

Bedford. — For tar - paving, tar - painting, and
repairing works to the playgrounds of certain
Council schools, for the Bedfordshire Education
Committee. Mr. R. K. Ellison, surveyor;-

Val de Travers Co.. Birmingham £435 3 6

Kershaw, H. M., Keighley ... 433 7

Hobman. A. C. W.. and Co., Ltd.
Bermondsey 374 8 10

Wilmott, W. G.. Eushden ... 3.50 16 8

Cole. A., Luton 313 12 2

Smart. J., and Son, London ... 384 17 8

Scudamore & Co.. Northampton 262 2 5
Laing &- Co., South Tottenham 261

Constable, Hart. & Co., London' 241 15 2
* Accepted.

Earlestown.—For building repairs required to be
done at the union offices. 67, Market-street, Earles-

town. for the guardians :—
Bidder. S. P., and Co., Man-
chester (accepted) £103

Enfield. — For the enlargement of St. Mark's
Church, Bush Hill Park. Messrs. Cutts, Davis, and
Boddy, 14, Southampton - street. Strand. W.C..
architects :—

Godson, G., and Sons £4,568

Brown, H 4,549

Collins and Godfrey 4,339

Fairhead, A., and Son 4.387

Monk. A 4.265

Knight, H., and Son 4,198

Bentley, .1.. and Sons 4,198

Newby. C. J., and Bros.' 4,440
• Accepted.

Erith.—For erection of a public elementary school

at Lower-road, Belvedere, for the urban district

council ;—
EUingham. .7. W.. Dartford ... 9.169 10

Kazak. L., Belvedere 9,169

Friday and Ling, Erith 8,974

Gunning, G. H., and Son, The
Mount, Erith (accepted) ... 8,749

Eye, Scffolk.—For erection of workmen's dwell-

ings, lor the Hartismere Rural District Council.

Messrs. Winkworth and Winkworth. 22, Great

Coleman- street, Ipswich, architects:—
Bacton.

Theobald and Sons, Needham
Market ^-"0

Hogg, R., & Son, Coney ^Veston,

Bury St. Edmund's 165

Andrews. H. A.. Botesdale. Diss 458 15

Scott. R., Old Newton, Suffolk ... 107

Trudgett, J. W.. Colchester ... 394

Howes Bros., Ixworth, Bury St.

Edmunds* 384 13

Wortham.
Theobald and Sons 490

Andrews, H. A 461 3 6

Hogg, R., and Son ^S 2 S
Scott, R 447

Howes Bros.* 40.5 10

Trudgett. J. W 402

WjTerstone.
Theobald and Sons ^^9 9
Hogg. E., and Son !^ S 2
Andrews, H. A 463 2 6

Scott, R !S 9 S
Trudgett. J. W

.!^i?,oHowes Bros 388 15 lU

Thorndon.
Theobald and Sons 559 9 2
Andrews, H. A 461 2 6

Scott, R 447

Howes Bros.' 1™ n n
Trudgett. J. W 402

Thrandeston.
Theobald and Sons 1!9 9 9
Andrews. H. A 461 2 6

Scott, R. , 447

Howes Bros.* 405 10

Trudgett, J. W 402
' Provisionally accepted.
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Eabt Lan'cinc;.—For sea-defence work between
groyne 32 and the harbour moatb. for the Sea
Defence Coniniittee :—

British Steel Piling Co. (accepted) i2.161 1

Glenbuen.—For installation of heating apparatus
at the new school, for the Monkton and Preetwick
School Board :

—

Boyd and Sons. Paisley iESll

(Recommended for acceptance.)

GosioRTH.—For taking np the existing asphalt
footway in Kenton-road and laying new flag footway.
for the Gosforth Urban District Council. Mr. G.
Nelson, .\.M.I.C.E.. engineer and surveyor ;—

Simpson. G. E.. Newcastle-on-
Tyne £43.2 15 s

Henderson. J. W.. Gosforth ... 364 19 11
Tulip, W.. Gosforth (accepted)... 341 2 i

Ktlmabnock.—For concrete work in connection
with new generating station at Kilmarnock, for the
corporation ;—

Train, J., and Taylor £'41.53t)
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Letcomb Regis.—For the construction of six
workmen's dwellioKs in three pairs, for the Wantage
Rural District Council. Mr. .T. W. Harris. East
Challow. Wantage, engineer and surveyor:—

1,480

1,448

1.350
1.293

1,270

1,156

£314
196 10
97 10

Cox and Sons. Abingdon
Bunco. H. Letcomb Regis,
Wantage ... .„

Wheeler, G., Abingdon
Sims and Son, Oxford
Bai-rett, J. P.. West Hanney.
Wantage

Stacey. C. Aldbourne, Wilt
shire (accepted)

JI.vRDEN.—For the reconstruction of the Plain
Bridge at Marden, for the rural district council of
Maidstone :—

Bui-rows, W. T., Maidstone
Stanley and Co., Marden
Martin and Newman, Maidstone'

* Accepted.
PoLEGATE.—For e.i[ecuting the drainage scheme,

for the Hailsham Rural District Council :-
Streeter. A., and Co., Ltd., Guild-
ford (accepted) £4,933 4 2

Portsmouth.—For alterations to Staveshaw pump-
ing station, for the corporation ;—

Davis, G. J., and Son i'l.aw
Evans, W. W 990
Sprieings. E. and A. - 860
Tanner. ,J.' 841 10 6

Recommended for acceptance.

Portsmouth.—For supply of a steam boiler, &c.,
in connection with hot-water system at the town
hall, for the corporation :—

Shervell,Ltd £37.2
Davis. H. and W 361
McKinlay and Co.. Ltd. ... ... 359
Vosper and Co.. Ltd 3.50
Wilkes and Co.. Ltd.* 337

* Recommended for acceptance.

QuEENSTOWN.—For the construction of an outfall
sewer at Queenstown. for the urban district council
Mr. P. H. M'Carthy, B.E., 39, Westmoreland-street.
Dublin, engineer ;—

Fitzpatrick, J.. Kanturk £670
CoUius, D.. Cork (accepted) ... 5-33

Saffron Walden.—For making-up new road, for
the corporation :

—

Custerson. J. (accepted) £133

ScARBOROUGH.-For heating and lighting altera-
tions at the workhouse, for the guardians. Accepted
tenders :—

Brighteide Engineering Co. ... £4.841
Jaram Ij23 q

SouTHBonouGH. — For painting and repairs
required at the Southborough Council School, for the
Kent Education Committee. Mr. W. H. Robinson
M.S. A., architect :—

Stoakes and Son £377
Harmer and Holt 194 10
Carrick, J., Ltd. ... 175
g"ker, A J 168 15
Pankhurst, P. F." £168

' Provisionally accepted.

SiTTLNGBOUBNE. — For council school summer
repairs, for the Kent Education Committee. MrW. H. Robinson M.S. A., architect:—

Tidy. H. .J- 178
'Provisionally accepted.

SORBiTo.v.—For drainage of the cemetery site,
lor the urban district council :—

Limpus and Son, Kingston Hill £1,913 8
Lingwood, W.,jun.. Romford ... 1.683 10
Road Maintenance and Stone
Co.. Ltd.. Cannon-street, E.C. 1,.533 6 2

Wood. T.. and Sons. Swanley ... 1,625 16 3 '

South Ktme.—For the South Kyme water supply,
for the Sleaford Rural District Council :—

Emery, Aston £1,639 "
Williams and Co 1.360
Leggott and Speight 1.347
Langley. Kirton 1,249 n (1

Sykes, A., Nottingham 1,140 8 0'
Blaze. W., Sleaford 1,086 '

Banks. J. J.. Sleaford 1.071 OOP
Pattinson and Son 1.06.5 0-
Barnes. . I. T.. Sleaford (accepted) 1.030 0~

Swansea. -For supply of switchgear. for the cor-
poration. Accepted tenders :

—
Main generating station switchgear :

—

British Westinghouse Co. ... £1.377
Sub-station switchgear :

—

Ferguson. Pailin, and Co. ... 547

Tktburt.—For sinking a new well, for the urban
district council :

—
Johnson Brothers (accepted), as per schedule of

prices, estimated at about ±'750.

Tipton.-For the conversion of existing closets at
the Tipton Green and Ocker Hill Council schools
into water-closets, and connecting same to the main
sewers, for the education committee. Mi-. W. H.
Jukes, survej'or :

—
.Tackson, C £276 12 9
Edwards, J,, Dudley 258 9 9
Sisiiian, .J 250
Kendiick, W. A 239 17 10
Bennett, E. and W.. Ocker Hiir 22.5

Engineer and surveyor's estimate, £'260.
* Accepted. Rest of Tipton.

Tipton.—For making-up. sewering, kerbing. and
channelling and paving of footpaths in Leech-street.
Horseley Heath. Tipton, for the Tipton Urban
District Council. Mr. W. H. Jukes, M.E.. surveyor :—

Kendrick, W. A.. Tipton £217 8 8
Edwards. J.. Dudley 167 17 5
Guy. W. F.. Tipton 158 14 6
.Jackson. C. Tipton (accepted) ... 158 8 5

Engineer's estimate, £157 lis. lOd.

TUBTON.—For construction of overhead lines and
underground cables, for the urban district
council :—

Dewhurst Engineering Co., Ltd..
Sheffield

Siemens Bros, and Co.. Ltd.,
Woolwich

Callender's Cable and Con-
struction Co., Ltd., London ...

Western Electric Co.. Ltd..
North Woolwich

Glover. W. T., and Co.. Ltd .

Trafford Park
.Johnson and Phillips. Charlton
Henley's. W. T.. Telegraph
Works Co.. Ltd.. London. E.C.

British Insulated and Helsby
Cables, Ltd.. Prescot'

* Accepted.

Uttoxeteb.—For painting and redecorating the
interior of the town hall, for the urban district
council :—

Ward and Godbehere (accepted) £108

Wanstead.—For the Aldersbrook-road improve-
ment, for the Wanstead Urban District Council.
Mr. C. H. Bressey. F.S.I.. surveyor:—

£2,354 5

1,749

1.725 3 6

1.7-20

1,691 9 3
1,670

1,655

1,588 7 10

Widening :

—

Jackson, W.. Forest-gate
Blaker, Leatherbead
Adams. T . Wood Green
French. W. & C, Buokhurst-hiir
•Anderson. G. J.. Poplar
Jackson. D. T.. Barking

Resurfacing :

—

Limmer Asphaltc Co.. West-
minster

Highways Construction Co.,
Finsbury-paveinent

Smith, H. v., and Co., Victoria-
street, S.W

Blaker
Roadamant Co., Ltd.. London-

wall. E.C
Tarmac, Ltd., Westminster* ...

* .Accepted.

£1.300
1.374 16
1.358 3 10
1.165 10 6

1,151 '2 5
1,074

4,010_ 6

3.459 17 4

3,4-20 11

2,594 18

2,713 17
2,712 17

£1,860 18
1,696 10
1.612 10
1,598
1,598

1,559

1,.5.55

1,5S4
1,486

Wednesbury.-For the erection of electricity
buildings, for the town council. Mr. E. M. Scott
Town Hall, Wodnesbury, borough surveyor :—

Smith, F.J £470
Summerhill and Jellyman* ... 460
Bradbury, T 432 1-3 6

.All of Wednesbury.
' -Accepted.

Wincanton.—For the erection of a new ward
block, for the Isolation Hospital Committee.
Quantities by Mr. A. J. Pictor. Bruton, Somerset
architect ;—

Green, T
Merrick, F., and Son
Webb, W., and Sons
Dodiiiiead, S., and Sons
Pittard. H., and Son
Poole, A. and Co
Coles Bros
Stockham, T
Dunthorn, W. H., Glastonbury"

* Accepted.

Yalding.—For the rebuilding of Pike Fish Bridge,
Yalding, for the Maidstone Rural District Council :—

Burrows, W. T., Maidstone ... £358
Stanley and Co., Marden 196 10
Martin and Newman, Maidstone* 137

* .\ccepted.

TO OOBBESPONSENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Bcildino News. Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay ia not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
commuiiioations are sent at contributors' riski, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or ba liable
for, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

*,* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on apphcation.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: "Timeserver, Estrand, London. "

WEDNESBURT.—For the erection of an ambulance
shed, for the corporation. Mr. E. Martin Scott,
borough surveyor;

—

Bradbury, T £98 15
Summerhill and Jellyman ... 98
Harding. E 89 12 10
Smith, F. J. (accepted) 88

All of Wednesbury.

West Ashfobd.-For inside painting at the work-
house, for the rural district council :—

Knock. H., Ashford (accepted) .„ £98 5 11

Receivisd.—A. Ltd. — E. and R.. Ltd. — B. of S.—
J. G. K. and Son.—W. H. S. and Son.—T. T. G. and Co.— J. C. S. — R. T. L., Ltd. — C. T. and Co.—
M. and Co., Ltd.

RovEB.—No.

F. T. L.—Please send.

FIDO.—Yes, if brief.

W. JoHNso.v,—English. See our )jaL-k page this week.

Northern.—If the builtUng is constructed on their
system, we certainly think you requil-e a license.

H. P. Green. A. Claymore, W. Benwell, and oLliere

desirous of having their free situation advertisements
repeated will kindly note that the advertisement must,
in all cases, be sent. We have uo time to hunt up
previous issues.

F. W. M. — The principal shareholder is a German.
Quite apart from possible penal consequences to him-
self, a British architect or engineer who at this time
uses German systems or goods is cei-tainly exposing
his clients to considerable risks.

Unceutain.—If you owe any account* to Gei-mau lirms
cei-tftiuly do not pay them, at any rate while the war
lasts, as yuu will only be financing the King's
enemies. Leave them to their legal remed.v. Note a
case at the City of London Court on Wednesday, where
a German was not only non-suited, but his court-fees
were retained by the Assistant Registrar. Nute also
Mr. Justice Shearman's decision in the Vacation
Court the same day, to which we refer elsewhere.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Oct.

7—Designs for Public Elementary Schools at Linda-
street, York-road. Battersea ; and Billingsgate-street,
Church-street, Greenwich. (Mr. J. W. Simpson,
F.R.I.B..4., Assessor)

15—Designs for Shakespeare Memorial National Theatre
1 , T,*'"'-

'^- E- Collcutt, P.P. R.I. B. A., Assessor) 500ge. (merged), and five of ISOgs.
14—Technical Schools and Education Offices. Southport

(Mr. Paul Waterhouse. M.A.. F.R.I.B.A.. Assessor) ... £75. £50, £-35
31—Laying Out Show Grounds, Wayville West, Adelaide... £500, £200, £100

„ 31—Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station, St.
Helens. (Assessor.) £100, £50. £-25..

uec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield ... £400, £-240

date-School (9(X) places), Vala-road, South Tottenham

L. Gomme, Clerk, Education Offices, Victoria Embkt., W.C

The Secretary, 3a, Dean's-yard, Westminster Abbey, S.W.

T. E. .larratt, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Southport.
The Secretary. Royal Agricultural Society of South AnstraUa,

23, Waymouth-street. Adelaide.

A. W. Bradley. M.I.C.E., Town Hall. St. Helens.

M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement dte

Agglomerations Industrielles. Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

. W. Mallinson. Clerk, Phillips-lane, South Tottenham,
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Aug. 28—Workmen's Dwellings (36), Cl-wtybont and Ebenezer. Gwyrfai Rural District Council ... .T. W. Thomas, 22, Castle-square, Carnarvon.

,, 28—Labour Exchange. Stamford-street. Nottiugham H.ll. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.
,, 29—Buildings at SwiiumiDB-Bath, Lister Park, Bradford ... Corporation The City Architect, Town Hall, Bradford.
„ 29—Cottage, Alteration to. Cairniewink, Auchleiichries W. Davidson, Archt., Ellon.

„ 20—Tramways Parcels Office, Additions to, Halifax Tramways Committee .T. Lord, II.I.C.E.. Boro' Ens.. Town Hall, Halifax.
„ 29—House, Additions to. Great Hale Fen Kesteven County Council T. Clare, County .\rcht.. Sleafnrd.

„ 31—Rebuilding Noa. RS, i;9, & 70, Brecon-rd., Merthyr Tydfil T. A. Bowen O. P. Bevan, Archt., Express Chambers, Merthyr Tydfil.

„ 31—Kursaal, Additions to. Harrogate Corporation C. E Rivera, A.M.I.C.E.. Boro' Eng., JIun. Offices. Harrogate.
„ 31—Workhnuse. .\dditions to, Heme Common Blean Guardians A. A. Kemp. Archt . 3. Tower-parade, Whitstable, Kent.
,, 31—Post Office, Extension of, Richmond Surrey H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.

Sept. 1—Isolation Hosi)ital. Additions to. Anste^'-laoe. Leicester Town Council The Surveyor. Education Committee. Town Hall. Leicester.
1—Storehouse for Disinfectant=', Stanley Urban District Council .T. G. Ridley. Clerk. Council Offices, Stanley. S.O.
1—School (r)(H) places). Hightown, Hednesford Cannock Urban District Council Bailey and Solon. Archts.. Bridge-street, Walsall.

,, 1—RebuiWiog Royal Oak Hotel. Ystrad Mynach Giles and Harrap C. M. Davies. M.S. A.. 112. High-street, Merthvr.
1—Post Office, Extension of. Dundee H.M. M'orks Commissioners H.M. Office of Works, 3. Parliament-square, Edinburgh.

„ 1—Workmen's Dwellings (4-5*, Bradford Corporation The City .Vrchitect, Town Hall. Bradford.
1—Three Workmen's Cottages, Sedbergh Rural District Council J. Stalker, M S.A.. 57, Highgate. Kendal.
2—Electricity Works Extension. Batlev Corooration O. J. Kirby, Boro' Eng, Town Hall, Batley.

„ 2—Loading-Yard, S.E. District Post Office H.ISI. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
„ 2—Cookhouse at Infirniarv. .'Vlterations to, Crumpsall Manchester Guardians ,\. .T. IMurgatroyd. Archt., 23. Strutt-street. Manchester.

3—Relief Offices, Chadwick-road, Plaistow, E West Ham Guardians .T. W. Dunford. K)0('. Queen Victoria-street, E.G.
„ 3—Workmen's Dwellings (21). Ring's-rd.. Llandudno Urban Distrii't Council W. T. Ward. Deputy Eog . Town Hall, Llandudoo.

3—Post Office. Extension of. Coatbridge H.M. Works Commissioners H.M. Office of Works, 3, Parliament-S(iuare, Edinburgh.
„ 3—Scattered Home. St Austell Guardians B. C. Andrew, M.S. A., St. .iustell.

3—Relief Offices. West Ham-lane. Stratford, E West Ham Guardians F. ,1. Sturdy, P.R.I.B.A., 45, Finsbury-pavement, E.C.
,, 3—Infirmary Mortuary, Extension to. St. John's Hill, S.W. Guardians F. .1. Curtis, Clerk, St. John's Hill. Wandsworth, S.W.
„ 4—School (60 places). Marishes North Riding Education Com. ... J. C. Wrigley. Sec. Education Offices. Northallerton.
„ 4—Villa. Cefupennar. Mountain Ash Morgan and Elford. Archts.. 31. Canon-stl'eet, Aberdare.
,, 4—Telephone Exchange, Charterhouse H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.BI. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.

4—Netliertoo New School. South Crosland West Riding Education Com The Education Architect. County Hall. Wakefield.
5—Darnhall Schoolhouse. Alterations to. Winsford Governors J. Wilkinson, Sur., Market-iilace, Winsford.

,, 5—Keeper's Lodge at New Cemetery. Xorthwood Urban District Council E R. .Abbott. Clerk, Council Offices, Northwood, Middlesex.
„ 5—Lnck-up. Extension of. Bishop's Castle Salop Standing Joint Committee A. Davis, M.I.C.E., County Sur., County Bldgs., Shrewsbury.
,, .5-Rifle Range and Pavilion, Northwood Urlian District Council E. R. Abbott. Clerk, Council Offices, Northwood, Middlesex.

7—Engine House, Trinity-rd, Pumping Station, Sheerness Url)an District Council F. W. S. Stanton, A.M.I. C.E.. 3. Victoria-st,, Westminster, S,W.
7—Sorting Office, Enlarging, West Ealing H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S,W.
8—Worksljops at Electricity Works. Lev-street, llford Urban District Council H. Shaw, IM.I.C.E., Town Hall, Ilford.
8—Electrical Shop at Carriage Works, York North-Eastern Railway Co William Bell, Archt.. Y'ork.

.. 8—Shelter and Con%'enience, Battlefiekl-rd., Langside Glasgow Corporation F. Biirnet and Boston. 180. Hope-street, Glasgow.
8—New Ward. Medway Workhouse, Cbathatu Guardians G. E. Bond, Archt.. 384, High-street, Rochester.

,, 8— Police Cottage. Wallop Hamjishire County Council W. .f. Ta>'lor, County Sur., Tlie Castle. Winchester.
,, 8—Victoria Telephone Exchange, Enlarging, Birmineham H.1\I. Works (_'oinuiissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.

S-Refuse Destructor. Suffolk-rd . Seven Kings, Ilford Urban District Council H. Shaw, M.I.C.E.. Town Hall. Ilford.

,, 0—Padded Eoom^ at Infirmary. High-street, Plumstead ... Woolwich Guardians Whiacoj) and Parnell, Archts., 43, William-st., Wool wich,
„ 10—Fireproofing National Portrait (Gallery, Edinburgh H.M. Works Commissioners H.M. Office of Works, 3, Parliament-square, Edinburgh,
„ 10—Post Office Stores, Roseburn, Edinburgh H.M. Works Commissioners H.M. Office of Works, 3, Parliament-square, Edinburgh.
,, 12 -Cottages (20t, Bretforton Evesham and Peljworth R.D.C.... E. H. Wadhams, Clerk, Evesham.

12—Secondary School, Farnworth Education Committee H. Littlfr, ."Vrcht., 16, Ribblesdale-place, Preston.
,, 12—Cottages (16), Harviugton Evesham and Pebworth R D,C.... E. H. Wadhams, Clerk, Evesham.
,, 12—Cottages (101, Cow Honeybouroe Evesham and Pebwortb R.D.C.... E. H. Wadhams, Clerk, Evesham.
,, 14—Store Shod, Skircoat Depot, Halifax Tramwavs Committee J. Lord, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Halifax.

I.S—Council School. Rylaud-road. Erdingion Birmingham Education Com J. Palmer, Sec, Education Office, JMargaret-st., Birmingham.
,. 16—Agricultral and Dair>' College, Sutton Bonington Everard, Son, & Pick, Archts., 6, Millstone-lane, Leicester,
,, Ifj—Eight Workmen's Dwellings, Esholt Estate, Thackley Bradford Corporation F. Stevens, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bradford.
„ 21—Handicraft ("eutre, AA'altbam Abbey Essex Education Committee G. T. Forest, County Archt., 73, Dulie-street, Chelmsford.
,, 23—Cottages (14). West Tliurrock, Grays Orsett Rural District Council F. J. Winter, Archt,, 2, Heygate-avenue, Southend-on-Sea.

Oct. G—Children's Home, Nuneaton Guardians E E. Shepherd, M.S. A., Nuneaton.
No date—House, Snaith F. Turner, Arclit., Carlisle-street, Goole.

do. —Bungalow, Upper Colwyn Bay R, Pierce, A.R.I.B.A., Post Office Chambers, Colwyn Bay.
do. —The Orchards, Additions to, Bramham C. D. Swale, Archt., Basingball-street, Leeds.
do. —Enlarging Lecture Hall. Raffrey Presbyterian Church Seasion ...... The Manse, Raffrey, near Ballygowan Station.

ELECTRICAX PLANT,
Aug. 28—Switchboard Panels, New Plymouth, N.Z Borough Council The Town Clerk, New Plymouth, N.Z.

,. 31—Elec. Motors (22) at Salt River Workshops, Johannesburg South .\fricau Railways Admin. The High Commissioner, 32, Victoria-street, S.W.
,. 31—Four Travelling Wharf Cranes, Sydney, N.S.W Harbour Trust Tbe Harbour Trust Office, Circular Quay. Sydney, N.S.W.
„ 31—Rotary Con\erters, Dundee Corporation H Ricliardson, M.lnst.E.E., Dundee.

Sept. 2—Galvanometers and Copper Wire, Perth The Deputy Postmaster-General, Perth, A\'..\.

2—Hard-drawn Copper Cable, London, E.C Melbourne City Council Mcllwraitli. McEacharn. & Co.. Ijtd., Billiter-sq. Bldgs., E.C.
,. 3- Electric Light Brackets and Fittings, Torpoint Urban District Council R. H. Beaumont, .\.M.I.C.E., Council Offices, Torpoint.

5—^\iring Workhouse, Lisnaskea Guardians J. O'R. Hoey, Clerk, Board Room, Workhouse, Lisnaskca.
7—Electric Light Installation, Clayton North Bierley Guardians 1. Harper Bakes and Son, .\rchts., Cah-erley Chmbrs., Leeds,

,, 8—High and Low-Tension Cables, London, S.W County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Spring-gardens. S.W.
8—Reconstructing Motor Generators. London, S.W County Council The Clerk. County Hall, Spring-gardens, S.W.
9—Electric Work, Storthes Hall Asylum, Kirkburton West Riding .Asylums Board W. E. H. Burton, A Jl.I.C.E., West Riding Asylum, Wakefield.

,. 11—Wiring Evelyn-street Council School, Warrington Education Couimittee J. Murray, M.Sc, Education Office. Saukey-st., Warrington.
,. 30—Telephone Instruments, Sydney, N.S.W Deputy Postmaster-General The High Commissioner for .Australia, 72. Victoria-8t., S.W.

Oct. 7—Telephone Switchboard Parts. Sydney, N.S.W Deputy Postmaster-General The High Commissioner for .\ustralia, 72, Vietorii-st., S.W.
14—Switcbgear. Melbourne -. Victorian Rlys. Commissioners ... The Victorian Railways Offices, Spencer-street, Melbourne.

ENGINEERING,
Aug, 23—Heating Greenhouses at Mesnes Park, Wigan The Borough Engineer, King-street West, Wigan.
" Jl'—f's^.'" Heating .-isylum. Fulbourn, Cambridge A. B. Macalister. F.R.I.B.A., 20, St. Andrew's-st., Cambridge.
„ .31—Reconstructing Langford Bridge, Maldon Essex County Coimcil P. J. Sheldon. M.I.C.E., County Sur., Town Hall, Chelmsford,

E "* 3;"-f''=<=0"8tructmg Fingringhoe Bridge, Wivenhoe Essex County Council P. J. Sheldon, M.I.C.E., County Sur.. Town Hall. Chelmsford.
sept, 1—Artesian Well Boring, Dungannon House, Co. Tyrone... Tyrone County Council J. Hunter, B,E., Lisburn.
" J—

^oi'iPound Steam Road Holler (1-2-ton), Wallasey Corporation The Borough Engineer, IS, Falkland-rd., Egremont.Wallasey.

1 Tir*^'
Machine. Eden Quay. Dublin Markets Committee The City Engineer, -28, Castle-street, Dublin.

i)~\i. j"^^'."! "'"'^ Sewerage System, Nalferton Driftield Rural District Council... H. Botterill, Clerk, 23, Exchange-street, Great Driffield.

i~i. , o,
""oworking Machinery, Newport, Melbourne Victorian Rail way Commissioners Tbe Sec, Victorian Railway Offices, Spencer-st., Melbourne,

2—bteel Sheeting at Swimming Baths, Windsor Town Council E. C. Durant. Town Clerk. 3. Park-street, Windsor.

ir°^''^r ' *' Workhouse, Waterford Guardians J Mackev, Clerk, Board Room. Workhouse, Waterford,
r~^^'','-'0'"l""es'^ors at Regent-rd. Works, Salfi.rd Gas Committee W. VV. Woodward, Eng., Gas Offices, Bloom-streot, Salford.
4—Highway Bridge over Hiver Ogmore, Aberkenfig Penybont Rural District Council G. S. .Morgan, C E., '23, Gelliwastad-road, Pontypridd.
J~","?'',"°(^

Apparatus at Workhouse, Ballymena Guardians F. 1). Brown, Eng.. 9:i, Ann-street, Belfast.

^"/v' '°""^ Bridge, Pemstone and Thurlstone West Riding Highways Com F. G. Carpenter, West Riding Sur., County Hall, Wakefield.
7-Quay8 on the Scheldt ni mile), Antwerp Direction des Ponts et Chaussees. Antwerp.

„ 8-Waterworks, Llanfaelog Valley Rural District Council R. H C'rompton, A.M.I. C.E., Hope Sheffield.H— fjaying Stoneware Ducts for Tramways, London, S.W. County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Spring-gardens, S.W.
" '—Laundry Engineeriug, M'Leod-street, Gorgie Corporation J. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A., Public Worlis Office, Edinburgh,
• ,f—,,"'"'"5''' station Plant, Middlesbrough Corporation H. Taylor, Boro' Elec. Eng.. Snowdon-rd . Middlesbrough,
" ^^—X "" i",™

*' "of«SvN<5wton-le-Willows Newlon-in-Makerfield U.D.C R. T. Surtees, M.I.M.E., The Gasworks, Newtou-le-Willows.
•'

;,, ^°™ Reservoir, Highter's Heath, Y'ardley Wood Birmingham Water Committee... E. A. Lees. Sec, Edmund-street, Birmingham.
" -,,5?°.^'''"'' A'lueducl 18.5 miles), Winnipeg S. H. Hevnolds, 901, Bovd Building, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
• i^J—'l',.'"™,,,'.^"''"','",'"''*^'""'^ Station s. African Rlys. Adminstration ... The Hign Commistioner, 32. Victoria-street. S.W.
"

.?,'~J^'^''i"?**
Machinery, Johannesburg Municipality E VV. Carling and Co., St. Dunstans Hill, E.C.

,. f
-Six Swing Span Bridges* Nine Lift Spaa Bridges, Cairo The Director-General, 3, Soliiuan Pasha-street, Cairo.

'•
o , ,.,™i'5.

'""^'""^ Railway Bridge, Dublin Dublin & South-Eastern Bly. Cj. Tbe Engineer's Office, Westland Row Station, Dublin.
"

'o ~k l^i'^'J"',"-y
°''.'-""' Whitby Urban District Council The Clerk, Council Offices, Whitby.

•
S"?."^'"? ^, • l^ua'''"""! t«orth Egyptian War Department Sir A. L. Webb, K.C.M.G., Queen Annc''s Chambers, S.W.

,, 3()-Steel Hoofing, Gedarof Egyptian War Department Sir A. L. Webb, K.C.M.G., Queen Anne's Chambers, S.W.
Oct, 5—Bridge across Don \ alley, Toronto Works Department The Works Commissioner, City Hall, Toronto.
.," ,^—

i^"' Compressors, Melbourne Agent-Gen. for Victoria, Australia J. Coates and Co., Ltd.. Engs., 115, Victoria-street, S.W.
NOV, '2S-Gashoftfer. Invercargil Corporation The Engineer, Gas Deiiartment, Invercargill, New Zealand,

vi"j f'-Ke> "SI" Destructor, Molbourno
, iiichmond City Council. Victoria Tue Clerk, Town Clerks Office, Richmond, Melbourne,

wo date—Trenching and Pipelayuig, Alton and Ipstones Churnet \alley Gas Co., Ltd W. Jaft'rey, C.E.. Bridge Chambers, Matlock.
do. —Water Suiiply to Sanatorium, (lien Lomond Fife County Council C. Mitchell and Telfer, Civil Engs., 23, Hill-sti-eet, Edinburgh.
tlo. —Boiler, Parkliead Home, Hamilton j. c. Pollok, Solicitor, Hamilton.
uo, —Cornish Boiler, Morecaiiibe Gas Committee H. Clapham, Eng. and Man,, Morecauibe.
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SELLING AND LETTING HOUSES.

The best business for a builder when a

house is finished, is to sell it, and to sell it

at once, while hot, as they say. Fresh in

its paint and papering, new and beautiful,

with the bloom on it. For, in our climate,

the freshness, newness, and bloom only

too quickly go off and pass away. In

the gowl times houses were so sold, like hot

cakes, long before they were finished, and

often when they had been but just begun.

The builder is always himself his own best

agent, whether for selling or letting. No
one else has so keen an eye for a likely

buyer, or so clear a view of a probable

tenant. He knows the points of his

property, and he is artful as to the ways of

women. For it is always the lady who, in

the end, really decides whether a house

shall be bought or taken. It is usually

quite easy to talk round a mere man.

Appeal tohim as one who knows the world

and the City ; run off a few figures, show

him what looks like a good bit of wood-

work, and the thing is done. Then the

wife, or the intended, comes along, and

other means have to be used. The price

asked does not touch her, nor the rent, if it

is a letting. It is rather the rates or

taxes and the chimneys and cupboards

as facts, to which she gives her close atten-

tion. The builder who has fitted in cup-

boards in all possible corners, and made
the kitchen as full of lockers as a cabin,

has his reward when the masterful woman
comes round to see if the plans will do.

Then there are pretty stoves, and blue tiles,

occasional bits of fretwork anywhere, that

have been known to w'ork wonders with the

artistic temperament of many ladies.

But although the builder's object is, and
must be, to sell his houses as soon as

possible, and so enable his financier to

turn the money over quickly, and lend it

out to him again, there are many pro-

perties that are not readily sold, and have
to be let. These are the larger desirable

detached or semidetached residences, with

ambitious elevations, or varying gabled

roofs, a wonderful bay, or square windows.
These are not so often sold red-hot, though
when they are, it is the very best business.

Men of the upper middle class are not so

fully persuaded of the advantages of

owning your own house as are those lower
down the social scale. They know more
about it. They have friends who, in the
slang of the day, have "had some," and
.are now, as it were, hung about with

houses bought in the days of a trade boom
which are not now worth the money for

which they have been mortgaged. So these

comfortable, if not commanding, villas

have to be let on the best terms possible,

while new, by their enterprising builder.

It is here that fashion comes in with its

inscrutable decrees. A suburban locality is

suddenly found to have sprung into the

limelight of popularity. Then there is a
good harvest for the bold builder who sells

what he can, and lets the rest on repairing

leases. The thing wants doing well. One
point is to bring out clearly that Sir Some-
body has just bought the corner house,

while a certain retired General or Admiral
has taken one on the other side. This gives

a character to the " Gardens " or " Avenue "

which no mere building or decoration could
ever confer, and is especially fetching with
the best ladies !

The points of the house itself are also of

great importance. For instance, there is

the carnage-drive with two gates, which
works all right, with care, and is quite safe

for a Bath-chair. Then there is the Garage,
which should always be printed red in any
particulars. Now, this garage has done
wonders of late years. It really seems to

modernise a house which has already

passed its prime. " Of course you will want
a garage?" says the builder to a likely

tenant, whom he sums up with one glance

of his eye. "Oh, of course," answer man
and wife emphatically together, though the

motor-car is still a hope in the future.

Then the garage, a plain red brick build-

ing, run up by the builder on his own
simple and cheap plan, does the trick and
binds the deal. The parties may all know-

that, for the present, at least, it will be

used as a toolhouse, with garden-hose, roller,

bicycle, and perambulator complete. But
that is nothing : there is the garage, and in

these days it is as certain a sign of

respectability as keeping a gig was said to

be in former times. Where this essential of

modern life does not actually exist, a

builder or agent who has to let the house
promptly promises to put one up, and does

so " while you wait ?
"

In many places old-fashioned gardens

have come into fashion, and an enterprising

builder who picks up an ancient cottage

with a really large piece of land round it,

may make money. If the cottage be

enlarged, and its character kept by not

being over - modernised, a very decent

dwelling can be put together. There must,

of course, be extensions and additions in

the same style of Domestic architecture;

but this can be done under proper

guidance. Inside there will have to be

proper sanitation, bathroom, etc. There

must also be added to the primitive

structure a good many bedrooms. But the

whole job need not cost much, and ii a suit-

able plan is well carried out, the result

should be effective and successful. 'VVhere

the place is in a pretty countryside, a

really charming home may be put together.

Here again there will, of course, be a

garage for a car to take the occupier into

town and back again. Still, the old-

fashioned garden, especially if it has a fair

lawn, some fruit-trees—either standard or

growing on a solid old wall— is generally

the best point in such a property. It

pleases the ladies, and its age gives an air

of ancestry to the whole place. An orchard
is also a great asset in such cases, and if

an old well can be discovered, and got up
with some antique stone, it will be an
added distinction. An old sundial, jiut in

the proper place has been known to work
wonders, and a green pond, with a

legendary pike, goes far to sell such
premises. Architects know very well how
to transform a broken-down cottage into a
straggling country house. Gables any-

where are good, and a Gothic porch with

side seats is almost essential, whatever
may be the general style. So completed,

and made quite correct and comfortable
inside, we have the " little place in the

country " that women love and that men
like to talk about. It does so well for

bringing down a few friends for the week-
end in the motor-car, and the garden and
country round about are, of course, " so

good for the children."
Properties of this kind can either be let

or sold, with proper and tactful pushing,

and good profits may be made either way
upon the original price of purchase and
cost of the improvements. But there are

other classes of houses which are only suit-

able for selling. Indeed, they are built

upon that basis, and one condition of their

working out well financially is that they

shall be sold soon, and at all events before

the inevitable and expensive repairs have
to lie incurred. These properties are to be

found in most modern suburbs, whether
Metropolitan or provincial. They are

usually villas, either semidetached or in

terraces. There must be a pretty front, or,

as some would say, an elegant elevation.

Stone facings and trimmings are important,

and so are bay windows. They generally

appeal to the saving young man—clerk or

the like—especially if about to be, or only

lately, married. These are the people who
si ill believe in the policy of buying a house

for occupation. As they get older, they are

ajit to find out that, as an economic

principle, there is not much in it. But the

idea of not having to pay a yearly rent, say,

of £.35 controls their financial view of the

transaction. So they purchase the lease-

hold through a building society, to whom
the builder introduces them in the most

friendly manner as being sound and

reliable. To be sure, there is the ground-

rent of about £.5, and the monthly instal-
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ment.s to tlie building society, which look

easy enough, in the future. So, say, with

£50 down, they become owners of their

pretty, brand-new houses. The husbands
and wives talk lightly of " our own house,

you know," and all is well—for a time. If,

however, the monthly payments to the

society are not always ready, trouble comes.

If they want to sell, it is found that cash
values are strangely low ; to which is added
the queer way building societies have of

keeping their accounts. For when it is pro-

posed to redeem one of these mortgages, it

really looks as if nothing much had been
paid off, although many months' instal-

ments may have been punctually met.

This, of course, is owing to the interest for

the whole term having been added on to the
actual sum advanced. It is indeed quite

surprising to see how difficult it is to get

it off, and how much of it still has to be

paid at the completion.

There is another line in which some enter-

prising builders have been doing pretty

well. This is in the transforming a large,

out-of-date house into two comj^act and
convenient flats, or, more prettily,

maisonettes ! There are streets of houses
in the West End, and elsewhere, which
were built for big families and high rents.

"Commanding residences," with front steps

and stone portico, breakfast-room, and
basement all complete. What is to be done
with them ? The owner, or often the
mortgagee in possession, gets tired of

seeing them empty, and of paying the
heavy ground-rent. A brisk builder conies
along, buys S(mie cheap, and sets about the
work of transformation. By neat adjust-
ment the trick is done. There are two
entrances, with separate halls to the upper
and lower Hat. Then they are let at good
rents, including all rates, taxes, and water,
and a losing property is turned into a
paying speculation. To be sure, some of

the rooms seem to be too large and lofty in

their way, and the seeing eye can judge of

what has happened. But the half-house
has a good address, and is quite of the
West End, and so they go off fairly well.

The cost of sanitary changes and another
kitchen, etc., is not heavy to a builder who
knows his way about, and the tenants who
take such places are so charmed with the
inclusive rent, and the name of the road on
their notepaper, tliat Ihey bring in a good
return for the first outlay.

In letting houses where a lease of 7, 14,

or 21 years is taken up, the tenants usually
get some legal advice, and are fairly safe.

But in regard to the smaller class of new
dwellings, the builder generally has his
own printed agreement. It is quite plain
and simple, and very neatly got up. You
just fill in the names and the term—say
of three years, then it is signed, and the
transaction completed. Nothing is said
about repairs in the document, or by the
builder. Now, although the law of land-
lord and tenant is the very oldest law of

the land, coming down to us from Feudal
times, the pojjular ignorance about it is

entire and amazing. There is a general and
pervading impression that a landlord must
repair, anyhow, the outside. Yet, legally
speaking, a landlord who has not agreed to

do so is not liable for any repairs whatever.
Some builders carry this to extremes, and
do nothing ; others sell the house as soon
as it is well let. But, of course, many
owners of property who want to retain
tenants find they must keep the premises
in fair repair. There is one small point
about these simple little agreements which
often causes confusion to the unwary. A
house may be let, as the printed ' form
plainly provides, for the term of " one year
certain, and so on from year to year."
This looks innocent enough ; but it means
a letting for two years, at least. The effect
of these artless words is, in law, that, at
the end of the one year certain, a yearly
tenancy begins, which can only' be ended
by six months' notice expiring"at the end
of the second year. From this it follows
that, if the proper date for giving this
notice is overlooked, the letting goes on for
a third year. This is a matter of every-day
occurrence. The law as to yearly tenancy
has existed as it now is for some centuries,
and yet there is still no more common error
made in legal matters than about this
question as to the proper mode of ending
a yearly tenancy. ^

SELECTED DESIGN FOR THE
HOUSING SCHEME AT POTTON. BEDS.
As we announced last week, the Biggles-

wade Rural District Council has decided
upon the plans submitted in the late comi
petition, and have chosen those prepared bv
Messrs. Homer and Lucas, architects, of
62. Oxford-street. Other cottages to be built
:it Siindy and Beestnu will correspond in

character and plan. Their scheme has been
approved by the Local Government Board.
The site has a frontage in Horselow-street,
Potton, and the high-road curves round in

front of the property on its way to

Gamlingay. In the opposite direction it

leads to Everton. A cross-set cart-road is

laid down in a straight line through the land
to give good access, and at right-angles a

central path also communicating with the back
of the garden allotments laid out behind the

thirty-six cottages, and making the most
of the available space thus enclosed. Some
of the gardens measure 1.39ft. by 17ft. Bin.

;

others work out at an average of about 82ft.

by 26ft., while a i&vi scale 93tt. by 31ft., these
last dimensions being next to the cottages
facing the curved frontage at the extremity
of the site. There is a private road forming
an approach to the dwellings on one side

of the property, and it has a turning-round
space at the termination of this cul de sac.

All tlie cottages correspond in design. The
lighting depends upon rear and front
windows, in order that these blocks of four
dwellings may be placed very compactly
togetlier. Each tenement is contrived so as

to allow of an economical arrangement in

tlieir disposition as a whole, and the out-

buildings are devised so as to accommodate
this repetition arrangement. The height of

the rooms on both floors is 8ft. from floor

to ceiling, and each block measures 60ft. Gin.

from out to out. The plans given herewith
show both floors, and thus fully illustrate

their design, while the elevation of the
cottages show's how red brick is employed for

the walls of the ground stage, the walls above
being roughcasted, with brick quoins at the

angles. No expense has been incurred on
ornament of any kind.

•**^

LOUVAIN AND MALINES.
Hundreds of our own readers have the

pleasantest memories of Louvain and Malines,
where the German armies have set tliem-

selves to rival Attila and his Huns, and the
later atrocities of tlie Duke of Brabant. One
—perhaps vaiidy— hopes that the stories of

massacres and destruction are exaggerated,
and that the pleasant towns, whicli have few
rivals in Europe in interest, may once again
rise from tlieir aslies and regain their

prosperity.

In the 14th century, wliile as yet Brussels
was little more than a third-rate citv,

Louvain was the capital of Brabant, with a

population, it is said, of at least a hundred
thousand inhabitants, wdiose chief source of

employment was clothmaking. its guild of

weavers alone numberina two thousand
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members. .Jealousy of the growing power of i spears of tlie populace. Then the heavy hand
tlie trader citizens on the part of the nobles

j

of the Dukes of Brabant fell upon the city,
led to broils, which culminated in 1379 in the i Multitudes of the weavers were driven from
massacre of seventeen magistrates and

|
Louvaiii. Thousands went to Holland ; many

nobles, who were thrown from tlie windows found their way to England, and there esta-
of the Hotel de Ville and impaled upon the ' blislied their handicraft. Duke Wenceslaus

nearly made an end of its niannfacturing

activi'ty, but another Duke—Duke John IV.

—started the city on a new career as a centre

of learning. He founded its University in

1-12.3, and from that date Louvain has been
tlie cliief seat of Belgian collegiate life. Since
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1679 tile University lias been lodged in tlie

old Clotlimnkers' Hall, a building dating

from the early part of the 13th century. It

had suffered from the hand of the restorer,

but retained untouched the work of the old

builders in the ground story.

The more beautiful iiioiiument of the

labours of the Mediseval craftsmen, the Hotel
de Ville, was built between 1448 and 1403,

under tlie charge of the master mason,
Matthieu de Layeiis. Each of the three

stories of wliieli the building consisted con-

tained ten canopied windows, while the space

between them was covered by decorated

niches filled with sculptured figures, some of

historical personages, others of allegorical

figures. In nil there were more than 250 of

these stfltues, each in its decorated niche.

The corners of the building were crowned
with octagonal turrets, terminated in

pinnacles decorated with carving. All this

has been ruthlessly destroyed by one of the

Kaiser's commanders in a moment of passion

to cover the blunder of his own men.
Gone, too, is the Late Gothic cluircli of

Saint I'ierre, begun in 1425, and finished a

century later. The interior of this church
was lighted by ninety large windows, and it

contained many examples of the carver's art

—notably the organ, dating from 1551), niid

the pulpit, wrought in 1742 by Berge, with its

representations of the DeiiiAl of St. Peter and
the Conversion of St. Xorbert—as well as

numerous Mediaeval paintings, among them a

Last Supper, by Dierick Bouts, painted about
1467. There was also the Tabernacle, 40ft.

liigh, executed in stone in 1450 by De Layens,
the bnilder of the Hotel de Ville.

Besides these buildings, Lonvaiii possessed

the Church of St. Michael, erected in 1050

by Faid'lierbe. a fine example of Belgiiin

Baroque ; of the Church of St. .Jacques,

dating from the 15th century, with its Gothic
tabernacle wrought by Van den Bruyne in

1538; and the Churcli of St. Gertrude, the

oldest of them all, begun in the 14tli century,
and added to in the 15th century.
Nor is it only in Louvain that these

precious relics of the past have been, or are

being, destroyed. In their bombardment of

Malines on Thursday week the Germans did

much damage to the Cathedral of St.

Rombold there, a building whose beginning
dates from about the year 1290, and destroyed
its famous peal of bells, while it is stated

that they wholly destroyed the Hotel de Ville

and the Church of St. l^ierre.

Our own past volumes teem with illus-

trations of Belgian art. Among them we
may mentiou those at Louvain of a Panel
in St. Gertrude's Church, Dec. 6, 1895;
Sketches of the Cathedral, Mav 31, 1895;
Church of St. Jacques, Nov. 22" 1889; The
Wrought-Iron Lock in the Church nt St.

Pierre. June 8, 1881 ; South-East View of

the Church of St. Pierre, April 9, 1886;
Turret of the Church of St. Pierre, Feb. 6,

1885; and Gables in Half Maart-street,
Dec. 22, 1882.

Of work at Malines will be found : Gables
of Windows. Aug. 2, 1907 ; Sketches of the
Palais de Justice, and others, Nov. 2, 1900;
Grand Place, July .30, 1897; Quaint Flemish
Houses, Oct. 12. 1894 ; Plan of the Cathe-
dral, June 9, 1893; Convent des Carolit«s,
Aug. 21, 1891 ; Church of Notre Dame,
Nov. 22. 1889, and May 22, 1891 ; a Fleche,
March 30, 1888; Houses in the Grand Place,
April 9, 1880, and The Market Hall, Dec. 19,
1879.

^«»

OLD BEAUPRE, GLAMORGAN.
[with ILLtJSTnATIONS.]

Beaupre Castle— or, rather. Old Beaupre,
as it is commonly called, to distinguish
it from the more modern residence. New
Beaupre— is pleasantly situated in a well-
wooded district, and occupies a strong
natural defensive position on rising ground,
overlooking the River Thaw, near Cowbridge,
Glamorgan, the river curving gently as it

approaches the castle.

The South of Wales is thickly studded with
castles, the majority of which are in ruins,
having for the most part been built in
Norman times; but Old Beaupre is much

later, the greater portion of it having been

erected during the reign of the Tudors.
There is nothing particularly attractive

about the Castle, which is now a picturesque

ruin, except the beautiful Renaissance porch
and entrance gateway, which are both in an

excellent state of preservation, and are

objects of considerable interest both to the

areliitect and archieologist, having several

times been visited by the chief archaeological

societies of England and Wales. The porch
is of exceptional interest, and will bear
favourable comparison with some of the best

examples in England, except, perhaps, such
samples as the porch of Kirby Hall, the

details of which are more refined, and which
is superior in general proportions. The
cornices, carving, and heads at Beaupre are

in an excellent state of preservation, the

majority of the mouldings being as clean as

the day they were first worked. Gwilt, in his

"Encyclopaedia," describing English Renais-
sance architecture from James I. to Anne,
says :

" The use of the Orders became more
general. In Glamorganshire, at Beaupre
Castle, which has a front and porch of the

Doric Order, we find a composition including
that just named, the Ionic, and the Corin-

thian, wherein the capitals and columns are

accurately designed and executed."
The porch is square on plan,and stands out

its full length from the front wall of the

Castle, measuring about 9ft. by 9ft. in-

ternally, and 36ft. in height from the ground
line to the top of the pediment. The pro-

portions and detail of the ground-floor story

are excellent; but the upper portion is not
so satisfactory, the mouldings and detail

lacking boldness, and the composition as a

whole not being altogether of equal merit.

A four-centred Tudor arch forms the main
entrance, and at the back a similar arch is

employed, the spandrel and the lintel over
the head being relieved w-ith shields. The
door itself is of oak, strongly studded, and
hung with ornamental wrought-iron hinges,

whilst the internal faces of the wall are of

stone, the vertical and horizontal joints being
rebated and sunk.
The arms of the Bassett family, together

with their alliances, are represented on the

shield in the panel on the first story, and
under the same is the well-known inscription,

spelt, " Guell angay na Chyvvilydd "
; but this

is incorrect, and should be " Gwell aiigau na
Chwilydd," meaning, "Better death than dis-

honour," this being the motto adopted by one
of the Welsh regiments.

Immediately above the lower cornice are
three carved panels in line, with the in-

scription cut in Roman letters, without
capitals, and reading as

—

SAY. COWhDST THUV K

VER FYND OR EVER HEA
RE OE SEE WORLDLY WRET
CHE OR COWARD PROVE

A KAVTHFVLL KRYXDE
TO BE RYCHARDE

BASSETT HAVING TO WYFE
KATHERINK DOVCJHTER TO

SIR THOMAS JOHNS KNIGHT
BWYLT THIS PORCH WITH
THE TONNES IN ANO IBUO

HIS YERES 65 HIS WIFE .5.5

Various surmises have been made as to the
meaning of the word "tonnes," some persons
reading it as towers; but it has been trans-
lated by one authority as meaning wedding
dowry.

In all probability the space between the
mullioiis and transom on the second floor,

which are now blocked up, was at one time
filled in with leaded lights, and it is also
certain that the circular panel under the
pediment was originally intended for a clock

;

but whether one was ever placed there is

not by any means clear. The whole of the

mouldings, ornament, and details of the
porch are based upon the Italian Renais-
sance in design, with the exception of the

four-centred arch and the Tudor Rose, the

latter of which is used in one or two eases

in the frieze above the columns.
Over twenty years ago this porch was in a

very precarious condition, and would certainly

have fallen but for the timely efforts of the
present representative of the Bassetts, who
went to considerable expense and trouble

in renovating the structure and putting the
masonry in a sound structural condition.

The entrance gateway is not such a fine

piece of work as the porch, neither in size

nor design, some of the detail being, in fact,

very commonplace. It is of much earlier

date, having been built about fourteen years

anterior to the erection of the porch. Over
the cornice, above the Tudor arch, is a shield

enclosed in a panel, with fluted pilasters at

either side, and it contains the Bassett arms
as well as the family motto, "Gwell Angay
na Chwilydd"; but this, again, is not
correctly spelt, and should be as previously
stated.

Immediately below the upper horizontal

cornice and in the centre above the panel
is the date 1586, enclosed in an Ionic cap,

and on the right-hand side are the initials
" R. B.," while on the left hand occur the

initials " R. B.," " C. B." These, however,
are very indistinct and almost obliterated.

In what is presumed to have been the
banqueting hall is a large fireplace deeply
recessed, with a flat stone head 2ft. 3in. deep,

panelled and filled in with shields, the whole
surmounted with a string mould of Classic

profile, while the mouldings of the jambs are

Late Gothic.

There are very few other interesting

features about Old Beaupre, with the ex-

ception of a cusped pointed window in the

gable end of one of the farm buildings

attached to the Castle. Que of the rooms,

occupied by a caretaker, is, however, finely

panelled in oak. Some Welsh genealogists

affirm that Old Beaupre once belonged to

Systsylt, ancestor of the Cecils, and state

that John Systsylt, son and heir of Robert
Systsylt, sold Maes-Essylt, or Beaupre, the

principal manor of St. Hilary, to Philip

Bassett after the Battle of Lincoln in 1140,

to pay his ransom, being taken prisoner

there. Other accounts marry the Systsylt

heiress to Adam Tuberville, and their heiress

to Bassett ; but all this depends upon very

fragmentary evidence.

In many of the manuscript pedigrees of the

Bassetts it is said that Sir Phillip, Lord of

St. Hilary and the first of the family at

Beaupre, was the person who originally

arranged and drew up the copy of the Magna
Charta, which King John was obliged by the

barons to sign in Runnymead, and that many
of these worthies met at Beaupre to assist in

this plan and the arrangements adopted for

its execution.

Sir Phillip Bassett was Chancellor to

Robert Fitzroy, Lord, or Prince, of Gla-

morgan, and as he held this office about the

time of King John, there is some likelihood

that this account is trustworthy, and as the

signing of Magna Charta was so great an

event in the history of England, it is not at

all surprising that some mention of such an

important episode should be handed down
from generation to generation in this family's

records.

The perspective sketch of the porch here

given was awarded the first prize at the

Royal Welsh National Eisteddfod for the best

drawing in black and white of any

antiquarian object of interest in Wales.

W. Eaton, A.R.I.B.A.

The new bridge over the Hellgate Inlet at New
York now under construction will have the

largest span of its type in the world—that of a

cantilever, anchored to counterweights. The
span of the arch is 117ft., 307ft. high from
water-level, with two-hinge trusses 143ft. deep.

The width is 193ft.. so as to accommodate four

railway tracks. The lower chords of the

spandrel-braced two-hinge arched trusses, 60ft.

apart on centres, are parabolic curves vs'ith a

rise of 220ft. and a span of 117ft.
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CEMENT JOINTS IN SEWER PIPE.

The following contribution is submitted to

the Engineering iVcw* by Mr. W. S. Lea,
the Montreal consulting engineer, who
writes :

—

I have had some experience with cement-
mortar joints made in three different ways:
(I) wiiere a gasket was not used; (12) where
a gasket was inserted again.st the shoulder of

the bell in the usual way; ('i) where the

gasket in the finished joint was at the

entrance to the bell all the way round,
caulked Hush with, or a little inside the out-

side edge of the bell. In all cases, the

bottom third of the bell was lined with
mortar before inserting the pipe. When no
gasket was used, pipe 12in. and over was
centred by two small wooden chips. These
chips were also used with the gasket in lay-

ing the larger sizes, 18in. and over.

Ordinarily, no difficulty was experienced iu

centring the Sin. and lOin. pipe without
chips, whether a gasket wa.s used or not. In

every case the joints were pointed from the

inside for all pipes 15in.
.
and over. In

methods (1) and (2) the joints were pro-

tected with a burlap or cheesecloth band for

pipe 18in. and over.

So far as my experience goes. I am of the

opinion (1) that the lower part of the bell

should be filled before the spigot of the

succeeding pipe is entered, and with more
mortar than is needed in that part of the

joint ; for safety the mortar should appear
on the inside ; ('2) that it is important to use

a gasket, not only to assist in centring the

pipe, but I believe that the clogging, or
slitting up of a gasket caulked tightly into

the bell is a considerable factor in prevent-

ing leakage in either direction through the

joint, where the cement mortar itself is

defective; (3) that w'hile no doubt it can be
dispensed with, it is safer to use chips to

prevent the larger pipes settling at the

spigot end
; (4) that while it is proper to give

the joint a finished appearance by a moderate
bevel, the so-called generous hevel.is, if any-

thing, worse than useless with the larger

sizes, as it tends to sag away from the sides

of the pipe ; (5) that with the larger sizes,

the joint should be supported by a strap of

burlap, etc.. unless a gasket is inserted at

the face of the bell after the joint has been
filled up the sides and over the crown.

Moreover, the third method of joint-

making has appeared to insure the tightest

work so far as I have seen it used. This

joint is made by lining the bottom third of

of the bell in the usual way. covering tlie

gasket, which is placed along the outside

edge of the bell. The gasket is long enough
to encircle the pipe, and the two end
sections are brought out of the bell after

passing clear of the mortar in the bottom.

The spigot end of the pipe is then entered
with its crown guided against the bell,

worked down to centre at both ends and
bedded. After the joint has been com-
pletely filled with mortar, the free end
sections of the gasket are caulked into the bell

working from the bottom toward the crown.

The gasket is driven flush with, or a little

within, the face of the bell, the bevel

applied, the joint pointed on the inside

wlicre accessible, and the surplus mortar
cleaned out. There is not very much mortar
driven through, particularly with the smaller

pipe.

This feature of the mortar forcing through
is occasionally objectionable in a way that

is hard to avoid. The 12in. pipe and under
cannot be pointed from the inside, and if,

as sometimes happens, the plane of the

spigot end is not perpendicular to the axis o!

the pipe, there may be a considerable spac?
at the crown of the joint between the spigot

end and the shoulder of the bell ; and the
mortar filling this space sometimes drops to

the invert after the pipe-laying has proceeded
some distance in advance.

When laying 12in. pipe, this feature ha^ to

be watched ; it rarely happens with Sin.

pipe, or with the larger sizes where the joints
have been pointed from the inside. With the
joint made in this way the mortar is firmly
held in the hell, and even if the bevel does

sag, it cannot carrv the mortar out of the

hell with it.

I have not found the chips objectionable in

the way Mr. Begg suggests; perhaps mere
mortar was placed in the bottom of the bel';

at any rate the chips did not keep the pipe

off the mortar; they were practically buried
in it, near its upper edges. The chips were
placed in this position so that they could be
easily moved a little higher, or lower, when
occasionally required; iporeover, with the

chips in this position, any inequalities in

either the pipe or the chips do not raise or

lower the spigot end so much as if the chips

were placed lower down, opposite a diameter
approaching the vertical. However, there is

no doubt that with the chips omitted, the

gasket will generally be fitted tighter in the

bottom, and that is a desirable feature.

The consistency ol' the mortar is an im-

portant matter, and not at all easily con-

trolled. The tendency is to have the mo.lar
too soft, as it is easier for the pipe-layer to

handle. Unless quite stiff initially. Hie

mortar which has been hurriedly mixed
becomes sloppy on further handling, and
cannot be easily compacted or retained in the

bell. The man who mixes the mortar often

has too many other things to look after. The
mortar should be mixed in very small

batches, and kept thoroughly stirred some
time before being used. This permits the

mixture to absorb more water, and the proper

consistency can be better gauged by the

mortar man as further handling does not

affect it ; moreover, the mortar appears to be

tougher, and works smoother.

Mr. Begg has adopted a good specification

at Edmonton. Clause (e) which specifies that

no joint is to be completed until at least two
joints have been bedded and graded in

advance is to be particularly recommended.
In reading his well presented article, I had

hoped to find the detailed description of the

work extended to include the method or the

procedure followed in bedding the pipe.

It is in connection with thi.s that the most

serious difficulties arise in laying sewer-pipe.

It requires considerable skill and patience to

bed a pipe firmly, and at the same time have

it lying true to grade and alignment. It is

true that once the pipe is in the right

position it can be held and supported by

tamping proper filling around it with a thin-

bladed tool. In this operation lies the

greatest risk of lifting the spigot end slightly

from the mortar in the bottom of the bell.

It has been the writer's practice to defer

tamping immediately around the joint until

after the mortar has s3t up; but in bright,

hot weather, at least, the joints were covered

with loose earth. Before back-filling the

trench the following day, some of this filling

was removed, before the tamping was com-

pleted. Possibly this was not a good system ;

care certainly liad to be taken to maintain

the compacted filling at the same level on

both sides of the pipe, so as to avoid jarrini-'

it slightlv off the line. It is surprising how

easily this can be done with even a very

light tamping-iron.
-«*». •

MANUFACTURE OF CEMENT FROM
SUGAR BY-PRODUCTS.

The Canadian Trade Commissioner at

Leeds (Mr. C. Dyer), in a report submitted

to the Dominion Government, draw-- attention

to the tact that, in European countries where

sugar beet is grown, a systematic study has

of^late been made by beet factories as to

ways and means of utilising the by-products.

One successful method of using waste matter

is said to have been perfected by a French

firm. In the process of sugar-boiling—in the

early stages of the refining process—a coii-

siderable'amount of scum is produced. This

is bulky, and partakes somewhat of the

character of molasses ; however, it is not rich

in saccharine matter, but, on the contrary,

contains chiefly water and lime in the form of

carbonate. Hitherto this scum has been use-

less ; but. bavins regard to the fact that

carbonate of lime can be reduced to its

crystalline form, when it becomes very fine

powder, it was thought it might be found

valuable in the manufacture of cement.

It has been shown that out of 7(1,000 tons
of beet treated for production of sugar, 9,000
tons of scum is produced, which leaves a solid
residue of 4,000 tons, 5,000 being moisture
and saccharine. To this 4.000 tons of car-
bonate of lime, 1,100 tons of clay is added.
This gives the primary bulk of 5,100 tons, and
when this raw material has been treated
.1,1G2 tons of excellent cement results.

The method of procedure is approximately
this. The scum is pumped from the sugar
boilers into large tanks ; it is then in the form
ot a viscous mass. This is allowed partly to
dry in the tanks, when the clay is finely
divided, and this or powdered schist is added.
The mixture is then run into special recep-
tacles with beating mixers, where it is amal-
gamated for about an hour. Samples are
then taken, and any deficiency of lime or
clay is made good, and the process goes on
until a satisfactory mixtnre is obtained. Then
the mixture passes by means of continuous
belts to a rotary furnace which is lined with
refractory bricks. Some economical method
of heating the furnaces must be effected in
order to reduce the cost of production.
The burning of the cement is a com-

paratively short process, though it is one of
some nicety, as the process must not be
carried too far. When sufficiently burned the
clinker is removed from the furnaces to pul-
verisers, where it is reduced to as fine a
powder as possible. As above stated, there
is a loss of nearly 2.000 tons out of 5.000 tons,
this being represented partly by moisture
and partly by irreducible solids. These, how-
e\er. may be utilised for rough mortar. The
cement is found to be well appreciated on
the market and to fetch a fair price. The
process is stated to be a mere manufacturing
one and not a patent, and the plant necessary
for such manufacture is not elaborate or
costly.

•»*^

BUREAU OF STANDARDS FURNACE
FOR TESTING BUILDING
MATERIALS.
What is said to be the most efficient furnace

for the testing of the fire-resisting qualities
of building materials ever constructed in

this country is being completed by the United
States Government at the Pittsburgh, Pa.,
station of the Bureau of Standards. It is

also to be used for load-testing under
immense heat. The furnace is in the form
of a parallelogram, and is built of firebrick,

two Ijig piers of solid brick taking up the
lower part of the interior. There is an
ingenious system ot flues, the heat being
applied by burners in which natural u'as,

mixed with compressed air, is burned. One
side of the enclosure is open, and here a

panel 8ft. by 6ft. is built up of the material
which is to be tested, the panel, held in an
iron frame suspended from Ibeam travellers,

forming, in fact, the other wall of the
furnace. By suspending it the panel may
be moved away from the furnace and tested

for the action of water, which is sent against

It through a hose of several streams.

A feature of the work will be the testing

of safes and filing cabinets to see whether
papers contained in them are damaged by
fire. Any manufacturer may send such
objects and have them tested free, if sucli

testing is in line with the work being done
by the Government.
For the testing of loads under high heat

the material to be tested—a colnmn of

concrete, cement, etc.—is placed on the brick

piers, and on top of the material hydraulic

jacks of great power are set. These jacks

exert both a downward and an upward
pressure, the upper pressure being against a

heavy steel beam.
The furnace is to be in charge of Mr.

Walter A. Hull, expert in testing firc-

resistins qualities of building materials. Mr.

P. II. Bates is head of the Bureau of

Standards branch at Pittsburgh.

H M. Board cf Works arc pushing forward the

scheme for the nointinff and strengthening the

ruins of Lindisfarne Priory. The work will

extend over five years.
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A FRENCH EXPERIJUENT FOR
VEXTIXG FOGS.

TRE-

The municipality of Lyons lias set aside a
certain sum to carry on experiments for prevent-
infj local fogs, proposed by M. Georges Onofrio.
Director of the Fourviere Observatory of that
city. In contradistinction to general fogs that
often cover plains of the North of France, and
the sea fogs that envelop many of the coast
towns, the Lyonnaise fogs are altogether local.

Frequently in winter the fog rises and filters

through the streets, shutting out sunshine and
causing discomfort to the inhabitants.
This fog is really an anomaly, because at a

comparatively short distance away from tlie city

there may be absolutely no fog. A strong wind
will often clear the town of mist and bring a
return of clear weather, whereas in cases of a
general fog extending over a vast area a wind
may be slow in bringing about a return of
normal atmospheric conditions. Owing to the
heights along the rivers, this fog cannot escape
except at one side, towards which a part rolls,

thins out, and often disappears. In consequence,
much confined, the fog thickens and increases
in volume over the rivers, quays, and thorough-
fares, and becomes injurious to health and inter-

feres with traffic. Certain measures have already
been suggested, such as great blowing-machines
from the heights above the city, and also the
iise of Hertzian waves. The project formulated
by M. Onofrio consists in pouring oil on the
rivers some distance above the city at a point
where the fogs usually collect, so that the
surface of the streams will be covered with a
Thin oil-film for a distance sulEcient to prevent
the rise of vapours within the fog area.
Various facts have been collected from

different points, show-ing the efficacy of the oil-

coats in reducing the roughness of w-ater, escape
of unhealthy odours, and the prevention of rapid
evaporation. Experiments have been made on
a small scale with a long vat, at the end of
which very hot water was introduced. At the
other end there was an opening, so that there
was a rapid and regular current. From the
entire surface thick steam constantly rose. At
about one-quarter of the distance from the inlet

a dividing partition was let down in the form
of a double sieve holding tow moistened wnth a
small quantity of oil. Following the current, an
oily coating extended over the lower three-
quarters of the vat, and immediately vapour
ceased to rise. It is estimated that a coating
of oil one 1-100000 millimetre (the millimetre
equals .039in.) in thickness is sufficient to cause
the disappearance of the vapour from the
boiling water.
This experiment was carried out with water

at the temperature of about 185deg. F., whereas
the temperature of the two rivers on which
Lyons is situated averages about 59deg. F. ; so
it is believed that an exceedingly thin sheet of
oil will be still more efficacious when spread over
a cold surface, even should it attain the
thinness of l-2[KIO0O millimetre. The thickness
proposed for the rivers is 1-150000 millimetre,
which will require about .8 of a gallon for about
every 460,000 square metres. The oil best suited
to this work has not yet been determined. Trials
are being made with as many as fourteen
different oils—animal, vegetable, and mineral

—

to find one that will come nearest to fulfil tlie

required conditions. It should be an oil that
will spread rapidly and easily over the surface
of the water, and at the same time it must be
an oil with the strongest possible power of resist-

ance and tenacity.

An oil-film that will readily break on the
water is of little value. These two qualities arc
more or less opposed, and it will require some
study to find the oil that will spread most easily
and still not break. It is thought that aii

animal or vegetable oil will be found preferable
to a miner,al oil, though the mineral oils would
probably be a good deal cheaper. It is not
possible to give the probable cost of keeping the
entire city free of fog before an effective oil

has been determined npon, although a rough
estimate for both rivers puts the expenditure
within -£6 a day for the cold season.

At the last meeting of the board of guardians
for Bromley, Kent, a letter was received from
the Local Government Board with regard to the
new workhouse-infirmary schrme, recommend-
ing, inter alia, that if possible the pavilions
should be so designed that a nursing unit of
not less than thirty-six beds should be eventually
arranged for, and also that accommodation for
twenty children should be provided in a separate
lilock on the main corridor of the new infirmary.
It was, after some discussion, decided by a
majority to ask the board's architect. Mr.
Danby Smith, to prepare new plans in accord-
ance with the Local Government Board's recom-
mendations.

OBITUARY.
We nuich rogret to announce the death

of Mr. Edward Ingress Bell, F.R.I.B.A.,
who passed away at his residence, St.

Stephen's. Winchester-road, West Worthing,
on Sunday, in his seventy-eighth year. Mr.
Ingress Bell was for many years on the

architectural staff of the War Office, and in

later years, in collaboration with Sir Aston
Webb, won several competitions of the first

importance. In 1884, in the competition for

the new Admiralty Offices, in wliieli 128

architects took part, Messrs, Webb and Bell

sent in a design of great merit, one certainly

second to none in happy planning, which was
awarded the third premium, and appeared
to us at the time to be worthy of a still

higher position. This design and its plans

were illustrated in our issues of August 15

and 22, 1884. Competitions which were
gained by Messrs. Webb and Bell include the

Victoria Courts at Birmingham (shown in

our pages, August 1.3, 188G, July 24, 1891,

January 1, 1892, and .laiiuary 1.3, 1893), built

at a cost of £113,000, and now about to be
enlarged by the city council at an outlaj' of

£.30.000; the United Service Institul^ion,

Whitehall (.June 2. 1893); Christ's Hospital
Schools. Horsham (.June 22. 1894, and Oct. 22,

1897) ; and Birmingham University (Septem-
ber 12o 1902). Among the many smaller
works carried out by Mr. Bell may be

mentioned insurance offices in Moorgate-
street, village schools at Windlesham and
Bagshot, schools in the Borough, and houses
at Sheen, Richmond, and other riverside

districts. Mr. Bell, who retired from
practice five years ago, joined the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects in 1866, but did

not become a Fellow until 1894. The
requiem Mass was held at Our Lady of the

Angels Roman Catholic Church, Worthing,
on Wednesday morning, and the interment
took place at Broadwater Cemetery.

The death is announced, in his seventy-

ninth year, of Mr. Thomas Frederick
Wright, head of the firm of Messrs. T. F.

Wright and Son. surveyors, of Bank Plaiji,

.Norwich. Mr. Wright was born in North
Walsham. On leaving school he entered a

civil engineer's and surveyor's office in

London, and afterwards became associated

with his father, who was in practice as a

surveyor at Norwich. For many years the

younger man was away from England
through commissions which came to him from
the Governments of Spain, Portugal.
Holland. Russia, etc. Later he was engaged
in many important engineering undertakings
in this country and Ireland. About eighteen
years ago he ceased his more active life and
accepted the position of estate agent for the

Melton Constable estate, a post from which
he retired a few years ago. He leaves two
sons and three daughters. The eldest son,

Mr. T. H. Gordon Wright, succeeds his

father in the business at Bank Plain.

Mr. Alfred Dowson. C.E., late of West-
minster, has died at Fleet, Hants, aged 68
years. He was for many years engaged in

tlie design and construction of engineering
works on the sea coast, including piers aucl

landing stages at New Brighton, Hunstanton,
Redcar, Cleethorpes, Wallasey, and St.

Anne's-on-the-Sca. He was also consulted
on the improvement of the harbour of St.

Heliers. Jersey, and much of the work sub-

sequently carried out followed the lines he
had advocated. Mr. Dowson had made a
study of coast erosion ; he constructed break-
waters and other coast-defence works at
various parts of our sea shore, eventually
bringing out a novel system of open groynes,
which he patented, and applied at the month
of the River Ribble, and at Brighton. He
carried out several tramway schemes in this

country and in India. For some years he
was manager of the Economic Gas-Pouer
Company at their works at Basingstoke. In
conjunction with his brother, Mr. J.

Emerson Dowson, he published, in 1875, a
treatise on " The Construction of Tram-
ways." ^
A new school, costing i'4,800, has been opened

at Newton Hill, Wakefield.

•-•-•

NEW ROAD THROUGH STAFFORD.—
Rapid progress has been made in the con-

struction of the new road from the Lam-
mascotes to the Lichfield-road. Stafford,

under the supervision of the borough
surveyor (Mr. W. Plant). One of the

principal obstacles which had to be faced

was the filling-in of the dead river on the

site, for wdiich purpose thousands of loads

of material have had to be drawn from the

Lammascote building estate. The River
Sow has also been bridged over. In

addition to ferro-eoncrete culverts for each
of the three brooks over which the road
passes, there are two other culverts of

similar construction for dealing with the

volume of water which comes down the river

valley in times of flood. The roadway is

raised about six feet above the meadows, and
the material required for this purpose has
been obtained by lowering the level of the

field abutting on the Weston-road through
which the road passes. For present purposes
a carriage-way, 20ft. wide, will be provided,

with a 6ft. grass margin and 9ft. footway on
either side. Both sides of the road will be
fenced with unclimbable iron fencing 5ft

high. It is anticipated that the road will

materially assist in the development of the

large area of building land on the eastern

side of the town, which at present is

practically isolated from the south end of

the town by the low-lying flood land which
intervenes. The road will reduce the dis-

tance from Messrs. Siemens' works to the

Lammascote and Coton Field Estates by
more than halt a mile. The position of the

road was selected with a view to extension,

at .some future date, across the Green Common
to tlie Stychfields Estate, thus linking up
the whole of the eastern side and forming,

in conjunction with Corporation-street, a

secondary road through the town. The
work of metalling and completion of the

road, which is 50ft. wide between the fences,

will be undertaken by the corporation.

CHIPS.

St. Hugh's College, Oxford, is making good
progress from plans by and under the super-

vision of Messrs. Buckland, Haywood, and
Farmer, of Birmingham. The outlay will be
about i;24,000.

Mr. Harold Cordon, second son of and
assistant to Mr. R. C. Cordon, surveyor to the
rural district council of Belper, has been ap-

pointed surveyor to the Freebridge Rural
District Council, Norfolk.

The rural district council of Hemsworth have
adopted a housing scheme, part of a still more
extensive undertaking under contemplation,
which provides for twenty houses in each of the
parishes of Great Houghton. Shafton, Hems-
worth, South Kirkby, South Elmsall, and South
Hiendley ; forty houses in Brierley and Grime-
thorpe; and ten in Ryhill,

The pre-Reformation chapel in Langley Castle,

Northumberland, the seat of Mr. C. Bates, has

Ijeen restored at the cost of the owner, and re-

dedicated for Roman Catholic services. Langley
Castle was built in 1330 by Sir Thomas de Lucy,

Baron of Tynedale, as a defensive fortress in

the troublesome days of border w.arfare. It has

l)een converted from a ruin into a residence since

1882 by the late Mr. Bates and his widow.

The tender of the Central American Con-

struction Company has been accepted at

210,C00dol. for the construction of steelwork,

concrete walls, and roofs for Dry Docks Nos. 15

and 16 at the Cristobal terminals of the Panama
Canal. This was the lowest tender received,

others being from Messrs. R. W. Hebard and
Co.. Mes.srs. Lombard and Co., and W. E.

Weigle Company, for the amounts of 230,000dol.,

232,952dol., aiid"239,800dol. respectively.

The Pugliese Aqueduct, in Lombardy, which
delivers water for various purposes, is 132i miles

long, and has just been finished, after fifteen

years' work by ten thousand men. Sixty miles

of this length are cut through the mountains of

the Eastern Apennines at Vcnosa. The supply

is divided into three branches, with an aggregate

length of about 1,000 miles, while 600 miles of

piping are required. There are 152 reservoirs,

each holding more than 5.000.000 cubic feet. The
total cost has exceeded £6,000,000,
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As will be seen by a letter we publish else-

where, the R.I.B.A. has decided not to

proceed further at present with the applica-

tion to the Privy Council for the new Charter.

That, we think, is a wiso step. Possibly the

fact was known to the writer of another

letter which we also print, in which a

suggestion is made for the amalgamation of

llic R.I.B.A. and the Society of Architects on

lines which, while not absolutely novel, have

not yet been fully discussed by the general

body of architects, attached or unattached.

We should be glad to publish any opinions

thereon—for or against—that may reach us.

In the House of Commons last Monday night

Mr. Lloyd George explained the Govern-
ment's intentions as to the moratorium. The
Government, he said, had come to the con-

clusion that, considering the whole position,

and although the majority of traders were in

favour of bringing it to an end, it w'ould be

much too risky at present to end it on Sep-

tember 4. They had come to the conclusion

that they must e.Ktend the moratorium for

another month in its present form. Tliere

were classes of debts on which the mora-
torium might have to be prolonged beyond
that period, it might be until the end of the

war. These included bills of exchange. We
have little experience of bills of exchange
ourselves. We had hoped the moratorium
would not have been extended ; for, as far as

our observation carries us, its effect has been
to stop ordinary credit, while doubtless

relieving big speculative financiers. We are

all bound to believe the Government is doing
its best every way; but past experience of

Mr. Lloyd George's finance prompts the hope
that, somehow, it is as well advised at the

Treasury as it is by Lord Kitchener at the

War Office. There is not the same feeling of

public confidence in the one case as there is

in the other, however.

The Government is still doing its best to

help us by speedy payments. It is announced
that, as regards interim paj'ments made
before the completion of contracts, the War
Office, where the contractor so desires, will

make these payments at fortnightly instead

of monthly intervals ; the Admiralty have
arranged for weekly payments on their over-

seers' certificates, and the Office of Works
for fortnightly or weekly payments when
desired. The War Office have decided to

make interim payments on building contracts

on a higher scale than heretofore. The
Office of Works are prepared to reduce the

value of work to be done before advances on

account are made, if contractors desire it.

The General Post Office and the Office of

Works have decided to expedite the payment
of all accounts received, and particularly in

cases where the payment of an account might
ordinarily have been delayed on account of a

dispute as to one or more items, to settle at

once so much of the account as is not the

subject of dispute. It is hoped tliat local

authorities and other public bodies will be
able to make similar arrangements, in order
to assist contractors in carrying on their

business. We have already mentioned some
that have done this. We have made inquiries

of others, but from some have received no
replies, while others have refused informa-

tion. That is not wise, and we may have to

mentiou the names of such.

Wo ;uc glad tliat many of our advertisers

are doing their best to educate tlie public to

the use of a British-made article. Our

readers will have seen in our eolunnis during

the last few weeks that emphasis has been

placed by advertisers upon the use of Britisli

instead of German-made goods. We notice,

too, the restraint with which many

advertisers have worded their announce-

ments. They have not referred to the word
" German " or " Germany," probably through

sensitiveness ; but when the fact is con-

sidered that every shillingsworth of British-

made goods purchased means support for

British supremacy, we think there should be

no diffidence in withholding the fact. How
many readers who have used German iron,

German glass, German dies, lamps, asphalte,

and cement waterproofing materials and

liquids realise that when they buy these there

is some profit made on the material, and that

profit goes to Germany. A proportion of that

profit is then paid in taxes to support the

German army and navy, which is now fighting

against us. Before the war w'e did not say

one word against the use of German-made

goods when they were as good as English and

the price was lower, as in the struggle for

existence every man must buy in the cheapest

market, although to-day, even for the sake

of cheapness, we must not buy German-made

goods, if we wish to beat the enemy.

We have certainly known thouglitless

architects specify German-made goods. They

have had no knowledge as to whether they

have come from Germany, and they have not

known that the goods have been German.

It has simply been the persuasion of an

English agent appointed by a German firm,

or an English traveller appointed by a

German firm that the architect has used their

product. We know of British materials

which are much better, by all practical and

chemical tests, than German products, and

yet we know of architects who have thought-

lessly specified the German product. In some

cases the Germans have formed a branch in

this country, and to hide their nationality, or

to distinguish it from- the German company,

they have given it the title "British." No
architect should be led astray by the word

"British," because it is a well-known fact

that when a foreign company establishes a

sub-company in this country it is customary

to supplement the name of the parent company

by the word " British," to form the title of the

sub-company. Once again we earnestly urge

to all architects the strong advisability of

inquiring where the product is made, and to

boycott it during the war, and when that is

over to satisfy themselves, if they are asked

to specify it, that the quality is as good as r„

British-made article.

holders in companies wlicrc CSerujan liold-

ings are overwhelmingly predominant, as in

the case of companies we liave already

referred to but the names of which we have

not yet mentioned.

The Board of Trade warns all joint-stock

companies and their ofTiccrs that ; 1. No

dividends or interest declared, or becoming

due, after the outbreak of war should be

paid during the war to. or in accordance with

instructions from, any person resident in

enemy territory. Such dividends or interest

should be paid into a separate account at a

bank, to be disposed of after the conclusion

of the war. 2. No transfer of any shares or

debentures from any person resident m
enemy territory should be registered during

the war. This is wise, as far as it goes, but

is it sufficient? Unless further steps are

taken, we doubt whether " should be paid

"

will stop dividends going to German share-

In connection with the campaign under-

taken by the Board of Trade, on the advice

of their Advisory Committee on Commercial
Intelligence, to assist British manufacturers

and mercliauts to secure trade formerly in

tile hands of German or Austro-Hnngarian

firms, the Board have received a very large

number of inquiries for names of sellers or

buyers of articles of which sources of .supply

or markets have been interfered with by the'

war. Special arrangements have been made
in the Commercial Intelligence Branch of

the Board of Trade for dealing with the

inquiries, and lists are being prepared and

circulated of articles which inquirers desire

(a) to purchase and (b) to sell. The first lists

are now ready, and may be obtained on

application to the Branch. Firms interested

in any of the goods mentioned, either as

buyers or sellers, should communicate with

the Director. An enlarged sample room will

also be established very shortly, for the

purpose of exhibiting samples of German and

Austrian or Hungarian goods or materials

which have competed with British products

at home or abroad, especially those which are

necessary for the continuance of British

manufacture, but which it is now impossible

for them to obtain from their previous

sources. Firms who may wish to exhibit

goods are invited to make application to the

Commercial Intelligence Branch. It should

be expressly unaerstood, liowever, that the

exhibition is intended exclusively for samples

of goods which have formerly been obtained

in Germany and Austria-Hungary alone, and

which firms may now desire to purchase in

the United Kingdom. Notice will be given

of the opening of the exhibition. A catalogue

library will also be opened, and firms who

may not desire to exhibit samples are invited

to furnish catalogues of goods formerly

received by them from Germany and Austria-

Hungary; these catalogues to be classified by

trades in order ^to be readily accessible to

inquirers. The address of the Commercial

Intelligence Branch is 73, Basinghall-street,

London, E.C.

According to the annual report of the

paving, sewering, and highways department

of the Manchester Corporation, submitted to

the city council on Wednesday, during the

past year .30,10.3 square yards of new granite

pavement have been laid on Cin. concrete

foundation. This work has been principally

on the roads where the increasing traffic,

both in regard to speed of vehicles and

weight of loads carried, is having such de-

structive effect on the old pavements that

the committee arc of opinion there is no

alternative to complete reconstruction, costly

as it will be. Asphalte pavement is being

substituted in many cases for the old set

pavement. Granited-rock asphalte is the

noiseless pavement which the committee have

decided to lay in front of four schools. The

wood pavement in St. Ann-street is to be

taken up and granited-rock asphalte pave-

ment substituted. On the question of

granited-rock asphalte the committee have

had letters from contractors stating their in-

ability, on account of the war, to obtain the

material specified in their contracts, which

usually comes from German and French

mines, and asking to be allowed to use
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similar material obtained from other sources.

The committee have acceded to the request

on conditions.

In Canada, one effect of the war seems to

be a considerable impetus to land buying.

The Saskatoon Building Trade Weekly News
Letter says : Since the outbreak of hostilities

the remarkable number of land inquiries

received by local dealers from all over

Canada, and from many sections of the

United- States, would seem to imply that the

war has resulted in what is likely to become

the first really important back-to-the-land

movement. To many whose sources of liveli-

hood have been most seriously affected, if not

entirely suspended, there comes the tardy

recognition of the fact that it is impossible

to starve out the mixed farmer, and that of

all men he is most thoroughly independent of

every or any crisis or cataclysm. This is

because it is his business to raise food. The
man who, in the morning, can raise his

window-blind and look out upon even a small

and humbly-stocked farm of his very own is

indeed to be envied. Th.it his positioii

actually is envied, the present marked
awakening of interest in our lands would

seem to confirm. Further, within the past

ten days, several important parties of land

buyers have arrived from the States and else-

where, and business has been encouraging.

This more especially as all of such buyers

have been mixed farmers and stockmen.

The death is announced of Mr. R. Innes, whose
landscapes have been a nrominent feature of the
exhibitions at the New English Art Club.

The creation of a new permanent appointment
of Assistant Superintendent, Archaeological
Survey, has been sanctioned hy the Government
of India.

Tenders are about to be invited for the
lOO.OOOdol. warehouse which is to be erected at

Montreal by the Harbour Commissioners. The
architect is Mr. F. \V. Cowie. Montreal.

The estate and property committee of New-
cast le-on-Tyne Corporation decided on Monday
to advertise for tenders for the erection of baths
at Heaton. Benwell, and Walker, the tenders to
be sent in and adjudicated upou by Tuesday
in next week.

At .Sheffield on Thursday next a Local Govern
ment Board inquiry will be held into an applica-
tion by the corporation for sanction to a loan
of i:24.214 for the provision of public baths in

Langsett-road, Hillsborough, and Merlon-lane,
Wincobank ; of public washhouses and con-
veniences in Daniel-lane. Upperthorpe ; and of a
central laundry near Penistone-road.

An inquiry was held on Tuesday by Mr. R. H.
Bicknell, inspector to the Local Government
Board, at Ashington. concerning an application
by the urban district council for powers to
borrow £5.000 for works of water-supply,
principally for increasing the carrying capacity
of mains. Mr. C. Alderson, clerk, and Mr. G.
Beaty, surveyor, appeared for the council.
There was no opposition.

An extension of the Daily Chronicle premises,
which will bring the floor area to over six
acres, is being carried out by Messrs. Vigors,
the builders. The editorial main entrance,
which at present is in Whitefriars-street, will
be through a new edifice in the widened part
of Fleet - street, almost opposite the Daihj
Tclenranh. The elevation is being designed bv
Mr. K. L. Lutyens, F.R.LB.A.-. but the gener.-il
architect for the building facing Fleet-street,
except the elevation, is Mr. T, H. Smith.

Mr. H. S. Stewart, A.R.LK.A.. Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at the
public hall, Wcstcrh.im. into an application bv
the Scvcno.Tks Rural Council for .-sanction to
borrow i)2.000 for the purpose of carrying out
a housing scheme. Eight cottages are proposed
to be built on an acre of land at the bark of
the gasworks, in Rystcd-lano. The estimated
cost of the cottages was .-tl.TOO. and the price
of the land VIW. The cottages, let at 5s. 6d.
per week each, were estimated to produce
cClH 8s, per annum, and the expenditure was
set do",n at .£113 0;. 6d.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BEAUX ARTS ATELIER.—The Beaux
.\rts Committee give notice that the work of

the Atelier at 16, Wells-mews, Oxford-street,

W., is proceeding as usual. The time for

executing the June projet has been extended
to Sept. 30. The new session commences
to-morrow (Saturday) when the eguisse

for the first monthly competition will be held.

In order to facilitate arrangements it is asked
that members who wish to make use of the
Atelier during the coming sesion will notify

the secretary at once. The Sous-ratron, M.
Chaures, ig at present serving with the Army
of France. During his absence his duties will

be undertaken by a competent deputy.

R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.—The Final:
Designs Approved,—The Board of Archi-
tectural Education announce that the designs
submitted by the following students, who are
qualifying for the final examination, have
been approved :

—

SUBJECT XV.

[a) Design for a Mnseum (detached) in the Park of a
Country Town.—P. J. Adams, W. Alieon, W. Allison,
J. R. Armstrong, W. A. Batty. C. J. Brooke, J. M.
Brown, J. Biirford, P. Butt, J." Carey, L. E. Carrerae,
C. C. Cheek. W. L. Chine, A. D. Clare, G. A. Cosser,
A. CuUen. J. K. Carrie, W. R. Davison, B. DonaldBon,
T. W. Dowsett, R. A. Duncan, T, C. Evans, S. Ferny-
hough. A. S. Forbes, L. S. Ford, R. Frater, F. E. Oooder,
H. F. Gosslins. R. D. Graham, H. V. Hague. A. B.
Hamilton, T. Herford, G. H. G. Holt. .1. Hossack, G. B,
Howcroft, J, H. Jacob, L. F. Jones. W. O. Jones, A. B. B.
Jopling, H. Z. Kaasem, M. D. N. Koch, C. Lancaster,
G. S, Leadam, H. A. Lister, 8. H. Loweth, R. H.
Martdock, R. S. Moore. W. N. J. Moscrop, D, J. Moss,
J. J. Nathanielsz, C. L. Pace, J. Palmer, G. A. K.
Robertson, H. A. Ryan, C. D. St. Leger, T. A. Sanders,
G. Shenetone, A. T. Spence, K. Takekoshi, J. A. C.
Taylor, J. B. M. Walcb, P. Whitehead, F. Wilkinson.

[h] Design for an Open-Timber Roof to a School Hall.
—W. A. C. Adams. J. R, Armstrong, C. H. Aslin, G. A.
Booker. R, Cawkwell, C. W. Craske, J. S. Fyfe, G. H.
Gray, C. Grellier, E. C. Lavender, W. V. Lawton, A. L.
MacMillan, J. Moore, C. S. Picton, W. G. Pidsley, M.
Robertson. A. Smith, J. C. P. Toothill, G. Vinden, D. H.
Walker, H. F. Walker, C. H, Wright.

Designs for other subjects from the follow-

ing candidates have also been approved:

—

J. Burford, D. A. Carmichasl, A. B. Hamilton, A. L.
Mortimer.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.—The
following is the "house list" of nominations
for officers and Council of the Society for the

ensuing session, 1914-15:— President: E. C.
P. IVIonson, F.R.I. B. A., F.S.I., London.
Vice - Presidents: Edwin J. Sadgrovc.
F.R.LB.A., London, and A. Alban H. Scott,

M.R.San, Inst.. London. Past-Presidents:
Albert E. Pridmore, F.S.I.. London, and
Percy B. Tubbs, F.R.LB.A.. London, Hon,
Secretary: George H. Paine, London. Hon.
Treasurer: P. M. Beaumont, A,M,Inst.C.E.,
Maldon. Hon. Librarian : Gilbert A. Harri-
son. Oxford. Council: Henry ."Vdams,

M.Inst.C.E., London; B, D. Cancellor, Win-
chester; Henry A, Cooper, Kettering; R.
Cecil Davies. Chester; George E. Dickens-
Lewis, Aberystwyth ; Herbert O. Ellis,

London; Herbert Freyberg. F.S.I., London;
Harry Gill, Nottingham; T. Stewart Inglish,

London ; R. A. Jack, London ; Col. F. S.

Leslie. R.E. (retired). AVoohvieh ; Herbert
W. Matthews. London; F. C. Moscrop-
Young, London ; Edward J, Partridge,
F.S.I. , Richmond; .1. Herbert Pearson,
London; Charles E. Salmon, Reigate ; Noel
D. Sheffield. London ; Alfred J. Taylor,
Bath; B. R. Tucker, M.R.San. Inst., London ;

and Thomas Wallis, London. Additional
nominations for Council and officers may be
made by any three members who shall send
in their nomination, properly signed, to the

Council, before the first day of October, and
the names of such nominees shall be in-

corporated with the list proposed by the
Council, which shall be arranged alphabetic-
ally. The annual meeting of the Society will

be held on Thursday, October 22.

The Scarborough Town Council have decided to
apply to the Local Government Board for
sanction to borrow .£16.070 for the purposes of
improving the South Clirt Gardens.
A tower of Portland stone is being added to

St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church. Donnvbroolc,
Oublin. Messrs. W. If. Byrne and Son. of
Suflolk-strect, Dublin, arc the architects, and
Mr. M. J. Green, of Donny brook, is the con-
tractor.

COMPETITIONS.
NEW MUNICIPAL OFFICES, GUILD-

FORD.—The plans of Mr. T. R. Clemence,
M.S. A., of Guildford, have been placed first

in a limited local competition for the new
municipal offices. The assessor, Mr. J. H.
Norris, of Godalming, .states that the chief
merits of the plans were the way in which
the architect had adapted them to the
gradation of the site. He had provided a
lower ground floor, and an upper ground
floor, making use of the rise of the land. The
lower ground floor would be used as the
sanitary inspector's offices, stores, and a
strong-room, and the upper ground floor as
a town clerk's office and the rate collector's
office, and the floor above as the surveyor's
department. Another good feature of the
-plan was the excellent way in which the
corridors were lighted, and also the splendid
drawing office which had been provided. The
front elevation was good and the back eleva-

tion also. These were the merits, but there
were some drawbacks. He felt it rather in-

convenient that the main entrance of the
iniilding was to be at the south-east end.
Another drawback was that the strong-room
occupied a position near an outside wall and
close to the heating chamber; but perhaps
these details might be rearranged. In other
respects the planning was very satisfactory.

In addition to the main entrance there was
also an entrance at the north end. and pro-

bably in practice this would be most largely

used by the public. The estimated cost of

the building is £4,266.

The council of the Royal Institute of Piiljlin

Health has placed its laboratories at the disposal
of manufacturers and others who wish to avad
themselves of the institute's bacteriologists and
chemists.

A White Paper issued on Tuesday shows that
the total receipts in respect of the land registry
for the year ended March 31 last were
£56.995 3s. lOd.. as against £56,697 16s. 2d. in

the previous year, whilst the expenditure
amounted to i-51,872 10s. Id., as against
£51,558 10s. last year. Of the surplus of

receipts (£56,697 16s. 2d.) over expenditure
(£51,558 10s.) in the previous year — viz.,

£5.139 5s. lOd.—£5,130 7s. was transferred to
the Land Registry Insurance Fund.

In February the Bradford Corporation's elec-

tricity committee accepted a tender of the .\dnil

i-]lectric Company. Ltd., of London, to supply
and erect a turbo generator of 5,C00-kilowalt
capacity, manufactured by the Bergmann Elec-

trical Works, Berlin, the price agreed upon
being £9,370. The generator was nearly com-
pleted when war broke out. The committee met
on Tuesday, and decided to relet the contract
to the British Westinghouse Electrical Manu-
facturing Company, of Manchester, who stated

that they put in a specially low tender in order

to lind employment for their workmen.

The Under-Secretary for Home Affairs. Mr.
Lllis Griffith, presided at the annual meeting of

the Welsh Housing Association, held on Friday
night at the Westminster Palace Hotel. Lady
Boston, the president, said they desired more
funds, in order to proceed with the erection of

cottages, so as to provide work for the un-
employed during tho year. Mr. A. T- Davies,
of the Board of Education, suggested that as the
building trade would be the first to feel the
pinch of tho war, the work of repairing and re-

modelling cottages should bo taken in hand at

once, and that owners who could not bear the
expense should hand them over to the association

to undertake tho work.

At Friday's meeting of the Foleshill Rural
District CouncU. the housing committee reported
further with respect to the proposal to erect

thirty houses at Foleshill, and an equal number
at Bedworth. They had considered tenders for

the work, and recommended the acceptance of

tho two lowest—that of Mr. .John Smith. Bed-
worth, at £6,000, for the Bedworth scheme, and
that of Messrs. William Train, Ltd.. Nottingham,
at ,£6.597. for the Foleshill scheme. Tticy

further recommended that application be made
to the Local Government Board for a loan of

.£14.250. for carrying out the schemes. The
clerk - explained that it was proposed to crrct

houses with three bedrooms, to be let at 7?.

weekly, and it was -estimated the net yearly
income would be £1.064 10s. It was anticipated

that at tho proposed rental there would be
neither a profit nor a loss on the undertaking.
Tho tenders wcro accepted, and it was decided

to nrocccd forthwith with tho work.
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O^ur miustratinns. I Pci'^on ' new- builf-

I
Old-Oiui'ch.r'ebuilr

A DIXIXG-ROOM IX A COUXTRY
HOUSE.

The intention of Mr. H. Davis Ricliter,

R.B.A., in preparing this scheme lias been
to obtain a bold decoration effect in tlie

manner of the Inigo Jones period. The walls

are broadly panelled with wide, carved
mouldings, projecting beyond the face of the

framework. The plaster ceiling is enriched
with a border of ornament, the centre portion
being upon a higher plane, in the manner
characteristic of the style herein adopted by
the artist.

HOUSES IX WIMPOLE STREET, W.
These houses have been erected with Port-

land stone facade with steel easement windows
and leaded glazing. We give the chief plans
of Xos. 30 and 31, Wimpole-street. The
ground floor is planned to provide as much
accommodation as possible, and especially

to suit the requirements of a medical prac-
titioner ; at the same time an attempt has
been made to depart from the stereotyped
plan of narrow passage and staircase fronting
the entrance, by providing a central hall, top-

lighted. The floors of the principal rooms
and tlie staircase and joinery are of oak. The
builders were Messrs. D. Prosser and Son,
and the architect was Mr. F. M. Elgood,
F.R.I.B.A.

RESTORATIOX OF THE HALL OF A\
OLD MAXOR HOUSE.

This drawing, winch forms the subject of

one of our illustrations, is intended by the
artist rather as a suggestion of the resources
for interior work latent in the Mediicval
style than as an actual restoration or design.
It is an assemblage of characteristic parts,

and conserves the picturesque charm, the
romantic air, of the 14th century. The stoue
fioor and mullioned screen, the oak-ribbed

CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS-OXTHE-BOURXE, SURREY.
Mr. H. S. SiDEBOTHAM, Architect.

ceiling, the carved heraldry of the chimney-
piece, with its line of emblazoned shields,

indicate the picturesque age of building. Here
and there pieces of furniture and small
domestic matters affirm the occupation as a

living-room. The original was exhibited at

this year's Royal Academy by Mr. G.
Wortley Chilton, of Watford.

THE CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS OX-
THEBOURXE, SURREY.

This work was begun in 1910, and the
chancel, with the vestries, are structurally

complete. Three bays of the nave were
also built ; but these have not yet their

it

Ground Plan.

HOUSES, WIMPOLE STREET, W. -M
First Floor Plan.

r. F. M. Elgood. F.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

clerestory windows, and a temporary
iron roof covers both nave and aisles.

A feature of the plan is the invalids'

aisle, into which they can be wheeled in

their chairs by the level entrance, and they
are also level with the altar-rails' step. This
aisle is beneath the organ-loft, which has .i

soundproof floor. The church is built of

Bargate stone, with Doultiiig stone dressings,

the interior of the walls being of brick,

plastered and whitewashed, and prepared for

mural subject paintings. When complete,

the church will have a very massive western
tower. The materials of the old church,

when pulled down, will be utilised on the new
site, as a Ladychapel. The church stands

on a commanding site of two acres, on the top

of one of the Surrey hills. The builders were
Messrs. Mardon and Mills, of Farnham, and
the architect is Mr. Henrv S. Sidebotham, of

Guildford.

"DEXE LODGE," ASH, XEAR
ALDERSHOT.

The illustration shows the additions and
alterations which have recently been carried

out to this house for Mr. R. E. Belilios. The
original house was a small, plain, box-like

structure, covering, roughly, the position now-

occupied by the dining-room, sitting-hall, and
morning-room. Some few years ago a

servants' wing was added on the east side,

and again at a later date the bays towards
the garden on the south. The original

structure was of red brick, with slate roof,

the slates on the roof of the servants' wing
being of a particularly aggressive and ugly

colour. The problem was to provide the

additional accommodation required, and at

the same time to cover up, as far as possible,

the exceedingly ugly features of the old

house. The means adopted were to add a new
wing on the west side of the house, project-

ing it sufficiently far to the north to hide the

unsightly servants' wing behind it, as shown
on the plan, and to mask the ugliness of the

old north front (which was the side by whicli

the house was originally approached), the old

servants' wing was brought forward and an
overhanging upper story in half-timber work
was added, which served to hide in great

measure the dullness of the old slate roof,

wliile providing for much-needed accommoda-
tion to the servants' quarters. The walls of

the new portion of the house were executed

in local red brick, with dark headers to match
old, and the roofs covered with grey-green

Delabole slates of varying colour and size.

The half-timber work was executed in English

oak, slightly darkened and oiled, and the

spaces filled in with cream-coloured plaster,

left with a rough face. Internally the walls
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Mr. H. O. Crpsswell. F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

of the sitting hall, staircase hall, and ves-

tibule up to the new front door were panelled

in oak for a height of 7ft., and the floors of

the new rooms were laid with oak boards in

narrow widths. During the time that- the

works were in progress an opportunity

occurred to purchase additional land on *he

west side of the property..and by this means

a new approach was formed from the main

road on the west side, instead of the old one

from the north, and the square forecourt

shown in the sketch was added to give more

dignity and importance to the entrance. The

architect was Mr. H. O. Cresswell,

K.R.I.B.A.. of 17, Buckingham - street,

Adeiphi, W.C.

OLD BEAUPRE, COWBRIDGE,
GLAMORGANSHIRE.

(These sketches and details, with which we

have been favoured by Mr. W. Eaton,

A. R.LB. A., will be found described on p. 300.)

«»
The Long Eaton Urban District Council have

decided to commence the erection of a new filter-

Ijed at the sewage farm at a cost of toCO. ami

the improvement of the mam sewer in the

Sawley-road district at a cost of i:800.

The rural district council of Lyniington have

received the sanction of the Local Government

Board to loans of dEll.877 tor works of sewerage

at Milford, and of £5.345 tor similar works at

Pennington.

At the annual meeting of the South Carolina

Cliantcr of the American Institute of Architects

recently held at Charlestown, th.. following were

elected oliicers for the ensuing yr-ar
;
President,

Mr Charles C. Wilson, of Columbia; vice-

president, Mr. E. V. Richards of Bcnnettsville

;

.secretary and treasurer, Mr. James D, B™^on

of Charleston. On the same day, the South

Carolina Association of ArchUects met and

elected new officials as follows: Mr. A. \\ Todd,

of Charleston, president; Mr J. B. U",,ihar .

Columbia, vice-pre.'Jident; Mr. J. H. Sims.

Cohimbia. secretary and treasurer.

«»

—

EDINBURGH.—The schools under tlie

control of the Edinburgh School Board re-

opened on Tuesday. As is the custom, a

number of the schools have been overhauled

during the summer vacation. The work is

done by rotation, and five schools— Gilmore-

plaee,
" Torphichen-street, Bristo, Davie-

street, and the old section of the Royal High

School — have been dealt with. Four

schools have also been redesked. Internal

structural alterations were carried through

at Dairy and St. Bernards. In consequence of

the conversion of the Canonball House into

classrooms, it was necessary to make some

alterations on Castle-hill School. Tlie^only

new school in course of erection is King's

Park, which is expected to be ready within a

few months.

SIDMOUTH.—The tower of Sidmouth

Parish Church, Devon, is undergoing a

process of overhauling; the belfry windows

are being renewed, and the stonework of the

large west window, which contains some

rather ?ood modem glass, is being repaired.

Mr. R."W. Sampson. M.S.A., is the archi-

tect supervising the restoration. It is

proposed to enlarge the vestries at the east

end of the building, we understand, but for

this there does not" appear to be a site with-

out diverting the public paths and interfering

with the graves of the old burial-ground.

Tlic old tower has not suffered so much from

injudicious work as the rest of the church,

wiiicli has long been much dcmided of its

historic character. The blue-centre panel of

tlie rcredos quarrels badly with the vicious

blue of the east window coloured glass

erected some years ago.

STAFFORD.—Extensive alterations have

just been completed at Messrs. Riley's large

boot factorv. from plans by Mr. C. W.

Milieu, architect,ot Stafford. The principal

feature of the alterations is the conversion

and extension of the ground floor into one

large room, so as to bring the whole of the

bottoming department into one. The floor

space is 121ft. by 108tt., the roof is in one

span, 22ft. high. The whole of the five

departments can be supervised from any

position in the room. On the first floor a

number of small rooms have been gutted and

the space utilised for offices. On the same

floor there is a stockroom, arranged with

compartments and tiers of shelves for boots,

and facilities have been provided for the

despatcliing and packing of goods from the

same floor." The clicking and machine rooms

are located on the top floor, divisional walls

having been removed and the chimney stack,

whicir formerly ran through the centre of tho

building, built outside, so as to throw this

into one room. The machine room, which

accommodates over 100 females, is lighted

both from the sides and the top. The

ventilation is by electric fans, and a new

electric hoist is being installed. Two. un-

occupied cottages adjoining the factory are

shortly to be demolished, and a leather

storeroom will be erected. The building

work has been carried out by Messrs. J.

.lervis and Sons, of Stafford.

••—
The new office building of the Quehcc Harbour

Commissioners, which was opened three weeks

since, is Classic Renaissance in style; it is bmll

of Dcschambault limestone, while the roof and

clock-tower are covered in copper. The building

was erected from plans prepared under the

supervision of Mr. Thos. Reid Peacock.

Excavating is in progress for the new police-

station which is to be erected at Kcgma.

Mherta, at a cost of nearly 150,OOOdol. The

building is to be four stories high, of stone,

brick and reinforced - concrete construction.

Messrs. Clemesha and Portnall are the archi-

tects, and Messrs. Frid. Lewis, and Co. the

general contractors—both Regina firms.
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RESTORATION OF THE HALL OF AN OLD MANOR HOUSE.

By Mr. G. Wortley Chilton.
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HOUSES IN WIMPOLE STREET. W.—Mr. F. M. Elgood. F.K.I.B..\.. Architect.
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i.—Mr. H. Davis Richter, R.B.A., Architect.
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Correspotti^na.

THE R.I.B.A. PROPOSED NEW
CHARTER.

To the Editor of the. Building News.

Sir,—The Licentiates' Provisional Com-
mittee (London) having been formed, with
a view to safeguarding the interests of
Licentiates and otiiers, and also with a view
to co-operating with other like-minded com-
mittees already in operation elsewhere, has
been concerned as to the present position
of this matter, as affected by the war. I have,
therefore, approached t)ie President, and I

append his reply.—I am, etc.,

.1. Edward Still (Chairman).

[Copy.]
Royal Institute of British Architectc",

August 10, 19U.
Dear Sir,- In reply to your letter of the tith iust.. you

may take it for ^jranted that the Council of the Institute
will not be occupied with the consideration of the New
Charter, or take an.y steps iu connection with it at the
present time.—Vours faithfully,

Ernest Newtox, President.

IF NOT NOW, BY-AND-BY?
Sir,—I was pleased to see in your last

issue that the Society of Architects is lovallv
facilitating the efforts of the R.I.B.A. War
Committee by all means in its power. The
main purpose, of course, is the chief thing
to think about and work for at present ; but
I am glad to think that, working together, the
members of both bodies will probably get to
know and appreciate each other more than
they have done in the past.

,

Hoping this, and rejnembering how this
war has effaced ail other feuds and rivalries,
might not all concerned ask themselves and
each other whether the proposal for
amalgamation might not be revived, instead
of, or previous to. application by the R.I.B.A.
for the new Charter?

If an "Amending Bill," as in the case of
Ireland, is necessary, I respectfully suggest
that tlie union of liearts and forces might be
on some sucli basis as this : All members of
the Society to retain their present titles and
to pay their present subscriptions to the
R.I.B.,4. and to be entitled to all the
privileges of corresponding members of the
R.I.B.A., but no more M.S.A.'s to be made.
Premises and assets and officers of the
Society to be taken over by the R.I.B.A. and
the whole administration "of the Society.

I am sure details on these lines could be
easily arranged, and then, in a very few
years, the amalgamated societies, one de.

facto, would become so de jure, and the one
really strong and representative organisation
of the profession might ask, without fear of
refusal, for the regulation of its interests and
the guardianship of entrance to its ranks.

—

I am, etc.. Alter Ipse Amicu.s.

RE ENLISTING.
Sir,—For the convenience of all members

of the architectural and kindred professiojis
who wish to respond at once to Lord
Kitchener's appeal, it has been arranged that
all men enli,',ting at Whitehall, in the various
branches of his Majesty's forces, througli tlie

Architectural Association, will be kept
together and sent to whichever regiment they
may choose, provided that such regiment is

not recruited to its full strength.
Two batches of our members have already

been accepted for the Royal Engineers, where
their technical training should stand them in
good stead

; but those who prefer to join tlie

cavalry, artillery, or infantry can do so, and
it remains for the men to say to which
branch of the Service they will go.
As I am arranging to send up batches from

time to time, will those wishing to enlist
commnnicate with me as soon as possible?
Mr. Maurice E. Webb. President of the

Architectural Association, has enlisted as a
private in the Royal Engineers.—I am, etc.,

Alax Potter,
Hon. Sec. Architectural Association

War Service Bureau.
18, Tufton-street, S.W.

ASSISTANCE TO THE ENEMY.
Sir,— I have read with much interest the

letter of "Fair Play" in your last week's
issue, and I think wherever architects can,
they should e.\clude all building materials,
fittings, .Tiid decorations which emanate from
German firms.

In a small way, in consequence of the war,
I have just had the opportunity of using glass
electric-light shades of English make, instead
of German. I find, on comparing the two
specimens, that the English is far superior,
and my clients are quite willing to incur the
e.xtra expenditure, whicli, by tlie way, is very
small.

I may add that before the war I should
have passed the German glass without any
comment, simply because the contractor
included for such in his estimate.—I am, etc..

Wm. Woodward, F. R.I.B.A.

13, Southampton-street. Strand, W.C.,
Sept. 1, 1914.

THE WAR AND RELIEF WORK: THE
USE OF WASTE SPACES.

Sir,— It is strange that, among the in-

numerable suggestions that have recently
been made for alleviating the terrible
distress which would appear to be inevitable,
one of the most obvious has never even been
mentioned. I refer to the laying out of public
parks and gardens in and around those large
centres of population where it is certain to
be' most acute. Twenty years ago, during the
distress which then prevailed, owing to the
slackness of trade, a great deal of this sort
of work was done, with the most beneficial
results, for not only does it provide for the
employment of a very large proportion of
unskilled labour, but it also produces results
of the highest permanent value, an advantage
which most relief works lack.

During the time to which I. refer parks
were laid out at Sheffield, Hanley, and
Burslcm in the Potteries. Newport iri Mon-
mouthshire, Rawtenstall in Lancashire, and
many other places too numerous to mention,
partly by municipal effort and partly by
philanthropy, and if there is any regret in

the minds of the promoters, it is that these
works were not undertaken more generally
and on a larger scale while the opportunity
existed to do so with such beneficial results.

It is interesting to realise that of the parks
laid out during the last sixty years more owe
their existence to adversity than to

prosperity.

What I would propose would be a similar
combination of public and private effort at

the present time. In various parts of the
country, and especially in rapidly growing
districts, there must be domains covering
several acres, which, charming at one time,
are now so surrounded by factories or mean
suburbs as to be no longer even commercially
valuable for their original purpose, and the
owners would be doing an inestimable service

iu either giving them or offering them at a

specially reasonable purchase price to the

municipalities, on the understanding that
they were to be maintained as an open space
for ever. The work thus automatically
created would go far to relieve distress with-

out pauperisation, for the average unskilled

labourer—by which I mean practically all

those unable to find omplo}mont in their own
craft— after a week or so of careful super-

vision, can use a spade and enjoy his work
thoroughly. There are men in the districts

to which i have referred who to-day bless the

misfortune which compelled them to turn

from an indoor occupation to wield a spade
in the open air for weeks, and who, in con-

sequence, not only obtained a love for open-

air exercise which has never left them, hut
an increased physical stamina which has

altered the whole tenor of their lives.

There is one sreat difference, however, be-

tween the conditions twenty years ago and
those which prevail to-day. In those days
the park was considered solely as a unit in

itself, whereas to-day we realise that it is

only one aspect of the greater problem of

city- planning, and that not only in it but
around it many works will be necessary to

form out of the heterogeneous elements at
present existing a unified composition. What
I would therefore suggest is that every town
which has in hand at present a town-planning
scheme—and there are many of these—should
hurry the work forward so far as to make
sure that when relief works are required they
will be prepared with the necessary data to

allow of road-making, levelling, and such
work as the planting of waste spaces and
spoil heaps, so that they may have the assur-
ance that nothing will have to be redone
through lack of foresight and haste in putting
the work in hand. Theniore expensive work,
such as the provision of fencing and archi-
tectural details, might be left until later.

—

I am, etc., Thomas H. Mawson.
High-street House, Lancaster, Aug. 25.

[We heartily agree. Our own illustrations

of Mr. Mawson's work at the time he
mentions are well remembered by all in-

terested, and his good counsel, coming as it

does from the most prescient pioneer in the
movement for parks and open spaces, and
still without doubt the leading authority
thereon, is most valuable.

—

Ed. "B.N.]

THE ROLL-CALL: VETERAN MEMBERS
R.I.B.A.

Sir,—This abstract of the serial numbers
of the Fellows anterior to the figures of 400,

as recorded in the present " Kalendar," in

this day of reckonings, may be of interest

:

Messrs. Edward R. Robson, F.S.A., 74; John
MacVicar Anderson, 97 ; W. B. Dawson, 99 ;

Rowland Plumbe, 105 ; Fred Chancellor,
115; F. R. Kempson, 118; Edward Drury,
137; R. P. Notley, 1.39; Sir Wm. Emerson,
140 ; W. Parslow (Liverpool), 161 ; J. Douglass
Mathews, 166; R. E. Edwards (Strand), 174;
Sir Alexander Stenning, 190; G. T. Hine,
192; Charles Clegg (Manchester), 195; R.
Phen6 Spiers, F.S.A., 196; H. Heathcote
Statham,213 ; .John Wynne (Manchester), 218 ;

H. L. Florence, 220 ; t. E. CoUcutt, 223 ; W.
Lister Newcombe (Newcastle-on-Tyne), 244

;

Sir Ernest George, A.R.A.. 263; S. E. Smith
(Leeds), 265 ; J. W. Connoii (Leeds), 269 ; F. W.
Waller (Glo'ster), 276; John Slater, 281 ; W.
Harvey, 283; H. T. Gordon (Finsbury),

284; B. Ingelow, 295; J. Clarke (Liverpool),

302; J. Hall Morton, 306; Charles Lvnam
(Stoke-on-Trent). .307; Swinfen Harris," 315;
Alexander Pavue, 316; Sir Aston Webb,
R.A., ,321; J. "Dunn (St. James's), 336; F.

Wheeler. .343; J. Conder, 344; E. T. Hall
(Bloomsbury), 347; George Weymouth, 351;
Horace Chestou. 355; Keith D." Young, 356;
George Edwards, 359 ; G. C. Inskipp
(N.S.W.), .362; Hubert Bensted (Maidstone),
363; H. D. Searles-Wood. 364; Fredk. Clere,
365 ; F. E. Jones, .367 ; W. Samuel Weatherlev,
.368; J. Crocker (Exeter), -369; W. L. Verno'n
(N.S.W.), .372; Arthur Ashbridge (Marvle-
bone), 374; E. H. Harbottle (Exeter), .377;

A. Conder. 378; A.N.Bromley (Nottingham).
.379; Maurice B. Adams, '381; J. "^Vlfred

Gotch. F.S.A., 382; J. S. E. Ellis, 389;
Charles H. Samson (Rugby), 391 ; Fredk.
Bath (Salisbury), 397. The Fellows thus
elected were added to the R.I.B.A. member-
ship during the twenty-one years from 1860 to

1881. Mr. Alfred Goodridge, an Associate,
elected in 1852, seems to be "the Father of
the House." as his serial is No. 5, and Mr. F.
llolyoak Moore, of Warwick, another Asso-
ciate, is No. 43.— I am, etc..

One in the Ranks.

The baths committee of Ihe Manchester City
Council recommend the expenditure of £11,530
for (lio provision of further public waslihouses.
The scheme provides for forty washing-stalls at
Moss .Side, twenty-six washing stalls at Gorton,
thirty washing-stalls at Newton Heath, and
forty-six washing-stalls at Osborne-street.

Mr. James Williams Hobbs, of Norbury Hall.
Norbury. builder, who was responsible for the
erection of tlie Hotel Cecil, tho notcl Victoria,
the Hyde Park Hotel, and Wbitchall-court, was
twice Maj-or of Croydon, and in 1S93 was
sentenced to penal servitude for his connection
with the Liberator failure, died on June 22 last,

aged seventy-one, leaving estate valued for
probate ai i:3.757 10s. 2d. gross, and net per-
sonalty £'2.683 5s. lOd. He left all his property
to his children.
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Interromnramtatitm.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for wbat
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

tliis column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editor's
judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents Ignore the fact tliat querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-
duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies
that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by flrst post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

QUESTIONS.
[121«.]—WEIGHT ON BEAMS.—Three pitch-pine

beams, 7in. by 7iii., are placed 1ft. apart, and carried by
two strong R.S.J. 's, 13ft. lin., centre and centre. It is

proposed to place a crane on the beams to lift heavy
stones. Required, to find out what weight the beanis
will safely carry.—Simple Method.

<»>

Plans submitted by Messrs. Worsfold and
Hayward, of Dover, for building a new wing
to the Royal Victoria Hospital, Dover, have
been passed by the Dover Town Council.

The death occurred at Broadway, Peter-
borough, on Sunday, of Mr. James Hicks,
builder and contractor. The deceased, who was
forty-seven years of age, had been ill for some
months.

To-morrow (Saturday) the Canadian Northern
Railway will run the first through train over the
link between Sudbury and Port Arthur, which
is now ready for traffic. This gives the company
a complete system from Quebec to Edmonton.

Tenders are invited by the Whitby Urban
District Council for tho provision and scheme of
a cliff tramway, or a lift from the beach to the
top of the cliff. The undercliff measures, at
probable position of tramway or lift, about
250ft. horizontal, and 130ft. vertical.

At Ledbury an open-air swimming-bath, near
the Hereford-road, has been formally opened.
It measures 75ft. by 21ft., and has twelve
dressing-boxes. The bed and walls are of rein-
forced concrete. The works have been carried
out from plans by Mr. R. G. Gurney, surveyor
to the urban district council. The contractors
were Messrs. David Smith and Sons, of Ledbury.
A Local Government Board inquiry is to be

held at Belfast by Mr. P. C. Cowan on Tuesday,
the 15th inst., into application by the corpora-
tion for sanction to loans for the purposes of
(£6,000) extending the Purdysburn Fever
Hospital, (£36,117) erecting working-class
lodging houses under the Housing of the
Working Classes Acts, and (£10,600) extending
Purdysburn Lunatic Asylum.

At a meeting of the Gwyrfai Rural District
Council (Carnarvonshire), on Saturday, six
tenders were opened for the erection of thirtv-
six workmen's dwellings in the quarry villages of
Ebenezer and Clwtybont, where there is con-
siderable overcrowding as the result of the
scarcity of houses. The tender of Messrs
Williams Bros., of Brvnthir and Llanberis
amounting to £6,977, was accepted.

Lord Egcrton of Tatton has decided to give up
thirteen acres of land at Knutsford, for a great
road scheme, which is to cost more than £100,000
and employ nearly 3,000 people. The road will
open up new districts near Cheadle and Galley,
and join the Wilmslow-Crewe main road, one of
th(! most important in Cheshire. The Road
Board has announced its intention of giving
£60,000 towards the scheme, and the work is to
be pushed on at once.

By direction of the Local Government Board,
Mr. W. H. Collin, ono of their inspi^ctors. lias

held an inquiry in the Council Chamber of the
Municipal Offices, Southampton, relative to the
application of the corporation to borrow £11,923
for the purchase of land at Ho!lybrook Farm,
Harrison's-road, anil Broadlands-rond, as sites

for ilie nreclion of worknig-class dwellings under
Part HI. of tho Housing of the Working Classes
Act, 1890. and also for consent to their appro-
priation of lands at Bitterne Park, vested in the
council for the purposes of the same Act.

LEGAL INTELLIOENCE.
BUILDING DISPUTE ARBITRATION.—The

award has been given by Mr. W. H. Daw (sur-

veyor and valuer, of 98, Cheapside, E.C.) as

sole arbitrator in the matter of " Datchet
Copartnership Housing and Allotment Society

v. Lane," which he heard in London on July 7

and 15. The reference arose out of a contract

entered into by Messrs. T. B. Lane and Son,

builders and contractors, of Colnbrook and
Brands Hill, near Slough, Bucks, with the

society to build twenty - eight cottages at

Datchet Common, and the arbitrator was asked

to determine the amount to be paid to the

respondents in respect of work not completed
by them under the contract, which had been, in

fact, executed by another contractor, Mr.

Bowyer, at a cost of £359 14s. 3d., and whether
the society had power, in the circumstances, to

enforce a penalty clause in the contract.

Messrs. Lane and "Son counterclaimed for com-
modities changed by the society and for extra

work done. In his award the arbitrator decided

that the society should be allowed to deduct
from money in their hands (being part of the

moneys under the contract) certain sums for

change in commodities, and £40 as a penalty for

not completing the contract within the specified

time. The society did right in calling in another

contractor to complete the work, and he allowed

certain items in Mr. Bowyer's account. The
respondents were entitled to payment for certain

works claimed as extras, but not for carting

sand, increased cost of drainage, or increased

labour in consequence of the premises being

set back. The parties were ordered to pay costs

in equal moieties.

AN ARCHITECT'S THREEFOLD POSITION.
—HOTEL COMPANY'S ACTION IN THE
HIGH COURTS.—Sitting in the Vacation Court

of the High Courts of Justice on Wednesday,
August 26. Mr. Justice Shearman resumed the

hearing of the case of the Piccadilly Hotel,

Ltd., V. Waring and Gillow, Ltd., and Lock-

wood. It was a motion to restrain Waring and
GiUow, as contractors, from going to arbitra-

tion under a contract, and also to restrain Mr.

William Lockwood, the architect, from acting

as arbitrator. Mr. Terrell, K.C., appeared for

the plaintiffs ; Mr. Green was counsel for Waring
and Gillow, and counsel also represented Mr.

Lockwood.—Mr. Justice Shearman remarked at

the outset that the architect occupied a much-
discussed and anomalous position. He was prac-

tically employed and paid by the building-

owners, and was. in a certain sense, their

servant. In a certain sense he owed duties to

the contractors as well, and in another way he

was a species of arbitrator. The fact of his

being an arbitrator was subject to discussion and
decision; but it was quite clear that he owed
duties to both parties. It was his duty to

protect an employer in these matters. His Lord-

ship did not understand in what way the bill

for the work had been swollen so enormously,

unless it was due to alterations which had got

to be justified. — Mr. Green: There is no

question about that. The alterations were very

large indeed. That appears from Mr. Lock-

wood's letter, and was perfectly well known to

the plaintiffs at the time. It is not in evidence,

but it will not be disputed, I think, that this

was a contract for the construction of a ball-

room of two stories below the ground—below
the Piccadilly Hotel grill—and the alterations

were due to the fact that water was encountered,

which almost involved two entire architectural

works.—Mr. Terrell : I don't agree with that at

all.—Mr. Green said he would read Mr. Lock-

wood's explanatory letter of January 23 last.

What plaintiffs had been asking for was some
general explanation of a £4,000 certificate which,

according to their story, had come to them as

a surprise. What they said was, " We don't

want details. Give us some general idea of how
this large sum has been incurred." Counsel

read the letter of Mr. Lockwood to plaintiffs in

which he stated that after their conversation

he failed to see the matter from their side, and
he had already explained the position to Messrs.

Waring and GiUow's representative. Plaintiffs

(Mr. Lockwood continued) did not realise the

extent of the original work. As a matter of

fact, the contract sums had not been exceeded

to any appreciable amount. The troubles en-

countered, necessitating what was practically a

new building, in his (Mr. Lockwood's) experience

were unprecedented, and could not be foreseen,

and he thought everyone concerned was fully

cognisant of them. Learned counsel, proceed-

ing, said that after the letter plaintiffs made
demands for more detailed particulars—accounts

and that kind of thing—and Mr. Lockwood's
answer was. "I am getting the accounts ready:

they will be ready in a short time." On
February 5 plaintiffs' solicitors wrote suggesting

that he declined to give them information.

—

Mr. Justice Shearman: There is another letter

of January 20 in which plaintiffs complain. It

reads: "I see expenses, and think it very extra-

ordinary that a certificate was issued before you
had brought the matter to my notice in any
way whatever, particularly as these certificates

represent a large amount, and particularly as

the greater part are for additional work,

authorisation for which has not been proved."

—

Mr. Green: It was not his business before

certifying to say, "This is the amount I am
going to certify for." He was put in a position

of trust towards each. If they did that, building
contracts would be much more onerous than
they are. Proceeding, counsel said it was not

tiUFebruary 6 that any demand was made for

specific particulars, and then plaintiff's' solicitors

asked for a list of all additional works to be

delivered by the first post on the Tuesday
following. That letter, presumably, was
received by Mr. Lockwood on the Saturday
morning. The particulars asked for were of a

voluminous and complicated character, and

Mr. Lockwood replied that it was impossible to

give them the information asked for in the time.

Upon that plaintiff's served him with a writ.

Counsel contended that plaintiffs had en-

deavoured to build up a case of suspicion

against their own architect, and his Lordship

was invited to say that he had been acting in

a kind of underhand manner, keeping things up
his sleeve, and refusing to perform his duties

to his employers, and upon that his Lordship

was asked to inflict a very serious hardship on

his (counsel's) clients.—Mr. Justice Shearman

:

I observe that on the 23rd Mr. Lockwood sent

a summary of the additional works executed to

the secretary of the Piccadilly Hotel.—Counsel
for Mr. Lockwood said he would like to put a

few facts before his Lordship in regard to the

conduct of the architect. In July a notice was

delivered by Messrs. Waring and Gillow upon

the architect with respect to the arbitration.

On July 21 Mr. Lockwood had a letter from the

solicitors of the plaintiffs in which they said

they had received a letter from Waring and

GiUow's solicitors advising that they had

delivered notice about calling an arbitration in

accordance with the terms of the contract. The
letter went on to say that plaintiff's saw no

reason for the arbitration, bearing in mind the

action brought by Waring and Gillow. Mr.

Lockwood answered that letter on July 23,

pointing out that notice had been delivered to

him, and adding: "I feel it my duty to take

up the reference and proceed with the arbitra-

tion. I shall wait upon my clients and con-

tractors and inform them of my intention in due

course."—Mr. Justice Shearman: It is unusual

to me that Mr. Lockwood should be made a

party to this application. It is possible he can

try this claim. That he should take a hue claim-

in'' to try it makes one regard him with some

suspicion.—Counsel: He doesn't desire me to say

a single word that would cause your lordship

to come to one conclusion or another. He does

not want one single argument raised as to

whether he should enter upon this arbitration

or not. I ask that Mr. Lockwood be released

from the action at the earliest possible stage.—

Mr Terrell: I don't propose to trouble your

Lordship with any remarks.—Mr. Justice Shear-

man said he felt that, whatever happened, it

was extremely difficult not to do some injustice

to somebody. The order he made might very

well result in doing persons entitled to a sum

of money out of it. On the other hand, if he

were to allow the arbitration to proceed, he

did not think the building-owners likely to get

au unbiassed trial, in all the circumstances of

the case. However unfortunate it was that

people should have to stand out of their money,

the ultimate thing in those matters was to see

that people got complete justice. He could not

help bearing' in mind that Messrs. Waring and

Gillow had brought an action on the certificate,

being well aware that there were disputes

between Mr. Lockwood and the building-owners

Thev proceeded on that, he thought, without

sufficient material, and they could not go on

with that litigation by getting summary judge-

ment. It was quite clear to his mind that it

they had proceeded with that action they could

have incorporated any other claims, and in the

course of the case it was stated that sortie

months ago an offer was made to remit the

dispute to some gentleman who had had experi-

ence of building contracts. That offer, if he

recollected rightly, was repeated in court. At

any rate, the action was subsequently dropped,

and at that time the building-owners were

bringing an action alleging negligence against

Mr 'Lockwood, but not alleging fraud. Sonie

very lar^e items—extras of thousands of pounds

—seemed to have been ordered by Mr. Lock-

wood on his own initiative, without the consent

of his clients, and it seemed to his Lordship

that, by his unwillingness to give information

when demanded, Mr. Lockwood had disqualifaed
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himself in bringing a fair and impartial mind to
bear upon this dispute. His Lordship intimated
fhat he stiould make an order restraining the
arbitration, and proceeded to remark that Mr.
Lockwood was one of the most important
witnesses to be dealt with, and liis evidence
must be taken by the tribunal that took the
case. It would be difficult, his Lordship
thought, to decide this dispute without Mr.
Lockwood being cross-examined as to the part
he had taken in the matter.—Mr. Green : Will
my friend agree to the dispute being submitted
to an independent architect ? — Mr. Justice
Shearman; It appears to me you want somebody
with some legal knowdedge!—Counsel for Mr.

. Lockwood asked that this gentleman should be
dismissed from the action.—Mr. .lustice Shear-
man; I have no power to dismiss you. You will
have to proceed by summons, I think.

—

Counsel; There may be an appeal, and in that
event my client would have to go to the higher
Court. I therefore suggest that the costs
against Mr. Lockv%-ood should be reserved.—Mr.
Justice Shearman agreed to that.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
RISE IN BUILDING MATERIALS.-Mr

Runciman, in answer to Mr. Tyson, in a Parli;i-
mentary reply, said that attention was being
given to the complaints of increase of the price
of building material. Owing to interruption of
trade with the Baltic, it was not possible to avoid
an increase in the prices of most descriptions of
timber.

HOUSING BILL, No. 2, EXTENSION TO
IRELAND —In the House of Lords on Thursday
this measure, brought up from the Commons as
an unopposed Bill, passed through all stnges. On
Friday it received the Royal Assent.

ALIEN ENEMY SHAREHOLDERS. — Mr.
Hunt (U., Ludlow) asked the Prime Minister on
Monday last whether, in view of the fact that
the subjects of countries now at war witli the
British Empire were shareholders in companies
registered in the United Kingdom, or in our
Oversea Empire, he could take steps which would
prevent these alien enemies from receiving
dividends from these companies, either directlv
or through agents within' the British Empire,
during the period of the war?—Mr. Runciman
(President of the Board of Trade), who replied,
said ; I am issuing to the Press a notice from tho
Board of Trade, directing joint stock companies
that dividends or interest becoming due after the
outbreak of war should not be paid to persons
resident in enemy territories, or in accordance
with their instructions.

The Warwickshire Education Committee liavc
recommended the county council to erect a
secondary school for girls at Sutton Coldfield
at an estimated cost of £10,000.

At the meeting on Friday of tho Wrexham
Town Council, it was decided to apply to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
£1,000 for the purchase of a motor fire-engine.
A further resolution was adopted in favoin- of
applying for leave to borrow £1,660 for the
acquisition of land in Holt-road for the erection
thereon of houses for the working classes. The
borough surveyor submitted plans and estimates
for tho building of forty-four houses on tlie
land in question, but consideration of these was
deferred.

The palace of the Bishop of Lhmdafl. at Llan-
dath, about two miles from Cardiff, was totally
destroyed by fire at midnight on Monday The
damage exceeds £6,000. Llandaff Court was
buih about 1750, by .Admiral Thomas Mathews,
to replace the old family mansion, which he-
ordered to be demolished while he was with
the Fleet in the Mediterranean. He died in
l/ol. Llandaff Court was acquired by the
diocese of Llandaff during Bishop Ollivanf',
tenure of the See 11840 1882). Previous to that
the Bishops of Llandaff had not had an
episcopal residence since some time about 1690,
when the palace at Mathern, near Chepstow,
fell into decay.

Mr. W. M. Cross, M.InstC.E., Local Govern-
'If'''

Board inspector, conducted an inquiry at
the Institute, Hammerwich, Staffs, on Thur=-
^*>' '," '?'*'i '*<>ek, with respect to the Lichfield
Rural District Councils apolication for sanction
to .1 loan of £1,930, for the purpose of soworago
and scwage-diSDOsal works for the contrihutorv
placo of Hammerwich. Tho Brownhills Urban
District Council also applied for sanction In the
communication of tho nronosed sewers to their
portion of tho district, which had been agreed
upon by the Lichfield Rural Council. The schemo
?•* o n " l'>'''P'>''f'l ""fl was described bv Mr.
tj. O. Rawstrom, engineer to tho Lichfield Rural
(council.

(Bm (Bf^a fabk.

Mr. Percy \V. Lovell, the secretary of the
London .Survey Comiiiittee (27, Abingdon-
street, S.W.), is seeking for information as
to the whereabouts of the rate-book.s kept
by the overseers of the poor for (a) the parish
of Hammersmith (originally a chapel-of-ease
of Fulhain) and (bj the parish of St. Paneras.
The books that are in the possession of the
borough eouiiciJK do not, in the former ease,
go back earlier than 1795. and in the latter
lire certainly not earlier than 1800.

The Engineering Standards Committee has
issued Report No. 66, British Standard
Specification for Copper-Alloy Three-l'iece
Unions for Low- and Medium-Pressure
British Standard Screwed Copper Tubes
(primarily for domestic and similar work).
The unions dealt with are intended for use
with Tables I. and II. of the British Standard
Specification for Copper Tubes (primarily tor
domestic and similar v.ork). Report No. 61,
which was issued in I9I3. The price of the
Report is 5s. 2d., post free, and it may be
obtained from any bookseller, or direct from
the oflfices of the Committee, 28, Victoria-
street. Westminster. It is published for the
Committee by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and
Son. 7. Stationers' Hall-court, E.C., and 5,

Broadway. Westminster.

Tlie Manchester City Council on Wednes-
day sanctioned a number of departmental
schemes whicli have either been devised or
expedited for the sake al providing public em-
ployment now and in the immediate future.
These projects include a new south road from
Lougsight to the Cheshire boundaries of

Manchester, and the purchase and conversion
into a park of the Barlow Hall estate, near
Chorlton - cum - Hardy. The council also
approved of the decision of the gas committee
to give £10,000 out of its reserve fund to
public purposes connected with tlic war

—

part of It to the equipment of the new Man-
chester Battalion and part to the Local Relief
Fund; also of the proposal of the edneatioii
department to adapt Bank Hall, Heatoii
Mersey, as an open-air residential school, at
an estimated cost of £3,834. Then they
sanctioned the proposal of the rivers depart-
ment to go forward with certain main
drainage works, at a cost of £15,000.
.'Approval was expressed also—although by
but a small majority, which was gained on a

technical point—of a housing scheme for

artisans on the Temple estate, Cheethain,
costing over £.30,000. A proposal to spend
£16.500 on extending the lake in Heaton I'ark

was, by general consent, postponed. The
highways committee's proposal to spend over
£14,000 in sewering, levelling, and paving
work was sanctioned.

The corporation oi' Stoke-on Trent have
resolved to commence forthwith the execution
of various public works in the federated
towns at a total estimated cost of £52.150.
The aim is to provide three days' employ-
ment per week to applicants at a rate of

3i. 3d. per day of eight hours. The following
are the works to be undertaken under the
scheme: — Tunstall : Private street works,
estimated cost of labour, £564; diversion of

sewer, Scotia-road, £.300; diversion of sewer,
Victoria-road, £140; public park, Goldeiihill

(subject to consent from one landowner),
£6,710. Burslem: Widening of High-lane,
£514; new road. Fcdcration-road, .£4.174;

private street works. .£1,170 ; levelling tip,

PorthiU - road, £536; paving and storm-
sewers, Waterloo • road, Wedgwood - street,

and Scotia - road, £4,648; storm - water
drainage scheme, park districts, .£3.544; re-

CDnstniction of sewer. Back Sytch, .£400.

Hanley ; Private street works, £.38 ; removal
of spoil-heap, electricity works. £154. Stoke:
W^idening and storm-sewers, Trentham-road.
£760; private street works. ,£40G. Fentou :

Private street works, £310 ; new park,
cemetery-road. £11.:')02. Longton : Diversion
of Stone-road by Florence Colliery. £1.600;
private street works, ,£502. Sew.age Depirt-
ments : Renovation of bacteria - beds at

Burslem, Hanley. and Longton, .£800. The
works will be carried out under the direction

(if an advisory committee of three members
of the corporation from eaeli of the towns.

The City and Guilds of London Institute
announces that students of technological
classes and others preparing for any of the
examinations of the Institute's Department of
Technology will not, so far as possible, be
prejudiced in competition for certificates and
prizes, if they have been prevented from
fulfilling the Institute's regulations as to
attendance at classes or otherwise, by reason
of their having joined the military I'orces of
the Crown, or having accepted temporary
civil employment in connection with the
defence of the country,

Tlie Associated Portland Cement M.inn-
faeturers (1900), Ltd.. have issued the follow-
ing notice ;— Portland House, Lloyd's-avenue,
London, E.C.—Notice to Single Men.—Any
niiniarried man between the ages of nineteen
and thirty is urged at once to offer himself
as a recruit to his Majesty's forces under
Lord Kitchener's appeal. In the event of
his being accepted, the company will add to
Ills pay from the Army 5s, per week during
eontiiinanee of the war whilst serving with
the colours, and work will be found for him
on his return. Notice is further given that,
owing to the restricted output of our works
and the notice already issued that preference
would be given to married men. the services
of single men having no dependants entirely
dependent upon them for support will have
to be dispensed with after .September 12 next.
This notice applies to all men unmarried at
the date of this notice.—By order of the
Board. August 26. 1914.

The Bosch Magneto Company, Ltd., of
Tottenham Court-road, and John A, Stevens,
the secretary, were summoned at Bow-street
Police-court on September I for refusing to
permit an inspection of the company's
register of shareholders. For the defence it

was stated that when the complainants called
Mr. Stevens was busy witli Government
officials over work for the War Office. The
company dealt in magnetos for flying-

machines, and their business was practically
ill the possession of tho Government. Mr.
H. D. Warner, who supported the sum-
monses, said tliat when the complainants
were ultimately allowed access to the register
tliey found that of the 50.000 shares of the
company all but two were held by Germans.
The magistrate imposed fines and costs
amounting to £8 4s.

It seems that Siberia, in the near future,
may become a formidable rival to Canada in

the supply of timber to the markets of the
world. It is scarcely three years since a first

consignment of Siberian pine, or cedar, as it

is sometimes termed, made its appearance at
Hamburg from Vladivostok. Since then the
exports of pine timber from Siberia have
increased rapidly, not only to Germany, but
also to England, Australia, China, and to
otlier parts of the world.

The closing of the Baltic ports and the
shortage of labour in the Bordeaux district

of France have greatly reduc?d the normal
supply of pit-props. As the provision of an
adequate supply of mining timber is of great
importance, the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, in co-operation with the English
Forestry Association, are taking steps to

stimulate the marketing of home-grown
timber. The timbers most in demand are
larcii, Scotch pine, and spruce of 3in. dia-

meter and upwards at the small end; but
s;nall hardwood timbers such as oak, coppice,
and beech are used to some extent. The
standard lengths of pit-props differ in the
various districts. In viev,- of the fact that
the larger sizes of timbers may be more use-

fully employed for other purposes, it is

probable that thinnings provide tho most
remunerative source of pit props. Owners
of extensive woods who may have tinibT
which they consid 'r suitable for this pnrpos",

but who are in doubt as to the best method
of marketing it or obtaining it with least

dam.age to the future welfare of their planta-

tions, are invited to communicate at once
with the Secretarv of the Board of .Agri-

culture and Fisheries, or with the Secretary,

English Forestry .Association, Farnhara
Common, Slough, Buckinghamshire.
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Bulkheads for tunnel - forms are always

diflienlt to liuilcl because of the roughness

of tlie rock profile. The Pneumatic Concrete

Placing Company, of New York City, who
are specialising in tunnel-laying work, have

been experimenting to find a suitable way
of building such bulkheads quickly and

cheaply, and have found that cement-s.icks

three-quarters full of sand can be used

successfully. The sacks are laid on top of

each other in the same way as bricks in a

wall, and can be fitted into all crevices of

the rock, followang closely the irregularities

of the profile. One unskilled labourer placing

sacks replaces two carpenters building forms.

A bulkhead formed in this way is tight, and

is left in place the same length of time as

a wooden one. When the sacks are removed

the concrete surface is rough and gives a

good bond with the adjacent section.

Mr. George H. Blasgrove, writing in the

R.I.B.A. Journal, states that he has been

engaged for some months past in testing mild

steel manufactured by various Scottish firms.

He has selected, from nearly 300 tests, eleven

made upon steel less than .3in. thick, and

thirty-two made upon steel varying from Jin.

to IJin. thick. In the samples under .3iii.

in thickness the ultimate tensile resistance in

tons per square inch averaged 29.8, and the

percentage of elongation in Sin. of length

averaged 23.2; from Jin. to IJin. the average

ultimate resistance in tons per square inch

was 29.6, and the percentage of elongation

was 25.9. So far as this evidence goes, it

would appear that no advantage is gained in

construction by employing several small-

dimensioned members of mild steel in place

of a few larger-sized ones, the latter being,

of course, more economical.

Mr. R. F. Gilder has issued a catalogue of

the remains discovered in the course of a

survey conducted by him of a series of pre-

historic dwellings "in Douglas and Sarpy

Counties, Nebraska. They were believed to

be depressions caused by bison wallowing in

the mud, but are now proved to be of human
origin. Along the Missouri river as far as

the Platte some forty ruins have been ex-

plored, and the specimens collected are now
deposited in the Omaha Public Library

Museum. The collection consists of numerous

articles made of bone and deer-horn, pottery,

prehistoric pipes, and various ornaments.

The most remarkable object is a human head

carved out of pink soapstone, which is believed

by some competent archaeologists to be

imique among American collections.

Mr. W. \V. Pearse, who was recently

appointed City Architect of Toronto, was

born iu that city forty-two years ago. He
took a five-year course in connection with

the Ontario Association of Architects, on the

completion of which, at the ago of twenty-

two, he went to New York. He obtained the

degree of Bachelor of Science after a five-

year course at Cooper Union, and also the

post-graduate degree of Civil Engineer. Con-

tinuing his studies, he took a special three-

year course in German methods of engineer-

ing. Amongst important buildings the struc-

tural work of which has been carried out

under his supervision mention may bo made
of two armouries in New York; the Traders

and Importers Building, in that city, of

eighteen stories; five tlicatres, of which two
of the largest are the Broadway Theatre,

Brooklyn, N.Y., and the Hai'leni Auditorium,
Now Y'ork. He has acted as the engineer

for some of the most prominent architects

of New York, including Messrs. Rouse and
Goldstonc, Messrs. Foster and Gady, Mr.
Wm. B. Tubby, Mr. Elliott Lynch, and
Messrs. Summerfelt and Steckler. For the

last-named firm of architects Mr. Pearse has

carried on the engineering work associated

with a number of the twelve, sixteen, and
twcntv-story buildings erected by them in

New Y'ork. *•
A large water scheme is contemplated on a

farm ne-ir Venterstad, in the Cape Province of

South Africa. It is proposed to build a dam
or weir across the Zuurberg Spruit at a cost of

dClS.OOO. It is anticipated that this will give

all farmers below the dam water for 200 acres

once a fortnight. The scheme has been favour-

ably commented on by experts.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
S\TLiii)\v (Tn-.\uiKi[()\v).—Royal PliutOf^'raphic Societ.y"b

Exhibition, Suffolk-Btreet Galleries, Hay-
market, S.W. "St. Paul's Catlicdi'al,

Past and Present," by P. J. Hall.
8.30 p.m.

Saturday (Sept. lli).—Institution of Municipal En-
gineers. Meeting of the Northern ami
Yorks Di.-tricts at Harrogate.

fraiJB ^Btos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
QUARRYMENS WORKING DAYS. — The

Oakeley Quarries, the largest quarries in

Festiniog, have reduced the working days to
three a week, and Llechwcdd, the next larrjest,

have reduced to four days a week. Some of the
other quarries are working full time, but have
been compelled to discharge a number of work-
men. The Festiniog Board of Guardians have
resolved to appeal to the Local Government
Board to advance money by wa^' of share capital
lo tho slate quarry proprietors.

^««-

The French Government has purchased Mr.
Cecil C. P. Lawson's picture, "La Sortie de
Moscou, 1S12," which was exhibited in this year's
Salon.

Tlie Ashford road for a considerable length
close to Faversham is being widened, the work
having just been put in hand by the county
council, who are spending about £1,100 upon it.

The parks and baths committee of the
Preston Corporation advise that authority be
given to approve plans for the erection of new
baths in Saul-street at a cost of £20,000.

Mr. James Wharton, of Grafton House,
Grafton-road, Keighlej'. builder and contractor,
mavor of the town in 1909. who died in August,
aged 52. left £18,419 gross and £9,148 net
personalty.

The Goole Urban District Council decided on
Monday to proceed with the preparation of a
large plot of land conveyed to the town by the
Aire and Calder Navigation with a view of

laying it out as a public park.

A new Roman Catholic church of St. Joseph,
built in Tangier-road, Copnor, has been opened.
Tiie architects were the Very Rev. Canon A. J.

C. Scoles and Mr. Raymond, of Basingstoke, and
Mr. Fairall, of Southsea, was the builder.

At Southend-on-Sea, on Tuesday, an inquiry
was held by Mr. T. C. Ekin, an inspector under
the Local Government Board, into an application
from the town council for sanction to borrow
£60.000, for the extension of the electricity

undertaking.

The work of rehanging the bells in the parish
church of Sandford-on-Thamcs on a new
wrought-steel framework has been completed by
Messrs. Webb and Bennett, of Kidlingtou, and
a service of rededication took place on Sunday,
when the Archdeacon of Oxford officiated.

New council schools in Lyndhurst-road, North
Kud. Portsmouth, built at an outlay of £19,000,
have liecn formally opened. Mr. J. W.
Walmisley, F.R.LB.A., F.S.I., of King's-terrace,

Southsea, was the architect, and Messrs. Tanner
Bros., of Southsea, were the contractors.

The Rev. Canon Owen W. Davys, for fifty-five

years rector of Wheathampstead, who died on
Thursday, aged eighty-five, was formerly hon.
secretary to the Cambridge University Archi-
tectural Society and to the St. Albans Archa?o-
logical Society. He was the author of "An
Architectural and Historical Guide to St. Albans
Cathedral," which has nassed through several
editions.

In pursuance of the Board of Trade scheme
for assisting British manufacturers and traders
to secure trade with British Possessions and
foreign countries formerly in the hands of their

German and Austrian or Hungarian competitors,
bulletins on linoleum and oilcloth and on pumps
and pumping machinery were issued on Wednes-
day by the Commercial Intelligence Branch of

the Board, 73, Basinghall-street, E.G.

A local Act, has been passed authorising the
corporation of Weymouth to carry out public
works of improvement, and, in accordance with
the directions of the Local Government Board,
they are to be expedited in order to provide
employment during the winter and alleviate

much of the distress resulting from the war.
The first scheme to be proceeded with is a
portion of the development of the Backwater, a

tidal estuary of 250 acres, by the construction
of an embankment road across it, towards which
the Dorset County Council is finding nearly
£14,000. The Weymouth Corporation is pushing
ahead with this undertaking with all speed.

LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Miscellaneous metals and
timber we omit altogether, as published

figures differ so widely that they are, we
fear, in many eases quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per toD.

Rolled SteelJoists, EnRlish £7 10 to £7 r2 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Steel Girder Plates 7 2
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22

Do., Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
Best Soedahill 9

Angles 10s.. Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c., £8 Ks. to £9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 to £15103. per Con.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20.

6ft. to 8tt. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £13
Bestditto 13

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

.

fi .

,

7 5
8 2
8 10

6

.

n
5 17

,

,

8 15
9 10

No. 22 to 24
Per ton

...£13 10 6

... 14

3 to 7 8 9 10
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9

11
10/3

13 14 IS B.W.G.
11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 li to £S 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 ., 8

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 6 0., 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 ,. 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 ,. 5 13

Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 .. —
Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5 0.. —
B.B. Draw.n Telegraph Wire. Galvanised

—

to 8 9
£10 10s. £10 15s.

in
£1103.

11

£11 53.

12 B.W.G.
£11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 R to £6 7

4in.to6in 6 0,. 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lillieshall 10s. Od. to 117s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. .. 75s. Od'

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 25 per cent.)-

Gas-Tubes 73 p c.

Water-Tubes TlJ .,

Steam-Tubes 67* ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 ,.

Galvanised Water-Tubes 6U .,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc 20 >

, 16 ,

20
,

20
,

First quality 20,
20

,

Blue Bangor..

Eureka unfading
green

Permanent Green

.

£ s.

. 12 12
. 6 12
. 13 2
. 13 17
. 13
.13 15
. 7 5

. 15 17

. IS 7

10 ... 13

8... 10 5
10 ... 11 12
10... 9 13
8 ... 6 12

d. per 1.000 of
6 1.200 at r. stn.
6
6
6

.. .. •

6
6

6
6
6

a. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.stD.

7 per doz. ..

per 1000
52 6 .. .

4 per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz. .,

TILES.
s.

Plain red rooting tiles 42

Hip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Ruabon red. brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Selected " Pertecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 .,

Hip tiles 3 10-5 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 45 ,.

"Roseniary"brandplaintile8... 48 per lOCO

Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.

Valley tiles 3 8
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,.

Hip tiles 4 O'per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6 „
HartshiU " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced £0 per 1009

Pressed 47 6 ,,

Ornamental ditto 50 „
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6
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STONE.*
Red Mansfield , in blocks per foot cnbe i!0 3 4

Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red Coraehill, ditto .. 2 2
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 2
Ancaster. ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto 1 10
Clnlmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) „ 110*

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. Bin. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 3 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes 13

• All F.O.R. London.
Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7J

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 9.4

Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ' Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or I Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf .' ... fO 2 3 ... £0 2 4*

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 „ atrly. stn.

Flettons 1 10 „
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18 „
Red Wire Cuts 1 14 „
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 „ ,.

Best Bine Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 ,

Ditto Bnllnose 4 ,,

Best Stoarbridge
Firebricks 3 14 ,, „

2Jin. Best Red Ac-

)

|
Net, delivered in

crington Plastic ^ 4 10 G „J full truck loads
Facing Bricks I ( in London.

378 Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
B'ic'js £2 10

3V« ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinarv Secondary Bricks Ill 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'ls in
thickest part 2

3';8'' Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ''!
2 6

S'/f*" ditto ditto through and through 3
3' s" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and h" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns , 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xi course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 43" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 42" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 4^" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1
6 ditto 42" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1
4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BKICKS.
HAKD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers

—

1117 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 1117 6
Quoms, Bullnose, and 4Jin. Flats—
T, ^^,"c.'' . y " "^ 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Bplaysand Sqoints—

T..V,,^ Sr,\^, ''J^- 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose. Round Ends, Bullnose Stops-

:.d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. eachRounded Internal Angles-
Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4a. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each Sd. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

internal and E.tternal Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

hill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers—
Sd.each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each .5d. eachMajohca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers ^.jj 17 f,

„ " ," Quoins and Bullnose.....! 27 17 6compass bricks, circular and arch bricks
\ Not

of single radius £0 per 1.000 over above exceed-
11st for their respective kinds and colours - ing 9inLamberarch bricks, any kinder colour, by4lin
Is. 3d. each

) by 2?in
Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to Ijondon Stations. s d

Pit'sand^*"'*
'' s'per yard

,

delivered

Thames Baiiast ...."i..".'.'.'.'.'."."' 6 ,"

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 dehvered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay ia sacks 27s. Od, per ton at
railway station.

OILS.
Rapeseed.English pale.per tun £28
Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined ,]

Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, jMauritiuB
Palm, Lagon

,

Ditto, Nut Kernel
Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating. U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel ,,

Linseed Gil per gal.
Baltic oil

Turpentine ,

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil iier cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " iBrand.. ,,

15 to
15 ,,

0,,
10 ,,

0.,
„

10 „
10 .,

„
7 „

6i „
6 „
19 6 „
2 6i „"

8

£29 n

27 5

30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
10

2 11

8

10

2I0Z. 26oz. 32oz.
3d. ... 3|d. ... 4Sd.

... 5|d.3ld. ... 4ia.
aid. ... 6id. ... 7d.

tin. '/idn. Jin.
id. ... 2jd. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
e... 3id. .. 5d.

GLASS (IN CRATES)
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 2d. .,

Thirds 2id. .,

Fluted Sheet i^d. .,

Hartley's English Rolled
Plate 2id

Figured Rolled and Repoussine

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 1 1
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 1 4
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilator

has been applied to the Baptist Chapel, West
Hendon, N.W.

Glaridge's asphalte is being used on the roofs
of Preshaw House, Upham, Hants, and Great
Oak, Goring Heath, under the instructions of
Messrs. Crickmay and Sons, and Mr. F. L.
Pearson respectively.

In harmony with other large emoloyers of
hbour, Messrs. Robert Ingham Clarke and Co..
Ltd., have decided to nlace on half-pay all

employees and workmen joining the colours, and
to reinstate them upon the termination of the
war.

"Clarmac " is the description given to the slag
tarmacadam which is being made by Clarmac
Roads, Limited—a new company affiliated with
Claridge's Asphalte Company, Limited. Reads
in Clarmac have been laid at Southend-on-Sea,
Coventry, and Xewcastle-under-Lyme, with, we
hear, very successful results.

A tower and spire are to be added to a church
at Roscommon. The architects are Messrs.
O'C.iUaghan and Webb, of South Frederick-
street, Dublin.

The city council of Lincoln have received the
sanction of the Local Government Board to a
loan of il,100, for tho purchase of land adjoin-
ing the corporation depot.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
.J. R. \Vebster and 11. P. Hawkes. builders and
contractors, Broomliall-road, South Croydon,
under the style of Webster and Hawkes, has
been dissolved.

The urban district council of Walthanistow
have decided to apply to the Board of Trade for
permission to expend £3,317 in carrying out
tramway extensions in Chingford - road and
Markhouse-road

.

The parks committee of the ^Manchester
Corporation have decided to extend the lake in

Heaton Park by 6.V acres, bringing the total area
up to 20 acres. The cost is estimated at £16,000,
of which 70 ner cent, will be for labour.

OeiLVIE&CO.
Telephone: DALSTON 1388.

Miiny veari* runnected with
the Idle lirni of W. H.
I-ASCELLES & CO.. of

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIM VTES

KKEK.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

TO—
WM.

Hardwoods,
OLIA^R & SONS, Ltd.,

120 Bunhill Row London E.G.

TENDERS.
*•* Correspondents would in all cases obUge by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information. .

Balltmexa.—For building engine house at work-
house, for the guardians. Mr. F. D. Brown, 93, Ann-
street, Belfast, engineer :

—
Hewitt, R.. and Son, Sandown-
rnad' Belfast £",40

McKay, .J., Ballymena 520 10
Dowling, W., Cromwell-road,
Belfast (accepted) 496 o

Bedford.—For repairs at various council schools,
for the education committee. Mr. E. K. Ellison,
surveyor :—

Eaton Socon.
Allen. M. J., Saffron-road.
Biggleswade £338

Wade. W., Eaton Ford, Beds ... 3i0 16 11
Mayes. H., Eaton Socon 299
Laughton, Midland-road" ... 289 10

Gravenhurst.
Sharp, C.FIitwick ... 830
Wright, C. Langford 624 8 6
Allen. M. J .595

Corby, J., and Son .593

Laughton, W.' 576 10
Great Barford.

Nicholls, S„ Cople 39.5 19 6
Allen, M. J 371
Foster, S., Kempston 3G9 "
Freshwater, S., and Son 361 5
Dawes and Bowler 346
Corby, J., and Son' 328

•Accepted. Rest of Bedford.

Bedwoeth.—For building thirty houses for work-
men at Bedworth, tor the Foleshill Rural District
Council;—

Smith, .1., Bedworth (accepted)... f6,000
Lowest tender received.

Bkdworth.—For the construction of two detritu<3
tanks, screening chambers, and sludge lagoons at
the sewage outlall works, Marstou-lane, Bedworth,
for the Foleshill Rural District Council :

—

Kelly and Son. Foleshill £694 8
Gibson, T., Bedworth 640 16
Smith, J., Bedworth (accepted) 618 13 7
Trentham, P. 607 11 6

BrsGAT.-For the supply of 345 tons of li'in. Mount
Sorrel Granite, for the urban district council :—
Lavender and Batemau (accepted), 12s. lid. per ton.

Clwttbont -For building thirty-fix workmen's
dwellings in the quarry village of Clwtj'bont and
Kbenezer, for the Guryefai Rural District Council :

—
Williams. Brothers, Bryntbir ... i;6,'.177

(.Accepted. Six tenders received.)

Cw"5i8TPi0G.—For the reinforced concrete work in
the construction of three reservoirs of 10J,0(30 gallons,
•240,0(X1 gallons, and 100,000 gallons capacity at
Cwuisyfiog, Coedymoeth, and Cefn Rhychdir (New
Tredegar) respectively, for the Bedwellty Urban
District Council. Mr. Dan H. Price, Aberbargoed,
via Cardiff, engineer :

—

Hayward and Wooster, Bath (accepted).

Eablestown.—For the materials and labour re-
tiuired in streets and passages within their district,
for the Newtou-in-Makerfield Urban District Council.
.\ccepted tenders :

—
Webster and Winstanley, Wigan £3.07.5 I 7
BennieA- Thompson. Warrington 485 17

Edmonton.—For alterations and additions to the
workhouse laundry, for tlie guardians :

—

Rowlatt Bros.. Palnjeis Green ... £1.897
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Foleshill.—For the erection of thirty workmen's
houses at Foleshill, for the Foleshill Rural District
Council :

—

Train. W.. & Co., Ltd.. Notting-
ham (accepted) £6,.597

Lowest tender sent in.

Hamilton —For alterations and additions to the
administrative block at the county sanatoriuui.
Longriggend. Messrs. .\. CuUen, Lochhea<J. and
Brown. Hamilton, architects. Accepted tenders:—

Builders;—
Maxwell, .1., and Son. Falkirk ... £6.51

.Joiners ;
—

Shanks, W., and Sons, .\irdrie ... 556 7 11

Plumber;—
.Johnston, D., Strathaven 274 9 5

Plasterers ;—

Thom, M.,and Co , Airdrie ... 226 18 3
Slater :

—

Young, J.,Bellshill 86 13 1
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Kingston. Suuhkv.—For internal painting at the
male inftnnary and external painting at the
children's central homes, New Maiden, for the
guardians :—

Oldridge. C, and Sons. Kingston i'S97

(Accepted )

Knutton.—For alterations to the Wesleyan church.
Mr. G. HoUins. A.R.I.B.A.. Market-place. Newcastle-
under-L^'uie. architect:—

Heath, S., Basford, Stoke-on-
Trent £369 1-2

Cooke, .1.. Wnlstauton. Stalls ... 3(55

Burton. H.. Tunstall, Statis ._. 365
Huehes.T.. Newcflstle, Staffs ... 359
Ball & Robinson, Stoke-on-Trent 335
Smith,C..&Son9,TuDstaIl.Staff'i 330
Taylor, F. G., Newcastle, StalTs* 320 U

^ Accepted.

Larnk—For taking down houses and buildings
and the making of a new street from Dunluce-strect
to Pound-street, for the La roe Urban District
Council. Mr. E. h. Woodp, C.E.. surveyor:—

Ross, J., and Son, Brookhill-
avenue, Belfast (accepted) ... £.595

Lkighton Bu;^zard.—For providing and fixing
cookery and joinery fittings, in adapting premises in
North-street, Leiphton Buzzard, in a domestic
subjects' centre, for the Bedfordshire Education
Committee. Mr. R. Kitchling Ellison, fiurveyor:—

W. Laughton. Midland-i-oad,
Bedford i'lOH

Corby, J. and Son. Tavistock-
street, Bedford ... 99 10

Freshwater, S., and Sons,
Castle Hill. Bedford 98 15

Willis, "W.G.. and Son. Vandyke-
road. Leighton Buzzard ., 93 10

Cock. D. and Son, Higb-strpet,
Leighton Buzzard (accepted) ... 78

Lf.wes.—For reconstruction of the Lewes-New-
haven-road (.5.i miles), for the East Sussex County
Council :—

Trentham. G. P., Birmintiham... £32,674
(Accepted.)

Liverpool.—For taking down, petting back, and
rebuiioing the fronts of the warehouses Nos. 8, 9. 10.
and 11. New Quay, for tbe corporation :

—
Chappell, J. and G.. \Valton .. £7.545

(Recommended for acceptance.)
Long Bknnington.—For alterations at ihe Priory,

Long Bennmgton, near Grantham, for Mr. A. D.
Younghusband. Messrs. Sheppard and Lockton,
Bargate, Newark-on-Trent, architects :~

Farks, D.. and Son. Grantham ... £S95
(Accepted.)

Maxchestkr.—For the supply of 7iQ. pipes and
valves, for the corporation. Accepted tenders :

—
Pipes :—

Oakeg. J., and Co., Queen Victoria-street, E.C.
Valves :

—
Glenfieldand Kenuedy, Ltd., Kilmarnock.

Manchester. — For rebuilding warehouse, 57.
Dickinson-street, for the corporation :

—
Carlyle, R.. Old TralTord (accepted).

Manchester.—For section C, D. and portion of
section E of contract in connection with the 5.00i)kw.
turbo-alternator, Stuart-street, for the corporation ;

Mirrlees Watson Co.. Ltd., Glasgow (accepted).

North Hallow.—For the North Hallow sewerage
scheme, for tbe Martley Rural District Council :—

Thorpe, W., BiriniDgbam ... t4, 3.53 15
(.Accepted.

t

Nuneaton.—For the supply of electrical stores,
for the electricity committee. Accepted tenders :—

Feeder cables,
Callender's Cable and Con-
struction Co.. Ltd. £785

Conduit and accessories.
Key Engineeiing Co.. Ltd. , . 54 7 6
Feeder pillar, joint boxes, and accessories :—
Key Engineering Co.. Ltd. ... 65 4

Switchboard extensions :

—

British Thomson-Houston Co.,
Ltd. GO

Oswaldtwistle.—For the erection of a free
library, for the urban district council :—

Bury. W. H., and Sons i'2,549
(Accepted.)

Plymouth.—For rebuilding Polscoe, for the St.
German's Rural District Council. Mr. F. E.
Clevertcn, 4. Buckland-torrace, Plymouth :—

Stephens, \V., Millbrook. near
Plymouth (accepted) .£120 14

Polegate,— For the construction of about 437
yards run of sewers, the laying out of land for
sewage -disposal, and tbe installation of pumping
plant, for the sewerage of Polegate, lor the Hailsham
Rurnl Di«'rict Council :

—
Vine, J. M.. TunbridgeWelH ... £6.294 3 4
Wallip. W. I.., and Co.. East-
bo"»'ne 5.817 10

Carey, S.,Bexhill 5,3.2^ Hi
Hutchinson &: Co., St.Leonards-
on-Sea 5.O67 1 10

Streeter, A., and Co,, Ltd., Shal-
ford. Guildtord (accepted^ . , 1.933 4 2

Port Talbot.—For the provision of drainage to
the DOW gasworks site and connecting uplo tbe maiu
sewer, comprising about .500ft. of 6in. cast-iron drain-
pipes and about 370ft. of 4ln. cast-iron drain-pipes,
wiih manhole, trans, and special pipes, for the
Mirgam Urban District Council :—

Gibbons Bros., Ltd., London ... i;444 6 6
(Accepted.)

RocHFORD.—For the erection of four cottages at
Great Stamhridgo, Rocbford, for the rural district
council. Mr. A. C. Madge, Rocbford. surveyor:—

Cook, F. .7 £791)
I'orden. S 781 n n
Myall Bros.. Southend-on-Sea*... 760

• Accepted.

Portslade.—For I lie construction ot a main
surface-water sewer extending from the northern
end of the urban district to Shoreham Harbour, a
length of about 1,990 yards, and of diameter varying
from 1*210. to '27in., togetherwith outfall works in the
harbour, catchpit, manholes, and sundry works con-
nected therewith, for the Portslade-by-Sei Urban
District Council. Messrs. Chatterton and Alford,
9, Victoria-street, Westminster, engineers :

—

Pilgrim A- Son., Ltd., Whetstone £3,659 19 1

Rinns, F. E., it Co.. Ci-oydon ... 3,591 1 6
Peerless. Dennis, and Co.. Ltd.,
Eastbourne 3,467

Wilkinson, T.. and Co., Poole ... 3,406 2 10
Ilea. E , sen., Croydon 3.380 12 8
Jackson, D. T., Barking 3,180 6 H
Farrow, H.,Bri.\ton,S.W, ... 3,157 13 6
Carey, S., Bexhill-on-Sea 3.034 13 6
McKellar and Westerman, Hove 2,769
Parsons, J., and Sons. Hove* ... 2,652

* Accepted.

Salfdro.-For the supply and delivery of ca'st-irou
pipfs reciuired in connection with the ri,(.l(30-kw.

turbo-alternator at the electricity station, Frederick-
road, I'endleton, for the corporation :

—

Wolstenholine, .7., and Son,
Radclilfe (accepted) £130

Salford.—For the supply and delivery of switch-
gear equipment for the two 7.50-kw. rotary converters
at electricity station. Frederick-road, Pendleton:

—

British Westinghouse Co., Ltd.... £275
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Salpord.—For suppjy and delivery of one steam
turbine-driven boiler feed-pump at the electricity
station, Frederick-road, Pendleton :—

Weir. G. and .7., Ltd., Glasgow ... £235
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Salpord.—For construction of an ]8in. reinforced
granite concrete pipe sewer at the Walness, for the
Museums, Libraries, and Parks Committee:

—

Randall, J., Salford (accepted) . . £287 1 6

Salpord.—For erection of a ferro conci-ete ware-
house, office block, garage, catetaker's house, and
boundary walls. Messrs. Maxwell and Tuke. 25,
Brazenuose-street, Manchester, architects;

—

Yorkshire Hennebique Co., Ltd ,

Leeds £52.578
Turner (Ardwick). Ltd 48.167
Stewart. J. W , London 48,128
Smith Bro3., Burnley 44,841
Gerrard. J., Swinton 43.694
Blake. W. E.. London 43,142
Billings and Co., Manchester ... 42,046
Lovatt. W., Salford 39,840
Mitchell, F., Manchester 38.947
Lowe. T.. Burton-on-Trent ... 36,900
Russell Building Contracting Co .

Manchester (accepted* ... ... 36,2.50

Atkinson, H , Leeds 36,223

Sevenoaks, Weald.—For the erection of council
school, for the Kent Education Committee. Mr.
Wilfrid H. Robinson, M.S. A., architect :

—

Woodhams, F.. Sevenoabs ... £724 10
Wise, S..ttBrightman,Ltd.,Hythe 695
Jarvis, E. W., Tonbridge 650
Hodges, W., Sevenoaks 570
Treasure Bros., Orpington ... 559
Leanard Lown & Co., Holloway 549
Banks, W. P., Sevenoaks* ... 529

' Provisionally accepted.

Stockport.—For tbe erection of a pivilion at
Stepping Hill Hospital, for the guardians :—

Bardsley, H., Stockport £6,615
(.Accepted )

Wakefield.^For the erection of tbe operating
room at the inflrmary, for tbe guardians. Accepted
tenders :

—
Excavating, bricklayer, and mason ;

—
Kitson, W.. and Son i'238 4 4

Plumber and glazier:—
Gillott, H 149 15

Carpsnter and joiner :
—

Broadhead, R. 70 14

Worcester.—For the erection of a blacksmith's
shop in Croft-road, for the corporation ;

—
Hunt, W. W.. and Co £150

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Mr. Alfred Mountain Fowler, F.S.I. , C.E., of
Ilendersyde. Ascot, formerly consulting' engineer
to the Leeds Corporation, left dE7,077.

Tho rural district council of Skelmersdale has
received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to tlie borrowing of ^12,200 for sewa;?c-
disposal works.

A new council school at Bycrs Green, near
Spennymoor. built at a cost of ^^5,925, has been
formally opened. Mr. Curry, of NewcasUe-on-
Tyne, was the architect, and Mr. Douglas, of
Close House, Bishop Auckland, the contractor.

The- Belfast City and District Water Commis-
sioners have mstructcd their engineer to proceed
with the work at the embankment of the middle
i^oulh reservoir at Woodburn with a view to
incrcasinf^ its storag^c capacity. The estimated
cost is .-4:2. 500.

A scheme is in proparation for the provi^^ion
of a dccp-watcr wharf at (iravcsrnd, and
application .will bo madr to the Port of London
Authority at an early date for a license for )!,s

const ruction. The proposed wharf would extend
about 700ft. on cither side of tho oxisiing jcilv
of tho Soutli-Fastern and Chatham Kailway. and
would have a depth of water of not loss than
3.5ft. at low tide. Mr. Harry W. Towso has
prepared tho designs.

TO OOBSESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opiniona
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upoo tbe space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Buildinq News, Efiingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.. and not to
members of the statf by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Uable
lor, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

•.•Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant pubUc and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, hut are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVI. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 96.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes oE Vols. XXXIX.. XLI., XLVI.. XLIX..
LIIL, LXI.. LXII., LXIV.. LXV.. LXVI.. LXVII.,
LXVin., bXIX.. LXXI., LXXII.. LXXIII.,
LXXIV.. LXXV.. LXXVl.. LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV..
LXXXV.. LXXXVI.. LXXXVII.. LXXXVIII..
LXXXIX.. XC, XCI.. XCII.. XCIII., XCIV.,
XCV.. XCVI., XCVII., XCVIII.. XCIX, C, CI.. CIL.
CIII.ICIV.. CV.. and CVI. may still be obtained at
the same price; all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BniLDlNO
News, price 2s.. post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams ;
" Timeserver, Estraud, London.'*

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

tho United Kingdom; for the United States,

£1 63. Od. (or 6doIs. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 (Is. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India. £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•,*Our Direct Sub.'icription Agents for Australia

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Publishers, VJ, York Chambers, lO.'i. Liverpool-street,

Svdney, New South Wales; for .lapan. Messrs. Z. P.

Maruya and Co., Ltd.. ll-lfi, Nionbashi Tori

Sanchomc, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at

£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the

paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'

addresses.

•*• The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8(1.

= .')dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.

sis months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302. Shaughnessy
Buildings, McGill-strcet, Montreal, who will receive

Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-ofllce Orders to be made payable

to The Strand NEw.sp.\rEa Company. Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

Received.—R. (i. W.—R. F. W. and Sou.-L, Co.—
G. S. and Cu., Ltd.—W. O. and Sou.— E. C. C.

X.—Yes.
Phobono.—Thauks, please send.

Glass.—We know nothing of the firm mentioned.

T. H. T.—Tlie company you refer ti> is a private com- j.

pauy of three sljareholders. who are British. Tue
.

ij

orisr'inal patent was a Swiss invention.

OwsKR.—Take the £5, as your builder advises, and be

thankful for it and tliat you have got the use of the

wall. This is not the time for Englishmen to go to

law with each other about trifles.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowini? by the urban district council of

Guiscley of £3.700 for extensions of the councirs

s^waijo-works and for surface- water drainaije.

Tlio councirs engineer is Mr. J. N. Nicholson,

A.M.I.C.E., Bradford.

Work is in riro^rcss on the G. T. P. Railway
Hotel, to ho erected at RcErina. Sask.. at a cost

of l.OnO.OOOdol. The stool will be snniilmd by

thn Canadian Brid;^o Company, Ltd.. \V;ilkcr-

ville. Out., and tho terracotta hy tho Atlantic

'I'prra Cotta Co.. Ltd.. Nr-w York. The bnildiniT

will bo nine stories. 160ft. by 160ft.. stcol and

stone cuiistruction. Messrs. Lyall, Mitchell, and

Co., Uegina, arc tho general contractors.
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road, London. Messrs. Nicol and Nieol
AA.R.I.B.A., Architects.

THE GENESIS OF DESIGN.
In a state of order, all things stand in

reciprocal relation ; law connects part with
part, and part with whole. In prac-
tical design our drawing - boards insure,
mechanically, correlation to a certain
limited extent ; for each horizontal drawn
with tee-square is true to base, each
vertical is at normal angle. In earlier

days, no doubt, the designer wanting
accurate mechanical aids would have
needed to exercise his' mind in maintaining
true horizonal and vertical, just as the
mason constantly applies line and
plummet. It may be that this necessity
for continual vigilance gave a certain
nubility to the work of the designer in
primitive times ; that his self-reliance was
fostered, and forcefulness and character
were engendered. We need but casually
look round to assure ourselves that our
present-day excellence of instrument and
appliance does little to open the eye to an
understanding of true symmetry and grace
of form

; for assuredly we see no end to
the production of disorderly and warped
architectural mass. We may agree that
the basis of design is order, and that order
means correlation of part ; but the worship
of the so-called picturesque in place of
quiet dignity, shows that in practice we
frequently ignore fundamental principles
to which, in theory, we profess allegiance.
This is a matter of regret, since if we
earnestly seek some main guiding rule in
design, we may find it in the principle of

correlation, whereby each thought and act
in design has definite relation to some over-
ruling master idea. Holding to this
principle, we may be saved from wanton
acts, destructive of unity, and make each
thought observe a general thesis. Each act
of design is then comparable to a line
drawn with tee-square : it is made true to
a base. In the sum, such acts correlate,
are laid, as it were, course on course, to
line and plummet.

If we inquire why mere geon^etrical
correlation, mere placing of objects at
pqual distances, at certain angles, on
certain balanced curves—why parallelism,
co-ordination and concentricity alone, of
themselves are causes of interest to the
eye and convey a sense of beauty, we shall
find these questions in great part answered,
if we consider correlativeness as the essence
of order, and order the genesis of design.
Each part has reference to other ; the whole
is bounded and bonded bv a common, all-
dominating law. Whether it be jewelled
pendant, concentric circle in rain-splash
and ripple, or iso-curving wavelets in a
wide-sweeping bay. beauty in major part
seems te reside in the sense of order, the

existence of law, and the general sub-
servience of part to whole effect. Geometry,
as such, we may conceive to have lio

Ksthetic import; but geometry as signify-
ing law and order, and as indicating re-
ciprocal relation of part, such as we see
demonstrated in equidistant columns and
the regular spacing of flutes, is no doubt
the hidden cause—the fount and origin of
beauty in architecture.

Geometry, as a concrete expression of

order, appears rather an attribute than an
entity in architecture. The display of

severe elemental geometric form itself is

not the aim. The orderliness and corre-

lativeness of geometry runs through and
through architecture as bond-entwining
correlativeness—order ; but if the end
and aim of architecture were merely the
exhibition of geometrical form, as such,

and the ultimate effects were governed by
this, plain iron sheds would be types of

architectural beauty ! When, therefore,
ue set so much store on order and correla-

tiveness and the super-domination of the
geometrical, we refer rather to an invisible

warp and weft intermeshing and bonding
part and part into unity.

There may be nothing of special interest,

and, obviously, no novelty, in displaying
the circle, as such; yet all objects of art

founded on the circle possess its inherent
beauty, and have an interest born of-out-

coming from—the circle. The relation of

part to whole—the correlation, or sign of

order, is here at its simplest : all refers to

a centre, be it ring, wheel-window, or
round moon. In the wheel-window the
mullions may radiate, bringing another
feature of design under one law ; but the
wealth of varied interest that the Mediieval
builders threw into circular windows
shows that, given the circle as frame, the
greatest prodigality and I'lay of line and
curve, within the ciicle, do but add gravity

of effect. This is but natural, and an affair

of mutual enhancement. The four straight

and square lines that define a marble
panel are the foil and contrast whereby the
utmost value is given to all its natural,

asymmetric markings and figure.

These considerations suggest that even
order — correlativeness — needs some
counterfoil ; that is to say, reciprocal rela-

tion may be heightened in value by the

juxtaposition of something akin to dis-

order. It seems almost impossible to

employ such a term in design ; but wild
asymmetry, as the figuring of marble, does
unquestionably derive increased value from
close proximity to severe and simple geo-

metrical lines We must allow a place in

architecture to the grave and gay, just as

we employ the bass and treble in music. If

Strand, W.C.

Church of St. Michael, Golder's Green, London, N. Mr.
John T. Lee, Architect.

Clumber House, Worksop. Extensions for the Duke »f
Newcastle. View and plan. Mr. Clyde P. Young,
F.R.I.B. A., Architect.

Reredos, St. Barnabas' Church, Tuubridge Wells. Mr.
Percy M. Andrews, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.

The Muuster and Leinster Bank, Cork. Messrs. Arthut
and Henry H. Hill, Architect*.

New Municipal Offices, Guildford. Selected Design.
View, plans, ic. Mr. Thomas R. Clemence, M.S.A.,
Architect.

Students' Hostels, Hong Kong University, China.
Messrs. Denison, Ram, and Gibbs, Architects.

we give too great heed to geometrical dis-

position ; if our design is all right lines and
right angles, we gain dignity, but lack
variety. For the designer, this is a con-
sideration of importance, for it shows that
even order itself requires foil or contrast,
and that the plumb and square parts of
ruined architecture appear more so in the
face of decayed and crumbling litter ; and
the spirit cf the same principle we may see
where right-angled leaden lights frame and
empanel lace curtains and the flowering
plants of cottager's window.
The principle of correlation induces us

to render more pronounced and apparent
geometrical form ; but the need for variety
and foil warns us not to carry the rule too
tar. If we never go outside our principle,
or rather, if we never allow a little play of
fancy and abandon, all lightness—the
inagic and charm of variation—would be
stifled. All we need to see is that the
change and variation does not occur in
'Aeighty matters

; that we do not play with
form in grave and serious main masses of
building It is in careless treatment of
such building masses that want of respect
for our principle of correlation—want of a
high sense of order—is mainly evidenced.
In the preservation of simple mass resides
dignity. If we believe that order is

reciprocal relation of part, we shall care-
fully avoid senseless break and change.
Looking back into the ages, we shall find
ample confirmation in support of these
views. All great works convey an impres-
sion of a high sense of order, of over-ruling
law, and, in each, a dominating theme or
idea, to which every thought and effort of
the designer has been subservient.

THE E.XHIBITION OF THE LONDON
SALON OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Tho council of the London Salon of
Photography have successfully overcome
unprecedented difficulties in organising
their international exhibition, which has
just opened at the galleries of the Royal
Society of Painters in Water Colours, 5a,

Pall-mall East. Many of tho Continental
contributions have been withheld or un-
avoidably detained en route; one case of

thirty prints in the oil process, the work of

Demachy and Puvo, advised from Paris

three weeks ago, have so far failed

to be delivered, and a parcel of ex-

hibits bv leading Ameriean amateurs

are missing, although they were con-

signed from New Yrirk six weeks

since, and the covering letter and list

of works and their authors cajHe to hand a

month ago. Further, the council decided

to only hang one example of each German
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and Austrian artist, and in no case to quote
a selling price for these. Notwithstanding
all these drawbacks, the display is an ex-

cellent and representative one
;
the number

of accepted pictures—325 in all—falls

short of recent years, but the w'orks are

better hung, and several screens are also

utilised. There is a boldness, vigour, and
healthy sanity about the exhibits, and
foggy and indecipherable impressionist

works are in a small minority. There is

an exceptionally strong display of

portraits, both by amateur and professional

members. The colour prints on paper in-

crease in relative numbers year by year,

and now evince great delicacy and refine-

ment ; but no new process has come to the

front this autuinn. English and American
works are well represented, and there is

a fair show of French and Belgian photo-

graphic art.

The very first picture to catch the eye

upon entering, No. 1 in the catalogue, is of

a topical character, and is sure to awaken
interest. It is entitled "The Empire's
Watchdog," and is one of two seascapes by
F. J. Mortimer; the ocean is lashed into

fury by the gale under a darkening sky,

and angry billows dash against the armed
prow of a British cruiser, on which,

behind the quickfiring - guns, are a lieu-

tenant and an A.B. ; the latter, telescope to

eye, is looking through the spray at a

couple of destroyers in the offing. "Touch
and Go." the same artist's second work, is

a vessel under closely-reefed sails beating
up against the wind. In this class may be

placed No. 100, bearing the suggestive

title, "England Expects " by Hector
Murchison ; over the housetops we look

upon one of the Leemings' square Ad-
miralty cupolas, with its wireless masts and
antennre, and beyond is the upper portion

of the Nelson column, the whole well com-
posed as a picture. No. 3, by A. E. Schaaf,

"Pennsylvania-avenue," is a peep into a

typical New York street on a rainv dav.

"Tho Smoky River," by J. Kauftman,
No. 8, shows a liner and smaller vessels

working up Port Phillin Bay towards
Melbourne. No. 10, "Cloud Shadows,"
has a fine atmospheric effect; the clouds
overhang a hmg and barren vallev between
limestone hills; it is the work of Kenneth
0. Ooorlvear. "The Fountain," bv Alfred

G. Buckham, No. 14, has obviously had tlie

cascade worked up, and the same criticism

applies to No. 230, "Neptune's Fountain."
a much more elaborate and ambitious
work by J. C. Warburg ; in the latter

print a charming effect is gained by the

dexterous delineation of symmetrically
feathered spray from some finely-modelled
tritons disporting themselves in a basin
below a Classic portico. A. G. Buckham
also contributes No. 15, "Overhead the
Moon Sits Arbitress." a clever but in-

distinct night scene; the long stretch of

white lane between the lamp-lit cottages
would have been more artistic had it

possessed a turning. "The Return from
•Flodden," No. 19, by John M. Whitehead,
of .Mva, N.B., shows a knight in armour
standing on a hilltop waving a brand-new
flag on a short staff. Other exhibits by this
worker of much excellence are "Storm
Clouds," and "A Moorland Farm," Nos. 20
and 22, the latter a white-walled liome-
stead seen beyond tho sand, sedge, and
sludge of a dreary marshland. Four
futurist works of consideralile merit are
Nos. 25 to 27 and 31, sent in by Hugh
Cecil; perhaps the best is "The Snaki'
Dance." A clever effect of low-lying (ilants

in flower, foliage, meadow, and trees is

obtained by Dr. R. E. Evans (No. 35).

"Weeding the Cobbles, Damme," by W. W.
Smith, No. 36 is not a self-condemnatory
explanation of tho worker's occupation, as

!night l)o hastily surmised from tlie title,

but merely a quiet scene in a Dutch village

street. We always expect good things

from Mrs. Carine Cadby, and her "Ski-er,"

No. 37, is not disappointing ; it shows a

well-dressed maiden, in the flush of

health, descending a steep snow - slope,

while across the valley is a still more lofty

glistening mountain. In No. 40, "A
Member of the London Salon of Photo-

graphy," Pierre Dubreuil, a French
amateur, gives us a characteristic self-

portrait, shown in the act of setting a

camera. Another good print by Dubreuil

is "Hours of Paris," No. 44, a rainy-day

scene, looking along the Rue de I'Opera

towards the main fafade of Charles

Garnier's masterpiece; an open umbrella

held over the photographer obscures the

sky to the right, producing a unique
but not unpleasing effect. In "A Friend of

the Friendless," No. 51, W. J. Clutterbuck

depicts a middle-aged dame walking along

a dirty street on a miserable evening, and
behind her slink three disreputable

mongrels. No. 58, "Twilight, Chenies," by

J. L. Tucker, shows with no small skill the

bare trunks of pines and beeches above

a still stream ; the grain of the

process is a little too prominent for

our liking; and another quiet land-

scape by this artist hangs near it,

"Autumn Afternoon, Chesham," No. 60.

Bertram Park, the energetic secretary of

the London Salon, is this year represented

by three admirable platinotypes : No. 64. a
" Profile " portrait ; No. 65, a problem,

picture, "The Sultan's Pleasure": a

brunette in the flimsiest Oriental costume

(h, la Miss Maud Allan) shrinks against a

pillar, while on the stairs and wall to the

right appears the silhouetted shadow of

the houri's despotic lord and master

:

his third work, " Laugh, laugh. Oh ; Ho-
tel " (No. 6) portrays a Japanese idol,

the god of levity and pleasure, being

tickled by a girl with a peacock's

feather. No. 67, by J. B. Portway,

sen., is a powerful representation of

"Whitby Bay," and Fred Judee sends as

one of five "A Whitby Yard," No. 91, one

of the narrow courts off the hillside below

the church. Alexander Keighley, of

Keighley High Hall, contributes this year

four Egyptian subjects, Nos. 67-70. all

conveying the impression of a cloudless

atmosphere and sharply-defined arid land

scapes. In No. "2, "The Pottery Kiln," we

see the clayworkers' sheds and bricks on the

plain below a minaretted mosque. No. So,

"St. Paul's." by F. Seyton Scott, obtains a

fine contrast between the lichen-clad pro-

tected masonry and the white surface of

the Portland stone where exposed to sun

and rain in a portion of the south portico

of Wren's cathedral. No. 104, "Tothill-

street," by A. H. Blake, M.A., is a clever

birdseye looking down that busy thorough-

fare upon the west front of the Abbey and

a third metropolitan subject of uncommon
merit, is "Constantinople in London."
No. 109, also by A. H. Blake, in

which, with the Duck Island in St. James's

Park as a foreground, the artist dexterously

groups the medley of minarets and turrets

of Kent's Horse Guards, AVebb and Bell's

United Service Museum, William Young's
War Office, Archer and Green's Whitehall
Court, and Alfred Waterhousc's National

Tjiberal Club into an harmonious Oriental

mise-en-scene. No liberties are taken with

the rearrangement of the buildings; all is

sim|ily effected by a careful selection of

.
viewpoint -and the camera does the rest.

No village on tho Iiower Seine lias been

more often sketched and photographed than
"Caudebec" J.)hn H. Anderson, in No.

110, shows neither the Flamboyant open

gives us the uncouth cupola seen over a

balustrade. The expression of the strong

face of " Sir Ernest Shackleton " is well

cauglit by Rudolf Diihrkoop, of Hamburg
(No. 132), and H. S. Ponting's work with

Captain Scott's Antarctic Expedition is ad-

mirably illustrated in Nos. 205 to 208;

of these four, the most impressive in

its grandeur is No. 208, "The Castle Berg,"

in which a huge perpendicular snow-clad

cliff of ice towers above a plain, along

which a team of dogs drag an explorer in

his sledge; "The Terra Nova Icebound in

the I'ack," No. 207, suggests the helpless-

ness and solitude of the intrepid party.

Ward Muir, in Nos. 150-1, brings before us

'Edinburgh in Summer and in Winter,"

the former representing the Mound, and

the latter Waverley Market. An unlovely

vision of hard-lined skyscrapers is "Sixth-

avenue, Pittsburgh," No. 161, by H. V.

Torrance. Four pastoral scenes in Belgium
are shown by Leonard Misonne, of Ciilly ;

No. 165, "Lever, de Soleil," indicates the

dispersal of mist from a marshy woodlanff,

and a neighbouring print, " Les Grands
Peupliers," shows a flat riverside bordeied

by poplars and willows. Frederick H.

Evans again takes us to Westminster

Abbey, showing us in the "Buckingham
Tomb" the effigies in profile of Sir George
and Lady Villiers, by Nicholas Stone, in

the centre of St. Nicholas Chapel ;
of a

different class is his portrait of "Hubert,"
of the Sunday Chroiiich, the late Hubert
Bland (No. 197). William Rawlings, in

"The AVhite Cliff," No. 199, gives us the

green slope and white chalk face of Beachy
Head, as seen from the west, with the

banded, toylike shaft of the new lighthouse

on the foreshore below. Bertram Cox, in

No. 215, "I/incoln from the South West,"
shows the long roofs and triple towers of

the Minister and the Castle turret,

as viewed from across the Witham
Valley and river. Samuel Grimshaw
succeeds in making an attractive picture

of an uncompromisingly modern sub-

ject, "The Technical 'School, Aston-

under-Lyne," No. 220, by taking its

square tower in shadow against the sky on

a wet evening, when reflections are pro-

duced by the puddles and wet paving sets.

"The River of Toil," by Egon Ratibor, o!

Winnipeg, No. 235, is also a poor topic ;

but the treatment is flat and unsatis-

factory from the pictorial standpoint. Four

Dutch genre scenes by Richard Polak, of

Rotterdam, No. 246-9, are exceedingly well-

grouped, and the wealth of detail is

brought out with the sharpness of definition

of one of the worker's countrymen among
the old masters; but it would have been

better not to have engaged the same buxom
woman as model in three instances, hung
side by side, or otherwise the resultant

prints should have been hung in different

years. "Dusk in Kelvin-grove," No. 253,

looks up to Sir Gilbert Scott's Glasgow

University buildings, and is a good

example of John D. Stephen's work,

and Charles H. L. Emanuel makes

the best of a • picturesque topic in

his "Corfe Castle," No. 265, seen

from the green below the mound. One of

the best Alpine scenes is No. 290, "Sun-

shine and Mist," by Elliott Peel, from a

steep slope of snow we look across a fine-

clad valley to still loftier peaks. J. Craig

Annan gives in No. 286 the results of a

visit to Toledo, with its narrow streets,

round walls, and water carriers ; and

Alexander Hamilton, in No. 307, shows the

main street, west front and twin towers of

"Quimper Catliedral." Brittany, with a

fine atmospheric rendering of the clouds

above. Perched like an eagle's eyrie on the

spire nor the riverside aspect, but depicts I edge of a cliff overlooking a wide expanse

a narrow street, with dilapidated, timbered
,
of fair country is "'The Kaiser's Chateau,

houses, cobble paving, and some carts and
^

No. 301; by Fred Boissonnas.

peasants. No. 127, "The Erloser Church in
|

It will be seen that the display will well

Moscar," by S. Laurason, of that city, repay one or more visits. The entire
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]ii(ilits 'if the exhibition, wliich will remain

ii]ien daily from 10 a.m. till C p.m. ;
also

on Wednesdays and Thursdays till 8 p.m.,

for si.v weeks, closing on October 17, will

1)0 devoted to the Prince of Wales's

National Relief Fund, and in order that

this contribution may be worthy of its

purpose, we understand various economies

have been adopted, including the discon-

tinuance of the popular evening lectures.

ST. PAULS C.\THEDR.\L. PAST AND
PRESENT.

At the Royal Photograpliic Society's Ex-

hibition ill the Suffolk-street Galleries, Hay-
uuirket, S.W.. on Saturday, a lecture on " St.

Paul's Cathedral, Past and Present," was
delivered by Mr. F. .J. Hall. Mr. A. H. Lisett,

treasurer of the society, occupied the chair.

The lecture was copiously illustrated by

photographs of the highest quality, all taken

by tlie author, by permission of the Dean
and Chapter, who granted special facilities

to visit otherwise inaccessible places and
also to reproduce many literary treasures in

the library.

The first half of the lecture dealt with

"Old Powles," the third cathedral on the

site, of which the nave was Norman and the

choir and Lady-chapel Decorated in style.

The tall central spire, built of timber and
lead, was not completed till 1315 and was
finally burned down iu 1561. The close wall,

the outlying chapels, the cloisters, Paul's

Cross, demolished in 1643, and other sub-

sidiary structures, were described and illus-

trated. The interior of Old St. Paul's was,

Mr. Hall remarked, no less magnificent than
the outside, with , its many beautifully

decorated altars, shrines, and images, with its

tombs of saints, kings, and heroes, and with
places of pilgrimage well worn by the feet

of the ilevoiit. Arcades of clustered columns
divided the nave and choir from the aisles

and ran the full length of the edifice.

Separating the choir from the nave, which
were of equal length, was a fine screen,

ornamented with statues placed under
canopies. No church in Great Britain was
so highly decorated as was this cathedral,

and the magnificent internal and e.vtenial

architecture, the splendour of the interior,

and the gr;iceiul and lofty spire left little to

be desired. The author sketched many of the
important ceremonies which took place in the
old cathedral, observing that it was not
generally realised what a large part St. Paul's
played in the making of England. The most
magnificent piece of work in Old St. Paul's
was the shrine of St. Erkenwald. which
stood near the altar, and was very richly

carved and gilded. The tomb of Sir
.John Beauehamp. son of the great Earl of

Warwick, commonly but mistakenly called

the tomb of Duke Humphrey, stood on the
south side of the nave. Another tomb, with
a bust .".bove and skeleton beneath, was that
of John Colet, the famous Dean 1505-1!), and
the builder and cndower of St. Paul's
r.chool. Another curious nionuir.cnt, and the
only one which has survived the Great Fire
uninjured, was that of John Donne, Dean
1621-31. preacher, poet, and wit, and friend
of Izaak Walton; it is a statue iu a niche
representing the Dean standing with a

closely clinging sliroud around him, and his
feet resting upon an urn. Other inonuinents,
now lost, described and illustrated from
old engravings, were those of Sir Philip
Sidney, poet and courtier; William Herbert,
Earl of Pembroke, 1569; Bishop Robert de
Braybrooke, 1,'!81-H05; Canon Ralph de
Heugham; Sir William Cokain, 1G26. with
his wife and eleven children ; and Sir
Thomas Heneage. 1,^04. Below the choir was
the beautiful church of St. Faith, its low
vault supported by ranges of clustered
pillars. Old St. Paul's was unusually rich
in obits and chantries, which were a great
^ource of wealth to the C.ithedral ; but
abuses grew flagrant, and the revenues
gradually fell off during the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. The increasing desecra-
tion of the buildings until and after the
Reformation was sketched bv the lecturer.

During the second half of tlie sixteenth

century, before and during Elizabeth's reign,

no rep-.iirs of any kind, either outside or

within, were made to the building, which

gradually fell into a deplorable condition of

dilapidation and degradation. At length

James I., moved by urgent representations,

appointed a Royal Commission to deal with

the renovation, and appointed Inigo Jones
as the architect. He rebuilt, in incon-

gruous fashion, the west front—against

which he erected a Corinthian portico—and
also the end walls of the north and south
Uansepts. Close upon £100,000 had been
subscribed towards the repairs; but before

the money had all been expended, the Civil

War broke out, and St. Paul's again fell into

troublous times. The money iu hand, amount-
ing probably to £50,000, was se'ized by
Parliament; everything that could be con-

verted into cash—even the scaffolding—was
taken away. Inigo Jones's portico was h't

out as shops, the carved stalls were burned,
and the nave soon became a home for Croni-

well's cavalry. At the Restoration, tin-

public services were recommenced ; but only

parts of the Cathedral were in a fit state for

use. One Dr. Christopher Wren, a son of

the Dean of Windsor, was called in to advise,

and among other recommendations he sug-

gested the removal of the old central tower
and the erection of a spacious dome or

rotunda in its place, so as to provide more
space, .\fter long discussion, the plan and
estimates for the repair of the building wi're

approved on August 27, 1666; but si.\ days
later the Great Fire broke out, and the

edifice was in\'olved iu the general con-

llagration.

Some attempts wore made at restoring the

building, contrary to Wi'en's advice; but
after eighteen months' tinkering the columns
at the west end fell down, and the (dergy,

the King, the nobility, and Parliament were
of one mind in deciding to sweep away
entirely the old building and to erect a new
Cathedral which should be worthy of the
Metropolis and of England. There was equal
unanimity in the choice of the architect.

Wren was the most accomplished man of his

day in all branehos of science and art. ami,
in the lecturer's judgment, the greatest archi-

tect the country has produced. If after the
clearance effected by the Great Fire,
London had been rebuilt according to Wren's
plan, we should have had broad and well-

planned streets leadin}^ to a wide open space
all around the Cathedral. Much to the
advantage of St. Paul's, Wren superintended
the new building from start to finish, between
1675 ami 1710; but his surprising genius and
abounding patience were ta.\cd to the utter-
most. He prepared many designs, but had
to alter them apain and again to please ore
and then another. His favourite desif^n

showed a cross with four equal arms, and
the model of it which he prepared is still

to be seen in one of the upper galleries of
the Cathedral. Eventually, however, the
form of the Latin cross was adopted. In
1675 the plans were generally approved, and
a Royal warrant issued for the beginning
of the work. Wren obtained the King's
authority to make such alterations in the
scheme as from time to time he should think
proper, and he availed himself of that oppor
tunity to an incredible extent, so that the
building he constructed resembled but little

the approved or Warrant design. We
wondered at Wren's audacity; but it gave
us what was, so far as the exterior is con-
cerned, one of the grandest and most beau-
tiful churches in Europe. Unfortunately,
Wren was not allowed to carry out his
designs for the interior, or wo should have
had something far more handsome than that
we now saw. The Commissioners proved
very incompetent persons, and they were con-
stantly at loggerh-'ads with the architect.
The greatest insult that Wren received was
when the Commissioners withheld half his
salary until the building should be com-
pleted, the insinuation being that h^^ was un-
necessarily delaving the work that he miulit
the longer continue his salary—only £200
a year -as surveyor. The lecturer e-Vhibited
photographs fr jiu the acoj.nt j f^r Februarv.

1681). showing a payment of £10 Kls. 4d. to

Wren for his month'.'; salary ; alpo payments
to labourers, some of whom received Is. 6d.

and others Is. 4d. a day, and to watchmen
at the rate of 8d. a night. A further photo-

graph, from the accounts of June, 1702,

demonstrated that Wren's salary had been
reduced to £8 6?. 8d. a montli ; but the

labourers received the uniform rate of Is. 6d.

per day, and the watchmen's pay had gone
up to Is. a night—perhaps there had been
a strike. Wren protested against the reduc-

tion of his salary; but it was not until he
petitioned the House of Commons that he
was successful, and it was agreed that so

far as he was concerned the buiUling was
finished. The suspended moiety of his salary

was paid to him at the end of 1711, when
he was in his seventy-ninth year. He lived

till he was nearly uiuety-three, and once

every twelve months he came to London to

gaze upon St. Paul's. The lecturer described

the measures taken by Wren to lay his

toundatisns on the brick-earth, and remarked
that a representative body of architects,

engineers, builders, and scientists had
recently reported that the vibrations felt

—

which were distinctly experienced during the

passing of motor-'buses while the author was
photographing the documents in the library

—

were in no way injurious to the structure.

At the same time, they reported that little

or nothing had been done in the way of

serious structural repairs since the building

was erected, and recommended that all the

stone- and lead-work should be repaired, and
especially that the four great piers which
support "the dome should be strengthened.

The Dean and Chapter are, therefore,

appealing for £70,0(10, that being the mini-

mum amount which will suffice to insure the

safety of the fabric. Mr. Hall pointed out

that the upper of the two Oi'ders into which

the exterior treatment of the masonry is

divided was merely a screen to conceal

the flying buttresses, and argued that, so far

from being an unmitigated sham, it was a

justifiable device to support the great thrusts

of the dome—undoubtedly the most noble

and magnificent feature of the edifice. A
sectional view of the three domes was
followed by actual photographs of the crown
of the inner cupola, of the little gallery above

it, of the conical wall of brickwork, of the

timbers supporting 'the outer shell— each the

result of several days' exposure of a plate,

and making the method of construction clear

even to the uninformed layman's eye. A fine

view of the interior of the space under the

dome, looking to north-east across the area,

was shown at this point. This illustration,

from Mr. Hall's negative, was published iu

our issue of September 2. 1910 (p. 327,

Vol. XCIX.) The lecturer proceeded to

describe and show on the lantern - screen

Bodley and Garner's reredos, erected in

1887-8; the carvings iu the choir, by Grinling

Gibbons; Tijou's ironwork, Richmond's
mosaics, the newly-decorated chapel of SS.

Michael and George, next the southwestern
campanile, and many of the more important
monuments. An inspection of the Geo-
metrical Staircase, the Library, and the

Whispering Gallery followed, and a visit

was then paid to the crypt. In con-

clusion, Mr. Hall quoted Thomas Carlyle's

appreciation of the Cathedral contained
in a letter written to his brother in

1824 :
'• I was hurrying along Cheapside

into Newgate - street, among a thousand
bustling figures and the innumerable
jinglings and rollings and crashings of

many-colonr Labour, when all at once, in

passing from the abode of John Gilpin,

stunned by the tumult of tiis restless

compeers, I looked up from the boiling

throng through a small opening at the corner

of the street. There stood St. Paul's, with

its columns and friezes and its many wings

of bleached ^et unworn stone, with its

statues and graves around it, with its solemn

dome four hundred feet above me. and its

golden ball and cross gleaming in the evening;

sun, piercing up into the heavens through

the vapours of our eartlilv homes I It was
silent as Tadmor of the wilderness—gigantic,

beautiful, enduring ; it seemed to frown with

a rebuking pity on the vain scramble wdiich

it cvr-'-Io^kxl. ' At it? feet were t-mbstoncs,
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MUNSTER AND LEINSTER BANK. NEW HEAD OFFICES. CORK.— Messrs. Arthur and Hknrv H. Hill, Arcliitects.

above it was tlie everlasting sky; within,

priests, perhaps, were chanting hymns; it

seemed to transmit witli a stern voice the
sounds of Death, Judgment, and Eternity
through all the frivolous and fluctuating city.

I saw it oft, and from '(arious points, and
never without new admiration."

MUNSTER AND LEINSTER BANK, NEW
HEAD OFFICE, CORK.

Tliis work, which is now nearly completed,
is a rebuilding upon the same site of premises
of one of the leading banks in Ireland. The
illustration show-s the exterior of the building,

which is carried out in hard white Irish

limestone from Irish quarries, and worked
in the yard of Messrs. John Sisk and Son,
the general contractors. The architects are

Messrs. Arthur and Henrv H. Hill, of 22,

George's-street, Cork.

At Edmonton, Alta., the excavation for the
new Central Police-station, which is to be erected
at a cost of 325,000dol. has been completed. The
structure is to be four stories high, 190ft. by
60ft. in dimensions, of stone construction. The
architect is Mr. A. Jeffers, and the general con-
tractors are the City Construction Department.

A new labour exchange is in course of erection
in Lord Edward-street, Dublin, from plans by
Mr. Andrew Robinson, M.V.O., of H.M. Office
of Works, Dublin. It consists of a basement,
first and second floors, has an area of
4,940 super, feet, a frontaKo of 130ft. to the
street, and a depth varyin*j from 35ft. to 41ft.

The front is of stone j;ranite, with Portland stone
cornice and balustrade. Messrs. C^olleen Bros.,
of East Wall, Duljlin, are Iho Ijuilders.

Tlio remains of an eartheiiwaro urn, believed
to bo the largest Early British vessel yet dis-

covered in Lincolnshire, has been dug up on the
CanW'ick sewage farm of the Lincoln Corpora-
tion. Among the fragments were found a few
burnt bones, which appear to bo human. The
urn is aljout ]6in. high, and is doco-ated along
the riiu with four lines of herringbone markings.
It is ascribed to tlie period 1000- 500 uc. Tlie

remains are being reconstructed by Mr. A.
Smith, curator of tho Lincoln Museum.

STUDENTS' HOSTELS, HONG KONG
UNIVERSITY, CHINA.

These bhcks of buildings provide for the

housing of tlie Chinese students at the

Hong Kong University, whicli has recently

been completed. They are designed to

accommodate about fifty students in each

block, and are built upon terraces cut out

of the hill-side upon the north side of the

island overlooking the harbour of Hong
Kong and th / hills of the main land of

China. One block has been finished and two

ONG.KONG. UNiVEHarTY
"

BLOCK PLAN OF SITE OF STUDENTS' HOSTELS, HONG KONG UNIVERSITY
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STUDENTS' HOSTELS, HONG KONG UNIVERSITY, CHINA.— Messrs. Denison, Ram, and Gibbs, Architects.
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Ground Floor Plan.

are approaching completion. The walls
are of brickwork with Anioy brick facings

;

floors throughout of reinforced concrete
;

iind mouldings, etc., of artificial stone locally
made. The buildings are being erected by
Chinese contractors from the designs and
under the supervision of Messrs. Denison,
Ram, and Gibbs. architect and civil

engineers, of Hong Kong.

CHIPS.
A public hall has been built at Ardiahau, Co.

Galway, at the sole cost of Mr. Edward Martyn
of TuUyra Castle. It is faced with limestone,
and measures 78ft. by 34it., and 30ft. in height.
Mr William Scott. A.R.H.A, is the architect,
and Mr. William Emerson, of Dominick street,
Cialway, tha contractor.

A sewage scheme is about to be carried out
for the parish of Bulkington. Warwickshire, at
a cost of ±8,500. The present sanitarv arrange-
ments are of a primitive characterl and the
l.ocal Government Board, who recently sent
down an inspector to the district, have called
upon the council to carry out an up to date
scheme.

The Primitive Methodist church at Bishop's
Castle was reopened on Sunday after reno-
vating and decorating. The architect of the
church, the late Mr. J. Harris Pickard, of

Whitchurch. Salop, prepared the specifications

for the improvements, which have been carried

out by a local contractor, Mr. W. S. Gwilt.

A new Association of Architects of Manitoba
was formed recently, and a council of nine
members was appointed for one- two- and ttiree-

year periods. Mr. H. E. Mitchell was elected
president. Colonel Mitchell, vice-president, and
Mr. R. G. Hanford, secretary. The old associa-

tion has been incorporated with the Manitoba
Board of Examiners of Architects under an Act
passed by the Provincial Legislature last session.

Leaks in a concrete pressure-conduit 1,885ft.

in length and Tft. in diameter, which led from
the basins to the pumping-station at the Bissels

Point water-intake in St. Louis, were compara-
tively few, according to the annual report of the
Water Commissioner. All concrete used for

repairs is of gravel with cement and sand in

such proportions that one sack of cement pro-

duces ih cubic feet of concrete; 121b. of

hydrated lime are added to each sack of cement,
and the mixture is retained in a batch-mixer for

three minutes.

A contract has been signed for the construc-
tion cf the Central Essex Railway. The Essex
County Council has stipulated that £15,000 shall
lie set aside for the constrnction of briilgi's to

mest the heavy motor traffic.

The death took place on Friday of the llev.

Charles Edward Laing, vicar of Bardney,
Lincolnshire. Mr. Laing was a prime mover in

the excavation of Bardney Abbey, a Benedictine
house, in his park, founded in 697 by King
Ethelred and Queen Osthryd. It was rebuilt

by the Nornrins. Through" Mr. Laing's efforts

the ground plan was laidbare. Tliis shows the

bases of Norman and Early English pillars, and
many memorial slabs of fine workmanship.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed

the following Orders made by the Light Railw.ay

Commissioners:—North Devon and Cornwall

.Junction Light Railway Order, 1914, authorising

the construction of a light railway in tho County

of Devon from Torrington to Halwill. including

the reconstruction of part of the mineral line

known as the Torrington and Marland Railway;

and the Swansea Corporation Light Railways

(Extensions) Order, 1914, authorising tho con-

struction by the mayor, alderman, and hiirKCsses

of the borough of Swansea of further light rail-

ways in that borough.
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EGYPTIAN TRADE IN BUILDING
MATERIALS.

According to an article in the Angnst
issue of tlie Journal of the Britisli Chamber
of Commerce of Egypt, the value of the im-

ports of building material into Egypt during

1913, was £E.2,3U,88o, of which the United
Kingdom supplied goods to the value of

£E.343,071.
The following table shows the value of tlie

imports into Egypt during 1913 of some of

the principal items of building material, the

(ignres for 1912 being added for purposes of

comparison :

—

1 = id bo
21
o o.

Timber
Bricks, orrliuary,

and fire-bricke ..

Tiles - I

Kartheuware
i

pipes
AVorked buildiog

1

stone
Lime
Cement
Sanitary articles,

earthenware and
cementware
Window glass ,

Paints
Varnish
Cast iron
Cast-iron jnijes . .

Wrought - iron
and steel pipes.,

j

Rolled steel joists

Sheet iron, in-
eluding corru-

1

Locks, window
fittings, ic
Lead pipes

£ E.

I,04.5,7t5

M,S95
4,133

10,595

10,054

40,795
le8,210

26,805
31,155
63,311

13,747

6,319
54,764

123,377

106,193

124,821

10,052
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I

39,670
833

10,025

51

53,683

13,888
H,125
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7,790
6,319

30,457

69,350
11,%6

18,506

693

1,357,980

14,971

5,514

16,382

44,995

107,869

32,186

39,709
59,661
11,672
7,348

57,393

138,114
101,990

110,92->

7,503

£E.
9,123

11,179
21

11,339

4,631

31,4.58

16,721
6,101

22,366
6,072
6,599

35,466

86,015
13,974

28,503
26

Joinery.—The United Kingdom supplies

worked timber to a limited extent in the

form of office furniture and high-class

joinery, and it should be noted that there

is _' a certain demand for good joinery

—

although, generally speaking, cheapness, not
(|uality. is the principal recommendation to

buyers in the building trade in Egypt— and
a not insignificant trade might be done by
English master joiners in good work, of well

seasoned timber, at reasonable prices.

Lead Pipes.—During 1913 lead pipes to the

value of £E.7,503 were imported, of wiiich

the United Kingdom supplied goods to the

value of only £E.26. The principal suppliers

were France £E.4,326, Algeria £E. 1,497,

and Germany £E. 1,053.

Iron and Steel Pipes.—British wrought
iron and steel pipes are acknowledged to be
superior to any other, chiefly on account of

the accurate threading of the ends, which
always fit when jointed, and British makers
will not depart from this accuracy for the
sake of cheapness. During the year 1913
the United -Kingdom supplied vvrought-iron
and steel pipes to the value of £80,015,
Gernniny £E. 52,271, United States of

America £E. 10,143, Holland £E.5,636, and
Belgium £E.2,949. The demand for pipes
for artesian wells has been e.\tremely heavy
since the latter part of 1913 (see Hoard of
Trade Journal of May 7 last, p. 306).

Earthenware Pipes.—Tlie British manu-
facturer of earthenware pipes is supreme. A
large increase in tlie demand should be
looked for during tho next few years until
the new drainage scheme in Cairo is com-
pleted. Sewage-disposal works, on a con-
siderable scale, are also being carried out
in Port Said, and important extensions in

the drainage system of Alexandria are con-
templated in the near future. Many of the
more inipurtant towns in the interior will

also probably undertake similar work as soon
ns funds permit.

Tiles.—The shr.re of the United Kiiig<loni

in the imports of tiles 's practii-ally

negligible, only amounting to £E.21 in 1913.

nearly all the rest coming from France, to

the value of £E.5,544. This is explained by
the word " Marseilles," where corrugated

and many kinds of roofing tiles are made on

the seaboard and .shipped direct. As the

United Kingdom succeeds in selling earthen-

ware pipes, it is difficult to understand her

inability to obtain a share in the trade of

earthenware tiles.

Cement.—Portland cement of United
Kingdom origin is being ousted in Egypt by
brands of "Portland" cement made else-

where, and the reason given is that the

genuine British brands cannot be obtained
because British manufacturers are too full

of orders for other parts of the world to

cater for the smaller Egyptian orders. This

reason can -hardly be accepted, and is pro-

bably offered by contractors as an excuse for

supplying cheaper imitation Portland

cement.
Belgium secures the bulk of the Egyptian

trade in cement, although British cement
holds its own as regards quality, and the

falling-off in trade must be ascribed to the

higher prices demanded by home manu-
facturers. Taking as a basis the quantities

and values of cement imported from various

countries during the year 1913, as given in

the Customs statistics, the difference in

prices would seem to be considerable, the

average value per ton of British cement
delivered in Alexandria being £E.2.291, fol-

lowed by French at £E.1.828, Italian at

£E. 1.714, Belgian at £E.1.707, German at

£E.1.653, and Austrian at £E. 1.621.

Austrian cement therefore works out at

nearly 14s. per ton cheaper than British.

Steel-Joists.—Belgium heads the list cf ex-

porters of steel-joists to Egypt, followed by

the United Kingdom. The appended table

gives the figures for the imports from the

various countries supplying Egypt with this

description of building material during the

years 1911, 1912, and 1913.

T . « 1911-
Imports from o

jj

United Kingdom 8,608

Belgium 77,208

Germany 7,137

United States —

,. 92,953

1912. 1913.

£E. £. E.

11,966 . . 13,974

89,794 . . 84,718

4,433 . 1,452— 1,846

106,103 101,990Total imports

Generally speaking, British steel for build-

ing purposes cannot be obtained in Egypt
unless it is imported for special work

;

Belgian makes, on the other hand, are

stocked. Certain non-British manufacturers

state in their catalogues that, if requested,

they will roll steel-joists to the British and
American standard specifications, a sufTicient

proof that their ordinary standard of rolling

is inferior to the British standard. Some of

the Continental joists bear the standard

mark " P.N." (profile normale), whereas in

reality they are as much as 5 per cent, under
the standard weight. This is taken advantage

of by tniscrupulous architects to the detri-

ment of their clients. If, as in the case of

the Belgian manufacturers mentioned above,

British makers of steel joists offered greater

facilities to their buyers or agents to hold

stocks, it is probable that a greater share of

Egypt's trade in this line might be obtained.

Ironmongery, Locks, Bolts, Etc.—There is

much room for improvement of United
Kingdom trade in shutter and window bolts

of the "espagnolette " type. Scarcely an

English bolt of this description can be seen.

Notwithstanding the fact that the general

demand is for the cheapest, and often the

llimsiest, quality of hardware. United
Kingdom ironmongery, which is always of a

good class, should be more in evidence,

there being a fair amount of building done
for which good-quality fittings are specified.

Stoves.—The English stove, which is

recognised to be of good quality, is not much
in evidence. With all the facilities for

manufacture in JSngland and Scotland, this

state of affairs seems to point to lack of

enterprise and study of the local demand on
the part of home manufacturers. The stove

mostly in use is of the light type, not too

light, with some white enamel front work.
There is also a limited, but increasing,

demand for firegrates.

In conclusion, it is suggested that in order
to overcome the difficulty of obtaining British

articles of hiirdware, more especially steel

goods, for the building trade in Egypt, a

group of British non-competitive manu-
facturers of the various classes of building

material should combine in forming a large

depot at Alexandria; not a small office, but

a warehouse, where articles in general

demand for the building trade might be

stocked, and samples of other articles be
placed on view, and where transactions could

be made and orders sent home. United
Kingdom manufacturers, if they wish to

obtain a fair share of Egypt's trade in build-

ing materials, should grant their agents as

extensive facilities as possible, both aa

regards credit and by allowing them to main-
tain a fair stock, in order that they may be

in a position to compete successfully with
their foreign rivals. A careful study of the

articles in demand in the Egyptian market
which are at present supplied by other
countries might lead to remunerative
business. ^ •

COMPETITIONS.
BATLEY. — The local limited com-

petition now being held in this borough
for new council schools at Healey-
lane (to be erected on a field site,

next the cricket -club pitch, at a cost

of £3,000, exclusive of furniture), is about
to be settled. The drawings went in

on the 1st of the month, and only three

designs have been submitted. Architects in

practice in the town of Batley were alone

eligible to compete, and to tender really,

because each architect had to state upon
what inclusive terms he would be prepared
to do the job and carry out the work, includ-

ing quantities as well as for furnishing any
incidental and necessary plans for all and
various authorities, no extra remuneration
whatever being contemplated. The com-
mittee, moreover, is left free to reject or

not to accept either of the designs, and no

premiums were offered ; indeed, it was
stipulated in the Conditions that no prize of

this sort or other sum whatsoever would be

payable for any of the designs. The school

liail to be of the pavilion type, following

as closely as possible in order of preference

A, the school at New Earswick ; and B, the

school at Bullershaw, Bradford. The lay-

out should be T shaped, and must consist of

six classrooms for forty scholars, each on the

dual -desk arrangement. A central hall,

available likewise as a gymnasium. Two
teachers' rooms to be provided with cloak-

rooms, lavatories, caretaker's stores, out-

buildings, play-sheds, also boundary walls

and fence to enclose the playgrounds. No
motto or deignating mark could be used, and

no perspectives were allowed.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
J. Ormrod and E. J. Pomeroy. under the styk

of Ormrod and Pomeroy. at Acresfield, Bolton,

in the county of Lancaster, in the profession or

business of architects and surveyors. Ins been

dissolved.

A start has been made on the office building

•*hich is to be erected at the corner of Adelaide

and Toronto-slreets. Toronto, by the Excelsior

Life Association, at a cost of SOO.OOOdol. The

structure will be elcveu stories high, of steel,

terracotta, and brick construction. The

architect is Mr. E. J. I.*nuox, Bay - street,

Toronto, and the general contractors are the

P. Lyall Construction Company.

The Bangor City Council some time ago

ordered the demolition of a number of houses

m KyfBn-square, which the medical officer hart

condemned as unfit for human habitation. The

owners appealed, and the Local Government

Board held an inquiry. The board have now

reported to the Hangor Council tint, afler

careful consideration, it has been decided that

the demolition orders must be carried out. the

cost of the appeal to be paid by the pretesting

owners.

At a special meeting of (he Buckie Town

Council, held on Friday night, it was agreed to

give the contractors. Messrs. Charles Brand and

Son. Glasgow, instructions to close the n\neT

basin of the Cluny Harbour by cofferdam, to

enable the excavation of the basin and the con-

struction of the entrance of the new harbour to

be made while the war was paralysing the

herring fishing The town council hoped tlie

contractors would be able to reopen the

in.rbour after a period of five months.
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Cl^ur Ullustrations.
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HEARTS OF OAK BENEFIT SOCIETY'S
BUILDINGS EXTENSION, EUSTON
ROAD, LONDON.
The competition design clioseii for this

building was illustrated by us on August 23.

1902, and some other drawings were published
on the occasion of the opening of the first

section of this society's house by the late King

OoAnON 'PUCE

that building operations will shortly be
started. The problem which the architects

had to soKe was how to group a new west
wing, added to the central block alreaily l)Uilt

and designed, to be flanked by two wings
and still to keep up the dignity and con-
tinuity of the central feature. The illn£tra-

tion in perspective and the plan given to-

day show how this has been done. 'I'he lead-

ing features of the fat^ade have not only
been coiitinueil along the Euston-road, but
an equally imposing elevation has been <.'X

Cyi", ""JC-TCMICT

rU3TO« tfcAD

THE "HEARTS OF OAK" BUILDING EXTENSION, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
Messrs. Nicol and Nicoi, AA.R.I.B.A., Architects.

Edward, accompanied by Queen Alexandra,
when the business of the society was
removed from the Delegation Hall committee
rooms and offices in the old buildings in

Charlotte-street, Fitzroy square, where for

many years the official work, both for Lon-
don and the provinces, was conducted. The
site acquired has since been isolated on a
third side by the formation of a new street

i called Churchway. from Euston-road to

Grafton-placc, partly on the site of a narrow
lane adjoinina the AVomen's Hospital, which
was also called Churchway. The original
design of the architects was a central block
extending across the site with two wings
forming a symmetrical elevation of the
Euston-road. The west wing was to extend
to the present London County Council Fire
Brigade Station at the corner of Eiislon-
square, and the east wing to the new road-
way now constructed—with a return eleva-
tion. The needs of this important fire

brigade station led to negotiations for and
purchase of the site of the west wing for an
extension of this station, and we understand

tended along the Churchwa}' frontage on the

west. The main entrance from Euston-road
has been supplemented by another corres-

pondingly important entrance in the centre of

the western fai^-ade. The new wing, consist-

ing of eight stories in height, will be almost
entirely occupied by the clerical staff in the,

sick benefit and industrial insurance depart-
ments. The two bottom stories will be used
as filing departments and stores, extending
under the forecourt to Euston road and
under tlie footpaths in the Churchway.
Messrs. Foster and Dicksee. of Rugby, arc

the general contractors for the work, includ-

ing the Portland stoiiv? superstructure. The
plan given is typical of the other Hoors,

and shows that the large mixed staff now
engaged will lie principally accommodated in

large open spaces, one or more floors repre-

senting a department. Considerable delay
has been occasioned by the London building
operatives, uho were locked out for .several

months, the site being abandoned im-

mediately after the general excavation was
finished by Messrs. G. Godson and Sons, of

Pembroke Works, Kilburu-lanc, N.W. A
special retaining wall and shoring had to be
used to support the ground at the Euston-
road end. 'i'he old building was underbuilt
early in the spring, and as tlie works are now
being advanced, it is confidently expected
that the extensions will be ready for occupa-
tion at the end of next year. 'Ihe architects
are Messrs. Nicol and Nicol, of King's-court,
Birmingham, and the quantity surveying is in

the hands of Mr. C. W. Brooks, of Vernon
House, Blooinsbury-square, W.C.

INTERIOR OF ST. MICHAEL'S CHURCH,
GOLDER'S GREEN.

The church consists of a nave, with north
and south aisles, a baptistery with tower and
south-west porch, and a chancel with am-
bulatory and vestries on the south, and a

chapel on the north. The ambulatory, which
is carried up on each side of the chancel and
over a part of the choir vestry to form an
orgaii-elianiber, with space for augmented
choir, is approached by a turret from each
side of the chancel. The total length of the
church is I38ft. by (i2ft. wide. Dignity of

effect in the interior is provided by carrying
Op the enclosing arches of the clerestory from
the nave floor to the roof, which is 35ft. 6in.

to the springing and 42ft. to the apex. Arches
are also provided across the entire length of

the nave. Height is provided in the chancel
by carrying up the ambulatory as a double
arcade and providing a proportion egual to

more than double its span. The interior in-

cludes a reredos which by its subjects illus-

trates the " Te Deum." The east window,
23l't. from the floor, in continuation of this

idea, has in the centre light our Lord
enthroned, seated on a rainbow. His feet

resting on the earth, from which flow the
four rivers of Paradise, with the subject
above illustrating "To Thee all angels cry
aloud"; "To Thee Cherubim and Seraphim
continually do cry. Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord
God of Sabaoth." Groups of figures, as

follows, complete the window: At left top,

"The goodly fellowship of the Prophets"; at

right top, "The glorious company of the
Apostles"; at left base, "The Holy Church
throughout all the world"; at right base,
"The noble army of Martyrs." The reredos,
21ft. 6iu. by 20ft. wide, contains the follow-

ing: In the centre St. Michael, in the right

hand a sword, with the scales in the left

with which he is weighing the good and bad
souls. Beneath, the Recording Angel with
open book on knees, on either side an angel
blowing the last trump. Screens are pro-

posed between the chancel and ambulatory,
between the chapel and ambulatory, and
from tho chapel and vestries into the aisles

as well as the baptistery at the west end.

The chapel is to have a reredos 16ft. 6in.

high by 8ft. 6in. wide, the centre compart-
ment having tlis figure of a "Salvator
Mundi." robed as King and Priest, with an
angel on each side robed as a deacon and
holding chaplcts of olives and boughs of

laurels, the three figures being supported
on brackets with canopies over. It is hoped
to have a pulpit with canopy over, an im-
portant feature being required on the north
side of the nave as a counterfoil or balance
to an overhanging organ on the south sido

where the lectern stands, 'j'lie lower part of

the pulpit is to include canopied figures repre-

senting with the reredos and l.^ctern the seven
angels which stand in the presence of God,
viz., St. Michael, with the scales, in the

reredos; St. Gabriel, in lectern, with lily;

and in the pulpit St. Raphael, with pilgrim's

staff; St. Uriel, with roll and book; St.

Charmuel, with cup and staff; St. .Jophicl.

with flaming sword ; St. Zadkiel, with

sacrificial knife. At the base of the chancel

roof will be pictured the Hierarchy of Heaven.

The lectern will be composed of the figure of

St. Gabriel supporting the hook board bear-

ing the sacred nionogram with Corlnm et

terra transitibiint." etc.; another, the .\lpha

and Omega with "In principio erat verbum,"

etc. ; and the third, a St. Andrew's Cross

with " Sic erit verbum quod egredietur "
; and

at the base of the chancel roof the Hierarchy

of Heaven. A Rood Beam is provided in the

chancel arch, with the three figures and
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emblems of tlie Passion beneath. Spaces are

left in some- of the windows for the subjects

of "The Ascension," "Our Lord's Baptism,"
"The Transfiguration," "Our Lord's Final

\'ictorv," "The Church Militant," etc. The
altar ornaments with reredos to be gilded and
burnished. It is also hoped to provide in the

cornices of both roofs shields with the

emblems of the cardinal and theological

virtues, the fruits of the Holy Ghost, and
other emblems. The Litany desk is to have a

CLUMBER HOUSE, WORKSOP.
The greater part of the mansion was burnt

down about forty years ago, when the south
and east fronts were rebuilt by Chas. Barry.
The west front was never finished. Our
illustration shows this front completed by the
addition of a porte-cochere, with entrance-
hall and cloakrooms, etc., on the ground
floor, and the addition of dressing-rooms and
bathrooms to the Lincoln and Prince of

Wales suites on the first floor. The eleva-

CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL, GOLDER'S GREEN, LONDON, N.

Mr. John T. Lee, Architect.

representation of the Mercy Seat with the
Ark and staves, surmounted by the two
cherubim, their faces looking downward to

the Mercy Seat and their wings covering it,

with the Name of God in Hebrew surrounded
by rays of glory, the whole enclosed in a

border in which the words " Kyrie Eleison,"
" Christe Eleison." " Kyrie Eleison " are
carved. The church was consecrated early this
year. The builders were Messrs. Jos. Dorey
and Company, Limited, Brentford, Middle-
sex, and Mr. "John T. Lee, of 36, Tytherton-
road, Tufnell-park, London, was the
architect. The drawing was shown at the
Royal Academy Exhibition.

REREDOS: ST. BARNABAS' CHURCH,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

This reredos consists of a large painted
panel of the Crucifixion, surrounded by
smaller panels, in whicli are painted figures

of saints. These are divided by shafts and
buttresses, with tracericd heads, and
surrounded with a vijieleaf ruinnng pattern,
with shields at the angles. A Targe tester,

with cresting and panelled soffits, completes
tile design. The whole is constrnctpd of oak,
which will be painted and gilded. The figures

have been painted by Mr. T. Alham, of

Great Portland-street, and the oak-work has
been carried out by Messrs, Bridgeman and
Son, of Lichfield. The architect is Mr.
Percy M. Andiews, A.R.LB..A.. of Acton,
W. The drawing which we reproduce was
exhibited al the Knvn) Ai-aderuv this siiiTuner.

tions are in stone, and were designed to

harmonise with the old work. The con-

tractors were Messrs. G. Trollope and Sons
and Colls and Sons. The architect is Mr.
Clyde Young, 6, Lancaster-place, Strand,
W^.C and this drawing was exhibited at the

Royal Academy.

NEW MUNICIPAL OFFICES,
GUILDFORD.

(SELECTED DESIGN.)

At the meeting of the Guildford Town
Council on Tuesday week, the sub-committee
of the Finance Committee made their report

on the plans submitted by the three

architects selected—Mr. E. Lunn, Mr. T. R.

Clemenee, and Mr. F. J. Hodgson—for the

new municipal offices to be erected in the

Tuns-gate. The plans were displayed in the

Council Chamber. The Municipal Offices

sub-committee reported that Mr. J. H.
Norris, the assessor appointed to advise upon
the plans submitted for the proposed
municipal offices at Tuns-gate, attended their

meeting and submitted his report. After
careful consideration of the plans submitted
by the competitors, the sub-committee
unanimously approved the selection made by
the assessor, and recommended its adoption
by the committee, the approval of the sub-

committee to be subject to alteration of the

selected plan on some points of details as

may he decided hereafter. The sub-com-
niittee further reeonimeufled that Die council
accede to an a]i|ilii-at ion made by Mr. F. .T.

I

Baker that, in view of the fact that the price
to be paid by the corporation for the pro-
perty at Tuns-gate had now been settled by
agreement, the amount of the deposit paid
by the council should be increased to £350,
being the amount of the usual percentage.

I

It was resolved ; That the recommendations
of the subcommittee be approved and
adopted, and that application be made to the
Local Government Board for sanction to a
loan of £9,000 to provide for the purchase
of the property and the provision of offices,

including cost of building architect's fees,

legal costs, etc. Alderman Ellis, chairman
of the committee, in moving the adoption of

the first paragraph of the committee's report,

said he thought the council would agree with
him that the plans they saw that night formed
altogether a very good exhibition of local

talent. He thought that on all grounds

—

planning and elevation— design No. 2 was by
far the best in every respect, and he felt

that if they accepted his recommendation

—

which the committee unanimously endorsed
—they would have as their municipal offices

a convenient building and an edifice which
would be fit to take its place by the side of

the other public buildings of the town. The
chief merit of that plan was the clever way
in which the architect had adapted it to the

gradient of the site. He had formed a sort

of lower ground-floor and an upper ground-

floor, making use of the slope of the land.

The lower ground-floor would be occupied by
the sanitary department, stores, and so on

;

and the upper ground-floor for tlie town
clerk's offices. Another good feature of the

plan was the very excellent way in which the

corridors were lighted, and also the excellent

drawing office which had been provided—

a

large room with a good north light, which
was so essential. The front elevation was

good, and the back elevation was also satis-

factory. Of course, there were some draw-

backs. They felt it was rather unfortunate

that the main entrance of the building was

to be at the south-east end. No doubt the

architect w-ould say that in the future some
extensions would be necessary, and then

possibly the entrance might be in the middle,

though" he (Alderman Ellis) was not sure of

that. The other drawback was in the

planning of the strong-room, which occupied

a position on the outside wall and close to the

heating chamber ; but that, they thought,

might be got over. In addition to the main

entrance at the south-east end. there was also

an entrance at the north-east end, and pro-

bably in practice that would be most

largely used by the public, as it really gave

access to the whole of the floors. The

estimated cost of the building was £4,266.

The assessor did not think it would be built

tor less. When they asked him whether it

was likely to cost much more, he said, "I

do not see any reason why it should cost

more." The sub-committee and the Finance

Committee were both unanimously in favour

of adopting the report of the assessor, and

he moved that. Colonel Lane seconded. The

motion was unanimously agreed to without

any discussion. The town clerk then opened

the envelope marked No. 2, and announced

that the author of the design was Mr. T. R.

Clemenee, 53. High-street, Guildford. Alder-

man Ellis said lie was sure they all con-:

gratulated Mr. Clemenee, and thanked those'

not successful for the very thorough way in

which they had done the work. He thought

all the plans reflected great credit on the

gentlemen who sent them, and justified in

the very fullest way the selection the

council made. On the motion of .Alderman

Ellis, the two other recommendations were

also unanimously agreed to. Alderman Ellis

remarking that "he hoped it would not 'fc

necessary to spend the whole of the £9,000.

The Calgary University contract has beei

warded to Messrs. Archibald and Co.. Winnil

._^ The estimated cost of the buildinR i|

OCOOOdol.
pe

The late Mr. John Chew, of Blackpool, con

suiting gas engineer to the Blackpool Corpora

tion. left estate of the gross value of £24,03?

of which the net personaltv has been sworn a

.il9,I0.i.
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duxttntt Calamo.

We hope readers and advertisers will get

the Parlianientar\' paper Cd. 7595 for them-

selves, and not be contented with the

extracts in the daily Press. It was issned

just too late for us to comment on it last

week. It contains reports from the British

Embassy in Berlin *' respecting the official

organisation there for influencing the Press

of other countries." Early this year a

meeting, of which the secret has been well

kept, was convened in the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, of which Dr. Hamann, the

notorious head of the Press Bureau of the

German Foreign Office, was the originator,

and at which the Foreign Secretary himself

was present. The meeting was attended by

members of the leading industrial concerns

of Germany—the North-German Lloyd, the

Hamburg-America Company, the Deutsche
Bank, the Disconto Gesellschaft, the Allge-

meine Electricitatsgesellschaft, Siemens and
Halske. the Schuckert Works, Krnpp, the

Cruson Works, etc. They formed a private

company with the purpose of " furthering the

German industrial prestige abroad "—a con-

veniently vague purpose. The company was
financed by private subscriptions and by a

Government grant. The sum at first

suggested as a necessary revenue from private

subscription was £12,500 ; but the company
present at the first meeting was so enthu-

siastic that it definitely promised annual
subscriptions amounting to £25,000. The
Government promised £12,500 per annum

—

the whole Secret Service Fund, in fact, at

the disposal of the Imperial Foreign Office

for similar purposes (e.g., for the payment of

subsidies to certain papers abroad). The
company entered into an agreement with the
" Agence Havas " that the latter would in

future only publish news concerning
Germany if supplied through "Wolff's Tele-

graphen-Bureau." The latter was to receive

its German news exclusively from the new
company. The company, so it was stated,

intended to make a similar arrangement with
Reuter's Telegraphic Bureau for those

foreign countries iu which Renter controls

telegraphic communications. If Renter
declined, the "Deutsche Kabelgesellschaft,"

a smaller German news agency supplying

telegrams from certain countries (e.g.,

Mexico) and working in agreement with

AVolff's Telegraphic Bureau, was to be
financed by the new company to run a service

in competition to Reuter's.

All the concerns agreed to "pool" their

usual expenditure on advertisements in the

foreign Press, a sum believed to be not less

than £25,000 a year. The new company was
to issue advertisements only to those foreign

papers which published " German informa-

tion " supplied to them by the German com-
pany. The foreign Press was to be
" watched " by the company's agents, who
were to be " journalists " specially despatched
for the purpose. In the course of April and
May the British Embassy reported a new
system of " week-end telegrams " to the
United States, Canada. South America,
India, and most of the British Dominions.
In June the " Deutsche Export Revue

"

betrayed the organisation of the scheme.
The British .Embassador reported that high
official quarters had given instructions that
this article should not be reproduced or
referred to, "as ifs inadvertent publication

was considered extremely inopportune and
embarrassing." The article contained the

names of the administrators and many other

details, and concluded with the following

paragraph, which, as Sir Edward Goschen
remarks, is "of a certain refreshing in-

genuousness "
:

" The intended despatch of

journalists, we believe, however, in any case

to be a mistake, as it would certainly soon

become common talk in the editorial offices

in the several places abroad that they

represent a syndicate officially supported by

the German Empire. 1/ such things are ijilemltd,

it would be belter to fall back upon geutlemen who

are already in touch with the respectirc editorial

ojficrs^ itnd who could serve Gentian interests without

attracting so much attention as wouldjoiirnaliats sent

out for the purpose."

As a matter of fact the tactics referred to

in the foregoing paragraph are of much older

date than that mentioned. Our own readers

must know it as well as we do. For several

years past journals whose only other claims

to attention have been their blatant pro-

clamations of superiority to British con-

temporaries, have been busy trumpeting the

claims of German methods and German
materials, and have taken their wages in

German advertisements which the rest of us

have declined, or have inserted in ignorance

of their real origin. " Gentlemen in touch

with the respective editorial offices " have

been subsidised and feted and testi-

monialised—nor only they. If ratepayers

are curious to know why German tenders and

German " British " firms have been preferred

to native ones in constructional and elec-

trical work, let them ask those responsible to

their respective authorities. Let readers and

advertisers, when searching the register at

Somerset House, as we have done, dig out

some of the facts about certain " British

"

organs, as well as those concerning the

"British" firms they have puffed and adver-

tised for some years past, and, unless their

memories are very short, they will give them

a very wide berth in the future.

Mr. Lloyd George as yet is the only

Minister who seems inclined to damp down
the energies of local authorities, which the

other Government departments are most

properly encouraging. Replying to a deputa-

tion of the Municipal Corporations Associa-

tion on Tuesday, he agreed that the money
required by municipalities for carrying out

works to relieve distress should be advanced

out of the Government war loan at the same

interest as the Government paid. " I am
speaking as the Treasury," he continued.

"The Local Government Board have their

business of seeing that you go on spending.

Our business is to see that you do not spend

too much. Therefore, if you do not mind my
putting this to you—purely speaking as the

Treasury—we will find the money for you if

there is any distress, but we do not want to

find any money for you unless there is really

actual insistent distress in the districts. It

is very much better that you should get the

people to work in the things that are normal

if you can. Our trade is not going. The seas

are ours, and they will remain ours. We
shall get not merely our own trade, except

that of European countries, but we shall get

a good deal of the enemy's trade as well,

and, of course, there is always the business

which is necessary in order to keep the war
going. So that there will be a great deal of

|

employment in the ordinary course of

business, but there will be some districts that

will be very hard hit. I do not want munici-

palities in districts which are not hard hit

to spend money, because we want that money
for fighting." We disagree entirely. We
want money for fighting, of course, and shall

get it ; but " that money " which the munici-

palities arc asking for is a comparatively

trifling sum, and is asked for to keep home
indutries going remuneratively, and so make
up for our temporary loss of foreign trade.

The pleasantly situated and picturesque

villages of Termonde and Dinant, and, we
fear, many another Belgian town, must be

added to Louvain and Malincs as monuments
of the senseless barbarity and vulgar de-

structiveness of the German people and their

drunken soldiers. Termonde, on the Dender,
is best known to tourists as a junction ; but

it is the Dendermonde so often alluded to by

Uncle Toby in his narrative of the siege of

1706, when it was surrendered to the English.

The Late 14th-Century church of Notre

Dame, now said to be destroyed, is familiar

to architectural students on account of its

quaint octagonal tower and its 12th-century

square font of Tournai marble, of the type

of those in Winchester and Lincoln cathe-

drals, and the churches of Meon and St.

Peter, Ipswich. Every visitor to Belgium
returns with pleasant memories of Dinant, so

picturesquely situated under the limestone

cliffs of the Mense, opposite St. Medard. The
recently restored church is—or, rather, was
—a cruciform edifice, with bulbous steeple,

chiefly work of the 13th century, but con-

taining archaic doorways dating back to the

10th or 11th century. The little hotel de

ville near by was of considerable interest. A
sketch of the tow-n and the fortifications

above, taken from across the iron bridge,

appeared in our issue of August 21, 1891, on

the occasion of the visit of the Society of

Architects to Belgium and their reception by

the late King Leopold.

Builders and bankruptcy have of late years

been too closely connected. We are, there-

foi'e, very glad to note a large decrease in

the number of failures during last year, as

compared with the year before. Thus the

return just issued for the period ending

December 31, 1913, gives 160 builders as

bankrupts, which is a good decline from the

201 of 1912. During the same period the

figures for decorators, etc.. fell from 72 to

60, while auctioneers and house-agents

showed a still better result by declining from

40 in 1912 to 24 last year. This makes it

seem as if there had really been more

business doing, though some say, cynically,

that it simply means there were no more left

to fail ! In the same way these official figures

show that while in 1912, 24 architects and

surveyors became bankrupt, only 13 had to

go through the Court in 1913. Tliis cannot

surely be because that was all that was left

of them, and so it' must be a sign that more

business was doing and more money made,

which is certainly a preferable supposition.

Again, builders' merchants show a decline

from nine cases in 1912 to only three during

last year, and this nniy be taken as a crumb

of consolation and some sign of improving

business. But as to what will happen during

the present year of the Great War no man

can say.

There is good news of the capture of one

iiidustrv that was in great measure becoming
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German—the glass trade. One London manu-
facturer is busy producing glass tubing for

use in medical and other Government
service. Another branch of the trade which
Englisli makers are trying to seize is that in

the fine glass vessels used in cliemical

laboratories and for scientifie purposes

generally. There seems to be no reason, also,

why the commoner glass used for windows
slionid not be produced in tliis country almost

entirely. There has also been severe Con-
tinental competition in table glass, large

quantities of the cheap machine-made glass

being imported, and the glass bulbs used for

electric lighting are largely of foreign make.
One difficulty in the making of certain kinds

of glass is said to be that the potash used
in the process is almost entirely a German
speciality. We notice it is suggested that
the revival of the kelp industry might provide
employment in the West Highlands. Its

failure has been mainly due to the importa-
tion of potash salts from Germany.

^**-

CHIPS.
Mr. Edward Sharman, of Croyland Abbey,

Wellingborough, head of the firm of Sharman
and Archer, architects, of Wellingborough, who
died on July 28, aged eighty-five, left £16,208
gross.

The Havant Urban District Council have
resolved to pay their surveyor, Mr. A. E.
Stallard, an honorarium of £b6 for his services
as engineer to the Spring Lawn extension of the
drainage scheme.

The new electric-tramway line constructed bv
the Liverpool Corporation from Edge-lane to
Bowring Park, Eoby, has been inspected by
Colonel von Donop on behalf of the Board of
Trade, and passed for traffic.

No auctions were held at Tokenhouse Yard
last week, and negotiations which had been
begun for one or two properties have been
deferred foj a while. There are reports of a
brisk demand for furnished houses, chiefly in
the suburbs, and the rents obtained are said to
be satisfactory.

The Secretary of State for India in Council
has selected the following candidates to be pro-
bationers for the Indian Forest Service :—John
MacQueen Cowan, Tom Overton Gerard, Eric
Stewart Hartnoll, Jal Ardeshir Master, Donald
Francis Neilson. John Wilfred Nicholson,
Charles Winter Scott, Herbert Cecil Smith,
Harold L'Estrange Tyndale-Biscoe.

The Local Government Board has sanctioned
tlie borrowing by Ashton - under - Lyme Town
Council of .f42,0OO for extensions to the elec-
tricity works, £14,000 for improvements at the
sewage works, and £426 for alterations to the
Textile School. The council has decided to put
the work in hand immediately, in order to
alleviate unemployment.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
by Mr. H. H. Bucknell at Blyth on Friday with
reference to the application of the urban district
council for sanction to borrow £1,000 for the
extension of the public cemetery on the Links-
road. It was stated that the cost of the two
acres proposed to be added to the existin-^
ground was £175 per acre.

°

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at the Bradford Town Hall on Thursday in last
week with regard to an applicat.on for borrow-
ing powers for £7,602 required in connection
with various schemes. Of this sum, £5,740 was
for the construction of an open-air swinimiii"-
bath in Lister Park, £750 for the purchase of
a vacuum gully-emptier, £575 for the purchase
of a steam motor-waggon, £420 for the exten-
sion of the Ecclcshill Recreation-ground, and
£117 for the extension of Victoria Park,
Oakenshaw.

At Monday '.s meeting of the rural distiift
council for Chipping Sodbury the housing com-
mittee reported that they had had under con
sideration the building of a certain type of house
in blocks of four, at a cost of £725 per block.
Estimates of rentals had been prepared at
Is. Id.. 4s. lOd.. and 6s. per week, and the
^chcmc favoured was the one to let I't 4s. Id.
per week, the occupier paying rates. It was
decided that the sanitary inspector and the clerk
should interview the Local Government Board
and explain the plans, and invite their
suggestions.

* »*

TUTBURY.—One of the few Norman
churches in Staffordshire—that of St. Mary,
Tutbury, near Burton, has just been restored
at an expenditure of £1,000, and the new
work was dedicated by the Bishop of Lich-
field on Wednesday week. Standing on a
commanding eminence and almost under the
shadow of the castle ruins, the chureh has a
remarkable wealth of original Norman work,
although, unfortunately,* it suffered con-
siderably under the hands of 19tli-ceiitury
"restorers." It was originally a cruciform
building, with a central tower, but only the
western arm of the cruciform now remains;
the central tower has disappeared, having
been replaced by another of later date, which
stands at the south-west corner. Tliis western
arm, which forms the main body of the
present church, has now been restored to
very much nearer its original state than it

was a few years ago, its modern roof and
chancel notwithstanding. The exterior of the
church has been repointed, and every effort
made to preserve the carved arch over the
western door. On the southern side, another
fine specimen of a carved Norman doorway,
which had been converted into a window, has
been reopened. The work has cost about
£1,550.

<»
PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE

SOCIETIES.
FIRST ATELIER OP ARCHITECTURE.

— Several members of the Atelier have
enlisted, but those unable to do so are
carrying on the work as usual, and the first

esquisse of the autumn session was held last
Saturday. An exhibition of work done during
the suiumer term and of holiday sketches and
figure drawings will be held on October 7,

when the Atelier medal awarded for work
done during the past year will be presented
to IMr. L. H. Bucknell. The sous-patron,
Mr. Chaures, being now with the armies of
France, two of the senior working members,
Mr. Adrian Berrington and Mr. L. H.
Bucknell, have undertaken to help the
members, and do all they can to compensate
for Mr. Chaures's temporary absence. The
patron and the members of the jury will also
visit more often as appears desirable. A
revised subscription for working meiubers
has been adopted, which should prove more
economical and convenient, and lead to an
increase of membership.

The Clyde Harbour Trust have voted £20,000
from estimated current expenditure towards new
docks.

To provide employment for men thrown out of
work by the war, the Reading Town Council
has adopted a scheme of road-widening which
will cost £13,000.

Liverpool, this autumn, was to have enter,
tained the Municipal Waterworks Association,
which had decided to visit the city and to

inspect the unique scheme of water supply asso-

ciated with the district. The reunion has, how-
ever, been abandoned for this season.

Schemes which might be undertaken in

Edinburgh in the coming winter to provide
emplovment were considered at a meetini; of

the Town Planning Committee of the Town
Council on Friday. The construction of a road
from Ravelston to Blinkbonny is one of the
projected operations, and other roadmaking in

the same district is contemplated. Ordinarily
this work would have been done under a town
planning scheme; but the consent of pro-

prielors will be sought to expedite the under-
takings.

The spital. or chapel of St. James's, in the
parish of Wiggington, and just outsiile tlie|

boundary of ihe borough of Taraworth. which
has been repaired and made suitable for the 1

holding of service.s, has been dedicated by the'
Bishop of Lichiield. The chapel was built in the
Norman period. Nothing of its history is

known until early in the last cenfurv. when I

the late Bishop Slecre, of the Universities'
Mission to (Vntral Africa, purchased the chapel
as a centre for the brethren ot the Guild of St. '

.\lban. The chapel has been restored under the
direction of Mr. C. Lynam, F.S.A., Stoke-on-'
Trent. ,

—*«

—

ARCHITECTS ENLISTING.
To Ihe Editor of Ihe BuiLDINO NEWS.

Sir,—Your readers will, no doubt, be
interested to know that recruiting, for the
Royal Engineer and other branches of His
Majesty's forces, of architects and surveyors
and tlieir friends has continued very briskly
since your last issue. We have good news
of tliose already joined, who hope to welcome
many more drafts to their ranks in the near
future.

Although the Royal Engineers temporarily
stopped recruiting at the beginning of this
week, on account of the rush of recruits, they
are now enlisting again, and men wishing to
join should send in their names at once.
Our next draft will meet here at G p.m. on
Friday, the 11th, and present themselves
for medical inpection at 8.45 the following
morning.— I am, etc.,

Alan Potter,
Hon. Sec. A. A. War Service Bureau.

The Architectural Association, 18, Tufton-
street, Westminster, Sept. 9, 1914.

BRITISH, NOT GERMANS.
Sir,—We have noted with interest and

approval the influence which is being exer-
cised by the Press and others to insure the
adtiption of British goods, and the campaign
which has been commenced cannot fail but
be to the ultimate advantage of British
industries generally. But it is very neces-
sary that every precaution should be taken
that wrong conclusions (based on pure
assuniption or the statements of interested
parties having ulterior objects in view)
should be avoided.

It has come to our knowledge that the
statement has been made, or the impression
exists, that this company is to some degree
under German influence, and in this con-
nection we would state :

—

1. This company has carried on business in
England for upwards of sixty years. We were
established at Millwall prior to 1854 and a
few years later we moved to the site of our
present premises, which, with the progress ot
years, have been enlarged and improved.

2. There is not a single German connected
with the company, either as shareholder,
director, or employee. All are British born,
bred, and educated, with the exception of a
few experienced Italian asphalters, who are
employed for special work, and which plan
is adopted by all the responsible houses in
the asphalte trade.

3. There is not a penny of German or
other foreign capital in this coiupany, the
whole of the shares being held by English-
born men and women resident in this country.
Further, neither this company nor any
member thereof has any connection with
German or other foreign concerns.

4. For many years we have been con-
tractors to H.M. Government for \arious
materials, such as roofing felt, hair felt,

asphalte, etc., and for the years 191011-12
we were successful in securing the War
Office and Admiralty contract for asphalte
work, the execution of which necessitated the
admittance of our representatives and work-
men to practically every fortification and
depot of tlie War Office aiid Admiralty in the
British Isles where our work was required,
and to which foreigners are not admitted.
This contract was given to us after the usual
exhausti\e inquiries in regard to the con-
stitution of our coiupany had been made by
the War Office authorities.

5. All goods supplied by us are manu-
factured here at our works in Poplar.

Possibly your extended experience of our
house in itself will substantiate what we are
saying, and doubtless there are many archi-
tects, surveyors, and builders soine of whom
(although very probably now retired) have
done business with us over half a century
ago.

In conclusion, it might be pertinent to add
that on an appeal issued to our factory era-
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ployees by our managing director (wlio, we
believe, rightly held the view that the
seriousness of the present situation had not
been fully recognised by at least some of our
workpeople), several of our single employees
have enlisted, the percentage of acceptances
being over 80 per cent, of the applicants.
Their places are being kept open for them,
but in the meantime will be filled by married
men, and it may not be necessary for us,
ultimately, to dispense even with the latter's

services.—We are, etc.,

Engert and Rolfe, Ltd.,
C. Engert,

Poplar, E. Managing Director.

[Every word true, and every job we have
known during the past sixty years a credit to

this old-established house, the reputation of

which is second to none.

—

Ed. " B.N."]

ilnt£rr0mnmnirati0n*

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.
No others can receive a prize. The Editors
judgment 13 final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,
and with each reply a coupon cut from our front
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of
this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-
spondents Ignore the fact that querists want terse
facts, not long essays.^ Any necessary illustrations
must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-
duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies
that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We divide the guinea Ijetween Mr. K. H. Rea*i anil Mr.
Cha5. A. Lmg'ley.

Ji£PlI£S.

[121-18.]—WEIGHT UX BEAMS.—The fonuula re-
c b d'*

quired for this problem is W = --—-'
. Where W

= weight in cwl-s., < = constant, b = breadth in incbe;*,
d = depth in inches, and I = span in feet. The con-
stant for pine is 3 for a breaking load in the centre when

Z>^c,^

\. /TiJ I

VMmcn

"ir^rj

concentrated
; so for a safe load it wnuM Ije ratLer as

one-fourth of that amount. Then—

i X 13.3 53.2
" *"'•

L*l„»^'
,'*?"'• " ^ ''^""^ = srewt.; therefore loa.i

t!i^^,L J°'^''
'"^'^t- Had the beams been bolted

„K„ }}'^^ °"Sht have been treated as one beam.
7^Si Jt

® ^"""^ formula they would carrv just over

tr2,t«,i o
amount-i.e., six tons. The load has been

tfrm™, ? i" ,™°r'""""*'^
I™*! "' the centre, as this is

.li«H) ,^Ji
'^ P''"'' f'" '^^ """""e to be placed. If it is

bet^«?i? r'^''''P°"'™ °' the beam, such load should

i^iS^s "."'^Sv'"' '''* '^™"'« "f gravity. I would«nuB4 sunple Method " that allowance must be ma.ie

for the weiKht of tlie crane itself, and also the men who
will be workint; same, if ttiey do so from the platfoi-m of
beams. Also to see that his R.S.J.'s are of sufficient
strength, by reference to a manufacturer's list of sizes
and loads, of what nature the crane will be we have no
particulars. Is it a loin., or a derrick with mast, jib,
and stays ? If the latter, a balancing weight to the base
of the mast will be recjuired. or else the load on the top
of the mast may " kick " the base off the platform.—
K. H. Read, Technical Schools, Gloucester.

[1214S.]-AVEIGHT OF BEAMS.-The accompanying
diagrams show the metho<l of ascertaining the combined
crane load that the three 7in. by "in. pitch. pine beams.

placed I2iu. apart and over a clear sjjau of 13ft . will
carry. For tbe ordinary crane working central the
load will be concentrated towards the centre, but will
actually cover a space of 3ft. 9iu. : so the load will be a
live load distributed over an area of 3ft- 9in. superficial.

By the empirical formula. \V = '^ -"
, gives the break-

iug weight as 133cwt. per beam, which etiuals 19cwt.
safe load, allowing a factor of safety of seven, taking
into consideration the weight of the beams, crane, and
crane staging, the possible loads in their mo=t severe
positions as regards stresses, and thus allowing for
sudden jerks in lifting and lowering, including sharp
turns. The three beams will safely support a crane to
lift loads not exceeding 2^ ti^ns in and to any position.
The three pitch-pine beams should be bolted together at
their ends, and securely fixed and bolted trt the rolled
steel joists, as shown by the lower sketch plan.—Chas.
A. Longley, 52, Ivanhoe-road, Denmark Park, London,
Sept. 7.

[I21-1S.J—WEIGHT ON BEAMS. —rir.-tly, find the
breaking weight of one beam by means of the empirical

formula B W = '

", where B W - breaking weight

of beam in cwts., k = breaking weight in cwts. of a
pitch-pine beam 12in. long and lin. broad and lin. deep

^Cl Strvl

SUel Tie-'

when centrally loaded and supported at ends. This has
been found by experiment to be 5cwt., t* = breadth of
beam in inches, d = depth of beam in inches, and t =
length of beam in feet.

B W , substituting B W =
( 13

Clear span may be taken as being 13ft. ThenBW =
131 2/,;,cwt., say 132cwt. The breaking weight of the
tbree beams will be 132 x 3 = 396cwt. As the load is

intermittent it is not advisable to load to more than '/loth
of the breaking weight. Safe load is ^^/,ocwt. =
3.i.t»cwt., say two tons. Of course this load includes
weight of crane, &c. If it is desired to manipulate
loads above this weight and still use the 7iu. by 7in.

beams, they may be strengthened by trussing, as in
rough sketch.—H. J. Wilson, A.R.I.B.A., Cumbergate,
Peterborough.

[12Ii8.]—WEIGHT OX BEAMS.—By using Hurst's

formula— W = C , where

—

W = breaking weight in cwts.

C = weight in cwts. requirefl to fracture a bar lin.

s(iuare and 1ft. long, and which for pitch-pine
= 5cwt.

b = breadth in inches.

d = depth in inches.

L = length of span in feet we get

—

W = ° "J.J'-J.JLI = 123.65cwt.
13.33

Take F.S. of 4, giving 32. 16cwt. safe load in centre of

7in. by 7in. p.p. beam over 13ft. 4in. span. Therefore
the three beams will safely carry a centre load of

SHi.JScwt.— i.e., if the crane base is diaribuled on the
beams at their centre. As a centre load produces the
maximum bending moment, the load of fle.JScwt. could
be placed anywhere between the supporting joists
(R.S.J. I, providing it is distributed on the three beams.— Ernest A. Salter, 8, Lock View, Bingley, Yorks.

[12148.]-WEIGHT ON BRAMS.-The safe load for
pitch-pine beams is found by the following formula,
which is applicable to all beams, and any system of
loading :

—

Bending moment (B M) = moment of resistance (M R)M R = Z X C

Z = I

I =

Hence

—

bd'
12

y for rectangular beams = ~
hd'

I ^ 12 _ /)d2

>J d (i

B M for beams fixed at ends with distributed load—
WL
12

/. = modulus of section ; C = coe.Kcieut of rupture

:

I = moment of inertia; y = distance from neutral axis
u> extreme edge of section ; /; = breadth of beam in
inches

; d = depth of beam in inches ; W = total break-
ing weight ; L = length of beam in inch03. The coelti-
cient of rupture is, according to Rankine, IK times the
weight required to break a strip of material 1ft. long,
lin. square section, centrally loaded. For pitch-pine
this is about 5c»1.. and multiplied by 18 gives a co-
efficient of rapture of !H3cwt. Now

—

BM = MR
W L _ X, I— = Mi-
12 3,

,., _ Sflcwt.

9U X

'/e b <f2 X 12

L

6
soecwt.

13 X 12

Allowing factor of safety of Vb the Eafe distributed loail
= say, 4 tons. The three pitch-pine beams will, there-
fore, safely carry a distributed load of 12 tons. If tue
beams merely rest on the R.S. J, and are not fixed, the

B M .—O. Lewis Abbott, City Surveyor's Office,

Town Hall, Manchester.

[12148.]-WKIGHT OF BEAMS.-Oneof thesimplest
methods to find the weight which the beams will carry
is by the following formula. In the case stated the
weight will be a distributed load.

S kbd-i

I

which is arrived at by the following method—
" B M = M R

frh i/l

B \V =

For all re:'taugular beams II R ;

ti

fr = moduliu of rapture.

D »f f rbd'i 1 • i, , , frn il = = /, 6 a- where '. - —
F.ir a distributed load-

BM
8K)d2

8

B W = orSL ^ Hkbd-i

SL =

Where k — constant found by experiment. For P P — 15.

h — breadth of beam ; d — deptn of beam -, t — length of
beam in inches ; S — factor of safety ; S L = 8afe load
iu cwts. Substituting figures given—

8Kl5x7x-t9x3 ^ 1,03)

40 X 12 X 6 2J

- olicwt. nearly, or nearly 4cwt. per foot run.—John
Laraond, C.S.O., Town Hall, Manchester.

STATXJE3, MEMORIALS, &c.

CITY.^There has been placed in position a
piece of sculpture to complete the block of
buildings recently erected iu Lombard-street for

the Royal Insurance Company. It consi&ts of a
colossal group of three figures in bronze, and is

fixed over the granite hood of the main doorway
in Lombard-street. The figures sym'sclise to
some extent the main activities of the comp.iny
— viz.. Life, Fire, and Marine interests; but.
subservient to its symbolism, the prime object
has been kept in view of making the group an
appropriate and harmonious portion of the fine

architectural design as a whole. The central

figure is a winged Sphinx, seated upright, with
its forepaws upon :i globe. There are two sub-

sidiary semi-draped female figures on either side

of the Sphinx. On the right is a strong figure,

alert in attitude and po.se, with flying hair and
turbulent drapery, grasping in the left hand a

flaming torch, suggesting the latent power arid

energy of Fire. The figure on the left represents

a Sea-nymph or Siren with a dolphin-entwined
anchor. The figure, as a whole, is intended to

symbolise the mighty power of the sea for good
or ill over our wide maritime interests. The
group has been designed and sculptured by Mr.
Francis Doyle-Jones, of Chelsea, acting under
the instructions of Messrs. Gordon and Gunton.
of Blomficll-street, the architects of the
building.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

THE QUANTITIES SURVEYORS CLAIM.—
A case was recently heard at the Leicester

Countv-court. before Judge Cann, in which

Hu^h "Carpenter, architect and surveyor. Gotha-

street, Leicester, brought an action against the

cliairmau tthe Rev. Father Lindeboom) and

committee of the Sacred Heart Church.

Leicester, to recover £90 due to him for pro-

fessional services in designing, planning, and

preparing plans for a new church on the Mere-

road, to seat four hundred, with three aisles, of

a Roman (Classic) design. The plaintiff, reports

the Lficfster Daihi Fosl. gave evidence that in

1911 he began to" attend the Church of the

Sacred Heart. At this time collections were

Ijeing taken on behalf of the building fund for

a proposed new church, about M.VX) having been

contributed. One Sunday the Rev. Father

Lindeboom asked him to get out plans for a

new church to seat four hundred, and witness

advised that the work should be carried out in

sections. It was eventuallv decide! not to start

building until fl.CCO had been raised. Witness

took levels and measurements, and prepared a

eround plan, as well as plans of the side eleva-

tion and the front elevation, the work involving

twentv-two days. The plans were submitted to

a parish meeting, and accepted, and two of the

plans were exhibited in the church porch. At

a subsequent meeting the Rev. Father Linde-

boom asked him if he required payment, and

when he told him "Yes" he flew into a temper

and said he wouli pay out of his own pocket.

It was decided, however, that his charges should

be paid out of the proceeds of special collections.

He sent in his bill for £90. and when it was
submitted to a building committee which had
been appointed, that committee got up and

resignel. Cross-examined, plaintift" admitted

that in 1C05 he was made a bankrupt. He was
then desc-ibcd as a boot and shoe dealer: but

a manag;r was carrying on the business, which
was in the nature of an investment. He w-as

still carrying on his profession as a quantity

surveyor. He denied that he was carrying on

the business of an accountant in 1909. -What
religion were you in 1909 ^ asked Mr. Simpson.

Were you a" Primitive Methodist, Roman
Catholic, or Church of England?—Church of

England, replied plaintiff.—What church did you
honour by attending in Leicester? I have
attended several.—In answer to questions about

his qualifications as an architect, plaintiff caused

some laughter by remarking, "When you are

apprenticed to a lawver, you are a lawyer."

—

Re-esamined. plaintiff declared he was asked to

design complete plans, and Father Lindeboom
never asked him for a rough sketch. He never

said he would leave the amount of the bill an

open question.—Mr. Simpson : Did I understand

you to say you were sole architect for St.

Augustine's" Church. Leicester? I do.—Was not

Mr. Goodacre. of Leicester, the architect for

St. Augustine's? Yes; but I did the work.—
Did you not work under him? No; with him.

—

Was" not his name on the plans? Yes. with

mine. — Two architect; were called, who ex-

pressed the opinion that the plans were properly

got out. anil that the charge of £90 was a

reasonable amount.—For the defence. Father
Lindeboom said he asked defendant, who had
been coming to him for religious instruction, to

make rough sketches or drawings of a church

to seat four hundred persons. Plaintiff promised

to do so. but only produced two sketches. At
the outset Vie did not understand that plaintiff

was going to make anv charge, and was surprised

at the amount charged when the account cime in.

In cross-examination, witness said he expressed

surprise when plaintiff pro.luced elaborate plans.

—Mr. Wm. M. Cowdell and Mr. A. H. Hind.
two Leicester architects, expressed the opinion

that £10 would be a fair price for the two
sketch plans produced. The last-named added
that tlie sketches Icoked like the work of a

novice.—Witnesses were called who gave evi-

dence that it was nndcrstcod at the outset that
plaintiff proposed to make sketch plans without
charg.^.—His Honour said that, considering all

the evidence, and looking at the circumstances
disclosed by the evidence, he was bound to come
to the conclusion that the statement made by
Father Lindeboom was substantially accurate.

He dismissed the action, but suggested that the

£10 paid into Court by the defendants be paid

over to the plaintiff, though there was no obliga-

tion upon them to do this.

MR .J. F ERNKR FINED FOR POSSESSING
ARMS WITHOUT I'KKMIS.SION OF THE
REGISTRATION OFFICEK— According to a

report in the Soulh-Kaxltrn H<mhl of Sept. 4. at

Greenwich Police-court, on Friday last, ,Iosepli

Francis Ebner. 66, of 9, Vanbrugh-park. Black-
heath, block-floor manufacturer, and Hungarian
subject, was charged, as an alien enemy, with
having possession of a breech loading gun, a

Winchester repeating rifle (stock missing), a

revolver, and three sporting rifles, without per-

mission of the Registration Officer. Mr. Solomon
defended.—Div. Uet.-Insp. Brown said that on

Thursday evening he went with Insp. Pullen and
other otiicers to prisoner's house. He said; "I
understand you have some firearms in your

house, and when you registered you failed to

disclose that fact, and further stated that you
had none when asked." Prisoner said. "I was
not asked." Witness said he would take pos-

session of the firearms, and prisoner conducted

him to his son's bedroom and handed him the

guns, which he said belonged to his son.

Witness saw the revolver in the hall, and took

possession of it. At the station prisoner said.

"I was never asked if I had any firearms."

Witness also took possession of four old-

fashioned pistols which were in the hall. He
found no ammunition.—Cross-examined ; There
was no concealment. He did not think the

revolver was out of date, but it might be fifty

years old. It was a pinfire revolver. One of

the old pistols was a flint-lock, and they

appeared to be trophies.—Insp. Robeson said

that on August 14, when the prisoner registered,

he was asked if he had any firearms, and witness

read to him the section of the Act relating to

the possession of firearms. The prisoner spoke

rather strongly about being deprived of the use

of the telephone.—P. S. Connor. 91R, said that,

when he registered, prisoner said he was born

at Budapest, Hungary. Witness read the order,

and asked prisoner if he had anything to

declare. He seemed to lose his temper, and
described the Order as preposterous and
ridiculo;is, saying he had lived in England forty-

four years, and did net think he should come
under" that category.—Mr. Solcmon ; He felt the

iuliguity of the position.—Mr. Symmons : It is

not an indignity; it is only a proper precaution.

His Worship pointed out that the telephone

tould be used if a permit were obtained.— Edgar
Ebner, 27, son of the prisoner, said he was a

British subject, born in England. The double-

barrelled sporting gun and two miniature rifles

belonged to him, and the other rifle to his

brother Frank, who was also a British subject.

He had seen the revolver hanging in the hall

ever since he coul 1 rtmember. He had never

seen any ammunition to fit it. His brother was

an engineer in the P. and O. Company, and was

in Bombay.—The prisoner, sworn, said he em
ployed about three hundred men. He was

married in England. On the day the notice was

in the newspapers he went to a police-station

to register, and was referred to Blackheath-road,

where he went next day. The paper of regula-

tions was handed to him to read, but he diil not

think it was read to him. He was asked if he

had a motor-car. He was upset at the time

about being unable to go to his bank without a

special permit, and about the telephone. He
had never used the revolver in this country, and

it was used as an ornament. He had read in

the daily papers of similar prosecutions to this.

— Mr. Solomon said the revolver was obsolete,

and ammunition for it could not be obtained

in this country. It was merely an ornament.

He suggested that there had been only a tech-

nical offence; but he asked his Worship not to

inflict even a fine, for it would have a pre-

judicial effect on the prisoner as an employer.—
Det.-Insp. Brown said, in reply to the magi,

strate, that he had no reason to suppose the

prisoner kept the firearms with any sinister

motive. — Mr. Symmons said the prisoner's

conduct was merely due to carelessness. He
fined the defendant 20s.

EXETER BUILDER'S LOSSE.S. — At the

adjourned bankruptcy examination, at Exeter,

on the 3rd inst., of Walter Baker, builder,

Magdalen - road, debtor said since the last

examination he had filed certain accounts setting

out his losses, but they were more or less

guesses. He had no books from which he could

make an absolutely accurate account. According

to the summary he had lost £2.236 on three

estates. The examination was closed.

*•
In our description, with the illustration, on

August 28, of the County Offices at Maidstone,
we did not mention (because at the time we
did not know) that Messrs. Carter and Co., Ltd.

of Poole, and 29, .\lbert Embankment, S.E.,

carried out a good deal of the terrazzo and
marble mosaic in the building.

The Commercial Intelligence Branch of the

Board of Trade at 73. B;isinghall-street, E.C..

;irc desirous of hearing from firms who are pre-

pared to send to them samples or catalogues of

German and Austrian or Hungarian goods which
have competed with British products at home
or abroad. The Board of "Trade propose to

hold an exhibition of samples of this nature, and
would welcome the co-operation of British manu-
facturers and traders.

—--

—

A deputation from the National Housing
and Town Planning Council had an interview

on Friday with representatives of the National

Federation of Building Trade Employers of

Great Britain and Ireland and the Institute

of Builders for the purpose of discussing the

administration of the new Housing Act, 1914.

The representatives of the council were

assured that the National Federation and the

Institute would recommend builders through-

out the country to co-operate with local

authorities in the administration of the Act,

with a view to keeping down the cost of

cottage building during the war. The question

of the rise in the cost of building materials

was discussed, and it was decided that the

President of the Board of Trade should be

asked to receive a joint deputation asking for

definite action to be taken by the Govern-

ment to regulate the prices of building

materials, and especially of those required for

the building of cott"ages under the new
Housing Act.

The city council of Bristol devoted con-

siderable time on Tuesday to the discussion

of the housing scheme submitted by the

health committee at the July meeting. The

scheme provided for the acquisition of sites

at Parson-street, Bedminster, and near Fo.v-

lane, Stapleton-road, and the erection on the

former of P20 self-contained houses and eight

double tenements, to accommodate 130

families, and on the latter 45 self-contained

liouses and 35 double tenement houses to

accommodate 115 families. The estimated

cost of land and buildings was about £49,001).

The rentals proposed were 5s. Gd. per week

for the self-contained houses, and 3s. 9d.

per week for each tenement. It was estimated

that at fust there would be a deficit of about

t600 a year, but the conunittee thought the

loss would gradually disappear. When the

committee's report came before the council

in July it was criticised on the ground that

it did not touch the question of the slums,

and meant subsidising wages from the rates.

On the resumption of the debate on Tuesday,

the altered conditions, resulting from tlio

war, were thrown into the weight of oppo-

sition against the scheme. It was pointed

out that the increase in the price of building

materials had made it necessary to revise tlie

estimates to the extent of about £20 per

house, raising the total cost from £49,054 to

£52,734; in addition to which, it was stated

that it would be impossible to borrow the

money at a lower rate of interest than 44

per cent., instead of the absurdly optimistic

original estimate of 2J per cent., and the

deficit would be increased from £600 to

£1,740 per annum. A proposal was adopted,

the effect of which is that the health com-

mittee are to purchase the Parson-street site,

but that no expenditure for the erection of

houses thereon be incurred for the present;

the remainder of the housing scheme being

referred back to the committee.

The housing committee of the Liverpool

City Council has decided to obtain and place

before the October meeting of the city council

tenders for rebuilding in Gore-street, Jordan-

street, and Sparling - street areas. The

amount sanctioned for expenditure is about

£25,000. Further, the committee instructed

the surveyor to facilitate the acquirement of

sites for "rebuilding in Prince Edwin-street,

Mason - street, Feurhyn - street. Rathbone-

street, Blenheim-stree't, Saltney-street, and

Dublin-street extension. These schemes will

cost approximately £120,000. A deputation

representative of "St. Alban's parish was in-

troduced by Mr. John Clancy, the object

being to induce the committee to undertake

building schemes to replace the cellar

dwellings closed. Much valuable information

was obtained, and the committee, after pro-

mising full consideration, resolved to ask the

city surveyor to furnish a report dealing with

the" situation thoroughly.

In his annual report to the Belfast

Corporation. Mr. Hector F. Gullan,

M.Inst.C.E., the superintendent of works,

states that during the year three miles of
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streets were added, making the total mileage

of public thoroughfares throughout the city

.309 miles, including 144 miles of pebble-paved

carriageways and back passages, 25} miles of

sett-paved carriageways, 135 miles of

macadam, 1 mile of wood-paving, .3} miles

of tar-macadam, and .39yd. of asphalt. The
estimated expenditure on general repairs for

the year was £30,000, and the actual ex-

penditure £28,915. The cost per mile was
£93.64 as compared with £118.07 ten years

ago. For street cleansing the estimated ex-

penditure was £31,950, and the actual

expenditure £.30,877. The cost per mile was
exactly £100, as compared with £120.80 ten

years ago.

The British Brush Manufacturers' Associa-

tion has held a special meeting to consider

the serious situation produced by the

stoppage of supplies of bristles and other

hair from Russia, Siberia, Germany, Poland,

and France. The limited stocks of these

materials iu England are being rapidly used
up, and the prices have coiisequently

advanced enormously. Owijig to smaller ex-

ports from the Far East, Chinese bristles

have also risen iu price very considerably.

Other raw materials, such as timber, wire,

etc., are also affected. The association

officially announces that the prices of

brushes and brooms have of necessity already

been advanced, and that further considerable
advances will be inevitable in the near
future.

In a paper recently published in the

.Journal of the Western Society of Engineers
an account is given of the system of con-
creting through open spouts now largely

adopted in America. The concrete is mixed
to such a consistency' that it flows readily

along these spouts and into the forms. If too

wet, the water drains out and the spout
blocks; and, similarly, if the concrete is too
stiff, it will not flow. With the proper con-
sistency, however, it flows readily, and it is

claimed that the forms are filled more solidly

than when a stiffL^' mixture is used and
rammed. The system in question has, Mr. B.
J. Sweatt states, been used for the con-
creting of a large arched bridge at Codar
Rapids, Iowa, constructed in reinforced
concrete. The bridge, which is 308ft. long
between abutments, has three spans of 96ft.

each, the roadway being 48ft. wide, bordered
by two footpaths, each of a clear width of
10ft. The whole of the concrete was dis-

tributed to the required positions from a high
tower, from w);ich the distributing spouts
were fed. The system is claimed to be an
ideal one where the length to be covered does
not exceed 300ft. from the tower. From the
discussion it appears that a gradient of 1 in 7
is a good slope for the spouting.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
.SvTLRDAY (To-SiORROw).—Institution of Municipal En-

gineers. Meeting of the NortUem and
Vorks Districts at Harrogate.

Thi'rsdw.—Royal Photographic Society's Exhibition,
Suffolk - street Galleries. "A Short
Sketch of Gottiic Architecture," by
Henry W. Bennett, K.R.P.S. 8.W) p.m.'

mtm

An inquiry has been held at Lowestoft by
Mr. A, \V. Brightmer into an application to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borroiv
£11,120 for works of sewerage in the borough
and also in the urban district of Oulton Broad
and the parish of Oulton. The borough engineer,
Mr. G. II. llamley. produced and explained the
plans.

The British Standard .Specification for Two-
and Three-Plate Ceiling-Roseshas just been issued
by the Sub-Committee on Electrical Plant Acces-
sories of the Engineering Standards Committee,
who have had the assistance of the British
Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association.
The standardisation of two and three pinplug

Ik''""u
'* ""^'"" proceeded with; but it has been

thought that it would be most convenient to
issue separate specifications, so that standardisa-
tion, as tar as it has gone, might be taken up
at once. This report (No. 67) specifies the
materia to be used and the dimensions of all
essential parts. The terminal - plates are ofamerent shapes-a system which the committee
consider more satisfactory than the use of
tlitterent colours.

fraie ^tias.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
PERCENTAGES OP UNEMPLOYMENT IN

VARIOUS TRADES. — The Board of Trade
issues the following statement of unemploy-
ment: — In the trades compulsorily insured
against unemployment (viz., building, works of

construction, engineering, shipbuilding, vehicle-

making, etc.) the percentage of unemployment
at September 4 was 6.24. I'his is practically tlie

same as the percentage a week before (6.20),

antl compares with a percentage of 3.34 a year
ago. The growth of unemployment in the
insured trades has therefore for the moment
stopped. Indeed, in engineering, construction of

vehicles, and sawmillmg there is an actual
decline of unemployment. This is counter-
balanced by a slight seasonal increase of un-
employment in building and construction of

works.

WAGES IN VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA,-It is

stated authoritatively that the Railway Com
missioners of Victoria have agreed to concede
the rate of wage laid down by the Wages Board
award—from 8s. 8d. to 10s. 8d. per day— to

the following men: Scaffolders, hod-carriers,
plasterers' labourers, concrete - packers, and
tackle hands. These men are at present paid
from 8s. to 9s. per day. The wages of general
handymen will not be altered. Owing to the
proposed increases of pay, the expenditure on
railway electrification work in Melbourne will

be considerably increased.

^*^-

CHIPS.
The death is announced of Mr. W. H. D.

Horsfall, architect, of Low-street Chambers.
Halifax.

Mr. T. H. Bishop, jun., of Leighton Buzzard,
has been appointed surveyor to the ICaton Bray
Rural District Council.

Mr. William R. Maxwell, C.E., burgh
engineer and chief sanitary inspector, Dunferm-
line, has tendered his resignation.

Mr. E. P. Hcoley, M.Inst.C.E., county sur-
veyor of Nottinghamshire, is serving with the
Stii Battalion of the Sherwood Foresters.

The Local Government Board have L'iven their
formal sanction to the borrowing by t!ie city
council of Oxford of i:i,400 for the sewering of
the Headington Hill district of the borough.

The plans of Mr. P. J. Krouse have been
adopter! for a city-hall building to be erected
at Meridian, Mississippi. Tenders will be opened
for the work on Tuesday week, the 22nd inst.

A receiving order has been granted in the
case of Frederick Bligh Bond, Glastonbury,
carrying on business ,at Star Building, St.
Augustine's-parade, Bristol, and at Glastonbury,
a.-chitect.

The town council of Wallasey have under con-
sideration a scheme for the erection of thirty-
two workmen's houses and eighteen cottage flats
on land between Poulton-road and Love lane,
I'ouUon, at an estimated cost of £11,546.

The will of Mr. Walter .Sturge, late of
11, Downfield.s-road, Clifton, Bristol, land sur-
veyor, wlio died on August 6 last, has been
proved by the executors, Messrs. Francis Sturge
and Theodore Sturge at £11.882 19s. lOd. gross,
with net personalty £10.343 6s.

The Southam Rural District Council have
instructed Messrs. Taylor and Wallln, civil
engineers, of Newcastle-on-Tyne and London, to
prepare a scheme and report upon a water
supply for the parish of Southam, with an exten-
sion for supplying the adjoining parish of Long
Itchington. The water will probably be taken
from a well, and pumping machinery will be
required.

It was officially announced on Tuesday that
out of sixty candidates for the assistant general
secretaryship of the Amalgamated Society of
Carpenters and Joiners, the following six have
been selected for submission to a members'
ballot :— Messrs. Cameron (Paddington), Dearn-
ley (Huddersfield). Lindley (Sheffield), Robert-
son (Bolton), Wright (Glasgow), and Young
(Clapham). The membership of the society was
returned at 89,543,

The Calendar of the Glasgow School of Art,
which is under the directorate of Mr. Francis
II. Newbery, has just been issued. Students
are trained as painters of landscape, the animal,
tlie figure, and for mural decoration; as archi-
tects, as modellers and sculptors, as designers
and decorative artists and workers in the arts
and crafts, and as art masters and mistresses
with special teaching qualifications.

LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate lor the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Miscellaneous metals and
timber we omit altogether, as published
figures differ so widely that they are, we
fear, in many eases cjnite unreliable.

IRON.
Ptrton. Per toD.

Boiled SteelJoistB, English f7 10 to £7_ 12 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0'
Steel Girder Plates 7 2
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Kound, or
Square 22

Do., Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
BestSLedshill 9

Angles 103., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o., £S ISs. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £U to i'ls 103. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge fl3 ...flSlO

Bestditto 13 ... 11

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

,

6 ,

,

7 5
8 2
8 10

6

. 5 17

.

,

a 15
9 10

3 to 7 8 9 10
8/3 8/9 9 3 9 9

11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G,
10/3 11'- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Colnmns £6 17 B to £H 10

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 IS „ 9 5

Cast- Iron Sash Weights 5 10 ,, 5 15

Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 21 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14B,W.0 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
flOlOs. £10 15s. ill 03. £1153. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. OJ. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra]

Pig Iron— Per ton

.

Cold Blast, Lillieshall lOs. Od. to 1178. 64
Hot Blast, ditto 703.01. „ 753. Od-

Wronght-Iron Tabes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent )—

Gas-Tubes 75 p o.

Water-Tubes 71t
Steam-Tubes 67J
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 6.5

Galvanised Water-Tubes 61i
Galvanised Steam-Tabes 55

OTHER METALS.
5 Ot}£21 7

„ —
15 ,, —

.

Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21
Lead Water Pipe, Town 25

,. .. .. Country 23

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 26
Country 26 15 „

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 27 „
Country 27 15 ,,

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 10 ,.

„ Country 30 5 „
Composition GaB-Pipe, Town... 28 0,.

Country 28 15 .,

L6adSoiI-pipe(apto43in.)Town 28 „
, Country 2s 15 „

(Over 4>in. £1 per ton extra.)
Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6

,

Lead Shot, in 2Slb. bags 24 15 ,

Copi)er Sheets, sheathing & rods 75 ,

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 64 „ 65
Tin, English Ingots 143 „ 144

Do., Bars 146 0,
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 20 5 ,

SheetLead, Town 24 10 .

Country 25 5 .

Genuine White Lead 31 15 ,

Refined Red Lead 32 .

Sheet Zinc 29 ,

Old Lead, against account 17 ,

Tin per cwt. 7 17 6 ,

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) Oil 9

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc

18 12 6

75 10

U
146 10

Blue Bangor 20

First quality .

Eureka
green .

unfading

Peiiuaneut Green .

in in £ 8. a. per 1,000 of

9(1 « 10 . 12 12 6 l.JUOat r. stn

16 , 8. . 6 12 6 .,

2(1 .10. .13 2 6 „

90 ,12. .13 17 6 ..

90 .10. .13 ,,

9n 12. .13 15 ,, ,,

16 , 8. . 7 5 ••

HI 10 , 15 17 6

W) ,12. .18 7 6

IS ,10 .13 5 »

16 , 8. .10 5 ,, ..

90 10 .11 12 1) ,, .,

IS 10 . 9 12 6 ,, „

16 , 8. . 6 13 U .•
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BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, ,, [viver.

Mild Stocks 19 0,.
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 ,, atrly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 ,, ,. .

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 1.5

Ditto Bullnose 4 0.,
Best Stourbridge

Firebricks 3 14

2iin. Best Red Ac-]
(
Net. delivered in

criogton Plastic
f
4 10 6 ,, j

full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) t in London.

3'/8" Accrington Beet Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks lU 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 G

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/« in
thickestpart 2

3'/8"Chimney Bricks fit tor outside work ... 2 6

3'/e" ditto ditto through and through 2
3' a" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and i" radius Bullnose s ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 9"xi course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 coarse deep, i^' soffit, per foot opening..
4 ditto i^" ditto ditto ditto

4?" ditto ditto ditto.5 ditto
fi ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
li ditto
6 ditto

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

C 1 3

18
2 ]

2 i;

2 1

2 11

3 9
4 6

7 6 18 17 B

8d. each 8d. each

1/2 each 1/2 each

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waRgons. Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Kims Depot ,, 1 9*

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 6J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, [ Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf '
... fO 2 3 ... £0 2 ih

TILES.
s.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red.brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected '* Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Poake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3
Valley tiles 3
Rosemary '

' brand plain tiles ... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced iO
Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.stn.

7 per doz. „
per 1000 „

6
per doz. ,,

6 per 1000
„ „

per dcz. ,,

per 1000
6
10^ per doz. ,,

4* „
per 10:o

per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

n per doz.
6

per 1009
6

per doz.
6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

QLAZED BBICKS.
HABD GLAZES (PER 1,0(30).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. EnfiF, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Btretchers—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17

Quoins. Bullnose. and 4Mn. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17

Double Stretclierp

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 21 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers—
14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6

Two sides acd one end, equftre-
19 17 fi 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 « 19 17 6

Bpla\sand Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 C

Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose, Round Ends, BuIlnoFe StoiJS—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—

bd. each 8d. each 81. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each GJ. each 6d. each 5d.each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Perl.OCO
Headers £22 17 6

,, ,, Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius i'6 per 1.000 over above I exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindBand colours |- ing 9in.

Camber arcb bricks, any kind or colour, i by 4.Mn.
Is. 2d. each j by 2|in.

Btretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1.000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thanjee S.ind 7 C per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 U
Thames ballast 6 0,,

s. d. Per ton.
Beet Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge tor sacks.

B. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2T3. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Coraehill, ditto
Closeburn Ued Freeetune,ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto ,,

Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (In trunk at
Nine Kims) ,,

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. Gin. sawn botb sides,
landings, random sizes per toot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

• All F.O R. London.

OILS.
Rapeseed.Englisb pale.per tun £28 15 to £29- - ~ 27Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined ,

Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale ,,

Cocoanut, Cochin ,,

Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius
Palm, Lagos ,

Ditto, Nut Kernel
Oleine ,

Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined ,.

Tar. Stockholm per barrel
Diito, Archangel ,

Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic oil

Turpentine ,,

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. ,,

15

10

10
5

6i
H
19 6
2 6
2 llJ

3

10

10

10
10

5
10
5

8
6

10

GLASS (IN CRATSS),
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz.

Fourths 2id. ... 3^1.
Thirds 2.5d. ... 3Sd.
Fluted Sheet 3il. ... 4.id.

Hartley's English Rolled ^io.

Plate 2*1. .

26iz.

3ii.
Hi.

Figured Rolled and Repoussine..

VARNISHES,

'/i6in.

... 3i.

White.
Sil. ...

32 -iz.

... 4id.
... 53 i.

Jin.
... 3H.
Tinted.

5jd.

&c. Per gallon.

2 4
2 3
2 2
2
1 10

u 1 10:

1 lOj
2

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0
Pale Copal Ook I)

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak
Fine K.xtra Hard Church Oak
Superfine Hard-drying 0.ik, lor seats of
churches

Fine Elastic Carriage
Superfine Pale Elastic Carrlaije
Fine Palo Maple
Finest Pale Durable Copal
Extra Fine French Oil 1
Eggshell Flatting Varnish
White Copal Enamel 1

Extra Hale Paper
Best .lapan Gold Size
Best Black -Japan
Oak and Mahogany Stain
Brunswick Black
Berlin Black
Knotting
French and Brush Polish

a

10
12 6

10

14
12
16
IB
18

12
10
16
9
S
16

10
10

<»»

3 8

1 3

A return by Mr. Alexander Walker, city

assessor, shows a large decrease in the number
of iinoccu)ii:d houses in Gl-t.-gow for the year
wl'.ich envied in June. The total uunibcr over
tlic whob city was 13,S25, and ccmparcil with
18,341 in the previous year, and 22.3S6 two years
ago. All classes cf houses share generally in

the reduction, although in a few wards there is

an increase in houses of very rmall rental.

Tlie Roclulale Corporation health committee*
have authorised the medical officer to pn-paru
a scheme for remodelling an area about four
acres in extent, and now containing a large
number of dwellings either condemned and un-
cccupied or in very poor condition. The street

surfaces in many parts of the area arc unpaved,
and the drainage arrangements of a very primi-
tive kind.

TRADE NOTEP.
We underitaud lha( tl'.c new b:itli ;it the

Kendal Grammar ^chcol has been treated with
the powder Pudio (to make the cement water-
proof), and that llic architect reports a very
excellent result.

Under the direction cf Mr. i;. Guy Dawber,
architect. 22, Buckingham-street. Adelplii. W.C,
the Boyle system of ventilation (natural), cm-
bracing Boyle's latest patent "Air- pump"
ventilators and air-inlets, has been applied to
St. George's Church, Canipden Hill, W.
The Norham and Islandshires Rural District

Council (Northumberland) have instructed
Messrs. Taylor and Wallin, civil engineers, of
Xewca&tle-on-Tyne and London, to prepare a
scheme of drainage for the colliery district of

Scrcmerstou. The scheme will be wholly by
gravitation, and no pumping will be required.

Messrs. Pridie, Stacey, Brewster, and
Treuchard have amalgamated their respective
practices as from August 10, 1914. under the
firm name of Pridie. Stacey, Brewster, and
Trcncliard, with the short title of " Pridie and
Co." Mr. Gerald A. Stacey, as from the date
of this notice, will discontinue tlie use of his

office and telephone at 3. Lombard-court. E.C..

and the new firm's address for the future will

be 25-2S. Crosliv-bnildings, London. E.C. Tele-

phone, Central '9982.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hard^voods,

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

130 BunhiU Row London E.C.

TENDERS.
*»• Correspnndeuts would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepts^ teudor ; it adds to tbe value of the
iufonuution. —
Abekdabe.— For the erection of new ergineering

laboratories and mining laboratories at boys' county
school, for the CV.'amorgau County Council. Mr. D.
Pugh-.Jones. F.S.I., Cardiff, county architect:—

Davies, T. D., Trecynon, .\ber-
dare (accepted) £1,298 14

.\Bi'.RKENFiG —For the erection cf a new county
school at Aberkeufig. for the Glnm' rgan County
Council. Mr. D. Pugh-Jonea, F.S.I., Cardifl', county
architect :

—

Price, E. L., 1C6, Wyndham-
crescent. Cardiff (accepted) ... £3.359

ABEltTKlDwit, Glam.—For convertiogan old build-

in? into comiuoed domestic science centre, for tbe
Glamorgan County Council. Mr. D. Pugh-.lone8,
CarditT, county ar.!hitect:—

Juliin, A. W.. Bo3vil3too-road
YarJ, Pontypridd (acccpied) ... £305 7 1

.'Vndover.—For repairs to the old enginej, for the
corrtoration :

—
Bilbie, Hobsou, acd Co £.10 10 G

.\sHF0itD-— For the construction of an ejector

station, with pneumatic ejectois and air-com-
pressing p'ant. and a set of sewaee purification works,
for the iuapa!^ers of the ^^'c5t London District Schools,
Ashford Mr. A. J. Maitio, M.I.C'.E., V, Victorii-

slreet, ^\'e3tmintter, S.W., engineer :

—

Kavflnagb, S., and Co., Surbiton-
Hill, S.W. (accepted) £2.48ii 9 11

Gaze and Sons, Ltd.. Walton-
on-Thames 2,23.--

Aylesbury.—F,-*r construction of an oleetric-

lighfi statioa, for the urban districtcouncil :—
Crook and Judd. Wadrtesdon ... tl.2BS II 7

(Kecoinmeuded for ajceptauce.)

Bauham.—For lighting the workhouse by Cox's
air gaf, for the Bosmere and Claydon Rural District

Council :

—

Mann, Egerton.and Co £311
(Acce..ted.)

Bvitnv,— For laying-out of grounds at the Harr7
Training College, lor the Glamorgan County Conned.
Mr. D. Pugb-.lones, F.S.I., Cardiff. cOLinty arcbitsct:

Rendall, H. S., and Sons. Barry.. £.3.012 7 5
(."Vccepted.)

B.VttWELL.—For the erection of an iron steam
roller sheJ, for the Hinekley Rural District Council:

Davis Bro3.. Wolverhamoton ... £108 10
(.\ccepted.)

Beverley. — For erection of a rcbool for 100

scholars at Minsttr Moorwte school, for the

Managers of the Minster S.dioo's, Beverley. Messrs.

Hawe and Foley. North B.tr-street, Beverley, archi-

tects. Quantities by architects: —
LovbDZ, H Cl.'2-lO 13

Potts, K., and Sons 1,100 16

I'ape. G., and Son", Beverley* ... 1.093
* Accepted.

BruLEY.—For heating cliap?l and schoolroom,

for the Piimitive Methodist Soc. Trustees. Mr. O.

Bailey, 23, Peel-place, Hurley, architect :

—
Vincent, Roberts, andCo..Charmouth-slreet,

Leeds (accepted).
(Eight tenders received.)
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New General Offices, Metropolitan Railway,

street Station, Marylebone, \V. Mr. C. W.
Architect.
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300

Baker-
Clark,

Strand, W.C.

The Pounder's Chapel, St. Botolph's Church, liottou,.

Lincolnshire. New Screens, Altar with 'I'riptych,

and rearrangements. Mr. W. Samuel Weathcrlev,
P.R.I. B.A., Architect.

House near Chelwood Gate, Sussex. View and plans
Mr. E. Brantwood Maufe, B.A.Oxon., A.R.I. B. A.,
Architect.

New Territorial Headquarters, Newark on - Trent
Messrs. Brewill and Baily, PP.R.I.B.A., Archi-
tects.

Trentham Hall, Staffs, the ^eat of the late Duke of
Sutherland. Measured and drawn br Mr. Hnruld
Goldstraw, A.R.I.B.A.

HISTORIC DESIGN.
We are all busy "capturing trade" just

iiuw—or talking about it—and, so far as
the endeavour proves a genuine outcome of

a real awakening of the national conscious-
ness, it is well. Even in the most
mechanical avocations it will be something
gained if we have learnt presently tliat to

make for use and not for mere profit is a
cardinal essential. To make for the uses,
that is, of our buyers, with their many and
diverse needs, and not merely according to
our short-sighted persistence in the belief
that British "solidity " must be taken with
thanks, and jiaid for cash in advance, by
our Colonial and foreign customers, who
have deserted us, tired of our stereotyped
methods, and attracted by the adajjtiveness
of rivals who have discovered that which
we have in many instances been too blind
to see, or too purse-proud to admit, that
the first and indisjiensable task of the
manufacturer is to ascertain and study the
.•ictual requirements of buyers, and to set
himsi'lt in all earnestness to meet them.
In many cases, as all must know who have
carefully studied the reports which the
Board of Trade is now issuing, it has been
far otherwise. If tlie British manufacturer
had set himself as industriously to make
and sell wh;,t was wanted, instead of per-
suading his customers that what he per-
sisted in supjilying was as gooil—or quite
good enough for them, he would have been
less frequently ousted in the markets of
our own great self-governing colonies, or
forced to confess failure to find a footing in
those opened up elsewhere by political and
social changes.

If (his Iroubliius time has really taught
some of us this stern lesson, if Britisli
valour in the field and on the seas, un-
liampered for once by official unreadiness,
has proved to the world that the response
of the race to the call of real patriotism
was .Ts readv and certain as by our forbears
in Elizri1)ethan days, let us huniblv and
tliankfullv remember that it might all have
been fulile, if, at the helm, our organisers
had not been true students of what in .\rt
some of us call "historic design," shackled
as they have been by those who failed to
recognise that courage, and self sacrifice,
and all the traits and traditions of an
Imperial race availed little against the
Ignorance of those who knew not that
fitness was the first need in war, and that,
given the real efficiency of the units, and
proper equipment, the expansion of our
forces in proportion to our needs was easv.
With all our heart we trust th.it lesson will
not be lost on tlioso responsible: but that
returning peace will see the steady and in-
creasing insistence on the ability of the
manhood of the nation to fit itself for
defence, not by cast-iron compulsion on the
lines of German militarism, but by means
not merely submitted to but welcomed by

all the instincts of a free people. Given
that, and the good guidance of those who to
some jnirpose have studied "historic
design " in War, we shall get a practically
inexhaustible reserve of disciplined
strength, which no enemy will
treacherously provoke, or insult by the sug-
gestion that it shall regard solemn obliga-
tions as "scraps of paper."
Moreover, we earnestly believe that this

organisation of national defensive strength
inust and will bring with it proper and
disciplined training in our ordinary work

;

because, accustomed to and benefiting by
the one, the disciplined citizen will submit
to no other. He will trust no teacher or
master who cannot really teach or govern,
but will bend all his energies to assimilate
the experience of the one or to obey the
intelligent orders of the other. By degrees
lie will evolve capabilities of resource which
no mere man-machine can ever cultivate or
exercise, and, almost insensibly, the
faculties of the British workman "will be
developed on a higher plane than they have
yet reached, and the national industrial
output will benefit accordingly, not merely
in mass, but in quality and suitability to
purpose.

Surely in no field of industry are the
prospects of projierly disciplined efforts to
effect tliis more promising than that
covered by the crafts more or less con-
nected with art. Hitherto most of us have
failed to perceive that, ignoring all other
considerations, no more wholesome better-
ment of individual welfare or extension
of industry generally is likely than
by the cultivation of real art in
handicraft or manufacture. It may
be and is argued by some that this
is inii)ossibIe while the average taste of the
general public is so low. The answer to
that is that in the first place the average
public gets as good or as bad as it deserves,
thanks jiaitly to the failure of those who
cater for it to awaken a desire for really
better things, but also to the absence (if

any encouragement of art-appreciation in
the curriculum of our national sclieme of
elementary education. Take the ordinary
teacliing of history and geography for
instance. How many British boys and girls
liave h.ul their interest awakened in tlie art
productions of the peoples of the past

—

their own forbears included, or how these,
and the culture of those tor whom tliey

were produced, improved and broadened
accordingly. Surely, even in our lowest
grade of schools, no teaching of history is

fully jirofitable which omits to acquaint the
children witli some knowledge of the best
wcjrks of art of all time, and the influence
they derived from and exercised on the
social life of the period? In these days of

the cinematograph and other available
means of class illustration the children
might be interested in and familiarised

with the best and most characteristic
examples of the art of every age, and year
by year and generation by generation the
conviction be enforced that the production
of works of real beauty, from the com-
monest requisites of daily life to the
highest, is among the noblest tasks that can
occupy an intelligent being.
Even as things are, aptitude selects from

the mass such as are naturally gifted with
the desire to produce such as far as their
capacity will permit. Does anyone believe
that our state-aided scheme of art educa-
tion as it exists to-day is an economical or
wise one? Is there any really definite and
proper organisation ? Is there any attempt,
even at the Royal College of Art, to teach
or examine in historic design, beyond tho
study and copying of mere casts and stock
forms of decoration ? Is there any result
therefrom but the spiritless descent to a
dull, lifeless, eclecticism, or the freakish
self-surrender from time to time to tho
pernicious influence of some individual or
school which sets itself to work to travesty
or mechanically reproduce the charac-
teristics of some past phase of art foreign
to all our national instincts and necessities.
In either case can anything be imagined
more certain to kill or distort real
originality? Here, surely, if the more
advanced student had been competently
taught the historic associations of the
objects commended to his study, he might
have caught the spirit that inspired them,
and not have remained content with the
dead bones of the civilisations or systems
in which they were evolved. As it is, in
ignorance or disregard of all the conditions
of life which prevailed in the Egyptian
palace, the Greek temple, the Mciliieval
castle, the Elizabethan mansion, or amidst
the gilt splendours of the salons of royally
and the old noblesse of the ancien regime,
we get imitations or adaptations of these
structures and of their belongings as
germane to our needs as a North American
Indian's wigwam would be.

If we are to belter all this—if we are to
end the reign of mere fashion, and the pro-
duction of eccentricities yvhich are so
ludicrous that they repel the cultured, or
yet so mischievous that they debauch
public taste—in either case tending to

limit a legitimate demand for good work

—

we have to change all this in some siich

fashion as we have again and again incul-
cated. First and foremost, by the architect,
as by the humblest designer of the common
things of daily life, the history and
purpose of (lie buildings and kindred works
of past ages and systems must be studied
from reproductions or remains, but always
in their relation to the social and political

life of the time. Then, when the student
has grasped in its unity all these associa-
tions, he will enter on the study and
praciice of his own special work, with at
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1 t .1 J t „nrlcv>;t-,n,l tlip needs it «e confer." In a general and broad way,
least the des.ie to undeistand the needs It

^.^^^ ^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^.^^^ ,^

istomeet. and to acconipl shit without he
I ,^__^j demand. To snch

,

sacntice o£ utility or beauty. It is pleasant poruoii
_ fh .) ^ __ ^._ ._ ,

to feel that a recognition of this funda-

mental necessity seems to have inspired the

efforts of the First Atelier of architecture

as regards our own calling. They will

probably be hampered for some time to

come by the absence, even in our higher

schools, of any such preparatory ac<iuaint-

ance on the part of the scholars with tlie

extent as the measure of compensation is

financial, each person receives an amount of

money based on w-hat the buyer believes he

must spend to obtain that which he desires.

When Capital employs an engineer, it is on

the basis of financial benefit to Capital, and

the engineer accepts employment on such

basis. If the engineer does not furni.sh to

Capital the best advice obtainable, he is as

elementary historical facts about art we dishonest as if he does not make every effort

want to see accessible to all. It is also to obtain full value from a contractor whose

satisfactory to admit that, as our recent work he supervises. It is the engineer's duty

volumes will bear witness, some of our best to study each and every question which

living architects have recognised and are either directly or indirectly affects such

more and more recognising the defect in portion of the problem as is in the engineer s
more aiiu imuib

°,„ .„,fi .^j u vpsult- charge, and then to advise the representative
the education "/he student and t

^^^ ^ | „f Capital to the best of his ability. If per-
ing disastrouseffect on his caieer «1'^" V^e, t;

^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^^ competently,
In the future, as in tne.- ..'.... . , . , "^ .have indicated.

past, we suppose many will still more or

less imitatively yield to the fascinations

I

he should obtain such advice and pay for it,

"f or inform his superior officer, or client, that
—— - -,. ^ .

"°"* °,
I

certain questions, or certain phases of some
some particular style ; but there is less and

I ^^^ question, should receive greater attention

less of the dogmatic exaltation thereof
| j^„j investigation than his knowledge or avail-

common to all critics who are so zealous for
| gjjjg jjjjjg ^^.jii permit. Many engineers have

the form that they miss the spirit that i,ad no training in financial matters, but it is

inspired it.

Analogies are dangerous things; but we
venture to suggest that while no great

becoming more and more realised that the

engineer should have a broad training, in-

cluding a knowledge of the principles of

general ever yet neglected the military
|

economics, accountancy, and business law

lessons of the past, no successful one ever, and should be able to study engineering

tied himself down to the strategy or tactics, problems with relation to financial results,

which, sound enough in principle, were There has, possibly, been a feeling that iii-

.daborated to secure victory under the formation along financial lines was difficult

different conditions of ancient 'to obtain, or so intricate, or unscientific in
vastly

warfare. Captains of respectable talents'

and undoubted courage have ignored that,
|

and suffered defeat, or fought useless

battles with a pedantic adherence to

system said to have been characteristic of

character, that the engineer could not expect,

by the expenditure of such effort as prac

ticable, to obtain any knowledge which would

be helpful. The engineer appreciates the

fact that he must obtain a broad and general

engineering knowledge before specialising.

some of our own commanders whose „|,(j ti,g„ n,ust, gpecialise before he can make
appointments as Generals in Flanders were exceptional progress in any line, and con-

regarded as life jobs. So we ourselves still dudes that there is no time available in which

build railway stations masked with the to obtain knowledge along other lines, or

exteriors of Greek and Roman temples; there is no necessity for it, or both. What-

within our own memory our brethren the ever the reason for such conclusion, it is

sculptors, even when men's ordinary dress erroneous and harmful to him and to the

had not degenerated into stove-pipes and profession. It representatives of the legal

tubes, still draped their subjects in togas,

and our designers lost themselves in

meaningless forms which were common-
place at the best and hideous at the worst.

True, now and then the genius of the

offender was not altogether to bo eclipsed,

though shackled by the fetters of bad pre-

cedent ; but genius is rare, and the

dullard prefers the safe road to wealth and
reputation, strewn though it is with the
skeletons of the sacrifices to the common-
place.

**
REPORTING ON PUBLIC SERVICE

PROPERTIES.
By E. P. Roberts.*

The engineer lias many opportunities to

benefit mankind : by research work, assisting

younger engineers, and endeavouring to assist

in advancement of all kinds—civic, industrial,

sociological along many of which lines his

training makes him especially useful. The
paper this evening deals only with his om-
ployment by Capital to obtain returns for
Capital, and, therefore, values are financial

values. The engineer is paid in cash to

deliver in cash.

EMPLOYMENT OF ENOINEKIl ON FINANCIAL
BASI.S.

Engineers often complain that tlicir I'nin-

pensation is not proportionati' to their ability

and responsibility. After-dinner speakers
especially dwell on such points. But engineers

arc not unique in this respect. From
ministers. lawyers, doctors, architects,

bankers, manufacturers' associations, trade

associations, and other groups, the same com-
plaint is heard :

" If it were not for us, where
would be our civilisation? We are the great

benefactors of the human race ; pav us what
we consider is in accordance with the benefit

• Fi'im H (laper read before the EngineerB' Club of
rhiladelphia.

and engineering professions in any one city

are compared, it will be found that more
lawyers than engineers are consulted on

financial questions. Lawyers receive a broad

general training, as do engineers, and then

usually specialise. There are always a

number of prominent lawyers who are

directors in banks, and others are appointed

receivers for bankrupt properties. Of course,

such receivers are frequently appointed by

their professional brethren— in other words,

by judges. Frequently, if not usually,

executive ability is more important than legal

ability; in fact, frequently, legal questions do

not represent 10 per cent, of the problem.

Without reference, however, to appointment
by the Court (acquaintanceship or pro-

fessional courtesy), probably the average

business man would select a lawyer rather

than an engineer for such a position, even

when the business is a manufacturing or

transportation one.

ENGINKKRS AS RAILROAD EXECUTIVES.

That frequently engineers are good
executives is evidenced by the growing ten-

dency on the part of steam railroads to

appoint executives from the engineering
force. This is especially interesting in view
of the increasing difficulties confronting rail-

road executives at the present time, as the
result of regulation by the Interstate

Commerce and Public Serxice Commissions.
In other words, now that the business must
be conducted on a basis. AVall-street methods,
or those frequently considered as such, are no
longer permissible.

COMPREHENSIVE ADVICE.

I have already stated that the engineer
should have one aim—namely, to obtain
dividends for capital; but if he is only able

to ad\ise as to the technical design and con-
struction cost, it is evident that bis useful-

ness, and. therefore, the value of his advice,

is exceedingly limited. He may be able
properly to advise correctly as to the financial

results as between two different classes of

structure. An example of such simple

character arises when considering the com-

parative advisability of building a trestle

structure or a comparatively permanent
bridge. He may be able to report as to the

first cost, and proper allowance for main-

tenance and depreciation of each, and

possibly correctly state that, for the case

under consideration, the cheaper structure is

the preferable one, if considered on the direct

basis of cost per year, including interest,

maintenance, and depreciation ; or that from

the standpoint of fire or floods, it may not

be advisable. He may properly consider the

funds available and financial demands at

other points, and state that the erection of a

permanent and expensive structure can

wisely be left to the future. The above

example is a comparatively simple one,

though frequently such simple cases are not

sufficiently investigated by the engineer. The
engineer cannot expect to become an expert

lawyer, accountant, economist, or financier;

at least, most of us would not be so opti-

mistic. He should, however, appreciate and

understand the result of the investigation

made by experts along such lines, and the

application of such results to the work of

the engineer.
CO-OPERATION.

The engineer should also appreciate the

fact that it is part of his duty of the engineer

to inform other experts as to many facts

which often they would not know existed

unless he calls the same to their attention,

and, in addition, there are many factors the

full value and effect of which cannot be ascer-

tained except by co-operative effort. Even

in purely technical work the engineer must

rely upon others. If he is in charge he should

understand the general principles of the

methods followed by his assistants, in order

to appreciate the value of the result obtained

by them, and to take full advantage of their

abilities. For example, many of us are no

longer able to work out problems in higher

mathematics; but if we did not know what

could be best accomplished by the application

of same, or understand the meaning and com-

parative value of the answer submitted, we

would not instruct someone to make the in-

vestigation or calculation ; in fact, we might

not have such a man in our employ, because

we would not feel the need or appreciate his

usefulness. To obtain the answer to a tech-

nical example is important : that is whiit we

pay the assistant to do. To ascertain the

value of the ansvx'er and place it in the proper

place with relation to all the other factors of

the main problem, is what our employer pays

us to do.

TECHNICAL SCHOOL TRAINING.

In the past few years more and more
attention has been given in technical schools

to instructing the students in the funda-

mental principles of accounting, business pro-

cedure, and business law. A leader in such

work is your former fellow-townsman. Dr.

A. C. Humphrey, now President of the

Stevens Institute of Technology. He, by

virtue of his business, in addition to technical

training, realised the importance of starting

the students along the lines above mentioned,

in order that they might, to as great a degree

as practicable, not only understand the

general principles, but. of more importance,

appreciate their bearings upon and relation

to the technical work of the engineer.

Lectures and examinations on such subjects

have been for many years part of the regular

work at Stevens. Recently a conference

was held at Stevens upon "The Engineer's

Part in the Regulation of F'ublic Utilities."

The conference was attended not only by

alumni and guests, but also by the under-

graduates. It was addressed by a number of

prominent corporation officials and by ft

member of a public service commission. It

seems to me that many of those present,

though especially the students, will become
bigger men and more competent and fnlly-

rounded-out engineers, because of the con-

ference; not so much on account of the in-

formation conveyed, valuable as it was, but

because of the inspiration resulting from
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hearing such subjects discussed under con-
ditions especially tending to influence young
men.

RliPORTS ON PUBLIC SERVICE PROPERTIES.

First.—What is a I'uljlic Service or Public
Utility Property?
Second.—Why is it constructed?
Kvidently the answer to the first question

is that a public service property is one con-
structed to give service to the public. The
service may be rendered by the community

—

municipal ownership -but such is not the
ownership of the properties now to be con-
sidered, though the same general principles
should be applied, including engineering,
operation, and accountancy. A public service
property is usually considered as one fur-
nishing service to the public, but the owner-
ship of which is private. The peculiar
characteristic features are that the owners
agree to give adequate service, and the public
agrees to give the owners the opportunity to
furnish the service. Certain privileges are
granted, such as condemnation of properties
for right of way, rights in the streets, etc.
Frequently, not always, the public permits,
or practically assures, a monopoly, either
during "good behaviour" or for a specified
period. The person who serves is a servant
--at least, according to the dictionary; but
in fact the duties of the servant are liable
to be forgotten. The person served is the
employer or "boss." Sometimes the latter
term not only seems more personal, but also
more applicable. Commissioner C.J. I'routy,
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in
address to the Cleveland Chamber of
Commerce, January 20 last, on " The Duty of
the Pulilic to the Railway," stated :

" Now, to
go back to my proposition that the railroad
is tlie servant of the public. Assume that
you had an intelligent servant, who was
especially skilled to do a particular thing,
how would you, as a prudent master, treat
that servant? You would certainly give him
enough to live on, because he couldn't work
until he could properly subsist." Mr. Prouty
also stated, referring to the railroads, that
the servant was at one time the master, and,
if I correctly understand his statement, that
there is now a tendency to starve the servant
and to take away both incentive and ability
to give adequate service.
Another way of considering the relation-

ship is that of a special partnership agree-
ment between the public and the public
service corporation.

FK.\NCHISE PERIOD.
Franchises may be short term, perpetual,

or indeterminate. Short-term franchises have
many defects, perpetual franchises fre-
quently, possibly inherently, do not properly
protect the public, or the owner, or both

:

they are either "wide open" or have unwise
restrictions. Indeterminate franchises, some-
times termed indeterminate permits, are
permits to control and operate during "good
behaviour" on the part of the corporation
legally supposed to be " enjoying " the
operation, whatever may be tlie facts as to
such enjoyment. It is also often presumed
that the owner will be protected from com-
petition because it is in the interest of the
public that the utility be a "monopoly," and
that if the owner exercises reasonable care
in designing, constructing, and operating the
utility, that he will be permitted to obtain
and retain such form of enjoyment as results
from dividends. To an increasing degree it

is becoming a fact that public service com-
missions are not only protecting the public,
but also are—or, at least, some are— pro-
tecting the owners and instructing the public
as to not only what is fair treatment, and
also what is in the permanent interest of the
public.

FRANCHISE B.4SIS.

In the issue of January, 1911, of the
American Academy of Political and Social
Science (Electric Railway issue), the state-
ment is made that the Wisconsin theory is

that the franchise is a privilege conferred by
the State, and not a contract between the
municipality and the company, and that it is

subject to State regulation when and as
regulation is required. Massachusetts permits

a certain "location," and other Slates have
different angles of approach ; but, I believe,
that the general tendency is towards control
and protection. Control, as to financial
scheme and securities issued and as to

service; protection, as to avoidance of all

forms of special tax, for which the public,
or, rather, the users, must pay or not obtain
adequate service and protection from com-
petition. An indeterminate franchise is

somewhat similar to an indeterminate
sentence, as it is also dependent upon "good
behaviour." Both indeterminate francliises

and indeterminate sentences have good
features, though the particular recipient may
not always appreciate the application.

The second question is "Why is a public

service property constructed?"
The answer might seem to be because of

the public need. The correct answer is

because someone thought it would pay him.
It is the same reason which exists for putting
forth any effort. The question always asked
is, "Will it be profitable?" In a business

transaction the profit is measured in money.
There must be a promoter, and this promoter
is a most helpful member of the community,
though not always for it.

Wliy is an engineer employed to report on
a public service property? Usually in order
to inform his client as to whether the pro-

perty has paid, or will pay, or both, on the

investment. The engineer must, or should,

be a skilled prophet.
The author then went on to consider the

preparation of a report upon a propo.sed inter-

urban electric railroad, touching briefly

upon some special features of reports relative

to existing properties and properties other

than interurban railroads.

REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT
COMMISSION.

The Report of the Development Com-
missioners for the year ended March 31 last

was issued on Saturday. It was written

before the European crisis and the outbreak
of war. and the Commissioners in a footnote

added since, say that the immediate demands
on the fund will in all probability be largely

increased, so that the finanical estimate they

make will hardly hold good. The total

amount guaranteed to the fund up to the end
of the financial year 1914-15 was £2.900,000,

the whole of which sum has been paid over.

Up to the end of March last the Com-
missioners had . actually recommended
advances up to £1.49.3. .375, of which
£1,216,695 were grants and £276.680 loans.

Althougli from these figures it would appear
that £1.620,000 still remains unappropriated;
this is fallacious, for some of the grants for

education and research will lune to be con-

tinued annually.
Agriculture and rural industries ha\e

absorbed a considerably larger proportion of

the fund than any other objects. The ex-

penditure hitherto sanctioned is .£921,549.

During the current year some £400,000 more
may be required for the continuance of

schemes of research, technical advice, and
instruction already set on foot, buildings and
farms for agricultural colleges, further pro-

vision for research in veterinary science, the

continuance of existing schemes for the im-

provement of live-stock breeding, and the

promotion of co-operation. The.se demands
may reach £1.100,000. The total amount
hitherto recommended for forestry and
afforestation is £142.749, of which rather

more than £80.000 has been advanced by way
of loan. But large demands must be antici-

pated during the next two years, as the

schemes sanctioned include a Scotch demon-
stration area, the acquisition of one or more
experimental areas in England and Wales.

alTorestation schemes for land already pur-

chased in Ireland, and loans to local autho-

rities for the afforestation of water catchment

areas. It is necessary to reserve, conjectur-

ally, another £200,000 for these purposes np

to 1916. The advances sanctioned for

harbours amount to £310.995, of which

£117,600 has been advanced by way of loan.

Several large schemes already accepted in

principle are under consideration or im-

pending. For inland navigation £29,500 has
hitherto been lent, and it is anticipated that
£150,000 may be sufficient up to 1916.
The total amount conditionally promised is

£2,250,000, and this does not' include any
provision for future assistance in the
reclamation and drainage of land or the im-
provement of rural transport. The Com-
missioners, therefore, have no alternative but
to repeat their previous warning—that it will
be necessary shortly to abandon or cut down
several of the most beneficial schemes
assisted from the Fund unless Parliament
conies to its assistance. The Commissioners
are bound to state the facts, with the desire
that all concerned should appreciate the
situation some time before it becomes prac-
ticaly urgent.

THE SCIENCE OF LiaHTIN(;.»

By W. S. Lloyd.

It was an early June morning when real
red-breasted robins were piping their matins
in the tree-tops which stretched their heads
from the valley below to the casefnents of the
windows before which we sat in the
laboratory of a great lamp-making estab-
lishment discussing lights and colours, sun-
beams and the spectrum, especially as the
question of light applied to the modern home,
the picture gallery, and the art museum.
He was M. Luckiesh, Light Expert Extra-

ordinary, I should say, at the National
Electric Lamp Association, Cleveland, Ohio,
author of brochures on "Light and Art,"
" The Influence of Coloured Surroundings on
the Colour of the Useful Light," and many
other interesting topics.

New Era of Colour.
"We are on the threshold of a new era in

colour usage," Mr. Luckiesh declared with
enthusiasm. Everything points to this

demand for a wider, bolder use of brilliant

hues for the very sake of colour alone.

"The day of colourless architecture I

believe is on the wane, as the increased
demand for tile and terracotta indicate. The
widespread use of vivid colouring in feminine
attire has a natural cause in our love for

beautiful effects in clothing. The eye
refreshes itself in bright effects as our
delight in sunsets, in autumn foliage, in the
rainbow, in tropical plumage and verdure
testify.

"But this is all out-of-door lighting," I

venture. "How should the light of the sun
and sky be reproduced in our homes and
picture galleries.

"That is indeed a question, for the proper
lighting of a work of art should be the final

touch to complete the picture, for the artist

evidently had in mind a certain definite mood
which he intended to convey on his canvas.
If this mood is destroyed by the influence of

colour surrounding his picture, or the colour
of the light thrown upon it, he might as well

have never painted it. As I have said, the

lighting of a work of art should add the final

touches. By varying the direction, quality,

and quantitative distribution of light many
effects, pleasant and unpleasant, can be pro-

duced. Therefore the lighting should be the

result of the same thoughtful study as

characterised the use of the chisel or brush
during the evolution of the product of the

sculptor or painter. Light has been termed
' the soul of art,' but oddly enough artists

have given the illuminating engineer little

data to assist him in the aesthetic field. It

is strangely true that artists have often

shown an antipathy to science, and this in

spite of the fact that the problems they must
face often require for their solution an

accurate knowledge of many laws of light

and vision. This makes it necessary for the

lighting expert to call on his own resources,

which, if lacking, must be developed.

"And let me say right here that most

illuminating engineers are empiricists. I do

not care where you find them, they are always

talking and thinking in such unemotional

terms as watts per square foot and efficiency.

They go around a room with their eyes on

• From the " Ohio Architect."
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the floor measuring the square feet in order

to arrive at some mathematical solution for

lighting a wall they have never looked upon.

This is no doubt due to tlie fact that a great

deal of lighting can be done in this empirical

manner. But much of it cannot. Before the

lighting e.\pcrt can enter the domain of art

lighting, however, he must be prepared to

look with the artist out of ' the eyes of his

soul ' and learn to think in emotional terms.

Art cannot be manufactured, and art-lighting

will not be successful when applied by ' rule

of thumb.'

EFFr.cT OF Light Most Important.
" The effect of any light upon an object is

obviously our means of visualising it ; but the

importance of the direction, quality, and dis-

tribution of liglit upon an object is but little

understood or appreciated. Progress in the

art and science of illumination can be made,
therefore, mainly by studying the means of

varying these factors and the effects

obtained. Light and shade or the dis-

tribution of brightness over the surface of

an object depends upon the direction of the

light rays, or the quantitative distribution

of the light Hux. Colour in the fabrics you

buy at the stores, or even the Corot or

Turner wliich you see at the galleries,

depends largely upon the quality or colour

value of light falling on the object.

"In other words the effect transmitted to

the beholder is not wholly inherent in an
oBject itself. It depends to a remarkable
degree upon its environment. When we go
down to the laboratory I will show you how
wide a range of colour a single object may
assume under tlie least variation of the light.

We will see that fabrics cannot only be made
to assume many tints by varying the quality

of the light, but e\en by varying the colour

and brightness of their surroundings.
" The main object of artificial lighting is, of

course, to prolong the daylight, and if you
will permit uie to differentiate between sun-
light and daylight I can assure you that we
have already produced an artificial sunlight
which is scientific not guesswork sunlight.

I mean by that that its analysis under the
spectrum is true sunlight. It required many
years of e.\peninent to produce a Mazda
lamp that would do this ; but I will show it

to you in a moment."

Proceeding into one of the laboratories
Mr. Luckiesh pointed out a large glass globe
of a peculiar bluish tint, having apparently
another globe within containing the lamp
filament, and, turning on the light produced a
light as colourless as the direct rays of the
sun on a field of snow.
"But sunlight, you sec," Mr. Luckiesh at

once proceeded to explain, "is a very
different thing from daylight. Daylight
ranges all the way from sunlight to blue sky.
It is 80 per cent, direct sunlight and 20 per
cent, rellected skylight, that is, indirect or
diffused light. So' we have all sorts of grades
of daylight. For that reason this glass is

modified to rep_roduee any phase of daylight
from late afternoon to blue sky.

Imitating Daylight.
" Daylight is, of course, demanded in stores

and factories which handle either clotli
fabrics, dry goods as we know them, wall-
paper, paints, inks, dyes, etc. where exact
gradations of shading must be had. It is

also required in laboratories, tcvtile mills,
lithographing sliops, cigar factories, sugar
refineries, and art galleries— a very wide
range of buildings, as you see.

"Kor general store lighting a light of a
colour midway between artificial light and
sunlight seems advisable.
"For industrial processes and art galleries,

where accurate colour matching is required,
a general light of the colour of sunlight is

obtained.
The glass is of the very highest efficiency

possible for obtaining the desired effect, anil

has been brought to this stage of perfection
by long research. It is the last word in man's
effort to become independent of daylight, and
I am giving you the first view of it, for the
lamp you see now lias not even been
catalogued yet."

' But we were discussing the position of on the dark side towards the dark side to

lights on pictures; in our homes and greatly enhance the value of the result,

galleries," I ventured.
i

" In the illustration of a Saint Cecilia
" So we were, and 1 would like therefore head were shown some effects upon a very

to say something about- effect of direction ' low relief of pure white,

and quality of light upon those departments I Lighting and Architecture.
of the fine arts as are represented by form or .. ,j,,^^ direction and quantitative dis-
space. I refer to sculpture, architecture, and

^.j^utiou of light also affecti the appearance
painting.

Lighting Works of Art.

" Sculpture has been defined as modeling
or shaping art whose function it is to express
and arouse emotion by imitation of natural

objects and principally the human body in

solid form, reproducing either true pro-

portions in three dimensions, or their pro-

portions in two dimensions of length and
breadth only with a diminished proportion in

the third dimension of depth or thickness.

" Solid modelling and real light and shade
are special means which the sculptor alone
among the imitative artists enjoys. Single

outlines are the means which the sculptor

enjoys in common with painter, and when
we consider work executed in very low relief

it is evident that the principle of such work
is not the principle of sculpture at all. Its

effect does not depend on qualities of surface
light and shadow, but rather on qualities of

contour as traced by a shadow on the side

away from the light source and a line of light

next to it. Bas-relief approaches the

graphic art or painting—the third dimension
is very short of its true proportion.

" In truly three-dimensional sculpture
lights and shadows within the boundary lines

are quite essential. This means there must
be directed light on this class of art produc-
tion. The directed light may come from a

small or large source, depending on the elfect

desired. Likewise the direction is of im-

portance. Let us take this head, said he,

pointing to the father in the Laocoon group.
In this case the expression should be one of

intense pain or terror, most readily shown by
bold, sharp shadows from point sources
properly placed. All the point sources

shown in these photographs were about 20in.

in front of the vertical plane on which the

object was hung, as we will see for ourselves
when 1 shall reproduce the object for you in

the laboratory."
This Mr. Luckiesh proceeded to do. First

the lights were fiashed on the cast from
above, and this is the light one generally gets

upon the original in the Vatican and upon
the plaster reproductions in most of the art

museums, for he is compelled to look up-

ward at the group against the light which
comes in from above. The expression thus
you will see is far from expressing the pain
and terror expected. Extinguish these high
lights and turn the light on from beneath,
reversing the shadows, and the effect is

startling. Even with alternate side illumina-
tion the change in the expression is more
than would be expected.

Lights and Shadows.
"One of the high authorities, Flaxman";

Mr. Luckiesh went on to say. " tells us con-
cerning the quantity of light and shadow in

a group that if the light be one-third and the
shadow two-thirds the effect will be bold. If

the light be one-fifth and the shadow four-

fifths it will be still bolder and accord with
the tragic or terrific action ; but the more
general effect of sculpture is two-thirds of

the light on the middle of the group, with a

small proportion of very dark shadow in the
deep hollows.

" This rather vague statement is the most
definite I have found expressed by art
i-tinlents on the subject of light and shade,
in sculpture. According to it there should
ho considerable shadow both in the above
group and the architectural capital I am
about to show you.

" It is already evident that a preponderance
of highly diffused light is undersirable in
sculpture. However, a certain amount of
diffused light combined with a preponderance
ol directed light is necessary in attaining the
most desirable illumination and with the
head lighted as in the last figure, only 3 or
4 per cent, of the total light need be directed

of architectural designs. A moulding or

capital will change wonderfully in appear-

ance when the position of the light is varied,

and diffused light to obliterate detail is

obviated by the application of a final tinted

coating, which remains more thickly in the

deeper recesses, thus simulating shadow.
" T'he function of architecture is to express

and arouse emotion by combinations of

ordered and decorated mass. Here the

direction of the incident light is of less im-

portance than in purely sculptural art,

although it is safe to abstain from the use of

too much diffusion of the light. The use of

a tinted surface-coat will also in this case

tend to mitigate the evil of too much
diffusion of the incident light. The appear-

ance of a moulding, when lighted from
various directions, is also striking.

Painting.
" So far the effect of the quality of light

has not been considered. This has been

reserved for treatment while considering the

subject of painting. Purely conventional

decorative painting is not affected by the

direction of the incident light, but the

quality of colour-value of the light is of im-

portance. There has been so much written

on the colour-distortions produced by various

illuminants that no one would think of illu-

minating decorative painting with light

sources so poverty-stricken in various spectral

regions as the mercury-vapour lamp. Under
most artificial illuminants the colours simply

shift further toward red tlian when illu-

minated by daylight. That is, a deep yellow

would appear as orange, a bluish purple

would change to a reddish purple, and a blue

would appear black, while a red would appear

brighter. In purely conventional decorative

painting these shifts are not usually

dangerous. It should be remembered, how-

ever, that colours have no definite or fixed

existence of their own, once they are out of

the tube, because they are so influenced by

their surroundings and so affected by the

quality of the light which illuminates them.

In this class of decoration apparent varia-

tions in light and shade have been produced

by augmenting certain colours by directing

a certain amount of properly coloured light

upon them. It is evident that enriched

coloured effects likewise can be thus

obtained. \

Mural Painting. '

"Mural painting occupies a position mid-

way betw'een purely conventional decorative

painting and the realistic easel picture. It

must be so real that it tells its story, but not

so real as to destroy the flatness or solidity

of the surface. It is an adjunct to archi-

tecture, and, as such, it is the applied art of

painting, in the highest sense of the term.

It becomes of interest to the illuminating

engineer because it is peculiarly dependent
upon its surroundings. The mural painter

must not only consider tlie form and position

of the space which the painting will occupy,

but he has not availed liiniself of all the

possibilities if he tails to consider the colour

of the surrounding walls and the quantity,

quality, and direction of the light which it

will receive. But suppose the mural painter

has recognised all these things and has com-

pleted his work. To what avail are his plans

if the illuminating engineer enters later,

remodels the system of lighting according to

empirical rules, paying attention to watts

divided by areas instead of direction and

quality of light? That is one place where

empiricism will not succeed, unless by

accident.

"In the easel picture the art of painting

reaches its highest development. Here
direction, quantity, and quality of light play

very important parts in the final expression

of the work. Badly-illuminated paintings are
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so common that all of us can recall many
cases. It is true that paintings are well illu-

minated with difficulty. Much diffused light

eliminates the uudesirable results of glare,

due to specular reflection.

Bnt there is another side worthy of con-

sideration. Experiments indicate that each

picture is most satisfactorily illuminated by

a direction and quality of light specially

adapted to it. Perhaps tlie artist has pro-

duced his work in diffused daylight incident

from above. He has cliosen his values of

light and shade, likewise his colours, and is

satisfied with the completed picture. But
perhaps the purchaser has other ideas. It

is very evident from these experiments that

a painting can be made to various expressions

by varying the direction and quality of the

light.

"Art museums," Mr. Luckiesh concluded,
"are usually badly lighted, since there is

one general light for pictures painted under
various light conditions, all different from
that under which they are finally viewed.

Each picture should have its own specially

treated light, in order that, as nearly as

possible, it may be seen under the dayliglit

conditions of its original production. Tiie

lighting artist is able to create these con-

ditions. He is also able to supplement for

the painter the limitations imposed upon the

latter by his pigments, while tlie benefit he
is able to confer upon the owners of dimmed
old canvases, transformable into luminous
masterpieces, is incalculable."

PAI.NT OX CEMENT OR CONCRETE
SURFACES.

A paper on " Paint Protection for Portland
Cement Surfaces," by H. A. Gardner,
Washington. D.C.. has for its object the

determination of what constitutes a suitable

paint for the protection and decoration of

exterior and interior stucco walls constructed
of Portland cement, and for decorating and
rendering wearproof Portland-cement floors.

In April, 1912, Mr. Gardner instituted iii

Washington a series of tests to determine the

durability of various types of paint upon
Portland-cement surfaces exposed to the

Heather. The panels for the tests were pre-

pared by constructing a long board wall to

which was fastened expanded metal. A
mixture of 1 part of Portland cement and
2 parts of clean Potomac River sand was
made and applied to tlie expanded metal,
forming a cenunt wall .^iii. in depth. The
wall was divided into .35 sections or panels.
each 30in. wide and 40in. high. Three coats
of paint were applied to each panel by a

practical journey man painter. In order to

make the test more severe, nearly all of the
paints were applied in white. (Tinted paints
are known to be much more durable than
white paints.) A strip of chrome green. Gin.

wide, was placed oser the top of the third
coat of paint, in order to determine whether
or not tlie lime which might be present on
the surface of the cement would have any
effect upon tiie paint coating. Fading of

the green to a yellow would indicate such
action. A priming coat of 25 per cent, zinc
sulphate solution was applied to the panels,
to neutralise any free lime ; but tliis is held
to be unnecessary if the surface is dry when
painted and if it will not be exposed to the
weather.
The tests showed that the amount of free

lime in fairly dry cement surfaces does not
adversely affect high-grade oil paints. The
tests also showed that zinc sulphate may be
used with excellent results as a primer to
neutralise free lime in damp cement surfaces
which are to be painted. Opaque white pig-
ments, such as basic-sulphate white-lead,
basic carbonate white-lead, zinc oxide, and
lithopone, were present in the paints which
gave the best results. In some of these
paints there was present a percentage of
inert pigments, such as barvtes, asbestine,
whiting, china clay, gypsum, and silica. The
scaling of varnish paints, which developed in
several tests, apparently showed that resinous
paints are not well suited for cement
surfaces.

The oil paint is not attacked by the dry
cement, and holds both texture and colour.

Equally satisfactory results were obtained
with boiled linseed oil, mixtures of raw an<.l

boiled oil, and mixtures with Chinese wood
oil. Such simple paint coatings were also

found to be excellent for concrete floors,

being durable, wear-resisting, and dust-

preventive. The results of these tests are
quite in line with the results obtained by
Ware and Scliott in a series of paint-

exposure tests made upon exterior concrete
surfaces. They also agree with previous
long-time exposure tests made by tlie author.
As a result, therefore, it can be stated that

excellent results may be obtained by treating
cement walls or floors with paints made with
raw and heat-treated linseed and Chinese
wood oil, containing durable, wear-resisting
pigments. When the cement surface is

freshly laid and damp, such paints may he

safely applied, after treating the cement with
a zinc sulphate primer. The general results

of the tests at the end of a two-year periotl.

together with an outline of the composition
of the paints tested, is given as follows:

—

Class No. 1.— Single-segment paints made
with white load or zinc oxide ground in pure
linseed oil. (These paints are in very good
condition throughout.)

Class No. 2.—Combination-pigment paints
made of mixtures of white-lead, zinc oxide,

or similar pigments ground in pure linseed
oil. (These paints are in generally excellent
condition.)

Class No. 3.—Combination-pigment paints
ground with mixtures of raw and heavy-
bodied linseed oil or with treated Chinese
wood oil. The viscosity of these oils requires
the use of considerable turpentine or other
thinner in the manufacture of such paints,
in order to make them of the right viscosity
for application. Semi-flat surfa'ces are there-
fore produced during the drying. (Most of

added are in somewhat better condition.)

Class No. 4.—Single and combination pig-

ments ground in oil varnishes containing acid

resins. (Tliese paints are checking and
sealing in many spots. Such varnish paints
are apparently not suited to exterior
exposure.)

Class No. 5.—Paints containing resins

dissolved in volatile spirits (spirit varnishes)
with or without pigments. (These paints are

not giving very satisfactory service, the clear

varnishes having entirely decayed in some
cases. Those to which pigment has been
added are in somewhat better condition.)

Class No. 6.—Paints made with single and
combination pigments ground in a water
medium containing glue or casein as a

binder. (These panits are chalking rapidly

and are not moisture-proofing the cenieut.

The pigment binder has been destroyed by
the weather.)

-^tc

Mr. J. H. Tunaier, a former headmaster of

the Southampton School of Art, has passed
away, aged 74, at Colombes. in France, to which
country he went on resigning his position.

The Road Board have promised to defray half

the cost of the construction of a road from Port
Talbot into the Glyncorrwg district. This work
will be undertaken by the Marj;fam and Glyn-
corrwg Urban District Councils at an estimated
cost of over £24,000.

The rural district council of Pebworth have
received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to a loan of £2.275 for a housing scheme
to be carried out in the village of Cow Honey-
bourne, and the clerk has been instructed to

complete the purchase- of the land.

In the grounds of the Glebe House, Little

Hormead. near Buntingford, is an ancient tithe-

barn, llOft. long by 26ft. broad : it is constructed

of timber, and has a thatched roof. This has

been converted into a Koman Catholic chapel and
presbytery. The character of the old budding
has been preserved as much as possible; tlie roof

posts and timbers have been left, the old wood-

work strengthened, and one or two windows
added. The old chalk floor has been levelled,

covered with concrete, and boarded. English

oak has been used for woodwork. The building

is lighted by electricity, and heated by hot

water. The .altar in the chapel is of Bath stone,

and the confessional is of oak. On the wall

behind the altar is a carved wooden crucifix.

OBITUARY.
The death took place on Saturday of Mr.

James Moffat, J. P., of Cressingham, Spark-
brook, Birmingham, a member of the firm

of James Moffat and Son, builders, Camp
Hill. He was eighty-one yc.irs of age. Mr.
Moffat was the founder of the firm which
built the Camp Hill Grammar Schools, and
many of the business premises about the
centre of the city and the large Edgbaston
residences. In 1906 lie was made a magis-
trate of the city of Birmingham, and was
one of the most regular attendants on the

bench. For many years he filled the position

of bailiff' of the St, .lohn's foundation, Derit-

eud, and took a leading part in the recon-

struction of the charities about thirty years
ago, A Liberal Unionist, he unsuccessfully

contested the Bordesley Division for a seat

on the City Council some years ago. He
leaves two sons and two daughters.

CHIPS.
Mr. C. K. Henderson, of Westbury, has been

appointed surveyor to the Pewsey Rural District

Council.

A new church in Norton Way, Letchworth
Garden City, has been formally opened. It has
been built at a cost of over £5,000.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the application of the urban district of Ijlan-

dudno for leave to borrow £13,195 for the pro-

vision of golf-links, and £4,855 for a housing
scheme.

The urban district council of Buxton have
decided to rebuild the natural baths during the
coming winter at a cost of £15,000, St. Anne's
Well and the hot-baths establishment have just

been rebuilt.

The corporation of Newcastle-on-Tyne are
about to carry out the widening of tlie North-
road between Clayton - road and the city

boundary at Gosforth. It will cost about
£15.710, towards which the Road Board will

contribute £5.000.

The Rochdale Town Council, in committee on
Thursday in last week, approved an agreement
with a Bradford firm for installing at the
Roch Mills sewage works a new plant for the
treatment of sewage sludge.

The drill-hall which is being erected at

Winnipeg for tlie Dominion Government, at a

cost of 500.000dol.. has reached the roofing

stage. The general contractors are Messrs.

Carter-Halls and Aldinger, of Winnipeg.

The urban district council of Stroud have
decided to apply to the Local Government
Board for consent to borrow £500 for the pur-

chase of 2h acres of land on the outskirts of the

town on which to erect workmen's cottages.

The thirty-ninth annual report of the Public

Works Loan Board states that the Commis-
sioners during the financi il year 191314 made
1.982 advances for sums amounting together to

£4,610.733, as compared with 1.712 advances for

£4,554,683 in 1912 13,

.\ faculty was granted on Tuesday in tlie York
Consistory Court to the Vicar of Selby to erect

a marble, alabaster, and mosaic tablet in the

north transept of Selby .Abbey to the memory
of Mr. William Littlewood, who died on
December 22. I9I3.

The modern cross at Banbury, built in 1859

on the site of the Mediaeval structure, has been
"completed'' by filling three empty niches with

statues of Queen Victoria, King Edward VIL,
and King George V., in commemoration of

King Giorge's coronation.

Foundation work on the Earnscliffe Apart-

ments has been started at Toronto. The new
building, which is estimated to cost 500,000

dollars, will be eight stories high, of steel and
brick construction. The architect is Mr. N. G.

Beggs, and the general contractors are Messr.i.

Dectli and Son. Toronto.

The War Office are about to acquire land at

Burderop, near Swindon, for the erection of

barracks. The site is a part of South Farm, a

mile on the Ogbonrne side of the village of

Chischlou. for the buildings, with a i|uantity of

other laiid for training, the whnle being about

30 acres. The nearest station is Chiseldon.

The corporation of Wigan have decided to

applv to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £27.165 for building 138

workmen's dwellings in Malverley-street and for

the construction of the streets in connection

with the scheme. The plans have been prepared

bv the borough engineer. Mr. .\. T. Gcoseman.
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dntttnU Calamo.

As will be seen elsewhere, the Govemnieiit

lias promptly acknowledged the patriotic

offer of the Architects' War Committee on

behalf of the whole profession to help in this

national emergency in any direction whicli

may be found practicable and desirable. We
trust opportunities will not be lacking, and

are sure that they will be embraced with

eagerness. We also take the opportunity of

congratulatiLig all our readers—and they arc

many—who have individually found them-

sajves able to join the King's forces, and so

render the best service possible at the

moment. Fronl the ordinary members of the

profession and their brethren in the service

of the municipalities and kindred authorities

the response has been most creditable, and

we rejoice at it, and wish every recruit good

luck and every chance of proving to the

braggarts in Germany that devotion to art

and genuine culture—not the varnish which

thinly hides the native brutality of the

butchers and torturers of unarmed non-

combatants and the wreckers of the monu-

ments of Louvain and Malines—is among the

best guarantees of the true patriotism that

readily responds to the call of a free nation,

but is not to be coerced nito the ranks of

slavish militarism.

Creditors in the Building Trades sh'ould

make a note of some remarks of the Inspector-

General in Bankruptcy in his recent Report

for the year 1913. For in a few lines lie

indicates some effects of the new Bankruptcy

Act, which has been in operation since

April 1 last. Under the former system a

common trick of the accountant or solicitor

advising an insolvent debtor was to get his

execution of a deed appointing a trustee and

assigning all his assets to the accountant as

trustee. With this deed done, a meeting of

the creditors was called, and they were then

faced with the dilemma of either accepting

the position and allowing the deed to be

worked out, practically on the debtor's own

terms, or going to the trouble, expense, and

risk of making him bankrupt. But since

April 1 this sort of bandit way of doing

business has been cheeked. Under the new

Act a deed of arrangement or assignment has

no sort of validity unless and until it is

assented to by a majority both in number and

value of the creditors concerned. In future,

therefore, a deed of assignment executed only

by the debtor and a trustee, with perhaps one

or two creditors, is of no value, and cannot

be presented as a pistol at the head of a

meeting of creditors. The effect of the said

.\ct during its four months' working to the

end of June has already been to reduce the

weekly average of fifty such deeds to some

thirty-three, and when the existing law is

better known there will be a still greater

fall in these totals.

Architects and surveyors will do well to

ask companies in which they insure fire risks

how much of the amount is re-insured in

German offices. The Globe last Monday

stated that at least four millions per annum

is paid to German companies, nineteen of

wliom it names, which have brauLJi offices in

London. There are plenty of Britisli and

Colonial companies ready to take ihese risks,

and fire insurers should very seriously ask

themselves whether property nomiimlly

covered by British offices, but really re-

insured—the Globe says to the extent of four-

fifths—in German companies, is safe, after

our recent experiences of German perfidy and

tlie value attached to "scraps of paper." We
suggest that at once every policy-holder

should ask the company he is assured in if,

and to W'hat extent, his policy is covered by

German offices, and if he gets an evasive

answer, or aiiytliing short of a definite assur-

ance that not a farthing is so remitted, that

he should promptly transfer the policy to

another office. British companies, moreover,

which do not thus shift their liabilities on to

German shoulders should promptly make it

known. Some of them already, we fancy,

must be asking themselves what the guarantee

is just now that a single penny of any loss

would have been paid by any German or

Austrian office.

By the way. auctioneers and others—some
" arcliitects " do it—who add insurance

agency to their ordinary business will do well

to notice that it is a criminal offence at the

present time to make people's flesh creep

with the view of screwing proposals out of

them. A ease which excited a great deal of

public interest in the neighbourhood w-as

heard at Harwich Police-court on Tuesday.

Herbert Booth, auctioneer and estate agent,

Uovercourt, was summoned for dispersing

certain printed leaflets without the printer's

name and address, and Albert Edward Byles,

Dovercourt, was sunnnoned for printing the

leaflets without adding his name and address.

The leaflet purported to contain an extract

from "Lloyd's" letter, dated August 2:2,

1914, opening with a reference to insurance

rates for business premises, private houses,

furniture, etc., and it continued: "We think

it will be apparent that rates are bound to

go up, in view of the indisputable advance

of the Germans in Belgium, and we kLiow

people will be well advised to insure at

present rates immediately." Another

passage ran :
" The news we have is doubtless

two or three days old, and in all probability

the enemy is even now occupying Belgian

ports, with a view to bringing her flec^t

through the Kiel Canal down to the said

ports, whieli would aid her, and, in fact,

render practicable what appears to be her

purpose— viz., a blow at this country covered

by a feint at France."—Counsel said it was

well it should be known that it was a criminal

offence of the most serious character at the'

present time for any person to spread reports

likely to cause alarm among the civil popula-

tion. -Mr. Booth said the circular was not

the wording of his lirni, but was an exact

copy of a letter received from Lloyd's.— i\Ir.

Humphreys observed that it was absolutely

initrue to say that the corporation of Lloyd's

had issued such a statement. He had evidence

lie could call on that point if necessary.

—

iVlr. Bootli said it was a copy of a letter

received from Lloyd's or a member of

Lloyd's.—The other defendant pleaded that

the work was executed in a hurry, and he

was not in sympathy with the statements

contained in the circular. He acted quite

innocently in the matter. The Bench lined

Byles £1 and costs and Booth four guineas

and costs.

Mr. .J. G. Koppel, Superintendent of

Bridges at Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,

Canada, describes in " Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering," a clever bridge repair,

which may be found noteworthy in con-

nection with other structures. A crack

developed in the foundation of the bridge

crossing the ship canal at Soo, Ontario, as

shown, which amounted to fifteen-sixteenths

of an inch. A ^in. steel plate was made in

three sections, and drilled to fit on the jack-

shoe bolts, and one jack-shoe at a time was

removed and the plate laid in place and the

jack-shoe replaced. When both plates were

secured in position, then the centre-plate

was put in and the bolts screwed down, and

when all were in tension the masonry was
drawn into its original position, while a

mixture of cement was poured into the crack,

which made a very good job, as the founda-

tion is now apparently as good as could be

desired, and safer than the original struc-

ture, as nothing short of an earthquake

could move the steel plate that was added to

the structure. Not only so, but it is evident

at a glance that a new idea has been added

to structures of this kind. Masonry under

direct vertical pressure is always reliable,

but under slightly horizontal pressure of an

intermittent kind, such as is caused by the

oscillation of a heavy locomotive and

attached train roundiii^ a curve, the tendency

of the masonry to crack or dislocate is very

great, and a reinforcing plate should be used.

All our readers, who, with ourselves, have

been many times indebted to his kindly

readiness to give information, or furnish us

with illustrations, will regret to learn that

Mr. W. T. Oldrieve, Principal Architect for

Scotland to H.M. Office of Works, has

retired. An able architect and a discrimin-

ating but zealous archieologist, he has

rendered yeoman's service to Scottish art

for many years. His restoration of the roof

of Glasgow Cathedral, which we fully illus-

trated at the time, was a triumph of its kind,

and was effected at the remarkably low cost

of £14,000. His discovery of David's Tower

at Edinburgh Castle has been described as

"the most interesting thing that has occurred

at the Castle since the discovery of St.

Margaret's Chapel fifty or sixty years ago

by Daniel Wilson." Other parts of the Castle

have enjoyed new stability as a result of his

labours, while Holyrood Palace, together

with the Chapel Royal, has been given a new

constitution, so that, as Mr. Moir Bryce

recently remarked, its walls will stand for

centuries to come. Stirling Castle, St.

Andrew's Cathedral and Castle, Elgin Cathe-

dal, Dunfermline Abbey, Arbroath Abbey,

and Newark Castle were among the many

historic. buildings which have come under his

care. Mr. Oldrieve was educated at Mans-

field Grammar School, and in 1885-6

attended the architectural section of the Fine

Art Class at Edinburgh University, gaining a

class medal and the Cousin Prize. In 1886

he won the Godwin Bursary of the Royal

Institute of British Architects and spent a

considerable period in a sketching tour on

the Continent. He had already gained

first place in 1881 in the open competition

examination as assistant architect and

surveyor in H.M. Office of Works, and in

18U0 was appointed official architect at H.M.
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Office of Works, London, for provincial post-

oiTices in England and Wales. It was in 1904

tliat lie was promoted to tlie position in Edin-

bnrgli wliicli lie is now resigning. He was

appointed a nieinlier of the Royal Coinniission

on tile Ancient Monninents of Scotland at its

forrnatioM in 19(18. In 1912 lie was elected a

\ ice-president of tlie Society of Antiquaries

of Scotland, and an lion. R.S.A. tliis year.

Since liis appointment as liead of H.M. Office

of Works in Scotland lie has carried ont iiKiiiy

new works of architectural importance, in-

chiding Glasgow new Parcel Post and Tele-

plione building, costing £75,000; Kilmarnock
new post-office, £11,000; Lerwick new post-

office, £9,nn0; Oban new post office, £8,000;

Edinbnrgh General Post Office extensions,

£66,000; Glasgow Head Post Office ex-

tensions (not quite completed), £70,000;

Telephone E.xchange buildings, Glasgow and

Edinburgh, £27,000; Eskdalemiiir llagnetic

Observatory, £24,000; Edinbnrgh Royal

Scottish Mnseum extension (in progress),

£50,000 ; Royal Scottish Academy reeonstrnc-

tion, £18.000; Xational Gallery reconstruc-

tion, £9,000; Edinbnrgh Conrts of Law ex-

tension and alteration, £24,000; and Labonr
Exchanges for Glasgow. Edinburgh, and
Dnndee. £3-3,000. It was Mr. Oldrieve's in-

tention to visit New Zealand immediately

after his retirement, and to retnrn to Edin-

burgh after six months' absence and under-

take practice as an architect and surveyor,

Owing, however, to the war, this tour has

been in the meantime abandoned.

Birmingham will be sorry to learn that the

family intend to sever their connection with

the house at Highbury which the late Mr.

Joseph Chamberlain built for himself and
dwelt in during the last thirty-four years of

his life. Up to 1880 Mr. Chamberlain
resided in Augnstiis-road, but in 1879 he

acquired about seventy acres of land at Moor
Green, and there he built Highbury— so

named after his old home in London. It

was designed by Mr. Chamberlain's friend,

the late Mr. John Henry Chamberlain, and
the grounds were laid out by Mr. Milner,

an expert landscape gardener, who had also

arranged the gardens at Southbourne, in

Augustus-road. Mr. Chamberlain's home
during his mayoralty. The house is thickly

covered with ivy and other creepers. The
garden slopes to the valley below, and most
of the windows face south and west. The
entrance hall and Mr. Chamberlain's library

are perhaps the two most interesting features

of the house. The library is fitted with the

fine-oak ceiling and panelling designed by the

architect; but the ample shelving lorg ago

was found insufScient for the innumerable
books, which for many- years past lia\e over-

flowed into other rooms. In the gallery above
the hall, out of which most of the rooms
open, are hung two portraits—one of Mrs.

Chamberlain, by Millais, and the other of

Mr. Chamberlain, by Sargent.

Exporters of cement to Australia will not

welcome the announcement that Portland

cement is now being made at Darra, ten miles

from Brisbane, on the southern main line

of the railway. About 14.000 to 15,000 tons

of coal will be consumed in the manufacture
of 30,000 tons of cement (this being the

suggested present capacity of the works).

The consumption of Queensland cement
during 1913 was 36,000 tons. The wholesale

net price of cement on wharf in Brisbane is

74s. 8d. per ton ; the lowest price during the

past year was 68s. 3^d. The cost of the

company's cement delivered in Brisbane is

estimated at 40s. Id. The whole of the Port

land cement consumed in Queensland is iin-

ported, about 10 per cent, of the total from

Europe and the remainder from New Sontli

Wales, Victoria, and New Zealand. The
demand for cement for constructive works of

all kinds is increasing so rapidly in Australia

that tliere is frequently a shortage of

supplies, and as all facilities for its manu-
facture are to be found in close proximity to

Brisbane, and there is the protection of a

higli tariff and substantial freights, the esta-

blishment of the industry in Queensland

shows great promise.

The Caxtoii Publishing Co., Ltd., Clun

House, Surrey-street, Strand,- W.C., issue

Section Four of "Home Interiors," by R.

Goulburn Lovell. at 15s. The work is in

every way equal to the previous excellent

Sections, which we have already recom-

mended to all designers and decorators. It

includes coloured drawings and full working

instructions for the decoration of a grey and

blue hall living-room, and a green and

purple splat bedroom, with decorative

scheme and window scheme for both, in fac-

similar water-colour, and half-full-size details

of both.

The Hackney Borough Council has been
authorised to borrow ^15.7.50 for the extension
of its electricity-generating plant.

The corporation of Croydon are applying to
the Board of Trade for sanction to construct a
double tram-track from Selhursfc Station to

Princess-road at a cost of £2.550.

Mr. H. Holmes. M.Ins:.C.E.I., borough
engineer of Ossett, has been called in by the
Elland Urban District Council to report on
future extensions at the sewage-disposal works.

The urban council of Portrush have under
consideration plans prepared by Messrs. Henry
and Clarke for a proposed town technical school
and public baths estimated to cost over £17,200.

The town council of Torrington have received
the sanction of the Local Government Board to

a loan of £11,000 for the housing scheme. In
view of the war, it was deemed advisable to

postpone inviting tenders for at least a month.

Mr. H. C. Phillips, of Eastleigh, surveyor and
sanitary inspector to the Hursley Rural District
Council for the past four years, has been
appointed to a similar position under the Mere
Rural District Council at a salary of £160 a
year.

Mr. Alister H. Forbes, for the past five years
factor of Rothesay for the Bute estates of the
Marquis of Bute, has been appointed land agent
at Cardiff on the Bute estates in South Wales

—

a post previously held, in conjunction with other
appointments, by the late Lord Merthyr, better
known as Sir Wm. Lewis.

The Glasgow Corporation sewage committee
recommend the preparation of the specification,

schedule, and plans for the construction of the
sludge - main outside of the Dalmarnock and
Sliieldhall Works, and the carrying out of the
excavations necessary for the third section of

the filter-beds. The estimated cost of this

section amounts to £33,000.

A large number of the members of the
engineering profession having expressed the wish
to be allowed to serve their country together in

one regiment or battalion, the Institutions of

Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineers liave

under consideration the formation and training

of a battalion enlisted from among their

members, with a view to its forming part of

Lord Kitchener's Army.

Lady Boston, as president of the Welsh
Housing .\ssociation, accompanied by Lord
Boston, Mr. E. T. John. M.P.. and Mrs. John,
inspected a number of . dwellings erected at^

Carnarvon, under the auspices of the associa-

tion. Her ladyship also visited some of the
slums of the town, and expressed the view that
Carnarvon afforded opportunity for further
efforts on the part of the association. The party
was conducted through the premises by Mr. St.

John Hancock, architect to the" association.

PROFESSIONAL, AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BRISTOL SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.
—The third excursion of the season was
undertaken on Saturday last by members
and friends of the Bristol Society of

Antiquaries. The destination was the Pens-
ford, Publow, and Stanton Drew district.

The cliurclies of Pensford and Publow were
inspected. The former, dedicated to St.

Thomas of Canterbury, dates back to the

14tli century. The font is now the only

surviving feature of that period except the

tow'er. During a severe iunndation in 1889

the interior of the church was 4ft. under
water. Publow church of All Saints' is

famous for its fine "Somerset" tower.
Inside is a pulpit of carved oak made out of

old pews. The party next proceeded to

Stanton Drew, noticing on the way a huge
recumbent mass of sandstone known as Haut-
ville's Quoit. At Stanton Drew the Rev. A.
W. Woolverton acted as guide on a visit lo

the fine parish church. Mr. Woolverton
pointed out the interesting features thereof,

ineluding the font, which belongs to the Early
Norman period, the lower part of the tower
{13th or 14th century), the bosses on the roof

(Carolvian or .Jacobean), the 15th-century
doorway of the porch, and the apparent signs

of a 13th-eentury window in the north wall

of the old chancel. The Rev. A. W. Woolver-
ton then directed attention to the famous
huge stones, which are in the immediate
vicinity of the church. He quoted Dr. Lloyd
Morgan as being of opinion that the stones

were erected by the Celtic bronze folk

(Belgae), or more probably their Neolithic

precursors. It is commonly believed that the

stones were erected for astronomical
purposes.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE
OF CANADA.—The Royal Architectural In-

stitute of Canada will hold their seventh
general annua! assembly at Quebec next

Monday and Tuesday. At the inaugural

session addresses by the Mayor of Quebec,
the President of the Quebec Section of the

Province of Quebec Association of Architects,

and the President of the Quebec Builders'

Exchange will be responded to by .J. H. G.
Russell, President of the R.A.I.C. On the

afternoon of the second day V. J. Elmont will

read a paper on " The Application of Re-
inforced Concrete to Dome Structure."

Arrangements have been made for compli-

mentary luncheons by the architects of

Quebec City, also an automobile trip to the

various points of interest in this old historic

town.
*«*^

The rural district council of Balrothery. Co.

Dublin, are about to build 104 labourers'

cottages, in various parts of their district, from
plans bv Mr. Anthony Scott. M.S. A., of Upper
Sackville-street, Dublin.

Mr. W. Prince, gas engineer and manager at

Stoke on-Trent, has been appointed to a similar
position under the Tipton Urban District

Council, in succession to Mr. S. O. Stephenson,
who lately resigned to take up an appointment
elsewhere.

The Anderson Board School at Gilmerton,
N.B., was opened by Lady Susan Gilmour on
Friday. It has been built for the Liberton
School Board from plans by Mr. .7. Tncli

Morrison, L.R.I.B.A., of Edinburgh, and accom-
modates four hundred scholars.

On the occasion of his leaving Bridlington to

fake up his duties at the University of London,
Mr. E. R. Matthews, late surveyor to the
Bridlington Town Council, has been presented
with a silver epergne and two silver vases by
t)ie Bridlington branch of the Municipal Officers'

Guild.

The Rhvl Urban District Council have let a

contract for the erection of a new administra-

tive block for the isolation hospital to Mr, A.

Torkinjton. Rhyl, for £596. The Local Govern-
ment Board have also sanctioned the borrowing
of £3.777 for dredging-works. £231 for rumping-
station buildings, and £168 for new sewerage
machinery. The council have also forwarded to

the Local Government Board a scheme for a

new amphitheatre to cost £4.000. and are now
considering plans for the new pier scheme and
the laying out of a portion of the sea-front in

marine gardens.
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NEW GENERAL OFFICES FOR THE
METROPOLITAN RAILWAY
COMPANY, BAKER STREET, MARY-
LEBONE.
Tliis large buikliug comprises the offices of

tlie Metropolitan Railway, and was completed
in the early part of the present year. The con-

struction thrnughout is reinforced concrete

on the Coignet systL>in. The larger portion

of the office block being above the permanent
way and platforms necessitated the use of

fairly large beams for spans up to GOft. The
whole of the walls are in reinforced concrete

of a thickness of 5in. The principal elevation

is faced with faience, backed with brickwork,
and carried at each floor on a reinforced

concrete beam. The principal dimensions of

the building are as follows; Total length of

front, 140ft. ; height, measured from founda-
tions to roof, 90ft. The back portion lias two
wings, measuring respectivelv 111ft. in

length by 38ft. iii^ width and lOOft. by 40ft.,

the latter being connected with the station

booking-hall by means of a footbridge. The
structure comprises a lower basement, base-

ment, lower giound floor, ground, first,

second, and third floors, and a flat roof. The
super load up to the first floor is 1501b. per
square foot, the second and third floors 901b,

per square foot, and the roof 401b. per square
foot. The total superficial area of floors

and roof in reinforced concrete is appro.xi-

mately 65,000 square feet. The ground floor,

which is at street level, accommodates the

suites of the principal officers and the board-
room, whicli is planned between two com-
mittee rooms and can be enlarged by sliding

partitions, to hold the meetings of the com-
pany. Automatic lifts are provided in the
staircase halls, the south lift descending to

platform level, to facilitate the collection and
despatch of cash, tickets, etc. ; the north lift

connecting the accountants" and other depart-
ments with the strong-rooms in the base-
ment. The caretaker's quarters, kitchens,
and staff dining-rooms, etc, are on the third
floor. The general work was carried out by
Messrs. H. Lovatt, of Wolverhampton. The
lifts are by Messrs. Waygood-Otis, Ltd. Tliis

work is one of the many improvements being
carried on and around Baker-street Station by
the engineerot the company, Mr. W. Willcox.
M.I.C.E. His architectural assistant is Mr.
C. W. Clark, A,R,I,B.A., P.A.S.I., and the
resident engineer is Mr. O. G. C. Drnry,
A. M.I.C.E. Mr. Clark's perspective drawing
now reproduced was exhibited at the Royal
Academy this year.

FOUNDER'S CHAPEL, ST. BOTOLPH'S
CHURCH, BOSTON.

This chapel, commonly called " the
Founder's Chapel." opens out near the west
end of the south aisle, from which it is

divided by two arches. The dedication of
the building is uncertain, though it is possible
tliat the chapel was built and'maintaincd by
the Guild of St. Botolph, In 1856 the
American Bostonians subscribed hand-
somely to the restoration of this building.
Until quite recently it was used as a vestrv,
when presses filled the eastern arche'd
recess. The present arrangements of the
chapel, with it new screens, etc., altar, and
triptych, have all been executed from Mr,
W, Samuel Wcatherley's designs. The trip-
tych, the gift of the Misses Storr, of Boston,
is of Mr. Alfred Robinson's workmanship,
and the painting and gilding is by Mr. Clias.
Powell. The accompanying drawing, bv the
architect, was shown at the Royal Acndoinv
this summer.

HOUSE NEAR CHELWOOn GATE,
SUSSEX.

This house is to be built on the edge of a

wood facing almost due south, the walls to

be finished in white " American ' cement, and
the roof to be covered witli local handmade
tiles. It was wished that every room in the

house, including bedrooms, should overlook
the gardens and the magniliceiit view to the

south; the servants' quarters being the only

exception to this, in order that the necessary
privacy might be gained. The architect is

Mr. E. Brantwood Maufe, B.A, (Oxon,),

A.R.I.B.,\., whose drawing, now given, was
shown at the Royal Academy this season.

NEW TERRITORIAL HEADQUARTERS,
NEWARK-ON-TRENT.

The new headquarters at Newark contain

stores, offices, and drill-hall for the local

units, and the building was recently opened.
The elevations are of a Late Georgian type

of design, and the facings are of sand-faced
bricks, with Hollington stone dressings.

The design is treated simply and severely,

and is well in keeping with the purposes for

which the building is intended. The archi-

tects were Messrs. Brewill and Baily,

FF.R.I.B.A., of Nottingham. The drawing
illustrated was exhibited at this season's

Royal Academy.

TRENTHAM HALL, STAFFORDSHIRE.
The accompanying drawing and plan have

been lent by Mr. Harold Goldstraw.
The Hall, the seat of the late Duke
of Sutherland, was abandoned by him owing
to the insanitary condition of the River
Trent, which surrounds it. Subsequently a

scheme was prepared by the County Council
to convert the premises into a technical
college; but this was found impracticable.
Later the duke generously offered the building
to the Stoke-on-Trent county borough ; but
the gift was ultimately declined, on account
of the probable high cost of its upkeep, and
thus it was that the Hall came to be razed
and demolished and carted away. Portions
of the house have lieen re-erected at Lilies-

hall Hall, the residence of the present Duke
and Duchess, The old Hall, of the days of

Elizabeth, was built in 163.3 on a site of an
ancient priory. Later this original house
gave place to a brick and stone building, and
from time to time additions have been made
to it. The Hall,' as it recently existed, was

often referred to as an elaborate specimen
of the modern Italian style, the house being
surrounded by extensive Italian gardens. The
late Sir Chas. Barry was responsible for the
last addition, including the Belvedere Tower,
which is 100ft. high. The Hall itself no
longer exists. All that remain at present are

the front colonnade and porch, chapel, and
stable blocks. Mr. Harold Goldstraw,
.A..R.I.B.A., of Hanley, measured up the

building prior to its demolition, and he has
lent us his drawings, part of which we here-

with illustrate.

Jlr. B. H. Noble, late surveyor to the Alford
Urban District Council, has been appointed sur-

veyor to the Farsley Urban District Council.

New council schools at Senghenydd, Glamorgan,
built, at a cost of £4.500, from plans by Mr, D.

Pugh Jones, of Cardiff, the county architect,

have been formally opened.

In his memorandum for 1913, Mr. C. E.

Stromeyer, chief engineer of the Manchester
Steam Users' Association, gives the result of

his researches as to the laws of fatigue in metals.

Mr. Stromeyer says he has now established a

relationship between the intensity of a fatigue

stress and the number of its repetitions up to a

fracture.

A four-story building will be erected for the

New York Central Railroad Coinp:iiiy, New
York, just north of the station on the block

bounded by 45th and 46th streets, Lexington-
avenue, and Depew-place. at a cost of 500,000dol.

Plans for this structure are being prepared by
Messrs. Warren and Wetmore. architects, 16,

E. 47th street, New York.

The Local Government Board have given

authority for the preparation of five further

town-planning schemes under the Housing and
Town Planning Act. 1909. The schemes are

authorised to be prepared by the corporations

of Burrow-in-Furness. Nelson, and Newport
iMon.) and the urban flistrict councils of

Hendon and Otley, and will relate to areas of

about 560, 1,325, 80. 5.113. and 411 acres

respectively.
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B R I S T O L. — At the last meeting of

the Bristol Board of Guardians the com-
mittee re accommodation and classification of

the indoor poor reported that they had con-

sidered as to the extensions to the present
infirmary buildings at Stapleton Institution,

necessary to accommodate chronic feeble-

aged cases. It was estimated that 180 beds
would be required for chronic feeble aged
men, and as the present male infirmary

buildings will accommodate only 100,

additional beds for 80 cases had to be pro-

vided. As regards the chronic feeble aged
women, estimated at 135, thirty-five ad-

ditional beds had to be provided. The com-
mittee submitted plans showing this accom-
modation, with the necessary additional baths
and lavatories and dayroom. The com-
mittee also submitted a plan for quarters for

the increased number of male attendants who
will be necessary for supervision at Staple-

ton. This is proposed to be provided by the

erection of an additional floor to the front

line of entrance buildings. The report was
approved.

CHURCH BUILDING AT MAN-
CHESTER.—The special commission which
was appointed by the Bishop of Manchester
in 1905 to inquire into the existing and pro-

spective needs of the Church in the Rural
Deaneries of Manchester and Salford. has
now presented its report. They aimed at

providing fourteen churches for fresh districts

and fourteen other new churches to replace
existing mission-rooms. Usvially a grant has
been made to the "extent of one-third of the

cost of building, and the total amount ex-

pended is £67,000. while £140.000 has been
raised in addition by local effort or private

benefactions in the areas concerned. The
Commission has assisted in the erection of

seventeen new churches, which are finished

and paid for. Grants have also been made
towards the building of three other churches
which are now in course of erection ; sites

have been secured for four others, on two of

which the commission has erected mission-
rooms to serve until churches can be built

;

and in four instances churches have been
built or will shortly be built, mainly through
the generosity of private benefactors, in

districts with rapidly increasing populations.
The whole of the twenty-eight churches
initially corisidered necessary have, there-
fore, been either completed or steps have
been taken towards their ultimate completion.

GLASGOW.—The corporation committee
on the provision of work has under considera-
tion a list of public works which have been
authorised, works which are in progress but
may be accelerated in order to provide more
employment, and projects which may be
undertaken should the necessity arise. The
largest item of jvork authorised is at the new
Dalmarnock electricity station, at an esti-

mated cost of £41.536. Other items which
have been authorised include £26,406 for

baths extensions, repairs, and alterations,

and £6,200 for tenement houses (part of a

city improvement scheme). Among work
which might be accelerated there are several

large undertakings, including £60,000 or

£70,000 in work at Dalmarnock station for

the gas department, £33,000 in providing
filter-beds for the sewage department, and
£20,000 in laying mains for the electricity

department. Among activities which might
be begun the various civic departments
suggest the laying of water mains in the west-
end of the city from Milngavie Reservoir,
w^hich. it is estimated, would cost £23,000;
building a new sanitary washhouse at a cost
of £20,000 ; constructing a sludge-pipe for
the sewage department at £15,000 ; and
building new libraries for the Govan and
Partick districts. The city engineer's list of
projects which might be considered ineludes
a £25.000 undertaking at Knightswood
Hospital, which has already been authorised
—at several other hospitals, including a new
one at Robroyston. the cost of which is

£80,000, it is proposed that the works now
in progress might be accelerated—the con-

struction of a boulevard at a cost of £10,000,
the erection of a new district public hall at

£14,000, and the development of Southfield
property at £135,000.

WEDNESBUR Y.—The new County
Metallurgical and Engineering Institute at

Wednesbury will be open for public in-

spection to-day and to-morrow, from 3 p.m.
to 9.30 p.m., the session's work commencing
on Monday next. The new buildings are
situated at the corner of Walsall-road and
Kendrick-street. The principal rooms are a

metallurgical laboratory containing working
l)Gnches for forty-six students, a laboratory
devoted to metallography, two engineering
laboratories containing a number of modern
machine tools and apparatus for the study of

mechanics, hydraulics, heat engines, and
electrical engineering, a cliemical laboratory,
a physical laboratory, a room for mechanical
drawing, and various lecture-rooms and class-

rooms. The buildings have been erected
jointly by tlie county of Stafford, the borough
"f Wednesbury, and the urban districts of

Darlaston and Tipton, from designs by Mr.
.John Hutchings, A.R.I.B.A., of Stafford,

architect to the Staffordshire Education Com-
mittee. The plans were illustrated in our
issue of June 27. 1913. The contractors were
Messrs. H. Gough and Son. of Wolver-
hampton, and the total outlay was about
£14.000.

The Port of London Authority have arranged
wiih Sir William .\xrol and Co., Ltd.. of
Glasgow, to supply tlie steelwork and machinery
required for the swing-bridges, dock-gates, and
caisson at the Royal .\Ibert Dock extension

.\t Friday's meeting of the Holywell Rural
District Council it was decided to build twenty-
two workmen's houses, at a cost ot i!.5,230, on
a site acquired from Lord Mostyn. and thirty
houses at Bagillt. at a cost of k;7,695 : and it

was further resolved to ask the sanction of the
Local Government Board to borrow a sum not
exceeding £13,500 for the purpose. It was
stated the houses would be let at a rent of
4s. 3d. each.

Mr. W. M. Cross, M.lnst.C.E.. held an inquiry
at ("oventry on Friday into an application of
the city council to borrow £1,950 for the pur-
chase of land at Edgewick, near Foleshill, two
miles out of the city, for a public abattoir.
There was a further application to borrow
£2,450 for works of sewage and surface-water
drainage, including works in the parish of Foles-
liill. Mv. Swindlehurst, the city engineer, sup-
ported the application,

A memorial stained-glass window is to be
inserted in the north aisle of St. Saviour's
Church, Woolcott Park, Bristol, the subject
being Christ before Pilate. It will complete the
series of aisle-windows according to the scheme
of the late vicar. Canon Prideaux, who aimed
at the filling of the clerestory windows with
grisaille glass and the figures' of the Twelve
Apostles, and the fitting - up of the south
transept as a chapel for evensong.

With the view of expediting the work and
at the same time providing employment at a
time when it is much needed, the Local Govern-
ment Board have informed the Prestatyn Lfrban
District Council of their preparedness to sanc-
tion a loan of £1,700 for road-improvement in

the district. A scheme has been adopted for
widening and otherwise improving Meliden-road
and Fforddlas. and further improvements are
under consideration.

An impressive military ceremony took place
in York Minster on Sunday morning, when
Lieutenant-General .Sir Herbert Plumer. General
Ofhrrr Commanding-in-Chief. Northern Com-
mand, unveiled a memorial tablet which has
been placed in the Minster by comrades and
friends of the regiment in memory of those
members of the 18th Hussars who fell in tlio

South African War. The tablet is of brass with
a marble border,

A report by the engineer on the harliours
of the Union of South Africa recommends a

graving-dork for Durban 1,030ft, in length, with
a width of HOft. and a depth of 41ft,. at a lolal
cost of £780,000, It is also proposed to round
off the pier at that port by an extension of
71ft . and to dredge the channel to a depth of
40ft,. giving a deep-water width of 500ft. It is

further proposed to throw out two arms at Port
Elizabeth to enclose an area of approximately
800 acres, allowing of an entrance of 6O0ft, to
the harbotir, the maximum depth of which will

be 605 fathoms.

COMPETITIONS.
GRIMSBY.—The Grimsby Board of

Guardians recently invited competitive
designs from architects for the new receiving
home for children at the workhouse. From
the designs submitted to them for their in-

spection, they have selected that of Mr. T.
Waddingham, architect and surveyor, 89,
Cleethorpe-road, who has accordingly been
instructed to carry out the work for them.
Mr. Waddingham is an old pupil of the
borougli surveyor's department. He resigned
the position of surveyor to the Hebden Bridge
Urban District Council in June last, in order
to take up private practice in Grimsby.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL
SCHOOLS.—The new London County
Council Schools competition, for buildings to
be erected in Linda-street, York-road, Batter-
sea, and in Billingsgate-street, Church-
street, Greenwich, will not be settled pro-
bably till the end of October. Mr. John W.
Simpson, F.R.I.B.A,, is the assessor, and the
drawings were sent in on September 7. Fifty-
eight sets of plans have beeti received. This
competition is of special interest because it

is an endeavour to engage independent prac-
tising architects on work for the Cotincil

;

the referee, who will advise the County
Council on the choice of the designs,
is entirely independent and. of course,
eminently qualified to make an impartial and
capable selectiott. We may, perhaps, hope
for results of exceptional efficiency, and
possibly of individual character.

WHITBY,—At the last meeting of the
urban district council a plan by Mr. G. T.
Welburu. Middlesbrough, was awarded a
premium of £50 for the improvement of the
Spa saloon and grounds, where it is proposed
to carry out extensive alterations.

Aughton Parish Church, one ot the oldest
churches iti the diocese of Liverpool, wes re-

opened on Friday evening by the Lord Bishop
of Liverpool after a complete restoration at a
cost of £5,000,

On a site given by Lord Burnham at Beacons-
field the urban council is about to erect forty
liouses for the working classes, and application
has been made to the Local Government Board
for leave to borrow £9,600.

The Powey Town Council have appointed Mr,
W. T, H, Northcote, of Fowey, to the position
of borough surveyor and sanitary inspector,
vacant by the retirement of Mr. M. C. Warnc,
who has held the office since the incorporation
of the town,

A three-light Turner memorial w-indow was
dedicated in Filey-road Wesleyan Chapel, Scar-
borough, last week. The subject, carried out in
15th-century style, is Christ Preaching the
Sermon on the Mount, The artists were Messrs,
J, W, Knowles and Sons, of York,

A scheme of road-making, land recl.imat ion,
and improvement between the Castle Station
and Far Cotton has been generallv approved by
the Northampton Town Council, and negoli.n-
tions are in progress for the acquisition of" land
and property in connection with the project.

Messrs. Taylor and Wallin, civil engineers, of
Newcastle-on-TyuB and London, have been in-
structed to prepare a scheme and report upon
the water supply of the parish of Whalton, in
the rural district of Castle Ward, Northumber-
land, The water will probalily be pumped from
a well.

An effort is to be made by the Birmingiiam
.\rchitectural Association to "enlist members of
the profession in the City Battalion of Earl
Kitclienei|'s Army. In a circular which has been
issued it is stated: "We feel sure that members
will not be found wanting to fight against those
who have so ruthlessly and needlessly destroyed
the precious symbols of our art,"

The town council of Southampton received at
their last meeting a joint report of Sir John
Snell. President-elect of the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, and Mr, Ernest Edmonds,
Fellow of tlie Institute of Chartered Accountants.
upon the corporation electricity undertaking.
ft, was proposed that the report should be
referred to the Parliamentary committee to
consider in a wide sense the policy and future
administration of the department, and report
to the council. An amendment that a special
meeting of the council be ronvene'd for the
purpose of considering the experts' report on the
undertaking was carried by 29 votes to 7.
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THE GOVERNMENT AND THE
ARCHITECTS' WAR COMMITTEE.
To the Editor of the. Building News.

Sir,—I send you lierevvith a copy of a
letter, dated September 11, which was sent
to the Government by the Architects' War
Committee, and also a copy of the reply,
dated September 14, which has just been
rceived.— I am, etc.,

Ian Mac.\lister, Secretary.
Royal Institute of British Architects,

9, Conduit-street, Hanover-square,
London, W., Sept. 15, 1914.

September 11, 1914.

Sir,—The Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, feeling it to be their duty in this
national emergency to arrange for such
collective action by the architectural pro-
fession as may be found to be desirable, have,
with the CO operation of members of otlier
architectural bodies, formed an Architects'
War Committee, which is broadly represen-
tative of the whole of the profession in the
United Kingdom.

Tliis Committee desires to offer to His
Majesty's Government an assurance of the
loyal and energetic support of the profession
in any direction which may be found to be
practicable and desirable.

It is felt that the Imperial Government is

best able to indicate what form of assistance
would be of most value to it, and the Com-
mittee would welcome any suggestion from
the Government in this direction.
The Committee is prepared to furnish in-

formation on all matters in which the State
may require the services of architects in any
part of the United Kingdom during the
period of the war, and "to give advisory
assistance in connection with any scheme of
construction which the Government may con-
template in this emergency.—We have the
honour to be. Sir, your obedient servants,

(Sgd.) Ernest Newton, P.R.I.B.A..
Chairman of the Architects' War

Committee.
(Sgd.) C. Stanley Peach,

Hon. Secretary of the Architects'
War Committee.

The Rt. Hon. J. A. Pease, P.C., M.P.

Whitehall, London, S.W., Sept. 14, 1914.
Dear Sir,— I have to thank you on behalf

of the Government for your letter of Sep-
tember 11, and for the generous and patriotic
Oder of help made liy the Architects' War
Committee. 1 am forwarding your letter to
otlior Government Departments, and if anv
opportunity of utilising your help arises a
further communication \vill be sent to you —
Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) Joseph A. Pease.
C. Stanley Peach, Esq.,

Royal Institute of British Architects,
9, Conduit-street, Hanover-square, W.

ARCHITECTS ENLISTING.
Sir,—Since your last issue recruiting for

ihe Royal Engineers has stopped, but it may
start again any day. This being the case, I
am keeping a list of men who desire to join,
tliis corps, and I should welcome additional
names, so that we may send up as big a draft
as possible when recruiting starts.
For those who cannot wait I have made

arrangements for them to join the infantry,
and to be kept together in one company.
A special branch of the Motor Transport

Corps is now being formed, to collect and
repair the numerous cars attached to the
-Mlied Forces in the field. .\ limited numljcr
of recruits are required immediately. Every
man applying must ba a mechanic, skilled in

motor repairs, and he should state whether
he can bring his own car or motorcycle. Pay
for the lowest rating will be 3s. .3d. a day.
As the corps is expected to leave England
shortly, recruiting must be rapid, and men
wishing to join, who have the necessary

qualifications, should communicate with me
at once.

Tlie A. A. Volunteer Training Corps, as

originally proposed by Mr. Maurice Webb, is

now being formed in connection with the

Central Volunteer Training Corps Com-
mittee, of which Lord Desborough is chair-

man. This committee has received per-

mission from the War Office to encourage
and create training centres throughout the

kingdom for men who are ineligible for Lord
Kitchener's Army or other Territorials, or
who are prevented by special circumstances
from joining the forces.

The A. A. Corps, of which the Rifle Club
will form the nucleus, is open to all archi-

tects and surveyors and members of kindred
professions, the only qualification being that
they are prevented from joining the Army as
at present constituted. The headquarters
of the corps will be the Central Electric
Supply Co.'s Station, Lodge-road, St. John's
Wood, where there is ample accommodation
for miniature rifle practice, revolver prac-
tice, and drill and skirmishing.
Members can drill any day of the week

except Sundays, and obtain musketry practice
likewise, except on Tuesdays and 'Thursdays.
There is an entrance-fee of 5s. and a sub-
scription of 2s. a month ; but this latter is

liable to be increased if the cost of am-
munition advances.

Rifles and revolvers of Service weight are
provided for musketry practice at the ranges,
with an allowance of twenty-one rounds of

ammunition per day free of charge, and
members will be able to purchase further
supplies at the range, if required. The
general equipment of the corps will depend
on private effort to a great extent, but
assistance will also be obtained from the
Central Volunteer Training Corps Com-
mittee. It is not proposed to limit member-
ship of the corps in any way except as stated
above, and I should be jrlad to receive names
of intending members as soon as possible.

All applicants should state clearly why they
are unable to loin the Army, and when
enrolled they will be furnished with a special

pass, to admit them at headriuarters.—I am.
etc., Alan Potter,

Hon. Sec. A. A. War Service Bureau.

18, Tufton-street, Westminster, S.W.,
September 16.

LONDON SALON OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
Sir,—You are kind enough to speak well

of my photograph, "Neptune's Fountain,"
in your critique of the London Salon of

Photography, but suggest that the cascade
has been "obviously worked up." This is

not the case. The exhibit is a straight
enlargement from a straight negative, with-
out any liandwork whatever. The drawing of

the featliery spray is Nature's own drawing,
untouched by "that clumsy instrument the
human haiul."—I am etc.,

J. C. Wariiurg.

HOUSES FOR THE WORKING
CLASSES.

Sir,—The question of providing houses for

the working classes, including a section of

the rural population, has resulted in several
competitions, in which prizes, some of con-
siderable value, have been offered, no doubt
with the object of getting plans which should
be models for this class of work. Has this

object been successful ? The "particulars"
supplied in some of tliese competitions have
been well drawn up, and the requirements
clearly defined ; others have been so vague
and unbusinesslike that an architect would
be to blame if he wasted time in preparing
designs.

In a great majority of tlie plans which
have appeared in the various publications
there appears to be a want of knowledge of
the requirements of the class of people who
are to occupy these houses. By the bye, it is

presumed that these people " are ordinary
hnnian beings, and that they have some idea
of comfort, so their houses should be planned
and arranged in such a way that the ordinary

household duties can be carried out cleanly,

economically, and with the least number of

articles.

On the arrangement of the ground plan the
comfort or otherwise of the house depends.
This generally consists of a living-room,
kitchen, scullery, larder, staircase, and
entrance. The scullery is often adjoining the
living-room, and in such a way that when
washing is being done the whole house is

full of steam and smell; this can be easily

avoided. The man comes home to his meals
or in the evening, and finds the house so

uncomfortable that he goes off to the public-

house. It is usual to provide a sink and a

copper in the scullery; but many architects

do not appear to know that there is a right

place to put those necessary conveniences,
and that they should not be stuck down any-
where, or that when there is only the one
sitting-room—the living-room -kitchen—that

provision for a fireplace for cooking in the

warm weather, to save having a fire in the

sitting-room, should be made.
One plan shows a copper in a nice little

house by itself, some distance away from the

scullery. One plan shows a bathroom
opening from the scullery; in this bathroom
the w.c. is placed. Imagine four or five

children running in and out of the house and
through the scullery to get to the w.c. ! The
staircases!—"a clergyman, speaking of some
houses of the working classes which he had
visited, said the staircases were so narrow
and bad that it was impossible to get a coffin

down decently." Well, tlie staircases mostly
have windows, either at the top or at the
bottom, sometimes at both. Surely there

would be cause for complaint in getting a

coffin up and down a staircase (and this

event occurs at all" houses) ; windows are

always dangerous, particularly for old people.

Larders are usually asked for, and a place

3ft. by 3ft. 3in. is called a larder. Many
people in the rural districts keep, a pig, and
a larder should be large enough in which to

salt a pig. In one case a premium is given

to a plan the sculleries of which are so

arranged that there is no window ; apparently
light would have to be obtained from the

upper part of the door being glazed ; if ven-

tilation was wanted the door would have to

be opened.
Then there are two plans for one-story

cottages. The living-room of one has five

doors opening into it, the other one has four
doors, and two others are avoided by going
through the scullery to get to the larder, and
a bedroom opens into the entrance porch.

Tliere are two windows on opposite walls, as

if this room was not quite uncomfortable
enough. As a sort of last straw, a sink is

given pride of place in a recess occupying
one of the windows. Where the furniture

would be placed in this room is not quite

clear ; the cosy corners for the master's and
mistress's chairs are wanting; the dresser,

with its china, would have to go. Perhaps
these plans of one-story buildings should not

be taken too .seriously : they were the result

of a competition for plans for houses to be

built with a particular material, and the

object of the designers was to consider the

material at the sacrifice of the houses. It is

scarcely likelv that anyone would be per-

suaded to build houses from these plans, or,

if the houses were built, to get people to

occupy them.—I am, etc., ,7. L. S.

THE SUPPLY OF TIMBER AND THE
PRICE OF IT.

Sir,—Architects and builders will be very

pleased to know that the Swedish Foreign
Office informed the Sw-edish shipowners on

the 21st ultimo that, according to advices

now received from the Swedish Minister in

Berlin, Germany had been pleased to declare

deals, battens, boards, staves, and packing-

case boards to be non-contraband of war.

This attitude of Germany is quite under-

standable, because she is extremely desirous

of keeping friendly with Sweden. The result

has been that many new charters have been
fixed up, and shipbrokers are again trying

to obtain offers. Owners are willing to risk

their boats in the Baltic, the risk, of coui'se,
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being from floating mines. Se\en or eight
boats during last week have been chartered,
and altogether trade is making great efforts
to get going again. I ought to have said that
tlie timber must be carried in neutral bottoms
(i.e., in neutral ships); but there is no diffi-

culty in that.

It is still impossible to take timber from
Finland, because she is Russian, so that as
some of our best joiners' deals come from
Finland, the better-class timbers will still

be high in price, especially as there is diffi-

culty in loading from the White Sea, on
account of the shortage of labour, the con-
scripts having been called into active
service. At the commencement of the war
Russia prohibited the exportation of timber,
but she renio\'ed this prohibition \ery soon
after it was made. The difficulty is now with
the loading.

A friend of mine sent a boat out at the
commencement of the war, but it was
returned empty because of the prohibition.
He had twelve thousand pounds' worth of

.-Vrchangel deals and boards on order, which
would have been very profitable to him
during the coming winter; but he had told
me that he had since cancelled the order,
because of the difficulties of loading. If it

could not be loaded before the White Sea had
frozen (and the White Sea ports close earlier
than any otiier timber-exporting ports) he
was afraid they might take fire before they
could be loaded per "first open water" in
the spring. They have very frequent fires in

.\rehangel, on account of the tremendous
quantities of timber stocked there, and the
difficulty would be for him to prove that it

was not his timber that got on fire. It is a
very difficult thing to prove after a fire that
it is, or is not, your timber that has been
burnt, because there are thousands of other
stocks of exactly the same size all piled
together.

It seems to me that the position is that we
sliall be able to take no Finnish, and very
little Archangel, timber, while if timber goes
very much higher during the war, American
spruce and cheap pitch-pine will have to take
the place of deal. The bright gleam of sun-
shine is the exportation of Swedish timber.

—

I am, etc., J. H. Kerner-Greenwood.
King's Lynn.

f'.S.— Since writing the above I have
received information from a very reliable

source, stating that Finland has shipped
about two-thirds of her normal output, so

that the total reduction on shipments from
Finnish and Swedish ports will not be a very
important matter, in view of the fact that
the consumption on this side during the war
will also be verv much less than usual.

be tile moans of a large numljer of factories

being built in this country, which will lead

to a large amount of foreign money being
invested over here.

I shall be pleased to have any assistance

that you can give me to help me with this

scheme.—I am, etc., B. SCRUBY.

14, Featherstone-buildings, High Holborn,
W.C, Sept. 11.

NEW BRITISH FACTORIES.
Sir,—I am trying to induce the Government

to lend 75 per cent, on the actual cost of

building factories in this country, spreading
the repayments over a number of years, at a

reasonable rate of interest. This would be
the means of a large number of firms starting

manufacturing in this country, and the em-
ployment at good wages to our own workmen.
Where it is easy to procure money on mort-

gage for cottages and house property from
solicitors and building societies, it is very
difficult to borrow money for the purpose of

building factories.

The Government lend money for building
cottages at a very low rate of interest,

spreading the repayments over a number of

years, and I contend, therefore, that they
should, for the benefit of the country, be pre-
pared to offer similar terms to anybody
wishing to manufacture in this country.

'1 he Government would be well secured by
only lending 75 per cent, on the actual cost
of building, as they would hold the deeds
of the freehold land, and the valuable
machinery which would be erected in nearly
every factory would be held as collateral
security, and the standing of the firm.

I have been approached bv several clients
who require factories built" at the present
time on these lines, but cannot find the money
for the purpose ; but if the Government can
be induced to fall in with my scheme it will

AN ITEM OF WAR NEWS.
Sir,—The number of our workmen and

staff who have now joined the colours is in-

creased to about forty-five, including those
engaged at our branches, many having
joined the Birmingliara City Battalion. We
are making suitable provision for the wives
and families of men who have gone to the

front, and shall continue to do so as long as

the course of business renders it in any way
possible, and their situations will be kept
open.

The trade can guarantee hundreds of our
married workpeople from any anxiety or fear
of being without work during the coming
winter, if they will only send in their

season's order now. Up to the present we
have scarcely reduced tlie number of our
employees at all, except so far as this result

has been brought about owing to a number
joining the colours; but as is perhaps only
natural, we have been compelled to reduce
the time worked from the normal. We feel

that the fact that we have been able to main-
tain even this restricted output under
existing circumstances, is due to the world-
wide reputation of our productions, and we
earnestly ask our friends to kindly assist us

in continuing the employment of our work-
people by sending any orders, whether small

or large, as they may require, or inquiries,

and so keep the flag of industry flying, which
is so necessary now for the welfare of the

country generally.—We are, etc.,

Harris .4nd Sheldon, Ltd.

Shop-front Builders and Shop-fitters,

Stafford-street, Birmingham, Sept. 15.

(Herbert Vincent, Advertising Manager.)

.\t Walton, Suffolk, new public baths built

from plans by Mr. H. Clegg, surveyor to the

urban district council for Felixstowe and
Walton, have been formally opened.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowing by the Romford Rural District

Council of ^2,095 for private street improve-

ments and £4,170 for works of sewerage.

Xt Burton - on -Trent, on Friday, Messrs.

Kedfern and Mason, timber merchants, were
fined ^1 17s., including costs, for neglecting to

have two flywheels of a double horizontal saw
properly fenced.

The Rochdale town-planning scheme has been
the subject of a public inquiry by a Local
Government Board inspector. The area to be

town-planned comprises 1,087^ acres in Rochdale
borough, 307^ acres in Norden, and 202 in Bury
rural district. The urban district council of

Xorden opposed the scheme, chiefly owin^ to

their having little or no information from the

corporation as to its intentions in their area,

and to their fear that the scheme would impose
a heavy burden of rates on Norden tliat would
hamper building development in their area.

The antique furniture at the Mansion House,
which has been recently restored, was exhibited

on Monday. It includes .some tine examples of

Sheraton's work (1780)—namely, two chests of

drawers, two dressing-glasses, and a cheval-glass

in satin-wood and tulip-wood. There are also

a bedroom suite in satin-wood in tlie later

Sheraton style, six chests of mahogany drawers
(1760-1780) by Chippendale, and some Sheraton
armchairs and sideboards. The restoration of

the remaining antique furniture will be put in

hand at the close of the present mayoralty.

The corporation of Glasgow have agreed on
a recommendation of their water committee that

application be made to Parliament for power to

increase the city's sources of supply, and that

permission be given for the purpose of (1) re-

submitting to Parliament the Loch Voil scheme,
either alone or in conjunction with the River
Turk scheme, or (2) submitting schemes for

utilising the waters of the River Turk and the
River Duchray without Loch Voil, as may be

determined after the engineers have submitted
their report.

LEGAJJ INTELLIGENCE.
LAND VALUATION APPEAL. -Mr. J. G.

Drew, of Exeter, an Official Referee under the
Finance Act, 1909-10, has given his reserved
decision in the appeal of " Cary and Another v.

Commissioners of Inland Revenue," which he
heard at Exeter on September 8, relative to an
assessment to reversion duty. The appeal raised
tlie question of the determination of a lease of
a stable and stores at 36, Torward - street,
Torquay, granted by the trustees of the Cary
Estate by indenture dated April 15, 1880, for
ninety-nine years from March 25, 1864. The
lessee (Mr. Montague G. Smith) on March 13,

1913, entered into a contract for the purchase of
the reversion, and the conveyance in pursuance
of the contract was executed on April 5, 1913.
Four days later an assessment of £3 7s. 7d.
was made and levied for the reversion, and it

was against this that the appellants. Colonel
L. F. B. Cary and Mr. A. G. Fiiidiesen, lodged
an appeal. Their grounds of appeal were that
the case was within the exemption contained
in Section 3 (3) of the Revenue Act, 1911, and
therefore no reversion duty was chargeable.
The lease, it was contended, was determined in
pursuance of an agreement between the lessors
and the lessee (dated March 13, 1913) for the
acquisition by the lessee of the lessors' interest.
At the time of the determination of the lease,
which was the date of the contract, the lease
had at least fifty years of its term to run, and
the total value of the land did not exceed £500.
The Commissioners contested the appeal on the
ground that the conditions of the contract had
not been strictly fulfilled, and that the lease
was not determined until the actual completion
and conveyance on April 5, 1913. The Referee
decided in favour of the appellants, finding that
the lease was determined on March 15, 1913, and
no reversion duty was leviable.

It was reported to the city council of Notting-
ham at their meeting on Monday that the work
of laying out a new cemetery 23| acres in extent
for the southern portion of the city is now
complete.

The monthly report of the Amalgamated
Society of Engineers states the membership has
grown to 171.656. as against 170,486 at the end
of July. Of these, 9,133, or an increase of 3,926
on the month, are unemployed.

At Eastbourne, on Tuesday, Mr. H. S.
Stewart, an inspector under the Local Govern-
ment Board, held an inquiry as to an applica-
tion by the corporation for leave to borrow
£60,545 for a housing scheme.

The city council of York at their last meeting,
on Monday, adopted a scheme submitted by the
tramways committee for the erection of twenty-
eight cottages for the tramway workmen at a
cost of £6,851, to be let at an "annual rental of
£455.

The building trade at Rochdale appears to
have been badly hit by the war. At the last
meeting of the corporation building committee
not a single plan for a new edifice was sub-
niitted, and those dealt with were for altera-
tions only, including some to licensed houses.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Barry Port, Carmarthenshire, on Wednesday,
before Mr. A. W. Brightmore, as to an applica-
tion from the urban district council for leave to
borrow sums amounting to £19.180 for purposes
of sewerage, the provision of public ofhces, and
an abattoir, and executing works of water
supply.

At the meeting on Monday of the town
council of Shrewsbury the estates committee
reported that the Shropshire Horticultural
Society had presented to the town the new
Victoria-avenue, extending from the famous
Quarry for a distance of nearly a mile along
the bank of the Severn, upon which the society
had spent some thousands of pounds.

At Shaw, near Oldham, on Monday night, the
new Lilac Mill, which is in course of erection,
collapsed. Practically the whole of the iron-
work had been fixed up to a height of five

stories, and about two stories of brickwork was
completed. A strong gale was responsible for

the damage. Luckily the workmen had left the
job for the day, and no one was hurt.

There will be no exhibition of the year's

pictures in the Manchester Central Art Gallery
this autumn. In their stead the committee will

bring down the best of the pictures now at

Heaton Park Hall and at Queen's Park, and
hang them at a side of the gallery which is now
empty. This exhibition will be opened about
the middle of October, and continued for several

months. At present the gallery is being
rearranged.
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PAKLIAMENTABY NOTES.

BUILDING CONTRACTS AND THE WAR.
-Maior Baring asked the CUancellor of the

Exchequer on Friday what was the position ot

builders with reference to contracts entered into

before the war; if, in view of the increased cost

of material, thev were bound to complete the

work at a fiiurc" fixed before war was contem-

plated ; and whether the moratorium in any way

affected their position? — Mr. Lloyd George

replied that the moratorium in no way affected

Ihe contracts except so far as it postponed any

payment due thereunder.

\ parish hall is to be built at Culmington.

near Ludlow, from plans by Messrs. Alexander

and Duncan, of Leominster.

The Local Government Board has sanctioned

the borrowing of £1,100 for a new water supply

for Llansannan, near Denbigh.

Mr. Alexander Barton, of Buxton, has been

appointed highway surveyor for No. 2 district

of the rural district council of Boston, Lines.

The Grimsbv Rural District Council have

cranted an increase in salary to their surveyor,

Mr. A. Hobson, from =t200 to ;t;250 per annum.

The highways committee of the Swansea Cor

O^ur #to fabk.

poration have approved an application to tlie

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow

^£53,984 for improvements to several streets

A United Methodist church in Windsor-

square, Neath. Glam., built at a cost of £5,800,

has been formally opened. Messrs. Waring,

Cole, and Waring, of Neath, were the con-

tractors.

The Order of the Local Government Board

approving of the Ruislip - Northwood town-

planning scheme has now been i.ssued. The

scheme relates to an area of 5,9U6 acres situated

in the urban district of Ruislip-Northwood and

in the rural district of Watford.

The death took place on Sunday, at his resi-

dence, 153. Northumberland-street, Newcastle-

on-Tyne, of Mr. George Carr. Mr. Carr, who
was 68 years of age, commenced a decorator's

business in Northumberland-street, Newcastle,

in 1871, and was the oldest tradesman in the

thoroughfare. He had a high reputation for

artistic skill. He leaves a widow, six sons (three

of whom were in business with him) and a

daughter.

At the last meeting of the corporation of

Southampton a report was submitted by the

town-hall committee recommending that steps

be taken for the appropriation of a portion of

the West Marbnds, not exceeding two acres in

extent, for the purpose of erecting thereon

municipal offices and a town-hall. By general

consent, consideration of the matter was deferred

to the next meeting, a suggestion by Alderman
HoUis, that the whole question should be shelved

for twelve months, finding no seconder,

Mr. Thomas Hargreaves, builder and music-

hall promoter, passed away at his residence.

West View, Manchester road, Rochdale, on

Sunday evening, aged 67 years. Born in Liver-

pool, he went to Rochdale when a youth to

work with his uncle in brickraaking. Ultimately

he set up in business on his own account as a

builder. He erecled a great number of cotton

mills throughout South Lancashire, and also

hippodromes and music-halls at Rochilale,

Bolton, .Mtrincham, and many houses in Roch-
dale and its suburbs.

At a special meeting of the Evesham Town
Council held on Saturday matters in connection

with the housing scheme were discussed. The
housing subcommittee had inspected cottages

erected by the Evesham Rural District Council at

Broadway and Offenham. and agreed that, with

a few alterations and additions, the houses at

Offenham formed a suitable model. It had been

agreed to erect, in the first instance, fifty-two

houses on (he portion of the land purchased
nearest King's-road, The committee recom-

mended that Mr. H. E. Dicks, of Evesham,
should be appointed architect. The report and
recommendations were adopted.

The erection of the Royal Colonial Institute

which is being built in White Ladies-road,

Bristol, adjacent to the Victoria Rooms, h.as now
reached the roof stage. The area of the site

was limited in consequence of the improved

entrance to the Victoria Rooms and the widen-

ing of White Ladies-road. The treatment of the

principal fapades has been largely in.luenccd by

the severely Classic design of the Victoria

Rooms, and the architects (Messrs. Bridgmau

and Bridgman, of Torquay and Paignton)

accordingly adopted Italian Renaissance as the

basis of their work. The builder is Mr, Frank

Wilkins, of Corn-street, Bristol.

During the present scarcity ot timber it is

well to bear in mind that, among its many
uses, "McNeill's patent slag-wool, "Lion"

brand, can be most advantageously used as

a substitute in many eases. Made into slabs,

it is invaluable for partitions, for floors,

ceilings, roofs, etc., being soundproof, in-

combustible, and a perfect non-conductor of

heat and cold. Their new catalogue, just

issued, which can be had on application to

Messrs. F. McNeill and Co.. Ltd., Lamb's-

passage, Buiihill-row, E.C. details these uses

most lucidly, together with many others, with

which, perhaps, some readers may be un-

familiar. By Messrs. McNeill's patent

process the material is increased to twelve

times its bulk, so that the resulting fibres

enclose eleven times their bulk of air. It is

certain that this proportion of air is not held

in confinement by any other product, natural

or artificial, which is at the same time in-

destructible. Architects and others, there-

fore, should always specify McNeill's slag-

wool when using, if they desire to secure the

maximum advantage sought. They will also

find it cheapest every way—not merely in

first cost, but by reason of its indestructi-

bility.

The Central School ot Arts and Crafts

opens for ihe season next Monday (21st).

There are classes for architectural students

in design, drawing, stone-cutting, wood-

earving," mechanics, building construction,

history lectures, study at South Kensington

Museum on Saturday mornings and after-

noons, and a course of lectures, "The Growth

of a House," specially for students taking

elementary design.

The prospectus and time-table has just

been published of the Westminster Technical

Institute, Vincent-square, where all the

classes reopen during the week commencing

on Monday next, this institute was esta-

blished in 1890 bv the Baroness Burdett-

Coutts, who presented it to the London

County Council in December, 1890. The

Westniinster School of Art, established in

the Royal Architectural Museum (now the

headquarters of the Architectural Associa-

tion), was transferred to the Institute in 1903,

and is there carried on under Mr. Mouat

Loudan as head-master, in the well-equipped

lecture- and classrooms, drawing offices, and

workshops added to the buildings in 1908.

Mr. J. Stuart Ker, B.Sc, is the principal of

the institute. In the department of Archi-

tecture and Construction the" classes include

architectural drawing and design, under Mr.

M. .J. Dawson, A.R.I.B.A. ; history of archi-

tecture, Mr. W. T. Beiislyn, A.R.I.B.A. ;

building construction, Messrs. W. J. Wilsdon,

L R.I.B.A., and F. C. Webster, A.R.I.B.A. ;

technical drawing, Mr. F. G. Steed,

A.R.C.S, ; builders' quantities, Mr. L. Lickis,

F S.I. ; structural engineering, Mr. E. II.

Sprague, A.M.I.C.E. ;
building laws and

valuations, Mr. W. T. Creswell, F.S.I, ;
re-

intorced-concrete design, Mr. P. J, Waldram

F,S.I. ; masonry, Mr. A. Haysoni ;
and

cabinetmaking and design. Mr. H. Last. The

departments of civil engineering

en"iiieering are also well staffed

ins1;itute is evidently earryin

work in technical education.

A small industry, but one which is of

verv special character, has sprung up

Carnarvon, consisting of the manufacture

of antique ironwork for Government deparl-

nients. In preparation for the Investiture

in that town, Mr. D. J. Williams, of the

Portli-yr-.\ur Ironworks, was entrusted by

H.M. Office of Works with the manufacture

of the massive railings of hammered iron

wliich now surround the Castle. This lately

led to Mr. Williams being given the contract

for the construction of 8Q0ft. of iron railings

f(,r the boundary of the Victoria Tower
Onrdens, near tlie Houses of Parliament

and gas
and the

out excellent

at

together with cast bronze emblems applied to

each standard, and representing the Royal

Crown, the rose, the thistle, the daffodil, and

the shamrock. Altogether some forty tons

of iron have been used in the work, the main

peculiarity of wdiich is the process of cold

hammering. Further commissions have been

placed ill Mr. Williams's hands to supply

manufactured work for the Admiralty Board-

room. Hampton Court Palace, one room in

Windsor Castle, and railings for Carisbrooke

Castle, and St. Botolph's Priory.

The Contract Record of Toronto em-

phasises the economy to authorities inviting

tenders of giving the fullest and clearest

information in the form of contract and

specification to builders who are invited to

compete. For the works proposed by the

Vancouver and District Joint Sewerage

Board, the comprehensi\e details given by

the engineer to the board, Mr. A. D. Cree,

were, our contemporary believes, largely

responsible for the close and satisfactory

bidding. Nine tenders in all were received.

Ot these, eight ranged between 396,000dol.

and 333,000dol., while the lowest and suc-

cessful one was 309,000dol. " The form ot

contract, specification, schedule of quantities,

and tender were neatly bound in a per-

manent form, and, to facilitate reference,

the contents were carefully indexed. Every

detail and every requirement of the work

was described tiioronghly, witli a complete-

ness and lack of ambiguity quite refreshing.

The schedule ot quantities was prefaced by

underlined admonitions to contractors, set-

ting forth the points of governing import-

ance. Emphasis was given to the definition

of terms and the methods ot measurement

employed, while a special instruction covered

the itemising and totalling ot the tender."

Fire-insurance requirements, with par-

ticular reference to fire prevention, as

summarised in a pamphlet issued by the Ne\v

York Chapter of the American Institute ot

Architects and the New York Board of Fire

Underwriters, comprise six important con-

siderations, as follows: (1) Shutters, doors,

and skylights, outside sprinklers and fire

hydrants, to reduce exposure to fire from

without ; (2) construction of the building to

resist tor four hours a temperature of

2,000deg. Fahr. ; (3) design ot building with

li'niited^heigbt and suitable fire stops, light-

ning protection, wire glass, gravity-tanks, and

proper electric wiring ; (4) fire-extingmshuig

equipment; (5) consideration of nature ot

occupancy, character of contents and class ot

work and proper installation ot dangerous

mach'ines; (6) public fire protection, which

depends on the efficiency ot municipal fire,

water, and building departments.

Among the several problems to be met in the

recent construction of the concrete reservoirs

in San Francisco was that ot honding asphalte

to concrete. According to B. N. Abbott in

a letter to
" Engineering Record, after

makiii" unsuccessful attempts to apply the

asphalte direct to the concrete in various

ways, the expedient of first painting the

surface with coal tar was tried, and it was

found that when applied in this way under

right conditions the asphalte would adhere

so firmly that after it had cooled it could not

be broken away without bringing pieces o.

' concrete with it. Mr. Abbott states that in

I

order to secure this result the eoncre e

surface was first scrubbed clean with a bristle

brush, and over this a thin coating of hot
'

coal-tar was "painted." The coal-tar shonld

be heated in small quantities, brought just

to the boiling-point, and then applied im-

mediately. Heating the coabtar in large

quantities, which necessitated some de ay

before it could all be used, did not gne

such good results, and the gangs were there-

fore, not allowed to heat more at a time than

they could apply q"i<=kly as soon as it began

to boil. The asphalte was spread over the

tarred surface in the usual manner.

In Turkey, where cement is not used or is

a substitute has been found
when

crevices

e floors,
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in fountains, and for numerous other
purposes wliere cement would be required.

It is stated to be as satisfactory in water as

ill exiiosed places, but it must be allowed to

become thoroughly dry before it is sub-
merged. The mi.xture is slaked lime, linseed-

oil, and cotton fibre. Generally a hoUovved-
out stone is used, although a flat, hard
surface will answer, and the process is started
by pouring the oil on a handful of cotton,
alter which the lime is dusted in. It is then
kneaded until the whole is thoroughly mixed
and about the consistency of dough. The
more it is kneaded the better it becomes.

The control of the main roads of the
Dominion of New Zealand was mentioned
recently to Mr. Massey, the Prime Minister,
by a deputation from the Te Kuiti Chamber
01 Commerce. Mr. Mostyn Jones, chairman
of the Chamber of Commerce, made special
reference to the fact that there are at pre-
sent two gaps in the main road from
Wellington to Auckland. He declared that
the people in the province of Auckland
strongly supported the proposal that the
Government should take over the control of

the main roads. Mr. Massey said the
Government's Bill dealing with the reading
question would be introduced early in the
coming session. If the farmers were to

make the best use of their land they must
have better roads. The Government in-

tended to ask Parliament for additional loans
for the purpose of making roads. He thought
that the road from Auckland to Wellington
should be completed. As to the question of
Government control of the main roads, lie

had been rather surprised at the extent of
the opposition to, the suggestion, but
Parliament would be given an opportunity of

dealing with the question

It has been recognised for some time, says
the Contract Jiecord of Toronto, that the
results obtained by the sandblast in the
testing of clay products are as indicative of

value as the more usual tests. The main
objections to this method hitherto have been
the difficulty of standardising and the cost of
the apparatus. By using centrifugal force
in place of compressed air a machine can be
built which is free from these objections.
Tests on brick and plate-glass, using the new
machine, show that results are comparable,
more easily obtained and reproduced, and,
if anything, more reliable than the combined
tests, particularly in respect of the grading
of manufacturers and users. Results so far
obtained indicate that sands of widely
differing origin may be used, and that further
•

>.
IKrimentation will produce factors which

uill permit the adoption of this machine as
a standard instrument.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tit^uAV. — Ruyal Phutograpkic Society's ExUibitiun,

Suffolk - street Galleriee, Haymarket.
" A Mercian ^fiasteraiid its .Memorials,"
by E. W, Hai-vey Piper. H.'M p.m.

Satikuav (Skpt. 26).—Institution of Municipal and
Uoiuity Engineers. Meeting of the
North-Eastem District at Scarborough.

fratiB §,t\xi%.

WAGES MOATEMENTS.
THE L.iBOUK MARKET IN AUGUST.-The

general effect of the war, the holiday season,

the seasonal decline of trade, and all other
causes was to increase the percentage of un-
employed in trade-unions making returns from
2.8 at the end of July to 7.1 at the end of August
—a figure which has frequently been exceeded
in periods of bad trade, and which is mucli
lower than that recorded during the national
coal strike of 1912, when the percentage rose

to 11.3. It should be stated, however, that
many employers endeavoured to avoid dis-

charging a portion of' their workpeople by
putting the whole staff on reduced time. As
compared with July there was a general decline

in all industries except in shipbuilding, which
benefited by increased activity on Government
work. The contraction in employment was espe-
cially noticeable at tinplate works and in the
furnishing and woodworking and pottery trades.

As compared with a year ago there was a

general decline. The changes in rates of wages
taking effect in August affected 55,000 work-
people, of whom 19,000 received increases and
36,000 sustained decreases, the net result of all

the changes being a decrease of nearly ^200 per
week.

DECRE.\SE IN UNEMPLOYMENT. -The
Board of Trade report that in the trades com-
pulsorily insured against unemployment—viz.,

budding, works of construction, engineering,
shipbuilding, vehicle - making, etc. — the per-

centage of unemployment on the 11th inst. was
6.05. This sliows a decrease of .23 on the per-
centage at September 4 (6.281. and is the first

decrease to be recorded since the commencement
of the war. These figures relate to the whole
of the United Kingdom, and include all un-
employed workmen in the insured trades, .^s

regards the uninsured trades, the number of
men and women on the register of the Labour
Exchanges at September 11 was 66,113, is com-
pared with 73,675 a week ago.

The building of a new court-house for Athlone
is to be proceeded with at once at a cost of
£3,000.

The I'ivil Board of Control for Montreal
decided on Tuesday to purchase the property
of the Montreal Water and Power Company for
7,500,OOOJol.

At Woking, on Monday, Mr. C. H. Eylesham,
inspector of the Local Government Board, held
an inquiry with respect to an application from
tlie urban district council for sanction to borrow
A5,800 for a housing scheme.

Doncaster Rural District Council, meeting on
luesday, decided to apply to the Leeds Cor-
poration for a supply of water for the parishes
of Adwick-le-Street, Owston. Skellow, Askern,
and Norton, the price not to exceed 8d. per
thousand gallons.

\A^ ,^J,'"^kley, on Friday, Mr. W. M. Cross,
Ji.lnstX E. held an inquiry into the applica-
tion of the Hmckley Urban District Councd for
sanction to borrow £1,065 for the construction

„„\'^T'cP,"™P'"S ™'''" -^^ the sewage-disposal
works at Sketchley.

Mr. B. H. Noble, of Afford, has been ap-

pointed surveyor to the urban district council
of Farnley.

The corporation of Margate have decided to

build forty-two workmen's dwellings on the old
reservoir site at a cost of £9,470.

Mr. J. H. Chubb, surveyor and sanitary
inspector to the rural district council of East
Kerries, has resigned his appointment owing to

ill-health.

The corporation of Portsmouth are about to

build a tuberculosis hospital at Langstone for

forty patients at a cost of £6,773.

Mr. Charles Thomas Stride, sanitary and
building inspector to the Wimborne and Cran-
borne Rural District Council, has died as the
result of a cycling accident.

Scarborough Corporation propose to carry out
further improvements in Peasholm Park. The
estimated cost of the works, which will include
the erection of an additional shelter and a cafe,
is £1.250.

Works of restoration and improvement are
about to be carried out at the Roman Catholic-
church of Scramogue, County Roscommon, from
plans by Mr. J. V. Brennan. architect, of Bank
Chambers, Belfast.

At Colchester an inquiry has been held into
an application of the town council for per
mission to borrow £3,110 for the erection of
tuberculosis and scarlet-fever pavilions at (he
infectious-diseases hospital at Mile End, and for
alterations and additions to the administrative
block at the hospital.

In connection with the new bridge across the
Tweed at Berwick, the cost of which is estiraaterl
at between £80,000 and £100,000, preliminary
borings have been made by the Road Board,
with whom the scheme originated, and it is

expected that, in order to minimise imemploy-
ment arising from the war, they will proceed
with the scheme at a very early date.

A city council committee has been formed at
Cardiff to prepare schemes to be put in hand
should considerable unemployment arise. These
schemes include the erection of houses, the im-
provements of the parks, the laying out of sites
for recreation-grounds, relaying extensive sec-
tions of the tramways, and the paving of the
main thoroughfares. The huge work of con-
structing the new reservoir at Taff Vawr is

employing a large number of men, as is also the

I

relaying of the water-mains.

LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Miscellaneous metals and
timber we omit altogether, as published
figures differ so widely that they are, we
fear, in many oases quite unreliable.

IKON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £'7 10 to £1 12 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Beet Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 108., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. Ac, i'8 158. to £'9.

Ditco galvanised, ill to £'15108. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to ii

6ft. to 8ft. long. Inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 .,.£13 10

BeBtditto 13 ... H
q

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3to7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11'- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £'8 10
Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weishta 5 10 ,, 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ..

—
Corrugated Iron, '24 gauge 16 ,,

—
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0., —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised

—

to 8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 108. £10 15s. £11 OS. £1153. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7iu. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with compOBition, 58. Od. per ton extra,

tnrned and bored joints, 5a. per ton extra.

I

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lillieshall lOa. Od. to 117s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 703.01. „ 75a. Od'

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Disconnt off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.o.

Water-Tubes 71i
Steam-Tubes 67*
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 61i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55

OTHER UETALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton
Lead Water Pipe, Town

,, ,, ., Country
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town

,, ., ,, Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town

,, ,, Country
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town
,, ., .. .. Country

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ...

., Country
Lead Soil-pipe (uplol^in.) Town

,, ,. ,. ., Country
rOver 4^in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead. Common Brands
Lead Shot, in 28lb. bags
Copper Sheets, sheathing Sc rods
Copper, British Cake and Ingot
Tin, English Ingots
Do., Bars
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town)
SheetLead, Town

,, ,, Country
Genuine White Lead
Refined Red Lead
Sheet Zinc
Old Lead, againet account
Tin per cwt.
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand)

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per I.UOO of

Blue Portmadoc .,, -20 x w ... 12 12 6 1.200 at r. bid.

36 „ 8... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20 „ 10 ... 13 2 6 „
20 .,12... 13 17 6

First quality 20 „ 10 ... 13 0..
20 ,.12. .13 IS
16 „ 8 ... 7 5

Eureka unfading
Eteen 20 „ 10 ... 15 17 6

20 „12... 18 7 6 „
18 „10 ,, 13 5
16 „ 8 ,,, 10 5

Permanent Green... 20 „ 10 ... U 12 6
18 .,10... 9 12 6
16 „ 8... 6 12 U

£21 5 Ot 3 £21 7

25
25 15 , —
26 .

—
26 15 ,

—
27 —
27 15 —

29 10
30 5 ,

—
28
28 15 ,

—
'iS —
2S 15 —

17 17 B , 18 12 6
24 15 ,

—
75 , 75 10
64 , 63 (1

143 , 114 ('

146 , 146 10
22 ,

—
24 10 —
23 5 , —
31 IS , —
32 . ,

Price on inquiry.
17 , —
7 U , —

12 9
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BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... il 16 I) per 1.000 alongside, in

„ [river.

2 5
1 10
1 18
1 14

5

delivered
at rly. stn.

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 a
Picked Stocks for
Facings

Flettons
Pressed Wire Cats
Red Wire Cuts
Kest Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Raabon Facing ...

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

23in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic : 4 10 6

Facing Bricks )

S'/s" Accrington Beet Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks Ill 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arcli Brick not more than 3'/b in
thickest part 2

3Vs" Chimney Bricks fit for oatside work ... 2

3V«" ditto ditto through and through 2
3',8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and .V radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3

Accrington Air Bricks. 9" x 2 course deep, each

I

Net, delivered in
,

full truck loads
in London

6

Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course

.

3

Accrington Camber Arches :—

3 course deep, 4^" soffit, per foot opening.

.

4"" ditto ditto ditto
4^" ditto ditto ditto
4^" ditto ditto ditto
y' ditto ditto ditto
9" ditto ditto ditto ..

9" ditto ditto ditto
9" ditto ditto ditto

4 ditto
.) ditto
K ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
.5 ditto
6 ditto

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

OLAZBD BBICES.
HARD GLAZES (PEK 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff. Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 ti £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers-
£•12 7 6 £10 17

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7
(juoins, Bullnose, and 4'-in. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, sqnare

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Bplays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each

Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

MajoUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £-22 17 6

,, ,, Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks ^ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsandcolours ,- ing Din.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by4>in.
Is. 2d. each j by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full track loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0,,
Thames Ballast 6 0.,

B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

8. d. s. d. Per yard,
Grey Stone Lime 13 B to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.'
Red Mansfleld , in blocks per foot cabe £0 2
Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill. ditto ,,

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto ,,

Greeushill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) ,,

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddiogton Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,,

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station. „
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,,

1 7i
1 9*

1

1 6i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of '20ft. average i—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

{
Per foot cube.

Punlico Wharf .' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4l

TILES.
8.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3

^^
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary " brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced iO
Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 rr.stn.

7 per doz. „
per 1000 „

6

per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
IO5 per doz. ,,

a „
per 1030

per doz. „
8

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009 „
6 „

per doz. ,,

6

OILS.
Rapeseed.Englishpale.per tun £28 15
Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined ,, 29 0"

Olive, Spanish „ 39 10
Seal, pale 21
Cocoanut, Cochin , 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius 42 10
Palm, Lagos 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine , 17 5
Sperm , 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined ,,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Ditto, Archangel , 19
Linseed Gil per gal. 2
Baltic oil 3
Turpentine 3
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 10
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 10

to £29
„ 27

5
5

10
10

5
10
5

U
8

6
10

GLASS (IN CBATES).
2I0Z.
3id. ,

4M. ,

ifd.

English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 2Sd.

Thirds 3d.
Fluted Sheet Hi.

Hartley's English Rolled Jin.

Plate 2id.

Figured Rolled and Repoussine.

26oz.
44d.

•'/lein.

3d.

White.
. 3;d.

32oz.
5}d.

, 6id.

'"
Jin.

... 3Jd.

Tinted.
Sid.

VAENISHES, &c. Per gallon.

2 4

2 3
2 2
2
1 10
1 10

1 10*
2 U

2 8

1 3

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 B

Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

The rural district council of Wiuchcombe have
adopted plans submitted by Messrs. PbiUott and
George, of the Promenade, Cheltenham, for

twelve cottages at Beckford.

The Swansea Town Council decided on
Wednesday to apply to the Development Com-
missioners for a grant of ^26,000 for the
purpose of the construction of a light railway
in the Gower Peninsula. The total cost of the
railway will be approximately 4^100,000.

In the course of a lecture at the Royal Plioto-

graphic Society's exhibition at the Suffolk-street

Galleries on Tuesday evening, Mr. A. Radclyffe
Dugmore, who had just returned from Belgium,
said that in Dinant. which he had visited, 1,100

buildings were razed to the ground, and only
400 remained standing.

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. C. W. Bullen,

surveyor to the Norfolk Education Committee.
Bo}'le's latest patent " Air-pump " ventilators
have been applied to the London-road School,
Dereham.

The last part of Messrs. C. Jennings and Co.'s
advertisement in our issue of September 11

sliould have read as follows:—T. G. and B. in ^
by 6, 7. § by ih. 5, 6, 7, £ by 4. Wainscot Oak
Logs (Libau) can be cut to suit purchaser.

The London County and Westminster Bank
desire to inform all traders doing business with
France that the special facilities which they
have given since the declaration of war and
during the present crisis in connection with the
London County and Westminster Bank (Paris).

Ltd., will be continued, and any inquiries in

connection therewith should be made to 82,

Cornhill, E.G.

After providing iil01,518 for depreciation,
reserve, and sinking funds, the directors of the
Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers
(1900) recommend the payment of a final

dividend on the '5.} per cent, preference shares
to June 30 last, and that £151.570 he carried
forward, as against £51.534 carried forward a
year ago. \ dividend of 5 per cent, was paid
on the ordinary shares in the preceding year.

At ilie last meeting of the borough council
of Deptford complaints were made that the cost
of repairing the High-street had exceeded the
surveyor's estimate by £960, it being urged that
the paving had been more expensive than would
have been the case had a contractor done the
work. The borough surveyor explained that the
lowest tender received in response to the
council's invitation was £4,625. The number of

blocks taken up was 246,000, of which he had
liopcd to clean and cut 220,000. He actually got
into depot only 150,000, thus showing that 72,000
blocks were stolen.

OGILVIE&CO.

Telephone: DALSTON lib^.

Many vears connected witli

the late firm of W. H.
LASCELLES A- CO-, of

Butiliill Ro".

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N,

EXPERTS ill HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ""'J^^'

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

HardM^oods,
WTM. OLI'V^R & SONS, Ltd.,

120 Bunhill Kcw London E.G.

TENDEBS.
*,* CoiTespondeuts woidd in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.

C'HiLCOMPTox. — For the erection of a villa at
Cbilcompton, near Bath, for Mr. W. R. Lush. Mr.
W. F. Bird. M.S. .4., Midsomer Norton, architect:—

Tovey, C. G i'800

Smith, M 747
James, F., and Son. Holcombe... 71.5

Crouchen. F 707
GoUeige, J. T. (accented) 660

(Rest of Midsomer NoruOn.)

Chipping Norton.—For sewage-disposal works, for

the corporation :—
Section No. 1 :—

Shardlow. J. J., Leicester ... f:i.ll72 1)

Hill, A., & Sou. Kidderminster... 3.0.W

Thorpe, W., Birmingham ... 2,74.5 l.'i 1

Rowell & Sons, Chipping Norton -2,637 16 i

HoUoway, G., Wolverhampton... '2.400

Tilt and Son. Bromsgrove ... 2.787

Section No. 2 ;—
Thorpe, W. ... ' 7.153 4

Tilt and Son 7,056

Holloway, G 7.000

Hill. A., and Son 6,42(1

Rowen and Sous 6.150 10 7

Shardlow, J. J 6,000

Note.— Still under consideration.

HiTHl'lt Grekn.—For alterations and addilions to

the Hither Grepn branch, 363. Hither Green-lane, for

the London and Provincial Bank. Messrs. Norfolk

and Prior, Catford. Lewisham. and Forest Hill,

architects :

—

Loasby. F. W t'l.SiW 10

Hose. F. G 1.597

Watt, J 1.560
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Great Driffield.—For additions to waterworks
and sewerage system, lor Driffield Rural District
Council. Mr. H. Botterill, 'i3, Exchange-st., Great
Driffield, architect :—

Taylors, Ltd.. Driffield £10 17 6

Great Yarmouth.—For erection of the Newtown
school, for the Education Committee :

—

Bo3Worth and Lowe £15,02f)

Moore and Sons 1'2.75.5 U
Eastoe. J 12,569
Balls,.! 12,300
Csrter and Wright 1'2,223

Wright, A ... 12099 (I

Beech. B.G 12.039
Grimble and Son ll.Hiio

Harman. J. D. (accepted) 11.700
Pestell, .J. E. (withdrawn) ... ILOM

Hove.—For widening Hove-street. for the corpora-
tion :

—
Parsons. J., and Son, Hove ... £3,447

(Recommended for acceptance.

J0HANNE9BUIIG.—For the supply of 8,000 yards of
,035 twin cable, for the municipal council;—

Gould, R. H., and Co £1,465 '

Western Electric Co., Ltd., North
Woolwich 1,38.')

Hosken, W.. and Co 1,325 10
Siemens Bros, and Co , Li's..
Woolwich (English cable) ... 1.289

A. E.G. Co., Ltd 1 280
Bykes, S., and Co 1,250
Rice and Wilson 1,193
Reunertand Lenz 1,15J
Telegraph Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., Helsby 1,030
Henley's, W. T., Telegraph
Works, Co., Lid., London,
E.G. (accepted) 1,045

Siemens, Ltd., .Tohannesburgh
(German cable) 854

KiKKLiNtiTON.-For erection of a school, for the
Notts Education Commitlee ;

—
Greenwood. J.. Mansfield £660

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Knockholt.—For erection of eight cottages at
Knockbolt. for the Bromley Rural District Council:

—

Dathoit, F. P., Bromley £2.318
Gorham. T. C. Surrey 2,039 3
Smitb. W. H.. Bickley 1.970 3 6
Taylor and Sons. Bromley ... 1,875
Howard, .J., Orpington 1,824
Park, W. B.. Dunton Green* ... 1,800

* Accepted.

Landrake. — For erecting stone bridge, for St.
German's R.D.C. Mr. H. A. Hosking, Landrake,
architect :—

Runnalls and Sons, Liskeard ... £130
Stephens, W., Plymouth' ... 120 14

'Accepted.

Leyton.—For the supply of furniture for Canter-
buiy-rottd school temporary piemite', for the
education committee ;—

KmsHsher, Ltd £185 4
Nor;h of England hjhool
Furnishing Co., Ltd. 178 16 2

Elucational Supply Astociation,
L»xi 17,i 8

Bennett Furnishing Co., Ltd. ... 1.56 13
Frazers Joinery Co., Ltd. ... 151 19 6
Wake and Dean. Ltd 148 16 U
Hobbies. Ltd. (accepted) 147 4

LisNASEEA.—For additions to workhouse, for the
tuardians. Mr. J. OR. Hoey. Boj.rd Room. Work-
house. Lisnaskea, clerk:

—

Craig and Patton. Ltd., Belfast... £1.50
Masuire & Gatebell,Ltd.,Dubhn 105
Edmundsons' Electricity Cor-
poration, Ltd.. Dublin 9.S 7 fi

Cave, J. C, Belturbet 89
Allen an i Grosse, Ltd , Belfast' 65 3 7

* Accepted.

Merthtb. — For rebuilding Royal Oak Hotel'
YotradMynach, for Messr.?. Giles and Harrop. Mr.
C. M. Divicis, M.S.A., 11'2, High-street, Merthyr,
architect :—

Morgan Bros., .\bercynon £2.600
Williams. .J., and Sons. Meitbyr
Tydttl 2.423

Lloyd, J., Ystrad Mynach 2,275
TDomas. .J.. Nelson 2240
.lulian. A. W^, Pontyprida* ... 2,193
.Jimts. E.,Hengoed 1.895 H

.\cc6pted.

Newcastle-o.n-Tyne.—For the erection of public
baths in the schools of Benweil, Heaton. and
Walker, for the Newcastle City Council :

—
Davidson, S. F., Newcastle (accepted).

Oakajioor.-For the enlargement and extension of
the sewage-disposal works at Oakamoor. for the
Cbeadle Rural District Council. Mr. F. T. Inskip.
Brook House, Cheadle. Staffs, surveyor:—

Taylor. .7.. and Son. Hasford ... £240
Pa-jterion, .J., Oakamoor' 225

* .\cc8pted.

RUYL —For adding an administrative block to the
isolntioo hospital, for the urban district council ;—

Torkington. A.. Rhyl (accepted) ... £.596

Southampton.—For private street works, for the
corporation :

—

Hillside-avenue.
Osman, F..andCo £1.666
Douglas, J.' 1.550

St. Catherine's-road.
Oaman. F., and Co £1.183
Douglas, J.* 1,090

Ashtree-road.
Osman. F., and Co £769
Douglas, J.' 717

Nursery road.
Oaman. F.. and Co £269
Douglas. .7.' 244

* .Vccepted. Both of Southampton.

Stoke - on - Trent. — For piintlng the new
administrative block, for tlie Stoke-on-Trent and
Stoke Rural .loint Hosoital Board :

—
Harrington. G. W. S. (accepted) .£'87

(Lowest of 16 tenders received : highest £190.)

SwAi.i.dWNEST. — For sewerage conslructioD. for
the rural district council :

—
Nadin. .J . Sheffield (accepted) ... £333 U

Thirsk.— For erecting a storehouse and out-
buildings at the isolation hospital, for the Thirsk
Rural District Council. Mr. Lake, surveyor :—

Stephenson. R. (accepted) ... £102 19 6
(Lowest tender received )

Thubnscoe.—For the erection in brick and stone
of a public convenience in Lidgett-lane. Thurnscoe.
for the Thurnscoe Urban District Council. Mr. T.
Bull. M.I.Mun.E.. surveyfir:—

Cliffe. H.. and Co., Mexborongh £140
Shepard Bros., Clayton 1'24 10 9
Roberts, H., Gainsborough* ... 120 18 3

' .\ccepted. Surveyor's estimate, £116.

Thurnscoe.—For forming, kerbing,and concreting
seven streets on building estate. Thurnscoe. for the
Thurnscoe Urban District Council. Mr. T. Bull,
M.I.Mun.E., surveyor:—

WorthingtoD, W. H., and Co..
Manchester £1.560 12

Edwards and Co., Doncaster ... 1.310
Cliffe, H., and Co., Mexborough 1.266 4 8
Fletcher, C, Doncaster 1,255 5
Shepard Bros.. Clayton 1,148 14 8
Robert?, H., Gainsborough ... 1,179 14 2

Surveyor's estimate, £1.'211 18s. 8d.

Uttoxeter.—For painting the town hall, for the
urban disti'ict council :

—
Phillips and Sons (accepted) ... £127 10

Wei.i.incbokough.-For erection of a Dublic con-
venience at the junction of Cannon- and ('ambridge-
streets, for the urban district council :—

Hacksley Bros £.J92
Stevens, W 365
Brown. E.. and Sons (accepted)... 350

Surveyor's estimate. £.379.

Weymouth.—For erection of stores and offices at
Sunnybank. for the town council :

—

Jesty and Raker
Whettam. A. E
Parsons. ,T. A.. Ltd
Bowering, G. F. (accepted)
Froom, R. .7

Whitry. — For alterations at tho workhouse
laundry, for tbe guardians :—

Manlove, Allijtt, and Co £194 5
(Accepted.)

TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
We do not bold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. AH communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc.. should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Buu.Di.\a News. EOlngham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
tor, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which h"-'e been
some time executed, except under specia. circum-
stances.

*,* Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits.
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertaiued on application.

Telephone : Gerrard 1291.
Telegrams: "Timeserver, Estrand, London."

£191
167
140 10
1.38 17
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom; lor the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or 6dol3. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium.
£1 as. od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India. £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•«• The special rate to Canada Is £1 Is. 8d.
= 6dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dol3. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents tor
Canada are Messrs. Sells. Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-oBlcs Orders to be made payable
to The Straxd Newspaper Company. Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVI. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post 12s. 9d.),
as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XX.XIX.. XLI., XLVI.. XLIX ,

LIIL, LXI., LXII.. LXIV., LXV.. LXVI.. LXVII.,
LXVIIL, LXIX.. LXXI.. LXXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIIL, LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXXVIII..
LXXXIX.. XC, XCI.. XCII.. XCIII., XCIV.,
XCV.,XCVI.,XCVII.,XCVIII., XCIX.,C„CI.,CII..
cm.. CIV., CV., and CVI. may still be obtained at
the same price; all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BoitDiNa
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel^treet. Strand, W.C.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and (kmtract Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
line counting as two, the minimum charge being as.
for four Unes.
The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-

cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being m. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series
of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
appUcation to the Publisher.

Siteations Vacant and PARTNERSBipa.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. Alt Situation Advertisementi mutt be
prepaid.

Sitcations Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words.
Inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the beading "Situations Wanted." free of charge.
Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and

special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at
the Oflice. Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-
pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
tor serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

Received.—D. Bros., Ltd —W. and O., Ltd.—S.. Ltd.—
J. H. and Co.—H. and G.—J. S. and Sons.—W. K. S.
—T. L. and Sons.- G. and Co., Ltd.—J. W. V.—
L. L. Co., Ltil.—R. A. and Co.— E. B. D. Co.

Ve.^atvs.—Y'ee.

T. R. L.—Please send.

A. J.—There is no charge.

Pl.iiti's.—The objection seems tons a frivolous one.

W. G. L.—We have never seen it used, and should think
it would he considerably le?a imjiermeable than pood
thatch. Mr. ,7. G. Cowell. of Soham. is the best
thatcher and reed-layer we know. He might tell you.

G. A. R.—We caunut say. Tho City uf London cer-
'idy hanlly behaved' well over" London Bridge,

'riieri- wa.^i a competition, with tlireo preuiinins offered
<'{ L'2."tii, cloO. iunl £liH). Messrs. Nash. Soane. Sinirke.
iiiid MiiMUigue were the assepsors, and they awarded
the first preniimn t(i Mr. .losepli Gwilt. 'IMio Cur]x»rii-

tion refused tu abide b.v the assessors' award, and gave
the three premiums in Mr. Charles Fowler. Mr. T.
Horer. andMr. C. A. Busby, leaving Mr. Gwilt out
altttgethor. Then tlic ('urponition produced another
design, which had liecn lu'oparcd before the competi-
tion by Mr. John Reuuie, and decided to build from
that.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
*'*

Oe?''H~?°"w°''f*l^!; OW-road, Bromyard Urban District Council Albert Bush, Clerk. Broad-street. Bromyard.uct. ii-Techmcal Schools an.l Education Offices. Southport

tl rl.-''
^'*"' ^^^I'erhouse. M.A-. F. R, I. B. A., Assessor) ... £7.5, £.50, £25 T. E. .larratt. Town Clerk. Town Hall, Southrort.

.. 01 Liasmg Out Show Grounds, Wayville West. Adelaide ... £500, £200, £100 The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Austialiai

31 n.-om„n . T. ,. « -,,. , „. 23, Waymouth-street, Adelaide.
„ 31—Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station. St.

Dae 31 Pi.^»i-l' ri'^^^''^^'";•'o
"••; •*!«' -^50. £-25 A. V:. Bradley. MICE.. Town Hall. St. Helens.

txsi,. 01 1 lanning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfleld ... £400, £240 M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement dea
.Agglomerations Industrielles, Ruode Louvain, Brussels.
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Sept. 1&—Council Schools. Borrowash
.. 18—Outbuildings at Cemetery Ijodge. Eaatfiate. Sleaford ...

,, 38—Three Houses. Bradford-road Gasworks. Manchester ...

,, 19—Grammar School, Nantwicb
,, 19—Ruchill HosDital, Alterations to, Glasgow

19—Residence, Heversham, AVestmorland
., 10—CottaeeB, Victoria-road, Cambridge
,, 19—Fire Station, Additions to, Partick
., 2]—Handicraft Centre, Waltham Abbey
.. 21—Workmen's Dwellinj^s (10), Bridlington
,, 21—Cottage HoDse^ (34), AVath-road, Boltou-on-Deirne
,, 21—Workliouse Infirmary, Extending Kitchen of, Blackburn
.. 21—Two Shops, Machen
., 21~Council School. A'terationa to. Eile3mere-rd., Sheffield
,, 21—Workmen's Dwellings, Coventry
,, 21—Weights and Measures Offices. Friarfiate. York
., 21—Gray's Farm, House and B'lildiu^s at, Deapiog Fen
„ 21—Kitchen, Additions to. Town Hall, Farnborough
,. 21—School (eoOplaces), Cefn-Forest
,, 22—Eight Working-class Dwellings, Llanfair Caereioion ...

., 22—Phthisis Sanatoriom Isolation Hospital, Chadwell
,. 22—Institution, Laundry Exteneion at, Ba^thorpe
„ 22—Firemen's Dwellings. Chapel- street, Oldham
,, 22—Brickwork Settings, Electricity Works, Warrington
„ 22—Relief Office. Alterations to, 97, Moston-st., Hanley
„ 22—Holycroftj School, Alterations to. Keighley
,, 22—Buildings. Improvements to. Asylum, Macclesfield
„ 2-2—Ipolation Hospital, Outbuildings at, Tredingtoa
,, 22—Chimney Stack. House of Industry, Park-road, Gosport
., 23—Valve House. Bradford-road Station, Manchester
., 2:i—DorringtoT Convalescent Home, Perraaporth
.. 23—Cottages (H*. West Thurrock, Grays
., 23—Houses (22), RhosUauerchrugog
„ 23—Asylum. Disinfecting Chamber at, Monmouthshire
,, 24—School. Aberporth
,, 24—Public Hefllth Officeg, Elm-street. Ipswich
,, 24—Isolation Hospital, Additions to, Asbford
.. 25—New Wing, Loudon Institution, Finsbury-circus, E.G....

„ 25—Bank. Warrenpoint. Co. Down
„ 96—Blairhill School. Dysart
.. 28-Ventilaling Public Offices. Elms-street. Whitefield
,, 28—Town Denot at Stone Croft. Tod Locks, Runcorn
„ 28-PubUc Offices, Alterations to, Whitefield
., 28—Cattle Market, Richmond, Yorks
„ 2&-Houses m), Whitefield
„ 29-New Post Office, Frome
,, 29—Cottages (12), Lower Village, South Mimms
,. 29—Woikmen's Dwellings (144), East Moors
,, 29—Labour Exchange. Adaptation of, Har'esden
.. £9—Reinforced Concrete Floors, Munici. Bldngs., Glasgow
„ 30-School (100 places), GnosaU
.. 30—Culvei-t along Duke's Ditch, Edensor-road, Chiswick ...

Oct. 1—Police Station, Port Erin
1—New Post Office. Extension of, Ballsbridge
3—Electricity Works, Extension of, Darford

,, 5—Electricity Works, Extensions to. Heywood
,. 5— Six Workmen's Dwellings, Potterne

5—Sub-station, Heap Bridge
,, 6—Children's Home, Nuneaton

6—Cottages (1(5), Sevenoaks
,. 9— Parr-street Council School, Warrington

9—Coltsgate Hill Schoo', Alterations at, Ripon
10—Po'ice Station, Irlam

,. 12-New Manual and Cookery Centre, Epping
„ 13—Elementary School, Northchapel

13—Elementary School, Lower Beedine, Colgate
13—School, Additions to. East-street, Littlehampton
13—School, Additions to, Lyminster

,. 23—Asylum, Enlargement of, Bracebridge, Lincoln
Nn date—Church Room, Llanllyfni

d-^. —Heavy-framed Pitch-pine Structures (Supply & Erection)
fo. —Motor Garage and Workshops, Highgate. Kendal
do. —Cottages (12), Ballencrief Farm, Drem

BTHLDINGS.
Derbyshire Education Committee
Urban District Council
Gas Committee

Corporation
Misses Barnes
Town Council
Glasgow Corporation
Essex Education Committee
Highways Committee
Wath Main Colliery Co., Ltd.

,

Guardians

Education Committee
Corporation
Corporation
Holland County Council
Urban District Council
Monmouthshire Education Com.
Llanfyllio R.D.C
Hford Urban District Council
Guardians
Watch Comaoitte
Electricity Committee
Guardians

Tewkesbury JoiotHospital Bond
Alverstoke Guardians
Gas Committee

Orsett Rural District Council
Wrexham R.D C
Abergavenny Visitors Com
Cardigan Education Committee..
Corporation
Urban District Council
H.M. Works Commissioners
Belfast Banking Co
Kirkcaldy School Board
Urban District Council
Ufban District Council
Urban District Council

Urban District Council
H.M. Works Commissioners .

Rural District Council
Carditf Corporation
H.M. Works Commissioners .

Corporation
Staffordt^hire Education Com.
Urban District Council

Urban District Council
Town Council
Rural District Council
Heywood Town Council
Guardians
Urban District Council
Education Committee
West Riding Education Cam. .

Lam-ashire County Council....
Education Committee
West Sussex Education f^om..
West Sussex Education Com..
West Supsex Education Com..
West Sussex Educatioa Com.

.

Visiting Committee

H. J. Croft
Board of Agriculture for Scotland

G. H. Widdows, F.R.I.B.A.. County Offices, Derby.
E. Clements, Clerk, 74, Soubbgat'^. Sleaford.
The City Architect. Town Hall, Manchester.
H. Beswick, F.R.I.B.A., County Archt., Newgate-st., Chester.
.J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Cha-nbers. Glasgow.
J. F. Curwen, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.A., 2K, Hiehgate, Kendal.
J. E. D. Whitehead, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Cambridge.
.1. Lindsay, Town Clerk. City Chambers. Glasgow.
G. T. Forest. County Avcht.. 73, Duke-street. Chelmsford.
E. R. Matthews, Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Bridlington.
J. E. Knight, Archt., 11, Westgate, Rotherhani.
J. H. WilHon, Archt , 4, King-street, Blackburn.
P. J. Jones, Archt.. Church-street, Pontvpridd.
The City Architect, Town HiU, Sheffield.
J. E. Swindleburst, City Eng,, St. Marv's Hall, Coventry.
F. W. Spurr, City Eng.. Guildhall, York.
E. Christie. Lind Agent, Sessions House, Boston, Lines.
J. E. Hargreaves. Suf., Farnborough.
J. Biin, F.R.I B.A., County Council Office^, Newport, Mon.
T. Edwards, Clerk, 10, Market-street. Llanfyllin.
H. Shaw, M.I.C.E.. Town Hall. Hford.
A. Marshall, A.R.I. B. A., King-street. Nottingham.
Winder and Taylor. Archts.. 61. Union-street. Oldham.
F. V. L. Mtthias. B')ro' Elec. Eng., Howley, Warrington.
T. Wood, Clerk, Stoke on-Trent.
The Borough Engineer, Keighley.
H. Beswick, F.R.I.B A., County Archt., Newgate st., Chester.
J, Villar, F.S.L, H.S.A., 5, Essex-place, Cheltenham.
A. F. Smith, Archt., Star Chambers, Gosport.
F. A. Price, Supt., Gas Department. Town Hall, Manchester.
A. J. CorneUufi. M.S A.. Truro
F. J. Winter, Archt., 2. Heygate-avenue. Southend-on-Sea.
.7. Price Evans. Sur,. Argyle Chambers. Wrexham.
Johnson, Richards, and Jones. Archts.. .\bergavenny.
G. Dickens-Lewis. M.S. A., County Archt., Aherystwith.
J. R. Meai. Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Ipswich.
W. Terrill, Sur., North street, Asbford, Kent.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate. S.W.
S F. Close and Son, Archts., Done:;all-3(i. Buildings. Belfa'^t.

W. Williamson. P.R.I B.A.. Roval Bank Buildings. Kirkcaldy.
G. M. Denton, Eng.. Couu'iil Offices, Whitefield. Lanes.
E. Mir>hi,U, Sec . Town H-iU. R inco.-n.

G. M. Denton, Eng., Council Offices. Whitefield, Lanc3.
E. C. Surtee^ M.S. A., Barnard Castle.
G. M. Denton, Eng.. Council Offices, Whitefield. Lams.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
G. D. Bvfield. Clerk, 12, Hieh-street. Barnet.
W. Hirpur, M l.C.E.. Citv Eng.. City Hall. Cardiff.
The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storpy's Gale, S W.
Watson and Sahnond. Archts . 2i2, West George-st.. Glasgow.
G. Balfour, Director of Educition, Stafforl.
E. Willis, A.M.I.C.E., Sur.. Town Hall, Chiswick.
The Secretary. Government Office, Douglas. Isle of Man.
The Office of Pul>lic Work"*. Dublin.
The Surveyor, Council Offices, Dartford.
J. B. Nuttall, Boro' Sur.. Heywood.
T. V. Trnmper. Ivy House. Devizes.
J. B. Nuttall, Boro' Sur., Heywood.
E. E. Shepherd, M.S. A.. Nuneaton.
S. Towlson. A.M.l.C.E , Sur., Argyle-road, Sevenoaks.
J. M. Murray. M.Sc, Sec. and Director, Warrington.
The Eiucatioa Architect. County Hall, Wakefield
H. Lintler, County Archt., 16, Ribblesdale-place. Pre&ton.
G. Topbam Forrest, Archt.. 73, Duke-street,'Chelmsford.
H. Roberts, F.R.I.B.A.. Thurloe Hojse. Higli-st., Wo,*thiDg.
H. Roberts, F.R.I B.A., Thurloe House, High-sb.. Wortihing.
H. Roberts, F.R.I.B.A.. Thurloe House, High-st., Worthing.
H. Roberts, F.R.I.B.A., Thurloe House. High-st., Worthing.
F. Parker, Archt., Ttie Square, Boston, Lines.
H. Hogaes, Archt., Diocesan Offices, Bangor.
" Pitch Pine," Building News Office. Arundel-st, Strand.W.C.
J. Button, Lie R.I.B.A., Kendal.
The Chief Surveyor, 29, St Andrew-square, Edinburgh.

Sept. 18—Plant, Limerick
,. 21—Electric Lift for Heavy Vehicles, Sc. Pancras, N.W
.. 22—Draught Fans at Generating Station, Greenwich, S.E
,. 26-Plant, Infectious Diseapes Hospital, Clitterbridge
., 29—Electrical lu'itillation, Giffjrd-st. School, Islington, N.
,. 29—Switcbgear, Walsall
„ 30—Telephone Instruments, Sydney, N.S.W

Oct. 7—Telephone Switchboard Parts, Sydney. N.S.W
.. 12—Three-Phase Motors, Melbourne, Australia

11—Switcbgear Melbourne

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Corporation
Borough Council
London County Council
Wirral Joint Hospital Board
London County Council
Corporation
Deputy Postmaster-General
Deputy Postmaster-General
Ageat-Gan. for Victorii. Australia
Victorian Rlys, Commissioners...

E. B. Thornhill, A.M.I.E.E,, Frederick-sti-e3t, Limerick.
C. H. F. Barrett, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Pancraaroad, N.W
The Clerk, County Hall, Soring Gardens, S.W.
J. E. S. Ollive. Clerk. .'54, Hamilton-street. Birkenhead.
G. W. Humphreys. Chief Eng., Spring Gardens. S.W.
E. M. Lacey. M.I.C. E., 12, Victoria-st . Westminster. S.W.
The High Commissioner for Australia, 72. Victoria-st., S.W.
The High Commissioner for Australia, 72, Victorii-st., S W.
Merz and McLellan, Eogs., 32, Victori-i-st.. Westuiinster, S.\N".

The Victorian Railways Offices, Spencer-street, Melbourne

FIRE??
You are ruiiiiiiii; ibe risk unk'ss

you use MeXeill's Lion Biaud

SLAG WOOL,
tlio only reliable tireiiroofiutj au<l

wouudproofiuf! material. Wi'ite now
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Concrete Building for Cottages.

A NEW CIVIC CENTRE FOR EXETER.
[with illustration.]

The accomijanying bird's -e^e per-

sjjective, which we have reproduced Jrom
the original drawing shown this summer
at the Royal Academy Exhibition, illus-

trates the centi-epiece of the city develop-
ment scheme recently prepared for the
Exeter Municipal Council by Mr. Thomas
H. Maw son, Hon. Associate R.l.B.A. His
report is printed under the title of
" Exeter of the Future : a Policy of

Improvement," and from this document it

may be gathered .that the project had its

origin in the " demolition order " concern-
ing the area situate west of Paul-street.

But this present plan, upon which Mr.
Mawson has been employed by the city

authorities, covers a much more consider-
able portion of Exeter as set out in the
proposals ultimately presented, and some
buildings, consequently, not included at

the outset, and which do not occur,

seemingly, in the schedule of the " order
"

referred to, are now comprised within this

scheme. These additional buildings, how-
ever, are described by the paper before us
as being of no special, or, to quote more
precisely, of no "considerable value." This
{jualilication, we presume, is intended to

be understood in a relative sense. When
the time comes for the erection of

municipal offices—and that day cannot be
indefinitely delayed—this lay-out by Mr.
Mawson will be put forward as the basis

of what has to bo done, and, with this

end in view, we understand, he was
engaged, being an experienced expert in

undertakings of this character.

Foremost among the chief items to be
dealt with according to this plan are the
market buildings in t^ueen-street, and St.

Pancras' Church hard by, for these two
premises, if these proposals were adopted,
would have to be removed when clear-

ing the site. As to the market, its

"two dignified" facades might, as Mr.
Mawson suggests, be rebuilt elsewhere,
perhaps; but the report says about the
circumscribed area as a whole that little

of consequence will be interfered with, and
as to this market in particular, there is

probably not another building in the city,

and certainly not one of its dimensions,
which could so easily be spared in order
to allow of its spacious central site being
put to a far better use. The writer has
likewise pointed out that another equally
good market, if not so large in extent, also
exists lower down the town in Fore-street.
Hitherto this secondary market has been
chiefly used only on Saturdays, if we are
correctly informed, and there is little
doubt that some of the traders in the city
might well consider the Queen - street
market, being much nearer to the railway

station, would be far preferable in position
for the business done in a certain class of

merchandise. The church of St. I'ancras,
situate behind the market, and imme-
diately at the rear of the old Guildhall,
is the oldest parochial church in Exeter.
and, that being so, the structure, though
small in size and not much seen, is rightly

reckoned as ranking among the archjeo-
logical landmarks of the city. The
removal of such a building, therefore,

should only be permitted under ex-

ceptional circumstances, even though the
fabric may have been somewhat unduly
altered and spoiled by restoration, much
to its detriment as an historic record.

Mr. Mawson recognises this obligation as

to the preservation of old buildings. He
by no means tries to evade it ; but at the
same time his view is unhesitatingly
pressed home that this identical building
is one of the exceptions to this same whole-
some rule, and, considering the immediate
problem which has to be solved, he thinks
himself more than justified in recommend-
ing its destruction. Other buildings of

greater architectural merit have already
been sacrificed to what is termed the
" progressive work " done in the City of

Exeter. It so happens, too, that this

church, at best, is only one among many
of a similar mediocre kind, notwithstand-
ing its claim to great age. iloreover, none
of the churches in the town happen to be
of eminent importance. Space precludes
our going into the merits of this precise

contention about the demolition of St.

Pancras Church, and local opinion doubt-
less will have much to urge on both sides

as to this and other details involved.

Everybod.v must recognise, anyhow, the

extreme difticulty of modernising the con-
veniences of any historic city like Exeter
without materially intruding upon some
of its ancient features and architectural

distinctions. It is beside the mark to

protest that no such alterations should be
permitted, as changes of this kind are

inevitable. Of course, historic buildings

such as we have alluded to can have but

little in common with "up-to-date com-
mercial requirements," and no doubt old

and quaint premises, however charming
and replete with jesthetic interest, are

liable to "stand in the way of contem-
porary business needs" or hamper "civic

developments," not to mention the

exigencies of everyday traffic. Such con-

fiictions of modern life with old-world

environments are patent enough, and Mr.
Mawson. while recognising these things,

has sought to solve the problem in such

a way as to steer clear of the self-evident

objections most likely to be magnified,

perhaps with the best intentions in the

world, and also calculated to furnish

obstructionists with plausible reasons put

forward to maintain the status quo. The
case, nevertheless, is by no means singular,
because all town-planning projects, even
if restricted by more confined limitations,
must, when applied to old streets and
oddly - shaped thoroughfares, necessarily
impinge upon antiquarian sentiment and
hamper vested interests, while it is certain
that all changes of the sort are quite likely
enough to seriously damage contiguous
old-fashioned properties rambling in style
and rich in associations of the past.

Mr. Mawson assures us that ho is not
indifferent to circumstances of this nature,
and, to do him justice, he has emphasised
in his report the importance of all such
dangers. More than once he alludes to the
question, and appreciatively refers to the
maintenance of amenities of such a
category. He also protests emphatically
enough that too frequently such reason-
able discriminations have been ignored by
so called " town improvements " as carried
out here, there, and everywhere. Few
architects, and i^robably fewer art crafts-

men, can claim immunity from their over-

restorations years ago, and for work com-
prising incongruous additions to old
historic examples, particularly altar-pieces,

stalls, pulpits, screens, and other wood
or stone erections, to the virtual dis-

traction of character in ecclesiastical

buildings. Men liave often made fortunes
trading in such inartistic incompetence.
Mr. Mawson is not exempt from criticism,

and his projjosals certainly must be
decided on their merits. We have no wish
to prejudge the matter. It is still open
to discussion, awaiting a settlement by the
city itself.

This civic centre, thus projected, is to

be located on the south-west side of Queen-
street, and the accompanying picture
shows the group as it is proposed. Tlie

town-hall and public offices occupy the
central building, whicli is flanked on its

right by a public library, and a corre-

sponding block occurs on the left, to be
devoted to a municipal museum. To clear

this site in the heart of tlie city, and allow
sufficient room for open sp;ices round these

buildings, a large area is needed, and JMr.

Mawson has described it, contending that

the old streets to be deiuolislied have only
to be inspected to be condemned as being

completely unworthy of a moment's con-

sideration. In regard to tlie two important
corner premises in High-street and Queen-
street occupying the site of the contem-
plated museum block, he says that this

new building will, anyhow, not be wanted
for many years to come. So rapidly, he
argues, do commercial conditions change
nowadays that such high-class business

premises as these are have at most a life

rarely exceeding fifty years, so that,

although the cost of purchasing this pro-
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perty standing at the angle of Queen-street ' and much too casual. The portals' famous
and High-street, Exeter, might at the

present moment probably be prohibitive,

ihe time will arrive when this corner will

need to be rebuilt. Then an opportunity
would occur to acquire the property for

little more than site value.

In the meantime, Mr. Mawson realises

the wisdom of forethought, and so he has
evolved a scheme on a comprehensive scale

for the execution of which he contemplates
tlie employment of an architect of reput-e

to design the actual buildings. This is

sufficient answer to those who assert that

the intention is to Americanise the town-

ship ; while others, who view such an
appointment with a jealous eye, overlook

the possibility or the likelihood of a regu-

lated competition open to all the talent

of the country, and so instituting an open
contest based upon a general recon-

struction of this part of Exeter as defined

by ilr. Mawson. who seemingly does not

expect his designs for the actual buildings

to be precisely put into execution straight-

away.
It is the library portion which is at first

contemplated, for the good reason that its

cost is being provided for by Jlr. Andi-ew

Carnegie, who, with becoming munificence,

judged in this way. has largely contributed

towards the possible realisation of this

initial undertaking. In any event,

certainly it is of the utmost consequence
that the city council should determine
upon a broadly-considered and practical

scheme at the outset, such as shall be
worthy of adoption by the representatives

of the ratepayers and property - owners,
prior to any portion of the contemplated
undertakings being actually put in hand.
.\n urgent scheme such as this obviously
must be reckoned to be cannot adviseiUy

be put o5 much longer by Devon's busy
centre, seeing that economy of administra-
tion can only be realised when adequate
public offices are furnished in which the

municipal work of this famous city of the

West Country shall be efficiently per-

formed. At present, numeious depart-

ments of the town are housed in a

scattered fashion in different parts of the

place.

The overcrowding of the High-street

—

particularlj' on Fridays, Exeter's market
day— is most inconvenient, not to say

exceedingly hazardous, especially when
" war news " or " strike news " is posted

up at the paper offices. The congestion
during business hours is intense. The
country folk linger badly, and do not

"move on" as Londoners more speedily

do under the direction of the Metropolitan
Police. There are no tram-lines in Fleet-

street, nor cars crawling along as they do
up Fore and in High streets at Exeter. We
speak with knowledge, having had some
experience both there and for long years in
town. Mr. Mawson proposes to relieve this

pressure of traffic by carrying Waterbeer-
street forward till it joins Queen-street.
when, by the addition of a little widening
of the old part of the street, a new-

thoroughfare between Queen-street and
Xorth-street would be created, while
further on he says Bartholomew-street
must follow as part of his plan, and by
these means opening up the old city walls

to view. A new elevation is suggested for

(Jueen-street Railway-station, and a screen

building is ingeniously shown in a

(ieorgian manner to the widened Martin-
street, the lower part of this building

facing the end of Queen-street being

treated as an arcaded way for a picturesque

means of access. Close to the old Guildhall

a new stieet is proposed, leading imme-
diately down to Cathedral-yard, nearly

facina the west front of the cathe<lral. Its

approach at present lower down is mean

sculptured screen and rich fa9ade of the
cathedral could m this way be 0]>ened up
and vieweil to advantage from the High-
street near a point in front of the old

Guildhall. This delightful old building,

too, in its turn would end the vista as seen
from Cathedral-yard. Mr. Blawson, in his

summary, justly includes the advantage of

a public park to such a city as Exeter. He
reckons this might be accomplished by
acquiring the remaining grounds of

Streatham Hall, of which lie has given a

short descriptive account in his report. He
likewise publishes a design for a new-

entrance lodge with big iron gates to

Northernhay Gardens. In conclusion, the
report makes it perfectly clear that Mr.
Mawson in no sense intended that his pro-

posals should take the place of a town-
planning scheme for Exeter.

The municipal buildings, library, and
museum, as shown in the perspective, will,

as we have said, have their main frontage
towards Queen-street, with a capiacious

open space or forecourt leading up to the
main central block. The view is approxi-
mately taken from the railway-station
looking S.W., and so the cathedral just

comes within the point of sight looking
over the houses beyond the High-street

;

but the Church of St. Mary Major, in the
Cathedral-yard, seems to be shown a little

too much to tlie right by the liberty of the
artist. This, perhaps, is a minor matter,
and scarcely, of course, affects the
essentials of the project. These few- parti-

culars are necessary to explain generally

the main respective positions of the

various buildings represented.

CONCRETE BUILDING FOR
COTTAGES.

A-S yet concrete-built cottages have not
been successes. We do not, of course, deny
that many considerations warrant the em-
ployment of the material. We have illus-

trated examples from time to time of sub-
stantial construction, and more or less

repulsive design, very dubiously atoned for

as regards cost. The cheapness of concrete
is so often insisted on that many forget

that with concrete, as other things, the
inherent lowness of cost is no criterion of

ultimate cheapness. The purchase of

moulds or the casting of blocks may not be
prohibitory on a job embracing big blocks
of dwellings ; "out it materially hampers the
small builder. For tlie suburban home, as

for the more isolated country cottage, the
element of cost is impiortant, and prices

are rising increasingly every year. If

that man is to be commended who makes
two blades of grass to grow in the place of

one, something may be said also in favour
of a system which, by reducing the cost,

will certainly tend to increase the number
of our cottage homes. Such a system, we
think, has been conceived bv Mr. T. L.

Watson. I.A., architect, of" 166. Bath-
ftreet. Glasgow (Patent 12302. 191.'?) and
we venture to commend it to the notice of

all interested. It will undoubtedly reduce
cost, and it does give r.n architect or
builder a chance as far as design goes.

It has been recognised for some years
tliat concrete, spread on a horizontal plat-

form, or in an ordinary foundation, is

much cheaper than the same material built
u|i by means of moulds into a wall or cast

in blocks and then built into a wall. So
much is this the case, that patents have
been taken out for forming the walls of a
house on horizontal platforms on the
ground, and afterwards, by means of

powerful machinery, moving them to their
destined position, and hoisting them into
the perpendicular. This method has been
employed occasionally both in this country

and in America with some measure of

success ; but it is obvious that the cost of

providing die requisite machinery,' and
still more perhaps of moving it from place

to place as required, is such as to

neutralise to a large extent the advantage
gained from the more economical employ-
ment of tile material. Ihis objection is re-

moved by Mr. Watson's invention, wliicli

dispenses altogether with the use of

machinei-y while retaining the advantage
of forming the walls of concrete on a

horizontal platform. On this system the

\valls of a -Tottage or other building are

formed by means of_ a layer of concrete

spread on a horizontal platform a few feet

above the ground, or. in the case of an
upper story, a few feet above the joisting,

and hinged in the middle, so that when the

concrete has set each wall is turned over on
its hinges into the exact position which it

is to occupy in the building. As this plat-

form in its horizontal position is balanced

in the middle, due allowance being made for

door and window openings, it follows that

the loiver half of the wall, in descending,

automatically ;aises the upper half. No
force is required, and no apparatus is em-
ployed, the wall turning over as easily and
as smoothly as a door on its hinges, or as a

fanlight on pivots. The platform having
been adjusted to its vertical position

before the concrete was applied, the wall

naturally r.ssumes its destined place with

perfect accuracy. The door and window-
frames having been laid down on the plat-

form before the concrete w-as filled in, the

house is now ready for its roof and internal

finishing, and, assuming the platforms to

have been formed of the roof spars and
boarding, the greater part of the material

will also be on the ground and ready for

use. so that a few weeks longer will see the

completion of the building.

We may, of course, if we follow most of

our precedents in this country, or if we
suffer from a sort of concrete monomania,
decide to put a flat concrete roof on the top

of our walls, producing a concrete box

instead of a cottage. Nothing is gained in

economy, comfort, or convenience by such a

course—rather the contrary ; but. on the

other hand, every attractive quality of the

kind usually associated with cottage archi-

tecture is lost. If the concrete cottage is

ever to become a feature of our village or

country life, it must, we think, be some-

thing other than a square or oblong box

withprotruding and incongruous chimney-
stacks planted upon its flat lid. Fortu-

nately, there is nothing in the nature of

things to prevent the conci-ete cottage from
being roofed as any other cottage might be,

and from becoming as picturesque and
delightful as we choose to make it.

Simplicity is, of course, an essential

characteristic of the cottage ; but why
should we be expected to sacrifice the

variety, the light and shade, and the colour

of the" tiled or slated roof without one com-
pensating advantage? The Americans have
taken a more Intelligent view of the subject

than that which prevails in this country.

With them concrete walls have been com-

bined with every variety of ordinary

pitched roofs. The concrete small dwelling

has been made attractive, with the natural

result that the material has been largely

employed, not merely in cottages, but also

in country houses of larger size and -more

ambitious design.

Subject to "the quality of simplicity.

which is inherent alike in cottage design

and concrete construction, any plan or

type of small dwelling may be carried out

with concrete as the sole or predominating
material of the walls. To some extent the

method of construction will influence

design ; but local characteristics and
traditional features need not be ignored,

and as with any other material the quality

of the design will depend upon the
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liesigner. One need not have any prepos-
session in favour of concrete. Most of us
have perhaps a more or less sentimental
preference for stone or brick ; but the
roughcast dwelling is with us already, and
has a secure place in our affections, and
the roughcast dwelling may be of concrete
as well as, or better than, of stone or
brick.

Fig. 1 .shows the first stage in the
erection of a garage at Loudon-terrace,
Crlasgow, its three walls appearing in their

of the concreting of the walls was done
easily in one day. When completed, the
work was left for a fortnight in the con-
dition shown by Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.—The concrete having set and
become perfectly hard, the side walls first,

and afterwards the end wall, with their
platforms, were turned over on their hinges
so as to become the perpendicular walls of

the building—an operation that occupied
only a few minutes. Grooves having been
left in the concrete of the side and end

action by the arcliitectural profession as may
be found to be desirable h:ive. with the co-

operation of members of other architectural
bodies, formed an Architects' War Com-
niitte? which is broadly representative of the
whole profession in the United Kingdom.

It is felt that a contribution by the whole
body of arcliitects to the Prince of Wales's
Relief Fund will not only secure a larger
donation, and enable all to help, however
small ,a sum they are able to subscribe, but
that the donation given in this way may
encourage others to a like effort. The com-

FiG. 3. Fio. 4.

horizontal position. There was no fourth
wall, as the building abuts on a previously-
existing boundary wall, in which, towards
the completion of the structure, a wide
doorway was broken out. Had there been
a fourth wall, its method of construction
would, of course, have been similar to that
of the end wall facing the spectator.

The foundation of the building having
been prepared, the three wooden platforms
on which the concrete was to be spread
were formed and hinged to supports, their
position being adjusted so that when
turned over the walls should fall into their
places exactly. The platform of the end
wall, having to overlap those of the side
walls, is made a few inches higher than the
others, and, after adiustment, is taken off
its hinges and laid aside wliile the concrete
is spread on the side platforms. This done,
the end platform is replaced, and, in turn,
spread with its layer of concrete. The whole

walls where they meet at the corners of the
building, these grooves were filled in from
above with liquid cement, thus binding
the walls together into one homogeneous
and monolithic structure. The illustra-

tion shows the workmen in the act of re-

moving the supports and stripping off the
wooden platforms, the material of which is

laid aside to form the roof of the building.

Fig. 3 shows the roof in process of con-

struction, and Fig. 4 shows the completed
and occupied building with its slated roof,

the walls being tinishe^l externally with

roughcast, and internally with a thin coat

of plaster.
^*<^

ARCHITECTS' WAR COMMITTEE.
APPEAL TO THE ARCHlTECTt'RAL PROFESSION.

The Royal Institute of British .Architects,

feeling it" to be their duty in this national

emergency to arrange for such collective
|

mittee will be glad to receive contributions to

this Fund.
While, however, it is most important that

the National Fund should be supported, the

committee cannot be blind to the fact that

there is likely to be a great deal of temporary
distress among architects. The Board of

Trade returns for the montli of August show
the immense diminution of trade already

caused by the war, which cannot fail to have
a serious effect on the work of our profession.

The funds at the disposal of the Architects'

Benevolent Society are quite inadequate to

cope with such an emergency. The War Com-
mittee, therefore, hope that all architects

who are in a position to do so will give the

most generous support to the special fund,

intended mainly for the assistance of archi-

tects and for other matters arising from the

war which may affect our professior.

Donations in the enclosed form should be

sent to the Hon. Secretary, the Architects'

War Committee, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-
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Cheques should be crossed " andstreet, W.
Co."

architects' war committee.

I enclose Cheque for it e. (i., of wliicti £ s. (1. Is a
Donation to the Architects' Contribution to the Prince of

Wales's National Relief Fund, anfl £ s. il. is a Dona-
tion to the Architects' Special War Relief Fund.

THE ARCHITECTIIR.4L ASSOCIATION—WAR
SERVICE.

For the convenience of all members of the

architectural and kindred professions and
their friends who wish to respond at once
to Lord Kitchener's appeal, the following

arrangements with the various authorities

have been made :

—

Lord Kitchener's Army.—All men enlisting

at Whitehall in any branch of His Majesty's

Regular Forces, through the Architectural

Association, will be sent to whichever regi-

ment they may choose, provided it is not

recruited to its full strength, and they will

be kept together as far as their duties w)ll

allow. The President and a number of

members have alread}' accepted for the Royal
Engineers, where as sappers they will find

their civil training gives them a great

advantage. Those who prefer to join the

cavalry, artillery, or infantry can do so, and
the Honorary Secretary is arranging with the

recruiting station in the City to send appli-

cants to them for enlistment in the units

being reserved for City men. The term of

enlistment is for the war, and the age limit is

19 to 35. Pay at the usual Army rates.

A special branch of the Motor Transport
Corps is now being formed to collect and
repair the numerous cars attached to the

Allied Forces in the field. A limited lunnber
of recruits are required immediately. E\cry
man applying must be a mechanic, skilled in

motor repairs, and he should state whether
he can bring his ow-n ear or motor-cycle. Pay
for the lowest rating will be 3s. 3d. a day.

As the corps is expected to leave England
shortly recruiting must be rapid, and men
wishing to join, wlio have the necessary
qualifications, should communicate with the

Hon. Sec. at once.

Work in the profession is likely to become
scarcer as the war continues, and to economise
employment is most desirable. All assistants

and others eligible for Kitchener's Army
should not hesitate to join at once, leaving

their berths to those who, from age or health,

cannot be accepted, and who may otherwise
be out of work. In this connection, the Royal
Institute of British Architects is arranging
for the work of younger men in practice, who
wish to join the forces, to be looked after

during their absence.

TERRITORIALS.

Tlie Foreign Service battalion of "The
Artists" is at full strength, but a few picked
men are being enrolled as a reserve, and they
will be trained in the second battalion until

vacancies occur.

HOME DEFENCE.
A second battalion of " The

being formed for home defence
vacancies have been reserved for

the A. A. and R.I.B.A. Members applying to

the Hon. Sec. direct will be furnished with
an introduction to the head recruiting officer.

Men of the second battalion will live at home
at present. Term of enlistment, four years.
Pay, Is. a day, and 2s. allowance until

barracks are provided. The Territorial
Engineers are not at present recruiting for
home defence.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION VOI.CNTi:r.R
TRAINING CORPS.

The A. A. Volunteer Training Corps, as
originally proposed by Mr. Maurice Webb,
is now being formed in connection with the
Central Volunteer Training Corps Com-
mittee, of which Lord Desborough is chair-
man. This committee has received pcrniission
from the War Office to enconr-nge and create
training centres throughout the kingdom for

men who are ineligible for Lord Kitchener's
Army or the Territorials, or who are pro-

vented by special circumstances from joining
the Forces. The A. A. Corps, of which the
Rifle Club will form the nucleus, is open to

all architects and surveyors, and members of
kindi-id professions, the only tjnalification

being that they are prevented from joining

the Army as at present constituted.

The headquarters of the corps will be the

Central Electric Supply Co.'s Station, Lodge-

road, St. .John's Wood, whore there is ample
accommodation for miniature rifle practice,

revolver practice, drill, and skirmishing.

Members can drill any day of the week except

Sundays, and obtain musketry practice like

wise, except on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

There is an entrance fee of os., and a sidj

scription of 2s. a month ; but this latter is

liable to be increased if the price of am-
munition advances. Rifles and revolvers of

service weight are provided for musketry
practice at the ranges, with an allowance of

twenty-one rounds of ammunition per day
free of charge, and members will be able to

purchase further supplies at the range if

required. The general equipment of the corps

will depend on private effort to a great

extent, but assistance will also be obtained

from the Central Volunteer Training Corps
Committee.

It is not proposed to limit membership of

the corps in any way, except as stated above,

and the Hon. Sec. w'ould bo glad to receive

names of intending members as soon as

possible. All applying should state clearly

why they are unable to join the Army, and

when enrolled they will be furnished with a

special pass, to admit them at headquarters.

Application should be made to Mr. Alan

Potter, Hon. Secretary, A. A. War Service

Bureau, 18, Tufton-street, Westminster, S.W.

Artists" is

, and a few
members of

A MERCIAN MINSTER AND ITS
MEMORIALS.

Under this title a lecture was delivered

before the Royal Photographic Society on

Tuesday evening at the annual exhibition in

the gallery of the Royal Society of British

Artists, Suffolk-street,' Haymarket, S.W., by

Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper. The address was
illustrated by over one hundred lantern-

slides, chiefly from recently-taken photo-

graphs; but there were also shown a fen-

reproducing 18th - century engravings by

Thonms Hearne, D. Jenkins, J. Thornton,
and other architectural draughtsmen of that

period. Mr. Ernest Marriage, F.R.P.S.,
occupied the chair.

The minster of which he proposed to speak

was, the lecturer remarked, one of the

cathedrals of the old foundation, one served,

therefore, by secular canons and not by
monks. Its site in the Marchland was that

of one of the most ancient bishops' stools in

the kingdom, having had a succession of

prelates since the days of Putta in 676, and
claimed a still greater, but shadowy,
antiquity, taking us back another two
centuries. When, he added, that the city

had successively borne the names of Caer-

ffawydd, or the place of beeches, and of

Fernleigh, or fern meadows, and that like

St. Albans it attained celebrity and a reputa-

tion for sanctity through the murder of

Ethelbert by his father-in-law, Offa, King of

Mercia, all would recognise that the minster

of many memorials to be described that

evening was none other than "Hereford. It

was, it must be admitted, a very small edifice,

inferior in dimensions to Lichfield, and but

little larger than Ripon, Tewkesbury, or

Rochester. It exhibited, however, a most
interesting and attractive sequence of work
of excellent character and of many periods,

from the days of Rufus to those of George
the Fifth, including Norman, both Early and
Transitional, Early English. Decorated.
Early and Advanced Perpendicular, Tudor,
Jacobean, Georgian (of the basest type).

• Illustrations in the BuitniNfi News of Hereford
Cathedral have included the late Rev. Mackenzie E. C.

Walcott's plan of tlie building and its precincts, Nov. '21,

1879 ; the late Sir Gilbert Scott's conjectural restorations
of the original West front (August 16. 1878), and of the
interior of the original apsidal presbyterv (August il.

1878) ; the exterior of Bishop Audlev's Chapel, froui
S.E., a sketch liv S. K, Greenslade, June 12, 18111 ; tlie

late (lldrid Kcntt'6 new West front, January 2, 1903; tlie

twflftli-centnrv episcopal chair in choir, July 25, 18M1;
the t'liiscopal chair, the font, Cantilnpe spire, and Ariua-
blanca tomb (from sketches Ijy G. Haddon), Oct. 5, 1877

:

and t)ie frmrteenth-centurj' processional cross of copper
and silver found in the groining of the centiiil tower by
Lewis Cottingham in 18+1, and purchased and deposited
in the library four years aj^n, December 9, 1910.

Victorian, and Edwardian, The various

architectural phases exemplified must, how-

ever, be dated by the actual characteristics

of the features of the fabric, there lieing an

unusual paucity of documentary evidence,

and we had perforce to re-echo Sir Gilbert

Scott's lament that much of what was
averred apparently authoritatively, was, it

must be confessed, merely an enunciation of

probable theories which could neither be

proved nor tested. No other English

cathedral was so richly endowed as was
Hereford in its ir.onuments of bishops; but

here, again, it must be admitted that all the

effigies of the earlier prelates dated only

from the middle of the 14th century, when,
fortunately for posterity, the picturesque

custom developed in this minster of com-

memorating historic worthies by providing

full-length" recumbent effigies and placing

them in canopied recesses along the walls.

The church in which Ethelbert had been

buried was rebuilt in stone in 825, and again

reconstructed in 1012. It was burned during

an invasion of the Welsh and Danes in 1055,

and remained in ruins till 1079, when Bishop

Robert de Lorraine began the rebuilding, and

the rededication took place in 1110. To
this period belonged the existing rude

masonry of the east wall in the south traii-

sept, which perhaps incorporated in the tri-

forium the rude balusters still existing from

Athelstane's Saxon church of 1012. Probably

the lower portion of the walls and arcades in

the choir also dated from the reign of Henry
the First. The arcades of the nave were

apparently the work of the days of Bishop

Robert de B^'thune. c. 1140-5, and possibly the

rich ornamentation on the capitals was added

a few years later. Before the close of the

12th century the three parallel and in-

dependent eastern apses were replaced by

Bishop William de Vere by a low ambulatory

of four bays, a)id eastward beyond this again,

some twenty years later, a crypt was con-

structed, on" vvhich the Lady-chapol was sub-

sequently raised. About the middle of the

13th century great works were carried out by

Bishop Pe'teV d'Aquablanca. in order to

improve the lighting of the choir, and

possibly because the Norman central tower

had collapsed. Aqnablauca rebuilt the

clerestorv, and a few years later demolisheil

the nortii transept and reconstructed it in a

stilt Teutonic fashion, with acutely pointed,

almost triangular, heads, unique in English

architecture. All tliis work was of similar

character to Aquablauca's canopied tomb,

which was doubtless provided before his

death in I'2C8. The halo of sanctity in-

vesting the burial-place of Ethelbert was

evaporating whou Bishop Swinfield succeeded

in drawing pilgrims and their offerings to the

miracle-working shrine of his predecessor,

Thomas de Cantilupe. ascetic, grasping

pluralist, man of business, and vigorous

defender of the faith. The gifts of those who

visited Cantilupe's shrine were probably

utilised for the rebuilding of the central

tower, and the erection of the chapter house,

and, a little later, for the furnishing of the

choir with its stalls. In the last third of the

I5th century Bishop Staubury built the

vicars' cloister and college, began the

bishop's cloister, and threw out a shallow,

rectangular chantry chapel on the north side

of the choir. The .subsequent additions to the

fabric wero the octagonal two-storied chantry

chapel, extended from the south side of the

Lady chapel by Bishop Edmund Audley.

before his translation to Salisbury in 1502, and

the addition of two bays to the north nave

porch by Bishop Charles Booth in the early

years of Henry the Eighth's reign. The

cathedral's history, from 15.36 until recent

times, was a depressing one. Daring the Civil

War in 1043 the city was taken and retaken

by Parliamentarians and Cavaliers, and

suffered injury from both the contending

forces. The 'Royalists commandeered the

lead from the chapter-house roof, and

Cromwell's soldiers, after driving them out,

smashed the stained glass, tore np the

brasses, def.^ced the monuments, and pillaged

the library. Bishop Bisse was a coarse

iconoclast, with less excuse for his ignoraiice

and greed. He repaired his palace with
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carven stones from the chapter-house, and
erected in the choir a pseudo-Greek altar-

piece of oak, painted like a drop-scene. The
greatest calamity sustained by Hereford was.
however, the fall of the western tower and
('uiiset|ucnt tlestruetion of the main front, an
event which occurred on Easter Monday,
1786. Two years later a German, possessing
the high culture of his race, but bearing the
Eiiglish name of John Butler, was appointed
Eishop. and he, unfortunately, let loose on
the cathedra! James Wyatt, a self-important
architect who had already wrought irre-

parable mischief at Salisbury. Wyatt
shortened the nave by an entire bay and built

up a west front. Carpenter's Gothic in type,
of inconceivably feeble and lustreless

character. Not content with this, he removed
from the whole of the nave the fine Trati-

sitional Norman triforium and clerestory over
either arcade, substituting a meagre design
of his own, and replaced the stone vault by
one of lath and plaster. Some of the damage
occasioned by Bisse and Wyatt was repaired
with inadequate ability by Lewis Cottingham
and his son. and further works were drastic-

ally and skilfully carried out by Sir Gilbert
Scott between 1857 and his death in 1878,
and more conservatively by his son, the late

.John Oldrid Scott, to whom we are indebted
for the new west front. A new library was
built in 1897 at the south-west angle of the
Bishop's cloisters, from plans by the late
Sir Arthur Blomfield.
The lecturer having traced the develop-

ment of the cathedral with the aid of a plan,
conducted a perambulation around and
through the edifice by a series of photographs
thrown on the screen. Old views showed that
until the fall of the, west end in 1786, Here-
ford possessed a central tower with lead-
covered spire and a western steeple, the
arrangement resembling that existing at
Bajigor Cathedral and Wimborne Minster.
Wyatt's west front was contrasted with the
beautiful and appropriate design of 14th-
century type by Oldrid Scott, carried out in

1904-8, and it was demonstrated how this
latter was modified and improved in exe-
cution from the architect's original propo.sal.

The design is of a rich 14th-century type,
obviously founded on the treatment to be
found in the west facade of the neighbouring
cathedral of Lichfield. The work is. said the
author, a veneer of substantial character on
n backing of Wyatt's west wall ; the oppor-
tunity which presented itself of reverting to
the original proportions of the nave by ex-
tending the walls loft, westward on the
Norman foundations being lost, owing to the
foolish timidity of the restoration committee.
The new front is executed in red mottled
sandstone from quarries at Hollington, and
now that the rawness of surface has softened
down, it harmonises in tone as well as in style
admiraldy with the older masonry, especially
with that of the central tower. The entire
fagade. including the turrets flanking the
aisles, the statues and sculptured medallions,
by Mr. Fincher, of Peterborough, is now
complete, and the result has been to trans-
form the whole appearance of the minster.
Much of the credit for this is due to the
irulefatigable energy, wide scholarship, and
refined taste of the present dean, the Hon.
and Very Rev. J. W. Leigh, to whose courtesy
in allowing him access this Whitsuntide to
every part of the fabric and placing many
sources of information at his disposal, the
lecturer expressed his thanks. A general view
of the new west facade is impracticable, owing
to the fact that substantial residences have
been built on alienated ground before it in
Broad-street, one on the site of the pre-
centor's house to the north and the other
on that of the prefector's house to the south,
leaving between but a narrow open space
opposite the cathedral front, as seen from
King-street. These houses ought nndoubtedlv
to be cleared away, but the" diffienltv is to
provide funds for the improvement, for the
sites do not now belong to the Dean and
Chapter. Within Booth's verv successful
16th century north porch is the "original one
of the latter years of the 1.3th century, and a
photograph was exhibited of the dilapidated
saints' figures in the voussoirs of the arch-
way, a hope being expressed that no attempt

will be made to repair this charming statuary

of c. 1290. Passing to the east side of Aqna-
blanca's north transept, R. Garland's sketch,

made in 18.30, was compared with a recent
photograph, showing the alterations nuide by
Sir Gilbert Scott, and especially the recessed
octagonal windows on the clerestory le\'el of

the east transept wall, with which he re-

placed the modern incongruous three-light

openings, as the lecturer heard Scott explain
during his peripatetic lecture given at the

cathedral before the Royal Archaeological
Institute in August, 1877. Bishop Stanbury's
chantry chapel was compared with the

similar ones of Bishops Longland and
Russell on either side of the Angel Choir
porch at Lincoln, it being intermediate in

date between those structures. The surface
nmsonry of the finely proportioned central

tower of Hereford, it was pointed ont, cries

out for conservative repair. The lecturer
suggested that when this renovation is under-
taken the architect will do well to open out
the masonry here and there to ascertain if

there be not, as is very probable, under the
existing shell of 1330, parts of the original
Norman steeple ; in the central tower cf

Canterbury Cathedral, Mr. W. D. Carbe,
F.S.A., the architect to the Dean and
Chapter, discovered, during the recent
extensive restoration, the walls and piers of

the former Norman steeple encased with, and
detached from, the visible 14th - century
masonry. The crocketed pinnacles, now
much decayed, were added by the elder
Cottingham in 1830, and are unusually
well designed for their period. Over the

side windows of the Lady -chapel, which
cannot be earlier in date than 12.30-5, is a

curious survival of an earlier style in the
arcade of interlaced semicircles used as a

frieze under the cornice. Passing round
to the south-east of the cathedral, the
picturesque Audley Chapel and the interior

of the vicars' cloister walk, looking along
the oaken rafters to the north, were in-

spected, and a visit was paid to the little-

known chapterhouse garden, in which but
one arcade to sill level is all that remains of

the beautiful ten-sided chapterhouse of

c. l.'GO. Near by has been built up for security
a pile of capitals, chiefly of the Transitional
Norman and Early English periods, dis-

covered and thrown aside in the course of

various restorations and repairs. Passing
into the garth of the Bishop's Cloister it was
seen that the Dean is steadily carrying out
the policy of bringing the two walks of the
cloister into practical use by successively
partitioning off sections of one, two, or three
bays, adding an inner roof, and glazing the
tracery openings; the apartments thus
created are converted, one into a theological
library for the clergy, and another into a
choir practising room, furnished with n

piano: the last few bays on the cast side are
now being dealt with in like mariner. The
greatest care is taken of all monnnujnts and
ninral tablets, and these are conservatively
repaired where necessary. As at Chichester
and Wells, each also cathedrals served by
secular canons, there never was at Hereford
a north walk next the nave aisle wall, and
the fourth side of the cloisters, that on the

west, was destroyed in the reign of Edward
the Sixth. An illustration of one of the four-

light Decorated windows in the south nave
aisle, with cinquefoil opening in the head
and an equilateral triangle over each pair of

lights, was of interest from a chronological

viewpoint, as thc^ windows are known to have
been erected between 1360 and 1-364, when
Lewis Charlton was Bishop. .\t the south-

west return angle of the cloisters, on the site

of a 16th-eentury grammar-school demolished
in 1830. a two-storied library was built in

1897 from designs by the late Sir Arthur
Blomfield. The work was tame and flat, the

lecturer thought, and the architect seemed
to have failed to utilise his opportunity to the

full and make a piquant feature of the angle

turret, detaching it from the general wall

surface and carrying it some 6ft. to 8ft. above
the eoriiiee level, as he could have seen had
already been done with the quaintly named
Lady's .\rbour at the south-east corner of the

cloister quad. In this library building there

is on the ground floor a reading-room and

storage for modern books, and on the first

floor is an apartment to which, after many
migrations, has been transferred the famous
chained collection of volumes, which from
the Reformation till 1842 was housed in the

cathedral Lady-chapel ; from 1842 till 185G

was stored in the Vicars' College, and from
the last-named date till seventeen years ago
occupied the almost inaccessible Muniment
Room over the eastern aisle of the north
transept, where the author first oxamined it

ill 1877, under the charge of the late Canon
Uavergal. About two hundred and thirty of

the ancient manuscripts and printed books
are still to be seen attached bj' the original

eharcoal-forged wrought-iroii chains to the
14th-century wooden cases, and nearly as

many more loose chains, from which
the books have disappeared, exist in situ.

In fact, there is a larger collection of chained
volumes in this room than in all the single

Bibles and the other libraries in Europe put
together, and by the kindness of the Dean
the lecturer recently spent a most interesting

afteruoon, examining at his leisure these

priceless treasures. They include a beauti-

fully written lOth-centnry copy of the

Gospels, with illuminated initial letters,

showing animal and Runic knots ; a 13tli-

century Hereford Use and an Early 15tli-

Century Bangor Use. and among the printed

books a first edition of Caxton's "Golden
Legend," and a Late 15th-Century "Zabarda
super Clementinus," which has pasted into

the end cover a beautiful pen-drawing,

c. 1250, possibly by a French artist, repre-

senting the Crucifixion, with St. John and
the Virgin Mother; of this charming sketch

and the printed text adjoining a reproduction
was thrown on the lantern-screen. In the

lower room of the new library is a small
museum, among its contents being an oaken
reli(juary covered with copper plates overlaid

with Limoges enamel, on which is rudely

depicted in gilding and primary colours the

murder of Thomas a Becket ; of four figures

standing side by side one is the fully-vested

.\rclibishop. and the other three are armed
knights, one of whom with a sword is striking

at the saint's head ; on the roof of the easse

is depicted Becket's entombment.
In walking round the cathedral few visitors

would suspect that any portion of the fabric

was earlier than the 13th century, until,

when standing near the new library, they
observed beyond the garth, the walled-up
Norman windows in the south transept. On
entering the building, however, one finds

oneself in a narrow and low-pitched nave,

shut off from its aisles by a rich Tran-
sitional Norman arcade, carried by stumpy
round columns. Beyond an elaborate modern
wrought-iron screen is the much darker and
extremely short choir, and yet further back,

the view almost shut off by a central pillar

and huge sculptured spandrel, is a square-

ended presbytery and a deep Lady-chapel.
In every other English cathedral eontaining

much Norman work the contrast is between
an ill-lighted nave opening into a brilliantly

illuminated choir; here at Hereford the

conditions are reversed. But scanty side

illumination is afforded by the aisleless

double transepts, and as we glance upward.
Wyatt's poverty - stricken triforium and
clerestories and Cottingham's reiterated

and sprawding stencil scrolls in the

plaster vault fill one with contempt and
distract attention from the merits of the rich

details of the arcades and pier capitals. Some
of the carving has during recent years been
touched up with great skill by the late .John

Baker, of Beverley, who always bore in mind
the spirit of the original work in his repairs.

The choir-sereen. designed by Scott in 1881

and executed by Skidmore of Coventry, with

statues by Bo'nlton. is too fussv; but it

certainly "increases the apparent dimensions

of the interior. Early this year its decoration

has been completed by the addition at the

north and south ends of large figures of St.

Jlary and King Ethelbert, carved in oak by

Peter Rendl, of Oberanimergau. as memorials

to the widow of Bishop Atlay. A unique

feature of the font, which dates from ahont

1150. is the Greek fret pattern carved in

relief around the rim on the circular bowl;

below are round-headed niches, each con-
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of
taiiiiiig a iiuiLlMuiililiited stuinlnig liguic

an Apostle, aiul against tlie base lean fonr

seated deniigriffins, with tusks and uianes,

Byzantine in type. Near by, under a bay of

the south arcade, is the effigy in armour ot

Sir Richard Penibridge (1375). brought from

the Church of the Grey Friars when th.it

building was destroyed after the Reforma-

tion ; at first placed on the ledge pro-

ieetiny from the outer walls of the south

aisle, near that of another Pembridge

(treasurer of the cathedral who died in 1328),

it was set on the modern altar-tomb base

during Scott's restoration. After a glance at

Bishop Booth's tomb, still protected by its

original railings, a turn was taken into the

nortli transept, where, in the centre, stands

the altar-tomb and effigy of Dr. .James Atlay,

tlie last Bishop ; the figure in Carrara marble

by the late James Forsyth shows a good

likeness; the jejune treatment of the

Decorated panels in the tomb itself leaves,

however, nincli to be desired. On the wall

beliiiul is the portly ))earded figure of Bishop

Herbert "Westphaling. 1602, and under a fine

14th-centurv canopy that of Bishop Thomas
Charlton, 1348. in mitre and chasuble,

while on the east wall is the alabaster bust of

Bishop Theophilus Field, 1636, bearded, with

skullcap and ample lawn sleeves of Charles

the First's day. Sir Gilbert Scott removed

to its original site projecting from this wall

the tomb and shrine of Bishop Thomas de

Cantilupe, who provided Hereford, soon after

his death, in 1282, with a second and

sorely - needed saint of miracle - working

repute. The shrine is of Purbeck marble in

two stages, the lower one decorated with

fourteen mutilated figures of Templars in

chain armour; the upper arcade is open and

is of coarser workmanship and design, and
possibly is of later date. To the right of

this monument is the tomb of Bishop Peter

Aquablanca. Cantilupe's predecessor (1268) ;

the effigy, in full eucharistie vestments, is

enclosed within an open canopy of extreme

beauty and lightness, carried by slender

marble shafts. Turning sliarply liy this

memorial into the north choir aisle, the altar-

tombs on the right were seen of Bishop
Robert Bennett, 1617, on which is a coarsely

executed figure in alabaster, and the richer

tomb and effigy of Bishop .John Stanbury,
!'474

; the latter monument is panelled with

niches containing eleven ficnres of saints and
warriors, showing considerable traces of

colour. Opposite the tomb is Stanbury's
cliantry chapel, having panelled walls and
a flat fan vault reminiscent of some of those

in Gloucester cloisters, but sixty years later

in execution. At the east end of the chapel
is a modern altar and rercdos, richly

decorated in gessowork and gilding. On the

north side of the north choir aisle are three
I eiiotaphs to early bishops—Clive. JVIapenore,

and Rcynelm— effigies placed under canopies
and dating from the 14th century, and,
turning the corner into the north-east trans-

sept, we see on a tablet skied upon the west
wall the bust of a kindly old gentleman in

periwig—.John -Butler, the employer of Wyatt.
In the centre of this transept is the well-

designed altar-tomb of Dean Dawes, from
tile pencil of Sir Gilbert Scott; the effigy is

by .John Noble. Behind it are the canopy
over ihe empty tomb of Bishop Swinfield,
1316. and a richly ornamented coffin-lid from
the grave of Gilbert de Swinfield, Chancellor
of the diocese, who was buried here in 1299.

Turning back into the very cramped and ill-

lighted choir, it was seen that the arcade and
triforium seemed to be intermediate in date
between the east wall of the south transept
and the nave piers and arches; the carving
(in the west face of the spandrel above the
Nornian pillar directly behind the altar

is an excellent example of the work
of the elder Boulton, executed over
sixty years ago from Cottingham's
designs ; the comparatively small and flat

reredos below it is the work of the same
architect and sculptor. The choir-stalls date
from about 1.380, coming intermediate in

period between those at Lincoln and Chester,
but inferior to either in design and crafts-

iiKinship. From among the sixty misereres
the lecturer selected for illustration one

showing a monk playing a violin, eon-

temporary with the stall above, and a second

one, pointed out to him with great pride by

the Dean's verger, near the centre of the

lower north range, and having as its subject

a winged dragon regardant, with the short

legs of a crocodile, and the long toes of an

armadillo. The author remarked i;o the

verger Moore, as he drew attention to it, that

in attitude, pose, and treatment this was a

replica ot a dragon under a stall in Henry
the Seventh's Chapel, of which a photograph
was now exhibited on the screen for com-

parison. The .solution of the coincidence

probably is that during his restoration

Sir Gilbert Scott had this piece of

carving executed to replace a lost or stolen

miserere, and that the sculptor copied the

easily accessible work in Westminster
Abbey. In the choir were also shown a 14tli-

century statue of King Ethelbert disinterred

in 1700 during excavations at the back of

the sumptuous canopied and tabernacled tomb
of Bishop Mayo, who had given orders that

he was to be buried near the figure of St.

Ethelbert; a fine brass, with canopied effigy

in full canonicals, of Bishop Trilleck, and
the famous Early 12th-Ceiitury episcopal

chair. Proceeding into the Lady-chapel, the

graceful effigy in alabaster of .Joanna de

Boliun. Countess of Hereford, and the

adjacent tabernacled tomb of Peter Baron
de Grandisson were seen, and also that

standing puzzle, the so-called rebus tomb,

ascribed to Dean Borew, who died in 1462.

The figure assuredly represents a dean, and
the carvings on the soffit of the canopy depict

boars, with sprigs, possibly of rue-plants,

in their mouths. It would obviously be a

play upon the name of Borew, who was con-

temporary with Bishop John Stanbury in the

reign of Henry the Sixth, were it not for

the disquieting fact that the late Matthew
H. Bloxam, our greatest authority on

Mediaeval moiuiments a generation since,

pointed out that the canopy mouldings and
the dean's costume (cassock, surplice, and
canonical tippet) were both those in vogue

in the middle of the 14th century, just a

hundred years before Borew flourished.

Could it be. asked the lecturer, that as in

some later well-authenticated instances, the

sculptor deliberately selected an archaic and
impersonal treatment for the memorial, to

add to its artistic effect? Looking westwards
from the vestibule to the Lady-chapel, it was
seen that the Early 13tli-Century builders ot

the eastern portion of the fabric, fortunately

for posterity, thought it a pity to waste the

two stout Norman pillars, which still stood in

line in the centra! axis; they therefore raised

over the cushion capitals and octagonal abaci

the springing of new vaulting ribs and
spandrels, and so left for future reference im-

portant documents in stone. In the low crypt

beneath the Lady-chapel, eonstructed at the

end of the 12th century, there is little to

note except the sturdy octagonal columns
carrying the vault and the low tablet built

in tlie centre, eommcniorating a Hereford
merchant, Andrew .Jones. 1497, who repaired

this structure. Returning to the ground
level, the south-eastern transept was seen,

with its very Late perpendienhir tomb, with

tabernacle canopy, to Bishop Mayo, 1516,

and the Renaissance one to Bishop Coke,

1646; on the slab above the latter is carved

a pair of cherubs, turning their backs upon
Bible and prayer-book and contemplating the

reverse side of a shield on wliich the prelate's

armorial bearings are emblazoned. Passing

by the 14th-century cenotaphs to early

bishops in the south choir aisle, the survey

of the cathedral ended in the south transept

with an inspection of the Early Norman east

wall and the famous Mappa Mundi hung in

a frame against it. This map, the work of

a prebendary of Lincoln, one Richard de

Haldingham or de Bello, was executed on a

single sheet of vellum, c. 1300, and is ludi-

crously inaccurate in its delineation of the

world, and its figures of towns, rivers, savages,

birds, and fish. A final illustration taken from
within the close in front of the Deanery gave

a general view of the cathedral from the

north-east—here, as also at Salisbury and
Lincoln, the most picturesque aspect.

Ill conclusion, the lecturer suggested

that great and successful as had been

tlie more recent works of restoration,

much remained to be accomplished. The
repair of the masonry and carving ot the

noble central tower demanded early atten-

tion. An effort ought to be made to acquire

and remove the obstructive houses in Broad-

street, opposite the west front, so as to

open this out from the King-street approach

from the Wye ; following on this, the build-

ings forming the west walk of the cloisters,

from Arthur Blomfield's library to the south

nave aisle turret, should be completed, and

finallv an attempt should be made to re-

construct Wyatt's mean little triforium,

clerestory, and vault over the north and south

nave arcades, and to renew the external

walling and parapets of this western limb.

All these enterprises would involve a very

large expenditure—one which, at the present

juncture, was neither obtainable nor justifi-

able ; but in the more peaceful and prosperous

days which would surely dawn ere long the

realisation of these ideals should be aimed

at, and would render this ancient, historical,

and deeply interesting cathedral yet more

beautiful, harmonious, and attractive than it

is at the present day.

The town council of Torquay have been

granted by the Local Government Board sanc-

tion to borrow £5,000 for extensions ot electric-

lighting mains.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowing by the urban district council of

Brixham of £3,810 for the provision of working-

class dwellings.

Mr. George Edward Bond, of St. Ronans, King
Ediitard-road, Rochester, immediate past-Presi-

dent of the Society of Architects, wlio died on

May 20 last, left £17,327 gross, of which the net

personalty has been sworn at £8,049.

At yesterday's meeting of the City of London
Corporation a letter was received from tlic

London Building Industries' Federation asking

the Corporation to put all possible work in hand
to provide employment during the war.

The urban district council of Burnham,
.Somerset, have agreed to apply to the Lor:il

Government Board for powers to borrow £2,900

for new sewage-works to be laid in the new
urban area. £73 for extended waterworks at

Brent Knoll, and £485 for waterworks at

Berrow.

At Winnipeg, operations are in progress on

the Grain Exchange, which the Traders' Building

Association is erecting at a cost of 500,000dol.

The building will be of stone, brick, and steel

construction. The architects are Messrs. Jordm
and Over, and the general contractors are

iWessrs. Carter-Halls and Aldinger.

The town council of Great Yarmouth have

decided to provide, from plans by their borough

surveyor, an uncovered public bath, with a pond

160ft." long and 30ft. wide, on the gardens cast

of the .\quarium. at a cost of £3,500, ot which

£2,200 will go to labour, the bath to have shelter

on the north, south, and west sides to a height

of lOtt.

At the last meeting of tlie Royal Victoria

Institute ot Architects, the President, Mr. H.

VV. Tompkins, reported that the committee ap-

pointed by tlie council had lost no time before

preparing a draft ot the proposed Architects'

Registration Bill. He was glad to say tiiat they

were likely to receive every encouragement in

the Legislative.

In consequence of the impossibility of pro-

viding the required accommodation in cxisl^ing

barracks, arrangements have been made to build

in the most expeditious manner thousands of hut

barracks of a simple character. Most of these

will be built in Aldershot and on Salisbury

Plain, and the work has already been well

advanced, so that by the end of October it is

anticipated that the great majority will be ready

tor occupation.

At Brancaster, Mr. Courtenay Clifton.

M.Inst.C.E., Local Government Board Inspector,

has held an inquiry respecting an application

liy the rural district council ot Docking to

borrow the sum ot £1.150 tor the purpose of

building houses at "Brancaster. Evidence as to

the urgent need ot cottages in the parish was

given by Dr. Sumpter. Land has been pur-

chased in the village by the district council

sufficient to build six cottages, and a plan sub-

mitted showed the houses would be built in

pairs. The rents would be 3s. 3d. per week.
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Cnrrcnte Calamo.

The work of destruction of Rheims Cathe-
dral adds another to the infamous barbarities

of the German troops. The scene of the

coronations of the earlier French kings, in-

cluding Charles VII. in 1429, at tlie instance

of Joan of Arc, it was also the scene of the

baptism of Clovis in 496 by St. Reuiigins.

The interior of Rheims Cathedral is 46Grt.

long and 121ft. high. There are aisles to tlie

nave and transepts, with a triforium above.

Tlie nave is of eight bays, and tliere are eiglit

chapels in the choir. Everywhere there are

statues. Rich in exquisite 13th-century glass

and tapestries dating back to the IGth

century, together with other Gobelins
tapestries, from designs by Raffaele, given

by the French Government in 1848. Other
treasures in the Treasury included several

reliquaries, the chasuble of Tlionias i\

Becket, a 12th-century chalice, called the

Calice de S. Renii, and a vast quantity of

cluirch plate given by Charles X. at his

coronation. The great west front, with its

triple portals, surmounted by the rose

window, and twin towers, the southern one

containing the famous bell of Rheims, which
weighs 23,0001b. The three portals were

elaborately sculptured. In the "trumeau"

—

or stone pillar dividing the door of the

central portal the Madonna had the principal

place. In one of the side portals was the

exquisite figure of Christ in benediction,

known as Le Beau Dieu. Of this even the

German art critic Liibke wrote, " Is a work
of such beauty that it may be considered the

luost solemn plastic creation of its time. . . .

There is such majesty in the mild, calm ex-

pression of the head, over which tlie hair

falls in soft waves, that the Divine serious-

ness of the sublime Teacher seems glorified

bv truest grace."

Fifteen hundred and eight years ago the

town of Rheims was taken and destroyed by
Attila. It is not by accident that the glorious

Cathedral has been laid in ruins by the hosts

of the Attila of our time, who has held up to

his soldiers the savage leader of the Huns
as their model and example. It was spared

in all the previous wars and internal con-

vulsions of France. The English in their

invasions left it intact; it escaped lightly in

the tumult of the French Revolution ; the

Allied hosts that overran France in the decay

of Napoleon's power did no damage to it;

the Germans in 1870, although they levied a

heavy contribution on the town, did not harm
the Cathedral. But in 1870 the German
soldiers were still primarily soldiers; tbey

had not then been subjected during two
generations to the influence of Geriuan
"culture" and "higher civilisation." It is.

perhaps, some consolation to know that

German architects will never have the chance
of completing the tragedy by German
" restoration "

I

We have received from Mr. Edmund
Burke, principal of the firm of Messrs.

Burke, Horwood, and White, 229, Yonge-
street, Toronto, and immediate Past-

President of the Royal Architectural Institute

of Canada— of whose visit at this office, when
he and Mrs. Burke were in town this sunimcr
we have very pleasant recollections—the Code
tor the Conduct of Architectural Com-
petitions adopted by the Ontario Association
of .Vrehitects, and also the conditions laid

down in the recent competition for a Masonic

Temple in Toronto in which Mr. Barker was

the assessor. The code is based to a large

extent on the revised Regulations of the

Royal In.stitute of British Architects, issued

in December, 1910, with modifications, some
apparently taken from that of the American
Institute of Architects, and others due to the

requirements of Canadian practice. An in-

troductory observation runs to the effect that

"the best way to obtain good results in a

building is to employ a competent architect

outright, choosing him on the ground of

general or special fitness for the proposed

service." If, however, a competition is

required the conditions ought, it is added, to

be clear, adequate, and alike for all, and that

competent persons judge the designs sub-

mitted. It is suggested that competitions

.should, unless prohibited by legislative enact-

ment, be limited to invited architects of

ample qualifications. The appointment and
duties of assessors and the reasons for ex-

clusion of designs set forth, follow very much
on the R.I.B.A. lines. A series of some
sixteen practical suggestions for the pro-

gramme to be submitted to competing archi-

tects is appended. We have gone through

the conditions for the Toronto Masonic

Temple, which seem eminently fair and

explicit. It is interesting to note that the

name of the assessor was not divulged by the

promoters until the designs had been received

and numbered.

It is understood that the King has given

instructions that planting is to bo undertaken

at Sandringham on a scale that will affoixl a

considerable amount of employment. His

Majesty has also given permission for an area

on the Sandringham estate to be placed at

the disposal of the Cambridge University

School of Forestry, in order that it may be

used for purposes of experiment and demon-

stration. Landowners generally will do well

to follow the King's lead. We have several

times drawn attention to the good work the

Cambridge University School of Forestry is

doing, the necessity for which is emphasised

just now more than ever. It is not very

creditable either to British patriotism or

British enterprise that the undoubted oppor-

tunities for home timber-growing on a

scientific basis, and with profitable results,

have been so neglected during recent years,

and few more beneficial helps to home
industry could be initiated than its revival.

The Inspector-General in Bankruptcy, in

his last report, deals with Deeds of Arrange-

ment under the old Act, as one who knows

and can write about them from the inside.

Referring to those assignments which were

too often faked up to frighten creditors into

accepting a small composition, and not

pressing for bankruptcy, he says, officially ;

" In such cases the persons who principally

benefited by the assignment were the

trustees and such of the creditors as sue

eeeded in obtaining preferential treatment.
"

It is, unfortunately, too true that creditors

do often try to get the better of each other,

and in this way they frequently enable a

debtor to get tlie best of them all. It is diffi-

cult to deal with this natural instinct amongst

the creditors; but as. in future, no such deed

will be of any value at all until it is assenlcd

to by a majority both in number and value,

facilities for this kind of fraud must be

greatly reduced. .\s to the professional

trustees concerned under di'cds of assign- I

inciit. even the old Act, theoretically, looked

after them and their accounts. But in prac-

tice, it was not very effective, and it is

rumoured that some of these trustees are not

unlikely to seek other spheres of business

activity—perhaps, even, in other countries!

This sort of thing has become so usual upon
the coming into operation of a new Bank-
ruptcy Act that no one who. whether officially

or otherwise, knows anything about it, will

be at all surprised.

The long history of our bankruptcy legisla-

tion is indeed a record of failure and of

fraud. The compulsory principle of bank-

ruptcy and the voluntary principle of

arranging with creditors by deed, etc., have
alternated in our statutes. The Act of 1883,

passed by Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, was the

best and most effective compromise ever

achieved. But debtors soon grew shy of its

official methods, and under the guise of deeds

of arrangement a good many of the old

scandals, which had flourished in the old days

of liquidations and compositions, came in

again triumphantly. The last Act, of 1913,

which has been in force since April 1 of

this year, now gives ampler powers to the

Courts of Bankruptcy and to the Board of

Trade to deal with those cases of deeds of

arrangement which are still outstanding. It

enables these Courts to deal fully and faith-

fully with trustees, in much the same way as

could hitherto only be done by the Court of

Chancery. We may hope that advantage «i!!

be taken of the new law. Generally speaking,

however, creditors do not care to take trouble

or incur expense in matters of this kind.

Indeed, creditors often want it both ways.

They wish to deal direct with the debtor and

make the best terms they can for themselves,

without official interference, and then, when

things turn out badly, they complain that

their interests have not been watchd over by

the law. The new Act should work better

than the last ; but it is also a compromise

between conflicting thories, and its success

must, in the main, depend upon the creditors

themselves.
«*-

The "Green Book" of the Leeds and York-
shire Architectural Society has been issued on
the eve of the thirty-ninth session of that
flourishing body. It contains the presidential

address of Mr, A. E. Kirk, the report of council

and balance-sheet for last session, lists of

members and of prize-winners, and information
as to the competitions and prizes offered by the
society.

At a special meeting of the town council of
Middleton, Lanes, held on Thursday night in

last week, it was unanimously decided that
application be made to the Local Government
Board for powers to borrow £930 for the pur-
chase of property in Towniey-street, X5,000 for

building twenty-four houses on the Boarsham
Estate under the Housing of the Working
Classes Act, and JEIS.OOO for the erection of a
new town-hall.

The foundation-stone of the new buildings
now being added to Christ Church (Reformed
Episcopal), Martins-hiiie. Liscard. was laid on
Saturday. The chiircli was opened sixteen years
ago at a cost approaching .£3,000. The com-
pletion of the scheme, wliirli provides for a
tower, increases the seating capacity from 350
to 500, and involves a further outlay of .£2,036,

£1,109 towards this amount has been received
or promised, and the balance has been
guaranteed.

The Ipswich Dock Commissioners recently
invited tenders for i he execution of extensive
works authorised under their private Act of
1913; but at their last, meeting it w;is stated
that it was now foinifl lo he impossihie to borrow
the £100,000 rii|iiircd. It was decided not to

proceed further with the proposed new works at
the present time. In the meantime, it was
agreed to continue negotiations with the Local
Government Boarrl, and to take steps for
acquiring certnin properties under the .\rf.
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LAMBETH FIELD CLUBS EXCURSION
TO WEST WICKHAM.

A large party of members and friends of

the Lambetli Field Clulj, nnder tlie guidance
of j\Ir. W. Plomer Young and Mr. William
Rivers, lion, secretary, took part in an
excursion by rail to West Wiekhani on Satur-
day afternoon. At the station they were met
by Dr. Clarence Tierney, who conducted
them to the picturesque Tudor mansion of

Wickham Court, where both the house and
the charming garden had been thrown open
to the visitors by kind permission of Major
Sir Henry A. H. Farnaby-Lennard, Bart.
Dr. Tierney expressed the regret of Sir
Henry and Lady Farnaby-Lennard that they
Avere unable personally to welcome the guests.
Sir Henry ha\ing been -summoned at short
notice to the War Office. The house, he
explained, was rebuilt on old foundations by
Sir Henry Heydon in the troublous times of

Edward the Fourth. It was then a fortified

building, with no external windows except
those in the four octagonal angle-turrets pro-
vided to enable the inmates to watch those
without and to light the spiral staircase in

each. The apartments looked into a small
open court, which has now been roofed over
and converted into a, staircase. After the
Wars of the Roses the house was remodelled,
and the mansion as they now saw it retained
the walls of Edward the Fourth's day, but had
been practically reconstructed and furnished
with external windows in the time of
Henry VIII., c. 1540. In the latter part of
the reign of Elizabeth the Wickham Estate
was sold by Sir William Heydon to .John
Lennard, who gave it to his second son,
Samuel, and this family, now represented in
the female line by the grandson of Sir William
Cator, has resided here for nigh on three
centuries. A modern west wing of brick in-

cludes a water-tower with pyramidal roof. The
present roof had, at some unknown period,
as would be evident on close inspection, been
raised about 18in. above the original one.
In Tudor days the battlements and machicola-
tions were replaced by a stone cornice, and
conical roofs like extinguishers were added
to the four turrets, in the style of a French
chateau ; the pyramidal covers, which were
shown iu old framed prints hung in the
mansion, were removed in the 17th century,
and the turrets were again flat-topped. The
projecting porch on the principal, or west,
front was an addition made in the times of
Cliarles I. Dr. Tierney drew attention to
the heavy oak door behind the porch at the
main entrance, wliich he showed was the
original one of the end of the loth century;
it has a curious wooden lock and spring iron
bars. There are dejits m it where bolts from
crossbows have left their marks, and at one
place the traces of severe battering are
apparent. A singular feature of the house
planning is the evident advantage that has
been taken of the sharp fall of the site to the
north and west to obtain on the other sides
an extra floor. Under tlie north-west turret
is a dungeon, 'ventilated by two airshafts in
the walls of the turret. The ceilings through-
out the house were, and to a great extent
still are. constructed of heavv rough beams
of oak. like the roof of the old dining-hall.
Behind the fine Elizabethan panelling in the
drawing-rooms are remains of still older
panels, also of oak, which are exposed
in places, and were examined with con-
siderable interest by the visitors. Among
the portraits are a full length of Sir
Walter Raleigh and his little son by
Zueehero; Sir John Lennard, Sir Samuel
Lennard, equerry to Prince George of
Dernnark. and another of that prince; Dr.
Farnaby. Ilie Earl and Countess of Sussex
(the latter a Fitzroyl, Henry Hallam the
historian (arandfather of Sir Henry Lennard),
and Miss JIary Hallam, his daupli'tcr. In the
hall the arms emblazoned on glass include
those of Anne Boleyn. niece of Sir Hcury
Heydon, and a frequent visitor to the manor-
liouse ; Edward IV. and his Queen.
Henry VIII., and the families of Hunting-
field (who owned the manor before the
lleydoii.s), Cnpeldyke, Scrope. Cressacre, and
Lennard. The volumes in the library, the
frair^d engrMiugs, an expressive bust in

Sicilian marble of Sir Henry's son-and-heir
Stephen, the old furniture, a number of
heads of English, Continental, and Canadian
trophies to Sir Henry's gun, and other
treasures in this delightful example of an
English manor-house, were examined with
great interest, and some time was spent in
the pleasant gardens, that portion below the
house being approached from the lawn by a
stone flight of stairs, e. 1540, in the centre
of the terrace, not unlike the better-known
steps associated with Dorothy Vernon's name
at Haddon Hall.

The visitors then proceeded along the brow
of the hillside overlooking the valley which
marks the boundary between Kent and Surrey
and the parishes of West Wickham and
Addington. The hillside itself in Kent is the
termination of the outcrop of the Reading
and Woolwich tertiary beds ; the ground
below is the chalk formation. Near Wickham
Court on the hillside are distinct traces of
earthworks, and many flint instruments have
been picked up from "time to time here.

At the manor church of St. John the
Baptist, which stands within the park, the
party were welcomed by the rector, the Rev.
H. Bertie Roberts, M.A. The chancel and
Lady-chapel to the north were, said the
rector, of great interest, and were examples
of Perpendicular work, having been rebuilt
on old foundations in 1-167. Unfortunately,
the western portion of the church, including
a huge transeptal extension northward, wliich
destroyed the fine proportions, and a tower,
was rebuilt in 1844 from the designs of one
Whicheord, who at that time had achieved
fame as the architect of Maidstone Gaol.
The church was reseated, and as far as the
unfortunate additions would allow, was made
more suitable for worship some live-and-
twenty years ago, under the supervision of
the late Mr. John D. Sedding, who was
buried in the west portion of the church-
yard. Restricting attention to the 15tli-
century portion of the fabric, he would
direct attention to the very plain piscina
oil the south side of the chancel, and
to the equally simple aumbry in the
north wall opposite, in which, although the
wooden door was, as usual, gone, the iron
hinge-hooks and the staple for holding the
light still remain. In the south wall of the
Lady-chapel, on the north side of the eliancel,
was a second piscina. In the floor of the
chancel were three small monumental brasses,
the oldest of which commemorated William
de Thorp, rector of the parish, who died in
1407, and another was to one Stockton, obit
1515, and a third to John de Blagmoore,
yeoman of the guard, and his three wives,
1568. The glory of the church was the fine
Late 15th-century painted glass in the Lady-
chapel, which had often been described aiid
illustrated, although nothing could be ascer-
tained as to its history. One represented St.
Anne teaching her little daughter, the Virgin
Mary, to read (from a leather-bound volume
in black letter), and another showed St.
Christopher bearing the Infant Jesus across
a stream. The modern windows were by the
late Mr. C. E. Kempe. Mr. Bryan. .Tiid the
late James Powell. The beautiful and
simply-wrought chancel screen dated from
about 1500. Several traces of an earlier
church were apparent near the north-east
angle of the Lady-chapel. At the conclusion
of the visit the rector kindly entertained the
visitors to tea in the rectory, and the thanks
of the party were accorded to Sir Henry
Faruaby-Lennard and to the Rev. H. Bertie
Roberts, on the motion of Dr. Tierney,
seconded by Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper.

Central-avenue. Leicester, the owner of four
houses in Stockbrook-street, Derby, Mr. W.
H. Simpson, architect, Leicester, applied to
the couneil for a contribution of £10 towards
an expenditure of £59 incurred in complying
with an order for the conversion of existing
accommodation into water - closets. He
pointed out that his client paid £1,500 in
succession duty on the property, that any
imaginary or real nuisance could have been
remedied at a much smaller outlay than was
resorted to in the belief that the authority
would make a contribution, as was done in
most other towns, and that an effect of the
conversion was a saving to the council of £1
per annum in the removal of refuse. He also
mentioned that in a similar case at Beeston
the urban district council had borne part of
the cost.

On receiving a notification that the sanitary
committee were unable to accede to the
request, Mr. Simpson suggested that the.

matter should be considered by the whole
couneil, "as it would appear a question of
policy which is of grave interest and concern
to property owners." The installation of
pans instead of the more expensive system
would, he urged, have been in strict com-
pliance with the order, and the committee
would have been powerless to compel any-
thing further. The communication eoii-

cluded :
—

Imless. therefore, your Corparation are iirepared to
treat this matter in a mure liberal spirit than indicated
\>y your letter, I am instructed to lay the whole matter
hefore the Local Government Board, and, if necessary,
afterwards to ventilate the matter iu the public Press.
I trust, therefore, the question will be reconsidered and
dealt with more liberally, and thus obviate any further
action on my client's part.

The town clerk replied that Mr. Richards
was asking the corporation to depart from
their established practice, and if he -.-.as dis-

satisfied with the reqnirements he had his
ordinary remedy. "The corporation," he
added, "are not likely to be deterred from
doing their duty in this and similar cases
owing to the threat contained in the latter
portion of your letter."

Asking for a reconsideration of the claim,
Mr. Simpson explained that his client would
have resisted the order but for his desire to
assist the corporation in carrying out their
duties, and his belief that for executing work
beyond the statutory requirements he would
be partly i-einibnrsed by the council under a
private Act or an adoptive section of the
Public Health Act, 1907.
The committee were unable to see their

way to depart from their previous decision,
and accordingly Mr. Richards, "feeling much
aggrieved," has caused a copy of the corre-
spondence to be sent to the President of the
Local Government Board.

A PROPERTY OWNER'S GRIEVANCE.
A point of some importance to property

owners is involved in a controversy which
has arisen between the Derby Corporation
and a Leicester gentleman. It relates to the
power of a local governing authority to assist
in meeting the cost of the substitution of up-
to-date for obsolete sanitary conveniences in
private dwellings, which power the council,
as appears from correspondence, have
hitherto declined to exercise.

Acthig on liehair of Mr. B. W. Richards,

Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Smith, of Market Deeping,
celebrated their golden wedding last week. Mr.
Smith is a builder and contractor, and three of
their sons are in business as contractors at Moose
Jaw, Alberta.

During the gale on Monday night the new sea-
wall promenade now in course of construction
below the South Cliff at Withernsea was
wrecked. Fifty yards of reinforced-concrete wall
and tliousands of tons of fiUing-up were washed
away. The work was approachinij completion,
and the damage is estimated at £1,000.

A joint committee of the Institutions of
Civil. IClectrical, and Mechanical Engineers is

engaged in the selection of men for the engineer
units of the Royal Naval Division. There are
slil! some vacancies to be filled, and applica-
tions are invited from engineers and architects
who are members of professional societies.

.Application to be made in person at the special
recruiting oflice. No. 2. Savoy-hill, between ten
o'clock and one o'clock, or between two o'clock
and four o'clock.

The parish council of Dunblane and Lccropt
have been engaged for the past two vears in
the la\ iiig out of a new cemetery at Barbiisli.
near Dunblane, having in view the closing at
some future time of the cathedral churchyard.
Situated close to the Queen Victoria School, the
area of the cemetery occupies five acres, liaTf

of wJiich has been developed. The openin*;
ceremony and dedication service took place on
Saturd.ay. The architect was Captain Christie,
and the builder-'i were Messrs. Headridi,'e and
Sons, of DiniblaiiP. The nullav has been '£'2,872.
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#ur Illustrations.

A XEVV CIVIC CENTEE FOR EXETER.
(A full description of this double-page will

b.' fouud in our first article.)

CLUB HOUSE, AVILTOX PARK,
UEACO.NSFIELD, BUCKS.

This building, for the BeiicoiisfieUl Golf
Club, is situated between Gerrard's Cross
and Beaconsfield. and about one mile from

uliiniury stacks, the front loggia and
verandah being constructed with brick piers,

oak posts, and beams, together with brick-
nogging filling, the roof being covered with
silver-grey old country tiles. The coffered

ceiling to the verandah is constructed wiili

green slates, and the paving is of green slates

and stone. A large garage, to accommodate
from tliirty to forty cars, is provided close

to the entrance drive, together with stabling.

.\de(juate accommodation is also provided for

caddies, caddie master, professionals, and
work'-hnp. The building was executed bj
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Seer Green. The railway company are pro-
viding a new hall adjoining the elub-lionsc,
for the convenience of golfers. The site is

on higii ground, and commands a good view
of the surrounding well-wooded Buckingham-
shire countryside. Tlie club accommodation
provides on the ground floor a large club-
room, with loggia and bay windows over-
looking the golf-course, also the ladies' locker
and retiring-rooms, the secretary's room,
and the gentlemen's locker-room and lava-
tory. Separate direct access is provided from
the golf-course to the ladies' and gentlemen's
retiring-rooms. From the club room an oak
staircase leads up to the dining-room on the
first floor, adjoining which are the smoking-
and committee-rooms. French easennints
opeji out from the dining-room on to a
verandah over the loggia, intcjided to be
used for dining purposes. Ample kitchen
and service arrangements are provided on tue
ground and first floors, together with sleeping
accommodation for tlie steward and resident
staff. The decorative treatment throughout
is of a simple character, with oak panelling
and beams. The dining-room has a vaulted
ceiling, witli oak principals showing in the
room, and above a high oak panelled dado is

a finely modelled enriched plaster frieze. The
fireplaces are executed in Beer stone, with
large dog-grates and tiled hearths. The
building has been executed in red 2in. bricks,
with moulded - brick window - jambs and

Mr. .J. Watson, of Ascot, from the designs
of Mr. Stanley Hamp, of Messrs. Collcutt,
Hamp, and Tilden, of .36, Bloomsbury-s(]uare,
London, W.C, The illustrations given here-
with are from drawings shown by the archi-

tect at this year's Royal Academy.

HOUSE AT AVERHAM, XOTTIXGHAM-
SHIRE.

This honse, illustrated from the arcdiitcet's

Royal Academy drawing, has been designed
for Mr. H. Wilfrid Walker for a site at

Averbam, near Xew'ark, Xotts. Owing to

difficulties in the way of the purchase of the

land the scheme has been postponed for the
present. I'he walls are intended to be

finished with cream-coloured plaster and red-

tile bands, and the roof with black glazed
pantiles. The plans below the view illus-

trate the arrangements, which are unusual
and of no little interest. Mr. Cyril A. Farey,
of 10, Lincoln's Inn-fields, is the architect.

HOUSE AT MADRID FOR THE DUKE
OF SAXTO MAURO.

The site of this building is in the Zurbaus,
near Madrid, and has a frontage of li.'ift. and a
depth of 100ft., the building-line being (lush

up to the pavement. Oti the right-hand side

is a low garage, and on the left an open
garden that will never be built on. The
intended materials are hand-made sand-faced
bricks and stucco dressings, the roof being I

covered with pantiles. The accommodation
on the first floor is a large front drawing-
room and a bondoir at the back. The two
upper floors together contain five bedrooms
and bath- and dressing-rooms en suite. The
oval staircase is to be of stone up to the
first floor, with wrought iron and bronze
railing. Some little difficulty was experienced
in the plan on account of the service door
being on a level with the pavement, no front
area being allowed. The passenger lift runs
right the way up tlie house, 'fhe contract,

has not yet been decided. The drawing was
shown at the Royal Academy this season by
Mr. E. Grey Wornum, the architect of the
building. The wish of the owner was that
the design and character of the house should
be English in feeling: hence the particular
style adopted for this work by the architect.

BROADWAY HOUSE, WESTMINSTER.
These premises are being built for Mr. R.

H. H. Stanger, on the site of his existing
buildings, occupied as testing works and
laboratories. The building is of fireproof
construction throughout, the front block
being built under the provisions of the 19119

London County Council General Powers
Act. The elevations to Tothill-street, Dart-
mouth-street, and Carteret-street will be
faced with Portland stone, and the internal
areas of the building generally with white
glazed bricks, and the rear elevations with
Snffolk white bricks. Westmoreland green
slating will be used on the roofs. An electric

lift will be installed in the front block,
approached from the main entrance in

Tothill-street, and from the main staircase

on all floors. The back portion, already
finished, consists of basement and two other
floors, and is in occupation by Mr. Stanger as
offices and laboratories, and the front portion
consists of basement, ground, and six floors

above, which will be let as offices, divided
up to suit tenants' requirements. In the

back portion chemical laboratories are placed
on the first floor, offices on the ground floor,

and mechanical and cement-testing labora-

tories in the basement. Tlie laboratories have
been equipped with most up-to-date fittings

and apparatus throughout, the joinery being
teak. In addition to the entrance in Tothill-

street, a separate entrance and goods lift

have been pro\ided for access to this portion
from Dartmouth-street, and a separate electric

lift is also provided, serving the three floors of

this block. A low-pressure hot-water system
of heating, with reinforced circulation, is

provided for throughout, and also hot-water
supply, and the drainage of the premises is

on the ejector system. The architect is Mr.
Edgar Stones, of St. Lawrence House,
Trump-street, King-street, Cheapside, E.C.
Messrs. Walter Lawrence and Son are the

builders. The fireproof floor-joists, etc., are

being laid by the Fawcett Construction Co.,

of 47, Victoria-street, S.W., ou their well-

known Mon'lithcrete system.

m*w

A proposal to construct a new road from
Blackpool to Poultou is under ttie consideration
of the authorities concerned. Towards the cost

of the scheme the Road Board has offered a con-

tribution of £20,000.

The new parish church of Kirkintilloch was
dedicated last week. The church is built of

red sandstone, and is in the style prevalent ati

the close of the 14th century. It is massive in

design, and simple in detail. The estimated cost

is £14,000.
A marble and alabaster pulpit was deilicated

last week by the Moflerator of the General
Assembly of the Church of .Scotland (Professor

Xicol. D.D.) in Pollokshiclds Parish Clmrch.
Glasgow. The work was designed by Mr. P.

Macgregor Chalmers, architect. Glasgow. The
pulpit is octa!;onal in shape. .\n open arcaded

pedestal of alabaster rests on a moulded and
carved base of loiia marble. Eight corbels

carved with the leaves of the oak, vine, ivy,

currant, thor«. filbert, maple, and rose, support

the angles of the upper part of the pulpit, with
sculptured figures of angels hearing bells. lona
marble shafts decorate the ansles, and the
cornice is carved with the vine. The panels are
of Skyros marble, with the exception of the
front panel, which is of statuary Carrara
marble.
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EXPORTS OF IRON OR STEEL BARS,

RODS. ANGLES. SHAPES. OR
SECTIONS.
Tlie following statement, issued by the

Board of Trade, shows tlie value of angle-

iron, etc., exported from Germany, Austria-

Hungary, and the United Kingdom to all

destinations in a rseent year:—
K.\portetl from (iermau.v (19121—

Girders £2,61-,(XK1

Malleable iron bars e.xceiit girders,

iin&haped bar iron, hoop irou 5,6S2,00O

Total £8,299,000

Exported from Austria-Himgar;- (1913)—

Iron and steel in bars or rode,

hammered, rolled, or drawn

—

Not shaped £117,000

Shaped 50,000

Total £167,000

Exported from the United Kingdom (1913)

—

Iron, wrougbt, in bars, rods, angles,

and shapes or sections £1,326,000

Steel in bars, rods, shapes, or sections 3.571,000

Girders, beams, joists, and pillars 1,043,000

Hoops and strips 440,800

To sum up, therefore, it would appear that

the ma.ximum amount of German and

Austrian trade in iron or steel bars, rods,

angles, or sections which might under present

circumstances be diverted to British manu-

facturers, is as follows:

—

In the United
Kingdom

(a) German trade (1912)— Market.

(-^i|-(Jgj.g £o59,o00

Malleable iron bars, ex-

cept girder- : unshaped
bar iron ; hoop iron 676,400

In Colonial
,k Neutral
Markets.
£1,980,400

Total £1,336,200

4,721,250

£6,701,650

£93,140
47,160

Total £6,380,800

Owing to differences in classification in-

dicated by the foregoing particulars, it is not

possible to make a close comparison between
the exported products of the several coujitries.

The aggregate of Germany's exports of angle-

iron, etc., amounted in 1912 to £7,937,850, or

95 per cent, of Germany's exports of such

goods to all destinations. It will be seen that

the United Kingdom was Germany's most im-

portant customer for girders and malleable

iron bars, etc., with £1,'236,200. Other im-

portant German markets for all classes of

angle -iron, etc., were the Netherlands
(£1,167,000). Switzerlajid (£773.250), Argen-
tina (£617,200), and Japan (£427.050). Con-
siderable amounts were also sent to British

India, Australia, and Canada among the

Colonial markets, to SwedcTi, Denmark.
Belgium, Italy, Roumania, Norway, and
Russia in Europe, and to the Dutch East
Indies, Brazil, and the United States.

The aggregate value of Austria-Hungary's
exports of angle-iron, etc., amounted to

£140,300, or 84 per cent, of her total exports
of such goods to all destinations. Austria-
Hungary's exports of this class of goods are

trifling in comparison with those of Germany.
."Austria's principal markets are to be found
in South-Easteru Europe— viz., Roumania,
Italy, Bulgaria, and Servia, the only other
nuirkets of any importance being Russia,
Turkey, and Argentina. The aggregate value

of British exports of angle-iron, etc., to

foreign markets amounted to £5,696,400, or

89 per cent, of the United Kingdom exports
of this class of goods to all destinations.

From two-thirds to three-fourths of our
exports go to British Dominions, though the

United States, Russia, Japan, France, Nether-
lands, and Belgium are also very valuable
markets, particularly for .steel bars, rods,

shapes, or sections.

The United Kingdom easily holds the
Colonial and United States markets, and also

holds a fair position in the Russian, Japanese,
and Argentine markets. There would appear
to be openings at the expense of Germany in

must of the European markets, especially the
Ni'lhcrlands and Switzerland. Compared
with Germany, the United Kingdom holds an
extremely strong position in the South
African, Cingalese, Canadian. Now Zealand,
Australian, and Indian markets, though in

the two latter cases German competition is

not lacking. We hold a fairly strong position

in Eu'vpt and the United States, and are

doing fairly well in the French, Russian, and
Brazilian markets; but in most of the

European markets there would appear to he

important openings for British manufacturers
of bar, angle, etc., iron, particularly in

Scandinavia. Denmark, the Netherlands,

Belgium, Italy, and Roumania.
Ii'i the Diilch East Indies and Japan.

Germany has a Iouk lead over the United
Kingdom, but in China the reverse is the

case. Germany's exports of such iron to

Argentina are two-and a half times as great

as those of the United Kingdom, but in the

remaining South American markets we have
a lend, thonuh not a large one.

(I)) Austro-Hiingarian Trade
11913)—Iron and steel

in bars. or rods,

hammered

—

Not shaped —
Shaped —

Total — £140.300

Making a grand total of £8,078,150. Tlie German
figures for 1912, and the Austrian figures for 1913. have
been added so as to give an idea of tue bulk of the trade

in a year.

The following particulars are available as

to the special requirements of certain markets

abroad :

—

AnSTRALIA.

The following figures show the total imports

into Australia in 1912 of iron and steel bars,

rods, angles, tees, and iron bars of fancy

pattern in the state in which they leave the

rollers; hoop iron; girders, beams, channels,

joists, columns (rolled), trough and bridge

iron and steel, not drilld or further manu-
factured ; shafting, cold rolled, turned, or

planished :

—

Cwt. £
United Kingdom 2,453,476 ... 1.040,617

Germany 687,218 ... 209.921

All Countries 3,679,338 ... 1,467,601

In this market the LTnited Kingdom holds

a strong position. Her most formidable com-

petitor is Germany, whose share of the total

trade in 1912 was over 14 per cent. In liis

trade report for 1913, H.M. Trade Com-
missioner states that notwithstanding in-

creased competition from Germany and oilier

countries, the position of the United Kingdom
in regard to girders, beams, channels, joists,

bridge iron, etc.. was fairly well maintained,

imports from the United Kingdom having

averaged over 78 per cent, in a trade of an

average annual value of about £235,000.

"The imports of bar, rod, angle, and tee

iron in 1908, 1909, and 1910 were as follows :—

beams, pillars, girders, and bridgcwork ; and
irou or steel hoops and strips:

—

Tons. 1913. £
United Kingdom 85,316 ... 811,480

Germany 66.933 . 463,284

All countries 254,49t .. 2,030,785

The following particulars are extracted

from the Review of the Trade of India in

1912-13, compiled by the Director General of

Commercial Intelligence:
—"The imports of

iron or steel bars and channels from Germany
in the year 1912-13 were 40,351 tons ; those of

beams, pillars, etc., 16,686 tons; hoops and

strips. 3.368 tons. The imports from the

United Kingdom in the same period were :

—

Iron or steel bars and channel 26,249 tons

Beams, pillars, etc 2t.713 ,,

Huops and strips 16,090 ,,

"About five-sixths of the bars and channel

are of steel. In angle and spring steel the

share of the United Kingdom amounted to

16,972 tons, while Germany and Belgium con-

tributed 12.686 tons."

An Austrian Consular report from Bombay
for the year 1912 mentions that whilst 77 per

cent, of the total importations of iron and
steel come from Great Britain, 47 per cent,

of the steel products imported are assignable

to German manufacturers. The quantity of

steel imported in 1912 from the two leading

sources of supply were : from Germany 60,840

tons, from Great Britain 31,210 tons. It is

to be noticed that in regard to material for

building purposes iron products are preferred

to steel.

The Austrian Consul at Calcutta states

that in 1912, out of total importations of

706,000 tons under the heading Iron and
Steel, about 40 per cent, was divided between

Belgium. Germany, and the United States of

America. A recent Austrian Consular report

from Bombay, referring to the importation

of iron and steel bars, "states that Germany
and Belgium practically divided this trade

between them, Great Britain accounting for

only 5.000 tons in 1912-13. The heavier

materials, such as girders, pillars for bridsje

building, etc.. of iron and steel, are supplied

bv both Germany and Great Britain, but

Germany here also has the lion's share.

A German Consular Report on the trade of

Bombay in 1910 states: "Imports of iron and

steel have increased in the last five years

from 523,000 to 643,000 tons. In 1910, 385.000

tons came from Great Britain, and 229.000

tons from CJermany and Belgium together.

German and Belgium goods are difficult to

separate, as German exports to India are

Total imports into the Commonwealth

1908.

Cwte.
1,313,851

Share of—
United Kingdom
Germany

I
rer cent.

I

70.26

10.99

£
574,007

Per cent.
71.2

9.06

Cwts.
1,381,236

Per cent.
60.77
13.37

£
555,811

Per cent.
70.87

10.37

1910.

Cwts.
l,959,86t

Per cent.
66.15
14.85

£
785,608

Per cent.
7o.:J6

12.86

"The imports of hoop-iron in 1908 10 were as follows :
—

1008. 19119. 1910.

Cwts.
62.604

£
29,800
18,8611

58,120

Cwts.
67.813
47.9116

136,920

£
25,248
21,217
61,052

Cwts.
59,340
50,943

144,375

£
27.604

Germany 38.857

120,449

27.230
66,297

The value of German hoop-iron imported

into the various States in 1910 was as follows :

New South Wales, £12,017; Victoria,

£9,319; Queensland, £2,519; South Aus-

tralia, £2.284; Western Australia, £831;

Tasmania, £250. The Continental hoop-iron

generally shipped at Antwerp. Germany
sends n'lore steel and Belgium more iron ;

generally speaking they are about equal,

though Germany has a slight advantage. Iron

bars and steel rods more especially come from

Belgium, and steel rods also from Germany.

is im'portedToT'cooperage'pnrposes at 'about In other rolled products, such as steel sheets

£8 10s. c.i.f.. and resold at approximately and girders, (5reat Britain takes the lead, bul

£10 a ton on the Australian market. A small
;

Germany and Belgiun have a large share."

proportion, roughly estimated at about 10

per cent., of the Continental imports is

galvanised hoop, utilised for fencing and
building.

TRITISII 1NI)I,\.

The figures below show the quantity and

value of the imports into India during the

fiscal year I'lided March .31, 1913, of bar and
channel irou and steel ; angle, bolt, and rod

iron ; ancle and spring steel ; iron or steel

EGYPT.

The following statement for the years 1912

and 1913 gives the value of the imports into

Egypt from the undermentioned countries of

iroii and steel hoops, rolled bars, angles, and

girders :

—

1912.

United Kingdom £E89,323
Germany 33,734

Belfrium 188,089

AUc.inntrles 313,134

1913.

£E 101 ,375

42.700
211,196
467,317
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German goods find ;in increasing sale,

because the German manufacturers produce
a special section of less weight than the
Belgian girders. In 1910 6. -128 tons of German
girders were imported. The Uiiited Kingdom
supplied chiefly sections of Ijetter quality to

the e.\tent of 1,478 tons in llllH. Girders are
used not only by builders, but also as supports
for wooden telegraph posts and for liglit

iron buildings. The price in November, 1911,
was £E6 per ton delivered in Alexandria.

E.\R AND ANGLE IRON.

In the year 1910, of 22,235 tons imported,
3,224 tons came from the United Kingdom,
and 2,040 from Germany. Bar iron is sold
for cash at £E6 os. a ton, and angle iron at

£E6 8s., delivered at depot in Alexandria.

A German Consular Report on the trade
of Egypt in 1912 states:—"Total imports of

iron and steel goods were somewhat lower in

1912 than in the previous year. The decrease
is greatest in British and French goods, while
those from Germany and Austria-Hungary
show a slight increase. Steel goods consist
of round and rectangular bars and plates, and
are used for smiths' work, railings, gates,

etc. Rods are imported between 3-I6in. and
lin. by T16in. ; between lin. and 2in. by Jin. ;

and between 2in. and 4in. by Jin. Round
steel bars are being imported in larger
quantities, as reinforeed-concrete buildings
are gaining in favour, and round steel bars
are adapted for this use. The diameter is in

quality Xo. 1 up to lin., and in quality No. 2
from -lin. to l^in. A fairly large business is

done in hoop iron and steel (chiefly steel) for

packing cotton bales."

The following particulars of tlie trade in

iron and steel goods in 1912 are extracted
from a report published in the "Bulletin
Commercial " (Brussels) : — " The total
imports of girders in 1912 were 18,248 tons,

as against 17,327 tons iii 1911. In this

tonnage Belgium's share was 15,870 tons in

1912 and 14^686 tons in 1911. the balance
being shared by England and Germany. It

may be mentioned in passing that girders
should, on demand, be rolled to the minimum
profile; this detail is of importance, the
girders being resold in most cases at the
theoretical "weight. These girders are not
used solely for constructional purposes, but
serve also as supports for telegrapli poles.
The heading 'Wrought Iron and Steel in

Bars ' comprises angle iron, U and T iron for
construction and fences, square and flat for

smiths" work, and especially round and hoop
iron for ferroconcrete. The imports in 1912
were 21,167 tons, against 22,913 tons in 1911,
the fallingoff corresponding to tlie diminished
activity in the building industry. Belgium
supplied 15,414 tons in 1912, the remainder
being supplied by England, Germany, and
France."

ITALV.

A German Consular Report gives tlie

following figures of imports of wrought iron
and steel, rolled or forged, in bars or rods, in

1911 and I9I2:—
1911. 1912.
Tons. Tons.

From Austria-Hung,iiy 7.460 .-. 5,41.')

,, (Jermany B9,71« ... 69.4«5
Great Britain 3,997 . 4,978

., AH countries 100,921 . 106,005

GREECE.
The most recent Austrian Consular Report

from Salonika was issued at a time when the
Balkan War had brought about exceptional
conditions. It was anticipated that great
activity would result in the building industry.
and the Austrian suppliers were recommended
to direct keen attention to this market. It
was stated that prior to the crisis the im-
portations of ironware into Salonika were
provided for in the following proportions:
Germany, 50 per cent. ; Austria-Hungary, 10
per cent. Belgium and Germany have been
successful by price competition" in entirely
supplanting the Swedish suppliers who
formerly held this trade. The Consul states
that Austrian ironware is preferred to boih
the Belgian and the German by reason of
its superior quality, and Austrian manu-
facturers are recommended to be more active
in despatching competent travellers to exploit
this market. Iron and steel lieams (imports

about 2.500 tons yearly) come almost entirely

from the Diisseldorf Syndicate. Otlier
Austrian Consular Reports attach importance
to the capacity of this country as a consumer
of iron and steel. It is stated that Austrian
steel is the most popular, and is almost ex-

clusively demanded.

BULGARIA.
.\ustrian manufacturers have a very great

advantage over other foreign importers,
owing to the superiority of transport facilities

from Austria-Hungary. So far as girders are
concerned, the demand is strong, and is

catered for chiefly by Germany. Local
builders have become accustomed to using
the German sections. In foundry iron. Great
Britain is the principal supplier, a portion
of the trade being done via Roumania, which
is also a considerable consumer of this

material.

SERVIA.
An American Consular Report issued in

June, 1912, states: "Iron girders come
principally from Austria and Germany.
The importations are rapidly increasing,
amounting in 1911 to 3,000 tons. These
girders are sold in Servia according to

the , rules of the Deutscher Verband
(German Steel Trust). They are of normal
profiles, and in length from 12 to 15
metres; extra widths acording to the fixed
extra prices; extra wide girders, system
Grey, length 15 metres, width 10 to 40 centi-

m.etres. "The prices at which dealers here
closed some time ago ranged from IGO to 165
francs per ton e.i.f. Belgrade by water
transport from Austrian works. SL'rvian
merchants are making purchases of 200 to

600 tons, paying against documents."
The German Consul at Belgrade, in a

report on Servian trade in 1911-12, states:—
" Malleable iron in billets and rods, not
rolled, came, as previously, from Austro-
Hungarian works; only small quantities came
from other places. The demand amounted to

about £1.200, a small increase on the previous
year. Unworked iron (in bars, ovals, hoop
iron, round iron, etc.). especially for building
purposes, is generally imported here from
Austria and Hungary, for the reason that it

is easier to weld in the primitive workshops
of the country than German iron. For re-

inforcing concrete, however, where welding
is of no importance, the cheaper kind is pre-

ferred, and the German product could, with
a little trouble, gain the market. The imports
have risen since last year, and reached about
£88.000 in 1911, from £72,000 in 1910.

Austria and Germany supplied them. The
German lionses lia\e gained some business by
following advice given to them as to packing
and payment following the prevailing
custom. Worked iron (T. H, Z, L, +, etc.,

sections), was imported to the value of nearly
£16,000. as against £13,440 in the previous
year. mainly from Austria Hungary. A
deciding factor in a great many orders is t!ie

proximity of Austria-Hungary, and tiie con-

sequent ability to execute urgent orders at

short notice."

The Austrian Consul General for this

country gives some figures for 1911. showing
the extent to which Germany and Austria-

Hungary ha\e predominated as suppliers of

Ser\ ian requirements of iron and steel. The
figures refer to metals and metal goods gcner-

a!lv. the figures covering individual items not
being analysed according to source of supply.

lmportation3 into Sen-ia in 1911 of Metals aiul

Metal Goods.

Country- of Oriiriu. Approximate VhIul-.

Anbtria-Hnngar^' i:)«o.i«iii

Germaiiv . 2:is.iHlii

Great Britain :)n,(HHl

In the year alludcil to. Austrian imports
showed a tendency to increase, German
imports to decrease.

TIRKEY-IN-ASIA.

The following is taken from the report of

II. M. Consul General at Beirut on the trade
and commerce of Beirut and the Coast of

Syria during 1912: "The steady increase in

the importation of iron is due, firstly, to a

greater demand for iron girders generally,

and especially in connection with the re-

cnnstrnction of houses and shops liurnt. down

Articls. Country.
Girders Belgium .-

,, Germany , .

,, France
Bai-a Belgium ...

,, Sweden

in a great conflagration at Damascus, and,
secondly, to purchases by speculators in an-
ticipation of a rise in the near future.
Imports of iron and steel girders and bars to
Beirut during the year 1912 were as follows:

Quantity. Price per ton.
.i.Him tons i? o
1,200 „ 7 5
900 , 7 in

1,100 6 15
1.50 „ U

The following extracts are from the Report
of the Special Commissioner sent by the
Board of trade to Syria :

—

WROUGHT STEIiL GIRDERS.
Beirut.—Made of "Thomas" steel, rolled,

of Belgian manufacture. The consumption
at Beirut, the Lebanon, and Damascus is

estimated at not less than 4,000 to 6,000 tons
per annum, which are imported through
Beirut. These girders come in what is known
as "profit beige." "profil allemand," and
"profil nonnal," that is, ordinary dimensions.
Lengths are from 3 to llj metres, and the
two ends which are at right angles to the
length (I.) are from 10 to 30 centimetres in

breadth. Germany has also been sending
considerable quantities. The prices are about
13.40 to 1.3.60 francs per 100 kilos. Discount
of 3 per cent, for cash or four months' credit
c.i.f. Beirut. These girders find a ready sale

in Beirut at IJ piastres, Beirut, per oke, ami
credit is invariably given. Small parcels of

Russian girders are sometimes imported.

GIRDERS AND JOI:>r,S.

.lleppo.—These were scarcely known in

.\leppo five or six years ago, owing to the
difficulties of transport by road from the
coast. The linking up of .\leppo with Beirut
by rail has made their introduction into this

region possible, and large quantities have
been imported during the last two years, the
amount brought in having exceeded 1,000

tons for each year. Both girders and ioists

are of German make, the normal sizes being
' from 13 to .30 centimetres height of web. and
from 3 to 10 metres long. The cost is 1.30

francs per ton c.i.f. Beirut, with 3 per cent.

I

discount for cash. These girders and joists

I

can only be used in Aleppo itself, as tlieir

awkward lengths render transport into the
interior very difficult.

BAR STEEL.

From 30 to 40 tons is all the consumption,
and it is all imported from the United
Kingdom. The price of sale on the market
in Aleppo is 3 piastres per oke, which is

equal to l^d. per lb. An Austrian steel in

bars, made at Streiteben. is imported in fair

quantities, from 40 to 60 tons representing
the annual consumption.

STEEL BARS.

Aleppo.—Of soft basic, mild steel, are im-
ported from Belgium and sometimes from
Germany. They come in 12ft. lengths. This
kind of steel has now entirely taken the place
of No. 2 iron " Fer Marchand " (Belgian).

Ordinary sizes, from half an inch and
upwards, for round and square bars, cost

£stg.4 9s. the ton net f.o.b. Antwerp, and
rolled rods of the dimensions of three-
sixteenths to seven-sixteenths of an inch,

about £stg.5 per ton. Britisli quotations
for the same kinds are about £stg.6 5s. and
£stg.6 15s. per ton f.o.b. Liverpool— i.e.,

British-made bars are from 25s. per ton
dearer. Consumption is from 600 to 700 tons
per annum, and is increasing. The Acting
British Vice-Consul at Adana wrote in July.

1914, that there is an opening in his district

for iron girders for buildings of all

descriptions.

INITKD STATES OF AMERICA.

The British Vice-Consul at Pensacola wrote
in December, 1913: "If satisfactory prices

could be offered, there would be a good
opening for United Kingdom trade in cut

steel barrel-hoops, as a large quantity of

these hoops is used in the vicinity by the

various dealers in naval stores. The size

generally used is l£iu. wide and 0.16 gauge,

i'rices should be quoted per 1001b."

I'HILIPi'INE ISLANDS.

The following is extracted from a British

Consular Report issued in July. 1914:
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" Imports of iron and steel manufactures
tliercof again show an inerase, the value in

1913 being £1,794,600, as against £1,295,400

in 1912. Business in iron, steel, and hard-

ware during the past year has been good,

owing to the large amount of construction

work that is taking place, and the great bulk

of this business has been placed in the

United States. Steel bars, both round and
twisted, comprise a large portion of the

above, and these are practically all used for

reinforcing concrete. A considerable portion

of this business has gone to Germany, owing
to the long time that steel mills in the United
States took to deliver their orders last year,

ajid to the high prices that they quoted."

CHILI.

In Ills report for the year 1913 the Belgian
Consul calls attention to the steady advance
in the imports of iron and steel manufactures
from Germany. With regard to iron bars,

tlie value of imports from Germany was
£93,759, as against £35,582 from Great
Britain.

BRAZIL.

The Austrian Consul at Curityba states

that iron and steel are, along with textiles

and dress goods, the most important articles

of importation into Brazil. Brazil produces
as yet little iron, and the manufacturing
industry cannot be developed rapidly on
account of lack of coal

;
practically the whole

of the consumption, therefore, is dependent
upon the supply from abroad. The principal
suppliers are England and Germany, which
send iron and steel in bars, rods, and wire.

Girders and all kinds of constructional steel

form an important item, owing to general
activity in the building trade, and come also

chiefly from the same countries.

CHINA.

In his report for the year 1913 the Belgian
Consul at Tientsin strongly recommends that
iron bars be packed in bundles weighing one
or two tons, according to diameter, and at the
ends of the package wicker baskets be placed
bound to one another, whicli effectually

prevents the bundle from coming apart. An
American Consular Report states :

" Imports
of iron and steel bars into China in 1910 were
valued at 709.500dol, (£147,812), about 35 per
cent, of which came from Belgium, about 27
per cent, from various countries, including
the United States, through Hongkong, and
about 16 per cent, from Great Britain direct.

Shanghai took about 22 per cent, of such
imports, Tientsin about 15 per cent.. Canton
about 13 per cent., and the rest was divided
among the several ports, largely pro-
portionate to population. The imports of

nail rod, amounting in value to 297,185doI.

(£61.913) in 1910, were furnished almost
solely by Belgium direct, and through Hong-
kong."

JAPAN.
The following statement .shows the value of

the imports into .lapan from the under-
mentioned countries of iron bars and rods,
tee and angle iron-, etc., in 1913:

—

UnitBil Kingdom £385, 1n1

(ierinauy 834,277
All countries 1,M1,673

It will be seen that Germany's share of the
trade was over 50 per cent, greater than that
of the United Kingdom, which contributed
less than 27 per cent, of tlie total imports.
The German shares, according to the
British Commercial Attache in Japan,
consists largely of cheap qualities, especially
round bars. The British and Austro-
llnngarian contributions are mainly of ex-
[)eiisi\c tool-steel.

«ifc

Mr. Kdward Calvert, of 80, Willowbrae-roail,
and 16. North tSt. Andrew-street, Edinburjili.

architect and surveyor, who died on June 26
last, left personal estate in the United Kingdom
\ahied at £l,,594, whicli is exclusive of consider-

able real estate owner! by hirti.

At a meeting of Dunfermline Town Council
on Friday, Mr. P. C. Smith, burgh engineer,
Arbroath, was appointed burgh engineer and
master of works for Dunfermline, in succession
to Mr. W. IJ. Maxwell, resigned. Mr. William
Kennedy, for some years second sanitary in

speclor. was appointed inspector.

THE ASSOCIATED PORTLAND CEMENT
MANUFACTURERS (1900), LTD,

We briefly summarised the results of the
past year's trading of this company on page
388 last week. The report of the directors
will be submitted to the fifteenth ordinary
general meeting of the company, to be held
at Winchester House, Old Broad-street,
London, E.C., on Wednesday next, Sept, 30,
at 12 noon. Th? directors submit to the
shareholders their fourteenth annual report,
together with the audited accounts to
June 30, 1914, .shows that the balance brought
forward at July 1, 1913, was £51,534 8s. 4d.

;

the profits, after deductions, which include
£114,295 8s. for repairs and renewals, amount
to £563,750 6s. 7d.. making £615,284 14s. lid.
From this have been deducted directors' and
trustees' fees, £6,500; debenture stock, mort-
gage, and other interest, £229,653 Is.; de-
preciation and sinking funds, £51.518 7s. 4d. ;

discount on realisation of securities, £909
6s. lid. ; making £288,580 15s. 3d., and leaving
£326,703 19s. 8d. An interim dividend on
the preference shares to December 31, 1913,
was paid on March 31, 1914, amounting to
£62,303 5s. 5d., leaving a balance of
£264,400 14s. 3d., which the directors
recommend should be appropriated as follows :

To the general reserve and depreciation
account. £50,000; to the payment of a final
dividend on the preference shares to June 30,
1914, at the rate of 5i per cent, per annum,
amounting to £62,829 16s., making £112,829
16s., leaving to be carried forward £151.570
18s. 3d.

During the past financial year trade has
been active in some departments, but the
company's operations were adversely affected
by the long dispute in the London building
trade, now at an end, and by a substantial
diminution in the export demand for cement.
The works in British Columbia were com-
pleted in the early part of the financial year

;

but here again lessened demand, due chiefly
to the financial stress prevailing in the
Dominion of Canada, has caused manu-
facturing operations to be intermittent. The
decrease in the revenue from interest and
dividends is due largely to the fact that no
return was received during t)ie period from
the company's investment in Mexico, owing
to the disturbed state of that country. Sub-
stantial profits were, however, earned there,
but unfavourable exchange rendered the
declaration and remittance of a dividend in-

advisable. In view of these conditions the
directors consider the results shown by the
accounts to be satisfactory.

Provision has been made in the profit and
loss account for the annual instalments
required for the redemption of the debenture
stocks; also for sundi'y other charges for
depreciation and sinking funds. These items
amount in all to £51.518 7s. 4d. The
directory recommend that, in addition, a sum
of £50.000 be carried to the general reser\e
and depreciation account, bringing the
amount of that acount to £385.000. The total
charge for the year for depreciation and
sinking funds will then amount to £101.518
7s. 4d. The directors regret that, having
regard to the financial conditions brought
about by the war, and to the company's
various commitments, they are unable to

recommend the payment of a dividend on the
ordinary sliares, in spite of tlie fact that the
earnings w'ould have allowed of their doing
so had the circumstances of the time not
been quite abnormal. In consequence of this

decision the amount carried forward, after
making the above-mentioned reserves, is over
£100,000 in excess of the sum brought forward
at the beginning of the year. They recom-
mend the payment of tlie preference dividend
at its due date on the 30th inst.

First mortgage debenture stock to an
amount of £20,475 was redeemed and
cancelled during the year, bringing the total
of that stock redeemed to June 30 last to

£218,966. Of the second debenture stock
£23,241 was also redeemed and cancelled.
The works in South Africa in which the com-
pany is largely interested are practically com-
pleted, and the manufacture of cement there
is on the point of beginning.
The directors have with much regret to

report that, owing to the many demands upon
his time. Lord St. Davids resigned the chair-
manship of the company and his seat on the
board at the end of the financial year in June
last. When he accepted the chairmanship
of the company it was recognised that he was
doing so for a limited period, which has, in

fact, been exceeded. Mr. F. A. White and
Mr. E. W. Brooks have been unanimously
elected respectively the chairman and a vice-

chairman of the company. Three directors

—

viz.. Messrs. Walter F. Roch, M.P. ; Frank
Willan, and G. B. Francis retire from the
board in rotation, and, being eligible, offer
themselves for re-election. The auditors,
Messrs. Crewdson, Youatt, and Howard also

retire, and, being eligible, olTcr themselves
for re-election.

OBITUARY.
The death has occurred, at the age of

seventy-four, of Mr. W^alter Hunter, J. P.,
Vice-President of the Institution of Civil
Engineers. For many years he was senior
partner in the firm of Hunter and English,
engineers and millwrights. Bow, and designed
and constructed pumping engines, dredgers,
cranes, sluices, and mills to the value of over
£1,000,000 during that period. In 1889 Mr.
Hunter was elected a member of the London
County Council for the Bow and Bromley
Division, and served for three years as vice-

chairman of the Bridges Committee and as

representative of the Council upon the Lee
Conservancy Board. He was largely in-

fluential in obtaining the sanction of the
Council to the Blackwall Tunnel scheme, and
also in promoting the reconstruction of the
bridge carrying the Barking-road over Bow-
Creek. Upon leaving Bow, Mr. Hunter was
appointed engineering director of the Grand
Junction Waterworks Company, and whilst
with that company he designed and carried
out pumping-engine, filter-bed, and water-
main schemes to a considerable extent, and
reduced the consumption of water in the com-
pany's district from 49 to 35 gallons per head
per day. He was the originator of the Staines
reservoir scheme for the development of the
Thames water-supply for London, and was
joint engineer with Mr. R. E. Middleton for

the first instalment of those works, whicli
cost about £1,250,000. Since 1902 Mr. Hunter
had been in partnership with Mr. Middleton
and Mr. M. B. Duff as consulting engineers.

mt»

COMPETITIONS.

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH
COMPETITIONS.—At a conference of the
six Australian architectural institutes, con-

vened to submit a chairman of the Board of

Adjudicators in the Federal Capital Cora-
petition, Mr. George T. Poole. President of

the Western Australian Institute of Archi-
tects, was (as we have already intimated),

after an exhaustive ballot, unanimously
recommended to act as Cliairman of the

Board in London. The following very im-

portant recommendation was also submitted
liv the conference to the Acting Minister for

Home Affairs, Mr. Kelly: "That competitive
designs be invited for all important
Commonwealth buildings in future, and
adjudication for the same to be conducted in

Australia by a Board consisting of a nominee
from each institute of architects in Aus-

tralia, and one member of the Board
appointed by the Federal Government."

The Local Government Board have given their

sanction to the Bosmere and Claydon Rural
District Council, East (Suffolk, to borrow .-£1,300

for a housing scheme.

The London County Council have decided to

proceed as promptly as possilde with the erec-

tion of their proposed new Ijuildings, in order
to provide employment during the w-inter.

The cost of the report of the experts— Sir Jolni

Snell and Mr. Edmonds—upon the .Southampton
electricity undertaking was ^593 16s. 2d., which
figure includes fees and expenses and the cost

of printing. The report is now being considered
I>\- the rarliamentary committee of the cor-

poration.
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ARCHITECTS AND THE WAR.
To the Editor of the Builbi.ng News.

Silt,—Although it may be presumed thnl

most of the architects wlio lia\e had to leave
their work in order to join the armed forces

were able, before their departure, to place
their work in the hands of colleaRucs ami
frieuds, yet it is thought probable that cases
may arise iu which it will be difficult f.>,-

architects to find suitable substitutes. In
such cases architects are invited to note that
the Architects' War Committee, already
formed, is willing to give advice and help.

The extent and nature of the help offered
may be classified as follows :

—

(a) Undertaking complete charge of an
office

; (b) carrying on in all its phases a
specific piece of work

; (c) visiting a specific

piece of work and reporting to office only ;

(d) dealing with clients, builders, and general
matters; (e) providing draughtsmanship,
directly or indirectly

;
(f) giving only general

advice on, and when required.
Readers in sympathy with the committoe's

efforts can help in one or more of the follow-
ing ways :

—

(1) By writing to the Hon. Secretary,
Architects' War Committee, 9, Conduit-
street, Hanover - square, London, offering
their services, when a form will be sent to

them inviting specific information as to the
extent and nature or their generosity should
this be called upon,

(2) By sending this announcement to

colleagues who have already joined the
Forces, and who are known, or supposed, to
require assistance,

|3) By intimating their own intention of

joining the Forces, and the general nature
of the professional eireumstiinces which will
result, when another form will be sent with
full details,

(4) By drawing the attention of others
likely to be interested in this movement,
whether prospective donors of services or
military patriots.

The War Committee desire to emphasise
that their offer of h^lp is extended to all

architects, whether or no they be members
of any organised architectural body.
The committe? also wish to call the atten-

tion of those desirous of joining the Arinv
to the fact that certain advantages may be
obtained by recruits by joining through tli

Architectural Association rather than through
other channels,—I am, etc.,

C. Stanley Pe.^oh,

Hon. See,. Architects' War Committee,
0, Conduit-street, W,

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION WAR
SERVICE BUREAU.

Sir,—The Architects' Volunteer Training
Corps, which is now being recruited at the
Architectural Association, 18, Tufton-street,
S,W., is op Ml to all architects, surveyors, and
members ol kindred professions, businesses,
and trades. It is proposed to make it a
training centre from which men will join the
Regular Forces as they are able, in the mean-
time becoming proficient in drill and
musketry. W'hile, in the first place, the corps
is intended for men who cannot at present
join the Army, all who have applied for com-
missions, or are waiting to enlist in corps at
present not recruiting, will lie most welcome.
A meeting will be held at 18, Tufton-street,

on Tuesday next, at 5.30 p.m., when the
organisation and scope of the corps will be
explained in detail ; but at present we want
all who can do so to enroll at once.
Royal Engineers.—The R.E. are still not

enlisting; but men are now being drafted
from Chatham to various training camps, so
that wo may hear any dav that they have
reopened.
Engineering Units of the Royal Naval

Division,—Recruits are now wanted for the
R.E. units of the Royal Naval Division.
Ihey should be well up in constructional
work. Application should be mad? personally
at No. 2, Savoy-hill, W.C, before Saturday,

All men who are accepted should inform me
at once, so that I may send up a list of men
who are to be kept together.

Public School Battalion, Middlesex Regi-

ment.—There are still vacancies in this corps.

Jilen should apply personally at 24, St.

James's-street, S.W. All who are accepted
will be kept together, provided they send me
their names at once,—I am, etc,

Alan Potter,
Hon, Sec, A. A. War Service Bureau,

The Architectural Association, 18, Tufton-
street. Westminster, S,W,, Sept, 2:i, 1S114,

MORATORIUM AND RENTS,
Sir,—There appears to be confusion in the

minds of many people with regard to the

Moratorium, the Courts (Emergency Powers)
Act, etc., and their effect upon rents and
rates. The Land Union is in communication
with thf Treasury on the subject, and I shall

f'p

metal lathing, and also in fibrous plaster
combination slabs, and as such will be found
invaluable for partitions and ceilings.

McNeill's Lion Brand slag-wool is in-

valuable in bnilding-construction as a firo-

proofing material, for not only is it incom-
bustible, but it is a remarkable non-

conductor of heat— so much so that it has
been proved that a fire of one or two
thousand degrees on cnie side of a partition

packed with four iiiclies of slag-wool barely
increases the t.-'inperature of the other side

of the partition.

The efficacy of the packing of slag-wool

between the timbers as a fire-preventative or

retardant is, unhappily, not yet fully recog

nised in tliis country ; but in the United
States, where slag-wool (there called mineral
wool) has been more widely used, its value

in this respect is recognised by the building
ordinances in some of the cities, where, under
the head of "slow Inirning constructions,"
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be only too pleased to help those interested

who are in doubt or difficulty if they will

communicate with me here.—I am, etc,,

C, H, Kenderdine, Secretary.

The Land Union, St. Stephen's House,

Westminster, London, S,W,

BRITISH CHANCES IN BELGIUM,

Sir,—Any British manufacturer wishing to

obtain any information as to finding outlets in

Beh'ium for their goods to replace German

articles, can obtain tree, any particulars as

to names of linns, duties, etc. Catalogues or

the packing of slag - wool between the

timbers is officially valued as very largely

reducing the fire risk.

It will be obvious that when a fire cannot
work its way unseen along empty spaces

between joists, etc, but can only creep along

the surface exposed to view, it can be much
more readily extinguished; and, further, as

the fire cannot get round the timbers, but

can only attack them on the surface, its

destructiveness is enormously lessened, and,

with the spaces filled with slftg-wool, the air-

draughts and currents, which otherwise

support and increase combusiion, arc not

,ii«* Studs
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samples received will be distributed amongst

interested parties. Belgian addresses of

exporting firms, also supplied. Prompt
attention will be given.

There is a broad field of action in Belgium

for almost any British industry, in order to

replace German goods.— I am, etc,

Emile Pauwaert.

37, Place du Dock, Ghent, Belgium,

SLAG-WOOL AND TIMBER,

Sir,—With reference to your notes under

"Office Table" in your issue of the 18th inst,

on the above, some of your readers seem to

have formed the opinion therefrom that slag-

wool can be used as a substitute for balk

timber.
As we certainly do not wish to convey

such an erroneous impression, we would point

out that McNeill's Lion Brand slag-wool is

now also made up in the form of slabs, and
packed between wire netting or expanded

existent, and the fire, in consequence, cannot

burn with the same rapidity.

Fig. 1 shows the application of our

Lion Brand patent slag-wool and fireproof

plaster combination slabs fixed to the under-

side of the joists of a floor. This forms not

only a very effective method of preventing

the spread of fire from the lower to an upper

room, but acts also as a sounddeadener
between the rooms, and does away with the

ordinary lath-and-plaster ceiling, these com-

bination slabs requiring only the finishing-

coat of Keeno's cement.
An astounding actual test of the value of

slag-wool in this sense was demonstrated

some time ago when a fire occurred round a

cold-store constructed of wood and insulated

with slag-wool. This cold-store contained

some 25 tons of butter ; but, notwithstanding

that the fire raged fiercely outside for some
hours, the butter remained unmelted. The
full facts of this remarkable case, with photo-

graphs of the building, will bo sent on appli-

cation.
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Fig. 2 shows our Lion Brand patent

slag-HOol packed in between the studs of a

uiatcli-boarded partition. It need only be

remarked tliat care must be taken to fill the

space ciinipactly. and. to secure this, not

more than '2!l. or ."ift. high shonld be packed
at one time.

As in tiio cape of sound-deadening in floors,

strips of McNi'iU's No. 3 hair-felt can with

advantage be tacked to tlie sides of the studs

to prevent the traiismission of sound tlirongli

tlio woodwork itself.—Wo are, etc.,

F. McNeill and Co., Ltd.

Lamb's-passage, Bunhill-row, E.C.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
LAND V.\Li;.\TION ; COMPLETION AS

SOON AS POSSIBLE.—Mr. Outhwaite asked
the Chancellor of the Exchequer on Friday
whether lie would take steps to expedite the land
valuation now in progress, in view of the need
that must arise to find fresh sources of taxation
to meet the cost of the war.—Mr. Lloyd George:
1 am proposing to complete as soon as it is

possible with the reduced stalT available the
valuation of land under the Finance (1909-10)

Act, 1910. It is. of course, quite impossible at
present to state what taxation the war will

render necessary.

TIMBER FOR BUILDING.-Mr. Robertson
informed Mr. Cowan on Friday that the Board
of Trade was considering what steps, if any.
were possible and desirable to encourage the sup-
plies of timber for building.

HUTTING FOR 500,000 TROOPS. — Mr.
Tennant, Under Secretary for War, reported
that hutting for 490,000 men, in addition to
many Territorial troops, has been ordered in

Great Britain. The first lot of huts started were
those at Belton Park, and these will be ready by
Septehiber 25. Others will follow rapidly; but
it is unlikely that all will be ready before the
end of November.

o«^ .

Mr. Ralton Gardner Hammond, F.R.I.BA.,
4.V. Bloomsbury-square, has been elected as
Warden of the Wcrshipful Ccmpany of Cooks.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
the borrowing bv the town council of Ashton-
nnder-Lyne of £HfijO for constructing works
of sewage-disposal.

At Bath, on Tuesday, Mr. Edgar Dudley held
an inquiry into an application by the city
council for sanction to borrow i:I8,000 for the
purchase of the Pump Room Hotel.

A course of evening classes in design is being
arranged by the Court of the Carpenters'
Company in connection with the School of
Architecture (University of London).

The urban district council have appointed Mr.
P C. Woodall, engineer and surveyor to the
Blandford Corporation, to the post of surveyor
and sanitary inspector, in place of Mr. J. R.
Hadfield. resigned. There were fifty - three
applications for the position, which is uorlli
i^l40 per annum.

A new county school, built bv the Middlesex
County Council and the Hendon Urban District
Council at a joint cost of .£22,000, has been
formally opened at Hendon. The plans were by
Mr. H. G. Crothall, architect to the Middlesex
County Council, and Messrs. W. Gibson and Co.,
of Hendon and Finchley, were the builders.

The Croydon Corporation have adopted pro-
posals for the expenditure of £9,241 on foot-
way paving and J:50,890 on carriage-way
paving. Matters in connection with the con-
struction of the relief road from Thornton
Heath to Piirley are being pushed forward, the
Local Governmcnl Hoard having sanctioned the
borrowing by the council of £19. 74^, I lie
linrough',* contribution to the cost of the work.
The Ilnad Board has inliniated that it is pre-
parcil to increase its grant from £20 000 to
£48,850,

Maior H. Phillips Fletcher. F.R.l.B A , F.S.T..
V ho has been training with his regiment, the 1st
County of London Yeomanrv (Middlesex, Duke
of Cambridge's Hussars), on Hounslow Heath for
active service at the front, unfortiinaloly con-
tracted typhoid wdiilo in camp. He is now, we
are pleased to hear, progressing favoiirablv.
Three of his brollier- are in the fightin- forces,
(wo. Commander Hugh Fletcher, R,N. and
Lieut, Percy Fletcher. R.N.R,. with the Navv,
and Lieut. Ernest Fletcher. B A., with the 1st
County of London Yeomanrv. Their eldest
broUier, Mr. Banister Fletcher. F.R I li. A.. C.C..
ii; serving as an assistant section commander of
suecial constables. They are, it will be remem-
bered by many, sons "of the late Professor
Banister Fletcher. F.R.I B. A.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ALLEGED BREACH OF THE BUILDING

.vex.—At the South-Western Police-court, Mr.
Francis heard a summons brought against Albert
Nichols Cole, builder. New Town-chambers, Ply-

mouth, by Mr, William Grellier, the district

surveyor for Clapham, for erecting the Majestic
Picture Palace, High-street, Clapham, in con-

travention of the Building Act. The complaint
was that the outer wall did not fulfil the require-

ments of the Act, as it had two windows looking
into a corrugated-iron shed built against the
wall. Mr. Grellier explained that the shed
belonged to a butcher. The windows were
bricked up, but then two rooms were put in

darkness except for artificial light. In con-

sequence of this, the windows were opened
again. In cross-examination, witness said it was
not for him to explain to a builder how build-

ings should be erected. It was his duty to see

that the Act was complied with. Mr. Kingsbury
(defending) : You first served the defendant with
a notice to brick up the windows. After this

had been done, you served another ^lotice for

the brickwork to be removed. Do you suggest
that my client should trespass on another man's
ground and remove the shed?—Witness: I don't
suggest anything of the kind.—Mr. Kingsbury :

It the shed is irregular, why don't you secure its

removal?— 1 am dealing with your part of it.

—

Mr. Kingsbury : Y'ou have allowed an irregular

building to remain for a year. Addressing the
court, Mr. Kingsbury said if anyone had com-
mitted any offence it was the owner of the shed.

—Mr. Francis: There is no case against the
defendant, and tlie summons will be dismissed,

with £5 5s. costs,

A BRISTOL ARCHITECT'S AFFAIRS,—Re
Frederick Bligh Bond, of Glastonbury, carrying
on business at Star-buildings, St. Augustine's-
arade. Bristol, and at Glastonbury, architect.

—

The hearing of this case took place in the Bristol

Bankruptcy Court before Mr. W. Ormistou,
deputy official receiver, on Thursday, the 17th
inst. The total liabilities were set down at

.£3,915 I3s, llil.. of which £2.406 lis. 2d. is ex-

pected to rank. The assets amount to £292
14s. 9d. The causes of failure alleged by the
delitor were "Large expenses on account of

jcrious illness of my daughter; long illness of

self, and costs of renovations after suffering

from scarlet fever; damages and law costs in an
action by mv lale partner for libel and breach
of partnership agreement through the issue on
legal advice of a circular during the time I was
isolated with scarlet fever; loss owing to lapse

of my appointment as honorary diocesan archi-

tecl for Bath and Wells Societies through the
work being transferred to a new finance board
wdio have appointed the architect to the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners as their adviser, and loss

of diocesan work which resulted from mv
appointment, and loss on production of anti-

quarian works." The public examination is fixed

tor September 25, al Bristol Guildhall. In reply

to Mr. Ormiston Mr. R. H. Carpenter (the

flebtor's solicitor) said his client was unable to

make any proposal to the creditors, and must
consent to adiudication.

The King has approved the apprintment of

Dr. Henry Owen to be a member of the Royal
Commission on Ancient Monuments in Wales, in

succession to the late Sir Edward Anwyl.

Mr. S. Carrodus. H.M. inspector of drawing
and handicraft, died very suddenly on Saturday
at his residence in Old Park Ridings, Winch-
more Hill. The funeral took place yesterday
(Thursday) afternoon at Southgate Cemetery.

The opening meeting of the nineteenth
session of the Glasgow Architectural Crifts-

men's Society will be held this (Friday) evening,

in the society's room, in the west wing, ground
floor, of the Royal Technical College, Glasgow,
when Mr. Alexander Davilson, L.R.I.B.A., will

deliver his presidential address.

The autumn exhibition of the International
Society ot Sculptors, Painters, and Gravers will

take place at the Grosvcnor Gallery as usual,

and will open on October 7. There will be no
diminution of foreign exhibits as the council
brought over n number of French and .American
works from Paris just before the declaration of

,var and during the interval they have been on
exhibition in the Municipal Gallery at Bradford.

M;-, A. W. Brightmore, D.Sc, held an inquiry
at llie town-hall, Chippenham, on Thursday in

last week, with reference to an application by
the town council for sanction to borrow .tl.500
for providing two filters and aerators at the
waterworks. The town clerk explained that the
water supply of (^hipiienhani was from an
artesian well, .ind for a long time there had been
great complaints as to the discolouration of the
water, which was found to be largely attri-

butable to impregnation with iron.

OBur O^to fabk.

The City Corporation at tlieir meeting
yesterday (Thursd.iy) were to have recon-

sidered a report of the Improvemenis Com-
mittee relative to a letter from the London
County Council asking the views of the

Corporation on an application by Mr. H.
Chatfeild Clarke, F.K.I.B.A., on behalf of

the Leathersellers' Company, for consent to

the erection ot an archway over St. Heleii's-

place on the rebuilding of Nos. 54 to GO,

Bishopsgate, and recommending the Corpora-

tion to disapprove the proposal. To this an
aniendmeiit was to have been moved by Mr.
A. C. Stanley Stone proposing that, in view
of the area to be given up by the company
free ot cost, the erection of the arcdiw-ay

be sanctioned ; but when the matter came up
for consideration the town clerk submitted

a letter from the Leathersellers' Company
withdrawing the application, as their Court
has decidecl not to proceed at the present

time with the rebuilding. The matter, on
which opinions were closel}' divided, accord-

ingly dropped.

The curriculum of the Architectural Asso-
ciation School of Architecture for the

ensuing session has just been published. Mr.
Robert Atkinson, A.R.LB.A., is the head-

master of the school, and Mr. C. E. Varndell,

ATR.I.B.A., the lecturer on Theoretical and
Practical Construction. The day-school
masters are; for the first year, Mr. Alan
Potter ; second vcar, Mr. U. Lavvry ; and
third year, Mr. L. H. Buoknill, A.R.LB.A.
The School ot Design master is Mr. H. M.
Robertson. The lecturers are Messrs.

Tlieodore Fyfe. A.R.LB.A. (Greek and
Roman Architecture), Ayiuer Vallance,

M.A. (Mediaeval Architecture), W, H. Ward,
M.A., A.R.LB.A, (Renaissance Architec-

ture), and A. O. Collard, F.R.l.B. A. (Pro-

fessional Practice). The Life Class is in-

structed by Mr. E. Constable Alston, and
the Water-colour Class by Mr. H. F.

Waring. The winter term of the day school

opens on Monday ii.?xt, the 28th inst., and
w'ill continue until December 18, the hours

being from <J.3U a.m. till 5 p.m.

The new session of the University of

London School of Architecture at the new
buildings in Gower-street, W.C, opens on

Monday, October 5. The new buildings,

erected from the designs of Professor !•'. M.
Simpson, F.R. LB. A., the director of the

school, provides accommodation for one

hundred students, and here the school, in

continuation of thos3 formerly attached to

University and King's Colleges, will hence-

forth be carried on. The staff includes Pro-

fessor R. Elsey Smith ; Sir John J. Burnet,

U.S.A., special visitor for Academy design

class; Messrs. Leonard Stokes and Edward
Warren, special visitors for evening design

class; Mr. Leslie Williams, assist;int pro-

fessor; and Mr. Arthur Stratton, lecturer.

Mr. E. R. Matthews (late of Bridlington)

is the Chadvviek Professor of Municipal
Engineering; Mr. E. G. Coker, Professor of

Civil and Mechanical Engineering ; Mr.

Frederick Burns, Slade Professor of Painting

and Sculpture ; Dr. E. A. Gardner, Yates

Professor of Archseology ; Mr. H. R.

Kenwood, Professor of Hygiene and

Sanitary; and others. The studies provided

comprise the B.A. degree course (Honours in

Architoeture) of the University, the c,'rtificate

course in architecture, the Academic Design

course, special short course, town-planning,

and evening courses. The Orders are, it is

stated, taken as th.c basis for design in the

studio.

The School of Art Wood - Carving, 39,

Thurloe-place, South Kensington, which is

under Royal patronage, has been reopened

after the usual summer vacation, and we are

rer|Uosted to state that some of the free

studentships in the evening classes main-

tained by means of funds granted to the

school bv the London County Council are

vacant. "The day classes of the school are

held from 9 to I and 2 to 5 on five days of

the week, and from 9 to 1 on Satnrd.ays.

The evening class meets on three evenings

a week and on Saturday afternoons. Forms
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of application for tlie free studentships and
any further particulars relating to the school
may be obtained from the secretary.

A corps of Royal Engineers, composed
maiidy of members of the engineering pro
fessioii, is being enlisted at No. 2. Savov-liill,

W.C. Surveyors and other professional men
with some experience of engineering and
similar work wishing to enlist in this corps
should present themselves at that address.
Those wishing to enlist in a professional
body, but not having the engineering experi-
ence required for the above corps, should
apply to the Recruiting Officer, 20. Hanover-
s(|uare, W.. wliere Sir Howard Frank has
kindly provided offices for this purpose.

More than ten per cent, of the employees
of Sir W. H. Bailey and Co., Ltd., Albion
Works, Salford, Manchester, have enlisted in

the Army and the Territorials for active
service. The firm is paying 10s. per week to
the dependants of each married man and is

also subscribing to a fund, which has been
created for the benefit of the dependants of

the unmarried men by the remaining em
ployees, who are subscribing a percentage of

their weekly wages.

A company has just been registered in

Scotland which has for one of its objects the
development of the Admiralty land at Ro.syth
and the beginning in earnest of the housing
scheme there. One of the first undertakings
the company will prosecute will be the work-
ing out of "Greater Dunfermline." The
company is called the Scottish National
Housing Company, Ltd.. and its first object
is stated to be '" to carry on the business of

housing, town planning, and garden -citv
making." The capital is £250,000, in .£1

shares, and the conipany is formed on the
lines of a public-utility company, with its

dividend limited to 5 per cent. Tlie Local
Government Board were empowered under a

recent Act of Parliament to make arrange
ments with such a company as this—

a

"utility company" — for the erection of
houses throughout Scotland for Government
employees and for shopkeepers and others
who may minister to their dailv wants. The
arrangement come to with tlie Local Govern-
ment Board was that the present company
should erect some 8.000 houses at Rosyth at
a cost estimated at £1,000,000.

Cornwall Main Roads Committee at Truro
on Friday considered schemes of road-
improvement which would afford relief work
in case of distress in the county, and
approved of t!ie following, among others :

—

Propo.sed new road to Mevagissey, £12,000
;

strengthening and improving main road,
Fraddon village to St. Dennis Junction.
£2..327 ; strengthening and improving main
road, Brighton Bridge to Blue Anchor,
£3,126; widening and improving district
road, St. Austell to Indian Queens. £8,384;
widening and improving district road, Indian
Queens to Quintrell Downs, £7,500 ; widen-
ing, strengthening, and improving district
road, Redruth to St. Day, £2,400; widening
the Stannack, St. Ives. £2.500. It was stated
that the Road Board would grant 50 per cent,
of tlie cost, and loan the balance free of
interest.

A new rust preventer named "Stvxol,"
made by Messrs. F. McNeill and Co. ."Ltd.,
of Lamb's-passage. Bunhill-row, E.C., is

well worth attention. It protects and
preserves exposed steel structures, holds (par-
ticularly where corrosive cargoes or contents
such as nickel ore, hides, etc., are carried or
stored), funnels, tanks, tank tops, tank
brackets, bunker casings, underside and
iipperside of decks, steel frames, bulkheads,
bilge-pipes, lower peaks, etc., etc. It is par
ticularly useful in chemical and other works
(where iron and steel are exposed to the
action of acid and alkali fumes), ice plants,
ice moulds, refrigerator coils, railway
waggons, bridges, etc., sewage works, cranes,
iron castings, corrugated-iron buildings, all
iron and steel work. It is a rich black glossy
enamel paint, for use in place of ordinary
oil paint, which possesses great tenacity and
elasticity, dries quickly, does not crack nor
peel off, is damp-proof and rust proof
cheaper than ordinary oil paint

greater covering capacity and greater dura-
bility

; is supplied ready for use, and any in-
telligent labourer can apply it ; saves costly
repairs and renewals, is not affected by
alternate heat and cold, is invaluable as a
protection of valuable iron and steel work
difficult of access, and is a first-class sanitary
paint for stables, outhouses, etc. As a damp-
proofing for walls, two or three coats of
• Styxol" will be found an excellent cure. It
is supplied ready for use, and is easily
applied.

The directors of the Zinc Corporation have
issued a circular in which they state that,
111 consequence of the war, the contract for
sale of zinc concentrates to the smelters in
Germany is void, the market for lead is dis-
organised and restricted, and the Broken
Hill Proprietary Company, to whom the lead
concentrates are sold, have availed them-
selves of the war clause in their contract, and
are not operating their smelters. Under
these circumstances, the directors regret that
It IS not possible to earn dividends. At the
commencement of the war the zinc-concen-
trator was at once shut down ; but as there
was temporarily a rise in the price of lead,
and the demand for this metal seemed likely
to be maintained, the lead-concentrator w.as
continued in operation. The probable demand
for lead is not large enough to justify the
belief that on any equivalent scale of opera-
tion the companies could even pay expenses.
It is believed that the Germans" will ha\e
taken good care to demolish the Belgian
smelters, and it is reasonable to suppose that
the German smelters will not escape intact.
'I'he directors recommend that the company
should erect its own smelters, with tli'e

double object of increasing its profits and
the removal of this business from Germany
to England. The chief difficulty is the size
of the works required, and the corresponding
amount of capital which would be necessary
for their construction and operation,
problem is under careful consideration.

LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the pre.sent, as onr
usual .sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so
widely that they are, we fear, in many cases
quite unreliable.
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IRON.
„ ,, , „ Per ton. Per ton.
Rolled SteelJoiBtB, English f7 10 to f7 12 B
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7
Steel Girder Platee 7 2
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Rouod, or
Square 22

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Platen, Iron-
South Staffs 8
Best Scedshill 9

Angles 10a., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bondioe, Ac, fa ir,s. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, f14 lo i'13 lOj. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6{t. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton
eaago fi3 ...£13 10 6

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

8/3 8/9 9 3 99 10/3 11/- 11/9
14 15 B.W.G.
12/G 13/6 percwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

The

'^vaht ^\as.
WAGES MOVEMENTS.

DECRKASE OF UNE.MPLOYMEXT.-In the
trades compuUonly insured against unemploy-
ment—namely, building, works of construction
engineering, shipbuilding, and vehicle makin<'
the percentage of unemployment at September
18 was 5,7. Tins shows a decrease of 3 on the
percentage seven days earlier, and a decrease of
-b on the percentage on September 4. These
figures relate to the whole of the United Kin",
clom. and include all unemployed workmen m
liie insured trades.

Cast-iron Columns £6 17 B to i's 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,,
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,,

OalTanised 8 IS ,,

Cast-iron Sash Weights 6 10 ,,

Cut Floor Brads 9)5 o „
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

8
8 10
7 10
9 5
5 15

B.W.G.
£11 15s. per ton.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fridav (To-dav).—Glaagon- Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. Presidential Address Ijv
Alexander Davidson, L.R.I B A
7.45 p.m.

SiTuRDAV Cro-MoRBow).—Institution nt Municipal and
County Engineers. Meeting ot tlie
North-Eastern District at Scarborough.

Satcrdat (Oct. 3). —Institution of Municipal and County
Engineers. East Midlan 1 District
Meeting at Hinclcley. "Eleven 'i'ears'
Municipal Work at Hinckley," by E H
Crump, engineer to Hinckley ' ITrbitii
District Coimcil, and " By-Laws and
the Housing Question,"' by \V. H.
Court, borough engineer's department
Leicester. 11.30 a.m.

<i»

Mr. .James Milne, who has occunied the posts
of burgh surveyor and sanitary" insoector at
Inverurie for the past six years, has been
appointed sanitary inspector " for the Lewis
district of the Ross and Cromarty County
Council.

At the meeting of Ihc rural district council for
Oswestry, Mr. Harold Davies was the recipient
of a gold watchgiiani from the members, and a
silver fruit-dish from I he officials of the Council,
as a token of their respect and esteem, and to
commemorate his recent marriage.

The town council of Okehampton. at their
meeting on Monday night, appointed Mr. Dennis
V. Howard, of Chesham, as borough surveyor
and inspector of nuisances in succession to Mr.
F. J. Worden, who has obtained a similar post

owing to its I at Bude.

0to8 9 10 11 12
£10 103. £10 15s. £1103. £1153.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizeeJ 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 10a. Od. to 117s. fid
Hot Blast, ditto 703. Oi. „ 753. Od'

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.
Water-Tubes 71* \^
Steam-Tubes 67? ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tabea 6.5 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 61i ,,
Galvanised Steam-Tuljes 55 .,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Sileslan Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 6
Lead Water Pipe, Town 25 ,, —

,, ,, ,, Country 25 15 ,, —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 26 „ —

,, ,, ,, Country 26 15 ,, —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 27 ,, —

Country 27 15 ,,
—

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 10 „ —

.. Country 30 5 ,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town . 28 ,, —

Country 28 15 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (upto4Mn. I Town 28 ,,

—
., Country 2S 15 „ —
(Over 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 fi ,, 18 12 6
Lead Shot, in 2Hlb. bags '24 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 75 u ,, 75 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 04 ,, 65
Tin.iEnglisb Ingots 163 U „ 164
Do., Bars 146 0„ 146 10
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 22 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town ai 10 „ —

,, ,, Country 25 5 ,, —
Genuine White Lead 3115 0„ —
Refined Red Lead 32 ,, —
Sheet Zinc Price on inquiry.
Old Lead, against account 17 ,, —
Tin percwt. 8 10 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 „ —

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoc 20 :

. 16
,

Blue Bangor 20
20

,

First quality 20
,

20 ,

16 ,

Kureka unfading
green

Permanent Green

.

20
,

20
,

18
,

IG
,

20
,

18
,

16 ,

,10.
12.
10.
12.
8.

10.
12.
10.
8.
10.
10.
8.

. 12 12

. 6 12

. 13 2

. 13 17

. 13

.13 15

. 7 5

. W 17

.18 7

. 13 5

. 10 5

. 11 12

. 9 12

. 6 12

d. per 1,000 of
6 1,'20U at r. stD
6 .. „
6

6

6
6

6
fi
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BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ „ [river.

Mild Stocks 10 0,.
Picked Stocks lor delivered
Facings 2 5 ,. atrly. stn.

Flettons 110
Pressed Wire Cuts... lis
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 „ ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bnllnose 4 0,,
Best Stourbridge

Firebricks 3 14

2iin. Best Red Ac-]
[
Net, delivered in

crington Plastic r 4 10 6 ,, , full truck loads
Faciofi Bricks ) I in London.

3'/e" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinarv Secondary Bricks Ill 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

S'/a" Chimney Bricks lit for outside work ... 2 6

3Ve" ditto ditto through and through 2
3',V Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and *" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each .0 6
Ditto ditto 9"xi course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4o" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 4*" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BBICKS.
HiRD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

il2 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 .£17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4Mn. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, so-iave

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 £1 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end. square^

19 17 fi 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Bplays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BullnoFe Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 83. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Aneles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Sill BuUnose. Stretchers, and Headers—
5d.each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each Sd.eacb

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers ... - £22 17 fi

I, ,, Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks') Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespective kinasand colours r ing 9in.

Camberarcb bricks, any kind or colour, by 4iin.
lo. 2d. each ) by 2|in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. p. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7
Thames ballast 6 0,! ',',

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive ot charge for sacks.

8. d. 8. d. Per yard,
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
raUway station.

STONE.'
Red Mansfield , in blacks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto ., 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto ,, 2 2
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto ,, 2
Ancaster, ditto ,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto „ 1 10
Chilmark. ditto {in trunk at
Nine Elms) „ 110*

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
. sides, random sizes ,, 13

• All F.O.E. London.

:28 15 to £29 5
26 15 . 27 5
29 n , , 30
39 10 , 40
21 , 21 10
46 , 46 10
42 10 , 43
42 10 , 43
32 5 » , 33 5
35 , 35 10
17 5 , 19 5
30 , 31

7 1) , 8
fi;f ,

fi

1 6 , 1 10
19 6 , 1

2 6 , , —
3 ,

—
2 9 ,

—

10 ,
—

QIC ,
_

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddlngton Depot per foot cube 17*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 19*
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 7J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf .' ... £0 2 3 ...£0 2 4?,

OILS.
Rapeseed.English pale.per tun £28 15
Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined ,,

Olive, Spanish ,,

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin „
Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius
Palm, Lagos

,

Ditto, Nut Kernel
Olelne ,,

Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel ,,

Linseed Gil per gal.
Baltic oil

Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand.. ,,

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : ISoz, 21oz. 26oz. 32oz.
Fourths 25d. ... 4d. ... iii. ... 5ja.

EThirds 3id. ... 4*d. ... 5d. ... 6*d.»
Fluted Sheet 4d. ... 5d. ... — ... —

Hartley's English Rolled Jin. '/lein. Jin.
Plate 2*d. ... 3d. ... 3*d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and BeponBsine... SM. ... 5H.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, tor seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 y
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan , 16
Oak and Mabogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Under tlie direction of Mr. Charles H.

Bnghtill, architect, 13, Portland-terrace, Soutli-

ampton, the "Boyle" system of ventilation
(natural), embracing Boyle's latest patent "air-

inmip " ventilators an'J air-inlets, has been
applied to Ilytlie Congregational Church.

The waterproofing of cement tanks, swimming-
baths, etc., is naturally of the hrsi importance,
and many architects have given very favourable
reports indeed of the efficacy of Pudloed cement
in this direction. Among the latest swimming-
baths to be treated is one at Kirkham (Lanes).

Owing to the large increase in the business of

Claridge's Patent Asphalte Company, Ltd., and
llieir new subsidiary company, Clarmac lloads,

Ltd., the offices of both above companies will,

on arid after September 26, 1914, be removed lo

No. 3, Central-buildings, Westminser, S.W.,
where all coinmunicalions should be addressed.

The new telephone number will be Victoria 1074,

a-id lelegrams should be addressed Claridge,

^'i.;•., London.
«o»»

Mr. P. 11. McCarthy has been appointed town
surveyor to the urban district council of Jiray,

Co. \Vicklow.

The Glasgow City Council have confirmed the

appointment of Mr. Colin H. Macfarlane, at

present burgh surveyor and cleansing super-

intendent of Rullierglen, as assistant super-

intendent of cleansing.

Recruiting for a new Sanitary Company, to

bo called the 1st London (City of Lon.lon)

(Home Service) ,Sanitary Company, R.A.M.C.
(T.). has now begun. Those possessing certifi-

cates of the Royal Sanitary Institute, Sanitary
Inspeclors' Examination Board, building certifi-

cates, laboratory knowledge, or certificates on
similar lines, should apply personally at the
orderly-room at the Duke of York's Head-
quarters, Chelsea, S.W., between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hard^voods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120 Bunhill Row London E.G.

£8,5.55

8,243 11

8,211

8,144

8,119
7.921

7,896
7,722
7,650
7.592 U
7.5C0
7,353

TENDERS.
*.* Correspondents would in .all cases oblige b.v

giving the addi-esses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of tiie accepted tender ; it adds tu ttie value of tho
mfoiination,

Ayii.—For supply of turbines, for the corpora-
tion :—

RichardEon, Westgarth. and Co. £4,940
(Accepted.)

Barjitng. Kent.—Renairing bridge, Barming, for
the Maidstone Rural District Council. Mr. T. A.
Busbridge, Council Offices, King-street, Maidstone,
surveyor :

—

Sbilbourne. J., and Co.. London .fi')2 11 2

Robinson and Co.. London ... 150 4 5

Miller, T- H.. East Farleigh,
Maidstone (accepted) 151 10

Surveyor's estimate, £154.

Barnet.—For the erection of a new police-station,

for the Receiver for the Metropolitan Polit-e District.

Mr. J. Dixon Butler. F.Ii.l.B.A., New Scotland Yard.
S.W.. architect. Quantities Ijy Messrs. Thurgood
and Cbidgey. 8. .\delplii-terrace, W.C.

Holland and Hannen
Perry and Company
Godson and Sons
Dove Brothers
Fairhead and Sons
Patman and Fotheringham
Newby Brothers
Wall. Ltd
Monk. A.
Willmott and Sons
Dickens
Sabey and Son

BuRNTwooD.—For sewerage works at Burntwood
for the Lichfield Rural District Council :—

Child and Withers, Worcester
and Willenhall(accepted) ... £7,234 15 ()

Cambridge. — For the erection of a children's

home, for the guardians :

—

Brignell, J. (accepted) £908 10

Carlisle.— For laying water main, for Carlisle

Rural District Council. Mr. P. Barker, 7. Victoria-

place, Carlisle, architect :
—

Ferguson. W., Siilolh £311 4

OHphaut, T.. and Co.. Carlisle ... 210

Thomson and Son. Carlisle* ... 2J5 3 6
* Accepted.

Castle Cary.—For erection of a pair of cottages

at Dimmer Farm, for the owners, Mr, J, H. Fran -is.

41. Queen's-road, Gotport, architect. Quantities

bv the architect :
—

Dunlhoru. D. B £199 6 8
Danbury and Hill 4M 11 10

Lydford, T 448 15 5

Thomas and Sons 44:119 11

Martin and Moody 418 14

Francis, L. K., Castle Cary' ... 418 8 7
* Accepted.

Charlton. — For road -widening work, for the
Sunbury Urban District Council:—

Langley and Johnson, Slough ...£12.089 1 4

(Accepted.)

Cuiseldon. near Swindon. — For erection of

barracks at Chiseldon, for the War Office :
—

chivers, W. E.. and Son, Devizes.

Chiswick.-For erection of a temporarj' rifle range
at the Cbiswick Urban Distrn-t Couocil's river

depot. Mr. E. Willis, AM I t' E., Town Hall,

t'hiswick. W., hon. surveyor :

—
Pallant, J. and .1. F £164 10

Leeder, L. L., and Co 157 17

Nichols Bros 141

Fowler. H 133 2 6

Blacklniru, R, (accented) 112

Hastings.—For laying foundations for new East
Sussex Hospital, for the East Sussex Hospital
Committee, Messrs, J. Saxon Snell and S. M. Spoor,

26, Great.Tames-Btreet. Bedtord-row, W.C. architects,

(.inantities by A. E, Evans. G.S..\„ 11, Gray's Inn-

place, W.C. :

—

Trollops and Colls. London ... £7.393

Eldrige and Cruttenden. Si,.

Leonard's-on-Sea 6.623

Murray. F.. and Co.. S;.

Leonard's-on-Sea 6.435 6 8

Lester. J,, and Sons, Hastiogs ... 6,:i77

Looglcy, J., and Co.. Crawley ... 6,188

Carey. S.,Bexhill-on-Sea 6.170

Hutchinson & Co., St. Leonarda-
on-Sea (accepted) 5.886

HouNSLOw.—For an electrical installation at the

Alexandra schools, for the Hestoa and Isleworth

Education Committee: —
Grant, J. C, and Taylor £175

Lacev,W 160

Weston, G., and Sods. Ltd. ... 1.55

Macdonald, D. J 1'^

Laugston-.Tones, R.. and Co. ... 110

Virgo. S. N. (accepted) 102

Itchen. H.vnts.—For executing private strset

works, for the urban district council :—
Douglas. J.. Southampton ... £7S1

Road Maintenance and Supply
Co., Ltd., London 707 (1

Osman and Co.. Southamotou" 631
* Accepted.

{Continued on page XVI.)
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VARIATIONS.
The question of extras and omissions fiom

a building contract is often a very serious

nne ; the greatest care should be used by
the architect, so as not to exceed the work
shown in the contract drawings and
specified. When preparing the detail

drawings, they should be carefully com-
pared with the small-scale drawings before

they are signed and sent from the

architects office, and if there is any extra

it should be ordered in writing. If the

Irawings are ni>t carefully examined by
ihe builder, or his staff, and compared, the

work is set in hand, omissions are dis-

covered later on. and an extra is asked for.

which, if left until the variations are gone
into, is often disputed. There is no doubt
that, in fairness, any detail drawing that

shuws variation from the original one
should be treated as a variation, and con-

siderefl as an order for it, to be added or
deducted at the end.

Where there is a sum provided in the
contract for extras, the architect should do
his best to avoid spending more than that
sum ; it will make the account a much
pleasanter one to present to his client.

Where extra work is ordered on the site,

the order should be written and signed in

the foreman of works' diary or day-book,
pending a proper order being sent from the
architect's office.

If the builder finds any work shown in

the details which is, in his opinion, an
extra, he should write to the architect and
point it out. and wait for an order before
putting the work in hand. This would save
a lot of trouble when the accounts are gone
into at the finish of the work, or sooner if

needed. All provisions in the contract for
stoves, chimney-pifces, and similar matters.

should not state p.c. , but a sum named as
a provision, stating also that all such sums
shall l>e subject to a profit to the bui;der on
the cost of. say. 10 per cent., if paid by the
l)uilder. Many builders estimating, treat
these sums as subject to trade discount;
this, of course, would not be fair, as dis-
counts vary from -5 per cent, to 2-5 per cent.,

and a discount of this latter is equal to a
profit of 305 per cent,—a difficult thing for
somo to see.

Builders, on their part, should see that
their prices in the priced bill of quantities
should bear an equal percentage of profit

on every article, or a variation increasing
the Quantity of some of the lower-priced
items may prove a loss to them, and this
level of profit requires a very highly-skilled
estimator to keep to. and he must be ver\-

sare of the cost prices on which he bases his
estimate ; all the heavy ones—bricks, steel
joists, and other items that may be large

—

he should have actual quotations for, and.
if he succeeds in getting the work, these
quotations should be formallv closed with.

and contracts entered into lor delivery at
given times under penalty, and should only
be made with old-established firms.

The careful carrying-out of the above will
make matters much more satisfactory for
the builder, and enable him to keep to his
contract time. The builder should have a
competent quantity surveyor to act for him.
The latter will go through the estimate,
and see that there is the level of profits
already alluded to, and at the compk-tion
of the work go into the variations, and not
the foreman of works, or some clerk from
the office, unless the latter is a qualified
man who prepared the estimate, and is

properly able to measure up all kinds of
work, as he has to meet the quantity sur-
veyor who took out the quantities for the
work, and it will be only fair to him to
have a competent man to meet him, and
save much time if there is a lengthy list to
go through.

When there is a clause in the contract
that the quantities shall form part of it.

then it is open to question anv item in
them for omission or addition, should any
mistakes appear as the work goes on. and
they are compared with the work. It is. of
course, the fairest way to include the
quantities in the contract—fair to both
side;, especially if the quantities have been
prepared by a well-known surveyor.
With care on all sides there should

hardly ever be anything to arbitrate.
Where the contract time has been exceeded,
fair allowance should always be made for
any delays not caused by the builder, even
if the contract does not state or specify
what allowance shall be made on.

When the time arrives for adjusting the
variations, a list of them should be made
out by the builder, with those marked for
which a written order has been given, and
those shown by detail drawings. Thi;
list should be submitted to the architect,

or the quantity surveyor acting for him.
and an appointment made on the work to

measure and adjust those items passed by
the architect, inclusive of those for which
written orders have been given. The
builder will be at the architect's mercy in
respect to those not ordered in writing.
Where the claim is for varying an item
taken in the contract quantities, the
dimensions taken originally, so far as they
refer to the item dealt «ith. should be
omitted as taken, and the work measured
as executed. Where the claim is for work
not taken in the quantities, it has to be
measured, and a special, or star, price
nsed for it. Where there is a provisional
sum for work, it must be deducted in full,

and the work measured and priced from
the prices in the Quantities as far as they
apply, and star prices for the remainder,
such star prices to l>e in ratio to the other

Strand, W.C.

OCB ILLVSTRATIOyS.
Kegent Palace Hotel. Resent-Hreet. W. Me;.=rs. Henrv

Tanner, P. J. WilL«, an.l the Ule \\. 1. Anceli,
-Architects.

"The Pure.v Cost Nursing Home." ProcenlorB Coatt.
York. View and plans. Mr. Walter H. Btierier,
F.S.A., Architect.

Headquanera of the 1th Battalion of the Gloeter Rb^-
ment, BrLstoL Meesrs. Walter S. Paul and R. C,
Jante?, Architect*.

No. 3, Mansfield-rtrwt. Cavendish-sqnare, W. Mr W
Henrv White. F R.I.B.A., Architect.

The Baseet and Mansel Tomlj. Llantnthvd Church,
Glamorganshire. Measured and drawn bv Mr.
William Eattm, A.B.I.B.A.

prices. No day work should be claimed, if
'

possible ; it is mostly unsatisfactory unless
there is a capable clerk of the works on the
site to keep a check on it. Measure all

work that can be measured. Where there
is a large alteration from the original
drawings, a price is often given before the
work is set in hand. and. if accepted, the
sum less the work provided, if not deducted
in estimate, is taken to the variation
account.

<i»

THE BA.'SSET AND MANSEL TOMB.
LLANTRITHYD CHURCH,
GLAMORGANSHIRE.
Llantrithyd Church is situate about two

miles and a half to the north-east of

Beaupre Castle. It consists of nave,
chancel, west tower, and south porch ; and
amongst its interesting features are s
stoup, rood-screen, and two very handsomu
tombs, the more important of the pair
being eminently typical of Elizabethan
Renaissance design. Its architect was
Richard Twrch. who also designed the
porch and gateway at Old Beaupre.*
In the reign of Edward VI.. Richard

Twrch and his brother were Welsh stone-
cutters, and both worked the Sutton free-

stone quarries hard by in the neighbour-
hood of Cow bridge. Owing to a disagree-

ment arising between them, Richard left

the countryside, and for some years
worked at his trade in London. After-

wards he went to Italy, where he attained

no small proficiency in the arts of sculp-

ture and architecture. Upon returning to

his native village he resumed his former
business at the Sutton Quarries, and
prospered so well that he was employed
upon sev.;-ral buildings in the Vale of

Glamorgan, the most notable of which,
from all we know, were the porch at

Beaupre Castle and this tomb at Llan-
trithyd Church.
The Sutton Quarries stone was originally

selected by the Commissioners for the
erection of the Houses of Parliament ; but,

owing to the inability of the owners to

guarantee a sufficient quantity, other stone

had to be substituted.

The design of the Basset and Manscl
tomb is unusual, because it very rarely

happens that full-length recumbent figures

are found in conjunction with the kneelins

ones grouped together under a monumental
canopy.

The" details of the work illustrate an

odd mixture of Gothic and Renaissance

forms, the latter predomin.iting. Some of

the mouldinas are rather unusual, whilst

the corona of the main cornice is omitted

altogether. L'nder -the canopied mural

•For illnatrationa of YSeaayri Castle, see Brrtotss
Ntws, Sept. 1. 1914, with descriptive article by Mr. Wm.
Katoti.
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treatment kneel the figures of John Thomas
Basset and Elizabeth, his wife, and
twixt the two is a shield containing the
arms of the Bassets— a chevron between
three hunting or bugle horns. The re-

cumbent figures are those of Anthony
Mansel, son of Sir Reece Mansel, and
Elizabeth, his wife, daughter of John
Tlionias Basset.

On the jilinth of the tomb are represented
kneeling their four daughters and tliree

sons. In the centre, between the children,

is an allegorical female figure with wings
at the back ; but the wings do not show
in the front elevation. She is seated, and
holds in her hand an hour-glass repre-
senting the passage of time.

John Thomas Basset of Llantrithyd was
born in 1-510, and became a member of

the Inner Temple, si.xth Sheriff of the
Countv of Glamorgan, M.P. for Cardiff
thirty-third of Henry VIII. (a.d. 1542),

and in the twenty-sixth year of the reign
of the same king (1535) was joint Attorney-
General for Glamorgan with Herbert Earl
of Pembroke. The said John Thomas
Basset married, first, Alice, daughter of

Thomas Love, of Dinas Powis. He left

issue by her, Thomas. Secondly, he married
Elizabeth, a daughter of Andrew Norton,
Esq., and by her he had issue Elizabeth,
who married Anthony, youngest sgn of Sir
Uees IMansel. the same Anthony Mansel
being Sheriff of Glamorgan. The said
Anthony and Elizabetli, his wife, left two
CO - heiresses. Mary married Thomas
Aubrey, LL.D., and the other married Sir
Uawleigh Bushy.
John Thomas Basset, in the reign of

Edward VI., cir. 1.550, purchased from the
Crown the Lordship of Peterston and
Talavan, subsequently possessed by Sir
Thomas Aubrey, Bart. The said J. T.
Basset died a.d. 1554, aged forty -iour
years. His widow. Elizabeth Norton,
married, second. Sir Richard Walwyn, Kt.,
the nineteenth Sheriff of Glamorgan.
The exact wording of the inscription on

the centre panel above the two kneeling
figures is as follows:—"Here lyeth the
hodyes of John Basset, Esquier, and Eliza-
beth, liis wife, daughter to Andrew Norton,
III Bristow. Esquier, who had issue by
Elizabeth his wife, an only daughter
nameil Elizabeth niaried to Anthony
Mansel, Esquier, second sonne to Sir Reece
^lansel of Margam, Knight, al whoes
fower liodyes are here intombed. which
Anthony had issue by the said Elizal)eth,
three sonnes, fower daughters, of al wliich
two daugliters survives, the elder maried
to Thomas .'\ubrev, Esquier. the younger
maryed to Rawliali Bussye Esquier."

It is somewhat strange that so little
attention w^as - paid in those days to
spacing of the lettering and spelling of the
words, as both in the inscriptions at
Beaupre, as also in the above quotation,
there are several mistakes. Moreover, it is
not an exceptional occurrence to find the
same word spelt in two or three different
wavs in the same paragraph.
At the rifht of the kneeling lady is

inscrilied, "She died a.d 1500, aged 84
years." and on the left-hand side it is

recorded thai "Ho died a.d. 1554. aged 44
vears." On the centre iianel of the readina-
desk. between tlip two kneeling fnjurcs. is

inscribed, "Elizalietli Jfansol made tliis in
1597." On the side of the tomb, on each
rarlourhe. occur the inili-ils " .\. M. Tifi,

E. M. 64." The overall dimensions of the
tomb aro as follows; height Ifift. 3in..

width 9ft.. projection from back line of

wall 5ft. fiin. Attached to the wall is an
ornamental scroll bracket, iimm which
vests the original helmet w-orn by .Anthony
5Iansel, who when fully attired in his
armour and helmet probably presented an
exceediiu'ly fine and commanding appear-

ance, seeing that his recumbent figure

measures 6ft. 2in. from head to foot.

Whatever demei'its this tomb may
possess as a sample in design, it must be
admitted that the character of the com-
position as a whole is highly creditable,

being the production of the local mason
who, on his own initiative, left England to

study in Italy, and brought home to his

native country a cultivated taste wliich

enabled him to design and erect this

capital example. Like the porch at

Beaupre, it is conceived after the manner
of his time, according to the contemporary
Renaissance mode. In both these works
the author's ability is conspicuous. They

The R:l el iiiul Mansel Tomb. Llanlritliyd

Church.

stand llif test of time judged as monu-
ments of his skill, and ranking, as they

do, among the finest specimens of their

kind to be found in this part of Wales,

which district, however, is not particularly

rich in architecture of this period and style.

Wm. Eaton, A.R.I.B.A.

«»
" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING

CLUB: SESSION 19141915.

Fresh members annually join our club, and

new readers of the Building News require

to be told about it ; but the purposes and
scope of tlie Desiguing Club have so often

been explained, that really little remains to

be said : at least in so far as our old sub-

scribers are concerned. The objects in view

are, of course, in a way, self-evident, and
the long record of successes which liitherto

liave marked tlie Club's proceedings supplies

the best assurance of its appreciation and
usefulness. This advantage has been experi-

enced sessions on end by the vast niajority of

those who liave made an opportunity for

themselves ))y taking part in its work,
thereby acquiring on the easiest terms much
practical cx|)erience, botli in architectural

drawing and design, besides gaining a know-
ledge of work not otherwise so readily

obtainable by pupils and students scattered

about tlie country. One of tlie results of

membership, and by no means the least in

importance, is the advantage afforded

I to everyone who joins lor more clearly
' ascertaining the measure of his own
per^niial capatiilities by comparing his

individual efforts with the endeavours of

other members in the solution of the

particular problems upon which all are

employed on equal terms. During the past

year these elementary contests ha\'e not
witnessed " a walk over " by any one specially

gifted competitor, seeing that no one person
has dominated the arena ; consequently, the
awards have varied considerably, greatly to

the interest of all engaged in preparing their

monthly proposals. At the same time, it

remains to remark that the work as a whole
has proved to be more uniform than it bad
been for some considerable while, though the

average possibly fell short of distinction in

inventive originality, or for high attainment
in execution. The competitors were, how-
ever, more evenly matched, and so clearly

was this demonstrated that on one occasion

the premier position had to be equally

shared by two of our contributors. In the

matter of numbers throughout the session the

designs were somewhat below the standard
previously attained, notwithstanding the

attractive character of the subjects submitted
to the members. This slacking off, which
happened as the spring advanced, was
certainly disappointing, because it displayed

a lack of enthusiasm in the work of the club,

though possibly the exceedingly fine season

induced not a few to employ their spare time
and energies in the sunshine out of doors.

Otlier attractions in the direction of popular
competitions may also have accounted in

some degree for this depletion just alluded

to, and, besides, it is also more difficult to

prevail upon large numbers of pupils to test

their skill upon a class of subjects such as

we set, demanding, as these little problems
do, more study and inquiry than attempts at

ordinary villa and cottage design, about
which every tyro is apt to consider himself

an expert. Endless accumulations of

mediocre plans of this class are continually

forthcoming; but, as a matter of fact, the

number of really original and suitable

designs for cottages obtained in this way is

extremely small, and that is found to be the

case even where ample prizes constitute the

advertised inducement. The promoters found
in one notable case that the great number of

submitted schemes were so bad, that their

assessors declined to award tlie premiums.
Not only had the competitors w'asted much
time without any tangible result, but they

failed to secure the satisfaction of seeing how
and why they had lost by being able to

compare their own productions with some
more successful designs. The subjects set for

the Building Nevv.s Designing Club have a

higher object, and so, in nearly every case,

are made to conform with a unified scheme
of proportionate character, so as to insure,

as far as possible, an invariable standard
;

and the choice is made on the principle of

affording the members a chance of trying

their bands at a class of buildings most likely

to come within the scope of an architect's

initial practice : therefore the subjects

include undertakings of a sort generally in

vogue, and we are mindful to avoid Utopian
schemes on the one hand, and merely pretty

and paltry speculative subjects on the other
;

steering clear of designs pretending to

produce dwellings, or housings, as they are

termed, at less than cost price by adopting

shoddy construction, with no staying power
about it, and coupled with pretentious pic-

turesqueness of a toyish character which

looks exotic wherever it appears, for these

performances possess nothing in harmony
with the charms of the countryside, and
afford at best a most inadequate accommoda-
tion for everyday needs of workaday people.

We do not pretend to compete with such a

mistaken style of work, which is of no use

to young beginners, and no architectural

student with his way to make in the world,

or who aspires to any just appreciation of

the art of architecture, is likely to advance

bis career by such specious performances,

which have no durable possibilities.

We are happy to say that among the most
prosperous and successful architects of the

day in this country are not a few old

me'mbers of our Designing Club. These men,
however, steadily went through more than
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one session, sci'ioiisly sticking to tlieir job
and taking up willingly the tasks wliioh we
set before tliem. The pioneers to whom we
thus refer included not only prizewinners
in our Club, but also competitors wlio did
not happen at the time to come out exactly
at the top, though they ultimately excelled,
in spite of early reverses. Every now and
again we hear bow some passing criticism of
ours hit home and was duly accepted
in good part, and with prolit. by the
contributors to whom it was addressed,
though they were then unknown, of
course, to us personally. Such reiuarks,
long enough ago were forgotten by the
assessor, who retains no memory even of the
designs in question ; but from time to time
assurances reach us from old members
which leave no doubt as to the right-
ness of the course adopted from the
outset of our Designing Club, and while it

continues there is no intention to change these
fundamentals. No effort will be spared to
keep tlie work of the Club up to date ; but
in this mutual effort success can only be
attained by the hearty co-operation of our
readers and contributors.

THE PRIZEWINNER.S, 1913 14.

The awards which we have now to announce
have been settled by the results of the eight
monthly competitions, and in goi?ig througli
the figures we find that the subjects stood
thus :—A, " Group of Almshouses, with
Chapel and Hall "

:
" Enfant " was first, " If

"

was second, and "Amo" third. B, "A
Classical Town House "

:
" Enfant " stood

first, " Keystone " second, and '" Youngster "

third. C," "A Shop-front Facade Building
for the West End": "Punch" came first

"Toby" second, and " Enfant " third. D,"A
Village Market - Hall": "Marstonian" was
first, "Paolo" second, and "N." third. E,
" A Group of Cottages "

:
" Toby " and " Owl "

ranked equally as first, and "Eclipse" stood
third. F. "A Scouts' Village Centre" gave
"Enfant" the first place, "N." came second,
and "Toby" third. G, "A Small Crema-
torium for a County Town"; "Enfant" kept
the first place, "Paolo" stood second, and
" Concrete " got third.

These allocations put "Enfant" at the
head, for he stood four times first, once third,
and once fifth, being placed si.x times.
"Paolo" was once first, twice second, and
once fifth, being placed four times. "Toby"
was once first, once second, and once third,
being placed three times. "Punch" was once
first, twice fourth, and once fifth; so he was
placed four times, but not ranking so highly
as "Toby." "Owl" ranked first once and
once third. "Marstonian" was once first

and once sixth. The order is consequently
unquestionable. The first prize of £10 10s.

is awarded to " Enfant," Mr. Harold H.
Whitwham, c.o. Messrs. \unns and Brace-
well, architects, Bank Chambers, Bingley.
The second prize of £5 5s. is awarded to

"Paolo," Mr. Albert E. Lowes, 22, Went-
worth-street, Bolton, Lanes. The third prize
of £3 3s. is awarded to "Toby," Mr. L. .1.

Williams, Branksome. Mennaye - road.
Penzance. Hon. mention is awarded to
"Punch" and "Owl." Cheques fur prizes,

after verification, will be forwarded on or
about October 30. Any alterations in

addresses are. meanwhile, to be sent to the
Editor.

SESSION 1914-15: DESIGNING CLUD RULES.

The following are the rules to be observed
by all who wish to take part in the work of

our club :

—

1. Drawings to be sent within twenty eight
days after the publication of the particulars
of each subject.

2. One or more subjects will bo given every
month, from which a competitor may choose.

3. The drawing to be executed in firm

black lines, on uliitp draw ingpa|)er. in sheets

of the absolute size of 24in. by 18in., unless
an exception to this rule is named when the
subject to whidi the deviation applies is set.

No washes or tinting in colour whatever.
Outline to be the first consideration ; but
drawings may be slightly shaded with

shadows executed wholly in line. Scction.nl

parts to be shown in neat "hatching." or

blocked in. The scale to be used will be
given with each subject.

4. Drawings to be forwarded, prepaid, un-

mounted, by post, care being taken to pack
the roll so that the drawings are not crushed
through the post.

5. Oil entering the class (which may be
done at any time) each competitor is required
to furnish liis name and address, which must
be written legibly on the back of each
drawing, as a guarantee of good faith, the

noni de plume the author intends to adopt
being boldly marked on the front of each
separate drawing.

6. Prizes of £10 lO.s., £5 Ss., and £3 3s.

will bo awarded to the best series of designs.

Our decision to be final.

7. Before awarding the prizes any con-

tributor will bo expected to furnish proof, if

necessary, as to his age and the time during
which he has been engaged in professional

pursuits, though no candidate need be strictly

an architectural student. The same prize

cannot in future be awarded more than once
to the same student, and those who have
taken a first prize cannot compete again.

8. We reserve the right of arranging the

drawings for publication in any manner we
deem necessary.

9. A critical notice of the designs sent in

of each series will be given in an early issue

following the receipt of the drawings. All

drawings are returned when done with.

FIRST LIST Ol! SUBJECTS.

A.—A Street Faijade, 42ft. wide, out to

out, and 46ft. high to the top of the parapet,

forming "a gatehouse," having three arch-

ways on the ground-floor level leading by
way of a groined story (14ft. high to soffit

or ceiling, and measuring 26ft. deep), to give

a cart and double footway access to some
town offices ranged round an open garden
space or quadraigle at the rear. The upper
floors (there are to be two, beside the attics

in roof) in this particular front building will

form part of the offices before mentioned.
The first-floor level throiighont will carry

round level with the room over the gateway,
and the ground floor of the contiguous offices

at back will be 2ft. above the ground-line, to

give light to their basements. The rooms in

the "gatehouse" will be lighted from front

and back, and this building is to form part

of, and line up with, the elevation of the

adjoii[ing street -.frontage premises; but

otherwise its facial design is to be complete
in itself, with a slight break to emphasise
this individual character. The subject of this

competition is confined to the portion figured

by the above dimensions for a "gatehouse."
Columns or piers nmy bo introduced to carry

the groins and divide the footways right and
left of the carriageway in the centre, and
this latter is to be 12ft. wide in the clear.

The arches may vary in span ; but room must
be left for opening back the wrought-iron

gates, needed to close up the throughway
front arches at night from the street. No
approach to the offices is contemplated from

either of the two footways under tl,io

building; but a door on each side should

be introduced as leading to the adjacent

premises built beyond on either flank,

and for these premises the ground floor will

at most be only one 6in. step above the pave-

ment. The gatehouse elevation should

compose as a centrepiece seen at the end of

the vista of the street opposite to it, goiiig

away at right-angles. There may be a wooden
clock-turret or fleehe over the middle of this

building, the style of wliieh is to be Georgian
Classic, carried out in red brick and stone,

the lower part all masonry, and to have a

tiled roof rising to show above the parapet.

\ broad, simple, and dignified treatment is

suggested. The drawings to include a front

elevation aiul cross section to scale of 4ft. to

the inch. Two plans and back elevation may
be drawn 8ft. to the inch. A sketch

view to be inehuled if space will allow, ll

should be taken rather from a full front

view. Drawings to be delivered to the

Building News Office not later than Satur-

day. October 31. 1914.

EXPORTS OF BRITISH BRICKS, ETC.

The following statement, issued by the

Board of Trade, shows for a recent year the

value of bricks and other fireproof product.s

of clay and clayey substances exported from
German and Austria-Hungary;

—

Ex])ort8 from Genuany (1912)—

Fireproof bricks of all kinds (Chamoite, Dinas,
bauxite, if. I ;~

Rectaugular, each weigUiu^ uet, leas than
okilugs 4322,900

Ret'taTigular, each weighing net, 5 kilogs. or
more; other tiiaa rectangular, without
regard to weight 261,200

Other fireproof prod:ict3 of olay and clayey
aubstauces :

—

Retorts 38,500
Crucibles, murtiea, capsules, tubes, cylinders,
and other hollowed articles other than
retorts ; Blabs and other products, except
liricks ; crucibles of magnesia, cement, or
soapstone .'i3,100

Total tUW,7ou

Exports from .Vuetria-Hungary (1913)

—

Fireproof bricks :

—

(a) Dinas, maguesite, bauxite, and graphite
bricks :

—

Weighing uptoo kiJoge. each i*l-19,300

Weighing over 5 kilogs. each 74,500
(4) Other;—
Weighing up to 10 kiloge. each 15,800
Weighing over 10 kilogs. each 7,0DO

Retorts, crucibles, muffles, capsules, nozzles,
brewers' stirring-rods, and similar articles for
technical purposes of firejiroof material (other
than graphite) or common stoneware 1,700

Total i;2-W,300

Similar particulars for the United Kingdom
are not available.

PRINCIPAL GERMAN MARKETS.

The total value of fireproof bricks, etc.,

exported from Germany in 1912 was
£580,150, or 90 per cent, of her total exports
of these goods in that year. The principal
markets (mainly European) supplietl by
Germany, and the amount sent to each
market, were; Russia, £156.100; France,
£135,650; Belgium, £84,400; Italy, £52.0(10;
Netherlands, £39,900; and Switzerhmd,
£28,600. The United Kingdom took from
Germany £13,800 worth of these products i;(

1912.

PRINCIPAL AUSTRIAN MARKETS.

Austria's exports of fireproof bricks were
valued at £149,000 in 1913. The United
Kingdom was one of her largest customers,
taking such goods to the value of £10,520.
The other principal purchasing countries and
the amounts sent to each w'ere : Russia,

£42.710; France, £23,850; Italy, £17,050;
and Belgium, £7,4.30.

The exports of fireproof bricks. <te.. not
being separately recorded in llu: trade

returns of the United Kingdom, no coiu-

parison between the exports of the throe
countries is possible. It is known, however,
that there is a fairly largo production of such
goods in this country, and on the basis of

the foregoing figures, it would appear that

the iiuiximum amount of German and
Austrian trade in fireproof bricks, retorts,

crucibles, etc., which might be diverted to

British manufacturers under present
circumstances is as follows;—

In the United In Colonial
Kingdom Jt Neutral

(a) Ganuau trade (1912) :

—

Market. Markets.
Fireproof brick.* of all kinds :

—

Rectangular, each weighing
less than 5 kilogs T £4,300 ... £3S(i,«,W

Rectangular, each weighing 5

kilogs. or more; also bricks
other than rectangular i,U)0 ... 231,050

Other fireproof pralucts of clay,

.Vc. :—
Retorts 2,700 22,000
Crucibles, muttles, capsnles,

tubes, c.vlindere, Sc 2,2.h) .. 21,860

lb) Au.stro-llungariau trade (1013) :—
Fireprmjf bricks :

—

(a) Dina-s, magnetite, bauxite,
mid grai>hite brick.^ ;

—

Wfighiug uji to 3 kilogs. each 15, too .. 67..350

Weigliiug over 5 kilogs. each... l.ino 3t,85()

(H Other:—
Weighing up to 10 kilogs. each — 11,100

Weighing over 10 kilogs. each — :E..'.."rt)

Retiirts, crucibles, nintltes, cap-
sules, nozzles, ,tc 20 ... 220

£31),320 £Bl.3,42o

Making a grand total of £713,710. •

* The German figures for 1912 and the Austro-
tlungarian figures for 1913 ha\ e been added so as to

trivc an idea of tlie luilk of tlie tntde in a year.
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Tlie following particulars are available as

to tlie trade in fireproof bricks, etc., in

certain markets abroad ;

—

CANADA.

The following is an extract from llie report

of H.M. Trade Commissioner for the Hscal

year ending March 31. 191.'i: "Under
building materials are included bath bricks,

Hrebricks, drain and sewer pipes, chimney
linings, and tiles for mosaic flooring. Imports
into the Dominions exceeded .£1,000,000 in the

liscal year 19121.3; from the United Kingdom
about"£ 120,000. A great number of inquiries

lu-.vc been received at this office (3, Beaver
Hall-square, jMontreal) withiii the last few

months from Canadian firms, asking to be

put into touch with British firms. Here we
liave a class of material which is liandled

outside the ordinary wholesale and retail

distributive channels, and British manu-
facturers will, therefore, find the ordinary
commercial agent of small value. Firms
should be clioscn who already have a con-

nection with contractors and similar firms."

AUSTRALIA.

H.M. Trade Commissioner, in a despatch
written in September, 1912, furnished the

following statistics relative to the import of

fireclay manufactures, fire-Uunps, fibro-

cement, and asphalte tiles into Australia
during the years 1909, 1910, and 1911:—

Imports from the
United Kingdom.

Vnlnp rercentage of
total imports.

£9,14fi
. , ei.U8

10,888 .. 52.71
l",i;35 ... 4.5.80

Total Imports.

UII19 ,£14,7.1.5

lUlU 211,275

I'JU 38,.503

H.M. Trade Commissioner drew attention

lo the steady decline in the proportion of

British trade disclosed by the above statistics,

and pointed out that imports from Germany
increased in 1911 to £8,092, as against
£4,302 in 1910.

Firebricks are not separately mentioned
in tlie Australian trade statistics, but it may
be mentioned that the total value of the
imports of firebricks and glazed bricks into

Australia in 1911 amounted to £17,173, being
more than doid^le the \alue of the imports
in 1910 (£8,485). The British proportion in

1911 declined to 82.12 per cent., as against
89.03 per cent, in 1910. Competition is

seriously felt from Germany, whose trade is

almost entirely with Victoria. The value of

the imports fi-om Gernianv in 1911 were
£2.927. In 1912 the total "imports of fire-

bricks and glazed bricks were valued at

£12.794, the shares of the United Kingdom
and Germany being £9,723 and £2,295 re-

spectively.

RUS.SIA.

The French Consul at St. Petersburg, in

his report for the year 1911, calls attention
to the continuous increase in the importation
of firebricks, etc. He places the total value
..f the imports in 1911 at £157,797. Of this
quantity Germany supplied the largest
share, amounting "to 81,018 tons, as against
28.027 tons from 'Great "Britain.

H.M. Consul at Helsingfors, in a despatch
written in August. 1914, remarked that large
quantities of firebricks arc imported from
Germany. Ho points out that there are no
factories for the production of firebricks in

Finland, consequently all supplies have to
be iinporled from abioad. Ho adds that if

Scottish firms were to quote acceptable
prices there would be an opening for their
products in Finland.
H.M. Consul at Batouni, in a despatch

written in February. 1914, <lrew attention
to the efforts of certain (iernian iiianu

factnrors of firebricks to capture the market
in the Caucasus region. It appears that
(piantities of firebricks of German maun
facture were shipped from a German port to

Batoum, marked in such a way as to lead
juirehasers to believe that they were brick",

of a well known Scottish make. This Scottish

make of firebrick is in constant demand in

the Caucasus district, and British manii

facturers may bo interested in the Ginnian
attempt to secure a footing in this market.
The British Viee-Consul at Mariupol, in

his report for 1911, stated: "Local firebrick

mannracturers were overrun vvilli ordrrt.

and were obliged to refuse contracts, which
went abroad, principally to Germany. The
imports in 1911 reached 12,023 tons, as com-
pared with 1,850 tons in 1910. This quantity

was composed of about 2,000 tons of silica

bricks and the balance of ordinary firebricks

for the construction of coke-ovens and
repairs to blast furnaces. British brick-

manufacturers only participated to the extent
of 2 per cent, of tlie quantity imported."

In his report for 1912, the Viee-Consul
stated: "Russian firebrick manufacturers
were again unable to meet the demand, and
several large orders for firebricks for the

construction of coke ovens were placed in

Germany. One firebrick factory received

1,070 tons of these bricks from Glasgow for

the rebuilding of their kilns. Silica bricks

for steel furnaces, as hitherto, were all

received from Germany, British manu-
facturers ought to be able to compete in this

article."

The trade report of the German Coiisul-

General at Odessa for 1912 contains the

following :
" Fireproof stones, bricks, and

tiles, as far as now imported, come from
Glasgow, but imports are rapidly decreasing
in view of the increasing Russian pro-

duction."

NETHERLANDS.
H.M. Consul-General at Rotterdam states

in a conimuiiicatioii received in August. 1914,

that English as well as German firebricks

are used in the Netherlands. He adds that

as regards silica firebricks of Scottish origin

the prices quoted arc too high for the

Rotterdam market, the cheaper kinds being
generally used.

SPAIN.

An Austrian Consular report from Bar-
celona states that the value of the importa-
tions into Spain of " bricks, parts of bakers'

ovens, retorts, and other similar fireproof

articles" amounted in 1911 to about £52,000.

The consumption of articles under these

headings is said to be on the increase, in

sympathy with the growing activity of in-

dustrial enterprise in Spain. The bulk of

the importations are from Great Britain, but
Germany takes a fair share of the trade.

ROIiMANIA.

Til his report for 1911 the Belgian Consul
at Bucharest mentions that a firebrick manu-
facturing industry exists in the country, the

clay being imported fiom Bohemia and
Moravia.

JAPAN. ' V

The following is extracted from the

report on the trade of .Japan in 1912 by

H.M. Commercial AttKche at Tokio: "Great
Britain and Germany arc responsible for the

enlarged import of firebricks. A point in

connection with this is worth mentioning. A
firm imported the complete plant for a sugar
mill, including boilers. Firebricks also

fornied part of the order; but although there

is a sparate duty for firebricks, and they

were shipped separately, the Customs autho-

rities at Keelung maintained that they should

be classed as parts of boilers. Future im-

porters should be careful to see that their

bricks are invoiced quite separately."

An Austrian Consular report from Yoko
llama states that in 1912 Austria Hungary
sent to that port nearlv £1.000 worth of fire-

proof tiles. Importations, valued at about
,£19,000 annually, come principally from
Germany and Great Britain.

THE MOVEMENT OF TALL BUILDINGS.
The recent statement of the Superin-

tendent of Buildings of Chicago that

virtually all of the immense buildings and
skyscrapers of the dowii-towii district are
out of plumb, calls attention to a peculiarity

of tall buildings little realised and still less

understood outside of the alehiteetural and
engineering professions. The common im-
pression (says the Ciniirnrt ]\' iirld) is that all

heavy and massive structures are rigid, firm,

and immovable; yet in Chicago, according
to the Department of Buildings, they have
not one, but scores of buildings like the
leaning tower cf Pisa, only they do not lean
so much, 30in, being the most that any of

them are out of plumb. So far from being
firm and rigid, all tall buildings are subject
to two distinct movements, and all heavy
buildings erected on anything but bed-rock
have three distinct moven:ciits to their

credit.

The city of Chicago, built as it is on sub-
strata of clay, says "Building Progress,"
furnishes the most interesting study of the
movement of buildings, and the greatest

number and variety of e.-cainples. All of the
early skyscrapers of that city were carried
on lloating foundations or on piles driven
deep into the clay. These buildings without
exception settled into the soil due to their

weight, the distances they settled varying from
Sin, to over 5in. Many of these buildings

—

notably the Great Northern Hotel— are

partially carried on jacks, and periodically

levelled up as settlements occur. After all

subsidence has taken place, and the buildings

have finally come to rest, the jacks are

removed and the foundation walls filled in

with masonry.

That is one of the movements of buildings,
then, settlement; but settlement takes place
only in those buildings erected on floating

foundations. When the footings are extended
down to bed-rock, as all footings for present-
day buildings in Chicago arc, the amount of

settlement that takes place is nil, and may be
disregarded. But even buildings with their

footings carried to bedrock lean or are

racked out of plumb, and the taller the
buildings the more they are likely to lean,

although the amount they arc out of plumb
is seldom enough to endanger the structure.
Recently the Building Commissioners of

Chicago ordered the Unity Building to be
straightened, as it was "unsafe, but not
dangerous," being 30in. out of plumb. In
an interview they said: "It is impossible to

prevent the big buildings here from leaning.

Some of tliciii are not straight when they are

finished, but that docs not impair their

safety. It is probably safe to say that every
building in the city leans more or less. If

they are on floating foundations they also

settle gradually." But there is still another
moveinent of buildings, and the most in-

teresting of them all to consider. According
to an exchange, "'J'he Eiftcl Tower swings
perceptibly in the wind, and even stone

shafts like those of tlie Bunker Hill and
Washington Monuments move several inches
at the top. Ill these cases the cause of the

action is not only the wind, but the heat of

the sun. The side that is towards the sun
expands during the day more than the side

in shadow. An interesting device has been
employed to show the movement of the dome
of the Capitol at Washington. A wire was
hung from the middle of the dome inside the

building down to the lloor of the rotnmhi,
and on the lower cud of the wire was hung
a 251b. plumb-bob. In the lower point of the

weight was inserted a lead pencil, the point

of which just touched the floor. A large

sheet of paper was spread out beneath it.

As the dome moved, it dragged the pencil

over the paper every day. The mark made
was in the form of an ellipse Oin. long. 'The

dome would start moving in the morning as

soon as the rays of the sun began to act

upon it; and slowly, as the day advanced, the

pencil would be dragged in a curve across

the paper until sundown, when a reaction

would take place and the pencil would move
back again to its starting-point. But if;

would not go back over its own pencil track,

for the cool air of night would cause the

dome to contract as much on the one side as

the suii had made it expand on the other,

and so the pencil would form the other Iniif

of the ellipse, getting back to the original

point all ready to start out again at sun-

rise."

In the three movments affecting tall and
heavy buildings we have, then, particularly

in the expansion and contraction movement,
which is of daily occurrence, and which affect

scyscraper buildings as well as all other tall

structures, a condition which must be taken

into consideration when planning the build-

ings. Lines of steam-pipes, stacks of

drainage - pipes, lengths of water - pipes,

vacunni cleaning )iipe^. refrigeration system
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pipes, t'loc'tric wire ooiidiiits, and tlio various
networks of tubing wliich cross and criss-

cross inside of a building will naturally be
more or less affected by the niovenients of

tlie building; and if long life is expected of

tliese various systems of piping, tliey must
be so installed that they can "give" under
the movements of the building without
damage to the piping, and sufficiently to com-
pensate for the change of position.

Besides pointing out the necessity for
flexibility for the piping systems in tall

buildings, the movement of buildings shows
bow desirable it is to have solid foundations
the footings of which extend down to bed-
rock. Floating foundations are all right for
some kinds of buildings, but for the sky-
scraper type there is nothing so good as the
solid rock of old Mother Earth.

SLAG AS AN AGGREGATE IX
CONCRETE.*

Every new or extended utilisation of by-

product makes for economy in the conserva-
tion of resources. The millions of tons of

blast-furnace slag annually produced in the

United States, for years considered not only
practically worthless, but always a nuisance,
and entailing unavoidable expense in handling
and disposal, have from time to time to some
extent been utilised in a variety of ways ; one
very important use of certain of these slags

being in the manufacture of a valuable
product, Portland cement. But the per-

centage of furnace slag made use of thus, or
indeed in any other way, such as for track
ballast or for building macadam roads, is at

present relatively very small, and yet is

actually considerable in tonnage. Any in-

crease in the use of this product to the extent
outlined in this paper, should the adaptability
of slag for concrete aggregate be generally
recognised, would furnish a very desirable
outlet. 'J'o be sure, its adaptability for this

purpose has always been recognised by large
iron manufacturers, who early made use of

this handy material, when concrete con-
struction was undertaken around their plants

;

but it has not been adopted generally.
With the marvellous growth in recent

years of concrete construction, and especially
reinforced concrete, the advantage of furnace
slag as an aggregate in reducing the dead
weight per cubic foot of concrete, has made
a strong appeal to many concrete engineers.
The result is that the building codes of

several of our large municipalities have per-
mitted the use of furnace slag equally with
any other material ordinarily used for aggre-
gate in concrete.

In the course of our professional work
during the past year we have made an ex-
tended investigation of certain slag-concrete.
The particular value of our work, we think,
lies especially in the fact tliat any conclusions
to be drawn therefrom are based on a large
number of test results, very much more than
the number from which averages are
ordinarily deduced. In consequence, we feel

that any deductions submitted are reliable,
and while tests on slag-concrete specimens
have often been made previously, and the
results in some cases published, so far as our
examinations of these are concerned the
number of tests from which average results
were deducted at each period was com-
paratively limited, and, consequently, the
conclusions therefrom ai'e correspondingly
less reliable.

Originally we made a few comparative tests
using different aggregates, such as limestone.
Birdsboro trap-rock, and slag ; the tests
being carried on only to the twenty-eight-day
period. This was done to arrive in-
dopeiulently at the relative actual values of
these different materials. .\s a result of these
early le^ts and the showing made therein by
slag, we undertook an extended series of test's

involving the manufacture of five hundred
Gin. cubes; KJO of these to be crushed ateach
of the several periods—28 days, 3 months, G
months. months, and 1 year—so as to arrive
at entirely reliable averages, and to establish

• Paper by Mr. W. A. Aiken-, read before the irUi
annual meeting of the Americau Society for Testintr
Materials, Atlantic City, N. J., June 30-JiUy 3, lUU.

the uniformity ot the character of the

concrete. As the work progressed results

were such that the number of cubes tested at

the 0-month and 1-year periods was reduced
to 50 each, and it is proposed to crush the

renuiining 100 cubes at 6-month intervals up
to 6 years—10 cubes at each period.

The materials used in this investigation
were all commercially procured in Phila-
delphia, and the work of making the
specimens was no better than that under
ordinary field conditions of concrete construc-
tion—no attempt having been made to enter
into any elaboration. Thorough mixing, how-
ever, was positively assured, tlie work being
done by hand. The moulds used were in

gangs of tens and made of planed lin. white-
pine lumber, put together with screws. The
cement used was a standard Lehigh Valley
brand, showing the following compliance with
the standard specifications of the American
Society for Testing Materials :

—

Fineness.—No. 100 sieve, 96.0 per cent,
passing ; No. 200 sieve, 81.2 per cent, passing."

Time of Set.— Initial set, 5h. 30m. ; final

set, 6h. 10m.
Constancy of Volume.—Passed the cold-

water-pat, air-pat, steam-pat, and boiling-pat
tests favourably.

Tensile Strength. — (Average of five

briquettes.)

34 hours.
21Blb.

" tlays.

2-2ib.

Neat.

7 days.
BOlll).

2S (lays.

7Mlb.

1 cement : y sand.
•in days.
317lii.

Temperature of laboratory air, 70deg. F.
Temperature of gauging water, 68deg. F.

The sand used was Jersey gravel, the
material almost universally used in the
vicinity of Philadelphia. This showed the
following granulometric analysis :

Sieves.
Jin
No. 10 ,

Xo. 20
No. 30
No. «
No. BO

Amount passing
U7.4 per cent.

.. 90.8

.. 72.S

. 63.8

. 5.5.2

3.J.4

No. 100 ll.B

This is not ideal material, as will be recog-
ised, but was used because it is the material
of the market.
The coarse aggregates, commercially called

|in. material, all passed the IJin. sieve and
were retained on the Jin. sieve.

The slag used showed the following
chemical analysis :

Silica (Si 0; I ! 3t.40 per cent.
-Alumina and iron oxide (R(Oj) ... 2SM) ,,

Lime((;aU) 3.5.88 ,,

Masne.'iia (MgO) 3.21 „
Sulphuric anhydride (SO.i) 0.31* „
Sidphur 1.27
Loss on ignition 1.31 ,,

All material was measured by volume in

the proportions of 1 part cement. 2 parts
sand, and 4 parts coarse aggregate : this being
the requirement of the Philadelphia Building
Laws. All the concrete was mixed to ordinary
work consistency -rather wet than dry.

The preliminary investigation for com-
parative purposes gave the following average
results from three 6in. cubes at 7 days and
three Gin. cubes at 28 days.

Coarse aggregate.
* "ompHnitive strength,

111. i)er sij.iu.

7 da.ys. 28 days.
... .•)<J0 Oil'

... 1,1M 1,888
.. 1,«81 2,.537

Limestone
liinisljoru tntp rock
Slag

There was then undertaken the main in-

vestigation covering the manufacture and
testing of the 500 slag cubes. These were all

air-stored in a dry cellar, being sprinkled
with water once a week. They gave on
breaking the results shown in the accompany-
ing table.

A study of this detailed differentiation of

test results shows that at 28 days. 3 mouths,
and 6 months, of the number of individual

tests failing to closely agree with the several
general averages, the large percentages of

these show considerably greater strength than
these general averages or than the average
of the larger percentages of tests which agree
so closely with the several general averages.
The average strength noted in all tests at
these periods—28 days, .'! months, and 6

months- may, therefore, l)e assumed as
thoroughly conservative.
A similar study of results at 9 months and

1 year shows that of the results not in close
agreement with each period's general average,
or with the larger number of tests at each
period which closely approximate these
general averages, a somewhat larger per-
centage falls below this general average than
that which runs above. But as those results
which are above the general findings average

CoMPREssiox Tksts on tiin. Sl.vg-Co.ncheti-: Cl'dks.

Average weight of the concrete being
l«.81b. per eft.

Kemarks.

ti mouths

1 year

73 per cent, of all the tests
averaged 1,5331b. per sii.in.

;

within 2 per cent, of the
general average, but lower.

20 i)er cent, of all the tests
averaged l,7.'i01lj. per sq.in.

;

within 11 per cent, of the
genemi ayenige, but higher.

7 per cent, of all the tests
averaged l,3J41b. per sq.iu.

;

within 14 per cent, of the
general average, but lower.

78 ])er cent, nf all the tests
averaged 1,9221b. perscj.in.

;

witliin 2 per cent, of the
general average, but lower.

13 per cent, of all the tests
averaged 2,1851b. per Sfpin.

;

within 12 per cent, of the
general average, but higher.

7 per cent, of all the tests
averaged 1, 7941b. per sq.in. ;

within 8 per cent, of the
general average, but lower.

2,589 73 per cent, of all the tests
averaged 2,5831b. per eii.iu. ;

practically in complete agree-
ment with the general average.

1-t per cent, of all the tests
averaged 3,0581b. per st|.in.

;

I

within 18 per cent, of the
I general average, but higher.
' 13 per cent, of all the tests

averaged 2,1251b. per sq.in.

;

1 within 18 i)er cent, of the
general avenige, luit lower.

2,8-11 73 per cent, of all the tests
averaged 2,8741b. per sq.in.

;

within 1 per cent, of the
general average, but higher.

8 per cent, of all the testa
averaged 3,3H71b. per sq.in.

;

within 18 per cent, of the
general average, but higher.

20 per cent, of all the teste

averaged 2,5141b. per sq.in.
;

within 12 ()6r cent, of the
general average, but lower.

2,797 84 per cent, of all the tests

averaged 2,8121Ij. per sq.in.
;

w-ithin 1 per cent, of the
genemi average, but higher.

6 per cent, of all the tests

averaged 3,5341b. per sii.in.

;

within 30 per cent, of the
general average, but higher.

10 per cent, of all the tests

averaged 2,3421b. per sq.in.

;

within 16 per cent, of the
general average, but lower.

relatively much more above such general
findings, than the low results average below
these general findings, it may again be
assumed that the average strength results of

all tests at the later periods of 9 months and
1 year are equally conservative.

This is more particularly evident when it

is borne in mind that the sand used was not
what could be considered first-class material,

and undoubtedly influenced the strength of

the concrete developed. Also, the com-
paratively small size of the slag aggregate
must necessarily have influenced the strength

of the concrete, while the results would pro-

bably have been higher had the test speci-

mens been larger. It is also to be noted that,

in so far as the author's observation goes, the

results are markedly lower than those pub-
lished by other investigators of slag concrete.

The main point is whether the compressive-

strength values herein developed are suffi-

ciently great to warrant the employment of

slag as aggregate, in competition w'ith broken
stone and gravel. We think the findings are

in favour of this, since our experience
has been that the crushing strength of

broken stone or gravel concrete, made up
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under ordmary field conditions, will not niajontv of the subjects selected vere antique

average over 1,5001b. per square inch at the -they «ere treated in a thoroughly Classical

»„! r.f thirtv davs spirit-and Rome was the centre towards

'consequently -Yrom the actual strength of
[

which artists from^_all parts of the world

the concrete "developed m these tests; its made their

weight per cubic foot (which is less than that

of most materials used similarly) ; the recog

uised solubility of slag, which permits it to

act as a puzz'olanic material ; its alkaline

nature, which is especially conducive to rust-

prevention in the case of'reinforced-concrete

construction, and from the relatively high

combined percentages of silica, alumina, and

iron, which make for permanency of the

resulting concrete : we conclude that slag of

similar constitution is in every way satis-

factory for use as aggregate in concrete'.

A N C I E N T A R C H I T E C T U R E.

RESUME OF FIRST LECTURE.

Mr. Banister Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., gave

the first of twenty-four University Extension

lectures on 'Ancient Architecture" at the

British Museum yesterday (Thursday) after

noon. In these weekly lectures he will trace

the evolution of architecture in Egypt,

Assyria, Greece, Rome, and Byzantium, with

special emphasis on the influence of ancient

art on all subsequent styles down to our own
day. Ill his introductory address the lecturer

pointed out that architecture was in all ages

the visible exponent of civilisation, and that

present-day buildings were the product of

ancient art and of modern needs. The study of

architecture was thus necessary not only for

architects, craftsmen, and students, but also

for authors, journalists, photographers, and
antiquaries, while the interest of history is

increased by a knowledge of the dwellings

and temples erected by different nations for

their social, religious, and political require-

ments, while for the general public the

ability to appreciate the monuments of the

past adds to the enjoyment of travel and to

the understanding of our own surroundings.

The lectures will be illustrated by some
twelve hundred views, so that during the

twenty-four hours thus spent students will

learn as much about the architecture of the

ancients as they would in at least as many
months of actual travel. Mr. Fletcher

described the different influences which had
their part in the evolution of tlie building

art. Starting from the world-famous Sphinx,
a sentinel of the mysterious past, he reviewed
by word and picture Egyptian temples,

pyramids, and tombs, Assyrian palaces,

Greek temples and theatres, and Roman
Imperial buildings, such as the Baths of

Caracalla. the stupendous Colosseum, and
the .\rches of Triumph, as well as the
dwellings at Pompeii, the churches of the
Early Christians, and the peculiar work of

tlie Byzantines. Obviously the British
Museum, which contains the world's richest

collection of ancient art. is an ideal place
for such lectures, as there the exhibits can
be studied in the class after the lecture. This
course is recognised in qualifying for the
Diploma in the History of Art given by the
University of London. The lectures are
delivered on Thursday afternoons at 4.30 in

the Assyrian Saloon of the British Museum.
The subject of the next lei-ture will be
" Egyptian Architecture." Particulars can
be obtained from the hon. sec, 10, Wobnrn-
square. W.C.

o»

MODERN SCULPTURE."
Tliat part of the history of Modern

Sculpture which deals with the Classic
revival—at the end of the 18th and begin-
ning of the 19th centuries- is looked upon in

these days as almost belonging to antiquity.

The emotional phase of Renaissance
Sculpture had expended itself in extravagant
productions, and a reaction set in, which
brought about a return to Classic simplicity

and severity, the effect of which was felt

throughout the whole of Europe. The

• A lecture delivered iit the II.V.I. A. ou Juue ;jii, nil 1,

\>y J. K. TKANTHiM-KitvjiB, Director of the Swinbuniu
Teclniicul CuUese, UawtUoru, and formerly asBistaut to
the hite E. Onslow Ford, B.A. The lecture was illuB-

tniLed by 7.'i limelight elides.

way. There was comparatively

little religious sculpture—most of the works

were executed for wealthy patrons of the art.

Such was the first stage of the Classic

revival.

The next stage w^as brought about by a

reaction against this aristocratic and Classic

sculpture, and the desire for subjects more
national in character, more particularly for

portraits of men who had distinguished them-

selves in the service of their country, m
literature, science, art, etc. A great deal of

the old Classic spirit remained, although its

form and substance had changed, and Rome
was still the artistic centre of the world.

The third and final stage was reached

during the latter half of the 19th century.

Mythological subjects gave place to the

actualities of modern Life. These were

treated in a realistic manner, and the centre

of inspiration for artists was no longer Rome,
but Paris.

There has been little or no change in either

modelling or carving tools; but mechanical

appliances have been designed, by means of

which sculptors' models may be reproduced

in various materials and practically to any

scale. Hence the modern sculptor is not

always a carver. Indeed, in many cases he is

only "a modeller, and the work of reproducing

his models in marble or other media is left to

workmen and professional carvers. While

this mechanical reproduction of work has

brought sculpture within reach of the com-

paratively poor, it has frequently reacted dis-

advantageously upon the quality of the w'ork,

and a piece of sculpture—or art craft work

—designed and executed right through to the

final material by the artist is of infinitely

greater value, to those who have the eyes to

see and the soul necessary to appreciate it,

than the highly-finished mechanically perfect

work, of which one sees so much.

Modern Sculpture in It.ily.

theseus slaying the centaur— can0v.4.

The Classic revival of sculpture in Italy

began with Antonio Canova. who was born at

Passagno. a village near Venice, in 1757. His

talent was recognised early, and he was

placed for instruction under a Venetian

sculptor called Torretti. The Senator

Giovanni Faliero was his patron, and gave

him commissions. In 1779 he was able to go

(o Rome, where he threw himself heart and

soul into the study of the antique. That his

work there was "congenial and fruitful is

shown bv his first important Roman statue—

TheseusSlaying the Centaur— the subject of

this illustration, a work which displays many
of the qualities of the later Greek school.

CUPID AND rSYCHE.

After the execution of some monuments
and this group of Cupid and Psyche. Canova
was criticised as being a softened Bernini.

I'o refute this charge he aimed at stronger

and more masculine efforts, and produced

Hercules and Lichas and the Boxers,

Kreugas. and Danioxenes.

KREUGAS.

The statues, of which this is one, were

modelled bv Canova about the beginning of

the 19th century. They are treated in the

usual Classic "manner. The subjects are

brutal, and they are not considered to be in

the front rank of art. There is no doubt

that Canova's best vein lay in the direction

of grace and beauty rather than of strength.

His statue of Perseus was very highly

esteemed, and was secured for the Vatican

gallery, where it filled the place of the Apollo

when tliat statue was removed by the French.

It represents a delicately-finished, slightly

effeminate warrior, full of graceful beauty.

Canova modelled from life the large bust of

Xapoleon. His colossal statue of the

Emperor passed into the hands of the British

Government, and was finally presented to

(he Duke of Wellington—an instance of the

sarcasm of destiny. No man (witli the ex-

ception of kings or emperors) ever received

greater adulation than this sculptor, and he

remained unspoiled through it all, his nobility

of character and goodness of life earning for

him the appellation -'il buon Canova."

CHARITY—UARTOLINI.

The infUience of Canova—even in Italy

—

was met by counter influences of the

Romantic and Naturalistic school. Among
those who aimed at infusing the Classic style

witli Naturalism, one of the most celebrated

was the Florentine professor. Lorenzo Barto-

lini. His early studies in Paris gave him a

bias towards Naturalism. His principles were

the imitation of nature and a return to sim-

plicity. His group of Chanty, in the Pitti

Palace, is one of his many fine works. It

shows that he was not able to free himself

altogether from Classic influences.

GIOTTO—DUPRE.

Giovanni Dupre—a follower of Bartohni

—

emphasised the leaning towards Naturalism,

found in the works of his master. Amongst
the works which brought him into prominent

notice are a Cain and Abel and a Pieta. In

his statue of Giotto, at the Ufiizi, his realism

is more pronounced.

REVOLUTION—XIMENES.

This group—Revolution— is part of the

Garibaldi monument in Milan. It is by

Ettore Ximines, one of the modern Italian

sculptors, who insists upon character rather

than the literal imitation of objective facts

in his work. He preaches and practises what
he calls the intentional disregard of tlie

natural and reasonable in order to get the

desired effect.

THE MESSENGER OF LOVE—CARONl.

This work—The Messenger of Love—by
Professor Caroni, while being one of the best

works of its type, shows the direction of a

great deal of modern Italian sculpture. The
drapery and the coiffure of the girl (who is

sending away a pigeon with a message tied

to its neck) are wrought with extraordinary

care and finish—fringe, pattern, texture, and

all the rest of it.

MODESTY.

This statue of Modesty is one of tlie

popular favourites of the Ballarat collection.

It is easy to imagine the first veiled figure

being done by some clever sculptor as a sort

of artistic recreation, and even today it

attracts a number of wondering admirers.

There are a great many modern Italian

sculptors doing fine, serious work in ail

branches of the art, a living protest against

the tremendous amount of so-called sculpture,

adapted both in subject and treatment to the

average demands of possible purchasers with

debased taste ; but many skilful sculptors

arc content to supply these marble toys to

children of larger growth, who gaze with

gratified surprise at the marvellous workman-
ship displayed in the execution of marble

ruffs, woolwork, etc., or at saucy little faces

smiling through the meshes of wonderfully

executed marble lace.

Modern Sculpture in Germany,
ariadne—dannecker.

At the end of the 18th century a school of

sculptors at Stuttgart, headed by Danneckcr.

manifested a strong Classical spirit. Johanu

Heinrich Dannecker studied first in Paris,

then went to Rome and came under the in-

fluence of Canova. His works are charac

terised by grace and a certain measure of

refinement. His most celebrated work is

Ariadne, seated or reclining on an extra-

ordinary beast, generally called a panther.

The pose is easy and the flow of the lines very

attractive. This statue is at Frankfort, and

is displayed in a room suffused with a rosy

light.

THE TWO PRINCESSES—SCHADOW.

Johann Gotfried Schadow, Court Sculptor

of Berlin, was a contemporary of Dannecker

and Thorwalsden. and one of the foundation

pillars of the plastic school of Germany. He
went to Rome in 1785, where he was espeei-

ally attracted by ancient historical sculpture.

Schadow was director of the Berlin Academy

and an authoritative writer on art.

FAME-RAUCH.
This statue of Fame— one of the works
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fHirchased by the late Queen Victoria—is by
Christian Daniel Rauch, the man who takes
the highest place among the historical
fcnlptors of Germany. Like other artists of
liis time, he studied in Rome, and the in-

spiration he received from the ancient
sculptures corrected and improved his sense
of form without subjecting liis spirit,

STATUE OF FREDKRICK THE GRE.^T—RAUCH.
Ranch was renowned for splendid imperial

memorials, and for the nobility and natural-
ness of his work. His masterpiece was the
statue of Frederick tlie Great. It is one of
the great works of its kind in the world. On
the corners of the granite pedestal are
generals and princes on horseback, witli

bronze portrait groups between them of
military, artistic, and literary men who were
eminent during Frederick's reign. On the
upper part of the pedestal arc figures of the
\'irtues and low reliefs. Rauch was seventy
years of age when this work was completed'.
He had several pupils who did excellent
work, but none of them approached their
master's standard,

GERMANIA—.SCHILLING.

This colossal figure of Germania, by
.Johannes Schilling, is part of the Niederwald
monument of German Unity. H is typically
Germa?i, and not altogether free from the
Rococo spirit of the earlier Dresden school.

BEETHOVEN—MAX KLINGER.
This statue of Beethoven is executed in

several materials and is polychromatii-. It

created a sensation a few years ago, and was
quoted as an example of the departure of
modern artists from those lieaten tracks
which revolutionary spirits said could only
lead to lifeless .convention and rigid
formalism. The underlying motue of all the
work of the revolutionists seemed to be at
first an effort to return to nature and to
primitive simplicity, a motive on which might
be based an art expression as free, spon-
taneous, and genuine as any that grew out of
the simpler and fuller life of ancient and
Mediaeval time. Advocates of the new art
urged that its fantastic products were due
chiefly to the errors of youth and enthusiasm,
that tlie art would -'"find itself," and the
fruits of freedom be made manifest. But this
assurance has not been borne out by the
facts, France had too many artistic
traditions and cherished them too deeply for
a new movement, having little or no intrinsic
vitality, to have much influence. In England
the revolt against the stodgy ugliness of the
early Victorian period embodied itself in the
arts and crafts movement which alone, out of
all forms of the new art, appears to have in
it some of the elements of permanence. The
reason for this is because the art and craft
workers were sincere, and they returned in
their work to the forms which were the honest
expression of the common life of an earlier
day,

PANEL IN HIGH RELIEF,
Some of the worst achievements of

Secession Art are to be found in Germany
and Austria. One of my slides illustrates
what is described as a decorative figure, ex
pressing the strength necessary to carry great
weight. The head is bent into the position
shown, so as to get rid of the space above the
shoulders. The face, upon which rests all the
weight, is distorted in order to preserve the
decorative squareness of the head.

Wood panel in high relief.
riiis panel, which is carved in wood, is

equally morbid and painful. The figures
appear to Inive bi'cn tortured beyond the limit
of luniian endurance, then, drooping and
dead, to have been propped up in this niclic
to get them out of the way. The lines and
muscles of the body are grotesque in tlieir
exaggeration, and, in the efl'ort to fill the
space in a decorative way, the artist has so
cramped these weird figures that they suggest
prisoners in one of the Mediieval cells in
which it is impossible either to stand up or
lie down.

CARYATID.
I his Secessionist idea of a caryatid is

equally grotesque
; it is a carving on one of

the great stone pillars which support the

vaulted roof, and represents the gaunt nude
body of a man, apparently bearing all the
weight of the arch in the back of his neck,
which has evidently been sawn off for the
purpose.

high relief DECORATION OF A PILLAR.

This example of the high relief decoration
of one of the pillars of the same building is

as bad as any of the preceding examples. It

represents only an enormous face, the weight
of the arch resting upon the wrinkled brow.
In addition to the main monstrosity, there
are a number of subsidiary forms, introduced
apparently with the sole idea of filling space
and carrying out the impression of novelty
and daring. These examples of the worst
types of Secessionist decorative sculpture do
not represent German art, which is, as a
rule, sincere, with an ever-present desire for

accuracy and truth. Its maimer may incline

to the dry and hard or to the grandiose; but
it is seldom weak. German artists have
produced numerous great national works
showing an intense love of the fatherland.
The prevailing realism will, of course, lie

adopted by most rising artists, and lesser

sculptors will experiment ; but the instinct

of the race is to seek for truth to nature, as

well as to improve technique with endless
patience.

THE HUMAN PASSIONS.

Tills remarkable work is the masterpiece
of Jef Lamhean.x, a native of Antwerp, who
studied first in his native town and after-
wards in I'aris. After many struggles he
made a success with The Kiss and 'I'he Mad
Song. Then the- full-sized cartoon for this
work was exhibited, and it caused such a
sensation that the Government ordered its

execution. It represents the elemental
human passions ; to describe it in detail
would take an hour. Dramatic and emotional
sculpture is here carried to its furthest limit,
and works which were once considered
violent in action, such as The Dance, liv

Carpcanx, wlien compared with this appeal-
quite restrained, indeed, almost quiet.

Modern French Sculpture,

The progress of sculpture in France has
always been remarkable for its consistency.
The Frenchman has a passion for form

;

therefore, sculpture is his favourite means of

expression. He sees at a glance all the phases
ot an idea and knows how to pose it effect-

ively. The idea may be worth much—or
little— but .such as it is he can embody it

adroitly and vividly. With the complex
character of the Frenchman many Greek
elements are assimilated, and he uses art as
the minister of national pride. This is done
in other countries, but in no other country is

it so inexorably demanded that the public
monument shall exist for .\rt's sake as well
as for the sake of pride. One of the most
celebrated sculptors, representing the
Classical movement, was Antoine Chaudet,
who studied in Rome, and was a Classicist of

the severe type. He executed a colossal

statue of Napoleon, but his best works were
of an ideal character.

THE departure OF THE VOLUNTEERS, 1792—
RUDE,

One of the greatest of the sculptors who
united the severity of the Classic style with
the sincere study of nature was Frau^ois Rude.
His earliest successes in Paris were gained
with Classic subjects. This illustration—The
Departure of the Volunteers, 1792— is one of

the reliefs on the Arc de Triompha. It was
Ilude's masterpiece, and though it is in a

sense Classic, it was national enough to be
called "The Marseillaise," It is the extreme
expression of patriotic enthusiasm.

THE LION AND THE SNAKE—HARYE,

This is one of the early successes of Antoine
Louis Barye, one of the greatest animal
sculptors the world has seen. Ho widened
the range of French sculpture by his devotion
to the representation of animals, by bis

varied and skilful manipulation of bronze,

and by the emphasis he laid upon massive
modelling as opposed to precise outlines and
delicately curved surfaces. He was educated
in nearly everv branch of art, but he will

always be remembered by his representations
of animals,

JOAN OF ARC AT DO.MREMY.
During the second half ot the lUth century

the Classical school was, to a great extent,
replaced by a halt-Classic, half-Naturalistic
school, in which the Naturalists were gaining
ground. One of the distinguished artists of
this school was Henri Chapu, whose statue of

Joan of Arc is one ot his most popular works.
The Classic influence is not strong in this
statue, in vvliich Joan of Arc is represented
as the dreamy—not the active—heroine,
listening to the voices which are urging her
to take up her mission and save her country,

CHARITY,
The organised teaching of France, as re-

presented by Beaux Arts, no longer upholds
ihe severely Classic style. The naturalistic
reaction has gained ground so far that the
French and Italian Renaissance has now
more immediate influence than the Classicism
of Greece or Rome. The work of this school,
which contains a long list of able sculptors,
is characterised by elegance, technical per-
fection, and the absence of inharmonious
detail. The group Charity, from the tomb
of General Lamorciere, is by Paul Dubois, a
gifted artist, and one of the most inspired
representatives of the school. In the monu-
ment marble and bronze are blended with
excellent eH'ect, This group has tlie style and
charm of the best works of the Italian
Renaissance. As an example of the treat-

ment of thick, heavy drapery, it is especially
fine. It is easy to understand how much tins

brilliant sculptor and director of I'Ecole des
Beaux Arts has influenced modern French
sculpture.

THE DANCE—CARPEAUX.
This is The Dance from the fac^ade of the

Opera House, Paris. It is by Jean Baptiste
Carpeanx, a pupil of Rude and a sculptor
of great cmotioinil and dramatic power. This
group created a great sensation when it was
unveiled. Journalists attacked its morality,

and some corrosive ink was thrown over it

as a mark of the disapproval of some idiot

not capable of understanding the spirit of the

work.
ST. CECILIA—FREMIET,

This statuette of St, Cecilia was one of the

late Onslow Ford's treasures. It is a delight-

ful little bronze by Emmanuel Fremiet, born
in 1824. He was a distinguished artist, whose
talent and originality was apparently in-

exhaustible. He had a remarkable (piality,

described as "Mediieval illumination," which
was very marked in his small bronzes and in

some of his large works Joan of ,\rc, for

example, a replica of which may be seen in

front of the National Gallery in Melbourne.

GORILLA CARRYING OFF A WOMAN.
In his modelling of animals, Fremiet takes

first rank. His horses are always line and
full of life, and his later zoological studies

are not less successful. In a Gorilla
Carrying off a Negress, Fremiet has not

spared any details to make the story as

horrible as possible— the refined form of the

woman, the wounds on her body, ami the

snarling ugliness of her captor. His
pursuers have driven an arrow tlirough Ins

shoulders, and he turns on them fiercely,

grasping a huge piece of stone, to be used

as a projectile.

THE SIREN—PLECH,

This charining and clever group. The Siren,

is by Denys Peuch, a pupil of Jouffrey, wlio

broke away from school traditions and
surpassed his master. This work was
purchased by the State and sent to the Luxem-
bourg Palace, which contains one of the finest

collections of modern sculpture in the world,

LUXEMBOURG GALLERY, DAVID -MERCIE.

This is a modern statue of David, by

Mercie, a pupil of Falguiere, and an artist

of great grace and refinement. His master-

piece is Gloria Victis, one of the great works

of modern sculpture, Mercie is distinguished

for rhythm, movement, and delicacy of seiiti-

mcnt.
Tin; SECRET OF THE TOMB—SAINT MARCEAUX.

Rene Saint Marceaux is often compared
with Mercie as being equally perfect in style,
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bill less elevated in his coneeptioiis. Tliis

statue, the Genius guarding the Secret of the

Tomb, is considered to be his best work. 'J'he

original is in marble, in the Luxembourg.

THR HARLEQUIN—.SAINT MARCKAU.X.

This statue of the Harlequin, by Saiut

Marceaux, in addition to being essentially

French, is a good example of the art of doing

well what so many Continental artists fail in.

It has had prodigious success, and belongs

to the same family as much of the modern
Italian art—the same idea better carried out.

The execution is clever, full of knowledge,

and truthful. Instead of being cheaply

imitative, the idea is broadly enforced by the

details, instead of being frittered away
among them. Its success is due to the

presence of an element foreign to so niiicli of

the other work—the element of character

and the individuality of the artist.

LA VIEILLE HEAULMERE—RODIN.

August Rodin is still further removed from
the academic school. He is the leader of

tho.se whose aim is to give ns in the plastic

arts what the best impressionists give in

painting. Whatever difference of opinion
may exist as to his principles, his practice

bears the undoubted stamp of genius. His
modelling is marvellous, and, when neces-

sary, most patient. He will spend months,
if needful, studying muscular and surface
details. This statuette of an old woman is

in the Luxembourg collection. It is a master-
piece of modelling and anatomical skill. He
draws his inspiration from nature, aiming
always at true expression, without regard to

what we have been taught to consider beauty
or elegance of form. I will conclude this

outline of Modern French Sculpture by
showing you four portrait busts by Rodin,
giving you. at the same time, his own
comments upon them, as given to his friend,

Paul Gsell.

PUVIS DE CHAVANNE.S— BII.ST BY AUGUST
RODIN.

He carried his head high, Rodin said, his

skull, solid and round, seemed made to wear
a helmet. His arched chest seemed accus-

tomed to carry the breastplate. In this bust
you recognise the aristocracy of an old race

;

the high forehead and eyebrows reveal the

philosopher; and the calm glance, embracing
a wide outlook, betrays the great decorator,
the sublime landscapist. Puvis de Chavannes
<lid not like my bust of him, and it was one
of the bitter tilings of my career. He thought
that I had caricatured him, and yet I am
certain that I have expressed in my sculpture
all the enthusiasm and veneration that I felt

for him.

K.\L<JlIi:Rr.— BUST BY AL'GU.ST RODIN.
Fiery, eruptive character, his face sown

with wrinkles and bumps like a land ravaged
by storms. The moustache of a grumbler

;

hair thick aud .short. He was a little bull,

said Rodin. I noted the thickness of the neck,
where the folds of the skin almost formed a
dewlap. Scpiare of forehead, the head bent
and obstinate, ready for a forward plunge

—

a little bull. Rodin often makes these com-
parisons with the animal kingdom ; they evi-

dently facilitate the work of the mind which
.seeks to class all physiognomies in general
categories. Falgniere considered his bust
a great success when it was finished, and
defended it against those who criticised it in
his presence. In turn he modelled the bust
of Rodin, which is very fine.

JEAN PAUL LAURENS- RODIN.
The round bead, face mobile, enthusiastic,

almost breathless (this is a Southerner), seem
areliaic and rude in the expression ; eyes
which seem haunted by distant visions. It is

the painter of lialf-savage epochs, when men
were robust and impetuous. It was a great
pleasure to me to do his bust. He reproached
me in a friendly way for liaving done him
with his mouth open.

DALOU-nU.ST BY AUdU.ST RODIN.
The proud, challenging head, with the

thin, sinewy neck of a child of tlie Faubergs;
the bristly beard of an artisan ; the contracted
forehead, the wild eyebrows of an ancient
Communist; and the feverish and haughty air

of the irresistible democrat. For the rest,

the large fine eyes and the delicate incurva-
tion of the temples reveal the passionate lover

of beauty. Dalou was one of the leaders of

the modern French school. He commenced
his artistic career under academic masters,
but soon turned from their teachings. Being
drawn by his Republican sympathies into con-

nection with the Commune, he found it ex-

pedient to escape to England, where he spent
some years as Professor of Sculpture at South
Kensington. He inspired those who came
under his care with the highest aims, and his

influence helped greatly towards forming the
wonderfully high standard of the present
British School of Sculpture.

{To he concluded.)•
THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THi; architects' volunteer TRAINING
CORP.S.

'J'his corps is being formed at the Archi-
tectural Association, in order to train men
at present prevented from joining the
Regular Forces. The first aim is to recruit

for the Army, and any men waiting to enlist

in the Royal Engineers or other corps which
are now closed, or who are W'aiting for a

commission, will be welcome. Secondly, it

it hoped that all who are prevented ironi

enlisting under existing regulations will join

and train and make themselves fit and ready
to be called on in time of need.
The corps has had four training-grounds

placed at its disposal, which include a 25-

yard minature range, under cover, a 150-yard
open miniature range and revolver range.

Drills and musketry training are in progress
every day of the week, and a week-end camp
is being started at once. At it is proposed
to organise the corps so as to provide pioneer
companies to be attached to infantry,

lectures and classes will be arranged at 18,

Tuftoii-street, on the following subjects:

—

1. Field Engineering.
2. Field Hygiene.
3. Animal Management.
4. Field Sketching.
5. Elementary Tactics.

It is particularly desired that men should
come forward to attend these lectures, with
a view to becoming instructors of recruits.

The most important work at present is to

get a large number of recruits as quickly as

possible, as the committee's plans cannot be
carried out properly until they have large

support. The corps is open to all architects

and surveyors aud to the men of all kindred
professions, businesses, and trades, and their

friends.

There is a small entrance-fee of 5s. and a

subscription of 2s. a month. All inquiries

should be addressed to the A. A. War Service
Bureau, 18, Tufton-street, Westminster, S.W.

THE BATHS OF BATH.
1 he liatlis committee of the Bath Corpora-

tion have adopted a scheme for an important
extension of the Mineral Water Bathing
Establishment of the city, which was pre-
sented at a special meeting of the city

council yesterday (Thursday), and the
further consideration thereof was ad-
journed for a week. The area now suggested
to be covered with new- baths is that
lying between the Orange-grove, York-
street. 'I'errace-walk, and Church-street. Mr.
.4. .1. Taylor, M.S. A., of New Bond-street,
Bath, the architect to the baths committee,
suggests that the houses on the south side
of the Orange-grove should be set back, so
as to open up a complete view of the east
end of the Abbey, also that Terrace-walk
should be widened, making a better thorough-
fare at the narrow point near the Museum.
The baths to be erected on this site will be
thirty three in number, with seventy-eight
dressing-rooms, special attention being paid
to air douche, viehy douche, douche massage,
ploinbiere douche, and vapour baths, while
several of the latest forms of electric current
treatment are suggested. The building pro-

posed would not exceed 35ft. in hciglit at the

greatest altitude, and the line of York-street
would be observed as at present, though it is

understood that the plans are so drawn as

to admit of a further enlargement on the
south side of the proposed new block in

future years, should the growth of the Spa
warrant absorption of houses on the south
side of Y^ork-street.

The total cost of the scheme is placed at

£86.8G6, which includes £27,000 for the site,

which covers an approximate area of 20,440
superficial feet. The report contains a state-

ment by the city treasurer, who estimates
that if loans could be raised at 'i'\ per cent,

the annual charge in respect of the scheme
would be about £5,600 per annum. Mr.
Hatton, the director of the baths, has pre-

sented elaborate statistics showing the

earnings of the present establishment, and
he estimates that witli the business that

would be done at the new baths added to the

existing accommodation there would be an
excess of income o\er expenditure of about
£650 annually. In connection with the

scheme it is proposed to create a new lounge

between the existing Grand Pump Room and
the Roman Promenade by pulling down the

offices now intervening between those two
buildings, and for which room would be
found in the block designed by Mr. Taylor.

•«*^-

OBITUARY.
Mr. Henry Silkstone Hopwood, one of tlie

most brilliant of the English water-colour

artists, was discovered dead under tragic

circumstances at a studio in Belfortroad,

Edinburgh, on Saturday morning, a revolver

with an empty chamber having been found in

his hand. For several years past Mr. Hop-
wood's health had been indifferent, and only

two weeks ago he arrived in Edinburgh at the

conclusion of a voyage to the East. His in-

tention bad been to paint various subjects

in the city. The dead artist was fifty-four

years of age, and was born at Marklield,

Leicester. He studied at Julian's under

Bougoureau and Ferrier, and had his first

impulses from the Scots school through the

Nobles when working in Fifeshire a quarter

of a century ago. He specialised in land-

scapes, Venice and Tangiers providing some
of his best examples. An Associate of the

Royal Water-Colour Society, his pictures

were a feature of that body's exhibitions.

Eighteen years ago one of his pictures,

"Industry," was purchased at £150 by the

Chantrey Trust.
**^-

Mr. lloliert A. Corry, late assistant surveyor to

the Antrim County Council, has been granted a

superannuation allowance of £80 per annum.

.\ Wesleyan chapel is in course uf coiistruutiuii

at Cranbrook Park, Ilford, from plans by
Messrs. Gordon and Gnnton, Blomfield-street,

E.G.

The corporation of Y'ork have resolved to build

twenty-eight cottages on the Fulford House
estate for the tramway workmen. The esti-

mated cost is £6,851.

Sir George Frampton, I?. A., has executed for

the Guildhall Art Gallery marble busts of the

King and Queen, commissioned by .\lderineii Sir

Edward Cooper and Sir Charles Wakefield.

The Public Health Committee of Edinburgh
Town Council reconunend I hat a sanitary in-

spector be advertised for and appointed at a

rising salary of £300, with increments of £20. to

£400 per annum.

The city council of Norwich has agreed to

enlarge the area of the city asylum grounds, now
fifty acres in extent, by the purchase of 131.J

acres of laud to the north-west of the asylum, at

an outlay of £5,600.

The authorities in charge of the conslrnctioii

of buildings at Delhi, the new capital of India,

arc investigating a plan of providing outer ami

inner walls between which artiftcially-cooled air

can bo circulated by means of exhaust-fans, the

cooling being efifected by drawing currents of air

through welted screens.

In connection with the London County
Council's work of indicating notable houses in

London, bronze tablets have recently been

affixed to 39, Montagu-square. W. ; 225, llanip-

stead-road, N.W. ; and 75, Great Dover-street,

S.E., to commemorate the residence at these

houses respectively of Anthony Trollope. Lord

Tennyson, and Charles Haddou Spurgeon.
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We heartily second Mrs. Maurice Webb's

appeal in another column for necessaries for

tlie members of the Architectural Association

now serving with the forces. It is difficult to

buy some of these things just now, and,

therefore, gifts out of household stores which

can be replenished by the donors presently

will be doubly welcome. Others can be

better and more cheaply bought than made,

and every woman who can help quickly will

do her best to keep in health and strength

the husbands and brothers and sons whose

peril iii the field is as great, and more use-

lessly so. from disease as from death or dis-

ablement ill action. The rest, who have

neitlier time nor skill nor opportunity to

make will not hesitate to send money, which

will be well laid out by the snb-committee

that is busy attending to immediate wants.

And when the President of the A. A. returns

to receive the hearty welcome that awaits

him and his brave comrades it will not be the

least of his gratifications that his wife's

present plea was heartily and liberally

responded to by all concerned.

The official statement as to the damage
done to Rheims Cathedral, just issued by the

Under-Secretary of State for Fine Arts in

France, reports that "the Cathedral was
slielled several times'. It had all the roofing

burned out and the stained-glass windows
riddled, and, to a large extent, broken. The
northern tower of the facade, which was
struck by shells in the upper part over the

portal, was seriously damaged by flames.

The sculptural decorations and statues can-

not bo repaired. Inside the church, straw,

which had been collected for the wounded,
caught fire, generally damaging the stone-

work. The wall facings are burnt and the

masonry charred. Instructions have been

given to protect the vaults by building tem-

porary roofings." That is probably all that

can be done just now ; but it is permissible

to hope that conservative restoration

presently will be practicable, and that the

Cathedral may be preserved to remind future

generations of Frenchmen and their sym-
pathisers the world over of the sacrifices of

France iu defence of freedom against the

German barbarians.

There are welcome signs that promoters
of exhibitions and art galleries are resuming
their activities, and that the consolations of

art are not to be withdrawn from the public

in these days of national strain. The Inter-

national Society will open its autunni ex-

hibition next Wednesday at the Gros\enor
Gallery, and the absence of "one-man
shows" should indicate that more important

pictures than usual will be available from
the members. An e.xhibition of modern
Spanish art opens to-day at the Grafton
Galleries. It will include several Spanisli

bronzes and marbles exhibited for the first

time in England. The Goupil Galleries

autumn exhibition will be ready shortly, and
several other prominent dealers are getting

together exhibitions.

The Trading With the Enemy Act has
somewhat modified our position in regard to

contracts and the war, as it was first under-
stood. There must be no trading with the

enemy in the enemy's country; but there is

nothing to prevent business being done with

a branch of an alien onomy firm or company

which is carried on in the United Kingdom,

as far as concerns goods ordered from, or

delivered by, that branch, and so payments

may be made in respect of such transactions.

There has also been a recent order issued

under the Act, which authorises the payment
of money to, or receipt from, an enemy
abroad, if this is done under a license from
the Treasury. In the same way Exchange
transactions can be legally carried out. For
the relief of traders, such as stone or timber
merchants, for example, it is now declared

that owners of cargo lying in a neutral port
in a ship ow^ned by an enemy, may, for the

purpose of obtaining possession of such cargo,

pay freight and other necessary charges to

the agent of such enemy shipowner at such
port. These relaxations of the rigid rule as

to dealing with, or paying money to, an
enemy have been made for the benefit of our
own traders, and in order that we may get

as near as we can to our plan of " Business
as usual."

Various authorities have suggested to the

British Fire Prevention Committee that they
should prepare some precautionary notice in

the matter of fire dangers in hospitals and
convalescent homes, much as they have issued

earlier ones on various matters. For this

reason a special "Warning" is now available

gratuitously for hospitals and convalescent

homes which are doing emergency work in

connection with war cases, and copies will

be provided free upon application to the

British Fire Prevention Committee, 8,

Waterloo-place, London, S.W. It is specially

pointed out that candles are undesirable, and
that wherever oil-lamps can be dispensed with

these should not be used. Where they are

necessary, petroleum or mineral oils should

be avoided and strong metal containers

should be employed, as distinct from glass or

china ones. Methylated spirit should bo

used with the greatest care.. Oil, spirit, and
gas cookers should stand away from possible

draughts, on stone or metal trays, preferably

having an upright metal rim. All gas-burners

should be protected by globes or wire guards.

Pendent gas-lights require stout fastenings

and shields. Swinging brackets should not
be used. On no account should any paper
or textile shade or cover touch or be nearer
than 2in. to any electric-lamp bulb. On the

slightest sign of heat or smell from a flexible

wire the wire in question should be un-

plugged or switched off. On no account

should electric bed-warmers be used. Port-

able stoves and pipe-stoves should stand oii

stone in metal trays projecting about Gin.

all round, with a turned-up rim about Gin.

high. The trays should be emptied and
cleaned daily. On no account should wick-

less oil-stoves be used. Steam-pipes should

be kept clear of contact with any combustible

material. Cotton wool should not be exposed

near a flame. -N'urses should be warned
against wearing collars, cuffs, or combs of

celluloid or the use of ajiy celluloid article.

The use of flannelette, including the finer

qualities, should be avoided, especially

where there are open lights or fires. Decora-

tions of the nature of paper lanterns, tissue-

paper, cotton-wool, celluloid, etc., should jiot

be allowed in connection with entertain-

ments. Any technical inquiry regarding pre-

cautionary measures in hospitals or con-

valescent homes will be dealt with by tlie

British Fire Prevention Connnittee upon
written application.

At a recent meeting of the National

Federation of Associated Paint, Colour, and
Varnish Manufacturers of the United King-
dom, held in London, to consider the position

of the trade brought about by the war,

attention was drawn to the great difficulty

experienced by manufacturers during the

present crisis in obtaining supplies of many
raw materials formerly imported from
Germany. In consequence, prices of a large

number of decorating materials in paints,

colours, and varnishes must necessarily

advance. It was felt that both higher costs

and the short terms of payment now ruling

for raw materials must lead to a considerable

curtailment of the lengthy credit which has

existed in the past, and more especially in

the varnish trade. The manufacturers felt

such new conditions of trading would in

turn necessitate new methods in the

decorating trade, and that the present is an

opportune moment for an endeavour to

mutually support and assist one another. It

was recognised that a curtailment of credit

between manufacturers and the trade must
of necessity lead to a similar curtailment be-

tween the trade and the householder. The
manufacturers are prepared to support, as

far as lies in their power, any effort to bring

this about, and by way of suggestion sub-

mitted the advisability of the decorating

trade recommending their members, when
preparing estimates or when making out

their accounts for work done, to show in

every case an estimate based on the

customer's usual credit, or, if that be ex-

cessive, with the wording, "For payment
within months," and to show another

reduced estimate if the work is paid for

within thirty days of its completion. It was
suggested that these prices should be

prefaced by the following explanation

:

"Owing to higher prices of decorating

materials and shorter terms of credit, due to

the war, I (or we) have decided to offer to

do work for our customers at lower rates

where a cash payment is made."

A step taken in this direction would, with-

out doubt, cause very many customers to pay

more promptly. The public will not take

exception to this innovation during war time,

and, once accepted, it will make it easier

afterwards to check the extended credit at

present given. If generally adopted, it would

have the effect of fixing a maximum limit of

credit, which, in many cases, wo\ild be half

the length of time now taken or allowed,

often unnecessarily, by the decorator him-

self. Letters which are now written for pay-

ment after excessive credit has been taken

could be written and payment asked for in

accordance with the number of months'

credit mentioned in the customer's estimate

or invoice. Cases were cited where

decorators' accounts would have been paid

promptly had they rendered accounts im-

mediately on completion of the work, and

other cases where accounts had been

repeatedly asked for before they could be

obtained. There exists throughout the trade

a reluctance to render any statements except

at the half-year, and not always then if the

decorator happens to be busily employed.

Where such is the case the decorator would

be money in pocket were he to engage some

young accountant or reliable clerk to make
ills accounts out for him. There are many

good clerks who would be only too willing

to do this for a nominal fee in their spare

time. We thoroughly endorse the action

taken by the Federation, and we commend
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it to thf coii^ii-leratioii of all tlie kimlreil

industries. Credit is a power in trade, but

we want no more moratoriums to convince

us that its unfair and injudicious extension

is a national danger.

C^ur Illustrations.

The Rochdale Corporation Ileal tli com-

mittee held a special meeting on Friday to

consider a report by Dr. Anderson,

the medical officer of healtli for that

town, prepared in response to a request

from the Local Government Board for

details of housing conditions in the borough,

especially as regards back-to-back dwellings.

After consideration of the return they

decided to recommend the council to build.

A complete survey has been made, and the

results are summarised thus:—Back-to back

houses, 3,277; semi-back-to-back houses,

1,121; inset back-to-back, .370; total, 4,7GS.

These 4.768 houses accommodate 14,219

persons. The return states that there are

2,728 two-roomed dwellings in the town. A

summary of the principal insanitary con-

ditions shows 4,679 with defective sanitary

accommodation, 2,059 with defective

drainage, 1,560 ni general disrepair, 2,281

with defective yard paving, 4,768 with de

fective ventilation, and 80 with obstructive

buildings. Dr. Anderson proposes improve

ments in over 3,000 cases. In 2.809 instances

he would break through the dwellings, thus

reducing the 2,809 to 1,606. In 1.516 cases

he recommends demolition. This would dis-

possess no fewer than 8,885 persons. The

health committee discussed at great length

the position disclosed by the report. In

regard to the 1,120 semi-back-to-back houses

they decided to recommend the council to

call upon owners to put them in a satisfactory

state of repair. No action was taken on the

370 "insets." As to the 3/277 back-to-back

dwellings which were recommended for

demolition, the committee were in a diffi-

culty. They realised that they could not

close these houses and turn out 8,000 people

without seeing that they have some other

dwellings to go to. It was eventually decided

to recommend the council to start a building

scheme.

The largest concrete arched bridge in the

world is said to be the Tunkhannoek railway

viaduct, on the Delaware, Lackawanna, and

Western Railroad, The bridge has an e.^-

treme length over the masonry of 2,375ft,,

and its height from the bed of the stream to

the top of the coping is 242ft,, and from rock

foundation -SOOft. The bridge consists of ten

semicircular arched spans, each 180ft. in the

clear between piers, and of two 100ft. semi-

circular abutment spans, which are of suffi-

cient width to carry two railroad tracks.

The superstructure of the arches to the

coping consists, for each span, of ten vertical

members rounded off into as many small

semicircular arches which carry the roadway.

In addition to the 167.000 cubic yards of

concrete, there were used in this bridge

2.275.0001b. of reinforced steel, and 43,500

cubic yards of material had to be taken out

for the foundation. All the piers, which

measure 36ft. Bin. by 43ft. fiin., are built

,solid below the springing line ; and all are

carried down to rock, which was reached

at a depth of from 10ft. to 95ft. below ground

level. Hence .the extreme height of the

highest pier from bedrock to coping is .300ft.

The massive steel falsework for the 180ft.

arches was built in sections in the shops,

shipped to the site, and erected by means of

a double cabloway.

REGENT PALACE HOTEL. REGENT
STREET, W.

This new hotel is being erected for the

Strand Hotel, Ltd., close to Piccadilly Circus;

on an island site measuring just over an
acre in e.\tent. It is a steel-framed structure,

and is being constructed on the most up-to-

date lines in every respect. It will be
installed with a very complete system of

central ventilation and electrical warming,
which has been under the charge of Mr.
Arthur H. Barker, of 40, Queen Anne's-
chambers, Westminster, S.W. The roof

will be covered with green slates. The
ground floor is to be chiefly occupied
by lounges, a large winter garden, dining
room. restaurant, drawing - room, and
writing-rooms. In the basement there are

grill- and billiard-rooms of ample size,

ladies' and gentlemen's toilet saloons, and
all the other necessary adjuncts which go to

the making up of a modern hotel. The upper
floors contain over 1,000 bedrooms, each of

which is provided with a lavatory basin with
hot and cold water. The fact that 6,000 tons
of steel was used in the structure, and that
there are nearly two miles of corridor in the
building, will give some idea of the magni-
tude of the scheme. The hotel will be opened
early in next year. The general contractors
are Messrs. J. Mowlem and Co., Ltd., of

Grosvenor Wharf. Westminster. The whole
of the exterior of the building is faced with
'• Burmantofts Marmo," .supplied and fixed

by the Leeds Fireclay Co., Ltd., Leeds and
Norfolk-street, London, who have supplied

and fixed a very large quantity of this

material, both in this country and abroad.
The building has been greatly delayed owing
to the long duration of the building trades

lock - out ; but since work has been
resumed the Leeds Fireclay Co, have pushed
on rapidly, and the whole of the exterior to

the licight of three floors around the entire

building, which measures 900ft,, equal to

2,700ft. has been covered. The material used

is most suitable for buildings in towns, whore
light is a necessity; it is impervious to

weather and easily cleaned, and in cost is

moderate, and will compare with Portland
stone. The lift engineers are Messrs. Way-
good-Otis. Ltd. 'The architects are Mi\ Henry
Tanner and Mr. F. J. Wills (and the late

Mr. W. J. Ancell). Messrs. George .Jackson

and Sons, Ltd., are responsible for the

decoration, which, in the drawing-room is in

free treatment of the Adam style, with pilaster

enrichments. The whole of the grill-room

ceiling is executed in plaster treatment, after

Bergolesi. The perspective view shown by

our double-page plate was exhibited at the

Royal Academy this year.

THE PUREY-CUST NURSING HOME,
PRECENTORS COURT, YORK.

This building is being erected as a

memorial of the esteem in which the Dean of

York is held. The site is in Precentors

Court, opposite the west front of the Minster.

The building will face south-east, and will

have wide open spaces on three sides of it,

and will command a fine view of the Minster

and its surroundings. The home is to be

used partly as a residence for nurses, and
partly as wards for private patients. The
building is being constructed of fire-resisting

materials, and is arranged on the latest up-

to-date principles of hospital construction.

The principal plans are reproduced, with

the perspective, which was exhibited at the

Royal Academy in the summer. The
materials being used are red hand-made
close-kiln common bricks for the walls, and
thick hand made roofing-tiles. The architect

is Mr. Walter H. Brierley, F.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., of York, and the builder, Mr.
Wm. Bellerby, of Hungate Sawmills, York.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE FOURTH
BATTALION OF THE GLOSTER
REGIMENT, BRISTOL,
This military building is now in progress

of erection. The materials for the facings

are brick, with freestone from Bath for the

dressings. The block-plan shows the lay-out

of the premises; but we understand the War
Office just now is adverse to detailed plans

being given. The builders are Messrs. Wm.
Cowlin and Son, and the architects Messrs.

Walter S, Paul and Richard C. James.
F.R.I.B.A., of Bristol.

NO. III. MANSFIELD STREET, W,

The drawing of a London corner-house from

which our illustration is taken was exhibited

in this vear's Royal Academv, and the design

is by Mr. W. Henry White, F.R.I.B.A., of

No. Ha. Cavendish-place, Cavendish-square.

W. The work was carried out by Mr. Wm.
Willett, of No. 2. Sloane-square,'S,W. The
masonry is of Portland stone, and the roofs

are covered with Westmorelaud green slates.

The town council of Derby have received the

sanction of the Local Government Board to a

loan of £12,240 for providing a recreation-

ground.

At Southerleigh, near Okehampton. a new
Wesleyan chapel wa.5 opened last week. It is

of brick, with stone plinth and dressings, and

has been built by Messrs. .1. Sleeman and Son,

of Southampton.

Figures compiled by the American Contractor

show that in seventy-two cities throughout the

United States the July, 1914, building operations

represented 73,158.408dol.. as against 65,834,098

dol. in July, 1913.

A new playhouse is about to be erected at

the corner of East 103rd-street and Superior-

avenue, Cleveland. Ohio. Messrs. Richardson
and Yost, of that citv, are the architects, and

Mr R. A. Curry, also of Cleveland, is the

builder.

It has been agreed by the urban district

council of Tottenham to repave by direct labour

the carriage-way of Green-lanes with wood on a

]2in. concrete foundation in lieu of the €xistin__g

Gin. foundation, at an estimated cost of £15.457,

subject to the Middlesex County Council defray-

ing the cost. Green-lanes being a main road.

Mr. Fernand Parmentier, the secretary of the

Los Angeles Chapter of the American Institute

of Architects, contributes to the August issue of

the Journal of the .\.I.A. a description of El

Camino Real of California, the historic highway,
some 700 miles in length, that connected the

twenty-one missions and' the presidios established

for the military protection of the country by
Carlos III. of Spain.

The highways committee of the Norfolk

County Council sanctioned a sclieme for road-

widening at Morston, Colkirk, Brislcy, Over-

strand, Cromer, Ludham, Belaiigh, Ormesby,
Wells. Burnhani, Wootton, Bilney, Massingham.
Alby, Yaxham, Foxley, Trowse-street, and im-

provements at various corners, the estimated

cost being £15.770. The works will be carried

out under the supervision of Mr. T. H. B.

He.slop. of Norwich, the county surveyor.

At the last sitting of the Norwich Consistory

Court a faculty was decreed for the erection of

a stained glass window in the church of St.

Mary's, Banham. The window is being erected

by Mr. Wm. G.iymer to the memory of his

parents, William and Rebecca Gaymer. Applica-

tion was made for a faculty to restore Tasburgh
Church, and to add an organ chamber; and also

for a faculty for the restoration of the parish

church of Braconash. The cost of the work,

winch will be done in sections, was estimated at

£325.

At the last meeting of the Bath City Educa-
tion Committee it was reported that the plans

for the new secondary school were now ap-

proved, subject to the gymnasium being altered.

The Board proposed that the gymnasium should

be built separately, and the committee recom-

mended (hat it should be placed at the back of

the building- The action of the Board would
throw an additional expense of roughly £450 on

the committee. The report, which stated that

only Baih tenders would be invited, was
adopted.

There are more than usually striking varia-

tions in the cost per mile of the urban main
roads of Kent in the last year (1912-13). for

which figures are given in the county surveyor's

.Tiiiiual report. The most expensive rnnrls are

those of Gillingham. which cost no less than
.t669.6 per mile (possibly owing to traflic for

the naval authorities), the least expensive being

those of New Romney. where tlie amount spent

was only £57.9 per mile. The Gillingham roads

cost over £200 per mile more than those of

Chatham (£453.2). and over £300 per mile more
than those of Rochester (£355).
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CHESTER-LE STREET AND LUMLEY.
—A new highway bridge has been erected
aeross the river Wear at the north end of

Ropery-lane, Chester-ie-Street, near Liimley
Castle. The liridge has a length of IfjOft., and
is composed of two spans. The abutments
and centre pier are constructed of rock-faced
ashlar, with pillars and parapets of dressed
stone. The foundations are of concrete,
resting upon pitch-pine piles which have been
driven to a maximum depth of 4flft. The main
and cross-girders are of steel, and the road-
ways are carried on pressed-steel troughing.
The main girders are of the lattice type, and
form the parapet at each side of the bridge,
their height being 4ft. above the surface of

tlie road. The carriageway is of tar
macadam, and the footpaths of asphalte. The
bridge has been erected by the Chester-le-

Street Rural and Urban District Councils,
and has been designed by Messrs. D. Balfour
and Son, civil engineers, of Newcastle-on-
Tyne. The contractors are Messrs. Brims
and Co., of Newcastle-on-Tyne. having as

sub-contractors Messrs. Head. Wrightson,
and Co., of Stockton-on-Tees, for the steel

work. The resident engineer is Mr. E. W.
Broadbelt.

WALLSEND.—A new graving-dock, con-
structed for Messrs. Swan. Hunter, Wigham
Richardson, and Co.. Wallseiid, was opened
on Thursday in last week. The dock, which
was constructed by Messrs. R. McAlpine and
Son, of Blackwall, E., who also built the
large Hebburn graving dock, is 495ft. long,

7nft. in width, and has a depth of 24ft. at

the sill. The dock-gat«s were made by
Messrs. Swan. Hunter, and Wigham Richard-
son. The dock has been completed in about
eighteen months. During the same time
Messrs. McAlpine have lengthened the

adjacent dock by 2,'jft.. which makes a total

length of over .500ft. Tlie officials who super-

vised the work are Mr. J. Conacher, C.E..
agent for Messrs. McAlpine ; Mr. D.
McKenzie, manager, and Mr. E. M. James.
C.E., engineer for Messrs. McAlpine ; Mr. T.

Hanning, M.I.C.E., Newcastle, consulting
engineer, and Mr. Woodger, resident

engineer,
*•

A new council school at Bentley Toll Bar, near
Doncaster, has been formally opened. The
builders were Messrs. W. Thornton and Son, of

Rotherh.ira.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
E. Davies and J. .Jones, builders and con-

tractors, at Manningham. Bradford, under the

style of Davies and Jones, has been dissolved.

The Tendring Rural District Council have
instructed Messrs. Taylor and Wallin, civil

engineers, of Newcastle-on-Tyne and London, to

report upon the drainage of the parish of Thorpe-
le-Soken.

The corporation of Stoke-on-Trent have
appointed Mr. W. Langford as chief engineer
and manager of the corporation gas under-
takings, at the salary of £700. Sir, Robert
Surtees has been appointed deputy gas engineer,
to be resident at the Bnrslem Works.

An mquiry was held al, the Council House,
Birmingliam. on Tuesday, by Mr. R. II. Bicknell.

on behalf of the Local Government Board, into

an application by the city council for sanction
to the borrowing of i;l,818 to purchase the
Woodville estate for the extension of Selly Park
Recreation Ground.

The corporation of Southampton discussed at

great length at their last meeting the proposition
of a special committee that steps should be taken
in the next session of Parliament to obtain
powers to appropriate two acres ef the West
Marlands as a site for a new town hall and
municipal offices. Eventually it was decided by
29 votes to 10 to defer action in the matter for
twelve months.

Mr. R. H. Forster writes that the excavations
at the Roman station at, Edbridge-on-Tvne have
this week been closed for the winteV The
results obtained this season, though thev include
practically nothing of architectural interest,
appear to be of considerable importance in their
bearing on the history and topography of the
Koman town, and the finds of pottery and other
small articles have been above the average.

—> > »

—

P R U D H O E.—Tlip Xoithern Counties
.lomt Poor Law Committee, at their Sep-
tember meeting, held at the Newcastle
Union Offices, appointed Messrs. .T. H.
Morton and .T. Ci. Burrell, of South Shields,
Durham, ami Newcastle-upon-Tyne, as joint
architects, to carry out the buildings for the
new Feeble-minded Cnhiiiv tn lie erected at
Prudhoe Hall.

WALLSEND. —The new secondary school
and technical institute which has been
erected on a site at Church Bank, Wallsend,
by the Northumberland County Council, was
formally opened on Friday, The building is

in the English Renaissance style, and brick,
with stone and terracotta facings, has been
used throughout. The site is about three
acres in extent. On the ground floor there
are eight classrooms, assembly-hall, gym-
nasium, and domestic science and mechanical
departments, with a boiler-house adjoining.
On the first floor there are chemical and
physical laboratories with adjacent lecture-
rooms. The second floor is occupied by art
and mechanical drawing-rooms, with rooms
for the staff and the offices. In a separate
block there are dining-rooms for the students,
manual-instruction rooms, and caretaker's
house. There is accommodation for 280
students, and the building will also be used
for evening-class instruction purposes. The
lighting is by gas, and the building is heated
by hot water on the low-pressure system.
The contractor was Mr. .J. Douglas, of New-
castle, and Mr. M. 6. Martinson, architect
to the Northumberland education committee,
has superintended the work.

Tlie Polytechnic in William-street. Woolwich,
is about to be enlarged at a cost of about
£26,000.

Mr. P. B. Conway has been appointed by the
Mayo County Council assistant county surveyor
for the rural districts of Belmullet and Killala.

The Local Government Board have approved
the scheme of the Bournemouth Corporation to
build a pavilion on the Belle Vue site on the
sea-front at a cost of £60,000.

.\n inquiry was held at Turton on Wednesd.iy
by Mr. T. C. Ekin, an inspector under the Local
Government Board, for leave to borrow .i3,570

for extensions of electricity works.

The urban district council of Portsladc,
Sussex, have obtained the sanction of the Local
Government Board to the borrowing of ,-£3,300

for works of surface-w-ater drainage.

The Local Government Board has informed
the Rhyl Urban District Council that their

recent application for a loan of £4.000 for the
new amphitheatre will be at once dealt with,

and an inquiry held.

The Stoke-on-Trent Corporation have in

structed Mr. J. E. Wilcox. M.I.C.E,, of

BirminghaSn, to report upon The schemes for

sewerage which have been prepared by their

borough sewage engineer, at an inclusive fee of

£100.

Mr. Henry Burton, of Enfield, timber mer-
chant, creosoter, and paving - block manufac-
turer, a partner in the firm of Messrs. Thomas
Gabriel and Sons and Burton, who died
recently, at the age of 67. has left estate of the
value of £21,808.

In the Council Chamber, Edinburgh, on
Friday. Lord-Provost Inches presented to the
corjioration a large panel painting which he
had commissioned Mr. Robert Burns to

execute, the picture representing John Knox
preaching in St. Giles's Cathedral to a congrega-
tion comprising Mary Queen of Scots and other
noble personages. By the addition of this

painting, which is placed to the left of the choir,

the fiUing-in of the panels of the Council
Chamber has been completed.

An inquest as to the death of Mr. John Keed
Boddy, aged 35 years, a quantity surveyor, of
Norwich, employed at Messrs. Boulton and Paul s.

of that city, was held at Durham Infirmary on
Wednesda.y week. Deceased— a son of Mr,
.\nthony David Boddy, builder and contractor.
Potter Gate-street, Norwich—was engaged on a
contract for his firm at Barnard Castle, Co,
Durham, an'd met his death by his motor cycle
colliding with a motor-waggon, .\ verdict of

"-\ccidental death " was returned by the jury.

COMPETITIONS,
CHAPEL-ENLEFRITH, STOCKPt)RJ'.

—The district council's housing competition
at Chapel-en-le-Frith has been settled.

Sixty-one designs were sent in. The closing

day was .July 24, and the award has just been
made. The premiums were £10 10s., £5 5s.,

and £2 2s. The successful architects were
as follows : — First. Mr. Charles Flint.

M.S. A., 5. The Quadrant, Buxton; second,
Mr. George E. CJnrlick. Buxton; third, Mr.
Sidney Walton, 49, King-street, Manchester,
Only the unpremiated drawings will be
returned to the competitors. The authors
had to state their fees, which had to be
inclusive. The cottages were to be designed
in blocks of four, each house to contain
living-room fI75ft. super,), scullery, larder,
coal-place. K.c. provision for bath, and three
bedrooms. Height of rooms, 8ft. fiiii.

Materials for exposed situation. The council
do not undertake to build any of the designs
submitted.

NORTHAMPTON WATERWORKS
COMMITTEE CO.MPETITION FOR
WORKMEN S DWELLINGS, HOLLO-
WELL.—Members and Licentiates of the
Royal Institute of British Architects must
not take part in the above competition,
because the conditions are not in accordance
with the publislied regulations of the Royal
Institute for architectural competitions.

WALTON HALL ESTATE. LIVER-
POOL.—The parks and gardens committee
of the Liverpool Corporation, under the
chairmanship of .\lderman Grant, considered
on Monday the award of Mr. Henry Hartley,
F.R.I.B.A.. of Harrington-street, Liverpool,
upon the twenty-two sets of plans received
for the laying-out of the Walton Hall estate,

recently acquired by the corporation. The
estate adjoins the Queen's-drive and the

Walton Hall-avenue, and is to be laid out
at an estimated cost of £40,000. Three
premiums were offered—namely, 100. ,50, and
25 guineas respectively—and Mr. Hartley's
adjudication was as follows: (1) Messrs,
Harold Charlton Brad.shaw (winner of last

year's Prix de Rome) and George B. Row-
lands, 30, Heathfield road. Liverpool;

(2) Messr-i. Harry Pierce, .James B,
Walker, and W. L. Dolman, of Winder-
mere; and {3) Messrs. E Prentice
Mawson and J. Ratcliffe Mawson, of

Lancaster. The committee unanimously
approved of the design of Messrs. Bradshaw
and Rowlands. .-Vccording to this more than
half the land will be devoted to football,

cricket, lawn tennis, and putting greens;

but. in addition, there will be a largo terrace

25ft. higher than the remainder of the park,

lakes for model yachts and boating, bowling

greens, and children's gymnasia. The
premiated plans are to be exhibited for

public inspection,

«t»

Mr. George James Crosbie Dawson, of May
Place, Newcastle-under-Lyme, engineer to the

North Staffordshire Railway Company, who
died on June 14, left £20.01.^ gross.

."V contract for twenty-seven open-lattice type

girder bridges of various dimensions, ranging up
to maximum lengths of forty-five metres,

required in connection with the extension of the
northern section of the Royal Siamese State

Railways, has been awarded the Cleveland
Bridge and Engineering Company, Darlirgton.

The health cot.imittee of the Southendon-Sea
Town Council have adopted the report of a sub-

committee recommending that designs be

invited in competition from local architects for

houses for the working classes on corporation

land available for the purpose in Ruskin-

avenue, the premiums not to exceed in the

aggregate £25.

The Burns statue which Provost Bayne has

presented to the burgh of Stirling was unveiled

by Miss Bayne on Friday. The statue, which is

situated near the foot of the Corn Exchange-
road, is the work of Mr. A. H. Hodge, London.
The figure is of bronze, and represents Burns
in a standing attitude. On the pedestal, which
is of grey Aberdeen granite, bronze panels are

in.serted representing Burns at the Plough,

The Cottar's Saturday Night," and "The
Guiding Star." The frieze on top of the die bears
the inscription. "Then gently scan your brother
man, still gentler sister woman."
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

GLASGOW.—Tl)e nineteentli session of

tlie Glasgow Royal Techi)ir-al College Archi-
tectural Society was inaugiiratecl on Friday
last, when the president. Mr. Alexander
Davidson, Licentiate R.I.B.A., delivered an
address, taking as his subject the word
"Dnty." The true relations which should
exist between the architect, surveyor, and
coiitractor upon a work in process of execu-
tion were traeetl, and the axiom was applied
to the society with regard to the hearing and
debating on the several papers througliout
the ses.siou. An interesting discussion
followed.

THE ST. PAUL'S ECCLESIOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.—The following are the arrange-
ments for the meetings for the winter session,
1914-15. of this society, to be held at the
Chapter-house, St. Paul's, E.C.. at 8 p.m.
on the following Wednesdays :— Oct. 14, Mr.
G. J. B. Fox. Wing Church, Bucks";
Oct. 28, Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper, "A
Mercian Minster and its Memorials";
N'ov. 11, Mr. Walter E. Gawthorp. F.S.A.,
Scot., "The Romance of Ancient Brasses";
N'ov. 2,5, Mr. W. H. Aymer Vallance. F.S.A.,
"Parish Church Screens"; Dec, 9, Mr.
Mervyn E. Macartney. F.R.I.B.A., F.S.A.
(Surveyor to St. Paul's Cathedral), 'The
Design and Building of St. Paul'.s Cathe-
dral." All the above lectures will be illus-

trated by lantern-slides. It is proposed to

devote an evening next .January to an ex-
hibition of ecclesiological objects.

dontspanhmtt.

A.

The final plans for the new Great South Road,
which is to be constructed from Manchester to
Cheadle, have been approved. The new road will
cost i;i98,728.

Mr. F. 0. Stanford, an inspector under the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry at
Macclesfield on Tuesday concerning an applica-
tion from the corporation for sanction to borrow
£9,874 for works of sewage-disposal.

There was no opposition at the bor-al Govern-
ment Board inquiry respecting Bath Corpora-
tion's application to borrow £18,000 for the pur-
chase of the leasehold interest in the Grand
Hotel, which will be opened by a syndicate.

A stained-glass window, presenteil to the
Abbey Parish Church, Arbroath, by Mrs. Traill,
was dedicated on Sunday. The subject is the
suffering Saviour and the idtiniate victory of
His faith. The colour scheme consists of deep
tones of blue and ruby, relieved by wliite. The
window has been designed by Mr, J. Ballantine,
Edinburgh.

The formal opening of new county council
schools at Halmerend, near Aiidley, Staffs, took
place last week. The cost has been £4.000.
The new building has accommodation for 270
scholars in the mixed department, with a
cookery- and laundry-room attached. The old
premises have been converted into an infants'
school and for junior standards, and provide
accommodation for 190 scholars.

.\n imposing_ block of offices and showrooms
tor the film trade, with projecting-rooms—which
may be hired temporarily—is to be erected on
the site of Nos. 57-58. Frith-street, Shaftesbury-
avenue, W., to be called "Kinema Houje." The
•ircliitects for the building ire Messrs. Pelh-iin
Palgrave and Co., Bloomsbury-square, W C
The quantity .surveyor is Mr. Harry Pollard,
F.S.I. The work is to be pushed on with all
speed.

The British Fire Prevention Committee, wliich
provides fire in^^peciors and fire patrols for
public establishments and emergency hospitals
in different parts of the coimlry, requires addi-
tional architects, surveyors, ' and insurance
officials for occasional service as honorary fire
surveyors, and retired firemen as paid fire
patrols. Applications should be made in writing
to the Registrar of the Special Fire Service
Force, 8, Waterloo-place, London, S.W.

The Exhibition of Modern Spanish Art at
the Grafton Galleries will Ik- opened by the
Spanish Amba.ssador to-day (Friday), OctoJ>er 2.

The entire proceeds will go to the National
Relief Fund. Among the promises of pictures
are those of Palmaroli's "Concert," Zuloaga's
"Two Spanish Gossips" and "Portrait of "My
Father," Forluny's "Rocky Landscape," Lidz
•linienez's "Tailor's Shop" and "Engaged
Couples." as well as works by Pablo de Bcjar,
R. Madrazo, and Mnrena Carbonera.

\. WAR SERVICE BUREAU:
COMFORTS FOR ARCHITECTS ON
SERVICE.
'J'n the J'ldilor nf the BUILDING News.

Sir,— I feel sure that architects will be
interested to know that some 150 members of
the Architectural A.ssociation. including the
President of the A. A., are now serving in

the Army and the Territorials. Several
instances have coine to my notice of uti-

neoessary hardships, owing to the lack of

simple comforts. It has been suggested by
some of the inen themselves that the Associa-
tion might act as a central body to look after,

as far as possible, the interests of the A. A.
men and their friends serving with the
Colours either at home or abroad.
For this purpose a small subcommittee has

been formed wliich is in touch witli the
various units, to find out their immediate
wants. I attach below a list of the articles

that are now most wanted, and I earnestly
ask for assistance. All offers of help and
gifts in money and kind should be addressed
to me at the offices of the Association, 18.

Tufton-street, Westminster, S.W. . and I shall

be very glad to give any further inforinatiou
to inquiries sent to me at that address.

List of articles required : Blankets, belts

(knitted or woven), sleeping helmets, flannel
shirts, socks. towels, soap, tobacco,
cigarettes, papers (daily and weekly),

etc.,

Dorothea M, Webb.

matter of German or British names of firms
which supply building materials and
requisites, with a view to issuing a list of

them to our profession.
It is high time such a step were taken, and

that the " British " Institute should be asked
to do it. I would like to do something
myself, directly, in this way of practically
protesting; but I think a moveiuent ought
to emanate from the leaders of

fessiou in London.—I am, etc.,

A Provincial F.R.I.B.A.
Years Past.

our pro-

01' Many

magazines. -I

THE GERMAN SINS AGAINST ART
AND HISTORY.

Sir,—There are two ways in which the
R.I.B.A. can help us all to relieve our
feelings over these atrocious German doings
against the great and beautiful landmarks of

European architecture. The Council of that

body might be asked to address a protest
to the central body of Gerinnn architects

of a kind to duly express the indignation of

British architects. A request niight well

come from your office, in combination with
the many others who might send their uaines
to you. Please give me an opportunity to

join in such application to the R.I.B.A.
Council.
Another way would be based on the per-

sistence with which German commereial
travellers have for a long time past thrust
German constructions, fittings, and con-
trivances before the attention of the archi-

tects of this country. We can easily say
now, " Send them to the rightabout and keep
them off," so that British enterprise can get
its own better chances. But no matter how
truly the spirit may be willing to do that,

there are difficulties. We all recognise that
a CJerman dodge is to let the wolf appear in

sheep's clothing. The using of fine old

British names—ancestral or eoniniercial— lias

long been a perquisite of German trading
firms ill England, and they are cnnning
enough to use all their wits and a good deal
of German capital to back up their methods.
I lia\e an instance of this before uic as I

write (in another way)

:

A picture palace with a British title,

where the English, French, and Russian flags

are entwined over the front; where most of

the show is almost rabidly loyal, even to ex-

travagant condemnations of German war
tactics. But every penny of the profits-
bigger than ever during the war—goes into

the pockets of shareholders who, I know,
are exclusively Germans I

In such ways it is purposely inatlo difficult

for us to recognise (in peace) what is

Germanic. Therefore, I am asking for

guidance in my determination to avoid even
the suspicion of being " had " by these
German methods any more. Many a British
architect is, I am certain, similarly iiupelletl,

and 1 want to join in a further representa-
tion to our actual Institute of " British

"

Architects, asking that one of its committees
should sit down and carefully study this

ELASTICITY OF FLOORS.

Sir,—Will some of your readers kindly
say if they consider the following proposal to
give elasticity to a floor of a public hall is

likely to be successful and satisfactory?
Boarding 14in. pitch-pine, ploughed and

tongued; joists, 5in. by 2iii., placed 1ft. 8iii.

centre to centi-e ; 4in. by 3iii. plates,
7ft. lOJiii. apart, supported only at intervals
of 3ft. The above floor would be on the

ground-floor level, and the 4in. by Sin. plates
laid Sin. above an existing concrete floor.

It is true that, according to the formula of

W c biU

(with value of C J for safe load)

the joists will only carry .82 per foot super.,
instead of IJcwt., as is usually required for
a public building, and the plates will only
carry .84ewt. per foot super., yet in practice
it is claimed that the above floor will be
quite strong enough.—I am, etc., B.

The Glamorgan County Council have unani-
m.ouslv appoint^ed Mr. C. P. McBean, of Aber-
gavenny, to the position of chief road inspector.

.411 German members of the International
Society of Sculptors, Painters, and Gravers have
been suspended by special resolution of the
Council.

The Royal Drawing Society's annual scholar-
ship has been awarded to Miss Alice Herrd. The
Society examined 61,000 pupils this year from
schools spread all over the Empire.

The forty-fourth annual exhibition of the
Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, will be opened
by the Lord Mayor to-morrow (Saturday). The
"one-man room" will be filled with paintings
by Mr. Arthur Hacker, R.A.

At Blackburn, Mr. W. O. E. Meade -King,
Local Government Board inspector, has inquired
into the application of the corporation for sanc-
tion to borrow .£31,600 for the erection of a
fire-station and firemen's dwellings. There was
no opposition to the application.

Mr. Raymond Unwin, F.R.I.B.A., the expert
adviser of the Admiralty in regard to Dun-
fermline Town Council's scheme for the town-
planning of the Rosyth area, has visited Dun-
fermline for the purpose of adjusting minor
details as between the Admiralty and the
council in connection with the project, which in

due course will be presented for approval to the
Local Government Board for Scotland.

The timber-yards and sawmills of Messrs.
Maggs and Son, Bristol, extending between
Picton-street (off Stokes Croft) to Wellington-
lane, and covering about three-quarters of au
acre, were destroyed by fire on Friday night.
The premises included workshops, a sawmill, an
engine-house, and stables, and a good deal of

timber had onl}' recently been brought on the
premises. The firm are fortunate in having a
second yard at the top of Stokes Croft, next to
the Stores, where business can be continued as

usual.
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STATUES, IXEEMORIALS, &c.

BRISTOL.—The D^an and C'hapter of Bristol

Cathedral have been able, with the aid of a

bequest by ihe late Mr. Sturge. to replace in the

Abbey Gate House adjoining the Cathedral four

life-size figure:?, which were removed about a

hundred years ago, owing to their crumbling and
unsafe condition. The statues are being jdaced

in niches on the side of the Abbey Gate House,
facing Lower College Green. They are life-size

figures in Portland stone, and represent four

church dignitaries who were associated with the

old Abbey or the Cathedral. The two lower
ones, not yet in position, represent Abbots New-
land and Elyot. and the two upper ones, which
were hxed on Saturday. Abbots Knowde and
Snow. It was Edmund Kuowle. who in 1306, on
being elected Abbot, commenced the rebuilding

of the entire chnrcli. and he holds in his hands a

model of his work. From 1332 to 1341 the work
was continued by John Snow, the first mitred
Abbot, who was also concerned in obtaining the

charter, so he is represented with a scroll to

which a seal is attached. Abbot. Elyot built the

Tudor building on top of the Norman arch, and
he is holding a model of his work. Abbot New-
land wrote the chronicle of the Berkeley family,

and his litf-rary work is indicated by a book.
The sculpture has been executed by Mr. Charles
Pibworth. a Bristolian. who carried out the
figures in the uanels of the Central Library close

by.

LICHFIELD CATHEDRAL.—A new sedilia,

with which has been incorporated the Bishop
Legge memorial, was dedicated at, Lichfield

Cathedral on Tuesday. As a Bishop Legge
memorial, an episcopal seat has lieen erected on
the north side of the sacrarium by the Dean
and Chapter in connection with the restoration

of the ancient sedilia. A portrait of tlie late

bishop, to be executed by the Hon. John Collier,

will be added to the collection of portraits of

former occupants of the see now in tlie large

hall of the palace. Atiout the middle of the

19th century six of the canopies of the old Lady-
chapel screen were repaired and adapted for

sedilia on the south side of the sanctuary.

Behind them Dean Howard's monument was
placed in the south-choir aisle in 1869, and three

more of the canopies were placed over the effigy.

The remains of the rest were stored in the stone

sheds, and it is from these that the new sedilia

on tlie north side of the sanctuary have been
provided. The scheme has involved the removal
of Bishop Lonsdale's monument from the sanc-

tuary floor to the choir-aisle floor immediately
behind the sedilia. In this new position it cor-

responds with the situation of Dean Howard's
monument in the south-choir aisle, and it is

treated now in the same manner as that, with
canopies from the old Lady-chapel screen above
it on the back wall of the sedilia. The arrange-

ment of the sedilia is not in a straight row. as

on the south side, but in three groups, divided

by strips of the old screen-work, such as appear
on either side of the canopies above Dean
Howard's monument, each carrying statuettes.

In the centre there is a seat for the bishop,

flanked by two low^er seats for his chaplains;

while at the east end there is a seat for the

dean, and at the west one for the canonin-
residence.

The Hillericay Board of Guardians liave

adopted plans by Mr. II. R. Bird for alterations

and improvements to the workiiouse estimated
to cost i;4.830.

A Roman Catholic church is in course of

erection at Straide, Co. Mayo, as a memorial
to the late Michael Davitt. M.P. Messrs. W. H.
Byrne and Son, of Dublin, are the architects.

At Saturday's meeting of the Middle War
District ("umniittee of Lanark County Council
a strong protest was made against the proposed
demolition of the house at Low Blantyre which
is generally believed to be the birlli])hce of
David Livingstone.

At the Cardiff Chamber of Commerce, on
Friday, tlie Welsh philanthropist and coal-
owner. Sir \Vm. James Thomas, of the Rhondda.
was presented by South Wales commercial
leaders with a bronze bust of himself, modelled
by Sir William Goscombe John. R.A. The bust
will be placed in the King Edward VII.
Hospital. Cardiff.

The new schools erected bv the Smethwick
Education Committee on tlie" Smethwick Hall
estate were opened by the mayor on Monday.
The schools provide accommodation for 350 boys,
3o0 girls, and 500 juniors, all on the ground
floor. A room for the instruction of forty boys
in manual work is arranged under three "of the
poys classrooms, and a '"< Inldren's dining-room
in the basement un.Ur the assembly-halL The
schools have cost about £16,000.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
IN RE C. TOWN AND SON, MINSTER.— At

Rochester Bankruptcy Court. on Monday,
Charles Douglas Town, who had traded as

"Charles Town and Son." builders, at W'yvenhoe.
Parsonage Chase, Minster in Sheppcy, was
examined as to his aflairs. Dtditor, who attri-

buted liis failure to losses on contracts, said he
lost about .4^100 on two cottages he built for his

sister, Mrs. Bailey, with whom lie had litiga-

tion, and about i;20 each on seven liouses he
built for Mr. W. N. Rule at St. George's road,
Sheerness. He al)andoned another contract for

i;23S. owing to a dispute with the architects,

anil afterwards had a claim for 4^248 made upon
him for finishing the work. £20 were knocked
off for overcharges fur material, and In? con-

' seiited to judgment for £228. having previously
been paid £60 on account : £l00-worth of work
he had done before relinquishing the contract.

1 His debts were now scheduled at £758 18s. 5d.,

I and of this amount £502 lis. 6d. was unsecured.
The deficiency was estimated at £372 16s. 6d.

Dcljtor was allowed to pass.

^i»
The Abergavenny Board of Guardians have

resolved that local architects be invited to send

,
in competitive plans for a new workhouse to

cost £20.000.

The private view of the Royal Glasgow Insti-

tute will be held to-day (Friday) in the
Galleries. 270, Sauchiehall-street, and that of the
Brighton Autumn Exhibition to-morrow.

The new grammar-school at Spilsby was
opened last week. It has been built from plans
by Messrs. Scorer and Gamble, of Lincoln, the
contractors being Messrs. Finder and Sons, of

Boston, Lines.

At Stourbridge a Local Government Board
inquiry was held on Tuesday by Mr. R. H.
Bicknell respecting an application from the
urban district council for leave to borrow £8,508
for the purchase of Stadley Court estate for use
as a public park.

The governors of the Southampton Endowed
Schools have approved detailed plans of the new
Taunton School as submitted by their archi-

tect, Mr. A. F. Gutteridge, of Southampton, and
have made arrangements for pulling down the
house now on the site.

Mr. R. Stevenson Henshaw, surveyor and
water engineer to the Portland Urban District

Council, has been appointed surveyor to the
Wellingborough Urban District Council in suc-

cession to Mr. E. Young Harrison, who has
resigned to take up another appointment.

Mr. M. K. North, a Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry at the town-hall,
Bradford, on Tuesday, with regard to the cor-

poration's application to borrow £2,500 and
£5.000 respectively for , recreation - grounds at

Knowles-lane, Dudley -hi 11. Legrams-lane, and
Nortliside-roa*l, Lidget Green, and for bowling-
greens at Girlington and Eccleshill recreation-
grounds.

The reopening of St. Catherine's Church.
Hatcham. which was damaged by incendiary
militant women, took place last (Thursday)
evening. The Bishop of Woolwich officiated at
the service. The architects for the recon.struc-

tion were Messrs. Stock. Page, and Stock, who
designed the original edifice. Messrs. Higgs ami
Hill. Ltd.. of Crown Works, South Lambeth,
were the builders.

In consequence of complaints received from
a number of residents of the sanitary condition
of Meg Thatcher's Green, St. George, the im-

provement and sanitary committee of the

Bristol City Council considered the question of

a new system of drainage. The district com-
prises an area of about 45 acres, and it is pro-

posed to construct a new sewer and branch,
which will also provide for an adjoining estate

which has been laid out for building purposes.

The estimated cost will be £1.600. The com-
mittee's report was adopted by the city council

at their meeting on Tuesday.

A Local Government Board inquiry as to the
proposal of the Walla.sey Town Council, under the
Housing and Town-planning Act, with respect

to undeveloped land in the borough, comprising
an area of 266 acres, was held at the town-hall
on Wednesday. The areas in respect to which
it is being sought to impose restrictions include

24 acres owned by the New Brighton Tower and
Recreation Company, Ltd.. while it is intended

to make provision for the extension of Dalton-

road or Westmorland-road. Liscard. to Magazine
Brow, and thus to the Promenade; to widen
Grove-road. Martin'sdane. and Mill-lane, and
also to provide for restrictions in case it is at

any time sought to build upon various are'*s now-

used as nurscrit';

mt (Dto table.

The Council of the .Junior Institution of

Engineers liave elected the Most Hon. the
Marquos of Graham, D.L., C.B., C.V.O.,
as their President for the year 1914-15, in

succession to Sir Boverton Redwood, Bart.,

D.Se., F.R.S.E. The Viokers Prize, con-
sisting of a gold medal and preniinni of

in.strunients or hooks, lias Ijclmi awarfled to

Mr. Jas. Richardson, B.Sc, Assoc.M.I.C.E.,
for his paper on " Iligh-Povver Diesel
Engines: their Development for Marine
Service." Mr. Richardson has also heen for-

tunate enough in securing the Institution
medal for the same paper, 'i'he other aviards
of this Institution have not yet heen an-

nounced. It is interesting to note the
excellent progress made with the local

sections in Birmingham, Manchester, and
Sheffield. The membership has been con-
siderably increased during the year, and the
committice of each section are arranging a

full and interesting programme for the
coming session.

Presiding on Wednesday at the annual
general meeting of the Associated Portland
Cement Manufacturers (1009). Mr. F. A.
White pointed out that the accounts were
satisfactory, although the profits were less

than in the precednig year. Three important
adverse influences had been in operation

—

the London bnildijig trades dispute, labour
disputes in other parts of the United
Kingdom, and a diminution in the export
demand. Alike in our homo and foreign
trade, everything turned upon the course
of the war. The conniiand of the sea. so

long as it was unchallengeable, was an
immense factor in fa\'our of British export
trade. Counterbalancing ones were scarcity,

or high cost (should such exist) of freight,

and also of raw material, such as fuel and
timber. So far as could now- be seen, the

board took a hopeful view of maintaining a

steady, if a diminished, trade. These con-

siderations justified the decision not to

recommend a dividend on the ordinary
shares. He inquired was there ever a time
in which it was more incumbent on the

directors of a large business, with consider-

able prior charges upon its revenue, to take

a conservative course? Shareholders might
ask whether they might look for a dividend

in respect of 1913-14 at a later date, whether
or no one was paid for the current year?
Would they wish to receive as dividend
money, which, though earned as profit, had
proved necessary for capital purposes? He
thought not. They were facing a shortage

of output and sales as well as possible, and
were not without hopes that, even through
the war, their trade might develop in

directions where the country's enemy had
held sway. The report was adopted.

The Board of Trade have arranged for a

Commission consisting of representatives of

the Board of Trade, the Timber Trade
Federation of the United Kingdom, and the

Mining Association of Great Britain to

proceed to Canada and Newfoundland in

order to inquire into the possibility of open-

ing up new sources of supplies of mining

timber for use in the coalmines of (!reat

Britain. Inquiries on the subject should be

addressed to Mr. C. F. Key. Board of Trade,

Queen Anne's-chambers. Westminster.

A collection of objects found at Uriconiuni

has heen arranged in four cases in the

Birmingham Art Gallery by Jlr. John
Humphreys. Much glassware and pottery

has been found during the season, all

belonging to tin' four cenluries during w-liich

the town seems to have been occupied. Some
528 coins have Ijcen discovered, of which 133

are prior to .\.D. 69. and 30G subsequent to

A.D. 117. The art of the .'ird and 4th centuries

shows a marked decadence as compared witli

that of the 2nd century, which is repre-

sented bv pottery beautifully adorned with

leaves of ivy, vine, and horse chestnut, and

finely glazed. The later specimens of pottery

often resemble the coarsest types found at

Pompeii, .\moiia architectural features dis-
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co\ered tins year are the fouudatious of an

amphitheatre." it lay to the north-west of

the t«mple whidi was unearthed last jear,

and came down near to the Severn, i'hns

it was within the city walls, like the aniphj-

theatre at Caerweut, not outside the walls,

as at Silchester and Dorchester.

Canada is making a splendid gift of Hour

to the Mother Country. It has been decided

that the sacks, when empty, should be sold

as souvenirs at 5s. each. 'Iwo-thirds of this

sum will be devoted to the Prince of Wales'^

National Relief Fund, and one-third to the

Belgian Refugees' Fund. The sacks are all

marked -Canada's Gift." Applications for

the sacks as souvenirs, accompanied by a

remittance of 5s., should be sent to the Hon.

Secretaries, National Relief Fund, York

House, St. James's Palace, London, S.W.

.Applications will be dealt with in strict

rotation.

In his annual report on Crown lands, the

President of the Board of Agriculture states

that the land bought for small holdings and

allotments up to March 31 last extended to

9,640 acres. Including 579 acres of small

holdings on estates purchased in Lincoln, this

represents an increase during 1913 14 ol

about 8ti7 acres. The total area converted by

the Crown into small holdings since the

policy of encouraging their creation was

inaugurated eight years ago is 7.788 acres.

After deducting expenditure, the net income

on the agricultural estates for the twelve

months to March 31 amounted to £47,323.

Au aggregate of £9,4137 was expended on

buildings and equipment for small holdings.

The local taxation returns for borough

councils and urban district councils m
Lngland and Wales for the year 1912-13 show
that there were maintained by the councils

of county boroughs in England and Wales
public roads and streets of an aggregate

length at the commencement of the year

1912-13 of 10,05(3 miles, and that the expendi-

ture on the maintenance and repair of such

roads and streets during the year amounted
to £1,370,406. This represents an average

cost of £136 per mile. The aggregate length

of the roads maintained by the non-county
boroughs in England and ^V'ales 1,262 miles,

and the expenditure on the maintenance and
repair of these roads amounted to £307,359,

being at the rate of £244 per mile. The total

length at the commencement of the year of

roads other than main roads maintained by
the councils of non-county boroughs was
4,955 miles. The expenditure on the main-
tenance and repair of these roads during the

year amounted to £547,031, and represented
an average cost of £110 per mile. The
average cost per mile of the maintenance and
repair of public roads and streets maintained
by the councils of boroughs in Wales was as
follows: — County boroughs, £144; non-
county boroughs — main roads £120, other
roads £55.

For somo years Mr. Percy Oakden,
V.-P.R.V.I.A., has been agitating for the

formation of an architectural museum in

Melbourne. Recently the trustees of the
National Gallery in that city had to refuse,

on the ground of lack ol space, the request
of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects
for a room in the building. On the com-
pletion of the new- Public Library in the
city the trustees have resolved, at the request
of the University authorities in that State, to

devote the whole of the first floor in the
Swanston-street block for a museum. It will

be arranged in three groups ; (a) Materials
(including Australian and imported timbers,
stones used in building and decorative work,
finished clay products, appliances of paints
and varnishes and plasters), (b) models of

construction, and (c) art exhibits (including
account of architectural drawings).

^t*
Mr. William Dunbar, assistant burgh sur-

veyor, Dunoon, has been appointed by Tranent
Town Council as burgh surveyor for that town.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
a loan of JE16,000 to the corporation of
Southend-on-Sea for resurfacing and improving
the main road from Hadleigh to Bournes
Green.

BCEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WEEK.
Satubday (To-5ioebow).—IiiBtitution of Municipal and

Comity Engineers. East Midland Die-
trict Meeting at Hinckley. " Eleven
Yeai'S' Slunicipal "Work at Hinckley," by
E. H. Criunp, engineer to Hinckley
Urban District Council, and " By-Law'e
and the Housing Queetion," by W. H.
Court, borough engineer's department,
Leicester. 11.30 a.m.

MuNDAV.—lutroductoiy Lecture on " Media;val Build-
ings in Europe" at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, by Banister F.
Fletcher, F.E.I.B.A. 5 p.m.
Society of Engmeers. " CyUnder

Bridge Foundations in the East," by A.
Stewart Buckle. 7.'Sd p.m.

ThvkjDay. — Britifrh Museum Lectures on Ancient
Architecture by Banister F. Fletcher,
P.B.I.B.A., '• Egyptian Temples,"
i.30 p.m.

Fhidav itlci. 0).—Jiuiior Institution ot Engineers.
"The BaiTier of Ignorance," by "W. P.

Durtnall. 30, Victoria - street, S.W.
8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " The Orders of Architecture,"
by Professor Charles Gourlay, B.Sc,
A^R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

fraJjB ^Bfos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
DECREASE OF UNEMPLOYMENT. — The

Board of Trade Report respecting unemployment
states that throughout Great Britain, in the
trades compulsorily insured against unemploy-
ment — viz., building, works of construction,

engineering, shipbuilding, vehicle-making, and
so on—the percentage of unemployment was 5.7,

as compared with 5.8 a week earlier, and 6.2 a

month ago.

<ifc

Mr. George Parsons-Norman, of the Studio,

St. Giles's, Norwich, the well-known delineator

in water-colours of landscape in the Broads dis-

trict, died at Gorleston on Sunday, aged 74

years.

At a conference of representatives from the

riparian authorities connected with the River

St.our, recently held in the town-hall, Colchester,

a scheme prepared by Messrs. Johnson and
Robins, civil engineers, of Boston, Lincolnshire,

for the improvement of the river was adopted.

The estimated outlay is about ^63,882.

Matters in connection with the proposed new
North Wales coast road are being pushed for-

ward, and a description of the proposed route,

together with various details, have now been
issued. The road will start from near Gronant,
at a point where the existing hillside road

becomes tortuous and dangerous. It will take

an entirely new line at the foot of the hill as

far as Prestatyn, then proceed nearer the sea-

coast until it reaches Khyl on the boundary
of the golf-links. The cost will be £26,000.

The fine church of St. Michael's, Newquay,
built in 1909-11, from designs by Mr. G. H.
Fellowes Prynne, F.R.I.B.A., at a cost of

jei2,000, has just been beautified by two stained-

glass windows, the gift of Lady Molesworth St.

Aubyn and the children of the late Mr. and
Mrs. MuUer. One window represents the appear-

ance of the Angel Gabriel to the Priest

Zacharias, in the Temple, at the time of the

offering of incense. The second represents the

Presentation of Christ in the Temple, Anna and
the aged Simeon being conspicuous in the

picture. These two windows are part ot a

scheme intended to portray the chief teachings

in the acts and words of the Saviour. They
have been designed by Mr. Dunstan J. Powell
and executed by Messrs. Hardmann and Co., of

Birmingham.

An inquiry was held in the Birkenhead Town
Hall, on Tuesday, by Mr. G. W. Pepler, F.S.I.

,

an inspector of the Local Government Board,
into the corporation's first town - planning
scheme for an area of agricultural land of about
166 acres lying between Storeton - road and
Borough-road, and the laud to the southward
ot Egerton Park as far as Dacre Hill. Mr.
Spencer explained that land affected by the

scheme was owned almost entirely by the Major
Orred trustees. They had not included in the

scheme an adjoining area owned by Sir William
Lever, because they had arrived at an agree-

ment with Sir William in regard to laying out
certain streets on town-planning lines. Evidence
in support of the application was given by Mr.
C. Brownridge, the borough surveyor. Mr. W.
Drysdale, representing the Major Orred trustees,

said they did not oppose the application; they
hoped to co-operate with the corporation so far

as their restricted powers would allow.

LATEST PRICES.

N.B.— All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they arc. we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled SteelJoistB, English £7 10 to £7 13 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22 ,,

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 815 n
BeatSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10 o

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., i'81.5s. toi'9.

Ditto galvanised, £11 to £15103. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8£t. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... U
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)-

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 93 9,9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
BoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

U B.W.G 11 5 „ -
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 OS. £1158. £11 158. per ton'

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3m. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5a. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall lOs. Od. to 1178. 6d,

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2* per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.c
Water-Tubes 71i

Steam-Tubes 674

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 6I4

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £31 5 U to £21

Lead Water Pipe, Town 25 „ —
Country 25 15 ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 26 „ —

Country 26 15 ,,
—

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 27 „ —
Country 27 15 ,,

—
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 29 10 „ —

,, Country 30 5 ,,
—

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 28 „ —
Country 28 15 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to liin.) Town 2K 0,, —
Counti-y 2s 1,5 „ —

[Over ihia. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, 18 12

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,, —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 75 „ 75 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 ,, 65

Tin, English Ingots 163 „ 164

Do., Bars 115 „ 116 10 U

Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 22 U „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 24 10 0„ —

Country 25 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead 3115 0,, —
Relined Red Lead 32 0., ,—
Sheet Zinc Price oninquiry.

Old Lead, against account 17 ,,
—

Tin per cwt. 8 10 ,,
—

Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) 1'^ '> ••
~

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000

20 X 10 ... 13 12 6 1,200 at r

16 ,, 8 ... 6 13 6

20 „ 10 ... 13 2 6

20 ,, 12 ... 13 17 6

First quality 20 „ 10 ... 13

20 „12... 13 15
" 16 „ 8... 7 6 „

Eureka unfading
green 20 „ 10 ... IS 17 6

20 „12...18 7 6

18 „10...13 5

16 „ 8 ... 10 5

Permanent Green ... 30 „ 10 ... 11 12 6

18 „10 ... 9 12 6

16 „ 8... 6 12 6

Bine Portmadoo

Blue Bangor

of
stn.
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BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 1.3 per l.OiXi alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1

Picked Stocks for
Facings '3 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 U
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
RuabOQ Facing ...

Best Blue Pressed
Statfordshire 3 15

friver.

delivered
at rly. stn.

5

JDitto Bullnose
Best Stourbridge

Firebricks 3 H
Sj'in. Best Red Ac-

1

I Net, delivered in
crington Plastic r 4 10 6 „l full truck loads
Facing Bricks I ( in London.

3'.'m" Accrington Beet Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3' a" ditto Second Beet Plastic ditto 3 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than S'/a in
thickest part 3

3'/k" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 3 6
3'/h" ditto ditto through and through 2
3' h" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i" and h" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks ,
9" x 2 course deep, each 6

Ditto ditto 0"xl coarse „ 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 coarse deep, 4s" soffit, per foot opening... 13

4j" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
Ai" .^;^rt .^;»fA .3;....^ n n t

i ditto 4^
.5 ditto 4i

6 ditto 4*

3 ditto 9"

i ditto 9"

r> ditto 9"

6 ditto 9"

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

3 9
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HABD ULAZEB (PEIt 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17 6

Headers—
11 17 6 10 7 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats-
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Doable Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 31 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, BuUnoee Stops—

5d. each Id. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

i'OULDEU BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each Sd. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/3 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

8d. each 8d. each

1/2 each1/2 each

Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each Id. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers ., i--22 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsandcolours - ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by Uin.
Is. 3d. each j by 2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in fall truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7
PitSand 7
Thames Ballast 6

6 per yard, delivered

Best Portland Cement 36
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21

s. d. Per ton,
to 41 delivered

C per ton delivered
Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard,
Orey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot onbe £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Freeetone,ditto
Ancaster, ditto _
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in trank at
Nme Elms) ...

Hard York, ditto .....' ]',

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

uo. do. Sin. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes

• All F.O.R. London.

3 3
2 2
2
1 10
1 10

1 10*
3

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

1

1

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or ( Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4A

TILES.
B.

Plain red rooting tiles 43
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake'Bl .. 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced £0
Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.stn.

7 per doz.
per 1000

6
per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
10^ per doz. .,

1* ,.

per lOOO

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6

per doz.
6

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale,per tun £28 15 to £29 5
Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish ,

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin ,

Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius
Palm, Lagos ,

Ditto, Nut Kernel ,,

Oleine ,,

Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined ,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Gil per gal.

Baltic oil ,,

Turpentine ,

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil per cwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. ,,

26 15
29
39 10
31
46
42 10
42 10
33 5
35
17 5
30

19
2
3
2

10

10

27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
1

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 31oz. 26oz. 33oz.

Fourths 2,'d. ... 4d. ... iJd. ... 5M.
Thirds 3jd. ... 4Jd. ... 5d. ... 6Jd.

Fluted Sheet 4d. ... 5d. ... — ... —
Hartley's English Rolled Jin. '/ihin. Jin.

Plate 2Ad. ... 3d, ... 3id.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and Repoussine... 3^d. ... Sid.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, (or seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8

Berhn Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

It has Ijeen decided by the Ipswich t'orpora-

tiou to build a smallpox hospital on Foxhall

Heath, a high-lying district east of the town, at

an estimated cost of jKOjIlO.

A municipal housing scheme has been adopted
by the corporation of Tyuemouth. It is

intended to erect eighty bouses on the estate

at Balkwell Farm, and fifteen houses in East
George-street and Prospect-terrace. Mr. J. F.

Smillie is the architect.

A Local Government Board inquiry was hold

on Wednesday into the application of the public

authorities of the Isle of Wight for sanction to

a loan of ^£1,600 for the purchase of the famous
landslip at Bonchurch, between Sbanklin and
Ventnor, as a public recreation-ground. There
was no opposition.

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. K. M. Butler,

architect, 23, Kildare-street, Dublin, the Boyle
system of ventilation (natural,!, embracing
Boyle's latest patent " .Vir-pump " ventilators
and air inlets, has been applied to the new
Carnegie library, Listowel, Co. Kerry.

The Lion Brand inodorous felt, manufactured
by Mes.srs. F. McNeill and Co., Ltd., of Bunhill-
row, B.C., is being used in the new Technical
Institute at Cathays Park, Cardiff. Architects
and Ijuilders will do well to compare samples of
this felt before .specifying or using other makes.

The architects for the Grammar School
swimming-baths at .Sedburgh, which have just
been completed, speak very favourably of the
efficacy of Pudlo in the treatment of the cement
for these baths. There has been no trouble
since they were built, either of the ingress of
soil-water or seepage.

The K. G. Timber Company, Ltd., has been
formed lo acquire the business of timber
merchant, builders' materials merchant, etc.,
heretofore carried on by John H. Kerner-
Greenwood, at Anu's-square, King's Lynn. The
capital is £10,000, in £1 shares, and the first
managing director is Mr. J. H. Kerner-Green-
wood.

Messrs. Ripolin, Ltd., whose works are in
France and Holland, desire it known that the
firm is, and always has been, entirely free from
German or Austrian influence or control, not
even a single share being held by or on behalf
of aTiy German or Austrian. The business is

being carried on exactly as heretofore, and
Ripolin, which has earned such a world-wide
reputation, can be supplied without delay in any
quantity. o»
The Government of India (Jffices will be

opened at Delhi on November 2 next.

.A.t a q\iarterly tl'ourt of the Plumbers' Com-
pany, held at Guildhall, the following were
sworn into office for the ensuing year ;—Master,
Mr. W. D. Caroe, F.,S.A., F.R.I.B.A., re-elected;
Warden, Alderman Sir John Knill; Renter
Warden. Mr. Edmond Knight, re-elected.

Telephone: DALSTUN llJ'.'i.

06ILVIE&G0.
Many \ear> i onnected with
the hite firm of W. H.
L.\.SCELLF.S S: lU, <,(

Mlldmay Avenue. ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS 111 HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^'11^^'

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

HardAvoods,
WTH. OLI'VrER & SONS, Ltd.,

120 Buuhlll Row London E.G.

TENDERS.
•»* Currespoudeuls would in all cases obUge b.v

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it add£ to the value of the
mformation.
.\beudei;.v.—For construction of sewers at

Countesswells-road and .\shley Hardens, for the
sewerage committee :

—

Porter, K., Rose-place (accepted) WW
Al\ KKSTOKi;.—For the erection of a chimney

stack and boiler house at the laundry, for the
guardians :—

»

Lowe, R, W., Gosport raB6 18 10

Tanner, .T., Southsea Wli
Croad, .J 736
Dash, CM., Ltd 718

Lear, C. .J.,and Son, -Vlvcrstokc' 61-2

' .\ocepted,

.\voNMorTU.—For provision of housing arranged

at King-road Farm buildines, Avonmouth, tor Iho

Bristol Docks Committee :—
Bradford, T. B., Bristol (accepted).

BAitKiNcsiDi;.—For the erection of shops at their

electricity station, for the Ilford Urban District

Walter, G. T. (accepted) flUO

Borrow ASH.—For the erection of a council school,

for the Derbyshire Education Committee :—

Earnshaw, .\. (accepted) £0,060

BB.UiKSOMK.—For sea-cliff protection works, for Sir

Ernest Caasel :—
Wilkinson, T., and Co., Bridge Wharf, Poole.

(Accepted. I

BrnsLKM.—For painting and decorating Nos. 1 and
'J hospitals, for the guardians :—

Parr, A., Tunstall i'170

(Recommended for acceptance.)
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BitETFORTuN. — For the bousing scbemc
Bretforton, for the rural district council :—

Smith, G .t'4.099

White. W -l.OiO

Cliff and Co 4,018

Crisp. H. \V 4.015

Steward and Co 4.010

KspleyandCo 3.95-2

Cooper. W 3.950

Knox. J.' 3.819
• Recommended for acceptance.

Briohtox.—For alterations to the infants' depart-

ment of the Middle-street schools, for the education
committee :—

Field and Cos. Brighton £1.836
iRecommended for acceptance.*

Crotdon.—For erection of a school in the Tam-
worth-road. for the eiucation committee :—

HiggsandCo.. Heme Hill ...,£10,930

(Accepted,)

Enflei,d. — For making - up Waverley - road.
Crescent-road, and Old Park-road, Enfield, for the
urban district council. Mr. R. Collins, surveyor;—

Waverley-road :—
Jenninga and Grenfell, Waltham

Greenlieid. E., Bnsh Hill Park.N.
Betts, E. J., Enfield Highway, N.*

Crescent-road ;—
Jennings and Grenfell
Greenfield. E
Betts, E. J.*

Old Park-road:—
Jennings and Grenfell
Greenfield. E
BettB. E. J.'

* Accepted.
Erdlxgton.—For the erection of the first portion

of the council schools in Ryland-road, Erdington,
for the Education Committee :—

Harper,.!., and Sons (acceptedK£12,420

EupiNGHAM.—For erection of two new wards at

the isolation hospital, for the Erpingham Rural
District Council. Mr. A. R. Taddenham, architect.
(v>uantities by architect :—

H. Bullen, Cromer £450
Provisionally accepted.

Garthorpe. — For erection of a bridge, for the
Melton Mowbray Rural District Council :—

Denman and Newham, Melton
Mowbray (accepted) £240

Gloucester.—For provision of manual instruction
classrooms at Calton-road school, for the Gloucester
Education Committee :—

Gorton and Shapcott (accepted) £644

GospoKT.—For the erection of a chimney-stack and
boiler-bouse at the house of industry laundry. Park-
road. GoEport. for the Alverstoke Board of Guardians.
Mr. H. A. F. Smith, Star Chambers. Gosport. archi-
tect :—

Lear, C. J., and Son, Goeport ... £612
lAccepc'd.)

HAJiMERK^riTH, \V. — For supply of one 150-kw.
tranformer of approved type, for the borough
council :

—

British Electric Tranaformer
Co.. Ltd £118

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Habpendex. — For the construction of about
1,400ft. of 12in. and 9in. pipe sewers on Manland
estate, Harpenden, for the urban district council
Mr. J. H. Leverton, surveyor :

—
Powdrill, A. .1., Luton (accepted)

Harrogate.—For alterations. Arc.
electric generator, for the corporation

Parsons, C. A., & Co.. (accepted'

HARviNfiTON".— For erection of cottages at Har
vington, for the Evesham Rural District Council :

—
Smith. G
Steward and Co
CrLsp. H. W
Cliir. A., and Co
VPliite. W
Drew, W
Knox. J

,

Cooipsr. W
Espley and Co.*

•Rccoiumended for accei)tancc.

Hkngokd.—For sewerage works from Ctfu Llwyd
Bridge to Tynycoed, Vystradmynach (contract No. 2).

for the Rhymney Valk'v Sewerage Board :
—

Underwood. \V., and Bro.,
Dukiufield (accepted) £101.745 1 6

HoNEYi.OL-RSE. WoKi KSTERsuiuE.— For urcction
of houses at Honey bourne, for the Pebworth Rural
District Council :

—
Steward and Co £2,050
Smith. G 2.010
Crisp. H. W 1 iM)
Espk-y and Co. l.'HX)

Kno.x, .J 1.080
CliU. A., and Co 1.950
Cooper, W 1,8»-,

Drew. W 1,799
Matthews and Mollis* 1.735

• Recommended for acceptance.

Im--()iii».—Frr private street works in Golf and
Ptrth-roads, for the urban district council :

—
Pai'sons and Parsons (accepted'... I'1.2y8 12 6

iNtiiKoRE —For erection of 113 three- room
cottai^es on the Oblate site, Inchicore, for the Dublio
Housing Committc v. :—

Hull. A., and Co. (accunted) . , fl.s.vSTO

260

£282 16 y

to the turbo-

'£310

i3,.W0 ()

3.14(1 (1

3.390
3.350
3,335 (1

3,300
3,150 11 (1

6.12:,

s.a-a

Ipswich. — For aUcrations to the tuberculosis

pivilions at the isolation hospital, for the corpora-

P. J. Turner (accepted > £787 10

KuTTEKiNG —For draiings at the woriliouse, for

the euardians :—
Drever, O. P., and Son, Ltd ... ll,3-21 U o

(Accepted.l
Klllarney.— For erection of 11 houses, for the

urban district council :
—

O'Connor, .J. (accepted) £.2693 IK

KiEKBT-iN-AsHFiELD.—For oarryioB out private

street works in Lindley's-Iane, for the urban district

council. Mr. W. Dodsley, Urban-road, Kirkby-io-

Ashfleld, surveyor :—
CoUedge, J. W., Annesley
Woodhouse. Notts (accepted) £185 5

KrRKBY ^VooDHOusE.—For carrying out sewerage
works, for the urban district council. Mr. W.
Dodsley, Urban-road, Kirkby-in-Ash field . surveyor :

—
Morley and Sons, Keighley ... £3;o
Colledge, .T. W., Annesley
Woodhouse, Notts (accepted)-.. 31'2 17

Leatherhead.—For the supply of about aiO tons

of tar-macadam of hard blast-furnace slag of various

sizes, for the urban district council. Mr. S. R.

Drake, surveyor;—
Northern Quarries, Ltd., London .£311

Oakes, .T„ and Co., Derbyshire... 288

Claridge's Patent Asphalte Co.,

Ltd., London 2a5
Wainwright, .1., and Co., Ltd.,

Shcpton Mallet 2sl

Constable. Hart, & Co.. London 270

Tarmac, Ltd., Wolverhampton 374

Prestwicb, W., and Sons,
Dronfield (accepted)

Lewisham, S.E.—For kerbing, channelling, and
making-up tbe roadway, and for paving the footways
of Crathorn-street (part of) with artificial stone, for

the Borough Council :—
Fry Bros.. Ltd £145
May, Mortimer, and Co., Ltd. ... 143 11 8

\Voodham, H., and Sons 139

Pesrce, W.* 133
• Recommended for acceptance,

Llanegeyx.—For providing and laying of 3.(KK1

lineal yards of 3in. cast iron pipes, together with the
construction of a covered service reservoir, and other
works required to provide a water supply to tbe

village of Llanegryn, for the Dolgellv Rural District

Council. Mr. F. -T. Rodwell, A.M.I.C.E. (Soinks,

Pilling, and Rodwell i, 37 and 38, Prudential Buildings,
Park-road, Leeds, engineer :

—
Hyslop, A. and S., Manchester ...

Jones, O. D., Portmadoc
Ewart, J., Taunton
Trentham, P.. Ltd.. Birmingham
Davies, G.. Aberdovey
ilorgan. J., Doucaster
Lloyd, R., Merioneth (accepted'

LLANFAELOfi.—For water supply works at Llau-
faelog, for the Valley Rural District Council :

—
Pullar, H. C, and Co., Glasgow .£.),8«i 1-3 1

(.Accepted.

I

London, N.W.—For external painting at Prospect-
terrace dwellings and painting staircases at

(loldington Buildings, for the St. Pancras Borough
Council :—

Prospect-terrace Dwellings.
Maple and Co., Ltd
JIcLaughliu and Harvey, Ltd. ...

Navariuo (iuild. Ltd.
Marchant and Hirst*

Croldington Buildings.
JIcLaughlin and Harvey, Ltd. ...

I\Iaple and Co.,Ltd
Navarino Guild, Ltd.
^larchant and Hirst*

•Recommended for acceptance.

London.—For supply of high and low tensii

cables, for the London County Council ;—
Sicuiens Bros., and Co., Ltd.,
London £20,149 1-2 4

Glover, W. T., and Co., Ltd-,
Manchester 2(i,110 13 8

Henley's, W. T., Telegraph
Works Co,, Ltd., London ... ii.lQU 1 6

Callender's Cable and Con-
struction Co., Ltd., London ... 24.824 3 lu

Johnson and Phillips, Ltd.,
London '21,689 16 11

British Insulated and Helsby
Cables, Ltd., Preston, Lan-
cashire 24,524 3 9

Western I'.lectric Co., Ltd..
London* 24.(101 10

Sunbuby-on-Thames.—For the widening and
reconstruction of Charlton-road and Littleton-lane,

for the Sunburv-on-Thames Urban District Council.

Mr. H. F. Coales, A.M.I.C.E., engineer :-
Free. E.. and Sons, Maidenhead £15,384 8 10

Kavanagh, S., and Co., Surbiton
Hill

andCo.,Ltd.,'West-Mowlem. J.

minster
Harris, F.,

ford ...

Jackson, D.

Bros., Ltd., Guild-

14,934 6 1

14,485 13 11

6

£3,480
3,446

3,191
3,064 12
2,900
2,6'23 7
2,396 17
2.387
2.058

9

6

£1.400
1.185
1,171 (1

1,144
1,1.3-2 (1

929
897

t'209 (1

203 (1 (1

170 (1 (1

144

192
149
98 11

66

13,858 15

T., Barking 13,833 4

Parrv. E., and Co., Putney ... 13,669

Manders, \V.. and Co.. Leyton ... 12.975 9

Road Maintenance Co., London 12,9'29 18 1

Langley and Johnson, Slough*... 12,089 1 4

* Accepted.

West Thurbock -For erection of 14 cottages at

West Thurrock, near Grays, for the Orsett Rural
District Council. Mr. F. J. Winter, 2, Hoygate-

avenue. Southend-on-Sea, architect :-

Marrable, R., Leytonstone
Whur, A. R., Southend-on-Sea ...

Gladwell, H. W., Walton-on-

Dobson, .1.. Stanford-le-Hope ...

Baker, F., Rayleigh
Rayner, J, Chelmsford
Cook, T. H., Wickford
Born, A. H., Westcliff-on-Sea ...

Stark, F. C, Snaresbrook*
* Accepted.

TO COBKESPONDBNT8.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly aa possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed

to the EDITOR of the Bdildinq News, Effingham

House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to

members of the staB by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other

communications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Uable

for, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the

building has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much good to illustrate buildings which i--'e been

some time executed, except under specia. circum-

stances.

•,• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details cf old

and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,

and for such no charge is made for insertion. 01

more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,

houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we

can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,

on mutually advantageous terms, which may be

ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom ; for the United States.

£1 6s. Od. {or Bdols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium.

£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India. £1 6s. Od. 'To any

of the AustraUan Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

*.' The special rate to Canada Is £1 Is. 8d.

= jdols 27c. for 12 months, and IDs. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy

Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive

Subscriptions. £1 Is. 8d. per aunum, on our account.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable

to THE Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and

crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

'.Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co.. Printers and

Publishers. 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,

Sydney. New South Wales; for Japan. Messrs. Z. P.

Maruya and Co.. Ltd.. 11-16. Nionbashi Tori

Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at

£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies or the

paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers

addresses.
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I\vMKiD(ii;.— l-'or building
Ivybridge, near Hesscnford
Uural District Council. Mr
rake, surveyor :—

Fothergill Bros-, Devon ...

Stephens, W., Cornwall ...

Ruuualls and Sons, Cornwall
• Accepted.

, new stone bridge at
for the St. German's
H. .\. Hosking, Land-

£395 10
127 11
1'24 10

• Recommended for acceptanct

SiTTiNGBouitNK. — I'^or executing alterations and
additions to tbe administrative block aud the water
supplj-. for the Sittingbournc and IMilton -loint

Hospital Board :— Additions.
Povey £2.709 ... £561
Bishop, E., & Son... 2.680 ... .574

Bowes, G.,& Sons... 2,6.55 ... 542
Monk, T.* 2,521 II ... 489

•Accepted for Ijotb.

Stepney, E.—For cleansing and painting works at
Hatclilf baths, for the borough council :

—
Simm, W., Brook-street £168 18

Howlett and Son, St. Anne-street 161 10

.lohnson Bros.,Whitechapel-road 146
Stuttic and So-i, Matlook-strcet 129
Barker, G., New-road 128 15
Taylor and Son, White Horse-

street' 117
• Recommended for acceptance.

Stoke Xewington, N.E.—For wood-paving works
in Seven Sisters-road, south-east side, between the
Manor House and Blaokstock-road, for the borough
council;—

Griffiths, W.,and Co., Ltd.
(Recommended for acceptance.)

( in tu.—C. 1*.

-W., J^Ul.—K.
-F. F. Co.

, Ltd.
K. C-

aud Co.—1*

S. Co., Ltd,

yr Q. Co., Lid.

—K. G. aud Cu.

K. B. G.—Yes.

C. K.—Thanks, U".

(t. a.—We lia\e nu record.

liisGisTEu. — So, we imagine, is cvcr.voiio ;

obvious course is open to you aud the rest.

lAmv.—You can see the last auuual return of iiiiy

registered compauy at Somerset House on paymcut "t

one sbilliug.

H.L.Gi.N.sTON.—Tbe awards (or last session's Dcsiguiiig

Club and anuoimccment resai-ding the new session

now comuiencinp; appear in this issue. Hiir rules Willi

regard to " lutcrcommunicatiou " last appeared ou

\). :i"24 of our issue uf Sejit. 4.

li —The discussion of suggested means of luccting cuu-

structional needs hardly comes within the purpose ot

' lutercommiiuication," ajid we can hardly see "ur

wav to offer our guineas for it, so we have published

voiir communication as an ordinary letter. Are you

familiar with the " Valtor " system of insuring

elasticity to danciug-floora, used b.v Messrs^F. Morton

and Co., jim., 11(1, '

'

best we know.

)jul tllf

Cannon street, " B.C. ? That is the
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DEFINITE EXPRESSION IN
ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL.

Form, as it develops under hammer and
chisel, may typify the emergence of definite

theme from nebulous idea. In like gradual

manner line and lineament are evolved in

the brain of the designer. We grope

blindly for clear expression of that which
we do not at first clearly comprehend. A
hazy first notion becomes defined only as

we strive to express our sentiment—as we
bring the subject-matter of our thought
into better and better focus. All that may
reasonably be temieil novel in design is no
doubt produced in tliis way, since invention

is often slow, stej) by st«p, and laborious.

In all these efforts of the brain, that

which we are in reality striving to attain is

definite expression — the clear-cut and
logically correct transcript of mental
imager}'. We seek to place, with pencil on
jiaper, the fleeting idea. We shall be well

advised to exercise patience in attaining

this. It will be well thoroughly to grasp
and fully interpret our idea. The hasty
transference of ill-considered design to solid

stone will mean loss of definiteness. Some
of the shadowy vagueness of our first

mental conception will inhere. That which
we should earnestly seek is definition. We
desire the intelligible and apparent

—

meaning, import, and significance.

It has been said that curiosity is the real

overmastering passion. We are all con-

tinually asking— subconsciously, no doubt
—"What is it?" In direct and indirect
ways we constantly put this question to

ourselves. It is ever present, as we en-

counter novel objects. For this reason, we
must assume that the matter greatly

concerns design. We should at all times
remember the promptings of curiosity, and
by no mer.ns dismiss the subject by count-
ing it an ignoble passion. We should recog-
nise the position, and remember that any-
thing ill-defined, from carelessness or lack
of sufficient thought and consideration,
causes perjjlexity and leads to offence. AVe
should endeavour so to present our archi-
tectural ideas that the meaning and nature
of the object are never in doubt; for that
which we do not, or cannot, understand or
clearly comprehend engenders mystery.
In this way we may be impressive, and
even awe-inspiring ; but since, in archi-
tecture, we seldom need to produce the
mj'stefious, definiteness of expresssion,
obvious intention and meaning, should be
our aim.

There are few more praiseworthy aims in
Jiractical architecture tlian an endeavour to
give correct and clear expression to every-
thing added tc plain liuiUling as an orna-
mental accessary. We know that this
general prinrijile is at the root of' suc-
cessful architecture as an affair of organic
constructional parts; we must hold that a
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
West Africa House, Water-street, Liverpool. View

and plans, Messrs. Briggs, Wolsteuliolmc, and
Thoruely, FF.R.l.B.A., Architects.

Bilsborrow Hall, between Preston and Lancaster. View,
elevations, and plans. Messrs. Woolfall and Kccles,

FF.R.l.B.A., Architects.

"Greenaway End," Creenaway Gardens, Hampstead,
N.W. View and plans. Mr. Cyril A. Fare.v,

Architect.
An Entrance Gatewa.y to a Cemetery. View, plans, and

elevations. Mr. W. Wannan. Architect.
Cross-street Chapel, Manchester (William and Mary,

A.D. 1694). Elevations, plan, and details. Measured
and drawn by Mr. Gordon Hennn.

similar effectiveness characterises archi-

tectural ornament that has fitting and
definite expression. It is the meaningless,
purposeless scroll, or curve reflex, repre-

senting nothing definite, based on no pro-

totype, referring in no way to objects found
in nature, that fails by virtue of its

absence of definite expression.

If we examine ourselves, no doubt we
shall find we all like to recognise, clearly,

that, say, an oak- or a vine-leaf is intended.

We like and we admire definite expression,

faithful observance of characteristic of this

or that natural prototype, which the

designer has taken as a model, or used as a

motif. Wliere very highly-conventionalised
ornamentation is concerned, our rule may
need a little latitude in application. Yet is

it to be noted that we cannot truly con-

\entionalise, excepting as we exalt and
aggrandise characteristic, and instil more
of the essential spirit of the object con-

ventionalised. If we make any one chance
leaf or flower a model, we must needs pro-

duce a less characteristic representation of

the genus than when we take as a model an
ideal form conceived as the average of

numbers of such leaves or flowers. In true

and masterful conventionalising, the spirit

of the natural object is enshrined, so to

say, in the ornament. By thus considering

our pro]Jositiun. that definiteness and
ready-recognisability are most desirable

attributes in architectural ornamentation

—

to employ a not very happy, if common,
expression—we should arrive at the con-

clusion that in conventional, floriated en-

richment, having real, natural, basic pro-

totype, a high degree of definiteness is re-

quired in design, and is, by the very nature

of the process of true conventionalising,

assured.

The belief that definiteness of expression

is essential in good architectural enrich-

ment will, we believe, be established on all

grounds of inquiry. Besides the sweet

reasonableness of the jirinciple, we shall

find that the measure of definition is

closely related to the auKuint of skill and

thought bestowed upon the work; and that

carelessness and haste, and, obviously,

ignorance, are at the root of that indefinite-

ness of expression and lack of intent and
purpose in "decorative" device, which we

too often find in contemporary archi-

tecture. We curve and reflex and re-reflex,

and let things sjo at that. It is so easy ; but

to produce a truly sculpturesque acorn is

not easy.

When we ask that question: "What is

it?" we shall finrl, as a rule, that the readi-

ness of answer corresponds to the amount
of care and thought with which the

decorative device has been executed. If we

desire character in enrichment, we must go

to Nature for some prototype, and let oak-

leaf in wood, or stone lily, show obvious

relation to this. We have, then, Nature as

guide ; and, truly, in decorative design, we
must appeal very directly to natural form
tor motive and inspiration. We have no
other guide, no other compass, here.

Pure geometrical ornament we may view

in a somewhat modified light, although
geometry is obviously natural enough. We
might classify all necessary architectural

enrichment and ornamentation into the

quasi-natural, or " naturalesque," the more
or less conventional, and the wholly geo-

metric. In the former we must include all

frankly realistic carving, the best work in

which is saved from the charge of ignoble

imitation by the instinct of the sculptor

who imparts the sculpturesque attribute.

Our pirinciple of endeavouring to impart

the fullest and most characteristic form
and lineament warns us against mixed
ornamentation—vegetation growing out of

animals, and like evidence of debased
thought in design matters. Certainly, if

we encounter an object of supposed value

as architectural decoration, half-tree, half-

animal, we might pertinently ask: "What
is it?"

All naturalesque, conventional, and geo-

metric forms are, in reality, based on

nature. In seeking to impart that fitness

for architectural embellishment which
differentiates slavish imitation from true

ornament, we should endeavour to give to

the first class of ornamentation high re-

semblance to prototype, short of missing

that sculpturesque quality that lifts the

work out of mere copyism. In highly con-

ventionalised ornamentation, we should

rather seek to instil the spirit of plant life.

Taking such a decorative device as the

Grecian honeysuckle, we see that it is a

highly - conventionalised ornament, and
over and above the special beauty of the

liower that forms the motive of the design,

the general disposition and arrangement of

the parts displays vigour and vitality. The
definite expression sought to be expressed

in conventional form is, in major part, the

essential grace and beauty of idant life.

We cannot but conclude that all decora-

tive form should have reference, basically,

to something natural— existent and created,

or. as in the case of geometry, co-eternal.

Unless this statement is carefully weighed,

it may be doubted. It will, on mature con-

sideration, we think, be found substantial,

and acceptable to all but those who see

beauty in meaningless scrolls, and purpose-

less curve and reflex. He who imagines

that he can evolve true and beautiful orna-

ment from his inner consciousness without

reference to natural base or prototype

—

motif—practises self-deception, and is less

a true artist than the savage who incises

roughly, sim)de natural objects on his

door-posts, or than Pal.-eolithic man rudely

drawing the mammoth on fragments of

tusk.

Let us commence our wiok by asking
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ourselves the questiun : "What is it?"
Such a practice followed in actual process

of design might tend to rid us to some
extent of the fearsome horrors of rococco
ornament, and of the senseless, double-
ended, curved and reflexed hone-like

objects that seem an obsession in the minds
of so many so-called "ornamental"
draughtsmen.

••
MODERN SPANISH PICTURES AND

SCULl'TURE.
Tile exhibition of Modern Spanish

Pictures and Sculpture opened last i^'riday

at the Grafton Galleries, in anl of tlie

Prince of Wales's National Relief Fund,
well deserves a visit, though as a welcome
sequel to the very excellent collection of

Sjianish old masters last year it suffers,

like most other things, by the war. Fifty
works from Madrid, which it was intended
to send, had reached the frontier just as
liostilities had commenced, when they were
stopped. The rest is maiiily a selection
from the three hundred jjictures shown at

the Brighton Art Galleries during tlie past
summer reinforced by several kindly con-
tributions from several owners resident in

England.
The few earlier examples prompt the

wish that there were more, notably such as
Senor Zuloagas's " Two Seville Gossips" (74)
and his portrait of his father (50), and Luis
Jimenez Aranda's "Tailor's Shop" (16),

his " Engaged Couples " (23), and his old
buildings m Barcelona (211 and 212).
Raymundo de la Marquesa Viiida de Misa
(45) is another welcome exhibit. So are
Jose Moreno Carbonero's "Venice" (38),
and his "Sancho Panza's Banquet" (79).
Of the majority of the rest, it can hardly

be said that very many are characteristic
of the earlier and better period of Spanish
art ; but there are exceptions, and the
average includes very few reaUy bad works.
xVmong tho.se which repay examination we
may mention "The Proposal" (32), by
Ignacio Leon of Escosura, and his " Three
Cavaliers" (60); "A Cavalier" (35), by
Jose Llanceres; "The Studies of Titan"
(47), by Jose Villegas ; "In St. Peter's"
(59), by Arcadio Mas y Fondeoila; "The
Hunchback " (71), by Eduardo Chicharro

;

"Afternoon Refreshment" (84), by Juilodel
Val; "Gipsy Vengeance" (105), by Carlos
Vazquez; "Confidences"' (114), by Andie
Parlade; "Gathering Saffron" (171), by
Juan Jose Garate; " Giandmother and
Granddaughter" (Ls2), liy Justino Gil
Bergasa; "laUng" (185), by Juan Sala;
"A Thaw" (186), by Manuel Luque de
Soria; and "The Vow " (218), by Javier
Cortes.

The examples of sculpture are not
numerous. A "Statue of Velasquez," in
bronze (245), by Anicato Marinas, is good,
and the "Bronze Head "

(254), by Gregorio
Domingo.
An appreciative preface to the catalogue

is ccjiitributed by Senor Jose Garnelo y
Ahla, in which the claims that elasticity of
f.-eling is still the essential characteristic
>f Spanish painting. Under the all-
niastcrful impress of Latinity, ho notices
of late years in Spain an awakening of
inborn sentiment. The (rend of our most
nnjdern <.)rienlalists, whether from the
Soutii or the North, is to take hut scant
account of true reproduction, ]ireferriii"
expression as a force in art, and putting
their palettes and the prolific work of lluir
brush at the service of a frankly decorative
style, all matter and sensuousness in the
former, all sulijective emotion and essential
psychology in the latter. This is possibly
true

; but, at any rate, we agree -with
the writer, that "It would seem as if even
the most recently accepted canons could
not force upon them a standard of artistic
style, and should they seek to attain such

uniformity they would doubtless fail in the

attempt. The Spanish Academies eschew
all narrowness of precept. Their rule is to

advise the student to copy Nature con-

stantly and freely, leaving each individual

temperament to its own phantasy."^
CYLINDER BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS
IN THE EAST AND THE CONSTRUC-
TION OF THE SITTANG RIVER
BRIDGE, BURMA RAILWAYS.

By A. Stewart Buckle.

On the 5th instant, Mr. A. Stewart Buckle,

M.S.E., read a paper before the Society of

Engineers (Incorporated), the subject being

"Cylinder Bridge Foundations in the East,

and" the Construction of the Sittang River
Bridge, Burnia Railways." The paper gives

an account of the construction of the Sittang

River bridge, tlie longest of any river bridge

in Burnia, having eleven spans of 150ft. on
east-iron cylinders, of which work with fifty-

two miles of the Pegu-Moulraein Railway,

connecting the ports of Rangoon and Moul-
niein, the author was executive engineer. The
paper also gives some further experience of

the author in east-iron cylinder sinking in

the construction of certain bridges on the

recently conqjleted Indo-Ceylon connection

railway.

The Sittang River is subject to a tidal bore

which, fortunately, did not reach the bridge

during the period of construction ; but history

shows that, owing to changes in the estuary,

this was only a temporary respite, tor at one

time the bore did reacli the bridge site, and

it was foreseen that it would do so again,

which it now actually does, A comparison of

the different merits of masonry or brick

wells and cylinders is given, and it is sliown

how the well system is advantageous in many
cases in the East where half the river is dry

for part of the year, and islands can tlius he

formed. The Sittang River being afl'ected by

the tide, however, and being never less than

24ft. deep at lowest tide, these conditions

did not exist, and, therefore, cylinders were

adopted.
The pile staging carrying the gantry for

working the grab is described, and it is

sliown how the cylinders are floated out from

the shore, and after being placed in position

are sunk to the bed of the river and then

kept in position by means of the staging, the

problem of preventing a cylinder from going

far out of its position being described. The
difficulties likely to be encountered owing to

insufficient weighting of the cylinders are

explained, and the advantage of an inner

ring of masonry is shown, and also various

other methods of weighting cylinders when
required. Favourable conditions for wells

did exist in the west abutment, and, there-

fore, a 22ft. diameter well was sunk instead

of a pair of cylinders.

The collection of local stone for masonry
and concrete and the manufacture of bricks

at the site of the work is referred to, and also

the transport of the 3,000 tons of steel and
ironwork, together witli plant, rolling stock,

and permanent way, to the site of the bridge.

Perhaps the most interesting part of the

paper, liowever, is the description of the

Hoating out of some of the girders. 'This was
necessitated by the unusual depth of water,

and in order to obtain more places for

erecting different spans at one time. Eaeli

complete span, as Hoated out, weighed 100

tons, and the method of building up on the

shore, removing out to deep waters, taking

off to pontoons at their full and final height,

and placing in position on the britlge, is

described and illustrated.

The consulting engineers responsible for
tlie design of the bridge were Messrs. Rendel
and Robertson, of Westminster, and the
chief construction engineer of Burma rail-

ways responsible for the work was Mr. G.
Mills, M.Inst.C.E. The work was done
entirely by native labour and various native
contractors, no European contractor being
employed. The first cylinder was placed in
position in October, 1905, and the bridge was
opened for goods traffic in August, 1907.

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.
Ri;SUME OF FinsT 1 ECTURE.

Mr. Banister Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., gave
the first of twenty-four University Extension
lectures on "Gothic Architecture" on
Monday at the Victoria and Albert Museum.
He explained that he would deal with archi-

tectural history on broad lines, and trace its

evolution in the different countries of

Europe. He described architecture as a

visible exponent of civilisation, uniting and
embracing the other arts, and pointed out
that modern design is a product of ancient
art and present-day conditions, and as archi-

tecture is the basis of all design, a know-
ledge of it was necessary, not only to

designers and art students, but also by the

whole community. Author and novelist,

journalist, photographer, and connoisseur, all

alike were indebted to architectural design,

while historians now record not only what
men did, but what they made ; not only
describe the battles they fought, but the
buildings they lived in and the churches they
erected for the worship of God. Further-
more, to travel without a knowledge of archi-

tecture is like having a book in front of one
without the ability to read it.

Mediaeval architecture was a continuous
evolution from the early round-arched or
Romanesque period to the pointed-arch or

Gothic period, and was not the product of

individual architects, but of forces and ten-

dencies underlying the whole life of Mediieval
times. Foremost among those who in-

fluenced the character of the art of tlie

period there were always the clergy,

the monastic communities, the secular
canons, friars, and military orders, as

well as the power and influence of the

Papacy and of the Crusaders. The condition

of the people, the wild state of tlie country,

with few roads, and the necessity of pack-

horses for carrying building materials; the

Feudal System, the growth of the towns and
the trade guilds of London also contributed

new inllueiices. Views were shown con-

necting Meditevai architecture with the styles

of the past, also of the various types of

buildings of Mediieval Europe, including

some of Rlieiins Cathedral. Lantern slides, fl

of which some twelve hundred will be shown,
are a special feature of the lectures, render-

ing the acquisition of a knowledge of archi-

tectural history easy, while the visiting class

enables students to study the exhibits in the

Museum.
In conclusion the lecturer said that he

would endeavour to introduce the atmosphere
of the Mediieval period as a background of

association between history and architecture.

The lectures are on Mondays at 4.30 p.m. in

the Lecture Theatre of the Victoria anil

.\lbert Museum, Soutli Kensingtini, S.W.
The subject for tlie next lecture is "A
typical Gothic Catliedral." Parlicniars of

tlie course can be obtained from the hon.

secretary, 10, Woliurn scpiare, W.C.

M R. T H O M A S H A R D Y N T H E
M U T 1 L A T I O N O F R H E I M S
CATHEDRAL.
The following are extracts from a letter by

1

Mr. Thomas Hardy on tlie bomlKirdinent ol'

Rheinis Cathedral ;

—

(

'Everybody is able to feel in a general

way the loss to the world that has resulted

from this mutilation of a noble building,

which was almost the finest specimen of

Mediieval architecture in France, The late

M. Viollet-le-Duc— who probably knew more
about French architecture than any man of

his time—considered it to unite in itself in

a unique degree the chariiis of beauty and
dignity. But the majority of people have
found comfort in a second thought— that the

demolished parts can be renewed, even if not
,

without vast expense. Only those who, for

professional or other reasons, have studied

ill close detail the architecture of the 13tli

and 14th centuries are aware that to do this

in its entirety is impossible.
" Gothic architecture has been a dead aii

tor the last three hundred years, in spite ol

the imitations thrown broadcast over the
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land, and much of what is gone from this

fine structure is gone for ever. The mag-
nificent stained glass of the cathedral will

probably be found to have suffered the most.
How is that to be renewed? Some of it

dated from the 13th century, and is inimit-
able by any handiworkers in the craft nowa-
days. Its ivreck is all the more tii be
regretted in that, if I remember rightly,

many of the windows had already in the past
lost their original glass. Then the sculpture
and the mouldings and other details. More-
over, their antique history was a part nf

them, and how can that history be imparted
to a renewal?

' When I was young French architecture
of the best period was much investigated,
and selections from such traceries and
mouldings as those at Rheims were delineated
with the greatest accuracy, and copied bj

architects' pupils—myself among the rest.

It seems strange indeed now that the curves
we used to draw witli such care should ]ia\e

been broken as ruthlessly as if they were a
east-iron railing, replaceable from a mould.

" It I had been told three months ago that
any inhabitants of Europe would wilfully
damage such a masterpiece as Rheims. in any
circumstances whatever, 1 should have
thought it an incredible statement. Is there
any remote chance of the devastation being
accidental, or partly accidental, or contrary
to the orders nf a superior officer? This
ought to be irrefutably established and
settled, since upon it depends the question
whether German civilisation shall become a

byword for e\er or no."

THE BUILDING OWNER AS X
GAMBLER.

The rank uncertaintx of the present
method of estimating continues to occupy
the attention of the architectural and
building fraternity, and of those owners who
do not seek to beat the contractor and
material-men. Referring to tlie lamentable
conditions existing, one of our new corre-
spondents, when voicing his opinions in

reference to certain owners' well known
attitude of "Heads I win. tails you lose."
thinks this is the fundamental difficulty we
have to contend with. It certainly seems
difficult to demonstrate to some owners how
a straight and accurate bill of quantities to
estimate upon helps them to get better work.
a square deal, and a satisfied contractor. It

is the experience of those who have long been
engaged in the practical advocacy of the
quantity system in this country to find that,
although the average owner will strenuously
deny trying to get " something for nothing '"

out of a contractor, the_\ , for the most part,
really do this very thing. They will hire a

certain type of architect, not altogether for
his talent as an artist, but for the purpose of
helping them to get the best of the contractor.
This is attempted robbery, from whichever
way we may look at it. Can we wonder if, in

self-protection, the contractor retaliates?

Such owncr.s appear to argue in their own
minds something like this: I (the ownerl.
holding a pack of marked cards, to be used
aflcr a contract is signed, must first put a
number of bidders to work "gambling " with
each other, to see who shall have the
privilege

( !) of playing with me in the final.

My standing in the community must be taken
by the winner as a sufficient assurance that
we two, when we play, will play a square
game, whatever the previous players may
have done between themselves. 1 (the owner)
know something of the building business, and
doubt if tliis contractor-fellow knows enough
to get ahead of me and my architect, and he
surely will not think to keep a few cards
up his sleeve ! Even if he does, he cannot
always select the right cards, because he will
forget that I am already fixed so as to take
most of the tricks anyway, and so the game
will be played almost as I direct. Suppose
by chance my tricks are trumped too often
and I am likely to lose ! Is not the referee
under the contract in uiy employ? What do
I pay hiui for? He must protect me, for am
I not the owner? I must not let my
adversary win, notwithstanding his money is

invested in my building, and regardless of

his practical knowledge, which must also be
used to my ad\antage. Besides, I do not
have to play the game every day. The next
time I do I will look out for a different man,
one belonging to my fraternity, one just

starting in business and anxious to please,
preferred.

And this is how the building game is too
often played. Common custom and con-
vention compel a certain type among the
unprivileged class of architects (those who
are not altogether financially independent of

clients) to follow those methods which lead
to possible future business. That is but
human nature, and the human element of

self-interest is more often than not apparent.
But if a clear, detailed bill of quantities
is once made the basis of the contract— i.e.,

so much labour and material for so inueli

money, and no more (and no less)—then it

will help to relieve the other and better type
of architects, who do try to be fair to both
contractor and owner, from embarrassing
positions and decisions, and from otherwise
acting in judicial capacities under building
contracts, and which often accounts for the
loss to them of business friends and ultimate
loss of professional practice.—The American
Quantity Surveyor.
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MODERN SCULPTURE.*

(Concluded from page 428, las', wevk.)

MoDEEN British Sculpturk.

51ICHAEL <.YT.4N—FL.iXMAN.

Although foreign sculptors held the highest
place in the art of England during the greater
part of the 18th century, there were some six

or seven native-born artists who did valuable
pioneering work, but none of them advanced
the cause of British sculpture as did .John

Flaxman, who was born at York in 17.35. He
won the silver medal of the Royal Academy
when lie was fifteen years of age, and was
engaged by Wedgwood as modeller for his

well-known pottery. This position he held
for twelve years, and so trained himself for

the execution of the reliefs which have made
him famous. He spent se\en years in Rome.
The study of Greek form delighted him, and
his inborn correctness of taste enabled him
to avoid the extravagances which marred the
work of many of his contemporaries who
followed tlie antique. He was specially gifted

in composition, and, although best known bj
his reliefs and his masterly outline illus-

trations of Homer, his ideal work in the
round was quite as fine. His best work in

that direction was Michael o\ercoining Satan.
Flaxman was appointed Professor of

Sculpture to the Royal Academy in 1810, and
his public lectures are well and favourably
known. The same simplicity and ele\ation

of thought which he displayed in his art

characterised the man. He died in 182G. in

the seventy-second year of his age, and he
left a deep and lasting impression upon
British sculpture.

BLUE UELL— EUPHROSYNB.
Sir Richard Westmacott, born 177.''), is said

to ha\e proved himself to be the artistic suc-

cessor of Jnliii Flaxman in this relief,

entitled Blue Bell. It was thought a good
deal of in its day. but does not appeal to

ntodern art lo\ers. It is harri aiul mechanical,
with the smooth surface- which passed at

one time for finish. 'I'lie statue Euplirnsyne,

one of the Three Charities, is also by West-
macott. It is one of his few classic works.
He executed several commissions for monu-
ments, one of tlicin the Duke of Wellington
as Achilles, inspired the remark that

"Wellington was less fortunate in his

bronzes than in his battles."

.SLEEl'INi; CHir,l)KE\ CH.WTREV.

Sir Francis Legatt Cliantrey, born in 1781.

although the friend of Canova and influenced

I

by Thorw aldsen, rarely attempted ideal

subjects. He was particularly successful as

' 'A lecture delivered at the R.V.I. A. ou June 3U, 1814,

b.v J. R. Tbasihim-Feveb, Director of the Swinburne
Teclmical College. Hawthorn, and furmerlv aseistant to

the late E. 0^blo\^• Ford. K.A. The lecture «a-s illus-

trated by 73 limeli;;ht slide&.

a portrait sculptor. This illustration of a
tomb in Lichfield Cathedral is one of his
most successful monumentai works. His
large fortune, left to the Royal Academy,
known as the "Cliantrey Fund," has been of
great service to art. liis fellow artists said
he was especially gifted as a painter in oil,

and that he would have made quite as great
a reputation (if not such a large fortune)
had he elected to work in that medium.

THREE GRACES—BAILV.
This group of the Three Graces is by

Edward Hodges Baily, assistant and friend
of P'laxjiian. He attempted to follow nature
more than the antique, and some of his works
had a great reputation. When it was known
that he was modelling a group of the Im-
mortal Three seated, doubts were expressed
as to the probable result. When the finished
group appeared, art critics said genius has
triumphed and an English artist has proved
to tlie world that a group of the Three
Graces all seated is possible, in spite of

tradition and preconceived opinions to the
contrary.

THE TINTED VENUS— GIUSON.

This is the celebrated Tinted Venus, with
which Gibson startled the British public in

the "forties." After a little preliminary
study in Liverpool. Gibson went to Rome,
which he declared was the true home of the
sculptor. He was admitted into the studio
of Canova, and there he spent his peaceful,
happy life. When Cliantrey visited him and
asked, " How long have you been here,
Gibson?" Gibson answered, "Only three
years." " Umph !

" said C'hantrey, "three
years is enough to spoil you or any man."
Chantrey did not aprove of Rome as a school
for English sculptors. He saw tliat it made
most of tlieui professional imitators of tlie

antique. It is worth initing that the best
portrait modellers England produced in these
early days did not study in Rome. Gibson
was the most thorough Classicist of the
English school. Knowing that the Greeks
coloured their statues, he made attempts
(much ridiculed at the time) to reintroduce
the practice. He thought his Tinted Venus
his most highly finished idaal work, and
would sit for hours in the twilight con-
templating her. " I cannot screw up my
courage." he remarked, "to send away my
goddess.'' Gibson never, married, and
irreverent artists used to call the statue
" Mrs. Gibson."

THE TRIUMPH OF LOVE—-MCDOWEM..
Patrick McDowell, born in Belfast in 1799.

is the first Irishman to come prominently
into the history of earlv British sculptuiv.
McDowell stands beside Gibson in tlie

elaboration of his work and purity of form.
It is said in art circles that the original idea
of this group. The Triumph of Lo\e. was
intended to express married love united by
the child. The infiuence of Canova and his

school resulted in the addition of wings and
torch, which made the work more like
Canova. but less original. The group was
carried out in marble in 1831. McDowell
designed and executed the group Europe for
the Albert Memorial and a number of other
important works.

WELLINGTON MON t'MKNT— STEV ENS.

By the middle of the VJth century the
reaction against liu' Classic style had gained
considerable strength. Sculptors like

Stevens. Foley. Armstead. and Woolner
looked for inspiration to the Italian Hcnais-
sance rather than to Greece or Uoiiie. Alfred
Stevens occupies a unique place in British

sculpture. He was a pupil of I'liorwalilsen,

but his art was inspired by Alichacl Aiigelo

rather than by his master. This monument
to the Diikc of Wellington, in St. Paul's

Cathedral, brought new life into British

sculpture. It is one of the finest examples
of decorative sculpture in England.

DECORATIVE FIGURE—STEVENS.

This figure is one of two in a house in

Park-lane. They are modelled and carved

with all the truth and delicacy of which art

is capable. They suggest Michael Angelo in

the compactness of the figures and the superb
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strength of the limbs. The style is perfect,

and no artist but Stevens (in England, at

luiy rate) was capable of such a work at the

date of their production. Stevens's natural

taste in every branch of design, his careful

study of Michael Angelo, and the best

masters of the Renaissance fitted him for

every kind of sculpture. In ordinary decora-

tion, rendered in any material, his art trans-

figured all that it touched, and his models for

cast iron are a revelation of the possibilities

of that metal for art purposes.

GENERAL OUTRAM—FOLEY.

John Henry Foley, iu his early works,

sliowed clearly the influences of the older

schools of sculpture; but he broke away,
and, in his portrait statues and busts, showed
strongly his luituralistic bent. His work
displays great intellectual ability and insight,

and liis workmanship is thorough. The illus-

tration shows his most interesting and suc-

cessful effort. It is the equestrian statue of

General Outram in Calcutta. Foley was au
Irishman, the author of the group of Asia
and the statue of the Prince Consort on the

Albert Memorial.

LEIGHTON MEMORIAL.

In 1866, when lie was nineteen years of

age, Thomas Brock entered Foley's studio

as a pupil. He was thus brought into contact

with the foremost British sculptor who had
rebelled against the prevailing formalism.
His career as a student was brilliant, and on
the death of Foley, in 1874, Brock was
accepted as his natural successor, and was
commissioned to complete Foley's unfinished
works. In all his earlier works he followed
in the line of his master; then, when his

style was formed and his career honoured for

what he had achieved, he decided to modify
it according to the newer ideas of the day.
Had he continued as he began, he would
have been a second Foley ; developing as he
did, he has left his master far behind. This
change was due to the work of the younger
school of British Sculptors, trained by Dalou
at South Kensington and Lambeth. The
memorial to Lord Leighton, P.R.A., is one
of Brock's many masterpieces. In con-
ception, detail, decoration, and spirit it is

very near to absolute perfection. The figures

at the head and foot represent the arts of

painting aTid sculpture, and the effigy is a
perfect presentn|ent of the J'resident,

apparently asleep.

NATIONAL MEMORIAL TO QUEEN VICTORIA

—

SIR THOMA.S BROCK.
This is the original sketcli for the National

Memorial to Queen Victoria. The finished
work is the nnisterpieoe of Brock's life, and
has proved him to be what his friends always
said he was—i.e., a great sculptor in the
most complete sense of the term. I regret
that the time at my disposal for this lecture
will not allow me to sliow you more of the
work of this artist. Foley and Brock are the
most distinguished of the sculptors who
brought about the change from Classicism to
Naturalism.

HUGH LUPUS -WATTS.
The equestrian statue of Hugh Lupus, by

G. P. \Vatts. is one of the finest works of
art of the British Scliool. It has a great
deal of the spirit of the Old Masters in it;
but it is in no sense an imitation of an
antique. Mr. 'Watts was a painter, and he
only produced three works of sculpture, but
they are all great.

SKETCHES -LEIGHTON.
Another painter, who, with a few works of

sculpture, gained a place in the front rank
of sculptors, was Lord Leighton. I'.K.A. All
his work is fine and full of Classic spirit ; it

has been said of him that he was the re-

incarnation of one of the old Greek masters.
The sketches modelled by Leighton are full

of charm and interest, because they show
his method of working. One is the sketch
for the Sluggard, afterwards carried out life

size. 'I'he others arc sketches oi figures for
his paintings. I made |)liotographs from the
originals in the studio of Mr. Onslow Ford.
R.A. The latest school of British sculpture
is remarkable for its originality and technical

ability. It is poetic in temperament, its

teacher is no longer Rome or Florence, but

Paris, and its technical ideal is expressive

modelling. The three leading sculptors of

this school are Hamo Thornycroft, Onslow-

Ford, and Alfred Gilbert.

THORNVCROFT.

\V. Hamo Thornycroft fills a place almost,

it not quite, unique in British art. A man
with a strong leaning to the Classic, born

and brought up in a community of brother

artists full to o\erflowing with the modern
ideas inspired by Messieurs Dalou and
Lanteri.

TEUCER—THORNYCROFT.

This statue, Teucer, created a sensation

when it was produced, and it was at once
acquired for the Chantrey collection. The
figure of the Homeric archer is realistic, yet

classic, full of life, and noble in its form.

It represents Teucer just after he had fired

his last arrow at Hector, and he has retained

his attitude, tense and strained, as he

watches the arrow in its flight.

DEAN COLET MEMORIAL—THOUNYCROFT.

This charming group of Dean Colet with

a couple of pupils was exhibited in 1901. It

is full of quiet dignity, ease, and simplicity,

and has iu it much of the feeling of the best

period of the Italian school. It is charming
in its arrangement and beautiful in character.

ECHO—ONSLO'W FORD.

Trained originally as a painter at Antwerp
and Munich. Onslow Ford made his first

appearance at the R.A. with a bust of his

wife. The subject of a charming statue is

called Echo. It is a new and original treat-

nient of the subject, and is very beautiful.

It represents thoroughly one side of this

artist's work, in which the female nude is the

beginning and the end.

JOWETT MEMORIAL—ONSLOW EOItD.

This is the Jowett Memorial, a very beauti-

ful composition, full of colour-decoration in

its widest sense, being allied to sculpture for

the achievement of a pleasing result. It

symbolises happiness and pride in the man
who has gone. The recumbent effigy and the

cherubim providing the note of solenniity

necessary for such a subject.

THE FAWCETT MEMORIAL—ALFRED GILRERT.

This is the Fawcett Memorial in 'West-

minster Abbey. It is by Alfred Gilbert, who
is admitted b,v his brother artists (British and
foreign) to be one of the greatest modern
sculptors, and one of the best nietaUvorkers,

who has lived since Benvenuto Cellini. In

this statue we have a medallion portrait

of the blind statesman set in a composition

then new to England, which has been called

"a little garden of sculpture." Every figure

carefully thought out, pose, gesture, texture,

each one gem, but all bound together in

harmony by the taste and imagination of the

artist. "Wiiile this work recalls the master-

pieces of some of the older schools, it is

entirely modern and original, and has

inspire(i numbers of other sculptures.

ST. GEORGE— GILBERT.
This statuette of St. George, which I have

selected to show another side of Albert

Gilbert's genius, is from the Clarence

Memorial. This figure occupied two years oi

steady work. The armour is absolutely an

invention, and is a working model of a suit

of armour which could be worn, the shapes of

its parts and the ornamentation of them
being a resume of the entire monument,
which has the appearance of Gothic, and
yet Gilbert says " There is not the slightest

resemblance to anything I know of Gothic
work, unless the use of shells and other
luitural forms have influenced me, as they
doubtless did the Gothic craftsmen of

Mediiieval times. The sword even is a pure
invention, and is rather meant as the symbol
nC such a weapon than an archaeological fact."

HOMER—HARRY BATES.

^'ou have now seen enough British
sculpture to enable you to trace its advance
from a third or fourth-rate place to the
position migrndgingly given it to-day by all

the best Continental art critics—a position
in the front rank with the best works of the
most artistic nations in the world. In order
that you may have no fears for the future of

British sculpture, I will show you a few
specimens of the work done by the most
prominent of the younger artists. Foremost
amongst these is Harry Bates, who studied
at Lambeth, the Royal Academy, and Paris,

and whose reliefs are worthy to rank with
the best works ever done in this branch of

the art. The subject of this statue—Homer

—

is admirable in its grace of line, truth of

modelling, and its combination of high classic

quality and a certain human moving senti-

ment. It is rich in light and shade, and,
although only one of a number of equally fine

reliefs, this work alone is sufficient to place

its creator in the very front rank of modern
artists.

MEMORIAL TABLET— FRAMPTON.
A fine memorial tablet is one by Geo.

Frampton (now Sir Geo. Frampton). He
studied at Lambeth, the Royal Academy, and
Paris. He is essentially a decorator of ex-

ceptionally high artistic instincts. In spite

of his great powers as a modeller, he never
allows his technique to intrude. His reputa-
tion on the Continent is even greater than in

England.

DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE—OOSCOMBE JOHN.

This colossal statue of the Duke of Devon-
shire was awarded a gold medal at the Paris
Salon. It is by Goscombe John, who studied
at Lambeth, the R.A., and Italy. This im-

pressive figure, full of dignity, is one of the

best of a number of exceptionally fine statues

by this artist.

ROBERT BURNS—POMEROY.
Frederick 'William Pomeroy, whose statue

of Robert Burns is the subject of this illus-

tration, is another R.A. Gold Medallist who
studied at Lambeth, Paris, and Italy. This
statue of Robert Burns is the result of a

commission—won in competition—for the

Centenary Statue of Burns, and it is one of

the finest of many statues of the poet.

RELIEF : THE ARTS—DRURY.
This relief is by Alfred Drury, A.R.A., a

pupil of Dalou, and one of the best modellers
amongst the younger school of British

sculptors. His work is always of a very high
order, full of fine feeling, essentially English,

and suitable for the maTerial in which it has
to be carried out.

CIRCE—MACKENNAL.
Mr. Mackennal's work is marked with fine

style, firm and telling, with a keen apprcia-

tion of the value of form in sculpture and
general effect. His conception is often daring
with a fine sense of design. This statue of

Circe is a splendid piece of modelling and
a good example of what has been called his

nervousness of treatment. His work is always
elegant and sculpturesque.

QU EEN V ICTORIA —11 ACK EN NAL.
This statue of Queen Victoria as a girl is

also by Bertram Mackennal. He is well known
here by his many fine works and splendid
statue of Circe. This figure, which was
executed for Lahore, is Gothic in feeling,

with a fine sweep of line, which helps the

composition. The small figures round the

base are reliefs symbolising the virtues of

the monarch. Mr. Mackennal's work is

always refined and always interesting.

PUMA AND MACAW—JOHN SWAN.

John Swan, in addition to being the

greatest British sculptor of animals, has
made a reputation as a painter. He studied

at Lambeth, the R.A., and Paris. He has

been compared with the great Antoine Louis
Barye and with Fremiet. His work is in-

teresting and convincing, because it is

sincere.

THE THORN— WALKER.
1 will conclude the British section of my

lecture with this statue of The Thorn, by A.

G. Walker. It is a work full of charm and
grace. It is considered to be his most suc-

cessful ideal statue. Mr. Walker is one of

the younger sculptors who has done a great

deal of very fine decorative and architectural

sculpture.
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American ScuLPTURn.

WASHINGTON AS OLYMPIAN ZEUS

—

ORKKNOrOH.
Americmi sculpture is tlip prorluct of tlio

lOtli century and is distinctly a cliild of
promise. Tliis statue of Washington as
Olympian Zeus, by Horatio Greenongli,
born 1805, was greeted with some intolerance
by his countrymen. Though absurdly in-
congruous with the character of Washington,
the conception accorded with the art ideal
of the times.

THn GREF.K .SLAVE—HIRAM POWER.S.
Hiram Powers, born 1805, lived in Italy.

He was ingenious rather than original.
Wlien his Greek Slave was first exhibited in
Cincinnati, a delegation of clergymen was
sent to judge whether it was fit to be seen
by Christian people. Its purity nf form and
sentiment cstablisheil its right' to exist, and
Powers made six replicas of it,

ORPHEUS SEARCHING FOR EURYDICE—
CRAWFORD,

Thomas Crawford was born in New York
about 1814. He studied under Thorwaldsen,
and is considered to be the most notable
pioneer of American sculpture. His Orpheus
was the first statue by which Americans
recogjiised his genius. Unfortunately, time
will not permit us to even glance "at the
works of the numbers of gifted Americans
who studied in Italy and worked for the
future of sculpture,

GRIEF; PRESIDENT LINCOLN— ST, GAUDENS,
The younger contemporary American

sculptors have gone to Paris for inspiration
and technical training. Augustus St.
Gaudens has been a powerful f.-.ctor in
bringing American scnlpture to its present
state of excellence. Grief is placed over a
nameless grave in Rock Creek Cemetery,
near Washington. The story is that the
bereaved husband directed the sculptor to
ignore all symbols of hope and to give utter-
ance onlv to the grim endurance of irre-
parable loss. The Lincobi statue is fine in
its simplicity and straightforwardness. When
it was un\eiled it was greeted as the
sculptor's greatest work and the most im-
portant example of monumental art in
America.

DEATH AND THE SCULPTOR—FRENCH.
Baiiiel Chester French, born in New

Hampshire in IS.'iO, attracted attention when
25 years of age with a bronze statue of a
New England farmer, turnijig from the
plough to the b.-.ttlefield. Later he produced
the remarkable relief, Death and the
Sculptor.

NATHAN HALE—MAC .MONNIES.
Frederick MacMonnies is a good example

of the Franco-American sculptor. He was a
pupil of St. Gaudens, and is thoroughly
Parisian in his style. This statue represents
Nathan Hale, of Revolutionary memory,
standing bound, and» in spite of the sug-
gested death of shame, the figure is full of
the beauty of youth and dignity. It is one of
the best civic statues in America.

IDEAL HEAD—HERDERT ADA.MS.
I will conclude my lecture with this study

of a head. It is by Herbert Adams, one of
the few American sculptors who has turned
to Florence of the fifteenth century for in-
spiration. His delicately-tinted female busts
are charming. There is a long list of pro-
mising young American sculptors. They have
received instruction and inspiration" from
foreign countries (Paris chiefly); but thev
remain in spirit thoroughly American—pro"-
gressue and refined; and "there is now no
doubt as to the future success of this, the
youngest and most modern of all the Schools
of Modern Sculpture.
The President, at the conclusion of the

lecture, expressed his appreciation. As itwas impossible for the audience to be per-
sonally conducted through the galleries andpublic places of the world where most of the

wn- i f''?,""
"" """ ^'^'G''" tl'-it eveningwas placed, they had been enlightened, bothb the criticisms of the lecturer and by his

Illustrations, to the wealth which the world
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possessed at the present day in its modern
sculpture.

Sir. .^nketell Henderson (F.). in moving a
hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer, said
that after the fearful rush of business at that
afternoon's meeting of the Council, it was
simply delightful for them to hear Mr,
Tranthim-Fryer. His (the speaker's) memory
reverted to 25 years ago, when the meeting's
of the Institute alternated between " busi-
ness " and "pleasure" (with instruction). It
was not often that they succeeded in hearing
a lecture by an artist of Mr. Fryer's stand'^
ing, and in "Modern Sculpture"" they had
heard that evening something clear about the
art treasures of to-day. Of the value of
these .sculptures their minds had been but
dimly conscious, for it did not fall to the lot
of every architect to see the Old World
treasures in marble and bronze, nor to have
them judged by so fair a critic as the lecturer
that evening had proved himself to be.

Mr. John Little (F.), in seconding the vote,
remarked that it was liis good fortune to have
seen many of the masterpieces which Mr.
Tranthim-Fryer had described that evening.
It had struck him also that the marble
usually employed in statuary in the Old
World appeared to stand the ravages of
varying climates much better than marble
used in Melbourne. On the outside of one
of the Gothic buildings in Collins-street the
marble shafts to the windows had so dis-
integrated that the holes had been filled with
stopping. Was it that tiie trouble he referred
to had been caused by the climatic impurities
in the atmosphere? This question required
to be solved, because it was strange that Mel-
bourne, which was by no means a smoky city
in comparison with many of the cities of
England, should be precluded from using
marble externally. If structural marble
suffered so greatly, it would be little use in
placing expensive statuary in their streets.
Mr. A. Henderson, after obtaining per-

mission to speak a second time, defended the
atmosphere of Melbourne, which was con-
sidered to he remarkably pure for a large
city. The trouble to wliich Mr. Little had
drawn attention had certainly occurreil, as
they must all have noticed. He had paid con-
sideration to the subject of the durability of
various building stones in Melbourne, and" his
own opinion was given unreservedly, that the
disintegration of marble was the result of the
dust, which, unfortunately, was blown about
by the wind, and caused great damage to
property, as well as to shopkeepers' stock
and furnishings of all buildings.

Mr. G. T. Poole (President of the Western
Australian Institute of Architects, who was
introduced as the Chairman of the Board
of Adjudicators upon the designs to be
submitted for the Federal Parliamentary
Buildings) thanked the architects of Victoria
for the courtesies which had been showered
upon him since his arrival in Melbourne a
few days ago, and conveyed the greetings of
his Institute to the renowned workers of
Victoria. Many architects present had visited
Western Australia some years ago, and were,
therefore, personally known to the architects
of the West, He "would take back on the
morrow the greetings of the Victorian Insti-
tute to the Western brethren. He supported
the vote of tlianks to Mr, Tranthim-Fryer.
The vote having been carried by acclama-

tion, Mr. Tranthim-Fryer responded.

oil women who are unlucky enoimh ti>iijh,-nt
a small bit of land.
We trust builders are not forgetting the

Lumsden case. We have given detads at
various stages; but the Land Union publishes
this month so excellent a resume of the
points actually determined, written by Mr,
R. B. Yardley, that we reprint it, and advise
all readers to keep it before them.
The case has recently been disposed of in

the House of Lords, on appeal from the
Court of Appeal (the Master of the Rolls
and Lord Justice Kennedy, Lord Justice
Swinfen Eady dissenting), and it may be of
interest to indicate the points actually
determined.
The case in the Court of Appeal is

reported, L.R. 191.'I. .3 K.B. 8(19; 2!l Timet
Law Reports, fl.Sl ; Land Union Reports,
Vol. II. p. 180; "Land Union Journal,"
Vol. V. p. 101.

The decision of the House of Lords is

reported in the "Land Union Journal,"
Vol. VII. p. 90, and in the 7'invs of July 21,
19U. Two of their lordships supported" the
decision of the Court of Appeal, while two
upheld the contentions of Mr. Lumsden, so
that the judgment of the majority of the
Court of Appeal, the Master of the Rolls
and Lord Justice Kennedy, stands.
"Lumsden v. the Comiiiissioners of Inland

Revenue " was a " Special Case " stated by
the Referee, in which, for the purposes of
the appeal on legal points, most of the figures
were agreed.

In 1908 Mr. Lumsden bought some free-
hold plots on a building estate, on one of
which he built a shop. The land was subject
to tithe-rent charge, of which the capital
value was agreed at £.3.3. On August 2.3.

1910, Mr. Lumsden sold the shop for an
estate in fee simple in possession (i.e., not
subject to any lease) to a Mrs. Stobie for
£750. subject to the tithe-rent charge. On
February 9, 1911, tlie property was pro-
visionally valued under the Finance Act, as
on .-Vpril 30, 1909, as follows:—
Grose value £658
Total value (allowing £33 for titiie-rent charge) .. 625
Full site value 228
DifTereuce between gross valae and the fiiii site

value 43Q
Deductions from total value to arrive at assessable

site value

—

(a) Difference between gross and full
site value £130

(b) Works executed (value attributable
to construction of roads) do

As.^essable site value = total value (£625) less
£520 103

THE LUMSDEN' CASE - MORE
REVERSION- DUTY SCANDALS.

Builders are not forgetting that, nolwltli-
standing their soft words, Mr. Asijuith ami
Mr. Lloyd George have done notliing to
redress the evil to our industries that" the
Lumsden decision has wrought. Mr.
Asquith "understood" legislation was con-
templated, and .Mr. Lloyd George promised
it

; but, so far, Mr. Lloyd George's promises
have not been worth much. Property-
owners, too, are wondering, we fancy,
whether the Inland Revenue authorities have
made up their minds that only the Germans
shall beat them in their eagerness to levy
contributions—not merely on the rich, but

No objection was taken by Mr. Lumsden
to this provisional valuation, which, after
the expiration of sixty days, became fixed.

Shortly after this s"ale, Mr. Lumsden was
assessed to £22 Increment Value Duty. The
claim was made out as follows: Under' See. 2
(I), the increment value is the difference be-
tween the original assessable site value
(£105) and the "site value" on the occasion
(the sale to Mrs. Stobie).

In the case of the sale of the fee simple
in possession the "site value" is the value
of the consideration, £750, less the "like
deductions" as are made under Sec. 25 (4) in
arriving at the assessable site value from the
total value.

In this particular case there were two
such deductions, of which the second—the
v.-.lue attributable to the construction of
roads— was placed by the Commissioners and
agreed by Mr. Lumsden at the same figure
as in the provisional valuation. £90. 'J'he

point of dispute ultimately turned on the
question how the first de'duction. the dif-
ference between the gross value and the full
site value at the time of the sale, should be
arrived at.

For the Crown, following the White Paper
Instructions of January 21. 1911, it was con-
tended that the gross v;iluc and full site
value on the occasion should be ascertained
in accordance with the definition in Sub-
sees. 1 and 2 of S.ec. 25, by " independciit
calculation, and without necessarily being
bound by the actual consideraticin " ; in
other words, that the new gross value was
the sum wliich the property might be ex-
pected to realise if sold by a willing seller
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at tlie time in th« open market in its tlien

condition, free from enciujibrances and from
any burden, charge, or restriction other tlian

rates or taxes, ignoring the price paid by

Mrs. Stobie for the property, and tiie new
full site value was what the property miglit

be expected to realise at the time in the

open market by a willing seller if divested

of the buildings, ignoring the price paid by

Mrs. Stobie. As a fact, the Government
Valuers placed both of these values on the

occasion at the same figure as in the pro-

visional valuations—namely, £025 and £228
respectively, so that, in their view, the dif-

ference between these two values (which is

supposed to be a measure of the value due to

the existence of the buildings) rcnniiued at

£430.
For Mr. liUmsden it was agreed that the

full site value remained at £228; but it was
contended that the price paid by Mrs. Stobie

(£7oU) should be taken as the total valne on
the occasion of the sale, and, this being
determined, that the new gross value should
be derived from it by adding the capital \alue

of the tithe-rent charge (£33), in fact should
be £783.

In the case stated for tlio Court, the

Referee found that the amount which this

property might be expected to realise if sold

at the time in the open market by a willing

seller in its then condition, free from any
encumbrance and from any burden, charge,
or restriction (other than rates and taxes)
was £658. This was, of course, purely an
estimate, and it was. in fact, the same as the
gross value in the provisional valuation and
the gross value on the occasion as put forward
by the Crown. For the purpose of the appeal
to the Court this estimate was not disputed,
because its magnitude had no bearing on the
point of construction actually submitted for
the opinion of the Court—nevertheless, as
we hereafter suggest, it is an open question
whether the Referee was right in ignoring
(as he appears to have done) the price paid
by Mrs. Stobie for the purchase of the pro-
perty. Thus the two figures of £788 and
£658, less in each case £228 (the agreed full

site value)—i.e., £560 and £430 respectively
;—represent the actual difference between
Mr. Lumsden and the Crown.
One of the difficulties in construing Sec. 2

is due to the fact that, in the last paragraph
of Sub-sec. 4 of See. 25, it is providecl that
"any reference in this Act to site value (other
than the reference to the site value of land
on an occasion on which Increment Value
Duty is to be collected) shall be deemd a
i-eference to assessable site value," and
counsel for the Crown contended tliat the
"site value" in Sec. 2 was not intended to
be the assessable site value of this property,
but a purely statutory quantity, which, in tlie

case of the sale of the fee simple in
possession, was the price less certain
estimated values, the first of which was
supposed to eliminate the value due to the
buildings at the date of the sale, such esti-
mates not being necessarily affected by the
price. As re'gards the other deductioiis (if

any) for roads and improvements, if no
works had been executed since April 30,
1909, and their value remained the same,
they would not affect the difference con-
,stitutiug the "increment value" any more
than equal sums occurring on the credit and
debit sides of a ledger account.
The Referee left it to the Court to decide

whether this estimate should be taken as the
gross value on the occasion, or whether the
gross value on the occasion should, as con-
tended by Mr. Lumsden, he based on the
price (£750) paid by Mrs. Stobie, treating
the latter sum ns the total value on the
occasion. On the construction for which Mr.
Lumsden contended, it follows that the "site
value" would be the "assessable site value"
on the occasion.

An alternali\e contention was submitted
on Mr. Lumsdon's behalf: that the increment
value was the difference betweeii the full

site value and the full site 'aUie on the
"occasion." Both these contentions were
negatived in the Court of Appeal, and the
second was abandoned by Mr. Lunisden's
counsel in the House of Lords. The majority
of the Court of Appeal, and. in the result,

the House of Lords, upheld the contention
of the Crown that the "site value" on the

occasion was not the " assessable site value "

on the occasion, that the consideration was
not tlie total value on the occasion, that
consequently the gross value and the full

site value on the occasion—the difference be-

tween which constituted the first of the "like
deductions" mentioned in Sec. 2, were to be
arrived at by valuation in accordance with
Sub-sees. 1 and 2 of Sec. 25, with the result

that the residue (the price less the "like de-

ductions") with which the "assessable site

value" as on April 30, 1909, was to be com-
pared, was a statutory quantity.

If either of the contentions submitted on
behalf of Mr. Lumsden had been upheld, no
increment value would have been shown in

this or in any other case in which it is ad-
mitted, or can be shown, that the value of

the bare land, apart from buildings, had not
risen since April 30, 1909. The two con-
tentions may, for convenience, be placed in

a tabular form :
—
For the Crown.

Gross value ou occasion £625
FuU site value on occasion 328

Difference between gross vahie and full site value
on the occasion 430

Above purel.y estimates.

Consideration ., 750
Deduct

—

(1) Difference between gross value and
full site value on the occasion £433

(2) Value due to roads 00
520

Site value on occasion 230
(tripinal assessable site value 105

Increment value £13.5

For Mr. Lumsden.
Total value on occasion = consideration £750
Add capitalised value of tithe-rent charge 33

Gross value on occasion 783
Full site value ou occasion (estimated) 323

Difference between gross value and full site value
on occasion 555

Total value on occasion 750
Deduct

—

(1) Difference between gross value and full
site value on occasion .. £555

(2) Value due to roads 00
645

Assessible site value 105
Original assessable site value 105

Increment value Nil

It will thus be seen that, according to the
Lumsden judg7ueuts, increment value in the
ease of sales of the fee simple in possession
is not the difference between the value of the
bare site on the occasion and the value of the
bare site ou April 30, 1909, but the dif-

ference between a statutory quantity—the
price, less estimated deductions—and the
assessable site value of the property on
April 30, 1909.

The elTpct of this decision is that, although
a purchaser may have been actuated in fixing

tlie price by the particular attractions to him-
self of the buildings, the allowance made by
the Commissioners against the price for the

proportion thereof due to the existence of

the buildings is to be determined by the
difference of two estimates—the gross and
full site values at the date of the sale

;

unless this difference is equal to the part of

the price which the purchaser attributes to

the buildings, it is obvious that the ultimate
residue (the "site value" on the occasion)
will contain value due to the presence of the
buildings, and, therefore, that the taxable
increment value will include the owner's
profit on buildings. This was recognised by
the Master of the Rolls in his judgment in

the Court of Appeal.

It must not be thought, however, that the
case finally decides the construction and
effect of Clause 2 of the Act as to the measure
of increment value on a sale. For instance,
while the Lumsden decision upholds the
Wliite I'iiper Instructions of January 21,

1911, to the extent that the gross value and
(he full site values on the occasion arc to

be ascertained as under Sec. 25 by estima-
tion, it has not been decided that, in esti-

mating those values, the price may be
ignored ; in other words, the Lumsden case
does not decide that the words " without

necessarily being bound by the price ' of the

White Faper Instructions of January 21,

1911, are justified.

Ill the Lumsden case, as we have already
stated, tlie figures had, for the purposes of

that particular appeal, been agreed between
the parties; but in some other case the

question may be raised whether, in arriving

at the gross value and full site value on the

occasion, the price or value of the con-

sideration ought to be taken into account,

and if this is decided in the affirmative, it

may be that in .'-.ome cases the first " de-

duction " (the difference between the new
gross and full site values) may be of such
magnitude as to reduce the statutory in-

crement value to the actual increment in the

value of the site, with the result that, in

cases like "Lumsden v. the Commissioners
of Inland Revenue," no lucrcnient Value
Duty will be payable.

The Government reintroduced in their

Revenue Bill of 1914 a clause which appeared
in the Revenue Bill of 1913, and was intended

to deal with claims for Increment Value
Duty in the eases of developed property ; but

the Bill has now been dropped, at any rate,

for the present, and it is quite uncertain

whether it will be revived, so that the matter
is still of importance to buildei"s and
developers of land and their professional

advisers.

Finally, while the Lumsden case related

only to the sale of the fee simple in property

which was not subject to any lease under
Sec. 2, Sub-sec. 2 (a), there' can be little

doubt that it will also apply to cases under
Sec. 2, Sub sec. 2 (b)— e.g., the grant of a

lease for over fourteen years, the sale of a

lease, or of the fee simple subject to leases.

(See the Palmer's Green case, " Com-
missioners of Inland Revenue v. Hewitt,"

"Land Union Reports," Vol. II., p. 138.)

.\ MONSTJIOUS CLAIM.

Here is a case put by a firm of solicitors,

on behalf of their client, to the Land Union :

The clients are the four nieces of a lady, who
died in 1911. Under her will they inherited

some freehold premises, which are let on the

following leases; (a) 1895, December 21, lease

for 28 years from September 29, 1890, at a

rent of £94. (b) 1902, May 27, reversionary

lease for 35 years, from September 29, 1918,

at a rent of £94, and a premium of £325.

In October last the clients completed the

sale of the freehold reversion to the tenants,

and Reversion Duty has been assessed on the

benefit accruing to the lessors on the follow-

ing figures: Total value of land at determina-

tion of lease—i.e., October 29, 1913, £4,150;

less total value of land on grant of lease

—

i.e., December 29, 1895, £1,845; total,

£2. .305; Reversion Duty, at 10 per cent.,

£230. Under the Revenue Act, 1911, Sec. 3

(2), it was understood, in settling these

figures, that the duty payable would be that

amount which, with compound interest at

4 per cent., would produce £230 in 40 years.

This amount was estimated at about £46.

The notice to pay duty, however, which was
served on .July 27, assesses the amount at

£189 12s. lid.,' which, it is clear, disregards

the reversionary lease, and assumes that the

value is to be deferred until the expiration

of the current lease only. On inquiry at

Somerset House, the Commissioners advised

that the basis of valuation they have adopted

is correct; but the point has not been subject

to litigation, and has apparently been the

subject of discussion ou many previous

occasions.

This, says the Land Union, is a monstrous

claim ; but it possibly comes within the

letter of the law. Under the Interpretation

Act, 1889, Sec. 1 (b), "words in the singular

shall include the plural," and, if we apply

this to Sec. 3 (2) of the Revenue Act, the

second term would be included in the period

of postponement, but the application is

doubtful. The Land Union thinks notice

ot appeal should he given, and the matter

further considered and mentioned in Parlia-

ment.
-*4^-

The town council of Rochdale have received

the sanction of the Board of Trade to borrow

£17,000 for tramway purposes.
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>ntvtnU Calamo.

We are glad to note the prompt action

taken by the Conncil of the Society of Aichi-

torts in three cases of alleged infringeniciTl

l)y members of the Society's Code of Pro-

fessional Ethics. Ill one instance it was
alleged that a member had tendered for pro-

fessional work on a basis of fees, and it was
ascertained that two members took part in

an architectnral competition (Barnsley Town
Hall), which had been banned by the Society.

The Conncil, after dne inqniries, fonnd tliat

in each instance a breach of the Society's

Code of Ethics had been committed, and the

resignation of the members concerned was
demanded, and has been received. Such
action must tend to enhance the reputation

and status of the Society in the eyes of the

profession, and will act as a wholesome
warning to architects who are tempted in

these hard times to undersell their confreres.

A w-riter in the "Society of Architects'

Journal " says that it is probable that every

eligible member of the Society has joined the

Army or Navy, and that those who are pre-

vented or disqualified from so doing are

recruiting or doing other useful service. Two
of the sons of the President, Mr. Percy B.

Tubbs, liave enlisted as privates, rather than

wait for commissions. Major R. Cecil

Davies is the R.E. Division Officer at

Chester, and Major Chadwick, Captain C.

Harold Heathcote, Captain Inglis, and Mr.
J. Haslam are with their regiments. Mr. H.
Freyberg, who has two sons with the Fleet,

is adjutant of a battalion of the National
Reserve, and Mr. A. E. Pridmore, Past-

President, is a special constable. Mr. W. H.
May. Mr. F. J. Bowhill, and Mr. J. W. Lowe
are with the R.N.V.R. Mr. S. J. Marshall
is iu the Yeomanry, and Mr. F. Clark is in

the R.A.M.C. (3rd Lowland Division). The
only eligible member of the Society's clerical

staff has enlisted. The Secretary (Mr. C.

McArthur Butler) has a son in the Transport
Section of the London Scottish, now with the

British Expeditionary Force.

Although the Moratorium is now generally
extended to November 4, wlien it is to finish

finally, it should be noted that, in regard to

some debts, it came to an end on October 4.

This was so with regard to all rents, which,
therefore, are now payable. The other
specific exception from tlie month's further
extension was as to any payment due and
payable to or by a retail trader in respect
of his business as such trader. It would thus
seem that Michaelmas rents and ground-rents
are now payable, and, subject to the inter-

vention of the Courts under the Emergency
Acts, are recoverable as usual. So with
regard to debts due to and hy builders'
merchants and dealers. As retail traders
these are now payable, and can be sued for
in the ordinary way, subject again to the
discretionary powers of the Courts as to
enforcing judgments by execution or orders
of committal. Other general debts are legally
postponed to November 4, provided interest
has been paid upon the previous postpone-
ments, according to the proclamations. Bills
of exchange falling due after October ."3 will,

apparently, become payable a month later;
but those already postponed will he deemed
payable fourteen days after they become dne.
It docs not seem easy to get rid of a mora-
torium that has once been imposed.

Tile al«a_\s iiitcroting "Muntlily Letter"

of the Master Builders' Association of Boston,

U.S.A., calls attention to a prostitution of

the "modern methods of business" about

which we hear so much, which, we fear, will

evoke a responsive echo of reprobation here

and there this side. "My attention," says

the secretary, " has frequently been called to

measures adopted by contractors for building

work, or subordinates acting for them, to

obtain information in regard to competitors'

figures which deserve most vigorous and

emphatic condemnation, and when persons

are known to indulge in such practices tliey

should be shown up in such a fashion that

they will speedily understand that their room
is better than their company! The most
recent case which has been described to me
indicates how the telephone (great as its

general usefulness may be) can be used for

most nefarious purposes, and leads me to

wonder whether honour and decency have

vanished altogether in this business of con-

tracting for building work, which once upon
a time was considered to be a worthy and
desirable calling. The case referred to is as

follows : A general contractor's office is called

up by 'phone, and the statement is made
that an estimate had been given, by the

party talking, to that general contractor for

work on a certain job ; but the sub-

contractor's 'estimator had gone out of

town, carrying his estimate book with him;
therefore, would the general contractor

kindly give the amount of that estimate to

the party talking, so that he might furnish

other general contractors with a bid.' The
contemptibility of this scheme to learn the

amount of a competitor's bid is only equalled

by the stupidity of the originator. Any
general contractor possessed of the least

degree of acuteness would ' catch on ' at once

and refuse to furnish information in such a

fashion ; but, unfortunately, the general con-

tractor may not be in his office, and a clerk

may receive the message, as in this case, and
such a clerk may innocently accede to the

improper request. Whether the clerk in this

case responded to this call or not is im-

material. The point is that the schemer iu

such a case is perfectly safe. It may be that

a wholly outside party is used to do the

talking ; but in any event, if a careless clerk,

or even an ' easy ' contractor, responds with

the hoped-for information, np goes the

'phone, the deed is done, and the perpetrator

is hidden."

"What shall be said of this and many
anotlier plan to filch and steal? The use,

for instance, of some purchasable sub-

ordinate in some office, through whom
improper knowledge ean be transmitted

over the swift wire that tells no tales

!

Such possibilities (that, alas ! are full-blown

probabilities) fill the mind with disgust,

and make one long for an opportunity

to pillory guilty parties. The damnable
practices by which honest contractors are

defrauded, under the 'modern methods' so

freely used by irregular practitioners who
come into this market, and, relying upon the

false judgment of owners, who apparently

ignore all matters save the "low bid,' get
jobs 'any old way" at 'any old price,' and
then make themselves good by skinning and
stealing from those whom they inveigle into

doing sub-work for them ; these practices, I

repeat, have brought the building business

down to a mighty moan estate. And now,
added to this nightmare which haunts
square-dealing contractors, and curses the

iii(luslr\. ;ip|)i'ar.s the abovi; - described

developnieut of the same slock, encouraged
by the success of other fraudulent practices,

and displayed in schemes such as have led to

this outburst of indignation. Owners surely

need to readjust their conceptions in regard

to competitions, and to make the factors of

quality of performance of work, reputation

for reliability, fairness, and decency of treat-

ment of all sub-contractors in the matter of

their rights and their payments, have weight

as against the mere fact of low bidding."

Most fittingly Mr. Arthur Seymour
Jennings, the Editor of our vigorous con-

temporary, the Decorator, and the author
of several practical standard works on paint

and paint manufacture, was on Monday last

installed as Master of the Renaissance Lodge
of Freemasons, No. 3408. Most of the

members of the lodge are members of the

Association of Master Decorators, those

appointed officers being Mr. A. Campbell, of

Messrs. Campbell and Christmas; Mr. W. T.

Morris, of Messrs. W. Morris and Sons,

Ltd. ; Mr. J. J. Honeychurch, Mr. H.
Price, Mr. E. W. Wightwick, Mr. T.

A. Hall, Mr. Cliarles Ives, Mr. Ernest
Anderson, Mr. George CoUey, and Mr.
Fred Dakin ; Mr. John Cayley was ap-

pointed Almoner of the lodge, and Mr.
Chas. E. B. Kibblewhite reappointed

secretary. The onus of the work in the

lodge fell upon Mr. C. E. Wilkinson, to whom
the lodge voted a handsome jewel to mark
the completion of his year of office as

Master. Established now just over five

years—the first Master being the late Mr.
H. A. Campbell—the lodge has undoubtedly
most creditably occupied an important
position amongst London lodges, and its

record for charity stands worthily high.

Messrs. Bntsford will publish about the

middle of this month a book, entitled

"Bruges: a Record and an Impression," by

Mary Stratton, illustrated by Charles Wade.
The book, which has been in preparation for

some time, should be of exceptional interest

at the present time, because Bruges is typical

of all Belgium, upon which the eyes of the

civilised world are now foeussed. The spirit

of the men who built Bruges, who fought for

its freedom and sacrificed their lives in its

defence, is the same spirit that has impelled

the heroic resistance with which Belgium
has met her invaders. Mr. Charles Wade,
who has made the pen-and-ink drawings, over

100 in number, specially for Mr. Herbert
Batsford, is an artist whose work, although

not hitherto brought before the public, has

attracted considerable attention amongst
those privileged to see it. Mrs. Mary
Stratton is well acquainted with Bruges.

Her name will be familiar to many as the

editor of " Fellowship Books " recently issued

by the publishers.

The history of the establishment of the

Canadian military camp at Valcartier,

Quebec, is a record of remarkable engineer-

ing achievements. Within a few days the

Canadian Northern Railway transformed an

insignificant flag station, serving a small Irish

colony, into an important terminal point,

with twenty miles of railway sidings, giving

a splendid impetus to the establishment of

the camp, and expediting the movements of

the men and materials which went to make
this city of .30.000 souls. And now conies

news of a bridge-building record made by
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Ihp men of the Royal Canadian Engineers,

under the direction of Major W. Bethnne

Lindsay, of Winnipeg. The Jacques Cartier

river separates the main camp from the

artillery practice grounds at the base of

Mounts Ileene and Irene. Across this 350ft.

of waterway the Royal Canadian Engineers

built, within four hours, a barrcl-pier

pontoon bridge, capable of carrying heavy

batteries. The major and his 300 men

worked with that well-ordered efficiency

which characterises the efforts of the

British bred. The race for the record started

with the Canadian Northern Railway. The

materials — barrels, planking, etc. — were

freighted on to tlie ground with remarkable

despatch. The casks were made water-tight^

the timber was made ready, tlie 20ft. bank

cut down to provide an easy grade for

trafBc, and the actual test was on. There

was never a hitch. One party of men lashed

the barrels to the heavy planks, and, as soon

as that operation was complete, another

party lifted the pier and carried it down

the bauk. Another squad of men conveyed

it on to the water, where it was taken in

charge by still another party, and floated o\it

to the front line. The pier was drawn

quickly into position, and as many men ns

could work with freedom soon had the

flooring spiked down. The actual bridging

eommenced at eight o'clock ; tlie span was

complete at ten minutes after twelve. The

extra ten minutes were accounted for by the

fact that on one or two occasions passing

bodies of other troops necessitated a tem-

porary cessation of carrying operations.

The autumn show of the International

Society of Sculptors, Painters, and Gravers,

at the Grosvenor Gallery, is, naturally, not

very international this year ; but what there

is is up to the average. Perhaps the best of

the foreign and American works are the late

M. Gaston La Touche's "L'Intrigue" and

Mr. George Obbermteufer's " Notre Dame de

Paris." Of the rest, the "Flower Nymph,"

by Mr. William Strang, the vice-president, is

the most noticeable, if not the most com-

prehensible. " The Son of the Prodigal," by

Mr. A. S. Hartrick, is good, and so are Miss

Flora Lion's " At the Baths " and " The

Crinoline Dress." Of the rest, the contribu-

tions by Mr. G. W. Lambert, Mr. S. J.

Peploe, Mr. Lavery, Mr. William Nicholson,

Mr. Benjamin Nicholson, Mr. Gerald Kelly,

Mr. W. L. Brucknian, Mr. Charles Ricketts,

Mr. Ambrose MacEvoy, and Mr. H. Davis

Richter specially deserve mention.— ••
The construction of storm-water sewers in

Stretford, near Manchester, commenced in April
last, is rapidly approaching completion. The
undertaking comprises about a mile of deep
sewer formed of reinforced-concrete tubes vary-
ing in diameter from 36in. to 45in., and
chambers for access, inspection, and contingent
work. The sewer is laid in headings from shaft
to shaft in C.^hester-road, running parallel with,

and at a lower plane than, the main .sewer which
it is intended to supplement. The sclienie was
devised by the council's surveyor, Mr. K.

Worrall, F.S.I., and the contractors are Messrs.
Edmund Nuttall and Co., Trafford Park.

Mr. Stanford has held an inquiry at Wribben-
hall relative to the application of the Kidder-
minster Rural District Council to borrow ^1,500
for carrying out a water-supply scheme for the
parish of Wribbenhall. Mr. F. E. Burcher, for

the district council, said the council had
arranged with Bewdley Town Council to tal<c

water in bulk at 4.^d. per thousand gallons, tlic

Rewdley waterworks being In AVribbenhall
parish, and the main passing through the
village. Mr. Stanley Hemingway, town clerk of

Bewdley, and Mr. Humpherson, waterworks
manager, gave details as to the capacity of the
Bewdley waterworks.

FIRST ATELIER OF ARCHITECTURE.

The second year of the First Atelier of

Architecture was formally inaugurated at a

meeting held in the studio, IG, Wells-mews,

Oxford-street, W., on Wednesday evening,

when an exhibition of the work done during

the Summer term, and of holiday sketches

and life-figure sketches, was on view, and

the Atelier Medal, for work executed during

the past twelve months, was presented by

the ohairman. Lord Say? and Sele, and

criticisms were given by the patron, Mr.

Arthur J. Davis.

The result of the year's working has been

very gratifying to the Beaux Arts Com-
mittee. The men show a ke..^u desire for

work, and a healthy spirit of emulation, and

a good spirit of fellowship prevails, the elder

students assisting their comrades as far as

possible, and the younger ones fagging in

return. In fact, it has become more and

more a social club. A second Atelier would

do much to sustain the rivalry necessary for

long-continued effort among students, and
suitable rooms had actually been taken as

studios when the outbreak of war compelled

the committee to act prudently and postpone

its establishment. From the First Atelier

about twenty men have gone to the front or

as Territorials, including the Sous Patron,

M. J. P. Chaures, who is now an officer with

the French Army in France ; M, Eugene
Bourdon, now a sous-oilicier ; and the Hon.

L. Fionues, son of the President. About a

fortnight ago a Life Class was formed,

directed by Mr. A. R. Jemmett, and it has

been taken up with enthusiasm.

There was a large attendance of members
at the Atelier on Wednesday evening, those

present including the chairman of the Beaux
Arts Committee, Lord Say.2 and Sele ; the

patron, Mr. Arthur J. Davis; Mr. R. Gonl-

burn Lovell, lion, secretary of the committee

of the Atelier; Mr. C. H. Gage, lion, secre-

tary; Mr. Spencer Willmott, lion, librarian;

and Messrs. A. Berrington, L. H. Bucknell,

C. McArthur Butler (secretary of the com-

mittee), A. W. Stephens Cro.ss, A.

Rutherford .lemmett, H. Vaughan Lan-

Chester, F. C. Miiiter, E. C. P. Moiison,

E. A. Rickards, Harold B. Sanders, L.

Sylvester Sullivan, I'ercy B. Tubbs (Presi-

dent of the Society of Architects), P. M.
Ware, and H. W. 'Wills. On the walls of

the studio were hung the drawings executed

as projets and those developed as esquisses,

and also the spirited and sound drawings

from the life executed in the newly-formed

class. The fine bronze plaque executed last

year by Mr. Jaggors, the winner of the

Grande Prix de Rome, and now the property

of the Atelier, was on view, and also the

specimen of the Bronze Medal, a design

selected by M. Lanteri in competition among
South Kensington students, and gained by Mrs.

Wade. The subject shows a youth examining

a plan displayed on a scroll by a female

figure, two other females looking on ; in the

foreground is a broken Corinthian capital,

and in the background the Acropolis of

Athens. A number of water colour sketches

made by members during their holidays were

also displayed, conspicuous among them
being a masterly view of the towers of Notre

Dame seen from across the Seine, by Mr.

A. J. Davis, and also the north porch and the

choir buttresses of Chartres, the portico of the

temple at Girgenti, the quay at Venice, and

half-timbered French houses. Mr. Adrian

Berrington lent some beautiful studios from

Arundel, Amherlev. and other West Sussex

scenery, and Mr. E. A. Rickards was repre-

sented by some delightful water-colours. A
huge cartoon some 10ft. in length, sliowing

an ideal reconstruction of Paris, executed for

Professor Patrick Geddcs, of Edinburgh,

attracted much attention.

The chairman. Lord Saye and Sele, who
was received with hearty cheering, in a

breezy address congratulated Mr. L. H.
Buekiiell on having executed far and away
the best work during the twelve months, and
so having become the first recipient of the

Atelier Medal, which not only carried with

it high honour, but the substantial award of

life membership of the Atelier without

further payment of fees. The year had been

a most successful one. and promised well for

the future progress of the movement. They

had sustained "a great loss in the departure

of M. Chaures for the seat of war ;
but they

were glad to hear that he was at present in

the best of health, and hoped to see him

back unscathed. He had read the roll of

honour of those who had gone out with great

interest and pride, and knew that among
those who remained there were not a few

who bad offered themselves, but were pre-

vented from going by various causes. It

was only too apparent that abundant oppor-

tunities to architects for work were being

provided in Belgium and Northern France.

He then, amid prolonged cheering, presented

the medal to Mr. Bucknell.

Mr. Arthur J. Davis afterwards gave a

running criticism on the designs submitteil

in the various competitions, his suggestive

and illuminating remarks being followed

with the greatest interest by the students

and their friends, as he walked round the

room, reviewing and comparing the works

hung on the walls. There were alternative

esquisses, in which students had worked in

the Atelier on a Saturday from 12 noon till

12 midnight, and on a Sunday from 10 a.m.

till 10 p"m. The first subject was for an

entrance pavilion to a court of honour. The
theme was, he said, well worked out, and the

whole work was very encouraging. Mr.

Davis showed in detail where the various

competitors bad succeeded and the points in

which they failed, and said the committee

placed O. E. Macfie first, and gave mention

to Percival M. Ware. In a second com-

petition, for a mausoleum on a plateau over-

looking a town, with terraces and flights of

steps, O. Bellamy came first, with a clever

design. In an orangery in a public garden

several of the competitors failed by not

observing the conditions as to access from

the two narrow ends; O. Bellamy and L. H.

Bucknell were placed equal. For the next

subject—the decorative treatment of a

theatre proscenium and its curtain— O.

Bellamy was placed first, L. H. Bucknell

being ii good second. The competition for a

loggia was very disappointing to the com-

mittee, as many of the students failed to

grasp the requirements; here Adrian

Berrington was first, and O. Bellamy second.

A Beacon Tower, 100ft. in height and Classic

in style, on an eminence, was gained by O. E.

Maeiie. For an Open Monument, with flat

cupola, P. M. Ware was placed first and

A. S. Burnett second ; and in the last class, a

Fire Station, L. H. Bucknell came first and

O. Bellamy second.

Ill proposing a vote of thanks to Lord

Saye and Sele for presiding. Mr. Goulburii

Lo'vell referred to the great loss the Atelier

had sustained by the death of M. Charles

Mewes, of Paris, one of the patrons.

I

THE PAINTER'S BUSINESS BOOK.*

Of painters' manuals designed to further

his technical knowledge we have many, the

best of which have been noticed from time

to time in these pages; but this is the first

attempt, so far as we remember, to teach

the painter and decorator the up-to date

methods of obtaining business. That it is

wanted, few architects and builders will

deny, for business routine seems seldom

taught with the trade, and it is certainly not

to be acquired in the paint-shop.

Too often, therefore, whon the master

painter sets up for himself he makes ship-

wreck by reason of his inability to estimate

work correctly, by his neglect to keep up

with the times in matters relating to his

craft, and by his want of caution in dealing

with doubtful or unscrupulous customers.

Like all other tradesmen, he is bound to

fail if he cannot at any moment arrive

correctly at his financial position. If he does

not know how his outlay compares with his

estimated costs, what his establishment

charges are in relation to his turnover, where

he gains and where he loses, and how, when

he does know, to effect economies, his name

will soon figure among the wide tenders we

~*
The PniuteVs Business Book. By CHiHi-ns E.

OiivFR. Ixmilon; The Trade Papers Pnblishmg Lo.,

Ltil 385, Birkbeck Bauk Chambers, W.C. 3s.
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occasionally coniuieiit on, and. not long after,

in the "Gazette."
Lastly, he may be a master craftsman him-

self, and shrewd, though lionest, in business
;

but if he does not know how to get it he will

soon find himself in the impecunious company
of tlie dullard, the careless, and the slothful.

He will do well, tlierefore, to buy and study
this practical volume, in which its author
deals lucidly and comprehensively with the
matters W'e have mentioned, and others of
hardly less importance. The hints on adver-
tising, methods of approaching architects
and estate agents, the directions for making
out estimates, and bookkeping, will bring
business and make it honestly profitable to
any man of average braiTis who masters them.
Hardly less valuable are the later chanters

in which paint mixing formulas, percentages
of oil and pigments, methods of buying and
testing materials, job management, etc., are
successively dealt with. Some very useful
illustrations complete the volume, comprising
interiors of an oak-panelled dining-room,
photos of shop-window display, an oak-
panelled reception-room, and a drawing-room
in the .4dam style. There are also given some
good examples of lettering.

HINTS ON THE RUBBING OF BRASSES.
Many of our readers will know how these

brasses are " rubbed." if not in detail, at all

events, in broad outline. In fact, few of us
but have laid a sheet of paper on the back
of one of our reading-books in schooldays,
and, scribbling on it with a pencil, have
reproduced the embossed design from the
back of the book. Certain matters, however,
the "British Journal, of Photography" points
out, must be closely observed if a good im-
pression is to be obtained, and an impression
that will photograph well.

First, the paper should be a tough white
lining-paper, which may be bought at any
wallpaper shop for about sixpence a roll. The
hcelball should be the special quality giving
a rich black. A stick may be bought for
fourpence, the medium hardness being best.

To attach the paper firmly we have always
found some rubber adhesive plaster has
proved most satisfactory. The brass and the
surrounding stone must be carefully and
thoroughly dusted, to clear away any
particles of grit. Then the loose end of the
roll of paper is stuck down with three or
four pieces of rubber plaster, the roll being
so placed that as it is unrolled it will gradu-
ally cover the whole of the brass.
The secret, however, of getting a clear and

undoubled image is to rub a strip across the
paper—that is, from side to side, but only
three or four inches in depth. This should
be rubbed one way only, at right angles to

the roll itself. When all the detail appears
and a good black has been obtained, the
paper is unrolled another few inches and
another strip is rubbed from side to side.
So one proceeds until the whole brass is

rubbed, never going back, for to do so almost
certainly means a doubled image, because the
paper will have moved slightly or will have
stretched. By holding the roll the paper is

kept tight, and may be pulled so without any
risk of tearing, as would be the case were a
single sheet to be used.

After one or two experiments it will be
found easy to rub the smaller brasses, but to
deal with the larger ones requires much
patience, and they must usually be done in
sections and the sheets pasted together after-
wards.

-V new mission hall at LochgellT. near Dun-
fermline, was opened on Thursdavin last week.
It is seated for 200 neople. and has been built
from plans by Mr. Scobie.
At the last sittmg of Irvine Dean of Guild

Court plans were passed on behalf of the burgh
of Irvine to erect ten double cottages in a street
to be formed to the south-east of Ballot-road,
four blocks of dwelling-houses on the south side
of Kirk Vennel. and eight blocks of dwelling-
liouses on the east side of Ayr-road. This build-
ing scheme was agreed to some time ago bv the
town council, in order to cope with the house
famine which has resulted from the coming of
the new shipyard to Irvine.

»

»

CORXHILL, E.C.—The nave and aisles

of the church of St. Michael, Cornhill, E.C.,
have just been refloored with rubber. It was
originally intended to have an oak floor, but
that scheme was held up by the dispute in

the building trade. Meanwhile the Rubber
Growers' Association offered a free gift of

raw rubber worth £100. This was gladly
accepted, and the material was converted
into imitation marble tiles, alternately black
and white. This is the first City church to

be floored with rubber; but the material has
been in use for some time at Lloyd's and
other institutions.

DUNDEE HOUSING SCHEME.—At a
meeting of Dundee Town Council on Friday
it was intimated that the housing and town-
planning committee had instructed the city

engineer to prepare a report dealing with the
housing of the working classes, it being
stipulated that the council would not be
bound to proceed with or delay the housing
scheme. Mr. Robertson contended that this

remit did not go far enough, and moved
that plans be prepared showing designs of

three-roomed cottages to be erected in a

suburban area, and also designs of tenements
of one and two rooms, including the cost of

ground. In support of this motion it was
stated that there was a great shortage of

working men's houses, due to the demolition
of property involved in improvement schemes.
.\n undertaking was given that all the in-

formation sought would be included in the
engineer's report, which, it was stated, would
be of an exhaustive nature.

PALMER'S GREEN CONGREGA
TIONAL CHURCH.—This building was
opened on the 1st inst. The church is of

Late Gothic design, faced with red bricks,

the dressings being in Bath stone. The nave
arcade and columns are of Aucaster stone.

The seating, pnlpit. and dado are in natural-
colour oak. The work has been carried out
by Messrs. J. Dorey and Co., Distillery-

road, Brentford, and the cost amounts to
about £6,850. The architects are Messrs.
George Baines and Son, 5, Clement's Inn,
Strand, W.C.

«»»

The rural district council of Upton-on-Severn
have received the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board for borrowing £5,610 for works of
water supply.

The urban district council of Hailsham have
received sanction from the Local Government
Board to the borrowing of it", 190 for the Pole-
gate drainage scheme.

Additions are about to be made to the county
asylum at Castlebar. Mayo, at an estimated
outlay of £22,000. The architects are Messrs.
Doolin and Butler, of Dublin.

Mr. Thomas H. Mawson, Hon..\.R.I.B.A., has
just received a letter from M. Bernachi. the
Mayor of ,\thens, informing him that he is to
proceed with his scheme for replanning Athens.

The Rowley Regis Urban District Council
have decided to ask the Local Government
Board to sanction the schemes for laying out the
new cemetery and the widening of Moor-lane,
Rowley. They are also to submit a scheme to
the Road Board for the widening of Oldbury-
road, Blackheath.

The American Board of Foreign Missions has
appointed Mr. John Pergamini. an architect, to
supervise and design all buildings erected by
the Board in China. Inasmuch as the
-American Board of Foreign Missions erect and
maintain numbers of important buildings aside
from churches and chapels, it has been decided
that the assistance of a qualified architect has
become necessary.

At a meeting of the tramways committee of
Newcastle - on - Tyne Corporation it has been
decided to recommend the city council to carrv
out the undertaking given to the Committee of
the House of Lords when the North-Eastern
Railway Company's Bill was under consideration
— that they would, next session, seek Parlia-
mentary powers for through running between
Newcastle and Gateshead. It was also decided
that the chairman and vice chairman should
interview Sir A. K. Butterworth. manager of the
North-Eastern Raihva,v Company, to see whether
some arrangement could h*^ arrived at.

COMPETITIONS.
AUSTRALIAN FEDERAL PARLIA-

ME.NT HOUSE.—Owing to the state of war
existing, the Government of the Common-
wealth of Australia has decided to postpone,
until a more favourable time, the com-
petition for the design of the Federal Parlia-
ment Houses, to be built at Canberra. It was
intended that the compptition should be open
to architects from all parts of the world, and
that it should clo.se in London and Melbourne
during March, 101."). We trust whenever the
compptition is reopened "No German need
apply "

!

REIGATE.—The Redhill Police- and Fire-
Station Competition has been dcided, and
the assessor appointed by the town council
has now made his award, as follows:— First
Prize, 40 guineas, Mr. .Joseph Sunlight, 4,

St. Ann's-square, Manchester; second prize,

20 guineas, Mr. Alick G. Horsneli, 5, Gray's
Inn-square, W.C. ; third prize, 10 guineas,
Messrs. Garratt and Simister, Norwich
Union Chambers, Congreve - .street, Bir-
mingham.

C O M P E T I T I O N FOR WORKMEN'S
DWELLINGS, HOLLOWELL, NORTH-
AMPTON.—Members of the Society of
Architects are requested not to take part in

the above competition without first ascer-
taining from the Secretary whether the con-
ditions have been approved by the Society.

H E N D O N.—The Swimming-bath Com-
petition at Hendon. advertised last January,
has now been settled. Twenty-three designs
were submitted, and Mr. Herbert W. Wills,
F.R.I.B.A., acted as assessor with the
following result: First premium, £100. Mr.
T. M. Wilson, of -1. Staple Inn, Holborn,
London, W.C. Second premium, £75,
Messrs. Wright and Chapman, 38, Grainger-
street, W. , Newcastle upon-Tyne. Third
premium, £50, Mr. Alfred W. S."Cross, of 46,

New Bond-street, London, W. The site

adjoins the council offices in The Burroughs,
Hendon. No perspective or details were
required, but the autlior of the successful
design was to furnish a view of the buildings
within two weeks of the date of the referee's
award. The swimming-bath had to be con-
structed so that without any structural
alterations it would be adaptable for use as
a public hall, and the exits and entrances
were to be contrived with the idea of such
a contingency. Space had to be left on the
land for the erection of a public library. The
pond specified should measure lOOft. by 40ft.,

the hall in which it is arranged to figure

120ft. by 60ft., with an alcove of the whole
width of the bath 25ft. deep, with a raised
floor for use as a platform, if required. Foot-
and shower-baths, w.c.'s, etc., also dressing-
rooms, which must be made to fold up and
form a panelled dado for the hall round the
bath. The swimming-bath also to ho used as
a gymnasium, and to have an architectural
roof. Four first class and eight second class

men's slipper-baths, three first class and six

second-class slipper-baths for women, each
set to have two waiting rooms and closet
accommodation. An architecturally treated
club-room, 60ft. by 30ft.. to form part of the
scheme, and future extensions to be pro-
vided for. The cost to be estimated at 9d.

per foot cube as a fair price.

•9*^-

Mr, F. J. Harris has resigned his position as
road surveyor to the Holsworthy Rural District
Council on his appointment as assistant sur-
veyor to the Devon County Council.

The memory of the late .\rchbishop MacHale
is to be kept green by the erection of a Roman
Catholic Church at Lougherdown, Co. Mayo.
Messrs, \V, H, Byrne and Son, of Dublin, are

the architects, and Mr, James Kiernan is the
builder.

The Royal Commission appointed by the
South Australian Government to report upon
the best route for railway communication
between Adelaide and Sedan recommends the
construction of a 5ft. Sin. gauge line from
Balhannah, on the Adelaide railway, to Sedan.
via Mount Pleasant and Palmer, a distance of

57 miles, which, with the existing lines, makes
a total distance from Adelaide of 86 miles. The
estimated cost of construction, including rolling

stock, is i;777,87.5.
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WEST Al'RICA HOUSE, WATER STREET, LIVERPOOL.—Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme, and Thornely, FF.R.I.B.A., Aichitecls.

Cl^ur lUustratinns.—*-

—

WEST AFRICA HOUSE, WATER
STREET, LIVERPOOL.

Tliis large bank and office building is now
being erected for the West Africa Buildings
Co., Ltd., and it will be known as "West
Africa House." The structure is steel-framed

and faced with Portland stone, with a granite

base. The Bank of British West Africa will

occupy the ground floor ; the other floors,

seven in number, will be let as offices. The
lavatory accommodation is on the eighth
floor. Messrs. Jones and Sons, of Liverpool,
are the general contractors. Diespeker's
Patent Bigspan floors have been installed.

They consist of a series of reinforeed-
concrete beams at about 1ft. centres, with
hard burnt clay hollow blocks between ; the

beams are formed in cement grouting of a

special quality ballast concrete, and re-

inforced with steel rods ; this hollow-brick
construction gives great strength and light-

ness, and, in addition to its fire-resisting and
soundproof qualities, it has the further
advantage of being a " dry floor," and con-
tractors can follow on with their finishings

at once. By this system spans up to any
extent can be constructed with a clear soffit,

thus avoiding unsightly members below the
soffit. This firm is entirely Britisli-born,

both as regards its shareholders and the
directorate. A low - pressure hot - water
accelerated circulation system of lieating

is to be installed. The architects are

Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme, and Thornely,

FF.R.I.B.A., of Royal Liver Buildings, Pier

Head, Liverpool.

BILSBORROW HALL. BETWEEN
PRESTON AND L.\NCASTER.

This North-country house is Hearing com-

pletion on a fine site between Preston and
Lancaster, where the building jccnpies an

elevated position commanding extensive

views westwards to Morecambe Bay. and a

prospect over a delightfully-wooded country,

Inoking south towards Preston. The whole
nf tlif group (if bnilclings gives a happy elTect

in colour and contour characteristic of the

Domestic work of the locality. The panelling
in the hall is of oak. The outside walls are

built of roek-faced masonry from the Long-
ridge Quarries. The stones vary in colour
from shades of brown to light blue. The
roofs are covered with Yorkshire stone flags

from Hipperholme, near Halifax. The
general contractors are Messrs. Thomas
Croft and Sons, Ltd., Preston. The view
reproduced was exhibited in this year's Royal
Academy. The elevations and plans further
illustrate the style and interest of the house.

Messrs. Woolfall and Eccles, FF.R.I.B.A.,
of Bank Buildings, 60, Castle-street, Liver-

pool, are the architects.

" G R E E N A W A Y END," GREENAWAY
GARDENS, HAMPSTEAD, N.W.

This house, just completed, is situated at

the corner of Greenaway - gardens and
Frognal-lane. The drawing was shown at the

Royal Academy Exhibition this year. The plan

is irregular, in order to suit a sloping site

and to preserve some fine trees at the angle.

The walls are finished in red bricks and tile-

hanging to first floor, and the windows are

I

glazed with leaded lights. A feature of this

I

house is the panelled hall, with staircase at

;
end. There is a tennis lawn and formal

garden at back. This house was designed for

Mr. G. W. Hart, of Hampstead. The archi-

tect is Mr. Cyril A. Farev, of 10, Lincoln's

Inn-fields, W.C.

AN ENTRANCE GATEWAY TO A
CEMETERY.

This drawing, from the Royal Academy
this year, ilkistrates an endeavour to group
into one important structure the several

buildings which are necessary for the proper
organisation and administration of a large

cemetery, and at the same time to insure a

monumental entrance to a suburban cemetery.

On tlie left of the main entrance is located

the gatekeeper's lodge, pedestrians' entrance,

cycle and lavatory accommodation. On the

j

right of the main entrance is a large work-
shop, with head gardener's quarters over
pcilostrians' entrance^ with a second place

for cycle and public lavatory accommodation.
At the top and extending across the main
entrance a bulb and plant store is provided,

heated from the head gardener's quarters,

and connected with a lift, which also serves

the liviug-rooms underneath. The materials

consist of Portland stone, bronze gates,

wreaths, and statuary. Mr. Wm. Warman,
of Crofton Park, S.E., is the architect.

5R0SS STREET CHAPEL, MANCHESTER.

This William-aud-Mary Chapel was erected

in 1694, and its elevations, carried out in

brick and stone, are typical of the style which
is better known as "Queen Anne." Stone
quoins are inserted into the angles to the

front and side facades. All the ground-floor

windows contain segmental arches ; the

gallery windows are semicircular, and stone

architraves with keystones occur in the front

facade fenestration on this upper floor. The
Cross-street portal has two half-circular

Doric columns, with entablature and a pedi-

ment, with rusticated masonry to this semi-

circular-headed doorway. The side entrance
is also rusticated, with a square opening,

above which a well-designed cornice occurs.

The plain brick walls inside are of more
than passing interest. The galleries are

massive in character, and the pews of oak
have grown black with age. Tradition says

that the pulpit in this old meeting-house was
intended for St. Ann's Church (over the way),

but it was rejected on account of its cost.

The general design of this rostrum is remark-
able on account of its carving, and for the

mosaic work on its panels, radiating from a

centre, in imitation of an efflux of light.

Some attention is also due to the antique

chandeliers, while the pulpit Bible deserves

notice as a fine specimen of typography. It

is interesting to note that the Rev. William
Gaskell, the husband of Mrs. Elizabeth

Gaskell, the famous novelist, commenced his

ministry in this church about 1828. Mr.

Gordon Hemm, of Heaton Chapel, Stockpor.1,

who has sent us these measured drawings,

says that there is a likeliliood of this old

building being shortly pulled down.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADK
SOCIETIES.

G L A S G O W. Owiiiy to tlio war, the

trustees of the Alexander Thomson
Travelling Studentship, vested in the

Glasgow Institute of Architects, have decided

to postpone the competition for one year.

Students eligible this year who have gone

on military duty will be allowed to compete
when the competition is held.

LIVERPOOL MASTER BUILDERS'
ASSOCIATION.—The annual meeting of

this association took place on Monday, the

chair being occupied in the earlier stages by

the retiring president, Mr. Harold E.

Cubley. The annual report was adopted, as

was "also the treasurer's statement of

accounts. The senior vice-president, Mr.

David J. Hall, was unanimously elected

president for the coming year, and took the

chair, a vote of thanks being passed to the

retiring president for his services during the

past year. The following further officers

were elected:—Mr. R. Morrison, senior vice-

president; Mr. W. A. Barnes, junior vice-

president; Mr. Thomas Jones, treasurer;

Mr. J. Sirett Brown and Mr. Henry Lever,

linu. auditors. The following committees

Acre elected: Bricklayers, masons, plasterers

and slaters, carpenters and joiners,

plunibers, painters and glaziers, electricians,

a--ociate, labourers. The meeting ter-

niinated with a vote of thanks to the secre-

tary, Mr. Bertram B. Moss, for his services.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
I'ECTS.—The fiftieth annual report of the

riuncil of the Manchester Society of Archi-

i. r(s shows an aggregate membership of 272,

.mainst 281 a year ago, a decrease of nine.

1 he roll includes 121 Fellows, 11.1 Associates,

and 38 students. The deaths of Mr. B. W.
11. Brameld and W. M. Gillow arc recorded

with regret. It is mentioned that Mr. Paul

n^den.^F.R.I.B.A., has been elected as the

-uL'iety's representative on the Air Pollution

Advisory Board, on the invitation of the

:Mauchester Corporation, and that Mr. .John

Ely. F.R.I.B.A.. has been elected president

of the Manchester Academy of Fine Arts.

The opening meeting of the new session of

the society will be held on Wednesday next,

when Mr. F. B. Dunkerlcy, F.R.I.B.A., will

deliver his presidential address.

MIDLAND ENGINEERS AT
HINCKLEY.-A meeting of the East Mid-

land District of the Institution of Municipal

and County Engineers was hold at Hinckley

on Saturdav. The members were welcomed

by Mr. G. Kinton on behalf of the Hinckley

Urban District Council. Mr. J. S. Picker-

ing, of Cheltenham, president of the district

association, occupied the chair. A paper by

Mr. F. H. Crump on " Eleven Years'

Municipal Work at Hinckley," dealt witli

the important strides made by the local

authority in public administration during

that period. Mr. W. H. Court, of Leicester,

gave a paper on "By-laws and the Housing

Question." \ vote of thanks to Messrs.

Crump and Court was proposed by Mr. T.

W. Heywood, of Battersea, seconded by Mr.

A. D. Greatorex, of West Bromwich, and

supported by Mr. H. G. Wyatt, of Grimsby.

Dr. Bostock Hill, of Birmingham, said he

had considerable knowledge of the difficulties

Hinckley had had to contend with in the

treatment of their .sewage. Experiments
were proceeding by which it was hoped the

existing state of affairs would be remedied.

It was a satisfaction to know that small

towns had risen to the occasion, and had
raised themselves sanitarily to a much
higher position than they were fifteen years

ago. The work had been magnificent, and
although they had taxed the resources of the

ratepayers, everyone, as knowledge increased

and wisdom advanced, would be convinced
that there could be no better investment
than in the cause of health. Mr. S. Douglas,
of Kenilworth ; Mr. F. Wright, of Ilkeston ;

Dr. T. Robinson, county medical officer of

health for Leicestershire, and the chairman
contributed to the discussion, after which
Messrs. Court and Crump replied. After
dinner at the Union Hotel, the engineers
inspected the new workmen's dwellings

erected by the coinicil, and proceeded by
unitor to Snarestone, to visit the waterworks
and plant owned by the authority.

R.I.B.A. PROBr.EMS IN DESIGN.—
The designs submitted under Subject XVT.
will be on view in the gallery of the

R.I.B.A. on October 12, 13, and 14, in-

clusive, between the hours of 10 a.m. and
8 p.m.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE
ARCHITECTS OF IRELAND. — An
ordinary meeting of the council of the above
body was held at the Institute Rooms, No. .31,

South Frederick-street, Dublin, on Monday
last. I'he president, Mr. R. Caulfeild

Orpen, B.A., R.H.A., was in the chair, and
there were also present : Messrs. F.

Batchelor, J. A Geoghegan. F. Hays, A. E.

Murray, A. G. C. Millar, C. A. Owen, Pro-

fessor "Scott, J. H. Webb, C. L. O'Connor,

C. P. Sheridan, L. O'Callaghan, and F. C.

Hicks, lion, secretary. The minutes of the

previous meetings were read and signed, and
accumulations of correspondence and finance

dealt with. Matters were dealt with arising

out of the war crisis, and a relief works com-
mittee, consisting of Messrs. J. H. Webb,
C. L. O'Connor, and C. A. Owen, hon.

secretarv, was appointed. Correspondence

from the British Institute, asking for co-

operation in its war committee's proposals,

was submitted. The following were appointed

on the R.I. A. I. war committee : Messrs.

Lucius O'Callaghan, Albert E. Murray. G.

P. Sheridan, and Frederick Hayes, lion,

secretary. This committee was instructed to

circularise the whole profession in Ireland.

SCOTTISH NATIONAL BUILDING
TRADES FEDERATION.- The twentieth

annual general meeting of the Scottish

National Building Trades Federation was

held in the Imperial Hotel, Aberdeen, on

Monday. Representatives were present from

all the" principal centres throughout Scot-

land. Ex-Bailie Forrest, J. P., Edinburgh,

presided. Prior to the business of the

meeting. Lord Provost Maitland, Aberdeen,

extended to the representatives a hearty

welcome. He said he had welcomed many
congresses to their city, but with none had

he a closer personal connection than that

of the building trade, and it gave him
peculiar pleasure to offer a word of welcome.

He recognised the importance of the

Federation and its work, as being profitable

alike to the members and to the community,

in securing conditions apd prices to enable a

satisfactory and honest job to be done. The
chairman, "on behalf of the federation, ex-

pressed appreciation of the Lord Provost's

courtesy. Satisfactory reports were made
upon the progress of the organisation of the

federation. Reports of the negotiations for

the establishment of universal conditions of

contract and modes of measurement were

submitted. Office-bearers for the ensuing

year were appointed— viz. : President, Mr.

"George Lyall, jun., J.P., Aberdeen; vice-

presidents: Mr. Henrv H. Spittal, Glasgow,

and Mr. Edward Bruce, Edinburgh. A
board of directors was also elected.

TOWN PLANNING IN LANCASHIRE.
—A conference organised by the National

Housing and Town-Plaiining Council was

held at Matlock Bath on Monday. Mr.

Harold Shawcross, Rochdale, was in the

chair, and among those present were Mr.

Mulli'n, Mauchesler; Mr. Forbes, Prcst-

wich; Councillor Marr, Manchester; Mr.

Crossland, Manchester; Mr. Sniethnrst, Man-

chester; and Mr. Crinion, Oldham. The

proceedings were in private, bub Mr.

Aldridge. of London, the hon. secretary of

the council, stated that they had discussed

the policy to be followed liy local a.itiio-

rities under the new Act.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

To the Edilor of the BuiLDiNQ News.

SiK,—There Inive been many inquiries us

to whether the Architectural Association is

carrying on its educational work during this

crisis in national affairs, and I, therefore,

should like to make it known as far as

possible that everything is being carried on
as in normal times. The day and evening
classes are necessarily depleted by the

patriotic response of a large number of

students to Lord Kitchener's appeal; but

there are still many students who, for

various reasons, are unable to join the

forces, and these are very properly con-

tinuing their studies. I would urge the im-

portance of all students continuing their edu-

cational work if they are unable to enlist.

Apart from the work in the school, con-

siderable reeruiting is going forward at 18,

Tufton-street, from the ranks of architects

and men of kindred professions, and also (at

the request of the authorities) amongst
skilled mechanics connected with the building

trade.

I feel sure that members and others will be
glad to know that the A. A. is carrying on
its work and doing its best in other ways to

be of some practical service to the country.

—I am, etc.,

H. Austen H.*ll, .'\cting President.

18, Tufton-street, S.W.

Mr John William Kownihwaite, A.R.I.B.A.,

of Mosley-street, Newcasile-on-Tyne, has been

appointed as a Justice of the Peace for the

borough of Gatesheail.

Mr. George Kelt, of Wymondbam House,

Brooklands-avenuc. Cambridge, of the firm of

Rattee and Kett, builders and contractors, who

died on May 6. left personalty amounting to

£26.727.

THE SECOND LONDON SANITARY
COMPANY.

Sir,—The Second London Sanitary Com-
pany has volunteered for service abroad, and
a new Home Service Unit is being formed to

take its place. It is desired that the new
unit shall be composed of men with definite,

experience in some branch of sanitary work.
There are doubtless many among your readers

who have not seen their way to volunteer

for service abroad who would be glad to serve

their country at home.
The need is urgent, as many hundreds of

thousands of men are now encamped or

billeted in various parts of the country, in

many cases necessarily without any sanitary

arrangements beyond what they can im-

provise for themselves. Under these con-

ditions, as shown by our experience in South
Africa, and that of the United States in the

Spanish-.\merican War. devastating out-

breaks of disease must sooner or later occur,

unless the sanitary work of the various camps
is carefully and conscientiously performed.
Any failure in this respect will inevitably

lead to a deplorable loss of life, and may
even seriously cripple the country in the life-

aud-death struggle in which it is now
engaged. The cliief danger lies in the failure

of the vast majority of the men to realise the

need for sanitary precautions, coming as most
of them do from homes where the whole of

the sanitary duties are admirably discharged
without effort on their part by the local

sanitary authorities.

The principal work of a sanitary company
is to supervise the sanitation of camps and
billets, to report defects, and instruct the

sanitary squads of the various units. Any of

your readers desiring to join the new com-
pany, or to obtain furlher information con-

cerning it, should apply to Lieut. Cave or

myself at the Duke of York's Headquarters,

Ciielsea (close to Sloane-s(|uare Station), on

aiiv weekday between 9.30 a.m. and 6 p.m.^
I am, etc., .^rthik ^. JFartix,

Captain R.A.M.C.T.F., O.C. 2nd (Home
Service). London Sanitary Company.

Duke of York's Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W.

BUILDING CONTRACTS AND THE
GOVERNMENT.

Silt, -The attitude of the Government in

the present crisis regarding building con-

tracts cannot be too widely known, and for

that purpose I give below the Government's
replv to recoinnieiidatinns placed before
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tliem by a committee n[ l.iiildiiig tra(]c5

interests, on August 8:

—

' Sir,— I am directed by tlie Board of

Trade to state tViat the views of the

deputation which attended at this De-

partment on August 8, in regard to

building operations undertaken on behalf

of Government Departments, were coni-

niiinicated tn the Office of Works, and that

the Board nnderstaiid from that Depart

iiiciit that it has been decided to press

forward, as i|uickly as possible, all work

for which provision has been made in the

estimates.

"The claims of contractors who are

likely to suffer loss owing to the rise in

the cost of materials, etc., are receiving

consideration, and the Lords Com-
missioners of the Treasury have already

been approached with a request for autho-

rity to be granted to the Office of Works
to "modify the terms of contracts entered

into before the declaration of war, where
the circumstances are considered to

warrant some modification.
•• The Board also understand that the

question of accelerating advance payments

to contractors, and also of releasing

portions of the retention money, where this

may be practicable, are also receiving

attention, and each ease will be dealt with

on its merits.— I am, Sir, your obedient

servant, (Signed) Geo. J. Stanley."

By this it will be seen that whilst the

Government in no way absolves any con-

tractor from legal liability with contracts

entered into prior to the declaration of war,

yet it is their declared intention to modify
the terms where circumstances are such that

the carrying out of same to the strict letter

would meau undue hardship to the con-

tractor.

The acceleration of general payments to

Government contractors will be appreciated

and do a great deal to help the finances of

many. The releasing of retention money,
hitherto held up in many cases for long and
unjustifiable periods, will be welcomed by all.

This Government action should have tlie

effect of inducing those who placed building

contracts prior to the war to adopt the same
liberal and loyal spirit, by agreeing to modi-

fication where the abnormal cost of material

involves a heavy loss on contract.

Should any contractor, in face of this

official communication, have any difficulty in

any of the directions indicated, I shall be

pleased to give any assistance in my power.

There are furtlier suggestions still before

the Government regarding advances from
banks to builders and contractors, and it is

hoped that some reply on tliis score may be

given shortly.— I am, etc., P. DoN.M.D.

CAPTURING TRADE.
-A great deal is being

on October 4. 191:;, be responsible for the

safeguarding of £100.000,000 import and

export, and the safety of the door-handles of

railway carriages.

If this has been true in the past, what of

the present and future, when British firms

are urged to capture as much as possible of

the £500.000,000 e.xport trade of Germany
and Austria. Every thoughtful Englishman

must believe that on the action taken now
will depend the future of the British Empire.

Now is the time to take what is best from

the collective German organisation in

commerce, and graft it on to our in-

dividualism, thus forging an irresistible

weapon for the nation. This can only be

done, in my opinion, by the co-operation oE

three factors:—
(1) By British firms being willing to drop

antiquated methods and seize the opportunity

with both hands.

(2) By the adoption, under compulsion or

otherwise, of a national policy on the part of

our great joint-stock banks, or, if it is im-

possible to make business men of the con-

trollers of our banking institutions, by the

formation of State-aided banks of commerce,
whose main duty is not to avoid assisting

their clients, but rather to meet half-way

those requiring financial facilities for legiti-

mate business enterprises.

(3) By a thoroughly business policy on the

part of the Government, which could quickly

show itself in two most needed reforms: (a)

The selection of men as Ambassadors and
Ministers to foreign countries those who
have some business aptitude as well as

diplomatic experience, and the appointment
of commercial attaches, who sliall, in all

cases, be trained business men. (b) The
appointment of trained business men as

Consul-Generals and Consuls in all important
centres of trade, and the abandoning entirely

of the policy of appointing foreigners as

Consuls and Vice Consuls, in order to save

a few thousand pounds per annum.

I think that these views represent the

opinion of the large majority of business men
in this country, and one cannot help accen-

tuating the importance of prompt action in

this matter, while there is an opportunity of

organising with a view to the state of trade

which will exist after this great struggle is

over. If something is not done now the whole

matter is likely to be shelved, and we shall

continue our usual policy of muddling along.

— I am, etc.. Charle.s H. Luke,

Joint Managing Director ,Walter Cawood,Ltd.

196, Deansgate, Manchester.

stress to which the timbers were put,

according to the sizes employed.
From an engineering point of view, there-

fore, this method can hardly be considered

satisfactory. In the "Valtor" patent
system (mentioned in your paragraph at the

bottom of page 452 of the same issue) this

drawback of weak construction is obviated,

as, by it the elasticity of the floor is obtained
entirely by the resilience of the arrangement
of steel springs and light steel girders upon
which the timberwork of the floor is

supported; the scantlings of the latter can
thus be designed to carry safely and properly

any load per foot super, required.— I am, etc.,

S. M. J.

Sir.—A great deal is being said and
written just now with respect to the capture
of German and Austrian trade; but I think
I represent the views of a large section of

British industry when I say that British

firms will not get the assistance in this work
to which it is entitled under the Board of

Trade as at present constituted.

Now is undoubtedly the time to cast aside
" red tape," finally rout the " circumlocution "

departiuents of the British Government, and
establish in the place of the Board of Trade
several departments, and I suggest the

following as a proper and reasonable dis-

tribution— viz.. a Minister of Commerce,
Minister of Railways and Marine, and a

Minister of Labour. In my opinion, these

three Ministries would cover the whole of

the work entrusted to the Board of Trade,
and. if efficiently organised, would do that

work much better.

Further, I consider these Ministers should

not necessarily be members of any party,

but should be chosen solely by merit, the

basis of selection being the same as pertains

in the appointment of the Sea Lords of the

Admiralty, and, generally speaking, of the

Bishops of the Church of England.
It is. in my opinion, nothing short of a

scandal that the same Department should,

as I said at the luncheon given at Olyiiipia

THE REGENT PALACE HOTEL.

Sir,—We beg to point out an error that

has been made in the article on page 4.30

respecting the Regent Palace Hotel. The
superficial area covered with Burmantofts
'• Marino" equals 27,000ft., not 2,7U0ft., as

stated.—I am, etc.,

(For the Leeds Fireclay Co., Ltd.)

B. J. W. Lone.

2 and 3, Norfolk street, London, W.C.

[We apologise ; and also to all concerned

for another stupid te/js».s. In our descrip-

tion of the illustration the ownership of the

hotel was correctly ascribed to the Strand

Hotel, Ltd., but on the plate it w^as attri-

buted to Messrs. Lyons and Co. — Ed.

"B.N."]

ELASTICITY OF FLOORS.

Sir,—The suggested design for con-

struction of a spring floor, shown by your

correspondent " B." in your issue of Oct. 2,

appears to be simply a variation of the time-

honoured method of obtaining elasticity in a

floor by the weakness of the timbers used.

.\s he points out himself, the design he shows

IS calculated to carry a load of only .82cwt.

per super, foot ; therefore, when the room
is full he will certainly obtain a considerable

amount of elasticity "in the floor. By in-

creasing or decreasing the strength of the

scantlings used he could vary the resulting

amount of elasticity if desired, and the life of

the floor would be regulated by the degree of

WELL WORTH ATTENDING.
Sir,—May I ask your co-operation in

making known the classes which are now
commencing at the Hugh Myddleton Evening
Commercial Institute, St. John's - walk,

Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C., on Tues-

day evening at seven o'clock, in " Salesman-

ship and Advertising."
In taking these classes I shall deal par-

ticularly with practical schemes for

publicity and interviewing builders, archi-

tects, and the kindred professions, and
having had considerable experience in all

branches, this affords an exceptional oppor-

tunity for men and women to prepare them-
selves for the remunerative positions that

will be open in these branches at the close

of the war. The fee for twelve lectures is

2s. 6d.— I am, etc., A. C. G. Green.

Foye Estate Office. Hornchurch. Essex,

October 7. 1014.

Mr. J. R. Edwards, of Fishguard, has been
elected surveyor and inspector of nuisances to

the town council of Kidwelty.

At the opening meeting of the present session

of the Society of Architects, to be held on
Thursday, lhe"22nd inst., the scrutineers' report

on the ballot for officers and council will be

submitted. A lantern lecture on "Some
Belgian Towns Aff'ected by the War " will be

given by Mr. G. A. T. M'iddleton, A.R.IBA.,
past vice-president.

At a meeting of the general purposes com-
mittee of the Southport Council on Monday
night, an extensive scheme, submitted by the

parks and foreshore committee, for the develop-

ment of the sea-front was adopted. The esti-

mated cost of the alterations and improvements
is about i£9,000. They include the widening of

the marine drive, the erection of a wall 5ft.

in height on the inner side of the drive to

enclose part of the lagoon site, and the con-

struction of two bowling-greens and an open-air

concert-pitch in the North Marine Park.

At Water-lane, Lingfield, the new reinforced-

concrete bridge recently built by the Godstone
Rural District Council over the River Eden has

undergone an official test. The bridge has a

span of 30ft., and a clearway between parapets

of 18ft-; abutments are in solid concrete, about

lift, deep, and the superstructure consists of

specially-gauged concrete with steel-bar rein-

forcement. "The new road is now complete, and
the whole surface between Hasted Mill, via

Cottage-lane to Moor-lane, has been made up
and tar-washed. The cost of the works has been
£3,860. Mr. Geo. E. Crowter, M.I.M.C.E., sur-

veyor to the Godstone Rural District Council,

was the engineer to the scheme; Messrs. Robin-

son and Co.. of Westminster, were the con-

tractors; and the Indented Bar and Concrete

Engineering Company, of Westminster, supplied

the steel reinforcement.

At the last meeting of the Stoke-on-Trent

Corporation it was agreed to carry out forthwith

the following works at a total outlay of £27.725.

of which some £17,820 will be expended in

labour : — Diversion of Tunstall sewage to

Burslem system (Scotia • road) ; diversion of

Pittshill se"wer, Victoria-road. Tunstall; widen-

ing of High-lane, Burslem (Tellwright's land):

new road (Federation-road), Burslem; levelling

tip, Porthill-road, Burslem; paving and storm-

sewers, Waterloo- road, Wedgwood - street, and

Scotia - road. Burslem : storm - w ater drainage

scheme, Park district, Burslem; reconstruc-

tion of sewer. Back Sytch, Burslem ; removal of

spoil-heap, electricity-works. Hanley ;
widening

and storm-sewers, Trenthani-road, Stoke; new
park. Cemetery road. Fenton ; diversion of

Stone-road by Florence Colliery, Longton ;
and

irrigntinn work at I.ongton Sewage Farm.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ALLEGED FAULTY DAMPCOURSE.—Albert

WarJdington, a builder, was suninifined at Shef-
field on Tuesday for failing to have a proper
dampcourse in houses which he was erecting
in Firth Park. Mr. J. Adams, who prosecuted
on behalf of the corporation, said it was most
important from the public point of view that
the dampcourse should be durable and im-
pervious to moisture, because the presence of
damp in a wall caused all sorts of ailmenis.
particularly rheumatism. Tlie dampcourse in

this case was too thin, and not suthciently
pliable to resist wear.—Mr. Joseph Hirst, archi-
tect to the Hull Corporation, and Mr. G.
Willows, architect to the Derbyshire Education
Committee, gave evidence for the prosecution.

—

The magistrates dismissed the summons on the
ground that they were not satisfied that the
dampcourse was not impervious to moisture, and
therefore not in accordance with the by laws.

The urban district council of Wellingborough
have appointed Mr. R. Stevenson, of Henshaw,
to the post of surveyor.

The Architects' Benevolent Institution has
received £1,000 as a bequest from the late
Mrs. Rosa Cates, of 12, York-terrace, Regent's
Park, N.W., widow of Mr. Arthur Cates.

Mr. A. H. Brain, who for seven years has
been sanitary inspector and deputy surveyor
to the Kingswood Urban District Council, has
been appointed surveyor of the Hursley Rural
District Council, out of 263 applicants.

The corporation of Leicester have agreed to
carry out, under the direction of their borough
.surveyor, Mr. E. George Mawbey, a tributary
sewerage scheme at an estimated cost of £3.097,
the provision of storm-water drainage at £2.174.
and the construction of a storm-water culvert
at £1.200.

A lecture on the history and architecture of
the Church of St. Bartholomew - the - Great,
Smithfield, will be given on Saturdav, Oct. 24,
and repeated on Saturday, Oct. 31, at 2.30 p.m.
A collection will be made for the restoration
fund. The opening ceremony of the new choir
vestry, built at the charge of Mr. G. Duck-
worth Atkin, on the' ancient walls of the south
chapel, has been postponed owing to the war.

A new mission church at Poulner. near Ring-
wood, was opened last week. It is dedicated
lo St. John the Baptist, and was designed by
Mr. H. H. Griffiths, of Burley, Hants. It is
built of red brick, relieved with cement piers,
the roof being covered with old tiles, and with a
shingled bell-turret. It is provided with chairs
and benches to accommodate 120 worshippers,
and was built by Mr. W. A. Alexander, of
Eingwood.

Representatives of the British Board of Trade
have been conferring at Ottawa with the
Dominion Minister of Trade and Commerce in
regard to the supply from Canada of pit-props,
which have hitherto been imported from Russia
and Norway. It has been ascertained that there
is an abundance of suitable timber; but prices
are higher than those previously paid, and
the representatives of the Board of Trade have
now gone to Newfoundland.

It was reported at the meeting of the Essex
County Council on Tuesday that the Road
Board had undertaken that if approved
schemes cf road-improvement were put m hand
in consequence of an intimation from the Local
Government Board that relief works were
required in particular districts on account of
unemployment caused by the war, the Road
Board would provide the whole of the money
for the carrying out of these. It was mentioned
that the county surveyor had prepared road
^hemes involving an estimated expenditure of
£22.300, one of these being the widening of the
Epping new-road.

At the instance of the Local Government
Board, an inquiry was conducted at Dunferm-
line on Friday, before Mr. J. C. Pitman, advo-
cate, Edinburgh, with reference to the applica-
tion by the town council for a Provisional Order
for the improvement of the existing water-
works, and for the construction of additional
waterworks, principally for the supply of the
Rosyth area. The inquiry was in connection
with the corporation's application for an Order
to empower them to put in force the powers
of the Land Clauses Acts with respect to the
purchase and taking of land otherwise than by
agreement for the construction of the works,
the estimated cost of which is £75.000. It was
intimated that, with two exceptions, agreement
had been arrived at with the landowners
interested.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

ATHERSTONE W.\TER SUPPLY SCHEME
—At a meeting of Atherstone Rural District
Council on Tuesday it was decided to adopt a
scheme prepared by Dr. Lapworth, consulting
engineer, in conjunction with Mr. 11. J. Coleby,
the council's engineer, for supplying tlie whole
of the district with water from the new boring
at Warton. Testing operations had proved the
daily yield of the well to be 240.000 gallons, or
about 90.000 gallons in excess of the require-
ments of the district. The total estimatcil cost
of the scheme is £18,158.

GLASGOW'S WATER SUPPLY.-A special
meeting of Glasgow Corporation has been held
to consider and discuss the minutes of the water
committee. In consequence of the defeat of
the water scheme in connection with Loch Voil
and Loch Doine. the committee have been con-
sidering alternative sources of supply, and came
forward with a recommendation that a scheme
for drawing a supply from the River Turk, where
it joins Loch Vennacher, be proceeded with.
This would enable an additional daily supply to
be secured of 15.000.000 gallons, the vvater being
conveyed to Loch Katrine by means of pipes.
It is calculated that this addition, along with
the Loch Arklet extension, will suffice for the
growing needs of the city for a period of thirty
years. After discussion in camera lasting over
two hours, votes were taken, and the recom-
mendation in favour of proceeding with the
River Turk scheme, and deferring the scheme
in connection with Loch Voil, was agreed to by a
majority.

«4»- .

On Monday the Ruthin Guardians fiiially dis-

posed of the question of erecting a new work
house infirmary, the chairman signing a contract
with Messrs. George Cash and Co., Capenhiirst,
for £4.427. being the lowest tender sent in. The
work will be put in hand at once.

Mr. William Lawrie, of Langgarth, Causeway-
head, assistant road surveyor in the central
district of Stirlingshire, has been appointed
interim road surveyor to the Perthshire Western
District Committee, in the place of Mr. W. L.
Gibson, who has rejoined the Scottish Horse as
a lieutenant.

The rivers committee of the Manchester Cor-
poration received reports on Monday that the
work of constructing the new main sewer is pro-
gressing satisfactorily. The project will involve
an outlay of a million pounds, and will require
several years for its accomplishment. So far the
contractors have kept up to time with their
portions of the task.

The consideration of the important scheme of
improvement of the mineral-water bathing
establishment of the city of Bath, devised by
Mr. A. J. Taylor, M.S. A., of New Bond-street,
Bath, the architect to the baths committee,
which we fully described on p. 428 last week,
came again yesterday before the Bath City
Council, but was further adjourned.

The pictures purchased for presentation to the
Tate Gallery with the fund resulting from the
second national loan exhibition are on view at
the exhibition of the International Society at
the Grosvenor Gallery. The works include Mr.
Charles Shannon's portrait of Mrs. Patrick
Campbell, Mr. Lavery's portrait of Ann.v
Pavlova in "La Mort du Cygne," Mr. W.
Orpen's "Angler." and a bronze statuette group
by Charles Ricketts.

Mr. C. H. lies, F.S.I., on behalf of the Local
Government Board, held on Friday an inquiry at
Harraton, Co. Durham, into an application
made by the Chester le-Street Rural District
Council for permission to borrow £26,250 for
erecting one hundred houses. It was stated that
there are 133 houses in the parish that had been
condemned, but could not be closed owing to
the fact that there were no other houses into
which the people could go. The houses will each
contain three bedrooms, kitchen, scullery, and
bathroom, with garden. There was no
opposition.

Mr. James Hall, a well-known historian of
Nantwich. and a prominent member of Chester
and North Wales Archseological and Historic
Society, died at his residence, 24, Brighton-
terrace, Saughall-road, Chester, on Tuesday.
He had been ill for about eight months. Mr.
Hall was the author of several histories, the
most notable being his history of Nantwich. He
edited for the Lancashire and Cheshire Record
Society a history of the civil wars in Cheshire.
He read many papers before the Chester
Archieolcgical Society, one of which was a
treatise on the city charters, which he trans-
lated and put in good order.

(Bm O^lce fabk.

But few Continental artists are repre-
sented at the Autumn Exhibition at the
Walker Art Ciallery, Liverpool, formally
opened on Saturday by the Lord Mayor of
tliat city, and the iiuniber of works lias

been reduced from the average 4.000 to some
3,000 -even now more than the average
visitor can examine in comfort in a single
visit. But the collection brought together
is a strong one. 'I'he portraits iiielude Sir
Luke Fildes's study of King George (recently
purchased by the corporation of Liverpool for
their town-hall). Lander's Sir .John French,
Joliii Lavery's Earl of Derby, and Orpen's
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Liverpool.
The Cliantrey Trustees' loan of Cadogaii
Cowper's clever group of scarlet - robed
cardinals—"Lucretia Borgia Reigns in the
Vatican," Arthur Hacker's "Portrait of My
Mother" and liis early "Syrinx"; Lavery's
"In Morocco," Alining Bell's "Marriage at
Cana," and landscapes by David Murray,
Joseph Farquharsoii, John Lochhead, Leslie
Thomson, Archibald Kay, and James
Paterson are among the notable works. The
water-colours include some good examples of

the art of Sir Frank Short, D. Y. Cameron,
A. K. Brown, and C. J. Lander.

The Hon. Gerald W. Lascelles, who, since
February, 1880, has occupied the position of

deputy-surveyor of the New Forest, has just

retired from service. Mr. Lascelles's duties
have included the local charge and manage-
ment of the plantations and woodlands and
open forest, and the sales of timber. He
also advised the Crown authorities as to the
letting of the Crown freehold property within
the Forest, and was Steward of the Alaiior of

Lyiidhurst, deputy-surveyor of Alice Holt
Forest. Bere W'oods, Parkhurst Woods, and
the ^A'oolmer Estate. During his long term
of office Mr. Lascelles has done much to
preserve the amenities of the Forest. He is a

keen student of natural history, and whilst
using every effort to preserve the game in the
Forest, paid particular attention to the pre-

servation of the rarer species of birds and
animals which are found in its haunts. He
was always appreciative of the rights and
privileges of the commoners, which mean
much to the poorer ones. Mr. Lascelles is

succeeded by Mr. V. F. Leese, formerly
deputy-surveyor of the Forest of Dean, a son
of the late Sir Joseph Leese, at one time
M.P. for Accrington.

M. Henri .Jadart, the keeper of the library

and museum at Rlieims, writes tliat the losses

by fire at the cathedral include the roof-

timbers and leaden covering and the famous
carillon. He adds: "The upper galleries

are still standing, and the arcades of the
south transept. The scaffolding that was rest-

ing against the north-west tower from the
ground up to the King's Gallery acted as a
furnace. It damaged the base of tlio tower
and irreparably destroyed several of the

wonderful statues on the gate of the Saints
of Rheims— St. Remi. St. Thierry, and
others, including the effigies of angels. On
the other side the head has fallen from the
statue of the Queen of Sheba. The whole
sight is pitiable." Huge placards have been
posted up in Berlin showing the burning
of Rheims and the ruins of the Cathedral.
The pictures bear the following inscription :

"The above shows how the French are

setting fire to their towns and destroying
their monuments."

The British Museum authorities have pre-

sented to each of twenty provincial museums
a very fine series of Northfleet flints handed
over to them for distribution by the Associa-
tion of Portland Cement Manufacturers,
Ltd., also specimens from the collection

recently bequeathed by Mr. Richard Jones,
of Welling, Kent. In both cases it has been
stipulated that the British Museum should
have first choice, and more than twenty other
museums will benefit by distribution, the
parcels being as far as possible of equal
interest and value. The Northfleet flints

were found in a chalky deposit identified as

Coombe Rock, associated with the recognised
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mammoth fauna, on a level corresponding to

the middle, or 50ft. terrace, of the Thames.
The industry is assigned on various grounds
to the period of Le Moustier (earliest stages

of the Palteolithic Cave-period).

Under the auspices of the Manchester
Society of Architects, a special course of

lectures on " Specifications, and the .^iisthetic

Properties of Building Materials," is being

given at the School of Technology, Man-
chester by J. Theo. Halliday, A.R.I.B.A.,

during the session, on Thursdays, from 6.15

to 7.15 p.m. The lectures, the first of which
was delivered last week, will deal with the

use and properties of building materials,

with special respect to the part they play in

architectural design. They also deal with

the ground covered by the papers on
specifications and materials in the Final and
Intermediate E.xaminations of the R,I.B.A.,

and with the conduct a]id supervision of

building works. The lectures are illustrated

by lantern-slides, photographs, aiid working
drawings, and numerous specimens of build-

ing materials, with special reference to those

obtainable in the locality of Manchester.

Ta.xation is the corollary of war ex-

penditure. Therefore, we must expect in the

jiext and following years a considerable in-

crease in the Income-tax. This being so, it

behoves everyone to see that he does not pay
too much, and to take every precaution to

secure to himself all the advantages by way
of exemption and abatement that the law
permits. It so frequently happens that in-

dividuals have not time to do this, or put
it off till too late, or are not aware or alive

to the claims they are entitled to make in

reduction of the amount fixed by the assessor,

that assistance outside themselves becomes
necessary. We notice in our advertising

columns that such assistance is offered at a

low subscription by the Income-tax Pro-
tection and Relief Association, of 7, Staple
Inn, London. This seems to be a society

capably worked under the hands of a secre-

tary skilled in manipulating i-eturns, who will

put in proper form the return and accounts
required, and who will conduct appeals
against the arbitrary assessment that results

from accounts that are not satisfactory to

the Inland Revenue authorities.

In his annual report for 1913 of the state

of public health in the seventeen sanitary
districts into which Carnarvonshire is divided.

Dr. E. LI. Parry Edwards (medical officer of

health) points out that the housing problem
in the county demands very serious attention.

At the end of the year there were about 626
workmen's dwellings vacant, of which one-
half were in the urban district of Bethesda,
and 645 houses were reported as unfit for
human habitation. There is a general
dearth of workmen's dwellings in the county,
with the exception of the district mentioned,
and the Ogwen, Bangor, and Geirionydd
districts. The wages earned by the average
artisan are not sufficient to enable them to
pay a rent at which new sanitary houses can
be put up, and, therefore, the majority of
the district councils endeavour to improve
existing dwellings.

A useful work on "Modern Tujinelling,"
with special reference to mine and water-
supply tunnels, by llavid W. Brnnton and
John A. Davis, is published at New York
by .John Wiley and Sons, and in this country
by Messrs. Chapman and Hall, Ltd., at 15s.
net. There are few books on the subject,
and little in them in the way of comment or
criticism. The authors have had the
advantage of official informatioji to which
British engineers have no access, and have
availed themselves to good purpose of other
sources of knowledge.

Inspection, duplication of inspection, and
conflict of inspection have so harried the
progress of building in New York that some
measures to abate these conditions have been
imperative. The Real Estate Board of New
York, carrying out its policy of active co-
operation in desirable public measures, has
appointed a committee of seventeen members,
on which each of the five boroughs is repre-
sented, to work with the State Factory In-

vestigating Commission in its proposed
scheme to simplify building inspection in New
Y'ork city. Mr. Marcus M. Marks, borough
president, will act as chairman of this com-
mittee.

The "Indian Forester" describes an ex-
periment in colouring artificially the wood of

trees while in a growing state. By running
a system of boreholes right through tjie

trunk, stopping one end with cork, and in-

troducing a dye, the tree may, it is asserted,
be made to absorb the colouring matter.
Thus the aniline dyes of malachite green and
methylene blue coloured birch evenly, and
eosin veined the wood with red. As the darker
shades in wood have a higher value than the
lighter, it is considered possible that by im-
pregnating, for instance, a tannin-free wood
like birch or maple with a tannin solution
during growth, it would later be easy to give
these woods a rich dark tint similar to that
of the oak, which is rich in tannin, by means
of treating it with ammonia under pressure.•
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
Friday (To-day).—Junior Institution of Engineers.

"The Barrier of Ignorance," bv W. P.
Durtnall. 39, Victoria - street, S.W.
8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " The Orders of Architecture,"
by Professor Charles Gourlav, B.Sc,
A.E.I.B.A. 8 i).m.

Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museum Lectures, liy

Banister F. Fletcher, F.R.I. B.A., "A
Typical Mediaeval Cathedi-al." 5 p.m.

Tdesday. — Hugh Myddelton Evening Commercial
Institute, St. John's Walk, Clerkeuwell
Green. " Salesmanship and Adver-
tising," No. 1, b.y A. C. G. Green.
7 p.m.

Wedsesday.—St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society. "Wing
Church, Bucks," by G. .1. B.'Fox. St.

Paul's Chapter-House. 8 p.m.
Manchester Society of Architects.

Presidential Address by F. B. Dunker-
ley, F.R.I.B.A. 6.30 p.'m.

Thursday. — British Museimi Lectures on Ancient
Architecture by Banister F. Fletcher,
P.R.I. B.A. ,

" Egyptian Temples."
4.30 p.m.

Friday (Oct. 16).—Junior Institution of Engineers.
"'l?he Latest in Home Lighting," by
Walter T. Dunn. 39, Victoria-street,
S.W. Sii.m.

Part 1. (Topographical) is issued of the Guide
to the Reports on Collections of Manuscripts in

Great Britain and Ireland, issued by the Koyal
Commission for Historical Manuscripts.

Mr. W. 0. E. Meade-King, an inspector under
the Local Government Board, held an inquiry
at Exeter on Monday into an application by the
city council for sanction to borrow 4:4.100 for
widening and improving Haven-road and Water-
lane.

The Goldsmid Entrance Scholarship (Uni-
versity College, London), tenable in the Faculty
of Engineering, of the value of HQO, lias been
awarded to Mr. John Sinclair Fraser, of Dulwich
College. Mr. Patrick Alexander Curlett was
placed proximc accessit.

The Holborn Borough Coinicil is applyiiif^ to

the London County Council for sanction to a

loan of £15,568 for the purpose of satisfying the
arbitrator's award in respect of the acquisition
of property required for an improvement
scheme in Parker-street.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board received at

their meeting on Friday a letter from the Local
Government Board approving plans relating to
the extension of Tooting Bee Asylum, and
authorising the extension thereof, and the
borrowing of £171,500 therefor.

Mr. Frederick Dare Clapham, of the firm of

Clapham and >Symonds - Jenne, Southampton-
street, Bloomsbury, architects, and 4, The
Avenue, Beckenham, formerly of Eltham, who
lost his life on July 17 by a motor-car accident,

aged forty-one years, left personalty amounting
to £2,811.

The West St. Giles's Parish Church, Edin-
burgh, was reopened on Sunday after having
been closed for two months to allow renovation
and improvement to be carried out. About
£l.(W) li.as been spent, and amongst the im-
provonipnts carried out there has been the
installation of electricity in place of the old
gas illuminant. A vestry has been built, and
the pipe organ ha.s been completed. The
interior has been cleaned and repainted, and the
fittings revarnished.

Iratre ^etos.

WAGES MO'STEMENTS.
CONTINUED DECREASE IN UNEMPLOV

MENT.—In the trades compulsorily insurt-il

against unemployment—viz , building, works of
construction, engineering. shipViuildiiiE:, vehicle
making, etc.—the Board of Trade announces
that the percentage of unemployment in the
United Kingdom on October 2 was 5.1 as com-
pared with 5.4 a week ago and 6.3 a month ago.

LIVERPOOL CATHEDRAL.—The masons of
the Society of Operative Stonemasons working
on the new cathedral at Liverpool liave sent
a memorial to the clerk of works offering, in

the event of its becoming necessary to curtail
e.vpenses on the new cathedral through the
present crisis, to work shorter hours rather
tlian there should be either a closing down of

the job or a discharging of any workmen. The
executive committee, after careful consideration,
have accordingly resolved to reduce the rate of

expenditure on the building, it being understooil
that this reduction will not involve the dis-

missal of any men, but a reduction of tlie

working hours as suggested.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
A. G. Bond and C. Batley, architects and sur-

veyors, at Gower-street, W.C., under the style

of Bond and Batley, has been dissolved.

Duart Castle, N.B., which is being restored
from a ruined state, from plans by Sir J. 3.

Burnet, R.S.A., will be formally occupied by
the owner. Sir Fitzroy D. MacLean, Bart., on
January 12 next—New Y'ear's Day, Old Style.

It is expected that the escalators between the
Metropolitan and " Bakerloo " stations at Baker-
street Station will be opened for public traffic

on Thursday in next week. This will bring the
total number of escalators in use at London
railway-stations to sixteen.

The death took place, at his residence. South-
terrace, Sowerby, Thirsk, on Friday, of Mr.
Christopher Kitcheman Manfield, at the age of

seventy-sis. He rose from humble circum-

stances to be a prosperous builder, and took a

prominent part in developing the district.

At the City Guildhall on Friday the first

meeting was held by the Central (Unemployed)
Body for London since the recess. Various
schemes of work were submitted for the

approval of the Local Government Board, to

cost in all £195.500, and to provide 7,665 men
with employment for twenty weeks.

The foundation-stone of the new administra-

tive block of the Exeter Isolation Hospital at

Whipton was laid by the Mayor of Exeter (Mr.

W. Kendall King) on Thursday in last week.
The total cost of the isolation hospital was
£16,000, and this additional block will involve

an expenditure of £2,700. The builder is Mr.

Mudge, of Exeter.

A Pittsburg despatch says that the British

Government is arranging for the purchase of

100,000 tons of steel sheets, roushlv estimated

to cost between £800.000 and £1,200,000. The
sheets are required for housing the troops in

the field. The metal is being constructed in

sections, so that the huts can be taien down
and removed and quickly re-erected.

The funeral of Mr. Thomas Griffiths, chief

engineer of the Cranbrook and District Water
Company, who died from heart-failure, at the

age of thirty-eight, took place at Cranbrook
Cemetery on Wednesday week, the service being

attended bv most of the directors and the whole

of the company's staff. Mr. Griffiths had held

his appointment for nearly seventeen years.

The United Arts Rifles, which now ntimber

1.113 men, are to have the galleries of the Royal

Academy in Piccadilly for general headquarters.

The regimental headquarters will remain at the

Earl's Court Exhibition. The gilleries of the

Royal Academy were offered to the War Office,

and the General Officer commanding the London
district has agreed that they shall be utilised

for the accommodation of the United Arts

Rifles.

Mr. Bradley, the recently-appointed borough

surveyor of Bridlington, is on duty with the

Territorial Army. He was elected to succeed

Mr. E. R. Matthews, who has accepted the pro-

fessorship of municipal engineering in the

University of London; but, owing to the out-

break of war, Mr. Bradley, who is a Territorial

major, has been unable io take up his duties.

The corporation have granted him leave of

absence until such time as he may be able to

take up his duties at Bridlington.
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LATEST PRICES.

X.B.—AU prices must be regarded as

rneiely approximate for the present, as our
nsual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

'.jnite unreliable.

IBON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Dolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to £7 12 6
Wrougbt-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,. 750
Stf el Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Boand, or
Sqnare 2-2 „

Do.. Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Sredshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, <S:c., £8 15s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £11 to £15 IDs. per ton.

Galvanised Cormgated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 23 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclnsive Per ton. Per ton.
gange £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 11

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9 3 9/9 10/3 11- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-Iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8

JJolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,. 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G
£10 10s. £10 158. £1103. £U58. £11 15s. per ton;

Cast-iron Socket Pines-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0.. 650
7in. to 21in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition. 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints, 53. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 10s. Od. to 117s. 6d,
Hot Blast, ditto 703. Oi. „ 753. Od.

Wrcnght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (pins 2i per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes V5 p.c.

Water-Tubes Tli
Steam-Tabes 67*

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 61i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55

OTHER METAI.3.

Bpelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 9

Lead Water Pipe, Town 24 10 „ —
,, ,, „ Country 25 5 0,, —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25 10 0., —
Country 26 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 26 10 0„ —
,, ,, ,, ,, Country 27 5 ,,

—
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
ontside Town 29 „ —

Country 29 15 „ —
CoDDp^Eition Gas-Pipe, Town .. 27 10 „ —

Country 28 5 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe 'npto4*in) Town 27 10 0,, —

„ Country 23 5 „ —
fOver 4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead. Common Brands 17 17 6., 18 12 6
Lead Shot, in iSlb. bags 34 35 .,

—
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 75 ., 75 10
Copper, Britist Cake and Ingot 64 „ 65
Tin. English Ingots 163 „ 164
Do., Bars 146 „ 146 10
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 22 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 24 „ —

Country 24 15 „ —
Gennine White Lead '31 15 0,. —
Refined Red Lead 32 0,, —
Sheet Zinc Price on inquiry.
Old Lead, against account 17 ,,

—
Tin per cwt. 8 10 „ —
Cot nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 ,,

—
' For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ 8. d. per 1,030 of
20 X 10 ... 12 12 6 1.200 at r. stn.

8 ... 6 12 8
10 ...13 2 6
12 ... 13 17 6
10... 13
12. . 13 15
8... 7 5

Blue Fortmadoc

Blue Bangor

First qnality

Eureka anfading

Permanent Green"

16 ,

20
,

20
,

20
,

20
,

16
,

' 20
,

, 20
,

18
,

. 16
,

20
,

18 ,

16
,

10 ... 15 17
13 ... 18 7

13 5
10 5
11 13
9 13
6 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks. . £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in

,, „ Criver.

delivered
at riy. stn.

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Red Wire Cats 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Buabon Facing ...5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshure 3 15

Ditto Ballnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2|in. Best Bed Ac-1
crington Plastic [ 4 10
Facing Bricks

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in London

S'/s" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £2 10

3' V ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 3 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer .\rch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3'/s" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
S'V ditto ditto through and through 2
3' o" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Jambs; Octa-
gons ; ii" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 coarse deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course „ 3

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 coarse deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto ii" ditto ditto ditto ... 18

ditto ii" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

ditto 4V' ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
ditto 9' ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11

ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 9
ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HABD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, end Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

11 17 6

20 17 6 24 6 17 17 6

17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

26 7 6 18 17 6

26 17 6 19 17 6

24 77 6 17 7 6

Second
Colours

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6
Hetiders—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17
Quoins, Ballnose, and 4Sin. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6
Bplays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

5d. each 43. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Ballnose, Round Ends, Ballnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 6d. each
Rounded Internal Angles-

Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICKS.

stretchers and Headers-

Si. each 6d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each Sd. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers ,„.. _ £2217 6
Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks
j

Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above

[

exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsand colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4jin.

Is. 2d. each I by2jin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* These prices are carriage paid in fall truck loads
to Loudon Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand - 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

8. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered
Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 273. Od. per ton at

railway station.

STONE.*

Red Mansfield , Uj blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto .. 3 3
Red Corsehlll, ditto „ 2 2

CIosebumBedFreestone,ditto „ 2

Ancaster, ditto .. 1 10

Greenshill, ditto .. 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in trtmk at
Nine Elms) „ 1104

Hard York, ditto „ 2

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot snp. 8 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random Bizee .. 13

' All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

19*

1 1

1

Portland Stone, in random blocke of 20(t. average :—
Delivered on road waggons

)
Brown White

at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Kims Depot, or ( Per foot cnbe.
Pimlico Wharf .' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4*

TILES.
8.

Plain red roofing tiles 43
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Ferfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's) . 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3

^^
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Bede or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartsbill " brand plain tiles.

sand-faced CO
Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto SO
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed.English pale,per tun £28 15 to

d. Dlvrdatt.
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000 .,

6
per doz.

6 per 1000 .,

per doz. ,,

per 1000 „
6
10^ per doz. ,,

a ..

per lOOO ..

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

per 1009
6

per doz.
6

35
17
30

Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritiua
Palm, Lagos
Ditto, Nut Kernel „
Oleine
Sperm
Lubricating, U.S per gal
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel
Linseed Gil _ per gal.

Baltic oil

Turpentine ,,

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil per cwt. ID ,.

Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 10 „

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.

Fourths 2jd. ... 4d. ... 4Ad.

Thirds 3id. ... 4id. ... 5d.

Fluted Sheet 4d. ... 5d. ... —
Hartley's English Boiled Jin. 'han.
Plate 2*d. ... 3d.

White.
Figured Boiled and Reponsslne... 3ld.

26 15
29
39 10
21
46
42 10
42 10
32 5

5

7

1 6
19
2
2 10
2 10

£29 5 n
27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31 (I

8
6

1 10
1

3'2oz.

... 5W.

... 6»d.

iin.
... 3»d.

Tinted.
Sid.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, tor Beats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 1 1
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra tale Paper 13
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Bmeb Poliab 10

In connection with the conferences held some
months ago at Whitehall upon the subject of

arterial roads in Greater London, the Local

Government Board is now arranging to visit

the areas affected by the various proposals made
by the London traflic branch of the Board of

Trade, and to discuss the schemes on the spot

s'iih representatives of the local authorities.

Mr. W. M. Cross. M.Inst.CE.. has held an

inquirv on behalf of the Local Government
Board into an application by the Staines Unral

District Council for sanction to borrow f29.056

for the purpose of the scheme for the sewage
disposal of the parish of Harlington. inrUnhng

the execution of works in Kast Bedfoiit. »ilh

Halton. The surveyor, Mr. G. C. Manning, gave

details as to the scheme, which provides for

5,870 houses.
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TRADE NOTES.
Under the rlirection of Messrs. J. Gillespie

anri Scott, architects, 4. Queen - street. St.

Andrews, Boyle's latest patent "air-pnmp"
ventilators have been applied to Preston School,

Markinch.
«»

CHIPS.
At Hastings and St. Leonards tenders have

been accepted for the new i!17,000 handstand
and promenade-extension scheme, and it is ex-

pected that tlie work will bestarled shortly.

An oak reredos anil side panelling were dedi-

cated last Tnesday at St. Andrew's Church,
Storkwell Green. The work has been carried
out by Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, eccle-

siastical art workers, of Exeter.

The Carnegie Trustees having offered to give
iE15,000 to cover the cost of building, the
Nottingham Corporation decided on Monday to
proceed with the erection of four jiew branch
libraries and reading-rooms in the districts of

Bulwell, Basford, the Meadows, and Carringfon.

The corporation of Penzance is applying to
the Local Government Board for sanction to
borrow i.'5.385 for the erection of twenty-two
w-orkmen's dwellings on the Weeths Field. The
houses will be semidetached, built of concrete
in situ, finished with stucco, and roofed with
red tiles.

Bishop Ormsby dedicated on Tuesday several
gifts which have been made recently to the
Church of St. Michael and All Angels, Ford.
Northumberland. They include a two-manual
organ, choir-stalls, a litany desk, and east
window, gi\'en by Lord Joicey as memorials of
the late Lady Joicey.

The National Transcontinental Railway and
I he Ontario section of the Canadian Nortlitrn
Railway are now finished.' The only link in the
National Transcontinental not yet completed is

the Quebec Bridge. This will not be ready for
several years, but a ferry can be onerr.;cd
across the St. La\%rence.

Mr. J. W. Wilson. School of Practical
Engineering, Crystal Palace, writes: "I should
be glad it those old students of this School who
are serving their King and Country would
infcrm me of their present positions, so that
their names may bo "added to those past and
present students of whom we already "know."

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

TO—
WTff.

HardAvoods,
OLIVER <fe SONS, Ltd.,

120 Bunhill Row London E.G.

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addi'esses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of tlie accepted tender; it adds to the value of the
information.
Aberdken. — For provision of roofs to the new

sheds at Waterloo Quav, for the Harbour }foard :
—

Fleming and Co., Glasgow ... i'l,lC6
(Accepted.)

Aberdeen.—For alteration at Kiog-slreet Barracks
in coDQeetion witll the new tramway ottices in the
front portion of the buildings, for the corporation.
Tenders recomuiended for acceptance :—

Masons :
—

Main and Son i'si7 o
Carpenters; —

Hendry and Keith 2tJ0

Painters:—
Wbyte and Forrest 193 17 6

Plasterer: —
Masson, W 18.5 11 SI

Ironwcrk :
—

Brjdon and Middletcn, Glasgow 111 IS 1

Plumber:—
M'Robb, A 2C U

Uest of Aberdeen,

ALVECHunrH—For the construction of about .53ti

lineal jards of tjin. diameter stonewaie pipe sewerp.
at .Mvechurcli, for the Pronisetove Itui-al Distiict
Council. Mr. H. Qreen, M.I.C.E., 37, Watt rloo- street,
^Birmingham, engineer :

—

Law. G., KiddermiDster £179
White. .7.. Jan., Handsworth ,,. -ISi H 4

Thorre. \V., Hollywood ll:! 12 lu
Tilt Bros.. Bromsgrove av) II i
Childsand Withers, 'Willenball,.. 34 J 18 1

Martin & Element, Smethwick' 333 10 10
"* Accepted.

Andover.—For channelling and kerbing in 'Wtj'hill
ani .Tunciion-roads. for the corporation :

—
Bourne and Jenkinson i'-iOO 13

Resouimended for acceptance.

Bahht.—For ereclioa of a training college at
Barry:—

Rendell, H. S., and Sons, about f3,0(X) u u
(Accjptect.J

BioGLESw.inE.—For the erection of 27 cottages at
Beeston and St. Neots-road, Sandy, Beds., for the
rural district coancil :

—

14 Cottages, BeestoD.
Haynes. W £1,732
Allen, M..T 3,(1.5.5 12
Dawes and Bowler 3,560
Hickman and Sons 3,549
Foster and Co 3,273 12 10
Cope, H., Sandy 3,225
Drever and Son. Ltd 3,221 8 9
Bailey and Son, Ltd 3,12J
Wright, C, Langford (accepted) 3,113

13 Cottages. St. Neots-road.
Haynes, W 3,388
Allen, M. J 3.:lS3 3
Hickman and Sons 3.295
Dawes and Bowler 3.113 U
Foster and Co 3,014 10
BaileyandSon, Ltd 2,991 8
DreverandSon, Ltd 2,9.55 3 4
Cope. H. (accepted! 2,922
Wright. C 2,891

Crovdon.—For the erection of a school for 720
children for the education committee. Mr. H.
Carter Pegs. F. II.LB. A,, Westminster and Tliornton
Heatli, arcliitect :—

Hawkins, H ,& Co., r.ermondsey£21,600
Peppiatt. H., and Cooper, 101,
High Holborn, EC 13,000

Longley, J., and Co., Crawley ... 12,489
Smith, W.,&Sons,Ltd.,Cro5don 12,274
Thomas & Edge, Woolwich. S.E. 12,230
Akers, W., and Co., Ltd , South
Norwood, S.E 12,222

Mussellwhite A- Son, Basingstoke 12,100
Everitt, G. E., and Sons, Ltd..
Croydon 11,897

Smith, J.,* Sons, Ltd., Norwood 11,790
Saunders. E. ,J.. Croydon 11,.374

Grace and Marsh, Croydon ... 11.197
Elliman, ,1., BeekODham, Kent ... 10.997
uoxhead. .T. F., Leytonstone ... 10,991 11

Higgs, F., *H. F.. Heme Hill'... 10,930
* Accepted.

D.\RTON AND Haigh.—For laying water mains, for
Darton Urban District Council. Mr. S. W^ilkinson,
Darton. Barnsley, engineer and surveyor, t^uantities
by S. Wilkinson :

—

Hyslop, A. and F., Manchester ... ±'617 4
PuUar, H. C. Kirbymoorside ... 450 12
Holmes. P. H.. Wakefield ... 448 12 7

Kaye Brothers, Huddersfield ... 429 3
Mellor, J,. Barnsley 42(5

Walling, J.. Bourne, Lines ... 418 9 G
Morley. W.. and Son, Keigblev... 415 1 4

KenOall. W. J., and Co., Leeds ... 388 5 11

Ruckledge. M., Barnsley* ... 300 4 3
'Accepted.

Deptford. S.E.—For the ore:tion of the propjsed
slipper biths for the north-west ward, Ilderton-road,
for the borough council :

—

Holloway, H. L., Deptford, S.E. £-2,908

Leng, T. D., Deptford, S E. ... 2,76(i

Bovis, Ltd., Upper Berketey-
street, W 2,531

Lenn, Thornton, and Co.,
Chelsea, S.W 2,516 10

Barton, W.S., and Co.. Chancery-
lane. W.C* 2,413 10

* RecDrnmenoed for a2cep'.ance.

EniNBURr.H.—For the provision of three motor
lire-eogines fitted with plunger type of puinps, for the
town council :

—
Merryweather and Co. (accepted) i'3.279

Garthorpe.—For building a bridge over the ford
at Garthorpe, for the Melton Mowbrjy Ruril
District Council :—

Denman and Newham, Milton
Mowbray (accepted) i240

Hinckley.—For supply of hydrants and valves, for
the rural district council :—

Waltei-, G., and Sons, Stroud ... £255 16 4

Ham, Baker, i- Co., Biru'iinghau:i 251 12 5

Stone and Co., London 212 3 6
Gtenfield and Kennedy, Kil-
marnock 236 9 6

Bird and Co., London 213 9 6
Blakeborough&Sons, Brighou=e 21110
Haiiiiltoa Woods & Co.. Silford* 201 S 9

* Accepted.

Hull.—For lieating and ventilating the Liverpool-
street worksliops extension, tor tlie corporation ;

—
Shetfield Hrightside Foundry and
Engineering Co. laccepted) ... £6.873 2 7

Kenilworth. —For erection of corn stores and
shops at Kenilworth, for Mr, F, Fancott, Mr. C.
Yardley, :>1. Warwick-road, Kenilwortb. and Friars-
road, Coventi\-, architect and survejor :

—
Smith, E, and Son £703
Nixon, E., and Sons 690 U
Laurence, H 679
Lawrence, H. W. (acceptej) ... 630

All of Keailwortli.

KiRKBT.—For cutting the iii%ius in conneition
with tbe water sapiily, for the High Fornesa High-
way Di\'isional Committee :

—
Shnttlewortb. Urswick £178 7

(.\ccepted )

Leadenhall-street, EC.—For the demolition of
Nos. 63 to 68a, Leadeuhall-slreet. and No, 6, Harls-
horn .\lley, for the City CorpDratiDn :—

Goodman, B £395
Cunis, H. A 340
Gude, c. and Son, Ltd 317
Fortescue, N., and Sons, Ltd. ... 298
Wise. F., (accepted) 275

Livi'.BPOoL.—F:.r the supply of pipes required for
the second line between the Llanforda reservoir and
the Oswestry filter-beds, for ihe corporation :

—
Holwell Iron Co.. Ltd., Melton Mowbray,

(Recommended for acceptance )

London. S.E.—For structural and shelving altera-
tions at the Brocklev and Sydenham libi'aries, for
the Lewisham Borough Council, Accepted tenders :

Brockley Librarj' :

—

Coombs, A. W., Forest Hill ... £79 10
Sydenham Library :

—

Coombs, A. W 70

Londonderry.-For the erection of an attendant's
house at Gransba Asylum, for the asylums board :

—
Stewart, R. & J., W^aterside (accepted) £349,

Maidstone.—For repairs to Union-street Council
School, for the borough education committee :

—

Foord, J. R., Maidstone (accepted) £85 10
Lowest tender received,

MAL5IESBURT.—For the erection of a bathroom at
the workhouse, for the gnirdians :

—
Saunders and Sons £255
Tvdeman 240
Hughes and Sons 215 17 6
Pouting, H. E , Malmesbury* ,.. 162 10

•Accepted.

MiTfHAM. — For making -up Boundary-roai,
Mitcham, for the Croydon Rural District Coancil.
Mr. R. M. Chart, F.S.I., surveyor :

—
Manders. W.,and Co.. Leyton ... £798
Free, E.. and Sons, Maidenhead 786
Vewen, E., Croydon 781
Farrow, H.. Brixton 766
Neal, G., Lower Tooting 762
Parry, E., and Co., Putney ... 7.55

Lane. S., Wimbledon 739
Mowlem, .1., & Co., Westminster 7:13

lies, E.. sen,. Croydon' 672
* Accepted.

Newmachar.—For a new hospital to be erected
at Kingseat Asylnm, Newmachar. Mr. A, H, L,
Mackinnon, 245. Union-street, Aberdeen, architect.
.\ccep'ed tenders :— Masons :—

Shirras, J., and Son £3.022
Carpenter :

—
Hall, A 2.369

Plasterer :

—

Moir, R 629 19
Slater :

—
Morrison, F., jun 407 15 6

Painters and Glaziers :
—

Kynoch and Robertson 216 19 3

NoRTHAMPTt;iN.—For works in connection with tbe
secondary school for girls, for the corporation .—

Seaton and Peet £918 19 4

Booth Horrocks, S 818
Lowke, .T. T., and Sons (accepted) 800

Northampton.—For improvements at (a) Cama-
bell-eiinare and (b) Military-road Council schools,
for the corporation ;— A. B.
Cleaver, A. R. and W, (accepted)... £160 ... £98 10

Nuneaton.-For the supply of a steim-roller, for
tbe town council :

—
Green, T., & Son, Ltd., Leeds ... £483

(Accepted.)

Old Shoreham.—For the excavations for and the
construction and completion of a covered service
reservoir in the parish of Old Shoreham, for tlia

Brighton Town Council :—
Bostel Bros., Ltd., Brighton ... £2,386
Bevis, F., Ltd., Porlsmouih ... 2.370
.Saunders Bros.. Brighton ... 2,29i 15
Parsons. ,J., and Sons, Hove ,.. 1,975

Willett, W.. Shoreham 1,970

Stow, G., and Co., High-street,
Newport, Mon. (accepted) ... 1,740

Orsett.—For erection of seven pairs of houses, for
the West ThuiTock Parochial Committee:—

Stark, W. T., Snaresbrook ... £2,036
(.\ccepted.)

Pantyfpynon. — For erection of Rhydymaerdy
Bridee, for the Llandilo Rural District Council :

—
Mercer, G., Llanelly £7,.5O0

Thomas Bros , Pontardawe ... 7,20J

Muirbead A Co., Westminster ... 5,003

Thomas, C, and Co., Llandilo... 4,670

Howells and Son, Llandebie ... 4,463

Davies, J. E., Pantvllvnoa ... 3,693

Thomas, J. S..Pdntyirvnon ... 3,614

Evans, J., Ammanford(aoceptej) 3,490

PoRTisHEAD.—For building a meseroom at Portis-

head Dock, for the Bristol Docks Committee :

Carey, 'W'. E , Portishead (accepted).

R.ATHA.-For the erection of a new workhouie
inhrmary, for the boird of guardians :

—

Cash, George, and Co., Capen-
hurst (aocepteJ) £4,427

(Lowest tender re:eive3.)

Reading.—For alterations to scattered homes ia

Milmeu-road, for the guardians :
—

Philips, O , and Son (accepted) ... £162

Shipley.-For alterations to sewage works, for the
urban district council. Mr. M. Patarson, M.I.C.E.,

and Mr. .1. N. Nicholson, A M.I.C.E., 19, TanfteiJ
Chambers, Bradford, eogineers:—

Keudall, W. and .1., Pudsey ... £1,585 13 7

Ward and Tefey, Swan Arcade 1,4SS 11 3

liojth, M, and Son, Clayton ... 1,2:50

ObiOk, .1. and P. (accepted) ... 1,162 18 8

(Rest of Bradford.)

Valley, Co. Anglesey.—For supply of pifes, f, r

the rural district council:—
Stanton Ironworks Co , Notting-
ham (accepted) £4,773 17 10

Vallict, Co. Anglesey.—For supply of valves and
filtiogs, for the rural district councd :

—
Gientield and Kennedy, Ltd.,
Kilmarnock (accepied) £156 6 3

Wrexh.im.—For forming and turrtng four lawn
tennis courts at the Parciau. Mr. J, EnglanJ,
borough engineer :

—
Strachan and Evans, High-

street, Wrexham (accepted) .,. £104 17 6
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An Economically-run Hot-air Bath.

THE CHURCH OF ST. REMI,
RHEIMS, AND THE GERMAN WAR.

(with ILLUSTRATIONS.)

Most of the French and Belgian famed
buildings damaged during the war, of

course, are more or less familiar to

all of us, and they have often been
illustrated ; lju,t the noble church of

contour of the church generally, but gives
the graceful proiortions of this transept
in juxtaposition with the much earlier

nave and choir surrounded by the apsidal
chajjels.

A few general references to the city and
its catliedral by way of description will

serve to furnish a better idea of the en-
vironments of tliis remarkable riMiiastic

the vandals invested the city early in the
fifth century. After the conquest of Cham-
pagne by t.'lovis, the see of Kheims was
held by St. Remi for seventy-five years

;

an episcopate of such long duration
was only made possible by the fact that
he was consecrated Bishop at the early

age of twenty-two. Clovis, on professing

the Catholic faitli, was baptised by St.

SOUTH VIEW ()! THE ABBEY CIlLTtfU Hi-' SJ'. UE.Ml. KK.V.NCE.— (Shclloil In tin- Cieriii.ins.)

8t. Remi has suffered badly, and iiiir

accompanying iHustratious, therefore, pos-
sess more than a passing interest. Mr. W.
Warman, of Crofton Park, S.E., has l;ten

good enough to lend us his water-colour
study (reproduced in one of our inset

plates), giving the fayade of the south
transept, which he sketched at St. Remi
last year. The fine design of its elevation
is represented with much care and artistic

feeling. Our smaller block, given here-
with, shows the south side of the building
from end to end, and this view affords an
excellent idea not only of the grouping and

church of St. Remi. Its .\bbey buildings

have lung enough ago been utilised for

other purposes than the founders
originally inteniled. Rheims has a dis-

tinguished record, possessing a long
history of its own, for it was already a

flourishing! centre of activity and civilisa-

tion in the days of the Roman In-

vasion, when it developed into a

fully -walled citadel designated Duro-
cortoruni. .Tovinus. its consul, however,
embraced (Christianity a.d. S.'jS, and
naturally many changes took place during
the ensuing fifty years in its economy till

Remi in the Catliedral at Rheims, and
this incident led to others of vaster import-

ance in the liistory of the Monarchy of

France. During the first and secoiul race

of kings, all in turn claimed the right of

being similarly consecrated at Rheims
with the self-same oil which, according to

the legend, a sacred dove brought in the

ampulla for the baptism of Clovis.

Rheims of late years has lost much of

its nld-fashioned character. The con-

struction of its big central new roadways,
dwided on' in order to cope with modern
commercial projects, greatly altered the
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tuwn, o{ course. Viollet le Due spent

years o£ industry in "restoring" the

magnificent Cathedral at Rheinis, where,

no doubt, he did clever work unquestion-

ably, and he had an adroit way of designing
things ; but, all the same, the historic

charm and architectural character of the

structure suffered at his hands.

The internal length of the cathedral

measures 4<36ft., and the height is 122ft.,

these dimensions being very similar to

those of the Cathedral of Notre Dame at

Amiens. Westminster Abbey, much
smaller in scale than either Rheims or

Amiens, was no doubt copied from both of

these French churches, particularly in

the apse of the choir. Chartres nearly

corresponds with the proportions of

Amiens and Rheims. The Archiepiscopal
Talace hard by was commenced by
Guillaume Briconnet in 1498, and Robert
de Lenoncourt completed it about 1-509.

Charles Maurice le Tellier altered the
Palace and rebuilt jiarts of the premises
in 1675. The Salle de Tau was dis-

tinguished by a 1.5th-century chimney-
piece, and this apartment made a very
handsome hall.

The church of St. Remi is situated a

good walk from the Cathedral, but is

readily reached by a tram-ride passing

through Rue de Bourg-S. -Denis and Rue
Gambetta. The original wayside small
chapel of the foundation, where the body
of the saint rested in peace for 600 years,

was rebuilt by Tiplin and Hinemar. Their
work soon gave place to a more worthy
sanctuary which Abbot Airard commenced
in 1005, and this church, the records say,

was to be " a more grandiose and ambitious
construction than any attempted in the

Kingdom of Gaul." Death overtook him.
and frustrated his personal work, which
he left unfinished in 1033. His successor,

Thierry " purposed to accomplish as many
projects as possible for the good of his

monastery, took thought of the recon-

struction of this church," and proceeded
to further destroy what Airard had begun,
and " tore it dow n almost entirely, leaving

only certain foundations, which it seemed
to the architects could be advantageously
used for the new building." The plan he
adopted, according to Anselmi (Itin.

Leonis L\.) "was less pretentious, and this
building bears witness to those who have
seen it. The reconstruction was happilv
begun in the fifth year of his office (1038).

The columns taken from the church began
by Airard were carefully set up, above
them the arches were diligently erected,
and tlie building commenced to take form
beneath the hands of the workmen." The
remains of the older fabric, dwlicated " in
jnore ancient times " by Archbishop
Hineniar were removed, and "a mean,
temporary covering was erected over the
choir of the brothers, that they might
chant the praises of God free from the dis-
turl>ance of the wind and rain. ' Thierry
died in 1041, and Heriniar was ordained
by .\rclibishnp Wido in his ])lace. The
wcirk was [uished on with, and .\nselm
describes in detail the jionip with which
the consecration Ijy Poi)e Leo IX. took
place in 1049. In the days of Burchard a

l)ad fire overtook the monastery. Duke
Ouy renovated it and restored tile church
in IKX). though this building was really

not so seriously damaged as the monks'
house. Pierrede Celles, subsequently Bislioji

of ("hartres, ruled as Abbot from 1162 to

1182. Writing in 1170 about his new-
church of St. Remi. he says :

" Wishing
to build anew the choir of our monastery,
with the help of God we put our hand
courageously to the work, and wo under-
took to make ourchurcli, which hacl lacked
a fitting chevet. noble in its liead as well
as in its belly," and with this aim the

undertaking took the exquisite form which
so greatly and so unmistakably dis-

tinguished the building. Simon, the next
Abbot, ordained in 1182, did much to

extend the Abbey here, and he was buried
in the nave of his church in 1198. His
epitaph tells us that "he built the church,
he ruled the monks, he distributed what
was to be given, he baptised the chosen,
he earned salvation." Dom Marlot, how-
ever, makes it probable that the work was
practically completed in the choir before
Simon's tenure of office began, and his

additions were more probably made at the
west end of the nave. The portals them-
selves are attributed to Pierre de Celles,

while also the dates of 1162 to 1181 are
associated with the building of the two
adjoining western bays. "Robert de
Lenoncourt finished the south facade of

St. Remi in 15(X3, and gave to the church
silver vessels and sacred utensils." The
vaults of the nave groining, in later times
replaced by wooden imitations, may be
considered the work of Simon. Thus St.

Remi presents a surely dated and im-
portant example of the style of the three
crucial periods of architectural history :

the Romanesque of the first half of the
eleventh century, the Transition, and the
Flamboyant style.

The apse is undoubtedly one of the finest

known of the earlier type. Below the
clerestory it closely resembles the apse at

Paris, and its lower piers, its vaulting
system, and triforium arcades are almost
identical. The scheme at St. Remi, how-
ever, is in advance of Paris as regards
attenuation of supports and general light-

ness of construction. Like the Cathedral
of Noyon it has a second triforium. and
this is united with the clerestory by shafts

wliich embrace both stages, as at Amiens
and St. Denis. There is nothing to be
found in France of more interest, as show-
ing how the pure Gothic style was evolved
from the Romanesque, and this process of

development proceeded from the interior

construction till its expression followed
externally. The fluting of the columns
outside St. Remi is a peculiar feature of

this church, though not uncommon else-

where in Early work. The latest part of

the building, of coui-se. is this South
transept already referred to. Its con-
ception is particularly satisfactory, the

proportions are good, and the details are

excellent. For Flamboyant design the

effect is unusually restrained, and some-
what rectilinear in treatment, presenting

as it does a refined, rich result, owing
largely to the traceries and sculptures

being enhanced by the severity of the bold
flanking buttresses and surrounding plain

ashlar masoni-y so boldly handled.

The genesis of the chevet of St. Remi
we have already dwelt upon ; but we have
not alluded to its five apsidal chapels open-
ing upon the ambulatory by three graceful

arches, as at Notre Dame de Chalons. The
windows of the choir date from the o)ien-

ing years of the thirteenth century. The
cloture between tlie piers round thechancel
belong to the modern Renaissance style,

in harmony with St. Remi's moniiment
standing isolated to the rear of the high
altar. Looking from the west, the effect

behind the row of candles on the retable
remains in the memory as very splendid
and satisfying.

Louis V. of France was buried at St.

Remi in 954. and his wife Gerberger rested
by his side, their son Lothaire being
brouglit to join their .sepulchre. The Revo-
lution destroyed nearly all these monu-
ments. Only a dozen statues were lefk

from the old shrine of the Patron, wliose
effigy also was fortunately recovered.
These twelve figures represented the peers
of France, and in 1803 they were groupeil

grotto-like in the form of a tomb. The
present marble monument, of which we re-

produce a photograph, only dates from
1847 ; but the work has distinct merit
quite above the average of that date, which
was not, of course, a specially brilliant

period of art in Europe. The figures

placed between the side columns of this

sarcophagus, as seen in our view, certainly

appear to be marked by character and ex-

pression. We do not know how far the
building has been preserved during the
war outrages of last month. We cannot
tell, either, what has become of the ten

fine tapestries so long displayed in the

triforium of this church, in illustration of

the career of St. Remi. Robert de Lenon-
court, the archbishop, gave these tapestries

to this church in 1531. A list was exhibited

at the end of the aisle, giving the names of

kings and princes, archbishops and abbots

of St. Remi, as well as other great per-

sonages interred near the grave of the

Patron. The interior of the church re-

mained in wonderfully good repair ; but
outside great age had naturally left its

mark on its clean-looking cream-coloured
masonry. The very lovely old western
portals, for simple dignity and impressive-

ness, contrasted, some thought, very

favourably with those of the cathedral,

w-here the archer always seemed to us

somewhat over-stilted and too elaborated.

The old convent was richly endowed in

848 by Archbishop Hinemar; but the

Abbatial buildings of St. Remi have long

been occupied by the Hotel Dieu. A
delightful cloister still remained fairly

complete as a record of the original

character of the Abbey.

The interests of the city were not

centred alone in its ecclesiastical build-

ings. Among its architectural examjiles of

domestic importance may be named the
" Maison des Musiciens " built for the poet

Guillaume de Machau in the Rue de
Tambour during the 14th century, beside

another liotel of the same period hard by.

The Roman "Porte de Mars." as it is

called, well known as a famous example
of its kind, has been attributed to

Agrippa, who is said to have built the

archway when governor of Gaul, in honour
of Julius and Augustus Ciesar. Rheims
alone in France possessed gates with

Pagan names. " De Ceres," for example,

opened into the countryside towards

Rethel ;
" De JIars " towards the Roman

road, the military way of Ca?sar from Laon
to Soissons ; the Gate "de Venus," leading

to lovers' walks and rendezvous, and the

"Porte Basse," said to have been the

"Porte Baccluis," opening into the vine-

yards of Ay and Epernay. The other gate

was " de Lumiere," which stood facing the

east in the walls of the city.•
AN ECONOMICALLY-RUN HOT-AIR

BATH.
The hot-air bath is a well-recognised

necessity of town life. In the well-

appointed hotel, the mansion, even at St.

Stephen's for our four-hundred-pounders,

its installation is a matter of course.

There is really no reason wliy it should

not be more often added, in a small way,

to the conveniences and comforts of

modern civilisation in the smaller pro-

vincial towns, in every decent hotel, and
in the numerous small hospitals, the

number of which increases yearly all over

the country. If run as a business pro-

position, however, thei-e must be nothing
" small " about our bath in the sense of

limitation of the size or appointments

thereof, nor must any of the indisjiensable

accompaniments be omitted.

The accompanying drawings illustrate a

scheme for a bath suited to be efficiently
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run by two mpn and a boy, and might
easily insure commercial success where
one man was the proprietor. He would,
of course, need to work hard in sham-
pooing bathers, have a properly-qualified

assistant, and a youth who could look after

the pay-office, accounts, and cooling-room
service. If small Injt-air baths are to

"pay," some such economical method of

management and working is a necessity.

Given this, many more modest little baths
could be successfully piomoted. The
whole idea, in the present plan, is based
on these premises— as, for example, the
placing of the shampooing-room in a posi-

tion where an attendant within can look

practically over and through every part
of the bath, while the furnaces, etc., are
most conveniently to hand.
One reason wliy economical running is

a necessity is because, although we may
use the expression a "small " hot-air bath,
in a literal sense, such an establishment
is an impossibility. A certain minimum
of size and accommodation is necessary,
for the reason that the clientele of the
bath is quite special, and has certain
habits which, unless met by suitable
appliances and planning, their patronage
will be sought in vain. Moreover—and a
more practical, if not more urgent, reason
— a really small public bath (one. that is,

with cubical space too restricted) cannot
be properly ventilated with suitable rate
of air-flow. What theory may indicate as

possible, several practical difficulties will

negative on making the attempt. In
private baths the conditions are not
similar.

The desiderata, therefore, are: (I)Suffi-

FiG. 2.—A Small Hot Air Bath.

cient area and cubic space, to the end that

the bath habitue may not be impressed
with ,a sense of oppressive confinement,
and that efficient heating and ventilation

may be effected
; (2) a full complement of

rooms and api)liances
; (3) compact and

suitable planning, conducive to economical
management. So hmg as the recognised
bath routine can be carried through, the

refinements of the large modern city esta-

blishment can be ignored. Cleanliness,

pure air, effective heating, a reasonable
spaciousness, are prime considerations, the

lack of which will immediately react pre-

judicially on visitors and injure com-
mercial prospects. In a small bath, one
may safely omit the "steam-room," now a

feature in most large baths, and the more
reasonably because such largely savours

of a "fad." Pure dry air is the real

requirement of a bath that is Roman
rather than Eastern in origin. The
problem in an average bath is not how to

add moisture, but how to keep it down,
where the lavatorium is practically part

of the suite of hot-rooms.

.\ most necessary addition 1o a sni;dl

bath is a room, lobby, or annex to the hot-

rooms conveniently provided so that any
bather awaiting tlie shampooins; process

may not have to remain longer than suits

his comfort in the hot-rooms. This is a

point strangely neglected in almost every

class of bath. Such a waiting-room should

have the temperature of the lavatorium or

shampooing-room, and is indicated, as an

improvement on existing practice, in the

present plans, off the tepidarium, or first

hot-room, and forms also the approach-

way for bathers. Here, if the ?hampooers

are engaged, the bather can wait his turn
in the minimum temperature—say llOdeg.

at most. On tjie lines of management here
assumed, this sensible adjunct is most
desirable.

The whole complement of rooms com-

I
prises three sudatory chambers of about
customary relative areas, the tepidarium
being the largest ; a shampooing-room, a
small douche -room, and a plunge-bath
annex. The cooling-room is of the com-
bination onler- dressing and cooling as

by far the best, most compact, and appre-
ciated, as a practical arrangement, by the
modern bather. It has a pay-office and
boot -lobby, and accommodates fifteen

couches— ten in dual screened compart-
ments, and five in the open room. A wash-
house is arranged off the shampooing-
room, and therein are the heating-furnace

chamber, coke-store, and boiler, fn these

days of universal electric-current supply,

a small motoi'-driven washing-machine is

shown, and a similar motor, or means of

utilising the machine motor, for additional

tan exhaust-ventilation is contemplated.

Much more reliable ventilation will bo

thus assured.

The furnaces are of iron with air-heating

convolutions. This saves a lot of trouble,

and accepting as a practical measure

the system of hot-air supply, however

much we mav feel drawn towards pure

radiation as a fundamental basis for lieat-

ballix. this enables one here to crank

round the furnace instead of necessarily

fixing it directlv facing down the axis of

the suite of hot-rooms. In other words,

as we do not get any radiant heat, but

simply a supply of hot air, if convenient*
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suggests turning the heating -chamber
laterally, we can do so without loss oJ

efficiency. Tluis. in the present case, it

being desired to liring the furnace as close

as possible to the shampooing-room, we
turn it round 90deg., as indicated on the

plan. The door from the shampooing-room
therefore commands the whole of the stoke-

hole and wash-house and its fittings.

The air is drawn round the convolutions

as ordinarily ; the fresh air is introduced

some height above ground-level, as a

desirable practice. This means, however,

that the extractor shaft must be of suffi-

cient height to draw down the fresh air.

As shown, this extracting flue is kept hot

and ventilation assisted, and the taller

this extractor, the greater the draught, as

in an ordinary chimney ; but we should, in

these days, always add, at any rate as

auxiliary, an electric-motor fan, possibly

in a by-pass flue. It should be noted that

all bath ventilation is more or less affected

by weather conditions ; and it follows that,

whereas one day all may be as it should, at

another time this is not so ; hence the

wisdom of a fan to fall back on in

emergency. The main principles should

be, first, plenty of extraction power, and
then a superfluity of variously disposed

hit-and-miss ventilation gratings. By this

means the bath attendant, experienced in

the little eccentricities of the special venti-

lation, may set the gratings according to

conditions of the moment. These outlet

ventilating grids should fit properly, so

that they really do cut off all air when so

required to act. They are disposed in tho

dwarf walls of the marble-topped benches,

in the hot-rooms, and in the shampooing
room.
Apart from special ventilating device,

there is a natural tendency in baths

heated on the hot-air system, for the fresh

air to flow along the ceilings, and back
along floors, much as generally indicated

by the long arrows in the sectional view,

and accordingly, as the writer long since

pointed out in the Building News, one

might imagine it feasible to provide a floor

midway between the solid bath floor and
the ceiling, so that bathers might be in a

stream of fresh air. In practice, no doubt,

there are back-flows about each room, so

that the fresh air is fairly distributed to

the several apartments.
As the coke required for furnaces is not

of itself an item to make or mar com-
mercial success, it is unwise to try too

much economising at this point. Were this

not a rational argument, one wiuild do well

to provide only a small doorway between
each hot-room and between the tepidarium
and shampooing-room. For the reason ad-

vanced, we show a more open arrange-

ment, burning- possibly a little more coke,

but better insuring vigorous ventilation

and air-change. Between the hot-rooms
and the shampooing-room are three arched

openings. It would be vain to attempt to

predetermine the exact number and posi-

tion of grids required for this ; therefore,

as suggested above, a generous and exces-

sive, provision should be made all round,

leaving the bath attendant to adjust as his

experience dictates.

The main idea indicated by the plan is a

narrow-frontage site, for economy. .\ strip

of ground has been sacrificed in order to

f:et side lights to the bathrooms. Such
lightintt produces a very different effect to

the cell.ir-like biiths. of expensive city

sites. The several rooms could be built

over or roofed, in simple manner, with a

good, roomy, lantern light centrally in the

cooling-room. The drainage would be run

out in the side strip of ground, the sham-

pooing-room drained by a covered channel

through the wash-house, the douche-room

connecting by channel to that of the

lavatorium. The plunge-bath would need

preferably a sluice-valve and overflow in

pit at head of bath, and would preferably

be drained by pipe under shampooing-
room, etc. The plunge-bath, originally

drawn 25ft. long, seemed somewhat short,

and has been shown lengthened, with exit

steps placed at right angles. A good
plunge is appreciated by bathers, and com-
mercially benefits any bath.

The hot-room walls have a cavity and
double windows ; the ceiling would be best

in enamelled iron, pugged over (as with

slag-wool) ; but of late years manu-
facturers have introduced several novelties

worth examining as to their suitability

for hot-room ceilings. The idea is to stop

useless radiation, and so economise fuel.

The bath fittings comprise : shampooing
basins, with hot and cold services ; a needle-

bath and ordinary jet and wave douches,

all with hot and cold water from the

cylinder and boiler in the washhouse. All

pipes would be exposed and neatly

arranged on the bath walls, in accordance

with modern plumbing practice. The hot-

air bath is cut off, from the cooling-room,

etc., by the doors into bathers' waiting-

room, and into the plunge-bath chamber.

Thus this latter is practically in the

cooling-room. The splash of the plunging

bather may here perhaps be considered ob-

jectionable to somnambulent occupants of

the cooling-room. In this event, a glass

screen, with rubber curtain dipping into

the water mitigates the evil, leaving merely

the noise of the walrus-like emergence
from the waters of the plunge.^
DUNDEE SCHOOL BOARD AND THEIR

ARCHITECT.

At the last meeting of the School Board

for Dundee the reconstruction and extensioji

of the Harris Academy was considered in

connection with a report by measurers on

tenders for mason work, joiner work, and

iron work, amounting i[i all to £21,000. The
letter stated that the price of timber and

steel had recently risen considerably, but

tliat the price of mason work should not be

affected by the crisis, and if at tlie con-

clusion of" the war the timber and steel

markets became more normal, the work might

be done more clicaply.

Mr. Bisset, chairman of the Board, snid

that in DecemVier last Mr. J. H. Langlands,

the Board's architect, bad submitted an

estimate that the work could be done for

£17,000, but in view of the tenders for only

three of the contracts, it appeared that tlie

total cost would be about double what tho

arcliitect had estimated nine months ago.

It had not been suggested by the measurers

asked to report that the war accounted for

such an enormous increase, and be could

not help tliiuking that the architect's esti-

mate was an inaccurate one. In view of such

a serious situation, he was prepared to move

that they depart from the scheme, and

request the architect to send in his account,

reserving any objections they might have to

it, and in the event of the Board resolving

on a new scheme, to have it determined liy

competitive plaiis, and to that end to consider

th? termination of the agreement with the

official architect.

The Rev. George Smart said the Board

was in a difficulty, but he advised that they

should have the matter taken np by a private

conference. Mr. 1'. Reid supported the

chairman, remarking that desperate diseases

required desperate remedies. The Rev.

Canon Turner observed that as the archi-

tect's honour was at stake, he might wish to

submit bis plans to the challenge of com-

petitive architects, and to abide by their

decision.

Tlu^ chairman said he wished to avoul tlie

appearance of rushing the matter, and the

Board decided to depart from the scheme

submitted, and to take up the question of the

architect at a private conference.

HOUSING CONDITIONS IN DUDLEY.
An inspector of the Local Government

Board recently visited Dudley for the purpose

of investigating housing conditions in the

borough. The Local Government Board
have communicated with the town council,

stating that they have learned from their

inspector's report that the standard of

housing accommodation for the working
classes in the borough was low, and that the

conditions under which many of the working

classes were living left much to be desired.

The inspector fully confirmed the opinion

of the medical officer of health, that increased

and better housing accommodation for the

working classes was very urgently required.

He reported that be found in all parts of the

borough old and dilapidated houses, built in

courts, without back space o'r sufficient liglit

and air, and that of some hundreds of bouses

of this type visited by him nearly half

appeared to be in such a state as to be unfit

for human habitation, while many more,

though not unfit, were of a most undesirable

type, and would require extensive repairs and

alterations before they could be regarded as

being in a state reasonably fit for human
habitation. The inspector understood that

the medical officer was of opinion that large

numbers ot houses were inifit for human
habitation, but regarded himself as forced

to refrain from representing them under the

provisions of Section 17 ot the Housing and

Town-Planning Act, 1909, owing to the fact

that there was insufficient accommodation for

persons of the working class who wonld be

displaced if the council took action under

that section.

The Board had not overlooked the list ot

vacant and suitable houses forwarded to them

by the town clerk in May last; but they con-

sidered tliat these, very few ot which had

more than two bedrooms, were utterly in-

sufficient to enable the town council ade-

quately to deal with tlie very grave state of

affairs revealed by their inspector's report.

It appeared to them that the considerable

shortage of habitable houses for the working

classes was not likely to be met by private

enterprise, and they strongly urge the town

council to proceed at once with the prepara-

tion of a scheme for the provision of a large

number of working-class dwellings (each with

three bedrooms), under Part II. of the

Housing Act, 1890, The inspector was ot

opinion that from 300 to 400 additional houses

of this type were required, but they wonld

not press for the erection of these in one

instalment.
-***'

ARCHITECTURAL AND BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION PLATES.*

Part II. of this excellent series is in every

way equal to its predecessor, which \ve

noticed some time back! It consists of thirty

drawings, covering an advanced course, the

plates, as before, being 20in. by 13in., all

contained in a serviceable portfolio. Loose

copies of each plate can be had at 3s. net per

dozen, an advantage likely to be taken of

largely by teachers and lecturers. All the

dr,a\vings are fully figured, the lettering is

simple,' and where needful full-size sections

and details are given.

The plates cover, as regards Brickwork

:

Foundations in soft soils, bonds in brickwork

prevention ot damp, entrance doorway and

niche, and drainage details. Masonry :
Door-

ways and windows. Carpentry: Timbering

for excavations, arch centres and shoring,

"double" floor, "framed" floor, fire-

resisting floors, timber partitions, queen-post

roof-truss, mansard roortruss. and composite

I roof-truss. Tiling and plumbing; Roof and

I gable finishings. Steel and Ironwork:

, Hiessnmmci-s, beams, and girders; steel roots

' supporting fiat ceilings, open steel roofs,

graphic statics of roofs. Joinery: External

doors, internal doors, solid frame casement

,
windows, solid frame bay window cased

frames with sliding snshes, skylights and

laiitern-liglits, staircase (dogl egged lu two

• • Architectural and Buililing Coostrnction PlBles

Part II. By Waltkb R. jACOiBO. P.R.I.B.A Com.

1 bri.l^e Uuiv'erBity Press, R. Clay, Fetter-lane. 68. net.
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lights), aiul staircase (open newel in three

nights).

\Ve congratulate the author on his lucidity

and discretion. There is nothing given we
r.inld spare and little we should add. Prac-
tical experience and teaching facility of more
tlian ordinary ability have seldom been so

nsefnlly combined as in the productiou of this

si-ries of well-graduated problems, which any
pupil fit to be an arcliitect or builder can
lollow, and from which he will concurrently
L:;nn a wholosonie sense of proportion and
fitness of design.

OUR CEMENT EXPORTS.
The following statement shows for a recent

)oar the value of cement exported from
Germany, Austria-Hungary, and the United
Kingdom, respectively, to all destinations:

—

Kvported from Germany (1912)

—

Purthiud cement, Roman cement, and
byilnmlic cements (tufa, trass, pnzzo-
laiia, and puzzotana-tiand, ic.) i;i,723,9<X)

Kxported frwm .\ustria-Hmigary (1913)

—

I'ortland cement, Roman cement, and other
artiiicial cement 215,W0

K\i>nrte<-i from the United Kinj^dom (1913)

—

Cement for biiildini^ and engineering pur-
poses I,2r3,100

In 1912 the value of Germany's exports of
cement to the United Kingdom were valued
at only £28.GOO, while no cement was
exported from Austria - Hungary to this

country.
The following statements show for a recent

year the value of cement exported from
Germany, Austria, and the United Kingdom,
respectively, to the Colonial and neutral
markets specified :

—

GERM.\N MARKETS IN 1912.

Portland cement. Roman cement, and hydraulic cements
(tufa, trass, puzzolana, and puzzolana-sand, &c.)

Exported to— £
British India 19,800
Ceylon 8,500
British South
Africa 6,000

British West
Africa 6,400

Anstrslia 133,800
Norway 31,300
Sweden 14,050
Denmark 16,950
Belgium 2S,900
Netherlands 249,700
Prance 56,800
Switzerland 1,250
Portugal 3,500
Spain 10,100
Russia 111,700
Turkey ...'...'. 50,000
Egypt 3,500
Portuguese East
Africa 20,800

Exported to

—

£
Morocco 3,200
China 6,000
Dutch East Indies 55,770
PhiUppLnes 40,300
Argentina 51,600
Brazil 281,300
ChUe 142,300
Colombia 1,300
Peru 8,600
Uruguay 29,800
Ecuador 3,900
Venezuela 8,100
United States 21,100
Costa Rica 5,400
Panama 1,500
Mexico 11,800
Total to above
markets £1,444,850

Total to all des-
tinations £1,723,900

£13,425; Tripoli, £11,920; Argentina,

£18,400; and Brazil, £12,800.

UNITED KINGDOM MARKETS IN 1913.

Cement for building and engineering purposes.

Exported to

—

British India
Ceylon
British South
Africa

British West
Africa

Australia
Norway
Sweden
Denmark
Belgium
Netherlands
France
Switzerland
Portugal
Spain
Italy
Bulgaria
Roumauia
Montenegro
Greece
Servia
Russia, European
Russia, Asiatic ...

Turkey, European

£
2»,800
47,100

110,400

66.700
48,200

100

1,800
300
80O

8,900
2,200
100

7,000

23,500
300

100

1,500

1,500

ExiMrted to

—

Turkey, Asiatic -.

Egypt.
Tripoli
Portuguese East
Africa

Morocco
China
Dutch East Indies
Philippines
Argentine
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Peru
Uruguay
Ecuador
Venezuela
United States
Costa Rica
Panama
Mexico
Total to above
markets £1

Total to all

destinationsi. £1

£
4,<IO0

31,000

14,300
2,800

llH)

100

164.IKH)

203,500
45,500

900
50J

ll,3tlO

800
6,100

UXl

200
7,4lH)

The value of Germany's exports of cement
to the above markets aniounted to £1,444,850,
or 84 per cent, of her total exports to all

destinations in 1912.
The principal destinations to which the

cement was .^sported, and the value of such
exports in each case, were as follows:

—

Brazil, £281 ,.300; Netherlands, £249.700;
Chile, £142.,300; Australia, £1.33,800;
Russia. £111,700; France, £56,800; Dutch
East Indies, £55,700; Turkey, £50,900;
Philippines, £40,-300 ; Uruguay, £29,800 ; and
Belgium, £28,900; while a fair trade was
done with the United States, Portuguese
East Africa, and India.

AUSTRIAN MARKETS IN 1913.

Portland cement, Roman cement, and other
artificial cement.

Our exports of cement to the markets
specified above amounted to £1,054,700, or
83 per cent, of our total exports to all

destinations in 1913.

One-half of onr aggregate exports to the
markets specified goes to the five British
possessions shown at the head of the table,

while one-third goes to Argentina and
Brazil. The balance is spread over a number
of small markets, of which the more im-
portant in 1913 were Spain, Egypt, Chile,
and Uruguay.
From a perusal of the foregoing figures it

is clear tliat the United Kingdom holds a

very strong position in British India, Ceylon,
British South and West Africa, Egypt, and
Argentina, while we do a fair trade with
Spain ; Germany, on the other hand, has a
long lead in Australia, Netherlands. Brazil,
and Chile, and does a large part of the trade
in the less important South American
markets.

In the smaller markets it may be said that
Germany supplies the major part of the
cement required in Western Europe, while
Austria supplies that retjuired in Russia,
South-Eastern Europe, Turkey, and the
Levant.
To sum up, it would appear that the

maximum value of German and Austrian
export trade in cement, which might, un.der
present circumstances, -be diverted to British
manufacturers, is as follows :

—

(a) In the United Kingdom market

—

German traile (1912)
Austrian trade (1913)

£28.600

Tot;il

Exported to £
British India 1,900
Australia 1,900
Italy 2,510
Bulgaria 16,600
Roumania 2,500
Montenegro goo
f»reece 50o
Sen'ia

. 1.175
Rnesian, European ll[850

,. Asiatic ... 7,100

Exported to— £
Turkey, European 1,515

Asiatic ... 11,910
Egypt 6,600
Tripoli 11,920
Argentina 18,400
Brazil 12,800
Total to above
markets £109,080

Total to all

markets £215,900

Austrian exports of cement are much
srnaller than those of Germany or the United
Knigdom. Her principal markets in 1913 and
tlie amount sent to each were as follows-—
Bulgaria, £16,600; Russia, £18,950; Turkey,

£28,600'

(Ii) In Colouial and neutral nuirkets

—

Gennan traUe (1912) £I,414,S.5<)
Austrian trade (1913) 109,080

Total £1,553.930«

making a grand total of £1,582,530.»
The following particulars are available as

to the demand for cement in certain markets
abroad ;

—

BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA.

The following statement shows the value
of the imports of cement into the Union of

South .\frica during the years 1912 and 1913,
according to countries of origin :

—

1912. 1913.
United Kingdom £77,924 ... £95,187
Germany 3,965 ,., 5,033
All countries 114,921 ... 125,616

The United Kingdom supplies the major
portion of the cement imported into the
Union of South Africa, but experiences a
certain amount of competition from
Germany. In course of time, practically the
whole demand of the Transvaal will be
supplied from local works. The cement
mannfactured in Pretoria is regarded as
equal to the best imported, and sells at
approximately 83. per bag of 1881b. net
weight, 14 per cent, discount, delivered free
on mines. " Although the demand for locally-

* The German figures for 1912 and f^ Austrian
figures for 1913 have been aiMed so as to give an idea
of the biUk of the trade in a year.

made cement is, as stated, developing to very
large proportions in the Transvaal, the total
imports of cement into British South Africa
have not diminished during the last three
years. This, of course, implies that the
demand for cement is greatly extended, and
the trade of British manufacturers has not
been restricted, so far as the total imports
are concerned. British firms cannot expect
to do any business in this market without
local representation."
Further reference to the increasing out-

put of the Pretoria cement works is made
in the following extract from H.M. Trade
Commissioner's report for the year 1913:

—

"With regard to the trade in cement,
attention must be drawn to the great advance
in the operations of the Pretoria Cement
Company, a local concern producing a high-
grade cement. The output of this factory
has. of course, materially affected the
position of oversea-made cement in the
Transvaal Province. A second factory is

being erected in the Orange Free State,
which will be able to compete with the im-
ported article in almost any part of the
Union. The imports of cement from over-
sea are likely, therefore, in the course of
time, to disappear almost entirely from the
import trade returns of the country. The
building-up of local industries for thei manu-
facture of articles in which the United
Kingdom formerly held the premier position,

must naturally effect a reduction in her
relative percental position, and this is a con-
sideration which must he kept clearly in

view when analysing the trade results of

recent years and succeeding periods. The
following are the values of the imports of
cement into the Union of South Africa
during the last six years, showing an advance
from £114,921 to £125,616 in the past twelve
months :

—
1908 £78,786
1909 ; 65,448
1910 116,811
1911 1IH,405
1913 114,921
1913 135,616

"The actual consumption throughout the
Union, however, increased far beyond the
limit indicated by these figures, for the local

factory itself produced some 900,000 bags,
which is the equivalent of 450,000 casks."

AUSTRALIA.

The growing importance of Portland
cement in the import trade of Australia, and
the increasing sc\crity of German competi-
tion are seen from the following figures,

showing the quantity and value of the imports
from all countries and from the United
Kingdom and Germany respectively, during
the period 1910-1912:—
'l'nt;il iiii|)orts from all countries—

Vcar. Qiiiintitv. Vilhie.'
1910 1.613,0<i4 ti:i8,746
1911 1,670,117 151,333
1912 3,«03,782 261,680

Imiwrts from

—

United Kingdom. Germany.
Year. Value. Percentage. Value. Percentage.
1910 . . £79,0,)3 .. 56.9 £46,420 .. 3-3.4

1911 . 63,708 .. 41.4 72,753 .. 48.0
1912 . 69,-599 . 26.5 144,-564 . .55.3

From the foregoing it will be seen that
while, in spite of the rapidly increasing pro-
duction of cement in Australia, the import
trade about doubled in the three years under
review, British participation in 1912 was less

than half of what it was in 1910. On the
other hand, Germany's share of the trade in

1912 was more than half as large again as in

1910.

There can be little doubt that the un-
satisfactory position of the United Kingdom
is due in a very large degree, if not entirely,

to the lower freights paid by Continental
manufacturers, and their ability to obtain
regular space for shipments of cement. The
difference in the freight paid by British
and German manufacturers is more than
sufficient to neutralise the preference in

import duty, amounting to .3d. per cwt.,

which the former enjoy.

The following extract from a communica-
tion received in May. 1913, from the Imperial
Trade Correspondent at Brisbane is of
interest as indicating that German manu-
facturers, liaving captured a large share of
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tliL' import trade, aro turning tlieir attontion

to tlio increasing importance of the Australian

output of cement:—"There are reports that

a local firm have been making investigations

in connection with the deposits which they

control close to Brisbane, and in conversation

with one of their directors I was informed

that they are in touch with a very powerful

German cement niannfacturiug company,

who propose to send some of their experts

out here to test the quality of the Queens-

land deposits. All inducement is being

offered to the German manufacturers in the

way of an interest in tin- venture in return for

their services and knowledge of the business."

Commenting on the effect of the war on

commercial conditions in the Commonwealth,

H.iVI. Trade Commissioner stated, on

August 20, 1!)14, that stocks of cement in

Australia are decreasing, but a large amount

of German cement is in tlie GriefswaUl, held

as a prize at Fremantle. In view of the

large quantities formerly coming from

Germany, cement from other sources of

supply should be in demand ; on account of

the high freights ruling, it seems probuble

that the local production will be stimulated."

NEW ZEALAND.

In his report for 1913, H.M. Trade Com-
inissiouer states ;--" Such imports of cement

as exist are British, but the local industry

is strongly entrenched, and is yearly reducing

importation. It is said that the duty could

now be dispensed with, as the good quality of

the local make is now recognised ; Govern-

ment departments will buy no other, and

oversea freights and the cost of casks alone

act as a protection to the New Zealand

produets.

"Cement, as indicated last year, is being

satisfactorily manufactured locally, and the

drop in the imports from £3'J,000 to £17,000,

in spite of the increasing demand for re-

inforced concrete, bears out the statements

iu last years report."

BRITISH INDIA.

The following statement shows the value

of the imports of cement from tlie nuder-

mentioiied couiitries into British India

during the fiscal years ended March ,'il, 1911,

1912, and 1913;—
1910-11.

United Kingdom i:2n,B75
Germany 11,965

Austria-Huns^ary 3,973

All countries 307,1199

1911-13. 191213.

.4362,957 .. 1:365,621

11,812 44.164
4,467 ... 6,762

. 2Jil,771 ... 457,47s

should be quoted c.i.f. Zanzibar, Mombasa,
or Dares-Salaam.

" At all the coast ports cargo is unloaded by
means of lighters, and is often exposed,

especially during the rainy season, to bad
weather. Belgian cement is received in

wooden casks, tin-lined, German and English

in iron drums, and Norwegian in casks, lined

with a thick waterproof paper."

EGYPT.

The following statement shows the value

of the imports of cement into Egypt from
the undermentioned countries during the

years 1912 and 1913:—
1912. 1913.

United Kingdom £E53,683 ... £E31,4.i8

(lermany 4,668 ... 2,585

Austria-Hungary 28,083 ... 16.844

All countries 168,210 ... 107,860

Portland cement of United Kingdom origin

is being ousted in Egypt by brands of Port-

land cement made elsewhere, and the reason

given is that the genuine British brands can-

not be obtained because British manu-
facturers are too full of orders for other

parts of the world to eater for the smaller

Egyptian orders. The reason for this can

hardly be accepted, and is probably offered

by contractors as an excuse for supplying

cheaper imitation Portland cement.

RUSSIA.

The following statistics relate to the

imports of cement into Russia from the

United Kingdom for the period 1907-1911 :—

Portland cement, artificial or natural-
Quantity.

6,722 poodb
4,927 „
6.724

407,868 „
1,318,469

1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

Value.
2,688 rouhles
1,967 „
1,717 „

121,945 „
306,542 „

The United Kingdom holds a strong

position in this market; but it is noteworthy

that imports from Germany were nearly four

times as much iu 1912 13 as in the previous

year, whereas those from the United King-

dom, Austria-Hungary, and all countries

showed roughly only an increase of 50 per

cent, in each case.

An Austrian Consular Report from Madras
states that in 1913 the imports of cement into

that Presidency were two and a half times
as great Ks iu the previous year. While
British products still account for 90 per cent,

of the total imports, it is slated that German
cement is beginning to make its competition
severely felt, and the appearance of C'on-

tiiieiit:il cement generally in tliis market has
forced down the price of the British product.
It is not, however, anticipated that Con-
tinent:.! cement will gain a. permanent place
in India, particularly as several highly effi-

cient and well-equipped factories arc now in

operation in the country, and are capable of

turning out at a low price a material quite
equal in quality to the imported brands.

ZANZIBAR.

A recent American Consular report
states:—"A certain quantity of English,
German, and other cement is brought into

Zanzibar for local consumption and for dis-

tribution to the niaiiilaud. The greater
<]uantity used is of English manufacture, and
the largest single consumer is the I)ep;irt-

iiieiit of Public Works. A good deal of

cement is being used on the two (icrman
railways, which are being extended, leading
out of Tnnga and Dares Salaam, and the
I'ublic Works Department of the East Africa
Protectorate is also a eonsumor. Prices

Cement, Roman, mixed, slag, and all others

—

1907 289 poods ... -. 116 roubles

1908 1,253 , 501 „
1909 96,863 2.1,068 „
1910 122,035 „ 36,612 „
1911 731,831 217,210 „

III forwarding the above statistics, H.M.
Commercial Attache at Petrograd, in a

despatch written in August, 1913, stated :

—

"Tlie trifling importation from the United
Kingdom up to 1909 has made good strides

forward, especially in 1911. Thus, the import

from the United Kingdom has risen from

tj,722 poods of Portland cement in 1907 to

407.8G8 in 1910. and to 1,318,409 in 1911;

and of cement, Roman, mixed, slag and all

others, from 288 poods in 1907 to 122,035 iu

1910, and to 723,8.34 in 1911. The imports

from Germany into Russia have, however,
increased in a very much gre.-.ter proportion.

British firms have, however, within the last

few years evidently got some hold of the

trade."
GREECE.

All .\ustrian Consular report from Salonik:i

states that the imports of cement in 1912,

which came largely from Austria and
Germany, amounted to 9,025 tons. Ordinary
Portland and Roman cement were imported.

The increase in imports from 6,589 tons in

1911 is ascribed to the fact that most of the

building in progress is being carried out in

armoured concrete.

hERVIA.

According to ii German Consular Report
most of the cement used in Servia is made

I
in the country. Of the £4.001) worth imported

I

ill a recent year, Austria-Hungary supplied
£3.200 worth, and Germany the remainder.

I

'I'he Austrian Consul at Uskub reports that

I
Austria-Hungary sends cement to this town

;

but the Hungarian manufacturers have only
been able to hold the trade by reason of the
facilities they can offer for quick deliveries.

BULGARIA.
The Austrian Consul General at Sofia, in

his report for 1911, states that the compeli-
tion of two Bulgarian factories, one at

Penega and one at Plevna, is making itself

felt to ail increasing extent. The locally

manufiictured material is of inferior quality
to the imported, but its imniiinity from
import duty makes it saleable at a lower
figure. The price for local cement in 1911
wiis 75 to 80 francs per ton, including sacks.
Of imported cements the Hniigari:in
(Beochincr) has the greatest sale.

TURKEY.

The following information is extracted

from a report drawn up by the American
Consul-General at Constantinople in January,
1912:—
"Cement forms an important item of

Turkey's purchases from Austria-Hungary,
Germany, and the United Kingdom. Austrian
cement, known as the Beoehiner cement,
from Budapest, sells to the extent of about
7,000 tons a year. The price is 46 francs

per ton, sacks included. The price in barrels

is 43 francs per ton, barrels included in

weight. About 3,000 tons of Lankeiifelt

cement from Trieste are sold each year at

the same prices as the brand just mentioned.
"The largest cement exporters into Turkey

are the Germans, due principally to the ex-

tensive use of their product in the construc-

tion of the German railroad in Anatolia. The
Westphalia Cement Syndicate sells about

10,000 tons of cement to Turkey. The price,

in sacks of 50 kilos each, is 43 francs per ton,

an allowance of 30 centimes each being made
upon the return of the sacks. When sold in

barrels the price is 46J francs per ton. The
increase in price of barrel cement is due to

the high cost of wood in Germany.
"Cement is used iu Turkey for concrete

work, stairs, and tiles, and for decorative

purposes. Foundations are now laid in iron

and cement to resist earthquake shocks.

Buildings are generally faced with a lime

and sand mixture, although sometimes
ordinary black cement is used, after which

it is limewashed.
" Ten years ago no Portland cement was

used ill Turkey. Since then there has been

a continuous growth in its employment, until

iu Constantinople alone there has been a

30 per cent, yearly increase in the use of

cement."
The Austrian Consul-General at Con-

stantinople gives the amount of the annual

importations of cement into Turkey at about

573,200 quintals, of which some 150,000 to

200,000 quintals are represented by shipments

to Constantinople. Among the principal

countries of supply are: Austria-Hungary

(with 1.36,950 quintals in 1912), Great Britain,

and Germany.
The local production is, however, beginning

to supplant the imported product. One Con-

stantinople firm produces 25,000 tons per

annum, and is expected shortly to be able

to increase this to 60,000 tons. Another firm

also manufactures about 25,000 tons annually,

and intends doubling this output in the near

future.
TURKEY IN ASIA.

The following extracts are from the report

of the Special Commissioner sent by the

Board of Trade to Syria in 1910:—"Small
quantities of British Portland Cement—some
500 to 600 barrels—are annually imported,

but only for special requirements of the

Eeyrout waterworks, and the electric tram-

ways in Beyrout and Damascus. The quality

of "this cement is much appreciated by those

who have used it ; but it is too dear in price,

and, consequently, cannot be imported for

general consumption.
"The annual sale of cement in Beyrout is

estimated at about 8,000 to 12,000 barrels.

With the increase in housebuilding, the

consumption promises to be greater every

year. The building of electric tramways iu

Beyrout increased tlie consumption last year,

and the quantity then imported was not less

than 16,000 barrels.

"Dealers state they have frequently

attempted to get into" touch with inaim-

factnrers in the United Kingdom. They say

they are willing to place trial orders; but it

has" hitherto been difficult to get British

manufacturers to put up cement in small

barrels; this point has now been settled, for

the few manufacturers who supply the small

quantities required send whole and half-

barrels as desired. Dealers also state they

rarely receive replies to letters and inquiries

which they address to British manufacturers,

even when the letters arc written in English.

These difficulties, and the impossibility of

coming in contact with British firms who
might be disposed to trade with Syria, have

made local dealers give all their attention to
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tlic importation of other hraTids. Importers
express miicli regret in being unable to deal

in British ceniciits ; the trade is a very im-

portant one. and if prices can be suited,

Britisli manufacturers uiay find it \vortli while

to gi\e the Syrian market some attention.

Liiid to endeavour to secure a fair share of the

.-npply." ,

.\R.\BIA.

An American Consular Report drawn up
in July, 1912. states;

—"Cement is proving
xery popular for construction in Aden,
although its use here is still in the experi-
mental stage, due principally to intense

lieat. A row of cement houses was recently

erected by the Aden Settlement Office for

office clerks, and it seems to meet the entire
satisfaction of both. The claim is made that
cement is cheaper than stone and that it

lends itself to quick construction.
"On the other hand, cement has not been

a big success in French Somaliland, where
a building was recently erected at a cost of

approximately 25,000dol. (£.'').2n0). Shortly
after its completion so many cracks appeared
in the walls that tlio building has been
regarded as unsafe, and now remains un-
occupied. Native contractors are disposed
to blame the intense heat and the moisture
in the air."

MOROCCO.
The Austrian Consul at Tangier draws

attention in a recent report to the steady
growth in the imports of cement into
Tangier, which reached a value of about
£28,000 in 1912. Great Britain, France, and
Germany control this trade. Cement is

delivered in casks of 180 kilos., at 14-15

pesetas. It is also sold in sacks of 50 kilos,

at 65 to 80 pesetas a ,ton.

TRIPOLI.

According to a German Consular Report
the use of cement in Tripoli is not yet very
widespread, though some increase has taken
place since the Italian occupation. One-half
of the imports come from Italy, and more
than half of the remainder from Austria.
The small import from Germany is ascribed
to the higher cost of transport. Slow-setting
Tortland cement is chiefly required, and sells

at 203. to 27s. 7d. per ton f.o.b. Tripoli,
including insurance and packing in casks or
sacks. No legal standard has yet been
pstablislied, but manufacturers usually send a
Miiall sample in order that users may test it.

Landing during the months November to
March is frequently difficult and risky.

NETlIEnLAND.? E.iST INDIES.

The " London Chamber of Commerce
Journal." dated February, 1912, states, on
the authority of the Belgian Consul at
Batavia, tliat the trade in cement in the
Netherlands Indies shows considerable
development. The value of the imports in

1005 was 952,.338 florins; in 190G, 945, S.")"

florins; in 1907, 1,476,958 florins; in 1908,
1,411,352 florins; and in 1909, 1,493,0.55
florins (298,811 barrels). So far. Germany
and Belgium have been practically the only
countries supplying cement to tlie Nether-
lands Indies; but this will soon be no longer
the case, as the products of a Hong Kong
cement company have appeared oii this
market, and the Pailang-Sumatra cement
factory al.so will shortly reach the producing
stage. The last-named establishment, which
will possess a modern equipment with a
capacity of 300,000 barrels a year, expects
to remove all foreign competitors from this
market.
The year 1910 was particularly favourable

for the cement trade in Java, on account of
activity in the building industry and the
large public works in progress, such as the
construction of a port at S'oerabava. and the
improvement and extension of those at
Samarang, Macassar, and Tandjong Priok.
The following were the imports of cement to
Java, during 1909 and 1910:—

loofl. mill.

Netherlamls 1-16.607 Ijarrels ... lilO.856 baiTels
Germany 211,6.17 87.698 „
Unitea Kingdom ... 7,383 ,, ... 23,301)
All countries 194,424 345,591 „

A large part of the imports of cement
attributet) to the Netherlands is stated to

come from Germany. The price in 191",

c.i.f. at Batavia, of German Portland cement
was 5.75 to 6 florins a barrel of 200 kilns.

Cement is imported to the Netherlands Indies

free of duty.

An Austrian Consular Report from Batavia
calls attention to a yearly increase in the
importations of cement, due to activity in the

building trade. The quantities imported into

Batavia in 1912 from the undermentioned
countries were as follows:

—

Netherlands .. 270,630 barrels
Great Hritain 35,556 ,,

Belgium 72.605

Germany . . 77,230

It is remarked, however, that the ship-

ments coming from Holland doubtless include
some cement of German origin. In 1912 a

cement factory was erected in I'adang
(Sumatra), and is apparently being profitably

conducted, as its shares have gone up 25 per
cent, in value.

CUBA.

"The total importation of cement during
the first fiscal year of the Cuban Republic
(1902 3) amounted to 169,467 barrels; the im-
portation for the fiscal year 1910-11 amounted
to 854,806 barrels, or an increase in eight
years of over 400 per cent. The following
table shows the imports of cement from the

undermentioned countries in 1902 3 and in

1909-10:—
Country.

Germany
Great Britain
All countries .

1903 3.

11,865 barrels
7,666 „

16;l,467 „

1003-10.

1,054 barrels
7,088 ,,

.. 649,766 „

"The only cement factory of any import-
ance in Cuba turns out a very good grade of

Portland cement, which finds a ready market
at prices equal, or slightly below, those of

the imported article.

"The price of cement in the Havana
market ranges from 2.40dol. (10s.) to 2.80dol.

(lis. 8d.) per barrel, delivered, in large
quantities, up to about 3dol. (12s. Od.) per
barrel in small lots, the New York export
price governing at all times.

"As to the relative merits of the different

cements used in Cuba, it can be said that the

Cuban cement is considered to be nearly
equal in grade to the American product, and
the price is about the same, or, in some
periods, slightly less. The European cement
is not considered to be as good as the
American, but the lower price at which it is

sold enables it to find a limited market."

PANAMA.
The issue of the "London Chamber of

Commerce Journal " dated September. 1914,

states:—"It is reported that cement finds

a good opening in the Panama Republic. It

is supplied largely by Germany. The price

of cement at Colon is lis. per cask of 180
kilos., including Customs duties."

The Special Commissioner recently sent

by the Board of Trade to Central America
reported as follows :

—

"The following were the imports of cement
during the years 1908-10:—

Year. Weight. Value.

1908 6,085.000 kilos £14,700
19119 6,aol,;jOfl 11,100

1010 10,816,000 15,500

" In 191(1 Germany supplied 22 per cent, of

the total imports, the British share being
unimportant. British cement is recognised
as being of the best quality, but importers
state that it is at least 10 per cent, higher
in price than Belgian. Recent increases in

British freights are a handicap in this as in

some other lines. Cement packed in liogs

must bo used as soon as received, as other-

wise it rapidly deteriorates, owing to the
climate."

SALVADOR.

The .Special Commissioner reported that
the a\erage annual import of cement during
the period 1908 10 was under £2.000. Of
recent years there have been several buildings
erected in which reinforced concrete was em-
ployed, notably the handsome Government
offices in the capital. As the country is

subject to earthquakes, it is probable that the
use of reinforced concrete for building will

increase.

NICARAGUA.

The Special Commissioner reported that

over 166 tons of cement were imported in

1910, valued at £1,400. More than one third

came from Germany. :

CO.STA RICA.

The following is extracted from the Special
Commissioner's Report:

—

The following were the imports in 1908-'

1910:—
Year. Weig'it. Value. Fr.:pm Germany

Tons. £1.000. Percent.
1008 2,3112 6.5 46
1909 4.059 II.O 44
1910 4,278 10.3 42

COLOMBIA.
The Special Commissioner reported :

—

"The imports of cement at Barranquilla rose

from 775 tons valued at £1.423 in 1909 to

3,4.37 tons, valued at £5,590 in 1911.

Germany's share of the trade was about one-
third."

VENEZUELA.
The Special Commissioner stated that

cement is produced to some extent in

Venezuela. Imports in 1910-11 and 1911-12
were as follows :

—

United
Year. Quantity. Value. Germany. Kingdom A;

Possessions.
Tons. £1,000. Percent. Percent.

1910-11 ... 10,760 ... 18.9 ... 29 . . 17
1911-12 ... 10,003 ... 18.6 ... 31 . 31

The Special Commissioner adds;—"The
greater part of that entered as British was
from Trinidad, but it may possibly have been
of foreign manufacture. The Government is

the largest buyer in the country, on account
of the various public works under con-

struction."

CHILE.

The "London Chamber of Commerce
Journal," dated Juno, 1913, states, on the
authority of the Belgian Vice-Consul at San-
tiago, that the cement generally in demand
in Chile is artificial cement, which is the
only kind accepted for public works. It has
to fulfil certain conditions, and bo subjected
to tests at the Government Laboratory at

Santiago, which supplies a certificate. The
strength required for a cement for public
works is (1) traction, 12 kilos, per square
centimetre after seven days, and 18 kilos,

after 28 days; (2) compression, 120 kilos per
square centimetre after seven days and 180

kilos, after 28 days. There are three cement
factories in Chile, the two chief of which
produce respectively 200,000 and 70.000 tons
a year. The cements made in the country
are excellent, and the two factories mentioned
have quite modern equipments. Chilean
cements, however, cannot be sold at low
prices, on account of the dearness of fuel.

Chile is consequently dependent on foreign
sources for most of her requirements. Com-
petition, already keen, increases daily. The
two chief marks imported are the German
" Alson " and an English brand. Cement
is packed in barrels of 180 kilos, gross and
170 kilos, net. Payment is usually at 90 days'
sight.

The American Vice-Consul at Valparaiso,
in a report drawn up in July, 1912, states:

—

"Chile's imports of cement for the past two
years were :

—
1910. 1011.

Great Britain Nl.HH bnnel.» ... 112,382 banels
Germany 2:16,203 3.33.641

All coniitries 404,041 511,882 .,

"To obtain the total consumption of

cement in Chile there must be added to the
foregoing figures about 150,000 barrels of

native manufacture for 1911, which gives a

grand total of 661,882 barrels for that year."

BRAZIL.
H.M. Consul General at Rio de Janeiro, in

a despatch written since the outbreak of war,

emphasises the necessity for British firms,

hoping to compete successfully in tenders for

Government contracts, to establish com-
petent representatives in Brazil. He adds

that such contracts can, moreover, only be

executed by firms carrying large stocks.

ARGENTINA.
The issue of the " London Chamber of

Commerce Journal, " dated March, 1914,

states:
—"In conscquciico of great activity

in the building industry in Argentina, cspe-
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cially ill Buenos Aires, tliere is an excellent

demand for cement. In place of the old low-

built houses, buildings of six to eight floors

are being erected, constructed of iron girders

and conci-ete. As the attempts which liave

been made several times to start a cement
factory in Argentina have not succeeded

—

the price of coal and tlie wages of workmen
being very high—the imports of cement have

steadily grown in recent years, and in 1911

were 76,361 tons greater than iu IDIO. During
the first six months of 1912 the imports were
330,471 tons, valued at £727,038, or only

60.000 tons less than during the whole of

1911. Among the chief suppliers of cement
to Argentina in 1911 were the United
Kingdom witli 73,843 tons, value £162,455,

and Germany, with 41,904 tons, value

£92,189.
"Two sorts of cement are imported to

Argentina, natural Portland and artificial

Portland. The strength of the first is 25

kilos, per square centimetre after 28 days

;

it is employed for simple work, and is of a

clear yellow colour. The strength of the

second is 40 to 50 kilos. (35 kilos, minimum)
per square centimetre after 28 days. This is

darker in colour, and is known as black

Portland. Only the latter cement is used in

Government work and for buildings of re-

inforced coiicrele, hydraulic work, etc.

Imported cement, of whatever quality, shonkl.

not contain more than 3 per cent, of magnesia
•or free lime. Casks should be strong, and

• -lined with paper on the inside to avoid damp.
••In order to obtain a good sale for a cement
in Argentina, the necessary steps should be
taken to get the brand or mark approved for

use in public works. For this purpose the
authorities (Obras de Salubridad) make ten
tests of different consignments of the cement
AVhich it is desired to import. If, as a result

.of these tests, the cement conforms to the

,,ffquirements of the ' Pliego Official,' it may
j,tbe used in public works, and is classed
..amongst the approved brands or marks.

" Prices of Portland cement vary
according to the freight and the activity

of the building industry. For artificial Port-
land cement wholesale prices are from
10s. 8d. to lis. 3d. per cask of 180 kilos.,

c.i.f. Buenos Aires ; those who have their own
means of transport buy c.i.f. Puerto lladera.
Prices are based on freight at 26s. 6d. a ton.

When orders are for a whole ship's cargo, it

is preferable to use sailing ships, which
readily find return freight (quebracho, tallow,
etc.), and the freight is then only about 20s.

a ton. Besides the customs duty it is neces-
sary to note the following additional ex-
penses: Is. 2Jd. per ton for each operation
of loading and discharging, 2s. 7^d. per ton
per month for warehousing ; 4s. 6<1. for
carriage to the centre of the town. Cement
is imported exclusively in casks of 180 kilos,
gross weight."

gj^j,_

An American Consular Report, issued in
January, 1912, states ;—" Concrete construc-
tion is extensively employed by the Siamese
Public Works Department and private
concerns for -foundations of large public
buildings, walls of canal locks, and sewers,
in the construction of bridges, and for many
other purposes ; but the cement needed is not
manuractured locally, although abundant
material for its production is found not far
from Bangkok. 'I'he customs returns show a
steady increase in the amount of cement
imported yearly. It should be noted that
those countries tliat have direct sliipping
connections with Siam have profited most in
the eemcut trade."

CHINA.

An Austrian Consular Report from
Shanghai gives the following figures relating
to the imports of cement in 1911 and 1912:—

uill. Mil:;,

Total imports i;127.("iO ... i7u,oiK)

The heavy decrease in the volume of
imports is due to tlie rapid development of
local production. Hong Kong, Japan, and
Indo-China are the principal suppliers.

(ierinan imports showed an i'lcrease of
about £1,000, reaching in 1912 a total value
of £4.050. This is, however, a quite in-
considerable fraction of the business secured
by Germany in this market a few years a^o.

WHO INVENTED THE CIRCULAR
SAW?

Mr. Kerner Greenwood writes to the

"Journal of the Society of Estate Clerks of

Works": "In the description of joiners'

tools iu your Journal, please note that the

circular saw was invented and first worked
at Mansfield, my native town. It was driven

by water from the river Maun. Mr. Steven-
son (the great authority on timber) can
possibly corroborate this."

Mr. Stevenson writes concerning the in-

vention of the circular saw ;
" I have long

been familiar with the claim of Mansfield as

the cradle of this invention, but for confirma-
tion could not get much beyond the evidence
of W. Horner Groves in his history of Mans-
field (1894), of which I have a copy. There
is an earlier history of the town by Mr.
Harrod, published in 1801, now rare, which
I have been anxious to consult on this

subject. Six years ago I went to Mansfield
for tViat purpose, inquired at the . free

reference library, and after some waiting was
told that the volume was out. Later I paid
a second visit, to be told the same story,

when I remarked that "there may be some
error—would you look further?" the end of

which was that the library did not possess a

copy. I need not remark that I was some-
what surprised ! Mr. Horner Groves has the

following, which does not appear to go back
to Harrod's time (p. 215) :

—

" ' Another distinguished son of the town
was a man named James Murray (son of " Old
Murray," made famous by Lord Byrou), the
inventor of the great labour-saving appliance,
the circular saw. Encyclopa»dias are silent

as to the name of the inventor; but there
is no doubt as to Murray being the first to

devise this system of cutting wood and other
materials. The factory in which he worked
and in which he ran the saw is that now
occupied by Messrs. Barringer and Brown
in Bath-lane. The original saw, which is

about 6in. in diameter, is in the possession
of Mr. J. Whittakcr, J. P., of Rainsworth
Lodge. James Murray was the son of the

faithful and favourite " Old Joe Murray,"
servant to Lord Byron, and lived with him
for a long number of his best years. It is

said the first attempt to use the saw was
made upon a turnip, and, succeeding, wood
was next tried, with equal success.'

"Mr. Horner Groves gives no date or
reference. I w^as tempted to search my copy
of ' Laird's History of Notts,' published in

1820, which gives the following under Mans-
field (p. 380) :~

" 'The patent circular saw was also in-

vented here by James Murray, a workman
employed by Mr. Brown, an ingenious turner
and mechanic. By means of this invention
ten times the quantity of work can be per-

formed, and that in a much neater manner
and with less labour than by a common saw.'

"Laird here informs us that the invention
was made the subject of a patent, and from
the published date of his work the grant
was before 1820. A search of the list of

patents before this date would no doubt yield

the exact year it was taken out or sealed.

"William White, of Sheffield, in the first

or earliest 'History, Gazetteer, and Direc-

tory,' of Mansfield, and for the matter of

that the county, published in the year 1832

—

now a very rare work indeed, of which I

obtained a copy last year from a friend who
dispersed his library on leaving for Aus-
tralia, has on p. 521 the following:

—

" ' Two late ingenious mechanics of this

town deserve a notice in its history— viz., John
Rogers, who made great improvements in the

double - point net machine, and James
Murray, who invented the circular saw, for

which his employer, Mr. Brown, obtained a

patent.'
" This confirms the patent, and informs us

it was taken out by, or granted to. Mr.
Brown.
"At Mansfield it was not an invention

following or waiting upon the introduction or

general application of the steam engine to

wood-turning, for Mr. Brown's premises were
a water mill on the river Maun, which flows

tlirough the town. The subject does not
appear to have yet been fully written np

;

but the evidence points to a woodturner's
rotary lathe, possibly that of a bobbin-turner,
worked by water, in which this primitive
6in. diameter circular saw was evolved and
first revolved by an ingenious operati\e
named James Murray. I am not aware that

this particular claim advanced on behalf of

Mansfield has ever been contested ; if so, it

would be during the run of Mr. Brown's
patent. Here, again, on a dark spot a search
of the patent lists might emit some light."

W. S.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The meetings of the London County

Council were resumed on Monday, after the

recess. A report presented by the Stores
and Contracts Committee showed that the
war is affecting to some extent many of the
Council's stores and general maintenance
contracts, the contractors finding them-
selves unable, for various reasons, to meet
the full obligations under their contracts.

In some of these eases the committee have
terminated the contracts and are obtaining
supplies as and when required under special

quotations, pending the making of new con-
tracts, and in a few other cases special

arrangements are being made. From time
to time tenders or quotations for the supply
of stores from firms controlled wholly or

largely by persons of German or Austrian
nationality have been accepted. After
making inquiries in each case, the committee
are arranging, if the facts justify that course,

to have no further dealings with the firms in

question.

The chairman, in his brief review of the
work of the past year, which was taken as

read, said the assessable value of the Countv
of London on April 6, 1914, vvas £45,112,965",

which did not show the same rate of increase

as in previous revaluations. The average
rate levied in 1913 14 in the administrative
county was 7s. 7-16d. iu the pound, and in

the county, excluding the City, it was 7s.

9.02d. in the pound, as compared with
7s. 6.82d. and 7s. 5.06d. respectively for tlie

preceding year. Working-class dwellings had
produced a gross rental of £227,100. The
number of persons iu occupation on March 31,

1914, was 37,569. The approval of the

Local Government Board was awaited to a

scheme for tlie development of the remainder
of the White Hart Estate as a garden suburb.
The Tabard - street improvenient scheme
would displace 4,552 persons of the working
class, and on the cleared site dwellings
would be erected for 2.580. The monetary
loss caused by fires during the year was
£339,080. The value of property insured in

Loudon in 1889 was £932,598,661. and in 1912,

£1,132,491,717.
The Council agreed without comment to

the recommendation of the Special Com-
mittee on the Electricity Supply of London
that notice be given of the intention of the
Council to consider, on November 10, a pro-

posal that it shall take the necessary
measures for promoting in the session of

Parliament for 1915 legislation dealing with
the establishment of a new electricity under-
taking for the County of London and certain

adjoining districts.

It was reported that from the various de-

partments 3,592 officers of the Council liad

responded, as reservists and volunteers, to

the country's call. From the architect's

department 137 had gone, and from that of

the chief engineer 84.

The Building Act Committee reported that
the municipal map of London, prepared
under the authority of a resolution of May 10,

1911. is now ready for publication. The map
is in sets of twenty-eight sheets, with a key
sheet, and the price of a set will be 31s. net,

separate sheets being sold at Is. 3d. net each.

There is also an index to the map. the price

of this being fixed at 2s. net.

Permission has been given to the Liverpool
and London and Globe Insurance Company,
Ltd., to erect a temporary office building at

the corner of the Mall Approach and Spring-
Gardens during the improvement of the

approach to the Mall from Charing Cross.

It was recommended that in connection
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with the execution of alterations to the
Peckham Picture Playlioiise a much-needed
widening be effected at the junction of Rye-
lane and High-street, Peckham, at an esti-

mated cost of £1,750.

«» •

ARCHITECTS' WAR COIWMITTEE:
PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT SUB-
COMMITTEE.

PRF.VENTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT.
A fund has been started for providing

work for arcliitects whose means of liveli-

hood are practically stopped by the war.
The administration of this fund is in the
hands of the above sub-committee at 28,
Bedford-square, London, W.C, which is

occupied firstly in ascertaining those archi-
tects in actual need of employment in con-
sequence of the war; secondly, in evolving
Bchemes of a useful nature by which these
architects may be temporarily employed

;

and, thirdly, in appealing for fimmcial
support.

(1) Architects in actual need of employ-
ment in consequence of the war are invited
to submit their eases to the Hon. Secretary
at 28, Bedford-square, W.C. These eases
will be considered by a subcommittee in
strict confidence.

(2) Suggestions are invited for schemes of
a useful nature by which architects may be
temporarily employed. For instance, small
fees might be offered for measured drawings
of buildings of architectural or historical
interest, or for civic survey work. It is

thought that the various architectural and
other societies throughout the country would
be glad to co-operate in giving effect to these
proposals.

(3) The War Committee have already
issued an appeal for funds, and it is hoped
that this appeal will meet with a liberal
response. The proportion of this fund avail-
able for the purpose of providing work can
only be regarded as a nucleus, and a generous
support should be forthcoming from all who
realise that the present opportunity is an
exceptional one for undertaking the work
proposed. The main object of the sub-
committee is not to distribute benevolent aid,
but to provide architects with temporary
work of such a character that at the termina-
tion of the war their work would be of a
distinct value to the community.

COMPETITIONS.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL

SCHOOLS.—The London County Council
Schools Competition, for which Mr. J. W.
Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., was the assessor, has
now been settled. Fifty-eight designs, as we
said a few weeks ago, were sent in. For the
Linda-street Schools, Y'ork-road, Battersea,
the plans of Mr. Arnold Mitchell, F.R.I. B. A.,
of 17, Hanover-square, is placed first ; and
for the Billingsgate-street Schools, Church-
street, Greenwich, Messrs. H. T. Wright,
F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. Henry Chapman,
A.R.I. B. A., 38, Grainger-street, W., New-
eastle-on-Tyne, are awarded the first place.
It will be remembered that by the terms of

the competition, as advertised in our issue of
May 1 last, competing architects were at
liberty to submit designs for both or either
of the above-named schools. Thirteen
scliemes have been submitted for the Green-
wich school and forty-five for tlie school at
Battersea. The whole of the plans will be
on view in the Whitechapel Art Gallery,
near Aldgate Underground station, next
week.

«**-

BRUGES.*
The old capital of West Flanders is so

familiar to many of us that this sympathetic
account of it by the well-known Editress of
" FelloHsliip Books," will attract many
readers, and Mr. Charles Wade's illus-

trations enhance its interest considerablv.
In her first chapter Mrs. Stratton tells tlie

story of Bruges, with some allusion to the
prosperity and decline of Damme, a neigh-
bouring village and formerly the Port of
Bruges. The second chapter treats of the
belfry, the public buildings, and markets.
The third chapter tells of the streets and
quays, showing views likely to be overlooked
by the casual \isitor. The" fourth chapter is

concerned with the Beguinage, the Hopital
St. Jean, and the ancient almshouses. The
fifth chapter, contributed bv Mr. Arthur
Stratton, F.R.I.B.A., the husband of the
authoress, gives an interesting analysis of
Brugean domestic architecture. It deals
with tlie facades, and shows a number of
types of different periods. The last chapter
is about the churches.

When the war is over English folk for
years to come will flock in greater numbers
over to Belgium, and Bruges will be one of
the special places none will miss. No better
preparation for the appreciation of its

beauties can be recommended than the early
purchase and enjoyment of this excellenfiy
produced volume.

The statue of King Edward VII. which is

being erected at Aberdeen will be unveiled by
Lord Provost Maitland on the 30th inst.

• Bruges : a Record and au Impression. By Mabv
BTmTTO.v. Lonrton : B. T. Batsfnrrl, LM. Ss.

A new rectory is in course of construction at
Elhsfield, Hampshire, from plans by Mr. W. J.
.Tolly, P..\.S.I.. arcliietct and surveyor, EUhani,
the contractors being Messrs. H. J. Gcodall and
Son, of Basingstoke.

In the London Sheriff's Court, on Frid.iv, Mrs.
Harriet Peterson was awarded ilSOO for the
compuhory acquisition by the London County
Council of 9nft. of the back-garden of a house
in Balham High-road required for the building
of a school.

The foundation-stone of a new parochial hall
in Kensington, of which Mr. F. R*imminglon is

the architect, was laid by the Bishop of Liverpool
on Wednesday afternoon. The building is being
erected as a memorial to the late Canon Dyson
Rycroft, who was for thirty-six years vicar of
the parish. The hall is to be used for Sunday-
school purposes, lectures, and social gatherings.
The new chapel of Pusey House, in Alfred-

street, St. Giles's, Oxford, was .consecrated by the
Bishop of Oxford on Sunday. The chapel, which
was illustrated in our issue of August 2, 1912, and
May 30, 1913, has been built from plans by Mr
Temple Moore. F.R.I.B.A.. of Hampstead." The
walls are of Blagdon stone, with Weldon stone
dressings. The style is an adaptation of the
14th-century Gothic. Messrs. '

Beufield and
Loxley, of Oxford, are the builders.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at Bradford on Friday into an application by
tlie corporation for sanction to borrow .f 100,000
for the purpose of acquiring the site and
buildings of the Royal Infirmary and making
a capital contribution towards the provision o?
new infirmary accommodation. It was stated
that the new infirmary would cost i;200,000.
towards which £80.000 had been promised : but
the remainder could not be raised voluntarily at
present. The scheme for the purchase of the
present infirmary and the contribution by the
corporation to the new infirmary had been
approved by the city council.

At the Chester Consistory-court, on Friday,
the vicar and wardens of St. Peter's, Hock
Ferry, were authorised to take down five bells,
recast them, and hang them, with a new tenor
bell, in the tower of that church, upon a new
iron frameviDrk. The rector and wardens of
the parish church of Wallasey received authority
to erect a parclose - screen in St. Hilary's,
Wallasey, to separate the side chapel from the
transept and the south aisle. A faculty was
granted to the vicar and wardens of the parish
church of Frodsham permitting them to replace
the old Communion-table with one of oak, and
erect a reredos of oak with saii.tly and other
figures carved above it.

The Stoke-on-Trent Corporation have suc-
ceeded in obtaining substantial financi-il help
from the Government towards the cost of the
public relief works in the Potteries. The Road
Board were to give assistance to the improve-
ment of Federation-road, Burslem, at a cost
of £4,682; the conversion of Waterloo-road.
Burslem. from a macadam road to a road paved
with setts, at a cost of £11,113; the widening
of Trentham-road. Stoke, at a cost of £1,067;
and the diversion of Stone-roatl, I.ongton. at a
cost of £2.347. None of these roads is properly
eligible for Road Board grants; but, in view of
special circumstances, the Board decided to
make a grant of £5,000 towards the cost of the
four roads, A further grant of £2,120 has been
obtained from the Local Government Board for
the additional cost of employing unemployed
labour.

(But illlustratinns,

FRANCIS HOLLAND SCHOOL, PARK
ROAD, N.W.

The Francis Holland High School for Girls
was founded in 1878 by the late Canon
Holland, and occupied premises in Upper
Baker-street from its foundation up to a few
months ago. The property has now been
acquired by the Metropolitan Railway for
their extensions at Baker-street Station, and
a site in Park-road has been leased from the
Portman Estate for the new building. The
building is being faced with small red facing-
bricks, with Portland stone dressings. The
whole of the floors and staircases are of
fireproof construction, and the internal
joinery is of whitewood, stained and waxed.
Mr. James Carmichael is the builder, and
it is hoped the building will be ready for
occupation during the summer of next year.
Mr. Henry T. Hare, F.R.I.B.A., is the
architect. The drawing reproduced was hung
at the Royal Academy Exhibition this
summer.

RADBROKE HALL, CHESHIRE.
This house lies about two miles outside the

country town of Knutsford, in Cheshire. It
is built of Portland stone. Internally the
ground floor will be panelled throughout,
excepting in the inner halls, which vvill be
finished and enriched in plaster. The music-
room has a curved and enriched ceiling, with
walnut framing up to the springing, with two
tiers of panels divided by a chair-rail. The
room measures 40ft. by 20ft. We give plans
with the perspective. The entrance-hall,
library, and morning-room will be lined with
oak panelling to the ceiling of a similar
character, the library having fixed book-
shelves along one side and niches on either
hand of the fireplace. The oval dining room
is to be panelled in fibrous plaster, and all

these rooms have enriched ceilings. Except
in the servants' quarters the floors through-
out are of stone or oak. The builders are
Messrs. L. Brown and Sons, of Wilmslovv,
and the architect, Mr. Percy Scott Worth-
ington, M.A. (Oxon.), of the "firm of Messrs.
Tlios. Worthiiigton and Son, Brown-street,
Manchester. The drawing reproduced was
shown at tlie Roya! Academy this year.

On behalf of the corporation, the Aberdeen
-Art Gallery Committee have purchased the
picture by William Dyce, R..\., entitled " Little
Goody Two-Shoes."

The funeral of the late Mr, .John Briggs Poole,
builder and contractor, of Railway-street, Little-
borough, whose death, at the age of 65, occurred
on the previous Tuesday, took place on Friday,
in the graveyard at S. Andrew's Church,
Dearnley.

Owing to a recent revision of South Kensington
regulations, Mr. Banister Fletcher's weekly
lectures on Gothic .Architecture at the Victoria
and .\lbert Museum on Mond.iys will be at
half-past four, instead of five o'clock as pre-
viously advertised.

A new school at Moorpark. Renfrew, was
opened on Friday. It provides an infant depart-
inent to accommodate 400 infants, a medical-
inspection room, special rooms for woodwork,
cookery, and laundry, and a janitor's house.
The new school occupies an acre and a half of
ground, and adjoins the original school.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
at the Courthouse. Dritfield. on Wednesday
week, before Mr. W. W. E. Fletcher, into an
application by the East Riding County Council
for sanction to borrow .£13.425 for the provision
of an isolation hospital of thirty-two beds at
Great Driffield by the East Riding Hospital
Committee.

Twelve candidates for the office of borough
engineer of Salford have appeared before the
finance committee of the town council, and from
these the following five have been selected for
further consideration ;—Mr. .1, P. Wakeford. city
surveyor. Wakefield ; Mr. L, Roseveare, borough
engineer. South Shields; Mr. .1. Lord, borough
engineer, Halifax; Mr. E. B. Martin, borough
engineer and waterworks engineer and manager,
Rotherham; and ^Ir. E. Worrall. surveyor to
Stretford Urban District Council. The boroughs
and districts with the governing bodies of which
the selected candidates are at present associated
will be visited.
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THE FRANCIS HOLLAND SCHOOL, I'AKK KOAD, N.W.—Mr. Henry T. Hare, F.R.LB.A., Architect.
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A YEARS BUILDING IN GLASGOW.—

At tlie last meeting of Glasgow Dean of Guild

Court, Dean of Guild Roxburgh, wlio pre-

sided, in the course of his annual statement

said that the outstanding feature of the year

just closed was that the movement for the

better which took place in the building trade

during the first yearrff the extended area of

the city had not only been maintained, but

improved upon, in the second year. The
number of linings had risen from 499 to 542

during the year. A better criterion of the

improved state of trade," however, was the

valuation of tbe work authorised, and that

had risen from £993,216 to £1.052,147, an

increase of £58,931. This was the first time

since 1905-6 that the million had been ex-

ceeded. The total sum was made up of new
work amounting to £860,607, and alterations

and repairs amounting to £191,510. These

figures showed an increase upon last year's

figures of £53,054 in respect of new buildings,

and an increase on the valuation of additions

and alterations of £5,877. This meant that

on all sorts of building the'eity was spending

about £1 per head of the population ; on

dwelling-houses only some 3s. to 4s. per head.

When they remembered the unsatisfactory

housing conditions which existed, it did not

seem as if everything possible was being done
to improve the conditions. He regretted that

there was an increase in the number of one-

apartment houses. There were 55 linings

granted for warehouses, shops, and offices,

the valuation of new work being £198,842,

and additions and alterations, .£23,313. For
workshops, manufactories, stores, etc., 259

linings were granted, the valuation of new
work being £348,201, and alterations, £77,841.

TvN'elve linings were granted for churches and
halls and ten for schools.

KIRKSTEAD. •- At Kirkstead, South
Lincolnshire, a chapel belonging to the

abbey destroyed at the Dissolution has been
restored for public worship, and was dedicated

last week. It is a gem of Early English

architecture, 43ft. 6in. long by 19ft. 6in. wide,

with lancet windows and vaulted roof, the

walls and vaulting decorated with the carved
foliage, and the ea.sternmost boss having a

representation of the Lamb and Flag.

Here and tliere distinct traces of the old

colouring have been discovered by removal
of the limewash, and behind the figure of a

knight wearing a barrel helmet of the 13th

century period was found part of a consecra-

tion-cross on the bouth wall. Over the west
doorway, with its elegant shafts and dog-

tooth ornament, is a window of vesica shape,

with an arch let into the outer wall on each
side. At the Dissolution the building was
saved for the parish ; but the property passed
from the Earls of Lincoln to a Presbyterian
family, and the church was used in the 18th

century by the I'resbyterians. A lawsuit in

1812 decided that the Church of England was
entitled to the buTldiiig and graveyard, and
the I'resbyterains to the endowment. Some
poor attempts at restoration were made in

1849 ; but tlie church was abandoned about
thirty years later, and came to be regarded
as an old ruin on a private estate. At the

instance of Archdeacon Wakeford and under
the direction of Mr. James Weir the dese-

crated building has been cleansed through
out, its bulging walls and the roof restored

to its proper pitch.

^»»

At Hawksbridge. Oxonhope, on .Saturday,

memorial-stones were hijd of a new Baptist
Echool-chapel to take the place of a builtling

erected in 1832. The new chapel, which
occupies a site on tlie opposite side of the road,
will cost about i;i.8nO.

At a meeting of the Carlisle City Council on
Tuesday it was decided, on tlie recomniendation
of the health committee, to carry out the im-
provement of the main roads of the city by re-

forming them with t'lr-macadam at a cost of

^12.500, and undertake the sewerage of the
areas added to the city by the extension of the
boundaries, from the parishes of St. Cuthbert's
Without, Welheral, and Belle Vue, at a cost of
^14,600, as soon as possible.

PKOFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION.—The annual general meeting of the

Architectural Association will be held at 18,

Tufton-street, S.W., on Monday week, the

26th inst., when an address will be delivered

by Professor Selwyn Image, M.A., entitled

"Art and the War." The dates of the sub-

secjuent meetings already fixed are Mondays,
Nov. 23, Jan. 25, Feb. 22, and March 22.

GERMAN CHARACTER IN TOWN
PLANNING.—The course of lectures on

civic design and town planning, arranged by

the Birmingham University, opened on
Thursday in last week, in the Tecliiiical

School, Suffolk-street. Mr. Raymond Unvvin,

F.R.I.B.A., of London, the lecturer, men-
tioned that his illustrations would be largely

drawn from towns in Germany, France, and
Belgium, which occupied the public mind
very much at the present time. Town
planning in Germany since 1870, he thought,

gave a great insight into the character of the

people, and into much which had happened
during the last four months. In German
town planning they saw evidence of thorough-

ness and concentration and other qualities;

but, at the same time, there was a lack of

imagination which led to pushing an idea to

an extreme point and neglecting other things.

For instance, the Germans had concentrated

on wide main streets, which, though un-

questionably producing a fine effect, had led

to congested tenement buildings and high

land prices. Their thoroughness was in-

dicated by the complete way tliey had dealt

with every point in town planning— in-

dustries, transit, recreation, and so on— but

lack of imagination had led them to overlook

several important things.

ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE ARCH I

TECTURAL CRAFTSMEN'S SOCIETY,
GLASGOW.—At a meeting of the above
society, held in the college on the 9th inst.,

Mr. Alex. Davidson, president, in the chair.

Professor Gourlay, B.Sc, A.R.I.B.A.,

delivered a lecture on "The Orders of Archi-

tecture." After introductory remarks on

architecture, style, proportion, scale, and use

of mouldings, the professor explained the

meaning of the term "Order" as applied in

architecture, and dealt with the distinctive

features of the Five Orders, also with their

development from Greek and Roman times

till the Renaissance. In showing how the

Orders may be studied, he explained the

method of drawing tlieni, and illustrated the

intimate connection that existed beweeii the

Order and the building to which it belonged.

He then urged that the Order and the build-

ing should be studied together as one work of

architecture, which they really were. There-
after a series of interesting slides were shown
of Greek, Roman, English, and local build-

ings, to enforce the principles enunciated.

ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—A meeting of the council of this society was
held on October 2 at the rooms of the society,

9, Howard-street, Belfast. The chair was
occupied by Mr. N. Fitzsimons, F.R.I.B.A.
A letter was read by the secretary from the

Royal Institute of British Architects,

requesting the society to appoint a war com-
mittee for the Province of Ulster, to act in

co-operation with the Central War Com-
mittee of the Royal Institute in London. It

was unanimously decided to accede to the

request of the Royal Institute, and the

following geiitleinen, representing the pro-

fession in Ulster, were appointed to act as a

war committee ; Messrs. N. Fitzsimons, T.

Houston, W. J. Gilliland, R. M. Young, J. J.

McDonnel, J. McC. Robinson, R. E.

Buchanan, J. St. J. Phillips, J. A. Haiina,

H. Laniont, J. R. Young, H. Seaver. and
T. W. Henry, lion, secretary.

A memorial to the late Rev. Dr. T.ands-

borough was unveiled in Henderson Church,

Kilmarnock, last week. It is in the form of

tvvo stained-glass windows. The subjects are

Charity as tvpified by the Good Samaritan, and
Christ Blessing the Children. The windows are

the work of Mr. Arthur A. Webster, and are

in the MediiPval Flepiish style.

—*

—

"CAPTURING TRADE."
7'o the Editor of the BUILDING Ni:ws.

Sir,—Many people speak and write about
"capturing German trade" as if it were a

merchantman just off the coast, which could

be taken by one of H.M. gunboats. Trade
really means the exchange of services, and if

your correspondent, Mr. Chas, H. Luke,
desires to put this que.stion to the test, let

him consult recent files of the newspapers,
and sec what dyers, glass i^iannfacturers, and
others think about the subject. As a matter
of fact, in the light of recent experience, the

idea of "capturing German trade" has really

become a back number.
Mr. Luke dates his letter from Manchester,

which is rapidly becoming stagnant through
the paralysis of the cotton trade. It is

ridiculous to talk of "capturing" a foreign

trade wdien we cannot retain our own trade.

The lessons your correspondent and many
others have to learn is that we have paid

a great deal too much attention to matters
abroad and neglected—criminally, in my
opinion, neglected—our own home affairs. If

" the man from Mars " could (unintercepteil

by the censor) pay us a visit, whatever would
he think of the silent mills and workshops,
whilst millions of people are going without
adequate clothing ; or of the warships con-

voying food across the seas with lialf the land

of England lying derelict? Here is plenty of

trade to " capture."
And the result of our neglect? Let the

closed exchanges give the answer. Building
up "our" foreign trade on paper that the

first breath of adversity scatters. The
"paper merchants" of Manchester and Liver-

pool are now endeavouring to "get on the

taxes," and it looks as if they would succeed.

The wise man of old was right :
" The eyes

of the fool are in the ends of the earth."

When we build our trade as most of your
readers build their houses— for home con-

sumption—we shall arrive. Then the Kai.ser

will have nothing to fight about.— I am, etc.,

John B.vgot.

138, St. Annes-road East, St. Annes-on-the-
Sea, Oct. 10, 1914.

SECOND LONDON SANITARY CORPS
FOR SERVICE ABROAD.

Sir,—Capt. Arthur J. Martin, M.Inst.C.E.,
is forming a 2nd London Sanitary Corps,

wliich has volunteered for service abroad.

The chief duty of the new company will be

to supervise the water-supply and camps and
billets, reporting defects, and instructing the

squads of the combatant units.

The company will be a branch of the

R.A.M.C.T.F., and the men whom he is now
enrolling are drawn from the various pro-

fessions and trades connected with sanita-

tion, mostly engineers, surveyors, architects,

sanitary inspectors, and a sprinkli)ig of men
from the building trades.

To me this seems a grand opportunity for

a number of our members, and especiallv tlie

students, to join the corps, and I .shall have
much pleasure in bringing before Captain
Martin the names of any who conimunicate
with me. Application, however, may be niade

to him direct at the Duke of York's Head-
quarters, Chelsea, S.W., or, should he not be

there, ask for Lieutenant Cave or the

orderly sergeant.— I am, etc.,

HoR.vcE Boot, President.

The Institution of Municipal Engineers,

39, Victoria-street, Wes£miiister, S.W.,
October 8, 1914.

•*
The corporation of Glasgow have instructed

their city engineer to expedite the preparation

of plans' for the Bridgeton public hall, which
is estimated to cost i;i4,0C0, in order that the

work may be put in hand as quickly as possible.

An inquiry was held at Foulden, Norfolk, on

Monday, into an application by the Swaffham
Rural "District Council to borrow the sum of

f 1,238 for housing purposes. The inquiry was
conducted by Mr. H. A. Chapman. F.R.I.B.A.,

an inspector'of the Local Government Board.
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SOUTH TRANSEPT, ABBEY CHURCH OF ST. RtMI, FRANCE.
Drawn by Mr. W. Warman. (Shelled by the Germans.)
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dnvxtntt Calattto.

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday)

afternoon of the Westminster City Council,

the general purposes committee reported the

reception of a letter from the London
Asphalte Company, Ltd., dated August 26,

asking, in view of the abnormal conditions

prevailing in consequence of the war, the

council's consent to a further postponement
of the execution of the paving work in Vane-

street, as well as that of Bruton-place, until

next spring. The shipments of rock asphalte

were, they added, almost completely

suspended, and their stock of suitable

material was all but exhausted. The works
committee added that they had since received

a letter from the company, dated Sept. 23,

stating that they had succeeded in securing a

parcel of asphalte rock, although at a con-

siderably increased cost. In view of the large

increase in the cost of the material and
freight, the latter having risen more than
100 per cent., the company asked the council

to grant an increase in the contract price of,

say, one shilling per yard. The committee
recommended the council to pay the London
Asphalte Company at the rate of one shilling

per yard over and above the contract prices

in respect of the paving of Vane-street, but
no increase in respect of the paving of

Bruton-place. from which contract the com-
pany could, they reported, be release<I. Mr.
Hemming moved that the recommendation
be referred back to the works committee for

reconsideration. Although trading ostensibly

as a London firm, the directors and share-

holders were Germans, living in Germany.
Before passing so abominable a recommenda-
tion he would like to know why the execution
of the work was postponed from the begin-
ning of July until September. A member
defended the company, stating that the
company was registered in England, and, in

a sense, was English. Other firms had asked
for, and received, advances in prices.—Mr.
G. W. Lawrence, chairman of the general

purposes committee, said he had been
informed, and would be able to show in com-
mittee, that tlie extra Is. per yard would not

only cover extra cost of materia! and freight,

but yield a handsome profit to the company.
After some discussion, Mr. E. Howley Sim,
A.R.LB.A., chairman of the works com-
mittee, in reply, said the execution of the

contract was postponed from July 4 to Sep-
tember 7 at the request of the council, and
in compliance with the request of a hospital

which would be affected by the rcpaving. It

would, therefore, be only reasonable to accede
to the application of the company ; but as

the council appeared to wish it, he would
agree that the committee's recommendation
be referred back. This was unanimously
agreed to.

Painters, writers, designers, and all who
have to do with shop fascias arul the like

have been kept quite busy since the war
began. There have been, and especially in

some localities of London and elsewhere,
numerous quick-changes in the way of

nomenclature. Sometimes in a single night
German names have vanished from over
shops, and been replaced by bright British

cognomens in the morning. It was wonder-
ful—this popularity of John Bull and this

breaking out of Smith and Brown where
foreign words stood before. .\nd now conies
an Order in Council dealing drastically with
the names of what it shortlv calls "Alien

Enemies," which will .give more work for

painters and writers the other way round
— that is, in the way of restoration. For this

Order decrees, with bald brevity, that our
alien enemies here shall only use and con-

tinue to use the names by which they were
known at the eonimencement of the war. It

applies, further, to all firms and persons

carrying on business under foreign names. So
all these quick changes of fascias and the

rest are merely wasted money, and the old

trading titles must forthwith be put up
again, or there will be summonses and fines.

As those who were naturalised before the

war would not be technically alien enemies,

they can probably take new names, if they

do so properly, by deed-poll enrolled in

Chancery.

Local inquirers in Edinburgh are not un-

reasonably asking why more rapid progress

is not being made with the additions to the

Royal Scottish Museum. This extension was
originally planned for execution in three

sections, the public expectation being that

the work would be advanced continuously

from section to section until all three were
completed within a reasonable time. The
first section, ' which includes courts and
galleries for the accommodation of natural-

liistory specimens, and also a new wing of

the great hall, has been in the builders' hands
for a considerable period. But the pressing

consideration, in view of the need for main-

taining employment in the city, is that all the

arrangements have yet to be made for begiii-

iiiiig the second section. H.M. OHice of

Works are understood to be waiting upon
the Treasury. By this time steps should have

been taken to place the contracts and set the

work agoing without any pause in the

building operations. The situation is pecu-

liarly favourable for action in line with Mr.
Lloyd George's promises to include in the

Estimates all the Government buildings set

down for treatment in the near future. The
scheme as a whole has been fully considered

Lind approved. The parts completed or in

process of erection have been conceived in

relation to that whole. The Government
are, in fact, committed to the erection of

Tiuseum buildings on an arranged plan, from

the University along the Lothian-street

frontage up to and including the east side

if Brighton-street, whether the work be

carried out quickly or with long spells of

waiting. That it should be undertaken

r[uickly and pushed to an early conclusion is

:n every way desirable.

and after developing them by constructing

roads, laying sewers and mains, and pro-

viding easy access, to let off the building plots

to public utility societies and builders, im-

posing suitable restrictions on ground rents.

Assuming this policy to be successful,

migration from the centre, it is believed, will

onoe more take place, and ultimately re-

construction of the old city on improved
lines will become possible. For this purpose

it is urged that a town plan should be at

once prepared to which all alterations to

streets or buildings should be made to con-

form as far as possible, and that the city

should be divided into areas to be re-

constructed after different periods of time.

Pending the reconstruction, the committee

advocate a continuance of the policy of

calling upon owners to put their property

into more habitable condition.

An important report by the Birmingham
Special Housing Committee, appointed

ifteen months ago to inquire into the housing

conditions of the poor of the city, shows con-

clusively that a large proportion of them are

existing under conditions detrimental to their

iiealth and morals. Building has ceased to

keep pace with the growth of the population.
' Any scheme of rehousing even the popula-

tion now provided with inadequate accom-

modation would have to contemplate the

erection, sooner or later, of not less than

.50,000 houses." The migration of the

working classes from the centre to the

suburbs has almost ceased, because the

erection of new houses has greatly diminished.

.4 resumption of suburban building is a

necessary preliminary to more drastic

measures in the centre. The best way of

aiding the resumption of suburban building,

the committee reports, is for the council to

purchase estates in the undeveloped areas,

We have no fault to find with the recom-

mendations, as far as they go, though we
have from time to time lately published

letters from responsible Birmingham
surveyors which confirm our belief that

private enterprise would have been equal to

the task of acquiring land and erecting the

badly-wanted houses, had it not been

penalised, as it has been everywhere else, by

Mr. Lloyd George's land policy, and by the

unfair burdens he has laid upon builders.

Our contemporary, the Birmingham Daily

PosI, commenting on the report, well says:

"The wiser policy is, surely, to deal with

old defective houses as at present, calling

upon their owners to amend their faults at

their own cost, or pull them down, and

simultaneously to ease, if possible, the way
of the speculative builder, who would gladly

supply as many houses as the population

needs, and more, if he could see his way to

doing so with reasonable security to him-

self. At bottom the whole question is one

of finance." But we doubt, with much past

experience and obser\ation, whether a

municipality, "with cheap capital," can lay

out estates more economically than the

private owner. What it can do, of course,

as our contemporary points out, is— in the

words of the report itself—to allow " greater

latitude in the materials for kerbs and
channels, and possibly for the paving of

footpaths." And in other things besides,

which at present needlessly harass the

builder, raise rents paid by the workers, and
drive capital to seek other fields of invest-

ment.

A joint committee composed of ten

members of the American Institute of Archi-

tects and as many members of the National

Association of Builders' Exchanges met on

September 15 in the Master Builders' Ex-

change, No. 20, South Seventh-street, Phila-

delphia, to consider the question of adopting

a uniform form of building specifications and
contracts. Owing to the fact that much con-

fusion and misunderstanding has been caused

in the past by vaguely or inaccurately worded
specifications and contracts, both the

National Association of Builders' Exchanges

and the American Institute of Architects, at

their last conventions, provided for a special

committee, composed of members of both

bodies, to take up the question of providing

a uniform system of specifications and

contracts. Mr. Frank Miles Day, of Phila-

delphia, is presiding over the conference.

The annual convention of the Saskatche-

wan Association of Architects will be held
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at Saskatoon next Wednesday, and it is

understood that they will approach the pro-

vincial government to secure the protection

of their members. In the past, it is held,

they have been frequently approached to get

out plans for buildings which were never

erected and for which they could not, there-

fore, claim any fee. It is now proposed that

whether such building goes ahead or other-

wise, legislation should permit the architect

to collect three and a half or four per cent,

of its value as remuneration for his plans.

Such legislation would place the profession

on the same footing as medicine or law, which

is the aim. The claim is, of course, a just

and reasonable one, and we trust it will be

recognised.
^i»

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

WATER SUPPLY IN WEST KENT.—At the

meetnij^ of the Bexley Heath Urban Council last

week a report was received from Mr. C. E.

Baker, representative of the Kent districts on
tne Metropolitan Water Board, as to the work
It is proposed to carry out to nnprove the supply
to Vvest Kent. The matter had been discussed

by a committee, and, subject to the approval of

tne Board, work involving an expenuiture of

^Lloo.OUO would be put m tiand as soon as the
necessary powers could be obtained, and the
engineers were bringing up a report as to works
for a supplemental supply for Kent from the
Thames. These works were necessitated by the
rapid growth of population in the Kent area,

wnich was as mucn as 12^ per cent.

^*<^

The urban district council of Wanstead have
received sanction from the Local Government
Board to borrow i^47,614 for main-road improve-
ments in the district.

A group of children's homes is to be built at
Stanway, near Colchester, for the Lexden and
Wmstree Board of Guardians. Mr. J. VV. Start,
of Colchester, is the architect.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
H. G. Coales and H. W. Johnson, architects

and surveyors, at Market Harborough, under
the style of Coales and Johnson, nas been
dissolved.

Mr. George Nicholas Yourdi, of Ditton Dene,
Surbiton, resident engineer, under the corpora-
tion of Birmingham, of the Elan Valley water-
works, 1893-190/, who died on September 4, aged
sixty-four, left i;i7,638 gross.

The Colony Club of New York is about to be
housed in new premises to be built at the corner
of Park avenue and 62nd-street in that city.

Messrs. Delano and Aldrich, of 4, East 39th-
street, New York, are the architects, and the
outlay will be 400,000dol.

The Nantwich Rural District Council on
Saturday instructed their surveyor, Mr. C. E.
Davenport, to prepare plans, specifications, and
quantities in connection with the suggested
scheme for the erection of four pairs of cottages
at Aston, and submit them to the committee as
6Con as possible.

The Bristol City Council has decided to adopt
the recommendations of the Bristol Docks Com-
imittec for the construction of additional cold-

ftlorage at Avonmouth Docks. The plans pro-

vide for the construction of a seven-floor ware-
house, length 215ft:., depth 105ft., height 100ft..

on a site behind " D "' shed, at the Koyal
Edward Dock. It is proposed at the commence-
ment to insulate the lliree upper floors for cold-

stora-ie, and to utilise the three lower floors

for the warehousing of general goods. The
lower portion of the warehouse will be con-

verted into cold-stores as the increase of trade
necessitates.

Tlie tramways department of the Leeds Cor-

poration are hurrying on the carrying out of

several work.s with the object of providing em-
ployment for the out-of-works. The construe
tion of the new tramway-line at Guiseley has
been begun this week, and a start has been
made with the erection of the overhead equip-

ment for the railless car* whicli will run frrtn

the White Cross. Guiseley. through Otlry to

Burlcy. The construction of the tramways ex-

tension from York-read to Halton has also been
commenced, and ihe workmen will get to work
on the new tramw'vys offices at the junction
of Swinegate and Lower Briggate within the
next two or three weeks. These new oflicps will

cost ^32,000.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
LANDLORDS LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE

AREA RAILINGS.-Dobson v. Horsley.—In the
Court of Appeal, on Wednesday, judgment was
given by Lords Justices Buckley, Phillimore,
and Pickford in this action, where an im-
portant question of the liability of landlords to

keep up the protective railings to basement areas
was raised. The action was tried before Mr.
Justice Ridley and a common jury in the King's
Bench Division in December last, and was fully

reported in our issue of December 12. 1913,

p. 848. The plaintiff, an infant who had been
injured by tailing through a gap in area
railings, sued through his father as next friend,

the father being a tenant of one room in the
house where, the accident occurred. The
negligence alleged was that the area railings

were not kept in a proper state of repair, and
the plaintiffs father alleged that the attention
of the landlord's surveyor was called to the

defects in the railings, and that he promised
to have them repaired. The jury, in their

verdict, stated that the railings were defective,

but were unable to agree as to what notice was
or was not given to defendant. They assessed

the damages at i:137 los.— Mr. Justice Ridley
treated the case as to notice as not being made
out, and gave judgment for the defendants.
Plaintiff now applied for judgment or a new
tr.al. For defendants, counsel cited "Cavalier
v. Pope," " Ryall v. Kidwell,'' "Lane v. Fox,"
"Martin v. W' atkinson." " Huggall v. McKean."
"Cameron v. Young." " Harrold v. Watney,"
"Miller v. Hancock," and "Huggett v. Miers.'"

The plaintiff relied upon "Miller v. Hancock,"
which was distinguishable from "Cavalier v.

Pope." The counsel also referred to " Har-
groves, Aranson, and Co. v. Hartopp." The
Court of Appeal now unanimously upheld the

decision of Mr. Justice Ridley and dismissed the
appeal.

BURNLEY CORPORATION AND ITS
DEMOLITION ORDERS.—Important Ruhng.—
A King's Bench Divisional Court, consisting

of Justices Coleridge. Horridge, and Shear-
man, had before them on Wednesday a special

case stated by the Local Government Board
under the Housing and Town-Planning Act,
1909, in the matter of John F. Lancaster,
Licentiate R.I.B.A., and the Mayor and Cor-
poration of Burnley. Mr. Lancaster was appeal-
ing to the Local Government Board against an
order by the Burnley Corporation for the
demolition of six houses in Eugene-court.
Burnley, on the ground that they were unfit for

human habitation.—^Mr. Brook Little (for the
appellant) said the order for the demolition was
served on August 7 of last year, after Mr.
Lancaster had unsuccessfully appealed against
closing orders which had previously been made.
Mr. Lancaster bought the houses in December,
1912, to convert them into warehouses, and by
the following April he had so dismantled them
that they could not be used as dwelling-houses.
The grounds of his appeal were that there was
no intention to use the houses for human
habitation, that they were not a nuisance or a

danger to the public, and that the course
adopted by the corporation was oppressive.
Counsel contended that the corporation had no
power to make such an order unless the premises
were being used as dwelling-houses.—On behalf
of the Local Government Board. Mr. Braneom
said this was the first case of its kind stated
under Section 39 of the Act. It was therefore
of importance, and the Board sought the
opinion of the Court upon the question of law,

in order to enable it to decide Mr. Lancaster's
appeal.—Mr. Turner (for the Burnley Corpora-
tion) submitted that the section only gave the
Local Government Board power to make orders
such as it gave to local authorities.—Mr. Justice

Coleridge said the case raised an important
(|uestion under the Act. Section 39 seemed to

give very wide powers to the Board to rescind

ilemolition crdcrs on any reasonable ground.
It seemed to cover such a case as the present

one if the Board were satisfied that the houses
were no longer to be used for habitation. The
policy of the Act was to give the Board the

widest possible discretion to do what was equit-

able, and to confirm, vary, or qua^h orders

nude by locil authorities. This answered the

que:t:on raised. —Our previous comments on this

case will be found on p. c97, September 19;

p, £05, October 10; and p. 541. October 17,

1913.

Radcliff.^ Urban District Council decided on

Monday to apply to the Local Government
Board "for sanction to spend i:4.30O in laying

out as a playing-field a piece of land given by

the Wilton Estate, and ah-o to improve a road-

way in respect to which the estate has given

2^ acres of ground and undertaken to contribute

itoOO towards the cost of the improvement.

(^m (Bf^a fabk.

In the course ot a lecture at University
College, Gower-street, W.C., on "French
Cathedrals in the Fighting Line," delivered
on Monday afternoon, before an overflowing
audience. Professor F. M. Simpson referred
to Rheims Cathedral as the perfect blend of

strength and refinement both internally and
externally. It represented the full develop-
ment of 13th-century French Gothic, and in

its internal proportions it attained the ideal.

The chief damage from shells had been the

destruction of the magnificent roof over the

nave choir and transepts. This roof,

certainly the finest the lecturer had seen, had
a tie-beam 8ft. to 10ft. above the vault instead

of a foot or two, and this deep space be-

tween the covering had proved the salvation

of the interior of the cathdral. The stained

glass had been greatly injured. The chief

damage to the beautiful sculpture was to that

in the northern of the triple portals and the

western fa9ade. Prof. Simpson suggested

that some of the indemnity to be claimed from
the invaders ought to be earmarked for

restoring the cathedral.

The Trades' Training Schools, 153, GrcL*-.,

Titchtield-street, Portland-place, W., which
have been temporarily closed, are reopening
on the 26th inst. The schools are open only

to craftsmen follow-ing their trade as a means
of gaining a livelihood, and are carried on
to improve the technique of each craft by
instructing the men who actually earn their

living by their labours therein. The last

annual report is published, and can be had
at the schools. Mr. H. Phillips Fletcher,

F.R.I.B.A., is the director.

At the last meeting of the city council of

Liverpool, the proposal ot the housing com-
mittee to proceed with the erection of houses
on the Gore-street, Jordan-street, and
Sparling-street areas, at a cost of about

£25,000, was opposed, it being suggested that

the expenditure should be postponed in

accordance with the advice of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer. Building materials, it

was stated, were now from 20 to 25 per cent,

above the normal. Mr. Kyffin-Taylor, M.P.,
chairman of the committee, refused to accept

the suggestion. The First Commissioner of

Works was expediting all public works, and
was recommending private firms to do the

same. The cost of material had increased

from 15 to 20 per cent, in the last two years,

but it had not gone up as a result of the

war. Tlie building trade was largely at a

standstill, and he believed that it was better

to find employment rather than relief. The
proposals of the committee were approved,

and the work will go forward.

The council of the Welsh Housing Associa-

tion, at their meeting in London on Tuesday,
adopted the following resolution, on the

motion of the president (Lady Boston) :
" That

the council of the Welsh Housing Association

is of opinion that the conditions of housing

of the working population throughout the

urban and rural districts of Wales and Mon-
mouthshire are of so deplorable a nature,

and the necessity for reform on a large scale

is of such imperative importance, that the

appointment of a central Welsh housing

authority appears to be the only action likely

to prove effective for solving the problems
involved."

At their last meeting the town council of

Birkenhead conhrmed a recommendation of

the health committee appointing Mr. T.

Taliesen Rees, F.R.I.B.A., for a minimum
period of three years as architect to advise

and assist the corporation in connection with

reconstruction schemes and the erection of

working class houses. Alderman E. G.
Mason, in submitting the recommendation,
said that for some time the committee had
been contemplating a scheme for erecting a

considerable luimber of working - class

dwellings. The scheme would be a large one,

and would entail a great deal of labour both

on the part of the committee and of the

architect. They were anxious to make the

scheme a new, original, and economical one,

and one that would be worthy of the town
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in every way. It was originally intended to

obtain competitive designs, bnt iji view of

tlie delay which would be canscd and the

desire of the coiniiiittee to take advantaj^'e of

the new Housing Act. under which riniuicial

assistance for such schemes was granted, and
also the probability of a large amount of un-
cmployjiient among those employed iii house
construction, they decided to recommend the
appointment of Mr. T. T. Rees. The scheme,
iMider which both the Gilbrook estate and
the laud off Old Choster-road would be
utilised, would provitle for the erection of

40U houses, and taking an average cost of

iilSn per house, a capital expenditure of

£72,000 was foreshadowed.

During the mojiths of July. August, aiid

September, 1914, the Roa<l Board indicated
additional advances to highway authorities,

amouj]ting in the aggregate to £373,562, of

which £209,280 was by way of graiit, and
£104,282 by way of loan. The advances
made and indicated up to Sept. .30, 1914,

amount to £5,927,486. Of this total

£4,375.742 is by way of grant, and £1,551,744
by way of loan. The formal grants com-
pleted with the approval of the Treasury
during the last quarter, amounting to

£902,657. were applied as follows ;—Road-
crust improvements, £493,464 ; road widening
and improvement of curves and corners,

£3,545; road diversions, £1.699; reconstruc-
tion and improvement of bridges, £3,950;
new road, western approach road to Loudon,
75 per cent, of actual cost, estimated at

£400.000.

A meeting of the town-planning committee
of the Birmingham City Council was held on
Friday under the presidency of Mr. Neville
Chamberlain, when the report was drawn up
for presentation to the council on Tuesday
next. This report will ask the council to
approie of the complete scheme for North
Yardley. and also to authorise the committee
to apply to the Local Government Board for
permission to prepare a scheme for South
Birmingham. The latter is the next step
in pursuance of the instructions given in July
of last year, when the committee were em-
powered to give notice of their intention to

apply to the Local Government Board. The
area scheduled contains about 8,400 acres,
and has several districts in which develop-
ment is proceeding more or less rapidly. It

extends practically from the south side of
Coventry-road to the east side of Pershore-
road. On the outer side it follows the city

boundary, and on the inner side it follows
the contour of the built up area.

The Cowlwd Water Board discussed on
Friday the relative merits of a bridge or
culvert for carrying the water supply across
the river Conway, the two mains laid in the
bed of the stream at Dolgarrog having botii

burst. Mr. T. B. Farrington," the engineer
to the board, reported that the borings were
very favourable for a culvert, but there wore
objections to a culvert of a very serious kind.
When a pipe burst in a culvert it could not
be reached until the water had been pumped
out, and whether the culvert were of cast
iron, steel, or concrete there was always
danger of a subsidence. I'^urther, if a burst
occurred at a time when the river valley was
Hooded the mains could not be got at until
tlie flood subsided. In his opinion the board
would be well advised to erect a bridge o\er
the river at this point. The height of it would
have to be about 14ft. 6in. above the top of
the bank, to give a sufficient clearance for
vessels navigating the river. A bridge strong
enough to carry the pipes, and to stand the
storms which raged at times down the valley,
would also be strong enough for foot
passengers, although lie feared that there
would not be sufficient foot passenger traffic
to make it a source of revenue. The board
decided unanimously that Mr. Farrington be
instructed to draw up plans and estimates as
soon as possible for the construction of a
bridge.

At a meeting on Monday of the School
Board for Edinburgh a report on the qnestion
nf the board's agreement with their architect.
Mr. Carfrae, was submitted by a joint com-
mittee of the building and tlie finance and

law committees. In a previous communica-
tion the Edinburgh Architectural Associa-

tion expressed the view tliat there was a

degree of injustice, in that the designing of

the various schools under the control of the

board had in the past been placed in the

hands of one architect, and not distributed,
either by means of competition or otherwise,
amongst the practising architects in the city.

The joint committee agreed to recommend
that the board gi\e to Mr. Carfrae the
required six months' notice of their intention

to terminate their present agreement with
him as their architect, in order that they
might be free to consider any new arrange-
ment which they might deem advisable.

—

Mr. Marwick, who submitted the report, ex
plained that there was no rcHectiou upon Mr.
Carfrae. It was an impersonal matter. The
board desired to have a free hand. The
report was unanimously adopted.

The annual report of Mr. .John Atkinson,
-'V.M.I.C.E.. the boroiigli surveyor of Stock-
port, for the year ended March 31 last, shows
that 2t)t) plans were submitted and approved,
a number only exceeded in 1911 iluringthe
past fi\'e years. Three hundred houses W'ere

completed during the year, and about 150
are in course of erection. The length of

new streets opened was 1,083 yards, and
about 30 acres of land was absorbed for
building operations. .Numerous street im-
provements were carried out, and others are
in progress. During the year the area of the
borough has been enlarged by the addition
of the district of Hendon Norris to the north-
west, having an area of 1,574 acres, and
giving a total area to Stockport of 7.n.=i9

acres. The borough is now almost equally
divided between Lancashire and Cheshire.
The population is now estimated at 126,040,
or 17.83 per acre and 4.22 per house.

A series of examples of historical furniture,
many of which have not heretofore been
exhibited, is now in.stalled in the Hall of
History in the older United States National
Museum buildings at Washington. D.C. In
addition to the Colonial and Re\olutionary
furniture there are a number of French and
English pieces of early times and t\pes.
These, together with more recent examples,
bring the collection through the Civil War
period, making the exhibition complete in

everv wav.

For the firit time in the history of ihc brick-
and tile-making industry of the Canadi.in
Dominion, red rcofing-tiles are lieing manu-
factured. The plant that is turning them out is

located near Mimico.

The town council of Bury, Lanes, have
decided to proceed with the VValmcrslev housing
scheme for the erection cf fifteen pairs of semT-
detached houses and eighty - four hcuses in
blocks.

Anthority has been given bv the Local
Government Board to the urban district council
of Surbiton to prepare a town-planning scheme
in respect of an area of about 1,553 acres in
the urban district.

.»L central hall for the Lmcashire and
Cheshire Miners' Federation in Bridgeman-place.
RoSton. has been formally opened. Messrs.
Bradshaw. Gass. and Hcpe.'of .Silverwell-street,
Bolton, were the architects. The cost of the
building was JEIO.OOJ.

X carved -cak r;rcdo = . with side panelling,
given in memory cf the late vicar cf sl!
-Andrew's. Cheddar, the Rev. Preb. Frederick
.\rthnr Clarke, has just been erected in the
Trinity Chapel of that church. It was designed
by Mr. Fredk. Op3nshaw. A.R.I B..\. ft is

intended to proceed as opportunity permits with
the further fitting and furnishing'of the rhapel.

The widening of the foutherly side of
Milnrow-roa 1. Rochdale, from near Newbohl-
street to Wallhead Mill, opposite .St. Ann's
Church, a distance of 720ft., has now been com-
pleted with the e';ception of the paving and
flagging, which will be carried out next year.
The work carries on the scheme under which
Firgrove Bridge was reconstructed and widened.
The road has been widened from a minimum
of 23ft. 6in. to a minimum of 42ft. thronshont
The negotiat'ons involved the culverting of
Stanney Brook, the lowering of the level cf
a field on the ri^hthand side, and the removal
aad alteration of buildings at Wallhead Farm
Th; c-.:tb.y ha:- been *?,5C0.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fhiday (Tu-dav).—Junior Institution of Eugiueere.

"The Latest iu Home Ligliting." by
Walter T. Duuu. a9, Victoria-street,
S.W. 8 p. 111.

Manchester Universit.y : Department
of Arcliitectare. "Italian Mural Paiul.
iiigs," by J. P^rne-t Pti.vtbian. 5 p.m.

•MoyDAV. — Victoria and Albert Museum. " Gothic
Construction as Kxemiilified iu English
and French l-'athedrats," by Banister F.
Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.:)U p.m.

Thursday,— British Museum. " Egyptian Temples,"
bv Banister F. Fletcuer, F.R.I.B.A.
4.:i0 p.m.

Society of Architects. Scrutineers*
Report on Ballot for Officers auil

Council. 7.30 p.m. Lantern- Lecture
ou " Some Belgian Towus Affecteil by
the Wai-," by tJ. A. T. Middletou,
.\.R.I.B..\., pabt Vice-Preaideut. H p.m.

Fhidav (Oct. 2y).—Glasgow .Architectural Craftsmeu's
Six-iety. " Modes of Measurement," by
T. Wliyto, F.R.S.

Mr. W. Mitchell, of Banchory, has been
appointed by tlie Laurencekirk Town Council
burgh surveyor, assistant sanitary inspector, and
inspector of the sewage-disposal works.

Mr. Thomas Lawrence, working bricklayer, of

Stevenage, secretary of the North Herts Inde-
pendent Labour Party, has been placed on the
L'cmmission cf the Peace for Hertfordshire.

A grain exchange is to be built at the corner
of Nineteenth and Harvey streets, Omaha,
Nebraska, at an estimated cost of i*65,000

sterling. The architect is Mr. F. A. Henninger,
of National Bank Buildings, Nebraska.

The Worcestsr City Council decided on
Tuesday, on the recommendation of the streets

committee, to carry out ati improvement in St.

Martin's gate at a total cost of i:3,400. An
application will be made to the Local Govern-
ment Board for a loan.

The engagement is announced between Luke
Val, eldest son cf Sir Luke Fildes, R.A., and
Lady Fildes, of 11. Melbury-road. Kensington,

and Muriel, only child of Sir William Cios-

combe John, R..^., and Lady John, of 24,

Greville-road, St. John's Wood.

The return of new building operations for

which permits were issued in United States

municipalities during August shows a decline of

4 per cent, on those for the same month in 1913,

and this decrease will doubtless be perceptibly

augmented when the returns for September are

published.

The Bridgwater Rural District Council have

rescinded a resolution passed on April 1 adopt-

ing a scheme for widening Wembdon hill ii

dangerous declivityi without the gradient being

altered, and providing for a road SOft. wide,

with a footpath. When this scheme was
adopted, in April, the council was not then

aware of the fact that the Road Board would
contribute 75 per cent, of the total cost of the

scheme for making a new roadway from
Wembdon-road to the bottom of Sandford-hiU.

so as to avoid the dangerous hill in question.

The larger scheme has now been adopted,

subject to a grant of il.OOO Ircm the Somerset

County Council.

At St. Bartholomew's Church. Norton le-

Moors. there has been dedicated a stainedglass

window presented to the church by the brethren

of St. Martin's. Lodge, Burslcm. m memory of

the late Rev. E. J ' Bromley Kingston. PPG.
Chaplain, rector of the parish, and the late

Mr. J. R. Roden, P.M. and treasurer. The
window reproduces the badge of the Burslem
Lodge, depicting St. Martin sharing his garment
with the beg(;a"r. The design also includes the

symbols cf offices held by the deceased brethren

—the cpsn Bible for the chaplain, and the

cr05s-keys for treasurer. The window was
esecnted from drawings by Mr. F. Bettany,

PP.OR., and Mr E. T. Watkin, both members
of St. .Martin's Ledge.

Opportunity was taken by the Edinburgh
Photographic" Society of their opening meeting

of the session on Friday night to make the

interesting presentation to the corporation of

the city of the first completed portfolio of the

survey" which the society has undertaken cf

Edinburgh and district. The portfolio contained

nhotographs taken in Gforge-sqiiare Ward, and
is the first instalment of what it is hoped will

be a permanent pictorial record of the topo-

graphy cf the city and district, of all buildings

of historical or architectural interest, and of

the .'Ocial life and customs of the city. The
meeting was presided over by Mr. R. Glode
Gwyer. the president. Lord Provost Inches
acknottdedged the gift, remarking that it was
a historic record which would be greatly prized
by future generaticns.
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TKADE NOTES.
Messrs. Wills. Md., are removing to new pre-

mises at Lincoln House, High Holborn. W.C.
Their telephone numbers will remain as before,

and the telegraphic address will be "Keyseat,
Holb., London."

Under the direction of Mr. C. Davidson, archi-

tect, Paisley, the Boyle system of ventilation

(natural), embracing Boyle's latest patent "Air-

pump " ventilators and air-inlets, has been
applied to the South U.F. Church Halls, Paisley.

Mr. Gilbert Walterhouse, who was carrying
on his practice at 1, Temple Fortune House,
Hampstead Garden Suburb, N.W., has joined

the Universities and Public Schools Corps, and
he has asked Mr. Herbert A. Welch, A.R.LB.A.,
to make it known that he, in Mr. Walterhouse's
absence, is carrying on his work at 7, New-
gquare, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

The firm of civil engineers who have had the
work in connection with the Lewes sewage-works
report that all experiments that they made with
the powder Pudlo, for making cement water-
proof, were perfectly successful. Practical proof
of this description, perhaps, counts more with
architects than even the satisfactory tests made
by expert cement-testers which the makers of
Pudlo publish.

McNeill's Leadonite dampcourse is being used
in the construction of the Royal Gwent
Hospital, Newport, Mon. The builder is Mr.
C. H. Reed, of 1, Malpas-road, Newport.
Leadonite is composed of a layer of sheet-lead
sandwiched between two thicknesses of McNeill's
pliable mastic asphalte, and forms a damp-
proof course of exceptional durability, and has
many advantages over slates, as well as being
very economical. Full particulars will be sent
on application to the sole manufacturers, F.
McNeill and Co., Ltd., Government contractors,
Bunhill-row, B.C.

Messrs. Kerner-Greenwood and Co., King's
Lynn, have made arrangements with a firm of
high repute, who will guarantee their "Pudloed "

cement work to be absolutely perfect and water-
proof. They undertake the waterproofing of all

kinds of concrete work, such as "Pudloed"
roofs, and also renderings on tanks, cellars,
swimmino:-baths, etc Indeed, some of their
agents tell us they supply builders and plasterers
who now waterproof most ditBcult work on the
lines of "no cure, no pay." Many architects,
having tried "Pudlo" upon small, unimportant
flat roofs are now specifying "Pudloed" roofs
for veiy important buildings: a great financial
saving.

o» .

CHIPS.
Mr. James S. Cree, of Aberfeldy, has been

appointed district road surveyor to the High-
land District Committee of the Perthshire
County Council, in succession to the late Mr.
Bell.

Haddington Town Council have under con-
.sideration the repair of the town cross, from the
top of which the sculptured goat—the burgh
emblem—was cast down a few weeks ago during
a gale. The council have agreed to consult Mr.
Rhind, sculptor, Edinburgh, with reference to
the restoration.

Mr. S. H. Tulloch, M.Inst.C.E., has conducted
an inquiry on behalf ofthe Local Government
Board into the Hoylake and West Kirby Urban
District Council's application to borrow £2.100
for the purpose of widening and improving
Langlane, West Kirby.

At the meeting on Monday of the urban dis-
trict council of Brixham it was reported that
the stone now deposited in the new breakwater
extension amounted to about 123.600 cubic
yards, or about 57 per cent, of the total con-
tract quantity, being an increase of 19,500 cubic
yards, or 9 per cent, of the total, during the
past eight and a half weeks. This gave an
average of 2,240 cubic yards per week, as com-
pared with an average of 1,910 per week for the
eleven weeks ending July 9.

After many unavoiilable delays, the Sir
William Cook Memorial Home for Consumptives
on Romsley Hill has recently been completed,
and, owing to the war, has been informally
brought into use. It contains 110 beds (65 for
men and 45 for women). The site, on the
southern slope of Romsley Hill, commands one
of the most extensive and most beautiful views
in the Midlands. The architect is Mr. F. W.
Martin, of Birmingham, who received instruc-
tions to proceed with the administration block
and one wing, the estimated cost being
£14,000. While this section was being erected,
it was decided to extend the institution not only
to the original dimensions of sixty beds, but

,
to further enlarge the scheme to lli) beds. The
entire cost has been about A'36,000.

The plans of Mr. R. M. Butler, F.R.I.B.A., of

Dawson-street, Dublin, have been adopted by
the Castlebar District Lunatic Asylum Com-
mittee for the extension of the asylum building
and isolation hospital. The cost is estimated at
£22,435.

On Friday a Local Government Board inquiry
was held at the town-hall, Burnham, Somerset,
respecting the new urban area included of late

in the Burnham district. Mr. T. Foster Barham
presented the case for the council. Mr. W. H.
Chowins explained the proposals to ?pend £2,900
in sewerage, and £558 in water-supply works.

At the town-hall, Stamford, Mr. A. H. Chap-
man, one of the Local Government Board in-

spectors, conducted an inquiry into the town
council's application to borrow £4,071 for the
erection of 24 workmen's dwellings on the
Conduit-road. The plans were explained by Mr.
F. R. Ryman, the borough surveyor, who said
the houses would let at 4s. 3d. weekly, and on
that basis would yield a profit of £9 16s. 8d. per
annum.

Since the opening of the war, no fewer than
600 applications have been made to the Local
Goverument Board for sanction to borrow
money, amounting in all to two and a half
millions, to defray the cost of various schemes.
The Board is pushing these inquiries forward,
especially in the smaller towns and larger
villages, where the need for keepin" employment
going is far greater than in the larger towns.

The two-light window which has been placed
in Kilburn Parish Church, East Riiling, to com-
memorate the life and work in the parish for

many years of the late vicar. Rev. Ralph
Prowde, M.A., and his wife, was last week
unveiled by 'Viscountess Helmsley, and dedi-

cated by the Bishop of Beverley. The window,
which contains full-length figures of St. Aidan
and St. Hilda, was designed by Mr. Guthrie, of

Glasgow.

The Port of London Authority gives the grati-

fying statistics that, notwithstanding the partial

stoppage of timber supplies from the Baltic, the

tonnage of ships entering the Surrey Commercial
Docks for the six months ending September 26

amounted to 755,600, against 790,000 tons for

the corresponding period of 1913, or only a
falling olT of 34,000 tons. These figures will, like

those of the docks on the north side of the river,

sliow striking increases for the second half of

the year.

A conference of representatives of the

riparian authorities of the River Stour has
appointed a committee to approach the Essex
and East and West Suffolk County Councils to

promote a Bill for establishing a public body to

control the river and its navigation. The
Development Commissioners are to be ap-

proached to provide the necessary funds for

carrying out an improvement of the river. A
firm of consulting engineers who have reported

on the proposals estimate that a scheme of im-

provement can be carried out for about £60,000.

The City-road Cottage Baths, at Nos. 2 and 4,

Worthington-street, Bradford, were opened on
Monday. This is the eighth institution of its

kind, and four more are being provided. They
are designed to give facilities to the poorer
classes of the city, and the one just opened
comprises nine slipper-baths, one douche-bath,
two lavatories, and attendance - room. Two
ordinary dwelling-houses have been utilised, in

accordance with the usual Bradford practice, in

order to reduce the expense, and the cost has
been £675.

The New South Wales Government is con-
sidering a proposal to construct a short railway
from Gregra. near Molong, to Canowindra, in

order to work quantities of marble along the
route. Mr. Baker, of the New South Wales
Technological Museum, has declared that the
marbles of New South Wales are the best in

the Commonwealth. The State's marble-fields
at Bowen Park are unexploited because of the
cost of haulage to Manildra Station, fourteen
miles away. The development of the quarries
would mean employment for many men, and
limekilns would he established, as lime-burning
is a companion industry.

The rural district council of Dartford have
referred to their highways committee the pro-

posal to participate in meeting the cost of con-
structing a new lower road from Dartford to

Erith. The proposed road will, if adopted, be
two miles and twenty yards long, and its con-
struction will cost £19.232. towards which the
Roail Board and the Kent County Council olYer

to advance £12.482. The Erith and Dartford
TTrban District Councils are prepared to con-
tribute their proportion of the remaining £6.750.
The owners are givin*^ the land, and will con-

struct footpaths .8ft. wide on each side of the
road, which will be 10ft. in width.

LA.TBST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
:isual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

I BON.
Per ton. Per ton.

llolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to £7 13 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 700., 7 50
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,. 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron-
Sooth Staffs 8 0,, a 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 2Gs. per ton extra.

Bailders' Hoop Iron, (or bonding. &c., £S 15s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8(t. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10
Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8
UoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 6

Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15

Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 15a. £11 Os. £11 5a. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, Ss. Od. per ton extra,

tnrned and bored joints, Ss. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall lOs. Od. to 117s. 6d,

Hot Blast, ditto 708.03. ,. 753. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 24 per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes 75 p,

Water-Tubes 71i

Steam-Tubes 67§
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 65

Galvanised Water-Tubes 6I4

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55

OTHEB METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 9

Lead Water Pipe, Town 21 ,,
—

Country 21 15 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25 0„ —

Country 25 15 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 26 „ —

,, Country if, 1.5 „ —
Lead Pine, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 10 „ —

Country 2U 5 0,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... 27 „ —

Conntry 27 15 „ —
Lead Soil-pipe (np to 45in.) Town 27 ,,

—
„ Country 27 15 „ —

fUver ihia. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 „ 18 12 6

Lead Shot, In 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
CopperSheets.sheathing&rods 75 „ 75 10

Copper. British Cake and Ingot Gl „ 65

Tin. English Ingots 1C3 „ 164

Do., Bars 116 „ 146 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 22 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 2110 0„ —

Conntry 24 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead *31 15 ,,

—
Refined Red Lead 32 0., —
Sheet Zinc Price on inquiry.

Old Lead, against account 10 10 0,, —
Tin per cwt. 8 10 „ —
Cat nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) 12 9 „ —
• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x 10 ... 12 12 6 1.200 at r. stn.

16
20

. 8.
,10.

. 6 12

. 13 2

6
6Blue Bangor

20
20

,12.
,10.

.13 17

. 13
6

First quality
Vt\ , 12. . 13 15

16 . 8. . 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20 ,10. . 15 17 6

20 ,12. .18 7 6

18 ,
10 .13 5 ,

16 , 8. . 10 5 ,

Permanent Green .. 20 ,10. . 11 12 6 ,

1H , 1(1 . . 9 12 6

,, 16 . 8. . 6 12 6 ... .

Mi/t
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BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... f 1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11
Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cats... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Beet Pareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5

Best Bine Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

23in. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic [ 4 10
Pacing Bricks

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

Net, delivered in
fall track loads
in London

3'/8" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 JO

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2
Ditto Ordinarv Secondary Bricks 1 U
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks . . . 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3'/»"Chimney Bricks fit for oatside work''! 2 6
3/8 ditto ditto throngh and through ..20
378 Beaded, Ovolo and BevelJambs; Octa-
gons ; 2i and i" radius Ballnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 ij

Accrington Air Bricks. 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9"xl course „

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, ii" soffit, per foot opening

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 1
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station.

,, 1
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

,, q 1 71

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons

) Brown White
at Paddington Depot, (

Nine Kims Depot, or (

Pimlioo Wharf I

Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Per foot cube.

£0 2 3 ...£0 2 44

TILES.

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

^"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works

GLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD OLAZES (PEK 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Buff, Cream, Other

. & Bronze. Colours

2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 9
i 6

d. DIvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000 „
6
per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

.,

per 1000 „
6

Second
Colours.

£17 17

7

21 7

21 7

26 7

26 17

24 77

£12 7

11 17

15 17

17 17

14 17

18 17

19 17

17 7

8d. each

1/2 each

Salt Glazed
Best. Seconds

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4Ain. Flats—

r, 'k,"c,'' . J-*
" '^ '" " 6 21Double Stretchers—

^ 17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6
Double Headers-

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6
Two sides and one end, square—

19 17 6 18 7 6 23 17 6
bplays and Squints—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 „
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers
n?^K?*°« „ *^- ^'S^ ^'^- ^"^ 6d. each 5d. eachDouble Bullnose. Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—
p^n'n^t^T t*^-^^"}'

,6J.each ed.each 5d. eachKonnded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.
Stretchers and Headers—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers—
5d.each 4d.each Ud. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1000Headers „ i-22 17 6
" ' Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks 1 Notnf single radius iti per 1.000 over above exceed-
hstfortheirrespective kinds and colours ^ ing 9in.Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour,

|
by 4*10]

Js. M. each
) by 2|in.

to L?nrn''sirtfor
""""'' r 'd^

'- '"" '"""' '""^

pi1''sZd'.'.°''.:::;:::::;:::::::--
?' «''«'y"'J.a«"vered

Thames Baiiast 6 "

gfolndBr^r*?""??' ^ °'°" '3^«vere°dGround Blue Lias Lime 21 per ton delivered
exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime {3 I;- to 14 dlliv^eVe'd

rTilwaylLtTi'n"''" '" '""" ""' °^- «*' 'o" <"'

STONE.*

IJarley Dale, ditto
Red Corsehill, ditto
Closeburn Red Freeetone,di'tto
Ancaster, ditto
Greenshill. ditto.
Cliilmark, ditto (in 'tru'n'k"a't
Nine Elms)..

Hard York, ditto .'.'.'.'.'.'

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.Do do. 3m. slab sawn two
Sides, random sizes

• All F.O.R. London.

Plain red roofing tiles 43
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles .' 3

Selected " Perfeota " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48 „
H'P 'ilea 3 10* per doz.

_,
Valley tiles 3 44 „
Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48 per 1000
Orcamental tiles 50 „
Hip tiles 4 per doz
Valley tiles 38

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,,

Hip 'ilea 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 36 „
Hartshill ' brand plain tiles,

sand-faced fo per 1009
Pressed 47 6 „
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 36 „

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUsh pale.per tun £28 15 to £29
Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27
Cottonseed, refined ,, 29 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 21 ,. 21
Cocoanut, Cochin „ 46 „ 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 „ 43
Ditto, Mauritius „ 42 10 „ 43
Palm, Lagos 32 5 „ 33
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35 ,. 35 :

Oleine „ 17 5 ,, 19
Sperm

, 30 „ 31
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,,
Petroleum, refined 6^ ,,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 11
Ditto, Archangel , 19 6 „ 1

Linseed Gil per gal. 2 5,,
Baltic oil 2 9,,
Turpentine 2 8,,
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 10 „
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand..

5
27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

1 10
1

10

GLASS (IN CRATES)
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21nz.
Fourths Hi. ... 4iJ.
Thirds)? 3Ad. ... 4iJ.
Fluted Sheet 4d. ... 5d.

Hartley's English Rolled Ho.
Plate 2*d.

26oz.
4jd. .

6jd. .

'/lein.

3d.

Figured Boiled and Repousslne.
White.

. 33d.

EO 2 4

2 3
2 2

II 2

1 10
1 10

1 lOi
2

2 8

1 3

32oz.

bli.
6id.

"
}in.

... 3*d.

Tinted.
5id.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 13
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 12
Best .Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black .Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 3
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

The first of a course of five lectures 011

"Sanitary Building Construction" was given at
Carpenters' Hall on 'i'liursdav in last week, by
Mr. H. 1). ScarlLS Wood, F.R.I.B.A. Lieut,

-

Colonel \. C. Preston nrcsiJed.

The trustees of the National Art Congress
Studentships Fund have awarded their first

scholarship of £40, tenable for one year, to Mr.
George Bern.inl Mason, a student of tlie

Vitioria-street School tor Jewellers, Birming-
ham.

On the reconimendation of the improvements
and finance committee, the City Corporation
have aiiopteil an arrangement for acquiring the
freehold interest of tlie Mercers' Company in the
ground needed to widen the public way in front
of 9, Wool-street and Mitre-court, for i;i.9(W.

' The amount of the original claim was f 2,100,

James Newtll. a retired cabinetmaker, of
Dursley, GloucesterViire, has just attained the

CHIPS.
A new church hall at Acldiewell, N.B built

from designs by Mr. W. Baillie, architect, of
Glasgow, was formally opened on Saturday by
the Moderator of the Church of Scotland. " "

The rural district council of Chelmsford
have accepted the resignation of Mr. G.
.\ndrassey, assistant engineer, he having secured
the position of assistant to the water engineer of
Wakefield.

Mr. James Newtll. a
r\hi,

of 100. Mr. Newth has never smoked, and
has always been a very moderate drinker. To
freedom from worry and methodical habits the
old gentleman attributes to a large extent his
long hfe. The King has sent congratulations to
Mr. Newth.

The county council of Essex have decided not
at present to appoint a deputy county surveyor
in succession to Mr. A. J. Lyddon, who has been
made outdoor engineering assistant; but Mr
Lyddou's late office has been filled by the ap-
pointment of Mr. Arthur KUson, senior assistant
in the office of the county surveyor, as chief
engineering assistant in the main roads depart-
ment.

Speaking before the Midland Counties Institu-
tion of Engineers at their Nottingham meetiii"
on llje mcreasing shortage of timber pit-props',
Mr. G. Spencer said he had bought for purposes
of expermient second-hand metal tubes, 3,iin.m diameter. These he had cut in length,?" of
4ft. lOin, At the top and bottom there was a
tapered ping which fitted inside the tube, and
between the plugs eoaljust and sawdust were
inserted and compressed. That was to make the
prop more rigid, and to prevent it being buckled.
This sawdust-lined prop was answering its
purpose very satisfactorily.

The examiners for the Diploma in Forestry at
Oxford University have made the followiu"-
awards: Adjudged worthy of distinction—H. G°
Champion, B.A., New College. Satisfied the
Examiners: T. C. Hoon, Non-Collegiate; S, H.
Ilusain, B.A., Non-Collegiate; W. C. Lowder-
niilk, Wadham; G. C. Robinson, B.A., Queen's;
C. Smith, St. John's. The Diploma in Forestry
has been awarded to those students who have
passed the First and Second Examinations for
the Diploma in Forestry and have undergone a
course of practical training at approved places
in England, Germany, France, Austria, and
Switzerland.

The city council of Hull have unanimously
passed a resolution calling the attention of the
Government to the great increase in the prices
of liiiilding and other materials, rendering it

difficult to carry out much necessary work, con-
trary to the declared desire of the Government
as expressed at the beginning of the war. and
urging the Government to fix prices in order
that tlie work of the nation might proceed as
evenly as possible. The council adopted a
housing scheme for the provision of 252 model
dwellings, at a cost of 4:107,270, in the slum
area of the citv.

OeiLVIE&GO.
Telephone: D\I,STON 13SH.

Munv vpars tontn*cti>(l willi
ll-e liite firm of W, H,
I.XSfKLLES & cn . „f

BuDliill Kutv.

Miidmay Avenne. ISLINBTON, N,

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS. ^'V^llI^'

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120 Bunhill Bow London E.G.

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of tlie

lufoi-mation.

.^BKnYSTWiTH—For erecting council school at
.Vberporth, for the Cardigan Education Committeee.
Mr. G. Dickens-Lewes, M,S,.\ , .^berystwith, county
architect :—

Reea, D, J., Blaenanerch £1,795
.Tames and Richards. Brongest,,, 1,720
Gforge and Michael, Kilgerran,
liS.O.Pemb 1,696

Davics, W., Llanybyther 1,'87 11

.lone', B., Ffynonlas (accep'.ed) 1,1.M
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Aberdeen.—For supplying and erecting a steel

and corrugated iron roof for the new goods shed at

Waterloo Unay. for tbe Harbour Commissioners nnd
the Aberdeen, Newcastle, and Hull Steamship Co..

Ltd.:—
Bryden and Middleton. Glasgow £i.'^2ii 14 G

(Accepted.)

Ammanford.—For the construction of the Ubydy-
maerdv Bridge across the river amman opposite the
Pant.vffvDon railway station, for the Llandilofawr
Hural District Council and Ammanfoid Urban
District Council :

—

Mercer, G . DIanelly £7,rw
Tbomas Bros.. Poutardawe ,.. 7.200

Muirhead and Co., Westminster 5.000

Thomas, C. and Co.. Handilo ... 4,t>70

Howelld and Son Llandebie ... 4.46:J

Baviep, J. E,. PantylTynon ... 3.693

Thomas. J. S , Pantyffynon ... y.tii4

Evans, J., Ammanford* 3.490
* Accepted.

Barking. N.—For the supply of six new cast-iron
p'unger.^ for tha vertical sludge pumping engines
at tbe Northern Outlall. for the London County
Council ;

—
C""vt,on. Goodfellow, and Co.,
BIa?cburn £175

Hathorn, Divey, and Co., Lid .

Leeds 136 10
Seagars. Ltd., Dartford 1-20

Cochrane. J., Barrhead' Ill
' Accepted.

Birkenhead.—For alterations to premises pur-
chised for Echool clinic jjurooses by the education
committee :

—
Kothwell. P., Birkenhead i,'330

(Recommended lor acceptance.)

Birmingham.—For the erection of printing works.
Summer-road, Erdington. Messrs. Skelcher and
Machin, 156. Edmund-street. Birmingham, architects
ani snrveyor'i :—

LaoBley. I i'l.'224

Stephens, G. T 1.'207

Jeffery and Son 1,1.50

Mills. T.. and Son 1,114

Webb. G.. and Son 1,075
Elvins, T.. and Sons 1.070
Holyoak, J., and Son (accepted) 1.065 U

Blairgowrie.—For ^the Bridge of Cally and the
Pcith-Coutar Angusrroad improvements, lor the
Eastern District Committee :

—
Callander. D.. Forlar. £1.554 5s. lOd. and

i'1.014 123. 6d. respectively (accepted).

Boston, Lincs.—For the supply of mat -trials for
footpath construction, for the Boston Rural District
Coancil. Accepted tenders :—

Lavender and Bateman (212 tons).
Ellis.and Everard. Ltd. (185 tons).

Boston, Lincs —For alterations to the workhouse,
for the Boston Guardians :

—
Pect and Beufield (accepted) ... I'US

Bristol —For building a school for 610 children in
Baptist-street, Baptist Mills, for the Bristol Educa-
tion Committee. Accepted tenders :

—
C:ark, E.. and Sons, Bristol . . £?.735

For Heating Work :—
Haden, G. N.. andSon 7:4

For Plumbers' Work:—
Tut^her, A , and J 645

Cane Hill. — For erection of superstructure of
additional accommodation for nurees at Cane Hill
Lunatic Asylum, for the London County Council :

—
Tdomas and Edge. Woolwich ... i.'1.793

(Aeceite3.)

Cannoce. — For the erection of a school (500
places), lur the Cannock Urban District Council.
Messrs. Bailley and Solon, Bridge street. Walsall,
architects :

—
Sapoote and Sons, Birmingham ±'6,899
Guest. J., and Son. Stourbridge 6.670
Wootton, S.. Bloxwich 6,649
KendrickandSon, Walsall ... 6.610 U
Ksplty and Sens, Staffoid ... 6,560 9 6
^^lstaQce. W.. Waisatl 6,500
Willcock, H.. and Co.. Wo'.ve.-
hamptou 6.475

NMison, Lo^att, and Son:;,
Wolvtrhampton 6.38i

Diviee. A.. Hednesford 6,380 U
Gougb & Son. Wolverhampton 6,121
Sharp and Sons, Barton-under-
Needwood 5.970

Elvins end Sons. Birmiogham ... 5,870
lloe. W., Wolverhampton ... 5.789
HacksleyBros., Wellingborough' 5.644

• Accepted.

CoLNEY Hatch. N.—For the ei-ectioQ of the supar-
Btructure of a nurses* blo.-k at Colney Hatch Asylum,
for ihe London County Council :

—
MatiOvk Brotbers, Wood Green.
N. (acjtpted) £2,0S7

Deptford. S.E.-^For rai&ing the small water tank
and for reroofing the large water tank at the baths
and wash-houses, Laurie-grove, for the bo ougb
council —

May, Mortimer, and Co., L'd.,
Hither Green £399 17 5

Shelby Enginefriog Co.. Cam-
berwell New Road 396

Brettell. J. O , & Co . Worcester 376 12
Sanders & Forstfr. Kotherhithe 365 4 6M jwlem, J,, ani Co.. Ltd .

Westminster 361
Hig^s. F. and H. F., Heme Hi 1 3iJ
Souierville. D. G., and Co.. Ltd ,

New Cross 295
Shelbourno. H. J. (.7. Slielbourne
and Co.). Mark-lane, E.C. ... 276

Higga and Iliil, Ltd.. South
Lambeth* iJOS

* Rccomm n-'ed for acceptanco.

Crossness. S.E.—For the supply of four cast-steel
valves lor the vertical numping engiaea at the
Southern Outfall, for tbn London County Council :

—
Firth. T.. and Sons. Ltd.,

Shetlield £234
Darlington Forge Co., Ltd.,
Darlington 2J5

Rogerson. J., and Co., Ltd.,
Wolsingham (accepted) ... 20J

Dundalk.—For reinforced concrete stairway, for
the urban district council. The town surveyor,
Dundalk, architect :

—

No tender accepted ; matter deferred.

Hajimersmith. S.W. — For the repair of the
carriageway of Hammersmith Bridge, lor the
Loudon County Council :

—

Wimpey, G.. and Co., Hammer-
smith. W £1.893 13 4

Grifljths, W.. and Co.. Ltd.,
Bishopsgate, E.C 1.720 IS 8

Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd., Weat-
mioster. S.W 1.709 9 4

Improved Wood Pavement Co.,
Ltd., gueen Victoria-st., E.C. 1.G63 12

Acme Flooring and Paving Co.
(1904), Ltd. .Victoria Park. N.E.* 1,606 5 4

^ Accepted.

KiRKBT.—For supply of pipes in connect'ou with
the water supply, for the High Furneas Highway
Divisional Committee:—

Cockrane. Middlesbrough ... £286 11 7

(Accepted.)

Lambourne.—For enlargements at Limbourne
council Bchool, for the Essex Education Com-
mittee :

—

i-otter, H. (accepted) £1,286 14 2

Leicester.—For painting. &c.. the exterior of the
isolation hospital. Groby-road. for tlie aanitary com-
mittee. Mr. E. G. Mawbey. MICE., borough
surveyor :

—
Colman. G £333 13 5
Johnson. J. E., and Sons 330
Ellingtoo. J 271 10 8
Freestone, A. and H "Z't 18

Fassett, J. (accepted) 233 8
All of Leicealer.

Liverpool.—For alterations and additions to the
port sanitary offices. Princes landing-stage, for the
corporation :

—
Haugh and Pilling. Liverpool ... £550

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Liverpool.—For erection of labourers' dwellings
on the Sptrling-str«et area, for the corporation :

—
Costaio. R.. and Sons. Liverpool £6,9;)J

(Recommended for acceptance.)

LrvERPOOL —For erection of labourers' dwellinss
on the Gore-street and Jordan-street areas, for tbe
corporation :—

Hall, W.. & Son, Ltd., Liverpool £17.953
(Recommended for acceptance )

London.— For tbe supp'y of a jib crane required
for the third section of tbe central car-repair depot

:

Babcock and Wilcox. Ltd., Far-
ringdon-street. E.C £795

Broaabent. T.. and Sonp, Ltd.,
HuddersBeld accepted) 610

Estimate of the chief officer of tramways, £750.

London.—For the supply of wheel t'res, for the
London County Council- Accented tenders :

—
3,000 driving-wheel tires, at £1 3d. each, and 2.0J0

pony- wheel tires, at £1 each ;
—

Bessemer, IL, and Co.. Ltd.
500 driving-wheel tires, at 223. each, and 500 pony-

wheel-tires, at 19.^. each :

—

Cammell Laird and Co.. Ltd.

London.—For carrying out buildiog works in con-
nection with the rearrangement of tramways sub-
stations and sub-statioQ plant, tbe pi-ovision and
laving of cables, and the laying of cable ducts, fixing

of feeder pillars, &c.. for the London County
Council: —
Building works in connection with the rearrange-
ment of tramway tub stations and sub-station
IilBut:-
Wall, C. Ltd., CheUea £2.918

Godson. G. A'Sons. Kilburn-lane 2.852

Bowyer, J. aul C. Ltd.. Upter
Norwood 2.730

Markham it Markham. Vi^:tor!a-

slreet. S.W 2.561

UobertP. A., and Co.. Ltd.. Ken-
sington 2.521 10 4

Marsland. J., ani Sjns, Wal-
worth (accepted) 2 436 14

(Estimate of the architect. £2.6iS )

Supply and laying of high and low tension cables :-

Siemens Bros, and Co., Ltd.,
Woolwich 23.119 12 4

Glover, W. T., and Co, Ltd..
Manchester 23,110 13 8

Henley's, W. T,. Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., London \Va 1 2j.103 1 6

Callfcudar'B Cable and Conslruc-
tion Co., Ltd., Victoria-Em-
bankment. E.C 21.H21 3 10

Johoson and Philiip3, Ltd.,
Charlton. S.E 21.689 16 11

Driti-h Insulated and Helsby
Cables. Ltd.. Prescot. Lines... 21..521 3 9

Western Electric Co., Ltd.. Noxth
Woolwich (accepted) 21.00110 7

(Estimate of the chief officer of tramways. £22.170.)

Laying of stoneware cable ducts, Ac. :

—
Mrt>', Mortimer, and Co.. Ltd.,
Hither Green 5.971 3 8

Gnlliths. W., and Co., Lid..
Bishopsgate-street. E.C. ... 2.55') 11 2

Foote and Mdne. Ltd.. Victoria-
street, S.W. (accepted) 2.2jS 7 8

(Estimate of the chief officer of tramways, £2.575.)

i.,=i;w

1.'299 U u
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London, W.—For works iavolved in tbe diversion
of the east branch of tbe Counters-creek sewer
where it passes under tbe bridge carrying Ladbroke
grove-road over the Great Western Railway, in
connection with the widening of tlie railway at this
point, for tbe London County Council and the Great
Western Railway Co. :

—
Mowlem, J,, and Co. (accepted) as per jobbing
schedule of prices.

London.—For the supply of Portland cement as
reqdired for the tramways department under
schedule No. 73A. for the London County Council:—

Bjford, J., aud Son, Ltd., Moody Wharf, Poplar.
(.\ccepted.)

(Thirty-three firms invited to tender.)

London.—For tbe supply of clean river balla<it

(schedule No. 74r.) and clean, sharp river sand
iscbedule No. 7.'ja», as required for the tramways
department, for tbe London County Council ;

—
Sabsy, H.., and Co., 7, South Wharf. Paddingtoa,

(Accepted for both contracts.)
(Twenty-four firms invited to tender in each case.)

M.\iDHTONE.—For tbe extension of tbe boiler house
at tbe electricity works, for tbe toAn council :

—
Harney, G £1,243
Elmore and Sin 1,176

Pearce. G., and Sons 1.174
Clarke and Epps 1,162 U
Wallis and Sons, LtJ 1,162

Burrows, W.T 1,139

Corben and Co 1,096

Cox Bros 1.09)

Martin and Newman (accepted)... 1,093

Northampton.—For private street works in Fife-
street, for the corporation :

—
Fisher, G, .T. (accepted) i'i93

Nuneaton.—For erecting children's borne, for the
guardians. Mr. E. E. Shepherd, M.S. A., Nuneaton,
arcbitect. Unantities by the architect :—

Dent, E., Tamworth £1,487 12 3
Dallow, J,, & Son, Birnuogham 1,341

Smith, O., and Sons, Nuneaton...
Smith, T., and Sons, Nuneaton...
Bedinsham, A., Nuneaton
Whitaker, E. A., Nuneaton
Wincott, G , Nuneaton' ...

Hickman, T., and Sons, Matkdt
Harboroueb

Smith and Bunnins, Kettering...
Williams, H.. Sutton Coldfield...

Vickers and Son, Nottingham ...

* Accepted.

Orsett.—For the construction of a sewer, for the
rural district council. Mr. CM. Shiner, A.R.I.B.A ,

surveyor ;

—

Carter, H. ,J., Ltd £918
M.rsb, F. W 568 18 4

Brjwn, G r,m 12

Brown Bros 497 10 11

Walsham, W. E 479
Hayward, G 454 17 3

Jackson, W.. i'oreit Gati' ... 397 10 9
* Accepted.

Pltmouth. — For aupp'ying and fixing iron
railings at Prince Rock, for the corporation :

—
Gratrix and Sonsiaccepted) ... £237 10 9

Plymouth.—For seating accommodation in tbe
council chamber, for the corporation :

—
PearnBros £289

(Recommerded for acceptance.)

Poplar.—For adapting the cloakrooui as a boiler

house at the Bow Cretk School, for the London
County Council:—

Maddison, W. .T. (accepted) ... £217

RAMsii.tTE.-For the supply of Portlani cement
for 12 months, for the town council

:

Per ton.

We t Bros £1 15 1

Por^, S. R. (accepted) 1 15

.\s50ciated Portland CemeLt
Manufacturers 1 19u)9), Ltd. ... 1 14 9

British Portland Cement Minu-
facturerp, Ltd 1 14 3

Martin, Ear:e and Co 1 14 1

Empire Portland Cement Co. ... 1 14

Addington Timber Co 1 14 U

SiAM.—For providing 27 open lattice type giider

bridges of Vdrious dimensions on tbe northern
extension of tbe Royal Siamese State Railways ;

—
C.eveland Bridge and Engineering Co.. Darlington.

SiBLE Hedinoham — For erection of fniallpox

hospital, administration residence, and louudations
for temporary bui'dings, for Hilstead Rural District

Council. Mr. N. .1. Aver, Sib.'o Hejingbam, Essex,
architect. Quantities by the arcbit.=ct :

—
Qladwell, H, W., Walton-on-
Naze £1.W0 5

Bdrrell, B. B. and M.. W.veahoe ],-267 IB 7

'irud^ett, J. W., Colchester ... 12,U7

Smith. H , Clicton 1,191

Gibson, A. F, Sib'e Hsdingbaoj 1,117

Smitu and Son. Witbam 1,107

Norton, J. S, Halstead 1,09111 8

Elsdon.W. J., Sible HedioRham' 1,007 19 4

•Accepted,

WALTnAMSTow,N.E— For the erection of boundary
walling and fencing around tbe Billet-road site, for

tbe education committee. Mr. H. Prossir, M.S.A.,

architect to the committee :—
Maddison, W. J , Oinning A.

Town £1,379 ...£39

Webb & Co.. Walthametow 1 375 ... 40

Coxhead, F. J ,Leytonstone 1,33:1 " ... 40

Barton, A. G ,Walthamstow 1,317 ... 30

Hammond, .T. S., Sone, and
Co., lioujford 1.296 ... 43

Lever. T. B., and Son, Upper
Holloway 1 29j U ... .W

Sands, .1., Walthamst.iw ... 1.216 ... 20

Dean,.I. * J., Walthauistow "998 ... -20

A. -Ex'rj, lor brickwork in cement. .\cceited.

{Contiiiuzd en pipe XV.)
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Haggerston Castle, Northumberland. View, plans, and
detaU of front. Mr. James B. Dunn, F.R.I.B.A.,
Architect.

Strand, W.C.

Maison Ve. Clnjuot-Pousardm, Rheiin.? (a Vintners'
Uall shelled by the Germans), from a water-colour
drawing by Mr. William Warmau.

Camberley Heath Golf Club House. View ami plans.

Mr. H. Reginald Puulter, Architect.

London Coimty Council Elementary Schools Competi-

tion ;—Selected Desij^n for the Schools, Linda-street,

Battersea. View, plans, sections, and elevations.

Mr. Arnold B. Mitchell, F.R.I. B.A., Architect.

Selected Design for the Schools, Billingsgate street,

Greenwich. View, plans, and section. Messrs.

Henry T. Wright, F.R.I.B.A., and Henry Chapman,
A.R.I.B.A., Architects,

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOLS
COMPETITIONS.

[with illustkations.]

The results oj this outside coinpetitinn

enterprise on behalf of the Education
Board of the London Countj' Council are

certainly satisfactory, and two ;ulrairable

up-to-date schools will be added to the

educational equipment of the Metropolis.

The average merit of the competing plans

is 'good. The proposals generally do not

respect. The drawings have been on view

all this week in the Whitechapel Art
Gallery in the High - street, near by
.\ldgate L^nderground Station. We pub-
lished the award last Friday, when we
also stated that only thirteen designs were
submitted for the Greenwich schools, and
forty-five for the schools at Battersea.

THE BATTERSEA SCHOOLS.

This preference for the bigger scheme, pro-

viding for boys 392, girls 392, infants 468,

be built on the Linda-street land, only
one architect out of all the romjietitors

hit upon the idea of idacing all three of

his departments on the ground floor, thur.

arranging the boys, girls, and infants on
one and the same level. This arrangement
has been so adroitly accomplished, and
worked nut in so original a manner, that

the assessor, Mr. John W. Simpson, can
have had little difficulty in accoi"ding the
first place to its author, Mr. .\rnold B.

Mitchell, F.R.I. B..\,, 17, Hanover-square,

THE BATTERSEA SCHOOLS: THE THREE HALLS, LI.XDA STREET FRONT.
Mr. Arnold B. Mitchell, F.R.I.B.A. .Architect.

e.xhibit any special degree of novelty,
though one or two of the schemes, both
as regards their contrivance and archi-
tectural treatment, are noteworthy. It

invariably happens, in all contests of this

sort, that not a few designs submitted can
only be described as excessively poor, and
this competition is no exception in this

may be accounted for as a consequence of

the awkward outline and other restrictions

of the area and contour incidental to the

site for the smaller school in Billingsgate-

street. But the most remarkable circum-
stance connected with this competition is

that, although so large a number of aichi-

(ects prepared plans for the buildings to

W. The accompanying illustrations show
how this lay-out has been managed, and
the plan will save the necessity of any
detailed description. We therefore limit

our remai'ks to the more salient jioints

which strike us as most important.

Generally, the advantages of this sclieme

are self-evident, while the cost, as esti-
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mated, compares well with the majority

of the possible proposals we might name
among those from which the final choice was
made. It is not easj', of course, to decide

their relative merits, or to determine,

either generally or in detail, between a tall

building of three floors and an individual

plan of one story. Usually the expense of

the one method of building, as contrasted

with the other, has much to do with a

decision. Mr. Mitchell's school, however,

cubes up at 414,970ft., and the price per

place is figured out at £14 9s. Id. The totai

cost, including £1,000 for the playgrounds,

is estimated at £18,097, taken at &1. per

foot-cube, and also providing £300 for the

basement. The boys' playground is of

facade does not quite do its design justice.

The dormers breaking up in the roof

beliind the eaves-gutters of the lower wings
scarcely conduce to architectural grace,

specially in so diminutive a building. This

feature is, however, consequent upon the

practical efficiency secured by keeping the

top of all the classroom windows level with
the continuing ceiling from side to side,

leaving no pocket for vitiated air above the

middle of the apartments. The same
advantage is secured in the three meeting-
halls, where the lights necessarily come at

the east and west ends of these i"ooms.

Ten of the twenty-seven classrooms face

the east, eight face west, and all have
blow-through vents, the same as in

sions to the S.E. Mr. Harold R. Atchison,

of Sheffield, is the author. The plans

marked No. 6 are of a higher order, being

very straightforward, and capably laid out
on three floors, with the babies' below, and
workrooms ovei'. These are projected

from one end of the halls in rather too

isolated a way, perhaps, the objection

being that a passage use is made of the

halls. The elevations in outline are un-

pretentious. Messrs. Buckland, Haywood,
and Farmer, of Birmingham, sent in this

set, which is a first-rate one, not likely

to he overlooked. The elevations of No. 7,

by Mr. H. J. Mauchip, of Muswell Hill,

are good, also his well-considered plans,

though he evidently thinks it no objection

LINDi STREET SCUOOl
PATT-I^SEA

..... - £mfim£ i: C C 1^ t I I I__I__X„'"
THE BATTERSEA SCHOOLS: SELECTED DESIGX.— Mr, Arnold B. Mitchell, F.R.LB.A. Architect.

10,649ft. super, in area, and 15,550ft. area
is provided for the girls and infants. The
recreation-grounds, apart from their exact
dimensions, are roomy and square ; also,
they are free from dark, cold corners, and
big shadows from tall school premises are
avoided— which cannot, of course, be done
when a big block of accumulative altitude
is dumped down in the middle of a
restricted site. The school in Mr.
Mitchell's lay-out skirts the frontage-line
in Linda-street, and in the middle of its

length, or thereabouts, all three of the
assembly-halls are economically arranged,
side by side, in a most ingenious and novel
manner. The infants' school abuts on to
the end of the central hall

; from thence it

iscarrie<] forward, bisecting the playgrounds
almost as far as the second frontage of the
site in Wilson-street, where the school-
keeper's house is located above the juniors'
cloakrooms and lavatories, next their
entrance. The teachers' rooms come over
the lavatories in each school, and also
practical rooms in both cases. The
elevation of this wing facing Wilson-
street is certainly good; but perhaps
the view shown of the Linda-street

the majority of the best other plans sub-
mitted. The entrances are nicely distinct,

and the cloakrooms, latrines, and lava-

tories are capitally manage<l in a subordin-
ated way, keeping down heights to moderate
cost, and leaving good space for the play-

grounds. Stock -brick facings and rein-

forced brickwoi'k or concrete rendered with
cement, where exposed, will be employed
with steel-framed roofs.

There is no reference in the award to a
second design in either competition, and
the order of the hanging of the strainers
in the gallei-y gives no idea of preference,
so we do not attempt any such distinction.

Keeping still to the Battersea schools, we
start with No. 1, sent in by Messrs.
Marshall and Tweedy, of Newcastle, in

which three stories are used, with a some-
what over - broken - up outline of plan,

i
which is set crossways on the site, and
having the assembly-hall wing projecting
like a transept. The classrooms face S.

and E. The details of the building show
an intimate acquaintance of school design.

,

No. 5 is less fraught with projecting
features, but is very similar in disposition

I to the first one named, but omitting exten-

to pass through the assembly-halls on each

of his tln-ee stories. This last objection

is avoided by Messrs. Wright and Chap-
' man, of Newcastle (the winners of the

Greenwich school), whose No. 13 is a work-
manlike sclieme for Linda-street, marked
by excellent architectural treatment. Un-
fortunately, the perspective is weak and
thin in its delineation. Passing on to

No. 22, we find Messrs. Cleland and Hay-
ward, of Wolverhampton, put their block

back from Linda-street and get good play-

grounds. They insure a suitable exterior

with flat roofs, the classrooms facing S,E.

Their corridors occur partly along outside

walls ; but otherwise the details of arrange-

ment are not very unusual in character.

No, 23, by Mr. Frank E. Taylor, of

Kingston, Surrey, puts the assembly-hall

to the S.W., and most of ills classrooms

to the N.W., the buildings being in the

middle of the site, and they are well

planned for school purposes. All these

plans are on three floors. Messrs, Chas.
Uorman and Son, of Northampton, go in

for an internal courtyard in No, 26, having
verandahs on two sides, and if it does break

I
away from the commonplace, the scheme
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Jooks very unlikely to win ndoption. Next
to it, Mr. Chas. J. Uawsoii, of Grace-

church-street, in No. 27, has adroitly

spread out an angle-set plan which would
make a tirst-rate school, having a hall

o2ft. lin. by '28l't. 9in. This room is put on
tiu- axial lines of his liuilding by its going

immediately north. His projiosal is an
able performance. The sun-print copy of

the view spoils the perspective sketch.

Another first-rate spi'ead-out plan is

No. 2S, by Messrs. Figgis, Wilson, and
Munl)y, who jiropose to erect it at the N.

end of the land, where it woulil, if the

elevations are understood, look uncom-
iiioiilv like a l}ig factorv. No, HO liis a li ill

is Mr. ]'. J. Hayv.ood, of Uiclimond,

Surrey. No. 52, by Messrr-. Crouch,

Butler, and Savage, is quite one of the best

propos;ils in the gallery, very capably and
compactly set out, wiUi the elevation

shown in bald outline, unaccomp.anied by

a persjiective. The assenilily-halls are on

the south extreniily. with tlie practical

workrooms added on.

Harking back in our serial commenls,
we may spe;ik of No. 31, by Messrs. T. E.

Murray and Son, of Battersea, wdio send

a scheme of jiartly one story ; but other-

wise it scarcely calls for comment. 'I'licir

infants' school is .along l,inda-st ri rl, ,'imiI

the T,-:-h,-iped olher blci(d< is on two flooi';'.

small internal areas (or liglit, and the

elevations hardly redeem this plan, which
bears tho authorship of Mr. A. H. Fitz-

gerald, of Tyneniouth.

THE GREENWrCU SCHOOLS.

The best of the thirteen jilans for the

buildings in Billingsgate - street is the

selected design. No. 50, by Messrs. H. T.

Wright, F.R.I. B. A., and Henry Chapman,
A.Il.I.B.A., 38, Grainger -street, W.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Some of the remain-
ing dozen plans would no doubt provide
good schools; but not one of them is equal
to the chosen one which Mr. .1. W.
Simpson has selected, and no doubt the

THE GHEENWICH SCHOOLS (WEST VIEW): SELECTED DESIGN.
Messrs H. T. WiiiciiT. F.I!. IB. A., and He\t;v 'Chai'MA\, A. R.I. B. A., Architects

rartly used as a passage, and classrooms

facing N.E. The design is not attractive

arch:t''cturally ; but the plans evince
acquaintance with this class of buildings.

The author, Jlr. 1'. A. Robson, of West-
minster, deserves thi3 much credit. No. 39,

by Messrs. Alfred W. S. Cro.^s and Sutton,
figures out as an excellent school on three

floors ; but they, too, make it necessary
to pass and repass through tho hall, so

perhaps authorities do not mind this diffi-

culty. The elevations of this design are

sev.re, in a Georgian ty|)e of work simply
*le ncntary, as such liuildings ought to be.

Mt.isrs. Castle and Warren, of Nmfolk-
striifet. Strand, put turrets at the end of a
mo:c picturesque facade, and the class-

rooms in their plan (No. 42) face west.

No. 1-1 is a unique scheme having a
qua 1: ant lay-out with very big projecting
wings, and in the semicircular body of this

plan radiating classrooms come. The
arsembly-hall (40ft. by 35ft.) projects at

one end of the frontispiece. Tho architect

standing '.awkwardly in the midst. No. 33

is an IJ^ sli.iped plan, witli the hall in

the central jirojection (.55ft. by 27tt.), and

j
the entrances are in the upper corners of

the outside wings. The corridor space

seom.s nomewhat excessive; but the author,

Mr. W. G. Wdson, of Hart-street, has sub-

mitted a verv businesslike plan with

pleasing elevations done in a good stylo.

!\Ir. Louis Ambler, of Temple-avenue, in

No. 36 is no) so happy in his three-storied

luiilding, pliind irildway upon tho land.

The hall, mainly lit at one end. is 55ft.

;
long, and so looks as if it might be rather

I gloomy. No. 37 is a well-informed scheme

1 by Messrs. Spalding, flyers, and Theak-

ston, of Chcapside, having the infants'

;

school one story high, and the other schools

on twcj floors located across the site. The
stairs occur directly at the ends of the

corridors, and the cost is set out ;:t

£21.5G0. This is a nicely-designed pro-

posal. For compactness. No. 40 is distin-

guished by the squeezing in of extremely

grace and freshness of its facades largely

induced his decision. Most of the class-

rooms face east, and both the playgrounds

are open to the south. The buildin;;

bisecting the sito stands N. to S. The
school is for mixed seniors (232 places), and
junior mixed on the ground floor for 200

pupils. The staircases are placed at tho

extreme ends of the block, and the

entrances aro all well arranged, whil;-

windows in the outside walls amply light

each flight. Mixed infants and juniors

have a door at either extremity of the

school, next to the corner classrooms, wliich

aro shown for the required extension. Tli^>

central corridor extends from end to end.

and the mezzanines accommodate teachers'

and cloakrooms, etc., in the proper way. The
assembly-halls tigiire -5211. Oin. by 24ft.. and

are 14ft. high, like all the classrooms. A
capital plavground is accommodated on the

roof, giving' 7. 4S4sq.ft., with a fine play-

shed and ample closets for the girls. An
cmcrgency-cxit stairs is r.lro provided. Tho
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boys' playground below figures 5,640ft. in

area, and'that for the infants gives 5,670tt.

super. The babies' room (for thirty-six

children) is in the centre of the ground-

floor front, and is figured 30ft. by 20ft.

It has a projecting and isolated lavatory,

with closets close at hand. Over this room

is jdaced the boys' workshop, for forty

students. There are seven classrooms (tor

fortv) in both the senior schools, each

room measuring 21ft. Sin. hy 20ft. This

compactly-worked-out plan is very complete

and workable; every classroom has blow-

through ventilation, like the hall, which

is isolated for quiet's sake. The cost is

estimated at 7d. per foot cube, and, in-

cluding £50 for equipment, is priced at

£10,875. Tlie schoolkeeper's cottage is a

capital little house, well placed at the end

of Baker's-yard. The hoys enter from

Page's-avenue, and the girls' and infants'

doors are in Billingsgate-street, where the

frontage gives the site a curved or round

outline running from S. to W. The import-

ance of the tafade is enhanced by the play-

shed wall on the summit of the building

in the middle of the elevation, and this

attic-looking extension is flanked by the

tall parapet - walls enclosing the play-

ground. The five bull's-eye openings in

the mural treatment of the shelter greatly

add to the good effect on the west side of

the school. At each end over the stair-

cases is a cupola-topped turret of suitable

design. The big niullioned windows have

double transoms to the classrooms and
halls. Smaller but harmonising fenestra-

tion is employed for the mezzanine accom-
modation. The elevations gain strength in

design by the bold stone - banded brick

piers, and the square openings in the top

])arapet - walls relieve the appearance,

which as a whole is very superior to

ordinary elementary - school buildings of

Londim, which have long failed to sustain

the character imparted to the older School

Board schools with which the late J. J.

Stevenson was associated as architect.

Messrs. Nicol and Nicol's plan. No. 51,

runs the limitations of the site too hard
at l)oth ends, and the classrooms strike us

as being too deep : otherwise the scheme
has much to commend it. No. 49 is

triangular in shape, and peculiarly like a

warehouse in external appearance. A
feature is made of open verandahs over-

looking an internal triangular court intro-

duced for light and air. No economy of

space seems by this device to have been
faved on the land area, and if it is a bold

bid for attractiveness, it fails to secure a

good result. Mr. J. A. Meikle, of Clapham
Common, is the author. No name is given

in the list which we saw as to the author
of No. 48. The plan is not so conijiact as

No. .50, and the playground has awkward
angles and comers which hinder super-
vision and encourage nasty tricks on the
top of the building, where the boys and
girls share the roof-space, separated by a

Oft. hurdle-fence. The halls (40tt. by .30'ft.)

look too square. Messrs. Alfred W. S,

Cross and Sutton's plan. No. 57, is among
the foremost in merit. It is a good, concise
scheme, having mansard roofs over tho play
sheds on tlie roof recreation-place, and set

cleverly at the ends of the main fi-onts,

thus giving a pavilion effect which is

appropriate and quite legitimate. The
entrance staircases do not come quite so
well as in No. 50 in regard to their lighting,

and the cloakrooms are not so nicely placed.
The halls figure 451t. 8in. liv 2i'lt. Gin.

5fost classrooms face east. The babies'
room and workrooms are set one over the
otlier at the south end. The narrow-way
lobby next the entries is not quite a happy
provision with the swing-doors set as they
are. The building seems to crowd the site

too iiiiicli, though the divations would

detail out well in an architectural manner.

No. 58, by Mr. H. F. Murrell, of Chancery-

lane, bends its contour in obtuse-set angles

to adapt the frontage of the school to the

Billingsgate-street shape of the site. The
halls measure 50ft. by 24ft. in the centre,

located facing the playgrounds at the rear.

The cloakrooms are certainly very ample,

and the stairs are put more towards the

middle of the block than in many other

schemes, being set between the class- and
cloak-rooms. The treatment is elementary
and suitable architecturally. Messrs.

Cleland and Hayward, of Wolverhampton
(No. 53), jnit their building facing N. and
S. across the site, with a big internal-area

court, and the assembly-halls (401t. by
27ft.) at the back. All classrooms face

southerly, and the lay-out looks over-

complicated, while the facades are ordinary.

We have given throughout the competi-

tors' estimates of cost without challenging

them. Tliat some of the designs shown
could not be possibly carried out at the

cost named we think likely. Clause 16 of

the Conditions expressly warns competitors

that all designs had to be prepared in strict

conformity wdth the regulations issued by
the L.C.C., the Board of Education, the

L.C. C. i-egulations as to steelwork and re-

inforced concrete, and the London Building
Act, and that it was to be clearly under-
stood that instructions to proceed would
only be given subject to the approval of

any design by the authorities administering
tho Acts, by-laws, and regulations specified.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF COLOUR.*
By George H. Morton, M.S. A.

UNIVERSALITY OF COLOUR.

Of all the natural phenomena that affect

our senses colour is probably the most uni-

versally appreciated. Without any per-

ceptible mental or physical effort it discloses

to the mind, through the eye, a sense of

beauty, and gives us more constant and
general pleasure than we experience from
perhaps any other sensation. Unlike sound,
colour is seldom disagreeable, nor does it

assert itself in a really disagreeable manner.
There is a similarity between the sensations
of sound and colour—they are often com-
pared. Both are caused by vibrations, not of

the same kind, but still vibrations, which
affect the mind—sound through the medium
of the ear, light and colour through the
medium of the eye. The majority of the

sounds we hear seem to me disagreeable

—

the noise of traffic, the motor-horn, the
st.Tam-whistle, and many other noises are

irritating, and were it not that we have
become gradually accustomed to them, would
be more noticeable and objectionable than
they are. At any rate, we are usually glad
to get away from them and seek elsewhere
for that repose and peace which a modern
city seldom affords. Colour, on the contrary,

though always present, like sound, is gener-

ally a gratification. This is pre-eminently
the ease in the country; but even in the

town, though our streets and buildings may
beeonio gloomy, they are constantly enlivened
by the dresses of women, the sides of

vehicles, the shop-windows, advertisement
posters, and many other objects reflecting

colour. In the country and city alike the

general effect is harmonious but neutral, for

there is seldom much positive strong colour

present, and when there is, distance lends

encbantmeiit to the view. The more brilliant

colours are in small r|uautitics, and only

appear vivid when near to us: in the country
flowers constitute the chief source, and in tho

town dress, and the other causes to which I

have just referred. Tlie present tendency
for brighter colours in outdoor dress seems
to mo justified. Colours which in themselves
iiiiglit be considered aggressive and in

questionable taste, add considerably to the

brightness of our streets, and are advan-

* The Prebideutial Address to the Literary and Philo-
sophienl Society of Liverpool. Delivered Oct. 5, 19U.1

t.igcous to the general colour effect. Colour
in outdoor dress until recently seems to have

been the monopoly of our Continental neigh-

bours. Colour is usually— and, perhaps, ex-

clusively—associated with art; indeed, it

would be difficult to imagine art in a general

way without it. In recent years, however,

it occupies an important and increasing

place in science. It is essential to chemistry,

to astronomy, to psyeliology, to physiology

—

at any rate, so far as the eye is concerned

—

and forms part of the science of physics

itself. Further, it may be considered entirely

from the scientific side as the science of

chromatics. To consider and study the

various phenomena, to ascertain the relations

between the lestlietie, scientific, and other

facts and ideas concerning colour, instead of

accepting it in the haphazard manner we
generally do, constitutes in my mind a

Philosophy of Colour. The more we study

colour the more do we desire to trace out

those laws concerning it, recognising the fact

that colour, like other sensations wliich we
experience, is governed by definite con-

nections of fixed order and uniformity. From
these facts and phenomena we form con-

ceptions and ideas of a reasonable kind, and
comparing the relations existing between
them, obtain a clearer understanding and a

wider and truer knowledge of the real value

of colour.

HI.STOniC COLOURS.

The appreciation of colour is not a modern
conception. It has been peculiar, not only

to most civilisations, but to barbarous people,

though with the uncivilised it was commonly
used in a crude and primitive manner. E\'eu

with so great a .civilisation as the Ancient
Egyptians, and most Oriental races, the

number of colours employed were few ; they

were generally confined to the three primary

pigment colours— red, yellow, and bine.

With the Egyptians these colours were

applied to fill in spaces already outlined.

There was no light and shade or graduation

of colour. The effect was monotonous and
severe, exhibiting a crude harmony, in which

delicacy and charm were neglected, if not

entirely absent. Owing to the erudeness of

the colours of the Egyptians and con-

temporary races, it can easily be imagined

that the 'hard colour effects of that period

were not altogether compatible with the

refinement of the Greeks, whose idea of

beauty was largely concentrated on form,

symmetry, and proportion. Tins conception

was realised to so great an extent, and with

such a delicacy of perception never before

appreciated, and to which no modern civi-

lisation has attained, or is likely to attain,

unless social and other conditions alter con-

siderably. Colour, though subservient to

form, was by no means absent from Greek
art. In Pausanius and Pliny accounts of the

Greek paintings are most minutely described.

From these descriptions one might imagine

that there never had been anything so

beautiful. The only examples, however, of

Greek colours that survive are the terracotta

vases, the colours of which are largely due

to, and naturally result from, the material

employed in the making. All the paintings

have perished, not a single shred remains;

but, from the descriptions, paintings of very

considerable magnificence adorned the Greek
buildings, and the sculptured ornaments and
mouldings were defined by colour. 'I'lie

colours used bv the Greeks were deficient

in variety, and," like those of the Egyptians,

were few. Pliny tells us that they consisted

only of red and yellow— probably gold—with
white and black. Unlike the Egyptians'

colours, they were more sparingly and subtly

employed. The Greeks seemed to have used

colour— as we might imagine they would do

—to define and emphasise that beauty of

form the pcrfectioi of which was their one

great aim. To give a clear outline, and at

the same time produce that mellowing and

softening effect wliich the judicious use of

colour is capable of attaining, and thus

combine various details into one harmonious

whole. Colour, therefore, to the Greeks

was of secondary importance in its applica-

tion, but of general importance in creating

a refined bloom over a whole scheme, pro-

ducing a sort of atmosphere which enhanced
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the general effect. In the Greek temple

it is everywhere apparent that the object was
to attain a perfection worthy of the gods. In

the Roman temple the aim seems to ha\e
been self-glorifieation. The lavishness of tlie

Romans naturally revived brilliant colours;

but they, like their predecessors, used few
colours. The brilliancy of the colour decora-

tions unearthed at Pompeii and Herculaneum
testify to the extraordinary permanence of

the pigments employed ; but are practically

limited to the three primary colours. These
decorations, done by Greek artists, give

evidence of the excellence of the work ; they
indicate a freedom of style and a command
of the brush entirely absent from earlier

work. In the examples that survive there is

an almost perfect harmony of colour, though
as time went on splendour and grandeur of

effect resulted in a gaudiness of colour,

rather than intrinsic beauty. The charm of

Oriental colours is well known ; but they,

again, seem to be confined to the primary
trinity of red, yellow, and blue, with black
and white. These simple colours were not

mixed together, so as to obtain compound
colours, but were so balanced that when
viewed at a distance they appeared blended,
and presented a neutralised bloom. In the

result obtained the predominating colour
asserted itself, and gave the hue to the other-

wise colourless effect. It was only on a
nearer inspection that the brilliance and
freshness of the colours became apparent.
The Arabs and the Moors obtained magnificent
effects in this way. At Cairo the dome of

one of the mosques appears coloured a soft

green tone, remarkable for its freshness, con-
sidering that no direct light shines upon it.

On a near inspection it is found that instead
of being painted one even tone, it is dotted
all over with purple" and yellow spots on a

white ground, leaving parts of this ground
exposed. Distance causes these colours to

blend and produce a most beautiful tone, im-
possible to obtain by pigment mixture. But
the most remarkable effect of the colour is

that it is not stationary ; its hue seems to
change as we look upon it, varying from a
bluish to a yellowish green. This extra-
ordinary impression may be explained by the
fact that the vibrations of light which excite
the sensation of yellow being stronger than
those that excite violet, the two colours do
not affect the eye simultaneously, hence they
are each asserting and reasserting them-
selves, and cause a sort of movement which,
as compared with one dull, even tint, might,
I think, bo fitly termed living colour. We
experience similar effects in paintings from
nature. Take a white cottage, for instance,
in sunlight. It is not like a sheet of white
paper, but, owing to its rough surface and
the construction of our eyes, is reflecting all

sorts of prismatic tints, so that in painting
we have to use broken colour of every con-
ceivable hue to obtain a natural and
realistic effect. The Impressionist school
appreciates the value of this method of com-
bining colours in the highest degree, pro-
ducing luminous effects, with, as Mr. Ruskin
describes, "not only light in the sky, but
light from it." As regards Early Christian
art, Byzantine and Gothic, we still find that
the colours employed almost entirely con-
sisted of the three primary pigment colours,
similar to those used by the Orientals, but
different as regards design, and symbolic of
(-hristianity. It was not until the Renais-
sance that an enlarged appreciation of colour
is apparent, and even in the works of the
great painters of that time a preference for
the purer primary colours is observable,
especially in giving prominence to the prin-
cipal points of a subject. 'Whether this
limitation of the colour-sense to practically
three primary colours was due to the in-
ability to see or discriminate the more subtle
or complex colours which we are now able
to distinguish, or whether these carlv
cnlourists never thought of combining or
mixing colours together, it is difficult to
determine. It may have been that the eye
was at fault and was unable to eombilie
colours, that the three sets of nerves re-
sponding to three colours acted in-
dependently, in which case all compound
colours would necessarily be impossible.

Whatever was the explanation, the fact

remains that the colours appreciated and
employed from the most ancient times were
few—seldom more than three—with white

and black. It seems probable that the

ancients could only distinguish the strongest

contrasts, similarly to the child, or the

savage, of to-day, whose ideas of colour

correspond with his conception of music,

which amounts to little more than the

beating of a drum to an accompanying chant
on one note.

COLOUR-BLINDNES.S.
It has been suggested that in remote ages

people did not see colours at all, but that the

colour-sense has gradually developed. From
this period of no sense of colour, recognition

of some three strong, clearly-defined ele-

mentary colours gradually evolved, followed
by the appreciation of the almost unlimited
range of tones, shades, and hues which we
are able to distinguish to-day, for it has been
estimated that the eye can now discriminate
not less than three million distinct tints, and
can tell the 360th part of white added to any
colour. There can be no doubt that the

colour-sense has gradually developed, and
there probably was a time when colour was
unperceived and practically did not exist. It

has been argued that modern colour-blindness

is the reversion to that state when all were
colour-blind. Total colour-blindness is com-
paratively rare, but partial colour-blindness

is much more common than is generally

supposed. The partial colour-blind are often

unaware of the defect, and, naturally, resent

any suggestion of it. It has been estimated
that one person out of every eighteen has an
imperfect colour sense, though the defect is

almost exclusively confined to the male sex.

Women are seldom colour - blind, and,

generally speaking, have a keener colour-

perception than men and derive more
pleasure from it. Partial colour-blindness

may account for the different names given

by different individuals to the same colours.

At any rate, it seems to prove that we do not

all see colours exactly alike, or are excited

by them in the same manner or degree. Blue,

for instance, is often named green or purple.

The term red to some people indicates almost
an orange, to others a warm purple. Any
slight difference in the nerves of the retina

that respond to colour would account for this

variability of the colour-sense. The different

notions people have, however, concerning the

names of colours may be due to another
cause—the relativeness of colour. The hue
of a colour depends on the other colours witli

which it is associated or placed in juxta-

position. A colour always appears tinged

with the hue of the complementary of the

contiguous colour. Thus any colour placed

next green would appear of quite a different

hue when next red. For instance, grey next
red appears pale green, but next green has

a pale pink hue. Blue next purple presents

a greenish hue, next yellow it assumes an

almost purple hue. The different ideas as

to the names of a colour is, therefore, hardly

avoidable in a subject of so relative a

character and of such chameleon-like pro-

perties. Ignorance of colour terms may also

explain tlie inability of some persons to

name a colour correctly. It used to he a

method of testing people whose oecupations

necessitated an exact or normal colour-

sense to require them to name particular

colours, and it was often concluded

erroneously that those unable to do so, or

who named them incorrectly, were, at least

partially, if not altogether, blind to colour.

The defect in many cases was found to he,

not in the eye, but in an ignorance of the

colour terms—not knowing the names of the

particular colour shown. The nu^thod

generally adopted now is, I believe, to mix

together a number of various coloured wools

and require the persons being tested to sort

them out and place each individual skein

together. The mistakes made by the partial

colour-blind are often very remarkable and
variable. Persons affected witli colour-

blindness are usually insensible to red,

though there are cases when other colours

are invisible, and red predominates. Colour-

blindness may bo caused by a long exposure

to one strong colour. It is recorded that

some observers, in order to test the effect
of one strong colour upon the eye, wore
spectacles of ruby-coloured glass for several
hours. This prolonged action of the red
light upon the eye finally, to a considerable
extent, tired out and destroyed the nerves
responding to red vibrations, so that on
removing the spectacles only two colours in

the spectrum were visible ; red was entirely
absent, just as in the ease of those who are
actually blind to that colour. All red objects
appeared to them to be dull green or brown.
That the eye tires of one colour though
keenly sensitive to another is well known, and
as the weariness increases so also does the
ratio of a more intense appreciation of its

opposite or complementary colour. Red, for

instance, appears more brilliant and intense
when placed in juxtaposition with, or imme-
diately following, its complementary, green.
The particular nerves excited by red become
wearied by their prolonged effort, while those
unaffected, responding to green, are not only
able to respond to their particular colour,
but, in consequence of the action ou their

wearied fellows, are able to appreciate it to

a far higher degree. The effect of any colour
upon the eye is rendered more vigorous when
preceded by its complementary colour, more
dull or indistinct when accompanied by other
similar colours, and more light and dark re-

spectively when in association with deeper
or lighter tones. Perhaps the most lasting

and agreeable impressions are when colours
are attended or followed by their com-
plementary or opposite colours, which, if

combined, would produce grey or white;
perhaps the least pleasant when one primary
or brilliant colour is viewed alone for a
lengthened period of time. Though no im-
pressions are actually painful of themselves,
unless intensely vivid, they may be disagree-

able, and, if prolonged, injurious, to the eye.

NECE.SSITY OF CHANGE.

Colour, therefore, is not only important
in our surroundings, but change in our colour

environment is essential. In our homes it is

not only pleasant and enlivening, but desir-

able, that the colours in each apartment

should be different. If they were each of

the same colour, and that a strong positive

colour, our eyes would suffer even to a possi-

bility of partial colour-blindness. Were it

not for this necessary change of colour, par-

ticular retinal nerves would be over-excited

and strained, to their detriment; but change
of colour permits the different colour-appre-

ciating nerves alternative excitement and
rest.

" When all these nerves are excited

simultaneously, as in the case of white, the

eve has no rest. The physical desire for

change in colours accounts for what is often

attributed to mere fashionable caprice. A
particular colour in decoration or dress is

popular, and one frequently hears the

question. What is the new colour? For in-

stance, if purple— or its more fanciful and
attractive names, heliotrope, amethyst, or

violet—is popular for a time, then its com-
plementary orange will be the new colour

and fashionable afterwards. The eye has

been satiated with purple, and tires of it; it

requires change. The nerves responding to

purple are wearied by their prolonged effort,

and those excited by orange have rested so

long that they desire to assert themselves,

and the so-called tango red or orange is the

result. It is not so much a question of

fashion ,but of the natural requirements of

the eye. The change I have indicated has

actually occurred durmg the past year or

two, and similar changes are continually

taking place. Change, however, does not

entirely depend upon the substitution of one

colour for another. We may have the

required contrasting colour in one scheme

—

as, for instance, in an apariment where a

particular colour and its complementary are

both present. A scheme of decoration in

which the ceiling, instead of being painted

the "eternal" white, was coloured a tone

complementary to the general colour of the

walls and woodwork, would be emineiitly

satisfactory. Tliis opposite colour would not

only enhance the beauty of the other colours,

but would relieve the" ey.'s whenever they

turned towards it. As, for instance, a room
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Ill which tlie walls were red niul the wood-
work dark oak might have the ceiling a dull

grey green. A scheme in which tlio pre-

vailing tones were amber might have the

ceiling colour a complementary tone of

purple. Such schemes would be the more
lasting because we have the necessary change
or opposite colours constantly in evidence.

If change of colours in our surroundings is

not provided, Nature seems to force it upon
us. We observe, say, a red object for a few
moments, and then close our eyes; tlie same
form appears, but not the same colour,

instead we see its complementary or opposite

colour, green, thus indicating a yearning of

the eye for cliange. The effect of shadows is

also remarkable; they are usually tinted

with the hue of an opposite colour. Our own
shadows on a sunny day are a distinct purple,

due to tlie prevalence of so much yellow from
the sun. The shadows from a red brick wall

appear tinted green—red's complementary
colour. A unique example of the value of

complementary colours in a scheme, and one
that illustrates this point, is the interior of

St. Mark's, Venice, probably one of the finest

colour effects in the world. The walls are of

a kind of purply brown marble, and the

ceilings mainly gold mosaic. These colours

are complementary to each otlier. The gold

gives the marble marvellous purple hues that

of itself it does not really possess. The
eyes of an observer imperceptibly wandering
from ceiling to walls, and from walls to

ceiling, are constantly being refreshed—the
gold creates the desire for purple, and tlie

purple the desire for gold, so that the beauty
of botli colours is greatly cnlianccd, and the
eyes never tire.

The difference in our ideas of colour at

different times is an interesting subject.
Some thirty years ago William Slorris in-

augurated a period of dull, dark tones, which
was followed by the " greenery-yallery

"

school. The interior of our homes were made
gloomy or sickly by jaundiced tints, pro-
ducing effects calculated possibly for poetic
meditation and study, but hardly in accord
with the more sporting, e.xtravagant, and
exciting influences now prevalent. The
colour-sense was hardly excited at all;

people lived in a calmer sort of atmosphere,
men were more serious, and women affected
Media?val dress and nianners. But this was
before hotel life and the motor-car came into
being, and sport became the all-absorbing
topic of interest. These more exciting con-
ditions have consequently brought about a
preference for those exciting and brilliant
colours abhorred by our forefathers, referred
to with scorn by Lady .Jane in "Patience"
as the "primary colours," and quite incom-
patible with the " foof-in-tlie-grave young
man" of thirty years ago. Brilliance is

essential to sport. The club's university and
school colours, the colours at a race meeting,
all tend to the interest and excitement of the
game, and create an eiitliu.'.iasm that would
otherwise be dampened, if not absent, to a
very large extent. The prevailing colours
of an age consequently reflect, as it were,
the idiosyncrasies and temperament of the
period ; but the preference for a particular
colour also denotes the character of the in-

dividual. A person who requires large doses
of strong colours before he can appreciate
them must necessarily be less refined than
he who finds a real sesthetic gratification in
subdued and delicate tones. As in music,
the people who can only enjoy a catchy music-
hall song or a ragtime melody—so "called

—

lack that refinement which a genuine appre-
ciation of a Beethoven sonata or a Wagner
overture denotes.

Colour is largely concerned with our
health. If we surround ourselves with
gloomy and dull colours we naturally become
gloomy and pessimistic. We have all ex-
Ji^'rienced the depressing effect of the dull,

damp weather of winter, and felt how our
spirits revive at the first indication of spring
and summer. 'I'liis is largely due to colour,
the blue sky, the fresh, brigjit. green leaves,
and the colours of flowers. The sensations
we appreciate in nature we also appreciate
in our iiuloor surroundings. I am perfectly
certain that persons may become melan-
choly, irritable, and unhappy by the colours

they have to endure, and their health suffers

as a natural consequence. Some colours

excite and irritate, others havo a soothing

and healing effect. Red and yellow stimulate

the physical functions, whereas blue and
green have an opposite effect. A person of

an anxious, nervous, excitable disposition

should avoid certain colours which would be
beneficial to anyone of an opposite tempera-
ment. It has been found undesirable to place

dangerous lunatics in a red room—doing so

brings out, or encourages, their violent ten-

dencies. Similarly, to confine a melaiicholiac
ill a dull, dark room would possibly increase

his morbidness, whereas bright colours and
cheerful surroundings would tend to brighten
his mind and cure him. It has even been
suggested that colour accounts for some of

our actions, that we are not really to blame
for many things we do which we ought not
to do, because it is all due to the colours
with which we live. A contributor to

"Punch" relates that if "instead of going
to lawyers " when things run off the rails a

bit, we called in a colour expert, " all sort of

horrors might be avoided," for he would
prove that our misdoings were owing to our
colour environment. "Punch" also tells of

a miserly old lady who has a taximeter fixed

in her own motor-car, and expects anyone
driving with her to pay what it registers,

and that colour experts say that if it were
not for the frightfully dull, dusty purple in

which all her rooms are decorated, she
might " part quite freely " and be ever so

generous.
It has been advocated that instead of

taking tirugs, we should subject ourselves to

colour influence. Mr. R. Dimsdale Stocker,

in a little book called "Colour as a Curative
Agent," describes the different colour
remedies and the methods to be followed in

applying them. He also points out the

effects of different colours on the affections,

passions, and other emotions of life. Experi-
ments have been made upon vegetable life

with remarkable results. Some plants, under
red glass, have grown to four times their

normal size ; otliers, under blue and green
glass, liave perished. It is argued that if

sucli changes take place in the vegetable

kingdom the influence of colour upon animal
life may be considerable. The source of

light and colour is the sun ; its rays give life.

Each of these rays, caused by different-

lengthed vibrations, represented by different

colours, possess definite properties which
affect our physical, mental, and moral life.

I'lie evil effect of colours upon us may be
partially due to dull, dirty shades, to want
of a proper harmony or balance of colours,

to the contrasts being too strong. A good
deal depends on our individual dispositions,

but it is generally the result of an excessive
amount of one colour or white. I have told

the story before of the lady who, to use

her own words, had a great partiality for

red -so much so that she liad most of her
rooms painted in that colour. A few months
after the work was done she complained of

the monotony of it, but still more of the

colour fading to a dull brown. On my in-

specting the work I was struck by the in-

tensity of the red, and on being asked as

to the cause of the deterioration or fading,

replied that to my eyes the colour was as

bright as it well could be, but that she her-

self vfas gradually becoming colour-blind to

red, due to her eyes being constantly and
almost exclusively excited by that one colour.

Her general health was also affected.

Another personal experience I may relate

was the case of a clergyman who had his

study walls covered witli a bright red wall-

paper. Calling upon him one day, I found
liim at work in his dining-room. He told me
tliat he always felt uncomfortable in his

study, that he became restless, and could not

settle to work. I suggested altering the

colour of his walls to a neutral green ; this

was done, and peace and serenity were
rcr.tored to him. A local example of the

effect of red may be experienced at the new
Adelphi Hotel. The smoke room there has
red walls, red carpet, and red furniture.

Most people on entering the room experience
a peculiar excitable sensation, and do not

seem to remain in it Ions. I generally find

the room empty. What would have been tha
effect if the ceiling and woodwork had also

been red it is unpleasant to contemplate. The
absence of colour altogether, though not so

pernicious as a long exposure of one strong

colour, is very undesirable. A grey tone may
be tolerated, but a pure white is objection-

able and injurious to the eyes. One has only
to remain in a white tent for some time to

experience the effect. Snow-covered land is

somewhat analogous. The effect of white
upon the eyes of Arctic explorers is well

known. Darkened spectacles are worn, not
so much on account of the intense cold, but
because of the blinding effect of the con-

tinuous and unchanging white upon the eyes.

From my preceding remarks it may be

concluded that colour is not only an Eesthetic

gratification and a means of distinguishing

and defining form, it is a necessary require-

ment of the eye which suffers when exposed
to inharmonious colours, to the sustained

action of one strong colour, and to light

without colour. If the eye suffers, the

general health will also be affected. This

subjective consideration of colour, however,
is only one side of a two-sided subject.

Colour has also its objective side. We ex-

perience sensations which we call colour, but

objects in nature cause these sensations. It

is well known that colours do not exist out-

side oursehes, but are caused by vibrations

of light upon the retina of the eye. Were
it not that the eye is sensitive to colours

these different vibrations would be, prac-

tically, imperceptible degrees of heat. White
light consists of different-lengthed vibrations,

each producing a different colour sensation,

simple or compound; but so long as tliese

vibrations remain united the impression is

white. Something then takes place in the

light when it shines upon natural objects,

or on these objects themselves, in order to

separate the different vibrations and produce

the various colour sensations upon tli"

retina. This something is the power which

all natural bodies have of selecting their own
particular colour, though no natural body

actually creates colour. It simply absorbs

or destroys a part of the white light shod

upon it "and rejects the remainder. The
portion so rejected, and not that retained,

determines the particular colour.

The combination of pigments, of flowers,

of green leaves— indeed, of all things— is due

to this combination of reflection with the

phenomenon of absorption. Coloured light

must be reflected or it would be iiuisible.

If not reflected the result would be black.

All colour pigments are composed of niiniite

particles mixed with a vehicle that has the

power of shifting the white light shed upon

them and selecting and destroying certain

rays, whilst the particles reflect the

reinainder. The condition of the petals of

flowers, or green leaves, is just the same.

A white lily, for instance, if it were quite

smooth woiild have the appearance of thin

glass; it is, however, composed of a vast

quantity of minute cells, so that it resembles

finely powdered glass, from each little

particle of which light is re'flccted, back-

wards and forwards, and there being nothing

in the lily to cause the reflection of any one

rav over another, the light is white. \
scarlet geranium is similarly composed, but

its particles or cells are imbued, as it were,

with a colour matter which absorbs or

devours all the green and blue rays from

the white light .shed upon it. and the nii-

absorbed scarlet is reflected. All green

leaves owe their colour to the same cause

—

light passing backwards and forwards

I
through an absorbing colour, which ex-

tinguishes its red rays, and, on being
'

reflected back to the eye, excites the sensa-

tion we name ereeu. Th? colours of pig-

ments and of all natural bodies are. there-

fore, the nuabsorbed rays of light shed upon

them, and explain th'e objective side of

colour.

I

As regards the eye, returning to the sub

I

jcctive side of our subject. Helmhnltz has

said "that if anv optician had sent him an

I

instrument so full of defects he would be

justified in sending it back with the severest

censure." In spite of so great an authority,

I feel that of all human instruments it is the
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one with wliicli we would least willingly

part. With one portion of it are we now
concerned- the retina, which consists of ten

different layers. One of these divisions, the

so-called layer of rods and cones, has the

power of appreciating the sensations of light

and colour. The rods and cones seem each
to have their peculiar functions, and though
both probably serve as, or respond to,

elements of light, it is more especially the

functions of the rods, whilst the perception

of colour is due—possibly exclusively—to the

cones. These cones seem to consist of three

sets of nerves, which respond to certain

\ ibrations of light and produce the sensations

of three fundamental, or primary, colours.

One set, being stimulated by the strongest

vibrations, produces the sensation of an
orange red, and another set, being acted upon
by vibrations of medium length, produces a

brilliant green, and the third set, responding
to the short and weaker vibrations, produces
the sensation of a \iolet or purple of a bluer
hue tlian is perhaps commonly understood by
that term. All vibrations, however, may,
and probably do, act on the three sets of

nerves simultaneously ; but those that

produce red, green, and violet affect most
powerfully the particular set of nerves
specially designed for their reception. All

other colours are due to two or three sets

of nerves being excited in varying degrees,
either simultaneously or in rapid succession.

Upon the three sets of nerves being fully

excited in their proper relative proportions
the sensation of white is the consequence.

In perfect colour combinations or schemes
it is essential that the different sets of nerves
should be excited, so that no one set will be
nniluly tired or injured. This is what con-
stitutes the real liarmony of colour. A
scheme which only excites one set of nerves
^that is, one colour—and thereby creates a

desire for another colour, or colours, cannot
be considered harmonious or satisfactory.

AVe usually speak of colours harmonising
when they match or are similar; but this is

not liarmony in the strict or more exact
sense of tlio term, which must include the

exciting of all the colour-appreciating ner\es.

In a paper that I read before this society

some years ago on "Colour Harmony" I

was taken to task on this point. How was
it, I was asked, that a yellow cornfield with
red poppies was so harmonious when those
colours excited only two sets of nerves

—

those responding to yellow and red? I

replied that they of themselves were not
harmonious, and do not constitute the whole
of the colour visible, the large amount of

blue sky must also be recognised and taken
into account, which, with the yellow and
red of the corn and poppies, presents an
almost perfect colour harmony, and by whieli

the three senses are excited. Owen Jones,
in his "Principles of Colour," states that no
composition can ever be perfect in which any
one of the primary colours is wanting, either

in its natural state or in combination, and
that the various colours of a composition
should be so blended that the objects
coloured, when \iewed at a distance, should
present a neutralised bloom. Objectively
therefore, as well as subjectively, an
harmonious scheme of colour should include
all those colours which are necessary to

excite the three colour sensations.
As a matter of fact, the impression of one

pure colour upon the retina seldom, if ever,

occurs. It is generally in conjunction with
at least a small mingling of those other
colours which would tend to neutralise or

deaden its intensity. We probably, there
fore, never see colours absolutely pure. Were
we to do so, they would be so intense as to

dazzle the eye by their brilliancy, and be
similar to looking direct at the blazing sun.

Though the excitement of the three primary
colour sensations is essential to a true colour
harmony, yet they should not be effected in a

crude and elementary manner by pigments or
objects reflecting hard contrasts of colour,
which would bo equivalent to three loud
harmonious notes as compared with music.
The beauty and art of colouring is to get
these harmonious impressions in the most
subtle and least apparent manner possible.

We find in Nature when it develops a colour

scheme does so by tones of little contrast,

using contrasting colours only to accentuate

or emphasise points in a scheme, and then

only very sparingly. Crude and hard con-

trasting colours are a sign of primitive man,
indicating a lack of development in colour

appreciation. Almost any butterfly or flower

will give us a lesson of the way to obtain

colour harmony, while the Ancient
Egyptians, the present savage, or the child

can scarcely be relied upon for good taste

in colour. The appreciation of this beauty

of colour harmony is one of the certain in-

dications of refinement and civilisation, just

as much as the appreciation of harmony in

music indicates the same thing in the com-
munity and the individual. There arc some
authorities who hold the opinion that there

can be no such thing as colour discord.

Though not agreeing with this opinion, I

consider that any inharmonious combination
may be made harmonious without altering

any of the colours in question, but by adding
another colour, or colours, to the scheme, so

as to satisfy the requirements of the eye.

That the million of tints which the eye is

capable of distinguishing is due to the excite-

ment of three-colour sensations, in varying
proportions, seems to me a very wonderful
phenomenon. It appears specially attractive

because of the difference in the names given

to the three primary or fundamental colours

by the physicist and the painter. The
physicist asserts that the primary colours

are red, green, and violet, while the painters

tell us that they are red, yellow, and blue
;

both the scientist and the painter, however,
seem to make the same initial mistake. They
use the word "colour" as a noun or sub-

stantive, whereas, as applied to the primary
colours, it acts as an adjective, describing

particular sensations on the one hand and
particular pigments or substances causing

those sensations on the other. There is all

the difference in the world between a sensa-

tion and the object causing it. There is as

much difference between a primary colour

sensation and a primary colour pigment as

there is in sound between the note we hear
and the object causing it, between the music
we appreciate and the violin or other musical
instrument producing the sensation.

This difference between the subejctive and
objective sides of colour indicates that the

colours of each set of primaries may be, and
in fact are, fundamentally different. As
colour does not exist outside ourselves, the

primary sensations—orange-red, green, and
violet—must be unquestionably the real

primary colours, using the term colour as a

noun ; but this fact does not necessarily

imply that rod, yellow, and bine are not the

primary pigments. On the contrary, taking

into account the phenomena of absorption

and reflection, it seems to me that the

colours of the primary pigments will be the

reverse or opposite of the primary sensa-

tions. They will be the colours reflected after

the colours of the primary sensations have
been absorbed or destroyed. Now, the

opposite of orange-red is blue, the opposite

of green is a bluish-red. and the opposite of

violet is yellow. These colours— blue, red

and yellow—are the colours of the primary
pigments.
From my remarks it will be concluded that

the subject of colour is deeper and goes

further than a mere attraction of the eye

or a simple ajsthetic gratification. It has a

physical and scientific side which bears much
the same relation to colour as the laws of

sound and acoustics bear to music. It is

never stationary for a moment of time

because of the movements both in Nature

and in the human organ of sight. Colour

idealises and adds a charm to all visible

things. Its influencG is unlimited, for every-

thing that comes within the range of vision

usually excites a colour sensation. In

painting it gives to form an interest and an

interpretation of Nature impossible to obtain

without it. It is colour more than anything

else that endows a flat surface with the

resemblance of reality and nature. It adds

a radiance that no mere photographic pre-

sentment of a scene can give. It has to do

with and affects our health, our temper, our

happiness. It indicates and influences our

dispositions and characters. As vitiated ajr
injures our health through the lungs, as dis-

tracting sounds affect our health through the
ear, so bad colouring affects our health
through the eye.

Colour, therefore, should be studied and
considered not only from the aesthetic and
scientific sides, but also from the point of

view of reason and sense. This consideration
of colour, to my mind, constitutes its

philosophy.

otc

THE ARCHITECTS' WAR COiMMITTEE.
A recent report of the Architects' War

Committee (Mr. C. Stanley Peach, Hon.
Secretary), states that in response to the
appeal sent out the sum of £219 5s. for the
Prince of Wales's Fund and £664 I2s. for
the General Fund for the assistance of archi-

tects in ease of distress arising out of the
war have been received up to October 7.

In reply to the letter offering the services
of architects to the Government the com-
mittee have received a letter of thanks from
the Right Hon. Joseph Pease and intimation
that the letter had been circulated among the
Government departments interested, and an
acknowledgment has also been received from
the War Ofliee.

The committee received a request from
the adjutant of one of the new battalions of
Lord Kitchener's Army to provide an archi-

tect to get in tenders and superintend the
erection of huts, and the request was
complied with within a few hours. The War
Committee were also requested to find picked
mechanics for special service. The work
was undertaken by the Architects' Volunteer
Training Corps, under the direction of the

Architectural Association, and the whole of

the men required were found within the
time stipulated. Further calls also at very
short notice were promptly met.

1)1 this connection the officers of the
Architects' Volunteer Training Corps desire
to thank the architects and builders of

London and the trade organisations for their
prompt attention to the appeal and the
energetic way in which they have all worked
to assist the Government in finding the men
wanted. All who helped are requested to

accept this notice of thanks, as, in view of

the magnitude of the work and the number
of letters received, it is quite impossible to

write individually.

The Benevolent sub-committee are con-

sidering, in conjunction with the Architects'

Benevolent Society and representatives of

tile Architects' and Surveyors' Approved
Society, a scheme for joint action for the

relief of distress among architects which
may arise in consequence of the war. A
scheme for finding employment has been out-

lined by Mr. H. V. Lanehester and adopted
in principle by the sub-committee. The
scheme may be described shortly as a pro-

posed inauguration of civic surveys of all the

larger cities. The surveys are to cover the

following ground: Archaeological, Social

and Recreative. Educational, Hygienics,
Commercial, Traffic, Valuation. The idea is

to provide complete data upon which to base
town - planning schemes. An additional

scheme is also being prepared wbicli is based
on the original proposals made by the Society

of Architects— the measurement of buildings

of historical and architectural interest, etc.

The selection committee, in co-operation

with the allied societies, are preparing lists

of architects in all parts of the country com-
petent to undertake works which, so far as

can be foreseen, are likely to be required
by the Government. A circular letter has

been sent to the allied societies asking them
to draw up schemes for dealing with distress,

etc., in their particular localities. Up to

the present time the committee have no in-

formation of any excepiional distress among
architects.

An organisation has been formed unilcr

Mrs. Maurice Webb to keep in touch with

all men at the front who have joined the

Regular Forces through the Architects'

Volunteer Training Corps, to send them

I

comforts and to look after their wives and

families, and sec that they have all allow-
' ances to which they are entitled and every
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assistance which can be given. Tlie wives
and daughters of London architects are

earnestly requested to give all the assistance

in their power to this organisation, and to

send any gifts for men at the front to Tufton-
street. Mrs. Webb will be glad to hear of

any ladies who would be willing to call on
the wives and families in their particular

neighbourhood, and who would specially look

after those in charge of the children of

widowers while the fathers are at the front.

SHEFFIELD CORPORATION AND
THEIR SURVEYOR.

The City Council of Sheffield, at their last

meeting, considered, and after some dis-

cussion adopted, a report by a special com-
mittee for rearranging the work of the city

surveyor's department; "but," says the

iShefliekl Daily Telegraph, " it was not
carried without protest from members, who
felt that, after twenty-five years' service,

ther treatment which is being meted out to

Mr. Wike is not quite that which might be
expected from a large and important city

like Slieffield." The Sheffield Daily News
remarks: "There is no doubt that the re-

arrangement will mean a heavy addition to

the cost of civic administration. We do not
object to that if e.\tra efficiency* is secured

—

regarding which there is 'scs far very little

evidence. We are extremely dissatisfied with
the whole matter, and' especially with the
part the Conservatives have played in it."

The Lord Mayor, i.n moving" the adoption
of the report of the Speciat committee (of

which he is chairman), said he wished to
remove, if he could, the iirijjression that had
been given that the committee had been
guided by a desire to shelve an old servant.
The committee had again and again ex-
pressed the high appreciation of the work
which Mr. Wike had done in various
directions, such as the sewage works, the
bridges he had built, and the iniprnvenients
he had looked after, the parks he had laid
out, aTid other matters.—Alderman Osborii
said, as one who had worked with Mr. Wike
ever since he entered the city council, he
wished to testify to the thoroughly con-
scientious and devoted manner in which he
had done his work. The report was one
which the city council would be wise in
endorsing, because it would be a gain to the
organisation of the city. He hoped it marked
tlie respect they all had for their city
engineer and surveyor for so many years. It
would enable him to do less work, and to
continue those services which he was best
qualified to render to the city.—Aldennau
Wardley moved an amendment that the
recoinnieridations concerning the city
engineer's department be referred back. He
explained that when he and Councillor Holm-
shaw were added to the committee they
could not get to know the reason for the
change in the city engineer's department.
Nobody, however, suggested that the eitv
engineer had done anything that would dis"-

qualify him in holding the high position
winch he had held so long. What they did
gcttoknowwas-from outsiders. If Mr. Wike,
who had been city engineer for tvvoity-fne
years, said lie was willing to take a position
involving less responsibility than his
previous duties, he did not agree with him.
If it were through iU-healtli he would a^reo
with him. Sheffield liad got to that im-
portant stage in its development when it
required the whole time service of a very
emcient engineer. They had not another
man under the corporation who could act as
Mr. Wike's substitute. Alderman Wardley re-
ferred to the valuable engineering projects
Mr. Wike had carried out, in which he had
saved the city thousands and thousands of
pounds in relation to town planniiig. An
outsider who was in the know told him that
Mr. Wike was not an easy man to get on
with. In making bargains' for the improve-
ment of the city he never once forgot that lie
was a servant of the corporation, and was "a
hard backed bargain - striker." He had
reason to believe that that was the main
thing some people had against him. It was
•n very unsatisfactory report, and he felt

there must be some ulterior motive behind it.

—Alderman Marsh said the spirit and in-

tention of the committee was that Mr. Wike
should be regularly employed for tlie next
seven years—a very fair period.— Councillor
G. E. Stembridge thought they would have
had some reasons put before the council for
the retirement of Mr. Wike. After twenty-
six years' service to the city, surely there
should have been some reference in the
report to the faithfulness of that service.
During the last twenty-five years the city of
Sheffield had very greatly progressed, and
there had not been the slightest charge
brought against Mr. Wike that he was not
acting always in the interests of the city.

He had a splendid record. Mr. -Wike was
unpopular with certain professional gentle-
men in the city. This was because he looked
after the interests of the city, and tiie council
ought to be very guarded in their vote that
afternoon, lest they unwittingly did an in-

justice to a valued servant. Would it not
have been a courteous and kindly act to have
allowed Mr. Wike to retain the statutory
title of city engineer and surveyor?—Coun-
cillor Short said in yain had he looked
through the report for any evidence that Mr.
Wike was incapable of carrying out tlie

duties of the office of city engineer. It

seemed to him that if Mr. Wike was a suit-

able person—as the report indicated— to sit

as an arbitrator and consultant for other
corporations, it would be profitable for the
Sheffield Corporation to retain him in his

present position. Because Mr. Wike had,
throughout his career, fought strongly on
behalf of the corporation, and of the citizens

of Sheffield, there appeared to be underlying
the whole report a marked desire to sacrifice

him in the interests of architects, valuers,

estate agents, builders, and property
owners.—Alderman Irons said he knew quite

well that Mr. Wike had been unpopular with
the professional classes. Mr. Wike's "great
offence" was apparently this—that he had
been heart and soul in the interests and
service of Sheffield.— Councillor Appleyard
considered this the boldest and most cold-

blooded report that had ever been presented
to the council; but thought it would be in

the interests of Mr. Wike if they allowed it

to pass, and rejected the amendment.—The
Lord Mayor stated that Mr. Wike had ex-

pressed to him his agreement with the terms
of this report, and had written to Sir

William Clegg saying, " We had several
interviews, and, after considering all the

circumstances, I agreed to the terms em-
bodied in the report."—Alderman Wardley:
"All the circumstances"!—Aldernmn Ward-
ley's amendment was then put to the meeting
and lost, 15 voting in favour, .30 against, and
four remaining neutral.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting of the London County

Council on Tuesday, the Education Com-
mittee gave particulars of the work pro-

ceeding in connection with the erection of

thirteen elementary schools and two
secondary schools, and the enlargement of

ten elementary schools and two secondary
schools. The total additional acconimoda-
tioii thus provided will amount to 16,093

places, at an estimated cost of £109,259. In

addition, nine other schools are being
structurally improved by the provision of

halls, etc., at a cost of £118.708. and five

schools are being rebuilt at a cost of

£83.52.'3. The erection of the Furzedown
Training College and hostels, Wandsworth,
and the provision of hostels at the Avery
Hill Training College, Elthani, including
the adaptation of Southwood House as a
hostel, are also, it was reported, in progress,

the an.ount of the accepted tenders being
£47,488 and £42,141 respectively. The com-
mittee have accepted tenders amounting to

£19.173 for painting and cleaning and other
minor work; and have also accepted tenders,

amounting to £854 and £2,24.') respectively,

for installing electric light at three schools
and carrying out heating work at seven
schools. Expenditure of £4.470 has been
sanctioned for improving the heating

arrangements at fifteen schools, and of
£5,8"6 for carrying out other jobbing work at
fifty-six schools, the work to be carried out
by local contractors. In ten other eases
tenders have been invited for similar work.
The Establishment Committee reported

with regret the death of Mr. C. J. Ashton,
a senior assistant in the Architect's depart-
ment, who had served with zeal and effi-

ciency for a period of nearly twenty-four
years. On the recommendation of the com-
mittee, Mr. Andrew T. Taylor, F.R.I.B.A.,
was appointed to fill a vacancy on the com-
mittee.

The General Purposes Committee reported
the receipt of a patent for arms for the
Council, together with the Royal Warrant
signed by his Majesty. The Royal Warrant
grants to the Council authority to bear on its

common seal, shields, or otherwise, the arms
following— viz. : Barry wavy of six on a chief
the cross of St. George charged with a Lion
of England. The shield ensigned by a nniral

crown. In the Patent the arms are described
as follows: Barry wavy of six azure and
argent on a chief of the last the cross of St.

George charged with a Lion of England the
shield ensigned with a mural crown gold.

«»

THE DUNDEE SCHOOL BOARD AND
THEIR ARCHITECT.

Mr. J. H. Langlands, architect to the
Dundee School Board, has sent a letter to

that body in defence of his estimate for the

extension of the- Harris Academy, which had
been criticised, as we reported in our last

issue, p. 488. The estimate was £17,100,
and later schedules for three of the contracts
totalled £21,000, and it was calculated that

oil that basis the total could not be under
£30,000. In his letter, Mr. Langlands says

his personal character and professional repu-

tation have been attacked, and he demands
that the charge against him should be made
definitely and specifically, in order that he
may have the fullest opportunity of clearing

his character. He adds that the reason for

the difference between his estimate and one
by the architect to the Education Depart-
ment in Whitehall was that he based his

figures on a style, quality, and finish at that

time adopted and in use by the Board. The
department's figures were based upon a

calculation for work and finish of a superior

quality. ^
A convalescent home is about to be built at St.

Annes-on-Sea for the Blackburn Charity
Organisation Society, at a cost of i!3,000.

Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholnie, and Thornely, ot

Liverpool, are the architects.

The interior of the church of St. Paul,

Weston-super-Mare, has recently been further

enriched by the addition of clergy- and choir-

stalls, and the provision, between the chapel and
chancel, of a screen. The dedication, by the

Bishop of Taunton, took place last week.

The foundation-stone has been Liid at Foles-

hill, near Coventry, of a new Roman Catholic

church and schools. The estimated -cost is

£11,000. The architects are Messrs. Arthur
Harrison and Geo. B. Cox, of Birmingham, and
the builders are Messrs. Bowen, of Birmingliam.

At the last meeting of the West Bfoniwich
Town Council the electricity committee were
authorised to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow ^^5.547 for ex-

penditure on generating plant and cable to"

enable the committee to deal with the increased
demands for electric current.

The Plymouth Corporation decided at their

meeting on Monday, on the recotnniendation of

the finance coinmitlec. to refer back for iTcon-
sideration a proposal by the water committee to
construct a new aqueduct between Uurrator and
Roborongh, for the conveyance of water. The
cost of the undertaking was estimated a year
ago at ileO.OOO, and it was admitted that the
work was very urgent.

New municipal technical schooh have just

been built in Bolton-street. Dublin, frcm tlic

designs of Mr, C. J. MacCarthy, F.R.L.\.I., the
city architect. The building occupies nil

isolated site, and is Italian Renaissance in slvle.

and three stories in height. The gronnd-tloor
story is faced with white stone, and the floors

above with red bricks, stone being used for the
quoins, dressings, pediment, and open balus-
trade.

li''
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(But Illustrations.

( HAGGERSTON CASTLE, NORTH-
UMBERLAND.

Haggerston Castle dates back as far as

1388, liaving been originally the seat of the
Hnggerstone family. The old castle had been
destroyed by fire m 1618, with the exception
of the principal tower. The estate and
castle passed into the hands of the Lcylanu
family in I808. The present proprietor, Mr.
Christopher J. Leyland, under tlie direction
of the late R. Norman Shaw% R.A., rebnilt
the mansion - house, making extensive
additions in 1894, the old tower being in-

corporated in the new house. In Novemljer,
1911, a disastrous fire occurred, which
destroyed a considerable portion of the
mansion, necessitating practically the entire
rebuilding of the house, with the exception
of the main walls and kitchen wing, wliicb
were less seriously damaged. The work was
begun almost immediately, and in the course
of rebuilding the opportunity was taken to
make a number of ijnprovements. The whole
of the south and west elevations were
entirely redesigned, a new- porte-cochere
being added, and in place of a slated roof
over the domed entrance, destroyed by fire,

a new copper dome was substituted, and the
upper portion of the dome was rebuilt. Mr.
James B. Dunn, F.R.I.B.A., architect, of
Edinburgh, has designed and supervised all

this considerable work just finished. A
formal garden has now been also laid out,
an old disused lodge being arranged as a te:i-

honse and rebuilt in a central position. The
stone used for the rebuilding of the mansion-
house was from " Blackpasture," North-
umberland. The stone for tile garden walling
and random paving was from Hailes Quarry,
uear Edinburgh, mixtures of white, grey, and
pink being used. The tower shown in the
distance is used as a water-tower in con-
nection with the mansion-house, there being
three separate supplies, the water storage
being collected into large iron tanks. This
tower was added at the same time as Mr.
Norman Shaw carried out the other altera-
tions. The principal contractors engaged on
the work were the following :—Mason and
joiner works. Robert Hall and Co., builders,
Galashiels; slater work, Wm. Anderson and
Son, Edinburgh; plumber work, Hugh Weir,
Edinburgh

; plaster work. Leonard Grandi-
son, Peebles; heating. W. Richardson and
Co., Darlington; electric light, J. Ross
Stevenson and Co., Edinburgh; principal
finishings of main staircase and other
panelling, Scott Morton and Co., Albert
Works, Edinburgh; panelling of main hall,
John Taylor and Sons, Ltd., Edinburgh.
Mr. Alexander Auld acted as clerk of works
throughout. We give a general view, with
plans, also a double-page sheet of details of
the front. We shall at an early day, give
an interior view of the entrance-hall, which
Mr. Norman Shaw designed, and also a
photograph of the garden elevation, as com-
pleted by Mr. James B. Dunn, the architect
of the rebuilding now completed.

w MAISON VE. CLIQUOT - POUSARDIN,
RHEIMS, SHELLED BY THE
GERMANS.

This interesting vintners' building fur-
uishes a typical contemporary example of
French design, carried out in red brick and
stone. As a colour scheme the whole facade
produces a remarkably distinctive and rather
bold effect. The purpose of the premises is

reflected in the detail, typical of a vintners'
hall and business. Tlie frieze comprises five

mosaic panels, depicting the manufacture of
Champagne. The intervening sculptural
trusses are pleasing as an attempt to produce
an originality of treatment. For decorative
ends a bronze ttagslaff is set on either hand
of the central arch, and the entrance doors
are of bronze. Over the portal is a decorative
spreadeagle. executed in mosaic, with a
filling of glass and glass blobs, which are
distinct, from the ends of glass bottles. Mr.
William Warman, of "Bodian," Arthnrden-
road, Brockley, made this drawing at Rheims
recently, and has lent us his water-colour

executed on the spot. The building probably

has suffered, like most of the city, from the

late bombardment by the Germans.

/ CAMBERLEY HE.ATH GOLF CLUB-
HOUSE.

The drawing of this clubhouse, wliicli is

herewith reproduced, was exhibited this year
at the Royal Academy. The building was
erected in connection with the new links

near Camberley, and it is situated on high
ground, commanding extensive views of the
surrounding country. In execution the plan
was varied to a certain extent. Externally
the walls are of brick, covered with white
roughcast, the roofs are tiled with hand-
made, sand-faced "antique" tiles, made by
the contractor at the Aldershot Brick and
Tile Works. The chimney-pots are blacked,
and the easements, etc., are divided up by
stout wood bars. Internally the walls are
finished with plaster and Hall's washable
distemper in light tints, the paintwork being
kept a very dark brown throughout. The
dining-room has an open-timber roof, with
wood trusses, the timber being stained dark,
the space between the rafters being plastered
to match the walls. In the main rooms the
fireplaces have been built up in thin, hand-
made, sand-faced bricks and roofing tiles, to

the special designs of the architect. The
fiats were carried out by Messrs. Engert and
Rolfe, of Poplar, London, E. The general
contractors were Messrs. George Kemp and
Co., of Aldershot, Hants. Mr. H. Reginald
Poulter, of Camberley, is the architect.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOLS
- COMPETITION.

(Full particulars of these two selected

designs will be found in our first article

this week.)

Mr. T. Deacon, of Morriston, lias been ap-
pointed building inspector to the Swansea Cor-
poration Housing Committee.

Plans have been adopted by the Essex Educa-
tion Committee for the erection of a secondary
school at Barking at a cost of i;9,400.

The new organ in the chapel of Lancing
College, built at a cost of £4,200. was dedicated
by the Bishop of Chichester on Thursday in last
week.

The Barry Urban District Council have re-

ceived the sEinction of ttic Local Covcrnment
Board to borrowing £G.900 for a scheme of
housing.

The village church of fjt. James, Honeychurch,
Devon, lias just been reopened after restora-
tion, including the reslating of the roof and new
arch-beams, carried out at a cost of i!400.

The city conned of York have found a difficulty
in obtaining lead pipes for the distributors at the
sewage filter-beds, and have accordingly ordered
steel pipes for the ten beds now nearins com-
pletion.

A block of flats is about to be built on the site
of Nos. 9 to 13. New Cavendish-street, and Nos.
21 to 25. Hallam-street, Marylebone, Mr. Frank
T. Verity, of Sackville-street, W., is the
architect.

A parochial hall and institute are about to
be built in Pollard - row and Florida - street,
Bethnal Green, in connection with the church
of St. James-the-Great. The architect is Mr. E
T. Dunn, of llford.

Hull Corporation have adopted a scheme for
the New George-street district, winch is to
involve an expenditure of upwards of £100,000,
and includes the provision of 250 model dwellings
for working-class families.

St. Stephen's Clubhouse, at the ronicr of the
Victoria Embankment and Wesliniiihter Hridi^e-

road, which was recently gutted by fire, is bein^
reconstructed from plans by Messrs. Forsyth and
Maule, of Oxford-street, W.
Preliminary plans liavc been prepared for a

freight terminal and warehouse to be erected
for the Cleveland and Youn^stown Railway
Company at the intersection of Broadway ami
Oranj^e-avenue, in Cleveland. Ohio, at a cost of
7oO.Ol10dol.

The rural district counril of Atlier=lone have
adopted a scheme prepared by Dr. bapwoiih,
consulting engineer, in conjunction wiili IMr. II.

J. Coleby, their engineer, for supplying the
whole of the district with water from the new
boring at Wartou. The estimated cost is

£18,158.

COMPETITIONS.
YORK.—The competition for St. Clement's

Model Club, York, the plans for which we
understood were to be sent in at the end of

July last, has not been decided yet, owing,

we learn, to the war. It appears uncertain,

seemingly, when an award will be made,
therefore. The moratorium possibly has

intervened, and the architects who prepared
plans must wait a while longer.

«»»

The Bishop of Kingston dedicated at St.

Bartholomew's Church. Battersea, last week, a
cliapel altar, a rood, and a stained-glass window.

Additions are about to be made to the West
London Hospital, Hammersmith-road, from plans

by Mr. W. H. White, F.K.I. B.A.

Extensive works of sewage-disposal arc being
carried out for the urban district council of

Cannock. The contractors are Messrs. Moss and
Son.

A new organ is being placed in St. Luke's
Parish Church, Cannock. The contract has been
taken at £985 by Messrs. Norman and Beard, of

London and Norwich.

Halifax Town Council have sanctioned the
promotion of a Parliamentary Bill which is to
include proposed tramway extensions to EUand,
Stainland, and Southowram.

The late Alderman James Birch, aged sixty-
seven, of 30, Blossom-street, Y'ork, plumber,
Lord Mayor of York 1908-9 and 1909-10, who
took a prominent part in the advocacy of
plumbers' registration, left £5,662.

A stained-glass memorial window has been
dedicated in St. Winnow Church. The subject is

"The Visit to the Tomb," from a painting by a
Norwegian artist. The work was executed by
Messrs. Jones and Willis, of London.

Mr. R. A. Herold, Forum Building. Sacra-
mento, is completing plans, which wdl be sub-
mitted to the California State Board of Super-
visors shortly, for the new county hospital
building to be erected near that town at a cost
of about 500,000dol.

New stores are about to be built for Messrs.
Guinness, on Penrose Quay, Cork, adjoining the
terminus of the Great Southern and Western
Railway Co. The plans were prepared bv the
firm's engineer, and the contract has been taken
at £3,000 by Messrs. John Delaney and Son. of
Cork.

In connection with the London County
Council's work of indicating the houses in
London which have been the residences of dis-
tinguished individuals, tablets have recently
been erected commemorating the residences of
Benjamin Franklin at 36, Craven-street, and of
the brothers Adam at 4, Adelphi-terrace.

The Parliamentary Bills Committee of the
Glasgow Corporation have prepared a draft
Provisional Order with a view to obtaining
Parliamentary powers to carry out their water
and park schemes. Powers are sought (1) to
increase the sources of the water supply for the
city, (2) to acquire Balloch Estate for a public
park, and (3) to authorise the corporation to
borrow an additional £100,000 for park purposes.

The Oldham Town Council have decided to
apply to the Local Government Board for
borrowing powers for £8,255 for the construc-
tion of new bowling-greens, the laying out of
a recreation-ground at Strinesdale, and for
street-improvements in Lees-road and Hollins-
road; and also to ask tor a grant from tlic
Road Board towards the sum of £9,000 to be
spent on two improvements in Ripponden-road.

Mr. Henry M. A. Murphy, Local Government
Board inspector, has issued his provisional order
confirming an improvement scheme made by the
South Dublin Rural District Council under tho
Labourers Acts. The order provides for tho
erection of 220 cottages in South Dublin in tht
electoral divisions of Glondalkin, Palmerston,
Raihfarnham, Tallaght, Terenure, and White-
church. Four hundred and eighty-two cottages
have already been built in the rural district, so
that the new scheme brings the number of
cottages to slightly over 7C0.

.\n interesting discovery has been made in

the pirisli church of Mellis. near Kye. .Suffoll;.

It has been thought for a long time that there
ought to be in this ancient building a piscina
near the altar in the south chancel wall. By
tapping the wall it was at length brought to
light, after being bricked and plastered up for

many years. The bowl is especially good, show-
ing six scallops, and a rose in the centre, with
four holes for the drain. The discovery is due
to Mr. Poynter. of Diss, who recently found
another piscina in Mickfield Church.
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PUDDLING OR RAMMING CONCRETE
AFTER PLACING.

Wlieii concrete first came into use (says
tlie " Coiiti'act Record"), dry mixtures were
used almost exclusively, and, in order to
obtain compact and dense concrete, con-
siderable tamping was necessary. Times
have changed, liowever, and nowadays nearly
all concrete mi.\ed for placing in forms,
except that placed under the direction of
students of the " old school," is mi.\ed wet,
and ranjming or tamping dispensed with
entirely, the mixture being churned or
puddled just enough to remove the entrained
nir. .

Still, we occas"ionaly hear of some superin-
tendent, inspector, or engineer in cliarge of
construction work denmnding tliat concrete,
even if itis wet, be placed in Gin. layers

', and thoroughly tamped. With such concrete
. tamping defeats its very purpose, for the
top will be flooded with w-ater mixed with
piire cement, thus robbing the concrete of
cement and reducing its strength, and
making the concrete of a non-uniform
mixture by forcing the large aggregate to
the bott»m. A wet mixture of concrete such
as can be spouted by gravity should never be
tamped or rammed with heavy tools

;

6tirri)ig, spading, or puddling with forks,
spades, or rods is all that is required to
allow the entrained air to escape and the
voids to be filled. When wet concrete is
used it is also very important to see that the
concrete be placed or poui-od in such a way
as to prevent the forTnation of air-pockets,
thus reducing the puddling or spading neces-
sary. Even vvitli " dry " concrete there are
dangers to be incurred by "too much
tamping "—that is, by forcing the stone to
the bottom and weakening the concrete by
disturbing it after setting has begun. As in
most work, there is a happy medium which
must be struck in order to" obtain the best
results in ramming or puddling concrete.
When wet concrete is used the rate of

progress of the work is much more rapid
than when dry concrete is used, since it can
be placed in thicker layers and requires less
attention in the matter of puddling, if care-
fully placed. .Wet concrete, then, it can be
said, is the result of the general tendency
towards the use of more economical methods
in concrete-construction work.

PKOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE ROVAL LNSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.—Prizes and Studentships
1915 and the War.—At a meeting of the
Council on Monday, October 19, 191-1, it was
resolved to postpone the prizes and student-
ship competitions for 1915 until the year
191G. Further, that those candidates who,
under the age limit, are eligible in 1915,
shall be considered eligible for the prizes and
studentships competitions for the year 191G.
—The Royal Institute Final Examinations.—
The Board of Architectural Education
announce that the designs submitted by the
following students, who are qualifying for
the Final Examination, have been approved ;

Subject XVI. (a) Design for an Island Hotel
and Tea Gardens: F. M. Caslimore, R.
Frater, L. Heywood, J. D. Hossack, G B
Howcroft, M. b. N. Koch, W. V. Lawton, C.
L. Page, C. D. St. Leger. (b) Design for a
Dairy and Farmstead-: N. A. Blackburn, H.

latter there was not that attempt at precise
perfection and finish which marked the
Greek art. The Greeks could always com-
mand a large amount of controlled "labour,
whereas when the Ciothic cathedrals were
built there was no labour of that kind.
Plans of Athens (showing the buildings on
the Acropolis), of Piraeus (where town
planning appeared to have been attempted on
definite lines), of Priene (with its streets
running at right-angles), and of Ephesns
were thrown on the screen and explained in
detail by the lecturer.

tlie

The Huniber Conservancy Board has decided
to defer sine die the scheme for improving the
Ilnmber at an estimated cost of ^375,650. The
Board of Trade has sanctioned the construction
of a training-wr>ll and revetment up to lii^h-
watcr level on the north side of Read's Island
estnnated to cost ^25,000.

A faculty has been granted in the Gloucester
Consistory Court to Mrs. Higgins, of the Red
House, Newent, to insert stained glass, repre-
senting Christ in the Midst of the Doctors, in
the three-hght window in the south Lady-chapel
of ^ewent Church. The window will com-
memorate the jubilee of the priesthood of the
Rev. (Canon) W. H. Connor, rector of
parish.

The modern cathedral of Queenstown has i.istbeen completed by the erection of a tower and
spire, forming a new landmark from the seaDesigned originally by Messrs. K. Welby Pu-inand &. C. Ashhn, the work, which hns extended
oyer some fort^y years, was continued under thed rection o Mr. Ashlin, and more recently ofMessrs. Ashhn and Coleman. The hile Alderman
Meade, of Dn blui, was the origi,,.-,! contractor.Iho spire has been biiilt tiy Mr. John Sisk.

Six cottages have been built at Cressey
fcalop, for the Atcham Rural District Connc 1

oJ" m ir^r "'^(<'"'<i }>y ">« Housing Actof 1909. The houses arc built alongside- theShemton-road in proximity to the villa-eThey are semi-detached. Each dwelling coniaTnsa hviiig-room, kilchen, and three bedrooms, amihas attached to it a large garden. The cost of
erection, includins ±23 for water mains and f21
for fencing was i;935. The land «as practicallv
given by 1 ord Barnard at a nominal price of

All .1
'^ '°*^' "^"I'Pises amonnled to .f993

All the collages have been lel , the rents i,,!
elusive of rates, being fixed at 3s. 9d. per weekihe plans were prepared by Mr. H Ash-^r snr'

lZ°lll° ^^^'"^^^^ ^^"""^' *"^^ ""^ contractor«as Mr. A. H. A\ oodhonse. The formal openin-
look place on Thursday in last week.

F. Chandler, J. C. Farrer, C. Grellier, A.
L. Horsburgh, N. Keep, W. V. Lawton, S.
A. H. Mackey, .J. Moore, J. J. Nathauielsz,
T. Rayson, P. N. Stedhain, G. O. Venn, A.
G. Wood. Other subjects: H. N. Fisher,
Design for College Library; A. Smith,
Design for Group of Cottages."—The Syllabus
of Meetings. — The following ordinary
meetings of the Rojal Institute will be held
on Monday evenings, at 8 p.m., at 9, Conduit-
street, W., during the ensuing session:-
Nov. 2, Opening meeting; Nov. 10, "The
Future of the Surrey Side," by Paul Water-
house ; Dec. 14, " The Work ot the Late
John Belcher, R.A.," by J. J. Joass ; Jan. 18,
1915, "Ecclesiastical "Buildings of North
Italy." by F. C. Eden; Feb. 15, "Spanish
Architecture," by Andrew N. Prentice

;

March 15, Paper "(subject to be announced)
;

March 29, "King's College Hospital," by
W. A. Pite; April 19, "The Design and
Construction of Buildings for Industrial
Purposes," by Segar Owen ; May 17, " The
Evolution of the Architectural Competition,"
by H. V. Lanchester; June 21, (8. .30 p.m.),
presentation of the Royal Gold Medal.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.—
The session of the Surveyors' Institution will
open on the 9th prox., when the President,
Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, will give his
presidential address. The gold medal
awarded by the council in respect ot the
best paper read during the previous session
will be presented to Professor W. G. Fearn-
sides in respect of his paper on the part
played by water in macadam road construc-
tion. Ordinary general meetings will be held
on Nov. 23, Dec. 14, Jan. 11 and 25, Feb. 8
and 22, March 8, April 12 and 26, and
May 10. On November 23, Mr. Edwin Savill
will read a paper on " The Home-grown
Wheat Supply Available in War Times."
The remainder of the session will be taken
up in discussing the acquisition of land for
public purposes, introduced by Mr. Andrew
Voung and Mr. L. O. Mathews; Land
Tenure, introduced by Mr. Joshua Bury and
Mr. J. G. Head: Rating, introduced by Mr.
Isaac Dixon and Mr. E. H. N. Ryde ; and
Housing, introduced by Mr. Straehan
Gardiner and another.

EARLY TOWN PLANNING.—Mr. Ray-
mond Uiiwin, F.R.I.B.A., lecturing on town
planning at the Technical School." Birining-
Iiani, on Friday, dealt with the early history
of the methodical building of cities. The
efforts of the Cireeks, who were perhaps the
first to conceive the orderly planning of
towns, were, he said, towards great perfec-
tion in a very limited field. 'I'licir temples
were planned and built with marvellous per-
fection of detail ; the fitting of the stones
was carried out by the use of planes. 'I'lie

mouldings and the arrangements of decora-
tions, although extremely simple, were most
refined. Students of early town planning
had to consider n people concentrating on a

very limited field with great perfection as
their objective. Whether that degree of
perfection arose from the use of sla\e labour
he did not know. Many thought the art of
the Greeks and the art of the Middle Ages,
which produced the great Gothic cathedrals,
had much in common ; but in the case of the

G L A S G O W.—The quarterly general
meeting of the Glasgow Institute of Archi-
tects was held on October 15 in the secre-
tary's chambers, 115, St. Vincent-street,
Glasgow, Mr. John Watson, F.R.I.B.A,,
president, in the chair. The secretary
reported with regard to the matters dealt
with by the council since the previous
general meeting. The following were the
principal items: (1) Deadlock in regard to
Wright Work Modes of Measurement. Con-
ferences and correspondence with the follow-
ing bodies: Scottish National Building
Trades Federation, Faculty of Surveyors,
and the Edinburgh, Dundee, and Aberdeen
Architectural Societies. (2) Honour of
knighthood conferred on Sir John James
Burnet, LL.D., R.S.A, (3) Proposed View
Tower in Queen's Park. (4) Correspondence
with town clerk regarding erection of Kelvin
and Clyde bridges. (5) Alexander Thomson
Travelling Studentship postponed.

THE BUILDINGS AND WATER-
SUPPLY OF ANCIENT ROxME.—At the
inaugural meeting on Saturday night of the
Engineering .Society of the University ot
Bristol, the president for the session 1914-15,
Professor Munro, delivered an address, the
subject being the buildings and water-supply
of Ancient Rome. The Romans were essen-
tially a constructive race, highly educated,
and a people who understood the principles
of hydraulics. Ancient Rome was supplied
with water by means of four aqueducts,
which delivered 51,000,000 gallons daily.
This quantity is much in excess of modern
demands, and to-day the surplus water which
still flows through the old aqueducts is

utilised for electric light. Professor Munro
laid particular stress upon the beautiful
gateways and arches which the Romans con-
structed wdienever it was necessary for an
aqueduct to traverse a highway. Of the
supply for Rome, a length of 242 Roman
miles lay underground, while 42 were above
ground. Fountains were a particular
feature in Roman coiistrnction, and many
are still to be found in a state of remark-
able preservation. The marvellous condition
of effectiveness in which the Roman con-
structions remain is due chiefly to the stone
which was used in their construction. Tufa,
a stone of volcanic origin, and soft enough,
when first exposed, to be worked with
bronze tools, produced an exceedingly hard
and durable building-stone on exposure to

the atmosphere. Another stone of aqueous
origin, know-ii as Travertine, was cut out in

blocks for building purposes of 2ft. square
cross section by 4ft. long, and these blocks
are characteristic of Roman remains to-day.
Many of the Roman buildings were con-
structed of concrete, with the result that
whole structures, such as the Pantheon at
Rome, appeared as though cut out from a
solid block of material. In many cases
triangular bricks, ^in. thick, faced the
concrete buildings. Professor Munro con-
cluded his address with a description of the
Pantheon, circular in form, and possessing
walls 20rt. in thickness. The dome was
originally covered with gold-plated bronze,
but this was appropriated by Constantine.
The building seems to have served every
purpose, from a sweating-room for the baths
ill the time of Agrippa to a mausoleum for
till' Kings of Italy nt the present time.

AN ENIGMATICAL BUILDING AT
WUO.XETER. -Presiding at the annual
meeting of the Shropshire Archaeological
Society at Shrewsbury, on Friday evening,
the Rev. Prebendary Auden stated that the
excavations at Wroxeter were still going on,
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LlljD.—Mr. James B. Dunn, F.R.I. B.A., Architect.
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MAISON VE. CLIUUOT-POUSARDIN, RHEIMS (A Vintners' Hall Shelled by the Germans).

F"roni ;i Watercolour Drawing by Mr. W. WarmAN.
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niul would be coatimieti for a little while
longer. The recent finds inrludrd two of
special interest. One was a large house
fronting on to the Watlingstreet, and con-
taining a considerable number of roonis, and
the other was a puzzle to everybody. He
had met Professor Haverfield on the ground,
who confessed he had no theory to offer as
to what the discovery was. Of course, there
were only the foundations, but these related
to buildings of two distinct dales. He (Mr.
.\uden) thought it was most likely an amphi-
theatre or a theatre of some kind, but at
present it was an unsolved problem. The
Rev. C. H. Drinkwater said his impression
was that the building referred to was a copy
of the Stadium at Rome, on a very rough
scale.

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHI-
TECTS.- Mr. F. B. Dunkerley, the new
president of this society, in his address at
the opening meeting, referred to what he
called "the most notable architectural event
of the year— the final settlement of the great
E.xchange problem." He thought it was
greatly to be regretted that the city council
and the exchange authorities could not come
to an arrangement to carry out the larger
and bolder scheme which was put forward,
whereby the whole of the land from Market-
street to St. Aun's-street would have been
a\ailable. The solution adopted was, after
nil, only a compromise, and it would not
commend itself to future generations, who
would wonder how it was we failed to avail
ourselves of so fine an opportunity for a
great city improvement. Unfortunately, it

was very seldom an English corporatioiirose
to an occasion like this. Our public
buildings in nearly all our great cities and
towns were placed in cramped and in-
adequate sites, and excellent buildings looked
(tarved and mean without a dignified setting.
The criticism so often brought against
English architects—that they could not
design a great civic building—was largely
duo to the fact that they seldom got (he
opportunity. However, as regards the actual
competition, on the whole this was con-
ducted on very fair lines, and they had no
reason to complain of the result, for the suc-
cessful firm was a local one; they offered the
senior partner, their vice-president, iSIr.

Cass, cordial congratulations on his success-
ful treatment of a very difficult problem.
1 hey were also very glad to see that another
local firm, Messrs." Halliday and Paterson,
both members of that society, secured the
third premium, and, Mr. Dunkerley con-
tinued, "The old Infirmary site is still un-
oeeupied save by a few jerry sheds and a
great many weeds. I find it "rather difficult
to speak coolly on this topic. Here is the
finest site in the city servins for yoars no
better purpose than a rubbish heap, a
miserable eyesore and a magnifieent testi-
tnonial to the weakness and vacillation of
our city government, and a splendid
advertisement for the business capacity of
the citizens. The interest charges alone
during all these years since the purchase of
the site by the city must amount to a pro-
digious sum, which has been absolutely
wasted, and the continuance of this waste
should be stopped, and the site put to some
useful purpose. The necessity tor a now
c-ciitral library is very urgent, and increased
accommodation is almost equally wanted for
art-ga!lery purposes, and if tlio council is
unwilling to provide for both on this site,
it should, 1 consider, build the library there
and extend the present art gallerv". But
whatever is done, I hope we shall se"e a ter-
mination of the policy of vacillation." The
president appealed to all who practised
srchitecture in the district to join the
..ociety. He also reminded members tliat in
April next the society will complete its
fiftieth year of existence. There was at
present small cause for jubilation. Even the
annual dinner might this year be abandoned,
hilt he hoped the jubilee year would not p;rss
unnoticed, and that the society might at least
organise a small exhibition of drawings to
eommemorate the work of those who liad
lieeii chiefly responsible in the past century
for the adornment of the city.

THE PHARAOHS AND THE
PYRAMIDS. --In his .second lecture at the
British Museum on Egyptian Architecture,
delivered on Thursday afternoon in last week,
Mr. Banister Fletcher penetrated, by the
help of lantern-views, into the innermost
recesses of the Pyramids, rock-cut tombs, and
niastabas. He" discussed the different
theories as to Pyramid-building, the "step"
theory, the theory of gradual growth during
the reign of the owner, and the theory of
the whole plan from the beginning. He "then
passed through the disguise'd entrance, down
the low hidden passage, and by the gallery
of approach into the tomb chamber of
Cheops in the heart of the Great Pyramid
(li.c.3733). There, in a triple she'ath of
granite sarcophagus, sycamore coffin, and
bituminous mnmmy-clotiis, lay the body of
the dead Pharaoh," while the' Ka watched
over the royal dead till the soul should return
to the body. From tomb-chamber to outside
air was an air-shaft, which may have been
either sanitary or mystical in origin: either
a mere ventilator or a passage for the Ka
to the world without. Though these massive
mounds of masonry give a relatively small
return in the higher beauties of art, thev
have revealed much of the soul of th"e

ICgyptian, who not only believed that this life

is but a pilgrimage, but acted on his belief.

The death occurred on Friday of Mr. George
Foggitt, architect, of Yeadon, near Leeds, aged
seventy-two. Besides following his profession,
Mr. Foggitt acted as clerk to the Yeadon Burial
Council for nearly thirty years.

Mr. R H. Birknell, an inspector from the
Local Government Board, held an incjuiry at the
Town H.\ll, Croydon, on Tuesday, respecting an
application from (he corporation" for sanction to
borrow £61.931 for street improvements and
works of drainage.

A silver shield, together with a monev prize,
given by the Worshipful Company of Plumbers,
has been awanled to Mr. "Frank Kitson, a
student at the Salford Royal Technical Insti-
tute, who came ono tirst in plumbing tests open
to all Lancashire.

The improvement and buildings committee of
the Manchester Corporation received a deputa-
tion on Friday frcm tlie House Builders' Associa-
tion concerning certain building by-laws. The
committee heard what the deputation had to
sav. and promised to consider the matters care-
fully.

Mr. John Henry Eustace Hart, formerly of the
Public Works Department, Bombay, has died at
his residence. Hollywood. Streath'arn, S.W , at
the age of eighty-one. He went to India in 1S5-J.
and joined the Department in the following
year. He was appointed chief engineer in 1885,
and became Secretary of Public Works and irri-
gation in 1S87, retiring in 1888.

At the last meeting of the Westminster Cilv
Council, Mr. Joseph E. Parr, A.M.I.C E , for tli'e

past three years assistant superintendent in the
drawing-office of the Birmingham Corporation,
was appointed chief draughtsman in the works
department, at a salary of i;200 a year, rising to
£2j0. For the vacancy, which occurred through
the recent death of Mr. H. B. Hayes, 31 candi-
dates offered themselves.

Mr. W. H. Collin, an inspector appointed by
the Local Government Board, held an inquiry at
the Middlcton Town Hall, on Wednesday week,
into applications by the town council for sanction
to borrow £9.S0, for the purchase of land and
premises in Townley-ftreet, and £18,000 for the
erection thereon of a new town-hall. Mr. F.
Entwistlc conducted the case on behalf of the
corporation, and stated that the town-hall was
(0 be built from plans by Mrs. Alec HorsncU, of
Doughty-street. Bloonisbury. whose plans were
selected in a competition in which 107 designs
were submitted. Strong opposition to the
scheme was otTercd on behalf of the Middleton
Property Owners' Association.

The dedication of the rcw institute which has
been ersrted at Kind's Bromley as a memorial
to the late Dr. Enald Lane. Dean of Rochester,
was performed by the liishop of LichfioW on
Thursday in last week, the Bishop of Rochester
subsequently performing the openimr ceremonv.
The institute is a two-story brick bnildini;.
situated within a short distance of the chnrrh
On the ground-floor there is a concert- or
assembly-hall and two smaller rooms. Upstairs,
there are a billiard-rcom and a committee-room.
The building has been creeled by Mr. W. E.
Ward from his own plans, at a cost of about
£730.

»

»

MIDDLETON, LANCS.—The corporation
are about to build twenty-four houses in the
Boarshaw district, at an estimated outlay of
£.5,000. 'The adopted plans were submitted
in an open competition by Mr. T. A. Fitton,
archileet. of Middleton and Manchester, and
consist of two distinct types, one of which
shows cottages for the working classes in
groups of four, and the other a larger type
to be built in pairs of semidetached cottages.
The latter are to face Boarshaw road, and
will contain small entrance-hall, parlour,
living-room, scullery, larder, coal-place, w.c,
on ground floor, and three bedrooms, with
separate bathroom, on second floor. The
smaller houses will face a new road to be
constructed off Boarshaw-road, and will
contain a good living-room, scullery (with
bath and cover to same), larder, store, coal-
place, w.c, and three bedrooms. The whole
of the houses will be fitted with cupboards,
wardrobes, sinks, boilers, hot and cold water,
shelving, picture-rails, etc., and the plots of
each block will be fenced off and ample
garden space provided at the front and back
of the houses. The houses will be fitted with
electric light throughout.

Mr. Walter Hunter, M.InstC.E., of Chartfield-
avenue. Putney-hill, and Victoria-street. S.W.,
whose death took place on September 9, aged
seventy-four, has le"ft £38,015.

The Metropolitan Water Board decided at
their last meeting to apply to Parliament for
powers to construct reservoirs at Eltham, (irove
Park. Sundridge, etc.. and sink certain wells for
the improvement of the supply in Kent.

Mr. Geo. Templo-Poole, A RIB. A.. C.E.,
president of the West Australian Jnstilnte of
Architects, the chairman of the adjudicating
board in the abortive Canberra Parliament
Buildings competition, has just had a sad
bereavement in the demise of his wife.

The urb:in district council of Penmaeninawr.
at their last meeting, passed a resolution of
condolence with the widonr and family of the
late Mr. J. S. Co^'erle.v, formerly the surveyor
to the council, and later for many years a
member, and for one year chairman, of tho
authority.

With regard to the application of the Rhyl
Council for permission to borrow £2,500 for
further improvements on the pi'omenade, the
Local Government Board have intimated that
they will not withhold their sanction, under the
circumstances, if the council start the work
before an inquiry is held.

At the last meeting of the Cardiff Corporation,
the city surveyor, Mr. W. Harpnr, reported on
the reconstruction of the tramway tracks in
Queen-street and in Nincva-road. The cost
had been £5,174, or £3 I9s. 3d. per yard of
single track in the former thoroughfare, and
.£4.600, or £4 6s. 2d. per yard in the latter, a
little below his estimate of the expenditure.

The directors of the Canada Cement Company
have declared a quarterly dividend of li per
cent, on the preferred stock for the current
quarter. General Manager Jones states that,
while the company, in common with other com-
panies, is feeling the effects of the curtailment
of business, they saw no reason why the pre-
ferred dividend should not continue.

At their last meeting the city council of
Shefiield agreed to appropriate a site in Bow-
street for the erection of offices and other build-
ings for the electricity department. The Electric
Supply Conimiltee had proposed to institute an
open competition for the new premises; but on
the motion of Col. Hughes and Sir William
Clegg, an amendment was carried confining the
competition to architects practising in the city.

Opposing the amendment, a Mr. Barton re-
luarked that, judging by Sheffield architecture,
Sheffield architects would do better if a few
ideas were introduced into their upper stories.

It has been reported to the city council of
Westminster that, in connection with the
.\rgvll-slreel improvement demolitions they have
presented two ceilings and some details of
friezes frcm No. 9. .\rgyll-place to the Virtoria
and Albert Museum, that a Gcorsrian manlid-
piece and grate from the same house has been
placed on permanent loan in the London
Museum, and that lengths of plaster friezes and
cornices from Nos. 6 and 9, Argyll-place and
No. 23, Great Marlborough-street have been
given to the Geffreys' Museum, Shoreditch.
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Currents Calamo.

At the meeliug of the Cirr Corporauoa

Testerdav (Thursdav^ afternoon, the Lord

"ilaror presiding, Mr. G. W. Toang, chair-

man of the Streets ConuuitJee, brought up a

report relative to contracts for paving works

with the London Asphalte Co.. Ltd.. and

Bradshaw's Asphalte Co.. Ltd.. and ttcom-

niending: "{») 1. That the necessary steps

he taken to forthwith determioe all contracts

njth the said companies, the directors and

sliareholders of which are all Germans and

resident in Germanr. 2. That the attention

of his lfajestT"s Government be directed to

the amounts payable to the London Asphalte

Company, and their advice be asked on the

matter. :b^ Beeommending that his Majesty"*

Government be asked to obtain power to

determine, as from the commencement of

hostilities, all contracts with companies the

directors and shareholders of which are pre-

dominantly German or Anstrian or subjects

of any other conntry with which England may
be at war. ie\ Relative to the expiration, on

September ii? ult.. of the contract with the

Val de Travels Asphalte Co.. Ltd., for the

niaiutenance of the carriageway pavement of

Long-lane (AWersgate - street to Central

Markets), and sobmilting for acceptance an

offer of the said company to continue such

maintenance for one year, or less, at the rate

of Is. 9d. per yard soper. per annum, being

an increase of 6d. per yard super, per annum
on the former price." Previous to the

reception of the report the Corporation bad
sat in camera for threeH^uariets of an hour,

and the report having been read by the

assisunt town detfc. Section (a), with

Clauses 1 and 2, were nnanirooosly adopted,

amid cheers. On Section (h\ being sabmiited,

Mr. A. C. Morton. M.P., siu^ested the adop-

tion of the word ~ Great Britain " for "' Eng-
land," and this was accepted, a good-natnted

langh being raised. Mr. J. B. Pateman
moved, however, that the action shonld be
referred back for redrafting, as it might
happen that the managing director was a
German or Austrian, while a majority of

coraplaisauot English directors were put on
tbs board for appearance sake, or some of

the shares might be transferred to English

holders. Mr. Toang expressed his willingn^s

to take the section ba<^. aitd seconded the

motion. Mr. Morton. M.P., said that pro-

bably the Government were contemplating

fresh legislatioa on the subject; be should

oppose any postponement beyond what was
absolutely necessary. Mr. Toang replied

thai the section, H and as amended, should

be brought up again at the earliest po^ble
date, and the mfMiion for teconsideratioD was
then agreed lo. Section fc^ was unanimonslT
adopted.

At the same meeting an agreement was
sejied between the Vintners* Company and
the Cotporatioo. approving of the drawings
for the ahgratioQ of Sosthwan^ Bridge and its

approaches, and definisg the company's
righis as to (he site of Harabro's Wharf.
Foraaal lexers of approval of the plans,

Sf-nioDS, and specifieatioas for the recan-

s^raetioo of Saathwark Bridge aud its

nonbem approach were read by the town
eSerk froai the Vinlsers' Company, the

Lcfidoa and Sooth-WesierD BaiJway Co.,

LSehif's Extract of Meat Co.. and G. G.
Saademan. Sons, and Co.. all frontagers

affected hy this improveBiest.

I..C H^uiL c: Lrr.ls c;: WcJi_c5;My d; =

missed an appeal by the Commissioners of
Inland Revenue against a decision of the

Court of Appeal that the Southend-onSea

Estates Company. Ltd.. were not liable for

undeveloped land duty in respect of certaiji

lands which they had leased before 1910, and

of which they had power to resume possession

at any time, for baiiding or other purposes.

It was contended by the Crown that,

although the company had no wish to develop

the land, inasmuch as they had the power to

do so. they were liable to pay duty. Earl

Loiebum. who delivered the leading judge-

ment, said that be did not think the land-

lord had power to determine the tenancy,

because that power only arose when there

was a purpose, and it was admitted that in

this case there was no snch purpose. He
did not think it was possible to determine a

tenancy unless eirctimstances existed which

would enable the landlord to support his

determination in a c-ourt of law. That, as we
said when the case was before the Courts

below, was surely sufficiently obvious, and it

will be well for all concerned specially tp

note the decision of the Honse of Lords.

Even the moratorium gets into the Law
Courts, and. indeed, with the war it seems
likely that what th? lawyers lose on the swings

they will make on the roundabouts ! For
instance, an important point as to rent and
re-entry under a lease was raised last week,

which turned upon the effect of the Post-

ponement of Payments Act lately passed.

A landlord, on August i&. sued his tenant

for rent in arrears and for possession. But
for the moratorium, which did not expire

until October 4 as to rent, the case was un-

defended. It was admitted that plaintiff

could not get his rent, having sued too soon.
He. however, c'aimed possession of the

premises under the usual clause giving a

right of entry after twenty-one days" delanll,

on the gronnd that this was a separate right,

of which he was not deprived by the mora-
torium or the statute. Mr. Justice Scrutton

held that this right of re-entry was not really

an independent thing, as argned, bnt was
^mply an auxiliary proviso to secure tiie

payment of rent, and as there was bo rent

recoverable when the writ was issued, neither

could the right of re-entry be enforced, and
the defendant got judgment. The same prin-

ciple would apply to an action claiming for-

feitore of a lease for the non-payment of

groond-rent, if begun before the expiration

of the moratorium.

ITheiher because German nnns in tJie

recent past, posing as "British," have suc-

ceeded in doing so much reinforced-conerete

work, we do not know, bnt the facility with
which concrete fonndatioiis ha<<e been used
hy the Germans in Be%iara for raoouting

their heavy guns has evidently prompted the
inquiries whether German-owiied buildings

threaten danger in the unlikely event of an
invasion of this country by the enemy. Raids
Bade npon premises in Loitdon and also, it

is stated, at Bosyth and elsewhere, show at

least that the authorities are alive to the

satoation, and neoessarr investigations are
being made in all parts of the United
Kingdom. Allegations, of coarse, are rife,

and have been made in respect of boildii^s

in Mandhester in comnitm with buildings in

other cities. Tbe use of concrete foundations
and reinforced-coocrete walls and floors has,

of coarse, increased lately, and the fact that

preaiises occopied by persons of German

not unnaturally lay both owners and builders

open to the suspicion of treachery. Concrete

foundations put down to support heavy
machinery may have no possible military

value, and we may reasonably trust the

authorities to take competent opinion in each

ease. That such opinion should be taken,

and that investigation may be very ueces-

sarv. is certainlv advisable.

The many appeals for comforts for cur
men at the front and in training are being

suitably responded to ; but there is one
•'comfort"" which is lacking, and complaints

about it from several of the camps reach us,

and that is sound sleep at night and ease by
day. owing to tbe objectionable presence of

vermin. This appears to be owing partly to

the fact that men who joined with a small

private kit, and who have not yet received

uniform or a change of linen, lack all

usual facilities for personal cleanliness, and
partly to the fact that sleeping blankets are

gathered and distributed daily indiscrimin-

ately, so thai precautions by those able to

take them are of very little use. The long

spell of dry weather, and the dust. have, of

course, been favourable to the multiplication

of the pests. One correspondent protests to

us that he and his company will be '"eaten

up alive before they can set at the Germans."
if something is not done. The matter is

really of importance because loathsome con-

sequences soon follow the unchecked pre-

valence of the worst of all the plagues of

^ypt. and the horror of all cleanly people.

Meanwhile, friends of men complaining will

do well to arm their sons and husbands with

one of the palliatives. There is a Dalmatian
powder sold by most chemists, which.

sprinkled on the bedding and rubbed well

into the person, quite nnobjectionably

mitigates the discomfort caused by vermin.

and a tin or two of it. or some similar pre-

paration, would be appreciated by a good

many of onr men just now, who are struggling

vainly to rid themselves of these objection-

able parasites.

A new lock for bedrooms and private

rooms of importance in hotels and similar

institutions, and one which prefects effecti\ c

manipulation by ""skeleton,'" or '"pass."

keys, has just been introdned by Messrs.

Joseph Kaye and Sons. Ltd.. of 93, High
Holbom. London, W.C., and Leeds. It is

admitted by hotel managers and pro-

prietors generally that security is required

when the guest is in occupation of the room
or rooms, and not when the gaest has paid

his hill and left the hoteL The simplest and
most effective means of insuring this arc

combined in this invention by making all

tbe locks different by means of the levers,

and in such a manner that no gnests" keys, or

ordinary keys, may be made into a "pass""

key with a common file or any other means.

the bedroom doors being used in the

ordinary way. knob inside and with key out-

side. Experience shows—and in some cases

the experience has been costly to the hotel

—

that at present it is possible to alter guests'

keys into ~ skeleton '" or " pass ' keys by

means of a common file, and any mechanic

will say that it is quite a simple operation.

This lock is absolutely proof against any such

alteration of a gisest's or ordinary key. If

filed., the key is rendered useless for opening

the lock it was made for. Tbe lock has

farther advantages, inasmuch as the master

kevs are laiTer than the guests" keys, and
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totailv different to the u«unl ivpe of master

kev. In the event of a guests' key being

"lost" or getting into doiibtfnl hands, the

lock, or locks, nLiy be altered to a different

key, thus making the old key inoperative,

the master key working just the same.

Should the contingency arise rendering

essential a completely different master key,

this may also be done without altering in any

way the ordinary working of the guests'

keys. This lock is made in Kayes high-

class manner, with gunmetal fittings and for

long life. A very large number of locks can

be made on this system, all different in their

levers and under one master key. Messrs.

Joseph Kaye and Sons. Ltd.. are supplying

all the locks to Waterloo Station (L.S.W.

Railway) ; FWetway House, Farringdon-

street ; New Law Courts. Kingston, Jamaica
;

Winchester College E.\tensiou, Institution of

Mechanical Engineers' Extension, Anglo-

South American Bank, City of Leeds

Training College, and uo less than thirty

banks during the present year.

<«fc

OBITUARY.
Mr. David Smart, architect, died at his

residence, Rockbank, Perth, on Friday. Mr.
Smart, who was a native of .\lyth, was witliin

a fortnight of his ninetieth birthday. After
serving his apprenticeship in Edinburgh, he
started his professional career in Perth about
sixty years ago. and during his long business

connection with that city he had acted as

architect for numerous public buildings in the

city and county. He is survived by a widow
and three daughters.

The death of Mr. AVilliain Young, archi-

tect, of Park-road. West Hartlepool,
occurred on Monday morning. H; was sixty-

one years old, was born at West Hartlepool,
and was trained as a pupil at Thornaby. He
formerly sat in the town council of West
Hartlepool, and was prominently connected
with the National Cvclists' Union.

Strong opposition was forthcoming at a Local
Government Board inquiry at Hbyl on Friday,
relative to an apllcation by the council for
sanction to a loan of £4.500 for the rebuilding
and enlarging of the .-iinphithcatre at the pier
entrance, a structuic which has been a grievous
eyesore for several years. The Local Govern-
ment Board inspector. Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite.
elicited that the .architect's and quantity
surveyor's estimates v:iricd from dE4.500 to
i'4.756. and he sujrgesteJ that if those estimates
were prepared before the war the council could
not now expect to receive tenders anywhere
near these amounts. The Rhyl Palace Company
oppose.1 the scheme on the ground that the
council meant to enter into competition with
private enterprise in the matter of theatrical

entertainments.

.\t the town hall. ShelTicId, Mr. R. G.
Hetherington, MLC.E.. has held an inquiry
into an application of the city council for power
to borrow £70.030 for further works of
secondary treatment of the city's sewage. Mr.
<*. F. Wike. city engineer, said the scheme pre-
pared in 1904. 'est:ni3tetl to cost £270.269. was
now approaching completion. In spite of in-

creased cost cf labour and materials, it would
be completed for the sum of £262.993. He ex-
plained in detail the present .= rlicme. which
would bring the final effluents quite within the
requirements of the Wet Riding Rivers Board
and in acconl wiih the latest proposals of the
Royil Commission on Sewage Disposal. It

would include a n.odem pumping plant at
Blackburn Meadows, in the borough of Rother-
ham, capable of lifting 45,000,000 gnJlons per
day to the required height, and the filter-beds,

occupying an area of nine acres, would have
.a similar maximum capacity per day. Mr. C
L. des Forges, town clerk of Rotherhaui. said
his corporation considered it a nuisance to carry
sludge through Rotherham to Kilnliurst. .As to
the sewage works. Rotherham had always
objected to their presence in its district. Dr.
H. M. Wilson, for the Rivers Board, stated that
they were quite convincc<l of the necessity for
these works. .-Vlthongh in the winter the effect
of the effluent on the River Don was not very
marked, in the summer it caused an offensive
nuisance. The scheme would prodtice an ex-
cellent effluent.

dovxtspanhtnct,—*-»•

—

INCREASED C H A R G ES FOR
ASPHALTE UNWARRANTED.
To l/ie Editor of the Bl ILDING Nr.ws.

Sir,—I have followed with much interest

the development of the question of trading
with alien enemies, as applied to asphalte.
and am rejoiced to see that in one case at

least (that of the Westminster City Council),
the question of paying an increased price has
been referred back.
To anyone who has any experience of this

business it is an occasion of great surprise
that an asphalte contractor should ask for
Is. per yard incr<»ase, to cover the extra cost
and freight of this material, as that sum
would verily yield a haiid.somc profit on the
extra cost. I trust the Westminster City
Council will steadily refuse to accede to this
request.

As regards the difference between asphalte
blocks manufactured in France and those
manufactured in this country. I need only
point out that a certificats of origin is no
guarantee of the purity of manufacture of

asphalte blocks, and it is a far better and
safer course to deal with companies manu-
facturing these blocks over here, as then not
only can architects and engineers be shown
certificates of origin of the raw material,
but they can, in addition, inspect the manu-
facture into blocks, and satisfy themselves
that only the pure materia! is being used, and
that they are getting what they pay for.—

I

am. etc., p j l. Bobeetsos. Secretary.

Claridse's Patent Asphalte Co., Ltd.,

3, Central bldgs.. Westminster. S.W.

ROYAL ENGINEERS OLD COMRADES'
ASSOCIATION iCIVIL EMPLOYMENT
REGISTRY].
Sir,—We beg to bring to your notice that,

ill connection with the above association, a
labour department has been formed to assist

good men to obtain suitable employment on
their return to civil life, after they have
completed twelve or twenty-one year; of
service, or when transferred to the Army
Reserve, after shorter periods of service.

Attention is invited to the fact that this

association is the only one in existence
dealing solely with men who have been
members of the Corps of Royal Engineers ;

also that these men are placed in a some-
what different category to those offered by
other institutions of a similar nature, in so
far that a large percentage of them, upon
entering the corps, must prove themselves
qualified tradesmen, and they are usually
employed at their respective trades or in

some other important work during their
service ; indeed, a very large number of men
receive special training in many of the most
technical details of the various trades, and
it is suggested that this knowledge would
prove most \aluable to their employers in

civil life.

Capable and reliable men of good character
only will be recommended for employment.
It is. therefore, hoped that in the event of

vacancies occurring all will be good enough
to give this a.ssociaiion an opportunity of

submitting candidates. Branches of this

association have been formed in nearly all

large centres of the United Einsdom and in

some stations abroad. Candidates would,
therefore, probably be forthcoining from the
district in which the employment was
offered.

The secretary at headquarters will be glad
to render every assistanea to employers of
labour to find suitable candidates, who. ne
feel sure, if given a place, will prove their

worth and give satisfaction, as many ex-

Royal Engineers are now doing where firms

liave been good enough to give them an
opening. Trusting we may rely upon your
kind co-operation in this matter.— I am. etc..

(Signed) F. S. Leslie (CoM,
President. Central Committee. Royal

Engineers Old Comrades' Association.

Horse Guards. S.W.

CAPTURING TRADE.
Sib.—Mr. John Bagot is right— it is at

home that we must look for means to improve
trade. In the British Isles we have millions
of acres of unused and underused land suit-

able for agriculture, building, and mining,
and also millions of people who would gladly
devote themselves to the production of more
food, houses, and minerals. To trouble about
foreign markets while this vast undeveloped
home market is in our midst is surely to
prove our stupidity and the wisdom of the
one who said "" The eyes of the fool are in

the ends of the earth."

German trade is not to be " captured " in
the sense that that word is generally u.sed.

English traders will secure the oMers that
have hitherto gone to Germany when they
can supply the goods or render the services
better or cheaper than our competitors, and
only then. But the building industry has
little to hope for in that direction ; it is a home
industry, and it depends for its prosperity
upon four things — cheap land, cheap
materials, abolition of taxes and rates on
buildings, and prosperous purchasers and
tenants of its products. All these essentials
can be secured by taxing all land on its true
capital value, and untaxing buildings,
machinery, and othjr improvements. This
will increase the market supply of land, and
thereby cheapen it. More land being put to
use not only means more building operations
and agricultural activity, but also more coal,

slates, bricks, and other building materials,
and, therefore, lower prices. The easiest
and, therefore, the most sensible way to im-
prove British trade is to see that British land
is put to good use, and to untax British
industry.

There is no trade that more needs stimu-
lating than the building trade, and all con-
nected with its many branches should study
this question without delay. I shall be gad
to send to any of your readers who will apply-

to me a copy of the memorial that was signed
by 17C Members of Parliament, and which
contains the practical programme of land
values taxation.—I am, etc.,

Aethvb H. Weller.
I. Princess-street, Albert square. Man-

chester, Oct. 18, 1014.

The Admiralty have let to a local quarry ccm-
paay. Dunfermline, the contract for the 6r%t
new road lo be constructed witbin the Rosyth
area. The read, wh.ch will cost over £12.000.
will stretch northwards for 3.000ft. from the
ilock gates. Its width will be 100ft.. with three
fcotpatlis. two of 4ft- 6in.. and one of 6ft . and
with two rows of trees. Meantime, a width cf

16ft. of the tboroughfarc will be sown in ^rass
pending the laying cf traiD-rails. and to a width
of 32ft. tar-macadam wiii be laid.

At the last meeting of the Taunton Town
Council, the special bath ccmmittee presented a
report, in which they asked for powers to
purchase for £450 land and property in St.

James's-street for the purpcee of providing
covered swimming-baths for the borough- The
committee also recommend "that the borough
surveyor be instructed to prepare plans an.l

specifications lor the erection of a covered
swimming-bath and sUppcr-baths. at an esti-

mated cost of £3.000-"' The first recommenda-
tion was adopted: but in regard to the latter.

Councillor F. S. Dcdcn proposed as an amend-
ment that the architects of the town shonid be
invited to send in plans. The amendment was
not seconded, and the resolution, with the words,

"not exceeding £3,008," was adopted.

.\ difference which has previously maaifested

itself between the master plumbers of Edinburgh
and the corporation has again emerged in rela-

tion to the contracts for the erection of public

washhouses at M'Leod-street. Seme time ago

the plumbers made a representation to the cor-

poration that, in tenders for engineering work
in connection with the pubhc washhouses. certain

portions of work which thf'v claimed as comins
within their pr. - Id be treated

sepiratelv. and vox in the engineer-

in:; contracts. The , held that ii was

not in the public iuiercsi io spht up the con-

tracts in question, and they maintained that

altitude when the representation was renewed

in regard to tho M'Lcod-strcet washbouse; As

a proiest. the master plumbers have now refused

to tender for the ordinary plumbing work.
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LEGAI. INTELLIGENCE,
I'OWER TO RESUME POSSESSION AND

UNDEVELOPED LAND DUTY.—In the House
of Lords on Wednesday, Lords Loreburn, Atkin-
son. Parker, Sumner, and Parmoor gave judge-
ment in the appeal raised b}' the Crown in the
action " Commissioners of Inland Revenue v.

Southend Estates Co" The point raised was
whether a lease of agricultural land valued at

over £50 an acre, containing a power enabling
the landlords to resume possession of any
portions they might require for building or other
purposes, rendered the land liaVde to un-
developed land duty under the Act of 1910. Mr.
.lustice Scrutton had held that the lessor was
liable under the circumstances to duty, but his

decision was reversed by the Court of Appeal.
Their view was now upheld by the House of

Lords, who dismissed the appeal of the Crown,
with costs. Earl Loreburn, the other lords con-

curring, held that the mere existence of the
power to use, certain conditions being complied
with, the land for building purposes did not
render the lessor liable to undeveloped land
duty.

IN RE G. ROBINSON. BIRMINGHAM.-- An
application for discharge from bankriiplcy has
been made at Birmingham County Court, before
-ludge Amphlett, K.C.. by George Robinson,
formerly carrying on business as a builder at

73, Bath-row, Birmingham. Tlie Official Re-
ceiver (Mr. A. S. Cully ^ stated that the re-

ceiving order was made on October 2, 1911. on
the debtor's own petition, and the pviblic

exaTnination was concluded on November 6. 1911.

According to the bankrupt's statement of affairs,

the liabilities were estininled at £3.015 10s. 5d..

but the proofs actually submitted amounted to
£3,216 2s. 5d. The assets were estimated bv the
bankrupt to produce £1,036 13s. Id.; but'they
realised c-f:l,433 15s. 5d. This difference
between Uie actual value of the assets and the
liankrupt s estimate was accounted for mainly
l)y the stock-in-trade and fixtures realising by
auction considerably more than the bankrupt's
estimate. The preferential and oilier claims pay-
able in full were stated by the bankrupt to be
.-€135 Os, lid., and tlie amounl of such clnims
was £39 16s. Id. A first and final dividend of
r<s. in the pound was paid on proofs for
.•€3.216 25. 5d. The bankrupt slated he was now-
managing his son's business. Ills Honour
granted the discharge, subject to two years' sus-
pension.

-^««>

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

OTTAWA RIVER WATER SUPPLY—Com-
plete plans and specifications for the Ottawa
River water system have been laid before the
Ottawa Board of Control by Messrs. Hazen and
Whipple. New York. Tlie mouth of the intake
will be 500ft. out in the river. The purification
plant, reservoir, and other works will be placed
at the junction of Scott-street and Parkdalc-
avenue. A reservoir with a capacity of ten
million gallons, and also a smaller one, will be
built. The entire work's are designed to meet
the requirements of the city for an average
supply of twenty-five million gallons daily; but
Ihe ifull capacity will be thirlv-five million
gallons. The purification plant will be similar in
its general design to plants in operation at West-
mount. Que.: Cincinnati, (^hio: Columbus. Ohio;
and New Orlean.^. La. It will consist of large
coagulating basins, mechanical filters, and pure-
water reservoirs. The intake pipes will be
double the capacity of tlie present installation.
Space is allowed in the low-level station for
another unit of thirty-five million gallon.s. Un-
C|ualified approval of the scheme has been iriven
bv Mr. J. Waldo Smith, chief engineer of the
New York city waterworks.

Excavation has started on the new Registry
Office which is being built at Toronto at a cost
of 400.000dol. The architect is Mr. C. S. Cobb,
of Toronto.

The foundation-stone of the new parish-hall of
fit. Gabriel's, in Goodhind-street. Bristol, was
laid on Friday by the Bishop of Bristol, Dr.
Nickson. The hall will have accommodation for
about 160 persons, ami the nlans have been pre-
pared by Sir Frank Wills and Sons, of Bristol.

A lecturing tour on "Town Planning," through
all the principal cities of the Australian
Commonwealth, commencing in Sydney is bcin"
carried out by Mr. W. R. Davidgc, A-RLB-A*^
F.Si.I district surveyor for Lewisham under the
London County Council, who has been attending

"f British Association Meetings in Sydney and
Adelaide. Mr. Davidge h accompanied by Mr
Charles C. Reade. a New Zealand journal. st. who
has spent ten years in Kngland as assistant seore-
larv 10 the Garden Cities and Town Planninc^
Association. ^

(Bnx (©to fabk.

A resolution of synipntliy lias been
addressed by tlie Ancient Monnnionls Board
of England, Scotland, and Wales to the
French Ambassador and the Belgian
Minister. The resolntion is signed by the
chairmen of tlie three boards. Mr. Lionel
Earle, C.B. ; Sir J. Stirling Ma.xwcli, and
Sir E. Vincent Evans, and expresses " the
horror and indignation with which the
boards have received the news of tlie wanton
destruction by the common enemy of the
famous and beautiful monuments of the
countries involved—monuments which were
justly tlie pride, not only of their native land,
but of the whole civilised world. Such losses
are, alas! irreparable, and must over remain
a bitter memory, the record of a chapter in

the annals of mankind which will brand with
indelible infamy the minds which conceived
and the hands which carried ont so idle an
outrage against civilisation." Universal
concurrence in these expressions of indigna-
tion and sympathy will be felt by all civilised

people.

Mr. John Wynne, F.R.I.B.A., of Man-
chester, has been presented with an illu-

minated address by the council of the Moss
Side East Ward of the Manchester Liberal
Federation, e-xpressing the personal affection
of the members of the council, and their
admiration of Mr. Wynne's public services
to the district. The address testifies that
through tlie whole of the long time that Mr.
Wynne had been in their midst lie had
laboured to promote the wellbeing of the
district, and had faithfully served the in-

habitants and the electors, formerly on the
local board, tlien on the nrban district

council, and recently, since amalgamation,
for si.x years on the Manchester City Council.
The address also acknowledges that Mr.
Wynne has given of his best to the Liberal
council, and had been faithful to his duties
as a public man and a citizen, and expresses
the hope that he may be long spared to
exert the same influence in the cause of
justice and righteousness that he had exerted
for so many years. Mr. W. Johnson, the
chairman of the council, made the presenta-
tion, supported by Councillor Bown, the
Rev. W. E. Coller, and Mr. Merton Boor,
who all spoke of the good work that Mr.
Wynne had done.

Three courses of Chadwick public lectures,
fully illustrated with lantern-slides, are to
be given this season. The first three will he
delivered on Satnrdavs, Nov. 14, 21. and 28,
at 3 p.m., at Bedford College, Regent's Park,
N.W., by Dr. A. T. Xankivell, medical
officer of health for Poole, Dorset, who will

speak upon "Camp, Ship, and Hospital
Hviriene." .\ second series will be given bv
SiVOonald Ros^. K.C.B., F.R.S., on Fridays",

Dec. 4 and 11, at 8.15 p.m., at the London
School of Economics. Clare Market, Kings-
wav, W.C., the topic being "Government
and Military Sanitation in the Tropics." The
third course will be delivered by Dr. F. M.
Saudwith. at 5.15 p.m. on January 15, 22,

and 29, at the Royal Society of Arts lecture-
hall, on "War and Disease." Admission to

all these lectures will be free. With the
sanction of the Medical Director-General of

the Xavy, and by arrangement with the
surgeons-general of the respective ports, a

course of three Chadwick lectures on naval
hygiene: (1) "The Progress of Naval Hvgiene
and its Effects on the Health of the Navv,"
12] "The Health of the Ship," (.3) "The
Health of the Sailor," will be given bv Pro-
fessor W. J. SiniDson, C.M.G.. M.D.,'in the
Mayor's Room. Town Hall, Portsmouth, on
Fridays, Nov. 27 and Dec. 4 and 11, at 9 p.m.,
and in the R.N. Hospital, Plvmonth, on
Saturdays, Nov. 28, Dec. 5 and 12. Further
particulars of these and other Chadwick
lectures may be obtained from liie secre-

tarv, at the offices of the Chadwick Trust,
8, Dartmouth-street, Westminster.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Birmingham
City Council it was decided, after a long dis-

cussion, to adopt a reconimeudation by the
education committee, that in future the" cost

of all alterations and improvements to school
buildings and new furniture be paid out of
current revenue, instead of by loan. The
tramways committee submitted a com-
preliensive scheme for the construction of
new tramways, including the extension of
the existing tramway at Selly Oak through
Northfield and Longbridge" to the city
boundary at Rednal. Proposals were also
made for the purchase of additional rolling-
stock, the total estimated cost of the whole
scheme submitted being £128.240. The pro-
posed extension from Selly Oak to Rednal
was deferred owing to the present unfavour-
able financial situation. The other reeoin-
mendations were agreed to. The town-
planning committee's scheme for the North
Yardley and Stechford area was cordially
approved, and authority was given for the
preparation of a scheme for the adjoining
South Birmingham area.

The Library Committee have (says the
Cili/ Press) secured possession of a most
\aluable and interesting illuminated manu-
script on the Arms of the City of London.
It is the work of one William R. Smith,
Rouge Dragon, in the early years of the 17tli

century, and was executed by him on com-
mission from the Corporation for the sum of

£30. How and when it passed ont of the
hands of the Corporation no one can say,

but the autograph of a subserinent owner
affords circumstantial evidence that the
work disappeared from the Guildhall very
shortly after delivery. The manuscript gives

the first representation of the use of the

dragon as supporters, and of the City motto.
Previously, the earliest record was 1633. A
similar manuscript was prepared by the same
author in 1605, and is now in the Bodleian
Library. The fact is significant that the

same Herald in depicting the City coat in

1588 and again in 1605. omits the supporters
and the City motto, whereas in 1609 he adds
the dragons as supporters and the City

motto. The natural inference is that the

supporters were added to the Arms between
1605 and 1609.

" Electric Light Fitting," bv S. C. Bat-
stone. A.M.I.E.E. (London: Whittaker and
Co., 2, White Hart-street. E.C., 5s.), is an
excellent treatise on wiring for lighting,

heating, and other domestic rises of elec-

tricity, and the laying down of small in-

stallations. It is very fully illustrated, anrl

tlinrouglily practical, and will solve many
difficulties of daily work. There is very
little space devoted to theory, but the
opening chapter is lucid, and will enlighten

the ordinary student and practical man more
than most of that in many books which gi\e

little else.

Reinforced concret? roof-tile.^ have been
placed on a number of buildings constructed

in connection with the Catskill Aqueduct,
according to the last report of the Board of

Water-Supply of New York City. The tiles

were made of 1 : 2 mortar reinforced with

liiu. by Sin. wire mesh. All tiles except

the hin-tiles were made with the weather
surface up, slianed and surfaced with special

steel screen. The hip tiles were cast in sand
moulds. Under test the flat tiles showed rn
ultimate strength of 301b. per inch of width

when centrally loaded on a .35in. span, and
were impervious under a Sin. head of water
when twenty-eiffht days old. In place, they

also stood well under rains and snows,

showing no leakage at any time. From the

satisfactory results of this experiment it was
determined to use concrete tiles to roof all

aqueduct superstructures.

Under the title of "The Magnet of

Commerce" the Great Central Railway
Company has issued a most interesting

account of the great Midland coalfield. The
developments which are constantly taking

place in the coalfields of Yorkshire, Lanca-
shire, Nottinahamshire, Derbyshire, and
elsewhere, and the opening of tlie new dock
at Immingham certainly called for such

periodical interesting and useful information

to the eoalowner and colliery manager, as

well as the exporter and the numerous busi-

nei's firms and trades associated with coal,

colliery machinery, etc. The railway com-
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pany has an interest in both the seller and
bnver, and we are sure the various statistics
and information compiled in the volume will

be useful alike to the sender and receiver.

The annual report of Mr. Charles F.
Wike, the city engineer of Sheffield, states
that the condition of the building trade in
the city, and tlie laying out of new streets
dnriiig 1913, shows a slight iinprovment as
compared with 1912 with respect to works
or business premises, but not as to dwelling-
houses in which there is a small decrease.
There is, however, a substantial improve-
ment in the deposit of plans for the develop-
ment of land to be laid out as streets. The
number of plans submitted to the plans sub-
committee was 1,019. Of these 999 plans
were for buildings, building work, or
drainage, and twenty for new streets, sewers,
or watercourses, being forty-five more than
in 1912. Of the total number (999) of
buiUling plans, 906, or 90.69 per cent., were
approved; 768, or 76.87 per cent., being
approved on first presentation to t]je com-
mittee. The figures for 1913 show an in-
crease as relates to streets of 330 per cent.,
of sewers 449 per cent., of watercourses 3.')3

per cejit., as compared with the figures for
1912. The aggregate length of proposed
streets and sewers approved on plans during
the last twenty-five years is 80J miles o!
streets with sewers, and an additional length
of 131 miles sewers onlv. Plans for new
buddings, additions and alterations to
existing buildings, or drainage, numbering
926, were approved during the year, bein"
an increase of 61 plans (10.61 per cent.) moil
than approved in 1912. The number of new
houses shown on approved plans was 695,
being a decrease of nine houses (1.01 per
cent.) below the number approved in 1912.
This number was a decrease of 421 houses
(37.52 per cent.) below tlie number approved
in 1911. The number of other new buildings
approved on plans during the year was 111,
or 59 (8.28 per cent.) more than the number
approved in 1912. The.se buildings included
161 factories and worksliops, or additions
thereto, 63 sale-sliops, offices and ware-
houses, £9 ehurclies, schools, and other
public buildings, 10 picture theatres and
billiard saloons, temperance hotels, and
additions to nurses' home and other public
institutions. The number of houses erected
and certified for occupation during the vear
was 542, being a decrease of 161 houses" (or
J2.91 per cent.) as compared witli the
number certified in 1912. This is 670, or
5D.29 per cent, less than the average number
(1,212) erected and certified during each of
tlie five previous years, 1908 to 1912 inclusive.
Tlie houses erected dnrini; 1913 were mainlv
in the Darnall, Endcliffe, Fulwood, Grev-
stones, Hill.sboro', Sandygatc, Wadsley,
Wmcobank, and Woodseats districts. The
number of houses erected and certified in
1913 makes the aggregate number of houses
erected m the city under by-laws during'
forty-nine years (since the year 1864) amonul
to 57,248, showing an average yearly rate of
increase of appro.vimately 1,168 house's. These
figures, with an average rate of 4.75 personsgf ''°"se, give an aggregate increase of
-(1,928 in the population during the period
stated. Among the other buildings completed
during the year were eight churches and
nine picture palaces. The dangerous build-
ings, walls, or other structures dealt witli
during the year numbered 229, and these
were demolished or otherwise dealt witli so
as to secure the safety of the public or tlie
occupiers. Mr. Wi'ke's report contains
numerous tables and is illustrated by dia-
grams, and a large-scale plan, in colours, of
the new and old sewage-disposal works for
the city.

^» .

Mr. Alfred Massey, formerly nnd for many
years surveyor and sanitary inspector to the
urban district council of Newport, Salop, died
on Wednesday in last week, at his house. The
Moat, Newport, ajjed seventy-seven years.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell, M.I.C.E., Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, held a public inquiry at
I*>orth Shields, yesterday, in referencs to an
apphcation by the Tynemouth Corporation for

'

sanction to borrow £6.000 for the construction of
a new market shed at North Shields Fish Quay. '

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Kkiday (To-day).—Town I^laimiui; Institute. "AVide

Roaiis for Cities," by John A. Brodie,
M.I.C.E. 92, Victoria street, S.W. 8

p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. "Modes of Measurement," bj
T. Wh.yte, F.R.S.

MoNDAT.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " The Cathe-
dral Group at I'iea," by Banister F.
Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.3U p.m.

Wednkspat. — St. Paul's Eeclesiological Societ.y.
" Hereford Cathedral," by E. \V. Harvey
Piper. St. raur.3 Cliapter-Houte, E.C.
8 p.m.

TauiisDAT.—British Museum. " Temples and Palace-s
of Babylon and Assyria," by Banit,ter
P. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.
Victoria and Albert Museum. *' The

Universal Arts," by 8. C. Kaines Smith,
M.A. 4.30 p.m.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.
Opening Meeting. Inaugural Address
by Sir John Snell. 8 p.m.

frabe ilehis.

WAGES MO'VISMENTS.
WAGES AND HuURS OF LABOUR.—The

Board of Trade report for 1913 on the changes
in rates of wages and hours of labour in the
United Kingdom, isued on Monday, states that
the year was one in which there was an active
demand for labour, especially in the first half,
and wages rose in sympathy. The movement of
wages has been in an upward direction since
1910, and reached its culminating point in the
first half of 1913. After the month of August,
however, there began to be a falling off in those
branches of the metal trades in which changes
in w^ages are automatically regulated by fluc-
tuations in the selling prices of pig-iron and
manufactured iron and steel. In spite of tlie
set-back in the iron and steel trades, the net
effect of all the changes of the year was to in-
crease wages by £179,000 a week, an amount
wliich has only been exceeded, during the last
twenty years, in 1900 (£208,500) and 1907
(£201.000), both years of very good employment.
Of the increase of £179,000' per week in 1913.
coalmining accounted for £102,000. the building
trades for £23.000, and engineering and ship-
building for £13,500. The increases in the build-
ing trades were much greater than those re-
corded for any previous year, considerably ex-
ceeding the total advance in these trades diiring
the preceding thirteen years. In eleven of the
last twenty years wages have risen, and in nine
I hey have fallen, with the result that wages show
a net increase of over £630.000 during twenty
years in the weekly wages of all classes of work-
people, except agricultural labourers, seamen,
and raiUvaymen. It will be noted that in the
building and other trades insured against un-
employment, the percentage of unemployment
has remained this autumn lower than at the
corresponding periods last year. The return for
the week ended October 16 was 4.46, as com-
pared with 4.80 a week previously, and 5.79 a
month ago.

The parish church of Wrexham has been re-
opened after the erection of a new alabaster
reredos. the repaying of the sanctuary and
chancel in black-and-white marble, and the
filling with stained glass of the apse windows.
Sir T. G. Jackson, R.A., was the architect.

It is announced that the Canadian Vickers
Company are going to erect a drv-dock at

Montreal, at a cost of 165.000 dollars. "The plans
are being nrenared by Sir William Arrol. of
Glasgow. Tlie dock will l)e_182ft. long. An addi-
tion to the Harbour ("ommissioners' grain
elevators, to cost SCO,000 dollars, is also to be
erected.

Sir W. B. Richmond. K.C.B., R.A.. tersely
writes: "Under tlie ashes of Rtieims, Louvain.
and Termonde lie buried German 'Knltur.'
Under cities, towns, and villages in France and
Belgium the Germans have buried their reputa-
tion. They have made themselves outcasts; thev
are outside the pale of civilisation. The name of
their ruler is anathema in cultured, civilised,

humane Europe."

At the meeting on Tuesday of the Colwvn Bay
Urban District Council, plans were submilteil by
the surveyor. Mr. W. Jones, for a ser% ice

reservoir which is to be constructed on the ton
of the high land near Mochdre recently acquired.
The land occupied by the reservoir will comprise
seven acres, and the reservoir will have a
rapacity of 11.000.000 gallons. The value of the
land set nnart for the reservoir was c^ti-

muted at -£455. and the rest of the estate, wliich
will he used for a public park, was valued at
£205.

LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
Msual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
ultogether, as published figures differ so
widely that they are, we fear, in many cases
(juite unreliable.

IBON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English f7 10 to £7 12 «
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best SEedshill '. 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., f81.5s. tof!).
Ditto galvanised, £14 lo £15 lOj. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6tt. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 11

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8.'9 9,3 9 9 10/3 11'- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Colnmna £6 17 6 to £8 10
Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 1*? 6 „ 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Casfrlron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrngated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
OtoH 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10a. £10 15s. £1103. £1159. £11 15s. per ton

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra'

turned and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.

1

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 10a. Od. to 1173. 6«l,
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 753. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount o£f
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2* per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p^;
Water-Tubes 71i
Steam-Tubes 67^
Galvanised Gas-Tubes , 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes ; 61J
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55

OTHEB METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 5 Oto£21 7 9
Lead Water Pipe, Town '23 10 0„ —

Country 'H 5 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 10 0„ —

,, ,, Country 'is 5 0,, —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town *25 10 0,, —

., Country ";(; 5 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '28 0,, —
,, „ ., .. Country '.'H n ,, —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... •26 10 ,, —
Country 'il 5 0,, —

Lead Soil-pipe (op to iJin) Town •26 10 0,, —
., ,. ,. ., Country 'i'i 5 0,, —

rOver 44in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, 18 12 6
Lead Shot, in '281b. bags '24 15 0,, —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 75 0,, 75 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 „ 65
Tin, English Ingots 163 „ 164
Do., Bars 146 „ 146 10
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 22 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 'it 0„ —

Country "23 15 „ —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 ,, —
Reflned Red Lead EO ,. —
Sheet Zinc. Price on inqairy.
Old Lead, against account 15 10 0,, —
Tin per cwt. 8 10 „ —
Cot nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9,, —

• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

Blue Portmadoo

Blue Bangor..

Firsc quality

Eureka
green .

unfading

Permanent Green

.

SLATES.
in. in. £ a. a. per 1.000 of
'20 X 10 ... 12 12 6 1.200 at r. stn
16 ., 8 ... 6 12 6

20 „10... 13 2 6
20 „ 12 ... 13 17 6 ,,

20 „10... 13 ,^

20 ,. 12 . . 13 IS n
16 „ B ... 7 5

20 ,. 10 ... 15 17 R
20 „ 13 ... IS 7 li ,j

18 „10 ... 13 5
16 „ 8... 10 5 ,,

20 „ 10 ... 11 13 6
18 „10... 9 19 6
16 „ 8 ... 6 12 6 „
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BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongsMe, In
ReooDd Hard Stocks in
Wild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 5

Plettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 IS
Red Wire Cute 114
Best Farebam Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... S

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 1.5

Ditto BullDose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2iin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic

f
4 10 6

Pacing Bricks

[river.

delivered
at rly. etn.

Net, delivered in
full truck loads
in Liondon.

3'/*" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000

6

3
6

Batb Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,,

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,,

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1

Bricks £2 10
3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3'/«" Chimney Bricks flt for outside work ... 2 6
S'/s" ditto ditto through and through 2
3' h" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Iambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and S" radius Bnllnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course „ 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4-r" soffit, per foot opening..

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

4i"
ih"

f
Q"
9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

2 R

i ^

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Beat.
Salt Glazed. Bufif, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds, & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4.Mn. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnofe Stops—

.Od. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d, each 5d. each
Bounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers—

83. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers .«... £-22 17 6

Quoins and Bullnose...... 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortbeirrespectivekindsandcolours - ing Oin.

Camberarch brieka, any kind or colour, by 4'in
Is. 2d. each

) by 2|in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations, s. d.
Thames Sand -7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 6 ," ]',

^ .^ „ ^, , „ B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

B. d. a. d. Per yard,
Orey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27a. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, In blocks per foot cabe £0
Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill, ditto
,,

Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto .,

Ancaster, ditto
,,

Oreensbill, ditto
,,

'hilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms)

,,

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. OIn. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do. 3in. slab aawn two
Bides, random Bizes

• All F.O.B. London.

'0 2 4

2 3
(1 2 2
II 2
u 1 10
u 1 10

1 lOi
2

Portland Stone, in random blocka of 20ft. averace :
—

Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

[
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 4h

TIIiES.
p.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broaeley tilea 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tilee 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) ,57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfeota " roofing
tilea : Plain tiles (Peake'e)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3

^Valley tiles 3
"Rosemary" brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tilee 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced fO
Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tilea 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Eapeseed.Englishpale.per tun£28 1.5 to £29 5
Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined „ 29
Olive, Spanish „ 39 10
Seal, pale ,, 21
Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Ditto. Ceylon 42 10
Ditto. Mauritius „ 42 10
Palm, Lagos 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine 17 5
Sperm ,, 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined 61
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0.
Ditto, Archangel „ 19 6 ,

Linseed Gil per gal. 2 4

Baltic oil 2 K
Turpentine ,, 2 9,
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. n
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9

d. Dlvrd.at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. „
per ICOO

6 „
per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6 „ ,,

101 per doz. ,,

4.3 „
n per lOCO

per doz.
8

6 per 1000 „

per doz.
6

per 1009
6 „

per doz. ,,

6

27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
1

611.

GLASS (IN CRATES)
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21^z. 26oz.
Fourths 3d.

Thirds 3i!d.

Fluted Sheet 4d.

Hartley's English Rolled
Plate

White.
Figured Rolled and Repousalne... 351.

4.id.

.5J1.

5d.

2hi.

7i6in.

3d.

VARNISHES, &c.

... 7J.

'"
}in.

... 3*1.

Tinted.
... 5jd.

Per gallon.

Pine Pale Oak Varniah £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Supeifine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage U 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Egssholl Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale I'aper 12
Beat .lapan Gold Size 10
Best Black .lapan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
P.runawick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

Aflditlons are being made to the Schools cf

Rural Economy at Oxford from plans by Messrs.

.N. W. and G.'A. Harrison, of that city.

The TjOcal Government Eoard has sanctioned
the Sidmouth Urban District Council borrowing
.£1,707 for ;in extension of the local ga.s\vorks.

Tim rural district council of Chcadle have
adopted a scheme tor a v.ater supply to the

villaga of Werriugton. prepared by Mr. ,1.

Willcox. The scheme, which will also supply the

lountv lunatic asylum at Chcddleton, is esti-

nialiii to cost £14,410.

On the site of the old passenger station at

Ho\vr.nh, near Calcutta, extensive "oods offices

are about to be built bv the K.ist Indian Rail-

way Co. The building, of three floors, will cover

.m'area of S65ft. by 40ft. Mr. Stephen Wilkin-

son, of Dalhousie-squaro, Calcutta, is the archi-

tect.

TRADE NOTES.
Under tho direction of Mr. John Farrar,

architect, 2, Coleman-streei. E.C., Boyle's latest

patent "air-pump" ventilators have been
applied to the St. George's Parish HaTl, Park-
roud, Hornsey, N.

In spite of the difTicullies caused liy the War.
Messrs. Wayjood-Olis, Ltd., are having a steady
flow of new work, and are able to keen their
works in full operation, although about 200 of

their employees have left for military or naval
service. In some directions the War has pro-
bably brought in increased work, especially in

eoniiectioii with electric lied-lifts for some of

(he temporary hospitals which have been fitted

up. They have recently fitted two of these lifts

.it the Royal Patriotic Schools, Wandsuortli
C^oninion, and at St. Mark's College and
Horleiisia-road Schools, Chelsea, and have just

received the order for a similar lift for Leeds
Training College. They have also in liand antfi-

inatic electric bed-lift for the new hospital-ship

Mediator, and have received a further order to

supply and fit four automatic electric goods-lifts

on the R.FA. Reliance. Electric passenger-lifts

and two electric book-lifts for the new building

for the Crown Agents of the Colonics, Millbank,
and two large electric goods-lifts for the
Birmingham Small Arms Company are also

among the orders they are executing.

The well-known *'Lion"' brand inodorous felt,

manufactured by F. McNeill and Co.. Ltd., of

Lamb's passage, Bunliill-row. E.G., is being use 1

in the construction of the new post-office at

Bicester, the builders being Messrs. E. Brown
and Sou, Ltd., Wellingborough. The "Lion"
brand inodorous felt is free from offensive

smell, and is unequalled for placing under slate,

tile, or metal roofs, and is specified by the lead-

ing British architects.

Messrs. Robert Barclay and Co. have had con-

structed for them recently a new warehouse in

Wliitwerth-?treet West. Manchester, and we
notice that the concrete blocks forming both the

backs and sides of this building have been treateil

with "Pudlo," which makes cement waterproof.

We understand that the manufacturers of the

blocks, (he Moselev Construction Co.. use

"Pudlo" because of its special waterproofing

riuulitios, after careful experiments with most
known preparations for this same purpose.

Sir Valentine R. Grace, Bart.. .T.P., D.L.. has

joined the firm of Messrs. Palgrave and Co..

nrcbitccls and surveyors, Blocmsburv-square,

W-C, with whom he has been associated for

some years, and (be rtyle and address of llie

firm will remain as hitherto.

-*«»

The urban district council cf Alford have ap-

pointed Mr. W. W. Walker to the posts of sur-

veyor and inspector of nuisances.

Mr. G. P. Grimwood, borough surveyor .it

Monmouth, has resigned that position in order

to take up a Government post in Nigeria.

Mr. John VVillmotl, a member of the firm of

Messrs. Joseph Willis and Willmott. contractors,

Warmley, died a few days ago. aged 58 years.

The partnership hithcrlo subsisting between
G. t'lark and F. Clark, builders and contractors,

at Cambridge, under the style of Clark and
Sons, has been dissolved.

Mr. Francis Horner, estate agent and valuer,

of Queen-street, and The Lawns. Thorpe Hamlet.
Norwich, has been appointed as sheriff of

Norwich for the ensuing year.

At the last session of the Norwich Consistory

Court a faculty was granted to remove the west

gallery of the parish church at Braconash, to re-

.seat the nave and chancel, and to carry out

general restoration works.

The first ordinary general meeting of the

session 1914-15 of the Surveyors' Institution will

be held on Monday, November 9, at 8 p.m..

when tho president, Mr. Howard ChatfeiUl

Clarke, will deliver an opening address.

The city council of Vancouver are inviting

competitive designs for the development of the

proposed civic centre. Premiums amounting to

SOOdol. and '250dol. will be given to the first and
second designs respectively. The closing date for

cntrane-j is November 30:

The new stadium for McGill University.

Montreal is in course of erection. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Percy E. Nobbs and Hyde, of

Beaver Hall Hill. Montreal, and the general con-

(ructcr-. Messrs. L. A. Ott and Company, also cf

Montreal. The estimated cost is lOO.COOdol.

Ai, Bradford, the Regent Picture House, in

Manningham-lane, has iust been opened. The
auditorium measures 106it. bv 60ft., and accom-
modation is provided for l.EOI) persons. Attached
to the house are winter gardens. Mr. H. W.
Rogerson. M.S..\., cf Bradford, was the archi-

tect.
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FOE
Olivers'

Seasoned

HardAvoods,
WM. OLIVEE & SONS, Ltd.,

120 BunMU Eow London E.G.

TENDERS.
*,* Correspondents would in all ca*es oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.
AiiERPoRTH. -For erecting a scbo-il at .\berpirtb,

for tbe Cardigan County Education Committee. Mr.
G. Dickens-Lewis, L.R.I.B..\., M S.A.. Aberystwitb.
architect:

—

Rees. D. .1., Cardiganshire ... £1.70,5
James and Richards, Newcastle
Emlyn 1,7-20

George and Michael. Pembroke 1,696
Davies, Watkin, Lakefield
Llanybytber 1,5K7 11

•Jones, B., Henllan (accented) ... 1,150

B.viLDON.—For erection of a residence in tbe We^t-
lane, Baildon. Messrs. Niinns and Bracewel'. Bank
Chambers, Bio^lo'. architects. Accepted tenders :

—
Masons :

-
Wildman, D., and Son, Bingley i'575

Joiners :

—

Crowther and Holmes, Biogley... 310
Plumber :

—

Dyson, J.. Baildon 12.5 17
Plasterers :—

Holmes, W.. and Son, Baildon... 118
Tiler :—

Thornton, W., Bingley m (i

Barhow.—For alterations to the workhouse, for
tbe guardians :

—
Sleltb, F. (accepted) .i:.i-20

BiLLEEicAT.—For the construction of 181 lineal
yards 7in. pips sewer at Laindon-road. Billericay, for
the rural district council. Mr. R. J. \V. Layland,
surveyor :

—
Harris Bros, BillOTicay £128
Moss and Newitt, Pitsea 122
lies, W.. Southend 11.)

Jackson, W., Forest 'jate ... 113
Lingwood, W., jnn.. Romford*... 106

* Accepted.

BiBMi.vGH.^M—For supplying and laying about
300 y«rds of standard-gauge track, yard, road, and
other works in connection with rail., ay sidiogs and
yard at Lifford. Birmingham, for the Ten Acres and
Stirchley Co-operative Society, Ltd . Biriuiot^liam.
Messrs. Home-Morton, Kerr, and Gibson. M.U.I.C E.,
engineers :

—
Wilson. J., and Sons £2,219 2 9
Fenwick. R., Lt3 2,074
White, J., inn 2,039 12 6
Elvins. T.. and Sons 1,7.50

Trentham, G. P., Ltd.' 1,583
* Provisionally accepted.

(All of Biriiiingliam.)

Boston. Lixcs.—For alterations to the cottage
home on Brothertoft-road. for tbe Boston Boird of
Guardians :

—

Dawson, V. E. (accepted) ... fl02 10 u

Cu.iRiNG Cross, W.C—For reconstructing the
urinal in York-place, Villiers-street, for the West-
minster City Council ;

—

Dent and Hellyer, Ltd £168
Adamsez.Ltd. 156
DoultonandCo, Ltd 135
Fai-rer. W. E., Ltd 124
Finch. B., and Co., Ltd 123 10
Davis. Bennett, & Co. (accepted) 109

Colchester.—For draining tbe cricket-ground, for
the Esses County Council ;

—
Impsy, G. (accepted) fl62 17 2

Crk K.—For erection of a county school at Crick,
for the Northants County Education Committee :—

Webster, W., Guisborough ... £1,895
(.Accepted.)

DERBY.-For erection of the tree libraiT and ar:
gallery extension, for the corporation :

—
Walkerdine (accepted) £.5,547

Derby.—For erection of the Normanton library,
lor the corporation :

—
Watson, R . and Sons £4,770 11 9

(Provisionally accepted.)

Derby.—For erection of the Alvaston branch
library, for the corporation :—

Pegg and Bailey £5,159
(Provisionally accepted.)

Devizes.—For erection of si.i working-men's
dwellings, in threa pairs, at the Butts, Potterne, for
the Devizes Rural District Council :—

Blackford and Son, Calne £1,598
Parsons Bros., Westbury 1,435
Offer. G., Devizes 1.380
Waight and Oatley. Pewsey ... 1,333
HoUoway. J.,and Son. Worton... 1.293 9 6
Maslen, L., and Sons, Devizes',.. 1,156

* Accepted.

DuNHAM-ON-THE-HiLL.—For the extension of a
water main in the parish of Dunham-on-tbe-Hill, near
Chester, for the Chester Rural District Council :—

Trentham, G. P., Ltd., Bir-
mingham £324

Edwards, B., Dodleston, Chester 311
Christie, C. A., Colwyn Bay ... 3t)0
Jowett Bros,, Chester (accepted) 280

Dorking.—For kerbing, channelling, and metalling
the cai-riageway, and gravelling the footpaths of
Knoll-road, length 1.300 lineal feet, for tbe Dorking
Urban District Council. Mr. W A. Clegg. C.E ,

Council Offices, Dorking, engineer:-
Arthur and Son, Dorking £1,135 19 t

May and Son. Ashtead, Surrey ... l.(>21 15
lies. E., Croydon 966 16 2
Free and Sods. Maidenhead ... 901 16 10
Carey, S.. Bexliill 890
Longhurst and Rons. Dorking ... 8:39 6 3
Sti-eeter. A., and Son, Shalford.
Guildford (accepted I 761 9 1

Edinburgh.-For sea' log new town-haU, for town
council. Mr. J. A. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A . architect.
Specifications by Mr. James A. Williamson.
A.R.I B.A., Edinburgh, city architect, .\cceptel
tenders :—

Tbe Bennet Furnishing Co.,
Glaseow tJ.)? 16 4

Beck i&Windebank, Birmingham 244

Farmfield.—For executing works of nainting at
Farmfield reformatorj-, for the London County
Council

—

Wallace. R.. Merstbam £120
Jarvis, G.. Weybridge 98
Wickens, T,, Charlwood, near
Hurley (accepted) 80

Greatness, Mih-Kknt.—For building 16 cottages,
for tbe Sevenoaks Rural District Council :—

Woodharas (accepted! t'2,9:}0

(Lowest of 15 tenders received)

Hanwell, W.—For works of painting at the
cemetery, for tbe W'estminster City Council :

—

Jamieson, A. (accepted) £65 6

Hollingbourne.—For the repiir of the board's
offices, for tbe Hollinghonrne board of guardians :

—
Cruttenden and Sons (accepted) £89 10

Holloway. N.—For the sunoly of 240.000 creosoted
deal pnving blocks. 3in. byOin. h^- 5in., required in
connection with the reconstruction of the tramwav
lines in Seven Sisters-road, for the r,ondou County
Council :

—

Millars' Timber and TradineCo.. Price per 1.000.
Ltd.. Commercial-road. E £'11 2 6

Gabriel, T., Sons, and Burtons.
Cannon-street, E.C 110

Bnrt. Bonlton. and Havwood,
Ltd., Cannon-street, E.C. ... 10 17 6

Improved Wood Paving Co.,
Ltd., (^neen Victoria-st.. E.C. 10 17

Howard, W. W.. Bros, and Co..
Trinity-square. E.C 10 15

.\cme Flooring and Paving Co,
(1904), Ltd.. 'Victoria Park, E.* 10 13 9

* Accepted.

KlRKCALBY.—For tbe erection of Blairhill school,
for the Kirkcaldy School Hoard. Mr W. Williamson.
F.R.T.B.A., Royal Banks Buildings, Kirkcaldy, archi-
tect. Quantities bv Mr. Jameg Gentles. F .F.S.,
47, Townsend-place. Kirkcaldy :

—
Builders ;—

Smith, G.. and Sons* £3,61117 7
Joiners :—

Scott, T, and Co 2.1M 4 10
Plumber ;

—
Nicol, W., Buckhaven 768 1 11

Iron and smith ;
—

Barnet and Morton 492 1 10
Plasterer :

—

Page, R 376 13 11
Slaters ;

—

Laweon, J., and Sons 239 6
Asphalters :

—

Flood, F.B., and Co . Edinburgh 132 9 3
Painter :

—

Rolland, J. CMethel 131 3 4

Tiler ;—
Field, W., Edinburgh 108 6 6

Ironmongery :

—

Barnet and Morton 0117 2
• Amended offer,-Glazier work, heating, and

ventilation, also furniture, left over for future
consideration.

(Rest of Kirkcaldy.)

London, S.W.—For carrying out works of repair
upon nart of Wimbledon Park-road, Southfield, for
the Wandsworth Borough Cauncil :

—

Paii-y. E.,and Co £99
(Borough engineer's estimate, £S4.)

(Recommended for acceptance.)

London, W.—For constructing a brick-built
urinal at the corner of Shepherd's Bush Green, for
^he Hammersmith Borou'ih Council. Mr. H. Mair,
M.I.C.E., borough surveyor:

—

Roberts, C. P.. Dalston ,£398

Roberta and Co., Earl's Court-
road,W 3.56 10

Dickens, W. J,. Ealing 334
Clark, G. W., Uxbridge-road.W. 319
Hughes and Co., Ltd., Mortlake 311
Atkinson and Sons, Fulham ... 299
Jones, H. & S .West Brompton... 258 10
Lea, H. and L., Hegent-st.. W.* 257

•Accepted.

London, W.—For wood paving in Dalling-road,
for the Hammersmith Borough Council ;

—

Griffiths and Co. Hamilton
House. BishoiJSgate. E.C. ,.. £3,969 5

(Recommended for acceptance.)

London. — For tbe supply of two petrol-electric
''bassis to carry Maginns ladders, for the fire

brigade committee of tbe London County Council :

—

Stevens, "^N'. A.. Ltd,. Maidstone
(accepted), each chassis £762

London, E.—For repairs to their institutions, for
the Mile End Guardians. .Accepted tenders :

—
Repairs, &c.. at scattered homes :

—
Sharpin. W. S.. Bow i'1,50

Repair of isolation building :—
Hocking, Old Charlton 101

Building foul linen destractor :—
Jackson, E., Stepaey 75

London.-For the supply of 12.5.000 metallic fila-
ment traction lamps, for the London County
Council :—

General Electric Co . Ltd

,

i,)uoeu Victoria-street. E.C. .. £8,450
Electrical Co.. Ltd , Charing
Cross-road. W.C 7,816 5

Edifon & Swan United Electric
Light Co., Ltd.. Ponders End... 7,816 5

Symons Bros. Dynamo Works.
Ltd., Dalston. N.E •6,313 2 6

Ditto alternative 7,816 5
• Accepted.

London.—For the reconstruction of carbon motor
generators in traiiiwaN- sub-stations, for the London
County Council :

—
Newton Bros., Derby (accepted) £7,680 S

(Lowest tender recei\'ed,)

Macci.esfield.- I'or construction of a surface
water sewer, for the corporation. Mr. S. C. Baggott
surveyor :

—

Bull, S £213
Hyslop, A. and S.. Manchester ... 199
Roylance. G. and Co., Ltd. ... 173
Wortbington. W. H,, Ltd., Man-
cheater ,,. 163

Simpson, G., and Co 1.57

Gorton and Wilson* 148
GosUng & Stafford, Manchester 140

Rest of Macclesfield.
* Recommended for acceptance.

Meeton Mowbray. — For the extension of the
cemetery on the Thorpe-road. Melton Mowbray, for
the Melton Mowbray Urban District Council. Mr.
E. Jeeves, surveyor:—

Morley and Sons, Keighley ... £1,692 9 7
Tebbs and Mottishaw. Derby ... 1,251 4 2
Burn, H., Leicester 992 3 2
Clarke, E 88:1

ButteriSB, C a55
Denman and Newham 840
Fendell, R 805 6
Emery and Co., Birmingham ... 794 II
Barron and Sons. Borrowash,
Derby* 702 9 8
* Accepted subject to certain conditions.

Rest of Melton Mowbray.

Newport.—For tbe supply of railings for service
reservoir, for the corporation :

—
Baker, W. A., Newport £59

RiscA.—For erection of three pairs of bouses at
Risca. Mr. H. T. Davies, " Glendale," Risca, archi-
tect :

—
Richards, D., Risca £1,.512
Pritchard. J.. Risca l,.50O

Hatherly and Co., Penarth ... 1,500
Berry. T. J., Newport 1,440
Lewis, J., Pontymister I,:i56

Redwood, L., Risca 1,350
Lewis, W. H., Newport 1,290
Green, J., Crosskeys 1.260
Jerman, W., Risca (accepted) ... 1,333

Rosyth, Fifeshire. — For the construction of a
new road within the Rosyth area, for the Lords of
the .\dmiralty :

—

Balmurle Quarry Co., Dunferm-
line (accepted) about £12,000

ROYsTON.—For additions and alterations of sewers,
and the construction of flushing tanks, for the
Royston Urban District Council :—

Wallis, H. S.. Ltd., Ipswich ... £220
Jacklin and Co., Herts 182
Hinkins, W. H., & Son, Herts* ... 162 10 8

• Accepted. Survej'or's estimate, £172.

Seaford.—For erection of two workmen's houses
in Chichester-road, for tlie urban district council :

—
Wilkinson, W., Seaford £598

(Accepted.)

Se-venoaks We.vld.—For the erection of Council
school, for the Kent Education Committee. Mr.
Wilfrid H. Robinson, M.S..\-, architect :

—

Woodhams, F., Sevenoaks ... £724 10
Wise, S., and Brishtman, Ltd.,
Hythe 695

Jarvis. E. W., Tonbridge 650
Hodges, W,, Sevenoaks .570

Treasure Bros., Orpington ... 559
Leanard Lown & Co., Holloway 549
Banks, W. P., Sevenoaks' ... 529

• Provisionally accepted.

St. Alrans.—For erection of a boardroom at the
workhouse, for the guardians :

—

Dumpleton, C. W. (accepted) ... £-2.980

SxR.iTFORD.—For the supply of new furnace
crowns to No. 1 boiler at .\bbey .Mills pumping-
station. for the London Comity Council :

—

Thompson, J.. Wolverhampton £150
Spurr, Inman, and Co., Ltd.,
Wakefield 130

Yates and Thom, Ltd., Black-
burn 130

Clayton, Sons, and Co., Ltd..
Leeds (accepted) HO

Streatha.m. S.W.—For repair of part of Mount
Ephraim-Iane, Streatham, for the Wandsworth
Borough Council ;—

Lane, S £398 10
Borough engineer's estimate, £542.
(Recommended for acceptance.)

SxRK.VTHAjr, S.W, — For paving that part of
Idlecoiiibc-road, Streatham, which lies between
Southcroft-road and Welham-road, for the Wands-
worth Borough Council :

—

Woodham, H., and Sons £1,126
Borough engineer's estimate, £1,261 ISs. 7d.

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Swinton.—For the supply of street - lighting
eiiuipment, for the corporation :

—

Lancashire Electric Power Co.... £1,800
(.Accepted.)
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ToTTENHAJi.—For fencing work at the cemetery.
Cburch-lane, Tottenham, for the Tottenham and
Wood Green Burial Board. Mr. J. C. S. Mummery,
13. Fitzroy-srjuare, \V., architect :—

Harris and ^^'ardrop, Lime-
house. E i'2,9j0

Knight. H., and Son, Tottenham 2.798
Porter. A.. Tottenham '2.742

Pike. F*.. Ponders End 2,730
Newby. C. J., and Bros., South-
gate 2,550

GroVes, J., and Son. Tottenham 2,474

Barker, G., New-road. E.* ... 2.270
* Accepted.

Ulverston.—For executiDg the Kirkby Ireleth
water-supply extension, tor the Ulveraton Rural
District Council. Mr. W. F. Y. Molineux, 24, Queen-
street. UlverstoD, engineer ;

—

Hyslop. Manchester £485 4

Dolaugban and Mulcaster,
Whitehaven 357 10

Birch. B.. Grange-over-Sands ... 233 7 6
Aircy, J., Hawkshead 219
Shuttleworth, R.. Ulverston* ... 178 7

' Accepted.
I'ipes :—Cochrane and Co. (accepted), Manchester
Fittings : Blakeborough & Sons (accepted), Brighouse'

WAiiKKR-oN-TYNK.—For the erection of a mortuary
andlaundry at the fever hospital, for the corporation :

Miller, S., Newcastle (accepted) about i;5,500.

WAiiS.\x,L.—For supply of a gas-boosting plant, for
the corporation :—

Keith, J., and Blackman Co. ... £SH
(Recommended for acceptance.)

A\'HATFIELD,—For Carrying out works of water
supply, for the Cosford Rural District Council. Mr.
C. D. Bright, Polstead Heath. Colchester, engineer:—

Downs & Stephenson, Hadleigh £660
Barrel!, B. B., and M.. Wivenhoe 572
Dunningham. A.. Hadleigh* ... 547 IB
Dimmock. M. J., Bildeston ... 533 5

* Accepted.

The opening of llie new town-hall erected by
Edinburgh Corporation at Portobello will take
place on Friday in nest week, the 30th inst.

The hall, which is Renaissance in style, and
was designed by Mr. James A. WiUiamson,
A.R.I.B.A.. city architect of Edinburgh, has
been under erection for two years, and the cost
has been approxiu;iately i!8.000.

It is in contemplation by the City Corporation
to organise a loan exhibition of famous naval
and military pictures at the Art Gallery at the
Ouildhall in aid of one of the national funds
A proposal to exhibit Belgian and Dutch works
of art had to be dropped owing to the difficulty
of procuring the best specimens from the public
and iirivat-e collections of these countries.

TQ OOBBESFONBENTS.
We do not hold ourselvea responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. AH communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or Hterary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W,C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which Ht^c been
some time executed, except under specia. circum-
stances.

•#• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVI. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 123. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX.. XLI., XLVI.. XLIX..
LIII.. LXI., LXII., LXIV., LXV.. LXVI.. LXVII..
LXVIII., LXIX.. LXXI.. LXXII., LXXIII.,
LXXIV,, LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXII.. LXXXIII.. LXXXIV..
LXXXV.. LXXXVI.. LXXXVII.. LXXXVIII..
LXXXIX., XC, XCI.. XCII., XCIII.. XCIV.,
XCV.. XCVI.. XCVII., XCVIII., XCIX., C, CI., oil..
CHI.: CIV., CV., and CVI. may still be obtained at
the same price: all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Boildino
Nbws, price 23., post free 23. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel-fitreet, Strand, W.C.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: "Timeserver, Estrand, London,"

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom ; for the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or 6doIs. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•«• The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5doIs. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughneesy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions. £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

RtciiivED.—B. A. A.—R. K. and Co., Ltd.—E. C. C—
W. T. R. aud Son.—F. W.—R. AV, C—C. K. and Co.—
J. J.—A. W.—F. U. D. C—M. R. Co.—A. W. D —
M. and Co., Ltd.—W. H. S. aud Sou.—S. G. Co., Ltd.
W., Ltd.—J. W. H.—F. and Co.

A. D. D.—Yes.
Rl BY.—Please send.

K. M.—We kuow nothiug about the firm.

S. N. C.—You are under no legal obligation to do so.

R. L. MoHKis.—We regret to hear that things are so
slack^Dur side. At jjresent things are not favoui-able
here, but we believe they will look up as soon as we
settle the (lermans. Many of your British brethren
are helping- to do that. Why not come over aud bear
a hand ?

Alpha.—Under clause 30 of the R.I.B.A, Form of
Agreement aud Schedule of Conditions for Building
Contracts, the architect is empowered to obtain from
the general contractor an approximate statement of
the work executed, based upon the orig^inal estimate,
and under clause 20, all specialiets, merchants, trades-
men, and others executing any work or supplying any
goods for which provisional sums are included in the
specification, who may be at any time nominated,
selected, or approved by the architect, are declared to
he sub-contractors employed by the contractor. To
these sub-contractors the contractor is answerable,
and before the architect issues his certiJiuates from
time to time, it is his duty on behalf of hie employer
to make sure that the money included in previous
certilicates for provisional amounts has been paid by
the contractor. Your proposed clause provides for
empowering the building owner to ascertain from the
sub-contractors as to whether they are being paid :

))at this information should, in the ordinary way, be
ascertained by the architect, whose responsibility, so
long as he is acting for the employer, should not be
imi)aii'ed or transferred. If no architect is engaged,
the wortUng suggested might stand ; but the final

paragraph presumes that an architect in to issue
certificates, and as he in all cases ought to insist upon
the production of aU receipts from all eub-contractors
IH'ior to the issue of his final certificate, no Ijetter

guarantee could be i)roduced in evidence than these
receipts that the employer has secured a valid dis-

charge from liabilities under the contract.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Oct. 36—Cotta?e Home. Oulton, Suffolk F. W. Osborae. Clerk, (Jrown-etreet Hall, Lowestoft,
„ 31—Laying Out Show Grounds, Wayville West, Adelaide... £500, .£200, £100 The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Australia,

23, Waymouth-street, Adelaide.
,, 31—Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station, St.

Helens. (Assessor.) £100, £50, £25 A. W. Bradley, M.I.C.E., Town Hall, St. Helens.
Nov. 18—Extension of Laundry at Workhouse; also Converting r

House in St. .Tohn-street into Cottage Home. Howden £5 H. Green, Clerk. Howden.
Dec. 4—Tuberculosis HosDital. Southend-on-Sea £100, £50, £25 E. Elford. Boro' Eng., Town Clerk's Offices. Southend- on-Sea.

,, 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield ... £400, £240 M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des
Agglomerations Industrielles. Bue de Loavain, Brussels.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Oct. 23—Lane Ends Scbool. Grindleton
.. 23—Asylum, Enlargement of. Bracebridge. Lincoln
.. 23—Reroofing Willey-place, Highfield Mills. Ossett
.. 23—Verandab at Workhouse. Howden
., 23-Hatbine Establishment. South Clitf Gardens, Scarboro'
„ 23—Corn Exchange, Alterations to, Grassmarket
.. 24—Thornbury Car Depot. Extensions to. Bradford
,. 26—School. Additions to. Brook-street. Basingstoke
„ 26—No. 11, Tyntaldwyn-road. Additions to, TroedyrUiw ...

„ 26—Merkincb rublic School, Additions to. Inverness
.. 26—Tramwjiy Slielter at Southern Cemetery. Manchester,..
., 2t>— Hosjutals. Alterations to. Oldmill Poorhouse. Aberdeen
.. 26—Tar-macadam Plant Sbcd, Coventry
.. 27—West Ham Asylum. Extension of. Goodraayea!!." .7
,. 27—Farm Students' Quarters. Styal. Manchester
. 27—Electricity Works. Extension to, Koigbley
, 27—Taking Down Chimney Stack, Caerphilly

., 27—Poor-Law Institution. Renovation of. Brighton

., 27—Refuse Destructor. Sutfolk-road. Seven Kings ,"

.. 28—Girls" Intermediate Scbool. Extensions to. Abereavenny
,. 28—Caretakers Cottafie. Schools, Extension to,Wood Green
,. 28—Detached Residence, Arnside
•« 28—Laboratory. Bapuley Sanatorium, Manchester .!!..!!!.]"

„ 29~WarehouBc8 and Sbopfronts. Langley Moor
.. 28—KniyhtBwood Hospital. Extension of, Glasgow
,. 29—Extension to Holliuwood Car Shed, Oldham ....'.'.'..'...

„ 29—Municipal Oflices. Alterations to. Exeter
29—Cuhert under Highway, Kilburne

.. 30—Branch Stores, Laughton-en-le-Morthen ......"...'...*."......'...

,. 30—Removing Iron Chuich horn Porthcawl to Maesteg
.. 31—Labourers' Cottages '11». Midleto.n
.. 31—Eight Cottages, Sundon !.!....!!!!!!!'.[!!"!!!

31—Belle Vue Library. Repairing. Halifax
.. 31 -Six Almshouses. Nortbgate-street. Bury St, Edmunds..
„ 31—Edward VII. Wing, Royal Agricultural Col.. Cirencester
M 31-Braddock School. Additions to, West Taphonee .

BXJILDINaS.
West Riding Education Com.
Visiting Committee

Guardians
Town Council
Edinburgh Magistrates & Council
Corporation
Hampshire County Council

Burgh School Board
Tramways Sub-Committee
Parish Council
General Works Committee
Visiting Committee
South Manchester Guardians ..

Corporation
Urban District Council
Guardians
Ilford Urban District Council..

Urban District Council .

T. B. Loynds
Sanitary Committee
W, Skilbeck
Corporation
Tramways Department .

Belper Rural District Council ..

Masboro' Equit. Pioneers' Soc.
St. Michael's Vicar
Rural District Council
Luton Rural District CouDcU ..

Parks Committee
Guildhall Feoffment Trust

The Education Architect, County Hall. Wakefield.
F. Parker. Archt.. The Square, Boston, Lines.
Holtom and Fox. Archta., Corporation-street, Dewsbury.
H. Green, Clerk, Howden.
H. W. Smith, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Scarborough.
J. Williamson. A.R.I.B.A., Public Works Office, Edinburgh.
The City Architect. Town Hall. Bradford.
A. L. Roberta. Archt.. The Castle. Winchester.
T. E. Rees, M.S.A., Bank Chambers. Merthyr Tydfil.

The Clerk, 42. Union-street, In\'erness.
The City Architect, Town Hall, Manchester.
A. H. L. Mackiunon, Archt., 215. Union-street, Aberdeen.
J. E. Swindlehurst, City Eng.. St. Mary's Hall. Coventry.
The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, West Ham.
F. H. Overmann. 49. King-street, Manchester.
H. Webber. A.M.I. E.E., Boro' Elec. Eng.. Keighley.
A. O. Harpur. Sur., Council Offices. Caerphilly.
H. Burfield. Clerk, Parochial Offices, Princes-st., Brighton.
H. Shaw, M.I.C.E., Town Hall. Ilford.
.Tohnson, Richards, and Jones, Archts.. Abergavenny.
W. P. Harding, Clerk. Town Hall, Wood Green.
R. B. Barker. L. R.I.B.A.. Arnside.
The City Architect, Town Hall. Manchester.
J. \. Robson. Esh Winning.
J. Lindsay. Town Clerk. Glasgow.
The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. Oldham
The City Surveyor. 6. Southernhay West, Exeter.
R. C. Cordon. Sur., Duflield.
J. Platts, Archt.. High-street. Rotherham.
p. Rogers. Hon. Sec. 7, Cavan-road, Maesteg.
J. Stanton. Clerk, Midleton, Ireland.
H. Pickering. 18. Princes-street. Dunstable.
J. Lord. M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng.. Town Hall, Halifax.

S. Naish, MS. A.. 7, Hatter-street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Oatley and Lawrence, .\rchts., 25. Orchard-street. Bristol.

A. E. Skentelbery, Archt., Lostwithiel.
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New Premises for the Co-operative Wholesale Society,
Manchester. In course of erection on the old Town
Hall site at Cardiff. Mr. F. E. L. Harris, A.R.I. B.A.,
Architect.

Strand, W.C.

Haggeroton Castle, Northumberland. Interior uf the

Entrance Vestibule, Ijuilt from the design of the

late R. Norman Shaw, R.A., and exterior view of

one front of the New Mansion just completed. Mr.
James B. Dunn, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

House, Forest Row, Sussex. View and plan. Messrs.
T. Geoffry Lucas, F.R.I. B. A., and Arthur Lixlge,
A.R.I. B.A., Architects.

House at Huntercombe, Oxfordshire. View and plan.
Mr. O. P. Milne, F.R.I. B. A., Architect.

Loudon County Council New Elementary School,
Emily-street. Paddington, W. Mr. W. E. Riley,
F.R.I.B.A., Superintending Architect to the London.
County Council, Architect.

A Guide to Gothic Architecture.

HINTS ABOUT EASEMENTS.
The practical difficulties of architects

and surveyors in laying out estates, or in
designing or extending buildings, are often
much increased by the discovery of un-
expected easements affecting the property
with which they are dealing. Shortly put,
an easement is some privilege acquired over
the property in question by a person other
than the owner. Nor is the existence of an
easement always easily discovered. The
land may look all right, and .seem to be
quite free of any such privileges or, as
they are technically called, servitudes.
And yet, later on, some claim is made
which may not only compel some alteration
in the plans, or some modification of the
design, but may also lead to a costly com-
promise ; or, what is even worse, a long
litigation. In the country such unexpected
easements are generally found to be old
rights of way, or for running water ; in
towns and cities the more common claims
are those in regard to light and air. As to
ancient rights of way. it is especially hard
to be sure that none are existing, or claim-
able, over a large piece of land with an old
title. There may be no sign of a gate or a

stile, while even a path may not be visible,
and jet some right of way may turn up
later. Of course, there are the title-deeds of
the property—sometimes with plans, but
frequently without—to be consulted and
considered. All this has generally to be
left to the lawyers ; but with all their
caution, it does occasionally happen that,
concealed in the wide terms of an old grant
or conveyance, a right of way claimed later
on by some enterprising person has a legal
existence of a kind which must be got rid
of to save trouble. Then there are rights
of way for water, or watercourses, which
are not discoverable upon the surface, as
they run partly underground, but which
may raise all sorts of difficulties after-
wards. Sometimes, indeed, such rights of
waterway are only found on digging
foundations for the proposed building, as
no one connected with the land knows of
their existence. In such cases tho on]y
trouble may be the disposal of the w.-iter

itself; although its presence will often
readily raise doubts as to a right of water-
course or the like.
As to ancient lights, there should be no

such dilemma; for, of course, there must
be windows visible in the adjoining tene-
ments to which the rights would apply.
But even with this guidance, the architect
may find it far from easy to decide how
close he can go to the dominant tenement,
or how high he can make his building, so
as to leave a light sufficient to satisfy the
easement. Much must depend upon the
natural character of the premises affected,

and upon the whole facts of the situation

as they touch upon the quality and
quantity of light required and hitherto en-

joyed. Upon the whole of this question it

may be not^d that recent important
decisions of the Courts have taken a more
reasonable and practical view than that
laid down in the earlier authorities. Still,

an experienced architect will know there
is always a possibility of litigation, out of

which no one but the lawyers concerned, is

likely in the end to gain any benefit. There-
fore, it is often advisable, where there may
be any doubt upon the point, to get into

communication with the owner of the ease-

ment, and adjust the matter, both as to

space that shall be left between the new
building and the old, and also in regard to

the height to which the intended erection
shall be carried. Cases have occurred
where, for want of care and full considera-
tion, a new' structure has been put up.

which infringed ancient lights so closely

that the owner of the easement has been
able to obtain a mandatory injunction,

after notice given, to pull it all dow n again.

This sort of thing, however, rarely happens
nowadays, and the Courts will only make
such an order in a, very bad case.

In reference to right of way, it may be
noted that this easement consists of the
right to walk over the ground affected. It

gives no claim to a certain width of way,
unless, of course, that has been agreed
upon, or the grant itself includes a right

of way for horses and carriages or carts
and the like. It sometimes happens that a

private road or wide path has become a
right of way, and the owner of the land
wishes to use it for purposes which will

reduce its width. It seems to have been
clearly decided that he can do so legally

if he leaves a sufficient central or side

path for foot-passengers, or, in cases where
this is necessary, for horses and vehicles.

By that means a wide strip of land, hitherto

devoted to this right of way, may be
narrowed and reduced so as to give a few
more feet for the use of the architect. Rut
here— as, indeed, in regard to all these

easements— it is essential to consult the
original grant, covenant, or condition upon
which the legal title is founded. Some-
times a stated width of roa<l is agreed
upon, and a plan put upon the deed ; in

which case it could only be slightly

modified. But where the right of way is

simply a right to pass over the surface,

then as long as a sufficient path is left

open for passage there would be no breach,
although the accustomed road had been
made narrower, to tho advantage of the
servient owner.
\n easement in a watercourse gives a

right to the continued flow uf u.iter in a

defined channel over, or under, the land as
hitherto. Sometimes there may be only a
small stream, which, in the dry season or
in summer, is hardly, if at all, visible,

and yet which, when the rains come, or at

other times, is an important matter for

the dominant owner. Or maybe this right

to an easement of running water is com-
plicated by the stream arising from a
spring which is intermittent in its action,

and, indeed, depends upon percolation
and the conformation of the surrounding
country, as well as on the rainfall. It an
owner of land has a right to a stream run-
ning over it from the adjoining land on
which there is a spring in which this water
rises, legal difficulties would occur if this

spring were blocked so as to stop the water-
course. This might come up either upon a
claim to an easement or on the ground of

natural right. But, either way, the archi-

tect would do well to inquire into the whole
matter. For, apart from the building point
of water getting into the foundations,

there would always be the chance of some
Complex claim by the dominant owner, in-

volving legal and judicial arguments and
decisions. Some people might be inclined

to disregard a small rising spring of water
giving only a slender stream ; but it is not
always found wise to do so in the end.

The law of England does not recognise
any right of easement either in a prospect
from, or the privacy of, a dwelling. In
Ancient Rome more esthetic considera-
tions prevailed, and a right to the con-
tinued enjoyment of a beautiful view could
be acquired by a sufficient length of time.

Our own lawyers have never taken that
line. In one of the early cases, where an
attempt was made to claim this form of

easement for a fine view, the Judge laid

it down bluntly that "The law don't give
an action for such things of delight." And
so the law stands to this day. Where, for

instance, the home of an ancient family
has for generations— if not, indeed, for

centuries—looked out upon a noble natural
prospect of river or ravine, of mountain or
of valley, it seems hard that this view can
be sliut off by any lucky land speculator
who buys a plot on which he can erect a
building that will do so. The Courts
can do nothing, and there is no claim for

damages. The only remedy such an owner
has is to buy up the land in question. So
an architect advising his client can tell

him that, though his design is really based
upon the existing view from the property,

its continuance cannot be guaranteed,
unless, indeed, his surrounding land is

large enough to render its blocking out by
a new-comer practically impossible.

In the same way an uninterrupted view
of a house may be of much value in a busi-
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riess aspect, as, for instance, of a shop-

window, or a trade sign, or an advertise-

ment. But here, again, there can be no
easement, as it is also really a right of

prospect. A leading case upon this point

was about a shop in Bond-street, which
could be seen a good way off, and the view

of which would be much reduced in length

by alterations being made in the adjoining

premises. The Court refused to interfere,

as the shop-window, when approached, was
as visible as before, although it could

not be seen from so far away as hitherto.

In the same way, and on the same
ground, it was held that there was

adjoining surf.-ice subsided and the owner's
building fell down, there might be a claim
for damages based upon this right to

support acquired as an easement. In fact,

the right to the support of land from the
adjoining land practically carries with it

the right of support for the building upon
the land that is affected by the adjoining
excavation. There can also be a right of

lateral support in regard to old buildings
which join, and lean against, each other.
In such a case, where one is jjulled down
for rebuilding, the other must be shored
up, and maintained; as otherwise, if

damage follow to it, there would be a legal

impracticable to compress the entire subject
of Gothic architecture within the given limits
without unduly condensing it. Tlie story in

the book before us is, flierefore, in the main,
almost confiiied to the elucidation of English
art, and is brouglit to a close with the end
of the 14th century, the consideration of the
florid work of the essentially Englisli
building art of tlie 15th and "early 16th
centuries being promised iu a second volume,
to be published hereafter.

Tlie nomenclature adopted by the author
for the various styles sugg'ests, directly the
book is opened, that the scope will be. to a
large extent, limited to a survey of our
national architecture, for Mr. Bumpus

Fig. 1.—the CATHEDRAL OF ST. MARTIN, YPRES.

no ground of action for obstructing
the view of a pawnbroker's sign of

three balls, which he had long enjoyed,

because there was no easement in such a
view in prospect. The result is that where
no reduction of an ancient light can be
shown, in such cases there is no remedy,
although the business damage may really

be considerable. Another jioint has been
raised which is on the same level as the
right to a prospect, and this is as to a
claim for uninterrupted privacy. 'Where,
for instance, the owner of an adjoining
piece of land builds a house and opens
windows that overlook the garden, etc., of

premises that have hitherto been q^uite

private, it was once claimed that he could
be prevented from so doing. But the

Courts held that the Law could not
recognise any such right of privacy, nor
could an easement arise even if this privacy
had been enjoyed for generations. Every
man can do as he likes on his own land,
subject to such rights as his neighbour
has acquire*! over it. When an adjoining
owner finds windows are newly opened over
his projierty, and against his privacy, he
must build a wall or erect a board to

prevent this interference, and there is no
other legal remedy available.

Amongst casements which may cause
trouble to an architect or his contractor is

the right of an owner to lateral support
from the land adjoining liis property.
When, in building ujion this land, it is

necessary to excavate, great care must be
taken in the way of shoring up and main-
taining the soil which relies Tor its level

and safety upon the lateral sujiport of the
J-and that is being excavated. For if, as a

yejult of deeply digging away the soil, the

claim by the owner, based ujion his ease-

ment of support, and there have been
several cases of this kind. Questions have
also arisen in regard to the right of support
to land from subjacent water, and which
have been difficult to determine. Where
an owner, for the purpose of building a

church, excavated his land, and, as the

result, drew away a volume of water from
beneath the surface of the land upon which
some cottages had been built, a claim was
made, based upon the easement of the

right to support from this underlying
water. The claim failed ; but it cannot be
said that the principle has yet been
decided. In many cases, indeed, a layer of

water underground forms no small part of

the soil and foundation, and may be
regarded as a portion of the land itself upon
which buildings are supported.

A GUIDE TO GOTHIC ARCHL
TECTURE.*

Great courage has been displayed by Mr.
T. Francis Bumpus in deciding to pace afresh

so well-trodden a path as tlie story of the

evolution and development of Gothic archi-

tecture. Mr. Bumpus has given us, in rapid
succession, a series of deliglitful and scholarly
books on the cathedrals and cliurehfes of

England and Wales, France, Belgium,
Scandinavia, Germany, and Italy, based
upon personal observation of the edifices

described and upon much research and
original study. In essaying to bring liis com-
parisons and conclusions into a single halt-

guinea volume, he seems to have found it

• A Guide to Gothic Architecture. Hy T. Fbascih
BrMPr.i. Crown 8vo, cloth, 260pp., 143 jUuBtrations.
109. 8il. net. London : T- 'Werner Laurie, Wd., 8, Essex-
Street, Btrnnd. W.C. •

employs the familiar and easily-followed

names of Norman, Transitional, Early

English, Decorated, and Perpendicular of

Rickman, Parker, and Willis, reserving for

bis more infrequent references to Con-

tinental architecture, where these terms are

obviously inapplicable, the titles Romanesque,
Early aiid Middle Pointed, and Flamboyant.
Tliose who are acquainted with the author's

other works will expect him to write as an
ecclesiologist rather than from a strictly

architectural viewpoint, and will anticipate

enlivening allusions to the connection with

the mistress art of her handmaidens, carving

and sculpture, wall-painting, stained glass,

and other aiicillaries. and they will not be

disappointed. Mr. Bumpus has an easy,

fluent pen, and the knack of making his

subject interesting and attractive to the

uninitiated reader, while his judgment is

sound and his conclusions are defensible. In

an introductory sketch he contrasts and
compares English and French work, pointing

out that our architecture ever excels in

detail ; but French art, while possessing

noble massing and complex outline, exhibits

a certain poverty and meanness of detail,

beyond a given point of excellence. Take,

for example, that great factor in design,

mouldings. Tlie Frenchman's mouldings

seem either underdone or overdone m
thought. His strong mouldings arc coarse

and cumbrous; his graceful mouldings

attenuated and over-refined ; his playful

mouldings tricky and fantastic. His

mouldings can never satisfy the Englishman

who has drunk deep from the waters of his

native land. But if our builders excel iu

detail, thev are not daring and aspiring, like

the Frpneli and Italians. So it comes to pass

that, unlike those nations, we have no un-

finished cathedrals, and that in our richest

late work there is still a perceptible air of

control. The individuality and diversity of
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Fig. 2.—across THE NAVE, STRASSBURG CATHEDRAL.

our great buildings is vsry striking. The
nntlior gives an historical sketch of the

fabric of the church from the earliest ages

to the middle of the 11th century, and then

treats in much detail, and with a wide know-
ledge, the successive developments of the

old engravings, and somo usefnl pages of

details of the' several styles from drawings
by Mr. G. H. R. Watson. By the permission

of Messrs. T. Werner Laurie, Ltd., we
reproduce three of the full page illustrations.

Fig. 1 shows a building of special interest

Fig. ,S.—OTTERY ST. MARY CIUTvLH. DEVONSHIRE.

Gothic edifice in the 12tli, IDth. and Uth
centuries.

The volume before us is attractively got up
and strongly bound in cloth and excellently

illustrated by photographs, a few copies of

at the moment, as situate in the western head-

quarters of the Allied Armies— the Catliedral

of St. Martin in the' decayed city of Ypres.

The choir and north transept, which we see

from the north-cast, are the oldest portions

of the fabric, dating from 12:21. Tlie.sc

portions of the cathedral, and especially the
graduated lancets in the clerestories, are
among the most refined examples of work of
this period to be seen in Western I''Ianders.

and alike in plan and in detail exhibit Frencli
influence. At the rear is the tower, a dull,

heavy strncture. 190ft. in height, added in

1434, from a design by Master Eltcnhove, of
Malines. Of a very different type is Fig. 2,

the Late ISth-Century nave of Strassburg
Cathedral. Our view is taken from the first

bay from the west-end in the south nave aisle,

looking north-east. The huge iia\c is out of
all proportion to the small and severely
simple Romanesque transepts and npsidal
choir, which had only been finished a century
when this new w'estern extension was built.
The nave, which was completed in 1275, is

42ft. in width between the clu.stered piers,
120ft. in width from aisle wall to aisle wall,
170ft. in lengtli from west-end to transept,
openings, and 99ft. in height from pavement
to vault. Hanging on to the north navo
arcade wall, at the second bay from the west,
is a largely and richly-treated pendent organ,
built in 1489 ; further to the east is a pulpit
constructed two years earlier. The splendid
internal effect is greatly enhanced by the
rich stained-glass windows. Our thirdillus-
tration shows the picturesque and dignified
parish church of Ottery St. Mary, with its

transcptal towers, only paralleled by those
of Exeter Cathedral. The nave aisles and
transepts are middle 13th-century work, and
were dedicated in December, 1:,6J, bv Bishop
Bronescombe ; the nave, chancel, and great
Lady-chapel of two bays were rebuilt by his
successor. Bishop Grandisson, c. 1.300; and
the chapel on the north side of the nave
dates from the 16th century, having been
added before 1530 by Cicely, Marchioness of
Dorset, afterwards Countess of Stafford,
daugliter and heiress of Lord Bonvillc. Tlie
church was restored at an unfortunate epoch
(1849-50), by William Butterfield.
The author's '•Introduction to Gothic

Architecture ''
is primarily written fur the

cultured layman, but contains \ery much of
interest to every architect, and will appeal to
a widespread and numerous body of readers.
It is provided with a serviceable, freshly-
written, and very full glossary, and with
alphabetical lists of the principal English
buildings of each period dealt with, and the
value of the work for reference purposes is

greatly enhanced by the comprehensive and
accurate index.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The opening meeting of the sixty-eighth

session of the Architectural Association was
held on Monday evening at the head-
quarters, 18. Tufton-street. Westminster,
under unprecedented circumstances. The
President, Mr. Maurice E. Webb, M.A., is

serving his country in the ranks of the Royal
Engineers, and. therefore, the delivery of
his inaugural address is perforce adjourned
sine die. The chair was occupied by Mr. H.
Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A., acting President
and senior Vice-President. Many of the
members and students are also at the front
or engaged as Territorials, and the attend-
ance of the younger men was less than is

usual. Several of the senior members of the
profession and many ladies were present, and
the interest was well maintained. The Hon.
Secretary, Mr. H. M. Fletcher, announced
that a vacancy existed on the Council, caused
):)y the lamented death, by a motor-car acci-

dent in August last, of Mr. F. Dare Clapham.
Nominations would be received at the next
meeting, on November 23. He stated that

Mr. H. B. Newbold and Mr. Detmar J. Blow
liad been reinstated as members, and read
a list of nominations of 27 ordinary and 1.")

country members.
The Acting President, wlio was welcomed

with hearty applause, referred to the fine

example set by their president in enlisting

in the New Army, an example which had
been followed by over two hundred members,
'i'he action gave great cause for pride of

port, and was deeply significant of the

meaning and objects of the Association, in
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wliieli pro\erbiallv action took precedcnoe of

words. Tlieir rLputation was being well

maintained by tlie response of tlieir members
to a national appeal of ininsual urgency.

Many of tlieni bad not been able to follow

Mr. Webb, owing to other and necessary

work as well as family ties and responsi-

bilities; but be hoped (hat all nsembers who
were free to do so wonld join the Army with-

out delay, and that those who could not so

serve wonld join the A. A. Training Corps.

They much regretted the omission of the

President's address, which they hoped to

hear on a fiitnre occasion, when it would be

doubly welcome after the long waiting. Pro-

fessor Selwyn Image had kindly come
forward to fill the gap, and had accepted
his invitation to lecture that night on the
War in relation to Art. During the coming
session they wanted to carry on the edu-

cational and other work as efficiently as

possible. The feeling of confidence which all

possessed in the ultimate issues of the war
ought to be reflected in the ordinary fulfil-

ment of their duties. The school was going
on as in usual times, although half their

students had enlisted. The conversazione
would be abandoned this year, and the

meetings wonld be reduced in number and
would only be held once a month. 'J'heir

energies would be diverted from the usual

channels and concentrated upon matters of

national defence. Already their War Service
Bureau had eiilisted 150 men for the Army.
The Training Corps for those not eligible,

and others unable, to enlist numbered 350

men. A committee had been formed to

supply members and their comrades serving

in the Army with such comforts and extra
tliiTigs that they might need most, and all

gifts for this purpose would be gratefully

received by Mrs. Webb and forwarded to

them. The Association was also co-

operating with the R.I.B.A. in preparing to

meet distress that might arise among
members of their own and kindred pro-

fessions. The Association was registering

those without employment and finding it for

tliem, and their Insurance Committee was
putting its organisation at the disposal of the

War Committee, who w'ould be able to
alleviate distress as it should arise. In con-

clusion. Mr. Hall said he had received a

letter from Mr. Maurice E. Webb, written
from Chatham, in which he remarked: " I'he

A. A. men here are fit and well. Our colonel
tells me in a letter to-day that he has made
special arrangements for grouping us
together. He very much appreciates the
type of men sent by the A. A., and would like

more of them later on. . . . We are all

determined to eat our ne.xt Dinner in Berlin,
and it looks as though we ought to make a
record attendance, unless the casualties are
more than usually lieu\y." He then called
upon Professor Selwyn Image, M..\., to gi\e
ins lecture upon

SOlWr. THOllGHT.S troN AKT AND W.IK.

Professor Image, in the course of bis
address, observed, that they ought first of all

to realise the meaning of the present terrible
war, one of unexampled horror and oxtoit.
It was one literally .-md simply of ideals, of
fundamental or bedrock principles. We were
as a nation fighting for our lives against
Pru.ssianism, which represented an insatiate
craving for material dominance o\or other
men and an unrestrained acceptance of the
doctrine that might was right. The acecpt-
anee of these principles of conduct led in-
evitably into unscrnpulousness, terrorism,
lying, cruelty, treachery, and every dis-
honourable species of meanness. In view of
the .selfish ambition no treaties were sacred,
no pledges to observe certain laws of war-
fare, no consideration of responsibility to the
world ut larye for its common treasures of
history and art. ]f art was merely an amuse
incut, a tlik-ttante curiosilv. the pretty or
exciting toy for hnnrs of idleness, a means
of livelihood for certain professional men,
tlie onestion of the riKliteonsncss which
should govern the thouclits and actions of
a nation had little or nothing to do with art.
But they all knew that it was not that. Art
was one of the vital, permaneut, universal

interests of the human race. One of the

horrors, the universally bewailed disasters,

was that \vitli this \ital human interest war
seemed to play such havoc. During the past
three terrible months no atrocities had
shocked the world more than the ruin
wrought at Louvain, at Maliiies, and at

Rheinis ; and at various places threatened
by the German invaders, in spite of im-
mediate terror and anxiety, it was notable
that the inhabitants' first care had been to

remove their artistic treasures as far as

possible into safety. Beyond all doubt the
war had already played sad havoc with price-

less treasures of art. It had destroyed some,
and they were irreplaceable—nothing, iio

one can restore them. In another sense, and
nearer home also, the war will for many a

day play sad havoc. The lives of many of

those whose business it is to produce art will

assuredly be straitened in days immediately
ahead. Yet the effect of war on art has
never been wholly bad. Nay, on occasions
it has been quite the reverse. Some of the
finest art the world has ever seen has been
wrought amid days and surroundings very
far from peaceful. We should remember
how much of the great art of Greece, of

Italy, and of the Gothic builders was thus
wrought. The incomparable statue in the
sacristy of San Lorenzo was worked out by
Michael Angclo when he was actually

engaged as commander in defending Florence
from the invasion of the infamous Alessandro.
There is some force in the paradox that war
and art are not always enemies, and that

peace is not always art's best friend. For
art has her dangers, which come from men's
frivolity, their absorption in sumptuousness
and luxury, their over-attention to trivialities

and mere curiosities, their morbid excite-

ment after titillating novelties, and their

resultant shallowness of judgment and sane

appreciation. Perhaps it is only such a war
as the present—a war for the sake of funda-

mental ideals, that can give us, for art and
conduct generally, a salutary shock. War
may indeed be a cleansing purge, a sharp

awakening, a recall to sanity and to a re-

adjustment of our estimate of things. Thus
war is a bitter, and may possibly be a long,

discipline; but the day will come when men
will look upon this time, and will be thankful

to have been recalled to a sense of the things

that really matter. Men will then realise

what disaster waits upon overweening pride,

greedy of and trustful in material power,
and upon a culture which dares openly to

scoff at the injunctions of morality.

Mr. W. Curtis Green, ex-President, pro-

posed a vote of thanks to Professor Iniaffe

for his interesting, inspiring, and timely

address. With the lecturer, he believed that

this time of trial would eventuate in the

ultimate advancement of the art of archi-

tecture. Thev were all proud of the patriotic

I'etion taken by their President, and his two
hundred fellow-members and students, in

enlisting for the front; they looked forward
to welcoming them back and to seeing Mr.
Webb in the presidential chair next year, when
they hoped to hear his inaugural address.

Sir Aston Webb, R.A., seconded the vote
of thanks to Professor Image, who had given
them a most eloquent and suggestive lecture.
It recalled the historic occasion on whicii
lUiskin delivered before the Association an
address which formed the substance of "The
Two Paths." He was present that evening
under difficult circumstances. Ho was, so
far, the only President of that Association
who had been privileged to see his son
succeed him in that chair. It was a little

more than thirty years ago—when his son
was a bright little'chap of four years old

—

when he occupied that position, and he had
been looking forward with eager interest to
hearing the presidential address that evening ;

but he felt that his son was doing his duty
in joining the Royal Engineers, a corps whicii
had a certain affinity with their profession.
As to the address, he thought that art had
often (lourished in periods of strife. War
seemed often to have stimulated men to the
greatest energy of production and to have
brought out their very best. He might recall,

for example, the life of Isabella d'Este,
Duchess of Mantua, who was always at feud
with her neighbours in Italy, l'"rance, and
the Papacy. Vet this incomparable Isabella
was a great patroness of art, and at her com-
mission Mantegna, Titian, and Raffaelle all

embellished her collection with the choicest
works. Another case was the terrible French
Revolution of 1793. During that very
period there was sitting in Paris a Com-"
mission of Arts, who prepared and for-
mulated plans for the beautification of Paris.
These designs were necessarily laid aside
for generations; but in the days of Napoleon
III. they were brought to light and formed
the foundation for the grand improvements
carried out by Baron Haussmann. So in

these present times of trial it might be that
architects would employ their time on great
imaginative schemes which would bear fruit

at a later date. Although they had to

deplore the irreparable losses to art and
architecture whicii had occurred at Louvain,
Rheims, and other cities, it was probable
that some cities had been preserved from
destruction by the obvious beauty of their

buildings. In particular it was possible that
we owed the salvation of Antwerp to the
respect felt for its wonderful cathedral spire.

AVhere their interests coincided with the
preservation of important buildings even the

most vulgar blackguards sometimes stayed
their hands. He hoped that as gold was
tried and purified by fire, out of the present
calamities the cause of art might yet vise to

greater heights.

Mr. G. H. FellowesPrynne, Past Presi-

dent, said that they had in the lecturer a

deep thinker, as well as a poet and artist.

Professor Image had succeeded in showing
them that war was not an unmitigated evil.

It had brought about a reconciliation in

politics and a unity not hitherto seen in this

country, had united to her her Colonies,

and had awakened a fresh energy and enthu-
siasm. The history of art in Egypt, Greece.
Rome, and throughout Medifeval Europe had
shown that in times of war, ^nd more especi-

ally immediately afterwards, there had been
a great artistic development.

Mr. W. A. Pite, Past-President, remarked
that in 1866, at the time of the Austro-
Gernian campaign, Ruskiii delivered a

memorable address at the Royal Military

Academy at Woolwich on war, which was
afterwards expanded into the "Crown of

Wild Olives." All the great developments in

nations had been the sequence to, if not the

outcome of, war.
The chairman then put the vote of thanks

to Professor Image for his scholarly and most
enjoyable address, and observed how- that

while they shared Sir Aston Webb's disap-

pointment at his son's absence, the Associa-

tion was working on the progranimo Mr.
Maurice Webb had laid down for the session.

The vote of thanks was carried by acclamu-
tion, and was briefly acknowledged liy

Professor Image.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
A special general meeting of- the Society

of Arcliiteets was held at 28, Bedford-square,
London, W.C., on Thursday, October '!-,

rjl-J, at 7.30 p.m. The President, Mr. Percy
B. Tubbs, F. R.I.B.A., having taken the

chair, the minutes of tiie previous meeting,
whicii had been printed in the "Journal,"
were taken as read, and were confirir.ed and
signed. 'I'he scrutineers' report on the ballot

for the election of Officers and Council, I'Jl 1-

15, was then received.

The result of the voting was as follows:

President: E. C. P. Monson, F.R.I. B. A.,
F.S.I., 179 votes. Vice-Presidents: A. Alban
H. Scott, M.R.San.liist, 179; and Edwin J.

Sadgrove, P. R.I.B.A., 178. Past Presidents :

Albert E. Pridmore, F.S.I,, 179, and Percv
B. Tubbs, F.R.I. B.A., 179. Honorary Scciv
tary : George H. Paine, 179. Honorary
Treasurer: P. M, Beaumont, A.M. Inst. C.E.

,

179. Honorary Librarian : Gilbert A.
Harrison, 179. Members of Council: E. J.

Partridge, 173; Col. F. S. Leslie, R.E., 172;
J. Herbert Pearson, 172; Henry Adams,
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M.Inst.C.E., F.S.I., 170; R. A. Jack, 169;
T. Stewart Iiiglis, 167; B. D. Caiicellor, 165

;

Herbert W. Matthews, 164; Herbert O.
Ellis, 163; Noel D. Sheffield, 163; R. Cecil
Davies, 159; Alfred J. Taylor, 159; Tliomas
Wallis. 153; Charles E. Salmon, 151; Harry
Gill, 149; B. R. Tucker, 149; Henry R.
Cooper, 148; F. C. Moscrop-Young, 146. Not
elected: Herbert Freyberg, F.S.I., 129;
Geo. E. Dickens-Lewis, 118.

There being no observations on the report,
it was resolved that it be adopted and entered
on the minutes. The chairman then invested
the newly-elected President, Mr. E. C. P.
Monson, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I. , with the badge
of office, making reference to his long service
on the Council of the Society, and also to his

service to the counti-y as an officer of H.M.
Territorial Forces.
The new President, on assuming office, ex-

pressed his thanks for the honour conferred
upon him. and his sense of the responsibility
involved in his acceptance of it, more par-
ticularly in view of the example set by his
immediate predecessor and other Past-
Presidents, whom it would be liis desire to
emulate in promoting the interests of the
Society. He concluded by moving a vote of
thanks to the scrutineers, which was accorded
uith acclamation.
Mr. A. H. Salisbury (Member) moved a

vote of thanks to the outgoing President, Mr.
Percy B. Tubbs, who, he thought, deserved
well of the Society for the way in vvliich

he had piloted it during the two somewhat
critical years whicli had followed the pro-
longed negotiations with the R.I.B.A. on
Registration and the proposed fusion of the
two bodies. The President had, of course,
been loyally supported by the Council an(i

the members, but nevertheless full credit
was due to him for liis personal share in tlie

sueeess which the Society had acliieved in its

continued growth in numbers and influence.
Mr. B. R. Tucker associated himself with

the proposal, and the vcte was carried with
enthusiasin.

Mr. Percy B. Tubbs, in a brief reply,
referred to some of the matters in which lie

had been more particularly interested, such
as the establisliment by the Society of the
Beaux Arts Committee. His actions in this
respect had been at the time severely criti-

cised by some of the professional journals,
but they had since amply atoned by the
support they were now giving to the move-
ment.
The Secretary announced four nominatioiis

for membership, and reported tliat the
Council had approved the work done by tjie

holders of the Travelling Studentship' and
Seholarsliip, and had confirmed the awards.
The drawings were on view. He also
announced that the Council had admitted
Frederick Juniper, of 2, Victoria-villas,
Sarderburg-road, Finsbnry Park, N., to the
Register of Graduates on liis qualifying by
examination.
A ballot was then taken for the election

of the following candidates for membership,
and was declared to be unanimously in
their favour : Frank Bethell, 3, Broad-
street - buildings, Liverpool - street, E.C.

;

John F. Hennessy, F.I.A.,N.S.W., Norwich
Chambers. 58. Hunter - street, Sydney,
N.S.W.

; Andrew Gordon Maitland,
Academy-street, Tain, Ross-shire, Scotland

;

Albert Edwin Mander. "Glencoe," 91, Gos-
bertoii-road, Balham, S.W. ; Thomas Martin,
3. Staple Inn, Holborn ; Paul Harold Solon,
Kingscourt. Bridge-street, Walsall; John
Morris Wiliams, Blackmill, nr. Bridgend,
Glamorganshire; Leonard Winn, 27,
Boscawen-street, Truro.
Mr. G. A. T. Middleton, A. R.I.B.A., Past

Vice-President, then gave a lantern lecture
on "Some Belgian Towns Affected by the
War." He exhibited manv slides of his own,
supplemented by others "lent by Mr. Ellis
Marsland and Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper. He
also showed a number of views of the
damage done by the German bombardment.
These slides had been specially made by Mr.
George Trotman, from photographs made
available by the courtesy of the Central News
and of the "Glasgow Record."
Several Belgian architects were present,

including Mr. Alfred Portieljie, the

Secretary of the Royal Society of Archi-
tects, of Antwerp. The lecturer aroused the

interest and sympathy of his audience by his

method of handling the subject, and con-

trasting, purely from a professional stand-

point, the conditions of prominent buildings

in such places as Louvain, Malines, Tournai,
and others, before and since their occupation
by the enemy. He confined his observations
chiefly to Belgium, but later in the evening,

at the chairman's request, showed a number
of slides illustrating the damage done to

Rlieims Cathedral, and other buildings in

France. At the conclusion of the lecture,

which lasted some two hours, a very hearty
vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Middleton.

Mr. William Woodward, F. R.I.B.A., one
of the survivors of Mr. Middletnn's party to

Belgium twenty-five years ago, associated

himself with the expression of thanks, and
gave some amusing reminiscences of the visit.

The meeting closed with the passing of the

following resolution: "That the Society of

Architects desires to express its profound
sympatliy with the French and Belgian
Governments on the irreparable loss sus-

tained by those countries, and, indeed, by
the whole world, through the wanton de-

struction by the common enemy of many
works of art and of architecture, such as

have been the pride of architects for genera-

tions."

•»*»

THE HANGING OF WALLPAPER.
An incident I—a wallpaper manufacturer

—met with in Switzerland induces me to

give the matter publicity. The rooms of a

new hotel in the Engadine had been
papered, and afterwards, to the regret of

the proprietor, a large portion of the better-

class papers turned out spotty and shady.

He showed me over the rooms, and I noticed

that those papered with cheap papers were
perfect, whereas those where better-class

papers had been used showed very serious

defects. In some instances the walls were
covered with yellow and yellowish-red spots,

in others dark streaks appeared, and very

often an entire length had turned yellow.

The paperhangcr. who was sent for, declared

the fault to lie with the bad quality of the

paper used, and was much astojiished when
I simply told him that he did not under-
stand how to hang better-class papers. He
drew attention to the fifty perfect rooms, and
also to his own experience and reputation all

over the country as a careful workman. One
ingrain paper which was the most at fault

was selected for trial. Fresh starch paste
was made, and in my presence the paper-
hanger recommenced papering with the aid

of another workman. A brush was used for

the pasting, which, when not in \ise, was
thrown down on the paper on the table. The
man used a large quantity of paste, folded

each length, placed it on the floor, and after

pasting four lengths in all, commenced
hanging. This being completed, he closed

the windows and doors carefully. The next
morning the result was as before, all the

lengths being spoiled, but more especially in

the places where the brush had been allowed
to lie, yellow spots being visible. The strips

furthest from the door appeared the

darkest.

The next day 1 commenced to paper my
room myself, in the presence of tlie paper-
hanger. I had one length only placed on
the table at a time, and coated very
sparingly. The brush was not thrown care-

lessly on the paper when not in use, but
put aside. Each length was finished without
interruption and hung at once. After the

room was finished I opened all tlie windows
and doors, to the disgust of the decorator,

who said that air-bubbles would form under
tlie paper. The result next morning, how-
ever, shoVed a faultless room. No spots, no
creases, no defects whatever. The paper-
hanger now confessed, with shame, that lie

must admit that he had not understood how
to do the work properly, and the remaining
papers were hung without difficulty. The
explanation is very simple. Formerly, in the

manufacture of papers, rags and chemical
pulp were used, whereas now nearly all paper
is made from mechanical pulp. The fibre
of the paper is loose, therefore, and it sucks
up paste to a much greater extent.
Formerly, again, in printing hard mineral
colours were used; aniline dyes at the
present time take their place, and are
much more easily dissolved in water.

Instead of animal size, vegetable size is

used. The result is, whereas that in earlier
times wallpaper had to be soaked, now this
must be avoided. If the back of the paper
becomes so much moistened that the liquid
gets through the paper, it dissolves the
ground colour and destroys the aniline dye.
This explains why it is necessary that in
the first instance only one length has to be
pasted at a time, and why the doors and
windows must be opened to facilitate the
drying of the paste. On this occasion I made
the test of placing a pasted length under the
other lengths on the table, the air being thus
excluded, and the paper compelled to
dry itself. Next morning the colour was
destroyed; the paste, through having pene-
trated the paper, had dissolved the dye; the
vegetable matter in the size was decomposed
owing to lack of air, and the whole paper
was covered with red and yellow spots.

Ingrain papers are more easily affected
than any others. 'Ihe material consists of a
sheet of white pulp and a sheet of wool.
Both are very little sized, as the wool will
only adhere to very soft materials, and the
white back of the ingrain has to be made
so as to absorb very easily. The consequence
is that the paste penetrates the paper far
more quickly, and it is, therefore, essential
that ingrains must be hung as speedily as
possible. Owing also to the fact that the
aniline dye now in use for better-class papers
is very easily destroyed, it is necessary that
the paperhanger should work with carefully
cleansed vessels and brushes.

If starch-paste or flour-paste stands a length
of time, organic acids are formed which,
although not perceptible by smell, will yet
affect the colour of the paper. Aniline dyes
are very susceptible to organic acids, and
even the presence of small traces destroys
the dye ana causes yellow spots to appear.

—

" The Australasian Decorator and Painter."

BUILDING PRICES AND THE WAR.
At a town-planning conference at Norwich

last week, the chairman introduced a dis-

cussion on the increased cost of building
operations during the war. It had been
brought to the notice of his council that
there was likely to be an attempt to force
up prices owing to the war. As far as they
could make out, many people, without the
slightest justification, were saying that it

was an opportunity for putting up prices.

The National Council got into communica-
tion with the Master Builders' Association,
and found that three things would be
affected—namely, woodwork, glass, and lead.

The price of lead had now come down, but
the price of the others had gone up. They
had to consider whether this rise in the
prices would justify them in interfering by
going to the Government and asking them
to take up the matter nationally, on account
of the holding up of building materials. They
felt they were not quite prepared to go as

a deputation to the Local Government
Board until some real and actual case of

vastly-increased cost due to the holding up
of materials was discovered. They had a

conference a month ago with the master
builders as to the extra cost in the building

of cottages owing to the war. and the general

consensus of opinion was that the advance
on a £150 cottage was, roughly, some £4 or

£5. The conference did not recommend any
reduction in wages. Building up to now had
been a very remunerative occupation, and
builders and brickmakers had been having a

fairly good time. There was a considerable

margin which might be curtailed in order to

bring down the cost of cottages. Even if a

cottage cost £5 more, he thought it could be
easily met out of economies in other

directions. If, however, they found prices
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were so unreasonable that they could not go

on building, the council would join and help

them to take action. Mr. G. E. Hawes, a

Norwich builder, said the prices of some
materials had advanced from 10 to 20 per

cent. Small master builders in the city of

Norwich conld not build houses at such a

cost and make them pay.

Mr. C. W. Hill, of Barnet. said the Local

Government Board had issued a list of

twenty firms of merchants who would supply

building materials at cost price for relief

works. That would include the building of

cottages.

The secretary asked if the price of bricks

was up in Norwich.
Mr. Gunton, of Costessey : For some years

past all the brickmakers about here have

been au.xious to cut each other's throats, and

they have pretty well succeeded. (Laughter.)

There are always two sets of prices—one for

the man who will pay ready money, and one

for the man you know is never going to pay.

Mr. Cockrill, of Yarmouth, said timber

could be bought to-day in Norway and

Sweden as cheaply as at this time last year.

The only thing that increased the price was

the higher rate for freights and insurance.

—

Mr. Stapleton, of Spalding, master builder,

said that at present a £10 rise on an ordinary

pair of cottages would cover matters.

Timber was the only thing affected just now.

Ultimately the conference adopted the

following resolution: "That this conference

is of opinion that the best method of dealing

with distress caused by unemployment in the

building trade during the war period is by

building cottages for the working classes in

districts wdiere they are needed, and urges

local authorities in the Eastern Counties to

put in hand the preparation of schemes with-

out delay."
^•^

A GRAPHIC METHOD OF ASCERTAIN-
ING THE REINFORCEMENT OF
RECTANGULAR AND SQUARE SLABS
IN REINFORCED CONCRETE.*

By FB.iNK H. HE.4VEN, A.R.I.B.A., P.A.S.I.,

Honoursman and Medallist in "Building

Coiistruetion and Drawing," etc.

In designing reinforeed-concrete slabs, as

in floors, etc., considerable calculation is

entailed in ascertaining the varying values

of the reinforcement necessary. Usually a

width is taken along the major and minor

axes in the case of a rectangular slab, and

along the centres ni the case of a square slab,

and calculations made as for a singly-

reinforced concrete beam. In the case of

slabs with uniform loads and supported only

at all edges, the usual method is to ascer-

tain the reinforcement as for a singly-

reinforced beam, having a width of 12in.

parallel to the major and minor axes in

rectangular slabs, and parallel to the centres

in a square slab, and a depth equal to the

thickness of the slabs ; and having ascertained

this value for these widths of sections, to

repeat same for each 12in. width in the slab

parallel to the axis under treatment.

In the case of slabs with uniform loads

and fixed at all edges, a considerably greater

number of calculations would be necessary ;

in fact, a si.'parate calculation for each 12in.

width parallel to the major and minor axes

in rectangular slabs, and parallel to the

centres in square slabs, would be necessary,

because, in the case of the various widths

parallel to any one of the axes the bending
moment would be diUcrcnt in each, as the

fixed support giveij by the sides would tend

to rednce the beijding in a graduating scale

from tlie centre width, where it would be at

a maximum, to the outer widths, next the

sides, where there would be no bending on

their sides immediately next the support, as

they would be rigidly fixed.

If we allow that the stress strain curve is

parabolic and not a straight line, then having

calculated by the usual formuhe the area of

reinforcement required in the centre width

parallel to any axis, then the areas required

for any adjoining parallel widths in the same

cross-section can be conveniently ascertained

by means of a parabolic curve, having the

span of the slab along the cross-section under
treatment as its base, the area of the re-

inforcement required in the centre width of

that cross-section as its height, expressed in

any unit, and the area of reinforcement
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required at a point next the support of the

slab at the sides as zero ; then the areas

required at any intermediate points along

the cross-section can be ascertained by

scaling off from the diagram, using the same
unit scale as that to which the area required

in the centre width has been plotted as the

height of the parabola.

For example, take a slab ah cd of any

dimensions (Fig. 1). The major axis is A B
(say 10ft.) ; the minor axis is C D (say 7tt.)

Calculate the area required for the centre

12in. width parallel to the major axis A B.

Having obtained same, which we will

assume to be .567sq.in., draw a line ab
(Fig. 2) equal in length to CD, to any con-

venient scale. Bisect a 6 in c. Drop a per-

pendicular from c equal in length to

CD ' ro

' All ri|;Lt8 reserved by the iiiitbor.

riG 2.

.f)G7sq.in. to any convenient unit scale.

Construct on this data a parabola having

ah as its base and cd as its height. A con-

venient method of doing this is to extend cd
to V, making cc equal to twice cd. Join 0(

and c 6. Divide ac and eb into any equal

number of parts. Number them 1, 2, 3—7,
commencing from a on line at, and from e

on line th. Join 1 on a e to 1 on ch, and 2

on (IP to 2 on fb, and so on until 7 on n r is

joined to 7 on ch. This will give the neces-
sary parabola. Draw another line above o 6

and parallel to it at a distance equal to the
thickness of the slab—say in this case, Bin.

Mark off on each side of c distances of 12iii.

and number them as 1 L to 3 L and IR to

3 R, and at each point so determined drop
perpendiculars to meet the parabolic curve
in f , g, h, d, j, /, and I. Scale off the lengths
of these perpendiculars to the same scale as

that used in determining cd; then, if the

value given to the line cd represents the area
of metal required in the centre width of the

slab parallel to the major axis, the lengths
of the ordinates from 1 L, j, to 3 L, /, and
1 R, /(. to 3R, f. must represent the areas of

metal required for the 12in. widths parallel

to the major axis of the slab, of which the

points IL to 3L and IR to 3R are the

centres.

A similar procedure is necessary to arrive

at the areas required for the 12iii. widths
parallel to the minor axis C D. First

calculate the area required for the centre

12in. width parallel to the minor axis C D.
Assume same to be .468sq.in. Draw a line

ah (Fig. 3) equal in length to A B to any
convenient scale. Bisect same at c as before

and drop a perpendicular cd equal in length

to .468sq.in. to any convenient scale of units.

Construct a parabola as before, and mark off

the 12in. distances on either side of c, and
drop perpendiculars IL to 4L, and 1 R to

4 R, to meet the parabolic curve in f, <j, h, i.

j, k, I, and m, and scale off the lengths of
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same, which will represent the areas of metal

required for 12in. widths parallel to the

minor axis of the slab, of which the points

1 L to 4 L, and 1 R to 4 R, are the centres.

The slabs being uniformly loaded, there is

no necessity to construct the full parabola ;

one-halt will be sufficient, as the other half is

but a repeat.

In the above remarks we have assumed the

12in. widths of the slab parallel to the major

and minor axes to be separate beams; but

the second report of the Royal Institute of

British Architects' Joint Committee on Re-

inforced Concrete, in Appendix III., adopts

Grashof's formula; for the maximum bending

moment on fiat plates, which is based on the

identity of the deflection at the point of inter-

section of any two cross-sections at right-

angles to each other. This is correct in the

case of a square slab ; but in the case of rect-

angular slabs the values differ ;
therefore, to

conform to this theory, which would appear

to be safe— because should any accidental

load on the slab be such as to cause the safe

bending moment of the slab along its minor

axis to be exceeded, the safety of the slab

would be affected and the factor of safety

reduced, although the safe bending moment

of the slab along its major axis had not been

reached Therefore it would follow that we

must adopt the value of the area of reinforce-

ment tor the centre 12in. width parallel to

the major axis, as being constant for the

major and minor axes in our diagrams. 1 he

diagrams must, thci-eforc. be correspondingly

amended to conform to this hypothesis. One

diagram could, therefore, be made to sho*

the graphic calculations for each axis by

using the base of the parabolic curve as one-

half for the major axis and one halt tor tne
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minor axis, and the same vertical line cd
dropped from c as the value of the area

required in the centre 12in. widths parallel

to both axes; but for clearness and accuracy

it will be better to construct two separate

diagrams, one for the major and one for the

minor axis, drawn as shown in Figs. 1 and 2,

and as described in the text thereto ; but
with the alteration that the vertical line cd
will be the same in both diagrams. It will,

therefore, follow that the parabolic curve
and the relative values of 1 L and 1 R. etc.,

will be greater in the ease of the calculations

of a cross-section along the minor axis than
in that of a cross-section along the major
axis.

In practice the values obtained for the

various 12in. widths must be divided up into

a convenient number of rods or bars spaced

at a convenient distance apart, and it is best,

in any one slab, to keep the same size bar
and to vary the distances apart of the same,
rather than to vary the size of the bars and
keep the distance apart of the same constant.

«**
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

At the weekly meeting of the Lojidoii

County Council on Tuesday, the Building
Act Committee recommended tliat Mr. I'ercie

Ion Elton be appointed district surveyor for

Putney and Roehampton, to fill tlie vacaiicy

caused by the death of Mr. T. W. Willis in

May last. The committee reported that the

gross amount of fees received from the

district in 1913 was £356; but the amount
this year showed a considerable decrease.

For the vacancy twenty - five candidates
offered themselves, of whom four did not

possess the necessary certificate of com-
petency, and four others withdrew their

application. The short list of selected can-

didates consisted of Messrs. P. I. Elton, J.

E. Mundell, and J. Dovaston. The Esta-

blishment Committee recommended that the

salary (£600 a year) of Mr. J. H. Coste, the

chemist in the Public Health Department,
be increased to £650 a year, as from July 29
last, rising a year later to £700 a year. The
reports were adopted.
The General Purposes Committee reported,

with regret, that already some fifteen of the

Council's employees serving with the Forces
of the Crown had lost their lives. In its

service, the committee remarked, the Council
awarded pensions to the widows and
dependents of men in the Fire Brigade killed

in the execution of their duty, and they
recommended that the Government be in-

forjned that, in the opinion of the Council,
the allowance made by the Government to

the wives of soldiers and sailors who lost

their lives while serving witli the Forces
should be not less than such pensions. After
some discussion an amendment iiistructing

the General Purposes Committee to consider
as to continuing payments to widows and
dependents in receipt of less than £1 a week,
was accepted by Mr. E. Gray, the chairman
of that committee.
Replying to Mr. Reynolds, Mr. H. Kingsley

Wood, the chairman of the Buildiiig Acts
Committee, said inijuiry had been made cou-
cerning certain buildings and premises in

London which were or had been occupied by
Germans or Austrians, and as to wliich
applications had recently been made to
permit of alterations. The inquiry was
directed nuiinly to tlie strategical positions
of the premises. All reports which disclosed
a prima-facie case for investigation had been
forwarded at once to the proper authorities,
and a like course would be pursued in regard
to any future reports which might be
received.

<t»
Plans are being prepared for the new central

station which it is proposed to erect at Quebec
at a cost of l.OOO.OOOclol. The building will be the
]onil, project of the Canadian Pacific and Trans-
continental railroads. The architects are Messrs.
Palmer. Hornbostel. and Jones.
The Board of Managers of the Manhattan

State Hospital for tlie Insane contemplate the
erection of new buildings for the State Hospital.
Ihe sum of 365,000dol. has been appropriated by
the Legislature of the State of New York for
the new buildings.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the death, at a

nursing home in Kensington, after a long

illness, of Mr. Lewen Sharp, of Duke-street,

Adelplii, and Brook Green, As architect of

the Apollo Theatre, in Shaftesbury-avenue,
the florist's shop premises in Tavistock-
street. Strand (illustrated by us on July 13,

1913), and other well-known buildings, Mr.
Sharp, who was fifty-two years of age, had
gained a reputation for sound design. He was
a prominent member of the National Liberal
Club. In 1902 Mr. Sharp captured Brixton
for tlie London County Council from the

Moderates, and held it tlirough two suc-

cessive elections until the Progressive
debacle in 1908. He was defeated then, but
was elected alderman, and served in that

capacity until 1909. While on the County
Council he was chairman of the Fire Brigade
Committee, and during his term of office

introduced the bell on the fire-engines as a

substitute for tlie old method of shouting.

Mr. Sharp, who had been obliged by illness

to curtail his activities during the past five

years, leaves a widow and two sons. Tlie

funeral service took place at St. Augustine's
Church, Queen's Gate, W., on Tuesday
morning.

Sir Francis Powell, the distinguished
painter, died at his home at Dunoon, Firth

of Clyde, on Tuesday, aged eighty-one years.

Sir Francis, who was born at Pendleton and
was trained at tlie Manchester School of Art,

was the only son of William Frederick
Powell, a Manchester merchant, and Mrs.
Powell, a clever flower-painter in water-

colours. In 1858 Sir Francis married Elisa,

daughter of Joseph Lockett, of the Strange-
ways Engraving Works, Manchester. She
died in 1912, and in June of this year he
was married to Miss Annie McNab, aged
twenty-three, a member of his household and
daughter of a Dunoon painter. Sir Francis
Powell had long been president of the Royal
Scottish Society of Painters in Water-
Colours, and his subjects were largely drawn
from Higliland scenery. He was founder of

the Scottish Water-Colour Society and chair-

man of the two successful Glasgow Inter-

national Exhibitions. His chief works are

"Ben Nevis" (1809), "The Channel Tug"
(1872), "Loch Cornisk" (1875), and "Goat-
fell from the Sea" (1901).

Colonel William Booth Bryan, V.D., chief

engineer to the Metropolitan Water Board,
died suddenly at the Savoy Hotel, late on
Tuesday night. He was taken ill while in his

office in Savoy-court, and was removed for

medical treatment to tlie hotel, where he
died later. Colonel Bryan, who was sixty

five years of age, was the son of Mr. John
Bryan, a Nottingham lace manufacturer.
From 1873 until 1876 he was the borough
engineer of Burnley, and in the latter year
lie was appointed borough and water
engineer of Blackburn. He left Blackburn
in 1882 to be chief engineer of the East
London Waterworks Company, and held that

position until the Metropolitan Water Board
was formed in 1904, when lie was transferred

with the undertaking, and subsequently be-

came chief engineer to the Board. From 1889

to 1903 he was lieutenant-colonel com-
manding the 2nd Tower Hamlets Volunteer
Rifle Corps, and he was hon. colonel of the

17th Battalion County of London Regiment.
He was a member of the Council of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers. The funeral

service will take place at Christ Church.
Chislehurst, to - morrow (Saturday) at

2.15 p.m. Owing to Col. Bryan's death the
Thomas Hawksley lecture, announced by the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers to be

delivered at tlie Institution for this (Friday)

evening, has been indefinitely postponed.^
Tlie annual general meeting of subscribers to

the Incorporated Auctioneers' Benevolent Fund
was held at the .\iiction Mart on Monday, Mr.
S. Walker presiding. The report for the year
ended June 30 showed receipts from subscrip-

tions i^SSO, as against dt^386 in 1913, and a dona-
tion of ^10 lOs. from the Estate Exchange.
.\nnuities paid during the year amounted to
£451 15s., and grants to *258. Mr. Daniel
Watnev was re-elected chairman and treasurer.

COMPETITIONS.
GATESHEAD. At the last meeting of

the town council the education committee
reported that out of nineteen competitive
plans for the proposed school in King
Edward street, they liad selected the plan
marked " T." and subinitted it to the council
for approval. The plan was that of Mr. F.

W. Purser, 10, West-street, Gateshead.

GLASGOW CARLYLE MEMORIAL.—
'The designs and models sent in for com-
petition for the proposed Carlyle memorial
in Glasgow have been placed in the position
in the South-cast Pavilion of Kelvingrove
Art Galleries, and will be open to the public
till to-morrow (Saturday). Suggestions or
recommendations from subscribers will be
welcomed by the committee before a selec-

tion is finally made.

The Court of Sewers for Brigg have appointed
Mr. A. R. Haynes, of Mansfield Woodhouse, to
the post of surveyor of sewers.

A communication has been received by the
town clerk of Scarborough from the Local
Government Board, sanctioning the borrowing
of £16,700 for the improvements to be under-
taken on the South Cliff.

The Staffordshire Joint Tuberculosis Com-
mittee have purchased a plot at the rear ot
premises in Parson-street. Dudley, as a site for
a di.spensary, and have instructed Mr. Howard
Dickenson to prepare plans for the building.

Mr. J. H. McDowell, of Montreal, is the archi-
tect and Mr. F. Hoadley is the engineer for a
new theatre, which is to be erected on St.
Catharine-street, Montreal, at a cost of
200,000dol. 'J'he building will be of brick and
terracotta construction.

Rodin's statuary group. "Burghers of Calais,"
the gift of the National Art-Collections Fund,
has been placed in position in the Victoria
Xower Gardens, Westminster- It stands on a
pedestal 17ft. high, and has the mass of the
Victoria Tower as a background.

The erection of the Sacred Heart Cathedral at
Prince Albert, Sask.. is proceeding satisfactorily.
•The new edifice will be 162ft. by 75ft. in dimen-
sions, of brick and stone construction. The esti-
mated cost is 150,000dol. The architect is Mr.
A. G. Creighton. of Prince Albert.

The town council of Southampton received at
their last meeting a letter from the Local
Government Board sanctioning a loan for
£27,350 for the purpose of water-supply,
£20,350 being for reconstruction of reservoir,
-£2.()00 for connecting mains, and £5,000 for
wells and headings.

At Barmouth Urban District Council, on
Monday, it was reported that the Local Govern-
ment Board had agreed to sanction the pur-
chasing of Cellfeclian Farm, situated at the
back of the town, for purposes of public walks
and pleasure-grounds, at a price of £2,300. The
council approved of a scheme for widening the
roads on the Llanaber-road, for which the Koad
Board had given a grant of £600, and the
county council £150, so as to relieve unemploy
inent in the town.

At the Merchant .-i.dventurers' Hall, York, the
great brick fireplace in the cornmittee-room,
which has been concealed behind a commonplace
nineteenth-century stove, has been opened out.
It. is covered in tjy an elliptical, half-timbered
canopy, having a width of 12ft. 6in., and a depth
of 4ft. 3in., and is now paved with slabs of
llopton Wood stone, the hearth and moulded
kerb being of the same material. The walls are
of York-made thin bricks. A dog-grate with
canopy, and a carved oak bench on either side
have been provided. The restoration has been
carried out under the direction of Mr. Gedge
Benson, .\.R.I.B..\., of Nuntborpe - avenue,
York.

The Roman Catholic Church of St. Mary at
Uttoxcter, of which the nave was built in 1837-39
from Pugin's design, and the chancel and lady-
chapel added in 1873, has just been reopened
after an enlargement amounting to reconstruc-
tion. The chancel has been extended; a new
organ-chamber has been built on the northern
side of the chancel, formerly the site of the Lady-
chapel ; whilst a new Lady-chapel has lieen built

on tlie southern side of the chancel. A mosaic,
"The .Annunciation." executed by Miss H.
Martin, of Westminster, tills a panel 6ft. square.
\ carved triple archway of stone and marble is

fixed as a screen between the choir and Lady-
chapel. The architect was Mr. H. Sandy, and
Messrs. Wilcocks, of Wolverhampton, were the
builders.
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The opening meeting of tlie A. A. on

Monday night, if natnrally less numerously

attended than usual, had more real interest

for most present than many in the past ; and

Mr. Selwyn Image's plea for reality and his

reminder that war—perhaps because it is

always real—has in the past proved not un-

favourable to art, will find responsive

echoes, we feel sure, everywhere. In the

recent past the deadening influences of our

own grasping commercialism, our baneful

and vulgar luxury, and our frivolous quest of

distraction amid jjaltry pleasures, have con-

vinced many of us for some time past that a

time of storm and stress was due if British

character was to be maintained and British

pluck braced anew to its manifold respon-

sibilities. Art will share the wholesome dis-

cipline and the benefits of it. Architecture will

purge herself of some things which, if not

exactly "made in Germany," have been

Germanised into the flabby dilettantism that

rotted in Germany itself into the Rococo,
and have been here the secret delight of

mere professors and pedants. For all of us

the lesson is that just as to-day

—

" lu native swords, in native muks,
Our only hope of freeilom dwells,"

so, when victory brings peace with honour,
our one safeguard in all that concerns our
art and our lives will be the exclusion of

more German products than some we have
already begun to taboo as builders.

It is satisfactory to learn, from the reply

of Mr. H. Kingsley Wood, the chairman of

the Building Acts Committee, to Mr. Walter
Reynolds's question, put at the meeting of

the London County Council on Tuesday, that

tlie quite possible risks in connection witli

premises in London occupied by Germans
and Austrians, or recently subjected to

building operations, are not being over-

looked. Mr. Kingsley Wood stated that in-

vestigations had been made, and a report

had been forwarded to the proper authority,

a few of the premises being in what might
be described as strategic positions. If a

prima-facie ciise for further investigation

arose, it was added, the result would be
promptly communicated. The chairman of

the Building Acts Committee's well-esta-

blished reputation as one of the acutest
lawyers in the kingdom, and his wholesome
vigilance exercised in other directions, are
ample guarantees that no unnecessary in-

terference will' be attempted on the one
hand, and on the other that precautions,
which few just now will deny are dictated
by common prudence, will not be neglected.

The Inhabited House Duty is one of the
perpetual puzzles of the law. It is still based
upon the House Tax Act of 1808, and after
over a century of litigations about its

meaning, every word is now pretty well
crushed with judicial decisions. The recent
judgment of the House of Lords in the ease
of the Westminster School is a refreshing
reference to a common-sense construction of

the Act. The Inland Revenue wanted to

include in their assessment of tliis institu-

tion for Inhabited House Duty their school
hall, library, and classrooms, although these
were separate buildings in which no one
lived, on the ground that all these things
came within the scope of the word " offices,"

as used in that ancient stalute. Mr. Justice
Horridge had declined to take this view, as

there was no structural connection between

the house itself, which was inhabited, and

these separate buildings, nor would he hold

that the old term "offices" could have been

meant to cover a school hall or a library or

the like. The Court of Appeal, somehow or

other, reversed all this, and nmde the tax

payable upon the whole. Now the House of

Lords has restored the ruling of the Judge
below, the Lord Chancellor waiving aside the

decided cases of the last hundred years, and
holding that "offices" meant stabling,

laundry, etc., and such other things as go

with a dwelling-house. The point is im-

portant to property-owners and builders,

because although this duty is a tenant tax,

its increased range of assessment is apt to

frighten people from buying or rentiiig

houses with offices and outbuildings.

Mr. R. Caulfeild Orpen, of Dame-street,

Dublin, president of the Royal Institute of

Architects in Ireland, makes the gratifying

announcement that so far as Ireland is con-

cerned the war has hardly affected the cost

of building works. The principal item,

w'ages, shows, he says, no change. There is

practically no change in the cost of stone,

bricks, cement, timber, slates, metal goods,

or fireclay goods. The prices of a few items

have, no doubt, advanced considerably, but

the value of these is small compared with

the value of other material used in building

work. The prices of some materials, which

advanced upon the declaration of war, have
since been lowered to normal levels. In
order to check and record prices, a com-

mittee representing the Royal Institute of

Architects, Ireland, the Dublin Building

Trades Employers' Association, and the

Merchants' Associations (and of which Mr.

Orpen himself is the chairman) meet regu-

larly, and compare local prices with the

prices ruling in other centres of Great

Britain. The public, therefore, may rest

assured that prices cannot be advanced in

Dublin without justification.

Mr. J. R. Cooper, the town clerk of

Walsall, put his points excellently on

Monday night in his lecture to the local

workers on the War Emergency on the

reclamation of waste lands as a source of

profitable employment m times of distress.

In a little country like this we allow in one

limited area in the Midlands 30,000 acres to

remain a barren, blighted desert. Much of

it would well repay cultivation ; more of it

might profitably be built on, or laid out as

recreation grounds and playing-fields. All

that is wanted is money and labour, supple-

mented by a little more common-sense on the

part of the Development Commissioners.

Little of the land is worth more than £6 an

acre, and compulsory powers should be given

to acquire it at that figure. The Develop-

ment Commissioners have been approached
by the Re-afforestation Society, but made it

a condition of any grant they might give

that the money should be repaid by the local

authority with compound interest at 3 per

cent. It is most necessary, therefore, at the

present time to convert the Development
Commissioners to a more reasonable state

of mind, if only because of the many
advantages of the scheme, one being that it

might find work for the many refugees whom
the country is welcoming to its shores.

At an adjourned meeting of the Birming-
ham City Council, held on Tuesday, approval

was given irj its entirety to the important
report of the special housing inquiry com-
mittee, outlined in our issue of the 16tii

inst., p. 509. This report, which represented

the labour of fifteen months by the com-
mittee, was submitted to the council by Mr.
Neville Chamberlain, who devoted a great

part of his speech to the question of

municipal housing, the adoption of which
in Birmingham was not recommended.
Although it had been tried in Liverpool, Mr.
Chamberlain pointed out that the cases of

the two cities were not analogous, for in

Liverpool the problem was limited to 8,000

houses, whereas in Birmingham 50,000 houses

were involved. The council, as a body, were

favourably disposed towards the report, and
disenssiun, in which there was little

criticism, took place only on the formal

resolution of approval. The council also

adopted the report of the public health and
housing committee, recommending altera-

tions and extensions of West Heatli Hos-

pital, at an estimated cost of £8,660.

A valuable report on reinforced concrete

has been issued in a small volume by the

Engineering Society of China, for the

receipt of w'hicli we are indebted to Mr. C.

H. Godfrey, M.I.C.E., the municipal

engineer of Shanghai. The report is pub-

lished by Messrs. Kelly and Walsh, Ltd.,

printers, Shanghai; but no price is stated,

nor whether it is for sale. The report deals,

naturally, with locally found or manufactured

cement, sands, and reinforcement. The
tests, which have been comprehensive and
carefully conducted, show somewhat high

results; but it is noted that they are only

intended to indicate the relative strengths of

the various kinds of bars. The methods and

results are fully illustrated. Some notes are

added of tests of local materials other than

concrete, and with regard to the fire-resisting

qualities of the latter. The effect of elec-

trolysis is attracting considerable attention

just now, and experiences of local engineers

thereon were sought. It would appear there-

from that there is no special cause of appre-

hension so far as Shanghai is concerned.

Mr. John Charles Nicholson has been elected

Master, and Mr. Harry M. Williams and Captain

H. J. IJertram, Wardens, of the Painters' Com-
pany.

A. new county school for boys is about to be

built in Frith -road, Dover. Messrs. G. H.
Denne and Son are the contractors, their tender

liaving been accepted at il2,890 by the Kent
Education Committee.

.\t tlie last meeting of the sanitary committee
of the Manchester Corporation a scheme for the

erection of a further 120 houses on the Blackley

Estate was provisionally approved, subject to

the sanction of the corporation.

Tlie Carlisle Health Committee are applying

to the Local Government Board for sanction to

borrow ie22.000 for tlie carrying out of

sewerage - works for Upperby, Blackball, and
Belle Vue. In granting the extension of the

city boundaries. Parliament required an under-

taking that the corporation would carry out a

sewerage scheme for these areas.

The curriculum of the Department of Archi-

tecture of Michigan University at Ann Arbour,

Mich., states in its preface that "in no time

of tlie history of the United States has there

been so much interest as is now manifested in

good architecture. Classes of buildings which

formerly were hardly considered from an

artistic point of view—such as factories, ware-

houses, and the like—are now being designed

by architects. Many large corporations have

come io a realisation of the value of buildings

wliich are at once adequate, attractive, and

interesting. The art - development of which

architecture forms but a part has barely begun
in the United States."
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BEACONSFIELD.—A new church of St.

Michael nnd All Angels is in course of
erection in the growing district near
Beaconsfield station. Tlie plans, prepared by
Mr. G. H. Fellowes- Prynne. F.R.I. B. A.,
provided for a church to acconnnodate 647
adults, and tliere is being built in tlie first

instance three bays of the nave, to accom-
modate 260 persons, at an estimated cost of
£•3.274. The committee have received
donations and promises amounting to £2,690.
The tender of Messrs. Franklin, Ltd., of
Deddington, has been accepted, the founda-
tions are now laid, and tlie work is pro-
gressing. The main western gable rises to a
height of 45ft., and a large traceried window
forms a central feature, with smaller windows
on either side. A porch projects forward
under the central window. The plan is

cruciform, with a broad nave 77ft. 6iu. in

length, having aisles and single transepts
placed north and soutli, and a cliancel
35ft. 6in. in length and 22ft. wide. A chapel
is placed on the southern side, and the organ
chamber, vestries, and lavatories are on the
north side of the chancel. The nave is

divided into five bays, the columns being
enriched by twisted cavits and carved
ornament.

BRISTOL.—The building in course of
erection near tlie King Edward Memorial in

Whiteladies-road, Clifton, as tlie home of
the Bristol braneli of the Royal Colonial In-
stitute, is so far advanced that tlie public
are enabled to judge of the e.\ternal effect,
and expressions are biding made by local resi-
dents in appreciation of tlie great improve-
nient made at this corner by tlie erection of
a building so well adapted "to the awkward
site, and an addition to the architectural
monumental buildings which surround the
open space where several roads diverge. T)ie
architects (Messrs. Bridgman and Bridgman,
A.R.I.B.A. and M.S.A.j'have introduced into
the sculpture ornaments emblematic of the
British Empire, and designed a building
\yhich it is confidently believed will, when
liberated from the scaffolding and hoardings,
prove to merit the favourable criticisms and
comments. The design was illustrated in
our issue of August 8, 1913; but the building
as executed is one story less in height, and
varied in other respects. It is the gift of Mr.
T. J. Lennard, .J. P., ex-sheriff of Bristol.

AN EDINBURGH TOWN-PLANNING
SCHEME.—The town-planning committee of
Edinburgh Town Council have held a meeting
in the City Chambers with the owners in-
terested in the land proposed to be included
in the town-planning scheme for the
Fountainbridge district of the city. Mr.
Ross represented Messrs. James Williamson
and Bros., proprietors in the district; and
Fountainbridge Mission Church (which is
affected by the proposed scheme and has two
years of a lease to run) was also represented.
Mr. Ross stated objections to tlie scheme on
the ground that the corporation proposed to
acquire a large area of ground belonging to
Messrs. Williamson, and to leave in their
hands a small strip of ground behind
Fountainbridge Institute, about 100 yards
long and 58ft. broad, which, from its want of
depth, would be incapable of development.
Further, the buildings which at present
existed upon this strip of ground would be
rendered useless for their present purpose
through severance from the rest of the
subjects. Objection was also taken to the
probable interference with the accesses and
window lights of the Coliseum building.—
Mr. Marwick, architect, who was also
advising Messrs. Williamson, suggested that
the corporation might acrjuire the whole of
Messrs. Williamson's propertv, and that the
area they now proposed to leave in tlie hands
of his clients should be utilised for the
accommodation of the tenants who were to
be dispossessed. The committee agreed to a
motion recommending the town council to
pass a resolution to submit the scheme for
the approval of the Local Government
Board.

GRRENCROFT.—The new schools at

Greencroft, West Stanley, were opened on
Friday. The schools have been erected by
the Durham County Education Authority.
The design of the whole scheme is some-
what of a novel character, inasmuch as the
buildings are proof against subsidence from
colliery workings, the foundations being
entirely of steel girders, resting on small
concrete piers; the entire superstructure is

framed in steelwork, and the main and
division walls are framed in timber and
covered inside and out with steel perforated
sheeting on the Hy-rib system ; the interior
is plastered, and the exterior is cemented
and finished roughcast. The accommoda-
tion provides for 900 children in tliree
divisions; cookery and manual rooms are
also provided. " Messrs. Marshall and
Tweedy, 17, Eldon-square, Newcastle on-
Tyne, were the architects, the contractor
being Mr. W. Hall, Gateshead; the heating
being executed by Messrs. Dinning and
Cooke. Newcastle. ' Mr. Crighton acted as
clerk of works.

STOKE-ON-TRENT. — On Tlmrsday in
last week the foundation stone of a "new
Roman Catholic school at Stoke was blessed
and laid by the Archbishop of Birmingham,
the Most Rev. Edward Ilsley, D.D. The
building will have certified accommodation
for 276 pupils, although it will be possible
to seat 336 if required. The Northcote
Memorial school lias a frontage to Knowle-
street, and is situated at the back of the
Catholic church grounds. It will be a two-
story building, comprising six classrooms,
two teachers' rooms, cloakrooms, and lava-
tories, tlie two upper rooms being divided
with a collapsible partition. The floors are
of fire resisting construction, being in con-
crete, and laid with pitclipine blocks.
Thronghont the buildings the rooms and
corridors will have glazed tile dadoes, and
be heated with a low-pressure hot-water
system. Playground accommodation will be
provided, which will be asphalted. Thorough
ventilation will be secured to all the rooms
by opening windows on two sides of each
room, giving cross-ventilation. There will
be two entrances. The total cost, apart from
furniture and site, works out nt a little less
than £8 per head. The architects are Messrs.
Wood and Goldstraw, of Tunstall and
Hanley, and the contractors are Messrs,
Meiklejohn and Son, Stoke-on-Trent.

.SUTTON COLDFIELD. — Specifications
and plans for the erection of wooden huts
at Sutton Coldfield, for the accommodation
of the officers and men of the 1st and 2nd
Birmingham Battalions of the Royal
Warwickshire Regiment, have been issued.
The contracts will be placed the second week
in November, and the buildings are to he
available for occupation by the troops
within two months. The plans, which have
been prepared according to War Office
designs, provide for commissariat, guard-
and orderly-rooms, officers' and non-com-
missioned quarters, shower-baths, and a
barrack ground. For each battalion there
will be thirty-eight huts, each accom-
modating thirt'y men (or a total of 1,140)
and separate estimates will be required for
external covering in wet weather—boarding
and corrusated iron. Each hut will be lined
with matchboarding.

C^ur Illustrations.

NEW PREMISES FOR THE C O-
OPERATIVE WHOLESALE SOCIETY,
LTD., MANCHESTER.
The Society having acquired the site of the

old town -hall, police- and fire-brigade
station, and old post-office in St. Mary-street,
and having lately demolished the greater
portion of those buildings, are erecting new
premises, of which we give an illustration.
The new buildings will have a frontage of
about 170ft. to St. Mary-street, and a return
frontage of about 154ft. to a new 40ft. street
connecting St. Mary-street and Westgate-
street. The Westgate-street portion of the
site will, for the present, remain unoccupied.
There will be eight floors, including base-
ment. The principal entrance is to be in
the centre of the St. Mary-street front, and
in the new street there will be a loading
entrance to a large central covered loading-
way. Accommodation for the grocery and
provision department is to be in the base-
ment and on the ground and first floors, the
latter having a large general sale-room for
the accommodation of retail societies'
buyers. On the second, third, and fourth
floors the drapery, boot and shoe, and
furnishing departments will be situated, with
joint packing and receiving department on
the ground floor, adjoining the central
loading-yard. On the fifth and sixth floors
will be situated an assembly-hall (73ft. long
by 53ft. wide), with dining-room in con-
junction therewith, and subsidiary rooms for
various purposes. Access to all" floors will
be approached by a central stone staircase,
provided with high-speed passenger hoist in
the well, and, in addition, there will be a
secondary stone staircase as an alternative
means of exit. For warehouse purposes
there will be three electric goods hoists run-
ning in fireproof hoist-wells. The elevations
are in Portland stone, w^ith plinth and
entrances in blue Pennant stone. The work
is being executed by the Society's own
building department, under the direction of
their architect, Mr. P. E. L. Harris,
A.R.I.B.A., of Manchester.

WHITTINGHAM ASYLUM.—The new
annexe to the Whittingham County Asylum,
near Preston, was formally opened on
Monday. Whittingham already accom-
modated 2.100 persons, excluding the staff;
the annexe is designed for 790. including
those engaged in administration. The
building has necessitated extensive additions
to the general service of the asylum, such as
the power-house, the bakery, and the
laundry, and a new sewage installation,
capable of treating 40,000 gallons a day, has
also been provided. The total cost of the
annexe and the incidental work will approach
£150,000, and £15.000 has been allowed for
furnishing. Messrs. Sykes and Evans, of
Manchester and Rochdale, are the architects,
and Messrs. E. Taylor and Co., Ltd., of
Littleborough, the general contractors.

HAGGERSTON CASTLE. NORTH-
UMBERLAND.

Last week we published a general view
with plans of this mansion, latelv rebuilt
after a big fire by Mr, .Tames B. Dunn.
F.R.T.B.A,, architect, of Edinburgh. We
also gave a double-page detail of one of the
main fronts. To-day we reproduce a photo-
graph of the entrance vestibule or octagonal
hall, which was preserved from the fire. It
is of particular interest, having been built
from the design of the late R. Norman Shaw,
R.A.. who was the architect of the de-
molished mansion, one of the latest buildings
by this famous arehitect. The dome over
this entrance-hall has been covered in copper
in lien of the slated roof. The second photo-
graph illustrates the garden front of the new
buildings, designed by Mr. James B. Dunn,
who also laid out the formal gardens, which
are very extensive.

HOUSE AT HUNTERCOMBE,
OXFORDSHIRE.

This drawing was shown at this year's
Royal Academy Exhibition, in illustration of
a new house which stands right up on the
Chiltern Hills, close to the well known golf
course at Huntereombe. From these hills
an unrivalled view of the Thames Valley
towards Dorchester is obtained. The prin-
cipal rooms are arranged so as to command
this view in a south-westerly direction. A
Queen Anne motif very siniplv treated has
been used for the exterior. The walls are
built of a grey Reading brick of rough
texture, and the dressings to windows and
doors are of red brick. The roof is covered
with red hand-made tiles. Jalousies have
been put to all windows on the south and
west sides. Inside the treatment is quite
simple, the house being mainly used as a
golfing and summer residence. The garden
has been laid out in keeping with the house.
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SECTION C C
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, EMILY STREET, PADDINGTON.-

Mr. W. E. RiLFA', F.R.I.B.A., Siiperinteiidint; Architect.

The builders are Messrs. Walden and Cox,
of Empstead Works, Henley-on-Thames,
0.\on. Mr. 0. P. Milue, F.R.I.B.A.. archi-
tect, of London, was responsible for the
house and garden work.

HOUSE AT FOREST ROW, SUSSEX.
This drawing was exliibited at this year's

Royal Academy, illustrating a house for a
site in Sussex, the plan being prcniiated in a
competition institnted by the proprietor to
insure the best handling of the land. In
the centre is a room designated " The Garden
Hall," leading out on to the terrace. The
dining-room is on the right, next the kitchen
wing, and the drawing-room is on the left,

adjacent to the little library. A feature is

made of the staircase. There are nine bed-
rooms, including attics. Messrs. Geoffry
Lucas, F.R.I.B.A., and Arthur Lodge,
A.R.I.B.A., of Ilitrhin and London, the
architects, lent ns the water colour which we
have reproduced. The cost, £3.215. in-
cludes garage, man's room, and lighting
plant, without the garden house.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL NEW
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. EMILY
STREET, PADDINGTON.
This school accommodates 1,024 children

in three departments, of boys, girls, and
infants, in a three-story building. The whole
of the clasrooms and assembly balls have a,

south aspect, and are cross vcntilnled. The
cloakrooms and lavatories are the full height
of the story, and arc crossvenlilateil and
disconnected from the classroom corridors.
Separate rooms .ire provided for the head
teachers and assistant teachers in each de-

partment, and lavatory and w.c. accommoda-
tion is provided for them within the building.

The babies have a large sunny room at the

west end of the building, and practical work-
rooms are provided in each of the senior

departments. The playground areas are

approximately SOsq.ft. per unit for each
department, the infants being on the south

side of the school. A playground and offices

are also provided on the roof for girls. Mr.
W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., Superintending
Architect to the London County Council, is

the architect of the building, which is one

of the most complete and well designed of

the many erected under his supervision.

CHIPS.
The workhouse infirmary at Southampton is

being enlarged. Mr. F. A. Gutteridge. of that
town, is the architect, and Mr. A. J. Colborne
the builder.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned
loans to the Darlington Corporation of £24,000
for street improvements. £4,170 for a water-

Uihe boiler and a cooling tower at the electricity

works.

Two large concrete and steel structures are
being budt on the foreshore at. Polka Hole by
tlie River Wear Commissioners, They are to be
sunk in the South Docks to form foundations
for new coal-loading facilities which the Com-
missioners have in hand. The caissons are about
30ft. square and 26ft. high.

Two new gymnasiums, for the use of men and
women students, are about to be added to the
equipment. of Stanford University, San
Francisco. The trustees have adopted plans pre-
pared by Messrs. Bakewell and Brown, archi-
tects, of 251. Kearney-street, .San Francisco, and
the estimated outlay is over £40,000 sterling.

The electricity committee of the city council

of Belfast have instructed their engineer to

prepare a complete scheme of electrical ex-

tensions in conformity with the recommendations
of the experts, Sir John Snell and Mr. W, J.

Pratten.

An agreement has been arrived at between
the corporation of Edinburgh, the Edinburgh
and District Tramways Company, Ltd., and their

lessees, Messrs. Dick, Kerr, and Co., under which
the Corporation take over at a valuation the
rolling stock, cables, plant, and stores of the

tramway company, as from .lune 30, 1919, or

at an earlier date if agreed upon between the
parties.

The New Y'ork "Sun" building at the corner
of Park-row and Frankfort-street, in that city,

will be razed in a few months, and plans are now
being made by Mr. Frederick Putnam Piatt,

architect, of 1123, Broadway, New Y'ork, for a

new office building to be erected on the site.

Tlie "Sun" association will occupy seven floors

in the American Tract Society building at

Nassau and Spruce streets, where extensive

alterations are being made for the newspaper
plant.

From Winnipeg comes the cheering report

that work is proceeding on all building contracts

with the exception of the provincial Government
jobs and the Ames-Ilolden building. Tlie

leading contrastors are practically unanimous in

sa,ving that there has been no cessation of work
on their various undertakings, which involve the
expenditure of two or three million dollars. One
firm of contractor.s. the Carter-Halls-.\ldinger

Co.. have in hand in Winnipeg the new drill-

hall, the addition to the Grain Exchange, the

Quebec Bank and the Olympia building. At
Calgary they have the new Merchants' Bank
building, and at Moose Jaw a large contract for

the Canadian Pacific Railway. Messrs. Frid-

Lewis and Comnany are proceeding with eleven

contracts, four of which have been taken on
since the war started.
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NEW PREMISES FOR THE CO-OPERATIVE

111 Course of Erection on the Old Town Hall Site, St. Ma|f



, OCTOBER 30, 1914.

OLESALE SOCIETY, LIMITED, MANCHESTER.
ireet, Cardiff.—Mr. F. E. L. Harris, A.R.I. B.A., Architect.
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AND A VIEW OE ONE FRONT OF THE NEW MANSIOp
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VESTIBULE (Designed by the late K.-^'ORMAN Shaw, R.A.)

ST COMPLETED.—Mr. James B. Dunn, F.R.LB.A.. Architect.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE PRO-
MOTION OF ENGINEERING EDUCA-
TION.—A syllabus of engineering mathe-
matics which is published by a committee of

the Society for the Promotion of Engineer-
ing Education, of which Professor Hunting-
ton, of Harvard, is the chairman, has already
run through two editions, and a third is now
being prepared. It is proposed to make
some changes and modifications, although
the committ.ee will be unable to make all of
the changes which they desire at the present
time. The council of the society has decided
to hold the 1915 meeting of the society at

the Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, June 22-

25. 1915. Dean Marston, of the Iowa State
College, is president of the society. This
makes Ames all the more desirable for the
meeting-place next year.

BRISTOL ASSOCIATION OF SAW-
MILL PROPRIETORS.—The annual
meeting of this association was held on
Monday, under the presidency of Mr. .J. G.
Wightman (Messrs. Heber Denty, Ltd.)
There was a good attendance. The following
officers were elected:—Chairman. Mr. .1. G.
Wightman (Messrs. Heber Denty, Ltd.);
vice-chairman. Mr. S. H. Milsom (Messrs.
H. B. Milsom and Son) ; hon. treasurer,
Mr. R. W. Jennings (Messrs. C. Jennings
and Co.); secretary, Mr. W. F. Bowman,
St. Leonard's Chambers, 7 and 9, St.

Nicholas-street. Bristol. The report of the
past year's work stated that one of the most
important items successfully dealt with was
that of unemployment insurance in con-
nection with the proposed special extension
order as applied- to sawmilling, including
machine woodwork. This matter was
initiated by the Board of Trade on May 7,

1914. The executive immediately took the
subject in hand, and after conducting the
necessary mutual correspondence, forwarded
on June' 4, 1914. to the Board of Trade the
requisite protest. The particulars needful
were, on .June 8, 1914, forwarded all

members in the form of a printed letter,

foolscap size, with exhibits, enclosed (A, B,
C, D), giving the fullest details. The chair-
man was elected to give evidence on behalf
of this association, but his services were not
required, because on July 3. 1914, notice was
received to the effect that the whole pro-
ceedings were adjourned "sine die." In con-
nection with unemployment insurance the
Board of Trade returns showed that in the
case of woodworking machinists the rate of
unemployment in August. 1914, was 4.1, as
against 2.2 in August, 1913. The executive
added that the association, upon receipt of
information from the Board of Trade as to

this inquiry, at once informed all the known
sawmilling associations in the country of the
fact, so that, if necessary, all could work
together.

EGYPTIAN TEMPLES.—In his lecture
at the British Museum, delivered on Thurs-
day in last week, Mr. Banister Fletcher
described the various types of Egyptian
temples in all their magnitude, majesty, and
mysterv. The normal type was, he ex-
plained, seen in the temple groups of
"hundred-gated Thebes." Built by kings for
kings, as tokens of Royal piety ; they were
added to during successive reigns, and their
growth vv-as—like that of an English cathe-
dral—gradual, and contained the records of
dynasties. Forbidding and imposing with-
out, mysterious and secret within, they
differed totally in purpose from Greek
temple. Christian church, and Mohammedan
mosque, for no public ritual was celebrated
within them. In the mysterious processions
on the temple roof and in the hidden rites
in the inner recesses of the temple the people
had no part. Priest and kina alone might
pass bevond the hypostyle hall and through
successive halls of approach into the Royal
oratory. The seal of secrecy was set upon
the sacred precincts, which were guarded
by the eirdle wall. Grandest of all was the
Great Temple of Ammon at Karnac, con-
nected, as it was, with the Temple at Luxor
by a long avenue of «pliin.\es. Six pairs of
mighty pylons were added by successive

kings, and in its hypostyle hall, with forests
of supporting columns, we saw the first trace
of the clerestory window, which, in traoeried
stone and stained glass, became such a de-
lightful feature in Gothic cathedrals. This
Great Temple of Ammon, tlie stupendous
rock-cut temple of Abu-Simbel, as well as
the colossi and obelisk, all bore the sign-
manual of the building activities and adver-
.tising genius of Rame.ses the Great.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.—In view of all the circumstances
occasioned by the war, the council of this
incorporated society announce that they have
decided not to proceed further with their
prospective arrangements for the delivery of
lectures. The sessional meetings for 1914-15
will, therefore, not be held.

ROCHDALE BUILDERS AND TECH-
NICAL TRAINING.—At the half yearly
meeting of the Rochdale Master Builders'
Association, held at the Ritz Cafe in that
town, the president (Mr. T. Howarth) in the
chair, Alderman .1. R. Heape addressed the
members on the apprenticesliip question and
technical education generally. Acknowledg-
ing the gift of five guiiieas froin the presi-
dent for prizes to building-trade students
as evidence of the interest which building
employers were taking in efforts to promote
efficiency, Mr. Heape expressed the hope
that the association would continue to render
support to trade classes by paying official

visits to them, by requiring junior appren-
tices to attend tliem, and by recognising tech-
nological certificates as one qualification for
the promotion of workmen. Compulsory
attendance at day-classes had been sug-
gested ; but the times were not favourable to
large schemes of educational development.
Still, some arrangement might possibly be
made between the asociation and the edu-
cation authority for day-classes during
certain winter months, when little outdoor
work in the erection of buildings can be
done. Many day-classes for engineering
apprentices existed, but there were none for
builders. Could Rochdale be pioneers
again? A discussion took place, in which
Messrs. C. H. Dryland. T. Woolfenden, T.
Wilkinson, J. E. Holden, and others took
part. Mr. Woolfenden moved and Mr.
Wilkinson seconded: "That this meeting
approves in principle of the proposal to im-
prove the technical education of builders'
apprentices, and agrees to form a com-
mittee to co-operate with the education
committee to achieve this." This was carried.

SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION. JUNIOR
MEETING.—The President of the Sur-
veyors' Institution has awarded to Mr.
Bernard Gasson, of 1, Pattisonroad, Cliilds

Hill, N.W.. the prize for the best paper
submitted for reading during the coming
session. The paper is entitled "Some
Elements of Specification Writing." Mr.
Gasson is to read his paper at the Institution
on Monday. November 16.

THE SANITARY INSPECTORS'
ASSOCIATION.—The annual meeting of
the Sanitary Inspectors' Association (South-
western Centre) was held at the Public
Health Office. 40. Prince-street, Bristol, on
Saturday last, when there were present
Messrs. J. Crathorn (chairman of the centre),
W. A. Craven (hon. secretary), E. J. Burr,
G. E. Bush, F. Clifford, T. J. Crofts, G. H.
Gibson, A. Gitsham, A. E. Hall, H. Hasell,
E. T. Hawkins. A. E. King, H. C. Leat, T.
Lowther, W. Parsons, .J. B. Paske. J. A.
Robin.son, F. R. Slade, G. Watts, J.

Wilkinson, W. J. Wreford, W. H. Williams,
and others. Thanks were given to members
who had contributed papers during the past
year. Following the election of officers, a
paper was read by Mr. E. .J. Burr, district
inspector, Bristol, on "The Sanitary
Specialist : his Uses and Limitations." A
discussion followed, in which the following
members took part: Messrs. Lowther, Bush.
Slade, Crofts, Gitsham, Crathorn, Craven,
and Leat. A vote of thanks to Mr. Burr
closed the meeting. At the meeting of the
new council, which took place afterwards,
Mr. H. C. Leat was unanimouslv elected

the ensuing year, and Mr. G. H. Gibson vice-
chairman, with the following to serve on the
council: Messrs. .4. E. Bonliam, J. Crathorn,
Craven, and Lent.

eliairman of the South-Western Centre for I a cliapel.

Mr. W. E. L'Estrange Duffin, MJnstC.E., has
tendered his resignation of the office of county
surveyor of Waterford, after nine years' service.

The fine 13th-century Church of ,St. Mary.
Tunstead, Norfolk, is about to be repaired and
restored at a cost of i;i.282. Tin- architect is

Mr. P. M. Johnston, of Champion-liill. S.E.

The church of St. Padarn at Llanberis, built
thirty years ago, is about to be extended by
lengthening the nave at a cost of i;i,427,
thereby adding 105 seats. The architect is Mr.
Harold Hughes, of Bangor.

New Y.M.C.A. premises are about to be built
in St. Andrew-street, Edinburgh, from plans
by Mr. G. Washington Browne, of that city.
The town council have unanimouslv sanctioned
tlie height to be 82ft.. or 22ft. above the limit
for that thoroughfare.

The new through road between Llandudno
and Colwyn Bay, which is to be made by the
two local authorities through a joint committee,
witli funds largely contributed by the Road
Board, will find considerable employment for
unskilled Labour during the coming winter.

Mr. Paul Marny, who died at his Scarborough
residence on Saturday, was widely known as a
painter by his studies of Continental archi-
tecture, and his pictures of Rheims Cathedral
anri other buildings have nuich interest. They
adorn many of the Royal palaces of Europe.

Professor S. J. Fountain, formerly head of the
Department of Architecture and Architectural
Engineering of the Agricultural and Mechanical
College of Texas, died on .-Vugust 15. He has
been succeeded by Professor Holland Adel-
sperger, formerly professor of architecture at
Notre Dame.

Mr. Wilham Brown, joiner and contractor,
Piitenweem, died at his house in Charles-street
on Tliursday in last week. Mr. Brown, in his
younger days, carried on a large business, and
took a keen interest in public affairs, having
been for a time a member of the town council!
latterly acting as Procurator-Fiscal of the burgh.
He was in his 79th year, and has left a widow
and a grown-np family.

Bishop Harding, of Washington, DC,
announces that Mrs. Archibald D. Russell, of
Princeton. N.J.. has made a gift of SOO.OOOdol.
to the building fund of the Episcopal Cathedral
of SS. Peter and Paul at Mount St. Altian.
Washington Citv. This seems to l)e the edifice
of which the late Mr, S. F. Bodlcv. R.A., and
Mr. H. Vaiighan, of Boston, Mass.. were the
joint architects, and which was described and
illustrated in our issues of August 2. 9 and 16
1907.

The foundation-stone of the new Church of
St. Cyprian, Stanley-grove, Kirkmanshulm,',
was laid on Saturday by the Dean of Man-
chester. Accommodation will be provided for
nearly five hundred worshipners, and the cost
will be about £8,000. The church will be built
of brick and red stone, and will have a square
tower. The designs have been prepared by Mr.
Temple Moore, of London, and the work is
being carried out bv Messrs. Thorpe, of Old
Trafford, and Mr. J. B. Kendall, of Manchester.
The Aberdeenshire County Council decided on

Friday to endorse resolutions passed bv a con-
ference of representatives from ihc counties of
.Aberdeen. Elgin. Inverness, and Hanff in favour
of the improvement of the old Military. road
from Ballater to Grantownon-Spev. via Gairn-
shiel, Cockbridge, tlie Leicht. Tomintoul, and
Bridge of Brown. The committees from the
district councils will report to the Road Board
the extent of the proposed road within each
of these districts, and will also strive to ascer-
tain whether these district committees are pre
pared to make any contribution towards the
cost of the construction and improvement of
the said road.

The Bishop of Winchester on Saturday conse-
crated the Church of England portion of the
new- cemetery which the Winchester City
Council have purchased for .£600 at Magdalen
Hill, .\lresford-road, from the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners. The site has been laid out
under the direction of the city surveyor (Mr.
W. V. Anderson). The grounds. 20 acres in

extent, command an extensive view of Hamp-
shire downland, and have been planted with a
variety of trees. There are two entrance-gates,
and a caretaker's residence, carried out in brick,
flint, and stone. In the centre of tlie grounds a
ito has been reserved for the erection thereon of
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MAPS AND MODELS FOR MADRAS.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Your readers will learn in another
column that a valuable collection of maps,
models, etc.. consigned to H.E. the Governor
of Madras, was lost in the Clan Grant on
the sinking of that steamer by the Emden.
This collection was destined to be exhibited

in Madras, under the supervision of Prof.

Patrick Geddes. who has just arrived there

at tlie Governor's invitation, to advise as to

the development of the city and on social

and housing conditions generally.

As the loss of this unique collection handi-
caps Professor Geddes most seriously in the

important work he has undertaken, an effort

is being made by those who appreciate the

valuable contributions he has made to the

problems of ci\ic development, to replace

the salient features, and to forward, as soon
as possible, a collection on a smaller scale,

but representative in type of that now lying

at the bottom of the Indian Ocean.
Through the generosity of the Architects'

Professional Employment Committee a staff

is now engaged on preparing maps and
diagrams; but the only means by which it

appears possible to provide for the historic

section, comprising maps, prints, and views
of cities in past ages, is by a request to all

possessing these to lend or give them to the

collection.

I, therefore, on behalf of the Exhibition
Emergency Committee, venture to appeal to

your readers to co-operate by sending to me
at 47. Bedford-square, W.C.. whatever they
may be willing to spare that falls within the
following category : — Plans, views, or
lantern-slides illustrating

—

1. Ancient and modern cities.

2. Historical buildings.
3. Restorations of cities or important

buildings.

4. Geological, physical, botanical, and
ethnographical maps, charts, diagrams,
and pictures.

Large panoramic views would be especially

suitable. It is hoped that the collection may
be completed by November 7.—I am, etc..

H. V. Lanche.stf,r.

Chairman of Emergency Committee.
47, Bedford-square, W.C.

PROFESSIONAL CLASSES WAR
RELIEF COUNCIL.

Sir,—May I ask the support of your paper
in bringing the appeal of the above fund to
the notice of your readers? Large numbers
of the professional classes are in urgent need
of the sort of help this fund is intended to
give, and your assistance would be of the
greatest possible value.

Directly the war broke out the distress
expected to arise therefrom among the in-
dustrial population was at once anticipated,
and taken in hand to be dealt with
adequately by the National Relief Fund.
The response to the Prince of Wales's appeal
was immediate and generous, with the result
that there is little fear of irremediable
upheaval of conditions among the industrial
classes.

This fund, however, as everyone knows,
makes grants only to the local distress com-
mittees and the Soldiers' and Sailors'
Families Association. It does not, there-
fore, touch in any way the great distress
already prevalent among the professional
classes, for men and women of this class
cannot appeal for help to the local distress
committees, who possess no adequate
machinery for dealing with s\ich cases.
Yet this class is the one hit most promptly

and severely by the dislocation of business,
and by the sudden, unexpeeled cessation of
the demand for luxuries. In fact, not only
are all the professions which depend upon
the conditions of peace and the fluency of
the market practically at a standstill, but
also the creative and artistic professions,
such as literature, journalism, the stage, art.

etc. All these rely upon the conditions of

peace or the demand for luxuries, and that

demand is gone. However long the war may
last, it is certain that the dislocation in the

professions will continue for some years after

peace has been made.
Many small but hitherto prosperous homes

will be broken up through the mainstays
being thrown out of work, or through the
men. moved by the needs of their country,
having enlisted as ordinary privates, re-

ceiving, of course, as such, the ordinary pay
of a private. This is, naturally, insufficient

to keep the home together on anything like

tlie standard of living that has hitherto been
attained. In many cases also financial diffi-

culties may arise because securities cannot
be realised or loans negotiated. It is obvious
then, since there is no control organisation
or general fund to meet the distress already
so prevalent, that the need for such a fund
is very great.

During the last few weeks, therefore, there
has been in process of formation an organisa-
tion to be called the Professional Classes
War Relief Council. This council is com-
posed of the nominees of the principal pro-
fessional institutions, such as the architects,
surveyors, engineers, musicians, authors,
etc.. etc.. as well as rr-preseiitatives of the
chief societies engaged in relief work (in

order to promote valuable co-operation),
with tlie result that it is a very representative
and powerful body of business men and
women. Tlie council does not propose to
offer any form of charity in relief, as this
would naturally be both impossible and un-
desirable

; but it does propose to gi\'e certain
centralised forms of assistance, which will,

it is hoped, tide over the critical period of
tlie war, enabling people so severely hit to

resume their normal status wlieii the war is

over.

The majority of the professional societies
have tlieir own benevolent funds: these are.
and must remain, quite independent; but it

will insure the most adequate return for out-
lay being obtained if certain forms of assist-

ance are centralised, and made available for
their use.

The chief forms of assistance arranged are
in matters of education, training, emigra-
tion, maternity aid. and temporary employ-
ment, all of which are worked under separate
representative sub-committees of men and
women whose positions and capabilities fit

them especially for dealing with their special
departments. For example, the education
committee is composed of the presidents of
the principal scholastic associations, and has
as its objective the arrangement of co-

operation with the proprietors and governing
bodies of schools, by which children whose
parents through financial stress are unable
to pay the usual school fees will be main-
tained at school at reduced fees, assisted by
a grant from the funds of the council,
thereby insuring both the continuity of the
schools, many of which would otherwise have
to close down owing to the withdrawal of

pupils, and also the uninterrupted education
of the children, which is so vitally important
to the national life.

The training and emigration committee
proposes chiefly to arrange free training for
those professions for which it has been ascer-
tained that openings exist either at home or
in the overseas dominions. This will apply
mainly to men and women in already over-
stocked professions. Numbers of domestic
and emigration colleges have offered free or
greatly reduced trainings to the council, and
these scholarships are immediately available.
The maternity assistance committee proposes
to open a maternity nursing home for wives
of professional men, staffed by voluntary
doctors and midwives. A suitable building
has already been generously lent for the
purpose. It is also proposed to give free
maternity assistance in their own homes, so
long as those homes can be kept together.
I'liis committee and staff comprise some of
the most eminent men and women in the
medical world.
The temporary employment committee has

been organised to develop opportunities for
temporary employment in works of public
and national relief, while people are waiting

to be placed in permanent work. The
Women's Emergency Corps and the National
Union of Women's Suffrage Societies have
opened certain temporary workrooms for
needlework, toymaking. etc., for professional
women, which they have arranged to make
available to nominees of the council.

It will be seen how far-reaching and im-
portant the work of this council is, for it

affects not only the conditions immediately
confronting us while the war lasts. It may
develop on such lines as would be of per-

manent value in forming a centre for all

information relative to the conditions and
opportunities of employment in the various
professions.

It is necessary to form a central fund to

carry on this great work, this fund being
used to organise and maintain the various
forms of assistance proposed ; to help those

members of professions which are not
organised, and have, therefore, no benevo-
lent funds to provide assistance for the

families of professional men who have given

•up all to enlist for the service of their

country.

All those who have this very real need at

heart are earnestly invited to give practical

support by sending donations to the
treasurer. Professional Classes War Relief

Council, 13 and 14, Prince's-gate, S.W.
Cheques to be crossed Messrs. Coutts and Co.

I may add that the following members of

our own professions are members of the
council: Mr. B. I'Anson Breach, past-

president, Aiictioneers' and Estate Agents'
Institute; Mr. H. Chatfeild Clarke, Presi-

dent. Surveyors' Institution ; Mr. H. M.
Fletcher, Hon. Secretary. Architectural

Association; Mr. A. Goddard, Secretary,

Surveyors' Institution ; Mr. Charles Harris,

Secretary, Auctioneers' and Estate Agents'
Institute; Mr. George Hubbard. Vice-

President, Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects ; Mr. Ian MacAlister, Secretary, Royal
Institute of British Architects; Mr. C. 'B.

Marshall, secretary, Land Agents' Society;

Mr. E, Newton. President. Society of British

Architects ; Mr. H. C. Peake. Past-President.

Institution of Mining Engineers; Mr. P.

Strzelecki. Seei'etary. Institution of Mining
Engineers; Mr. Percy B. Tubbs. Past-Presi-

dent, Society of Architects ; Mr. Paul Water-
house. Architects' War Committee ; Mr. J.

T. Woolley. President, Auctioneers' and
Estate Agents' Institute ; and Mr. F. R.

Yerbury, Secretary, Architectural Associa-

tion.—I am. etc.,

How.iRD Ch.\tfeild Clarke.

102, Bishopsgate, London. E.C., Oct. 28.

SECOND RESERVE, LONDON
SANITARY COMPANY.

Sir,—Your readers will be glad to hear

that, through the publicity which you
so kindly gave to my recent appeal for

recruits, and the good offices of the various

professional societies, the ranks of this com-

pany are now filled.

As an engineer I am proud of the way in

which the members of my own and allied

professions have come forward, in many cases

giving up good positions, and placed their

ability and experience at their country's

service.

I am still receiving daily many applica-

tions from well-qualified men in all parts of

the country. I am placing their names on

a waiting list, with a view to filling casual

vacancies. They will also, of course, be

available in the event of the War Office

deciding to form any additional sanitary

companies.—I am, etc.,

Arthur J. Martin,
Capt. R.A.M.C, T.F.

Duke of York's Headquarters, Chelsea, S.W.,

Oct. 26, 1914.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held

at tlie town-hall. Wallasey, by Mr. Courtney
Clifton, on Monday evening, into the applica-

tion of the Walhvsey Town Council for sanction

to borrow 4:11,546 for the erection of thirty-

two dwelling-houses and eighteen cottage flats

on hand between Poulton-road and Lowe-lane,

Poulton,
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
DISPUTED BUILDING CU.NTRACT. — In

the King's Bench Division, Mr. Justice Rowlatt
lias been engaged throughout this week in

the hearing of an action brought by Messrs.

Kichard Moreland and Son, Ltd., builders, of

80, Goswell-place, against the Bosch Magneto
Co., Ltd., of 40 and 42, Newman-street, Oxford-
street, for the recovery of ,i;2,639 13s. 2d. for

work done and materials supplied. Mr. Clavel
Salter, K.C., and Mr. W. H. More.^iby (in-

structed by Messrs. G. and G. Keith) appeared
for the plaintiffs; and Mr. Colam, K.C., and Mr.
A. H. Chaytor, K.C. tinstructed by Messrs.
Kehder and Higgs) were for the defendants.
The plaintiffs are steel and concrete con-

structors and contractors. In the statement of

claim it was alleged that in October, 1912, and
January, 1913, the defendants, through their

architects (Messrs. Hobden and Porn), requested
estimates from the plaintiffs for certain

materials and work in respect of intended new
premises to be erected by the defendants in

Tottenham Court-road. The estimates which
were supplied by the plaintiffs, so far as they
related to steel-construction, were accepted at

the price of i:l,808, and so far as they related

to concrete-construction work at the price of

JE;1,692. The plaintiffs duly supplied the
materials and performed the work. In the
agreement and specifications made between the
defendants on the one part and Messrs. \V. J.

Fryer and Co., Ltd., the defendants' builders,

both steel and concrete construction-work was
provided for as a provisional prime-cost item,
and it was one of the terms of the agreement
that the defendants would pay the plaintiffs

tlierefor, and for extras thereupon, on the
certificate of their architects and agents; and
the architects, as a matter of fact, did issue

certificates for amounts unknown to the
plaintiffs. It was also a term of the agreement
that the architects might certify direct to the
plaintiffs for the steel and concrete work and
extras in the event of the failure of Messrs.
W. J. Fryer and Co., Ltd., to pay the plaintiffs:

and Messrs. Fryer and Co. did, in fact, so fail.

Defendants from time to time paid to the
- plaintiffs sums on account to the amount of

il.050; but before the completion of the con-
tracts the defendants repudiated the agree-
ment and declined to allow the plaintiffs to
complete their work, and refused to pay any
further sums. For the defence it was con-
tended that there was no privity of contract
between the plaintiffs and the defendants after
the failure and liquidation of Messrs. I'ryer and
Co. The defendants said that the plaintiffs, as
sub-contractors to Messrs. Fryer, asked to be
allowed to complete the steel and concrete work
for ^450 and a sum for extras; but the offer

was refused, on the ground that the amount
was excessive, and the only terms on which
the plaintiffs were told that they would be
allowed to complete the work at the defendants'
expense were that they should do so for such
sum to be paid by the defendant company as
the architects should certify to be fair. Accord-
ingly the plaintiffs did complete the work, and
were duly paid sums on account. The archi-

tects had certified that £273 13s. lid. was a fair

and proper price for the amount of the work
done since the failure of Messrs. Fryer and Co.,
leaving a balance of £73 due beyond £200
already paid on account; and the defendants,
while denying liability, for the sake of peace
brought into court a further sum of £400, and
contended that this was more than sufficient
to satisfy all claims by the plaintiffs.—Mr.
Clavel Salter, in the course of his argument,
urged that the essence of the contract was that
the defendants said to the plaintiffs, "If we
accept your offer we will tell the builder to
send you a formal order." He submitted that
the transaction amounted to an absolute direct
contract. The price was agreed to—Messrs.
Hobden and Porri said. "Very well—£1.808 "

—and nothing else remained to be agreed, and
the work was to be done. The fact was never
even announced to Messrs. Fryer, the builders:
they were the merest messengers in the matter.
They did not know about the steel, and they
did not know what was to be done. It was
work to be done outside them and over their
heads for Messrs. Hobden and Porri.—His
Lordship: The question arises as to the
authority of Messrs. Hobden and Porri to make
a contract on behalf of the Bosch Magneto Co.
—Mr. Salter said that what was done in this
case was daily practice.-His Lordship: I wish
they would make it clear to whom these special
tradesmen are to look.—Mr. Salter said it was
clear all these specialists who were scr im-
portant an item in modern building, understood
their position.—His Lordship : If they do under-
stand it, that is all right.—Mr. Salter: Oh, they
do.—Mr. Richard Moreland, managing director

of the plaintiff company, gave evidence in

support of the plaintiffs' case. In cross-

examination he said the arrangement was made
with Messrs. Hobden and Porri.—Mr. Colam,
K.C: I put it to you that you acknowledged
to Messrs. Hobden and Porn that you under-
stood that you were making this contract direct
with Fryer, and that you made your terms with
Fryer and Co., and looked to Fryer only?—No.
—Counsel quoted a letter in which the plaintiffs

wrote to Fryer and Co. thanking them for their
letter accepting the plaintiffs' terms for the
concrete floors, and arranging terms of pay-
ment with Messrs. Fryer.—For the defence, Mr.
Colam called Mr. Hobden, the architect, who
said he told Mr. Richard Moreland that this
was a contract between him and Messrs. Fryer.
—His Lordship: Then why did you not confirm
it in a letter!' Mr. Moreland knew it was so,
and there was no necessity to confirm it.—His
Lordship: The Bosch Magneto Co. would not
have had this litigation if you had done that.—
In answer to Mr. Salter, witness said that
Messrs. Fryer could have done this work them-
selves if they had had the appliances. They
had a legal right to say that they would do
the work themselves.— Mr. Porri ("of the firm
of Hobden and Porri, architects) also gave evi-
dence. He described the interview between
Mr. Hobden and himself and Mr. Moreland.
Mr. Hobden said, " You quite understand, Mr.
Moreland, that you are doing this work for
Fryer, and not for our client",' And Mr.
Moreland replied that he quite understood.—
His Lordship: Did you think there was any
risk of anybody thinking that he might be doing
it for your client.^ I cannot say.—His Lord-
ship : I am far from saying that' you are not
trying to tell us the truth; but you might have
thought of this conversation afterwards, as I

told your partner yesterday.—Witness : It was
a serious conversation, and Mr. Hobden made
it quite clear to Mr. Moreland that he must
understand that it was clear that he was
working for Fryer.—His Lordship: You will
make it clearer next time, Mr. Porri?—In cross-
examination by Mr. Salter, witness said that
matters of this kind, wdiere special tradesmen
were employed, were dealt with by the archi
lect to save the inconvenience of putting them
through the builder. The account for this work
would have to be sent to Messrs. Fryer. Messrs.
Moreland were not paid by Messrs. Fryer with
proper promptitude, and they frequently com-
plained about it. Witness and his partner fully
recognised their grievance, and suggested that
they should stop deliveries. — Mr. Wilfred
Richard Andrews, formerly manager for Messrs.
Fryer and Co., said that when he saw the bills
of quantities he did not know who had given
estimates for the steelwork and concrete. After
he got the contract he found that the estimates
which he got in were higher than those referred
to by the architects. He therefore asked Mr.
Porri to arrange the matter with Messrs. More-
land, and he did so. As regards the concrete,
he also found that he could not do the work
at the prices stated in the bills of quantities.—
Mr. Colam, in addressing the Judge, asked his
Lordship to make up his mind as to which storv
he believed in reference to the two conversa-
tions between Messrs. Hobden and Porri and
Messrs. Moreland. The vital question was
whether the order could be given by Fryer or
whether it came within the business of the
architects. The building-owner had the right
absolutely to take the contract for tlie special
tradesman's work from the builder and to give
the contract to whomsoever he pleased.—Mr.
Clavell Salter submitted that the law as laid
down by Mr. Justice Channel! and in the Court
of Appeal was that where they got the relation
which necessarily arose between the building-
owner, the builder, and the tradesman under
the system of provisional sums, and where the
building-owner had selected the tradesman, and
had obtained from the tradesman his tender,
and had decided to accept that tender, and
then instructed the builder to send a formal
order, then upon the proper construction of
that document the builder was the agent of
the building-owner in ordering these goods.

—

His Lordship reserved judgment

A TIMBER TRADE ARBn'R.\TION.- Mr.
Justice Bankes and Mr. Justice Shearman
heard on Friday an appeal by Mr. Louis Ellison,
cabinetmaker, of Cheetham. Manchester, to set
aside an arbitration award made against him
in favour of Messrs. John Kendall and Co ,

timber merchants. Liverpool. Mr. Dehii. for
the appellant, explained that the dispute which
went before the arbitrator, Mr. Christy, had
reference to a parcel of timber sold to Mr.
Ellison. Mr. Christy found that the sellers mis-
representeii the graiu when offering the timber,
and awarded the buyer 5d. per cubic foot allow-
ance, the expense of the arbitration to be paid

by the sellers. But, said counsel, the buyer
claimed the right to reject, and did reject. He
suggested that the arbitrator had gone outside
his jurisdiction in going beyond the question
whether the goods were right or wrong. His
case was, first, excess of authority; then, that
tlie award was bad on the face of it because
it was an error of law. The arbitrator had said
the goods were not as described, and had then
found that the remedy was that the buyer was
to have an allowance. -Mr. Justice Bankes:
But that is the right remedy in the circum-
stances, according to the view of the arbilrator-
—Their Lordships dismissed the application,
with costs. Mr. Justice Bankes said it had to
be borne in mind that the dispute was a c(m-
mercial dispute, and the arbitrator was quite
within his jurisdiction in his award.

STATUES, ICEMORIALS, &c.
THE KING EDWARD VII. STATUE AT

ABERDEEN. — The granite statue of King
Edward VII. is to be unveiled at Aberdeen
to-morrow (Saturday). The monument has been
designed by Mr. Alfred Drury, R.A., and it is

the largest granite statue cut in one block that
has been made in this country. The King
William statue at London Bridge is somewhat
larger, but it is composed of three or four
pieces. The Aberdeen statue itself consists of
a standing figure in white Keinnay granite,
10ft. 6in. in height, on a lofty pedestal, the
whole erection rising to a height of 25ft. The
figure is draped in the robes of the Order of the
Garter, with the sceptre in the right hand, the
orb in the left. On each side of the pedestal—
which is of red or Peterhead granite, and is

I4ft. 6in. in height—stands a group in bronze,
aliout 6ft. in height, representing respectively
"Peace" and "Unity." Round the neck of the
pedestal runs a bronze enrichment. In the
centre panel of the frieze is a St. Andrew's
shield with a figure on it, while the remaining
panels contain the names of the British colonies.
Tlie work of cutting the figure in granite from
Mr. Drury's plaster model was entrusted to Mr.
.Arthur Taylor, sculptor. Jute-street, Aberdeen.

^*^
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAE'X'

IIATTERS.
PENCOED, GLAMORGANSHIRE. — The

Local Government Board has recently approved
the scheme of sewerage and sewage-disposal for
Pencoed prepared by Mr. T. J. Moss-Flower,
C.E., Westminster and Bristol, and tenders are
to be at once invited for the carrying out of
the work, which involves the construction of
about five miles of sewers, with railway- and
stream-crossings, detritus, balancing sedimenta-
tion, humus, storm, and other tanks, sludge-
beds, percolating - filters, filter - beds, engine-
house, engines, pumps, pump-well, and other
incidental works.

^t^
The corporation of Swansea have appointed

Mr. T. Deacon, of Morriston, as building in-
spector.

On the motion of the Lord Provost, Mr.
James Macintyre Henry, F.R.I.B.A., has been
nominated for re-election as Lord Dean of Guild
of Edinburgh for the ensuing year.

At the last meeting of the City of Loudon
Corporation, Mr. Kekewich, chairman of the
library committee, mentioned that there had
recently been discovered on Corporation pro-
perty a Samian bowl dating from fifty years
after the birth of Our Lord. It was a very fine
specimen— the most perfect which had been
found anywhere — and it would be of the
greatest interest to antiquaries.

.\ special correspondent of the Timea states
that an extraordinarily fine collection of "photo-
graphs of almost every inch of Rheims Cathedral
has been preserved. They were taken, he says,
by a native of Rheims who has made the archi-
tecture and adornments of the cathedral his
hobby in life. " When the necessary funds have
been collected, it will be possible to restore all
that has been burned or shot away with the
most minute accuracy." But this will not
restore the poetry, the beauty, the history, the
craftsmanship, of Rheims.

It is oflicially announced that the Postmaster-
General has accepted the tender of Messrs. John
Mowlem and Co. (Limited), Grosvenor Wharf,
Westminster, for the construction of the railway
tunnel from Paddington to the Eastern District
Office, authorised by the Post Office London
Railway Act. 1913, for conveyance of mails. The
tunnel will be six miles in length, and there
will be half a dozen intermediate stations. It
will he of narrow gauge, and parcels and letters
will be transmitted in electrically-driven trucks
goiug at thirty miles per hour.
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Tlie committee <if the Royal College of Art
Sketch Club state that tlie annual exhibition

will only be held in a modified form this year.

It will be open on Saturday, October 31,

1914, from 1 till 5 p.m., and will remain open
each day during the following week fro*)i

10 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., closing on Saturday,
November 7, 1914. There will be no private
view. It is the intention of the students to

devote a good portion of the Sketch Club
funds to some scheme of work connected
with the war. Entrance either from Ex-
hibition - road or Queen's Gate, Soutli
Kensington.

At the invitation of the President and
Council of the Royal Academy a meeting of

the presidents of the principal artistic

societies has been held at the Royal
Academy, to cojisider the best means of con-
centrating the efforts of artists on a single

scheme in aid of charities which are in

special need at the present time. It was
decided to hold an exhibition at the Royal
Academy on and after January 1, similar to
that held at the City Guildhal'l in 1900, with
tln^ object of raising funds for the Red Cross
Society and the Artists' General Benevolent
lustitulioii. Sir Edward J. Poynter, who
presided, announced that the King and
Queen had consented to be patrons of the
exhibition. An executive committee was to
organise the exhibition.

In addition to the awards announced in

April for papers read at the meetings, the
Council of the Institutiou of Civil Engineers
have made the following awards for papers
published in the " Proceedings " without dis-
cussion, during the session 1913-14: A Telford
gold medal to Mr. J. V. Davies (New York),
Telford premiums to Messrs. W. C. Popple-
well (Manchester), A. J. Knowles (Cairo),
H. Gaskell, jun. (Widnes), P. Rothera
(Trichinopoly) ; the Crampton prize to Mr.
H. F. Carew-Gibson (London), and the
Manby premium to Mr. W. M. Griffith
(Bareilly, India). The Webb prize for the
best paper on raihyay machinery published
during the past tbree years has been awarded
to Mr. Henry Fowler (Derbv). and the Indian
premium for 1914 to Mr. P." Rothera (Trichi-
nopoly). The Council have made the
following awards in respect of studeiits'
papers read during the session 1913-14

;

The "James Forrest" medal and a Miller
prize to Mr. J. E. Swindlehurst (Birming
ham), and Miller prizes to Messrs. T. C.
Griscnthwaite (Glasgow). H. J. C. Harper
(Bristol), W. P. Nevett (Birmingham), J. M.
L. Bogle (Manchester), E. A. Cross (Bir-
mingham), S. BrassevEdwards (Manchester),
G. T. Cotterell (Bristol). D. D. Stanier (New-
castle), W. E. Gurry (London), H. Taylor
(Birmingham), and R. C. Rattray (Man-
chester).

The officials of the CUitlook Tower, Edin-
burgh, have reason to fear that the valuable
Cities and Tow n-Planning Exhibition, the
formation of which has formed a conspicuous
part of their recent activity, has been
totally lost through the steamer Clan Grant
liaving been sunk in Indian waters by tlie
Germau cruiser Emden. By special invita
lion of the Governments of Bombay, Madras,
and Bengal tlie <>xhil)ition was invited some
time ago to the capitals of these Presi-
dencies. It was placed on board the Clan
Grant at Liverpool about the middle of Sep
teinber. and was proceeding to Madras. For
tiinately. Professor Patrick Gcddes and Mr.
Alistair Geddes travelled by another boat,
and have now landed safely." In connection
with the exhibition Professor Geddes was to
have lectured and advised in India on various
aspects of town planning and the reconstruc
tioii of Indian cities. A conservative est!
mate of tlie loss places it at £2.01)0 to £3,000

;

bill that does not include the labour whieli
has been applied to it by enthusiastic
workers for many years. Mr. Lanehester'a
appeal for help in repairing, so far as is
possible, the collection, appears on the pre-
ceding page.

The "Hackney and Kingsland Gazette"
reports that at last week's meeting of the
Hackney Borough Council, Councillor H. E.
Davenport, J. P., moved that an account of

£4 6s. 8d., due to Bradshaw's Asphalte Com-
pany, Ltd., be not paid, as the firm was
largely German-owned.—Councillor H. C.
Rawll (chairman of the finance committee)
said it was an English company, but the bulk
of the shares were held by Germans. Two
cheques for £24 and £(j had been previously
drawn for the same firm, but they were being
held back. It was decided to retain all three
cheques.

The very successful auctions held at
Tokenhouse - yard last week by Messrs.
Fuller, Horsey, Sons, and Cassell, Messrs.
Home and Co., and Messrs. A. and W.
Richards instance the extent to which in-

vestors are ready to take advantage of the
opportunities presented iu the present very
limited market when offers are made through
well-known firms of high standing like those
mentioned. On November 3 Messrs. Fuller.
Horsey, Sons, and Cassell will dispose
of the lease of the riverside premises known
as Pimlico Wharf, next to Vauxhall Bridge,
thus affording a favourable opportunity to
many of our readers who comparatively
seldom have the chance of securing sucii

eligible and such accessible premises.

The cause of the cracking of reinforced
concrete when the reinforcing material dis-

charges current into the concrete has been
found to be the formation of rust upon the
anode. In the report of the Committee on
Electrolysis at the Atlantic City Convention
of the International Association of Municipal
Electricians, Mr. Leon Taylor, the chair-
man, stated, on the authority of the Bureau
of Standards, that this formation of rust takes
place only at temperatures around lOOdeg.
Fahr. , and that damage to the concrete is

therefore not to be expected unless the
density of the discharge is very high, or some
other conditions keep the concrete above
the critical temperature. The addition of a

fraction of 1 per cent, of salt to concrete
increases its conductivity and destroys the
passivity of the iron. Salt should, therefore,
never be used in structures that may be
subject to electrolytic action.

" Rapid Earthwork Calculations," by C. E.
Housden (London ; Longmans, Green, and
Co., Is. Ud.), embodies improvements
suggested by reconsideration of the author's
"Practical Earthwork Tables," which it is

believed will enable earthwork quantities to

be ascertained more quickly and with less

labour than in any other way. The tables
certainly facilitate the calculation of the
cubical contents of long embankments or
cuttings carried over a rough ground, rising

or falling to a considerable extent.

The British Uralite Company (1908),
Limited, report that for the year ended
June 30, 1914, the operations of the
company have resulted in a profit for
the period of £330 6s. 9d., which, together
with the balance brought forward from the
previous year of £351 Is. lid., amounts to
a total of £681 8s. 8d., which it is proposed
to carry forward. The directors regret that
the trading for the year has not resulted in

a larger profit; but this is entirely due to
the increase in prices of raw materials, and
the excessively keen eoinpetition from
abroad, resulting in a reduction of sales at
lower priees. In addition, two unfortunate
accidents have happened at the works, one to
the Diesel engine, and the other to one of
the presses, which seriously interfered with
the manufacture. For the last few months,
however, trade has shown very considerable
improvement, and unless some untoward
circumstances should ari.se, the operations
of the company should show a satisfactory
result for the current year. An outlay on
new plant of £1,858 12s. 8d. has been made
during the year ; this is mainly in respect of
additional engine-power, and a press for
dealing with Asbestone sheets of larger size
than those hitherto manufactured by the
company. This latter installation, which is

now running, should give very satisfactory

results in the future, as a considerable
demand has spning up for these sheets which
hitherto the company has not been able to
fulfil.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satukdav (To-moiirow).—Institution of Municipal

Engineers. Meeting of Eastern and
and North - Eastern DiatrictB at the
Guildtiall, Lincoln. 11.45 a.m.

Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museum. "Churchea
of North Italy and Sicily," liy Banister
Fletcher, F.R.I. B.A. 4.30 p.m.
University College, Gower-streot, W.G.

" Reinforced Concrete in Municipal
Engineering Works," by Professor
Ernest R. Matthews, 6.30 p.m.

Society of Engineers. "Use of the
Hydraulic Mining Cartridge," by James
Tonge. 7.30 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

Opening Address of the Session by the
President, Ernest Newton, A.R.A. 8
p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Inaugural
Meeting of the Session. Address by the
President. B. Hall Blyth, M.A., and
Presentation of Medals 'awarded by the
Council. 8 p.m.

WiiDNESDAY. —Royal Archa'ological Institute. "Ar-
rangements and Fittings of Media'val
Churches in England," by Aymer
Vallance, M.A., F.S.A. Burlington
House, Piccadilly. 4.30 p.m.

TauasDAY.—British Museiuu. "The Palace of King
Minos," byBanister Fletcher, F.R.I. B.A.
4.30 p.m.

Friday (Nov. B.)—Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's
Society. " Steel Construction," by G.
Maltby and P. B. Hogg. 8 p.m.

The late Mr. George Williams, Albany road,
Stroud Green, N., buil.der, left net personalty
£24,167 and a gross amount of .£25,760.

General Sir George Higginson, who is eighty-
nine years of age, opened a new council school
at Slough on Saturday. The Montem Council
School is situated within a hundred yards of the
famous mound at Salt Hill, where for nearly
400 years one of the mdst picturesque of school
customs was observed.

Madame Clara Butt unveiled on Saturday a
memorial to Mr. Wesley Woodward, a skilful
'cellist, and one of the bandsmen who went down
on the Titanic. The memorial, of bronze and
granite, has been erected in a shelter on the
parade at Eastbourne, opposite the bandstand.
It has been erected by Mr. Godfrey Garrard, of
Eastbourne.

An inquiry was held in the council chamber,
Sevenoaks, on Friday, by Mr. H. S. Stewart,
A.R.I.B.A., Local Government Board inspector,
into tlie application of the Sevenoaks Urban
District Council for the loan of i.'5,50fl for the
purpose of a housing scheme. The clerk said
the application related to the erection of
sixteen cottages, and it was proposed to pur-
chase eight acres of land for itl.SOO. which was
less than £200 an acre. It was intended to use
only one acre upon wliich to erect the sixteen
cottages, and keep the remaining seven acres
iu allotments.

Messr.s. Batsford will publish early in Novem-
ber "The English Parish Church: an Account
of the Chief Building Types and of their
Materials During Nine Centuries." by the Rev.
J. Charles Cox, LL.D.. F.S.A. The work will

be fully and attractively illustrated from
photographs and drawings, including a special
series of plans. Dr. Cox is well known for his

important writings on ecclesiology. He has long
studied the churches of England, the majority
of which he has personally visited, and in the
present volume he gives a bird's-eye view of tlie

whole of his fascinating subject.

At the City Guildhall, on Tuesday. Mr. W. H.
Collin, an inspector of the Local Government
Board, held an inquiry into the Corporation's
scheme for the improvement of Cloth Fair by
demolishing the picturesque but insanitary
existing buildings, which are largely of wood,
and rebuilding on the site. Evidence in support
of the scheme was given by Dr. Howarth,
medical officer of health for the City, Mr. B. T.

Swinstead, and Mr. Finch, the last named
stating that the scheme was estimated to cost

.£43,000. Mr. Howard Ruff, on behalf of the
Royal Society of St. George, objected to the
scheme, which, lie said, would sanction an act

of vandalism. The area contained the last of

tile Domestic architecture of the 16th and
17th centuries remaining in one grouping. Mr.
Naldrett, who represented the Corporation,
replied that the Society for the Protection of

Ancient Buildings had written declaring that
they would support the demolition of the

houses. The inquiry was closed.

A
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LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
nsiial sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases
quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

RoUod Steel Joists, English £7 10 to £1 12 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Steol Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Hound, or
Square 22 ,,

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sonth Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 ISs. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15109. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 .,.£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3 to 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

8/3 8/9 9/3 9,9 10/3 11'- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 ,, 8
Eolled-lron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

ii ,, ., Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ -
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10-11 12 B.W.G
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 Os. £1153. £11 15s. per ton'

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton estra

turned and bored joints, 58. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall lOs. Od. to 117s. Bd
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od

Wrougbt-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount olf
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2-^ per cent.)

—

Gas-Tubes 75 p c
Water-Tubes '"."'.]

71j
Steam-Tubes !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67A
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65'
Galvanised Water-Tubes 61J
Galvanised Steam-Tubes '.

55

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 9
Lead Water Pipe, Town *23 10 ,, —

Country *21 5 0,', —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town ••24 10 0„ —

,, ,, ,, Country '25 5 0,, —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '25 10 0,, —

„ Country '26 5 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '28 „ —

.. Country '28 15 ,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... '26 10 0„ —

,, Country '27 5 0., —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 45in.) Town '26 10 0,, —

• I, ,, ., Country '27 5 0,, —
rOver 45in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, 18 12 6
Lead Shot, in 'J81b. bags 24 15 0,', —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 75 „ 75 10
Copper, British Calse and Ingot 64 ,. 65Tm, English Ingots 163 ,i 164
Do., Bars 14B „ 146 10
Pig Lead, m lowt. Pigs (Town) 22 —
Sheet Lead, Town "23 0, —
_• ... ^.Country '23 15 ,!

—
Gennme White Lead 30 15 ,,

—
Refined Red Lead 30 ,, —
^heet Zinc... Price on'inquiry.
Old Lead, against account 16
Tin .per cwt. 8 10 ,

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor...!!!!]

Cot nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 ,, —

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

... '20 X 10 ... 12 12 6 1.'200 at r. stn.
... 16 ,, 8 ... 6 12 6
... 20 „ 10 ... 13 2 6

_. .; .;.^ 20 „ 12 ...13 17 6
First quality 20 „ 10 ... 13

20 „ 12... 13 15 „ !.

_ •• , " le ., 8... 7 5Eureka unfading
ereen 20 „ 10 ... 15 17 6

20 „ 12 ... 18 7 6
18 „10... 13 5

„ 16 „ 8 ... 10 5
permanent Green ... 20 „ 10 ... 11 12 6

18 „io... 9 12 6 ;; !i

16 „ 8... 6 12 6

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, „ [river.
Mild Stocks 19
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 ,. at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts... 114
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ... 5 ,, ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Stalfordshire 3 15 „

Ditto Bullnose 4 0,,
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

23in. Best Red Ac-) I Net, delivered in
crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 „] full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) I in London.

3'/8" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than S'/s in
thickest part 2

3'/«" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
S'/s" ditto ditto through and through 2
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and h" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :^
3 course deep, 44" soiHt, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 4i" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto if" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto &' ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 Z
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 1

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

QLAZED BRICKS.
HAKD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, Bullnose. and 4Sin. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles-

Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICKS.

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers ._._ „ £22 17 6
„ ., Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks) Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsand colours r ing gin.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Un.
Is. 2d. each ; by llin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

B. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 Oto41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard,
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 2 2
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 2
.\ncaster, ditto „ 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ,, 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) „ 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes .. 13

• All F.O.R. London.

1 7J
1 94

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Faddington Depot per foot cube 1 7J

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20tt. average :—
Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot,! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per toot cube.

Pimlico 'Wharf I ... £0 2 3 ...£0 2 4j

TILES.
B. d. Dlvrd. at

Plain red roofing tiles 43 per 1000 ry.sn.
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental tiles 52 6 „ ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 67 6 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 60 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 0,,
Selected " Perfeota " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000
Ornamental ditto 48 6 ,. ,,

Hip tiles 3 lOA per doz. ,,

^^
Valley tiles 3 4* „

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48 per lOOO
Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 8,,

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6 „ ,,

Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 60 per 1009 ,,

Pressed 47 6
Ornamental ditto 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 6 „

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale,per tun £'38 15 to f'39 5
Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale , 21 „ 21 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 ,, 46 10
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 „ 43
Ditto, Mauritius „ 43 10 „ 43
Palm, Lagos „ 32 5 „ 33 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel „ 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined 6iJ ,, 6
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Ditto, Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Gil per gal. 2 4,, —
Baltic oil 2 8,, —
Turpentine 2 9,, —
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil per cwt. 9 0,, —
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand.. „ 9 „ —

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 150Z. 21oz. 26oz. 3'2oz.

Fourths 3d. ... ihd. ... 5d. ... 5id.
Thirds 3iid. ... 5id. ... 53d. ... 7d.
Fluted Sheet Hi. ... sid. ... — ... —

Hartley's English Rolled ^in. ^/isin. Jin.
Plate 2*d. ... 3d. ... 3*d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Rolled and Repoussine... 33d. ... 5id.

VARNISHES, <fco. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Finu Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra I'ale Paper 13
Best -Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black .Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

The rural district council of Docking have
accepted the resignation of Mr. G. E. Mullard,
surveyor for the eastern district.

Receiving orders have been made in the cases
of Hubert Gilford, Wooclgale, Highlicld-road,
Purley, architect, and Artliur Cecil Geen, The
Avenue, Tadwortli, architect.

On the completion of twenty - five years"

service as borough engineer of Leicester, Mr. E.
George Mawbey has been presented willi an
illuminated address bv the members of his

staff.

Chief Officer J. H. Blezard, president of the
.Association of Professional Fire Brigade Officers,

died at Barrow on Tuesday. Mr. Blezard joined
the local brigade as callboy, and has been
superiutendent since 1897. He had been con-

nected with the fire service for forty years.
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TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilators

have been applied to the new drill-hall, Yarm-
on-Tees.

The directors of Claridge's Patent Asphalte

Co., Ltd., are holding a reception for the in-

spection of their new oflfices at 3, Central

Buildings, Westminster, .S.W., to-morrow
(Saturday), at 11 o'clock.

The architects for the Yarm Territorial Head-
quarters, Middlesbrough, report that they have
used Pudlo, the powder which makes cement
waterproof, in the basement of this building,

the result being extremely good.

CHIPS.
Mr. Thomas Bishop, sanitary inspector, Leith,

has been appointed by the Edinburgh Corpora-

tion chief sanitary inspector for the city.

The War Office has sent a communication to

the Lord Mayor of Bristol intimating that a

number of carpenters and labourers are urgently
needed for Government work at Salisbury
Plain.

A fire occurred on Wednesday afternoon at

Messrs. Marshall, Knott, and Barker's sawmills,
adjacent to the Alexandra Dock, Grimsby.
Large quantities of timber and machinery were
destroyed, the damage amounting to several

thousand pounds.

At the Prestatyn Urban District Council
meeting on Monday night a discussion arose as

to the giving of preference to local contractors
for work required. It was proposed that a 5 per
cent, preference be given, but this was defeated
by one vote. At the same time the council
decided that it would give a committee power
to decide what contracts should be advertised, a
motion that all contracts over Ji5 be published
and tenders invited being defeated.

The Norwich City Council agreed at their last

meeting to the appointment of Mr. Henry
Wood, A.M.Inst.C.E., as deputy city engineer
at a salary of i;2Q0 per annum, rising by ^20
a year to i^SOO. with an annual allowance of
i;l20 on condition that he provides a motor-
cycle. Mr. W. G. Powell was appointed first

assistant to the city engineer, his salary being
advanced from £160 to £175, and Mr! R. A.
Winfield was appoint^ed second assistant in the
same department. The Lord Mayor explained
that the appointments were necessitated by the
resignation of Mr. Harold Collins (son of their
city engineer, Mr. A. E, Collins), who had been
appointed borough engineer at Colchester.

The housing schemes proposed by the sanitary
committee and approved by the Manchester
City Council were the subject of inquiry on
Wednesday evening by a representative of the
Local Government Board. The proposal is to
borrow £30,376 for building houses on the
Temple Estate, Cheetham, and £8,973 for pro-
viding furnished houses in Tebbutt-street.

Lord Hunter, in the Scottish Court of Session
at Edinburgh on Friday, upheld the contention
of the Board of Agriculture for Scotland in the
action by Mr. Scott Plummer, of Sunderland
Hall, Selkirkshire, for £3,850, being the unpaid
balance of the amount found due to the pursuer
from the defenders in respect of depreciation in
the capital and saleable value of the pursuer's
estate, as a result of the constitution thereon of
small holdings. His Lordship held that there
was no warrant in the Small Landholders Act
for such a compensation claim.

Nottingham Corporation by a large majority
decided on Monday to proceed with important
Trent navigation works, towards the cost of
which the Development Commissioners have
promised an advance of £50,000. The rate-
payers will contribute £100,000. The scheme is

to improve the navigation of the River Trent
between Nottingham and Newark, and it was
urged that the effect of the proposal would be
to make Nottingham an important inland port.
Employment would be given to many un-
employed by the scheme.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or Hterary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Efflngham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors* risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be liable

for, unsought contributions.

•»• Drawings of selected competition designs, im
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageoua terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeaerver, Estrand, London."

REciiiVED.—F. and C—B. P. C. M., Ltd.—R. TJ. D. C—
A. H, and Sou.—S. W. and Co.—J. D. R.—V., Ltd.—
A. D. D. and Sons. Ltd.—P. B. and Co., Ltd.—
H. B. Co., Ltd.—R. and J. B.—H. O. H. M.—H. and G.—T. C. S. Co., Ltd.—W. L. G.—Sir J. J. and Co.. Ltd.
L. Co., Ltd.—C. H. P.—J. and Co.

B.—Yes.
N. C. O.—Thanks, uo.

Mala Frui-s.—We see uo groimds for your assumption.

U.vK.viR. — We cannot deal with allegations made in
letters to other journals.

D. O.—You can tell the judge so, of course ; but be will
want very pood evidence, we expect, before he accepts
" a mutual understanding " that is not in the contract.

H. A. Welch.—We have not given a small country
railway station in our Designing Club for many years,
and cannot refer you to any designs of that sort of
recent date in our imges.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

SECOSD LIST OF SUBJECTf-.

B.—A small stoue-built covered-in market-hall on a
central open level site, the out-to-out dimensions of

the building Ijeing 95ft. long from N. to S., and 85ft.

wide from E, to W. Each corner of the premises to

have a square shop, 20ft. out-to-out. with open glazed
fronts ou the two external elevations, and each shop
to have a private door leading into the market-hall,
which will be cruciform on plan ; but the difference
caused by the width of the open-ended transepts on
the E. and W. sides, these being 50ft. wide in the
clear, and the N. and S. transepts being 40ft. wide in

the clear, may be rectified by a central column or pier

outhe E. and W. of the crossing, and projecting piers

or pilasters may be employed ou the corners of the shop
walls inside the building facing N. and S. This will

uiake the middle space, or " crossing," of the
market - hall square aljove the door - area space,
and permit of a small domed roof rising on
pendentives in the usual way on a low driun,

against which the roofs of the four transepts may end.
A middle-column treatment is to be employed to the
fai^'ades of the E, and W. traiif^ept opeuiugs. At the

N. and S. ends of the building an arch may span the
opening between the two shops at the coruers. The
roofs of these shop pavilions may be either flat or

conical in shape, suitably treated for lead covering.

The height of the market-hall to top of inside cornice

to be 20ft. Roof soffit open and plastered. The shop
ceilings need not be so tiill. One 6in. step to floor of

shops and hall above the paved space round the

market, and a series of granite posts, 3ft. high, to be
arranged Oft. away from the walls, to keep caits off

the plinth at the angles of the building. The details

of lighting jind also glazing to keep out weather at

ends of transepts left to competitors. Roofs of iron and
concrete, asphalted outside and jilastered withiu.

Stone to walls to show as ashlar. Style Late Reuais-

simce plainly treated. Plate-glass to shops, movable
stalls next walls inside market. Scale, 8ft. to inch.

Plan, two elevatiens, and section ; also view sketch of

exterior. The plan may be drawn to the scale of 16ft.

to the inch if desired, on account of size of the sheet as

per rules. All drawings, with coupon pasted on back
(next name and addi-ess of the member), to reach the

Building News oflice on or before Saturday,
November 28 next.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
«»

Oct. 31—Laying Out Show Grounds, Wayville West, Adelaide... £500, £200, ilOO The Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of South Australia,

23, WaymoDth-street, Adelaide.
,, 31—Drawings for Police Buildings and Fire Station, St.

Helens. (Assessor.) £100, £50, £25 A. W. Bradley, M.I. C.E., Town Hall, St. Helens.
Nov. 18—Extension of Laundry at Workhouse; also Converting

House in St. John-street into Cottage Home, Howden £5 H. Green, Clerk, Howden.
Dec. 4—Tuberculosis Hospital, Southend-on-Sea £100, £50, ,£25 E.J. Elford, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng.. Town Clerk's Oaces,

Southend-on-Sea.
„ 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield ... £400, £240 M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations Indnstrielles. Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Oct. ;iO—Branch Stores. Laughton-en-ie-Morthen
„ 30—Removing Iron Church from Porthcawl to Maesteg
.. 30—House. Bailey, Llandygwydd
,, 31—LabourtTS' Cottat^ea (11), Midleton
,, 31—Eight Cottages, Sundon
,. 31—Belle \'U6 Liljrary. Repairing, Halifax "

„ 31 — Si.\ Almshouses. Northgate-atreet, Bury St. Edmunds...
„ 31—Edward Vll. Wing, Royal Agricultural Col., Cirencester
,, 31—Braddook Scbonl. Additions to. West Taphouse

Nov. 2—New Central Offices. Rosobery-avonue, E C
2—Cottages 11(1). Wood View, Arundel .....'!'!]!!."][[]].!!!

,, 2—School (60 places), .\dder8tone, Warenford
,, 2—Tuberculo.sis Dispensarv, Maze Hill, Greenwich

2—Strengthening Floor, Workoouse Intiruiary, Hull
,, 2—Stationmaster's House, liarnton, Edinburgh

2—Premises, Additions to. Huddorslield rd.. Ravenstliorpe
2—Workmen's Library, Additions to, Pontlottyn
2—Sanatorium, Additions to, Middleton

,, 2—Disinfecting Station, Rugby .'.'

., 2—School, lO-xtcnBions to. Marshtield
2— Kive-story Mill. Milnsbridge, Hudderstield". .!..!..........."

,, 2—Tuberculosis Dispensary, Maze Hill, S.E
,, 2—New Post-OllicG, Ingatestone, Essex
,, 3—Timber Farm lluildings, Additions to. Leake. Linos ...

3—Three Fever Pavilions at Infections Hospital, Mansfield
,, 3—Cottage at Hospital, Sandy-lane, Fulwood
,, 1-Working-Class Dwellings. Stowupland

1—Westgate Hill School, .\dditi0n3 to. Bradford

BUILDINGS.
]\Iasboro' Etiuit. Pioneers' Soc.
St. Michael's Vicar

Rural District Council
Luton Rural District Council .

Parks Comuiittee
Guildhall Peo£tment Trust ....

Metropolitan Water Board

Northumberland Education Com.
Borough Council
Guardians
CdlPdoni^u Riilway Co
Mirfield Inlustrial Co-op. Soc. ...

Committee
West Riding County Council
Ur))an District Council
Monmouthshire Education Com.

Greenwich Borough Council
H.M. Works Commissioners
Holland County Council
Corporation
Joint Hospital District
East Stow Rural District Council
Education Committee

J. Platts. Aroht.. High-street. Rotlierham.
F. Rogers. Hon. Sec, 7, Cavan-road, Maesteg.
E. F. George, Bailey, Boncath, R.S.O.
J. Stanton. Clerk, Midleton, Ireland.
H. Pickering, ly. Princes-street. Dunstable.
J. Lord. M.I.C.E.. Horo' Eng., Town Hall. Halifax.

S. Naish, M S.A.. 7, Hatter-street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Oatley and Lawrence. Archts.. 'ij. Orch ard-street. Bristol.

A. E. Skeutelbery, Archt., Lostwithiel.
A, B. Pilling, Clerk, Savoy-court, Strand, W.C.
A. Holmes, Town Clerk, Maltravers-street, .\rundel.

C. Williams. Sec. Moothall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
A. Roberts, F.R.I.B.A., 02, London-street, Greenwich.
T. B. Atkinson, M.S. A., Trinity House-lane, Hull.

J. Blackburn, Sec. 302. liuohanan-street, Glasgow.
W. F. Cave, Archt., Market-street. Heckinondwike.
T. Roderick. Archt., Ashbrook House, .-Vbordare.

The West Riding Architect. County Hall, Wakefield.

J. H. Sharp. Sur, Bonn Buildings, Rugby.
J. Bain, F.R.I.B.A., County Council Cilices, Newport, Mon.
J. B. Abbey and Sons. Archts., Huddersfleld.

A. Roberts. F.R.I.B.A., 92, London-street, Greenwich.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate. S.W.

E. J. A. Christie, County Lind Agent. Sessions House, Boston.

T. Collingo. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng, Exchange-row, Mansfield.

W. D. T. Munford. Archt., 12, Guildhall-Street. Preston.

H. H. Simon. Stowmarket.
The City Architect. Town Hall. Bradford.
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OUR ILLUSTEATIOXS.
National Amalgamated Approved Society's Building,

Euston-road, London, N.W. View and plan Pro-
fessor Beresford Pite, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Church of St. Mary, Harrogate. View and plan
designed by Mr. Walter H. Brierley, F.S.A.,
Architect.

Aston Hall, Warwickshire, 1618-I()35. Elevation and
details of front. Measured and draivu by Mr. P.
E. Williams, Architect, WU. General plan by Mr.
J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., and Photograph of Grand
Staircase.

I'olice and Fire Station, Reieate. Mr. Joseph Sunlight.
Architect.

ASTON HALL, WARWICKSHIRE, AND
JOHN THORPE, ARCHITECT.

[with ILLUSTKATIO.NS.]

We do not remember having seen any
elevational drawing of the entire fajade o£

Aston Hall hitherto published elsewhere
like that which we reproduce to-day. Tlie

chief architectural interest of this mansion
consists in the scheme of its plan, which
not only displays marked differences as
compared with most of its contemporaries,
but shows distinctive deviations in its lay-
out from all that had been done before.

The omission of a geometrical representa-
tion of this elevation to scale in all the
recently issued works dealing with the
growth of English Domestic building may
be accounted for, owdng to the change
which has taken place during the last

decade in the prevailing taste of the day,
by which preference is accorded to the
illustrations of buildings erected at a
much later date. The majority of the newer
books on such historic architecture are
chiefly devoted to works belonging to the
eighteenth century, including others
carried out some years after that. The
genesis of modern household contrivance
furnishes, however, no better instance of

the evolution of planning than Aston Hall,
and for this reason it is deservedly
reckoned to be one of the most dis-

tinguished as an illustration of this parti-

cular departure, which took a hundred
years to bring about. .Apart from that
circumstance, this building stands for a

type of British architecture which, in its

way, is almost as unique as the short-
lived style of the beautiful Tudor manor-
houses, which anticipated the so-called

"Early Renaissance," a departure in

design at once admirably adapted to the
exigencies of the English climate, while it

also combined therewith other inherent
merits that cannot fail to influence the
National spirit of design in the future.
This style presents greater facilities for

picturesque combinations, coupled with
the obvious advantage of accommodating
interior contrivance consequent upon the
freedom of window provision incidental to

the less-restricted conditions allowable, as

contrasted with the stereotyped symmetry
so essential to buiklings planned on rigid

Classical lines. The box-like balances of
the more lugubrious Georgian manner are
favoured by to-day's passing fashion,
which assumes that the style is more monu-
mental, more scholarly, and perhaps more
palatial. Bigness of detail and massively-
appointed interiors may distinguish the
"Later Renaissance"; but it is doubtful
whether the style of John Thorpe's time is

not more homely and naturally better

adapted to domestic comfort. Whoever
the architect of Aston Hall may have been,
he intentionally subordinated the central

hall, while retaining a relative scale for

that apartment ; consequently th« dis-

position of this plan remains quite
distinctive, as a precise exemplar hitherto
unknown among all else of its kind then
ei'ected in this counti-y.

Burton Agnes, in Yorkshire (1602-10) is

UU.\.M) .-^lAlKv A.^K, A.-^TU.N HALL.

one of the last big houses which repeated
the old English traditional hall on the
historic lines peculiar among four-

teenth century and earlier instances.

Their arrangements are well known, as,

fof instance, at Haddon Hall, in Derby-
shire, with a Mediteval kind of traceried

wooden screen set below the minstrels'

gallery at one end of the apartment, the

kitchen and butteries to the left, and the
bay window on the riglit ; the location of the
family rooms beyond the dais at the head
of the hall and generally a grand stair-

case more or less adjoining. John Thorpe,
in designing Kirby Hall, Northampton-
shire, adhered to this ancient refectory

principle, and as a connascence of date it

may be mentioned that he laid Kirby's
foundation-stone in 1570. Later in life he
grew less conservative, accommodating

[

himself to the spirit of the times and
j

wants of his clients. Aston Hall, there-
fore, not only differs from Burton Agnes,
but it is entirely altered from Kirby, to
which Inigo Jones added the forecourt.
Montacute, in Somersetshire, also a modi-
fication of the old type, is quite unliks
Aston Hall, and in this connection other
variations of similar details could
be instanced. The change thus illus-
trated synchronises with the growing
tendency, then in its initial stage, for
introducing the "dining parlour." That
innovation gradually reduced the pre-
eminence of the hall, and led to its more
immediate association with the entrance
portal, and soon the hall became a means
of approach instead of still being recog-
nised as dominating the plan, and retain-
ing the character of the hall proper as the
centre of family life. This development
began simultaneously with the influence of

Italian architecture in Great Britain. At
Aston HaU the large hall, though still

placed in the middle of the plan, was
schemed as an entrance-hall pure and
simple, with the main doorway of the
house set in the centre of its side. At
Blickling Hall, near Aylsham, a further
departure was adopted by its architect,
whose plan was being carried into execu-
tion in 1620, when John Thorpe's
Warwickshire mansion, near Birmingham,
was building. The JVIarquess of Lothian's
beautiful home in Norfolk not only has
its hall subordinated as an entrance
vestibule, but the grand staircase is

treated as its predominating feature, with
the overhanging gallery above carried
round to connect the two lateral wings of

the house, thus relinquishing all

semblance to the long established usage of

tlie hall with the dais and tables for
dining. At Blickling, too, the kitchens are
housed in a separate wing, which stands
to the left of the turfed quadrangular fore-

court, a corresponding wing to tlie right
being devoted to stable buildings. A fine

feature originally was made of the
simdarly-enclosed forecourt at .\ston Hall,
though there only two pavilions, called

lodges, for falconers, served to emphasise
the angles of its frontispiece, as set out in

the accompanying jilan. The year 1618
saw Aston Hall commenced. It was com-
pleted in 163o ; but during that period

Lord Townshend .started Raynham Hall, a
stately red-brick house in Norfolk, from
the designs of Inigo Jones, in 1630. That
mansion presents a remarkable contrast in

more ways than one to much that was
being built elsewhere at that time. Not
only was the hall subordinated, but the

raison d'etre of the grand staircase, too,

was abandoned, owing to the employment
of a great flight of external steps leading
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u|i tu tile eltvatfil irumi Hour sot up over

a Lug half-basfinent.*

The geometrical drawings whioh we re-

produce were made quite lately by Mr. I'\

E. Williams, of Co]ii)ice-road, Birming-
ham, to wliom we are indebted lor their

loan. The accompanying jilan of Aston
Hall has been kindly lent us by Mr.
Herbert Batsford, from "The Early
Iteiiaissance of England," by Mr. J.

Alfred Gotch, E. S. A., whose handy and
e.xcellent history has attained its second

eilition this year. The monumental foliips

issued in 1894 by the same author and
publisher, entitled "The Architecture of

the lieiiaissance in England," include a

photograph of the front of Aston Hall;
but the lirst entire view of the fayade as a
wluile given in a serial architectural publi-

cation was the general perspective drawn
for the Building News by Mr. Maurice B.

.\danis, and given as a double-page plate

in our number for Sejitember 27,

1889, printed with a ground-plan mainly
based upon the lay-out, wliicli occurs in

"Old Warwickshire Houses" by Mr.
William Niven, who also published a
nKiUograph of Aston Hall.
As com|iared with Sir Henry Hobart's

mansion at Blickling, or with Coliham
Hall ill Kent, which is known to be
partly the work of Inigo Jones, the detail

of Aston Hall is not specially good, and
only ranks as second-rate. It actually
marks a deterioration in this respect from
houses built in the reign of Elizabeth, and
also in the days of James and Charles I.

The ogee-shaped roofs of its towers are,
however, very characteristic of this " tradi-
tional " style, and the location of these
towers, though not exactly set in the
angles of the building, as often happened,
are not otherwise unusual. The central
tower, coming over the entrance, by being
built entirely u])on a support of timber-
ing, is a most questionaljle |)iece of con-
struction resorted to in order to avoid en-
cumbering the first Hoor and spoiling the
h.ill below. This apartment furnishes the
means of access in the middle of the house,
with the chief rooms disposed round it on
the ground floor. The ceiling of the hall
is panelled and enriched with elaborate
designs of a geometrical order, alternating
with unicorns, lions, stags, and other
quadrupeds modelled in plaster in relief.

The many short flights of the grand
staircase, leading to the first floor, have
balustrades of open scrollwork between the
big square boldly-carved newels, covered on
tlieir faces with arabesque patterns, very
characteristic of the 17th century. The
accompanying view is from a photograjih
kiriilly sent us by the Keeper of the
Birmingham Museums, Sir Whitworth
Wall is, F.S.A., who now has Aston Hall
under his charge. The chapel, wdiere the
marlile floor was long covered with boar<l-
ing, is reached ' by a short colonnaded
cloist^-r. It was once draped with tapestry,
anil it then had an altar lit by sconces.
.Above this chapel is the great drawing-
room, 39ft. by 23ft., and having a hand-
some chimney-piece, also a deep frieze
round the room, with hgnros in bold
relief. "King Charles's bedroom," with
its beautiful ceiling of strapwork, and the
tapestries on the walls, is on the left, and
T.aily Holte's chamber is on llie right.
The I,ong fiall.ry measures 1.3Gft., and is

ISft. wide, being IGft. high. This gallery
is divided into thirteen bays by Ionic
|iilastr-rs. with double-transomed windows
jilaced in five of these comparl incuts. The
<liimney-piece, restina on caryatides, is

large, and typically rich, done in marbles
and alabaster. This part of the house is

" Plaus of Rayntiam Hall are eiven tn a koo<1 size in
Messrs. Inieo TriKKS and H. Tanner's fi)iio. "Some
Arehitertiiral Worlts of Iniyo Jones." publisbod Iw
Batsforil in 1901.

reckoned to be rather later than the rest.

The saloon is on the ground floor, placed

at the back of the hall in the centre, as at

Kaynham, built by Inigo Jones.

Over the entrance the inscription

records that Sir Thomas Holte enclosed

the Park when he commenced building in

lUlS, also that the mansion was advanced

sufliciently to enable him to go into resi-

dence in 1631, the finishing, as we have

said, being continued for four years.

Wyatt I'apworth possibly was not very

far wrong in attributing the completion of

Aston Hall to Inigo Jones, as mentioned

in his useful little book, "The Renaissance

and Italian Styles of Great Britain

"

(Batsford). It seems not unlikely that the

certain as to whether John Thorpe was the
architect of Aston Hall or not. No doubt
the actual building is much varied from
these first draughts, and, of course, the
[ilaiis do not represent the enlargements
subsequently made. The question as to the
claims of John Thorjie or Inigo Jones for

the credit of their ultimate design is un-
determined, though Wyatt Papworth's sub-
sequent inquiries at any rate suggest a
solution in favour of John Thorpe, who, at

any rate, had a large amount of house-
building to do, and was more than a sur-

veyor or draughtsman, as certain writers

have somewhat needlessly alleged.

Little Charlton, Kent, built for Robert
Filmer in 1612, was one of John Thorpe's

FORE COURT.
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ASTON HALL: GROUND PLAN (1618-35).

'Early Renaifisaace Architecture in Knglauil," by Mr. J. A. Ciutch, F.S.A.

Becoud Edition. I'Jll. (Batsford.)

skill of "the Marquis—would-be—Jones"
(as Sir Francis Kinaston called Jones, in

his "St. Poules ") was brought into requisi-

tion in carrying out this mansion. The
staircase at Crewe Hall, Cheshire, con-

structed between 1615 and 1636 for Sir

Randal Crewe, very closely resembles the
design of that of Aston Hall, and this simi-

larity warranted Richardson and other
antiquaries in assuming that Inigo Jones
l>uilt them both. The original plan of

Crewe Hall was signed "I. J.," and this

document jirobably exists still, for it was
in the possession of Mr. J. W. Jones, of

Nantwich, during the latter half of the last

century.

The original sketch-plans f(n- Aston Hall
attributed to John Thorpe, form jiart of the
interesting collection of his autograph and
other drawings preserved in Sir John !

Soane's Museum
; but althougli authorities

express a diversity of critical opinions as to I

the authenticity of these drawings, no one!
seems to have been able to decide for .

latest-known buildings; but we are not

sure when he made these original plans for

Aston Hall, and we cannot fix their

probable date by the actual erection of the

house, which was commenced in 1618.

Moreover, the date of the death of John
Thorpe remains uncertain. Very likely,

however, the working drawings were ])re-

pared abcnit KilO. Wyatt Papworth, in

furthering his inquiry, found tliat Peter

Cunningham, in 1867, drew attention to the

following entry in the 1634 edition of "The
Gentleman's Exercise" (page 162), by
Henrie Peacham, which reads as follows :

"Coat of arms azure, a star or. lietween

three crescents argent. belong''il to the

Abbot of Tame, whose name was Thorpe,

and now borne of Master .lohn Thorpe, of

the Parish of Saint Wartins-in-the-Ficld,

my especiall friend and excellent geo-

metrician and surveiour, whom the rather

I remember because he is not onlv learned

and ingenuous himself, but a furtherer and
favorer of all excellency whatsoever, of
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whum our age findeth too few; and lastly,

the aforenamed Master John Thorpe, his

Sonne, to whom I can in words never bee

sufficiently thankful."

We thus learn that father and son are

mentioned, and other evidence exists in

proof that a John Thorpe was living; in

1590, 1606. 1609, and 1611. also in 1612.

This identical coat of arms thus descrilied

is germane to mention as appearing
in Burke's "(ieneral Armoury" (page

1,012. 1878 edition), appended to the name
of "Thorpe of London and Northampton,"
and a reference to the register of burials of

St. Martin's parish—the "Royal church"
in Trafalgar-square hard by, in which so

many painters and artists were interred

—

shows between the years 1600 and
1624, two Richards and one Rebecca
Thorpe, and on September 23, 1618,

the name of "Johiie Thropes " is set

down. The variant sjielling of the names in

these old records proves nothing, while in

being transcribed, mistakes occurred and
spelling got altered. At St. Martin's vestry

there is some reason also to believe that the
present registers are copies of older lists.

The question remains unsettled, however,
as to the identity of this " Johne Thropes"
with John Thorpe, the architect. Certainly
it is a curious coincidence that his date ot

burial should agree with the year of the
beginning of Aston Hall, for which
Thorpe's plans, inscribed " Sir Thos. Holt."
can still be seen close at hand in Lincoln's
Inn Fields. Comparing this architect's
known work elsewhere, and bearing these
circumstances in mind, it is not improbable
that he really did design this house. It is

known that John Thorpe was associated
with Bernard Jansen at .\udley End,
Esse.x. in 1616. having worked at that job
previously during six years. Wliat more
likely than that he ' should at that
same date have completed the drawings
from these sketch plans for Aston Hall
before that mansion was actually started?
The details of its scheme do not harmonise
with the taste of Iiiigo Jones, who was the
first Englishman to realise the significance
of the Italian Renaissance.

Sir John Soane bought the Thorpe folio

ot plans for his museum on April 10, 1810,
from the Greville Library. The drawings
are not entirely restricted to the designs
made by Thorpe himself, and it is unlikely
that he was the architect of all the build-
ings which he depicted in this " Pattern
book," which he made for his own use. Any
man who had been employed on this con-
siderable scale as an architect would hardly
have escaped all mention in contemporary
literature, and besides their differences of

style for those still traditional days would
be beyond the powers of one and the same
individual designer, however versatile he
might be. The internal evidence of the col-

lection, however, demonstrates that Thorpe
made all these drawings, judging from the
draughtsmanship and handwriting, though
few of the sheets are signed. The folio
consists of 280 pages, and the studies were
made in the book itself, except a few-

pasted in on the blank sheets. Some are
records of firtisRed buildings, such as
Holdenby. Northamptonshire, built before
1580 (now destroyed). This house was said
to have been from Thorpe's design, because
a plan and elevation occur in this volume,
whereas he merely made a survey of it in
1606, and also on the plan of .\mpthill. in
the same folio, the words "Enlarged per J.
Thorpe " only mean that he drew it out to
a bigger scale. He built Longford Castle.
Wilts, in 1.580. for Sir Thos. Georges.
Holland House. Kensington, for Sir Walter
Cope (1606-7). "was perfected by me.
J. T."; and probablv Thor[ie was asso-
ciated with the demolished house, finished
in 1.568. for Sir Richard Sackville, at
Buckhurst. Sussex: also that he made
additions to Knole, near Sevenoaks,

Kent, in 1603-5. Ilushton Hall. Northants,
came earlier (1595) ; but in "The Buildings
of Sir Thomas Tresham " (1883). Mr. J.

Alfred Gotch shows Rothwell Market
House, "The Triangular Lodge," and
Lyveden New Building, all designed by
Thorpe. His visit to France in 1600
enlarged his outlook, no doubt, and facili-

tated his power of imagination. While he
was abroad, he made drawings of Faubourg
St. Germain and other h(nises near Paris,

the same year that he was commissioned by
the King to survey the Duchess of Suffolk's
land. His book of drawings belonged to the
Earl of Warwick, and Horace Walpole re-

ferred to it in "Anecdotes of Painting" in

1780. Professor Blomfield, in his "History
of the Architecture of the Renaissance in
England." speaks rather disparagingly of

John Thorpe, saying that "our certain
knowledge about him is not vei"y far re-

moved from that ignis fatuusof archeology,
John of Padua," and suggests that Thorpe
derived his knowledge from mere " pattern
books," few of which, however, save
the much-debated one left to the world by
Thorjie himself and Inigo Jones's sketch-
book presei-ved at Chatsworth, which,
besides Col. Cope's collection at Broke
Hill Hall. Afreton, seem to have survived
in Engand. as illustrative of this tentative
period (1.520-162U).* Mr. Blomfield records
his opiniiin that Thorpe saw details
"through Mediieval spectacles, using them
with much adventurousness," and from
further strictures it may be gathered that
the same authority evidently fails to appre-
ciate Thorpe's "freakish" jdans, though
Inigo Jones himself was not above in-

genuities of the same category, as shown at
Chilham Castle. Kent, while his archi-
tectural sketches exhibit some abandon of

fancy, not to mention Jones's extrava-
gancies for the Court revels. Mr. Blomfield
acknowledges that Thorpe was the archi-
tect of several houses, though he gives
credit to Sir Thomas Tresham for Lyveden
New building, and we suppose the Market
House, if not the "freakish" Triangular
Lodge, which Mr. Blomfield admired suffi-

ciently to warrant his publishing the best
sketch of that odd structure by John
Thorpe which we have seen hitherto. The
City of Birmingham bought Aston Hall and
what remained of its park in 1864. and the
mansion has been since then used as a
public museum

; but some of the rooms are
appropriately furnished, and still retain
their original decorations. The hippo-
potamus and rhinoceros, which used to
badiv block up the hall, have been taken to

the Natural History Museum in the City;
but the giraffes, so long in the way in
Aston Hall, became so full of vermin, that
they had to be destroyed.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

Many years have passed since the opening
meeting of the session at the Royal Institute
of British Architects has been so divested
of ceremony as was that held on Monday
evening. The attendance of members and
visitors, including one or two ladies, was
under three score; the proceedings were late

in beginning, and were over in half an hour,
and the President. Mr. Ernest Newton,
."V.R.jV., who was heartily received, did not
wear, as is usual on special occasions, the
badge and chain of office, while his address
was, as will be seen, restricted in scope to

matters arising out of the war. Even the
customary vote of thanks was omitted from
the programme.

Mr. E. Guy Dawber. hon. secretary,
announced that since the close of last season
they had suffered many losses by death, in-

cluding the Earl of Wemyss and March, Hon.
Associate ; Messrs. John Brooke, of Man-

• John Shute'8 " First and Chief Grovindfe of Archi-
tecture " was published ten years before lui^o Junes
was born.

Chester (for three years a member ot the
Council), F. Dare Clapham, and James
Herbert Stones, of Blackburn, Fellows; A.
C. Bulmer Booth and James Lindsay, of

Glasgow, Associates; and William Bell.

Godfrey Colles, Thomas Sinclair, and
William Cowley Stevenson, Licentiate*. It

was also stated that the Council had nomi-
nated for membership fifteen Fellows, forty-

one Associates, and one Hon. Associate.

THli OPENING ADDRES.S

was then read by the President as follows ;

—

The President is supposed to employ him-
self during the recess in preparing an address
for the opening night. Unfortunately—or,

may I say, fortunately for you— my time has
been occupied in other ways, and you will

be relieved to know that I am not going to

inflict an address upon you. I felt, and I

am sure you will agree willi me, that this was
not a time for dinners, addresses, and the
usual accompaniments of the opening night
of the session. Our thoughts are elsewhere,
and although I think we ought, as far as

possible, to cany on tlie necessary business
of the Institute, 1 feel that social functions
would be out of place. I shall, therefore,
content myself with a very simple statement
of what we have done, are doing, and pro-

pose to do during the session which technic-

ally opens tonight. On the outbreak of the
war the Institute formed, with the co-

operation of other architectural bodies, a
War Committee. The machinery, being new,
has creaked a little ; but I think I may say
that it is now running smoothly and doing
useful work. Subscriptions were also invited
for the Prince of Wales's Fund and for

relieving distress amongst architects caused
by the war. The Institute gave a donation
of 100 guineas in August to the Prince of

Wales's Fund—£249 lis. have now been
collected, and £210 hove been forwarded to

the treasurer of the Fund as a first donation.
We have been able to hand over £591 19s. 6d.

for the relief of distress consequent on the
war to the Architects' Benevolent Society,
which proposes to open a special account for

this purpose. 'Ihe Professional Employment
Committee, believing that it is better, if

possible, to provide employment than to

relieve by means of doles, is arranging a pro-

gramme of work wiiich might usefully employ
men whose ordinary practice has come to a

standstill: £162 8s. has been received speci-

ally earmarked for this purpose, and the com-
mittee hope to recei\'e further financial

support, not only from architects, but from
the public generally. The Selection Com-
mittee is concerning itself in tabulating
useful information with respect to special

services that may be required by the Govern-
ment, and in organising assistance to carry
on the work of architects who have joined
the Forces. They have already done most
useful and valuable work.
The Architectural Association has con-

cerned itself more with the military part if

the War Committee's programme. Many of

its members, following the high example of

self-sacrifice and devotion to his country of

Mr. Maurice Webb, the President, have
enlisted in the New Army. Not content with
this, they have formed an Architects' Volun-
teer Training Corps. This corps hns been
able to assist the Government and Regular
Forces by acting as a recruiting agency to

enlist and classify men volunteering for

military service, and in many other ways.

The scheme has met with the approval of

distinguished militarv officers, .nnd lias, I

understand, been recommended by them to

Lord Kitchener as the model to wliicli nil the

unofficial training corps thronglioiit the

country should conform. It is obvious that

this important work cannot be done without

expense, and there is at present no par-

ticular fund on which the corps can draw.

The Council of the Institute has made a

grant of £50, but further contrihiitions are

required. Under the presidency of Mrs.
Maurice Webb a committee has been formed
to keep in touch with, and look after, the

welfare of the Architectural Association

recruits, and those whom they have left

behind, and I hope, although I know you are

receiving appeals every day, that this par-
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licular appeal will touch you very nearly, and

that all who can respond to it will do so

generously. Some copies of the circular have

been distributed tc the meeting. I am afraid

that, so far, I have done nothing but call

your attention to the various funds whicli

invite donations, but you will, nevertheless,

allow me to say that none of the subscription

lists are closed, and that contributions to all

of them will be welcome. Architects have

responded well to the call for soldiers, and so

far as I have been able to get information,

there are probably not less than one thousand

serving with the Colours. 1 feel that we have

reason to be proud of our young brethren,

who have been ready, without a moments

hesitation, to give up comfortable liomes and

good prospects to sefve their country at a

time of need. In regard to internal affairs,

I have thought it right—and here, again I

am sure of your approval—to drop for the

moment all controversial matters, and. there-

fore, no further steps have been taken m
connection with the new Charter. I hope

that when the time conies for going forward

with the work, this period of trial and

anxiety through which we are passing may

draw the sting of controversy, and that we

may concentrate on our many points of agree-

ment, rather than on those few on which

we differ. Let us bear in mind, too, that

Fellows, Associates, Licentiates, and men
outside the Institute or any other body are

now serving their country under the one title

of registered." or, rather, enlisted soldiers;

any fiirther distinction will be earned by

their own ability and bravery.

It has been decided to hold the examina-

tions as usual ; but the Council have resolved

to postpone the prize;; and studentships com-

petitions for 1915 until the year 1916, and

that those candidates who, under the age

limit, are eligible in 1915, shall be considered

eligible for the competitions for the year

1916. I find that my short address has

already grown much longer than I meant it

to be ; but 1 feel that I cannot conclude with-

out reference to the terrible havoc wrought

by Germany in her mission to spread
" culture " throughout Europe. On the de-

struction of Louvain we, in common with the

Royal Academy, the Society of Antiquaries,

and other bodies, sent a protest to the

American Ambassador, which was duly

forwarded to Washington. Since then vie

have felt that all further protests would be

useless. The spread of "culture" continues;

Rheims has suffered irreparable damage, and

day by day adds to the list. We can only

offer our heartfelt sympathy to our Allies.

Belgium has lost priceless treasures, but she

has preserved the most priceless of all—her

honour. I have said that we can only offer

our sympathies, but we can do something

more. Many French and Belgian families

have come to England. Let us seek them

out and do all that we can, not only to see

that their mat-erial needs are provided for,

but to make them feel that they are welcome.

I will conclude by moving the following

resolution: "That messages be transmitted

to the Governments of France and Belgium,

expressing on behalf of the members of the

Royal Institute of British Architects their

profound sympathy with the people of those

countries in the terrible losses which they

have suffered by the destruction of so many
of their most famous and beautiful buildings

and monuments."
Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A., seconded

the motion, remarking that he felt too

strongly the terrible losses sustained by the

Germans' destruction of so many beautiful

buildings on the Continent to trust himself

to speak on the subject.

The motion was agreed to in silence, and

the I'rcsident observed :
" It only remains for

me to announce that at our next meeting, to

be held on Monday, the 16th inst., Mr. I'aul

Waterhouse will read a paper upon ' The
Future of the Surrey Side.'"

PRELIMINARY E.KAMINATION.

The examination in the following subjects

will be discontinued :

1. Short English Composition.

2 Writing from Dictation.

3'. Arithmetic, Algebra, and Elements of

Plain Geometry.
4. Geography and History.

5. Latin, Italian, French, or German

(one language only).

8. Elementary Mechanics and Physics.

But every candidate for Registration as Pro-

bationer must satisfy the Board that he lia.s

attained a sufficient standard of general

education. The examinations set out in the

Kalendar will be regarded as indicating the

required standard. Examination in Subject

No 6 (Geometrical or Perspective Drawing)

and Subject No. 7 (Freehand Drawing) will

be retained as at present. The admission fee

will be £2 2s., as at present; but relegated

candidates will be required to pay a fee of

£1 Is. for each subsequent attempt for all

examinations after that of June, 1915.

INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION.

The admission fee for examinations sub-

sequent to that of June, 1915, will be £6 6s.,

and relegated candidates will be required to

pay a fee of £3 3s. for each subsequent

attempt.
FINAL EXAMINATION.

The admission fee for examinations sub-

sequent to that of July, 1915, will be £6 6s.

and relegated candidates will be required

to pay a fee of £3 3s. for each subsequent

attempt.

SPECIAL AND COLONIAL EXAMINATIONS.

The admission fee for examinations sub-

sequent to that of July. 1915. will be £10 10s.,

and relegated candidates will be required to

pay a fee of £5 5s. for each subsequent

attempt.

THE EXAMINATIONS AND THE WAR.

The Council of the R.I.B.A. wish it to be

known that generally every consideration

possible will be shown to candidates who

have joined the Colours, and they will be con-

ceded the following specific privileges:—

Candidates for the Intermediate Examina-

tion whose Testimonies of Study are approved

to be registered as Students. Candidates for

the Final Examination who have had one or

more problems in design approved may be

exempted from submitting others.

THE EXAMINATIONS AND FOREIGN STUDENTS

IN ENGLISH ARCHITECTURAL SCHOOLS.

The Council have decided to allow can-

didates other than British subjects who are

desirous of possessing evidence that they

have obtained the status, though not the

rank, of an Associate of the Royal Institute,

to sit for the Final Examination, and in the

event of their passing, to furnish them with

a certificate to that effect.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

NEW SCHEME OF EXAMINATIONS.

The following modifications in the scheme

of examinations will come into cITccl after

July, 1915:—

At the meeting on Tuesday of the London

County Council, the Improvements Com-

mittee reported that in connection with the

widening of High-street, Wandsworth, and

East Hill, proceedings were recently taken

by the trustees of the East Hill Baptist

Chapel for an injunction to restrain the

Council from proceeding upon a notice to

treat served upon the trustees for the

acquisition by the Council of a portion of the

forecourt, wall, gates, and railings of the

chapel. Upon a motion in the action coming

before Mr. Justice Joyce, he held that, as

substantial alterations would have to be

made to the main building to render it

suitable for use after the forecourt had been

added to the roadway, the taking of the land

in front of the premises would be an inter-

ference with the main structure of the

building, and he therefore granted an in-

junction restraining the Council from pro-

ceeding under the notice to treat. On July 21

last the Council decided to appeal against

the decision. The appeal came on, the com-

mittee added, for argument on October 13,

before the Master of the Rolls and Lords

Justices Kennedy and Swinfen Eady, and a

considered judgment was given on Oct. 23,

when their lordships were unanimously of

opinion that the facts of the case were such

that it was clear, if the improvement was

carried out as proposed by the Council an

interference with the main structure of the

building would result, so as to bring the case

within the proviso, and thus prevent the

Council acquiring a portion only of the

premises for the pui-pose of the widening.

Their lordships confirmed the order made by

Mr. Justice Joyce, with costs against the

Council. The committee are advised that no

useful purpose would be served by an appeal

to the House of Lords, and recommended

that no appeal be made from the decision.

The Building Act Committee reported that

the Home Secretary was now prepared to

confirm an amended set of by-laws for the

regulation and control of hoardings and

similar structures used for advertising and

exceeding 12ft. in height, subject to certain

modifications, both of which the committee

advised the Council to agree to. One

suggestion by the Home Secretary is that

No 3 of the proposed by-laws, which provides

that no hoarding shall be erected to a greater

height than the height of the front main wall

of any building within fifty yards, should be

amended by the substitution of the word

"feet" for the word "yards." It is also

suggested that a clause dealing with refuse

from hoardings should be added to by-law

No 8, and that the words " and any advertise-

ment exhibited at such time" in by-law

No 10 should be omitted for the reason that

a by-law in the form made by the Council

would require any new advertisement placed

on an existing hoarding to conform to the

by-laws, and would thus derogate from the

statutory provision exempting existing

hoardings from the operation of the by-laws

for a period of at least five years.

The proposed by-laws are as follows:—

Bv-law8 for the regulation and control of koardings

and sSar Btructares used tor the purpose ol adver-

tising wken they exceed 12ft. in height.

"flnThVse by-laws, unless the context otherwise

requires :—
" Advertisement hoarding " means any hoanlmg 01

simOar structure, or any part thereof exceeding 1-tt.

in hei-'Ut, on or over any land, house, JmM"^g-
8tructi°re street or public place, and used for the

purpose of advertisement. „„„ rnn.l
"Street" includes any highway, and any road

bridge lane, path, footway, mews, square, court, alley

or passage to which the public have access.

"Metropolitan Borough Council "means the metiu-

nolitan borouc-h council in whose district an adver-

tCment hoarding is erected or fixed or intended to be

erected or fixed,

anhmission of plans to borough council.
, , ,

3 No person shall erect or fix or cause Ui be erected or

fixed any advertisement hoarding without hrst sub-

mitting complete plans und sections of such hoarding to

the metropolitan borough counci . Such plans shall e

sSffldent to show the construction and position of the

toardin- or structure with regard to the street and

Sent houses, if any, and be accompanied by a

BUtement of the height of the hoarding or structure and

ofth^materials of which it is to be constructed, and by

n atktemeut of the name and address of the owner of

Lclfho^riing and of the owner of the land or premises

upon which it is to be erected.

"fNolie'Son ffl erect, fix, or retain or caused to be

erected fixed or retained any advertisement hoardmg to

a freat^r he -ht than the height of the front mam wa 1

of any bui ding within 50ft. on either side of such

'adve?tisemeLt lumrding or in any case to a greater

height than 30ft.

Hoardings not to project over the public way or beyond

the general line of buUdings.

i No person shall erect, fix or retain ,«• cause to be

erected fixed or retained any advertisement huaiding

so ^ to' proiect or be on or over the public; way or more

tba^ 3in beyond the general line of buildmgs in any

street or part of a street, place or row of houses.

Mumtfinauce and repair of hoardings.

6 The oSmer of, and, in his default, any person in

receipt of Wny reits or profits from the use of any

advertisement hoarding shall maintain such hoarding 111

a proper state of repair and security.

Owner to exhibit name and address.
„„,:„„ „,,„|i

11 The owner of every advertisemeut lioarding shall

ex libit and keep exhibited his name and address in a

conspicuous position on the front thereof and m such

character as to be clearly legible.

Advertisements to be exhibited in a neat and orderly

7. No°person shall exhibit, or cause to be exhiliitod on

any advertisement hoarding any advertisement that is

not placed on or upon or atti-xed to such hoardmg m a

neat and orderly manner.

Removal of unsightly advertisements and refuse.

H Where any advertisement exhibited on .any ail-

vertiscmont hoarding is defaced or m an unsightly 01
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torn cnujitiou, the person exbibiliufj such advertise-

ment, nud. iu Lift default, the owuer of and any jierbon

in receipt of any rents or profits from the use of such
hoarding, shall on receiving notice in writiujr Im that
effect from the metropolitan borough council remove
such advertisement within such time as may he
specified iu such notice, and if any paper or<.ther
material affixed to any advertisement hoardin-/ ami
used for or in connection with any advertisement
becomes detached, the person exhibiting such advertise-
ment, and iu his default the owner of and any iwrson in
receipt of any rents or profits from the use of such
hoarding shall forthwith remove or clear away such
l>:iper or other material.

Names and addresses of persons exhibiting advertise-
menti to be furnished when required,

a. The owner of, and, in his default, any person in
receipt of any renta or profits from the use of any ad-
vertisement hoarding shall, when reiinired by the
metropolitan borough council, furnish the name and
adilress of any person exhibiting any advertisement on
such hoarding.

Exemption of existing hoardings.
10. Any advertisement hoarding in use at the time of

the making of these by-laws shall be exempt from the
operation of these by-laws for a period of five years
from the date of the conJirmation thereof.

Saving for certain hoardings.

11. Nothing in these by-laws shall apply to any
hoarding erected or set up for the puriMjso of any
building operation so long as such hoarding is used for
such purpose only.

Application of b.y-law9.
12. These by-laws shall apply to the whole of the

Administrative County of London excluding the City of
London.

Consideration was adjourned for a week of
tlif report of the Special Committee on
London Eleetrieitj- Supply, recommending
that legislative power be sought for the
establishment of a new electricity under-
taking for Greater London.

A DISM.\L YE.4R IX THE EDINBURGH
BUILDING TRADE.

The annual meeting, of the brethren of the
Incorporation of the Guildry of Edinburgh
was held in the City Chambers, Edinburgh,
on Monday, Lord Provost Inches presiding.
The Dean of Guild, Mr. J. Maeintyre

Henry, F.R.I.B.A., in making his annual
report on the wuk of the Dean of Guild
Court, said he regretted exceedingly that he
had to repeat the dismal tale of the last few
years. V. hen the Dean of Guild in 1912 gave
the figures of £.323,385 as the total value of
the work that had passed the court in the
previous year, it was thought that bedrock
must surely liave been reached, and this
supposition seemed borne out by the figures
of a year ago, which were nearly .£522.000,
an increase in one year of about £200,000.
This year, alas! a different tale had to be
told, the total value beiirg only £299,000, a
decrease in the last year of over £222,000, or
74 per ceiit. They would the more readily
realise the enormous falling off there had
been when he reminded them of the figures
of 1903-vi>!., £894,338. Roughly, the value
this year was only about one third of what it

was ten years ago. Last year was ex-
ceptional, because of the fact "that no tene-
iiients of working class liouscs were erected,
whereas this year twelve tenements were
passed. The various kinds of buildings might
roughly be classed as follows :— Houses,
£48,000; public and other buildings,
£132,000; alterations (being chicflv minor
warrants), £118,000. This year thev had no
large public buildings to liefp their total, and
even the boom in pJctuie-houses, which
helped last year considerably, had npparejitly
eonie to an end, only one' (for Portobello)
having been passed. "For Edinburgh, how-
ever, they had had one theatre or music hall,
valued at £10,000, aad a football grand stand,
at £9,000.
The Dean of Guild of Glasgow recently

stated that the total value of the buildings
passed during the previous vear in that city
represented about £1 per head of the popula-
tion, and of. dwelling houses onlv 3s, to 4s.
per head. It seemed to him rather a co-
iiicidencs that the ratios in Edinburgh for
the past year were almost the same— namely,
19i!. and .3s. respectively; but, unfortunately^
only about one-half of this work showed aily
sign as yet of being proceeded with, thus
reducing the ratio to the ii:ca','re proportion
of about Is. G:l. per head of "^population as

ing spent on the erection of dwellin
beii]

houses, a class of work which in former vears

formed a large proportion of the whole, and
gave regular employment to a very con-

siderable number of workmen. 'The largo

number of minor warrants for alterations

and improvements on existing workmen's
houses showed that the authorities were
becoming more an<l more determined to

exercise the powers they possessed of getting

rid of unhealthy and insanitary dwellings.

Although they did not mean much in value,

these applications meant much in the lives of

the poor tenants. Better sanitary accom-
modation, bettor light, and better ventilation

was being provided ; the old and unhealthy
dark bed-closets were being opened up, and
formed into open recesses; but much better

it would be if even tlie open recesses coulil

be done away with altogether, so that light

and air could be freely admitted to every
corner of the houses. Much was required by
way of educating the working-class tenants to

appreciate the advantages of occupying the
best possible class of house their wages could
afford. The problem of the working man's
house was becoming a serious one. Building
materials were rising in price, wages were
increasing, yet the cry was for cheaper
houses. The erection of cottages for work-
men was the ideal system so long as it could

be placed on a sound financial basis, and he
believed that two rooms and a bathroom
could be provided in some situations at a

smaller rental than £15 without jerry-

building. In this connection a factor in the

situation was, of course, the site values. No
longer would land be feued at .£2C0 anil over

per acre for dwelling-houses. On the other

hand, no one would expect it for such a

purpose at agricultural value. Its price, no
doubt, would come to be regulated by

questions of site and demand. A good deal

had been done, and was being done, in

clearing out condemned slum properties. In

some eases the properties had been pulled

down ; in others, where the buildings formed
interesting features of their old city archi-

tecture, or were sufficiently substantial to be

remodelled, they had been utilised for work-
men's houses or other purposes, the interiors

being entirely reconstructed and modernised.

In these cases the court encouraged the pre-

servation and maintenance of old charac-

teristic features, while requiring all neces-

sary light and ventilation. Bad as business

was in the court before the war commenced,
it had since become much worse. He could

see no hope of any general revival in tlie

building trade for many years to come—even
should the war come to an end before their

next year's meeting.

On the motion of the Lord Provost,

seconded by ex-Dean of Guild Wilson, Mr.
Maeintyre Henry was unanimously re elected

Dean of Guild for the ensuing vear.

CAPTURING GERMAN TRADE.
.S.\NITAnV WAKE.

The following statement shows, for a

recent year, the value of sanitary ware
exported from Germany and Austria-

Hungary, respectively, to all destinations.

Figures for the United Kingdom have been
added for the purposes of comparison ;

—

Exported from Germany (1912)

—

Pipes, sole-tiles, sinks, spouts, closet-bafiins,

^c of common stoneivare; mangers and
cattle troughs £57,100

Exported from AujStria-IIungary (1913)

—

Earthenware for technical and hygienic
purposes - 9,110.

Export* 1 from the United Kingdom (1913)—
|

Sanitary wa e of ea; thenware, Ac 550,1

Of the German exports, sanitary ware to

the value of £11,4C0 was sent to Austria- !

Hungary and £l,8'i0 to the United Kingdom.
Similarly, Austria-Hungary exported £3,960
worth of sanitary ware lo Germany, but none
to the United Kingdom ; while the exports

from the United Kingdom to Germany and
Austria-Hungary were valued at £28,800 and
£3,600 respectively.

Deducting these an.ounts from the totals

shown above, it appears that the effective

competition betueeii the products of the

three countries in colonial and neutral

markets, considered as a whole, was as
follows :

—
Exported from Germany (1912) £13,900

„ „ Austria-'Hungary (1913) 5,150

„ „ United Kingdom (1913) 521,000

The following statement shows, for a recent
year, the value of the exports of sanitary
ware from Germany and Austria-Hungary
to their principal foreign markets:

—

Country to which
exportefl.

British South Africa
British India
Ceylon
Norway
Sweden
Denmark
Netherlands
Belgium
France
Switzerland
Sjmiu
luily
Greece
Roumania
Servia
Russia
Turkey
China
Japan
Brazil
Argentine
United States
Mexico
Other Colonial and neutral
markets

Total to Colonial and
neutral markets

Total to all destinations ...

From
Germany

(1912).

From
Austria-
Hungary
11913.)

X a o :;^ ^ C 5
5 "2 S

-: * 2 B ja

* t* o a =
o " e

OJ o ' h ^
"^c." ? a

i w

£300
200
SO

4,400
450
100

3,700
4,990
2,500
6,600
400

4,400
550
600
500

5,650
50
100
SO
7S0
SO

4,850
600

2,150

5

590
10
M
10

3.860
54U
30

£43,900
{

£5,150

£9,110

The above statistics do not include the
exports of the two countries to each other
or Great Britain, these particulars being
given in the first table.

It will be seen from the above statement
that the export trade of Germany and
Austria-Hungary in sanitary ware is small in

comparison with the United Kingdom export
trade, the value of the combined German
and Austro-Hungarian trade to Colonial and
neutral markets being less than one-tenth of

the value of the United Kingdom trade with
those countries. In view of the fact that the
German and Austro-Hungarian markets are
now closed to British manufacturers, in-

volving a loss of trade valued at about
£32.400, Britisili manufacturers will, no
doubt, be desirous of obtaining compensation
for their loss of trade in those markets by
endeavouring to obtain at least a portion of

the trade hitherto done by Germany anil

Austria-Hungary in Colonial and i.eut.al

markets. Thus Germany's largest markets
in 1912 were Switzerland, Russia, Belgium,
United States, Norway, Italy, Netherlands,
and France, there eight countries taking
goods to the value of £37,000 from Germany.
Austria-Hungary's principal markets for

these goods in 1913 were Koumania. Servia,

and Switzerland, these three countries taking
sanitary ware of Austrian make to the value
of, roughly, £5.000.

'The maximum value of the export trade
ill sanitary wares which under present
circumstances might be diverted to British

manufacturers from their German and
Austrian rivals may be summed up as

follows:—
(a) In the United Kingdom market

—

German trade ( 1912) £1,800
Anstro-Hungarian trade (1913) —

Total £1,800*

(b) In Colonial and neutral markets

—

German trade (1912) £43,'0)
Austro-Hungarian trade (1913) 5,150

Total £19,050«

Making a grand total of £50,850.*

• The German flgares for 1912 and tl.e Annrtro-
Hnngarian figures for 1913 hare been added so as tj

give an idea of the bulk of the trade in a year.
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The following particulars are available as

to the trade in sanitary wares in certain

markets abroad :
—
CANADA.

The following statistics show the value of

earthenware tiles, etc., imported into

Canada from the undermentioned countries

during the year ended March 31, 1913:

—

Tiles or blocks of eartheuware or stone, prepared

for mosaic flooring.

TotalFrom United From
Germany.

... i'219

Imports.
£34,115

Kingdom
jE5,S98

United Kingdom manufacturers of earthen-

ware tiles, etc., appear to hold but a

mediocre position in this market, their

imports in 1912-13 amounting to, roughly,

one-sixtli of the total trade in that year.

German competition is negligible.

SOUTH AFRICA.

The following statistics show the value of

imports of earthenware pipes and piping

into South Africa during the year 1912:—

United Kingdom £5, .567

Germany ^^
All countries 6,801

United Kingdom manufacturers appear to

hold the bulk of the trade in this market,

their trade amouiiting to 95 per cent, of the

total imports in 1912. As in the Canadian
market, German competition appears to be

practically non-existent.

EOVPT.

The following information is extracted

from the August issue of the "Journal" of

the British Chamber of Commerce of

Egypt: — "The British manufacturer of

earthenware pipes is supreme in this market.

A large increase in the demand should be

looked for during the next few years, until

the new drainage scheme in Cairo is com-
pleted. Sewage disposal works, on a con-

siderable scale, are also being carried out in

Port Said, and important extensions in the

drainage system of Alexandria arc con-

templated in the near future. Many of the

more important towns in the interior will

also probably undertake similar works as

soon as funds permit. The share of the

United Kingdom in the imports of tiles is

practically negligible, only amounting to

£E.21 in 1913, nearly all the re.'-t coming from
France, to the value of £E. 0,514. As the

United Kingdom succeeds in selling earthen-

ware pipes it is difficult to understand her
inability to obtain a share of the trade in

earthenware tiles."

The following statistics show the imports
of eartlienware tiles and pipes, together with

the share of the United Kingdom, for the

years 1912 and 1913:—

1912.

Total
Imports

Fartbenware pipes... £E. 10,595

Tiles i,133

Share of United
Kingdom.

... £E. 10.025
833

1913.

•Karthenware pipes ... £E.11,426
Tiles 5,M4

£E. 11,339
21

RUSSIA.

The British Vice-Consul at Baku, in his

report on the trade of that district for 1911,
states that the imports of porcelain sanitary
ware and appliances, which at one time were
exclusively of British origin, are now
supplied by Continental manufacturers.

The following is an extract from a letter
addressed to H.M. Consul - General at
Moscow, in April, 1914, by the Sanitary De-
partment of the Moscow Town Council :

—

"Orders for earthenware drainpipes required
by the Moscow Town Council for 1914 have
already been given up to the full amoinit.
TcJidcrs for pipes required for next vear will

be decided on in August and September,
1914. The total quantity of piping used every
year amounts to about i40,(limft.-154,0()0rt. of
5in., Gin., 8in., lOin., 12in., 14in., 15in.,

IGin., 18in., 22in., and 24in. diameter, with a
corresponding quantity of cut p;irts. Each
pipe must not he shorter than 1 metre. The
measures and quality of the pipes must corre-
spond with the technical conditions laid
down in the plans."
The Acting British Consul General at

Moscow stated in April, 1914:—"Up to the

present the order for piping has, I under-

stand, been placed in Germany. In this con-

nection 1 would point out that the Ministry

of Commerce have informed the Moscow
Town Council that the Russian Government
have no objection to the placing of orders

for drainage pipes with foreign firms."

GUATEMALA.

The Special Commissioner recently sent

by the Board of Trade to Central America
reported that there is an increasing demand
for sanitary fittings, which is principally

being met by the United States. British

manufaetures'in this line, although recognised

to be the best, are much too expensive

for the market. A well-known English house

lost an order two or three years ago because

it could only offer installations at more than

double the prices quoted by American manu-

facturers.
SALVADOR.

The Special Commissioner reported that

in sanitary ware there is some sale for that

of British manufacture, but probably the

greater part is supplied by American manu-

facturers.
ARGENTINA.

The American Consul at Rosario, in a

report to his Government dated August, 1914,

states that Argentina offers a growing

market for sanitary appliances. Imports of

these appliances have rapidly increased, and

the tendency to provide new houses with

the most modern apparatus is very pro-

nounced in the leading cities. Further evi-

dence of the market is found in the con-

siderable number of large Buenos Aires and

Rosario importers making a speciality of such

articles and keeping up important stocks of

baths, sinks, washstands, etc. Tlie public

demands modern porcelain or enamelled

appliances throughout, and the best demand
is, of course, for medium-priced grades. Plain

white baths, washstands, and waterclosets

are the rule, and, wliile decorated articles

are seen, dealers state that they lind little

demand. One of the principal importers in

Rosario states that some five years ago mis-

cellaneous bathroom accessories (not in-

cluding parts of appliances that are imported

with the apparatus itself) came almost ex-

clusively from the United Stat-es, but that in

the last few years United Kingdom and

German manufacturers have gained ground.

The United Kingdom has almost a

monopoly of the Rosario market as far as

porcelain appliances are concerned, and

dealers are unanimous in the opinion that

other eountrie's cannot compete in this line.

JAPAN.

The issue of the "London Chamber of

Commerce .Journal," dated August, 1912,

states, on the authority ot an American
Consular Report, that in Kobe, as through-

out Jappu, there is no sewerage system.

There are waterworks owned by the munici-

pality, which puts the pipes, etc., into houses

needing them and also does all the repairs.

It might be advisable for firms desiring to

sell their outfits to send catalogues to the

mayors of the larger cities. With the ex-

ception of the foreign hotels, the Kobe Club,

and a few of the foreign houses, there are no

lavatories, waterclosets, bath-tubs, etc., such

as are in general use in America.

^i^

CLARIDGE'S PATENT ASPHALTE CO.,

LTD., AND CLARMAC ROADS, LTD.

THE NEW OFl'ICES AT III. CENTRAL
BUILDINGS, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

On Saturday last the new offices ot this

loading and old established company were

opened by a reception attended by numerous
friends and clients.

Mr. Willi;im Allbaek, one of the directors,

in the course of an interesting address, said :

"It gives us great pleasure to welcome you

here to-day in our new offices. You all know
the old ones we had in Surrey-street, and I

feel sure yon will agree with me in saying

that these are a great improvement on those.

The reason for ns taking more commodious
premises is a satisfactory one, inasmuch that

it is owing to our increasing trade in asphalte

that caused us to do so.

"We have also, as you know, entered into

another business, that of tarred - slag

macadam, nuder the title of Clarmac Roads,

Ltd. We started this with works at Bilston,

and have since then acquired further pro-

perties at Chatterly, in Staffordshire. Our
slag-heaps are some of the best in all England,

consisting as they do of old cold-blast

furnace-slag, which, owing to its infinitely

greater durability over the present-day hot-

blast slag, is so much more suitable for road-

making. I think, gentlemen, tliat we shall do

a big business in this, and shall try to do our

best, too.

"It may, perhaps, interest you to have a

few particulars of the growth of Claridge's

Patent Asphalte Company. Formed in 1838,

with a capital of £200,000, to work the

patents acquired by Mr. Claridge, in five

years it acquired such a firm hold in this

country that the Board of Ordnance placed

large orders for asphalting forts, batteries,

etc., throughout the kingdom. About 18G0

the War Office entered into a contract with

this company for all asphalte work, nuder

the supervision ot the Royal Engineers, which

we held, giving unbounded satisfaction, for

an unbroken period of forty years, when in-

creasing competition made it an unprofitable

contract from our point of view. We are also

fortunate in having a fair supply of asphalte

rock in stock, and further supplies on order

and en route to our works, and we feel no

fear as to being able to supply our orders,

although these latter have enormously in-

creased this last eighteen months or two

years; this being largely due, gentlemen, to

the advertising campaign we have carried on

and to your kindly notice of our efforts.

" Some of the works we have in liand and

on order include the Royal Mews, Bucking-

ham Palace ; new premises for the British-

American Tobacco Company, Millbaidc;

Robinson and Cleaver, Regent-street, W. ;

Institute of Chemistry, Russell-square ;
H.M.

Stationery Office, Stamford street ; W. H.

Smith and Son, Stamford-street; L.C.C.

Schools. Emily-street, Paddington.; Fire

Brigade Station, Norwood ; New Reservoir,

Highters Heath, Birmingham, and one at

Llanelly, South Wales; Redford Barracks,

Edinburgh; Christ Church Cathedral,

Oxford ;''Telegrapli Offices, Sheffield ; Royal

Exchange, Manchester; and many others, in-

cluding breweries, police-stations, etc., etc.,

too numerous to mention.
" With respect to Clarmac. this immediately

found favour with surveyors, owing to its

composition, being manufactured from the

best bard cold-blast furnace-slag, and orders

have been received from the corporations and

councils of Southend-on-Sea, Marylebono,

Beckenham, Coventry, Wiltshire, etc., etc.

I thank you for your patience in listening to

me. and in closing will only remark that we

are, and always have been, fully alive to the

power of the Press and the value of

advertising."

Mr. F. W. Lennox Robertson, the present

energetic secretary, in the course of his

remarks mentioned tliat since its incorpora-

tion there had only been four secretaries tc

the company—Mr. F. W. Simms, who held

the position for two years; Mr. J. Farrell,

under whose active maiiagement the company

progressed for fifty-four years; Mr. AVilkin-

son, who resigned the position to take a seat

on the Board in 1913, and himself.

That the energy and courtesy always

displayed in their relations with all con-

cerned by his Well-known predecessors, are

under his administration, already a guarantee

of the continued and increased prosperity of

the undertaking Mr. Robertson so actively

administers, is a sufficient indication of the

enterprise and discrimination of the in-

fluential directorate he serves, and of the best

interests of the shareholders and their clients.

<>»
St. Peter's, Stanley, nearThe Church of _.

Wakefield, which was a poor edifice, erected in

1821, was destroyed bv fire some time since. It

is heinc built on a larger scale from plans by

Mr \V' D Cariie, I''.S.A., of Westminster, at an

outlay of i:i 1,350. Accommodation will be pro-

vided for 550 persons.
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dntttnte Calamo.

riio aililress of the President of tlie

li'.I.B.A., nt its opening meeting on Monday
niglit, was marked by timely terseness. It is

no time just now, as Mr. Ernest Newton well

said, for dinners and speeches; but we slionld

have liked to have seen at least as good an

attendance as gathered at the opening of the

session of the Architectural Association.

All will note, anyhow, that for the present

all controversial matters at the Institute in

connection with its internal affairs are to be

dropped, and will heartily echo the hope of

tlie President that this time of trouble may
"draw the sting of controversy," and find us

resolved when peace comes to concentrate on
realities about which we are all agreed,

rather than on points of difference. The
many architects inside or outside the In-

stitute who are now "registered, or, rather,

enlisted, soldiers" will return with a fine

sense of coniradeship, and alive, neverthe-

less, to the value of unity and discipline. The
Institute owes it to them to broaden its

scheme presently to the uttermost, and so

make the response to its summons to

unaniniity in defence of the art it represents

as hearty and universal as that witli which
the call of the heart of the Empire has been
responded to by its loyal units all the world
over. That it will do so we do not doubt.

That meanwhile it will foster and shield the

rights of those who are fighting sterner

battles at the front we are certain.

The moratorium—or, as it has not so in-

aptly been called in some circles, the " money-
torium "— finally expired ingloriously on the

4th inst., although for bills of exchange,
under certain conditions, it lives a fortnight

longer. Tliere has been a little confusion of

thought as to the effect of this temporary
e.xpedient to keep up commercial credit at

the crisis. The debts to which it applied
did not die, as has often been too hastily

supposed ; they were merely placed in a state

of suspended animation for the defined
period. That being over, they have now
revived in all their vigour. Though they
could not be recovered dnriiig this close time
for debtors, they are once more payable. But
many debtors, who rather enjoyed this

freedom from being shot at, have mistaken
the law's meaning in the matter. In a recent

' case {Times, October 30), Mr. Justice
Scnitton gave an awakening judgment. The
plaintiff had sued on July 25 for money due,
as some supposed, wrongly. Tlie defence was
tlie moratorium, which here ended on Oct. 4.

unless interest was paid to get a month
furlbor, which had not been done. The
Judge held that the writ was rightly issued,

though this had been doubtful, and that as

the date was now passed he could give judge-

ment for the money owing. In other words,
he ruled that the fact of the remedy having
been suspended for a period during the
action was not a good defence when the time
came to pay. It is very probable that there
are other defendants in similar cases
awaiting the same shock of surprise.

The legal position of a sub-contractor who
lias done work and supplied goods on the
job, of which the building owner gets the
full benefit, but who is not paid, because of
the contractor's failure, is constantly coming
before the Courts. The latest example is the
case of Richard Moreland and Son, Ltd., v.

the Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., the evidence in

which was reported in our issue of October .^0

and the judgment in that of to-day. The
plaintiffs were sub-contractors for the steel

and concrete construction in a building being

erected by the builders, W. J. Fryer and
Co., Ltd., in the Tottenham Court-road, for

the defendants, who were the building

owners. The claim was for £2,639. The
defence was that there was no privity of

contract between the plaintiffs as sub-

contractors and the defendants as building

owners. It was admitted that during the

progress of the work the defendants had paid

plaintiffs various sums, amounting to £1,050;

but, before its completion, they repudiated

the contract, and they had refused to allow

plaintiffs to complete the work after the

builders' failure, or to pay them anything

further. Subsequently the plaintiffs did

complete for the defendants; but the claim

for this was really a separate matter,

and the amount payable will be ulti-

mately agreed or inquired into. The
defendants' architects had had the usual

interviews with the plaintiffs over the

estimates, etc., referring them to the

builders for a "formal order." There was an
absolute conflicfc of evidence a.? to what was
said by each side at these interviews, and
neither party had been businesslike enough
to confirm what they did say in writing. The
architects of the defendants as building

owners swore that the plaintiffs knew quite

well that they were to look to" the builders,

and to them only. The plaintiffs maintained

that they understood they were dealing with

the architects as agents of the owners. But
neither side could say that the point of

liability had ever been put plainly to the

other, and the usual correspondence, also, as

usual, came to nothing definite.

Jlr. Justice Rowlatt, who heard the case,

which lasted several days, pointed out that

there was nothing to prove that the plaintiffs

knew who were the building owners when
they sent in estimates and did the work.

Tlicy dealt entirely with the architects, and
they did not seem to have regarded them as

agents for principals, even though' un-

disclosed. The Judge, finding a direct con-

flict of evidence as to what was said at their

interviews, with no written coiifirniation on
either side, decided that the fact of the

plaintiffs having debited the builders with

their account, showed an election to charge

them as the party liable, and he decided that

there was no contract between the plaintiffs

and the defendant.s. It may be noted here

that this way of keeping the account would
usually follow on the order having been given

by the contractors, and would hardly seem
conclusive in the trade, while it fails to

give any weight to the other fact, that the

defendants had made payments direct to the

plaintiffs as their work proceeded. As to the

second part of the case, regarding the

builders as agents for the defendants, the

building owners, as undisclosed principals,

the Judge held that there was no evidence

if any authority to W. J. Fryer and Co. to

pledge the credit of the defendants, the

owners, fn regard to this special work. So,

in the end, there was judgment for the

defendants, with costs of the action, the sum
payable to plaintiffs for the work done after

the builders' failure to be adjusted. The
.Judge concluded by saying that " these

disputes ought not to occur." We have

repeatedly expressed the same opinion in

these columns. He pointed out that it was

perfectly easy for architects ordering work

of sub-cniitraclcirs tci make the position clear

as to the builder's sole liability, and so

protect their client, the building owner.

That would certainly be good business. At
the same time, once more the building owner
in fact gets the benefit of the sub-contractor's

work and material without his being paid for

it, and, remembering the judgment of Mr.

•Justice Channell in a similar ca.se, we think

that more may yet be heard of the matter.

To Mr. Basil Anderton, M.A., and his

coadjutors of the public library of the City

of Neweastle-on-Tyne, all credit is due for

the most useful Catalogue of Books of the

Useful Arts, covering the years 1903-14, just

published as a supplement to the original

catalogue of 1903 of the books in the city

library. The scheme of classification is

lucid, and the index is an excellent one.

The subjects are grouped under Useful Arts

in General, Medicine, Engineering, Agri-

culture, Domestic Economy, Communication
and Commerce, Manufactures, Mechanic

Trades and Amateur Manuals, and Building.

Pages 182 193 will especially interest many
of our own readers. If more library autho-

rities published such guides as this to the

information attainable on their shelves, we
venture to think the recourse thereto by all

concerned would be beneficially and largely

increased, and we reeommend the volume to

the study of all who desire the real purpose

and usefulness of our public libraries to be

furthered.

At the meeting of the City Corporation

yesterday (Thursday) afternoon, Mr. G. W.
Young, the chairman of the Streets Com-

mittee, brought up the following recom-

niendation, which bad been referred back for

verbal amendment at the meeting a fortnight

previously: "That bis Majesty's Government

be asked forthwith to obtain power for the

determination of contracts with companies

for the supply of goods imported from any

country with which this country is at war, or

manufactured, or partly manufacture<l, in

any such hostile country, and for the deter-

mination of contracts with companies which

are or were, on and subsequently to the first

day of January, 1914, under the manage-

ment of, or a majority of whose directors or

shareholders are or were, during the said

period, born subjects of any such hostile

countries." The recommendation was

adopted nem. con., without discussion.

We congratulate Mr. P»rcy Henry Adams
on his vigilance, as reported in our Legal In-

telligence this week, and heartily endorse

the magistrate's commendations. More of us

might beneficially keep our eyes similarly

open. There is a letter in last Wednesday's

Weslminsler Gazelle, from Mr. W. H. Ward,

M.A. (Cantab.), F.S.A., A. R.I. B. A., in which

he finds fault with a well-known London

hotel for discharging some halt - dozen

naturalised German waiters, intimating that

the only answer he " can make to the vicarious

patriotism of the directors" is to withdraw

his custom. This is a free country still, and

Jlr. Ward is fully entitled to dine where he

likes. And so are the rest of us promptly

to follow his' example if any hotel ever again

employs German waiters, naturalised or not,

as we hope we all shall. It may be, as Sir

William Lever told his hearers on Wednes-

day, that in "business" we have no enemies

in Germany. As architects we have regis-

tered a protest against outrages which have
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degraded Gormans to a level of b;u-ljniism

whioli places them outside the pale of associa-

tion ill any capacity with civilised beings,

and which no amount of soft or other soap

will efface for generations.

OBITUARY.

We regret to hear of the death of Mr. John

James Webster, M.Inst.C.E., of 39, Victoria-

street, Westminster, S.W., which took place

suddenly on the morning of the 3fltli ult., at

his residence, 81, Mount Nod-road, Streatham

Hill, S.W. The funeral took place on

Tuesday at Norwood Cemetery. Mr. Webster

was well known as a designer and builder

of notable bridges and piers in various parts

of the country. He was born in 1845 at

Warrington. He designed and constructed

promenade piers at Dover, Bangor, Mine-

head, Llandudno, Menai Bridge, Egremont,

and other places. Amongst his bridges are

those at Cambridge, Bedford (two). Guild-

ford, Northwich, and Warrington. His other

work included the reconstruction and

widening of Conway Suspension Bridge,

the I'ortsmouth Bascule Bridge, Little-

hampton Swing Bridge, and Cemaes Bridge,

near Abergavenny. He also constructed tlie

Widncs and Runcorn Transporter Bridge,

and designed the gigantic wheel at Earl's

Court and the Stadium in which the Olympic

sports were held.
«4*-

Mr. William Henry Hunt, of Westholm,
Alresford, Hants, architect, who died on

September 19, left £19,398 gross.

A new parsonage at Broughton, near

Kccleshall, was dedicated last week. Messrs.

Scrivener and Son, of Hanley, were tlie archi-

tects, and Mr. Felton, of Croxton, was the

builder.

The Hereford Rur,al District Council have
appointed Mr. Britten, at present surveyor to

the Dover Rural District Council, as surveyor

for their south district, in succession to Mr. R.

C. Cordon, resigned. The salary is £150 a year,

rising to £160.

The Sidmouth Urban District Council have
accepted the tender of Mr. A. Carter, jun., of

Kxmouth, at £9,395, for the erection of forty-

eight workmen's dwellings at Salter's Meadow,
Landport. Sidmouth. The work will be pro-

ceeded with at once, and the houses be ready
for occupation in twelve months Tlie plans

were prepared by Mr. R. W. Sampson, archi-

tect, Sidmouth.

A report on the proposed new water supply
for the city of Perth has been prepared. Tlie

scheme favoured is tViat of acquiring,' ground
on tlie property of Bertha, on the north bank
of Almond, where the latter joins the Tay, and
there building a large pond into which water
from the Tay could be pumped and allowed to

settle before being pumped into the city

reservoir. The estimated cost is £125,000.

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday) of the
City Corporation, the Lord Mayor, Sir T. V.
Bowater presiding, it was, after a long discussion,
decided to appoint as the successor to Mr. H.
Montague Bates, principal clerk in the Public
Health Department (who retires in April next
under the age regulation), Mr. W. P. Bicknell,
at present the second clerk, at a salary of .t'700

a year. At the same meeting it was reported
that the seven statues from Westminster Hall,
offered by the Uoverumeut in May of last year as
a loan in perpetuity, had now been accepted by
the trustees of the Crystal Palace, with the
approval of H.M. OHice of Works.

By his will, dated .June 16, 1914, the laic Sir
Francis Powell, I.b.D., K.W.S,. P.K.S.W., of
Torr Ahiiiin, Dunoon, bequeaths to the Glasgow
Art Club the album of water-colour drawings,
in two volumes, presented to him by the
members of the Royal Scottish Society of
Painters in Water-colours. He leaves to the
Itoyal Scottish Society of Painters in Water-
colours a portraiture of himself by Sir Lawrence
AlniaTadcma, O.M., R.A. To the Royal
Society of Painters in Water-colours, London,
he bequeaths his large water-colour picture!
''S^iirr Dubh," Loch Coruisk, if unsoM at hi.s
death. Upon the termination of the liferent
provision in favour of his wife, he directs his
trustees to realise the wliole resiilue of his
means and estate, and to ilividc the residue in
equal shares to and between the lioynl Scottish
Society of Painters in Water rolnirs and the
Royal .Society of Painters in Wairr colours,
London.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

B I R M I N G H A M ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—The winter session of the

Birmingham Architectural Association was

opened last Friday night, when the president

(Mr. G. Salway Nicol) delivered bis address.

The association, he said, proposed to have

an annual exhibition of architectural work,

which would be thrown open to the public,

the object being to stimulate interest in a

branch of the art not generally sufficiently

recognised and supported. It was essential

for the progress of architecture that the

public should support it. The association

wished to take up the position of an advisory

body to public authorities who were con-

templating important building schemes, in

order to avoid the many mistakes often made
in the initial conception of big projects.

Architecture depended not only upon the

design of buildings, but also upon the skill

and intelligence of those who carried it out;

therefore they proposed to use their inllueiice

towards the training of skilled craftsmen in

the schools of Birmingham. Having referred

to the desirability of instituting lectures on

architecture at the University, Mr. Nicol

mentioned that in Birmingham they had some

very fine buildings, but they were not looked

after properly. They were often spoiled by

ignorant additions and alterations. 'I'hey

had, for instance, in the Bull Ring an old

market hall of very considerable merit in

design, but it was evidently not considered so

by the authorities, judging by the manner in

w'hich it had been treated. The lower part

of the building bad been covered completely

with vulgar cast-iron sheets which spoiled

the whole thing, and instead of a gam to the

architecture of the city they had a great loss.

There was, however, great hope foi- the archi-

tecture of a place like Birmingham if suffi-

cieiit public sympathy and support were

forthcoming.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
—By the unanimous vote of the members of

the Institution of Civil Engineers, the

Kaiser's name was last Tuesday night

removed from the roll of honorary members.

In proposing that this step should bo taken,

the retiring president, Mr. G. Lister, said

that civil engineers could no longer allow-

to remain on their roll the name of one who
had sanctioned the conduct of war in such

a brutal manner, and who alone was

responsible for the present world misery. An
appeal was made by the retiring president to

the members on behalf of the Prince of

Wales's National Relief Fund as his last

official act before vacating the chair to his

successor, Mr. Benjamin Hall Blytli, M.A.

MANCHESTER GAS ENGINEERS.—
At the meeting of the Manchester District

Institution of Gas Engineers, held on Satur-

day afternoon at the Grand Hotel, Man-
chester, Mr. J. G. Newbigging, chief engineer

of the Manchester Gas Department, was re-

elected president. All the other officers and

members of the committee were also re-

leeted. Mr. James Braddock, of Radcliffe,

one of the founders of the Institution, forty-

four years ago, has been appointed honorary

treasurer, in succession to the late Mr. Thos.

Newbigging. Grants of ten guineas were

made to" the Prince of Wales' National Relief

Fund and the Belgian Relief Fund. A sum
of fifteen guineas was voted in aid of the

Manchester University lectures on gas-

meters.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.-
In order that injustice shall not be done to

graduates or students of the Society on active

service, the Council have decided to suspend

all the Society's competitions for the coming
session, and, in the case of those on active

service, to waive the age limit, so tint all may
start fair when the coinpetitions are resumed
in the following session or when the war is

over, wdiichevcr shall happen first. The
Council have approved the work done by
the holders of the Travelling Studentship and
Seholar.ship during the present session. The
holder of the former. Mr. Charles Bell, of

Aberdeen, recei\es .C^fi and a si]\er medal,
and the holder of the latter, Mr. 1''. M. Cash-

more, receives .£10. The Scholarship Com-
petition this year only produced two entries,

probably owing to the war. The designs were

not considered of sufficient merit for the

Scholarship to be awarded, but a prize of

the value of £5 5s. has been given to the

winner, Mr. Charles Bell, of Aberdeen.

ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
—A general meeting of the members, asso-

ciates, and students of this society was held

at the society's rooms, 9, Howard-street,

Belfast, on Friday, the ^Oth nit., at five

o'clock p.m. The president (Mr. N. F'itz-

simons) occupied the chair, and there was a

good attendance of inembers. The lion,

secretary (Mr. T. W. Henry) intimated that

apologies for absence had been received from

Messrs. T. Houston, F. H. TuUoch, Captain

J. Ferguson, Lieut. J. R. Young, and Lieut.

E. R. Kennedy. 'Ilie minutes of the previous

meeting having been read and confirmed,

Mr. Gilliland moved, and Mr. R. M. Young
seconded, that the secretary be instructed

to send a letter of condolence from the society

to Mr. W. C. Maxwell, on the great loss he

had recently sustained by the death of bis

father. The objects of the war committee,

which had been appointed at the request of

the Architects' War Committee in I^ondon,

were explained to the meeting by the presi-

dent. A gratifying lesponse to the war com-

mittee's appeal for volunteer services was

received from the members of the society. A
vote of thanks, passed by the Council of the

Royal Institute of British Architects,

thanking the Ulster society for holding and

conducting the recent examinations of the

Institute in Ulster, was read. The president

said that it was gratifying to report to the

meeting that, after considerable eorre-

spondenec with the Board of Architectural

Education of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, the board had deputed one of its

members to visit and report on the work of

the Architectural School at the Belfast

Municipal Technical Institute, and expressed

the hope that after a favourable report the

board would grant their formal approval of

the scheme of architectural education in

Belfast. A meeting of the war committee

of this society was held at the rooms of the

society, 0, Howard - street, Belfast, on

Friday, the 23rd ult.. at 3.30 p.m. The
president (Mr. N. Fitzsimons) occupied the

chair. The correspondence with the Archi-

tects' War Committee in London was read,

and a number of matters arising out of the

war conditions were discussed and dealt with

by the committee. The Royal Institute of

British Architects wrote asking for a list of

Ulster architects at present serving with the

Colours, and it was intimated that there were

at present seven of the Ulster men at present

with the Colours.

•**»

The chancel of the parish church of TasliiirL;h.

Norfolk, is to be re-roofed, and a new organ-

^Immber will be provided.

Mr. James Jones, architect. Dolwcn. Rlivd-

Icwis, lias been apnointcd surveyor to the I.lan-

dyssul Rural District Council.

Plans have been prepared in the cilice of the

United States Supervising Architect for the en-

largement of the Treasury Buildir?, which is

one of the oldest public structures in Washing-
ton, D.C.

At the last meeting r,f the TIowlcv Regis

Urban Council it. was annoijiurd that the ranc-

l.ion.of the Local Government Bnarrl had been
"eceivcd to n loan of .£3 (198 for laving out the

^emetery at Powke-lane. Blackhcath.

Mr. .Mfred Shuttleworlh has presented to St.

^within's Church. Lincoln, a carved cak ranopv.
'he de^iirn beinj that, of Mr. Wiltcr Tap;inr.

F.R.I.H.A.. of St. John's Wnoil. N.W. A similar

canonv has been presented by Mr. Shiittlewcrth

'o All Saints' Church.

When the Local Government Board sanc-

'ioned the lirst. instalment of the Rochdale Cor-

poration spwajre works extension at Roch MilU
1 May, 1911. llicv insisted that the second part

^f the scheme should he taken in haid withi"»

'niir rears. The first instahnent. wl)ich ce^t

""JI.SCO, was cnmnleted i'l September. 1913.

\n\v pressure is beinfr pnt on the rornorat'on to

Miderlake the second nart and Mr. S S Plait,

lie linroiKjh surveyor, has been instructed to get

out particulars regardine the work.
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EDINBURGH.— The uoiks of c.\lcii.sioii

and rpcoiistructiou in coiincctioii witli tlio

^^•a^llllo^lses at South Giaj's Close and
Greenside have now been completed, and tlie

«>.tablishmonts have been icoprncd for
pnlilic use. At South Gray'.s Close t/lie older
part of the premises, whieh wore orcet(<d
tome twenty years ago, liarl to be demolished,
and the buildings have been remodelled for
the eorporation. The establishment now
consists of seventy washing-stalls, witli hydro-
e.xfractors and drying horses. At Greenside,
where a somewhat restricted area of grouiul
was only available for extension, the building
has had to be carried out on a minor scale.
The engineering work in both cases has been
carried out under the supervision of the city
architect, Mr. J. Aiiderson Williamson,
A.R.I.B.A.

HEDOX.—A site of twelve acres of land at
Salt End, near Hedon, on the river lluniber,
four miles from Hull, has been acquired by
the Anglo-Mexican Petroleum Products Co.,
Ltd., of Finsburycourt, E.C., for an oil-
storage installation. On this site an oil-

storage depot, now approaching completion,
lias been eonstructed for the company by
Messrs. S. Pearson and Son, I,td. Four S.'ift.

storage-tanks, each capable of holding 45,800
barrels, and two 75ft. tanks, holding 20,800
barrels each, making a total of ' 236,800
barrels, or 33,800 tons, for fuel oil and other
heavy products, and six 75ft, tanks for
paraffin and motor spirit, capable of holding
2fi,S00 barrels each, have been constructed,
while storage accomniodatiou for liqniil

bitumen for road-dressing is also provided.
The future progranlme comprises further
05ft. and 75ft. tanks for paraffin and motor
spirit. Tanks having aceommod'ation for Inbri-
eating-oil storage on a scale corresponding to
the above figures are also to be constructed
hereafter. The tanks are surrounded by a
wall consisting of clay and earth, sufficiently
high to contain the contents of these tanks,
so as, in the case of fire, to safeguard the
surrounding property. There are some 3.000
yards of Gin. and 8in. diameter pipe lines
with valves and fittings eonnecting the tanks
with the discharging berth, pump house,
barrelling shed and ear-filling standards.
The boiler-house is equipped with a water-
tube boiler designed to supply steam at a
pressure of IGOlb. per square inch. In the
pump house are two steam-driven pumps for
hanilling the heavy products, and in a sepa-
rate building similar pumps are installed for
paraffin and motor .spirit. A barrelling and
cooperage shed of corrugated iron. n5ft. long
by 45ft. wide, is being built. About 500 yards
of railway sidings, with weighbridge, are
beiig constructed.

PORTOBELLO, X.B.-The new town hall
at Portobello, built in this Firthside suburb
by the Edinburgh Corporation under the
terms of the Annexation Act, was opened on
Friday. It occupies the site of Inverey
House, in the High-street, which has beeii
widened to tiOft., the new frontage being set
back another 35ft. The hall, exclu'-ivp of tlio

platform and a committee room o\cr the
entrance, aeconimodates 1.000 persons. It is

approached by a central vestibule leading
into a crush-hall 45ft. by 15ft. At either
end of this hall staircases'lead to the gallery
level, while on the ground floor on either side
of the central approach arc cloak and
rotiriiig-rooms. The hall has been provided
with two side corridors, which are taken out
of the total width of the hall, thus reducing
the projection of the galleries. At tlie first-
floor h'vel is the committeerooin, which is
capable of seating 120 persons. The plat-
form, which is .39ft. wirle at the front and
27ff. Clin, deep, is flanked bv an ornamental
proseenium, opening .'iaft. Gin. in width by
25ft. Gin. in height. The main hall is 80fl.
by .58ft. and .38ft. high. 'I'lie roof is .semi-
elliptical in section and is pierced in its
length at the spring by five semicrciilar
lunettes on either side. These are'fiUed with
casement windows. The roof is of steel con-
struetioii and is fini.'^hed in pla.ster, with

ornamental ribs placed between the lunettes.
These main ribs arc divided into sunk
coffers, with moulding-; slightly enriched, and
the roof has dividing panels in plasterwork.
I'lie lloor of the hall is laid on timber
joisting fur acoustical reasons, and a special
dancing lloor lias been provided. T'liis is

eonstructed of pitch - pine, highly wax-
polished, but the top is covered by means of
a redwood Hoor in sections, which will form
the door when the hall is used for meetings.
A cinema box has been erected at the upper
part of the back gallery, and under the pro-
scenium opening a cinema screen has been
introduced. The hall has been equipped w ith

CDur ilUustrations.

NATIONAL AMALGAMATED
APPROVED SOCIETY OFFICES,
EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

This great organisation of .Approved
Societies under the Insuraneo Act has
occupied and extended the modern block of
oflices on the west si<lc of Eiiston sipiarc.
The perspective view shows the addition of a
fourth floor which has been recently erected
by Messrs. Foster and Dicksee, Ltd. The
work was carried out from the designs of

EUSIDN BtlLDINOS.

/irf&

EI.'S"roN SQCARP

,

NATIONAL AMALGAMATED APPROVfeD SOCIETY, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
Professor Beresford Pite, F.B.I.B.A., Architect.

electric-light fittings. Externally tlie building
has been treated on a simple scheme of

Rcnaissanee. The work has been carried out
from plans and under. the siiper\ision of the
city architect, Mr. James A. Williamson.
A.R.I.B.A. The cost has been £8,000.

*»m

riydcliank Dean of Guild Court had a busy
inorniiig on Monday, when plans for the
erection of various buildings to co?t over
£SO.00O were passed.

Works of sewerage for the village of Burnt-
wood have just been commenced for the Lich-
field Rural District Council. The contractors are
Messrs. Childs and Withers.

A scheme is under consideration with a view
to provifling employment for carvers and
cabinetmrikers at High Wycombe. The local

relief committee suggest a scheme of oak-
panclliiig and other work in the Guildhall and
the town-hall which would give employment to
some sixty or seventy men.

A new Roman Catholic church is about to be
built in Walsall-road, Cannock. It will accom-
modate five hundred persons, and its estimated
cost is £5,000. Built of red brick, with stone
dressings, it will have two chapels, a priest's

sacristry, a choir (38ft, by 24ft.), a choir
sacristrv (37ft. by 15ft.), and the nave and
aisles will be 62ft. by 51ft.

The Llandudno Urban District Council has
accepted a tender for the erection of sixteen
houses for the working classes. ,\t the sug-
gestion of the I.oral Government Board, with
a view to reLluciiig the cost of the houses, it

was decided to reduce the thickness of the walls
from Hill, to llin.. introducing the principle
of the cavity wall. An undertaking was given
to the Local Government Board that th*-- council
will forthwith apply for an amendment of the
existing bylaws so as to allow of the erection
of Ilia, brii'k cavity - walls for tv.o story
buildings.

Professor Beresford Pite, the architect of the
original building. The drawing which is hero
reproduced was exhibited at the Royal
Academy during this summer. The plan
shows the area of the building facing Euslon-
square.

ST. MARY'S CHURCH, HARROGATE.
The small key-plan in the corner of the

perspective shows the shape of the site for
which Mr. Walter H. Brierley. F.S.A.,
designed this building, the boundary line
tapering from north towards the east till the
churchyard terminates in a rounded end, to
obviate too acute an angle. The sacristy is
consequently set back on the north side to
accommodate the splay referred to, and the
groined memorial chapel is designed to
project beyond the eastern wall of the chancel
for this same reason, the morning chapel for
everyday use being situate at the end of the
soutli aisle. The tower is shown to come
over the south-west porch. This drawing,
reproduced among our illustrations to-day,
was accorded a post of honour in the middle
of the west wall of the gallery when hung
on the line at the Royal Academy Exhibition
this year. The church is now in course of
erection at Harrogate, from the plans of Mr.
Walter Tapper, F.R.I.B.A., whose design
we illustrated by a pair of views on Oct. 10
last autumn, he being the architect chosen
ill a limited conipe titioii. Stone is being
used in the execution of the work in accord-
ance with his drawings.

POLICE AND FIRE STATION AT
REIGATE, SURREY.
(SELECTED DESIGN.)

The number of competitors for this
building must have been large, because the
first prcniiated set was numbered 78. Th«
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SELECTED DESIGN.—Mr. Joseph Sunlight, Architect.

accompanying drawings illustrate the design

finally adopted by the Keigate Town Council,

after some minor revisions were made on

the competition plan. It has been found

expedient for economic considerations to

dispense with the tower contained in the first

competition design. In its place the stair-

ease wing overlooking the drillyard will be

carried up in the form of a tower, with the

hose suspended in a well. Further facilities

are provided for drill by fixing ladders on

the side facing the drillyard. Tlie architect

is Mr. Joseph Sunlight, of St. Aiin's-sqtiare,

Manchester. The plans given herewith illus-

trate the arrangements, which are compactly
and conveniently contrived. Mr. Vincent E.

Harris, F.R.I.B.A.. was the assessor.

ASTON HALL, WARWICKSHIRE.
(Our description of this double page will be

found in our first article this week.)

»•-

The Hull Corporation have adopted a scheme
for the new George-street district wliicli is to

involve an expenditure of upwards oi i^lOO.OOO.

and includes the provision of 250 model dwell-

ings for working-class families.

At a meeting of Oakengates Urban D;strict

Council a letter was read from the engineers

stating that tlie total cost of the sewerage
scheme already carried out was i! 15,350.

whereas the loan was only for £14.220—an
excess over the loan of i^l.lOO. This was
accounted for by the engineer^ chiefly owine
to the increased prices of niateri-iN between the
preparing of the estimate and the lotting of the
contract. They further stated that it was im-

perative that the sewerage of Neiv-street and
Slaney-street be carried out before the wet
weather sets in, in order to complete the
scheme. It was resolved to send plans to the
Local Government Board asking for sanction to

A loan to cover the cost.

COMPETITIONS.
ARMY A M B U L A N C E DESIGN'S. -

Atnoug the prizes offered by the Company of

Coach Makers and Coach Harness Makers of

London for competition among British

subjects engaged in coach and coach harness

making and motor-body making, or members
of classes in connection with these trades,

are two for designs for a horse-covered Army
ambulance and two for those of an improved
stretcher. For the best set of drawings for

the ambulance, the Mast-er, Mr. Charles J.

Bennett, will give seven guineas, and the

Company its silver medal. Particulars of

these and the other competitiotis have been
issued by the Clerk to the Company from the

Hall, Noble-street.

LIVERPOOL. — The corporation invite

designs for workmen's dwellings, to accom-

modate about 500 persons, and proposed to be

erected on the site known as the Rathbone-
street area. Premiums of £100, £50, and
£25 respectively are offered for the first three

selected designs, and the council have
appointed Mr. H. Hartley, F.R.I.B.A., 8,

Harrington-street, Liverpool, as assessor in

the competition. The first premiated design

will become the property of the corporation.

A plan of site, together with a copy of the

printed conditions and instructions, will be

forwarded to the applicant on payment of a

deposit of one guinea, which will be returned

on the receipt of a bona-fide set of drawings.

Desimis and particulars of same are to be

delivered at the office of Mr. E. R. Pickmcre.
town clerk. Municipal Offices, Liverpool, by
5 p.m. on February 8.

TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL, SOUTH-
EN'D-ON-SEA.—Members and Licentiates of

the R.I.B.A. are advised that the conditions

of the above competition are not in accord-
ance with the Institute regulations, and the

Competitions Cominittce are in correspotid-

euce with the promoters with a view to their

amendment.

VANCOUVER, B.C.—An open cotn-

petition is being held for plans for de-

veloping the new Civic Centre at Vancouver.

To form the Civic Centre the following

buildings will be grouped: City Hall, Pidjlic

Hall and Auditorium. Public I^ibrary, Tech-

nical College. Museum and Art Gallery. It

is proposed that the City Hall be erected

first. In all probability the construction of

the Technical College and Public Library

will be undertaken soon afterwards. Next
in order will be the Public Hall, to be

followed by the Museum and Art Gallery.

The City of Vancouver and the Provincial

Government own an area of approximately

eight acres, which will probably form the

nucleus of the schenje. Designs must be

addressed to the Secretary, Vancouver Civic

Centre, Board of Trade Rooms. Molson's

Bank Building, Vancouver, on or before

twelve o'clock noon in the 30th iiist. The
committee's award will be made not later

than December .31, after which date the

designs will be exhibited in Vancouver.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

a loan of .£6.750 to the corporation of Reading
for road improvements.

The council of Sheffield University at their

meeting on Tuesday appointed Mr. H. J.

Davies to be demonstrator in Engineering, and
Mr. F. Orme. B.Mct., to be demonstrator in

Non-ferrous Metallurgy.

The death is announced of Mr W IMward
Woolley. surveyor. Leicester. BIr. Woollcv was
the senior memtter of the firm of I^Iessrs. W. K.

and M. T. Woolley, Rectory Place. Lough-
borough, and last year was the President of the

Surveyors' Institution.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
THE ARCHITECT AND THE ALIEN.—At

AVoolwich Police - court, on Tuesday, Gcorg
Kozun, 36, a German artist, of Fronie-strcct,
Islington, was charged with travelUng more
than five miles without a permit. A police-

inspector saic,! the man registered hunj^elf in

August as an Austrian. Mr. Percy Henry
Adams. A.R.I.R.A.. of West Hampstead and
Craven-street, Charing Cross. W.C., said that
he was travelling from Cannon-street to
Eltham on Monday, and the prisoner entered
the compartment at London Bridge. Tlie
prisoner spoke to someone else in the carriage,
but did not appear to understand the answer,
and witness asked, in German, whether he was
a German. Kozun replied that ho was a

Bavarian, and witness asked to see his police

permit, whereupon he produced a book showing
that he was a member of the Landsturm. When
he left the train at Eltham, Mr. Adams gave
him in custody.—Rozun said he had been in

England four months, and was seeking employ-
ment with a firm of lithographers at Eltham.

—

The magistrate, in ordering a remand, thanked
Mr. Adams, observing that he acted with great
discretion.

DISPUTED BUILDING CONTRACT. — In

the King's Bench Division, on Friday last, Mr.
Justice Kowlatt delivered judgment in the case
of Richard Moreland and Son. Ltd., builders, of

80, Goswellplace. v. the Bosch Magneto Co..

Ltd., of 40 and 42. Newman-street. Oxford-
street. The action was brought to recover a
sum of ^2.639 13s. 2d. for work done and
materials supplied in connection with the
erection of certain buildings in Tottenham
Court-road. The case was fully reported by us
last week. The question at issue was one of

liability as between the building-owners (the

defendants) and their builders, Messrs. W. J.

Fryer and Co., Ltd., and the case turned largely

on the relations between the plaintiffs and the
defendants' architects^ Messrs. Hobden ami
Porri. For the defence it was contended that
there was no privity of contract between the
plaintiffs and the defendants after the failure

and liquidation of Messrs. Fryer and Co. while
building operat ions were still in progress, and
one of the questions which liis Lordship had to
determine was as to the terms upon which
the plaintiffs, as sub-contractors to Messrs.
Fryer, were allowed to proceed with their steel

and concrete work after the failure of Messrs.
Fryer. His Lordship, in giving judgment, said

the trouble in this case had been caused by the
failure of Messrs. Fryer, defendants' builders,

to pay the plaintiffs for work which in the
ordinary course, if all had gone well, they would
undoubtedly have been paid for. The question
was w lie t her I he plaintiffs couM make the
defendants liable. At the end of 1912, Messrs.
Hobden and Porri. the defendants' architects,
were on the look-out for .someone to supply the
constructional s'.^el and concrete work that was
required for the defendants' new buildings, and
they got into communication witli the plaintiffs,

who sent in a quotation. Meanwhile the tender
of Messrs. Fryer for the building work had been
accepted, and on February 27, 1913, Messrs.
Fryer wrote to the plaintiffs for a copy of their
estimate. On tlie following day the plaintiffs

wrote back to say that their estimates liad

been sent to Messrs. Hobden and Porri, and
they refer rc'l Messrs. Fryer to tlieni for the
copy asked for. That letter wis relied upon by
plaintiffs' counsel as showing titat at that stage
the plaintiffs were unwilling to trust Messrs.
Fryer at all. and were sedulously keeping out
of relation with them, and were confining their
dealings to the defendants. He was bound to
say that that was not the real inference to be
drawn— he thought it was incorrect. These
gentlemen had called upon the architects and
had askeil tlicm if Messrs. Fryer had the con-
tract, and had asked the architects to be their
friends in the matter, and that was how it was
that they asked Messrs. Fryer to get tiic copy
from the architects. It was suggested that
during February there was an attempt by
Messrs. Fryer to get the pLaintiffs to reduce
their figure, and he thought there probably was.
He saw no reason for disbelieving the evidence
on that point. On .\pril 4 there was another
letter from Messrs. Moreland (o the architects
conceding a reduction in the price of steel and
dealing with matters of detail. That was relied
upon as documentary evidence that Messrs.
Moreland wpre offering to sell these goods and
to do this work for the addressees of the letter.
He did not think that was bcrue out. The
evidence was not cloar as to whether at that
time Messrs. Moreland knew who were the
building-owners. He did not apprehend that
Messrs. Moreland knew much about them at
any time. What was the effect of that? If
they did not know who the building-owners

were, they were offering to contract with
Messrs. Hobden and Porri or their principals,
whoever they might be. If they did not know
who the principals might be, prima facie they
were dealing with Messrs. Hobden and I'orri.

If Messrs. Hobden and Porri were not to be
parties to the contract as agents making them-
selves liable as contractors who had a principal
behind them, the |)laintiffs. on their argument,
were looking to Messrs. Hobden and Porri's
building-owner. Conceivably lliey miglit liave
done so without knowing who he was or what
lie was, or what his .standing was. He should
think it not an improbable conclusion that they
did so. The offer of Messrs. Moreland was
accepted at an interview which was referred to
in a letter of April 8, which read: "In accord-
ance with your wish, we (Messrs. Hobden and
Porri) have now arran.u'ed with Messrs. More-
land to supply and fix the steelwork." etc.
That letter recorded a bargain made by Messrs.
Hobden and Porri with tlie plaintiffs for the
supply of these goods to Messrs. Hobden and
Porri's principals, the building-owners. He (tlie

Judge) did not think it was a contract at all;

he did not think it was meant to be a contract.
An arrangement was not necessarily a contract.
He thought that what was done was that the
architects on one side and Messrs. Moreland
on the other were simply provisionally naming
a figure at which the work would be done
without binding anybody to order the goods.
They had come to an understanding that that
would be a firm offer if the arrangement pro-
ceeded. Therefore he thought that there was
no direct contract with the Bosch Magneto Co.
He had said he did not think there was a con-
tract. Messrs. Moreland did not think so—they
debited the builder with the work done. He
thought that the fact that they so debited the
builder was a very important matter. The
vendor had elected to charge one of the parties
to the exclusion of the other. On these grounds
he had come to the conclusion that the first

point of the plaintiffs—namely, that there was
a direct contract between the plaintiffs and the
Bosch Magneto Co.—failed, and he intimated as
much to Mr. Colam (defendants' counsel) when
he saw the documents. If he was wrong in

doing so, of course he would be put right. The
second part of the case seemed to him more
difficult. It was now said that although the
contract was made with Messrs. Fryer, still

there was an undisclosed principal^the Bosch
Magneto Co.—behind. The question whether
the building-owner could be made responsible,
as an undisclosed principal, for specialities in

a building contract had been considered in

several cases. The right of the vendor or con-
tractor to recover against an undisclosed
bankrupt did not depend upon any transaction
to wdiich the vendor was expressly a party. He
might think, and generally did think, tiiat he
was contracting solely with a person who
turned out to be an agent on the other side;
but if it turned out that the agent was a
principal, altliough acting as agent in the
matter, then that was a piece of luck of which
the other party to the contract could avail
himself on finding out. Whether he could do
that depended upon whether the contract was
made by the person alleged to be agent on
behalf of the undisclosed principal, and under
authority to create privity of contract between
the undisclosed principal and the other party
to the contract. There must be aiitiiority to
create privitv of contract. It had been held
that the builder w^as an agent who was merely
buying special things for his principal, ?o that
the principal couhl he made lial.de if he was
discovered. But it did not follow, where they
had a prime-cost sum. that that was the inten-
tion. There was nothing in law to prevent a
person saying to his builder, "Although this

is a prime-cost sum, I am not going to have
my credit pledged. Please let it be understood
that I am not your principal, and don't hold
me as your principal." It seemed to him that
the authorities did not go the length of saying
that, whenever they ^'ot a state of affairs indi-

cated by the bills of quantities and specifica-

tions in this case, that was enough. It was
necessary to look at the position between the
parties, and in this case it negatived the view
that the builder had the building owner's
authority to pledge his credit. He thought
that the cases which had been referred to in

argument did not apply to cases w here there
was an undertaking by the builders, such as

they found in these specifications, covering the
work which was to be done by the specialist

men. Therefore he thought the plaintiffs' case
failed. The only other question was as to how
he should deal with the work done by the
plaintiffs after the stoppage. It was clear that
Messrs. Moreland were not going to do this
work when they were not getting paid by
Messrs. Fryer, after the crash had conio, unless

the Bosch Magneto Co. paid them. They said
that they ought to be paid £AbO for the
balance. The answer to that was that they
agreed to take the valuation of the architects
as arbitrators. He (the Judge) could not
possibly assess the sum. antl he hoped the
parties would agree to some amount. If neces-
sary, but at their own risk, he supposed the
plaintiffs would be entitled to an inquiry on
that point. In conclusion, he might be per-
mitted to make one general observation, and
that was that these disputes ought not to occur.
It was perfectly simple, perfectly easy, for
architects to make the position clear, and he
thought that the building-owner was entitled
to have the position clear. It was perfectly
easy to say, in writing. "Understand we have
no authority to pledge, and we are not
pledging, the credit of our principals." And
wdien they went to the builder, it was perfectly
competent for them lo deal with the other side
by saying, "Nothing in this contract is to give
the agent the right to pledge the credit of the
owner with the specialities man.'' He did not
think these disputes ought to occur. Architects
ought to make it their business to make the
position of their clients so secure that they
would not be exposed to these actions. He
tliought his judgment covered everything up to
the time of the crash, and he thought the
defendants ought to have costs of the action.

His Lordship added that he would make a
formal order after the parties had adjusted the
matters remaining to be settled.

A BRISTOL APPEAL CASE. — An appeal
from the Bristol County-court was mentioned
before the King's Bench Divisional Court, con-

sisting of Justices Coleridge and Shearman, on
Friday. The case was that of the United Stone
Firms, Ltd., of Bristol, v. Messrs. Currall,
Lewis. Martin. Ltd. Mr. Macnaughton, for the
appellants, said the matter was an appeal from
the Bristol County-court to the High Court.
The appeal was lodged on July 6. and since then
the appellants had thought better of their
course, and desired now to withdraw the appeal,
submitting to pay the costs incurred on the
appeal. But the appellants, being a company
in li([uidation wdien l^he appeal was lodged, the
respondents asked them to provide security for

the costs. The appellants agreed to do so, and
paid into Court as security iiSO. There was
now a question in regard to the County-court
costs, as to whether they shoulil be deducted
from the ^50 paid into Court as security, after

the costs of the appeal had been paid. Their
Lordships now ordered, however, that, subject
to tlie costs of the appeal, the balance should
be handed out to the appellants.

COMPENSATION FOR TUBE RAILWAY
TUNNEL.—Mr. Charles Meeson, of Cornwall-
parade. Church End, Finchley. recovered, in the
London Sheriffs' Court, on Monday, ;tlOO com-
pensation from the London and North-Westcrn
Railway Company for anticipatory depreciation
in the letting value of a house of which he is

lessee in Adelaide-road, Kilburn. on account of
the construction of a tube railway. The
claimant claimed that the company should pur-
chase the property or, in the alternative, pay
the value of the easement. Two tunnels are to
be constructed 53ft. below the surface, and
under the claimant's house and garden. The
Railway Company's Act prescribed that where
tlie tube was carried at a greater depth than
40ft. a jury should decide what damage, if any,
was occasioned.

GERM.\N PATENT SHUTTER. — At the
Patent Office. Southampton Buildings, Holborn,
on Friday, before the Comptroller (Mr. Temple
Franks), Pickerings. Ltd., Globe Elevator
Works, Stockfon-on-Tees, made application to
suspend a German patent for lattice shutters.
Mr. M. B. Mountain, of Victoria street, S.W.,
applied in regard lo the same patent. Mr. G.
K. Mills, who appeared for the applicants, said
the patent was for an openwork shutter which
rolled up flexibly in one direction, and was much
used in Germany and Austria. Messrs. Picker-
ing proposed to employ the shutters first in

connection with lifts, wdiercas Mr. Mountain
proposed to employ 1 hem for shop fronts. The
Comptroller remarked that not more than one
license seemed necessary if Messrs. Pickering
could make all that was required. The
patentee's agent suggested that Mr. Mountain's
application wouhl be quite well served if ho
withdrew and made some arrangement with
Messrs. Pickering. Mr. Mountain agreed lo
withdraw provisionally- Mr. J. Fothergill,
managing director of Messrs. Pickering, said he
thought the additional expense involved by new
plant would be about £300 or £400. They
thought a fair price for the patent would be
5 per cent, on the invoice. Asked if the 10 per
cent, royalty would not be fair, witness pointed
out that the firm would have to pay the initial
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cost of putting the patent on tlie market. Tlie

Comptroller said the license, if granted, would
be for the period of the war. The patentee
would be bound to offer him a reasonable
license at the end of a term. In regard lo the
royalty, he asked if the patentee would accept
7^ per cent. The agent agreed to tlo so. and
the inquiry closed.

ARBITRATION CASE AT liKDWAii.—
Messrs. the Tre-Thomas No. 1 Building Club
V. Messrs. Wm. Williams and Sons, New
Tredegar, Mon., Contractors.— An arbitration
took place some time ago between the Tre-
Thomas Building Club, Ynyshir, and Messrs.
William Williams and Sons, contractors, of New
Tredegar, respecting the erection of 250 houses
at Bedwas, and the award has now been taken
up. Mr. David Morgan. F.R.I.B.A., to whom
the dispute was referred, sat for eight days,
and the proceedings were of a complicated
character. Mr. A. T. James (instructed by Mr.
D. Stanley Jones, Pontypridd) appeared for the
club, and the contractors were represented by
Mr. Ivor Bowen. K.C., and Mr. Hugh Jones
(instructed by Messrs. Spickett and Sons,
Bargoed). The original contract amounted to
£44,484, of which £37,731 10s. 7d. had been paid
to the contractors when the club took possession
owing to the alleged want of diligence in pro-
ceeding with the work. The contractors con-
tended that they were well in rdvance with
their work when notice to take possession was
given, and that there were certificates and
money due to them. For the club, evidence was
given by Mr. James T. Jenkins, M.S. A., archi-
tect. Forth, who was architect for the club;
Mr. H. J. Gregory, architect. Forth; and Mr.
Arthur LI. Thomas, architect. Pontvpridd

; also
Mr. Gomer Morgan, C.E., of Pontypridd. For
Messrs. Wm. Williams and Sons, evidence was
given by Mr. J. H. Phillips, architect, Caer-
philly; Mr. R. S. Griffiths, architect, Tonypandy

;

and Mr. James Turner, builder and contractor,
Cardiff. In his award Mr. David Morgan found
that the amount due to the contractors was
£39,042 13.S. 2d., less £869 18s., making the net
sum now due £441 4s. This sum he awarded
to the contractors, together with the costs of
the arbitration proceedings. In the amount,
£441 4s. awarded to the contractors there is

included the sum of £350 for plant and
materials. The arbitrator awarded also that
the club were to have complete possession of
the site, building plant, and materials thereon,
which are to belong to the club absolutely.• .

Liverpool City Council have decided by an
overwhelming majority to cease all dealings
with some German firms under contract Fo
supply certain requisites in connection with the
city tramways, regardless of consideration for
any legal question which such action might
involve.

An edifice which was used as the parish church
of the village of Aislaby from 1752, when it

was built, until 1S99, when a more seemly and
commodious church was erected, has been
transformed into a parish hall, and was opened
by the Archbishop of York last week. The
cost of the alterations and repairs—which have
been carried out by Mr. W. Lawson, of Sleights,
to plans by Mr. E. 1. Hubbard, and under the
supervision of Mr. A. E. Young, architect—has
been £354. The alterations comprise a dado of
pine, a new boarded ceiling and floor, and
g-iner.-il repairs.

A creamery has just been opened at Campsey
Ash, near Wickham Market, on a site given by
the Right Hon. the Speaker. It comprises on the
ground floor a general-purposes room, 49ft by
26fl., cold store 20ft. 6in. by 14ft., washin"-room
engine-room 38ft. by 12ft., and pump-room. Ori
the fir.st floor are milk and cheese stores. Tlie
walls arc built with a cavity, and the roofs are
insulated, to secure an "even temperature.
Messrs. Brown and Burgess, of Ipswich, were the
architects, and Mr. G. R. H. Allen, of Wickham
Market, was the builder. The engines were sup-
plied by Messrs. Garrett, of Leicester, and the
refrigerating plant by Messrs. T. and C. Hall
Ltd., Dartford.

At the recent meeting of the Lancashire
Education Committee, it was reported that in
March,- 1910. the committee received from the
Board of Education a list of 205 schools or de-
partments the premiws of which were regarded
as unsatisfactory. The committee entered into
an arrangement with the Board of Education
that before March, 1917, the committee would
have these schools nut in order. The number of
unsatisfactory school premises had been reduced
from 205 to 25, and in the case of 15 of these
new premises would have lo be constructed. Of
these 15 five would be built by voluntarv school
managers and Ihe other ten by the" county
tOunril.

(But C^fllce WMt,
The new issue of the R.I.B.A. Kaleiular,

published on Wednesday, shows a total of

858 Fellows, against 851 at tlie corresporidiiig
period of last year, the number of retired
Fellows remaining as then, 32; there are now
1,694 Associates, against l.G'21 in Novonibcr
last; while the class of Licentiates is begin-
ning to show the inevitable reduction in

luiiiihers, due to deaths and other causes, the
numbers now being 2,015. against 2,089.
There arc 12 Hon. Fellows, as against 10;
55 Hon. Associates, against 5.3; and 65 Hon.
Corresponding Members (among wlioni are
ten architects or arcliteologists resident in

Austria-Hungary and eight in Germany),
against 67 last year. Altogether the roll-call

shows an increase of 38 names for the twelve
months.

It is understood that, in view of what has
been disclosed at Antwerp and other places
during the war, the Wood Green Council
arc having a thorough investigation and exa-
mination in that place, for the purpose of
ascertaining the circumstances under which
any unusual depth of concrete may have been
used in factories or other buildings. For this
purpose building contractors will be asked to
furnish all information available, and special
attention will be paid to houses occupied by
persons of any nationality with wdiieli Great
Britain is at war. A very wise precaution,
especially with regard to structures erected
of late by the "British" German firms who
have been employed, and in view of the
plausible "explanations" being put forward
of the nature and purpose of some of the
structures which are not unreasonably
exciting suspicion.

According to the annual return, just
published, there are 652 rural district councils
111 England and Wales. The sums repaid last

year for principal and interest on sewerage
and sewage-disposal works was £290,490, and
on waterworks £161,431. The aggregate
length of roads under the supervision of the
council was 99,963 miles, comprising 5,027
miles of main roads. Tlie average cost per
mile of main roads in England was £851()S.,
and in Wales £74 5s. On other highways the
cost per mile was: England, £25 7s., and
Wales, £15 ISs. The sum raised by rates
to meet general cvpenscs during the year was
£2,711,022, equivalent to an average rate of
Is. 2d. in the pound on the total assessable
value. The highest rate in the pound for
general purposes was 3s. 9d. and the lowest
\(\. Rates raised during the year for special

expenses amounted to £873, .579, equivalent
to an average rate of 8.8d. in the pound, the
amount varying from a small fraction of a

penny to 5s. IJd.

At the October meeting of the Todinorden
Town Council it was agreed to support the
memorial of the Society for the Protection
of Ancient Buildings to the President of the
Board of Trade, protesting against the
demolition of Todinorden Hall by its owners,
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Com-
pany, in connection with their scheme for

widening the main railway line. Alderman
Ormerod pointed out that this Jacobean
building had a connection with the Crown,
through the Earl of Clarendon in the I7tli

century, and contained one of the finest oak
mantelpieces in the country. Councillor
Starkie declared that to destroy the building
would be a shameful piece of vandalism.

"Foundations," by Professor Malverd A.
Howe. M.A.S.C.E. (London: Chapman and
Hall. Ltd., 5s. 6d.), is a short, but useful,

textbook on ordinary foundations, including
a brief resume of the methods used in diffi-

cult work. Most of the matter more concerns
civil engineers, but architectural students
may read the first two chapters with benefit.

T'lie illustrations are all actual American
structures.

It is stated in the Consular report on the
trade of Genoa that at present there is little

scope for the expansion of tlie trade of the
comincrcial port of Spczia unless marble can
be attracted from Carrara for sliipment

abroad. The bulk of this marble is sent from
the Massa-Carrara district in small sailing-

boats to Leghorn ; but it is calculated that
some 2s. per ton could be saved in the cost
of freight by sending it to Spezia, which is

closer at hand. Spczia does not at present
possess the necessary accommodation or
appliances for dealing with the marble
traffic, and it is, therefore, unfortunate that
the contract for the eiilargeinent of the port
has not yet been placed. 'Ibis traffic would
provide a return cargo for the British colliers

discharging at Spezia, which almost in-

variably have to clear in ballast.

There is further trouble with the proposed
new building by-laws for Montreal, and the
adoption of a new code is still a long way off.

More than two years ago tlie drafting of the
code was put into the hands of a committee
representing the architectural, engineering,
and contracting interests, and in turn the
duties were delegated to Messrs. W. .J.

Francis and .J. Venne. These gciitleinen,

after many sittings and the lukewarm support
of the city council, drafted a number of by-
laws, which were sent direct to the council
without being referred to the general eoiii-

mittec. The council asked the law depart-
ment to study the code, and this entailed
further delay. The city attorney's report is

to the effect that the proposed new code will

require revision to weld it into a liarmonious
whole. The matter has been referred to the
legislation committee of the council.

Many East Anglian readers are familiar
with the fine old red-brick building, Thoresby
College, tlie door of which forms the main
entrance to the property on Lynn Harliour,
known as the Thoresby Estate, occupied by
Messrs. Kerner-Greenwood and Co.. the sole

makers of Pudio, an illustration of which,
and some interesting particulars, are given in
" Charm No. 3," just issued by the firm to

all architects, surveyors, and estate clerks
of works in Great Britain. Thoresby was
mayor of King's Lynn in 1502, and he built

the college as a residence for priests. The
door still bears the inscription, " Pray for
the Soul of Thomas Thoresby, the founder
of this place"; but at the time of the
Reformation the words, " Pray for the soul

"

were chiselled out by the ascendant Pro-
testants.

Among the several problems to be met in

the recent construction of the concrete
reservoirs in San Francisco was that of

bonding asphalt to concrete. According to

Mr. B. N. Abbott, after making unsuccessful
attempts to apply the asphalte direct to the
concrete in \arious ways, the expedient of

first painting the surface with coal tar was
tried, and it was found that when applied
in this way under right conditions the

asphalte would adhere so firmly that after it

had cooled it could not be broken away with-

out bringing pieces of concrete with it. Mr.
Abbott states that in order to secure this

result the concret.e surface was first scrubbed
clean witli a bristle brush, and over this a
thill coating of hot coal-tar was " painted."
The coal-tar should be heated in small quan-
tities, brought just to the boiling point, and
then applied immediately. Heating the coal-

tar in large quantities, which necessitated
some delay before it could all bo used, did
not give such good results, and the men were,
therefore, not allowed to heat more at a time
than they could apply quickly as soon as it

liegaii to boil. The asphalt was spread o\er
the tarred surface in the usual manner.

The importance of conserving the existing

timber resources and reserving areas for re-

afforestation is receiving increased attention

in .South Australia. For some years tests

with a view to establishing a comparison
between the weight, strength, and other valu-

able qualities of the native and iuiported

timbers have been conducted at the Uni-
versity of Adelaide. Some of the results

attained were detailed in a lecture reeently

delivered by Professor R. W. Chapman,
M.A., who mentioned that there were alto-

gether thirteen different South-Australian-
growii cucalypts, and some of them, when
planed and polished, were exceedingly hand-
some. The sugar-gum (Eucalyptus coryno-
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cnlyx) wiis one of the liest-knowii timliors for

stiL'iigtli. Ill fact, tlie Austniliaii tiiiilnTs

yoiierally wore by a long way tlio finest for

engineering purposes in tlie world. \o other

timber stood so snooessfully tlic drastic test

to wliieli the railroad sleepers were sub-

mitted. Another handsome tlTiiber wa.s the

manna gnm (Eucalyptus viminalis), byt it was
iHit nearly so strong as the sngar gnni. So
far as the physical properties were eon-

ci>rned, the best results were obtained from
the piids gnm, wliich grew over a fairly large

extent of the country, but was a slow-growing
tree. It was easily the State's best timber.

It was wonderfully nniforni. dense, and
strong, and had an elasticity as strong as ash.

The heaviest of the native timbers were the

pink gum, the sngar-gnm, and the pepper-

mint gnm, while the lightest, was tlie red

gum (Eucalyptus rostrata), which weighed,
when seasoned, only 511b. to the cubic foot.

Sugar gums and stringy bark (Eucalyptus

obliqua) made good beams. A comparison of

the strength of the latter with that of the

English oak proved the ratio to be 14 to 11,

a considerable advantage in favour of the

local timber. In one test of pressure across

the grain, a specimen of Murray box, Sin.

by 'iin., had easily stood a pressure of

l6o,0001b. *
Three new bells added to the peal in the tower

oE Culmstock Parish Church have been dedicated
by the Bishop of E.xeter.

The United Methodist Chapel in .Gill-street,

Moston, near Middleton, which was recently
destroyed by tire, has been rebuilt at a cost of

i'j.OOO, and was reopejied on Saturday.

Mr. William Richard Rowland, of Ropley
House. Fenny Stratford, retired timber mer-
chant and contractor, died ,Tiily 23 last, .iged

sixtv-seven, leaving 39,792 gro^s, with net per-

Eonilly i;22,932.

Mr. R. S. Hetherington, an inspector of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry at

Lewes on Tuesday, respecting an application from
the town couucil for sanction to borrow the sum
of i'22,334, for works of sewage disposal.

The road board has provisionally sanctioned
the scheme of the Chelmsford Town Council for

widening Galleywood-road at an estimated cost of

X'5,000. Sir Daniel Goocb, Bart., has offered to

give the necessary land required on the west side

for the widening of the road.

Mr. Leonard Aldridge Tigar, A.M.Inst.C.E., of

Southampton, has been appointed on the
permanent staff of the public works department
of the Federated Malay States. Mr. Tigar was
a pupil of Messrs. Lemon and Blizard,
Southampton.
The Pitt River bridge, in British Columbia,

which has been built for the Canadian Pacific
Railway Co., at a cost of 1 1 ,000,000, is nearing
completion. Thecontractors for the sub-structure
were the Foundation Company, and for the super-
structure the Dominion Bridge Company.

The committee of the London Institution, in
Finsbury-circus, have notified the continuing
members that their rooms must shortly In-

vacated, in order that H.M. Office of Works may
pull down the old building, and proceed with the
erection of a suitable structure for the proposed
School of Oriental Studies.

At the annual meeting of the Court of
Governors of the National Library of Wales,
held at the National Library temporary buildings,
Aberystwith, Mr. Herbert Lewis, M. P., presiding,
it was reported that the subscription to the
building fund amounts to £17,095, Imt f3,000
more is needed to secure a second Treasury
grant, and a further i;(J,COO to meet the contract
now being executed.

The town council of Swansea have agreed to
make application to the Local Government Board
for authority to borrow £331,891, the estimated
cost of carrying out the construction of a main
intercepting sewer from the present borough
boundary at Morriston to the Mumbles Head.
The new sewer will provide for the requirements
of a population of 2.50.000.

After three years' work, the Muuster-Grenchen-
berg tunnel, tbe longest now uiHer cjnstraition
wholly in Swiss territory, was pierjjd last
week. The tunnel, which run? under the Juri
range, is five aul three-eighths miles long, as
compared with five miles ninety-four yards of the
Hauensteiu tunnel. The traction is to be steam,
and the new line, of which the Muiister-
Grenchenberg tunnel is pirt, is almost eight
Diiles long. It will shorten by over ten miles the
distance of the route via Dello to Liitschberg and
the Simplon lines.

MEETINQS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Puiiuv iTo-DAV.)—Glasgow Arehitcctural ('nirisnicn's

Society. ".Steel Coustrueliun," h.v li.

Ibilthy and I'. U. Hogg, a pm-

MoNiiiv.—Victoria and Alljert MuBBinn. "Cliurches

of Norlli Italy and Sicily," by Hamster
Fletclior, F.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.

WnDNESUAV.— St. I'aul's Ecclesiological Society. "The
Kiananee of Ancient BrnBBes," by
Walter E. Gawtliorp, V'.S. A.Scot. » iJ.iii.

Manchester Society of Architects.

"The Art of Englishmen," by Itoger

Uhlhain. 1«, St. Mary's Parsonage,

Manchester. 0.30 p.m.

TncBSDAV. — British Museum. " Egyptian Archi-

tecture," hy Bauister Fletcher,

F.ll.I.B.A. 4.311 p.m.
Society of Architects. Presidential

AddresB' by E. U. P. Mimson,
F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I. 2s, Bcilfonl Bi|uare,

W.C. 7.30 p.m.

Fkuiav.—Town Planning Institute. "The Industrial

Village," by Percy T. Uinilou,

A.R.I. B.A. '22, Victoria street, S.W.

8 p.m. *
The urban district council of the cily of Ely

has adopted a sewerage scheme involving an

expenditure of i;i7,0C0.

The urban district council of Wilhernsa have
receiveci the sanction C)f the Local Government
Board to a loan of i;2,50U for extensions cf

water-supply mains.

The architect of the new Union Station to be

built at Quebec for the Canadian Pacific Kail-

way Co., is Mr. Harry Edward Prindel, 915, New
Birks-buildiug, Quebec.

The trustees of the New Park-road Baptis'.

Church, Brixton Hill, are about to erect a

church and Sunday-school building upon a site

at the corner cf Tclfcrd-avcnue and Strcathc.m-

lull.

An application from the urban district

couucil of Holywell for leave to borrow il3,,5CI)

for the purposes of a housing scheme was the

subject of an inquiry held in that town, before

Mr. W. H. Collin, an inspector under the Local

Govcrnmsnt Board, on Tuesday.

Plans for extensive additions to the buildings

at King's College. Aberdeen, have been under
consideration by the plans committee of the

town council of Al>erdeen. These include the

extension of the liltrary and the erection of an

examination-ball. The estimated cost is dL20,0C0.

The building has been commencetl this week
of the Shipley Art Gallery at Gateshead. The
site is a centra! one in the .Shipcote ilistrict,

near the olil high school for boys. The gallery

will start with a nucleus of five hundred of the

best pictures in Mr. Shipley's collection. The
contractors are Messrs. J. and W. Lowry. of

N;wcastlc-on-Tyne.

The New-road to Epping on the borders of the
Forest is being improved and reconstructed by
the I'ssex County Council in two seclions, tlcit

from the boundary of tlie urban district council

of Woodford's area to the Robin Hood being
estimated to cost .l*8,9C.O. and the second por-

tion, frcm the Robin Hooil to the Wake ,\rms
Inn, being estimated at 1'9,300.

Mr. F. W. Higginbolliani, a well known
master plumber, of Underclilfe, Bradfonl, was
found dead on Monday afternoon. He was
hanging in the yard adjoining his works, ami
when tlie body was cut ilown life was extinct.

Kecently Mr. Higginbotham had been in ill

health. At the inquest a verdict of "Suicide
while cf unsound mind" was returned.

At St. Columb, ou Thursday evening in l.i.st

week, Mr. Roger G. Iletherin'gton, A.M.I (.' E.,

Local Government Board inspector, held an
iiKiiiiry into the apphcaticn by the St. Cclinnb
II oral District Council for sanction (o borrow
£210 for the purchase of a freehold field, con-

taining about 2.^ acres, situate at Trekenuing,
St. Columb Major, as a site for the erection cf

working class dwellings. Mr. H. J. Weeks, sur-

veyor, explained the building Eclieme, and gave
information as to the water supply and drainage

of the houses to the inspector.

The rivers committee of the Manchester Cor-

poration held a special meeting on Monday at

the town hall cf that city to consider proposals

for undertaking certain main-drainage works so

as to relieve or prevent unemplovment in the

citv during the winter months. The committee

havf a number cf men well skilled in drainage

works whose employment is about to tcasc, and
they wish to retain their services. They have
therefore appealed to the finance ccmmittce to

consider the matter anil report to the city

council as to its financial aspect. The proposed

works are needed, but they would not in ordi-

nary circunv^tai'ices l.avc been umler'.akcn ju^t

now.

TBADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. T. Edmund Rees,

M.S. A., architect. Bank Chambers, Mertliyr
Tydfil, Boyle's latest patent " .\ir - pump"
ventilator has been applied to the Tabernacle
Chapel, Troedyrhiw.

Under the direction of Mr. Ernest .1. Elford,
A.M.I.C.E.. M.I.M.E.. Messrs. Doiilton ami Co.,
Ltd., of the Royal Doullon Potteries. Lambeth,
are supplying and fixing their .Ml Fireclay
double-way down-druught hospital-ward stoves
to the new sanatorium, Southend-on-Sea.

Wall Paper Manufacturers will pay no balance
dividend. The directors announce that for the
year ending Aug. 31 last the profits amount to
.t;i51,499. showing a decrease of .£38,175 as com-
pared with the previous year. An interim
dividend of 2 per cent, was paid ou June 30
last on the ordinary shares, but no further dis-
tribution is recommended. The balance carried
forward, however, is ^33,972 larger than a year
ago, at .£114,697. At this time last year a
balance dividend of 3 per cent, was paid, making
a total of 5 per cent, for the twelve months
ending August 31, 1913, and in addition £50,000
was placed to reserve.

Mr. Frederick Taylor, of 60, Ellham road,
Lee, S.E., builder, who recently died at the
age of fifty-three, left per.-onaltv amounliii" to
£19,108.

The Local Goyernnient Board have accorded
their sanction to the borrowing by the Hemel
Hempstead Rural District Council of £3.790 for
a housing scheme.

The will cf the late Mr. John Bean Martin,
of Malvern Lodge, Strcod, the founder of the
cement firm of Martin, Earle, and Co Ltd
has been proved at £30.526.

Mr. Percy Edgar Ridge. M.V.O., of H.M.
Office cf Works, died at his home at Twicken-
ham on Sunday last, aged fifty-five years. The
funeral took place at the cemetery, Sutton,
Surrey, on Wednesday afternoon.

Mr. M. K. North, an inspector under the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry at
Heudon on Tuesday into an application by the
urban district council for sanction to borrow
£27,726 for works of street improvement.
Among other works of archa>ological interest

now m progress at Delhi are the exploration of
the subterranean passages ra.liating frcm the
oil wells in the neighbourhood of the Rid"c
and said to be the work of Firozshah Tiighla(|!

The fourth annual Exhibition of British Arts
and Handicrafts was opened at the Maddox-
street Galleries on Wednesday by Adeline
Duchess of Bedford, and will remain on view
until Saturday evening in next week. The
pr.mary object of the exhibition is to promote
ami find a market for British craft - work
Particular attention has been devoted to toy-
making.

At a meeting of Staffordshire Education Com-
mittee on Satur.lay, the .agricultural instruction
snb-committee reporteil that a letter had been
received from the Board of Agriculture dealing
with the sketch plans of the propo.scd Stafford"-
shire Farm Institute prepared by Mr J
Hutchings. A.K.I.B.A.. of Stafford, architect to
the committee, in consultation with Mr. J M
Hotchkiss, county estate agent, and Mr. J. C
Rnshton. county in.strnctor in agriculture, and
adopted by the ccmmittee.

The Faversham Board of Guardians like
several other mtmbers of authorities on the
eastern side of England, arc afflicted with
nervousness. The reason they alle-c for not
proceeding at present with a'schenie for pro-
viding cottage homes for children is "the possi-
bility of hostile raids and hostile bombs" If
Hie stale of mind exhibited by the Faversham
(.nardians were general, there would be an end
of all building rperations in Kent and in every
other county on the cast, tonth-east, and
northeast coasts.

The Society of Dyers and Colonrists, throu"h
their various sections, are taking an active
interest in the means of coping with the
shortage of dye-wares brought about by the
war. At the invitation of the West Ridin-

TH'il'- ,?''„^ *'<'ll«o Terkin. fon cf the lato
hir \\. H. Perkm, will lecture on "The Present
Condition of the Artificial Colour IniListry in
England " at the College, Bradford, next Tues-
day. A strong committee, established at the
instance of the Manchester section, is obtainin"
information regarding the resources of the
British makers cf dyestuffs and intermediate
products, anil al o the demands for the articles
necessary to enable th^/ trade of the country to
proceed.
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LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our

usual sources of information arc in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

IBON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Boiled SteelJoists, English f7 10 to f8
Wroaghty-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 7 10

Steel Girder Platea 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, B'lat, Bound, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Scedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o., £8 l.'is. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £1-1 to £15 IDs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Beetditto 13 ... H
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9,9 10/3 11'- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-Iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,,

—
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 158. £1103. £1153. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra.

turned and bored joints 53. per ton extra.

1

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall lOs. Od. to 117s. 6d,
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 75s. Od,

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent )—
Gas-Tubes 75 p.o.
Water-Tubes 71i
Steam-Tubes 67*
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Water-Tubes 61j
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 Oto£Jl 7 9
Lead Water Pipe, Town *2:j 10 0,, —

Country •24 5 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 10 ,,

—
,. ,, ,, Country '25 5 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '25 10 0,, —
>i ,, ,, ,, Country '^6 5 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '28 „ —
.• , Country '28 15 ,, —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... '26 10 0„ —
Country '27 5 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town '26 10 0,, —
, Country '27 5 ,,

—
[Over 44in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,, 18 12 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,,
Copper Sbc'eta,sbeatbing<S: rods 75 „ 75 10
Copper, Hritish Cake and Ingot 61 0,, 65
Tin, English Ingots 1(3 „ 164
Do., Bars 146 0,, 146 10
Pig Lead, m Icwt. Pigs (Town) 22 —
Sbeet Lead, Town '21 0, —

Country '23 15 ," —
Genuine White Lead 2:) 15
Uefined Bed Lead 29 0,"

J',\'j"',' ^'i.°°
^'i™ on'inquiry.

Old Load, agamst account 16 0,,
Tin per cwt. 8 10 ,! —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 ,, —

* For 5 cVt. lots and upwards.

SLATES,

Blue Portmadoc

Blue Bangor..

in. in.
20 X 10 .

16
20

,

, 20
,

First quality 20 ,

20
,

16 ,

Eureka Dnfading
green 20

,

20 ,

18
,

16 ,

20
,

, 18 ,

, 16

£ B. d. per 1,000 of
. 12 12 6 1.2UUalr. etn,

6 12 6
13 2 6
13 17 6
13

10.
12.
10.
12 ... 13 15
8... 7

Permanent Green

.

10 ... 15 17
12 ... 18 7
10.

, 8.
,10.
,10.
, 8.

6
6

13 5
10 5
11 12 6
9 12 6
6 12 6

BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, ,, [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0,,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 „ at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18 „ „ „
Bed Wire Cuts 1 14 ,, „
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Bed Pressed
Buabon Facing ... 5 „ ,, ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,, „ „
Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

25in. Best Bed Ac-] (Net, delivered in
crington Plastic

[ 4 10 6 „j full truck loads
Pncing Bricks ) ( in London.

3'/8" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £2 10

3V8 ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more tlian B'/a in
thickest part 2

S'/s" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/h" ditto ditto through and through 2
3','9" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs ; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and J" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 41" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 4j" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

3"
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ...

4°
Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BBIOKS.
HARD OLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
H fifl.d6 1*s "~^

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4lio. Fla*;s—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 18 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Bplays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Bound Ends, BuUnose Stopg

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. eaoh
Bounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

Stretchers and Headers-

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Sill BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
Headers £22 17 6

,, ,, Quoius and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks
"J

Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsandcolours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by4lin.
Is. 2d. each / by 2lin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 c: per ton delivered

_ , ^ Exclusive of charge for sacks.— s. d. s. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27a. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 3 4
Darley Dale, ditto ... ,, 2 3
Bed Corsehill, ditto ,, 2 2
Closeburn Bed Froestone,ditto ,, 2
Ancaster, ditto ,. 1 10
Oreonahill, ditto ,, 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) „ 1105

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6io. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3io. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 13

* All F.O.B. London,

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 9|
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, Oil

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

,, 1 7J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average:—
Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed,
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf / ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 ih

TILES.
d. Dlvrd.at

per 1000 ry,sn.
7 per doz. ,,

per 1000 ,,

6
per doz. ,,

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Buabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1003
Ornamental ditto 60 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 ,,

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles ; Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 „
Hip tiles 3 10^ per doz.

_,
Valley tiles 3 4i „

"Bosemary" brand plain tiles... 48 per 1030
Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 8 ,.

Staffordshire (Hanley) Beds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6 „
HartshiU" brand plain tiles,

sand-faced ;0 per 1009
Pressed 47 6 ,,

Ornamental ditto 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 6 ,,

OILS.
Bapeseed,EngUsb pale,per tun £28 IS to £29
Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined ' 29
Olive, Spanish 39 10
Seal, pale „ 21
Cocoanut, Cochin ,, 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius „ 42 10
Palm, Lagos , 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine , 17 S
Sperm „ 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined , 6iJ

Tar. Stockholm per barrel 16
Ditto, Archangel 19 6
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 3
Baltic Oil 2 7,
Turpentine 2 9
Putty (Genuine Linseed

OU per cwt. 9
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ n

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.
Fourths 3il.

Thirds 3:jd.

Fluted Sheet 4i,i.

Hartley's English Boiled

27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
31 5
35 10
19 5
31

8

6
1 10
1

4jd.
5ji. ,

6id.

Jin.

51.

531.
6il.
7J.

Plate 241.
'/iflin

3d.

Figured Boiled and Beponssine

VARNISHES, &o.

White.
3.M.

iin.

341.

Tinted.
... 5id.

Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Ook 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of

churches 14

Fino Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9

White Copal Enamel 14 9

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best .Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black .lapan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black IB

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

Mr. A. E. Wliilc li.is retirctl from the jiosilion

of city engineer of Hull.

At Kidderminster Rural Council meeliu.s on

Tuesday a letter was received from tlie l.oc.il

Government Board sauctionini,' the scheme sub-

mitted to them for providing a wntcrsupply
sy.stcm for the parish of Churchill.

Mr. G. L. .Sutcliffe, F.R.I.B.A.,' who has been
^

responsible for much of the dome.stic archi-
|

lecture of the H;un;)stead, Ealing, and Eiver- I

pool Garden Suburbs, has just been elected to I

a vacancy on the Ilanipstead Borough Council.

The death is announced of a well-known and

highly-respected clerk of works. Mr. George E.

Bird.' Mr. Bird, who was in his eighty-third

year, lue.l liien a member of Ihe Incorporated

Clerks of Works Association since July, 1883,

sliortly after its formation.
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CHIPS.
Mr. EJward Allcock. bulkier, Greasley, Notts,

left £18.C54.

Mr. I'rank Ernest Jenkins, builJcr, Clicllen-

haul, left .£15,867.

Three new Council schools are about to be
lj;iilt in Derby by the education committee of

I In.' corporation on sites in Nightingale-road,

Llarence-road, and Temple House.

The city council of Liverpool are considering
a proposal to erect a smallpox hospital on a
portion of the Sparrow Hall estate, Fazakerley,
at an estimated cost of £30,400.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
T. H. Buckwel! and R. Bullock, carrying on
business as architects and surveyors at Royal
Insurance Buildings, North - street, Brighton,
under the style of Buckwell and Bullock, has
been dissolveil.

Mr. Evan Henry Davies, builder, Pengam,
Glamorganshire, has been awarded i;400
damages in an action for injuries caused by the
alleged negligent driving of a motor-bicycle by
Mr, Herbert Walter Davies, masonry con-
tractor, Worcester.

Mr. H. M. Fletcher, hon. secretary, and Mr.
F. R. Yerbury, the secretary, of the Archi-
tectural Association, have been appointed by
their council to represent that body on the
Council for Dealing with Distress Amongst Pro-
fessional Classes.

Mr. H. C. Collins, an inspector under the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry at
Llanerchymedd on Monday into an application
made by the Twrcelyn Rural District Council
for a loan of ^£2,455 to enable the council to
purchase land and to erect fifteen workmen's
dwellings.

The upper part of the tower, including the
picturesque lantern, of the Church of St.
Dunstan - in- the-West, Fleet • street, E.C., is

undergoing superficial repair. The tower,
which was built in 1834, -is being repointed and
covered with a preservative solution. The work
has been entrusted to Messrs. A. Barber and
Sons, Fetter-lane.

The death is announced, at the age of sixty-
nine, of Mr. Valentine T. Garland, a well known
artist, who resided at Kingsworthy, near Win-
chester. He was admitted a student of the
Royal Academy in 1871, and was a regular
exhibitor at the Academy and at the Royal
Institute. He was one of the founders of the
Winchester Art Society.

In our description of our illustrations of
Haggerston Castle and the recent alterations
which have been carried out there, in our
issues of the 23rd and iOth ult., we omitted
to state that two electric lifts—one passenger
and one goods— as part of the rebuilding
scheme, have been erected by Messrs. Smith,
Major, and Stevens, Ltd., of the Abbey Works,
Northampton.

Mr. Frank Kiison, of the Royal Technical
Institute, .Salford, has been presented with a
shield as the best student plumber in a com-
petition organised by the Lancashire County
Education Committee among the plumbini

I students of the technical schools of the county
Mr. W. D. Caroe, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., the
master, has made the formal presentation at a
meeting of the Salford education committee.

The Bishop of Southwark on Saturday after-
noon consecrated the Church of St. John the
Divine, High-path, Merton, which has been
built at a cost of £10.000, and provides seating
accommodation for 550 people. The solid oak
block which forms the retable above the altar is

a single beam from Admiral Nelson's ship
Victory, It was presented to the church bv
Captain Hyde Parker,

At^ a Local Government Board inquiry held
at Nantwich on Tuesday with reference to the
urban district council's application to borrow
il7,000 for works of sewage-disposal, opposition
was voiced on behalf of the Joint Hospital

I
Board, whose hospital, recently built at a cost
of iilO,000, adjoins the site, and also bv private
owners. Mr. Baldwin Latham, the consulting
engineer, said, in reply, that the hospitals at
Croydon .and Wimbledon were practically built
on sewage-farms, and there were no two
hospitals in the countrv which were more suc-
cessful in their treatment of cases. Dr.
Meredith Young, medical officer to the Cheshire
County Council, said it was notorious that
Nantwich had dallied with the question for
years. How the town had escaped bein<' jiro-
ceeded against he did not know. Now that it
w'as proposed to irrigate sewage close to a site
chosen for the erection of a sanatorium, he
should advi.se the abandonment of that scheme.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
HardAVOods,

'WTSI. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunliiU Row, London, E.G.

TEKTDERS.
•»• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of tlie accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.

Abergele.—For the construction of about 2;i7

yards of l'2in. and 137 yard^ of 9in. stoneware sewer,
f,tr the Abergele and Pensarn Urban District
Council :—

Allen and Owens. Ubyl £33-2 (i 6
Anderlion and Co,, Liverpool ... 280 2 (i

Jones and l*ritcbard, Abergele... 279
Jones, W. H., Aberfiele* 251 1 B
Lumb, K„01d Colwjn 2.'iO

Evans. J., Old Colwyo 247
* Accepted.

AcTON.—For the construction of a women's
convenience at The Mount. High street, Acton, for
the urban district council :

—
Galbraith Bros,. Camherwell ... f9i5
Roberts, A., and Co., Kensington H75
KeIlett.H.,Willesden W9
Leeder, L., and Co., Chiswick ... 813
Daley and Co 835
Poore. T 833
Minter, F. G.. Fulham 810
Dorey.T., and Co., Brentford ... 790
Wallis, R 783
Dickens, W. J.. Kaling 780
Ferris, W. and F., Ealing 769
Hammond, L. 769
Bollom. G 766
Ferris Bros, (accepted) 753 18 8
Millman, T., Ealinii 733

(Surveyor's estimate, i*775.)

Rest of Acton.

Annpield Plain.—For carrying carrjing out
private street works at Catchgate, Annfield Plain,
for the urban district council. Mr. T. ,T. Trowsdale,
surveyor:—

Elliott and Loverick £129 4 5
Douglass, J., Newcastleon-Tjne 127
Castle, J. T 1-22 16 6
.Tobnson and Strong, Stan'ey,
Co. Durham 114 19

Arthur and McHngh, Tantobie... 113 19 10
Ledger. K. S 113 13
Galiss, T 112 1 6
Lee and Dunn (accepted) 99 U 6

(Rest of Annfleld Plain )

Barnslet.—For erection of an opsn-air school at
Mount Vernon, for the Education Conamif.ee.
.Accepted tenders :

—

Masons :

—

Porter, G.. & Sons, Worsbrough
Dale £S9t 14

Carpenters and Joiners :—
Goo3year. W., and Son 726

Plumber and Glazier :
—

Kro'ey, E 490
Slater :—

Fleming, E 91 12
Plasterer :—

Lindley, T 42 o
Painters:—

StethensoD, T. L ,';4

Rest of Barnsley,

BLAcKiinnN,— P"or erection of a Are station, for the
corporation. Mr. W. Stirrup, F.R.I.B.A.. Brazennose
street, Manchester, and 14. Richmond-terrace. Black-
burn, architect. Accepted tenders ;

—
Marshall and Dent. Blackburn... .f 16.S09

Firmen's dwellings adjoining above :—
Crunsbaw Bros., Blackburn ... 11,517

BorGHTON-CNDEU-BLK.iN, — For an e.xtension of
water supply to the village of Boughton-nnder-Blean,
for the Favcrsham Rural District Council ;

—
Ball. A. H.. London (acceptedl... f4,a55

(Lowest of seven tenders received ; engineer's
estimate. l'l.020.)

Bradford.— For erection of buildings at the onen-
air swimming-bath. Lister Park, for the corporation.
Accepted lenders :—

Joiners :

—

Ellis Balmforth and Son £907 7

Masons :

—

Ellis Balmforth and Son 465
Plasterers :—

Obank. J. and P 269 10
Plamber :—

Studwell, F 260 10
Painter :—

Hartley, C. V. 68
All of Bradford.

Bramcote.—For erection of a verandah at the
hospital, for the committee :

—
Wincott. Q. E. and W., Nuneaton £246 10

(.\ccBPtad.i
Bridgend.—For making-np back lanes on the

eastern side of -Vcland-road, Bridgend, for the urban
district council, Mr. W. F. Tudor, surveyor :—

Evans, S. D, Coity £160
Jones, B.. iun., Coychurch ... 155
Jones. G. 117 o
Smith and Palmer (accepted) ... 137

All of Bridgend.

Brighton.—For electrical supplies for the next
three months, for the guardians :

—

Galliers, H, J, (acceptedl £150

BiiRTON.-For alterations to the caretaker's cottage
in St. Modwen's Orchard, for the town council :—

.\dams. O. H., Horninglow ... £209
(Accepted.)

CuIfiw^^K.—For tbo iiiaking-up of Airedale-avenue
tSoutb), for the Chiswick Urlian District Council.
Mr. K. Willis, A.M.LC.E., surveyor; —

Wimpey, G., and Co.. Hammer-
smith ±"985

Adams, E.. Wood (Jreen fl6S * 4
lies. E. and E.. Wimbledon ... 920
Farrow. H., Brixton 90O 18
.lackson, D. T., Barking 895
Free and Sons. Maidenhead ... 880
Bruiumell. A. T., Willesden ... 808
Rhodes, M. N.. Chessington,
Surrey 'accepted) 730

EDiNiiURGH.—For erection of cottages at the Braid
Hills. Mr. J. A. Williamson. Public Works OBSce,
City Chambers, Edinburgu, architect. Uuantities
by Mr. B. M. Fraser, F.I. A., 78, Queen street
Accepted tenders :

—
Builder :

—

Rae, D £161
Joiner :

—
Currie, A 455

Plumbers :
—

Mills and Donald ISO
Slaters and barling :—

Anderson, W., and Son 12i
Plasterers :

—

Johnstone, J. and J. 75
Allot Edinburgh.

Gillingham, Kent —For building fifteen work-
men's cottages in Toronto-road, for the town
council

—

Phillips, H. E., Gillineham ... £3,637
(Accepted.)

Greenock.—For widening Princes Pier, for the
hai hour trustees :

—

McBride, P., and Co., Port Glasgow (accepted).

HoRNSET.—For making up passageway at the end
of St. James's Parade, for the cor])oration :

—

Hill. H. W., Ui)per Holloway ... f J93 14 2
Adams, T., Wood Green 370 18 10
Abrahams. J., Ltd., LTpper
Holloway 369 6 8

Fatrow, H., Brixton 343 13 5
Griffiths, W.. and Co., Biihopj-
gate (accepted) 340 15 4

Ipswich.—For the erection aud completion of a
smalliiox hospital on Foshall Heath, for the cor-
poration. Mr. J, R. Mead, borough engineer :

—
Kenney, G. A , Ipswich £1,766

i.\ccepted )

Ipswich.—For alterations to the London-road
Council school, for the education committee :

—

Death, W. H. (accepted) £2,762

Ipswich.—For alterations to the muaicipal
secondary school for girls, for the education com-
mittee :—

Pollard & Skerritt (accepted) ... £2,69110

Keighley.—For electric wiring and lighting of the
textile and chemical departments, &c., for the
education committee :

—

Richards & Rhodes (accepted) ... £105 17

Kiddi:rminstek.—For construction of an oven at
the workhouse bakery, for the guardians ;

—

Collins and Co., Bristol, 1.'142, white glazed bricks
t'5 extra (accepted).

KiLBURNE.—For constructing a culvert under high-
way, for tbe Belper Rural District Council. Mr. R.
C. Cordon. Diiffield. engineer and surveyor :

—
(No tender being received for this work, the rural

district council bave decided to carry it out depart-
mentally, at an estimated cost of £120.)

Kirkcaldy. —For laying Oriel-road with granite
setts, for the town council. Mr. J. L. Lnmsden,
burgh surveyor:—

Robertson. A. H., loverkeithing £746 6 5
Dobson. W.. Edinburgh 563 12 7

Morrison, R. J., Kirkcaldy* ... 521 13 3
' Accepted.

LiMPsFiEi.D.—For tlie construction of 157 yarda of
6'n. stoneware sewer, for tbe Godstone Rural
District Council. Mr. T. C. Barralet, surveyor :

—
Pink, J. J.,Mersthiiu £282
Smith and Son, Crovdon 258
t^uittenton, J., Warlingham ... 2t5
Luxford, J, Forest-row 215
Morgan, G, Oxted 170

(Surveyor's estimate, £180.)

Lower BKEDiNr;.—For tbe erection of a council
school at Lower Becding, Colgate, for the West
Sussex and Chichester Joint Education Committee.
Mr. H. 1'. Roberts. F.K.I B.A. Thurloe House, High-
street, Worthing, county education 'architect ;

—
Gillam,G., Southwick £1.KM 10
Rowland Bros 1,768
Baker. H.. and Son 1.736
Peskett. A., and Co., Crawley ... 1,7-25

Longloy, J., and Co., Ci-iwley .. 1.697
Barnes. .I, and Brighton 1,687
Cook, H., and Sons, Crawley ... 1,656
Murrell Bro.i 1,647 17
Sendall, W. F., andCo 1,642
Liniield, J., and Sons.Ltd. ... 1.615
Sandell. F., and Sons, Worthing L.WIS
Hillmann, J ,and Murreir ... 1.446 4
Grane. A., Worthing 1.401 8

'.\ccepted. Rest of Horsham.

North WooLw^cH.—For laying a new 24in. main
from Woolwich Manor-way and the entrance bat-in
to the Royal Albert Dock, for the London County
Council :—

Pearson, S., and Son, Ltd. ... f,-),100

SlDMoDTli. — For the erection of 48 workmen's
dwellings at Salter's Meadow, Landport. Sidmoutb.
for the urban district council, Mr. R. W. Samp.oa,
Sidmoutb, architect :

—

Carter, A., jun., Exmouth ,.. £9.395
(Accepted.)
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South IIacknet. — For cleauiuR tbo iDlorior of

Upton Houae Industrial School. South Hackney, for

tbe liondou County Council :
—

Fenn. J. Scott (accepted) i;287 18

(Lowest tender received.)

SorTiiAMPTON.—For clearing tlio site for the new
Taunton's school at Hi^hfield, Sontlmnipton, for the
fndowed schools governors. Mr. Gutteridge. of
Soulhampton, architect :—

Cawte. H.. Southanipton £-231} 10

(Accepted.)

Southampton.—For the construc'.ion of a covered
reservoir, for the corporation :

—
Moss, W., and Sone. Lough-
borough .l'18.r>81 10

(Recommended for acceptance.)

(The twenty tender3 recpivei ranged from John
Nichol. Southampton. .£l(i.H77, originally reconi-
nionded for accuptauce and since withdrdwo, to
riayfair and Toole. Southampton, ,£.7.9S8. Engi-
neer's protecting estimate, £20,540 )

Stoke-on-Tuent.—For the execution of works of
painting and decoration at the workhouse, for the
hoard of guardians. Accepted tenders :

—
Exterior painting administrative block, bakery, and

interior dining-hall :
—

Holding. I , Itasford i'11-2 10
Exterior painting old school block :

-
Peake, A. U.. Fenton 07 10

Stoke-on-Trent.—For making-up streets, for the
town council. Accepted tenders ;—

Hack Best street East. Fenton :
—

HarkeandSon i"-J(>(j 14 6
liack Payntor-street North, Fenton :

—
Bullock, W 1«7 19

Back Payntor-street South, Fenton;—
Bullock. W 10(3 5

Back Nelson-street South, Fenton:—
Parke and Son l'2;j 13 9
Pack Marlborough-atreet North, Fenton :

—
BarkeandSou lt'5 1.5 8

Witj AN.—For the painting of the tramwa y car sheds*
Wocdhouse-lane, for the corporation. Mr. A. T.
CJoosemau. borough engineer:

—

Chivers, T.. iV Sons, Wigan-lane
Fairbrother, C. Gidlow-Iane ...

Jenkinson and Steadman.
Pemberton :.

Wignall, W., Peot-street
liell a^d Sons, New Springs
Gaskell. W., and Son, Millgate*...

• Accepted. Rest of Wigan.

\Voi.vERHAMrTON —For erection of a gymnasiuui
find additional classroom at the girls' high school,
for the educatiou committee :--

Tooby. F. J. E. (acc(pted) ... £1.9Gj

1*275

'200

130 n
11'2

95
80

Wkstminbtkr.—For the supply of (a) about 30.000
Oin. by 5in. wood blocks, and (b) 30.000 Tin. by 5in.
wood blocks, for the WeBtminster City Council :

—
English Brothers, of Wisbech (accepted) at J- 10 per

l.OtK) for (a) and £7 ].'-)S. for (b).

Total amount of contract about ,£552 10 '.

Westminster, — For the purchase of 10 000 5in.
creosoted wood blocks, for the Weatminster City
Council :

—
Lee. J. P., and Sons (accepted) .£7 lOa. per thousand.

Total amount of contracli about £79 10s.

Woodford.—For erection of classrooms at the
Woodford Bridge temporary school, for tho educa-
tion commitieo :

—
Cearns. W. J £440 5

(lieaommendei for acc3ptance.)
Wroxhahi. — For erection of a residence at

Wroxham, for Mr. S. Sutton. Messrs. Morgan and
liuckingbam, 1, Upper King-street, Norwich, archi-
tects :

—
Smith. .7. S . aud Son .£l.6G7
Youngs. .7., and Son I.til5

Gill. T.. and Sons 1..569

SearlesBroa. i.sgo
Hannaut. W. J., Norwich* ... 1.487

• Accepted.
. -^^^
TO OOBBESPONDENTS.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our CO rrespou dents. All communicationa should
be drawn up as briefly aa possible, as there are
many claimants upon tbe space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Buildinq News, EfflnRham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staif by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Uable
for, unsougbt contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which b""'e been
soma time executed, except under spccia. circum-
stances.

•.•Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details ct old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVI. are now ready, and should
be ordered early (price iL's. each, by post 12s. 9d.),
as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. X.XXIX.. XL!., XLVI.. XblX
LIII., LXI., LXII., I, XIV., LXV., LXVI.. I.XVII..
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXl., LXXII., LXXIIl..
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX..
LXXX.. LXX.XI., LXXXII.. LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVIL, LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX.. XC„ XCI.. XCII.. XCIII.. XCIV.,
XCV.,XCVI..XCVII .XCVIII.. XCIX.,C,,CI.,CII..
CIII.I CIV., CV., and CVI. may still be obtained at
the same price; all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Dcildinq
News, price 23., post free 23. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the rublisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

Received.—S. A. A., Ltd.—C. F. R. D. C—B. of D.—
G. W., I^.~J. W. R. and Sons.—W. and Co.—
W. D. aud Sons. Ltd.—D. N. aud Son.—W. and W.—
H. Bros.. Ltd.—M. and N.—B. S. Co.. Ltd.—C. and Co.
—W. and Co.. Ltd.—G. R. D. C—M. Bona and Co., Ltd.
—J. E. and Son.—N. B. M.—G. W.—A. H. and Son.—
B. B. S.—N. R. Co., litd.—t). andCn.-B. U. Co., Ltd.
—J. B. J. ami Co.—P. yr O. Q. Co., Ud.

F.—Yes.

D. T. A,—Plea.so send.

Verax.—You can apply for a new trial, lint we can oITer
no opinion as to result.

T. M. H.—We know uotliin<^ of the people named. See
our Directory pa^^es for names of (^itliers wlio are more
awake to tUe necessity of makiuL; their existence
known.

A Constant Readeii. — We cannot spare a third of a
pafjo, or our ^niueas, for elementary questions like

timt you send. See any tc.\tbo»k on stresses and
strain 8.

'BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

Drawings Received.—" Pinto,'
" Black Cat," '* Mersey,"
" Little Willie." "Alpha,"
*' September Morn."

" Walbroke," " K..'

Romulus," " Kitch,'
' Pouwith," " Ggee,'

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEPJ.
o»

Nov. 18 -Extension of Laundry at Wci-ldioiifc; also Converting
House in St. .Tolin-slreet into CottaKe Home, Howden C~> TT. Greon. Clerk, Howlen.

Dec. l-Tuberculosis Hospital, Southend on-Sea i'lOJ. £50. i'Jj K. .1. Mltord. M.I.C.K., Uovo' Ena.. Town Clerk's OtDceB,
Southend-on-Sea.

„ 31—rianning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfleld ... £400, filO M. le President de la Commission pour rAmenaHement dea
Agglomerations Indastrielles, Hue de Louvain, Brussels.

Feb. 8-nesigns for Workmen's Dwelli^Ka (M) mvsons), Ritli-
boneetreot Area, Liverpool. (II. Hartley, I'Ml.C.lJ .\ ,

Asjostor) ,£100, ;£50, and £1S E E. PiokmeL-e, Town Cleik, M i^iicipal OaBoos. L;verpioI.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Nov. B—Caretaker's House, Glebelands School. Dumlao
(J-Scliool. Adai>tation of. Great Kinu-st., Macclesfield
tj— Institution. Hoiler House at, Conway

„ I'l—stratton-road Hakerv. Additions to. (lloucoator
,. li-Labour Kxchanne, Harry. South Wales
„ i;-Workhouse. Kxtonding Mortuary at. Tontefract

7— Additional Claasrooins. County School, UeJruth
7— Doniolition of Two Chiuineys, Leeds

,, 7— Hoys County School, Additions to, Poniiance
-Tuberculosis Suli-Disiioueurv, Winsford

,, !)—Temporary County School, Uryococb
0—Hutments, Sutton Coklfield
9—Schools, Kesoivcn !!!!!!"!!!!!!.'..!!...'

'.1 -Children's Hoiun. Lean-to Sheds at, ciarencerd!. Derby
il-lnstitution. Additions to. Hishoii's Stortford

„ !)—Labourer' Cottases III), Itathdrum
,, ll-l*OHt Office, Alterations to, Toniuay
.. 1 )—Offices for Stiilhiiiaster, HanlejiODl ...

„ 111—Cottages i:ki, Inderlicll, Harnct ....'.

.. 1')—Stock Hooms. Station Hotel. Hull
„ ll)-Verandah in Market Hull, IHlifax '..'.'..'.'.

„ 10—Cottatte, Hrayton Waterworks. Salby .

,. 10—K.itcn(hni; Workshop at I'ellon, Halifax ......'.".'.'.....'.'..
..

., 10—School (-".lij places), Copimll

., ll)-VVorkuieu8 DwellinRs lis), Waterloo'road'.'u.xbridgo ..'.'

„ 10-CotlaKe, Chapel Kud, Sutton St. Udmunds
„ ll-ColtaKes(2l), Shenley-road, Boreham Wood, Elstrea ..

., 1
1 -Church at Styal, Cheshire

,, II—School House, Additions to. Uniuhart
„ n—Nurses' Home, Crumpsall Institution. Manciiojlior .!i!'!

., II—Workhouse, Additions to. l''limwcll. Tisehurot
12-Store, Alterations to, Statiou-roid, Kowey

,, 12—No. 7. liolKravo (late. Ailditions to, Leicester
., M-Workinuclass Dwellings fid). Wells, Norfolk ..

., 1 1—Tuberculosis l)isi)ensary, Kopery-lane, Chester le.Street
1 1 -Sanatorium and Dispensary, Kirkcaldy ...

,. li;-«'ounty Court. Kxteusion of, lIuilderstleld.L.! ....

,, li; -DiiiiuK Hall, West, ItiilinK Asyluiu. Monston, Li'eis
„ lil-Cuttle Market, Aildilional Hay to, logs road. Wakefield
.. lU- Laboratories and Classrooms at Hiuh School, Oxford

BTTILDINGS.
School Board
Education Committee
Guardians
Co-operative Society
H.M. Works Commissioners
Guardians
Cornwall I'2ducatioa Committee
Electric LiKhting Worki
Cornwall Education Committee

Glamorgan County Council
liirmingham Euuiimient Com.
Glamorgan County Coimcil
Guardians
Guardians
Kural District Couacll
H.M. Works Commissioners ..

North-V^astern Railway Co
Urban District Council
North-Eastern Railway Co
Markets Committee
Urban District Council
Willis aud Bates
Laucaslhro I'Mucation Com. ..

Urban District Council
Holland Countv Council
Barnot Rural District Council..
S. Manchester Guardians

Guardians
Guardians
U. Cirnall
Tramways Committte
Urban District Council
Durham County Council
Town Council
H.M. Works Commissinneis...
Wt)st Riding Asylum 3 Boari
Corporation
Governors

3. H. Langlands, Archt., 31, Mnrraygate, Dindee.
W. Grieves, Sec, Town Hall, Macclo = neld.

S. C. Foulkos, Archt., Conwav-roid. Colwyn Bay.
E. A. Pryer, L.R.I.B..\., 18. Clsrence-slroet, Gloucester.

The Secretary, H.M.Ofllce of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
Oal'side and Pennington, Arohts.. Pontefrac*.
S. Hill, Archt., Green-lane. Redruth.
G. W. .\tkin3oa. Archt.. 1, Mirk-laue, L:eis,
S. Hill. Archt., GreoQ-Iane, Redruth.
.T. H. Cooke, hon. sec, Albert Inlirmary, Winsf .rd.

Tbe Education Architect, County Olhces, Cardilf.

H. E. Stilgoe, M.I.C.E.. Council House, Birmiucham,
The Education Architect, County Olliee', CardilT.

R. Grantham, Clerk, Poor Law OOices, Derby.
A. W. GwyuD. Clerk. 29, North-street, Bishop's Stortford.

P. W. Sheehan, Clerk, Council Offices, Rathdrum.
Tho Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's cute, S.W.
W. Bell. Archt., Westgate-road, Newcastle on-Tyne.
The Surveyor, 4'J. High-Street, Barnot.
W, Bell, Archt., York.
.1. Lord, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eos., Town Hill. Hi'if^x.

B. McG Giay, A.M.I.C.E.. Council Olhces. Selby.

W. W. Lougbottom, L R.I.B..\ . Oeorse-streat. Halifax.

H. Littler, Couuiy Archt . Ill, Ribblesdale-place. Preston.

W. L. Eves. Sur., F.R.I.B.A.. r<4. High-street. Uxbridga.

E. .1. A. Christie. County Land Agent. Sessions House. Bo>t )a.

A. ,1. Wiltshire, Sur.. Shenlev road. Boreham Wood, Elstres.

F. H. Overman, F.M.S A., 40, King street. Manchester.
.1. Wittet. Architect, E'gin.
A. J. Murgalroyd. Archt.. 21. Su-utt-street. Manchester.

n. M. Caley. Arcbt., Tunbridge Wells.
, , „ „

C Parkei Lees, Archt.. Porthpien House, Lantegloj-by-1'owjy.

Harding and Williams. Archts., New-street. Leicester.

H. Kounard, A.R.I.B.A., '26, Greit Jame;-st, Bedford row,\\ .1/.

T. Sharpe, A.R.I.B A.. Shire Hall, Durham.
W. L. Macindoe. Town Clerk, Kirkcaldy.
Tlie Secretary, H.M. Office ot Works. Storey's Gate, S.W.

W. E. H. Burton. Archt.. West Riding Asylum. Wakefield.

.1. P. Waketord. M.I.C.E , City Sur., Town Hall. WakeflsKl.

Tbe City Estates Surveyor. 'I'own Hall. Oxford.
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Confessionals and Btallwork, St. Paul's Chuie
Antwerp. By Artus Guellin and his School, about
1660.

St. Bridget's New Parish Hall, Wavertree, Liveipool.
View and plan. Mr. Frank Bimmington. Licentiate
R I.B.A., Architect.

Boarding House Durham Grammar School. View and
plan. Mr. W. H. Wood, F.R.I. B. A., Architect.
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che8teI^ View, details, and Ijlot^k plan, Mr. .Toseph
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Mr, D. Ivor Lewis, President of the South AfricanBranch of the Society of Architects. 1U11.15,

BUILDERS' ESTIMATES.
With the great increases in wages and

the cost of materials, it is obviously
necessary for a builder who is estimating
for work in competition to use extra care
and obtain prices for every item in the bilU
of quantities where the amount is large.
For the excavator there is the increase in
wages, the extra cost of lime and drain-
pipes. The cement seems to keep to a
settled price of 3os. a ton of 11 sacks, con-
taining 22 centals -^ a price no doubt
arranged by the makers in combination.
The Bricklayer will vary a great deal, the
extra cost of labour at lUd. per hour
prime cost for the mechanic, and Id. in-
crease for labourer, bringing the labour
only to about £5 per rod of reduced work

;

and then the cost of bricks, say 35s. per
thousand alongside in the Thames, to
which sum has to be added the cost of
unloading, carting, and stacking, and
about Is. per yard cube to add for lime.
In this trade a slight increase must be
made for labour for cutting and other
extra items. If Fletton bricks are used,
there is a decrease in the above cost of
about 7s. per thousand : they would cost
28s. in trucks at the terminus.
In the provision for Water-supply, the

huge cost of pipe must be borne in mind :

lead pipe is now about 2fis. jier cwt.
delivered. All items of labour only, such
as attendance on other trades, niust be
raised in price. To the JIason the extra
cost of labour, both of masun and labourer,
is about the only item of importance to
draw attention to at the present time.
The Slater and Slate-mason's items can be

arrived at by reference to slate merchants
who do this Idnd of work and fix complete
if required.
The Carpenter is subject to very

serious increases, and the sujiply of
wood is not unlimited in the docks, so' that
any satisfactory quotation should at once
be closed on

; 3 by 9 4th yellow now costs
£16 per standard in the docks—this is

nearly 2s. per foot cube to begin with.
Then comes cartage, unloading, sawing,
and waste. 2i by 7 are £14 10s. per
standard, and 2 by S unsorted— i.e. , of
various qualities—costs aboul the same;
2 by 9 yellow, £17. This higher price is

accounted for by its being a favourite with
speculatins Iniihlers. this and 2 by 8 and
2 by 4 and 7 by 1\ beinc; the sizes they
mostly use. To the exlri cost of the sawn
deals and battens has to lie added the
present price of labour.

•Ml old prices will have, therefore, to be
added to. Joists, roofs, partitions, etc..
rough boarding and matchboarding,
slate battens, and similni- items have also

increased in price. In the case of the
joiner the increase depends on the quality
of deals, etc., usually used by the builder.
3 by 9 good 2nds yellow Archangel is
being sold at £22 10s. This is a price at
which good pine could at one time be
bought. 2 by 8 unsorted yellow (many of
these could be used for joiner's work) cost
£14. Some good 2 by 9 3rd yellow could
be bought at £10 ids. All these prices
are at per standard of 120, Tift., IHin.
by l|in,, equal to 16.5cu.ft., and all prices
are in the docks. To the above prices
must be added the cost of cartage, un-
loading, and sawing, and waste ; and
nothing but dry, sound deals can be used
for joiner's work—say two years in the
docks, and then when cut up they sftould
be put into a drying-room. To the cost
of deals, etc., has to be added the labour
at present prices, ll^d. per hour. Where
a settled price has been used per foot
super, for pricing, a sum of not less than
25 per cent, has to be added ; 2in. four-
panel, square-framed doors priced at Is.

per foot super, should now be Is. 3d.
Sashes and frames lo to 20 per cent,
advance should suffice, as there is less
timber in them.
To all the Minor Labours a small in-

crease must be made. A good deal depends,
of course, whether the builder is in a large
way of business, and has plenty of
machinery, for, of course, imported
skirtings and mouldings are costing more
—say 20 per cent. Naturally, these prices
will fall when business is more settled, and
the war a thing of the past ; the timber-
merchants will find at present great
trouble in replacing their stocks.

In adding to the prices of such things as
treads and risers of staircase, the extra
cost of bearers must be remembered, and,
in fact, every item ti-cated with the utmost
care.

In the Smith's work, the cost of many of

the cast-iron items have gone up. anil

where the quantity is large, there shouKl
be a special quotation obtained for it:

columns and heavy castings especially.

Rolled joists are (pioted £7 to £8 per
ton ; but still there should be a jirice

obtained for the estimate. This war stops
rolled ironwork from Btlsiium. There is

the extra cost of labour tn add in hoisting.

The Plasterer has mainly the advance in

wages to be addetl ; cement is rilmut the
same, lime a little dearer.

Flumlier's work lias largely increaseil
in cost. Sheet-lead is now about 25s. per
cwt. Largely owing to the war, the jirice

has gone up by bounds ; before this war
the price was considered high. Zinc goes
up with lead and solder. .\dd to this the

increase in cost of labour. These advanced
prices bring the plumber and zincworker
to almost unheard-of sums. Taking the
cost of sheet-lead at 2.5s., say 5s. 6d.
for the labour and solder to plain work to
gutters, flats, flushings, etc., allow 9d. for
waste, and then profit will make in all.
say, 34s. to 3os. per cwt. Lead pipes will
have to be increased in ratio, and very
carefully priced

; a fin. stout pipe, priced
usually, say, at Is. l-id., should now be
Is. 4d. ; a lin. stout pipe, priced at Is. 6d.,
should now be Is. 9d. ; a IJin. ditto 2s. to
2s. 3d. ; a IJin. middling pipe, usually
Is. lid. to 2s., should be increased to
2s. 4d.

;
and other pipes at the same rate

of increase. All bends and soldered joints
will have to be increased.

All Brasswork will have to be added to
for increase in cost of solder and labour.
.\ little must be added for labour, etc., in
fixing baths, w.c.'s, urinals, lavatory-
basins, etc., and any increase in the cost
of the baths, etc., and cisterns.
For the Zincwork, a jirice could be ob-

tained for the work fixed complete from
one of the companies who specialise in this
kind of work.

In the Painter, the cost of white-lead,
that follows that of lead, adds consider-
ably to the price beyond the small increase
in wages. This would amount to Id. to
l\A. per four coats in oil, and in ratio
the price for runs must be added to.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTIOX.
OPENING MEETING.

The opening address was delivered bv Mr.
Howard Cbatfeild Clarke (President) at the
ordinary general meeting of the Surveyors'
Institution on Monday last. After a brief
reference to the present condition of affairs,
the President said: I shall attempt in this
address to deal with the wider principles
only, and avoid those more controversial
details which are to be the subject of dis-
cussion at the ordinary general meetings
during the present session, in fulfilment of
the arrangement made last session after the
reading of Mr. Dawliarn Vonng's paper on
tlie Urban Land Ki.'poit. Bill hvUtw.
entering upon my subject, I should like to
enlist your agreement with the axiom tliat

progress can only be attained by change, and
that, therefore, however wedded we niav
be to an existing order of things, and how-
ever clearly we may see its advantages. wi>
should \,f willing to weigh impartially niitl

with an open mind snggnstioiis which,
although involving a departure from the old
order, may contain within them the germ of
progress. 'With this thought before our
minds the discussions we are about to enter
upon this session should prove of real and
pprnianent value, not only to us individually.
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but to that wider circle wliicb embraces all

those responsible for legislation and ad-

ministration ill connection with urban affairs,

for, I venture to think, no body of pro-

fessional men exists better equipped, by

personal knowledge of the subject, for

directing these necessary changes into

channels which will command the confidence

of the community. Of the many questions to

which urban surveyors must devote their

thoughts — housing," public improvements,

transit, sanitation, and the like, all of which

are so intricately connected that it is almost

impossible to deal with one without reference

to the others—the housing of our working

population is the most important, and in

many ways the most difficult. Its complica-

tions and its urgency have been immensely

added to by the great increase in population

which has taken place even during the

thirty-five' years whieli have elapsed since 1

first "entered my father's office. In the area

of Greater London, for instance, the

population has sprung from 4.766,661 in 1881

to 7,252,963 in 1911, a total increase of

2,486,302, of which 1,793,638 is found in the

outer ring. The increase of 692,644 found

within the administration county alone is, as

might be expected, a good deal less, for

the unbuilt-upon area within that portion

naturally did not permit any considerable

development. Nor is it London only which

has shown this remarkable power of re-

production, the industrial areas in the North
of England, in the Midlands, in Lancashire

and Yorkshire, and in South 'Wales, have

held their own. as. indeed, have purely resi-

dential districts, such as those which adjoin

the Metropolis. The four Home Counties

—

Middlesex, Essex, Kent, and Surrey—for

example, have increased their population by
over one and a half millions in twenty years.

But it is unnecessary for me to enlarge upon
the importance of this subject; rather would
I wish to discuss shortly the manner in which
the difficulties inseparable from such large

accumulations of persons in particular areas

may best be met.

WORKING-CLASS HOUSING.

The two main agencies for providing

housing accommodation for the working
classes are the private investor and the local

authority, while between these come cha-

ritable bodies, public utility, and similar

•societies, and co-partnership associations.

But by far the largest number of bouses of

this class which are built are provided by
private enterprise, a recent estimate placing
the proportion as high as 99 per cent. It is,

therefore, important to consider whether it

is likely that the needs of the community
will continue to be met through this agency,
and on this question the following figures from
the Inland Revenue Commissioners' Reports
would seem to throw some light :

—

proving less attractive to the ordinary

investor than was formerly the case, and a

number of reasons for this are not difficult

to find. In the first place, there is the effect

of the 1910 Finance Act, which it cannot be

denied has been considerable, in that, rightly

or wrongly, builders, mortgagees, and others

have been unsettled by the fear that their

profits or security might be adversely

affected. It would seem probable that the

great falling off in the number of houses

built during 1910-11, although partly due to

the reason mentioned in the footnote to the

table, must to a large extent be attributed

to the feeling that, by the operation of the

statute, this class of building had become
more speculative.

GENERAL RISE IN PRICES.

This deterioration in the safety of the In-

vestment has been accentuated by the

increase in the cost of building, which has

been particularly noticeable during the ten

years under review. Mr. Littler, the archi-

tect to the Lancashire County Council, in an

official report issued rather more than a year

ago, stated as a result of special inquiries

from firms employed by his council, that the

average rise in building materials during the

past three years was as follows :—
Increase per cent.

Labour 10 per cent *
22i^

National Insurance 2 to 3i per cent )
"'^

Common bricks - 14

Facing bricks 9

Glazed bricks 13

Lime 10

Portland cement 23

Rolled steel joists 30

Drain pipes 4U
Stone : 10

Timber 30

Glazed ironmongery 18

Slates ; 7^

Lead • 3
Cast-iron goods 60

Copper goods 29

Brass work 23

Wrought-irou piping 30

Glass 30

White lead 30

The report went on to say: "In addition

to the above there are those branches of

the trade which are usually executed by
'specialists,' such as heating, ventilating,

railings, sanitary goods, etc. Generally
speaking, I find that labour in connection
with those branches has increased about 10

per cent., whilst the cost of cast-iron hot-

water pipes has increased 50 per cent., ven-

tilating materials 15 per cent., wrought-iron
work 25 per cent., tiling 20 per cent., grates,

etc., 42| per cent., and sanitary goods 10
per cent." That there has been a general
rise in price is corroborated by an examina-
tion of the current prices issued weekly by
the Building News, and, as I feel sure all

building surveyors will agree, by our own
experience. Nor will this increase in the
cost of building be lessened by strikes and

Separate
Houses of Annual Values.

Total.
Dwellings. Under £10. £10 and

under £15.
£15 and

under £20.

previous year.

1903-04 £1,813,146
1,856,200
1,915,348

1,961,300

2,005,000
2,044,825
2,089,*49
2,103,820
2,151,552

2,179,398

£858.287
880.682
924.815
947,996
975,000

1,002,090
1,031,560
960,395
985,608

1,004,350

5.833,536
5,934,741

6,047,579
6,128,050
6,208,000

6,281,260
6,368,441
6,379,092
6,459,357

6,505,507

•41,549

101,205
113,838
80,471
79,950
73,260
87,181
•10,651

80,165

46,250

1904-05 _
1905-06
1906-07
19O7-08t .

1908-09
1909-10
UllO-11 ...

54,608
68,737
83.834
65.000
65,188
73,1144

71,li.i6

7n.7.^o

80,965

3.134,251

3,148,779
3,155,920
3,163,000
3,169,157
3,175,388

3,240,221
3.242,347

3,240,804

1911-12
1912-13

• Dorine the years 1903-4 and 1910-11 the periodical revaluation of houses was made, which resulted in a
number of houses, previously assessed at under £20, being placed in a higher category. The marked drop in
those years must in part lie attributed to that cause.

= o
.

+ Appro.Kimate Hgnres.

These figures show that during the past
ten years the number of dwelling-houses,
under .£20 in annual value, erected \early
has tended to decrease, although with tli"e

increase in the population remaining normal
one might have expected a growth in the
demand for houses jiarallel with the improve-
ment in the general standard of living and
better knowledge of sanitation, which
should result in a reduction in the average
number of persons per room. It would seem,
therefore, that this form of investment is

lock-outs, such as those which we in London
had to deplore for so many months prior to
the outbreak of war. I will not attempt to
adjudicate as to the rights and wrongs of
that dispute

;
probably much might bo said

for and against either side; but I sincerely
hope that in this case good may come out of
evil, and that the increased .sympathy and
deeper fellow-feeling which has been born
of a mutual anxiety and patriotism may make
it easier in future to settle these questions
by agreement or arbitration.

DEAR MONEY.
A third iiifiuence affecting the flow' of

capital for housing purposes is the cost of

money. I'en years ago Consols could only
be purchased to pay about £2 16s. per cent.,

and the return from other securities was in

proportion. An investment in house property
paying a net 5 or 6 per cent., therefore,
compared favourably with other investments
of equal safety ; but just prior to the closing
of the Stock Exchange Consols could be
purchased to pay nearly £3 lOs. per cent.,

while many attractive Canadian and other
issues paying a fairly safe 5 per cent, had
been placed upon the market. It is not
difficult to understand why these, with their

freedom from worry, their regular payment
of interest, and their return of capital on a

certain date, should absorb a good deal of

capital which formerly went to the erection

of houses. And there is another direction

in which building is affected by dear money.
Housing accommodation for the working
classes has in the past been provided largely

by the speculative builder, who, in spite of

the abuse which has often been showered
upon him, has, in fact, carried out a useful

public work in this direction. But as a rule

his capital is small, and his operations have
been carried on mainly by means of borrowed
money, with the result that the interest he
has to pay has a marked effect, in the first

place on the price he must obtain for the

houses he builds, and in the second on the

rent at which they can be let. For example,
an additional 1 per cent, per annum on the

capital employed in the erection of a house
costing £250, inclusive of land, proportion of

road construction and sewering, would neces-

sitate an additional Is. per week in rent,

and unless that extra sum were likely to

be obtained without much difficulty tliere

would be a strong inducement for the capital

to discover another outlet.

THE BURDEN OF THE RATES.

There is also the undoubted effect which
the great and continued increase in the

burden of the rates must exercise upon
building. The following table, taken from
the latest available figures of the Local
Government Board, shows how great that
increase has been during the past fifteen

years. Although the rateable value of pro-

perty in England and "Wales has expanded
by 25.599 per cent., the total rates liave

grown by 76.488 per cent., the increase in

the £ being 1.613s.

TiBtB B.

Years
ended
Lady-
Day.

P.c. of

Rateable
Value.

Receipts
from public

rates.

rates

to rate-

able
value.

Rates
in £.

1897-8 £168.664.993 £37,605,368 32.296 4.4.5<iL'i.

1898-9 172,065,843 38,602,673 22.435 4.4M7.I

1899-1900 175,622.758 40,734,219 23.194 l.rt.f-.^

1900-1 180.406,420 43,993,669 23.832 4.7BB4
1901-3 186,563,760 46,438,764 24.892 4.9784
1902-3 191,106,528 50,328,412 26.335 5.3670
1903-4 194,716,894 52,941,665 27.189 5.4378
1904-5 199,355,590 66,047,715 28.114 5.6228
1905-6 202,858,961 58,255,544 28.717 5.7431
1906-7 207,067,675 59.557,199 28.762 5.7524
1907-8 309,891,680 59,627,577 38.409 5.6818
1908-9 212,757,450 61,273,458 38.800 5.7600
1909-10 215,309,543 63,260,940 30.381 5.8762
1910-11 217,180,184 65,153,299 39.999 5.9998
1911-12 218,588,350 66,369,000 30.363 6.0736

COST OF SITE.

I do not include the cost of the site among
the more important factors iiiHuencing

building operations, as except in central

positions, it is comparatively small, and lia.s

far less effect upon the rent tliau is often

supposed. The following table shows tlic

amount payable weekly as rent in respect

of land worth £100 per acre freehold,

according to the density of its development.
The sums which would be similarly payable

in respect of land of greater or less value

can readily be calculated.

Houses per Acre. 10 20 30 40

Return payable weekly
in rent at 5 per cent.

d.

3.308
d.

1.154
d.

0.769
d.

0.577
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Nor, as a rule, is any difliciiltv e.\-

(jerieiiced by those wishing to pioiide
liousijig acconiinodation in finding suitable
land for the purpose at reasonable rates.
Mr. John Burns, while President of the
Local Government Board, said: "In some
cases we are aware that difficulty has arisen
in regard to the acquisition of suitable land

;

but wo have no reason to believe that any
such difficulty e.vists generally. ... It is

remarkable that, notwithstanding the very
simple powers of acquiring land compulsorily
conferred by the Act of IflflO, these powers
have only been invoked in three cases."

I'KIVATE ENTERPR1.sk SH.4CKLED BV
FADDISTS' RESTRICTIONS.

Apart from a small minority holding very
advanced views, all would. I think, prefer to
see the provision of liouses for our people
undertaken by private enterprise; but few
would agree that an attempt should be made
to attract capital to this class of investment
by reducing the standard of sanitation and
amenity which has now been reached. It is
sixty years since the Earl of Shaftesbury
first drew public attention to the terrible
condition of the hovels in which many of our
people lived, particularly in London and the
other great centres of population. Up to
that period little control had been exercised
over building; back-to-back houses were
permitted, facing ill-ventilated courts, and
conditions prevailed in parts of almost every
large town giving rise to death-rates in those
particular districts quite double those found
in the more favoured parts. There is now
a tendency to place greater and greater re-
sponsibilities upon the builders and owners
of house property, and while it is impossible
to say that this should not be done, a word
of warning may not be out of place to the
effect that such restrictions should be fair,
reasonable, and free from any suspicion of
faddisni. Private capital is a" valuable ally,
but at the same time it is one which is easily
frightened

; it is, therefore, worth an effort
to secure it on the side of those who wish to
see the people well housed. This was recog-
nised by Mr. John Burns, who, in a circular
to district councils, issued at the end of 1912,
said: "By-laws with respect to new streets
and buildings are intended to operate in the
interests of the inhabitants and to prescribe
reasonable standards to which building
development may fairly be called upon to
conform with a view to securing stability,
protection from fire, and healthy conditions,
and it is obviously undesirable "that the by-
laws in any area should afford any ground
for the suggesti-?!! that tliev are either un-
necessarily restrictive or obsolete in
character." This circular, I venture to think
was penned in the spirit which should govern
all the relations between builders and owners ' ..honkl ac„mre the area for an"open"lipac"e'; road mj.on me one side and the sanitary authority Provement, erection of workmen's lUvellings, etc., and

, whether touching upon by-laws

doing anything unessential to the real well-
being of the community, which might direct
the How of private capital towards other in-

vestments. So far as it is possible to foresee,
it is unlikely that any real difficulty will
arise in this direction with regard to the
provision of the better class of working men's
dwellings, capable of being let at rents
which, although varying in amount in

different towns, pay a reasonable interest
on the outlay. The real difficulty exists in

providing house-room, up to modern sanitary
standards, for those who cannot pay rents
fulfilling that requirement, and as it is an
essential that the people shall be housed, if

one source of supply fails another must take
its place. Under the Labouring Classes
Lodging-House Act, 1851. local authorities
were first permitted to purchase, lease, or
erect lodging-houses for the working classes,
and legislation has from time to time added
to these powers, until we come to the
Housing of the Working Classes Acts, 1890
to 190.3, and the Housing, Town Planning,
etc.. Act, 1909. Before attempting to refer to
the provisions contained in these measures
I should like strongly to urge their con-
solidation. The modern method of legisla-
tion by reference may have advantages when
a Bill is being passed through Parliament,
but the continued difficulty of interpreting
a number of unrepealed measures all dealing
with the same subject, which is thereby
thrown upon those concerned in their ad-
ministration, far outweighs the earlier and
temporary advantage.

POWERS OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
Perhaps I may be forgiven for sum-

marising very shortly what is doubtless
already well known to you all—the three
ways in which local authorities are em-
powered to go to work under the Housing
of the Working Classes Acts. The principal
statute, apart from that touching upon the
cognate subject of town planning is the 1890
Act, part I. of yvhich enables the authority
to deal with large unhealthy areas or slums
which can be made subject to an improve-
ment scheme. In these cases the authority,
after obtaining a confirming Order from the
Local Government Board, must themselves
undertake the cost of purchasing and laying
out the lauds included in the scheme and
of erecting the buildings. Section 20 and
Schedule II. make special provision for
acquiring the land, while Sections 21 and 22
provide safeguards against the payment of
excessive compensation for houses in un-
healthy areas. Part II. lays down the
method of dealing with .small unhealthy areas
by means of reconstruction schemes, of which
there are two forms

:

extent— in Bethnal Green, known as the
Boundary-street area, and comprising a popu-
lation of nearly 6,000 persons. I take the
following description from one of the Chad-
wick Public Lectures given by Mr. W. E.
Riley, the superintending architect to the
London County Council: "In the majority
of cases the ground floors of the houses were
from 12iii. to ISin. below the street-level;
the widest street was barely 28ft. across

;

no house possessed a front door; no repairs
were ever done to tlie houses; what back-
yards had ever existed had nearly all been
roofed in and occupied as additions." The
death-rate was over 40 per 1,000—nearly
double that of the parish of Bethnal Green
as a whole. Under the improvement scheme,
streets from 40ft. to 60ft. wide, some planted
with trees, and converging on a central open
space, were laid out, and large blocks of tene-
ments were erected, accommodating 5,380
persons. Time will not permit me to go
fully into the details of this and the other
London County Council schemes of which I
shall speak; but I would refer those inter-
ested to the valuable series of lectures from
which I have already quoted. The experi-
ence gained in the Boundary-street area
naturally led to improvements in the plan-
ning of the blocks erected under other
schemes, the latest of which, that known as
the Tabard-street improvement, was approved
by the Local Government Board in 1912.

iX] Where an order for the demolition of a building
has been made, and it is desirable that the authority

on the othe
the provisions under the Town-Planning
Acts or other matters. Every facility
should be given for introducing new and
cheaper methods of construction, and 1 am
inclined to think that, in the less closely
populated districts, at any rate, so long as
habitations a.-e warm, dry, well-ventilated
and sanitary, the requirements of the local
authority should be looked upon as bein-
fulfilled; and that too great weight should
not be attached to durability of structure
Houses, especially those occupied by the
working classes, quickly become out of date.
and, subject to the above essentials, it is
desirable that it should be possible to
•scrap" them when that time arrives with-
out too great a loss of capital.

EIGHTY THOUSAND HOUSES A YEAR WANTED.
The increase in the population of England

and Wales between 1901 and I9I1 was just
over three and a half million persons, or a

^'t F
average of 350.000. To meet this

about 80,000 additional houses would he
required annually, without counting the
number required to replace those pulled down
or condemned, and an expenditure of some-
thing like twenty million sterling would be
entailed. The magnitude of these figures
Clearly indicates how important it is to look
at the matter in a busines light, and to avoid

(B) fl here the area is too small for an improvement
scheme under Part I., but needs reconstruction owing to
the bad an-angement of houses, streets, etc.

Power is also given under Section 38 to
ilernoli.sh buildings which, though not neces-
sarily insanitary in themselves, by reason of
their proximity or contact with either build-
ings, render the latter unfit for habitation.
Part III. of the 1890 Act. as amended by the
1909 Act, empowers local authorities to lease
or purchase land and to erect working men's
dwellings. It may, therefore, l)e employed
either in providing accommodation "for
persons displaced by schemes under Part I.

and Part II., or for supplementing accom-
modation provided through other agencies
where that has proved to be insufficient.

GOOD WORK OF THE L.C.C.

There has been a good deal of discussion as
to which of these methods is lilccly to prove
most advantageous in the end, and although
such exchanges of opinion are not without
profit, I think most practical men will agree
that the reply must depend upon the circum-
•tanccs of each case. Where a slum of con-
siderable area has to be taken in hand, the
London County Council—to the excellence of
whose work in this direction I may be per-
mitted to bear witness—have shown what
can be done under Part I. of the .4ct. In
1893-5 they made their initial venture in con-
nection with a huge slum—some 15 acres in

This will necessitate the clearance of an area
of about 17 acres in Southwark and
Bermondsey, the number of persons affected
l>eing about 4,500, with a death-rate of 36.8
per thousand. As vacant accommodation
was found to exist within a mile capable of
housing a large part of the displaced popula-
tion, it was decided only to house about 2,500
on the area cleared, and to lay out the central
portion of about five acres as an open space.
A number of cottages will also be erected
on adjoining land, and provision made for
the storage of the barrows, etc., used by 'the
street traders who form a large portion of
the population.

OTHER SCHE.MES.
Doubtless such great plague spots as the

above could only adequately be dealt with
by complete clearances under Part I. ; but
the experience of Birmingham and some
other large towns has shown that much can
be done under Part II. by means of recon-
struction schemes, and at less cost to the
public. Mr. Nettlefold, in his interesting
hook, states that the cost per head of re-
housing under Part I. averages £77 15s. for
the whole country, while "the cost of re-
placing hovels with good cheap houses under
Part II. \vorks out in Liverpool at £7 per
house. Taking the average of five persons
to a house, this works out at £1 8s. per head.
The cost per head in Birmingham of similar
work under Part 11. comes to £1 4s. 3d."
Mr. Nettlefold is, of course, referring here to
the cost which would fall upon the public
purse. In Birmingham the .system has been
to place the cost of reconstruction upon the
owners, who are thus required to provide
habitable dwellings in return for the rents
they receive. The expense falling upon the
local authority is merely that of administra-
tion, together with the "cost of any buildings
demolished, under Section 38, for the purpose
of letting in light and air to the recon-
structed portion. Although doubtless eases
exist where the conditions are so bad that
improvement is impossible without pulling
down and laying out ab initio, the work
which has been successfully carried out in
Birmingham shows what can be done by less
heroic measures in places where the cost of
a complete scheme of rebuilding would make
that course practically a financial impossi-
bility. The following tables—for which I am
indebted to the courte.sy of the Local
Government Board, who have kindly brought
the figures down to June 13 last—show the
action which has been taken bv local authori-
ties (Table C) under Section 15 of the 1909
Act. which deals with the additional responsi-
bilities placed upon the owners of houses let
to persons of the working classes with regard
to keeping them in repair, and (Table D)
under Section 44 of 1890 Act. in regard to
closing and demolition. The increase in the
figures since the passing of the 1909 Act is
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satisfactory evidence that the interest sliown

by Mr. Burns in this subject, while President

of the Local Government Board, is bearing

fruit through the action of local authorities

and their officers. Doubtless cases will occa-

sionally occur where this action may seem
arbitrary; but I am happy to say that, as a

rule, the very considerable powers which
have been given under the Housing Acts are

used with discretion and tact, and to the

ultimate advantage of both owners and
tenants.

Both Part 1. and Part II. of the 1890 Act
are, a.s a rule, brought into operation to

supply the needs of certain classes of working
men who, from the nature of their employ-
ment, must live in close proximity to their

work, and therefore have to be housed in

central positions and upon costly sites.

Where this is the case, tliere can be little

option as to the nature of the dwellings to

be erected, the value of the site practically

limiting the choice to the tenement system.
But when the conditions of employment are
such that proximity to the centre of the town
is not an essential, there is much to be said

in favour of separate dwellings as more in

accordance with English ideals of family life.

Action can then be taken under Part III. of

the Act, cottages being built in newly-
developed districts, where land can be
obtained at comparatively low rates, and
where an improvement and cheapening of the
means of transit would open out the district

for occupation by the labouring classes.

Until 1900 the action of local authorities
under Part III. was limited to the erection
of houses within their own districts ; but the
amending Act of that year enabled them to
buy land and build outside their districts.

By proceeding under these powers a double
advantage is gained: in the first place, the
hygienic conditions are vastly improved, and
an opportunity given to the tenants to enjoy
surroundings and amenities which would be
impracticable in a crowded neighbourhood

;

and, ill the second, the cost in rent is con-
siderably lessened. The following tables from
from the Statistical Officer's Report. 1908,
are quoted by Mr. Riley in the Chadwick
Lectures, and are interesting as offering a
comparison between the rent of tenements in
central London and that of similar accom-
modation in the suburbs; in the latter
case the weekly cost of the workman's fare
(Table E) by railway and (Table F) by tram-
way being added. Mr. Riley points out that
since these tables were dr.twn up the fares
have been reduced, resulting in an increase
in the difference in favour of the suburban
districts.

The London County Council since 1900
have provided, or are in course of providing,
accommodation for about 29,000 persons in
this way on the Totterdown Fields Estate,
near Tooting; the Norbury Estate, near
Croydon

; the White Hart - lane Estate,
Totteidiam; and the Old Oak Estate,
Hammersmith. The methods of laying out
and the planning of the houses deserve very
careful study by those, interested in housing
questions, and. if I may be allowed to say
so, reflect great credit upon those responsible
for them. As a London surveyor, I have,
perhaps naturally, referred more" particularly
to the work dorre in the Metropolitan dis"-
trict

; but what I have said may be taken to
embrace similar activities in otlier towns, and
I am again indebted to the Local Govern-
ment Board for Table G, brought up to
Septendjer 30 last, showing the loans sanc-
tioned to local authorities for the purposes
of the purchase of land and the erection of
houses under Part III. of the Housing of the
Working Classes Act, 1890, since the passing
of the Housing. Town Planning, etc., Act,
1909, and the loans under con.sideration at
tile date mentioned.
These figures may be taken as an indica-

tion of the growth in the interest shown by
local authorities in the subject during the
past five years. In 1910. £107,1.32 was sanc-
tioned for the erection of .527 houses by the
loon! anlhorili,.s. whil,. in the fir.st

"

nine
months of the pre.scnt year .£7!)7 .3.14 has been
sanctioned for the erection of 3.122 houses
and one lodging-house by 147 local authori-
ties. 'Ihere has also been a noticeable in-

Tabll C.—Action taken by Local Authorities under Section 15 of the Act of 1909.

(Figures for 191.'i-14, baeecl on 1,077 returns received up to June 13, 1914.)

§|ir 8^5 £ g °.M gs«
&S:

S^l .9*^«*£ ss =

-M3ja^ .91 a^^ .
.3^3 g.a njq^

Loeal Authorities. Period. III
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Houses

Notices
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03 0*0 'E °^-t|l
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w sn 2 o-^ ®

^

sll'^

is.as io'5, N'sS l&^l.g ^^gg
^ 'A ^ !? a 121

Ill (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

December 3. 1909, to

March 31, 1011 500 18,927 679 11,649 40 6,081
Year ended March 31,

Totals (England and,
Wales (1,814) ^

1912 778 43,781 1,269 31,289 176 15,709
Year ended March 31,

1913 884 62,670 1,706 42,630 107 19,972
Year ended March 31,

1914 570 32,811 777 28,696 185 14,794

December 3, 1909, to
March 31, 1914 •148,189 i,4yi 114,263 508 56,646

' The difference between this total and the aggregate of the totals in. Columns 5 to 8 represents the number of
houses in respect of which the notices served had either been withdrawn or were not proceeded with for various
reasons.

-Action taken in regard to the closing and demolition of Houses under the Housing Acts.
(Figures for 1913-14, based on 1,120 returns received up to June 13, 1914.)

Local Authorities.

(1)

Totals (England and Wales

(2)

O fH g

^ 9^
•^^^
cc d cd
<D 3 o

o P-"
td °*S

(3)

>2feg

= 05

1909
1910
1911
1913
1913
1914

6,312
6,429

24,429+
47,429t
56,352+

33,866t

(4)

3,731
3,056

7,042
13,417
18,194
9,514

0, o

!s

(5)

O h

CO bD

as

(6)

1,510
1,380

1,419

1,935

2,317

1,414

587
1,511

4,870
9,761

10,853
7,831

S fe

8^.9

a
(7)

274
732

2,108
2,953
2,341

* ^ 2 o

2 6r3 £

IIII

N8,

634
1,072

1,601

917

(9)

196
170

495
1.423

2,366

1,917

* This information is not available.

+ In a very large number of these cases (viz., over 6,100 in 1913-14, over 13,000 in 1912-13, over 12,500 in
1911-12, and over 5,300 in 1910-11), the local authorities decided to proceed by way of notices under Section 15 of
the Act instead of making closing orders.

Table E.—Allowing railway varying from iB. to 2b. 9d, a week.

District.

Suburban District to
which workmen's

trains run from the
Central Area.

Average rent
of three-roomed
tenements in
new dwellings

in Central
Districts.

Westminster

St. Marylebone

South St. Pancras
Holbom
Pinsbury
Bethnal Green
Stepney
Shoreditch ,.

Southwark
North Lambeth ..

J
Croydon

(Ealing
( Willesden ...

(Ealing
Hendon
Wood Green
Pinchley
Tottenham
West Ham - .

.

Bast Ham -..,

Croydon

I 98. IJd.

i

10 5i

9 Hi

9 Si

9 2

Rent of three-
room tenement
in Suburban
district plus

one workman's
return fare.

98. lOid.

9
10

*>4

10 4i
SI 3|
7 n
8 5J

9 lOi

Difference.

In favour of
Centi'al

District.

Os. 9d.
4A

«J

HJ

District.

North Lambeth .

.

Southwark
North Lambeth .

Southwark ,

North Lambeth
Soiithwiirk

Bethnal Green
,

Stepney
Shoreditch
South St. Pancras
Holborn

Table F.—Allowing tramway fare of Is. a week.

In favoiu" of
Suburban
District.

Is. lid.
-Ik

3

1 5

1 11

1 -sh

Districts within the
county boundary to

which workmen's tram
lares are available from

the Central Area.

I Average rent
of three-roomed

j

tenements in
Central
District.

Tooting
Streatham
Wandswortli
Battereoa .

j Deptford

I
Greenwich

( Lewisham
Hackney
Stoke Newington
Poplai*
Poplai"
Hackney

u H^

Rent of three- Difference.
room tenement
iu Subiu-bau
District plus In favour of In favour of

one workman's Central Suburban
retiuTi fare. District. District.

88. 9Jd. Os. 4iid.

8 9 — 5

8 11 — 3

9 m — II 1;!

8 of — 1 14

(1 3,!8 l«i —
.1 03 — u li

9 lOi 08. Ifd.

n9 lOJ —
8 5| 1 3

H 53 — 1 6

9 10* — IJ

crease in the activity of semi - charitable
bodies, public utility and similar societies,

and co-partnership associations in the pro-
vision of housing accommodation. Section 67
of the 1890 Act empowers the Public Works

Loan Commissioners to grant loans to such

bodies for the purpose of encouraging the

erection of workmen's dwellings. The period

for repayment is limited to forty years, and

the amount to be advanced, which was
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Table G.—Loane cautioned to Local Authorities for the jmrpoees of the purchase of Land and the erection

of Houses under Part III. of the Housing of the Working Chisses Act, isim, since the passing of the

Hoasiag, Tow-n Plamiing, ice, Act, 11)09, and Loans under consideration on September 30, lOU.

Urban Authorities.

Loans sanctioned in year
ended December 31.

(1)

luio
I'JU

1912

1U13
liiU (to September 30)

Total ( Loans sauctionedj

Loans under consideration of
the Board on September 30,

mu
Total (Loans sanctioned and
under consideration)

171

as
o —
Eh

(3)

10B,6U
911,234

405,828

330,087
W9,328

Rural Authorities. Total.

(5)

527 ,

32t)

1,930 '

2,281

2,449 +
1 lodging-
house, <

1,782,099 7,513 +
1 lodging-]
house.

8U3,H80 3,57«

2,«75,979 11,089 +
1 lodging-
boose.

2 ti

3 <°

" (S

IS
o —
H
(6) |7)

Z
(8)

a z
o fl

iri

(9)

Z
(10)

£
520

15,181

6ti,78«

188,611
1«,00B

354
85:;

B73

14
30

llti

11<

£
107,133
10.5.415

472.014

718,708
797,334

412
2,281

3,133
.3,122 +

1 lodging-
house.

1,905 271

598,261 2,739

,201,203 9,478 -t-

1 lodging-
house.

1,073,037

3,274,240 13,828 -^

1 lodging-
bouse.

originally restricted to one half of the value
of the interest in land and dwellings to be
mortgaged, has now been increased to two-
thirds by Section 4 of the 19Uy Act. provided
that the rules of the society prohibit the pay-
ment of interest or dividends at a rate
exceeding 5 per cent, per annum. Since 1890
upwards of one and a half millions sterling
have been advanced by the Commissioners in
this manner, and of this sum, as will be seen
from the following table, nearly one million
pounds have been loaned since the 1909 Act
came into operation.

TiBLE H.—Amounts advanced by the Public Works
Loan Commiseiouers tt} Companies, Public Utility
Societies, or Private Persons under the Housing of
the Working Classes Acts since the year 1890.

Year ended
March 31.

(1)

1905

Amount
advanced.

(2)

...£36,490
. 27,050

... 18,536
. . 51 010

Year endecl
JIarch 31.

(1)

1910 . .

Amount
advanced.

(2)

£95,411
1906
1907
1908 ...

1911
1912 . . .

1913
1914

, . 383,969
--. 198,336
... 175,085
... 197,6631909 ... 67,292

THIS year's HOUSIKO ACTS.
Any attempt to deal, however brieflv. witli

the position of public authorities withregard
to housing would be incomplete without some
reference to the two Housing Acts which
were passed this autumn, subsequent to the
declaration of war. The first was an
attempt to meet one of the difficulties
referred to by the late Mr. Edward Woolley
in his Presidential Address a year ago, and
enables the Local Government Board to
make arrangements with any authorised
society to provide and maintain dwellings,
gardens, etc., for the convenience of persons
employed by the Government w^here sufficient
other accommodation is not available; and
the second authorises the Board of Agri-
culture in agricultural districts, and "the
Local Goverimient Board in other areas, for
the space of one year from the passing of
the Act. to make arrangements with local
authorities or authorised societies for the
provision, maintenance, improvement, and
management of dwellings and gardens and
other works or buildings for the convenience
of persons belonging to the working classes;
and the Treasury are empowered to issue
sums not e.xceeding. in the aggregate, four
millions sterling for the purpos'e o'f meetin'»
capital expenditure under the Act. It was
the intention of the Government that this
sum of money should he utili.sed for the joint
purposes of providing and improving housing
accommodation for the working classes, and
of preventing or mitigating unemployment in
the building trades. Those of us who arc in
touch with the building industry are awareMOW immediately and seriously' it will be
affected by the war, and there will there-
tore, I think, be little difference of opinion

as to the wisdom of this action on the part

of the Government, by which large sums will

be made available for works of construction

of permanent value which might otherwise
have been employed merely in temporary
relief.

HOUSING AND TRAFFIC.

The statistical tables already quoted in

connection with proceedings under Part III.

of the 1890 Act show the intimate connection
between the housing and traffic problems, and
it is, I am inclined to think, to the solution

of the latter that ^ve must look for the

removal of many of the difficulties surround-
ing the former. Much has been done of late

by the development of tramways, railways
(both steam and electric), and particularly

motor-omnibuses, to enable persons to travel

with reasonable facility from one part to

another of the great towns ; but the con-

gestion of the streets has not thereby been
relieved. Indeed, in some cases, where slow
and quick traffic both make use of the same
routes, the difficulty has been increased.

Bold schemes for future street-widenings and
for cutting additional wide new thorough-
fares are often fornuilatod, and would not
lack support were it, not for the financial

<luestions which they raise. But it is clear

that, however much we might wish to see

them carried out. the cost would in some
cases be prohibitive, while in others it could
only be borne l)y dividing comprehensive
schemes into parts, and dealnig v\ith a por-

tion only at a time. Meanwhile, I venture
to think that more than is now attempted
might be done by public regulation and direc-

tion. For instance, it is a common thing to

see horse-waggons being driven from East
London to Paddington through the fast

traffic of the West End streets—an absurd
arrangement, when such traffic could be sent

by tlie Marylebone-roatl, and one which
might be duplicated by examples from almost
every part of London. There is, too, the con-

gestion at cross-roads, which street-widening
alone could not prevent. 1 believe it was our
honoured Associate, Sir JoIih Wolfe-Barry,
who suggested sinking roads at junction
points, so that one stream of traffic would
pass over the other; and a number of cross-

ings occur to the mind where such a scheme
might be carried out at reasonable cost, and
would afford much practical relief. Indeed,
subject to the engineering difficulties being
overcome, it seems possible that the solntimi

of the problem in congested districts such
lis the City of London, where the value of

property is so great that comprehensive
street - improvements become impracticable
through the enormous cost, mav bo found in

an extension of Sir John Wolfe Barry's
scheme, by the formation of sunken roads
under the existing stre.ets to l.'ike tlu' slow-
moving traffic. I feel confident that the cost
would be infinitoK- less than that of widening

important thoroughfares for any considerable
distance. The inconvenience which we are
suffering thi'ough lack of foresight in town
planning in the past, and the heavy burden
entailed in the attempt to counteract it,

should make us peculiarly careful to do what
we can to prevent a similar reproach being
levelled against us by future generations

;

and the Town-Planning Act of 1909 has put
an instrument into our hands. Doubtless
yon are aware that a year ago the Council
of this Institution, in conjunction with that
of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

by means of a representative deputation, im-
pressed upon the Prime Minister and the
President of the Local Government Board
the supreme importance of making use of

the provisions of that measure to deal with
the ([uestion of the arterial roads of the
future London l)efore it became too late

through the quickly proceeding development
of the present outskirts. I am happy to say
that due weight was given to the arguments
then advanced, the area of Greater London
being divided into six divisions, and a com-
mittee, on whicli the Institution is repre-

sented, being set up in connection with each,

to consider and advise upon the necessities

of each section, and to co-ordinate them with
the requirements of the whole. I have no
doubt that when the inquiries entrusted to

these committees have been made the subject
of a finished report, the work which they
have done will prove of value not only within
the district reported upon, but, as an
example of what might be done, within every
district in the country presenting similar
problems.

TOWN PLANNING SCHEMES.

The following is a table prepared by the
Local Government Board up to September 30
last, showing the town-planning schemes pro-

posed or under consideration at the present
time.

Table J. — Summary of Town Planning Schemes
jiroposed, and of other cases in which the preparation
of schemes has been under considerution by local

authorities (Sei)temlier 30, 1914).

Schemes finally apjiroved by
the Board

lltber schemes prepared by
Local Authorities and sub-
mitted to the Board for
approval

Schemes authorised by the
Board to lie prepared oir

adopted by Lical Authorities
Applications for authority Ui

pi-epare schemes under the
cousidoi-ation of the Board ...

ii.iiiis

661

108,661

47,988

Total 109 75*
I

166,978

• Separate Local Authorities.

Other cases in which the Board have information
that the preliminary notices have been given
with a view to applications being made to the
Board for authority to prepare schemes 23

Other cabes in which Local Authorities are known
to the Board to have had the matter under con-
sideration .. 116

Number of separate Local Authorities included
under all headings of this table 206

It is satisfactory to see that the import-
ance of this subject is not being overlooked,
and, at the same time, that schemes are not
being rushed through without due and proper
consideration. The conferences which are
now annually arranged Ijetween representa-
tives of local authorities for discussing
details in connection with town planning, and
the principles which shonhl go\erii that art.

most prove of immense value in ventilating

their subject, and in preserving our sons and
grandsons from some of the disabilities under
which we now suffer. On looking back o\er
what I have written, I feel that my remarks
are open to the criticism that I nffer no
definite solution for the problems which I

discuss; but my reply would be that great
social questions cannot at once be solved by
a stroke of the pen. or even by legislative
action, however well considered. Improve-
ment can be cfTceted only by progressive
development and by the gradual amelioration
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of siicli conditions as become the subject of

condeiiiiiatioii. Indeed, the continuous rise

ill the standard of living which can be

followed throughout history, and which, we

think, has become more marked during the

past century, shows us that each generation

sets up ideals which it can never reach, as,

happily, the ideals themselves continue to

advance. 1 am, therefore, consoled at my
failure to find a final solution of these

questions, and shall be more than satisfied

if any thoughts I have put before you bear

fruit by stimulating a growth in the interest

taken "in these subjects among the coming
generation, in whose hands the future

advance will rest. I bad thought to end my
address here ; but since writing the above I

have been much grieved to hear of the sad

death of my predecessor in this chair. Mr.
Edward Woolley was well known to you all,

and I know that you will feel how great a

loss the Institution has sustained in his

death. He was a straightforward English
gentleman, much respected and beloved by
all who were thrown in contact with him,

both in business and in personal matters,

and lie leaves behind him an example any
man might wish to emulate. Thirty years

ago Mr. WooUey's uncle was President of the

Institution, and I know what a pleasure it

was to Mr. Woolley to have succeeded to the

chair nearly a generation afterwards. Our
heartfelt sympathy is with his sons in their

great loss, and our earnest hope is that future

generations of the same family may be forth-

coming in their day to carry on the noble
tradition set by their predecessors.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS BY MR. E. C. P.

MONSON, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I.

In his Presidential address last night at

the Society of Architects, Mr. E. C. P.
Monson said : The building industry, with
which the architectural profession is so
closely allied, has been one of the first to
feel the pinch due to the war. The state of

the money market, the increase in prices, the
difficulty of obtaining material, and many
other questions arising, naturally affect the
building owner, and through him the archi-
tect and the contractor, and it can only be
by the most careful thought and nursing that
contracts now running can be brought to a
successful issue. Unfortunately, the prices
at which jobs have recently been tendered
for have been so " cut " that any little un-
foreseen extra, to say nothing of" large ones
which naturally make the matter worse, must
rapidly eat up the profits and tend to turn
what might have been a margin on the right
side into a bad loss. Any loss in this
direction must naturally fall upon the builder
and be a matter of most serious considera-
tion to him, and often cause him some un-
easiness. All this coming, as it does, so soon
after the disastrous strike or lock-out in
London^ and the sectional strikes in many
provincial centres, only emphasises the
trouble, and adds "insuft to injury." Per-
sonally I have had no trouble with contracts
which were in hand when the war started,
and builders are doing their best to get on
with them—and I do not anticipate any
extras—but I think it is onlv fair, if the job
is genuinely proceeded with, that an ex-
tension of time should be allowed to the
contractor, and that the penalty clauses
hould not be too strictly adhered to. because
of the great difficulty which is being ex-
perienced in obtaining some kinds of
materials. In the case of one large contract
for which the tender was accepted before the
war, but which the contractor would not
proceed with owing to the causes mentioned
above, the matter was settled and the con-
tract signed upon my clients agreeing to pay
an additional >um to cover the extra cost o"f

materials attributable to the war used upon
the work, over and above the prices pre-
vailing at the date of the tender. Such
ejttra sum in total is not to exceed 5 per
cent, of the total cost of the job. and is to
be the subject matter of n separate certificate
at the completion of the contract, upon
ocular proof being demonstrated to mc that

the extra prices have been actually disbursed.

In small jobs I have not found that prices

have been so materially affected as to make
the carrying out of the work impossible or

unremunerative. In many cases, I am only

too sorry to say (for, unfortunately, I some-
times have been guilty of it myself), w'hen

making out the preliminary estimates of the

cost of the works to submit to one's client,

sufficieut notice has not been taken of the

increasing stringency of building acts and
by-laws, and of the enormous advances in

the price of labour and the cost of material,

which, taken with the rise of insurance pre-

miums for Employers' Liability, Unemploy-
ment, Health, and suchlike burdens, all,

however, very useful and necessary in their

way, have, in the last twenty years or so,

in my opinion, raised the price of building

work some 40 per cent., and even in the last

few years by as much as 15 per cent, to 20

per cent. Consequently the client has been
given a false impression of what he would be
called upon to pay, and been dissatisfied

when the tenders arrived. I think, in a few
months' time, when timber ports are fully

open again, and either the old or new
markets are available for the purchase of

materials which have inordinately increased

in price, that no difficulty will be experienced
in building works, for already the cost of

some materials which rapidly went up has
dropped considerably. Should, however,
such optimism not be realised, then it will

surely be time for H.M. Government to step

in and fix a maximum price for the respective

materials (as has been done with success in

the case of food), so as to prevent grasping
mercliants and importers from making an
inordinate profit, and crippling the industry

of the country, thereby causing serious un-

employment, to the detriment of the com-
nuinity at large. What is our good friend the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Rt. Hon.
D. Lloyd George, doing? He very generously
promised a sum of four million pounds to be
spent at once in housing schemes. This
could now be readily applied, and would be
an enormous help, not only to the arelii-

teets—who, by the bye, would only receive

a very small part of it—but also to the

workers in the building and allied trades.

Moreover, it would supply that much-needed
provision of bousing which is so abundantly
required and which is so anxiously being
begged for in all parts of the land. I recently

saw a notice that housing schemes were to

be sparingly prepared ; but I cannot think

that the promised sum has yet been ear-

marked or spent, and to my mind the sooner
a start is made with it the better. Un-
fortunately, the rate of interest charged by
tlie Public Works Loans Commissioners has
been raised from 3^ per cent, to 4 per cent.,

which, of course, will make a lot of difference

in the preparation of housing schemes, and
I am afraid, in some cases, will cause the
houses either to be let at rents greater than
the people can afford to pay, so as to show
an adequate return on the net outlay, or else

the places must be let at an uneconomic rent,

and then the ratepayers at large must make
up the deficiency, which is not a proper
course to pursue. I sincerely hope it will be
possible to keep the rate of interest down,
so as to enable the housing schemes to be
proceeded with. At our last annual dinner,
Mr. Herbert Samuel, the worthy President
of the Local Government Board, promised
be would help architects and tlie building
trade, and I venture, with all respect, to
submit that now is the time when it can be
done with the greatest effect and most ad-
vantage to all concerned, and if by any means
he can extract the money from the 'Treasury
it would be a good act done. A serious
question is just being borne in upon con-
tractors as to what is their responsibility in

time of war. should the buildings they are
in charge of be damaged or destroyed by an
enemy. Our honorary solicitor takes the
view that in the event of a building, or
addition to a building, in course of con-
struction, being damaged by the King's
enemies, where the contract provides for a
fixed sum to be paid upon completion, the
loss would fall upon the contractor, and not
upon the employer, in the absence of express

provision to the contrary. In the event,

however, of the contract providing for

periodical payments against works performed,

the contractors claim for payment against

works performed at the time of the loss

would remain valid, and the loss to that

extent would fall upon the employer. It

appears to me, therefore, that the contractor
and the employer must either take out a

policy at Lloyds' or in an insurance office

covering his risk, or else trust to Providence.
Personally, I think this latter would be
sufficient cover, because I have faith in our
Navy. Of course, there is always a chance
of bombs from aircraft, but the contingency,

I need not submit, is very remote. Can
architectural or other professional societies

do anything to encourage the building in-

dustry? Could a i-epresentative round-table
conference be called with the industry and
its many branches : Manufacturers, factors,

contractors, building owners, architects,

surveyors, engineers. Government depart-

ments, and representatives of skilled trades

connected therewith? This is a matter well

worthy of our consideration, and I shall put
it dow-n as soon as possible upon one of our
agendas for discussion, so as to obtain the

views of the Council thereon before doing
anything definite.

ARCHITECTS' WAR COMMITTEE.
Unquestionably the war will have a detri-

mental effect upon architectural prospects.

In many instances jobs have been held up
which it was hoped would have been pro-

ceeded with, and in some cases for which
tenders even had been received. This has
been caused mainly, I take it, owing to the

stringency of the money question, to banks
stopping overdrafts, and sometimes refusing

to allow a man to withdraw his own money,
thereby causing much dislocation of trade,

as well as completely upsetting all usual
monetary conditions. This condition, how-
ever, is improving every day, and shortly

w'e may anticipate that things will become
more normal. One result of the war will, I

think, be the impressing upon all concerned
the necessity of the most rigid economy and
reorganisation of methods of building, as

well as the standardisation of materials used,

though not necessarily so as to make every

street of houses appear as if they have been
built from a box of bricks or oven cast in

the same mould. This monotonous effect,

when it is resorted to, is always sure to be

depressing and to give dissatisfaction, and
what an architect has to aim at is greater

elasticity and freedom in his design, but not

necessarily a searching after exaggerated
effect which, unfortunately, very often

produces monstrosities. It must be remem-
bered tliat by pleasing the eye in the matter

of building one undoubtedly improves the

mind. For the time being, owing to

stringency of money matters, building

contracts are sure to be held up, and diffi-

culties can only be dispelled by the close

working together- of all concerned, the re-

arrangement of methods in manufactory and

workshop, and the strictest economy of archi-

tects and quantity surveyors, the latter in

particular, in specifying the various articles

and the manner in 'which they are to be em-

ployed. It is so easy to make a job come
out at an excessive price by filling up the bill

of quantities with innumerable labours and

small works which could, and should, be

priced in with the article itself. Only by

such care being taken can the building

owner be encouraged to proceed with new

work, by being made to feel that every con-

sideration is being shown to him, so as to

give him the cheapest possible job com-

patible with good work. Then, again, the

financiers who have been in the habit of

taking up large contracts are not at present

alile to put their money into building works,

for the reasons I have before maintained.

But apart from the war, this standing aloof,

unfortunately, has been the case for some ,

considerable time, for there is so little i

margin of profit, sometimes none at all.
i

owing to the greatly increased cost of

building, that the risk incurred is not coDi-

meusurate with the chance of profit, and n

building is to go forward it must either be
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b_v tlie rciUictioii of the cost of tl\e work

(wliicli is not possible below a given

standard) or else, when it is done, tlie pro-

moter mnst receive a greater return for his

ontlay. This can only be construed into

more" rent, and it conies to this, that if the

worker, in whatever branch he may be, is

to earn or receive some profit for his work,

tlien the people wlio pay must receive suffi-

cient money to pay with, and thus the money
question goes on in a never-ending circle,

and it stands to reason that if the cost of

making a thing is raised it will cost more
to hire or purchase. The Society is con-

ducting an inquiry into the discrepancies

which exist between the cost of building in

largo foreign cities as compared with that

in London ; this, however, owing to the war,

is held up at the present time ; but so soon

as something is ready for submission to the

members I'liope to get it out, as it will un-

doubtedly give some idea as to what can

be done in the matter of standardisation and
reorganisation of our methods. In addition

to the stringency of the money proposition

and the need of profit on schemes there is

the uncertainty as to the policy proposed to

be meted out by the Government under the

Land Question, and there has been a con-

siderable slump in the investing of moneys in

this direction, and it has been difficult to

negotiate sales and mortgages. Is it not

possible for the Government, through the

Land Valuation Department, to lend money
on mortgage on well-secured property up to

say two-thirds of its value, at a reasonable

rate of interest, to be paid back in a stated

time? This would get over the difficulties

which are now occasioned by the banks
feeling a diffidence on the subject, and
would, moreover, show that the powers that

be were willing to help all clases of the com-
munity. We have at least to thank the war
for putting an end—for the time being, at

any rate—to all questions of architectural

politics, and for giving us the unique spec-

tacle of representatives of all sections of the

profession working together for the common
good. This is owing to the healing balm of

charity, the .Architects' War Committee has

cemented all factions, if so they may be

called, the Institute, the Society, the .Archi-

tectural .Association, and the Architects'

Benevolent, and here an excellent work is

being done. It was a long while before the

ponderous machinery suggested could be

brought into some sort of shape to make it

all workable. The idea of the committee is

not to give charitable doles, but to assist

architects in distress by giving them work
to do, and so occupy their time and at the

same time keep them from thinking, and
also make them feel they are still earning

their living, and not being pauperised. The
Society, I am pleased to say, started the

Employment Fund by the grant of the sum
of one hundred guineas, and the work of

administering the money is done by the Pro-

fessional Employment Committee, which
meets once a week at 28. Bedford-square, the

Society's headquarters. The Society is re-

presented by several m.embers on the War
Committee and on all the sub-committees,
and is taking a very active part in the work.
With regard to subscriptions to the Archi-

tects' War Fund, if there should be any of

our members who have not yet sent in. it is

not too late, and any sums will be thankfully

received and gratefully applied. At the

present time there does not appear to be
much distress caused by the war amongst
architects; but it may be that as the winter
comes on the cases will multiply, and dis-

tressed architects .should not neglect the

opportunity of applying to the Employment
Committee, who are ready and anxious to

help all who can show just cause. It is

pleasing to note that all architectural

societies, whether affiliated to one anotlier

or not. are co-operating with the Architects'

War Committee as well as helping locally

in their endeavours to help the worries and
sufferings of their less favoured brethren.
Now, as to the Society's general work.

REGISTRATION.

I feel I must put this subject in the

premier position as undoubtedly it is the

one object for which the Society was founded

and is the raison d'etre of its whole existence.

At the present juncture I do not want to

labour the point, but it is absolutely neces-

sary that it should be thoroughly under-

stood and kept well in the forefront and in

the minds of everybody. .Although the Royal

Institute of British Architects have stated

that for the present they are not proposing

to proceed with their new Charter scheme,

there will undoubtedly come a time when it

will once more be upon the tapis, and then

the fight will be renewed with redoubled

vigour. I am pleased to say that steps have

been taken by the Society to oppose the

Charter scheme in its present form, and, in

my opinion, there is very little likelihood of

it ever coming to fruition ; for it is apparent

to all right-thinking men that no voluntary

system of Regstration can be any good unless

it be taken as a very inadequate preliminary

to compulsory registration. What registra-

tionists look for is the closing of the doors

to all "quacks" and inefficient and untrained

men. who only impose upon the public,

drawing regular fees, and pretending they

can do more than they are able. Thev are

under no restraint, and are often found

sailing as near the wind as possible, and
generally belittling the proud position of an

architect. All the while Registration is

delaved, more and more of these persons

are being unfortunately created, and must
he dealt with some day, be it by Bill or

Charter. I appeal to all members of the

profession, especially tho.se whose position

is asured—for, I am sorry to say, it is

amongst the raidts of these, the "top-dois,"
those who have no necesitv to hunt for their

dailv bread—that the greatest opponents of

Registration are found. Why cannot they bo
brought to see that what is required is some-
thing for the benefit of the whole conimunitv
as well as for the architect? It is the public

who renuires to be protected from the un-

qualified man, and I look forward to a time

when education of the public and the dis-

appearance of the anti-Reaistratinnist will

unite US all in a common obiect. During all

this dreary time of w-aiting, however, the

Societv are pushing their Registration Bill,

and valuable work is being done in edu-

cating professional and public opinion on the

matter, so that at the proper time I hope
we can launch onr "craft" and steer it un-

hesitatingly to a safe haven. What is there,

after all. to prevent a federation of all archi-

tectural societies for purposes of Reeistra-

tion. control, and m.itters affectinc! the pro-

fession generallv? Surely this could be done
easilv ami quickly, and a united profession

could be brnusht about, leaving every pro-

fessional body (Societv, In.stitute. or Associa-

tion! independent as it is now to continue its

work of education and the furtherance of

purely domestic matters on its own particular

lines. The representntion of each body on

a central council cou'd be arranged in a fair

and reasonable manner, so that the interest

of all parties would he co ordinated and
seeured, whether they be members of some
professional body or be outside the fold. .All

these matters are bound to crop up in the

near future, and will require very much
tlionaht and consideration by the Society,

and I call on yon "to keep your powder dry"
for the time when serious action becomes
imperative.

ARCniTECTUR.M, EDUCATION.

The birth of the Beaux -Arts Committee,
as every member of the Society knows, was
due to the energies of that body. They will

also remember how coldly it was received,

how every obstacle was placed in its way
at first, and how it was once written down
in the professional Press. It is extremely

gratifying to feel that the principle is now
admitted, and "imitation being the sincerest

form of flattery," other teaching bodies are

beginning to follow suit. .At the present time

there is every chance for the Atelier t^ offer

hospitality in architecture to students from

France and Bekium whilst the Paris Ateliers

are closed, and 1 understand that steps have

been taken to bring the matter to the notice

of the Ecole des Beaux Arts. It cannot be

denied that the first Atelier in London has

proved an undoubted success, and has been

the means of imparting much useful informa-

tion to students, and will be the nucleus of

doing an inestimable amount of good to

British architects. At the present time, of

course, its extension is stopped by the war;
but great things are looked for so soon as

peace is declared.

COMPETITIONS.

In the matter of competitions geiierally

throughout the country, doubtless many are

conducted on strict and honourable lines;

but recently there have been several which

do not appear to have been quite fair as

regards the conditions imposed, and these

have been barred by the Council of the

Society. I am pleased to know that arrange-

ments for co-operative action in dealing with

unsatisfactory competitions has been come
to with the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, which I am sure will be certainly much
better for the competitors, and, in the end,

better for the promoters, for nobody
willingly, especially corporation and public

bodies, likes to be held up to the scorn of

their fellow-men, or to he made to feel that

they have been wanting to "go down" the

poor architect and obtain his brains for the

iienefit of some inferior competitor, who, it

may be, is to receive the benefit of their

advice. Sometimes, however, there may be

no ulterior motive with the promoters, and
the fault of their scheme is that they have
not known better; in these cases, however,

they are always amended, and the competi-

tion is conducted in a proper and regular

way. In regard to the announcement of the

result of a competition, what I would like

to sugeest is that. Instead of unsuccessful

competitors receiving the bald notice that

their desisn has been refused, that the jury

system, similar to that adopted at the Beaux
.Arts .Atelier should be adopted. In these

cases there are, sav, three inrymen who all

asree upon the best desian. placing the

others in order of merit, or. at all events, the

first three or four of them ; then there is a

public criticism of the designs submitted by
one of the members of the jury, after the

award has been made, giving the jury's

reason for the selection. A method such as

this would surely stop any unfair criticism

of partisanship, although it misht not be

noceptable to some of the people whose
drawings might be badlv mauled; but it

would be scrupulously fair, and. like the

great Bavard's motto. "Sans peur et sans

reproche." I only hold this out as a sugges-

tion. It is. however, verv necessary to insist

that architects should be loval to the Society,

or whatever architectural hodv fhey belong

to, and should accept the award without
nuihbling when it has been made. Further,

thev should not enter for any competition

which is banned ; if they do thev mnst under-

stand it is against the " Code of Ethics

"

which has been adopted by architects, and
thev fullv know, in the latter case, that they

have onlv themselves to blame if thev after-

wards receive a disciplinary communication
from the Secretary, which may even involve

them in expulsion from the Societv, a verv

unhappy ending, probably, to an old, valued,

and esteemed connection.

NEW FORM OF BTHT-DrXO CONTRACT.
The Society is well forward with the pre-

paration of a new form of building contract,

all others now in use being somewhat anti-

quated and out of date. The Council has

given very much time and thought to the

preparation of this document, and when it

is finally produced I trust that every member
of the Society will use it and make it as

popular as possible. It is being settled by

an eminent counsel, so as to embody all the

latest cases which have arisen, and will, I

hope, before being issued, receive "the

benediction" of the master builders, and,

therefore, be accepted without demur. A
full-dress debate on this Form of Contract is

to take place at the Society's premises on

December 10 next, and should prove very

interesting.
STl'DENTSHIP COMPETITIONS.

Seeing that the war has taken away so

many of our students, and doubtless will

prevent many others from taking advantage
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of tlie benefits wliicli we liold out, all

studentship competitions have been post-

poned for the present, and the maximum age

limit for students been temporarily waived,

so that those on active service may not be

penalised. Of course, it must be distinctly

understood that as soon as matters return to

a more or less normal state the ordinary

conditions will again become operative.

architects' war service and membership
subscriptions.

I suggest to all architectural bodies, if they

have no°t already done so, and here again the

Society has probably been the first mover,

that all annual subscriptions from those

members who are on war service be waived

for the duration of the war, and that their

names he retained on the register as full

members of the respective Ijodies. This is

the least we can do at the present time in

recognising their gallant conduct in taking

up arms, not only in defence of their

country, but in defence of ail that stands

for honour and freedom. I think that

unusual consideration in the matter of sub-

scriptions should also be given to other

members in genuine cases of distress caused

by the war. In conclusion, may I express

a" hope that all architects will strongly aim

at using only the products of our own country

and Colonies, and if what they want is not

obtainable there, which seems hardly pro-

bable, then that they should give our Allies
;

a chance ; but that on no account should an •

alien enemy secure an order, direct or other- f

wise, for " I submit that it is only by [;

patriotism of this kind, strictly enforced and L'

carried out, can we bring home to the nations

who have forced us into this bloody war the

fact that we are, and can be, quite in

dependent of their "Kultur" and their pro-

ductions.

I trust I have not spoken at too great a

length, and I earnestly hope that every

member of the Society will weather all the

trials and difficulties which are now besetting

the country, and so seriously interfering

with the practice of their profession, and that

at the end of the session 1914-15 we may all

be able to look back and feel that we have

each done his duty in the state of life to

which it has pleased God to call him :

" Do thy little well, aud for thy comfort know,
(Ireat men can do their greatest work no better than

just so."

««»

SOUTH AFRICAN BRANCH OF THE
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

The eighth annual meeting of the South
African Branch of the Society of Architects

was held in the board-room of the Associa-

tion of Transvaal Architects, Winchester
House, Loveday-street, Johannesburg, on
October 1, The retiring President, Mr. G.
W. Nicolay, occupied the chair, and in the

course of his address remarked that the year
had been marked by an all-round reduction
of architectural output, of great difficulty

to the less fortunate of the profession.

Owing to a difference of opinion as to the

draft Registration Bill put forward last year,

the Association of Transvaal Architects was
represented on the Association's Council by
one member less than last year. He trusted

that a way would be found to enable their

members to come to united action in the

future. The competition for the proposed
Governor-General's House at Capetown,
though most unfortunate to the interests of

the profession, had led by a stormy passage
to tlie formation of an .Advisory Board,
which the Minister of Works had expressed
his willingness to consult. The builders of

the Union of South Africa were making a

strong move towards the uniformity of archi-

tectural practice so far as documents were
concerned. The Council, while realising the
difficulty of making, say, a nniform agree-
ment applicable to all men, contracts, and
circumstances, would support the movement
with a whole heart, believing that, if prac-

ticable, it would be a great boon to building
work in general. The branch had increased

its membership during the year by eleven new
members.

The statement of accounts, which was very
satisfactory, was received and nilnpted.

The following were elected as Officers and
Council for the ensuing year: President, Mr.

D. Ivor Lewis ; Vice-President, Mr. W. J.

McWilliams; Hon. Secretary, Mr. S. C.

Dowsett; Hon. Treasurer, Mr.'D. M. Burton
;

Council. Mr. M. J. Harris, Mr. H. G. Veale,

Mr. J. F. Beardwood, Mr. G. W. Nicolay

(exofficio). (Owing to the growth of the

branch it has been found desirable to amend
Rule 4, so as to permit of increasing the

Council by one.) Auditors: Mr. E. H. Waugh
and Mr. D. M. Sinclair.

Mr. D. Ivor Lewis, the new President,

whose portrait we give herewith, by the

courtesy of Mr. C. McArthur Butler", the

Secretary of the Society of Architects, is a

member of the Council of the Transvaal In-

stitute of Architects, a past member of the

(Bnx Illustrations.

Mr. D. Ivor Lewis.

President of the South African Branch of the

Society of Architects, 1914-15.

Council of the Association of Transvaal

Architects, and has acted as examiner in two

subjects— viz., architectural history and

practice, on the examining board of the

branch. He is a member of the Royal Sani-

tary Institute and of the Concrete Institute.

Mr. Lewis is also a past-president of the

Witwatersrand Cambrian Society. Mr. Ivor

Lewis was born in 1876, at Machen, near

Newport, Mon., and after receiving his

education at public schools and colleges, he

was articled for five years to the firm of

Messrs. Wm. Graham, Hitchcox, and Co.,

architects and surveyors, of Newport, Mon.
Mr. Lewis remained with this firm for about

seven years. He emigrated to South Africa

in 1902, and obtained the appointment of

chief architect in the town engineer's depart-

ment of the municipal council of Johannes-

burg, which position he occupied for a period

of nearly six years. During that time he was
entrusted with the preparation of the designs

and supervision of works under the late town
engineer, Mr. D. C. Leitch, M.Inst.C.E., and
the present town engineer, Mr. G. S. Burt
Andrews, M.Inst.C.E., M.S. A., amounting
approximately to £1,000,000. Mr. Lewis
resigned this appointment about six years

ago, and commenced private practice in

Johannesburg, the class of work that he ig

chiefly engaged upon being buildings of a

domestic character. Mr. Lewis for the past

three years has been the hnn. secretary of

the South African Branch of the Society of

Architects, and during last year was one of

the hon. secretaries in connection with the
very successful congress, held under the

auspices of the Royal Sanitary Institute at

Johannesburg. In October. 1913, the home
Council had the pleasure of entertaining Mr.
Lewis, who was then at home on leave.

CONFESSIONALS AND STALLWORK,
ST. PAUL'S CHURCH, ANTWERP.
We are uncertain to what extent this

church may have been damaged by the

bombardment of Antwerp by the Germans
last month; probably no serious injury to

llie building or its contents has so far

actually taken place. Whether this be so or

not, a good illustration of the wonderful con-

fessionals and richly-carved stallwork, which

constitute tlie glory of this Dominican
church, will be welcomed, because they are

undoubtedly very beautiful specimens of

Baroque woodwork, in which monumental
figure-sculpture furnishes the motif of their

design, marked as it is by dexterous skill

and extraordinary ingenuity. The built-up

method of their construction, in spite of the

inappropriate handling of the material,

which no purist could defend, must be appre-

ciated, if only as a notable instance of tech-

nical capability in execution. These are

qualities which the ordinary observer cannot

fail to admire, and every candid critic is

bound to recognise their merit as master-

pieces of manipulative carving. By their

fullness of design they illustrate the influence

(if Rubens, who impressed the craftsmen

with "the muchness of his ambrosial

Tiranner." St. Paul's Church is particularly

iieh in paintings by this master, whose

ranvases reflect the style of these Rococo

littings. A frieze above the stalls is com-

posed of framed subjects from his brush,

as seen in the upper photograph on our plate,

and this view also illustrates the equally

typical Flemish altar piece, carried out in

marbles, possibly at a somewhat later date.

The most distinguished among the con-

fessionals is that of the Cure, which was

carved by Artus Guellin. The treatment of

I he whole set is characteristic of his manner,

and may be attributed to him and his school

ill the style prevailing through Flanders

during the middle of the I7th century. Of

this period no better examples can be men-

tioned. They give repletion to the building,

inasimich as'its Gothic interior serves mainly

as a casket for their display, which seems

somewhat de trop. The impression also to

the thoughtful mind is that such unqualilied

elaboration, not to say excessive extravagance

of ideas, is scarcely calculated to inspire a

contrite spirit on the part of the penitent

seeking ghostly counsel and absolution 'midst

so much terrestrial display. On the other

hand, these confessionals are, naturally

enough, the source of much attraetion to

everybody visiting Antwerp ; but perhaps a

larger proportion of the tourist type of sight-

seekers go to inspect the morgue-like Calvary

set in a grim environment composed of .slag

sham rocks, with plaster figures and grave-

yard appointments, chosen as indicative of

Death, this grievous exhibition being one of

the features of the town, and theatrically

arranged near the entrance portal of St.

Paul's Church in the Rue des Soeurs Noires.

We do not happen to have seen either of the

confessionals at this church in use ; but this

may happen when visitors are not being

shown round. AVe are reminded, however, of

having witnessed baptisms beins; performed

on the Continent in cathedrals where

splendid marble fonts exist readv to hand, i"

side-chapels or in the naves; but owing to

modern usage fonts are dispensed with, a

small silver coffee-pot serving instead for the

christenings, just as we have seen common

nuddiuR basins employed in England because

it was too much trouble to use the grand old

parish stone sculptured fonts erected

centuries ago by the skill and piety of our

ancestors. For instance, this pudding basin

practice prevailed, to our knowledge, years

ago at no less a beautiful church than

Wvmondham, in Norfolk. We are indebted

to Mr. T. Hyler White, of West Croydon, for

the accompanying photographs.

WORKMEN'S HOSTEL. HOTWELLS.
BRISTOL.

We have no particulars of this work, and

have been unable to obtain any, owing to the
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absence of the architect, Mr. Harold Crone,
who has. we understand, joined the forces
against the Germans. His water-colour per-
spective, reproduced herewith, was exhibited
at the Royal Academy this last season. The
ground story is in stone, with red brick above
and crowning a white cornice comes a tiled

roof. The elevation is broadly managed,
with much reserve in ornament, and archi-
tectural enrichment very sparsely used.

ST. BRinGET'S NEW PARISH HALL,
WAVERTREE, LIVERPOOL.

This hall, which was formally opened by
the Lord Bishop of Liverpool on November 3,
has been erected on a site at the junction of
Garmoyle-road with Gainsborough-road, and
forms a picturesque group of buildings
harmonising with the surrounding property,
and suitably adapted for the purpose of a
Sunday-school or for parochial meetings, etc.

The outside walls are built of Ravenliead
rustic-facod bricks, with Rainhill stone
dressings, and the roof covered with grey
Welsh slates, which form a happy contrast
to the quiet yet rich colour of the brick-
work. The feature of the building is the
large hall, seating 375 adults, with open-
timbered roof and boarded ceiling. The
principal entrance is from Garmoyle-road,
where the vestibule and cloakrooms are
placed. A secondary entrance, with vesti-

bule and lavatory, is arranged on the Gains-
borough-road side, which also provides access
to the classrooms at the stage level and the
club-room over. Four classrooms are pro-
vided on ground floor, two of which, being
raised .Ift. above hall floor level, are con-
venient for use as a stage and retiring-room,

I

and can be shut off from the hall by means
of a folding screen. The space under these
latter rooms has been utilised for storage
purposes, and communicates with the hall by
means of a trap in the platform front, A
spacious club-room is placed on the first

floor, with cloakroom and lavatory accom-
modation, which will be useful for small
meetings in connection with the various
parochial societies and organisations con-

nected with the parish. A small kitcheii

recess is placed on ground floor, containing
the water-heater for making tea, sink, and
cupboards for cliiiia, all so arranged that it

is quite obscured when not in use. Tl)e

building is heated throughout by means of

gas-steam radiators, and the ventilation is

by Tobin's tubes in the walls and extractors
through the roof. The lighting is in-

candescent gas with inverted mantles. The
architect is Mr. Frank Rimmington, Licentiate
R.I.B.A., 26, North .Tohn-street, Liverpool,
the contractors being Messrs. W. Lothian
and Son, Broad Green, near Liverpool.

BOARDING - HOUSE, DURHAM
GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

This boarding-house, just erected, will be
known as Langley House, after Cardinal
Langley, Bishop of Durham. The Arch-
bishop of York was to have opened the
building this month, but owing to the war
the formal ceremony has been postponed.
The building provides accommodation for
forty boys, and occupies a pleasant site close
to the other buildings belonging to this

school. It is built of stone, with oak
window-frames, glazed with leaded glass; the
roof is covered with hand-made tiles. The
master's house is at the front next the road,
and on the ground floor on each side of the
entrance-hall are dining- and drawing-rooms;
behind is the large dining-hall, masters'
study, common room, changing - rooms,
servants' hall, matron's room, and stores,

etc. The kitchen is placed in the centre of
the block, so as to serve both house and
dining hall. Spacious courts are arranged
on each side, for light and ventilation. 'I'lie

upper floor consists of the bedrooms of the
house, sick-rooms, bathrooms and lavatories,

matron's room, tutors' rooms, besides four
dormitories, each of them being planned for
ten boys. The work has been carried out
by Messrs. G. Gradon and Son, of Durham,
from the designs of Mr. W. H. Wood,
F.R.I.B.A., successor to the late Mr. C.
Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham.

NEW AQUATITE WORKS. DERBY
STREET. CHEETHAM. MAX

i

CHESTER.
These works, for Messrs. Cohen and Willis,

designed to be under one roof, will cover an
area of about three acres of ground, and,
tlicrefore, the building will be the largest
works under one roof in Manchester. The
central block, facing Derby-street, consists
of olTicos, board room, and receiving and
despatching docks, with filling rooms on the
first floor, as shown by the key plan on the
plate. The works will accommodate l.,')nO

workpeople, and every modern convenience
has been provided in the way of hygienic
sanitary offices on a mezzanine floor over
the large workpeople's entrance, also resting-
and sick-rooms for workpeople. Extensive
cloak accommodation in the lower ground
floor, with ingress and egress arrangcmeiits.
also large dining-room for workpeople. .nM<l

separate dining-room for office staff in lower
ground floor. The construction will be fire-

proof throughout, with patent glazing on tin-

roof, which will give equally good "light to
every bench and machine. Tenders have been
received for the w^orks. but comnuMice-
ment has been temporarilv postponed o)i

account of the war. Mr. .Joseph Sunlight.
of 4. St. Ann's square. Manchester, is the
architect.

The rural district council of Docking, Norfolk,
have adopted plans by Mr. Kennard,
A.R.I.H .\.. LonJon, for six cottages to be built
in the village of Brancaster. U is estimated
that if the half-dozen cottages are built in a
row, at a cost of ^830, they will show no
deficiency if let at 3s. a week.

A memorial to the late Mr. Henry Whyte
("Fionn"). an authority on Gaelic liloratiire
and music, h:is been erected over his grave in
the Western Necropolis. Glasgow, and "was un-
veiled the other day by Professor W. ,1. Watson,
Edinburgli University. The memorial takes the
form of a stone with a Celtic cross carved in
relief, and a Gaelic inscription testifies to Mr.
VVhyte's character and work.
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THE LOXnOX COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting on Tuesday of tlie London

County Council the Highways Committee
submitted proposals to apply to Parliament
for authority to carry out comprehensive
schemes for the linking-up of existing dead-
end tramwa}- termini and for the consolida-

tion of the Council's tramway system, the

total gross expenditure involved amounting
to no less than £897,985. The committee
stated that their recommendations, if

adopted, would result in a large addition to

the revenue of the tramways undertaking,
owing to the consolidation of the system
which will be effected thereby and the im-
proved efficiency of working wliich will be
secured. In view of the special conditions
which may arise as the result of the war,
and, consequently, the possibility of some
of the works not being completed within an
early date of securing the requisite Parlia-
mentary authority, the authorising Bill is

to specify seven years as the period for the
completion of the construction of the tram-
ways.
These are as follows : (1) Victoria (Vaux-

hall Bridge-road tramway terminus) to West-
minster Bridge, via Victoria street. Broad
Sanctuary, Parliament-square, and Bridge-
street; (2) Shepherd's Bush to the Broadway
(Hammersmith), via Uxbridge-road, Holland-
road, Kensington-road, and Hammersmith-
road ; (3) Harrow-road to King's Cross, via

Edgware - road, Marylebone - road, and
Euston-road

; (4) Seven Sisters-road to near
Crouch Hill Station, via Fonthill-road,
Lennox-road, and Stroud Green-road to

Hanley-road, with a single loop line in

Crouch Hill, Japan-crescent, and Mount
Pleasant-road

; (5) Charles-street to Charter-
house-street, via Farringdon-road

; (61 Gray's
Inn-road to Blackfriars Bridge, via Holborn,
Holborn Circus, Charterhouse - street,

Farringdon-street, Ludgate Circus, and New
Bridge-street; (7) Seven Sisters-road to

Stamford Hill, via Amhurst Park ; (8) Mare-
street to Terrace-road and Church-crescent,
via Well - ftreet. Cassland - road, and
Lauriston-road

;
(P) High-street, Shoreditch,

to Cambridge-road, via Bethnal Green-road
;

(10) Aldgate terminus to Aldaate Station,
via Aldgate Hish-street; (11) Aldgate to near
Mnrk-lane Station, via Mansell-street, Tower
Hill, and loop line, via Trinity-square (a

scheme passed last year by the House of
Commons, but rejected by the House of
Lords) ; and (12) Waterloo-road to Black-
friars-road, via New Cut and Great Charlotte-
street. It is also proposed to reconstruct
the existing horse-traction tramways in
Southwark Park-road. Grange-road, Ray-
mouth-road, and Rotherhithe New-road.
Seven of the schemes had involved, the Im-
provements Committee reported, extensive
street widening?, estimated to cost about
£94,850. The estimated capital cost of the
construction and equipment of the tramways
proposed, excluding any portion of the cost
of street widenings chargeable to the tram-
ways account, and also excluding any pro-
portion of power- - station expenditure,
amounted to £787,0.35.
The Finance Committee, reporting on the

proposals, considered that on financial
grounds it would be undesirable that the
Council should, in the present circumstances,
contemplate embarking on a scheme of the
magnitude proposed, if it were intended that
it should be put in operation immediately
after the obtaining of the suggested power.s,
but as seven years were to be allowed for
carrying ont the works if powers be obtained,
tlicy did not see any objection from the
financial point of view to the Council sub-
mitting the proposals to Parliament.

After some discussion it was decided not
to proceed with the seven schemes for
linking up as to which the borough councils
concerned had expressed formal disapproval.
The Council decided, after some discussion.

tliat Parliamentary powers should be sought
next session for the establishment of a new
electricity undertaking for the counties of
London and Middlesex and parts of Essex.
Hertford. Kent, and Surrey, to be called
the London Rlectricitv Authority. Sir .lohn
Benn coiii;rntnla(ed the spcciil committee
on the report, and said he believed the

scheme would mean an enormous saving to

the ratepayers, and coufer an inestimable
boon upon London. After criticising the pro-
posal to set up a new and hybrid authority,
he moved that the word "municipal" should
be substituted for "new" authority in the
recommendatio]!. Mr. Percy Harris seconded
the amendment, which, however, was rejected
by 63 votes to 44, and a further amendment
by Mr. Gordon, to protect any borough which
did not want to come under the scheme, was
also defeated.

UNPRECEDENTED TRUSSED SPANS.
Designs and estimates for a 75,000,OOOdol.

high-level bridge across San Francisco Bay
have been prepared by Mr. Charles R.
Fowler. They include terminal structures
at both ends, a 20,000ft. approach, and 800ft.

cantilever spans at one end, and a 9,700ft.

five-span 49,000,000dol. crossing from Tele-
graph Hill to Goat Island.

The bridge is designed for a capacity of

60,000,000 people and 56,000,000 tons of

freight annually, and is proportioned for two
steam railway tracks, two electric-car tracks,
and two 20ft. roadways giving an assumed
loading at 18.0001b. per linear foot. The
cantilever structure, symmetrical above the
centre point, has a clearance of 150ft. above
high tide, and has three 2,000ft. spans, four
250ft. intermediate towers, and two 1,350ft.

shore spans. The main spans have 650ft.

cantilever arms and 700ft. suspended trusses,

while the end spans have 650ft. cantilever
arms and 700ft. trusses connected to them at

one end and supported on the abutments at

the other end. The depth of the trusses varies

from 75ft. to 450ft.. and the horizontal dis-

tance between them varies from 65ft. in the

clear at the centre to 126ft. at the towers.
The trusses have 100ft. panels with single

diagonals and curved top and bottom chords.

The cantilever bottom cords are octagonal
tubes 14ft. in outside diameter, made up of

eight sets of three-built I-beams 18in. deep,

with outside and inside flange cover-plates

forming the interior and exterior surfaces of

the tubes. They are stiffened by solid web
transverse diaphragms reinforced by heavy
vertfcal horizontal and flange angles. Nickel

steel will be used for the suspended spans
and for long-t.ension members in the canti-

lever arms. The concrete piers, with very

deep foundations, will be frustrums of cones
providing extended footings to secure suffi-

cient bearing, and having granite tops 35ft.

high, to distribute the loads over the

concrete.
<»

OBITUARY.
The death occurred on Monday, after a

short illness, at 17, Dolcote-road. Wands-
worth Common, of Mr. Samuel Wayland
Kershaw, M.A., F.S.A., who was, from 1868

until 1879, librarian to the Royal Institute

of British Architects (when he was succeeded

by Mr. Rudolph Dircka, the present courteous

and widely-read occupant of the post), and
afterwards Curator of Lambeth Palace

Library until 1910, when he retired. Mr.
Kershaw, who was the youngest son of the

Rev. .John Kershaw, was educated at King's

College and Cambridge University. He was
a keen student of arehseological subjects,

upon which he was a prolific writer. His
publications included " Art Treasures of

Lambeth Palace Library," " Suri-ey Sketches

in Olden Time," "Protestant from France,"

besides numerous contributions to Kent,
Surrey, and other archfeological societies.

He was in his seventy-ninth year.

Mr. George P. Mitchell, assistant gas manager.
Dundee, has been appointed gas manager to

the corporation of Port-Glasgow.

The rural district council of Llandyssnl have
appointed Mr. J. Jones to the post of road
surveyor.

The Bishop of Buckingham on Saturday after-

noon laid the foundation-stone of a new churcli

:it Rearonsfiold. tim site having been given by
Mr. W. B. Du Pre, M.P. The architect is Mr.
G. H. FoUowes Prynne. A.RI.B.A.. of Queen
Anne's Gate. Westminster.

COMPETITIONS.
BOURNEMOUTH. — For the branch

library to be built in the district of West-
bourne. Boscombe, the corporation of
Bourneiuouth have adopted the plan sub-
mitted in coiupetition by Mr, C. T. Miles,
F.R.I.B.A., "Observer" Office, Bourne-
mouth.

BRIGHTON.—A fresh Aquarium com-
petition is announced, which, it is to be
hoped, will not prove as abortive and un-
satisfactory as previous proposals have been.
The aquarium committee have been author-
ised by the town council to spend 175 guineas
in premiums for designs for the remodelling
of the aquarium and to pay a fee of 50
guineas to an assessor, hereafter to be
appointed. It will be recollected that at the
beginning of the year a scheme for recon-
structing the Aquarium and providing a kur-
saal, by Messrs. Clayton and Black, of

Brighton (illustrated in our issue of Jan. 23
last), was recomiuended by a committee of

the towni council, but was eventually set

aside.

HOLLOWELL. NORTHAMPTON.—The
premium of £10 offered by the Northampton
Town Council for designs for workmen's
dwellings in connection witli the Hollowell
water scheme has been awarded to Messrs.
H. H. Dj'er and Son. Northampton and
Brixworth. The competition was banned to

members by both the Royal Institute and
the Society of Architects.

ROSYTH.—It was recommended by the
works committee at Dunferiuline School
Board on Friday that competition for the

plans for the proposed new school at Rosyth
for 1,000 children be restricted to architects
in the town and parish of Dunfermline. The
chairman (Dr. Ross) dissented from the

recommendation on the ground that there
were architects in the larger cities who made
a speciality of school work, and who were,
therefore, more accustomed with such work
than the architects resident in Dunfermline
could possibly be. He did not wish to dis-

courage the architects of Dunfermline by any
means, and he thought that if they took the

pains to qualify themselves, by inquiry or
otherwise, they might be quite able to com-
pete with the very best men. either in Edin-
burgh or Glasgow. If they were not able to

compete advantageously, it would be the

worse for themselves, and it would be equally

the worse for the board. The recommenda-
tion of the committee was adopted by a large

majority.

• TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL, SOUTH-
END-ON-SEA.—Members of the Society of

Architects are requested not to take part in

the above competition, without first ascer-

taining froiu the secretary that the con-

ditions have been approved by the Society.

The Elgin County Coimcil have decided to

proceed with the scheme of improvement on

the Dulnain Bridge. Grantown, and Diva-road,

at an estimated cost of £1,900.

At Sheepwash. Devon, a Baptist schoolroom.

Imilt on the site of two cottages at the rear

of the chapel, was opened last week. Messrs.

M. White and Sons were the contractors.

The building permit for the new Customs
House now being erected on Sussex - street,

Ottawa, places the estimate of cost at

1.173, OOOdol. The foundation-work was exceed-

ingly difficult, and cost over SOO.OOOdol.

The laying of twelve memorial-stones of the

new Dock Mission Hall, School, ami Institute.

Salford, took place last week. The new
buildings replace accommodation which was in-

adequate for the increasing work in which the

mission is engaged in the district. The build-

ings will occupy the site of the present Ordsall

Park Chapel, and the cost will be £8,000.

There has lieen erected in Glenurquhart a

public memorial to the late Mr. Bradley Martin,

who was for over thirty years tenant of the

Balmiicaan Estate. The monument, in grey

granite, is 22ft. in height, and consists of a

base in two deep courses, above which rises a

pedestal surmounted by an obelisk 15ft. high,

springing from a curved plinth, on which is

carved in high relief the crest of the deceased

—

an eagle with expanded wings resting upon and
overshadowing the globe.
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Cnrrente Calamo.

Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke's opening

address at the Surveyors' Institution last

Monday, which we give elsewlicrc, was one

of tlie most lucid and practical contributions

to the recent history and the present re

quirenieuts of the problem of providing suffi

cient and fitting housing accommodation for

the working classes we have listened to for

a long while. His summary of the hostile

influences which have reduced builders to

idleness and left so many thousands of the

population homeless during the past ten

years, was authenticated up to the hilt by

the facts and figures he quoted. Mr. Chat-

feild Clarke's address is a very timely one.

We nmy be optimistic—little reason as any
of us have had for being so during the past

decade—but we are firmly convinced that

when peace comes there must follow a time

of activity for builders which can hardly be

overdone. Bad as things have been with us,

there has been no such scare to investors in

real property as that which has shut the

Stock Exchange for three months and
suspended dividends on investments of all

sorts. Even the working classes are getting

tired of the sort of "thrift" which seems
principally beneficial to managing directors

of penny banks, and will once more recog-

nise that the purcha.se of a man's house is a

safer investment than some they have been
wheedled into making. For the moment the

supreme national duty is to keep inviolate

our hearths and homes ; but our very next
obligation is to .see to it that there shall hi-

decent homes for the thousands without

them who are keeping the flag flying all the

world over on land and sea.

The undeveloped Land duty was alway.s a
rather beggarly business. It never has pro-

di.ced, and never will produce, a good retniii

to the Revenue, even it it can be said to have
paid the administrative and legal expenses
it has entailed. No owner of land would
leave it lying 'die if he could use it at a

profit for building purposes. But to do this

the land must be, as it were, manured with
money, and even before the war financiers

were frightened away by the fear of further
taxation. The idea that we.ilthy owners kept
their land waste out of a spite to poor people
who wanted it is one of those Radical doc-
trinaire theories that will not hold water.
But the Iidand Revenue still clings to this

pet project, and goes on spending public
money on h, ,v. Their recent appeal to the
House of Lords (October 21) was only another
wasteful failure. Land let on lease before
the Great Budget did not come within it

unless there was a power of re-entry which
the lessor could use. In this case there was
a lease with a clause that the landlord could
determine the tenancy if he wished to develop
the land for building. Well, he did not so
wish, in the statement of the financial posi-
tion of aCfairs. But the Revenue argued, in
effect, that he ought to have done so, and re-

entered, and so they claimed the duty. A
strong Court of Appeal had knocked this
view to pieces, and now again five Law Lords
did the same emphatically. The duty, even
if payable, woulil have been a small matter,
and now, as there is no further appeal, the
costs of all this useless litigation can be
adjusted. Whenever Parliament gets time, a
return showing the money spent hy the
Revenue in speculatively trying to get in

these duties by the funiis woidd bo most
illuminating !

The wonderful sanatoria Mr. Lloyd George
promised the coinpulsorily insured are long

in arriving. At present the stern mandate
of the Insurance Committees seems to be,

"Cut down your beds." At last week's
meeting of the Walsall Insurance Committee
it was reported by the Sanatoria Sub-
committee that out of a sum of £1,428 avail-

able for sanatoria treatment for thn present
year, £l,2fi8 had been spent in the first nine

months, and that if the expenditure under
this heading continued at the same rate,

there would be a deficit at the end of the year
of approximately £,'500. The facts had been
laid before the Insurance Commissioners,
who had been asked for their advice. A reply
was received expressing surprise at the state

of the committee's finances in view of their

having started the year with a credit balance
of £225. The Commissioners added that the
committee must take immediate steps to

reduce the number of beds in use, in order
to reduce the prospective deficit. A further
communication had been addressed to the
Insurance Commissioners stating that the

committee had reluctantly decided to adopt
the suggestions of the Commissioners, though
there would no doubt be groat disappoint-

ment amongst the approved societies in the

district when they realised that the funds
available were not adequate to carry out the
provisions of the Act. As a matter of fact.

I'JC cases of tuberculosis had been dealt with
by the committee during the first nine
mouths of the present year, and only 53 of

these had received institutional treatment.
In consequence, many poor people who were
e.ititled to institutiojial treatment did not get
it. The position was that the number of

persons suffering from tuberculosis in Walsall
was unusually heavy, with the result that the
sanatoria fund allotted to Walsall was totally

inadequate. It was also pointed out that if

the committee terminated their arrangements
with the institutions, no beds would be avail-

able at the begijining of the new year. The
reply of the Commissioners to this was that
the committee should reduce the number of

lieds they retained to six or .seven ; but sur-

prise was expressed that the committee had
already taken the drastic step of discon-
tinuing residential treatment.

The moratorium. though dead, yet

speaketh—at least, in the Law Courts, where
its ghost seems likely to walk for some time

to come. The fact is, the proclamations were
expressed in "language causing confusion"
not only to laymen, but even to lawyers.

Indeed, they would have delighted that sturdy

old Briton, William Cobbett, who, in his

English Grammar took all his worst

examples of bad writing from the King's

Speeches! So once more the Court of Appeal
had to come to the rescue and untie the knot
of an ingenious legal argument. The case

was that of Loftlaw v. Morgan, and the

action was brought to recover money due
upon contracts made after August 4, which
is the official anti legal date of the war. The
defendant pleaded the moratorium; but Mr.
.lustice Scrutton had held that this did not

apply to any contract entered into since

August 4, and so made an order for judge-

ment. Those advising the defence thought
there was something in their contention that

even later dealings svere affected, doubtless

relying upon the rather vague language used

in the Proclamation of September 3, But the

three Lords .lustice.s were quite clear in

holding that this merely extended the earlier

proclamation, and that neither of them
applied to contracts made or bills drawn
after August 4. So there was judgment for

Ibe plaintiff, witli costs, and one more diffi-

culty that ought never to have arisen was
surmounted.

Teutonic savagery inid h;ili-.i] nf all lli.il

is best in art and architecture is exemplifying

itself afresh this week in the destruction hy

artillery fire of the picturesque and decayed

city of Ypres, on the marshland of South-

West Flanders, and little more than half a

dozen miles from the French frontier. The
Kaiser gave orders on Friday last to "level

Vpres to the ground, " and hy fire, shot, and
shell this is being accomplished, and future

generations are being deprived by an epileptic

swashbuckler of the pleasure of gazing on a

city beloved of every artist, architect, and
photographer. Tlie magnificent Halles in the

great and deserted Market Place was the

finest edifice of its class in the Low
Countries. Built in 12.'30 by Count Baldwin,
and added to in 1.320, everyone is familiar

with the long, low, flat, and uniform facade,

broken in the centre by a massive belfry-

tower. On the first floor is, or was, a vast

apartment 4.35ft. long, containing modern
frescoes by Swerts and Grnlfins. The
eastern wing, with its arcaded front carried

on pillars, was added in 1.370 as a cloth hall,

and was a singularly happy example of early

I4th-ceritury work; the space beneath the

arcade has for many years been used on
certain days as a vegetable market. Behind
Les Halles was the great Cathedral of St.

Martin, illustrated by us on the .30tli ult.

(p. 548). and here the massive tower has
been battered down and the fabric itself

greatly impaired. The oldest parts of the

cathedral are the choir and north transept,

which were built in 1221, and were distinct-

ively French in treatment. The choir stalls

(illustrated in our issue of Dec. 30, 1910),

were carved by Urban Taillebert in 1598,

and were interesting as n refined example of

Early Renaissance woodwork, thoroughly

Belgian in treatment. It is averred that the

famous painting by Peter Porbus repre-

senting the Fall of Man, and dated 1525,

and works by the pupils of Rubens have

been carried away in safety. It is to be
feared that the picturesque Meat Market
buildings, now the museum, on the opposite

side of the Market Place to the Cloth Hall,

have also been destroyed. The lower part
of the premises were faced with stone, and
dated from the 15th century; the two upper
floors, including the crow stepped and
pinnacled gables, were faced with dull red

brickwork, with stone quoins and mullions,

and were quite a century later. The cliief

elevation was shown in a double-page plate

from a measured Pugin drawing by Mr.
.J. A. Swan, in our number for September 10,

1897. Some of the houses in the town, with
brick gables and chimney-like pinnacles,

have figured in sketches in our pages on
.Inly .3, 1885; Nov. 23, 1888; and August 21.

1891. The Kaiser has addeil a flower to the

chaplet of honour that will adorn his brow
in future centuri<'s to Louvain, Dinant,

Termonde, Malines. Senlis. and Rheims may
now be appended Vpres.

At this time of Belgium's need there are

many who cannot arrange to give ho.spitality.

but are willing to help the Belgians to obtain

occupation useful for their own repatriation.
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Tlio H;\iii|i«hiri'' Houso Trust li:vi dooiili^il to

pstablisli n oonliv of skilled handiorafts witli

,1 vit'w to pro<J«oin,s tho liiijliost quality of

work and creating the licsteqnippod crafts-

iKon among our own people, and have already

snitahle premises for a wood workshop wliieli

will aecomniodale eight benches, and in

further premises of about the same eapaeily

hope to employ immediately loeal Kngli-sh

joiners and e.ibinetmakers (who may he out

of work by ri'ason of the war), working

along with Belgian joiners and oabinet-

makers. four of whom are already employed,

with Knglish appri^ntiees in addition. The
Belgians will be eng,aged exelnsively on

making Belgian furniture to help forward the

restoration of their country when the time

is ripe. In the meantime, such furniture

when made will be stored, Tt will he of the

kind that middle- and working class Belgians

want, M, Ooossens, a skilled Belgian

cabinetmaker, has chartje of this workshop,

under the direction of Mr, Charles Spooner,

F.R,I.B..\,, who will have regard to Belgian

styles and ueeds. Orders in advance from

Belgians now in Knglaud may be obtained

:

otherwi.se the fnrniture will be disposed of in

Belgium. In the meaut'me. the funds giveu

to this Belgian Refugee Committee are being

used for the purchase of tools for the Belgian

craftsmen in this shop, for the material for

making the furniture, and for the payment of

th«ir wages. If they stay and work well, they

will each be given the set of tools with which

they have worked, and the tool-chests which
they are now busy making to store them in.

It is intended to reserve a small bonus per

week for each Belgian, which will provide

him with a small fund towards setting up his

home on his return. He would thus have
not only a little pocket money saved from his

wages, but also his tools ready for his new-

start in life. The funds will be used for

paying wages to English joiners who may be
employed on the making of Belgian furni-

ture ; hut the apprentices' wages and any
English work done to order will be paid for

out of a separate fund. The capital fund for

the workshops is quite independent of Belgian
funds. Into this fund will be paid from
Belgian funds moneys spent on labour and
material for Belgian furniture. Similar
arrangements will obtain for the embroiderv
workshops for women and girls, under the
direction of Mrs. Manning Pike, and any
other handicrafts which may be started.
Upon the declaration of peace or sooner
Hetenniuatirtn of the labour of the refugees
in the workshops, the balance of the proceeds
of the furniture, after payment of any liabili-

ties, will V.e given to the Belgian Repatriation
Fund. Mr. Frcl Rowntree. F.R.I.B.A.. of
U, Hammersmith - terrace. W., is the
treasurer.

<i»

The Ilford Frban District Council have in-
structed their surveyor, Mr. H. Shaw, to report
upon the suitjibihty of a site at Barkinsrside on
which to build houses for workmen.

new town-hall »n3 Carnegie
c in Shrewsburv road were
ft week. The town-hall and

couiKji cftices bave cost .€4.«», and the librarv
another £1.900.

..-^«
^'

last week.
'^» ^- a1 stained-
f'*** * ••' - " ;..v« represented
tbe Annuncjation. and the otheT window wa*
an illustration of the Xativitv.

Mr. Bro«l)e Dochartvs picture. "Lochiels
CountTT." h«s been T-irchas*-* fcr Ihc G!a---\v

fr

fcr

b<J, ujjile ;iif trii", oi surrounding wooaiand
»aj mountain is treated in a visorous manner.

iTniilftinn Intdlinrnrr.

G L.-VSG 0\V.—A new open-air Board school

for physically defective children, at IloUy-
brook-road. Govanhill. Glasgow, was form-
ally opened on S.itnrday. This is one of

three schools on the open-air principle. The
first of the series, at Garrioch rona. Mary-
hill, was opened a few days ago. and another
is at present in course of erection at Bnrn-
side. Ruthcrglen. In the Hollyhrook-road
School all the classrooms are on the ground
lloor, and have a southerly aspect. The
buildings occupy about one-third of the area
of the site, wliich extends to 10.609 square
yards, and have licen arranged so as to

facilitate extension if necessary. There are
three separate school pavilions, each con-
sisting of five classrooms, with cloakrooms
and private rooms. Accommodation is pro-
vided for 300 children, each room being
designed to accommodate 20. Medical
quarters, dininghall. and caretaker's house
are situated in a separate block, and are con-
nected with the school building by covered
corridors. The classrooms open on to a
verandah, from which they are separated by
glazed partitions. The buildings have been
erected in accordance with plans prepared
by the master of works to the school board.
The estimated cost of the school is fo.iiOO,

MAIDSTONE.—The new offices which
have been erected, at a cost of £7,000, by the
Prudential .\5surftnce Coiupany in Bank-
street, Maidstone, were formally opened by
the mayor on Friday, The "elevation is

designed in the half-timbered style of the
late Kith century, and has atTorded the archi-
tect scope for the introduction of low relief,

symbolical and heraldic carvings, and hand-
worked plaster decorations. These have
been carried out in harmony with the details
of the old facade in Week-street and other
buildings in the town of that period. Four
deeply recessed niches have been formed at
the first-floor level, in which are depicted in
full relief some of the famous men connected
with the history of Maidstone. The figures
represent .\rchbishop Courtenay. who de-
molished the Xorman Chnrch of St. Marv
and built on its site the present church of
.411 Saints', and who also founded the
Collece of Secular Canons; Caxton. the
founder of the English printing press, who
was born at Hadlow; Sir Lawrence Washing-
ton, Registrar of the High Court of Chancery,
a kinsman of George Washinston, and whose
monument is in a11 Saints' Church ; and the
late Lord .\vebtiry. who represented the
borough in Parliament. The premises pro-
vide a larse general office and three private
rooms. The wall panelling and fittings are
in light oak. and a senuine old Jacobean
ehimneypiece. which the companv discovered
in demolishine a building in Holborn. has
been restored and placed in the general
office. The upper floors, approached by a

separate entrance, are arranged as suites of
offices, and are provided with all con-,

veniences for this purpose. The architect is

Mr. ,T. H. Pitt, M,S,A,, FS.I.. district

office surveyor to the company. The con-
tractors were Messrs. Elmore and Son. of
Maidstone. Mr. T. Perkins acted as clerk of
works.

REDCLTFF. BRISTOL.—The restoration
of the south porch of St. Mary's Chnrch.
Redcliff. has now been completed. The work
was set on foot in 191,^ thronch the cenerositv
of Mr. Fenwick Richards. The original pro-
posal was to raise the stone vaulting of the
porch to the position from which, it was
generallv believed, it had at some time been
removed, and thus give the porch a lofty
interior in harmony with that of the noble
north porch. The result of investigations
showed that the porch, as originally designed.
was not intended to have a Parvise. Tt is

doubtful if the 14th-century vanltinc was
ever completed. Even if it was it had been
removed a century later for the formation of

' Parvise. and at the same time the stone
'ting now covering the porch was put in.

IMC architects advising the vestry felt unable
to take the responsibility of " raising the
ancient 15tb century vault to a position it

had never occupied. Consequentlv. Mr.
Harold Brakspear, F,S.A., A,E. I.E. A., was
consulted, and he emphasised the view that
the old vaulting should be left in situ.

These counsels have prevailed. It was decided
to clear away the modern innovations
obstructing the ancient work, especially the
staircase which was blocking a considerable
portion of the aisle window. The restoration
has been carried out of the priest's chamber
above the inner north porch, which had,
during recent years, been used for the
slorase of lumber.

CHIPS.
Jlr. \V. K AYooIhim, snrveyor and inspector

to the East Grinslead Urban District Council,
has had his salary increased by £oO per annum.

The citv council of Coventry have applied to
the Local Governmant Board for sanction to
borrow .i'S.i.OOO for the provision of a new
municipal technical institute.

Mr. Edward Vaughan. who was elected Mavcr
of Crewe on Monday, is a working carpenter.
He started work on a farm, and at fifteen yo.ii-s

of age went to work down a coal-mine.

\ new Welsh Calvinistic Methodist diapel has
been formally oncned at Portdinorsvic, The
architect was Mr. L. Wynne Williams, of
Birkenhead, and the contractors were Messrs.
Kvan Jones and Son. of Pl.asdolydd.

Mr. Charles Herbert, asisistani to Mr. Goo.
Riley, encineer and survevor to the Wellington
(Salopi Urban District Council, h.is been ap-
pointed general assistant to Mr. W. Jervis. the
county road snrveyor for East Suffolk.

A Local Government Board inquirv was held
at Radcliflfc yesterday (ThursdayV before Mr.
F. O. Stanford, inspector, with reference to an
application from the local authority for sanction
to borrow .£5,740 for works of sewerage.

The conntv council of Cambridgeshire li:iv,^

instructed their surveyor to prep.'ire plans aiul

specifications for the erection of a bridge over
the river Cam in connection with the proposed
throuffh route for military purposes from
Huntingdon to Bnrv St. Edmund's.

.\ grand patriotic Bohemian concert is beinc
organised bv the London Cornish .Vssociation,
and will take place on .Saturday. Xovcmher 21,
at the Holborn 'Resiaurant. in aid of the
Xation.il Relief Fund. Many well-known artistes
have promised their services.

The foundation-stone of a mission church of
St. Elizabeth was laid on Monday on a site in

Kenyon-lane. Lightbonrne, Xorth Manchester.
The site has cost £400, and the actual fabric
will necessitate an outlay of another fSOO. apart
from furnishing, seating, and heating.

An annexe to the Lancashire County Asyhim
at Whittingham, near Preston, was opened last

week. It has cost .£1.W.OOO. Messrs. Sykes and
Evans, of Manchester and Rochdale, were the
architects, and Messrs. E. Tavlor and Co.. Ltd.,
of Littleborough. the general contractors.

.\t the last meeting of the corooration of

Southampton a letter w.as received from the
Local Government Board forwardinir sanction
to the borrowing of the sum of £?7 .'S50 for

purposes of water supply, beine .£20 3.W for the
constrnction of a reservoir, f2.000 for connect-
ing mains, and ,£5.000 for wells and heading.

At the last meeting of the urban district
council for Romford the clerk reported that he
had received from the Local Government Board
sanction io borrow £10.000 on account of the
.£S5.(^S which the council had asked for sanc-
tion to borrow for improving the main London
road. The money would cover the cost of

surface - water drainage and sewerage which
mi-rht be necess.ary in connection with the
scheme.

Under the direction of the citv engineer. Mr.
C, H. Rust, much municipal work is in progress
at Victoria, British Cohimbia. .V northwest
sewer is under construction at an estimated
cost of SRS.OOOdol. The work will be completed
in 1915. Roadway and sidewalk work has been
comparatively active this summer. A large

programme of paving-work has lieen mapped
out for nest .season, the total expenditure con-

temidated beins between 400.O00dol. and
SOO.OOOdol. The" Sooke Lake water - supply
scheme is progressing satisfactorily, and it is

hoped to have the pressure pipe-line completed
in .Tanuary. Tlie total length will be about
twelve miles. The contractors for the concrete

flow-line have laid eight miles out of twenty-
seven. This work will be completed next

.\iigust.
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FBOFESSIONAL AlfD TBADE
SOCIETIES.

liUVAL JJXJIMCAL COLLEGE
AHCm i ECTLKAL C K A F I S M E NS
S O C I E X V, CLASGOW. ^ The founh
meeting of the GlaKgovi B<j^tal Technical
College Ardi't^'t'jral Ciafn/iiens Society
was held in ! room on Fridaj, tl»«

Cth intt., V. jre was delivered by
Meetr^. Ma.i.. , ii'/i'ii- on " Steei Struc-
tures." I he '.ar-oj-. pf^cetees of «rection
were traced, aud ihe n/.jyortanee of stroi?
braciog to reeist wind pretsure «&» e;

p^iaeised. Tb>e tborougii cleaning a:

paiiit;;ig of alt steelwork wais advocated, a; .

fce^tral njethods of firepr',ofiiig etancbio:
were cjoipared. An int^reetiug discoesiorj,

initialed by Profe6M>r GourJar, followed.

•f
Tbe HLddlec«x Couot; Coaucil bare deaded

to ap;-- 'iiid on the Baih-Toa.i, Bear
Hei'.'-;. vr a proposed new atrium for

Th*: Loca] Oovernjueni Koard have kdoctiooed
a loau of £« TM to the Pevertfield Eoral
Di't.'j':'. '.'.jur,.! fijr carrj-JDg out woHu of
*e» a;-*:- ;.^po^a- ^or the village of L2K.

ilr. P M. '_r'^''.'' '.vp^ct-or under the
Local *'^o-.*rrijrj',^: -li an Jcq-jirT at
Htifrl }f*rrrj|/'!'.':i- - . . . , _ ^. &£ to axi apphca-
t:orj fr^m the f, jit; .,,',. tor leare to borrowr

A De»' Korfjaii Civholic cfauret, dedicated
Si. Jot-eph wa; '.;/e:^«:i laet wesek at Carwr^'.
Oion. T).': ] ••]'r ej-Sce, with t^atiog acc'..'

mo'ia'..^.:. for if*-.- ha.^ r.»ejeii designed and b.
by a re-.;ie:a-. '. a:.^o;.'. Mr. Henry Tat«s.

On .Sa-. >rday the Earl of Dartmouth laid the
foun'ia'.-oii-tw/ae of the new church tchooU for
Vjvti iu All .Sa;.n-.i -vi.'e*: West Bromwich. Tbe
new t-chool* -w.il a/;'.o.'uI.^'>ia'..e 360 children, and
tbe (.'.heme it eiumaied %iO «*t beiwe>ea £5,400
and i:6.000.

Oo WedneEdaj wedc, Mr, H. S- Stewart, Local
Gov<:.'i,a^eoi Board irupeetor, beld an inquiry
ai Lii.u Huat«pill Teeardiag an application by
tbe Bridgwater KaraTlMstnet Council for sanc-
tion to borrow £1,000 for tbe pnrdiase of land
and tbe erection of workicg-ctaa dweUiogs is
tbe parish of HontspilL Tbere was no oppos-
tico to tbe applicatioa.

At tbe meeting of tbe Walsall Town Coaseal
00 Monday tbe faealth eommiiiee reported tha.t

action ibey bad taken during lise last four jean
had icsnlted in 3,000 booses bang r^aired asd
S7 dosed, of whiefa £86 had been demdidted.
Upwards of 2,509 houKS bad been mlnixtdy
examined acder tbe prorisoas of tbe Housing
and Town-Planning Act.

At Monday's meeting of tbe corporation of
Ludlow tbe fiaance committee reported that

\

tbey bad bben ootifAdering for a long time tbe
position of Captain Laae, tb^r sorreycr ^1-'

had been called up for military dnty '^

Territorials. Tbe committee would <.

ooaaai to pay Captain Lase £100 a yei^ .. ^ .

he was on active serrioe. Tbe eommittees r

commesdatios was carried.

Tbe mos important masidpal tindertakir.
in pcogrcas ia Canada are at Toronto, wbe:
aader tbe dixectiOB of Mr. B. C. Harris, tea
Works CoamtsBOBer, operations involTing aa

|

expendittire of nearly 3,O00.000doL are tznder
way or proieeied. Of this amount. 1.500-OOOd:
is being ^eot on sewers, and tbe baJanw
mii^rcllaneoot improrements, each as re ^

ci'iewalks. aad gradings. Apart from tt
ti-f c.-iT is bnuding a new filtration -^

a cos; cf over L,009,000do}. Good prc^
aUo t'eing made on the Stia. Cleel ;

»cT<iit Toronto Island, tibe eoei of which zi «-

mated at M0,000doL AddiiiaBS to the pmnpi

.

and disiribaiiae ETtUm will cot npwards :

;

The qoecuoB of the caesiTnetiOB of a road
over the Strhead Pass from Borrodale to
Wasdale has beea reop»ed br the wHl of tbe
Ute Mr. John Mtugrare. of Wasdale Hall, whidi
has jatj been proved, Mr. MTjsgrave. who left
over £100.000. directs in his wiD ths: tbe
Watdale Head Estate aad several fanm
by his tratees upon tmsx to aecnmEii
•ncoaie therefrom for a period of ten yei.- . -

to apply sodi aceamolaitioBS towards the c:
stmcxsos or mainteaaooe of tbe int-enf.
carriage -road over the Strhead Pass fr-i-:

Waadale Hill Tillage school to Borrodale I

^«Bey- In the ereat of the mad not beinj I

caasCmcted wiihia ten years of his descease. tbe '

arcmanhtioas from thie prooerty referred to
|win bec<Hse part ctf lie reEidiJary' estate, I

Q!^orr£spcn5£na.
^^

LBBAX HOfSI.VG, AS I.VVESTME.VT;

To the EdiioT of tlie. BciI.MKG Xei»».

Sib,—Mr. Howard Cbatfeild C!jri:T

F.K.I.B.A. (surveyor to tbe '

CoiopaoT, I believe I. as l're>

p.y ohi\ Uj Ireeijojii uioaii p*'-'

- . ,.J not ezteud his reference to t.

re'j'Jeijces?

I have bad several years' perKinal ex-
perience with TBT ow ' ., 1... . . .;

not say that I have t

worry" or a]na}£ e: , ,

meiit " of interest by any manner oi v;e<j

wbile iijy returns, taking one houfce »
another, have not reached aojtbiug like h.i
promised rates.

zrouiid-reniB range from i.7 to Hi.
bo:-"):', at what I considered 3 '~-t rr-

sred wjth au' •

] - c.d. and I end-

I.EfiAL IfT£LLX(7£3rC£.
CO K F O K A T I O .V (i 'LAIK CXDEIl

H'li'-i"-'. .4<,T.—At the Ijhiuu.ufvju fcorougb
I ou Friday, H. l>«»bon. 25 Ke^ent-

•.<jr

ier

;be

J>i:w*.'.rj to yn} lf,*r

.A
-.^sr

.'k doite per

Mi repair^ are i.<v ',-oj.:ixati.

tenancv fwr-gKiorisil ^Jre?ehef o'

favoured <joaner« onjy or gr

I am, etc., Feli/jw'of the
LsodcHi, \oT. 10, 1914.

LEEDS AND WEST VOEKSHIEE
ABCHITECTLEAL feOCIElT.

SlB,—The fo]Jowij;g is a list of arehiteets
and architeclurai students connected wit".

this srOcietT who are at present serving
his Maje«r 5 F oroee ;—AJbert E, K •

colonel, 7th Battalion West Yorks. :
-

D, Kitson, HetJlenant. Yorks. Hut- -

Crowe, prirat.^ J'
•

5 '

ie-

M-
le.

t; iuoo-
ount of

. „.- . , , -^ . . i adied
! ot or new tr - .•rounds.
i. rt. that •h»-» T '.n no

-be
ed

.nd
rf. SiS-iiif .ol

.'(«

.^a-

.0-

aJ
OOwTL* oi ;oje iir. oe.

arhutraior.- :-. K.C-. it •»
tJ»e pU -

thed^

.... I, .

.

Mr. V ,

at arbiter. It v

.

BatialioD; A. ^ of

Battalioij : W. } __ _ _ _

-n

CitT E A. S. iterrr. private, Le^
C'-y L- F. 1/ Er=-k5r:fc»-.

C. ; K. L. Palmer, . -
—

- Battalion: E. J;
' - T « I.A, r,.^

y; D
._. „ •..' T ~

H -.

ooan 01 -av iltr.

Horridre . t beard
V. tbe

h.. L. CarbT .•

^'Mt. a.
r^ T,5.. Ar-

- for tbe
Ri,a .Via II and H. -=, Ira.i.. . it . iiKi itt- A iv-C ., and Mr.
Corps, sizned or : Tjrps : E for tbe deft^ -sr¥ Pelade
T* " . -

''T,

^A

; ;tT Battalion : F. .'
iit

- L w
_ - : li- L- • : I :

•

'.'O

y oibers fron t.
DC
'it

.•.; -.; whom I have ;
: -3.

"v. m . Whiteheab, Hon. Set.

34. Prodential Btrildiag', Leedf, Xor. t

Hearr QaartJev tr^^ ?'-- fT= ~-l.

bniHer, of Porio
Mallet PiisOB on
H'-"; Piigsiey, g-.-.^- ,....,-.^ .. , ......^

-p««ad STsrpaxby » -': "••^ felt with %
Fiixroy I>dl and Mr
I>cJ2. SooJha^ w C !

•

--^i. --OftHi Tow^Tf. M-och riii^Liir:

beresTement tbey hare easLaiaed
of their foartb sot:. L;*^:+i-i-: T

Btido^ DoO, Stl '

v^bo was kiDed iz.

Tps^es. ;.:» tr -; =:.i

e3

- D

..^ 27. T.
i-l t-T

JT
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months had elapsed. There were also sub-
stantial legal points to be heard in the appeal.

—

The motion was dismissed with costs. Mr.
Justice Horridge, in giving judgment, remarked
that it was impossible for the Court to interfere
with the arbitrator's award.

WAYFORD TENANTS, LTD.. IN LIQUIDA-
TION. — In anticipation of the statutory meeting
of creditors on Tuesday next, at which he finds
it will be difficult for some of the trade creditors
to be present on account of distance, Mr. Alfred
Wood. F.C.A.. of 14. Victoria-street, S.W., the
Receiver and Liquidator, informs us of the
present position. The voluntary winding-up was
commenced as a means of avoiding a petition for
compulsory winding-up liy the Court, filed by
one of the society's creditors, who subsequently
withdrew his suit. It is not, therefore, proposed
to carry the voluntary liquidation proceedings
to their usual conclusion until every reasonable
means of saving the estate, as a going concern,
from the present critical situation has been
exhausted. An effort is, however, to be made
to effect a reconstruction, and, with this object
in view, negotiations are proceeding with the
first mortgagees, the bondholders under the
trust deed, who have the next prior claim upon
the estate, and the loan stockholders, who rank
with the ordinary creditors. As a condition
precedent to the reconstruction, it is found
advisable to have a valuation made of certain
of the properties the society has built upon the
estate, and an investigation into the accounts,
to provide a sound basis for the reconstruction.
This and the negotiations with the secured and
cash creditors may take a little time to mature,
although no effort will be spared to obtain, if

possible, a speedy settlement. The situation—

a

complicated one. on account of the number of
the classes of financial interests involved—has
beeu somewhat simplified by the following :—
(a) The first mortgagees do not propose to take
any steps, provided that their interest is fully
protected, and I have agreed to give the usual
undertaking as liquidator; (b) the trustees for
the bondholders, though required by the terms
of the trust-deed to take possession in the event
of liquidation, have decided only formally to
take this step by appointing the "liquidator the
receiver for the bondholders. As soon as the
Receiver is in a position to do so, he «ill make
a proposal, supported by the necessary figures,
to enable all to form a correct judgment. In
the meantime, he will preserve the estate intact
for the benefit of all concerned.

o»
WATEK STTPPLY AND SANITARY

MATTEHS.
WORCESTER SEWAGE - WORKS.—The

position of the Worcester sewage - works was
further considered at a meeting of the city
council on Monday, when a recommendation was
made by the committee that they should he
authorised to visit the works at Birmingham,
Guildford, and Withington. Reports had been
forwarded by two experts, Mr. Watson and Mr.
O'Shaughnessy, and Mr. Watson had been asked
to inform the committee where they could see
two or three sewage-works where "the process
recommended in bis report, or that recom-
mended by Mr. O'Shaughnessy, was in use. The
committee also suggested that the engineer
should be instructed to submit comparative
statements of the expenditure, both capital and
running, required to carrv out the recommenda-
tions of Mr. Watson and Mr. O'Shaughnessy, as
well as for continuing the method hitherto
adopted at the works, with the addition of such
means as were needed for keeping the filterin''
material clean. The recommendation was
adopted, after some discussion.

^«^
Mr. William James Harding, builder and

sanitary engineer, has been elected Mayor of
Banbury.

The town-hall at Sheffield, built from the
designs of the late Mr. E. W. Mountford is (o
be extended at a cost of £54,390. The existin"
hall will be altered, and a new hall for the pay-
iienl of rales will be built, with entrance from
Norfolk street.

At Pwllheli, on Friday. Mr. A. W. Bright-
more. Local Government Board inspector held
an inriniry into the application of the town
council for sanction to borrow £4.000 for the
construction of a sea wall parade and road to
connect the south beach and west end.

Kingston Bridge, which has been widened by
the county councils of Middlesex and Surrey
has been opened to the public. The ori'-inai
l.rirlge had a width of 2oft. oiilv. It has "now
Ijeeii wiileiied to .Oafl.. and provides a carriage-
way 35ft. wide and a footwav 10ft. on either
side.

(But (Bfkt fabk.

By a liappy thought, the Couucil of the
Royal Institute of British Architects have
generously handed over to the Architectural
Association about 900 lantern-slides, re-

presenting many years' accumulatioris of
illustrations of papers read before the
Institute. Previously the A. A. collection
numbered upwards of 6,000 slides, especially
rich in illustrations of Knglish and French
Early Media;val and Early Renaissance archi-
tecture, all catalogued and classified, and
available to its members and other people
for hire at a small charge. The recent
additions bring the number up to 7,000, and
the A. A. has agreed that the whole collection
shall be available for loan to members of the
R.I.B.A., without charge, on application to
the Council. For the future the Institute
slides will be kept at Conduit-street for a
year after use, and then be added to the A. A.
collection at the Royal Architectural
Museum premises, 18, Tuftoii-street, S.W.
A civic survey of cities and towns through-

out the country for guidance in town
planning is to be undertaken in a scheme
which originated with the recently-formed
Architects' War Committee. The present
inactivity in many professions on account of
the war is regarded as the opportune moment
for carrying out this work, which, it is

claimed, will be of perniauent benefit to the
nation. It is not to be limited to the archi-
tectural profession, as it is proposed, through
local committees, to employ draughtsmen,
librarians, artists, surveyors, landscape
gardeners, barristers, medical men, sanitary
experts, and others. The scheme, as drawn
up by the Architects' Committee, of which
Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., is chairman,
provides for the following groupings: (1)

ArcliBEological (sites and buildings of archi-
tectural interest, use and preservation of
buildings obsolete for their original pur-
poses)

; (2) Social and Recreative (parks and
recreation grounds, baths, libraries, golf
links, etc.); (3) Educational facilities; (4)
Healtli

; (5) Trade (centres of einploymeiit,
probable future extensions; character of
industries, wages, etc.); (6) Traffic (existing
facilities by railway, water, tramway, and
roads, and probable future developments in

relation to traffic).

The Professional Classes War Relief
Council have appointed a training and emi-
gration committee to provide for: (1) tlie

adult daughters of professional men
; (21

younger girls, whose school life is cut short
prematurely by lack of funds; (3) younger
members of the artistic professions, already
overcrowded ; and (4) trained workers, whose
professions are only temporarily disturbed by
the war. For groups 2 and 3, and to a certain
extent for group 1, the committee
suggest training on the Hues of domestic
help, nursing, nursery nurses, teaching,
dressmaking and millinery, gardening,
poultry. and bee-keeping, and fruit
farming. and library and secretarial
work. The training of young men is

also under consideration. The Countess
of Cassillis is chairman of the women's
branch, and Mr. Percy B. Tubbs, F.R.I. B. A.,
Past-President Society of Architects, of the
men's branch. The secretary is Mrs. Gotto.

An influential committee of American
architects has been formed to receive sub-
scriptions for the relief of those upon whom
the catastrophes of the European AYar have
fallen. The following professional gentle-
men have been appointed upon the War
Relief Committee: Mr. R. Clipston Sturgis,
ehairman. President of the American In-
stitute of Architects; Mr. Frank Miles Day,
Philadelphia

; Mr. William M. Ellicott, Balti-
more ; Mr. Charles A. Favrot. New
Orleans; Mr. Cass Gilbert. New York City;
.Mr. Elmer C. Jensen, Chicago; Mr. William
M. Kendall, New York City; Mr. J. Law-
rence Mauraii, St. Louis; Mr. Edward Stotz,
Pittsburgh; Mr. C. H. Whitaker, Treasurer
of the Fund, The Octagon, Washington,
D.C. ; and Mr. E. C. Kemper, clerk to the
committee. Subscribers may designate the

country in which they wish their contribu-
tion expended.

The draft of a proposed Bill for the regis-

tration of architects in the State of Victoria
was read before the meeting of the Royal
Victorian Institute of Architects, held at
Melbourne on August II, and unanimously
approved. The President (Mr. H. W.
Tompkins) remarked that the Bill was
entirely in the interests of the public, and
that no member present would benefit in any
way, because they would have to admit all

architects or persons practising architecture
at the passing of the Act. He also stated
that at the present time there was nothing
to prevent anyone from practising as an archi-
tect, in many ca-ses at the expense of his
client, whereas under the Bill a man would
in future have to be duly qualified, thereby
raising the status of the profession. The
measure provides for a registration board,
for examinations to be held, for the appoint-
ment of registrar and other officers, and the
other requisite machinery. The registration
fee is fixed as £3 3s. The Bill is identical
with one being introduced in the New South
Wales Parliament, and probably in Tas-
mania and South Australia. The Institute
has invited the Chamber of Commerce,
Chamber of Manufactures, Municipal
Association. Property Owners' Association,
Health Society, Medical Association, the
Master Builders' Association, and other
bodies to join in a deputation to the Minister
of Public Works, urging the passing of the
proposed Bill into law.

At the last meeting of Dundee School
Board a letter was read from Mr. J. II.

Langlands, the architect, in reply to a resolu-
tion to throw all architectural work open to

competition. The letter stated that he was
instructed to do the architectural work in

connection with the Harris Academy ex-
tension, and he would be glad to know what
the board proposed to do in regard to pay-
ment therefor. If desired, he would for-

mulate his claims in connection therewith
and for other professional services to the
board. It was agreed to ask Mr. Langlands
to submit a statement as to the work done
by him.

To mark the completion and opening of

the new block of offices at St. Peter's Hos-
pital, members of the Bristol Board of

Guardians and friends attended on Friday
night to inspect the new offices, and to bear
an address by their clerk, Mr. J. J. Simpson,
on the history of St. Peter's Hospital, where
the board meets, and in which the adminis-
trative work is carried on. The guardians'
offices have been extended by the purchase of

adjoining premises (originally the city work-
liouse), at a cost of £2,500. A furtlier sumof
£2,400 has been spent upon reconstruction.

In an able address Mr. J. J. Simpson related

the history of St. Peter's Hospital and the

early work of poor law in Bristol.

" New Time-Savers in Hydraulics and
Earthwork," by C. E. Housden (London:
Longmans, Green, and Co.. 3s.), are taken

from the author's " Water Supply and
Drainage Systematised and Simplified," and
in this handy form will be useful to all prac-

tical engineers. The second section of the

volume consists of his method of rapid

earthwork calculations, embodying improve-

ments suggested by careful reconsideration.

"A Study of the Circular -Arc Bow-
Girder," by A. H. Gibson, D.Sc,
A.M.I.C.E., "M.I.M.E., and E. G. Ritchie,

B.Sc. (London : Constable and Co., Ltd. ;

lOs. (id.), is a very useful piece of work. The
frequent difficulties attending the necessary
calculations in regard to the circular-arc

bow-girder— such, for instance, as is used to

support the balcony of a theatre— are

familiar to most architects and engineers.

Many doubtless are familiar with Professor
Gibson's solution of the general problem in

his paper read before the Royal Society of

Edinburgh in 1912, on which Iho first portion
of this hook is based ; but data as to the

values of torsional rigidity are not generally '

accessible, and Mr. Ritchie's experiments on
[

a number of commercial sections, which form
the foundation of the second part of the
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book, are as weluoine as tliey are valuable,
aiul will enable anyone versed in tlio prin-
ciples of design of the ordinary straight
plate-web or lattice girder to adapt these to

any specific case of a bow-girder under
uniform or concentrated loading.

Repairs on the natural cement floors of the
12,000,OOOgallon storage reservoirs at Kansas
City during 1913 were made necessary on
account of the breaking through from one
reservoir to the next under the walls.
Accordi[ig to the annual report of Burton
Lowther, chief engineer of the Water De-
partment, the condition was obviated by
driving 10ft. steel sheet piling as a cut-off
wall along the toe of the division wall. A
6in. concrete floor was then placed over the
entire floor, and the heads of the piles were
sealed over with a heavy slab of concrete
made continuous with the floor. All slopes
were repaired and cracks grouted. The work
was carried on night and day by three shifts
of fifty men, each working eight hours.

" Geology of To-Day," by Professor J. W.
Gregory, F.R.S., D.Sc. (London: Seeley,
Service, and Co., Ld., 38, Great Russell-
street, W.C, 5s.), is a thoroughly well-done
popular introduction to the science in simple
language. In our experience there are few
others existing, plentiful as is the supply of
geological literature of all sorts, to keep up
with which, as Professor Gregory well puts
it, a geologist would have to read eight books
a day. Of course, a real geologist does not
attempt such a task, but confines himself to
his own special lines of research. The student
wants general results of contemporary work
and indications of the lines which to-day are
of especial interest and promise. These he
will get in the volume under notice, which
even then covers 323 pages, and bears ex-
cellent witness throughout to its author's
powers of concentration, coupled with a
lucidity which the mere compiler lacks
absolutely. Perhaps the want of such help
may account for the comparative un-
popularity of geology among amateurs. More
than once, as older readers know, we have
striven to awaken greater interest in the
science, but not with much success—which
has sometimes surprised us, for it has its

fascinations, and some acquaintance with it
is indispensable to the engineer, the archi-
tect, and others. We hope Prof. Gregory
may enlist many new votaries.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Feidav (To-DiY.) — Towu Plauuing Iiistitiite. "The

Industrial Village," b.v Percv T.
Runton, A.R.I. B.A., 32, Victoria-Btreet!
S.W. 8 p.m.

Monday. — Victoria and Albert lluseiun. " Gothic
Churches in Italian Cities," by Banister
P. Fletcher, P.R.I.B.A. 4,30 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

"The Future of the Surrey Side," by
I'Mil Waterhouse, F.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Royal Society of Arts. Opening Address
by the Chairman, ijir Thomas H.
Holdich, K.C.M.G., K.C.I. E., C.B.
8 p.m.

Thcksdav. — British Museum. " Doric Temples in
Greece and Sicily," bv Banister F.
Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. i.:)0 p.m.

FmDAT.—Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's Society.
"Notes on Paint and Paintfir Work," by
Robert Park. 8 p.m.

Saichday (Nov. 31)—Gi-aud Patriotic Bohemian Concert,
organised by London Cornish Associa-
tion. Holbom Restam^nt. 7 for 8 p.m.

At the annual meeting of the corporation of
Keighley, on Monday, it was agreed to make
application for a Provisional Order authorising
the corporation to supply the rest of the Worth
Valley and the Keighley rural district with elec-
tricity. The towu clerk reported that sanction
had been received for the borrowing of JCUJOO
for electricity^ purposes, and that the balance
asked for of £600 was under consideration.

The Bristol Sanitary Committee have decided
to widen the main thoroughfare, known as
Fitton-road, from Horfield Common to the city
boundary. A road 60ft. wide will be provided,
the present width being in several places 19ft.
to 20ft. The negotiations for the purchase of
the necessary land were carried through by Col.
r. H. Yabbicom. the consulting city engineer.
rhe Road Board will contribute *»00 towards
toe cost.

trade ja^tos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BUILDING DI.SPUTKS IN 1913. - The

twenty-sixth annual report on strikes and lock-
outs by the Board of Trade states that the year
1913 was remarkable for the number of disputes
which occurred during its course, far exceeding
the number recorded by the department in any
previous year. The total number of workpeople
involved in disputes beginning during the year
(688,925) was higher than in any other year, with
the exception of 1911 and 1912. The number of
disputes in the building trades (198) was higher
in 1913 than in any preceding twenty years, the
average number of disputes during the period
from 1893 to 1901 being 157, as compared with
130 during 1893-1901. The number of work-
people involveil in 1913 in the building and
contracting trades was the highest recorded
the largest numbers in previous years being in
1896 and 1899, when 33,000 and 30,000 were
involved respectively. In none of the years from
1901 to 1912 inclusive did the total number
involved reach 10,000. The largest disputes in
1913 were those involving 12,000 painters and
2,400 plasterers in London. In the building
trades the majority of the disputes, arising
mainly out of demands for increased wages,
were settled by compromises, and only 7 per
cent, of the total number of workpeople
involved in disputes in these trades were com-
pletely unsuccessful.

-^t*-

The Southport Society of Artists have decided,
in consequence of the depression caused by the
war, not to hold the usual autumn exhibition
this year.

A nave and aisles are about to be added to
St. Joseph's Church, Cwraaman, in the Aher-
dare Valley, from plans by Mr. J. T. Jenkins
M.S. A., of Forth.

The county lunatic asylum at Bracebridge.
near Lincoln, is about to be enlarged at an
estimated outlay of .1:40,000. Two wings with
airing-courts will be added to the institution.
The Church of St. Barnabas, Mitcham, which

has been erected by members of the City of
London School Mission, will be consecrated by
the Bishop of Southwark to-morrow (Saturday)
afternoon at 3.30.

At Rhondda, on Wednesday. Mr. H. R.
Hooper, an inspector from the Local Govern-
ment Board, held an inquiry as to an application
from the urban district council for sanction to
borrow £6.000 for the electricity undertaking.

The Sheffield City Council having applied to
the Local Government Board for sanction to
borrow the sum of £2,000 for the cost of widen-
ing Sandygate-lane from about 20ft. to 50ft,, an
inquiry into the application was held at the
town-hall in that city on Tuesday. This was
conducted by Mr, R, 11, Bicknell, M,lnst,C,K,
Mr, C. ¥. Wike, the city engineer, pointed out
that the length of the section to be widened
was 665 yards, and that the road was an im-
portant one, leading from the city to Lodge
Moor Fever Hospital.

At the monthly meeting of the Metropolitan
Public Gardens Association, held on Friday, a
letter wa.s read stating that, the Metropolitan
Water Board having decided to build offices on
a portion of the Round Pond at the New River
Head, they were not in a position to utilise
some other part of the site for the purpose. It
was agreed to ask that the association's pro
posals should be placed before the Board for
its consideration, as not only did the Round
Pond occupy the highest portion of the hill

top, which ought to be preserved as an open
area in a densely-populated locality, but it was
in itself a very remarkable structure, built by
Sir Hugh Myddleton some three hundred years
ago. with a Hagged floor more like Roman than
Jacobean work.

The opening meeting of the 161st session of
the Royal Society of Arts will be held on
Wednesday evening, when an address will be
delivered by Colonel Sir Thomas H, Holdich.
R.E.. KCM.G,, K.C.I.E,, C,B., D.Sc. Vice-
President and Chairman of the Council. Among
the papers to be read next session is one by Mr,
AVm, A. Young on "Domestic Metalwork of tin-

Eighteenth Century, " fixed for December 9; and
others, to be given in the New Year, by Mr,
Frank Baines, M.VO,, principal architect in
charge of Royal Palaces, "The Restoration of
Westminster Hall"; by the Hon, John Collier
on " Portrait Painting "

; by Mr, D. Y, Cameron,
A,R.A.. R,E,, "Etching"; by Mr. Roger Fry.
" Post Impressionism in Design "

; and by Mr.
C. H. .Sherrill, .\ncient Stained Glass."

LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
usual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so
widely that they are, we fear, in many cases
quite unreliable.

I BON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled SteelJoistB, KngUsh £7 10 to f8
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 7 10
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 836
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22 ,,

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BestSnedahill BOO,. 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20a. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., i'8159. toi'9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15108. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclnsive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 11

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 n 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G
8/3 8/9 0/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/B 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,. 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

11 B.W.G 11 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised-

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 158. £11 OS. £11 5s. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
lin.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 21in. (all eizee) 5 7 6,, 600
tCoated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 10s. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—

Gas-Tubea 75 p.o-
Water-Tubea 71i ,,

Steam-Tubes 67J ,,

Galvaniaed Gas-Tabee 65 ,,

Galvaniaed Water-Tubes 61i ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55 „

OTHEK METALS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 9

Lead Water Pipe, Town '23 10 0„ —
Country '24 5 0,, —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 10 0„ —
Country *25 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town '25 10 0„ —
,, ., ,, „ Country '26 5 0,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town "28 „ —

Country '28 15 ,,
—

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town.,. *26 10 ,, —
Country '27 5 0,, —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4*in.) Town '26 10 0., —
Country '27 5 0,, —

rOver 4jin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead. Common Brands 17 17 6 „ 18 12 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 21 15 „ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing tt rods 75 0„ 75 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 64 U ,, 65
Tin, English Ingots 163 „ 164

Do., Bars 116 „ 116 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 22 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town '23 0„ —

„ „ Country '23 15 „ —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead -'U 0.. —
Sheet Zinc Price on inquiry.
Old Lead, against account 16 10 ,, —
Tin per cwt. 8 10 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 „ —

* For 5 cwt. lota and upwards.

SLATES.
io. in. £ 8. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Fortmadoo ... 20 x lo ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r. atn.

Blue Bangor..
16
20

,

20
,

First quality 20
20
16

Eureka unfading
green

Permanent Green

.

20
,

20
,

, 18
,

16
,

20
,

, 18
,

, 16
,

. 6 12 6

. 13 3 6

. 13 17 6

.13

. 13 15

. 7 5

15 17 6
18 7 6

13 5
10 5
11 12 6
9 12 6
6 12 6
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BKICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard StookB... £1 15 per 1.000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Facings 3 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cats... 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Hest Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Hnabon Facing ... 5

Best Bine Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2Jin. Best Red Ac-]
crington Plastic r 4 10
Facing Bricks )

[river.

delivered
at rly. stn.

(Net, delivered in
, < full truck loads

i in London.
3'/8" Accrington Beet Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks Ill 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

S'/s" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2
3'/8" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and h" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9">!2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xi course

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 42" soffit, per foot opening...
4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
5 ditto
6 ditto

44"

ii"

9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

3

1 3
1 8
2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11

3 6
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BBIOKS.
HAKD GLAZES (PER 1.000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

6 £13 17 6 £n 17 6 £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers-
il2 7 6 £10 17

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats-

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 16 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, sgaare

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each
MOULDED BRICKS,

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles—
1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each

Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and ^„. ..„
Headers .— „ £22 17 6

• I .. Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

8d. each Sd. each

1/2 each

5d. each
Per 1.000

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks'] Not
of single radius £6 per 1,(XX) over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 44in.
Is. 2d. each / by 2Sin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Doable
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in fall truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 Oto41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

s. d. B. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od, per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield , in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ,,

Red Corsehill, ditto ,,

CloseburnRedFreestone.ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto „
Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) „

Hard York, ditto „
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes..'. per foot sup. 2

Do. do. 31n. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 1

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 1

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,,

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons

]
Brown White

at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or ( Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf / ... £0 2 3 ...£0 2 4*

EO 2 4

n 2 3
n 2 2

2
1 10
1 10

1 lOj
2

1 7i

TILES.
a.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Bnabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57
Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46
Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3
Valley tiles 3

"Rosemary" brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

brindled tiles 42
Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tileB,

sand-faced 10
Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles .. 3

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000 „
6 .. .,

per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6

104 per doz. ,,

4* „
per lOOO

per doz.
8

6 per 1000 .,

per doz. ,,

6 „

per 1009 ,,

6

per doz. ,,

6

OILS.
Rapeseed.English pale.per tun £28 15 to £29 5
Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27 5
Cottonseed, refined , 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish „ 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale , 21 „ 2110
Cocoanut, Cochin

, 46 ., 46 10
Ditto, Ceylon „ 42 10 „ 43
Ditto, Mauritius

, 42 10 „ 43
Palm, Lagos

, 32 5 „ 33 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel

, 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined 6i ,, 6
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 10
Ditto, Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 4,, —
Baltic Oil

, 2 8,, — '

Turpentine 2 II ,,
—

Putty (Genuine Linseed
Oil percwt. 9 0,, —
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. „ 0,, —

GLASS (IN ORATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 33oz.
Fourths 3id. ... 43d. ... 5jd. ... 6d.
Thirds 3*d. ... 5id. ... 6d. ... 7id.
Fluted Sheet 4Jd. ... 5id. ... — ... —

Hartley's English Rolled lin. ^/isin. iin.
Plate 24d. ... 3d. ... 3jd.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and Beponssine... id. ... 54d.

<t»
TRADE NOTES.

Under the directiou of Mr. H. H. Turner,
surveyor. 48, Broadway, Westminster, S.W.,
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilators
have been applied to the village hall, Chisle-
hurst.

Messrs. John .Smith and Sous, Midland Clock
Works, Derby, have recently completed the erec-
tion of two large turret clocks, also the bells

and Cambridge quarter-chimes, for tlie Union
of South Africa new Government Buildings at
Pretoria. A large Cambridge quarter-clock has
also been sent to New South Wales, Australia.
Amongst other clocks they are now making is

the new great clock and chimes for Queeustown
Cathedral.

Under the presidency of Mr. William Allback,
the chairman of Claridge's Patent Asphalte Co.,
Ltd., a smoking concert will be held in the large

hall of the London Tavern, Fenchurch-street, on
November 28, at 7 p.m. The proceeds will be
given to the pension fund of the Association of

Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works. Tickets
can be obtained from Claridge's Patent Asphalte
Co.. Ltd., 3, Central Buildings, Westminster,
S.W., price 2s. 6d. each.

-••

The Bishop of Kingston dedicat«»t"Oii Sunday
a chancel-screen and rood in the Church of the
Ascension, Lavender Hill, an edifice erected from
the designs of the late Mr. James Brooks.

The death is reported of Mr. F. H. Herbert,
architect, of Toronto. He had been in practice

in that city for twenty-five years, and designed

the National-street arena and many industrial

and business premises in the city and its

suburbs.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
^^

Nov. 18—Extension of Laundry at Workhouse; also Converting
.,

„Ho"Be in St. John-street into Cottage Home, Howden £5 H. Green. Clerk, Howden.
Deo. 4—Tuberculosis Hospital, Southend on-Sea £100, £50, £25 E. J. Elford, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Clerks Oflices,

Southend-on-Sea. ,

„ 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield £400 £240 M. le President de la Commission pour I'Amenagement des

Agglomerations InduBtrielles, Rue de Lonvain.BruBBels.
Feb. 8—Designs for Workmen's Dwellings 1500 persons), Rath-

bone-Btreet Area, Liverpool. (H. Hartley, F R.I B A
AesesBor)

_l.j(jy ^jq j^^j ^^^ E. R. Pickmere, Town Clerk. Municipal Ofiices, Liverpool.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Nov. 13 -C. of E. School, Minnook. Plymouth
„ 13—Bathing Estab. and Nine Bungalows. Scarborough ..

„ 11—Working-class Dwellings (-JOI, Wells. Norfolk
" H—Tuberculosis Dispcnsars', Kopery-laue, Chesler-le-Street
.. 14—Sanatorium and Dispensary, Kirkcaldy
., M -St. Joseph's Church, Nave & Aisles at, Cwiiiamin ... ..

„ 16—Schools, Repairs to. Portsmouth
., 16—Blairhill School, Dysart .'.'.'.*...'.*.'.'.'..'.'..'.'.".'."....'.'

,, 16—New Garages, King's Stables itoad, Edinburgii. '...'!
,, I(i—County Court, Exteusion of, Iluclderslield
., 16—Dining Hall, Wesl Hiding Asylum, Monston, Leeds ......

„ 16—Cattle Market, Additional Bay to, Ings-road, Wakefield
„ 16—Cottage, Dyce

BUILDINGS.
C. King, F.R.I.B.A., 8, Princess-square. Plymouth.

ToVnCoimcir:::::;::::;:;: H. W. smith, A.M.I.C.E., Bore Eng.. TownHal ,
Scarboro.

Urban District Council H. Kennard, A.R.I.B.A..2B, Great James-st, Bedfoid-low,« .1/.

Durham County Council T. Sharpe, A.R.I.B.A., Shire Hall, Durham.
Town Council W. L. Macindoe. Town Clerk, Kirkcaldy.

J. T. Jenkins. M.S.A.. Porth, Glam.
Education Committee A. H. Bono, Sur., Cambridge Junction Portsmouth.

School Board W. Williamson, F,R I.B.A., Royal Bank Bldgs., Kirkcaldy.

Town Council ..:.;::.::...:.. J. WilUamson, A.R.I. B.A., Public Works Office Edmbureh,

H.M. Works Commissioners The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey s Gate. b.w
West Biding Asylums Board W. E. H. Burton, Archt., -West Biding Asylum ^^^ke'l'skl.

Corporation J. P. Wakeford, M.I.C.E.. City Sur., Town Hall, Wakefield.
-. J. Straohan, Stationmaster, Dyce. near Aberdeen.
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Springfield Hall, Knowle : Entrance. Ground Plan
and entrance front as altered. Mr. Alan Brace,
Architect.

Strand, W.C.

Government Ortices. Cardiff, for the Welsh Insurance
Commission and Labour Kxchange in Cathays
lark. \ iew, elevations, and block plan. Mr R J.
Allison, A.R.I, B.A., Architect, H.M. Office of
Works.

Blcihall-road Mission Budding, Leyton. View of
entnince, general elevation, sections, and plans.
Mr. E. C. Prere, Architect,

Selected Design for Cottages : District Council Housing
bcheme, Chapel-en-le-Prith, Stockport. Elevations,
section, and plans. Mr. Charles I'lint, Architect.

BtiLniNG News Designing Club : A Gate-house to a
Quadrangle, surrounded by Commercial Offices
Three Selected Designs.

The Growth of English Parish-Chm-ch Planning.

THE STONE GRASSHOPPER.
Once again is truth revealed to babes

and sucklings ! We elders, feeding on the
ash of in-ecedent, and with our hearts
hardened by quasi-rule and pedantic prin-
ciple, cannot always say for certain,
'There is a lie in our right hand."
The other day they built a small village

banking-house, and over the window, in
the segmental panel, cut, in solid stone,
a relatively imposing grasshopper with
gallant antenna?, horny wing-case, and
daddy - long - legs - like extremities, all
proper. The effigy grew, and we watched
Its daily growth. So also did a child, who
greeted the completed labours of the
sculptor with the remark, "He has done
it very nicely." We had in mind the
"sculpturesque" and the requirements of
technique; but the babe's criticism took
the wind out of our sails— all our heavy-
father ideas went by the board. The
carver had put heart and soul into his
work, intent only on making a brave stone
grasshopper. Let us oftener put heart in
our work, and dismiss our cherished
"principles" as vanities. What does it

profit us to apply law and precept, and
judge by canon, if we lack heart?

Surely, too often we rather seek, by all
ways and means, to avoid, above all things,
doing it nicely—taking pains, quite ordi-
nary pains, merely, and neglecting the
infinite variety said to constitute genius.
Half our laboured search after recondite
principle is but the poor substitute for the
full blast of virile energy. The "royal"
road is but too frequently sought in the
vain hope that we may accomplish some-
thing with the minimum outjiut of deter-
mination <".nd enthusiasm.
To do things very nicely is indeed a

master principle : one which, if sincerely
followed— as, indeed, it needs must be, if

at all—will prove a veritable Aaron's rod
to all the oesthetic precepts and principles
of the mere conjurer. We shall do well,
indeed, to carve not only our grasshoppers.
but our griffins and our gargoyles, very
nicely. So, our work, be it drafting",
designing, or enriching a building with
sculpture, will always be in good fashion
and in good taste. Some of us may
sneer now at the old-time "copperplate"
draughtsman

; yet his neat and accurate
delineations will live, while our slap-dash,
touch-and-go, tee- and set-square lines will
pass away. Fashion changes, follies
perish

; but what we do with all our
might will endure. Not for an age. but
for all time, is the fruit of labour with
pains. The verdict of the child passed
on the stone grasshopper is, or should be,
the desire of the architect. For archi-

tecture, above all the arts, is permanent;
and, since buildings endure, if not nice,

their nastiness may persist through
dynasties of the dreary powers of dullness
and the commonplace.
We have of late years applied rule and

plummet to the proportioning of ancient
buildings, on which, perchance, their

designers were only, in chief, doing what
the carver of the stone grasshopper did

—

working with a heart and soul's devotion,
in love with their labour. Surely the
Parthenon sculptures were "done" very
nicely ? By all means, principle or no
l>iinciple, let us take pains. Let us anni-
hilate the botch, and do again very, very
nicely. Let us out with rubber and eraser
and obliterate the ill - drawn and ill-

designed, and redraw and redesign till

beauty is achieved.

So shall we earn the approbation of the
pure, fresh minds that can aiipreciate it.

The critic seldom animadverts without
reason. Heed him, by all means, when
our conscience echoes his rebukes. Out of

the quietness beneath his strictures, when
obviously dictated by knowledge and good
will, shall come the confidence that shall

be our strength.
**^-

OLD EMBROIDERIES OF THE GREEK
ISLANDS AND TURKEY.

The collection of old embroideries of the

Greek Islands and Turkey, now on view at

the Burleigh Arts Club, has much interest,

for the art itself is now practically dead
except in some of the remote islands such
as Astypals-'a. Nirsyros, and Ta'us.

Turkish rule and Western civilisation are

equally responsible, and it is not sur-

prising that little information about the

art is obtainable, except from unveracious
dealers. The Greek islands, as Mr. A. J.

B. Wace points out in his excellent intro-

duction to the catalogue, may bo divided
into six areas, the Ionian Islands, the

North Greek Islands, the Cyclades, the

Southern Sporades, Crete, and Cyprus,
and of these the first five are represented
in this Exhibition. Each of these areas
speaks a dialect of its own, and has an
embroidery style of its own, for it has been
noticed that in (ho islands the areas of the
different dialects correspond on the whole
with the different types of embroidery.
Furtlier, these areas also differ in the types
and plans of their towns and houses. This
point is most important, for, since the
embroideries were mainly intended for

household uses, their shape and types
depend on the planning of the houses for
which they were designed. The different

types of houses peculiar to the different

island areas will be found fully explained

in two articles by Mr. Dawkins and Mr.
Wace in the November and December
numbers of the "Burlington Magazine."
The embroideries naturally group them-

selves under two classes—those intended
for household purposes, pillow-cases, bed-
spreads, and the like, and ornament of
women's costume. Some, which doubtless
became rare and valuable when tlie art fell
into desuetude, have been converted to
ecclesiastical purposes. Two such examples
are to be seen here: Nos. 100 and 135,
above Cases E and G. In the Victoria and
Albert Museum there are two Cretan
frocks which have been cut into copes, and
m Skopelos a Skyros bedspread has been
seen in use as an altar-cloth. In Amorgos
there was the tattered wreck of a line red
Naxian bed-curtain, which the pious
churchwarden was going to sink in the sea,
for it was too much worn to be any further
use, and too sacred to be sold.

The exhibits from the North Greek
islands are bedspreads, pillow-cases, and
towels, or kerchiefs. Floral patterns of an
Oriental type prevail, the most prominent
being a spray witb a hooked stem, and a
flowering plant or bunch of flowers in a
vase. In addition, patterns of ships, large
birds, sultans, etc., are employed, as in
Nos. 116, 123, 124, 126, and 131 in Case G.
In general, tlie influence is certainly
Oriental, and its connection with what the
dealers call Yannhia work evident. Very
occasionally a connection is visible with
llie Cycladic school in certain pieces of the
Xaxian style, such as 129 and 128 in Case
G, the latter being a remarkable jiiece,

with a iliaper of leave.^ in the Naxian stylo
enclosing mannikins and ilnwcrs in tlie

Skyros style.

'L'he objects from the Ionian Islands and
Yannina are divisible into four classes,
one being more akin to the Cycladic work
than the other three, the second possibly
transitional pieces between this style and
that of the third, which was evidently in-

fluenced by much more Turkish environ-
ment, while the fourth bears no evidence of
its origination in the Ionian Islands at all.

Speaking generally, the first two classes
have the geometrical character of the
Greek work from the ^gean islands, while
in the other two the design is entirely free.

The character of Cycladic work is pretty
well known, and yet it is difficult to group
an.v particular class as belonging to one
definite island. The embroidery of three
islands is well illustrated, that of Anaphe,
Amorgos. and Naxos.
In exhibits from the Southern Sporades,

till recently under Turkish rule, the
distinctive characteristics of the different

islands are much clearer than elsewhere.
The great feature is that in most of the
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islands beil-teiils were used, and not bed-

curtains. Rhodes is represented bj parts

of two bed-tents (Nos. 18, 19, 29), a bed-

valance (No. 36), four pillows, and a frock

(No. aii). Karpathos is represented by four

ijillows a bed-valance, and two frocks

(Nos. 33-35, Case B, and Nos. 20, 40). Coan

embroidery is illustrated by three pillows,

one bed-valance, and parts of three bed-

tents (Nos. 25, 26, 27, 38, 39, 07, 82).

Patnios is represented only by tlie bed-

curtains, Nos. 30, 31 ; and Nisyros by the

three frocks, Nos. 44, 66, 83. To the remote

island of Astypalaea belongs the costume

No. 81 on the stand by the model bed. The

embroidery of this island, which is not

otherwise illustrated, is of a peculiarly

complicated character.

The Cretan Work is easily recognised hy

the common use of the herring-bone stitch

and the complicated character of tlie

patterns, usually floral, with marked

Oriental characteristics. Italian influence

on th'j patterns is shown by the presence of

the siren. Oriental influence is marked by

carnations and other flowers which are a

prominent feature of the so-called lihtulian

plates, while the Mediteval Greek tradition

is represented by the continual presence of

peacocks and double eagles.

The dates of any of the works shown are

very problematical. Many pieces are un-

doubtedly nineteenth-century work; the

majority of the eighteenth; while possibly

some of the tiner satin-stitch and darning-

stitch work, such as 43, 103, 104, 138, and

190 may belong to the seventeenth century.

The material is nearly always silk on

linen, e.xcept in the more modern work,

where it is cotton and wool. The dyes used

are, with few exceptions, vegetable, and
native to the islands. The reds were ob-

tained from the oak-gall, madder, arbutus,

and the roots of the plane-tree; the blue

was indigo, imported from the East
;
the

yellows were fustic, buckthorn berries, St.

John's wort, and other less-known plants.

The green was obtained from fleabane,

and mixtures of indigo with yellows. The
purples were obtained from myrtle and
blackberry fruit. The browns were fur-

nished by the acorn cup of the oak, and the

Idack by first dyeing with the same and
then with vitriol.

The root source of any of the patterns is

obscure. Three influences are distinguish-

able : Oriental, Levantine, and Italian.

Three patterns known as the King Pattern,
the Queen pattern, and the Glastra—

a

local name—are specially interesting, and
will provoke much fascinating speculation.
Of the w-omen's costumes shown, only

four (20, 40, 44, 81), from Astypals-a,
Nisyros, and Karpathos may be described
as complete. 'I'he universal basis of the
ordinary island costume of the women is a
frock such as those shown in Case D and
Nos. (jG and 83. Embroidered decoration is

confined to the bottom of the skirts and
borders round the neck and over the
shoulders in fact, to those parts of the
frock which are not concealed by the over-
skirt. The overskirt, which in most islands
was worn above the frock (see Nos. 44, 07.\,

81), is a garment with a full skirt not so

long, however, as that of the frock, to

enable the embroidered liorder of the skirt
proper to be seen. It has practically no
bodice except for straps over the .shoulders,

and the sleeves are non-existent or rudi-
mentary, as in tlie case of No. 81. This in
summer is the usual costume; but in cold
weather a short jacket of what mit;ht be
called a /onave type trimmed with fur
WDuld bo worn in addition. The head-
dresses varied very much in the iliffereiit

islanils. As a rule, fdi- everyday work,
notliinn is worn on tlie feet, though in

some islands, such as Rhodes and Telos,
brown knee-boots are worn to protect the
fold when wiirking in the fields. On

Sundays and holidays stockings, often of

white "cotton, and siioes or slippers are

worn. The costume just described seems to

have been in general use througliout the

Greek Islands; but there are one or two

notable variations.

Turkish Embroidery.

The Asiatic embroideries are fairly well

known to visitors of Room 128 in the

Victoria and Albert Museum. The fiftenth-

century fabrics found their most magni-
ficent development in the rich velvets and
brocades of the Brusa districts, and are

distinguishable by two prominent patterns

— the Stem and the Ogival. Examples of

the former are 64 and 67 ; of the latter, 48,

58, and others. All are probably approxi-

mately of the end of the sixteenth century.

In European Turkey, as far as any style

of peasant embroidery existed it is to be

found in the eighteenth-century em-
broideries described by Mr. Wace under
the generic name of Yannina, a type of

needlework which obtains throughout the

district on the eastern littoral of the

Adriatic. The Ottoman velvets and
brocades are lai'gely used to form applique
patterns of an architectural character suit-

able to the hangings of Mohammedan
dwellings. The velvet is sometimes
enriched with embroidery in gold and
silver threads to be used as prayer-rugs
and divan covers. A single example of this

work is the seventeenth-century bag shown
in Case K, 170. The Turks are noted for

their embroidered coats and applied
leathers. These usually take the form of

saddles, cushions, etc. The style of work
is exhibited in a convenient form in the
thi-ee passport cases of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries centuries in Case H.

In Cyprus the embroideries are not
characteristic to the island ; but the island

was noted for its silver clasps and buckles,

which were often padded and embroidered
with gold threads, beads, coral, and pearls,

etc. A clasp of this work is shown in

Case K, 171.

Altogether, the collection is well worth
study, which, as alwavR at the Burlington
Fine Arts Club, is facilitated by the care
with which the convenience and comfort of

the beholder are in every way studied.

'•*^

THE GROWTH OK ENGLISH PARISH-
CHURCH PLANNING.*

While public attention of late has been
engrossed by other concerns, a considerable
lauuber of new parish ehiirohes have been
erected, though very few outstanding oppor-
tunities have occurred for specially im-
portant works of tills class. Consequently, at

lirst sight it may, perliaps, appear that tlie

development of eluireh • plauuiiig lias been
marked by little progress recently. Any
such impression, it it really prevails, is veiy
largely due to the fact that the average
standard of church-building has been quietly,

but all the more steadily, gaining gromul,
while tlie increased provision of features of

a structural character has been aeeoni-

pauied by greatly-improved appointments for
facilitating public worship, including many
details vvhicli at one time were subjects of

controversy, though now acquiesced in. A
little consideration given to the history of the
years since Rieknian's "Attempt to Dis-
criiuinato " was the only textbook nvailalile,

and Parker's "Glossary" held the field as
the leetionary of the subject, supplemented
later on by the writings and copious illustra-

tions of Edmund Sharpe, and followed by
tb.fi inspiring lectures of Sir Gilbert Scott,
will convince all of this. The initiative of
tlie Traelariaiis naturally had its liiiiitatioiis,

.•Hill the extravagances of those who developed
that moveinent amidst "the battle of the
styles" imparted exaggerated importance to

a variety of minor things which no longer

• Tbe Knglish I'arisb Church. By .1. Ciiakles Cox,
LL.D., F.S.A. Large crown, octavo. Cloth, ffilt.
"8. ea. net. Lomlon: B. T. Bat«ford, Ltrt., M, Hisrli
Holljorn.

excite attention outside the more iniinediate

neighbourhood where some comparatively
large and fully-equipped parochial buildings
are erected. On the whole, they illustrate

an advance in architectural design, largely

consequent upon the masterly lead of men
like Butterfield, Pearson, Bodley, Brooks,
and Bnrges, and by such architects as Gilbert
Scott, juii., and Bentley, who so capably
exhibited in their works the spirit of the
Mediieval methods of construction, while
discarding any further attempt to resuscitate

the mannerisms and peculiarities of the
Ecclesiastical styles. Of late, indeed, there
has possibly been, in some respects, a

reaction ; but. for all that, arclifeological

details of well-defined periods no longer pro-

voke controversy. These things are regarded
as the mere grammar of the subject. Even
the nicer differences among the historic local

schools of craftsmen who in the Middle Ages
greatly exercised their influence upon the
design of our cluirclies do not engage so

much the cultured attention of the more
scholarly church-bnilders of the day as they
did a few years ago, simply l>ecause their

practice has outgrown the "dry-as-dust
"

elements which used to be inculcated as the

basis of modern undertakings of a like kind.

Dr. J. Charles Fox, F.S.A., has just pub-
lished, under the title "The English Parish
Church," "an account of the chief building
types and of their materials during nine
centuries," putting in plain language the
origin, development, and aims of these old
buildings, more especially in country dis-

tricts. The object of his book is, therefore,

admirable; but its usefulness, in the light

of what we have ah'eady said, must very
largely depend upon the way in which the
student takes up his learned essay. One
point must at the outset impress all readers:
that these ancient places of worship present
no monotonous reiteration. They were not
built by any rule-of thumb methods. Some-
times they are great and splendid, at other
times lowly and small. Hamlet churches like

Culbone or Chithurst, in Sussex, may be seen
as near neighbours to contemporaries like the

cruciform church of Old Shoreham, New
Slioreham, Steyning, and Boxgrove, in the
same county, or as in the first-named instance
not far from St. Mary's at Taunton. These
records all tell the same tale—that through-
out the ages the iesthetic impulse impelled
mankind to decorate buildings and impress
articles of common use with ornament; while
there can be no question as to the enormous
influence exercised by religion upon the arts

of every successive generation. No one with
any appreciation of the subject can deny that

the art of the greatest epochs invariably owed
its inspiration to religion.

The average parish church of our country
districts, as the author points out, usually

advanced by a series of fresh developments
or reconstruction at intervals of about half

a century from the time of the Conqueror's
arrival down to the death of Henry VIII.
There were also great ages of church-
building—notably the Norman epoch, during
the reign of Henry III., and throughout
certain periods of the 15th century. Each
age left its iiiafk, though iinieh of the beau-

tiful equipment of our national sanctuaries

was removed by iconoclasts of subsequent
times. Consequently, a vast number of these

ancient buildings have lost their fittings and
eonteinporary furniture. Ewelme, in Oxford-
shire, is a notable exception ; and Swyni-
bridge, in North Devon, is one of the richer

instanees of the exuberance of craftsmanship
(of a local character chiefly) still left to adorn
the "House of Prayer," notwithstanding the

gross pillage of the days of Edward VI.. in

the early years of Elizabeth, and during the

climax of Puritan barbarities. We give a

view of this Devonshire interior from Swym-
hridge, near Barnstaple, as typical of the

many periods of art to be seen in a parish

church. Dr. Cox by no means limits his

illustrations to views. Very many plans are

given to show how these buildings were
gradually increased and beautified. Vestries,

in most cases, when found, are of much later

date. The carrying up of early west

porches, however, into tow'er form was (as

Mr. J. T. Mieklethwaite conclusively esta-
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1S« viiilji'ulse Cliiu'ch, Devonshire

Chaufel (Nortli Side View), Graiitcliester Clnncli.
Canihs.

Timber Porch (Soutli).

Ha\liiig Island Church, Hants.

The Ap^e.
Xe\\ha\eti Chureii, Sussex.

Priest's Quarters Window (West Tower). Brickwork.
Interior of Deerhurst Church. Slapledurhaiu Church, Oxon.

From 'The E.nglish P.vrisu Church." by J C. Cox, F.S.A.—(Batsford.)
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blished some while ago) nearly as much to

provide safe and suitable dwelling-places for

the priests as to serve for the aeconunodation

of church bells. The parvise, too, over south

or north porches was a further development

for personal and parochial uses. Priests

rooms, too, are often met with, in Oxtord-

shire and elsewhere, from whence the altar,

bv way of a squint, might be kept under

constant survey. At Deerhurst the west

tower has an elaborate window for this

purpose looking into the church from a

chamber some way up in the tower. JNight

offices could then be said in view of the altar

without descending into the church. We
give a view showing this feature. Other

specimens are noted at Bnxworth and

Boshani, Sussex. There are not many

English apsidal churches, though the re-

crudescence of the apse occurs chiefly in

South Eastern England, and the church at

Newhaven is an example of much charm, so

we illustrate it here. Others will be remem-

bered at Worth, also in Sussex; Kritton, in

Suffolk; Nately Scures, Hants; Kilpeck,

Hereford; and Steetley, Derbyshire.

One capital chapter in this history of the

parish church is well elucidated by a special

series of comparative plans, on one sheet,

reprtiscLitiiig tnc tvpical changes in a normal

parish church from the 12th to the end ot

the loth century. These ha\e been prepared

personally for "the author by Mr. Geoffry

L.ucas, with key sections whicii add to their

value, while the dates of tlie work, included

in each instance, are indicated by hatching

and varied Hlling-in ot the wallings. Besides

these, some other named samples of planning

are accompanied by sections and ex-

terior views. Mr. A. E. Newcombe's

charming sketches we must refer to,

as they greatly add to the merit of

the volume. Some of the larger churches are

reproduced from Wieke's famous folios of

"lowers and Spires." Most of the blocks

are, however, from photographs, all excel-

lently reproduced. Much information is

given as to the various materials used in the

construction of these historic buildings, and

it is made clear how these materials

influenced the details of tlieir design. In

demonstration of this, we have borrowed the

view here printed of the south chapel of

Mapledurham Church, Oxon, which is an

excellent instance of brickwork. It was

erected by the Blount family, and contains

a monument to Sir Richard Blount and his

wife (1619). By way of timber-building, we

give a very beautiful and genuine specimen,

of delightful proportions, from South

Ilayling Church, where the porch has an

unusually great projection. In the southern

counties' such porches were not uncommon.
Huddington and Northfield, Worcestershire,

are also good instances, and Ewelme is

another, near Oxford.

The fenestration of the Gothic buildings

ranks naturally as of the first consequence,

and in no period were they more lovely in

their design than those of the Geometrical

style, usually found where good building

stone was most abundant. We have chosen,

with Mr. Batsford's permission, the side view

of the chancel of Grantchester Church, Cam-
bridgeshire, where the mullions are not

carried up through the head, but continued

in a development of elaboration, each window
being varied from the other. There arc over

3a0 illustrations interspersed among the 300

pages of this excellent handbook, which con-

fines itself to a scliolarly and suggestive record

of the history of the English parish church,

gathered amid so many assoeiaticnis and
entwined with memories of the past. Atten-

tion is mainly directed to detail in most ante-

cedent books of this class ; but Dr. Cox
attempts, on the other hand, a broader
survey of his subject on a simple and
methodical system, and regards parochial

ehnrches as distinct from greater structures,

viewing them severally as complete entities,

no matter how small in scale, and giving

always particular attention to their plans.

For "this reason the volume will be useful to

those who study its pages, bearing in mind
the further development of church adapta-

tion to modern uses at home and abroad now
and in days to come.

•'BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A GATE-HOUSE.

This attractive subject, chosen for the start

of our Designing Club's new session, em-

! bodies much more than the term " gate-

house " at first sight implies ; indeed, the

idea, as set out in the briet particulars issued

for the couipetitors' guidance, is not confined

to an abstract academic prololem as a mere

exercise in knowledge ot style or only to

i (urnish a pretty piece ot picturesque buiidint;

work. These nistructions for reierence sake

are reprinted at the end of this review, at d

a glance at these particulars will at once

show more precisely what we had in view.

The response from our members is most

encouraging. During the activities and con-

sequent disturbances of the war we scarcely

anticipated what may be termed "a full

attendance," but it is eminently satisfactory

to find that the merit of the work submitted

is quite equal to the club's previous averages,

and that is saying a good deal. Consequently

we have reason to hope that the Session of

1914-1915 will prove to be one further success,

notwithstanding the stress entailed far and

near in these troublesome times. Anyhow,

the new session may be said to have started

well, and such an excellent beginning speaks

much tor the enterprise of the members by

wliose co-operation alone the club can be re-

invigorated, specially at the very time, be

it noted, when chartered institutes and pro-

fessional bodies have decided to hold over

their annual prize competitions, and have

postponed all medal awards till the end ot

the war. This may have been inevitable;

but we felt it best to keep the flag Hying, and

while prepared for reverses, there must be

no question as to the obvious duty of

endeavouring to unit€ our forces in a com-

bined effort for holding our own, botli in the

Arts of Peace as well as in the Arts of War.

The rather uncommon character ot this

initial problem set for October's contest

presents the merit, not only ot novelty, but,

m the ordinary course ot contemporary town

developments, such a building as that pro-

posed is likely to be wanted when widened

streets and town-planning improvements lead

to the opening up of rear properties, often

hitherto merety squalid and unremunerative

accretions of d'llapidated and crowded areas.

Sites, consequently, will be furnished for

manifestly enhanced possibilities, and in

order to open up such holdings a means ot

access for carts and public pedestrian traffic

becomes essential, as in this case, leading to

a[i enclosed quadrangle or garden, surrounded

either by commercial chambers in the heart

of a city, or, possibly, blocks ot superior

residential flats. The idea ot such a gate-

house is, ot course, old enough, when found

in connection with cathedral precincts,

college sanctuaries, or university quad-

rangles. They are also familiar round about

Ihe'^environs 'of London Law Courts, among

the old " Inns of Court," where lawyers wax

fat and flourish. The associations of gate-

houses in this way appeals to the sentiment,

suggesting quaint, picturesque treatments,

Onr object, primarily, however, was rather

to induce the likeliho'od ot a development ot

so good a chance in an architectural scheme

tor utilising a valuable piece of frontage in

!he principal thoroughfare ot a biggish town

?n such a way as to likewise materially im-

prove the appearance ot the street and add

interest to it, without injuring more mundane
considerations, whicli include the prime

financial proviso of a sound calculation likely

to commend itself to those who, after all,

would be the critics worth listening to, seeing

that they would back their approval with

their money, and successfully carry the

business through. In advocating under-

takings of this sort, it must be reckoned tliat

the rate-earning capabilities of the township

would thus be multiplied, while by building

a gatehouse an additional side street would

be avoided. Added to these considerations,

the continuity ot the streets facade would

not be interfered with. Bearing this in mind

while setting the proldem, we were bound to

keep it simple and appropriate by adopting

inexpensive and reasonably applicable sizes

and conditions.

The competition, thus restrained by

defined limitations, naturally enough has

(ended to produce designs which display a

marked similarity; consequently, their dif-

ferences resolve themselves into matters of

detail, though, even so, our difficulty in

judging was primarily due to the close order

ot merit displayed by the competitors, com-

paring their se'veral good points in a broad

way. In a sense, therefore, the final

decision resolved itself really into a question

of personal taste. All things taken into

account, " Kitch " deserves our preference,

and we place him first; "Penwith" makes a

capital second, the third position is won by

"September Morn,' '-Alpha" is reckoned

fourth, and his drawing being the first to

come to hand, gave us an assurance of the

success of the contest, owing to the ability

which his design evinced; "Little Willie

scores fifth.

"Kitch's" elevation might have been im-

proved had a more decided projection been

given to the bold pilasters marking the first

and second floors, and such an increased

solidity of appearance would have been

justified the more, because the pilasters

stand in a sturdy fashion over the massive

ashlar-work below this masonry; moreover,

It is well set oft' by the appropriate and un-

pretentious middle opening. We are not

quite so sure about the framed-m spandrels

introduced over the lateral archways. 'I he

enclosing enriched member has rather an

uncertain eflect at the springing of its

moulded verge, so that anyhow it is awkward.

The jointing adopted for these panels also

could be much improved. As to the top rails

of the side gates, the author seems to suggest

a fussy weakness for German craft, the

design being similar to trivialities ot Austrian

tvpe° whence originated "L'Art Nouveau."

The turret is not a success, tailing as it does

to catch the spirit ot suitability, whicli

it is not easy to describe, in the absence of

a detail, with brevity. No means are shown

by "Kitch" as to how he intends the roof-

water to get its discharge. More than likely-

he anticipated an easement might be located

quite .suitably on the front of the im-

mediately adjacent buildings, though that

was not actually permissible, because the

facial design ot the gate-house was stipu-

lated to be made complete in itself. A loop-

hole for escape in this particular possibly

occurs in a proviso intimating that the gate-

house is to line up with, and form a portion

of, the continuous street frontage, and with

the office premises behind.

"Penwith," the competitor placed second,

presents many advantages, with a good, hand-

some, rusticated arcade below, which appears

to be unexceptionable ; but we greatly object

to the haphazard manner m which the

setting-out ot the masonry is managed, im-

mediately over the haunches ot the central

opening, where the return stop ot the plmth

string, over the pierced " podium," coincides

with the vertical line of the stonework to the

window on the first floor, and in this way it

ends exactly where the rusticated groove of

the arch-joint occurs. This combination of

lines results in a very weak appearance pre-

cisely where apparent strength is most

needed. The obvious thing to have done was

to stop the projecting member at the base ot

the pilaster, similarly to the stop at the end

of the frontage. The double - pilaster

arrangement in this elevation is prefer-

able to the rusticated pier in " Kitch s

design; but this advantage is not so im-

portant when one remembers that the gate-

house, after all, is not to be a detached

building, but is intended to form part of a

continuous facade to the street iu front, and

a centrepiece to offices behind. The neces-

sity for ample windows in such premises

should not be ignored. The glass space ot

the three openings iu "Peuwith's plan

amounts to very little more than half the

width measured on "Kitch's" frontispiece,

and to the rear "Kitch" also gives tour

openings instead ot " Peuwith's " three, thus

allowing for a better chance of dividuig lip

the floor-space tor office contrivauee. On the

second floor these differences between the

first and second schemes are even more

decisive in favour ot the choice which we
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liave made. Four dormers to the top floor

manifestly must be preferable to one middle
liglit. Then, again, the panes to the windows
of "Kitch's" front are all uniform, instead

of being variant, some tuU and some squat,

as happens in the spacing adopted by " IVn-
with." This is a minor detail, perhaps, often

overlooked by superficial designers ; but
actually the point is of much consequence
where good proportion is aimed at. With-
out elementary precision of that kind
efTcetive design is impossible. The gates in

this proposal do not furnish a strong asset

ill its favour.
' September Morn." accorded the third

position, exhibits the faults of both the first

and .second designs ; moreover, in some ways
he intensilies them. That is to say, for in-

stance, the terminal piers enclosing his com-
position are much attenuated by reason of

their extra height, and at the same time they
are also narrower than in '"Kitch's" setting

out. Three windows serve in this elevation,

instead of four; but the width of the total

available glass, however, is ampler than in

the second-placed design, and the panes do
correspond in their uniform proportions.

This is a gain. The top floor is far worse
olT in the matter of light than the other
elevations; besides which, an awkward snow-
trap pocket is provided of a most objection-

able kind where the one little window is kept
down several feet below the ceiling. The
door openings asked for in the side-ways on
the ground floor stage give place to grille

windows, judging by the section, and the

vaulting depicted has a clumsy look, witli

very squat columns, quite out of accord with
tall openings adjoining. "September Morn"
draws with a good strong line; but the
springing of the central arch should have
decided the height -of the subsidiary ones,
instead of the crown of the middle arch.

".4lplia" stands fourth in order of merit.
The feature of his scheme consists in a bold
projection as a centrepiece, with Doric
detached columns supporting an entablature
of regulation character uot very happily
managed, with the side-openings arched in

rusticated ashlar and suspended lights, like

Japanese lanterns, coming below big key-
stones. The fenestration to the upper floors

disregards the spacing of the ground stage,
both in front and at the back. The effect is

far from admirable in this respect. We
recognise that "Alpha's" elevation possesses
points sufficient to warrant the belief that
he is likely to improve; therefore he will be
well advised to persevere. We do not think
the conditions justified the big central pro-
jection shown by his plan, and we doubt if

the result in execution would have justified

such an excrescence intruding badly into tlie

street.

"Little Willie's" depressed arch in the
centre of his front cannot be called pleasing,

for it has a crippled appearance. The silly

way in which a broad white space is left on
one side in the delineation of his windows
(which are otherwise blacked in solid) quite
upsets their actual proportions, wliieh are
already poor enough without this trilling in

draughtsnanship. 'I'lie general hang of the
lay-out of this facjade is strong-looking and
effective, banded in stone where the pilasters
set on to wall-piers. The groining of the
throughway looks as if it might produce a
good result. The rear elevation seems suit-

able also, and both fronts are more self-

contained than the designs to which our pre-
ference had to be accorded. The turret is

too Brobdingnagian, and as a louvred lantern
for ventilation it seems meaningless over
sncli a structure.

"Pinto" carries up chimneys, and they
occur over the piers which divide the three
roadways, which are nearly equally divided,
though the middle arch is much larger than
tlie others. The office space is, therefore,
settled by this walling, a "board-room"
coming to the centre. The idea of chimney-
stacks showing is right enough, but "Pinto"
has failed to make enough of his chance by
not doing something worthy of the occasion.
His mural treatment is unpretentious, with
flat stone piers devoid of caps or bases. Iron
balcony-fronts, handled as they are in this

their use. At present they merely serve to

hamper the windowopnings, being set like

blinds right up against the sill of the sash-

frames. The masonry to tlie ground floor is

uninteresting, not because of its breadth and
simplicity, but on account of its lack of

good proportion. Evident conimonplaceness
obtains just where a little spirit or freshness

of idea would have made all the difference.

The pediment above adds some character.

We cannot admire the turret surmounting the

ridge. The gates are very ordinary in design,

but at least they avoid German vulgarities

previously alluded to.

"Mersey" employs detached columns, and
recesses the front of his gatehouse in the

middle, above the ground floor: consequently
he adds an air of grandeur, simultaneously
reducing the size of the middle office very
considerably. His proposal is the antithesis

of "Pinto's" scheme. He rusticates the

arches and piers of the three openings,
stepping the extrados of their voussoirs pre-

tentiously in front of tlie plain ashlar walling.

The little windows to the second story are

inadequate and too high up from the floor.

The chimneys come over the external party-

walls.
" K." was very late when sending in his

drawings, and will do better by keeping to

the rules in future. His draughtsmanship is

neat, workmanlike, and well turned out. The
style architecturally is somewhat over-

elaborate, with the stilted treatment above
the Ionic columns, which are built into tlie

front wall and crowned by vases on skyline

at top of the parapet. We would prefer

another kind of arch in lieu of the rusticated

four-centred one. The semicircular smaller

openings look very nice. A view might have
occupied the space now devoted to the title,

or a plan of the first floor could profitably

have been included. The clock turret is

over-big. but its design looks as if size was
accounted of little consequence, for what-
ever its scale, individuality of effect seems
unlikely of attainment.
"Romulus" trims up his windows with

queer-looking architraves. The openings on
the first floor have segmental heads, with
trusses to support the hoods thus improvised.
Stone quoins are used at the angles, while

brick supplies the intermediate facings. We
should like to see " Romulus " take a right

step forward towards success by doing better

work than this. This design suffices to show
that he might easily accomplish something
to advance his prospects.

" Black Cat " is really quite sensible, and
we take no exception to his elevations, in

spite of their somewhat elementary character.
The back elevation is very well proportioned
and pretty, with a naive singularity, for it is

as plain as a pikestaff. The execution of the

scheme would look old-fashioned, if odd,
with the piers, minus a plinth, carried down
to the pavement level. The office plan is

not well contrived ; but the drawings are neat
and straightforward -a point worth iianiiiig

with approval.
"Walbroke's" rear elevation is better

than his front facade. If built, it would be
marked by an old-world air, through having
the turret perched upon a sort of coiining-

tower, with a hipped attic roof. This is

quite a good notion ; but we do not like the

windows in the street elevation nor the iron

scrollwork to top of his big gates in carriage
archway.
"Ogee" is represented by unfinished

pencil drawings, and so is out of agreement
with the rules and regulations. This is a

pity for one who evidently knows what he is

about, and we like his proposals very well,

so far as they go. Next time, keep better

time and finish your drawings, please, if you
want to prosper and get on with your work
as an architect.

The following is a copy of the conditions
issued for the competitors:—"A Street
Facjade, 42ft. wide, out to out, and 4Gft.

high to the top of the parapet, forniing 'a
gate-house,' having three archways on the
ground-floor level, leading by way of a

groined story (14ft. high to soffit or ceiling,

and measuring 2(;ft. deep), to give a cart
and double footwav access to some tow

scheme, required more projection to justify I offices ranged round" an open garden space

or quadrangle at the rear. The upper floors

(there are to be two, beside the attics in

roof) in this particular front building will

form part of the offices before mentioned.
The first-floor level throughout will carry

round level with the room over the gateway,
and the ground floor of the contiguous offices

at back will be lift, above the ground-line, to

give liglit to their basements. The rooms in

the ' gate-house ' will be lighted from front

and back, and this building is to form part

of, and line up with, the elevation of the

adjoining street - frontage premises; but

otherwise its facial design is to be complete
in itself, with a slight break to emphasise
this indivdual character. The subject of this

competition is confined to the portion figured

by the above dimensions for a 'gate-house.'

Columns or piers may be introduced to carry

the groins and divide the footways right and
left of the carriageway in the centre, and
this latter is to be 12ft. wide in the clear.

The arches may vary in span ; but room must
be left for opening back the wrought-iron
gates, needed to close up the throughway
front arches at night from the street. No
approach to the offices is contemplated from
either of the two footways under the
building; but a door on each side should be
introduced as leading to the adjacent
premises built beyond on either flank, and
for these premises the ground floor will at

most be only one Gin. step above the pave-

ment. The gatehouse elevation should be

composed as a centrepiece seen at the end of

the vista of the street opposite to it, going
away at right angles. There may be a wooden
clock-turret or fleche over the middle of this

building, the style of which is to be Georgian
Classic, carried out in red brick and stone,

the lower part all masonry, and to have a
tiled roof rising to shovv above the parapet.

A broad, simple, and dignified treatment is

suggested. The drawings to include a front

elevation and cross-section to scale of 4ft.

to the inch. Two plans and back elevation

may be drawn 8ft. to the inch. A sketch-

view to be included if space will allow. It

.should be taken rather from a full front

view." *«
THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.
The second meeting for the present session

of the Royal Institute of British Architects

was held on Monday evening at 9, Conduit-

street, W. The 'President, Mr. Ernest

N'ewton, A.R.A., occupied the chair. Mr.
E. Guy Davvber, Hon. Secretary, said ho

regretted to have to announce the deaths

of several members— viz., Mr. Stockdale

Harrison, of Leicester, Fellow, and past-

president of the Leicester Society of Archi-

tects, who represented that society on the

Institute Council in I891-S2; John Henry
Arthur Phillips, of Tulse Hill, and Thomas
Herbert Whittaker, of Leicester, Associates ;

and Bailey Scott Murphy, of Edinburgh, and
John Preece, of Cardiff, Licentiates. He
also had to report the decease of Mr. Samuel
Wayland Kershaw, late Curator of Lambeth
Palace Library, and previously librarian to

the Royal Institute from 1868 until 1879.

He moved that letters of condolence be for-

warded to the relatives. This was agreed to

in silence, as was a further expression of

sympathy with Mr. Fitzroy Doll. Fellow, in

the loss he has sustained bv the death of his

gallant son, Lieut. Philip W. R. Doll, of the

8tli King's (Liverpool) Regiment, who was
killed in action at Ypres recently, having
been first reported as missing.

It was announced that an examination of

candidates for the office of district surveyor

under the London Building Act was held by
the Royal Institute on October 22 and 2.1.

Five candidates were examined, and the

following two passed and were granted by

the Council certificates of competency to act

as district surveyors in London : James
' Douglas Hunter, Licentiate. 39, Great

I

Marlboroughstreet, W. ; and Henry George

I

Warren, Associate, 10, Queen Aniie's-gate,

I

Westminster.

I

The President stated that under the pro-

visions of By-law 25 the Council had that day
passed a resolution expelling an Associate

from membership of the Royal Institute.
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Tin; FtTI'RK OF THE SinnCV SIDE.

Mr. Paul Watcrliouso, JI.A., Fellow, read

a bright and interesting paper on this

subject, illustrated by large-scale plans of

South London, hung on screens and shown
as lantern-slides. He remarked tliat the

axiom was not universally true that im-

portant towiis were built on both banks of a

river; usually the city on one side was of

supreme consequence, and the subsidiary

town was a rival, or actually hostile, and
was not infrequently known by a different

name. Even the building of the original

London Bridge in 117G, though that struc-

ture was afterwards lined with houses,

failed to develop Southwark as a corporate
part of the City. The Thames, though
bri<lged, did not flow through London ; it

flowed past London, and between London
and Southwark. Other bridges higlipr up
stream were built, and Rogues's map of 1743

showed Lambeth marsh, jiewly reclaimed
and town-planned, with roads on a system,
then excellent, but now bad. The South
Side Committee of the London Society had
recently l)een considering how the develop-
ments of the Surrey side ought to take place.

Taking first the problem of the shore itself,

from Westminster Bridge to Southwark,
they found the shore lined with a mudbank,
the reclamation of which with an embank-
ment found great favour. He had been
authoritatively informed that the reclama-
tion would not result in a fresh deposit of

mud further into the stream, but in a
scouring of the river-bed. The question then
arose. What would be the future of the rather
humble commercial buildings which now
fronted the shore? He thought there was
much wisdom in the suggestion that a
portion at least of the proposed embank-
ment should be so planned as not to inter-

fere with the actual wharf properties which
now occupied the shore. If these in time
declined, their sites could be adapted to the
building of those monumental structures with
which some already thronged the banks—in

imagination. If the wharves thrived, and
even received additional consequence from
the improved character of the foreshore, the
way was left open for rivalling the comely
waterways of Amsterdam or the antique
commercial dignity of Ghent and Bruges.
The device in any ease was eminently non-
committal. The actual recommendation of
the South Side i-eport, which was offered as
a suggestion rather than a definite proposal,
was that from a point adjoining the new
L.C.C. Hall to Southwark Bridge there
should be a continuous embankment 100ft.
wide, so placed that it shall coincide on its
river side more or les.s with tlie low-water
edge of the mudbank. At points where the
embankment so formed was remote from the
present wharf frontages, it might be possible
by the introduction of the by-stream or
lagoon dock principle, to leave tlie present
riverside properties in the enjoyment of their
present frontages, but facing back-waters
instead of the open river. The now Charing
Cross Bridge project, at first a visionary
idea, seemed how to be looked upon by those
practically concerned as a reasonable pro-
position. The project, which the lecturer
regarded as excellent, involved the abolition
of Charing Cross Station, the fonnation of
a bridge for foot and wheeled trnffic in lieu
of the present railway, and the establishment
of a new station on tiie Surrey side. The
scheme had led to a battle o"f the levels.
Jlr. Lucas advocated a high-level bridge
starting from the Strand at the level of that
thoroughfare, crossing the Victoria Embank-
ment, and reaching tlie new South-Easlern
railway station on the level of its own lines
of metal. Mr. Barclay Niven and Mr.
Raffles Davison produced a low-level sugges-
tion which met with the approval of the
majority of the committee. He felt that the
simplicity, dignity, and directness of Mr.
Niven's plan were its own recommendations.
The project of Sir. Collcutt for erecting an
arcade' of houses and shops on either side of
the new bridge exhibited a fertile imagina-
tion, aiul deserved to he kept in view. As
to the site for the new SontliEastern railway
station, he held that the best position would
be halfway between London Bridge and

W;itprloo, and not, as Mr. Niven and others
proposed, at the foot of new Chnring Cross
bridge. Mr. Waterhonse turned next to the
consideration of main roads on the Surrey
side. At present they were so planned as to

meet at three focal points, known as St.

George's Circus, the Elephant, and Vauxliall
Cross. So long as the traffic on the roads
was moderate there was everything to be
said for an arrangement w'hereby travellers
from the country were collected at points
from which they could be conveniently dis-

tributed to whatever part of the town was
their chosen destination. But in a modern
town of modern population such concentra-
tion was entirely the reverse of what was
desirable. The ideal planning for the
arterial roads approaching a town would be
that every such road should, instead of
joining cause w'ith other incoming routes,
divide itself into two tracks at the outskirts
of the town, thereby not only giving its

passengers the chance of shortening their
journey by directing themselves towards the
quarter required, but also counteracting that
proportionate increase of traffic which grew
as the town w'as approached even in a road
that had no important branches brought into
it. Having exhibited maps showing this

subdivision of traffic, which he regarded as
ideal, the lecturer urged the importance of

better communication by road through the
South side, from Westminster to the City.

The ideal route would be a comparatively
direct one from Westminster Bridge to

Southwark Bridge ; but if that was impractic-
able, there ought to be two good east and
west roads—one north, the other south, of

the Sonth-Eastern system. At Gravel-lane
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners have
already cleared the ground and laid out a
new roadway (alas ! too narrow) on part of
an inner route which would eventually serve
the Temple Bridge, if ever constructed.
Mr. Edwin T. Hall proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Waterhonse, who had dealt
with a very fruitful theme for consideration.
Fortunately, schemes for replanning the
Surrey side were not hampered with the
burden of the fabulous outlay that all im-
provements would cost on the northern bank
of the Thames in the London area. Possibly
a century or a century and a half hence some
of the admirable projects would be executed
which had been discussed so carefully by the
South Side Committee, of which Mr. Water-
liouse was the chairman. For himself, he
hoped the lagoon scheme for constructing a
Surrey-side embankment in front of the
riverside wharves and docks would be
adopted. Should the warehouses at some
future time be no longer required for com-
mercial purposes, their sites could be utilised
for imposing public buildings facing orna-
mental waters. All architects would rejoice
in the demolition of the railway bridges at
Charing Cross and Blackfriars, and for the
new bridge and road from Charing Cross the
low-level project seemed preferable from the
architectural viewpoint. The sale of the site

of Charing Cross Station would pay for the
improvement. He agreed with Mr. Water-
house that the gridiron system of street-

planning led to a far more equable develop-
ment and less obstruction to traffic than the
circuses at important junctions so popular a
generation ago.

Colonel Hellard, R.E., secretary to the
Road Board, seconded the vote of thanks.
The present moment gave opportunities for
deliberately weighing and discussing the
relative merits and demerits of seliemes
which could not be put into immediate
execution, 'i'he difficulties of replanning for
the South side of London were fuiancial
rather than engineering. Any project to
insure utility must avoid throwing any more
traffic on London and Tower bridges, for
they were already laden to their utmost
carrying capacity. It remained to be beard
what railway engineers would say to the
proposals for abolishing their bridges over
the Thames.

Captain C. S. G. Swinton, L.C.C, wished
to raise a practical point—what was pro-
posed to be done with the railway bridge at
Charing Cross, while the new road bridge
was in course of construction? The plans

showed both bridges occupying the same site,

and he was informed that under no circum-
stances could the railway be displaced until
after the new station and thoroughfare had
been provided. The only practicable solution
of the problem would be to build the new
railway bridge further west, in a line with
Northumberland-avenue. At the same time
he would warn them that the financial side
of the problem was formidable. As for the
new thoroughfare between Westminster and
Southwark. the only practicable route would
be on the line of the New Cut, Commercial-
road, and Stamford-street. They might take
it that the oft-projected Temple Bridge
would never be constructed, and he did not
know^ what advantage would result from the
building by the City Corporation of the St.

Paul's Bridge. (Applause.) If the huge sum
to be expended on that undertaking were
devoted to a bridge at the Temple the money
would be laid out to far greater advantage
to London generally.
Mr. H. Heathcote Statham observed that

Mr. Waterhonse and those who had taken
part in the discussion had overlooked the
potentialities of a new, substantial, and
widened Lambeth Bridge providing an im-
portant link in the communication by road
between Victoria and the Docks. He might
offer an emphatic protest against any .scheme
for obstructing the view, light, and air from
bridges by erecting shops and houses on
either side. No one wished for a street ex-
tension over a bridge.

Professor S. D. Adshead said another im-
provement which had been strangely over-
looked was the desirability of abolishing
Cannon - street Station and its bridge
approach. There was no commercial need
for a south-side embankment, antl he dis-

approved of the creation of lagoons in the
rear of sueli an embankment.
Mr. Bernard Dicksee suggested that

Borough-road might usefully, and com-
paratively inexpensively, be prolonged east-

wards as far as the intersection of the Tower
Bridge-road and the South-Eastern railway
and onwards through Bermondsey.
The President, in putting the vote of

thanks, remarked that Mr. Waterhonse, in

his great schemes, had the gift of making all

appear feasible. Every financial and
engineering difficulty was touched with so

light a hand, and with so fine a sense of

humour that all seemed practicable.

The vote of thanks was passed with
acclamation, and was briefly acknowledged
by Mr. Waterhonse.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At Tuesday's meeting of the London

County Council it was decided to sanction

the borrowing by the borough council of

Holborn of £15,5fi8, repayable within sixty

years, for the acquisition of part of the site

of No. 53, Parker-street, for a street

widening. The price to be paid for the pro-

perty was, it was renmrked, high ; but the

amount in question had to be paid under au

arbitration award in connection with an

improvement decided upon before the war.

The General Purposes Committee recom-
mended that the services of Mr. Andrew
Vonng, valuer to the Council (who attained

the age of sixty-five years on .June 28, 101.3).

be retained until December 31 next, as Ids

earlier retirement would cause inconvenience

to the public service. A sub-committee had

been appointed to consider the arrangements

to be made subsequent to Mr. Young's retire-

ment, and will submit a recommendation at

a future date.

The Improvements Committee recom-

mended the reconstruction of Priest's Bridge,

Upper Richmond-road, at an estimated cost

of ,£1,200, and the widening of Brook Green-

road at its junction with Hammersmith
Broadway, at an estimated cost of £450.

Another recommendation by the Improve-

ments Committee, that no action be taken at

pn^sent with regard to the execution of u

widening at the junction of Old-street and

Kingsland-road. but that it be an instruction

to the committee to report w'ith estimates

w'hen favourable opportunities occurred for

carrying out portions of the scheme, gave rise
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to .Til liour's discussion. Tlie cost of tlie iiii-

provemciit is estimated at i;i6a.000, of wliicli

tlic Slioreditch Borough Council lias offered

to contribute £0,000. The coniniittce had,
before the outbreak of war. rcconiniciKlcd the

Council to sanction the iuiprovenicnt. and
Mr. Henry AVard now moved the reference
of the reconimeridalioM back, urging the need
for the schonic. Mr. Andrew T. Taylor,
F.U.l.B.A., the chairman of the committee,
expressed sympathy with the amendment, but
poiiitcd out that of the £105,000 oidy about a

fiMirlh would be expended on work, the
balance going into the pockets of the owners
of property affected. Eventually the refer-

ence back was defeated by 51 to 44, and the
rec.inimcndation approvecl.

Jlr. J. n. Gilbert asked how many of tlic

tramway extensions passed by the Council at
the last meeting had been suggested by the
]''rcncli expert who had come over to advise
tlio Highways Committee, and for informa-
tion as to the amount of his fee. Mr. Hume.
the chairman of the Highways Committee,
who said that the amount of the fee paid to
the expert and liis assistant was £325, replied
that five of the schemes advi.'ied by him were
among those passed.
Tenders w-ere received for roadwork and

piatclaying in connection with tlie con-
struction of the authorised tramway in East
Hill, Wandsworth. These were referred to a
committee for report.
Mr. Bernard Holland, chairman of the

Housing of the Working Classes Committee,
stated, in reply to questions by Mr. Edward
Smith, that the Local Government BoanI
had made an order requiring the Council to
make schemes under I'art 2 of the Housing
of the Working. Classes Act dealing with
portions of the Brady-street area in Belhnal
Green, comprising altogether about four
acres. 'J'he Board had been asked for an
expression of views on certain general prin-
ciples as applying to this particular case, and
the whole matter would be laid before the
Council when a reply had been received.

The enlargement of the Paragon Council
scliool in the Xew Kent road, S IC.has recently
been completed. The builders were Messrs.
Hoiliday and Greenwood, Ltd., and the onthiv
has been £4,730.

The new St. Dunstan's K.C. cathedral at
Charlottetown, Prince Edwaril Island, the erec-
tion of which has entailed the expenditure of
some 200.C00.lol, is nearing completion. The
tuiMing is roofed, and the interior work well
advanced. The general contractors are John S.
Metcalf Company, Montreal.

At Sacramento. California, a civic Hall of
Justice building has just lieen begun at the
corner of 6th and H streets, the estiir.ated ex-
penditure being 225.000<]ol. The citizens have
purchased for "OO.OOOJol. two blocks of property
between 9th and lOth and L and N streets for
the erection of larje state buildings expected to
tO;t about 3,000,000dol.

Among the discoveries made during the
demolition of the "Shambles," at King's I.ynn,
is the unearthing of several oak desk lops which
were evidently used in the grammar school
which was carried on in this building, and in
an earlier one which stood upon the same site.
They were fo ind beneath a stone slab tinder the
chimiiey-stack. They were doubtless in use at
the time when Eugene Aram was an usher in
the school, for it was only twenty years before
the erection of the building which is now dis-
appearing that Aram was arrested and hangerl
&t York for the murder he hail committeed at
Knaresborough fourteen years earlier.

A new fire-station at Silvertown, built for the
corporation of West Ham, was opened last week.
The site was acquired for fl.lOO, and the cost
of the structure — designed bv the borough
engineer, Mr. John G. Morley. A.M.Inst.C E —
has been £6.914. Accommodation is provided
for the housing of a motor fire-engine and a
motor liro-escape. and a telephone-room, an
officj. and a recreation-room for the firemen. In
the same building are the quarters of the officer
in charge of the station, and at the rear is a
repairing' shop and laundry. Instead of erecting
a barrack blcck for the firemen, ten two-story
houses have been provided, these dwellings each
containing a parlour, kitchen, two bedrooms.
and bathroom, with an additional bedroom and
a scullery in the house occupied by the second
officer.

OBITUARY.
The death is announced, in his sixty-ninth

year, of Jlr. Stockdalc Harrison, F.R.I.B..^.,

of St. Martin's East, Leicester, past presi-

dent of the Leicester and Leicestershire
Society of .-\rcliitccts, and the successful com-
petitor for the recently completed Usher
Hall at Edinburgh. A pupil of the late

James Bird, of Leicester, he had practised
in the firm for over forty years, latterly in

conjunction with his sous, his works in-

cluding the churches at South Wigstoii and
North Eviiigton, the Westcotes Free Library,
and the De Montfort Hall. He joined the
Iloyal Institute of British Architects as an
Associate in 1882, becoming a Follow eight
years later, and served upon the Institute

Council in 1891-2.

We regret to announce the death of Mr.
.Joseph Hill, of the firm of Messrs. Higgs and
Hill. Ltd., building contractors, of Crown
Works, South Lambeth-road, which took
place on Tuesday last at his residence, Sel-

boriie, Leigham Court-road, Streathani.

Mr. Hill (wdiose portrait was given in our
issue of April 4, 1890) was in his seventy-sixth

year, and had been suffering from illness for

a considerable time. He was a sou of the

late William Matthews Hill, to whose
business he succeeded with his brother.
Thomas Rowland Hill, and who together
traded for several years as Hill and
Sons at Charlton Works, Islington, N.
In 1874, on the retirement of the late

Mi;. William Higgs. tliey joined his

son, Mr. William Higgs the younger, of

Crown Works, South Lambeth-road, S.W..
and for three years the style of the firm was
still Hill and Higgs; but i'n 1877 the late Mr.
Thomas Rowland Hill retired from business,

and the firm ha\e since traded under the style

of Higgs and Hill. In 1898 the business was
converted into a pri\ate company for family

reasons. Mr. Joseph Hill leaves a widow and
nine children. Two of his sons are directors

of the company. The list of important
contracts carried out by the firm is so large

that we can only indicate that they have
carried out barracks at Bedford, Caterham,
Chelsea, Windsor, Woolwich, and elsewhere,
and many important Government, Post Office,

War Office. and Admiralty contracts,

luimcrous lunatic asylums, hospitals, banks,
public baths and libraries, churches and
chapels (including the rebuilding, after fire,

of the Metropolitan Tabernacle

—

originally

erected by Mr. William Higgs, senior), in-

surance and other offices, business premises,

and mansions in all parts of the United
Kingdom. The funeral will take place at,

Bandon Hill Cemetery, Baddington. Croydon,
this (Friday) afternoon at 2..30.

«*» '

Caversham Weir is to be enlarged at a cost

of £3, SCO. the Thames Conservancy Board
having adopted a recommendation to this effect

on Monday.

The Ealing Town Conned have appointed Mr.
Irvin Brown, of Buxton, manager of the
southern sewage- and dcstructor-works in place

of the late Mr. Baslcy.

The corporation of Ipswich are applying to the
Local Government Boird for sanction to borrow
money for the following street improvements:

—

Back Hamlet widening, north side. £1.343;
Back Hamlet widening, south side, £80; Wcod-
britlge-road and St. Margaret's-strcct corner
improvement, £2.325; Bramford-road widening.
£139; London-road and Victoria-stroot corner
improvement, £155: Fore-street and Church-
street corner improvement, £700; and inci-

dentals, £1,573.

On Monday a Local Government Bcnrd
inquiry was held at the Guildlndl, Linllow. by
Mr. 11, S. Stewart, inspector, to consider the
application of the Ludlow Town Council for

sanction to borrow the sum of .£4,000 for the
purchase of land and for the erection of

working-class dwellings. Mr, J. II. Williams,

town clerk, stated it was proposed to erect

working-class cottages. The land was situate

in HoLlgate Fee, and contained la, 2r. The
purchase money was £350. It was proposed to

erect altogether twenty-one houses at a cost of

£3,780. the rents to he 4s. 6d. per week. The
income would be £245 14s. Dr. White, medical
officer of health, stated he had condemned a

number of cottages, and sixteen at present were
unfit for habitation.

« « »

—

BE.NFIELDSIDE.-Tho Richard Murray
Ho.spital. situate in Ritsoii's-road, Benfield-
side, was formally opened on Friday. The
institution has been accepted by the war
authorities as a hospital for the wounded
troops. The designs were prepared by Mr.
J. J. Eltriiigham, architect. Blackhill ; and
the cost has been about £15.000. The con-

tractor was Mr. J. L. Miller, of North
Shields, and the heating engineers Messrs.
W. Richardson and Son, of Darlington.
The hospital embraces four separate blocks,

connected by means of an enclosed corridor.

The ward pavilion or nursing block is two
stories high, and at the south end is a

verandah upon which the patients can be
wheeled on fine, sunny days. The main
nursing wards each contain eight beds, and
contiguous thereto are the nurses' kitchens
ami side wards for extremely serious cases.

At the north end of the block are quarters
for convalescents. In addition there is a
children's ward upstairs. There is also an
administration block. There are already
twenty beds in the hospital, but when it is

under the control of the War Office, forty-

eight beds will be provided.

CHIPS.
The ,\bcrgele Urban District Council had

before them on Jlonday a list of twenty-four
houses scheduled under the Housing and Town-
Planniiig Act, and it was decided to serve
formal notice on the owners.

Mr. E. \'. Harrison, A.M.I.C.E.. the retiring
engineer and surveyor to the urban district

council of Wellingborough, who is leaving to
take up a similar post at Guildford, has been
presented with a polished-oak smokiiig-cabinefc
from his old staff.

Scarborough Harbour Commissioners have
reported to a committee of Scarborough Town
Council upon their proposals for harbour im-
provement involving an expenditure of £47,650.
The Development Commissioners have promised
a grant of one-fourth, or £12.000.

The scheme for linking up Port-Glasgow with
Greenock electricity system has now been suc-

cessfully completed,' and the inaugural ceremony
was performed last Friday week by Provost
M'Millan. Nine miles of cable have been laid,

and the entire cost is estimated at about
£50.000,

The annual statement submitted at the Dean
of GuiM Court in Paisley on Friday showed that
for the year ended October 31 thirty-three cases
had been brought forward, compared with forty-
eight in the previous year. The valuation of
these was estimated at £26,960, compared with
£154,880 in the year preceding—a decrease of
£127,920.

At the town-hall, Llangefni. Co. Anglesey,
Mr. A. Brightmore. D.Sc. M.I.C.E., recently
held an inquiry on behalf of the Local Govern-
ment Board touching an application by the
Llangefni Urban District Council for sanction
to borrow £4,250 for the purchase of the town
and market halls, the market-place, and rights
in market tolls at Llangefni, and for the altera-

tion of buildings.

Tlic Kensington Boroi:yh Council has inti-

mated to the Koad Board a desire to carry out a
scheme for the improvement of the road-crusts
in the borough at a cost of £40.000, conditional
on the Board making a grant of half the cost

and lending the rcnniiider free of interest. The
Board has replied that the proposal can only be
consiilered if the Local Government Board
advises that, in view of the state of employment
in Kensington, additional road . improvement
works should be initiated.

The foundation-stone cf a new Roman Catholic
Church of SI. Joseph was laid at Penarth last

week. The style of the building is Romanesque
of the 12th century, with a stone exterior, the
walliiig being of local stone and the dressing

of Bath stone. The completed plan will include
<a wide nave with narrow procf sj;ional aisles,

sanctuary with apsidal terminations, and two
small transepts with apsidal chapels. The design

includes two western towers. The total length
of the completed church will be 117ft., and the

width (not including transepts) will be 42ft. At
present only the nave and aisles are bring built.

The architect is Mr. F. A. Walters, F.S.A.,

Westminster, and the contractor W. T. Morgan,
Cardiff.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE ART OF ENGLISHMEN.— Mr.
Roger Oldlmni acklressetl the members of tlie

Maneliester Society of Architects at their

last meeting on " Tlie Art of Englislimeii."
Mr. Oldham claimed that national art is ever
the expression of national character, and
that the charactcri.slic of Englisli life is

Iiomeliness. He gave special attention in his

ntldrcss to the Cheshire dwelling, and to the
contrasting architecture to be seen in

Norfolk. Mr. Oldham put in a plea for
literary as well as artistic study, and asked
for support of the Walpole Society. Every
parisli should make a record of its own
history and jealously guard its literary and
artistic memories, and we should not sneer
at Gotliie, or despise tlie place in which wo
lived. We could learn of England by
studying Shakespeare. Bunyan, Dr. Johnson,
or the paintings of Reynolds, Turner, and
Millais—or Lincoln Cathedral. But he
pleaded also for those less known beyond
their native villages. " The builder of Broad-
lieatli Bridge marches shoulder to shoulder
with Sir Christopher "Wren ; Henry Liver-
sedge side by side with Charles Dickens ; the
Flodden window at Middleton was erected to
the glory of God as much as the ' Five Sisters

'

at York." The lecture was illustrated with
a collection of studies of English Church
work by Mr. Cecil Young, this year's Tugin
student of the R.LB.A.

"

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—The members of this
association have now their headquarters at
the rooms of the Birmingham Royal Society
of Artists, and on Friday night members of
the two bodies joined in listening to a

lecture on "The Buildings Damaged by the
Germans," by W. H. Bidlake, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A. M'r. Bidlake said it still seemed
a surprising thing that the German people,
with whom they had been wont to associate
such a liigli standard of intellectual activity,
should ill these latter days have become the
destroyers of the splendid works of art of
other times. In the East of Prussia, how-
ever, they had always been a warlike and
turbulent people. Since the earliest days
the people living on the eastern shores of
the Baltic remained heathen long after the
rest of Western Europe was Christianised,
and they only embraced Christianity then at
the points of the swords of the Teutonic
knights. They adopted Christianity late,
and, it was possible, only as a sort of veneer.
To-day many of their writers seemed to think
the Christian religion a religion of decadence
and weakness, whereas the glorious heroes
of the old German mythology were knights
of valour. For the Christian religion they
had substituted the new religion of valoiir
in battle, of brute strength. Mr. Bidlake
pictured France and Belgium before the war
and after, presenting the most beautiful archi-
tectural features of the country over which
the battle has raged before the Cierinan
invasion, and then the trail of destruction
left by the Germans from Liege, through
Namur, Dinant', Louvaiu, Malines, Antwerp,
Tennonde, Brussels, Ghent, Bruges, Oudeii-
ardc, Courtrai, Roubaix, Lille, Arras,
Amiens, Senlis, Soissons, Laon, and Rheims
to Ypres. Mr. Bidlake described the famous
Flemish architecture displayed in llie

cathedrals, churches, and hotels de ville of
Belgium, and passed on to the beautiful
Gothic buildings of France, which found
their highest form at Rheims.

CONDITIONS OF A SOLDIER'S LIFE.—The first of a course of public Chadwick
Lectures on "Camp Hvgiene " was delivered
by Mr. A. T. Nankivell, M.D., D.P.H.,
medical officer of health for Poole, at Bed-
ford College, Regent's Park, on Saturday
evening. Mr. Joliu Slater, B.A., F.R.I.B.A.,
Chadwick Trustee, occupied the chair. I'lie

author dealt with the conditions of a soldier's '

life and health in times of peace and war.
|The lecturer insisted on the evils of excessive

aggregation or overcrowding, and dealt with I

the spread of disease. Special attMition was
given to the illnesses to which a soldier on I

active service was most lialjle, and their pre-
|

vention was fully considered. The important

questions of pure food, pure air, and pure
water were discussed. The lecturer de-
scribed ill detail questions of camp sanita-
tion, and showed many excellent lantern-
slides illustrating camp hygiene, especially
in regard to the camps at present occupied
by our new Army.

THE GOLDEN AGE IN GREECE.— In a
lecture at the British Museum on "The
Golden Age in Greece," Mr. Banister
Fletcher drew attention to the transforma-
tion, as by magic, from the primitive period
to that period of perfection when the master-
pieces of Greek art were crowded into the
short space of 150 years. Then it was that
the subtle spirit of the Greeks breathed upon
the rough wall-work of the Mycenteans and
transmuted it into the perfect beauty of
Hellenic architecture. There were many con-
tributory forces at work to produce that
wonderful beauty of simplicity. A clear
climate demanded fineness of line, and the
wealth of native marble mines met the
demand and supplied the pure line, smooth
surface, and close joints which clothe Greek
buildings with mysterious beauty, while
abundance of golden light played over the
whole in a variety of colour schemes, un-
rivalled even by Greek artists. But religion
gave them their finest buildings, and this
was essentially a temple-building epoch, when
the proud temple of the god was evolved from
the humble house of man. The sudden blaze
of beauty in building was started by the vital

spark of national exultation and a desire to

celebrate in concrete form the victories over
the Persians by land and sea in n.c. 480.

INSTITUTION OF MUNICIPAL
ENGINEERS.—Owing to the war, it has
been decided, after very careful considera-
tion, to hold the annual meeting in London
again this year, and to confine the meetiiiL'

itself to business and the presentation and
discussion of papers only. 'The meeting will

take place on Saturday ni next week, the
28tli iiist. It had been intended to have had
a two-days' meeting in Chester, with an
attractive programme, and it is to be hoped
that next year the meeting will be held in

the town where the president resides, as has
been the custom hitherto.

R.LB.A. PROBLEMS IN DESIGN.—
The designs submitted under Subject XVII.
will be on view in the gallery of the R.I.B.A.
on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of the
week after next, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 and 2
inclusive, between the hours of 10 a.m. and
8 p.m.

SHEFFIELD ARCHITECTS AND THE
CORPORATION.—The opening meeting of

the new session in connection with the
Sheffield Society of Architects and Surveyors
was held at the University, Western Bank,
on Friday evening, when the president, Mr.
A. F. Watson. F.R.I.B.A., gave a thought-
ful and outspoken address. Commenting on
the suggestion brought before the city council
on Monday that in the revision of the
corporation by-law regarding damp-courses,
bitumen sheeting should be excluded, the
president expressed a hope that the corpora-
tion would consult the architects and
builders of the city before deciding upon such
a stringent by-law. for, in his opinion, the
proposed wording of the revised by-law
would be very detrimental to the interests
of the public. He did not consider it was
either advisable or right to confine damp-
courses to sheet-lead, rock asphalte, and
blue brick, as was proposed. Town planning
had certainly created a large amount of
con-espondence and talk in the city; but so

far, they were told, had not made much head-
way, but had given a great deal of trouble
and annoyance to owners and agents of large
and small estates. The municipal autho-
rities were generally very anxious to get hold
of property at the least cost, and to widen
roads outside the city which, in the opinion
of the authorities, would benefit the public.
But in the city, in Y'ork-street and George-
street, where widening would have been very
beneficial to the citizens at large, two cases
had been lost sight of where the opportunity
had occurred to widen streets with advantage
when the old buildings were removed. The
erection of large and important buildings in

the city had been few during the past year,
but there was one in High-street which would
be a great improvement to the street when
completed. In regard to the extensions of
the Municipal Buildings and Lodge Moor
Hospital, it was somewhat of a hardship
that the corporation should have considered
it necessary to have the quantities measured
by London surveyors. Mr. Watson mentioned
that the vice-president (Mr. Charles B.
Flockton) is now serving liis country while
!H representatives of the profession in

Sheffield and two from Rotherham had
joined the Forces. On the motion of Coun-
cillor W. C. Fenton, a vote of thanks was
accorded the president. Much attention was
attracted by an exhibition of drawings and
sketches executed by the late Mr. George
Devey. These drawings came into tlie

possession of Mr. W. S. Purclion,
A.R.I.B.A., who has presented them to the
Universitj' Library.

THE SEA POWER OF GREECE.-
National life in Greece, as reflected in her
building activities, was the subject of a
lecture by Mr. Banister Fletcher at the
British Museum. Not only in our days was
the influence of the sea over all, but in

classic times in Greece her natural harbours,
extensive seaboard, and innumerable islaiul

stepping-stones all contributed to make
Greece a maritime nation which colonised

—

much as we did—by commerce. The effects

of this international intercourse were seen
in Doric columns, reminiscent of Beni-Hasan,
and in the colour ^treatment of famous
friezes which were undoubtedly of Assyrian
suggestion. Then there were great prepara-
tions to protect commerce and to police trade
routes by land and sea. Thus rose wall-girt
Tiryns to keep an eye on the sea route, and
MykeniE to scan the trade track across the
plain, while Troy dominated the great trade
route east and west. All revealed the con-
tinuity of the commercial idea in the de-
velopment of nations. AVe now knew the in-

fluence which Crete had early exercised on
art and commerce. The lecturer gave the
wonder-story of the discoveries of Sir Arthur
Evans in the Palace of King Minos at

Knossos. 'There stood the ancient throne,
with olive press, halls, staircases, bath, and
drains, a whole system of sanitation, while
the absence of fortifications was accounted
for by the strength of the island navy.
Perseus and Ariadne, Minotaur, and Laliy-
rinth were fairy-tales of our youth, but the
spade of the discoverer had turned much of

this legendary lore into historic fact, and it

liad been done through the medium of archi-

tecture.

SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION EXA-
MLN'ATIONS.— After the examinations of

March, 1915, a paper on the subject u!

Heating and Ventilation will be inchuled in

the Building and Quantities Section of the

Intermediate Division. Papers on the Prin-

ciples of Valuation and Use of Valuation
Tables will be included in the Final and
Direct Fellowship Examinations, Sub-
Divisions I. and III. The paper on Agri-

cultural Chemistry in the Final Examina-
tion, Sub-Divison I., will be dropped, and
the scope of the paper on that subject in the

Intermediate Examination will comprise
Parts 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the existing syllabus.

A chapel is about to be added to the Hohaii
hostel at University College. Cork. Mr. J. F.

McMullen, of Cork, is the architect.

Lanark Town Council liave approved cf .1

scheme to make an addition to their present

fever hospital of a new ward to contain twenty
beds.

A Wesleyan Methodist church and school,

built at a "cost cf i;i,257, have been formally

opened at Great Ayton. The architect was Mr.

A. Forrester, of Middlesbrough, and the con-

tractor Mr. W. Pearson, of Great Ayton.

At the meeting on Tuesd.ay of the governors

of the Roval Grammar School. Newcastle-on-

Tyne, an o'ffer by Mr. A. Monro Sutherland of

£1,000 for the provision of a rifle range as a

permanent addition lo the schcol premises was

accepted with thanks. It was stated Dc.Tt plans

for the range are being prenared by Mr. W. H.

Knowbs, F.S.A., F. R.LB.A.", of Newcastle.
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(^nx miustratinns.

GOVERNMENT OFFICES FOR THE
WELSH INSURANCE COMMISSION
AND LABOUR EXCHANGE, CATHAYS
I'ARK, CARDIFF.
The site on wliicli tliis builcliiig is to be

erected is situated <nt the north-west eonicr
of Cathays l'arl<. The departments to be
provided for inunediately are tlie Welsh In-

surance Commission and the Labour Ex-
change divisional office. Considerable space
for extensions will be a\ailable, as indicated
on the block plan. Portland stone will be
used for tlie exterior, and the principal

fa^'ade of the insnrance building will be to

King Edward VII. -avenue. The Labour E.\-

change divisional office will face College-road.
Internally the offices, etc., will be plainly

treated in plaster, special architectural

features being confined to the entrance-
halls and board-rooms ; they will other-

wise consist of plain Government offices, with
no features of architectural enrichment.
Tlie construction generally will be fire-

resisting. A first contract for the foundations
is in course of preparation, and it is hoped
that the work will be commenced early nc.\t

year. We give a view with the two main
elevations, shov.ing the broad, handsome,
and simple treatment adopted by the archi-

tect, Mr. R. J. Allison, A. R.I. B. A., of H.M.
Office of Works. Close to the site of these
important Government offices in Cathays
Park stands a remarkable collection of
buildings of a rich and handsoinc kind, in-

dividually distinguished by their scale and
architectural merit. , The chief block, of

course, consists of the City Hall and Law
Courts, erected from the designs of Messrs.
I.nnchester and Rickards. The South Wales
University buildings, towards the south east,
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GOVERNMENT OFFICES, CARDIFF.— Mr. R, J. Allison. A. R.I. B. A., Architect.

were carried out by Mr. W. P. Carije, F.S.A.
The National Museum for Wales is being
erected on an excellent plan by Messrs.
Dunbar Smith and Cecil Brewer. The
Registry building, though small, is of no
diminutive character, by Messrs. Wills and
.\nderson. Messrs. Harris and Moody's
County Hall for Glamorgan adds much to

the series as a building of great merit, and
the Technical Institute is in course of con-
struction from the capable hands of Messrs.

Ivor Jones and Percy Thomas, of Cardiff.
The offices now illustrated well befit their
purposes, and will hold their own midst their
distinctive neighbours.

NEW PORCH, SPRINGFIELD HALL,
KNOWLE.

This porch, as shown by the view, plans,
and elevation given herewith, formed part
of the general scheme of alterations and
additions to this house, and the porch takes

ill i ii

SPRINGFIELD HALL, KNOWLE: ENTRANCE FRONT, AS ALTERED.— Mr. Al.\n Br.vci:, Architect.

&iHrW

GROUND PLAN, SPRINGFIELD HALL, KNOWLE. AS ALTERED.— Mr. Al.\.\ Brace, Architect.
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MISSION BUILDING, BLOXHALL ROAD, LEYTON.—Mr. E. C. Frere, Architect.
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MISSION BUILDING, BLOXHALL ROAD, LEYTON.—Mr. E. C. Frere, Architect.

the phice of an open one of stncco which
liacl been added about fifty years ago. The
old entry gave access to a small, darlt liall

;

but tliis part has now been considerably
enlarged. Old bricks were used for the

walling of the addition. The colntnns and
corjiices, etc., are of HoUington stone, the

steps of brown York stone, with risers bnilt

up of tiles. The floor is paved with green

and white marbles. Liglit is obtained from
ii cast glass dome in the roof. The eon-

tractors were Messrs. S. Rcdhoiise and Son,
Stotfold. Mr. Alan Brace, of Lincoln's Inn,

is the architect. 'I'hc drawing was shown at

the Royal Academy this last snmmer.

MISSION BUILDING ENTRANCE,
BLOXHALL ROAD, LEYTON.

'i'he building forms part of n Fchenic for

Cluirch of England extension in Lcyton.

The means at disposal being limited, it was
necessary that the cost should be reduced

to the minimum. The building, therefore,

has been treated with the greatest sim-

plicity both internally and externally; but

uotliing is omitted which is rcijuircd for prac-

tical convenience ami comfort. The cleva-

.tion is faced with London stocks, darkened

and pointed, in order to give full value to

the central feature, of which we give a view.

This entrance is of Portlaud stone, carved
and enriched with great delicacy. The panel
symbolical of the Four Evangelists was
designed and carved by Mr. F. Lesore, whose
work is distinguished by its beauty in con-

ception and execution. Tlie cost of the

building, complete in every way, did not
exceed Gd. per foot cube. The work was done
by i\Ir. W. Irwin, of Ebsex-road, Islington,

N., to the designs and under the superin-

tendence of Mr. E. C. Frei-e, of 1. Lincoln's

Inn-fields, W.C. The illustration on our
plate was taken from a drawing by the archi-

tect, which was exhibited in the Royal
Academy this year.

SELECTED DESIGN FOR COTTAGES.
HOUSING SCHEME. CHAPEL EN-LE-
FRITH, STOCKPORT.
These cottages, designed in blocks of four,

were awarded the first premium in the recent

C(nnpetition, and the architect is Mr. Cbas.
Flint, M.S. A., of Buxton. The site faces

principally south, and is situated on slightly

rising ground at the junction of the Buxton
and Castleton roads. Each house contains a

living-room (175ft. super.), scullery, bath-

room, three bedrooms, and the usual offices.

They are to be built in brick, with brick and

stucco top story, set on an oversailing course.

T7 aECTloW 7

SELECTED DESIGN, COTTAGES,
CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH.

Bangor slates to be employed for roof

covering. The height of the rooms is 8ft. 6in.

The section herewith shows the details of

the arrangement illustrated by the plans.

DESIGN FOR A GATE-HOUSE.
(For the assessor's award in this Building

New.s Designing Club competition see p. 644.)

Tlie Architectural League of New York has

passed a resolution declaring that no greater

crime has been perpetrated agait.st art in

civilised times than the sheUing of Rlieims

Cathedral and the dropping of bombs on Notre

Dame.
The Dnrlnnn County Council at their meeting

on Friday adopted the proposals of their educa-

tion committee for the purchase of school sites

at Snnniside (Whickham), Spout-lino, Waslhng-
toii. West PeUon, and Pelton Fell, and for the

provision of new schools at Frosterley (estimated

cost i:2.350). luidworlh li'4.160i. and W;iter

houses (4:7,250).

At tlie first annual convention nf Illinois

.State licensed architects, held in Chicago on

October 8 and 9. many plans were outlined, and

several cnnnnittees appointed, to promote the

most effective and efficient organisation of the

profession in that State. The convention closed

with a biinquet. The following officers were

chosen for the year; Mr. Emory S. Hall, presi-

dent; Mr. S. N. Crowen. treasurer; Mr. John

Reed Fugard, secretary; and Idr It. I.. Falmcr,

financial secret arv.
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SPRINGFIELD HALL, KNOWLE: NEW ENTRANCE AND ALTERATIONS,—Mr. Alan Brau. ^
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BLOXHALL ROAD MISSION BUILDING, LEYTON.— Mr. E. C. Frere, Architect.
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SJJ.ECJKD DESIGN FUK COT'J'AGES. DISTRICT COUNCIL HOUSING SCHEME, CHAPEL-EN-LE-FllITH,
STOCK I'ORT.—Mr. Ciiaules Flint, Architect.
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dnvuntt Calamo.—*

—

Tlie oomnicnts of level-lieaded people of

;ill polities on Mr. Lloyd George's war finance
are not eoniplimentary. Some are wondering
—ourselves, we confess, with tliem^at the
absence of tlie slightest hint that Germany is

to be made to pay presently up to the iiilt

for the cost of this war, as she made France
pay for that of 1870. If this Government
does not do that, we will do our small best
presently—putting all ordinary politics on
one side—to turn it out and put in another
that will. Others are declaring, with truth,

that the Chancellor's selection of burden-
bearers is a narrow and unfair one, and that
many consumers are escaping at the cost of

those who are called on to pay and look
pleasant. All are somewhat sarcastic at the
tacit confession of failure of Mr. Lloyd
George's wonderful laud duties, that by now
ought to have been producing those pro-
phesied millions and millions, and which,
like other refreshing fruit, have failed to

ripen, and the abortive levy of which, un-
fortunately, has done so much to cripple the
second great group of our national industries.

Ere long, we fear, like the land duties and
the spirit duties of 1909, tlie big levy on tlie

Income-ta.xpayer, who is called on to fill the
breach, will be found to have been lifted to

a level that has defeated its object, and will

furnish another unfortunate illustration of
Mr. Lloyd George's somewhat embarrassing
knowledge of " how not to do it !

'

Once again Manchester is to make an effort

to deal with the Old Infirmary Site. 'I'he

Old Infirmary Site committee of the Man-
chester Corporation resolved, by IG votes to
2, on Tuesday, to ask the city council to
rescind all existing resolutions which prevent
or postpone action in regard to the utilisation
of the vacant land in Piccadilly, and to
authorise the committee to resume considera-
tion of, and to present a report upon, the
subject. It will be remembered that the first

proposal was the erection of a library and
art gallery. This was approved by the
council on September 21, 1910, and a com-
petition for designs was arranged. While
this competition was proceeding the council
appointed a committee to consider the ex-
pediency of building a municipal exchange
on the site. The committee made no recom-
mendation of that sort. In the meanwhile
the award of the assessor for the best design
for a library end art gallery had been made,
but nothing was done because of the con-
current proposal for an exchange. Our
review of the competition appeared in our
issue of December 8, 1911, in which number
we also illustrated the selected design by
Mesrs. Crouch, Butler, and Savage, and those
submitted by Mr. Frank W. Simon, and by
Mr. H. Percy Adams and Mr. Charles H.
Hodgson. The other designs, by Messrs.
Bradshaw and Gass and Mr. Arthur J. Hope,
and by Messrs. A. Graham Henderson and
John R. Hacking, appeared in our issue of
December 15, 1911. At a later date the
question of traffic congestion arose, and the
onnncil decided that nothing should be done
until the tramways, watch, improvement, and
town-planning committees have reported on
the subject, but the other committees have
not yet done so. One can only hope some
serious effort is now to be made to end what
is nothiiig less than a scandal to Manchester.

At the Camera Club, 17, John-street,
Adelphi, W.C., a very interesting exhibition

lias been opened this week of the photo-
graphic work of Mr. James McKissaek,
L.R.I.B.j\., of the well-known firm of Messrs.
John McKissaek and Son, arcliitects, of West
Regent-street, Glasgow. The display com-
prises over three score admirable examples
of Jlr. McKissack's art, the fruits of much
travel in the United Kingdom and on the

Continent. All are bromide prints, executed
from enlarged negatives. The subjects are
widely varied and cleverly selected as to

viewpoint, and. as might be expected, there

is manifested a fine feeling for form and out-

line and for contrasts of light and shade,
.imong the landscapes and riverscapes. No. 1,

"A Bavarian Pastoral'' (a shepherd with his

dog watching sheep in meadows near a stream,
with a row of poplars breaking the mid-
distance) ; Nos. 10 and 19, " Salmon Fishers "

;

42, " Willows "; and 5, " A Dutch Scene," are
especially attractive. No. 23, " Mechlin," has
a topical interest, as it shows the huge un-
finished tower and west-end of St. Ronibald's
Cathedral, Malines, recently so grievously
mauled during the German bombardment.
No. 8, " AWet Day in Rouen," shows a few-

stout peasant women scudding along the
pavement or trottoir, under umbrellas ; a

grand background is provided by the
sculptures in the central 15th century and
flanking 12th-century portals of the west
front of Rouen Cathedral. No. 12, " Le
Chateau de Gaillard," so familiar to

travellers between Rouen and Paris, is seen
under a threatening sky from the marshes at

the foot of the steep hill on which the ruins
of Coeur de Lion's Castle are perched. The
castle at Harburg is the subject of two
pictures. No. 13 being the more effective

composition of the two. The castles of

Stirling and Edinburgh are depicted in Nos.
55 and 59 from very similar viewpoints, the
base of the acclivity on which each fortress

is set; the former loses a little as a study
by the inclusion of some ugly, ramshackle
buildings. An effective contrast of light and
shade is provided in No. 14, " The Meal
Mill," in which the white walls of the old
mill and a dark timber footbridge are
reflected in the still waters of the pool below
the dam. No. 25, "Notre Dame de Paris,"
taken from across the Seine to south-east, is

so misty and impressionist as to be almost
undecipherable. The city walls, the gates,
and stone and half-timbered houses of
Rothenburg, provide, as might be antici-

pat-ed, several picturesque subjects, Nos. 7,

22, 31, and 50, and from Normandy Mr.
McKissaek gives us, with others already
noted, the south porch of St. Jacques anil

some half-timbered houses at Lisieux (Nos. 4
and .36), La Lieutenauce and a couple of
views in the harbour at Honfleur (Nos. 30,

48, and 56). No. 40, " An Octopus," is a
winter day's scene in a thickly-planted copse
of young silver birches; in the foreground
the long arms of a tree stretch out towards
the others, producing a curious interlacing
pattern, as viewed from a little distance.
No. 43, •• An Interlude," is a well-posed party
of Bavarian peasants and children, seated
on straw beiieath the stacks of a farmyard.
Nos. 57 and 58 show us " Troopships " and "

.\

Dredger." all .seen bows on. " Music of the
Hills," No. GO. is a dexterous portrayal of a

mountain cascade in a setting of drearv and
barren moorland scenery. The exhibition
will amply repay a visit, and remains open
until Friday, December 4.

follows: "Tenderers are requested to state

whether or not their firm is German or
Austrian owned." We commend the example
to other authorities. Some of these bodies
seem still rather inclined to delay action.

Why, we cannot conceive, unless interested

friends are responsible for the delay. We
can only again remind all concerned that
those who at present patronise liostilc alien

firms, or countenance their specious
apologists, in the Press or elsewhere, are
every bit as bad as any spy, and deserve
prompt punishment and the reprobation of

everv honest man.

We are unreservedly with our eon-

temporary, the "Medical Officer," that far

too little thought is given to the provision
of adequate sanitary accommodation for

workmen who are employed on extensive
public works, and that it must be common
knowledge that the soil around a newly
erected building is consantly fouled by ex-

cremental matter, owing to the lack of such
accommodation. The department of public
health of the city of Winnipeg has taken this

question up with characteristic vigour, and
requires that where workmen are employed
in the construction of buildings or on public

works, suitable sanitary conveniences shall

be installed. Temporary closets are allowed,
but they must be constructed in a workman-
like and substantial manner and to the satis-

faction of the department; flimsy structures

are not permitted. .As soon as practicable
closets connected with a sewer must be fixed

and used. Contractors are prosecuted (in

1913 there were forty prosecutions) if they
do not provide proper closets and obtain
permits for their erection, or if they do not
maintain them in a cleanly state and have
them regularly cleansed. We commend this

judicious action on the part of the Winnipeg
health department to local authorities on
this side the Atlantic.

.Attached to the forms of tender issued by

We ha\e little doubt ourselves that coal-

gas leakage is responsible for considerable
damage to all forms of bituminous pave-
ments. Gas companies, of course, either
deny it, or asseverate that the mains have
been carefully tested, and that there are no
leaks, or that if there are, they are too far
from the damage to have done it. In a recent
paper read before the American Society
of Mutual Improvements, abstracted by
" Engineering and Contracting," and re-

produced in our contemporary, the Canadian
"Contract Record" of the 4th inst., Mr.
George C. Warren comments sarcastically on
the dislike of gas companies to make proper
tests, and suggests that the simple, but so far

as the writer knows, never enacted, cure for

this evil is an ordinance requiring gas com-
panies, whenever they want to test their
mains, to cut openings of sufficient size

through the pavement to enable excavation
to the gas-main, absolutely prohibiting the
promiscuous drilling of holes through the
pavement by the "leak hunters," and to pay
for makiiig proper repairs to the pavement.
With the enactment and enforcement of such
ordinances the chances of locating the leaks
are greatly increased, and the unfairness
to the city and the contractor of making
holes iii the pavement without adequately
repairing them are eliminated.

The cement gun is coming more and more
into use abroad, and grows m favour, not
only as a labour-saving device, but also on

the Lambeth Guardians is a slip reading as I account of the quality of its product. There
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is now being erected at Whitby, Out., a

hospital for the insane, to house some 1,500

patients. The walls are built of hollow-tile,

and this is stuccoed directly on the surface

thereof by hose and nozzle. The product

used is called " Gunite," and it is claimed

by the makers that it "is superior in every

way to all other mortars." The "yun" is

"fired" by compressed air, and discharges

the mortar with a nozzle velocity equivalent

to .1 pressure head of 351b., so that the

ccmentitious material impinges with con-

siderable force upon the surface to be coated,

penetrates intimately the surface irregu-

larities, and so insures an almost perfect

adhesion. It is admitted that a good deal

rebounds, but it is simply sand and water,

and the sand can be dried and reused. The
dry materials of the mortar, after being

thoroughly incorporated, are placed in a

specially-designed hopper, whence tliey are

blown by compressed air along a flexible

hose, at the end of which is a double nozzle.

This nozzle is furnished with a separate pipe,

conveying water, and so arranged that the

cenientitious materials are mixed with the

requisite proportion of water practically at

the point of discharge. Thus, it is claimed,

hydration takes place during the application

of the mortar, the cement is in its final

resting-place when the setting process begins,

and there is nothing to interrupt that con-

tinuity of hardening recognised by the best

authorities as essential to strength of

product.

Apropos of the war, an irrepressible

official architect, meeting a worried-looking

acquaintance in the street, near the municipal
buildings, rushed up, saying: "Hallo, old
man, such a funny conundrum to ask you.
What are the Poles doing just now in

Galicia? Why, holding up the telegraph-
wires, of course." " Capital !

" exclaimed the
anxious friend. " Very funny story, awfully
good, only it so happens I have three much
more funny stories in hand myself at the
moment, holding me up. They are so ex-

travagantly comical that 1 should never cease
to laugh, were it not for the sorry fact that
I have to pay for the farcical things, thanks
to my architect, who designed them." "Evi-
dently impractical jokes," remarked the first

speaker, as he turned into his official

quarters and remembered having passed the
plans and initialling the same as records,
under the by-laws.

«*»-

COMPETITIONS.
SOUTHPORT.—The result of the com-

petition of designs for new technical schools
at Southport is as follows: First, No. 46,
James Millar, A.R.S.A., 1. Victoria-street,
Westminster, S.W., premium value £75;
second. No. 4, S. N. Cooke and Twist, 117,
Colmore-row, Birmingham, premium value
.£50; third. No. .30, Marshall, Robinson, Son,
and Wheeler, 24, Nelson - square. Bolton,
and Henderson and Brow)i, 17, Acresfield,
Bnlton, joint architects, premium value £25.'
'i'he plans have been on view at the Science
and Art Schools, Southport, this week, and
will be open to inspection to-morrow. The
number of designs received was forty-six.
Mr. Paul Watcrhouse, F.R.I.B.A., was the
assessor.

A new branch free hhrarv proviiUd by Uic
ManrllcslcT (_'()r|i<>ralion :it (-'horlton-cuin-l'lanly
has been formally opened. It has been built
from plans by the city architect, Mr, Henry
Price.

At Sunderland, on Tuesday, a J.ccal Govern-
ment Hoard inquiry was held before Mr. 1'. M.
Crossthwaile as to an application from the cor-
poration for sanction to borrow tlie .sum of
^21,270 for the provision of a cemetery.

dtttttsponhtnct.—•-•-•

—

THE LIBRARIANSHIP, R.l.B.A.

7'o the Editor of the Building Nf.w.s.

Sir,—In the obituary notice of Mr. Ker-
shaw, in last week's issue, you state that I

succeeded him as librarian of the R.l.B.A.
This is not quite the case (I was only a

small boy at the time). Mr. Alexander
Beazeley succeeded Mr. Kershaw. My
association with the Institute Library dates
from 1802.— I am, etc.,

Rudolf Dikcks,
Librarian R.l.B.A.

9, Conduit-street, London, W., Nov. 17.

AN ALL BRITISH ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN.

Sir,—We have just started an aggressive
advertising campaign in the interests of
British goods manufactured by British labour
and controlled by British capital. In the
interests of other British companies and the
Press we feel it incumbent upon us to inform
you that this campaign has met with success,
yielding immediate sales far in excess of our
estimates, and bringing in a volume of corre-
spondence hitherto quite unprecedented in

our considerable advertising experience. The
letters we have received from our customers
in every part of the country applaud our
action and promise whole-hearted support.
At a moment when British manufacturers

naturally hesitate to advertise their goods
we feel that our results should be made
public, for in the light of our experience we
consider that this is unquestionably the
psychological moment in which much may
be done by Press advertising to further tlie

sale of British manufactures, and we shall,

therefore, be most happy to give further and
more detailed information to bonii-fide

applicants of good standing.—We are, etc.,

THOM.is De La Rue and Co., Ltd.
(Stuart De La Rue, Director.)

't**-

Mr. E. F. Wilson, of Kingsbridge, South
Devon, has been appointed highw.iys surveyor
by the Docking Rural District Council.

The urban district council for Margam have
adopted their surveyor's scheme for building
fortv-seven houses at Bryn at an estimated cost
of i9,703.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
J. W. Fair and G. V. S. Myer, architects and
surveyors, at Furnival-street, Holborn, under
the style of Fair and Myer, has been dissolved.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
C. M. Christie and T. Davies the Younger, build-
ing and general contractors, at St. Bride-street,
Liverpool, under the style of Christie and
Davies, has been dissolved.

A Local Government Board inquiry will be
held at the town-hall, Rochdale, on Wednesday
next, into an application of the corporation for
sanction to a loan of ^^33,120 for constructing a
new road between Castleton and Lower-place.

A committee of the Dublin Corporation have
under consideration a proposal to carry out a
housing scheme in the Boyne-street area. Trinity
Ward, at an estimated outlay of over i;22,0O6.
It is proposed to erect forty-two three-roomed
houses.

The corporation of Ipswich have adopted
plans for building a new wing three stories liigh
on each side of the dining hall at the borough
mental hospital on the Foxhall road, and liave
ordered them to be sent to the Board of Control
for approval. The estimated cost is it3,300.

At Pontypridd a new higher elementary
school in Mill-street has inst been opened. It
has been erected from plans by Messrs. Lowe
and Davis, surveyors to the urban district
council, the builders being Messrs. E. R. Evans
and Brothers, ef Cardiff. The outlay was
tl2,000.

Tlic Bishop of Southwark on Saturday con-
secrated the Church of St. Barnabas, Mitcham.
The church is built in dorringo Park avenue
upon a site surrounded upon three sides by
roads, and upon anoilicr portion of which a per-
manent mission-hall has already been erected,
while a further portion of the same site is

reserved for the parson.age house. The archi-
tect is Mr. H. P. Burke Downing, and the
design is liiiscil on the style of the Early 14th-
Century English Gothic.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
CONTRACTORS' SUCCESSFUL CLAIM,

AFTER SIX YEARS, ON DEAD ARCHITECTS
VERBAL CERTIFICATE.—In the King's Bench
Division, on Friday, the 13th inst., Mr. Justice
Avory heard an action brought by Messrs.
Chafen and Newman, Ltd., contractors, of 96,
Trundley- road, Deptford, against Messrs.
Hamlyn and Co., 37 and 38, Mark-lane, London,
general merchants and grain - dryers, for a
balance due on the construction of a concrete
river -wall at Rothcrhithe. The defendants
denied that any final architect's certificate was
ever given, and said that penalties were due in
respect of variations from contract. They
counterclaimed for i;47, on the ground that the
completion of the wor-k was nine days overdue.
— Mr. Langdon, K.C., for the plaintiffs, admitted
that no final certificate was given by the nrchi-
tcct in the form of a document that could be
produced. He added that the building was
beenn on January 22, 1908, and the cost of tlie

work was i!l,162. Payment on interim certifi-

cates brought the amount due to 4^220 ; but
years went by, and eventually the writ was
issued, so that the Statute of Limitations would
not apply. In the absence of the architect's
final certificate, he submitted, there was a verbal
expression by the architect of his satisfaction
with the work to Mr. Chafen that fulfilled all

legal requirements. The architect died without
having written a certificate, and the Court
would have to decide whether the issue of a
certificate was a condition precedent to recovery,
and wdiether the death of the architect, who
was to have been arbitrator, did not enable the
Court to assume jurisdiction. The defendants,
in connection with their counterclaim, said
there were departures from contract, and
another matter mentioned was that the length
of the work turned out to be 203ft., and not
2O0ft.. as shown on the plan.—After Mr. Chafen
had given evidence. Mr. Hills, for the defend-
ants, contended that "certificate." in the
practice of the Courts, meant a written docii
ment. and that there was no case to answer.
Mr. Justice Avory, however, requested Mr. Hill.^

to call his evidence. — Mr. Ernest Aiignsins
Hamlyn (trading as Hamlyn and Co.) tlien

formally deposed that the architect never
certified the works as completed to his satis-

faction.—Mr. Justice Avory, in giving judgment,
said the whole of the correspondence over five

years showed no trace of complaint that tlic

plaintiffs had not properly executed the work.
There was force in Jlr. Hills's argument that
the word "certify" in its context signified a
document; but it was a principle in Acts of
Parliament and contracts that a new form
of word introduced a new significance, and
he decided that an oral expression by the archi-
tect that the work was satisfactory was enough
to fulfil the condition of "certified." He held
the plaintiffs were entitled to recover balance
of their .account, and gave judgment for them
on the claim for £221 and costs. He gave
defendants judgment on the counterclaim for
£10 10s.—two days' penalty—with costs.

ROYAL EDWARD DOCK ARBITRATION:
ARBITRATION AWARD ON FIRST POINT.
— In the action brought by Messrs. John Aird
and Co., London, contractors, against the
Bristol Corporation, claiming £166,687, in con-
nection with the construction of the Royal
Edward Dock at Avonmouth, the arbitrator, Mr.
Hall BIyth (who is sitting at the Royal Courts
of Justice), gave his award on the first point on
Monday. Mr. Upjohn, K.C., Mr. L. Macassey,
K.C., and Mr. G. N. C. Campbell appeared for
I he contractors; and Mr. Gore-Browne, K.C.,
Mr. T. W. H. Inskip, K.C., and Mr. VV. E. T.
Jones for the corporation.—The Arbitrator said
the plaintiff's claimed £166,687, made up of a
number of items, and the first items of coii-

siileration were in respect of rubble filling-in

embankments, in respect of which plaintiffs

claimed some £23,000, being payment for 90,173

cubic yards at 5s. 3d. a cubic yard. Tlie fore-

most point he had to decide was whether the
certificate of the docks engineer, Mr. W. W.
Squire, as given was final, and so debarred the

plaintiffs proceeding with the arbitration. His
opinion was that the engineer's final certificate

was in the ordinary form of certificate, and did

not purport to be an award. His conclusion
was that the engineer was simply acting as

engineer, and not as arbitrator, and he found
as a fact that Mr. Squire did not hear and
settle the dispute between the parties as arbi-

trator under clause 80. The certificates given

by him were not final and conclusive, and it was
open to him (Mr. Blyth). as arbitrator, to con-

siiler and divide the claims made by the con-

tractors. He held— and he was perfectly clear

—

that the works as carried out were so materially

different to the contract drawings that the

clause in the contract did not apply. He had no
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.-.liernative but to hold that the efTect of tlje
illcged agreement for variation or contract for

I

iiyment for filling np shoiilti he made by weight
iM accordance with the factors of conversion
which were agreed between the parties. He was
also of opinion that there was no substantial
litTerence in the stone used from tiiat used in
Inly, 1902. The result was that he found in
favour of the plaintiffs in respect of their claim
f>ir i;23,n00 odd for rubble filling. He would
di al with the question of costs at the end of the
lianng.—Mr. Upjohn then dealt with the next
ihiee Items in the plaintiffs' claim^viz for
-iuie il7,0fl0 relating to work done in the spaces
I -It between the monoliths at the entrance-piers
and elsewhere, for pumping, and for timber used

the spaces and left in by direction of the
uineer, and, further, for waste of timber

i lie engineer had only allowed them 3s per
cnbic yard, and they claimed 14s., bein" in
excess of the amount allowed by the enoineer.—
Mr. Gore-Brown said his answer to this part
of the case was that nothing was due, but that

,

."^Ir. Squire had allowed the 3s. as an act of
I grace.—The Arbitrator thought any contractor
I tf-udenng for this contract must have known

I lat there must be pumping: it was evident.—
.(li- Upjohn argued that if plaintiffs were

'
iilitled to be paid for timber left in non-tidal

waters, surely they were entitled to be paid for
li.aber left in tidal waters.— Mr. Upjohn, con-
tinuing his arguments on Wednesday,' sub-
MMtted, having regard to the terms of the con-
Iract, that where it was obviously indicated that
limbering and pumping were not expected to be
iiicessary, then the contract price should not
be taken to include timbering and pumpin^ If
the arbitrator came to the conclusion that°siich
work was not contemplated in the original con-
tract, then the claimants were entitled to
recover.—The Arbitrator intimated that the
variation was such as would come within the
terms of the contract.—Mr. Upjohn replied that
a contractor was not to be bound hand and foot
in case of a variation. If the contract was
altered, then there must be some arrangement
in accordance with the contract in order that
the contractor should not be placed in a position
of monetary disadvantage.- Mr. Henry Hannay
McLlure, agent to Messrs. John Aird and Co
gave details of the cost of various works to

.^I^r. ^""^- ""'^ ^"'d the staging alone came
to i:30,000. His firm lost money over the
excavations m the spaces, but made some little
profit over the excavation for the monoliths —
In cross-examination by Mr. Gore lirowne
witness said the prices sent in during 1904 for
excavations m connection with the monoliths
was 8s. per cubic yard, and 3s. 4d. for timber
At this period, however, the figures were
naturally only temporary and rough estimates
made by comparison with other prices for
schedule work. This was shown by their figures
for concrete. On the contract price there w°ould
have been a loss of 3s. or 4s. per yar.i ; but thev
obtained an increase of these afterwards

-

Counsel: Is it your opinion that if there is any
variation that is disadvantageous to the con-
tractor it shall be taken into account, but tliat

r'^D
t',?!'^'''^'*' *° 'lim nothing is to be heard

of it?-The Arbitrator: That is the view of
every contractor, I think.—JVIr. McClure C E
Messrs Aird's agent during the construc-
tion ot the docks, was again cross examined by
Mr. Gore-Browne with regard to the claim for
timtier left in the excavations —Mr. Robert CMartin Davidson, consulting engineer to the
tort of London Authority, state'd that he hadexamined the plans for this work. It was not
possible to get the piles down by diedgin-. Itmight have been contemplated in the contract
but could not be carried out, as it would have
let the embankment down. He consi.lercd the
original scheme ill-considered.-Mr. Fredarick
tjolson, assistant engineer to Messrs. Aird and
to., stated that he called the attention of Mr
squire the corporation engineer, to the fact
that^ the space between the monoliths was toosmall and suggested it should be five feet -
^or the corporation, Mr. Gore-Browne calledMr Pearce, assistant engineer at the Docks atthe time, who stated that it was either theuggestion of Mr. Ellis or Mr. Colson that espaces between the monoliths should be in-creasedjo five feet so that the contractors mi-htuse a grab —Evidence was given by MrSchwann to the effect that some of the piles

ni^ k'"!^*'''''
""^'^ ^^ breastwork for'^ hepers by the contractors, and witness said a lot

nor"°i T^.^ I'f^^"'^'
"'^^ "-^''''er "hooped"

Zl 1

''
r^^""-,

Ci<"-<=-Browne, for the corpora-

lisHn
1'™'""

i";*'
*'"= •^'^'"^'^^ '" tbe contract

we e fi'i P™^'i'"VJ that timbering and pumping« ere to be included in the prices ten.lered, anilthere was a special clause to the effect that the

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT LOANS TO LOCAL

AUTHORITIES.-Mr. Leach having requesteil
the President of the Local Government Board
to state what amount in loans, and to how many
public bodies other than Poor law authorities,
tlie Board has sanctioned since the war began,
Mr. Herbert Samuel, in reply, states : The
amount is .to, 018,263, and the number of local
authorities 625.

AFFORl-;ST.\TION. — Sir Harry Verney,
replying in the House of Commons on Monday
to Mr. Leach, said that since the outbreak of
the war the Board of Agriculture's forestry
inspectors had surveyed several areas in England
and Wales, and were in communication with
the owners of suitable land with a view to the
utilisation of unemployed labour in afforesta-
tion if occasion should arise.

LAND DRAINAGE BILL.-Sir H. Verney
moved on Wednesday the second reading of the
Land Drainage Bill, which gives power to the
Board of Agriculture to execute land-drainage
works. He said it was an emergency Bill to
deal with the unforeseen contingency of un-
employment arising out of the war. It was
entirely non-controversial. The onlv point was
its application to Scotland and Ireland. He
understood that land drainage was so different
in those two countries to the system in England
that it would be better to introduce separate
Bills dealing specially with them. Complaints
were made by members that the Bill would not
apply to Scotland and Ireland; but the measure
was read a second time and referred to Com-
mittee of the whole House.

*•
^
Mr. J. G. Banks, chief sanitary inspector of

East Ham, who has served the district for
twenty years, has been awarded by the Sanitary
Inspectors' Association of Great Britain the
Chadwick bronze medal.

A new training college is to be erected at
Glasgow to cost i:2O0,0O0. The grounds pur-
chased as a site extend to about sixty acres.
The college will have accommodation for 1,200
students, and will be under the direction of the
Glasgow Provincial Committee for the Training
of Teachers.

The town council of Newport. Mon., have
again discussed various schemes for rebuilding
Newport Bridge. Mr. De Vesian submitted
plans for a temporary bridge while the main
structure was being built. It was decided that
the borough engineer, Mr. H. Trcraelling,
should report upon one of the schemes, which
contemplates the building of a bridge 25ft. wide
to form part of the main structure.

The establishment of a new College of Art
is announced. The Faculty include Mr.
Wyndham Lewis (Painting), Mr. Arnold Dol-
metsch (Music), Mr. Ezra Pound (Comparative
Poetry), Mr. Alvin Langdon Coburn (Photo-
graphy). Mrs. Dolmetsch (The Dance). All com-
munications should be addressed to the secre-
tarial offices, 5, Holland - place Chambers,
Kensington.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

THE WATER-SUPPLY TO GREATER
SOUTH LONDON.—The Metrojiolitan Water
Board at their meeting on Friday instructed
their Parliamentary Committee to seek powers
next Session for improving and safeguarding the
water supply to districts south of the Thames
in accordance with a scheme prepared by the
late Mr. W. B. Bryan, the engineer-in-chief, in
consultation with Mr. Restler, their deputy chief
engineer. It was explained that the scheme
is based on the opinion of the engineers that
an additional supply of 15,000,000 gallons per
day is necessary to safeguard the southern dis-
trict. It is proposed to reserve for direct dis-
tribution from Walton - on -Thames into the
southern district 15,000.000 gallons a day out of
the quantity which that pumping-station now
affords to the Hampton station, and to supply
Hampton in lieu thereof with 15,000,000 gallons
a day from the Littleton reservoirs, vi Kempton
Park. An area of 15 acres of filter-beds will
have to be constructed at Walton upon land to
be acquired for the purpose, and it is also pro-
posed to provide and lay a new 42in. main from
the pumping-station at Walton to the reservoirs
at Brixton, and thence to the Beachcroft
reservoir at Honor Oak. This would form an
additional source of supply to Honor Oak in
the event of an accident to the existing 42in.
main, and would also form a means of assisting
tlie service from Honor Oak when it has to be
extended to supplement the existing London
supply ot the Kent district. From Honor Oak
a 30in. main would bo laid to Queen's-road,
Peckham, where it would bo connected to the
existing 24in. intercommunication main termin-
ating at the Deptford works of the Kent
district. The route of the new 42in. main would
be loi miles in length ro far as Brixton, and
four miles from Brixton to Honor Oak -a total
of 19.J miles; it would intercept the rivers Mole,
Ember, and Wandle, the London and South-
western Railway and the London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway, and the deputy chief
engineer's estimate of its approximate cost is
£309,000. For the greater part of its length
the new main will be laid in public highwa°ys,
short lengths only passing through private
lands. To this must be added £9,000 for the
30in. main to Queen's-road, Peckham. 'J'lie cost
of the additional filter-beds at Walton, the land
therefor, and the pumping machinery will be
approximately £180,000. It will also 'be neces-
sary to provide a tunnel under the crest of
Grove bine, Dulwich, in order to convey the
water from the Beachcroft reservoir to the dis-
trict. This work will cost £21.000, making a
total approximate estimate of £519,000.

rricPC tl,n..l 1 • 1 1
<-lll-Cl, Liiai, iiicprices .should include everything necessary for

Hearing was adjourned.

The corporation of Glasgow and the county
council of Dumbarton have decided to interview
the Road Board in London in connection with
the question of a grant of a quarter of a million
sterling for the construction of the proposed
boulevard west of Glasgow. The boulevard, ex-
tending from Anniesland to near Bowling, is

estimated to cost £258,000, and would form part
of an important town-planning scheme for the
district through which it would pass.

The annual report on scenery preservation
presented to the New Zealand Parliament shows
that 5,000 acres have been reserved during the
year. This brings the total area of iTcenic
reserves in the Dominion to a little over 214,000
acres, comprised in 363 different reserves. 'The
great bulk of this land is hilly, and therefore
unsuitable for settlement purposes, while its
retention in a state of nature greatly benefits
settlement by assisting to (onservc water, pro-
tect soil, and prevent denudation.

At the annual meeting of the governors of the
Glasgow School of Art held on Thursilay in last
week, Mr. Patrick S. Dunn was re-eleclcd chair-
man of governors, and Sir John J Burnet
LL.D., R.S.A., F.R.I. B.A., and Mr. Hugh Reid]
D.L., were re-elected vice-chairmen. It was
stated that over a hundred past students of the
school had joined the Imperial Forces. The
draft annual report and balance-sheet for the
session 1913-14 were presented and adopted
The students numbered 1.239. It was reported
that the lending-museum scheme, instituted by
the school for the benefit of the hi-'hrr-'-rade
schools, throughout Glasgow and dis"trictr h-d
proved very successful.

A fire broke out in the Municipal Buildinn-s
at Truro on Thursday night in last week and
resulted in the total destruction of the council
chamber, including some valuable portraits in
oil.

Edinburgh Castle and Holyrcod Palace have
now been placed under the charge of the
-Vncient Monuments and Historic Buildin"3
Department of H.M. Olfice of Works repre-
sented in Scotland by Mr. J. Wilson Paterson
A.R.I.B.A., H.M. Office of Works, 30, Chalmers-
street, Edinburgh.

It has been reported to the city council ot
Rochester that a sum of £8:6 w.as "expended in
tar-spraying the roads during the past season
altogether 182,562 square yards havin" beeii
treated, at a cost of 1.04d. per square yard on
by-roads, and 1.33d. on main roads. Altogether
30,800 gallons of tar were u.sed, under the°dircc-
tion of the city surveyor.

It is officially announced that Mr. F G
Randall has relinquished the position of siiper-
int=ndent of the line of the Great Eastern Rail-

V>'i ^".^ ^^''"' '^- ^^''y has been appointed
chief traffic manager, with control of the
passenger and goods departments. "Mr. Harry
Jones has retired from the position of cliief
engineer of the company, and will bo succeeded
by Mr. II. Wilmer.

At the last meeting of the Staffordshire
County Council the finance committee recom-
mended that the existing annual salary and
allowance (£1.300) paid by the county council
to Mr. James Moncur, the county surveyor and
bridgemaster, do cease, and that the staff of
Mr. Moncur be taken over and paid direct by
the county council: that the county council do
pay the necessary travelling and other expenses
of Mr. Moncur in and about the carrying out
of his duties; that Mr. Moncur be paid a s"ilary
at the rate of £850 per annum, but that the
same be again considered as soon as the con-
ditions cf the present war allow. The report
was, after a long discussion, adopted.
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(But ©to fabk.

The making of maps was tlic main topic

of tlie address by Sir Tlioiiuis lloldicli, R.E.,

in opening the 161st session of tlie Roval

Society of Arts on Wednesday night.

Precisely the same symbolism, the alphabet

of map making, as came naturally to tlie

savage, had been used by all map-makers
from the days of Ptolemy until now. The
lecturer discussed the relations of the carto-

grapher and the surveyor in modern map-
making. They might, as in India, be one

and the same person, or they might, as in

Russia, be separate workers, the latter a

method producing more artistic effects in

conventional terms. Sir Thomas discussed

the possibility of improving the usefulness of

guide-maps, particularly as aids to geo-

graphical education.

From the figures given in pamphlet No. 02,

issued by the Board of Trade, it is evident

that at tile present time there e.\ist a number
of valuable openings for the extension of the

sale of British-made plate- and sheet-glass

at the expense of German and Austrian
products. The value of the trade that might
be diverted to British channels is placed at

£677,995, of which £614.875 is in the priii-

cipal Colonial and neutral markets. Germany
takes the lead in Western European markets
generally, and there is also more or less

severe competition from Germany and
Austria in China and Japan, as well as some
of the South American markets.

All the difficulties and adjustments in con-
nection with the proposal to construct a new-

road from Llandudno to CoUvyn Bay have
jiow been overcome, and Mr. W. T. Ward,
the assistant engineer to the Llandudno
Urban District Council, expects to start in

a fortnight's time. The Denbighshire County
Council finally approved of the amended
scheme on Friday last, and on Monday
several matters outstanding w'ith the owners
of the Penrhyn Hall estate were satis-

factorily settled. The uew road from the
Llandudno boundary at the top of Penrhyn
Hill will lie between the e.-dsting road and
the tracks of the electric railway, and at the
upper part retaining walls will be constructed
on the right to support the new thorough-
fare, and on the left to support the railway.
The old road, which will be left as it is to

give access to the land on the west side, is

in places from 13ft. to 15ft. wide, and has a
gradient in places of 1 in 7J. The new road
will have a uniform gradient of 1 in 11, aiid

will be 27ft. wide. There will be a carriage-
way 22ft. 6in. wide, and a footpath 4ft. 6in.

wide, there being no footpath at all on the
old road. From the foot of the hill the ucw
road will be continued in a straight line
across the Penrhyn Hall field to a junction
with the Viear's-road, which will be widened
to 42ft. up to Llandrillo Church, where it

joins up with Brompton-avenue at CoUvyn
Bay, which is also being widened consider-
ably. From the foot of Penrhyn Hill to the
railway bridge in Brompton-avenue, Colwyn
Bay, the road will be almost straight, and
will be 42ft. wide, including a carriageway
27ft. wide and a footpath 7ft. Gin. wide on
each side.

o««>

Mr. 11. K. Nortli, Local Government Board
engineering inspector, has held an inquiry at the
town-hall. Leeds, into the following applications
for sanction to borrowing money by the Leek
Urban District Council :— iil.OSO for the pur-
chase of land and buildings for the extension
of the gasworks; .i'2,455 for the construction of
new streets between Cruso-street. Strangm.in-
wulks, and Broad-street; and i;410 for the pur-
chase of land for allotments in lieu of the land
required for the new streets.

At Friday night's meeting of the Hampstcad
Borough Council a motion was adopted asking
the London County Council to issue instructions
to their several district surveyors to make
thorough examinations of all houses and fac-
tories and other business premises in the occupa-
tion of persons of any nationality, whether
naturalised or otherwise, at war with Great
Britain, for the purpose of ascertaining the
circumstances under which any unusual depths
of concrete may have been used.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENStTINQ 'WEEK.
Fridat {To-djly).—Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. "Notes on Paint and Painter
Work," Ijy Robert Park. 8 p.m.

SilCHBiV (To-MOHRow). — Granil Patriotic Bohemiau
Concert, organised by Londou Cornish
Association. Holbora Reetaurant. 7 for

8 pm.

Monday. — Victoria and Albert Masenm. "Teniae
and the Doge's Palace," by Banister
F. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.3') p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Tne History

and Practice of the Art of Printing,"
Cantor Lecture No. 1, by R. A. Peddie.
8 p.m.
Sun'eyors' Institution. " Our Wheat

Supply,'' by Edwin SaviU. 8 p.m.

Wedsesdat.—Royal Society of Arts. "The Supply of

Caemicals to Britain and her Depend-
encies," by Sir William A. Tilden, D.Sc.
8 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
" Parish Church Screens," by W. H.
Aymer Vallance, F.S.A. 8 p.m.

Thcesdat.—British Museiun. " The Parthenon," by
Banister F. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.30

p.m.

SiiCRDAT (Nov. 28).—Institution of Monicipal Engi-
neers. Annual Meeting at 4, South-
ampton-row, W.C. 12 noon.

«**'

Mr. D. II. Steward, of Aylsham, Norfolk, has

been appomted assistant to the county surveyor

of Pembrokeshire at a salary of £150 per

annum.
At Lincoln a new refuse-destructor, erected

at a cost of £10,850 on a site adjoining the

sewage pumping station, was formally opened

on Thursday in last week.

Mr. W. H. Hughes has resigned his position

as assistant surveyor to the Maesteg Urban
District Council on his appointment as deputy
surveyor to the Glamorgan County Council.

At Prestwich, Lanes, on Wednesday, Mr. \V.

M. Cross, an inspector under the Local Govern-

ment Board, held an inquiry as to an application

from the urban district council for leave to

borrow £20,515 for works of sewerage.

Exterior work on the addition to the Uni-

versity of Ottawa is nearing the finish. The
work, upon completion, will cost loO.OOOdol. Mr.
C. P. Meredith, Ottawa, is the architect, and
tlie contractors are Messrs. C. E. Deakin, Ltd.,

of Montreal.

The Thursday evening class at the London
County Council School of Building, Brixton,

affords training in the practical design of

reinforccd-concrete and steel-work. The lecturer

is Mr. R. Graham Keevil, A.M.I.M.E., M.C.I.,

of the Works Department, Admiralty, who is

also the lecturer on ferro - concrete at the
Northern Polytechnic.

At the last meeting of the city council of

York a discussion arose as to the recommenda-
tion that the city surveyor. Mr. Spurr, be in-

structed to prepare the plans and specifications

for the houses to he built on the Tang Hall
estate. Several members suggested that tlie

work should be entrusted to local architects, and
although the proposal was objected to o nthe
ground that additional expense might be in-

volved, an amendment to that effect was
eventually carried.

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday) of the
City Court of Common Council, the improve-
ments committee reported the continued ill-

ness of the city engineer, Mr. Frank Sumner,
and it was agreed that he be granted a further
three months' leave of absence. An arrange-
ment was made for acquiring the leasehold and
trade interests in the premises. No. 59, Leaden-
hall-street, for £4,500, the claim having been
over £6.818, and it was decided that the various
interests in Nos. 56, 57, and 68 in the same
street, required under the widening scheme, be
settled by a jury.

The Lancashire and Cheshire branch -of the
Roads Improvement Association have been in

correspondence with the city surveyor of Man-
chester regarding the proposed new southern
road. The association suggested that much
greater benefit would accrue to commercial
interests and road-users generally if. instead
of constructing the road from Levcttshuhne and
Rusholme to Cheadle and Galley, the Man-
chester Corporation constructed a new road from
the Cock Inn to the top of Schools Hill, and
made a connection from Northenden Bridge,
using the existing lane, to the Stockport and
.\ltrincham road. Beyond the statement that
the alternative proposals "had received the
careful consideration of the committee," it was
reported to the association on Tuesday, no
further information has been received from the
city surveyor. The Reals Improvement Asso-
ciation propose to take further action.

LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as
;

merely approximate for the present, as our
Tisual sources of information are in many

;

cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

IKON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to iS
Wrooght-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 7 10
Steel Girder Pla.tes 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10 D
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bonad, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Beet Suedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 103., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c., £8 15s. to £9.

Ditto galvanised, £H to £15 103. per ton.

Galvanised Cormgated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8tt. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10 Ol
Bestditto 13 ... U

Wire NailB (Points de Paris)-
]

3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G
i

8/3 8/9 9 3 9/9 10/3 U/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.
;

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10

Cast-Iron Stancbione 6 17 6 „ 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10 ,

EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5 ^

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor BradB 9 15 ,. —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 „ —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ — •

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
to 8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.

I

£10 103. £10 15a. £1103. £1153. £11 153. per ton. !

Cast-iron Socket Pipes— '

3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7 ,

4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 6 Oi

[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored jolntB Sa. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron- Per ton. i

Cold Blast, LiUieshall lOs. Od. to 1178. 6d. '

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Oi. „ 753. Od. .

Wrcnght-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount oft

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes 75 p.o.

Water-Tobee 71i „
Steam-Tubes 674 „
Galvanised Gae-Tabes 65 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 6U ..

Galvanised Steam-Tabes 55 ,.

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £31 7 6i
Lead Water Pipe, Town '-ii 5 0„ —

„ Country '21 0,, —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 .'')

..
—

Country 'iS „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town '25 5 0,, —

,, „ „ „ Country '26 0,. —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town '27 15 „ —

Country "28 10 „ —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... '26 5 0,. —

Country 'i7 0,, —
Lead Soil-pipe (nptoliin.) Town *26 5 0,, —

, Country '-27 0,. —
[Over 4Mn. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6„ 18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 75 „ 75 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 „ 65 0,

Tin. English Ingota 163 „ 164 0^

Do., Bars 146 0„ 146 10

Pig Lead, in lowt. PigB (Town) 22 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town "22 15 0„ —

Country '23 10 „ —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 29 „ —
Sheet Zinc Price on inquiry. •

Old Lead, against account 16 10 ,, — ,

Tin per cwt. 8 10 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) 12 9 ,, —
• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x 10 ..

16 „ 8..

.... 20 „10..
,... 20 ,,12 ..

.... 20 „10..

.... 20 ..12..
16 „ 8..

nnfading

Bine Bangor..

First quality

Eureka

£ 8. d.
, 12 12 6

6 12 6

13 2 6
13 17 6

13
13 15
7 50

per
1.200

1,000

atr.
of
stn

green

Permanent Green

.

10.
20 „ 12 .,

18 „ 10 .

16 „ 8.
20 „10.,
18 ..10.
16 „ 8.

. 16 17

.18 7

. 13 5

. 10 5

. 11 13

. 9 13
. 6 13
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BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15
Second Hard Stocks 1 11

Mild Stocks 1 9
Picked Stocks for
Faciogs 2 5

Flettons 1 10
Pressed Wire Cats... 1 18
Bed Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Kaabon Facing ...

Best Blae Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto Ballnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 3 14

2iin. Best Red Ac-)
crington Plastic [ 4 10
Facing Bricks )

Oper 1,000 alongside, in
„ [river.

jU

delivered
at rly. sta.

Net, delivered in
fall track loads
in London.

aVs Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1.000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 U 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 3

S'/s" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
S'/s" ditto ditto through and through 2
S's" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel .Tambs; Octa-
gons ;

21" and ;j" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Aur Bricks, 9" x 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" xl coarse 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 coarse deep, 4h" soffit, per foot opening..
4 ditto
."i ditto
6 ditto
3 ditto
4 ditto
a ditto
6 ditto

4i"
ih"

9"
9"
9"

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

2 11

3 6
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

OLAZED BRICKS.
HiRD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

f13 17 6 £17 17 6 £13 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 H 17 6

Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6

7 6 18 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and 4Sin. Flats—
I 15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 13 27 6
'Double Stretchers

—

;
17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

! Double Headers—
j

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
'One side and two ends, square

—

I 18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6
' Two sides and one end, square—
. 19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
: Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
I
Plinth and Hollow Biicks, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

iDouble Bulloose, Round Ends. BuUnofe Stops—
I .^d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. eich 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BRICKS.

i
Stretchers and Headers—

I 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles—
!

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

I
.5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

'Mijohca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1.000
' Headers £22 17 6

.. 1. Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass biicks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
;

of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for theirrespectiveldiids and colours f ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Jin.
1 Is. 2d. each j by 2|in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,C00 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full track loads
ito London Stations. a. d.
;ThameBSand 7 6'per yard, delivered
iPitSand 7
:
Thames Ballast 6 ,"

'„

T> I „ 1, , „ s. A. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Qround Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

I

Exclasive of charge for sacks.

L „. ^. B. d. s. d. Per yard,
.Urey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
otourbridge Fireclay in saoka 273. Od. per ton at

' railway station.

I STONE.*
iRed Mansfield, in blocks per foot labe fO 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto ...

!Red Corsehill, ditto
'".

'CloseburnRedFreestone,ditto !!
Ancaster, ditto
Greenshill, ditto !

"

Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
>-ine Elms) ...

Hard York, ditto i.'.'!.'"!!.'!!.'

"

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
.landings, random sizes per foot sup.lUo. do. Sin. Blab sawn two

sides, random sizes

2 3
2 2
2
1 10
1 10

1 lOj
3

B 8

13
•All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road £* s. d.
waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7*

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 94
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Seaton Station ,, Oil

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :
—

Delivered on road waggons

)

Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

( Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf / ... £0 2 3 ...fO 2 4*

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles
Hip and Valley tiles
Broseley tiles
Ornamental tiles
Hip and Valley tiles
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards)
Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)...

Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

^^
Valley tiles

" Rosemary " brand plain t^les...

Ornamental tiles
Hip tiles ',

Valley tiles
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

brindled tiles

Hand-made sand-faced
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

HartshiU " brand plain tiles,
sand-faced

Pressed
Ornamental ditto
Hip tiles

Valley tiles ..

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000 ,,

per doz. ,,

6 per 1000 „

per doz. ,,

..

per 1000

10* per doz. ,,

ii ..

per 1000

per doz.
8

6 per 1000 ,.

per doz.

Oper 1009 ,,

6

per doz. ,,

6 ..

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUsh pale.per tun £28 15 to f39 5
Ditto, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin ,

Ditto. Ceylon
Ditto, INIauritius ,,

Palm, Lagos ,,

Ditto, Nut Kernel
Oleine

,

Sperm ,,

Lubricating, U.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel ,

Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic Oil
Turpentine
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt.
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority " Brand.. ,,

26 15
29
39 10
21
46
42 10
42 10
32 5
35
17 5
30

7

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

63
,

1 6
19
2
2
3

27 5
30
40
21 10
46 10
43
43
33 5
35 10
19 5
31

8
6

1 10
10

9

9

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.
Fourths — ... — ... sjd.
Thirds 4id. ... 5M. ... 6ii.
Fluted Sheet 4id. ... 5ld. ... —

Hartley's English Rolled Jin.
Plate 2id

32oz.
6|d.

, 7.Jd.

'/isin.

3d.

Figured Rolled and Repoussine..

}in.

3jd.

White. Tinted.
4d. ... 6W.

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Ook 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fino Elastic Carriage 13
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Beat Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brash Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "Air-pump" ventilators

have been applied to the Wiggenhall Council
School, Wiggenhall, Norfolk.

The bottom of the swimming-bath at Fettcs
College. Edinburgli. whidi leaked badly, was re-

c.^mented with Pudloed cement, and then lined
with glazed bricks. \Ve understand tliis treat-

ment has successfully obviated the leakage.

A special committee has been appointed by
Mr. J. P. Byers, the recently-elected president
of the Aineric.m Prison Association, to make
a study of, and report at the next convention
on, the most approved styles of prison archi-
tecture.

OGILVIE&CO.

Telephone : ll.KLSTON MRS,

Muny Team connected with
the Lite firm of W. H.
L.VSCELLES A CO., of

BunhilL Row.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N,

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS £ DECORATIONS. ^'V^."-'

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•** Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.

Babnet.—For erecting petty sessional court. Mr.
J. S. Killick, A.M.I.C E., county surveyor :

—
Brightman and Son, Watford ... f.5.B45
Blow and Peters, St. Albana ... 5,349 12 10
Ekius and Co., Ltd., Hertford ... 5,110
Miskin and Son. St. Albans ... 5,077
.Jarvis, E. C. Harpenden 5,020
Salisbury and Son. Harpenden* 4,799 4 2

• Accepted.
Beckenham.—For projiosed erection of county

school, for the Kent Education Committee. Mr.
Wilfrid H. RobinPon. M.S..\.. architect :

—

Friday and Ling, Erith i'11,550
Blay, W. F.. Ltd., Dartford ... 11,530
Wallis, G. E., and Sons. Ltd .

Maidstone 11,515
Browning, G., Canterbury ... 11,499
Jones and Andrews, Beckenham 11,400
Penn, A. M., Woolwich 11,177
Heath, T. W.. and Son. Ken-
sington 10.851

Cook, H. J., and Sons, Penge ... 10,600
Symes, A. E., Stratford 10.592
Graham, T,, & Co., Beckenham 10,530
Elliman, J.. Beckenham* ... 9.797
Sharpin, W. S . Bow, E —

* Accepted.

Bristol.—For the restoration of the tower of St.
Stephen's parish-church. Messrs. Paul and James.
Bristol, architects :

—

Cowlin & Son. Bristol (accepted) £2.657 14

BuRNHABi, Somerset.—For carrying out works of
sewerage, for the urban district council :

—
Pople, W. J. (accepted) £2,73-2 9 4

Chase Town.—For laying a sewer in Rugeley-
road. Chase Town, for the Lichfield Rural District
Council :—

Atkins. A.. Hammerwick X324 11 3
(Accepted.)

Claphasi Park, S.W.—For the erection of a houEe
in King's-avenue, ClaDhara Park. S.W.. for Trustees
of Cubitts Estate. Mr. M. Mareland. L.R I.B.A . 16.

Water-lane. Great Tower-street, and Streatham.
architect and surveyor. Quantities by the architect

;

Harding, H £1,490 3 5
PhelDS. A 1,487

Candler, G., and Sons 1.483

Hill, G., High-road, Streatham*
'Accepted.

1,479

Forest Hill, S.E.—For building a new county
secondarv school for girls at Forest Hill, for the
London County Council :

—

Thome, F. and T., Isle of Dogs... £29 466

Wall. C, Ltd., Chelsea
HoUiday and Greenwood. Ltd.,
Battersea

Bowyer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Noiwood

VVallis, G. E., and Sons, Ltd..
Haymarket

Downs. W., Ltd.. Walworth
Galbraith Bros., Ltd., Camber-
well

Smith, J,, and S.ins (Norwood).
Ltd., South Norwood

King, W.. and Son. Vauxhall
Bridge-road

Godson. G . and Son, Kilbnrn-
lane (accepted)

28.58S

27,992

27..530

26.811
26.812

26.456 12

•a,489

25,233

24.821

(.Architect's estimate, £2.5.984.)

Hackney. N.E. — For construction ef a strong
room in the basement of the town hall, for the
borough council :

—

Brown, S., and Sons. Lower
Edmonton

Rimms. W., Stepney
Sands, J., Walthamstow
Silk, W., and Son. Homertou ...

Keetch. G., Kingsland
Tann, J., Ltd., Newgate st , E C.

bhurmur. W , and Sons. Ltd..

Upi)er Clapton
Self, F. B., South Hackney
Thomers' n. W., and Son,
Hacknev-road

Pike, F. I ndersEnd
Press, rfobin&on, and Co.,
Whitf chaoel-road, E

Mather. T. c., Islington
Lever. T. B., and Son, .Upper

Ilolloway* 405 17
* Recommended for acceptance.

.542 12
5:m 16
5'22

477
471
462 4

1

3

462
451 14 11

449 10
447

433
432

J
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Hasfmehsmith.—For building a new Echool in

Tborofield-road, for the London County Council:—
Leslie and Co., Ltd., Kensington-
square. W £22,645

King. W., and Son, Vduxllall
BridEe-road 22.(514

Wall, C. Ltd.. Cbelsea 21.ta0
Wallls, G. E., and Sons, Ltd.,
Haymarket 21.100

Blake, W. E, Ltd., Fulham ... 20.092
linwyer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood 20,707

Rowley Bros., Wool Green ... SO.UiS
Lawrence, W., and Son, Fins-
bury Circus (accepted) 20,313 (I

(Architect's estimate, i*20,.'3U.)

HEnTFORD.—For the erection of new education
ofHces. Mr. J. S. Killick, A.M.I.C.E., county
Burveyor :—

Thurgood, G. L . Much Hadham £1 719 9 7
Hichardson. W. ,T., Hatfield ... 4,321

Day and Sons. Bishops Stortford 4,319 17 .5

Ginu and Son, Hertford 4,300
Norri- and Sod. Hertford ... 4.037 17 U
Miskin and Sons, Ltd., St. Albans 3,983
Brigbtman and Son, Watford ... 3,9-20

Ekins and Co., Ltd , Hertford ... 3,885
Salisbury and Son. Harpenden ... 3.817 12 6
Newton, F., Hitcbin (Accepted)... 3,804

HUDPERSFiELD.—For the erection of five-story
mill and ofllce premises at George-street mills,
Jliinsbridge, for Mr. James Shires and Sons, Ltd.
Messrs. .T. B. Abbey and Sons, Huddersfield,
architects:

—

Masons :

—

Bottomley. T., and Son. Lindley, Huddersfield.
Joiners :

—
Crowlher, J., and Son, Golcar.

Plumbers and Slaters :
—

Allison, T , Ltd., Milnsbridge.
Plasterers ;

—

Day. G. H., and Sons, Milnsbridge.
Painter ;

—
Battye. J. H.. Milnsbridge,

Cast-iron work ;
—

Shaw. M.. Milnjbridge.
Steelwork ;—

Pulnian. A., aud Sons, Halifax,
Fireproof rioor and concreting :

—

Cooke, J.. Huddersfield.
(Total amount of contracts, .£4,820 )

Island IJabn.—For the construction of a steel
bndee over the river Mole, gangways to the Island
Barn reeervoirs, for the Metropolitan Water Board ;

Lysaght, J, Ltd £3'2ti

Westwood, J., and Co.. Ltd. ... 290 li 9
Findlay. A., and Co.Ltd. ... 275
Diwoay, A. D.. and Sons, Ltd.* 26.5

Young and Co. (informal) ... 258
• Accei)ted.

Leek.—For the surply of cokp-breaking and
fcreooing plant at the gasworks, for the urban
district council :

—

Waller. G., and Son, Stroud ... fll2
(Accepted.)

Letchworth.—For erecting police station. Mr.
J. S. Killick, A.M I.C.E.. county surveyor :

—
Bailey & Co.. Ashwell.Baldock... .H.SM n n
Beckley and Turpie. Letchworth 4,190 4 2
Grimson and Son, Roy^ton ... 4,156
Briehtman and Sons, WalforJ... 3.941
Salisbury and Son, HarpeDden... 3,891 6 2
First Ciarden City, Ltd., Letch-
worth 3,781 4 1

Souster and Son, Letchworth* ... 3,669
^ Accepted.

Leyton.— For the construction of a circular tank at
the sewage-works, lor the urban district council:—

Coxhead £2.940 10
(Accepted in place of Porter, withdrawn.)

LiMF.norsE, E.—Fcr provision of a new power
hoard at the geneiatirg ttation, for the Stepney
Borrtngh Council :

—
Morris and Lister, Ltd £195
Eiison and Swan United Electric
Light Co., Ltd 133

Wnite, W., and Co 127
General Electric Co., Ltd.* ... 106

* Recommended for acceptance.

London, E.G.—For works of repiration to the
stonework of the Central General Market Annexe.
for the City of London Corporation :

—

Nealstone Decoration Co. ... i'211 5
(Accepted.)

NonTH.vMPTON.—For levelling and laying out the
grounit at ttio sides and lear of the se:oniary school
for girls, fertile coiporation :

—
I'uUen, J. G., and Sons (accepted) i'9"j5

NoKTBAMPTON.—For the lighting iostallatioa at
the girls' secondary school, for the educat'oa
committee :

—

Baker, J. A., and Co. (accepted) £i22

NoTTlNcilAM.—For the supply of oie lOH.P
peueratinsi tet and fouadatious, fcr the county
asylum committee:--

Uobey and Cj., Ltd., L'ncoln ... il42 10
(Accepted.)

Oswaldtwistle.—For the erection of a Carnegie
free library in Union-road. Qu mtities by Mr. F. Q.
Farmer. 14, Little Park-street, Coventry, arcbitect :

—
Byrom. J..Ltd £2.764
Mullen and Uurkin 2,760
Smith Bros,. Ltd 2,734
Wbi taker an 1 bom, Ltd. ... 2.7:12
Fo it aui S JDS, Ltd. 2.723
Broad and Sons 1!,7J8
Stewart, U 2.685
Shorrock, It 2.6')9

Swallow and Taylor 2.6.50

Cunlille. and Son. Ltd 2,610
Walsh and Sons 2,627 10
Bury and Sodb Oswaldtwistlo* ... 2.519

•Acceptei,

il4.507 7 3
14,4-24 11 6
l:j,172 16 11

12,314 IS 8
11. .577 10 U
11,431 14 2
11,194 6 4
11,047 2 8
11,043 17 a
10,582 12 4

10.519 2 11

10,388 12 4

10,311 4 6
10.259 14 ;i

9.';29 11 fi

9,381
9.357 2 (1

9.209 2 3
5 10

.£8 253 8
6,8)8 4 4

6,648 U
6,500 (1 I)

6.39 r

6,283
6.2'27 7 11

6,197
6,184
6,138

Shooter's HilIv, Woolwich, S.E. — For tbe
coDstruction of a reservoir on the Castlewood
Estale, Shooter's Hill, of a capacity of about
1.000,000 gallons, for the Metropolitan Water IJoard.

The late Mr. W. B. lirvan. cbief engioeer :—
INIorrison and Mason. Ltd. .

Muirhead, W., and Co., Ltd. .

Oliver, T., and Son
Shellabear, G., and Son ...

Standard ConstrnctionCo.
Docwra, T., and Son
Mowlem, J., and Co., Lt'^.
Holloway Bros. (London), Ltd..
Facey, A., and Son
Shardlow, J. J.

I'r 'ctor. E, and Sonfl
Dick, Kerr and Co , Lt-I

Moss, W.. and Sons, Ltd
Blake, W. E.. Ltd
CafiBnandCo.
Thomas and Edee
RobioEon. R., and Co
Jackson, D. T.
Coles, A. N. (accepted)

Stevenage.—For the erection of a petty sessional
court. Mr. J. S. Killick, A.M.I.C.B.. county sur-
veyor:—

Glasscock and Sons' Successors,
Bishops Stortford

Beckley and Tiirpie, Letchworth
Gimson and Co.. Roystoa
Bailey and Co.. Baldock
Blow and PeterP. St. Albans
Ekins and Co . Ltd., Hertford ...

Salisbury and Sons, Haroenden
Brightman and Son. Watford ...

Miskin and Sons. St. Albans
Newton, F., Hitchin (accepted)...

Stowupland.—Foi* construction of a sswer at
Stowupland, for the Stow Rural District Council :—

Holden (accep'.ed) £160

Stowupland. — For erection of five pairs of
working-class dwellings, for tbe Eist Stow Rural
District Council :—

Theobald and Song, Needham
Market ^3.3r,0

Death, E., Stowmarket 2.'2i5

Roper, F., Ipawich 2.2'2'2

Barbrook, H. J., Bury St.
Edmunds 2.079

Hudson. G. A., Ipswich 2.075

Holden, Thetfori (accepted) ... 1,975

Stratfoed-on-Avon.—For erecting ten vertical

gas retorts, for the town council ;—
Holmes. W. C, & Co. (acceptied) £5.635

Streatham, S.W. — For erection of a house at
Streatham Common North, for Mr. L. A. Lawton:—

Hill, G., Streatham (accepted) ... £1,067

Stroud.—For erection of stables and additions to
baths, for the urban district council :

—

Baxter and Son 'accepted) ... £l,32S

SuNDOx —For erection of eight cottages in Sundnn
parish, for the Jjuton Rural District Council. Mr.
H. Pickering, 18; Princes-street, Duns:able, ar.;hi-

tect :
—

Building and Estates Develop-
ment Co £l.fioO

Hickman, T., and Sons 1.624 10
Clarke. P 1.620

Col-, A 1,499
Ray, J 1.410
Footer and Co 1.394

Kingham. G 1,387 15
Covey. E, and Sons 3.346

Fensome, A. ani E 1,328 9 2
How. R. aud C 1.2G4 10
Wood, W.,Lt Sons, Dunstable*... 1.175

Carter, A 1,130
* Acceptei.

Walthamstow.N.E.—For theerection of boundary
walline and fencing ai-ound the Billet-road Fite, for
the Education Cjmmittee. Mr. H Prosser. M,S.A..
architect to' tbe committee. Revised list— A.
Middisoa. W.J . C inning Town £1.379 ... £19
Webb and Co.. Waltbamstow 1,375 ... 40

Coxhoad, F. J . L-^ytou^tone 1.33J ... 40

Barton, A. G., Waltbamstow 1.317 ... 30
Hammond. J. S., Sons. & Co.. Romford 1.296 ... 4 j

Lever, T. B., .t Son. Upper Holloway ... 1,295 ... 50
Lawrance it Sons, City-road, N 1.275 ... 30
Sands, J.. Waltbamstow* 1.216 ... 20
Dpan. J. and J.. Waltbamstow^ 993 ... 2.)

* Acceptsd. I Withdrawn. A.—Extra for brick-
work in cement.

Wandsworth.—For erecting a one-story buildipg
at the Technical Institute, for the London County
Council :

—
Holloway. H. L.. Dentford ... £.-(,210

Hiqgs aad Hill, Ltd., Soutli
Lambflth 7,932

Galbraith Bros., Ltd , Camber-
well 7,023 1 r.

HoUiday and Grosnwood, Ltd.,
Battersea. C,915

Bowyer. J. and C, Ltd., Upper
Norwood ... 0.875

Blake. W. E.. Ltd., Fulham ... 6,S:JJ

Aker.-(. W.. and Co.. Lta., South
Norwood 6.816

Gariett. J. it Son. Balham-hill 6,7.35

Lole and Co , Chtileoi 6.623

Triggsaui Co.. Clapbam" ... 6,439
l.Vrchitecfs estimate. £:i.480.)

• Accepted.

West Hartlepool.—For the 6udi)1v and erection
of thx'ee pairs of dock gitos, for tbe North-Ea'^tarn
Railway Co. Mr. Charles Watson, docks engioeor;-

Armstrong, Whitworth, and Co. (accepted).

WiLLESDKN, N.W.—For reinstating roadways and
footways, for the MetropoUtaa Water Board :—

lirummell, F. G. (.acceptei).

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communicationa should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon tbe space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Buildinq News, EfflnRham
House, 1, Arundel-street, iBtraud, W.C, and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photoRraphs,
architects are asked kindly to slate how Iour the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which h-T^-e been .

some time executed, except under specia. circuni'
stances. 1

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bdildino !

News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel^treet, Strand, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post freeD to any part ol

the United Kingdom; for the United States,
£1 63. Od. (or adoLs. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any
of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

•,• The special rate to Canada Is £1 Is. 8d.
= 5dols. 27c. for 12 months, and 10s. 10d. = 2dols. 64c.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd.. 302, Shaughneasy
Buildings, McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions. £1 Is. 8d. per annum, on our account.

•.•Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan. Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to tbe subscribers'
addresses.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all ©racial adver-

tisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being Ss.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-

cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being *3. Cd. for 50 words. Special terms for series

of more than Fix insertions can be ascertained on
application to tho PubUsher.

SiTDATioNS Vacant and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant" and "Partnerships" is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight

words after. All Situation AdveTtisementt must be

prepaid.
Situations Wanted.

Advertisements not exceeding Thirty Words,
Inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the heading "Situations Wanted," free of charge.

Rat«3 for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained od
application to the Publisher.

•** Replies to advertisements can be received at
]

the Omce, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-streel,

Strand, W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

|

pence is made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.") i

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the oUice not later than 3 p.m. on Thuri.day. Front-

page advertisements and alterations or stop orders

for serial advertisemects must reach the office by

Tuesday morning to secure attention.

Cheques and Post-ofllce Ord-^rs to be made payable

to THB Strand NEWsPArER Compani, Limited, and

crossed London County and Westminster Bank. i

Received.—S. P., Ltd.—L. and Co.—S. S.—K. F., Ltd.-

N. A. A. S.—C. B. of St. H.—P. T. C. Co., btd. -'

H. H. S. Co., Ltd.—E. aud R.. Ltd.—G. and Co.-

G. and B.—J. T.—B. of W.—D. Bros., Ltd.— B. U.

S.vniii.—Yes.

B. F. H.—Please send.

pESTAGos.—We know of no prize offered.
'

Legal.—We think you are clearly liable under cliuuo -V

Ironwork.—We do not know. It was not stated yi.

Court. Posf-ibly tho plaintitfs Would inform you. \\ *' >

cannot.

A. A. C—You could use the new wickless paralliii

incaudosceut lamps. You cau get them from D. J

Smith aud Co., Ltd., 58, Compton-street, Goswell-roaii.

E.C.. or George Adams, 255 aud 2)'J, High Holbor.i,

W.C.

A . R. S.—Really we cannot say which are " the mOi\

recent." Many of the original patent* for rjiutorc^J

concrete have expired; but if you look up the' lll'.i*

trated 0:ticial Journal" of the Patent "Jfli*^^'
.,Y«n"i

any bookseller can get you for sixpuuco, yon will nn^i

pateatri are still being taken out aliunst every waev.

Some of these may bo useful ; bat otlicrs, wo t;ia?.,

.

arc neither useful nor novel.

(
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Two New Houses: Hill Crest-road, Ealing, W., and
Preston Candover, near Winchester. Views and
plans. Messrs, Robert Atkinson aud George L
Ale.tander, AA.R.I.B.A., Architects,

Blackfriars Hospital for Diseases of the Skin View
and plans. Mr, Wm, A, Pile, F,R,I,B,A„ Archi-
tect.

Parochial Hall, Kensington, Liverpool, View and
plan. Mr, Frank Runmington, Licentiate R.I B A
Architect.
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The Tower Cmema, Rye-lane, I'eckham. Plans aud
view. Mr. H. Couitenay Constantino, A.R.I. B.A.
Architect.

Villa at St. Raphael, France. View aud plans. Mr
Ueorge Gordon Sampson, Architect.

SPECULATIVE BUILDING.
What a change the last few years have

brought tu the status of the speculating
builder ! He selduni has the taunting title

of "field-ranger" Hung at hint now; for,

thanks to his employment of competent
architects, really handsome and up-to-date
elevations are to L)e seen almost ev-ery-

where, and good planning internally.
Some of the best of -the houses are faced

with red bricks all round, instead of

merely a mask of red and the sides and
back done in stocks or grissels. There are
tiled roots, stained-glass jianelled entrance-
doors, and the doors are of artistic designs,
with bold letter-plates and handles.

The porch and path to it are laid with
tiles, and the front fences are of handsome
designs. The fences in the rear are un-
fortunately worse, rather than better, and
the gardens grow smaller and smaller, both
back and front.

Internally, we find small lialls—say 6ft.

or 7ft. wide, instead of passages of 4ft. or
less, and with the dado painted and
capped. The ceilings are often moulded in
geometric designs; the old-fashioned en-
richments to cornices and centre flowers
are seldom seen, and the money spent on
them goes towards tliat of the moulded
ceilings. The doors are mostly Swedish-
made ; but they are better than those that
used to be "made on the premises" of in-
different materials, and with indifferent
labour, and which were scarcely ever dry
before they were painted. The locks and
furniture are artistic, with oval handsome
brass or bronze handles and repousse
finger-plates. The staircases are wider,
newels are used, and l)old handrails and
balusters, Tlie old twisted rail, with rat-
tail or scroll finish, is seldom seen ; the
straight rail can be bought by the 100ft.
ready to fix, and an ordinary gjod joiner
can do the work, so a staircase-hand is not
called in.

The sculleries have tiled floors and often
white glazed dado and capjiing. and deep
white liiitler's sink instead of the old-
fashioned cane, or brown, shallow sink.
The baths are now glazed enamel,

instead of being painted and baked, more
nr less liadly. They arc not enclosed, hut
finished with rolled edges; the missing
enrliisinv pays for the extra cost of the
bath littinc;s. Then the hfit-water cylinder
is placed in a cupboard near for heating
linen, and with oneii batten shelves. The
W.C seats are hung to stiles and on
brackets, and the apparatus consistinT
merely of a jjan and a traji in one. is an im-
mense improvement on the old pan and
trap, and enclosed seat and i-iser and flap

and frame over. The water waste-pre-
venter, with pipe connected to the pan,
and with its hanging handle, is far better
than the old service-box and spindle-valve,
or the handle and lever under the seat,

even with a valve apparatus, while the cost
is little, if any, more.

The chief drawback of the "semi-
detached " house still exists—namely, the
objectionable transmission of sound, hear-
ing from one house to another, A great
deal of this is owing to the Building Act
not being complied with. Again, only a
half-brick wall is put behind the stove, and
sometimes the joints of that are not so full

as they might be. Surely the half-brick
wall could be improved by rough rendering
the backs in cement, even if only "three
and one" is used? Of course, this should
be done in both openings for stoves.

Urban authorities have of late years
issued their ideas as to what size the
timbers should be ; in most cases they are
copies of the London ones. Six inches of
cement concrete is supposed to be put
under the floors, and the floors kept, say,
1ft. above concrete, with iron ventilators
inserted in the outer walls. Many a build-
ing in olden times had neither of the items,
or even damp-courses, while some had
joists on the first floor 1.5in. apart instead
of 12in., and they gave as you walked
across them, before the floors were laid.
Place bricks, the outside ones of the

clamp, that hardly smelt the fire, but re-

sponded all the more readily to the atten-
tions of the rain, have been relegated to
their proper use in the field—to protect
those within the clamp.

Altogether, there is an undeniable im-
provement in the houses now built to let at
£30 to £40 a year, and many very comfort-
able detached and semidetached houses can
now be rented at the above figures. The
terrace house is seldom erected now ; it is,

of course, worse than semidetached, as
there are the party-walls on both sides,
unless you have the luck to get an end one.
Most of the speculating builders have
advanced with the times, and are of a more
respectable class than the old field-

i-anger, and some have blossomed out into
"Garden City " architects under the foster-
ing auspices of 'cute grouml-landlords and
their agents. We must all live in these
times; and, on the whole, those who must
live somewhere in the speculating-built
house get more for their money than the
victims of the Mid-Victorian villa-builder,
the ruins of whose achievements already
adorn many a suburb, or empty the purses
of tlieir owners tu pay for continual but
futile repairs.

LEEDS AND WE.ST YORKSHIRE
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

The opening general meeting of the above
was held at the Leeds Institute on Thursday,
November 19. The president, Mr, G. F.
Bowman, occupied the chair. A large ex-
hibition of students' work, including work
submitted for the society's prizes, was on
view. The smoking concert which is usually
held on tliis occasion was postponed. Tlie
president gave his inaugural address, aud
presented the prizes to the successful
students present, the majority being absent
owing to their military duties"

Mr. W. H. Thorp, F.R.I.B.A., proposed
a vote of thanks to the president, and in his
speech touched upon the position of Belgium.
He lioped that in the great rebuikling which
would eventually take place the old Flemish
character of their architecture would not be
entirely lost. Mr. H. S. Chorley, F.R.I.B.A.,
seconded the vote of thanks, and Mr. T.
Butler Wilson supported it. Mr. Wilson
ventured to differ from Mr. Thorp's opinion
as to the rebuilding of Belgium, and ex-
pressed his whole-hearted support for CIa.s.sie
architecture, as practised in the best modern
schools of today. An examination and
criticism of the" drawings concluded the
meeting.

THK PKKSIDUNT's ADDRESS.
It has been usual for some years now to

bold on this occasion our annual snioliing
concert, after the president has given his
address and tlie various prizes have been
presented; but your council felt that this
year, seeing that Britain and her Allies are
engaged in this disastrous European War, it

would be more becoming to postpone our
iiierryniaking until afterwards, and I am
sure every member of our society is hoping
that wo shall emerge victorious, and tliat
good may be the ultimate outcome, not only
to our nation and those who are figbtiiig with
us, but to the rest of the nations of the world,
and not omitting even those who are at
present our enemies. During the past year
the work of your society has proceeded satis-
factorily. In connection with the Depart-
ment of" .Architecture at the Leeds School of
Art, during the last session the attendance
of students has been maintained, and much
good work has been done in architectural
design and in the other subjects of the school
curriculum. The Department of Architecture
is not yet one of the "recognised" schools
of architecture under the Board of ,4rchi-
tectural Education ; but as the suggestions
of the Board have now been adopted it is

hoped that before long the Board will include
the Leeds Department of .-Vrcliitecture in

their list of " recognised " schools. In refer-
ence to the R.I. B.A. exaniinations. the past
session has been rather a cpiiet one ; but as
all candidates presented for examination liave
passed, the results may be considered satis-

factory, III the National Competition for
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works subniittecl from schools of art \arious
successes lia\e been gained by student asso-

ciates of tlic society. Messrs. Leonard Foster
and Harold Beard beinj; awarded prizes for

sets of arcliitectural designs, and Mr. Eric
Uanisden receiving commendation for a very
interesting arcliitectural design. Tbe number
of students on the roll for the present session

is a reduced one, owing to so many of the
last session's students having jonied the
forces for military service; but with the
assistance of those who are unable, for

various reasons, to volunteer for service, it

is anticipated that much good work will be
done in the school, and that tlie current
session will hold its own with its predecessors,
in spite of all difficulties.

During the year the title of your society
has been changed from the Leeds and York-
shire Architectural Society to the Leeds and
West Yorkshire Architectural Society. This
came about owing to the R.LB.A. con-
sidering the question of the areas allotted
to the various provincial societies. They
considered tliat in some cases portions of
the areas thus allotted were outside the range
of influence of the society in whose area
they then were. Therefore, York, Slieffield,

and your society were asked to endeavour to

arrange distinct boundaries to the areas over
which it was thought, in the best interests of

the society concerned, they could work. An
endeavour was made to form a new society
for Hull and district, but without success,
and finally it was decided that York should
take the East and North Ridings of York-
shire, Sheffield a portion of the "South-West
of Yorkshire, with portions of Derbyshire
and Lincolnshire, and that Leeds should
retain the West Riding of Yorkshire gener-
ally. Several meetings were held, and the
arrangement come to was entirely satis-

factory to the societies concerned. I may
say that your society still covers the greater
portion of the densely populated part of the
West Riding.

The work of a society of this kind would
fare badly indeed if it were not placed in

the hands of a good and capable secretary.
That Mr. Wni. Whitehead is par excellence
in this capacity goes without saying. To his
work, energy, and real interest in the society
we owe a great deal. There are twenty-two
architects and architects' assistants con-
nected with this society who are known to be
serving, or who have volunteered for
service, in his Majesty's Forces. Included
in these is Col. Albert E. Kirk, our late
president, and also Lieut. Sydney D. Kitson,
who was our president of three years ago.
It is quite possible that others "from the
surrounding districts of whom we have no
knowledge may have also offered their
services. Although architecture is one of
tlie arts of peace, it is quite evident that
many members of the profession are also
prepared to study the art of war when neces-
sity demands and our Empire calls. I am
sure that the heartfelt good wishes of every
member of this society is exloided to those
gentlemen wlio have so nobly offered their
services.

Turning to the work of the city, we may
say thiit there has not been any excess of
work (in the opinion of we architects there
never is) ; however, there are several matters
which, I think, deserve attention. Your
society must feel gratified that one of its
members, Mr. W. Carby Hall, has become a
member of the city council, and as ehainnnn
of the development committee, is dealing
with that vast area which a few years ago
was covered with slum properly, and which
is now being developed, and "promises to
become one of the best industrial parts of
this city. On other sections of the city's
work we know that his special knowledge
will be of great service. The work of
clearing away property and the laying-out
of the new street, bci"ng a continin'ition of
Cnlverley-street, and extending to Fenton-
street, is going along with commendable
despatch, and, no doubt, with the extensions
of the infirmary buildings, this will prove
to be a great improvement. The completion
of the present scheme will, no doubt, lead
to further extensions at. let us hope, no
distant date. Considerable development has

also taken place in the Swinegate area, where
the tramway depot has just been completed
from designs by Messrs. Connon and
Chorley. Our council was asked by the Im-
provements committee of the city council

to give an opinion on the frontage line and
the laying-out of the Cookridge-street im-

provement. I wish to put on record that

this society appreciates the action of the

improvements committee in so doing, and
will always be willing to render any assist-

ance which may tend to the best interests of

the city.

The City of Leeds Training College for

Teachers at Beckett's Park, Headingley, is

being used as a hospital for our wounded
soldiers. It has been found very adaptable
for this purpose— in fact, it is said to make
one of the finest in the country. Having had
a hand in the carrying out of this scheme, I

feel proud that -our city has been able to
render such admirable assistance in this

direction.

The Leeds City Council have for some time
past followed the commendable practice of

placing various building works in the hands
of local architects. I feel you will agree
with me when I say that this practice will

prove to be in the interests of the city,

and we are thankful that the city council, in

its wisdom, has adopted this course. They
may feel assured that any architect entrusted
with work will give more of his best when
that work is for his native city or the city

of his adoption.
The most absorbing question at the present

moment is the war. One hears it discussed
everysvhere, and from every point of view.
Every person is affected one way or another.
We, as architects, feel its effect probably as

much as any other section of the community.
Building has been greatly affected, having
been, we might almost say, brought to a
standstill.

General trade the last year or two was
decidedly better, and architects were looking
forward to better times. Many men in prac-
tice had conimissions from clients and were
making preparations to get the work forward
and contracts let, only to have their hopes
dashed to the ground, and one wonders how
long this turmoil is going to last, and what
will follow. It is not for me to prophesy,
but let us trust that our Empire will come
through "on top," and we must also console
ourselves with the thought that, bad as things
are with us, we are not so badly hit as the
other countries concerned, and we should
consider ourselves favoured in many respects.

The German nation was considered to liave

made great advancement in the arts and
learning, and to be one of the most, if not
the most, cultured nations of the civilised

world, and yet the wanton deeds of destruc-
tion wrought throughout Belgium and the
North of France, and the ruthless demolition
of beautiful — nay, magnificent — ancient
buildings, examples of architecture, painting,
sculpture, and other art treasures that can
never be replaced, and which were, there-
fore, priceless; these deeds have not struck
terror to the souls of their enemies. If this

were their object, they have "missed fire."

The effect lias been quite different. They
have filled the souls of art lovers all over the
world with a sense of horrible disgust; but
perhaps the degradation of their own acts
will recoil upon them, and be felt by the
German people in years to come, and that
at the mere mention of Louvain and Rheims
their professors of the future will tremble
and feel ashamed.
The following is a cutting from a paper 1

happened to pick up some little time ago,
the " Cologne Gazette," which consolingly
reflects that out of the huge indemnity to be
extracted from the English, German culture
can rebuild better libraries and churches
than those that have been razed to the dust.
A coinmcnt on this is as follows: Observe the
delicate German imagination, like that of the
consoler, who observed to a widow weeping
for a dead husband, "You can easily get
another," and, further, this comment pro-
cociled to say that if ever Germany did pro-
ceed to the rebuilding, unhappy Belgium is

indeed doomed to suffer more atrocities. As
to the qualifications of the modern German

to rebuild churches and cathedrals, here is

Ruskin's view :
" If the French or the English

burnt a church one day, they could build a
prettier one the next; but the modern
Prussian couldn't even build an imitation
one."

T'ho great disruption of trade in all the
countries concerned, especially so m
Germany and Austria, where manufacturing
has practically had to cease, and where their
transports over seas have been absolutely
stopped ; also so far as Russia is concerned,
the great wastage that of necessity goes on
during the war; and in France also the same
thing applies, only added to this is the de-
struction of a considerable part of the manu-
facturing area in the North of France and
ill Belgium, where the greater portion of the
country has been absolutely laid waste. After
terms of peace are arrived at there will be
enormous trade created, and one is led,

therefore, to think that Britain, in her
favoured position, will for some considerable
time, at least, participate very greatly.

In respect to the effect upon architecture,
one might almost fancy we can see the
Belgians and the French, wdio are a people
of a naturally artistic temperament, made
more steady and practical by the troublesome
times they have passed through, raising them-
selves, and we may hope to see a relaying-out
and a rebuilding and planning take place in

the devastated areas of to-day from which
ill the near future will rise a more practical,
healthy, and more magnificent country than
it has ever been in the past.

The fact that a great many Belgian
refugees are in England, and the close unity
between the two nations, may possibly have
a great effect upon the future architecture
of Belgium, and it would seem quite pro-
bable that (if the happy settlement comes
about as we and our Allies desire) consider- ,

able work in the rebuilding of the towns and
cities of that country may find its way into

the hands of English architects. It may also

be that the attention of architects in Britain
and other countries, which by this wanton
waste and the demolition of historic build-

ings, having thus had their special attention
called to them, that Belgian architecture and
detail may have considerable effect upon
architectural design at home.
Gentlemen, there is little doubt that we

are passing through one of the most trying
times in the history of our country. It may
be that it will have a steadying and sobering
effect upon us as a people. I trust this may
be so, and that the difficult and complicated
matters that must of necessity arise in the

settling-down process after this great ordeal
will be carefully and successfully dealt with,

and that out of evil good may come.

OUR AVHEAT SUPPLY.*
By Edwin Savill (Member of Council).

The subject of this paper, " Our Wheat
Supply," at all times an interesting one, is

only partly dependent for its interest upon
the cjuestion of whether our food supplies

will be adequate in time of war. But at a

time like this, when our country finds itself

engaged in a life-and-death struggle with an
unscrupulous enemy, whose brains, energy,
and I'esources are being relentlessly used
with the confessedly main object of destroy- !

ing us as a nation, and robbing us of every-

thing we have lived and fought for for a I

thousand years, it is natural that the problem
of increasing our wheat supply as a safe- '

guard against starvation should outweigh the

consideration of the more peaceful and
domestic problem of how to extend the area

j

of wheat land in this country. I propose in ,

this paper to discuss more particularly the i

latter problem, which, to a certain extent, i

includes tUe former. I have tried to use as
|

few figures as possible.
i

In 1871 the area in England and Wales
under the plough was 14,94t!,000 acres.

In 1913 the area was 11,058,233 acres,

showing a decrease of 3,887.767 acres.

In 1870 the quantity of wheat grown in

England and Wales was 13,207,820 quarters.

• Read at tbe Ordmary General Meotiuf? of the Sar»

voj'orB' luBtitutiou, Monday, Nov. 23, lull.
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III 1913 the quantity was G,G42,178
(jiiarters, showing a decrease of G,5Uu,64'J

quarters.

Ill 1870 tlie price of British wheat was
46?. lid. per quarter.

In 1913 the price of wheat in England
and Wales was 31s. 8d. per qnartcr,
sliowing a decrease of 15s. 3d. per quarter.

In 1870 the price of bread was 8.48d. per
411). loaf.

In 1913 the price was 5.77cl. per 41b. loaf,

showing a decrease of 2.71d.
During the same period the increase in

land under permanent pasture (including
improved waste land now scheduled as
pasture) has been 4,903,1289 acres.

Ill 1871 the number of agricultural
labourers, apart from nurserymen, wood-
men, etc., employed in England and Wales
was 1,073,084.

Ill 1911 the corresponding number was
7G'J,947. showing a decrease of 310,137.

In 1871 the total head of Etock— i.e.,

cattle of all sorts, sheep, liorses, and pigs

—

numbered 27,888,450.
lu 1913 they numbered 20,351,478,

showing a decrease of 1,536,972.
In 1875 agricultural land sold at an

average price per acre of £47.
In 1913 the average price was £25 per

acre, showing a decrease of £22 an acre.

The foregoing are facts, and it is possible
to deduce from them certain arguments in

favour of reverting to the cultivation con-
ditions of 1870, which, I believe, could be
done without a return to the high prices of

the same date. Tlie average price of wheat
grown in England and Wales last year (1913)
was 31s. 81. per quarter, and I propose to

consider whether it pays to grow wheat et
that price. It is, unfortunately, impossible
to state accurately the actual cost of wheat-
growing. There are many considerations
which are not capable of e.\act calculation,
as they cannot be confined to the question
whether the price obtained for a crop of
wheat exceeds the actual cost of its pro-
duction, because wheat must be grown in

rotation with other crops, and if we arc
calculating on the profits to be derived from
breaking up land and growing wheat, we
must put into our wheat calculations the
profit or loss which might occur upon tlie

rotation as a whole. To take Mr. Strutfs
figures. He shows that over a period of si.x

years, 190GT911. taking into consideration
all expenses and outgoings except interest
on capital, an average profit of £3 17s. per
acre is produced from wheat ; but if we take
his other figurrs we find the average profit
per acre from the rotation crops, including
wheat, without taking into account interest
on capital, amounts to only £2 125. 5d. per
acre. If we knock off 8s. for interest on
capital we are left with a profit of ,£2 4s. 5d.
an acre. The figures which follow show in

detail the cost per acre of growing the
various crops which make up a rotation. I

am aware that these figures are very general,
and that the rotation and the cultivation
might be varied to any extent ; but I believe
they give a fairly true result of the complete
operation. I have worked them out to apply
more particularly to heavy lands, as it was
such that for the most part was put down to
grass in the bad times.

ESTirjlTED COST AND YIELD PEIl ACKE OX A IIEA^ V
LAND FARM.

CoBt per Yield
acre, per iiore.

fl) Teans after barley— ,t s. rt. £ s. d.
rtimi^iiiK—13 loads per acre at 48. ... 2 8
Spreading 2
PlouijUiug, 2 horbea 10
Rolling 10
Harrowing 10
Drilling 2
Water fitrrowinp 10
Seed—2 bsh. at 33s.-- 8
Twice harrowing » 18
Hoeing ; 10 u
Cutting by binder, setting up, Btnck-

ing, thatching, Jtc 1

Threshing 4.5i|rs. at 2s. 6d Oil :)

Carting, eay 5 miles, at 2d. per (ir.

iwrmile .3

Rent, rates, and sundries Ill
Interest ou capital 8

r 17 111

Yield 4} (|rs. at 303. . ,
11 I", ii

Straw, say 1 .'» o

8

Co&t per Yiehl
acre, per acre.

(2) Whent after beans— £ a. d. £ s. il.

Broad sharing 3 (i

rioughiug, 2 hoiBes 10 o

Rolling , 0.10
Harrowing , 1' M

Drilling 2

Seed—2 bsh. at 408 10 o

Harrowing 10

Water furrowing 1 o

Rolling 111

Hoeing 4
Cutting by binder, setting up, stack-

ing, thatching, 4c 1

Threshing, 4iiir8. at 2s. 6d OU 3

Carting corn, eay 5 railes at 2d. per
(jr. per mile 3 9

Rent, rates, and sundries 1 10

Interest ou capital 8

5 7 8

Yield, say 4S qrs. at 3l8. 8d 7 2

Straw, say 2

(3) Spring oats after wheat— 2

Struck 7

Drawing furrows 10
Harrowing 10

Ploughing 10

Twice harrowing 18
Artificial nianilra 12

Drilling 2

Seed—4 bsh. at 24s 13

Harrowing 10

Rolling 10

Cutting, harvesting, threshing, &c.... 115
Rent, rates, and sundries 1 10

Interest ou capital 8

6 18

Y'ield, 7 qrs. at 20b 7 o
Straw 2

(4) If fallow after oats— 9

Ploughing, 2 horses 10

Ploughing, 3 horses 14

Twice scarifying 4
Dunging—12 loads at 48 2 8
Spreading 2 6

Turee times ploughing 110
Rent, rates, and sundries 110 o

Interest 8

7 6

If roots after oats

—

Twice ploughing, 2 horses 1 o o

Balking. 3 horses 7

Dunging— 13 loads at 4b 2 8
Spreading 2
Balks, sjilit, 2 horses 7 6
Artificial manure 15
Rolling 10

Drilling 10
Seed—Sib. at ad
Rolling 10

Chopping out, singling, and hoeing 15
Pulling and clamping 1

Rent, rates, aud sundries 1 10 o

luterebt on capital 8

10 3 8

Value of crop in the clamp, *0 tons
at 10s 10

(5) Barley after fallow

—

Twice scarifying 5
Harrowing 10

Drilling 2

Seed—24 bsh. at 32s 10

Harrowed 10

Rolled OKI
Hoed in spring 4
Cutting, harvesting, ttirosbing, Ac... 115
Reuts, rates, and sundries 1 10

Interest ou capital 8

4 16

Y'ield, 6ay4J qrB. at408 6 1.5 o

Straw 1 10

(6) Clover after barley (cut twice)- 8 5

Average cost of seeii and sowing, say 15

Say cost of cutting aud making twice 1 10 o

Re'ut, rates, and sundries 1 10 o

Interest oo capital 8

4 3

Fodder Value.—Yield 3.i tons per acre
at 558 6 17 Ii

(7) Wheat after clover-

Ploughing 12

Rolling 10

Twice harrowing . 18
Artificial manure 12

Drilling—3 bsh. at 408 10

Drilling 2

Harrowing o 10

noUiug 10

Water furrowing 10
('iii.tiug, ic. (aa before) 115 ii

lifut. rates, ic .. 110 u

Interest on capital 8

5 14 3

Yield same as No. 2 9 2

Taking the cost per acre of eacli crop,

and applying the cost to the acreage of each
crop which would be likely to be grown upon

a hundred acres of arable land, the calcula-

tion works out as follows :

—

32acres wheat ati;3I2 = £115 4
30 acres oats at 2 18 4 = 58 6 8
8 acres barley at 3 8 6 = 27 8
10 acres clover at 2 14 «= 27 5
111 acrcH beans at 022= 118
so £231) 5 4
Less crops grown at a hws

—

12 acres fallow ... at .17 6 =£87 18
8 acres roots — at 3 a = 114— £88 19 1

30

£140 G

The net profit on 100 acres would average
(with wheat at 31s. 8(1. per quarter) 28s. per
acre per annum. If wheat were 383. per
quarter the profit would be increased to
37s. Gd. per acre per aniiuiu. 1 do not think
the amount of rent interferes with the eal-

enlations, because, as a. general rule, a high
rent means greater possibilities of produc-
tion, or advantages of transit and markets.
In considering the foregoing figures it should
be borne in mind that the profit per acre
shown is the result when every crop is a

good crop, and it must be discounted to allow
for failures and reduced crops, due to un-
favourable seasons. After making careful

inquiries from various sources I have come
to the conclusion that if farmers could be
certain of receiving 38s. per quarter for their
wheat they would feel justified in ploughing
up a considerable area of the land which is at

present producing less than the return of

which it is capable. In a general considera-
tion of this matter it should be remembered
that while land is laid down to grass it can
grow nothing of value but grass, whereas
land under the plough can grow, in addition
to wheat, any crop for which by nature it is

suitable. From the foregoing remarks it

will be seen that, in my opinion, it is neces-
sary for farmers to be assured of a moi"G or
less certain price for wheat before they can
be persuaded, for the purpose of growing
corn crops, to change land which now costs

them so little in labour into land costly to

cultivate. Much anxiety was naturally felt

on the outbreak of war as to the stability

of oiir food supply. The price of wheat rose

in a few days from 34s. per quarter to 45s.

per quarter. It speedily dropped again to

365.. from which price it has gradually risen

to 40s. at the end of October. It is a matter
for great congratulation that the price of

wheat is now only Gs. per quarter higher
than it was in July, before the war was
thought of. but it is also to a certain extent
a matter of great good fortune.

I believe I am right in saying that there
has never been a naval battle with Dread-
noughts engaged ; submarines have been very
litle used prior to this war; aeroplanes,
dirigibles, and seaplanes have hitlierto been
unknown. Is it cowardice, then, that warns
us to be prepared for accidents? We all

hope for the l3est, and believe the best will

happen as far as this country is concerned
;

but is it inconceivable that enemy cruisers
might find their way into the Atlantic and
Indian Oceans, and liold up our supplies?
Knowing nothing of these things, it appears
to me not impossible, and if it is not proved
to be impossible, any workable plan which
would insure a supply to last us a few more
weeks should receive the consideration of

all responsible people. The possession of

this additional two or three weeks' food
might make just the difference between life

and death, between the eontinuaiice of our
empire or its destruction, between an iin-

conditional surrender, owing to starvation,

or tlie time to recover ourselves. It is for

these reasons that I feel so strongly that all

political considerations should be brushed
aside. They arc of no consequence, and
entirely beside the mark when questions of

vital national importance are being dis-

cussed. Having put my suggestion for safe-

guarding our bread supply and increasing the

wheat area in tins country before several

experts, who have found no flaw in it, 1 now
submit it, with all deference, to you. Fix
the price at which wheat can be grown at a

fair profit, taking into account the other con-

siderations 1 have already mentioned. I

consider that possibly 38s. per quarter would
meet the case; but here, as in other matters.
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I am open to correction. Every farmer wlio

sells wlieat slioiild be paid the difference be-

tweeji tlie inerage price for the year and
the settled price of 38s. per quarter. The
average price sliould be for the year ending
Angust 1 in each year. I think you will see

the advantage of this plan over that of paying
the difference between the price at which
wheat is sold and the fixed price of 38s. per
(|uartcr. Among the advantages of the

proposal are the following:

—

(1) Every farmer will know that be can ^row wheat
and make preparations for growinpr wheat witLoiit fear
of losgi, because he will be sure of receiving a price
approximatiucr 388. per quarter owing to the Govern-
ment j^uarantee.

(2) As under this scheme wheat would be ffrown with
the risk of loss eliminated (other than tbat due to bad
seasons which agriculturieta have always to face),
growers would know that the more wheat they grew
the more certain profit they would make.

(3) Farmers would try to obtain the highest price,
because if they sold at a price above the average they
would not only get from the Government tbe difference
between the average price and 3Hs. per (juarter, but
would also receive the amount by which they had sold
above the average price.

(i) Farmers would obviously grow as much per acre
as possible, which they would not necess.arily do if paid
BO much ]ier acre.

(o) They would endeavour to grow the best quality in
order to command a price above the average.

(fi) The best and richest lands would grow the largest
quantity ; but the poorer lands, according to Professor
Voelcker, would grow the best quality, so that things
would tend to equalise themselves.

(7) It seems likely that such a scheme would encourage
farmers to hold wheat, because as a rule prices tend to
rise in the spring and summer, and they would therefore
get the advantage of a probable higher price from the
buyer, as they can do now, with the Government grant
in addition—that is to say, assuming a guaranteed price
of 38s. and an average price of SBs., the farmer who sold
at 3/s. would, in addition to getting a price above the
average, receive 2s. a quarter from the Government.

{H) There is very little chance of fraud.

I do not think tiiat the objections to other
schemes, already mentioned, hold good
against this proposal, although there
may be others which have not occurred to
me. It would be necessary to make it n
penal offence to purchase wheat unfit for
milling without so specifying. The cost of
such a sehciup to the Government would
depend upon the anioinit of the guarantee;
but it is doubtful whether it need be con-
siderable. A steady market is almost of
greater importance than a high one, and it

would merely bo necessary to guarantee a
reasonably remunerative price for a suffi-

ciently long period. It may be argued that
if it would not cost the Government any-
thing, of what advantage would it be to
farmers? The answer is that it would inspire
them with confidence by freeing them from
the risk of loss. That is all they ask for.
Some arrangement would have to be arrived
at by which the note of sale would be re-
ceived by the Government as evidence of the
transactions between buyer and seller. If
such a scheme could be put forward at once
it might not be too late to have a consider-
able effect upon ne.tt year's crop, as the
practice of sowing spring wheat has con-
siderably increased of late years.

It is doubtful whether it would be an ad-
vantage this season to supersede other grain
or root crops by wheat, as it seems to me
that tlie supply of food for cattle will be
almost as important as the supply of bread;
but it might be possible in some parts of
the country for wheat to take the place of
grasses which other«isc would ho allowed to
stand another year or two, and the value of
which is unimportant. If tilings go well with
us the feeding of our cattle is an important
iteui, and even .should things go badly, and
we have to consume our cattle, the oats,
barley, and roots grown for their consump-
tion could, in time of nccr'ssity, be utilised
for human food. In future seasons, if the
Government will guarantee a price for wlieat
winch will show a fair profit, I advise the
breaking up of all inferior grassland and
putting it under the plough.
Before 1 conclude I cannot refrain from

reminding members of tliis Institution of the
steps Britain Overseas is taking to help the
Mother Country in this direction. In the
Afnininrj Post of October 2:2 we read tliat
Mr. Holman, the Premier of New South
Wales, announced that the Government pro-
posed to take active steps with a view to
the large extension of the area of wheat

cultivation. The scheme included such
details as

—

(1) Government advances by means of

co-operation banks to the farmers, with a
view to the e.\tension of the cultivation of
existing holdings.

(2) A guarantee of the minimum price
for wlieat grown in the additional areas.

"These proposals," the article continues,
"should insure the immediate utilisation of

unmployed labour in reproductive work, and
also a substantial additional supply of wheat
in next year's crop, when it is likely to be
very advantageous to the allied countries liy

replacing the deficiency of the ensuing crop,
owing to the drought." Australia, therefore,
although it has now formed its third con-
tingent to send over to the front, has
apparently enough labourers to work an ad-
ditional area of land. In the Morning Post
of October 27 we find the following: "Mr.
Ashford, the New South Wales Minister for
Agriculture, has published details of the New-
South Wales Government's wheat cultivation
scheme, in which he states that outside the
military operations an equally important call

comes to the outlying Dominions to strain
every effort to prevent famine prices from
obtaining in Great Britain owing to the fore-

casted shortage of food stuffs, as a result of

the war. The Government proposes to clear
a minimum area of 100,000 acres, thereby
providing employment for 10,000 men. A
guarantee will be made to the banks up to

20 per cent, on advances for the special
purpose of the extension of the wheat cul-

tivation, 'liie minimum price guaranteed is

4s. a bushel. The Government supplies seed
to those unable to obtain it otherwise. . .

."

Canada is also giving careful consideration
to a scheme which has been put forward
largely to extend her wheat area. Can we
do less?

OBITUARY.
The death is announced, in his thirty-fourth

year, at Bearwood, Gerrard's Cross, after a
short illness, of Mr. Robert French Johnston,
of 1, Brook-street, Hanover-square, W., a

young architect of considerable promise. We
illustrated in our issue of Oct. 14, 1910, the

offices of the Country Gentlemen's Associa-
tion, built from Mr. Johnston's designs at

Letchworth. In the architectural room at

the Academy this year he had two drawings
hung, of Burwood Ash House, Bucks, and a

house at Burghclere. The funeral service

took place at St. James's Church, Gerrard's
Cross, on Saturday afternoon.

Mr. J. T. Herbert Baily, the editor and
chief proprietor of the "Connoisseur," died
on Thursday in last week, from pleurisy and
pneumonia. Mr. Baily, who was born in

Bronghty Ferry, Forfarshire, on October 8,

18G5, was the author of several books,

notably " The Life and Works of Emma Lady
Hamilton." 1905; " Life and Works of George
Morland." 190G ; and the "Life and Work
of Francesco Bartolozzi." He published
several monographs on famous artists, among
them "Sir Henry Raeburn," "Sir Francis
Wheatley, R.A.," "Matthew William Peters,

R.A.," "Francois Boucher," and "James
Ward, R.A." Mr. Baily was the chairman
of the Decorative Arts Loan Committee of

the Franco-British Exhibition of 1008 and of

the British Pottery and Glass Exhibition at

Stoke-on-Trent.

At Belfast, a new school in Malvcrn-street has
been formally opened. The architects were
Messrs. Hobart and Heron, of Belfast, and the
buillers were Messrs. C. and W. M'Quoid.

The town council of Southampton are about
to carry out, under the direction of the boroMgli
eni^incer, Mr. J. A. Crowther, works for the
strengthening of a number of roads at an esti-

mated cost of .^12,885 5s. Towards tlie oiithiy

the Road Board will make a grant ct one tliirtl

(f4.295).

. .^t the last meeting of Dumfries Town Council
it was reported that the council were now ready
to proceed with the King-street improvement
scheme, which will have the effect of clearing
away a considerable amount of slum property
near the centre of the town. It was staled that
the cost of purchasing the old property anionnted
to i;7,000.

Tile Northamptonshire committee appointed
to carry out the memorial to the late Lady
Kniglitley of Fawsley has voted iSOO to build
the chancel of the Church of St. Peter in

Rcgina, Western Canada, to coniniemornte I.;uly

Knightley's work among Englishwomen emi-
grating to Canada. A br^lance of .£108 is to be
used in placing a tablet in Fawsley Church.

The Stoke-on-Trent Board of Ciuardians have
decided to expedite the completion of the new
children's hospital and pavilion, and to offer
it to the War Office as a hospital for wounded
soldiers. The cost of tl\e building is £6.000. and
tliere is accommodation for ninety beds. The
work is almost completed, and the" liospital will
he ready for use by the military authorities
in six weeks.

_
The committee for the restoration of St.

Stephen's Church, Bristol, liave received a
report from their archilerts. Messrs. Paid and
Jamos, of Baldwin-street. Bristol, as to the con-
dition of the exterior of the fabric. Close
examination made from the scaffolding recently
erected sliowed how seriously the atmosphere
liad affected the arcliilcct:iral features of the
lower stages of the tower. In many cases the
moulded stonework of Late Gothic vviiidows was
so weathered away that large pieces were ready
to fall at the slightest touch. The committee
ilecidcd to at once proceed with the repairs to
the noble tower, the restoration of the south
porch and the west front being loft over until
thal^ work is completed. Messrs. Cowlin and
Son's tender for this portion of the work was
accepted at £2,657 10s., and works liave been
ccmmenccd this week. The subscriptions in
hand amount to £1,760.

Plans for the proposed 6.000, OOOdol. City
Hospital for the Sick and Accident Cases, to

be erected on the site of the present General
Hospital at Philadelphia, are being prepared.

The late Mr. Charles Ansell, Lleana, Alex-
andra Drive, West Cliff, Heme Bay, formerly
in business as a builder at Lambeth, S.lv. left

net personalty £4,110, and a gross amount of

£15,912.

An anonymous donor has given £3,000
towards the cost of building a new church in

the Old Town district of Eastbourne. Plans are

now being prepared by Mr. G. E. Streatfeild,

M.S. A., of Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

The proposed new road out of Portsmouth,
estimated to cost £200,000, has been abandoned
for the present, the chairman of the Read
Board having intimated that it could not be
put in the same category as important trunk
roads carrying through traffic between large

centres of population.

The Board of Administration for the State
of Illinois have just accepted tenders for the
erection of three l)uildings on the site of the
.State Colony for Epileptics, near Dixon. III.,

according to plans prepared by Mr. James E.

Dibelka, 29, South La Salle-street, Springfield,

HI., the State architect.

Mr. Ralph Modjeski, of Chicago, has been
retained as consulting engineer for the Second
Narrows Bridge at Vancouver, B.C., filling the

place made vacant by the retirement of Sir

John Wolff-Barry. Messrs. Cleveland and
Cameron, of Vancouver, are handling the

matter locally as resident engineers.

For over twenty years the question of a

water supply scheme for the Street Vdlages iias

been under the consideration of the M:dtoa

Rural District Council. Water has been dis-
,

covered at Amolherby as the result of boring
^

operations, and at Saturday's meeting of the

council the scheme was carried a. stage further

when the council resolved to ask the Loc;:l

Government Board's sanction to the borrowing
|

of £14,963 in order to execute the scheme.

Mr. Edgar Lewis Horwood, A.R.C.A., who lins
;

been appointed to the position of chief architect

to the Department of Public Works at Ottawa,

in succession to Mr. David Ewart, was born

in Monmouthshire, England, in 1868, and was

educated at the St. John's College. Frome, and

at the Prescott High School. He went to

Canada in 1882, and studied architectural work

in New York and Buffalo. He entered into

private practice at Ottawa in 1893, ami con-

tinned until his appointment to the Federal

position. Among the edifices at Ottawa vvhich

he has designed are the Carnegie Public Library,

St. Luke's Hospital. Ottawa CoUesiatc Institute, i

and Sun Life Building. From 1907 to 1909 he

w.as President of the Ottawa Chapter of the
!

Ontario Association of Architects. He is au_

Associate of the Royal Canadian Academy of

Arts, and a Fellow of the Royal Architectural

Institute of Canada.

i
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dntxtntt Calamn.

'I'lio vast importance of the subject dis

eiissed by Mr. Kchvin Savill at the Surveyors'
Institution on Monday night well deserves
a fuller report of liis paper than we can spare
space for, and we advise all who are in-

terested to study it fully in the Institute's

"Transactions." We speak with all diffi-

dence, but as far as we are able to judge, his

scheme would guarantee us against famine,
and would enable the farmer to respond to

the appeals now being made to liim to in-

crease his wheat acreage without loss to him-
self, and with benefit to Labour. The
scheme, we believe, would cost the country
very little, and would establish a steady
market. It is certainly free from the draw-
backs which militate against the subsidy
proposals others have put forward, with its

army of officials all over the country, which
would have to be appointed, and infinitely

more workable than the Government
granary projects others have suggested. We
trust it may receive the fullest consideration,
and again commend it to all.

from German sympathisers here, whose
Christian charity for cheap labour covers a

multitude of sins.

The four hundred pounders are off to day
for another eight weeks' holiday, and on
full pay, and not one of them has thought
it worth while to ask why Mr. Lloyd George
has forgotten his promise, and Mr. Asquith
Ills belief that it woijld be fulfilled, with
regard to the removal of the double burden
imposed on builders by the Lumsden
decision. With the presejit huge increase in
taxation it would have cost the revenue little
to serve all alike, and it would have done
something to stimulate the great group of
our industries, which are possibly at least of
as much national importance as dye stuffs.
But the property owner, and those whose
work it is legitimately to increase the value
of property which is the biggest and
soundest asset of the real

still Mr. Lloyd Geor
.Sooner or later the mass of the people will
discover what it means to them; meanwhile,
Mr. Lloyd George believes with General
IJeridiardi and the rest of his German friends
that might is right, and that any promises
of justice are mere scraps of paper.

are evi<lently

e's special victims.

It is difficult to understand the Govern-
ment's decision to delay the erection of the
monument promised to Lord Roberts;
unless, indeed, it is one of the many things
to be left over for the next Government.
None the less will people remember at the
next General Election that half our cost in

blood and treasure—perhaps all of it—might
liave been saved if our great soldier's
repeated warnings had been heeded, as they
should have been, by those who knew per-
fectly well at least a couple of years ago
that war was certain, and kept the know-
ledge from the people. By the way, the
ArchbLshop of York and other apologists of
the Kaiser, and counsellors of love to our
enemies, are quite ready, doubtless, to
welcome them all back to our shores again
as soon as the war is over, to take the bread
out of our mouths, and spy out our weakness.
We are paying the passage back of some
of them already ! Some few, poriiaps, have
noticed that the German prisoners shot last
week at Douglas had all, or nearly all, been
working here in Englaiid before the war;
otherwise, doubtless, by this time they would
have had offers of employment by the dozen

tl;

The new rates of Income tax upon un-

earned income are going to cause a lot of

trouble in the close calculations that will be

needed as to ground-rents due at Christmas
and beyond, as well as in regard to mort-
gage interest dividends and the like. The
present position is that the existing tax of

Is. 3d. will be chargeable for the eight
months from April 6 to December 6, when
it rises to Is. 8d. for the other four months
to April 5, 1915. So that on this last third

of the year the tax will be at the new double
rate of 2s. Gd., which will be the amount
during the next finajicial year. In the same
way, the 9d. in the £1 on earned incomes
will rise to Is. from December 1, and so make
the last four months of the year to April 5

next pay on the double rate of Is. 6d. There
will thus be two calculations required for the

different rates from and to the dates

mentioned. Busy times are in front of those
who make out the figures on ground-rent
claims, and still busier in regard to mort-
gage interest, and as to the proper deduc-
tions from company dividends, which fall due
at all sorts of dates. With regard to the tax

on earned income—that is, under Schedule D
—there is a concession to meet losses by the

war. Instead of, as usual, assessing the tax

upon the average of the profits for the three
years preceding the current year, this is to

be taken upon the average of the two pre-

ceding years and the present year, reckoned
together. Thus, if the last three years'

income was £1,000, and the current year fell

to £500, this new average would come out at

£833, instead of £1,000, as under the existing

law.

The building trades, in their various

dealings, have to do business with companies
which, though often British in name, and
always in law, are known to be really com-
posed of German financiers and shareholders.

In such dealings some have doubted whether
they could rightly pay money to what was
substantially an enemy .concern. The point
was not clear upon the Proclamations. We
have now had a decision of the High Court,
which, so far, settles the matter. There the
Amordent Manufacturing Co., which makes
tubes for carrying electric wires, sued
Defries and Co. for 30s. The debt was ad-

mitted ; but the defendants urged that as the
company had 1,433 of its shares held in

Germany, and 385 for naturalised Germans
living here, they could not maintain this

action. The Judge of the City of London
Court took the bold, patriotic view that, to

allow the plaintiffs to get their money would
be against public policy, and so found for the

defendants. But in appeal to the High Court
the principle had to be laid down as being

that a company once registered here, accord-

ing to English law, did not become an alien

enemy because its shares were mainly held

by Germans, and so the plaintiff got judge-

ment. Indeed, the legal theory is that a com-
pany is a corporation, and so a separate
entity, independent of the persons who
happen to hold its shares. Still, the new-

Trading with the Enemy Act will soon
prevent all di\idends and profits of such
companies going to Germany, for it pro\ides

that the Public Trustee in England, and other

officials in Scotland and Ireland, shall step

in and take care of all this money until the

The building scheme in coniieclion with
the erection of the new city hall for Dundee
seems likely to expand considerably. At a

special meeting of Dundee Town Council,
held oil Monday, the plans of the new city

hall were submitted. Mr. A. Speiicc, the

convener, said that, in addition to -the city

hall, the cost of which was provided by Sir

James Caird, an expenditure for property
purchase, for erection of wings, and the pro-

vision of a new public market, of £250,000
would be involved. The total annual income
from letting, etc., would be £10,030, and the
expenditure £13,1210. The question of the

removal of the old town house was raised,

and the convener said it would have to be
swept away ; otherwise they would not get
the rental they were calculating on. Various
members complained that this was not shown
when the scheme was originally submitted,
and a denial was given to a suggestion that

there had been negotiations to introduce
licenses into the new corporation property.
It was decided that a full report, with
detailed plans, should be submitted to the
council, with a view to showing how the
scheme would be financed, and in order to

have a settlement within two months.

The "American Architect," commenting on
the trend of professional opinion in the
United States towards the establishment of

Statutory Registration for architects,

remarks: "The purpose of an architect's
license law is not, as has been frequently
suggested, to surround and hedge in the
entrance to the profession with unnecessary
and unnatural difficulties, but simply to

impose conditions that will insure proper
training and experience of candidates, and
thus prevent the practice of architecture from
falling into disrepute, and at the same time
insure the welfare of the public. The
number of men in this State who are posing
as architects without proper qualifications is

unquestionably increasing yearly, and the
same is probably true of other States in

which there are no license laws. The con-
dition is one demanding concerted and
vigorous action on the part of architects,

for, unfortunately, the public is not alive to

the danger that threatens it at the hands of

incompetent practitioners. The work of

enlightenment must be done by the pro-
fession, although the benefits will be shared
by all. An early plan of campaign, in which
all architects can consistently join, and a

prompt opening of hostilities against the in-

llnences that have prevented the success of

previous efforts, should be the objective of

members of the profession in all States where
no license laws are in force."

We arc informed that instructions have
again been received to recruit another com-
plete field company of Royal Engineers for

the 1st London Division. A hundred and
fifty men of picked trades, such as

bricklayers, carpenters, fitters and
turners, masons, blacksmiths, wheelwrights,
plumbers, and really handy labourers in the

building, engineering, and similar trades,

and a few collar-makers, saddlers, coopers,

draughtsmen, electricians, engine - drivers,

painters, shoemakers, surveyors, and tailors,

are therefore wanted at once; also fifty

drivers, who should, of course, be used to

horses. The pay is considerably better than

the infantry pay, and the work of an in-

war is over, and the Peace accounts have I teresting nature. Field company equipment
been adjusted. I includes a great variety of tools, also
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pontoons and bridge stores. Applications

shonld be made in person at tlie Depot. 10,

Victoria Park-square, Betlinal Green, N.E.,

and also at the Depot of the 19tli Battery,

Royal Field Artillery, Wood-lane, Shepherd's

Bush.

At the meeting yesterday (Thursday) after-

noon of the Westminster City Council, the

works committee reported afresh as to

the contract entered into in June last

with the London Asphalte Co., Ltd., for

paving Vane-street and Bruton-place. As

was reported in our issue of the IGth nil.,

p. 509, the committee, in a reeomniendation

presented on October 15, proposed tliat as

the execution of the contract was postponed

at the committee's request from July 4 to

September 7, the company be paid at the

increased rate of one shilling per yard in

respect of the paving of Vane-street, in view

of the augmented cost of material and

freight, and that the company be released

from the contract for the paving of Bruton-

place. This recommendation was referred

back, on the motion of Mr. Hemming, wlu)

alleged tlie directors and shareholders of the

company, although registered as a London
firm, were Germans, living in Germany.
The works committee now reported, through

their chairman, Mr. E. Howley Sim,

A.R.I.B.A., that they had further con-

sidered as to the failure of the London
Asphalte Co., Ltd., to carry out their con-

tract for the laying of asphalte pavement
in Vane-street and part of Bruton-place. Li

the course of correspondence with the com-

pany the committee informed them that they

were unable to advise the council to enter-

tain their proposal that the work should be

postponed until the spring, and that in the

circumstances they thought the best course

was to regard the contract, so far as It

remains unexecuted, as having lapsed. The
committee had received a letter from the

company, dated November 12, agreeing to

this suggestion. The report was adopted
unanimously, without comment.«
The urban district council of Penrith have

agreed that Mr. E. Shaul, manager of the gas-
works, be clerk of works for the extensions, his

salary being increased by £50 per annum.
A Local Government Board inquiry will he

held at the Council House, Birmingham, on
Monday next, into an application of the corpora-
tion for sanction to a loan of i;i9,262 for the
erection of public baths in George Arthur-road,
Saltley.

An inquiry was held at Bolton on Tuesday,
before Mr. F. H. TuUoch, an inspector under
the Local Government Board, with regard to
an application from the corporation for sanction
to borrow £28,505 for the construction and
widening of roads in the borough.
Mr. Charles H. Ball, M. R.S.I., who has acted

as hon. secretary to the Association of Managers
of Sewage-disposal Works since its inception in
1901, has resigned, owing to pressure of other
duties. Mr. J. B. Croll, Main-Drainage Works,
1. West Hall-road, Kew Gardens, has been
appointed to succeed him.
The death is announced of Mr. J. T. Ingman,

architect and surveyor, of Northampton. Before
tlie extension of the borough boundaries Mr
Ingman was surveyor to the Kingsthorpe and
I'ar Cotton and St. James's Urban District
Councils, and had much to do with the develop-
niont of those districts.

Mr. Robert L. S. Roscorla, of Bodmin, died
on Saturday evening at his residence. 49, Fore-
street. Deceased, who was seventy-four years
of age, was a native of Bodmin. Until a "short
time ago he was head of the firm of Roscorla
and hon, house furnishers and decorators and
he was the oldest tradesman in the borough
having Btarted in J.u.siness on his own account
1. he year 1859 In 1892 he hc-ame a member
of the council, heading the poll. Mr. Ro.worla
sought re-election on three occasions, and al
each was returned at the head of the ,,oll J„
l»»8 he was mayor of the borou"li.

(^n^intmn^ Jlotcs.

NEW SOUTHWARK BRIDGE. — The
corner-stone of the north east abutment of

tlie new Southwark Bridge was laid on
Friday by the chairman of the Bridge House
Estates Committee, Mr. Hayward Pitman.
Mr. Bii;gart, representing the contractors.

Sir William Arrol and Co., Ltd., of Glasgow,
stated that the work of demolishing the old

bridge was complete. Mr. Deputy Pitman
having laid the stone, said that the
approaches of the new bridge were practic-

ally complete, and the stone put the

finishing touch to the first part of the granite

work on the northern side. The Navy had
kept the seas open and enabled the great
blocks of granite required for the bridge to

be delivered up to time. There was reason
to hope that the bridge would bo finished

at the date specified in the contract,

although they were a little beliind, in con-

sequence of Government demands on the

firm. We illustrated the design for the

bridge, now being erected by Sir Ernest
George, A.R.A., the architect, and Messrs.
Basil Mott and Hay, the engineers, in our
issue of April 11, 1913.

COMPETITIONS.
GLASGOW MEMORIAL TO CARLYI.E.

—The executive committee in connection
with the Glasgow memorial to Thomas Carlyle

received fifteen designs submitted by twelve
competitors. The committee have been
unanimous in selecting a water-colour design
marked "J.," and it has been agreed to

accept it. The name of the successful com-
petitor has not yet been made public. The
site suggested is 100 yards south-east of the

Prince of Wales's Bridge, on the main road
through Kelvingrove Park. The design
chosen is of a block of rough-hewn granite,

standing from 15ft. to 20ft. high, having a

bust of Carlyle carved upon it.

IIENDOX.—We have been rung up this

week with the intimation that the designs
submitted in the competition for a swiniining-

bath at Hendon will be on view from next
Monday for a fortnight. Our notice of this

competition and aiinouncement of the result

was given on p. 461 of our issue of Oct. 9

last.

TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL, SOUTH-
END-ON-SEA.—Members and Licentiates of

the Royal Institute of British Architects
must not take part in the above competition
because the conditions are not in accordance
with the published Regulations of the Royal
Institute for architectural competitions.

—

By order of the Council, Ian MacAlister,
Secretary, Nov. 25, 1914.

TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL, SOUTH-
END-ON-SEA.—Members of the Society of

Architects are hereby notified that they
must not take any part in this competition,

the conditions of which are not approved by
the Council of the Society.

In the House of Commons, on Friday, the
Land Drainage Bill passed through Committee
and was read a third time. The measure gives
power to the Board of Agriculture to exercise
works of land-drainage. Its scope is restricted
to England and Wales.

A new general plan of the City of London
has been issued by the Corporation. The plan,
which has been prepared by Mr. Frank Sumner,
M.Inst.C.E., engineer to the Corporation, is on
a scale of 24in. to the mile. Public and quasi-
public buildings and churches are indicated by
distinctive shadings, and lines of surface and
sub-surface railways are also shown. The plan
supersedes one issued about ten years ago.

The Victoria Memorial in front of Bucking-
ham Palace, in St. James's Park, the joint work
of Sir Aston Webb, R.A.. and Sir Thomas Brock,
R.A., is being completed by the addition of the
groups of bronze figures on the pedestals at the
angles of the base. The first group was set in
position early last week, and the second has now
been permanently placed. It is very similar to
the group already erected, except that the fi.^iire
resting one hand on the mane of a huge lion is
that ot a man instead of a woman.

»»»

—

BRISTOL.—The annual report of the
Council of the University of Bristol, which
was presented at the meeting on Friday last,

describes the arrangement made by Mr.
George A. Wills and Mr. Henry H. Wills, in

conjunction with the corporation of Bristol,
for the Joint purchase of the drill-hall in

Queen's-road and for the subsequent division
of the site between the University and the
corporation. A new drill hall for the Fourth
Gloncestcrs in Old Market-street, designed
by Messrs. Paul and .James, of Bristol, is

expected to be completed in April next. It

will then be possible to commence operations
upon the new University buildings, the
working drawings of which are being pressed
forward. In addition to a great hall,

libraries, council-room, reception-room, com-
mittee-rooms, and offices, the designs provide
ten or twelve rooms of various dimensions
for teaching purposes, and thirteen or four-

teen smaller apartments. The site on Rich-
mond Hill, purchased by the University for

the erection of a hostel for women training

students, came into the possession of the
University on September 29. Designs for a

hostel to accommodate seventy students, as

well as a warden, a matron, and two resi-

dent tutors, have been prepared by Messrs.
W. V. and A. R. Gough, architects, of Bristol.

The Council have, furthermore, been in treaty

for the purchase of the Imperial Hotel in

White Ladies-road, a building which, with
one alteration, can be made available for the

accommodation of sixty-nine iiieii training
students, a resident head, and three resident

tutors. A design for the alterations required
has been prepared by Messrs. Holbrow and
Oaten, and has been approved by the Board
of Education.

HODDESDON.—The opening ceremony of

Hoddesdon Baptist Church, which forms the

first section of a larger scheme, took place

on the 18th inst. The building is faced with

local red sand-faced bricks, and the

dressings are of Bath stone. The contract

has been carried out by Messrs. Ekiiis and
Co., of Great Northern Works, Hertford,

from the designs of Messrs. George Baiiies

and Son, architects, 5, Clement's Inn, Strand,

W.C.

NEW BOND-STREET, W.—An improve-
ment to New Bond-street will he the erection

of a block of business premises, consisting

of shops with showrooms over, on the site

of No. 70, which has long been vacant. The i

front elevation will be carried out in Port- !

land stone, with Sicilian marble surrouiidiiij;
|

the shop-front, which is in bronze. A prin- ;

cipal feature will be the segmental bronze

bay of an ornate character running through

three stories, and surmounted by a heavy •

modilliou cornice in Portland stone. The
ground-floor front will be carried out in i

Sicilian marble, while two life-size bas-

relief figures, "Art" and "Commerce," will

surmount the principal marble pilasters on

the ground floor. The architects are Messrs.

Palgrave and Co., and the general contractors •

Messrs. A. J. Staines and Co., Ltd., Great '

Titchfield-street, W.
««»

An intermediate school is to be built in the

Amman Valley for the Carmarthenshire Comity
|

Council, from plans by Mr. W. Vincent Morgan,
^

A.R.I.B..\., of Carmarthen, the county architect, i

Tlie Law and Parliamentary Committee of the
j

Westminster City Council reported at the meet-

ing held yesterday (Thursday) that the London
County Council has decided not to promole

legislation in the next session of Parliament with
|

reference to the suggested tramways from

Victoria to Westminster Bridge via Victoria-
,

street. i

At St. Saviour's Church. Wcstonsiiper-Mare. .

on Thursday in last week, the rector dedicated .

a number of additions which have been made to

the building by way of memorials to the former

vicar (the 'late Rev. H. S. Chamberlain), his

daughter, and liis mother. These gifts include
j

a black-and-white marble pavement to thej

chancel, as well as extended choir-stalls, carved-

oak Comninnion-rails, handrails at the chancel I

steps, and a brass tablet recording the late

vicar's twenty years' service to the church.
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TWO NEW HOUSES.
PRESTON CANDOVKR.

TIlis house is being built for Capfain J.

V. R. Hope at Preston Candover, near Win-
chester. It is of old brieks taken from
buildings demolished on the site and old
tiled roof from the same source. The

,
builders are Messrs. Mussehvhite and Son,
of Basingstoke.

HOUSE AT EALING.

This house is being erected for Mr. C.
Plaistowe. at Hill Crest-road, Ealing, on one
of the finest sites in West London. It is

built of red and grey bricks in panels, and
roofed with pantiles. The builder is Mr. E.
riaistowe, of Southall. Messrs. Robert
Atkinson and George L. Alexander,
A.4.R.I.B.A., of Piccadilly, are the arclii-

tects. Both drawings were shown at the
Royal Academy this year.

THE CATHEDRAL AND A CHURCH AT
ANTWERP.

THE CATHEDRAL OF NOTRE DAME.
This splendid building seems to have for-

tunately escaped, and to have suffered little

damage from the bombardment of the
Germans during the evacuation of the city
last month ; but when General Chassis
shelled the town with his artillery in 1830
the cathedral was mauled very badly. The
incendiary bombs now used in up-to-date
warfare would speedily reduce such a struc-
ture as this lightly-built church to a rubbish-
heap, and particularly the traceried belfry,
because of its exceptionally slight con-
struction. It would succumb like a pack of
cards, being held together with iron rods.
Some of tlie more delicate stonework is

actually threaded on to the bars, and the
joints are pointed up in plaster. Antwerp
Cathedral ranks high among similar notable
buildings in Europe, and is the largest and
finest church in Belsium. The nave was
considerably injured by fire in 1533, and in
1566 the sanctuary was sacked by the
Calvinists when they denuded the choir of
its ancient altars ami fittings, taking away
all the old ecclesiastical furniture. After
that dastardly ruination by sectaries a tem-
porary and debased lot of makeshifts were
put into the building to supply the needs of
church services in the place of what the
robbers had removed. The modern fittings
of to-day and the screens erected some years
age are more worthy of their dedication and
position, though, naturally, the interest of
the interior suffers greatly from the loss of
the original adornments and furnishings. The
hanging rood, suspended in front of the choir
archway, adds greatly to the scale and im-
portance of this noble and well-proportioned
place of worship. The rood is a refined and
handsome example of contemporary Flemish
woodwork. The old pulpit in the nave
presents an odd combination of naturalasque
mannerism, and in this regard it is like
many similar erections in Belgian churches;
but in the present case, Olympian figures,
with fanciful birds and beasts of nondescript
character, are introduced 'midst shrubs and
trees to a big scale, in lavish profusion. It

is very florid and admit in execution, much
admired by popular taste, and no doubt the
work is most remarkable. When Verbrugger,
the carver, finished tliis pulpit in 1713 it was
intended to be placed in the abbey church
of St. Bernard, and eventually, in 1804, it

was set up in Antwerp Cathedral, about
ninety years after its completion. The
cathedral itself was begun in the middle of
the 14th century, and it occupied nearlv a
century to finish". The plan of the cathedra!,
with its treble aisles, all of equal height, is

a notable pcrformain-c, and we mu-t. name
the flat-roofed apsidal chapels rnnnd the east
end of the choir, the whole making a nnble
conception. The curiously - shaped lantern
over the crossing has a singularly-pro-
portioned termination, not easily for-
gotten, by reason of its bulboiis in-
congruity. The nortii tower and spire
at the west - end was designed bv Jean

FIRST FLOOR. PL^N

PRESTON CANDOVER, NEAR WINCHESTER.
Alexander, Architects.

HOUSE AT
Messrs. Atkinson and

.4mel, the 14th - century architect, or
master-mason. Twin towers were intended

;

liUt that on the south-west corner of the
front fortunately still remains incomplete,
stopping short where it wa^ left in 1474.
Some authorities quote 1530 as the date of
the completion of the north-west steeple,
which is about 40nft. high—one of the
loftiest in the world. The design was much
modified after the death of Peter Amel in

1434. He took his father's place when .Jean

Amel died in 1398, so that Peter held the
post of master-mason for thirty six years.
Waghemarkcre succeeded him and finished
the Heche as we now see it. The cathedral
is ,500ft. long and measures 250ft. wide. The
Chapter of the Golden Fleece was held in
the choir in 1555 by King Philip 11. of Spain,
and at the ceremony many kings and royal
princes assisted as Knights of the Order.
Rubens's pictures, of course, are the great
popular attraction in Antwerp Cathedral,
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BLACKFRIARS HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE SKIN.—Mr. William A. Pite, F.R.I.B.A., Arcliitect.

and the bells in the tower are exceptionally
sweet in tlieir tone, owing, it is said, largely

to the quantity of silver used in their metal.

CHURCH OF ST. CHARLKS BORROMEO.
This Baroque church facade is said to have

been designed by Rubens, and he decorated
the interior with his paintings. The fabric
of the body of the building was destroyed
by a storm in 1718. During the Battle of

Waterloo it was used as a ho.spital for

wounded English soldiers. The front remains
as shown by the photograph, or it did so
remain up to the late cannonading. Mr. T.
Hyler White, of Croydon, lent us the photo-
graphs here reproduced.

BLACKFRIARS HOSPITAL I'OR
DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Thi.s building, situated on an obtuse angled
site, at the corner of Blackfriars-road and
Great Charlotte-street, faces what was, until
late years, Dr. Rowland Hill's famous
chapel. The hospital provides for the special
treatment of the skin, having out-patients'
waiting-halls on the ground floor, consulting
rooms on the first, with small wards on the
second, and pathological and X-ray depart-
ments on the third. E.\ternally the ground-
floor story is faced with Messrs. Doidton's
white Carrara ware, and above, with liand-
niade purple-brown facing-brick, the roofing
being in Italian tiles. For the present the
front to Blackfriars-road is incnniplete, a
future extension being anticipated on the ex-
piration of the lease of the adjoining pro-
perty. We give a general view and the two
principal plans, which show liow ingeniously
the several details of the building have been
adapted to an awkwardly-shaped site. We
have seldom -seen a more capable set of plans,
and regret that the exigencies of space pre-
clude giving more than two, as all the floors
are equally well worked out. Mr. William A.
Pite, F.R.I.B.A., of 16, Jermyn-street, St.

James's, is the architect.

CHRIST CHURCH NEW PAROCHIAL
HALL, KENSINGTON, LIVERPOOL.
This building, of which the foundation-

stone has lately been laid by the bishop of the
diocese, forms only a portion of a scheme for
the various organisations of tlio parish of
Christ Church, Liverpool. The complete
scheme provides for a large hall to seat GOO
adults, with raised platform, cloakrooms,
etc. ; a smaller hall at rear, to seat 150
adults, with independent entrances, and
.several classrooms, kitchen, cloakrornns.
lavatories, heating chamber, etc. The hall,

70ft. by Siift., is suitable for meetings,
Sunday-school, lectures, and social gather
ings. with lavatories and cloakrooms for

ladies and gentlemen rcspcelively. The
building is to be faced externally with 21in.

rustic bricks from St. Helens, tiie dressings
being of Storcton stone, and the roof covered
with Welsh slates. The hall herewith ilhis

trated will be treated internally with a seg-

mental plaster ceiling, divided into panels,

with enriched plaster beams and cornice,

and will have a wooden dado to a heiglit of

5ft., all internal woodwork being stained and
varnished. The design was successful in a

limited competition confined to Liverpool

architects, and adjudicated upon by a pro-

fessional assessor. The heating will be

managed by gas-steam radiators, and the

ventilation by means of inlets through the

walls and extractors in the roof. The lighting

will be by electricity. The present portion

of the scheme will cost £2,270, exclusive of

furniture. The architect is Mr. Frank
Rimmington, Licentiate R.I.B.A., 26, North
John-sti'eet, Liverpool. The contractors are

Messrs. Haugh and Pilling, Watmongh-
slrect, Liverpool.

"THE TOWER CINEMA," RYE LANE,
PECKHAM.

This building was opened on Thursday, the

19th. The permises cover an acre, with a

public access at either end, but the actual

frontages on both thoroughfares are very

narrow. We give a view of the main entrance
to the building, which is in Rye-lane, and
approached from an open forecourt. From
the vestibule a flight of steps 20ft. wide
ascends to the crush hall (100ft. long and 35ft.

wide). The elevation to Rye-lane is treated

in such a manner as to suggest the scale of

the hall itself. This tower is I04ft. above the

pavement, and will be very conspicuous in

the neighbourhood. There is a secondary
entrance to the building in Choumert-grove,
the street to the rear. The balcony is

approached from the crush hall by a broad
staircase in the form of a gallery. This
breaks up the necessarily long flight of

stairs. There is also an electric lift to the

balcony. The main area level to the hall

is divided into two sections, in order to

prevent too great a percentage of people

leaving the hall by one entrance. This
arrangement will familiarise the audience
with the numerous exits provided. The
seating accommodation is as follows

;

Balcony, 500; area level, 1,400 ; and it isesti-

mated that, with standing room, the total

accommodation may reach 2,500. At the sides

of the hall there are promenades at both
levels. The throw from the bioscope lanterns

to the screen is about l'20ft. The operator's

quarters (constructed over the balcony)

consist of projector room, switch-gear room,
and winding-room. These quarters are

approached from a separate staircase going

through the whole height of the building,

and connect all the principal floor levels.

Staff aeconimodation is provided under the

hall, in conjunction with this staircase, as

are also the manager's room and offices.

There is a large concert organ, in two
sections, placed on either side of the hall,

the eonsole of which is placed within the
orchestra, and is worked on the electro-

pneumatic system. Power for the bellows is

provided by a small electric motor. The
ceiling is coffered and panelled. The whole

of the lighting will be effected by "strip"

lighting, on the concealed-cornice-lighting

principle. Two motor generator sets have

been installed, and separate intake rooms

and switchboard rooms have been arranged.

The building is heated by low-pressure hot-

water system, and the ventilation is effected

by hopper inlets on the outer walls, and

extract fans under the balcony and in the

main roof. The architect is Mr. H.

Courtenay Constantine, A.R.I.B.A., of 82,

Mortimer-street, W. The builders are the

Central London Building Company, of 116,

Judd-street, Euston-road, N.W. The roof

and the balcony of the ball are carried upon

the side stanchions which form the basis of

the architectural treatment. This consists

of a facade made up of a single order of

Ionic three-quarter columns pierced with

arches. This form of construction con-

siderably shortened the time in the erection

of the "building, as the brickwork to the

external walls was completed by the time

the steelwork was delivered to the site. This

"Tower Cinema" is the largest of its kind

in London, built specially for the purpose of

cinematograph entertainments, and exceeds

slightly the four other large halls at Isling-

ton, Highbury, Hammersmith, and Cardiff,

erected from "the designs of the same archi-

tect as this one at Peckham.

VILLA AT ST. RAPHAEL, FRANCE.

This French country house has recently

been finished for the' Misses Scott Elliot.

The materials employed are rubble stone-

work, plastered and whitewashed. Tho

woodwork is of oak, and the roof is covered

with Marseilles self-locking tiles. The con-

tractors were Messrs. Verdini and Enrico,

and the contract price was just over £5,000.

We give the plans of the two principal floors,

which are somewhat unusual in their arrange-

ments. There are ten bedrooms, besides

three for the servants. Mr. G. Gordon

Samson, of Nice, is the architect.

«»
The Local Government Board have sanctioned

a loan of £3,600 to the Shanklin Urban District

Council for the purchase of the L.andslip.

The h. and N.W. Railway Company have

reported to the St. Asaph Rural District Council

that the Light Railway Commissioners have

approved of the proposed order for the extension

of the Prestatyn and Dvserth light railway to

Newmarket, aiid that the order has been sub-

mitted to the Board of Trade for ronfirmation.

Mr. Hugh MJntyre, Banchory, has been

appointeil sanitary inspector for the Highland

district of Perthshire, under the county sanitary

inspector, in succession to Mr. John Forbes, who

is retiring. For the past five and a half years

he has been burgh surveyor and sanitary in-

spector in Banchory, and district inspector for

the Upper Deeside "district of Aberdeenshire.

I
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
(IF IRELAND.—At the opening meeting of

the Architectural Association of Ireland, the
president, Mr. Harry .\llberry, A.R.I.B.A.,
occupied the chair, and was presented bv
Professor W. Scott, A.R.I.B.A., with an
enamelled badge of office, designed by Mr.
R. Canlfeikl Orpen, R.H.A., and enamelled
by Mr. Oswald Reeves. The br.dge is to be
(lie property of the association, and was
uiven to .signalise the first occa.sion on which
a president had been elected for a second
tirm. The following were elected members
ot the association : Messrs. F. J. Byrne, T.
.T. Macnamara, Thomas Walsh. The presi-
dent delivered a thonghtfnl address, which
we .sliall give in onr ne.\t issne, as it reaches
lis late, just as we are going to press.

EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.—The
aiinnal meeting of the Egypt E.\ploration
I'tind was lield on Friday at Burlington
House, Profcsor A. Sayce presiding. 'I'lie

report stated that tliere had been an excess
cf expenditure over income amounting to
i^iil. This was partly due to the effort made
to finish the " Osireion," and partly to tlie

financing of the expedition this "year on
Ijclialf of the Gra?eo Roman brancli. The
report was adopted, and Mr. T. Eric Peet
gave an address on "The Art of Pre-
Dynastic Egypt."

GLASGOW.—The fifth meeting of the
Glasgow Royal Technical College Archi-
tectural Craftsmen's Society was held in the
society'.s room on Friday last, when Sir.
Robert Park gave a lecture on "Paint and
Painter's Worli." The origin and process of
manufacture of the sevt-ral materials used in
paint-work were traced, and the adidterants
used ill order to cheapen the quality were
described. Chemical tests were shown for
the detection of such adulterants, and the
effect of town atmosphere on dilTerent paints
was shown. The lecturer then gave details
of experiments carried out in the college for
the purpose of finding a good fume-resisting
paint.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CI.4TION.—The opening meeting of the
session was held on Wednesday evening at
the room. G. Higham-place, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, when the president, Mr. R. Burns
Dick, F.R.I.B.A., delivered his inaugural
address, his subject being "War and Archi-
tecture." There were on exhibition the
Glover studentsb.ip drawings, made by Mr.
II. St. J. Harrison on his recent tour.

SUBSCRIPTIONS OF K.I B A
ME.MBERS ON SERVICE.-The Council
of tlie Royal Institute of British Architects,
acting on the recommendation of the finance
and house committee, have resolved that
subscriptions due in January, 1915, be
remitted in the case of all member.s and
licentiates who are at that time actively
engaged in tlie defence of the countrv. and
that the publications of the Institute be sent
to their home addresses during the period of
their service.

DORIC TEMPLE S.—Mr. Banister
Fletcher has delivered a lecture at the
British Museum on the "Origin and Evolu-
tion of the Doric Order." He referred to the
colonising activities of the Greeks in the 6th
and 5th centuries B.C. Dorian to the West
and Ionic to the East, tliev evolved native
and colonial types of architecture. The
Doric temples, as we see them to-dav in tlie
majesty of ruin, are grave, severe, and
sturdy, even as were the Dorians themselves.
Trading, colonising, building, inventing,
these restless, wandering Greeks exhibited
each successive phase of activity arising
n.aturally from the other, and they may be
said to have invented the "Orders of Archi-
tecture" which tliey used for the building
of their temples in the homeland and in the
colonies. I'he seven temples and straight
streets of Seiinns show the twofold aspect
of colonial life, civil and religious, as carried
out in temple building and town planning.
The, tripletemple group at Psestum make up
the same picture of religion with maritime
and agricultural pursuits, for here is the

great temple with those of Neptune and
Ceres. Whence came the Doric Order used
in these great temples? This question has
been prodiiotive of speculative answers lack-

ing in finality. All we know is that the old

Dorians found certain forms which suited

their ideas and needs, and that they used
them in combination and in one common
material, the result being a perfection of

form which is still recognised as a thing of

beauty and a joy for ever.

THE RESTORATION OF lONA.—
Under the auspices of the Scottish Ecclesio-

logical Society a lecture has been delivered

in St. Cuthberfs Hall. Edinburgh, by Mr.
P. M'Gregor Chalmers, of Glasgow, on his

recent researches on the Abbey Church of

lona, whicli he is now restoring for the
trustees. The president of the society, the

Rev. H. J. Wotherspoon, D.D., occupied the

chair. During the past seven years Mr.
M'Gregor Chalmers has been engaged upon
the restoration work at lona, and advantage
was taken of the circumstance to examine
the whole fabric with the greatest care, and
to excavate where that was practicable, so

that as far as possible the buildings should
be made to yield up their own story. There
was the more need, said the lecturer, for the

most careful research, in view of the theory
promulgated by Skene, the historian, that

the present abbey did not occupy tlie site

of the early monastery founded by St.

Columba. It was believed that the many
years of research now left no room for doubt
tliat the present site is indeed hallowed by

its early association with that great Christian

missioner. The ancient main street of lona,

which lay nortli and south, passed right over
the site of the present central tower, ex-

tending onwards to the north, where a part

of it bad been found 2ft. beneath the turf.

The ancient Cross of lona stood in early days
where the tower now stands, witli, probalily,

St. Coluniba's Church to the east of it. The
foundations of a building had been found
partly under the tower and partly under the

nave. This building was of a larger size,

running north and south, and constructed
not with gables but with rounded ends. This
building might have been a refectory of the

monastery at a very early time, and it might
bo possible to identify the site with the cell

occupied by St. Columba amongst the ruins

of the building, still called Abbot's House.
A considerable part of an early church still

remained above ground at the east end of

the nave, forming part of the present church.
This church had two side rooms, of wliicli

parts remain. Five stone coffins were found
in front of the altar of this early cluirch.

The building had been enlarged both at the

west and east by Reginald, Lord of the Isles,

and his work seemed to have involved the

destruction of the earliest cliurch. and it

Interfered with the main street. In some
way the Celtic Cburch was alienated, and
men came across from the North of Ireland

and destroyed the building, but the work
was restored and greatly enlarged, the east

being designed as an upper and lower cliurch

or crypt. Towards the end of the 14th

century the magnificent stone-vaulted eastern

transept was added on the south side of the

choir, "and equal ill length to the choir. The
lower part of the walls of this great buililing

remained unsuspected beneath the turf until

a few years ago, when they were found when
a drain was being constructed. It was not

until late in the l.'Jth century that the Abbey
Church took its present form. Mr. Chalmers
was thanked on behalf of the society by Sir

James Balfour Paul.

At Finchlcy a Local Government Board
inquiry was held on Monday before Mr. R. H.
Bicltnell, as to an application from the urban
district council for sanction to borrow £16,847
for the provision of a refuse-destructor and
open spaces.

The rlcTth orcurred on the ISlh inst.. at

I'iilidl. Monkstown, County Cork, of Mr. Robert
Tlieakstoiie Kcene, at the age of sixty-two, late

of the Indian State Railways. He was appointed
from the South Punjab and Delhi Railway
Company as special assistant engineer in 1886,

and became special engineer in 1899, retiring in

1908.

—•--•

—

FAMOUS TOMBS, EWELME AND
PUDDLETOWN CHURCHES.

To the Editor of the Buii.DlNO Ni;\vs.

Sir,—In your review of the Rev. Charles
Cox's well-illustrated book on "The English
Parish Clinch," in last week's issue of the

Building New.s, you more than once
referred to Ewelnie Cburch, near Oxford,
and I welcome the good general view of its

interior which appears in bis pretty volume,
so favourably noticed ; but neither the author
nor your reviewer mentions the sister-church

to Ewelme— viz., Wingfield, in Suffolk— and
no allusion whatever appears as to the beau-
tiful and perfect monument at Ewelme to

Alice Duchess of Suffolk. It stands quite

intact between the sacrarium and tlie Chapel
of St. John. This tomb, which is not shown
by Dr. Cox, is almost, if not quite, unique
in respect to its retention of all its MediiEval
statues still unmutilated, and they are of

exquisite character, adorning both sides of

its upper part, above the pierced arcade,
where the alabaster skeleton is enshrined.
These figures are remarkably fine, with
Greek-like faces. They are uniform in merit,

varied in costume, and rank as works of the
highest class. This memorial was erected
to the foundress of the adjoining " God's
house," or hospital, attached to the western
tower of Ewelme Church. She was the

granddaughter of Geoffry Chaucer and widow
of William de la Pole, Duke of Suffolk, who,
it will be remembered, was executed at sea.

This statue of his lady is one of the three

known examples of females decorated with
the insignia of the Order of the Garter. On
the chapel side are also mural canopies and
winged angels in the frieze, repcat-ed as on
the chancel front. These are of the utmost
interest, bearing the arms of the Suffolks.

This particular subject may liave be?n
thought by Dr. Cox to be rather beyond the
immediate purpose of his book, and he does
not say anything, either, about Puddletown
Church, Dorset, which is distinguished by the
beautiful tombs of the Martyns of Athcl-

hampton, to which I refer in this connection,
as they also have exquisite figure sculpture,

as rare as they are beaniiful. I write really

in the hope that some enterprising fellow-

reader of your journal will be able to send
you one or two good large photographs or

sketches of both the Ewelme tomb, which I

have never seen illustrated, and also those of

Puddletown. They are well worthy of your
space, and should be reproduced to a good
big scale, to .show the details of the mural
and tomb statues which I have described.
A plan and general views of Puddletown
Church appeared in the BuiLDifco Nrws of

March 18, 1910, but not the particular tombs
above referred to.— I am, etc.,

A CHrncii Architi-ct.

"Stir up Sunday," 1914.

Tlie death is announced of Mr. James Everett
Turner, borough surveyor, sanitary inspector,

and harbour-master of Sandwich.

WUhington Congregational Church, Wan-
cliestcr, which was built, in 1882 at a cost of

nearly JtH.OOO, was totally destroyed by fire

early on Sunday morning. The fire is supposed
to have originated in the heating apparatus.

A dispute between the corporation of Qiieen-

liorough and the Shoppey Rural District

Council arising out of the recent extension of

the borough came before Mr. Justice Atkin in

the High Court on Thursday in last week, when
his Lordship confirmed the award of the arbi-

trator in favour of the rural district council, and
ordered the corporation to pay costs.

Mr. John Brooke, F.R.I.B.A., of The Hive,
Elcho-road, Bowdon, who died August 1. aged
sixty .years, left estate of the gross value of

il'28.440, of which the net personalty has been
-•^worn at :t27,ri65. His will was made on a sheet
of nntcpaper, and dated the day of his death.
He left all his property as to three-fifths equally
between his sons, Francis Ralph Russell
Brooke, and .John TuUents Wynyard Brooke,
and two-fifths upon trust in equal shares for his

daughters. Helen Cecil Duncan and Marjorie
Laseelles Wolff, and their respective issue.
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GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We ofTer a prize of one guinea every week for what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column, which we deem worth insertion.

RepUes must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editor's

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,

and with each reply a coupon cut from our from
page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the

best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

ipondents ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in line only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other rephes he may deem useful.

QUESTIONS.
[]3149.]—PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.—

Could any reader, with actual ])ractical experience,
kindly inform me if a Portland cement backing, finiehed
with fine Keene's cement in large surfaces as jilaBtering

on walls, is to be relied upon ? What proportions enwure
the best result ? How soon can it be ])ainted upon with
safety ? If this plaster is not advised, what is the best
plaster to use in order to get a hard surface for painting
upon ? I would prefer tbe advice of a really practical
plasterer to that of a theorist.—Plasterer.

[13150.]—WORKING DRAWINGS.—Enquirer would
ike to know if there is any recognised Loudon or other
method of preparing working drawings to indicate
different materials by means of shaded or other
distinctive lines, so that the trouble of laboriously
tinting photo copies in repetition may be avoided,
and the photo copies sent uucoloured direct to the
contractors, and be instantly understood. Enquirer
thinks that if there is not such a recognised system, the
evolution of such a one would be a great boon to the
profess ion .—E u quirer.

^^^
The committee of management of the Edin-

burgh Architectural Association have voted XlO
from their funds to the Architects' Special War
Relief Fund.

The School Board at Dundee have adopted the
design of Messrs. Maclaren, Sons, and Soutar,
architects, of that city, for the new school in
Bellfield-street. The surveyor estimates the cost
at i;i9,792.

General Cumberland unveiled on Wednesday
a memorial at St. Michael's Churcli, Maidstone,
to the late Rev. G. B. Coulclier, for twenty
years vicar of that church. The memorial has
been executed, in copper and bronze, by Mr. H.
Stansfield, of Cromer.

The Council of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, acting on the recommendation of the
finance and house committee, have resolved that
subscriptions due in January. 19l5, be remitted
in the case of all members and Licentiates who
are at that time actively engaged in the defence
of the country, and that the publications of the
Institute be sent to their home addresses during
the period of their service.

Mr. J. Lavery, A.R.A., has presented to the
Victoria and Albert Museum the portrait wliich
he painted last year of Auguste Rodin. The
gift is designed to reciprocate the. sentiments
which in.spired Rodin to make his magnificent
gift of sculpture to the Victoria and Albert
Museimi. The portrait is almost full-length,
with the head in profile. It is exhibited on a
screen beside the Rodin sculpture in the West
Hall of the Museum.

Mr. Krnest Cole, wlio has been commissioned
by Mr. Ralph Knott to execute some of the
statuary for the London County Council Hall,
was a pupil at one of ihe Council's schools at
Charlton, and ultimatelv won his way to the
Woolwich Polytechnic. While there he entered
for a Travelling Art Scholarship to enable -him
to go to the Continent for a year. The
examiners were so impressed with his work that
they called special attention to it in their report.

The trustees of the Naliomil Gallery have
accepted the Contemporary Art Societv's ofi'cr

to present to the N'-ition il Gallery of British
Art the *" Portrait of my Father" by Mr. (i. A.
Storey. R.A. The j)iftui-i- was ptintcd in the
'seventies. thoii<;h not exhibited at the Royiil
Academy till 1911. Tlie companion "Portrait of
my Mother," done at Rams-gate in 1874, and
shown at the Roval Academy in 1910. was pur-
chased by the National Art Collections Fund
and presented to the nation.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
EFFECT OF THE WAR BUDGET ON

HOUSE BUILDING.—During the discussion on
PViday upon the W^ar Budget, Mr. Dundas
White called attention to the effect of a double
Income-tax under Schedule A in penalising tbe

building of houses, particularly those for the

poorer classes. It would make building un-

remunerative, check the supply of accommoda-
tion, and increase the rents. He knew that the

subject could not be dealt with at the present
moment; but it ought to be borne in mind,
especially as it might be a very serious matter
for our brave soldiers when they came home
again. He was not suggesting that the total

taxation on landed property should be dimin-
ished. A tax on capital would perhaps be
preferable to an Income-tax, but it was not
practicable just now. It could only be adopted
gradually, and it should certainly be applied to

Schedule A before anything else. People seemed
to think that a double Income-tax would fall

entirely on those who paid it; but the truth was
that the chief sufferers would be the men and
women thrown out of employment or compelled
by competition in a congested labour market to

accept lower wages. — Mr. Clynes (Labour
Member) urged that in some respects the
present Budget was unjust to the poorer section

of the community.—After further discussion the
resolution was agreed to.

MONUMENT TO EARL ROBERTS. —The
House went into Committee on Monday on the
resolution for an address praying his Majesty
to give instructions for the erection of a monu-
ment at the public charge to the memory of

Field-Marshal Earl Roberts.—Mr. Hogge asked
whether the design for the monument would be
open to competition, or whether some com-
mittee was to be given power to recommend a
particular sculptor whom the Government had
in mind to do the work.—Mr. Asquith replied

that he could not yet state what course would
be taken.—Mr. Hogge urged that the Govern-
ment should give the House an opportunity to

determine the nature of the monument before
the work was actually undertaken. — Mr,
Asquith: I do not think this is a very convenient
moment for a discussion on this subject. Care
will be taken to insure the greatest possible
imanimity.—The resolution was agreed to.

"CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS.^'-Mr. King
asked the Under-Secretary for War, on Monday,
whether, with the object of allaying public
apprehension, he would state whether a number
of concrete foundations or constructions,
ostensibly foundations for factory buildings,
tennis courts, or other structures, had been
inspected in proximity to towns or ports in this

country ; whether there was any reason to

suppose that these works had been constructed
or maintained by evilly-disposed persons to
assist invaders, or for other military purposes:
and whether any danger of this character had
been adequately met.'^^Mr. Tennant : A con-
siderable number of reports impugning the
ostensible purpose of concrete foundations,
tennis-courts, etc.. have been received by the
military authorities, and in all cases where the
facts as reported warranted inspection being
made, this has been carried out. I do not think
it can be said, as a general statement, tliat these
concrete beds, where they exist, have been con-
structed with the military purpose in view; but
wherever there has been any reason to suspect
this, adequate precautions have been tuken.

GRANTS FOR HOUSING SCHEMES.—Mr.
T. Richardson (Lab., Whitehaven) asked the
Chancellor of the Exchequer on Wednesday
whether the terms on which loans would be
granted to local authorities or approved societies

under the Housing (No. 2) Act, 1914, had yet
been determined; if ^o, when would the
Treasury be prepared to advance money to local

authorities?— Mr. Lloyd George replied: The
Treasury will make advances for schemes
approved by them on the recommendation of
the Local Government Board or the Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries on the following
terms:—Local authorities: 10 per cent, of the
approved capital cost by way of free grant, the
remaining 90 per cent, by way of loan, with
interest at 4J per cent, per annum, to be repaid
by equal annual instalments of interest and
principal combined within the period usually
authorised for the work.s of the nature of those
for which the loan is required. Authorised socie-

ties: Advances will be up to a maximum of
nine tenths of the total approved capital cx-
p'lidiluro: such advance will consist of (1) a free
grant of 10 per cent, and (2) a loan of 80 per
cent, of such expenditure, the loan to be repay-
able by annuity (interest and sinking fund com-
bined). If the loan is advanced for sixty years,
the annuity would be at the rate of 5 per cent,
per annum. Where a scheme has been approved

there need be no delay in making the advance;
but the Treasury will only be prepared to

approve schemes imder the Housing (No. 2) Act
in cases where unemployment in the building

trade consequent on the war is exceptional and
insistent, and is not being provided for in other
ways. These special terms have been arranged
in view of the exceptional monetary conditions

and the high cost of building materials now
prevailing. It must be clearly understood that
the terms are subject to alterations from time
to time without notice, and that whenever new
terms are fixed these will apply to applications

under consideration at the time the alteration

is made, as well as to future applications.

LEGAX INTELLiaENCE.
THE ROYAL EDW^ARD DOCK ARBITRA-

TION.^The fourteenth day's proceedings in

connection with the arbitration arising out of

the contractors' claim regarding the construc-
tion of the Avonmouth Dock took place before
Mr. Hall Blyth, the Arbitrator, in the King's
Bench Court, on Monday. The plaintiffs in the
action were Messrs. John Aird and Sons, and
they claimed against the Bristol Corporation
^166,687 alleged to be due to them under a
contract for the construction of the Royal
Edward Dock at Avonmouth. The previous
hearings of the case have been reported in our
issues of the I3th and 20th inst. (pp. 637 and
668). Upon the resumption of the case on
Monday, Mr. Upjohn, K.C., counsel for the con-
tractors, resumed arguments on the questions
arising out of the construction of monoliths for

the support of pier-walls, the main considera-
tion being whether Messrs. Aird were entitled
to payment over and above the contract price
for extra work and outlay on pumping, timber-
ing, and concrete-work. The amount on this

head was estimated at about ^20.000. Counsel
called the attention of the arbitrator to the
statement of claim setting forth the items of

work, labour, and material by the plaintiffs tit

pursuance of the agreement made on January 25,

1905, between Mr. McClnne and Mr. Squire.
Certain spaces were to be excavated by the
plaintiffs between the monoliths, not provided
for in the contract price, at 3s. per cubic yard,
with an undertaking that a proper allowance
would be considered at a proper time, later on,

when more experience had been obtained of the
work. The work was done on the strength of

tlie undertaking. At the interview in 1905 it

was agreed that the 3s. per cubic yard was to

be provisional for extra pumping. The only
point which the arbitrator had to consider, said
Mr. Upjohn, was whether the pumping was
included in the schedule, and whether, when the
order came to enlarge the spaces between the
monoliths to 5ft., did that bring pumping in?
He thought that the arbitrator had intimated
that tliere was no pumping in the original 4in.

space. The plaintiffs' case was tliat the con-
tract work did not involve pumping, but by an
order given by the engineer it was converted
into work which did involve pumping. No one
disputed that the engineer could give an order
to convert the contract into new work involving
pumping, and that involved a liability on the
part of tlie corporation to pay a price later on
to be fixed. He contended that the corporation
ought to have raised the question in 1905. The
contractor could then have stopped pumping
and gone into arbitration and had the matter
thrashed out. Counsel submitted that Mr. W.
W. Squire, the dock engineer, would not have
been likely to make the alterations entirely for

the benefit of the contractors and entirely to

the preiudice of the corporation.—The arbi-

trator, Mr. Hall Blyth, remarked that no doubt
Mr. Sf|uire thought he was getting a sufficiently

good job by raising the level of the wall.—Mr.
Upjohn, K.C.. having withdrawn the j)oints in

this group of claims except that which related
to pumping and excavation in connection with
the monoliths, the arbitrator gave his decision

on tlie points. He said he could not find that
the plaintiffs had made out the claim for extra
allowance on the contract price for pumping,
and on this point he decided for the defendants.
With regard to the claim for 14s. extra on tiie

excavation and pumping work in connection
with the dam monoliths, he should allow 3s.

extra on a quantity to be adjusted between the

parties.—Mr. Upjohn suggested that, in view of

that decision, they should try to come to some
reasonable arrangement. -The Arbitrator said

if he could possiblv do anything to shorten the

case he would.—Mr. Inskip. on behalf of the

Docks Committee, said he could imt deal with

large sums without consulting the gentlemen
who had already decided upon the m&f ter

before.—After further discussion, the hearing
was adjourned for a time for the purpose of

counsel and arbitrator discussing matters in

private. At the conclusion of the adjournment
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counsel consulted together in Court for some
considerable time. Mr. Gore-Browne, KC,, tlien

informed the arbitrator that he was glad to say
a figure had been mentioned between the
parties which he. on behalf of the Docks Com-
mittee, wished to submit to the committee for

final instructions. The figure mentioned was on
tlie lines indicated during the adjournment.
Counsel suggested that the hearing be adjourned
t-> allow of the matter being considered by the
Docks Committee, which met on Tuesday at

lialf-past two. If there was an unfortunate
breakdown, they could meet again in that
(ourt on Thursday.—Mr. Hall Blyth : Very well.

If the figure you have in your rnmd is the
figure mentioned to me during the interval, as

lar as my knowledge goes I think it is a fair

Miie. and I trust the Docks Committee will see
(heir way to agree to it.—The hearing was there-
fore adjourned on the understanding that the
parties meet again on Thursday to hear the
result cf the Docks Committee's consideration.
Uu the resumption of the hearing yesterday

j
(Thursday) morning, the learned Arbitrator said

\
he was pleased to learn that the parties con-

it-rned had arrived at a settlement which, from
all he coidd see, ought to be a satisfactory one
\o both sides. He should therefore give judge-
ment, by consent, for the plaintifis. to whom
was due the further sum of £65,000, in addition

I
to an amount of i:34 9s. 4d. paid into Court by

1
1 the defendant corporation. He further ordered

f
that each party should pay their own costs in

the action, and that one-half of his fees as arbi-

irator. and of the fees of Mr. Sydney Morse, the
legal assessor, be paid by either party, and that
should either party have paid the full amount
of such fees, then tlie other side must refund
their share.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A " N K \V
BUILDING?"—A case of some interest was
decided by Mr. Drummond at the Greenwich
Police-court on the 16th inst. arising out of the
burning of St. Catherine's Church, at the junc-
tion ol Pepys and Kitto roads, Hatcham, by
suffragettes in May last". The roof of the nave
and of the chancel were destroyed, and it was
decided, in rebuilding, to slightly lengthen the
edifice, and the eastern wall was taken down.
Messrs. Stock, Page, and Stock, of Denman-
street. London Bridge. S.E., were the architects,
and Messrs. Higgs and Hill, Ltd., of Crown
Works. South Lambeth, were the builders. The
district surveyor for Deptford, Mr. Baxter
Greig, A.R.I. B. A., summoned Messrs. Higgs and
Hill, as the contractors, for a breach of the
Building Act, contending that the rebuilt edifice
was a new building, and therefore it was neces-
sary that the doors should open outwards. The
definition of a new building relied upon was
as follows: "Any building which has been taken
down for more than one-half of its cubical
extent," cubical extent being defined as "the
space contained within the external surfaces of
its walls and roof and the upper surface of the
floor of its lowest story." The district surveyor
contended that, the roof of the building having
been removed, it was impossible to calculate
any cubical extent of the nave and chancel, and
therefore that practically the whole of the
cubical extent had been taken down. — Mr.
Godhe, of Messrs. Mackrell. Maton, Gcdlee. and
Quincey, solicitors, who appeared for the
defence, contended that a building which had
been burned out could not be said to have been
"taken down." As a matter of fact, only the
east wall had been taken down.—The magis-
trate, in a considered judgment, decided that.
in accordance both with common-sense and the
legal construction of the definition, the part
" taken down " was only the contents of the rouf.
and that the repaired building was not a new-
building, and dismissed the summons.

URBAN COUNCIL AND BUILDERS
PLANS.—In the King's Bench Divisional Court.
en Thursilay. Justices Ridley, Avory, and Lush
heard arguments on a rule nisi granted, ex
parte, to Messrs. Hcare and Co.. Ltd., of Fcot's
Cray, calling upon the local urban district
council to show cause why they should not pass
certain plans of a building proposed to be
erected in their district. The plans related to
alterations of a building of the shape of an
L. The whole of the upright part of the L
had been taken down, put back, and enlarged,
and certain alterations were proposed with refer-
ence to the remainder of the building. The
question arose whether the whole of the build-
ing was a "new building ' for the purpose of
the by-laws, or only such part as was taken
down and rebuilt. The builder only submitted
plans of the portion to be rebuilt, but had since
supplied plans of the remainder. The council
disap^kroved the plans on the ground that they
were not in accord with the by-laws. In the?e
circumstances, Messrs. Hoare and Co.. Ltd., the
owners of the building, obtained a rule nisi

calling upon the council to show cause why they
should not approve the plans, and in this way
the matter came before the Court. After hear-

ing arguments at some length, their Lordships
refused to compel the council to approve the

plans, holding that where a person pulled down
a part of a building and wanted to re-erect it,

the whole of the building, including the part

pulled down, must be deemed to be a new build-

ing, and must all comply with plans approvecl

by the local authority and complying with the

by-laws.

DAMAGE BY VIBRATION.- Jacobs and
Other.^ V. British Oxygen Company. Ltd.— lu

the Chancery Division, on Tuesday, Mr. Justice

Astley heard an application for an injunction
brought by a Mr. Jacobs, the owner of sixteen
houses in Fingall-street. Greenwich, and the
occupiers of two of the warehouses, to restrain

the defendants from carrying on tlieir manu-
facture in such a way as to occasion a nuisance.
Plaintiffs' witnesses stated that the vibration
caused by the defendants' engine was so great
that the walls of the houses cracked, the
gutters fell down, and it was almost itiipossible

to get any sleep. The defendants' engineer said
that the vibration caused by the engine was
almost imperceptible, while it was further
alleged that the cracks in tlie houses w ere

caused by the sinking of the foundations, which
were built on marshy ground. An Admiralty
witness stated that any stoppage of the manu-
facture would just now be a serious matter.
Eventually the defendants undertook to pur-
chase from the plaintiff Jacobs certain houses
nearest the works, each party to pay his own
costs.

^*^

HEEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fkiday (To-ixiv).—Junior lustitntion of Eugiiieers.

" A Mofiel Drawing- Otlice Syetem," by
C. E. Forrl. S p.m.j

Saturday (To-morrow).—Institntion of Muuicipal Engi-
neers. Aunnal Meeting- at 4, Soutli-

amptt-U-row, W.C. 12 noon.

Monday. — Victriria and Albert MuBeum. " French
Media'val Architecture," by Banister
F. Fletcher. F.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.

Society of Engineers. " Mechanical
Appliances for the Painless Killin"- of

Animals," by S. M. Dodingtou. 7.3J

p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

BusinesB Meeting. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " The History

and Practice of the Art of Printin^r,"
Cantor Lecture No. 2, by R. A. Peddie.
8 p.m.

TcESOAV.—Institution of Civil Engineers. "Tests of
Reinforced-Concrete Structures on the
Great Central Railway," by James
Benjamin Ball. M.Inst.CE. "Corro-
sion of Steel Wbarves at Kowloon," by
Soraerd Howe Ellis. M.Inst.CE.; and
" Concretinjr in Freezing Weather and
the Effect of Frost upon Concrete," I>v

John Hammersley-Heenan, A.M.I.C.E.
H p.m.

Wednesd.vv.—Royal Archaeological Institute. "Miseri-
cords in Bruges Cathedral," bv Annie
Abram, D.Sc, F.R.Hist.S. Burlingtou
House, W. 4.30 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " Britain and

Germany in Relation to the Chemical
Trades," by Dr. W. R. Orraandy.
H p.m.

TntJRSDAV.—British Museum. " The Temple of Diana
and Ionic Temples," by Banister F.

Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.

Friday (Dec. 4.) — Towti Planning Institute. "The
Ruislip-Norwood Scheme," bv E. R.
Abbott and F. M. Elgood, F.R.I.B.A.
92, Victoria street. S.W. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. " Reinforced Concrete," bv
T. G. Gilmour, A.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

A fire occurred on Monday night at the works

of Messrs. Enoch Tonks and Co.. lock manu-
facturers and brassfounders, AVillenhall, near

Wolverhampton, a range of workshops and new-

machinery and finished goods being destroyed.

The damage is estimated at £5,000 or £6,000.

A marriage has been arranged between Mr.

J. S. Killick. A.M.Inst.C.K., the county sur-

veyor of Hertfordshire, and Miss Lizzie .Sheldon

(Cissio) May bury, elder daughter cf Mr. II. V.

May bury, M.Inst.CE.. chief engineer and
manager of his Majesty's Road Board, formerly

county surveyor for Kent, of Barnesfield,

Greenhithe.

At the meeting on Monday, at Maidstone, of

the Kent Education Committee, the buildings

sul)-ccinmit tue reported that the contract for

tiu^ snm of £10.164 4s. 6d. for the erection of

the County School for Girls at Ceckenham had
been signed by Mr. J. Klliman. This amount
exceeded the tender by £367 4s. 6d., the increase

having been allowed in consequence of the
enhanced price of materials owing to the war.

OBur O^ffia fable.

The old Elizabethnn bouses iii Cloth Fair,
uhicli dated from 1597, were finally

demolished and cleared away last week. The
removal of No. 9. the easternmost of these
houses, which abutted against the Church
of St. Bartholomew the Great, West Smith-
field, has disclosed the exterior of a hay of

the nave which has not been seen for over
tliree centuries, and reveals the junction of
the 13th-century nave with the 12th century
conventual choir. In the wall just un-
covered can be seen a decayed Early Eiiglisli

clerestory window of two lights, dating from
about .\.i>. 1250. The Late 12th century
window lias been ent out for its insertion.

'J'lie triforinm 12tli-century arch is exposed,
just as it appears on the inside of the church,
as well as that of the ground arcade; and
there can be seen very clearly the high arch
of the vault of the 1.3th-centnry aisle, wliicli

was pushed eastward. I'he vaulting of this

later aisle being of a much greater height
than that of the Norman period, it pene-
trated the floor of the triforium, and to hide
this penetration the triforium arches of the
bay west of the crossing were filled in, as

seen now from the interior of the church.
The wall, which is cracked and almost
shattered, can be well seen from the road
in Cloth Fair, standing between Sir Aston
Web?)'s new north transept, with its pic-

turesque turret on the left, and the Hint west
front and the ITth-eentury brick tower on the

right.

.^t the club house on the Ilampstcad
Garden Suburb last Friday an address was
given by Jlr. Ua_\ niond Unwin, F.U.I.B.A.,
who distributed tlie prizes given in con-

nection with technical education work
on the estate. Mr. Unwin pointed out
that the holding of classes on the actual
building sites (as was done at the
Ealing and Hampstead Garden Suburbs)
was a unique development of technical

training, bringing the brai[i and the haml
into intelligent co operation. He made au
interesting comparison between the insist-

ence of the German system of education on
brain work. Their fundamental mistake was
that they had put too much stress on thinking
and not enongh on fooling. British failure,

perhaps, bad been that we had not thought
enough. We ought to have thought more
and the Germans ought to have felt more.

At the last meeting of the Trnstces of the
National Gallery the collection of modern
pictures purchased with the proceeds of the

second National Loan Exhibition at the

Grosvenor Gallery was formally accepted.
The works, which have been delivered at the

Tate Gallery this week, comprise: "Donkeys
and Kites," by Mr. W. W. Russell;
" Portrait of Mrs. Patrick Campbell," by
IMr. Charles Shannon, A.R.A. ; "Kew
Bridge," by Mr. H. Muhrman; "The
.\ng!cr," by Mr. William Orpen, A.R.A.

;

' I'ortrnit," by Mr ..\mbrose MacEvoy ; "La
Mort du Cygnc (.\nna Pavlova)," liy Mr.
.John Lavery, .'V.R..\. ; "Ma Si Gyaw,
Dancer," by Mr. Gerahl Kelly; " I'he Man in

Black," by Mr. Glyn I'hilpol; "Jane,
I'lvelyn, James, and Helen." by Mr. Philip
Connard ;

" Avignon," by Mr. Oliver Hall
;

"Masques et Bergamasques—Fan," by Mrs.
Mary Davis; and "Paolo and Francesca,
Statuette Bronze Group," by Mr. Charles
Ricketts.

In lecturing at the Royal .\cademy on
"Modern Pigments," Professor A. P. Laurie
showed by a series of interesting experiments
why some of the lakes, like crimson lake, are

fugitive, and others—for example, the madder
— are permanent. Linseed, poppy, and
walnut oils, wliicli ha\e been in use since the

beginning of oil painting, were reviewed for

their special properties. Dr. Laurie re-

marked that, strictly speaking, these were
not "drying oils," for they do not dry, but
solidify. Reasons were given for the avoid-

ance of lead compounds, and the preference
for cobalt and manganese. The distinctive

difference in their effects between spirit

varnishes and oil varnishes was next

explained, and the instruction not to varnish
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with oil 01' copal was justified. Only spirit

vainisli, for one tliiiiy, caji be removed witli-

oiit robbing tlie paint beneath of its subtle

and essential beauties. Petroleiini was, on
tlie uliole, a better mcdinni than tnrpentine.

At the meeting on Tuesday of the London
County Conncil it was agreed to sanction the

borrowing of £7,721 by the borough council

of Southwark for paving parts of the under-
mentioned tlinroughfares with asphalt in

place of macadam—Trafalgar-street, £2,190;
Thurlow-street, £2,970; Westmoreland-road,
£1,235; South-street, £1,326. It is proposed
to substitute for the macadam paving IJin.

compressed asphalte on Gin. concrete founda-

tions. A scheme of asphalte paving work
has been approved by the borough council,

estimated to cost £19,301, and the Road
Board has promised a grant of £11,580,
leaving £7,721 to be provided otherwise, and
for the borrowing of which sanction was now
granted. The Appeal Committee reported
that tliey had heard an appeal mider Section

211 of the Metropolis Management Act, 1855,

by Mr. W. Wallis Baldwin, on behalf of the

Alliance Economic Investment Co., against
an order made by the Hampstead Borough
Council in respect of the drainage of No. 2G,

Priory-road, Kilburn, N.W. After hearing
both parties, the committee dismissed the

appeal.

In connection with tlie walls of a brick
building it was desired to clean and brighten
the terracotta dressings, the bricks being of

a deep tan colour, while the terracotta was
of a light cream that had turned dark and
was unsightly from many years' exposure.
The " Painters' Magazine " says :

" The
simplest way to accomplish this is to mix
21b. of powdered pumice and 1 pint of liquid

ammonia with Igal. of soft soap, applying
the mixture to the surface to be cleaned with
a fibre wall-brush, allowing it to remain
about thity minutes. Tlien rub briskly with
a good scrubbing-brush. When on trial it

shows that the compound has done its work,
clean it off with lukewarm water by using a

large sponge, and rinse, if possible, with a
hose, otherwise with the sponge and a
liberal supply of clear water. If after drying
the terracotta appears dull it may be revived
by rubbing it over with a cloth saturated
with kerosene oil."

The National Radiator Conipnny, Ltd.,
439 and 4-11, Oxford-street, London, W., is

issuing copies of two new sheets which it is

distributing to the architects and heating
trade, giving particulars respectively of the
Ideal No. 3 G Series boilers, and of the
various types of headers designed for use
in connection with these and the No. 2G
Series and 3F Series boilers. The company
will be pleased to send copies of the sheets
to anyone interested who may not have
received the same. The No. 3G Series
boilers are regularly supplied in eight sizes
each for steam and water, ranging in capacity
from 2,025 to 3,985 square feet of steam
radiation, and from 3,000 to 7,100 square feet
of water radiation. These boilers, as well
as the No. 2G Series, particulars of which
have already been sent out, can be arranged
when desired for operation with inider-
ground flues, an advantage which 'is of great
importance where floor space is restricted.
'I'ho company is preparing drawings, showing
fnll details of the arrangement, and wiil
gladly supply a copy of the diagrams on
request. They will be fouml most useful ami
suggestive.

The following mixture has, according to
the "Canadian Engineer," long been used by
the United States army engineers in water-
proofing cement: One 'part cement, 2 parts
sand, ijib. of dry powder alum to each cubic
foot of sand. Mix dry, and add water in
which Jib. of soap has been dissolved to each
gallon. This is said to be nearly as strong
as ordinary cement, and is quite"impervions
to water, besides preventing efflorescence.
l''<jr a wash a mixture of lib. of lye and 2Ib.
of alum in two gallons of water is often used!

LATEST PRICES.

The constructional work on the railway from
Prieska to Upinglon, on the north-west border
of the Cape Province, has now been romplcUd
The line, 142 miles in length, follow.s approxi-
mately the course of the Orange River.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
tasual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many eases
quite unreliable.

IKON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Kolled SteelJoists, English £7 10 to £8
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 7 10
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat. Round, or
Square 22 „

Do.. Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Platea, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best SnedBhill 9 0.. 9 10

Angles 10a., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c.. £81.53. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15103. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,, 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

, Galvanised 8 15 ,. 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weighta 5 10 „ 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,.

—
Corrngated Iron. 24 gauge 16 0.. —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0., —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 108. £10 158. £11 03. £11 53. £11 153. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7
4in.to6in 6 0,. 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 53. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints 58. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 103. 01. to 1178. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 753. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)-

Gas-Tubes 75 p.c.
Water-Tubes 7Ii ,,

Steam-Tubes 67* „
Galvanised Gas-Tabes 63 ,.

Galvanised Water-Tubej 6ii .,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 55 .,

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £31 7 6
Lead Water Pipe, Town *23 15 0„ —
„ „ ,. Country *24 10 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 15 .. —
Country *25 10 „ —

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside, Town '25 15 0,, —
Country *i6 10 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
ontBide Town *2a 5 „ —
,

Country 'M 0,, —
Composition Gas-Pipe, Town... "26 15 ,.

—
., Country *27 10 ., —

Lead SoiI-pip6(apto4§in.) Town *26 15 0,, —
„ „ „ ., Country '27 10 „ —

rOver 4hia. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 .. 18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
Copper Sheeta,8heathing& rods 75 „ 75 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 610 0,, 65
Tin. English Ingots 163 „ 164

Do.. Bars 146 ., 146 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 22 ,. —
Sheet Lead, Town '23 5 0.. —

Conntry '24 „ —
Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 29 0.. —
Sheet Zinc 55 ,, —
Old Lead, against account 17 10 0„ —
Tin per cwt. 8 10 „ —
Cut naila (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 ,,

—
• For 5 cwt, lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ a. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x 10 ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r. stn.
16 .. 8 ... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20 ., 10 ... 13 2 6,.
20 ,. 12... 13 17 6

First quality 20 ., 10 ... 13 0.,
20 ,. 12... 13 15
16 ., 8... 7 5

Eureka nnfading
green 20 ,. 10 ... 16 17 6

20 ,.12... 18 7 6
18 „10... 13 5
16 „ 8 ... 10 5

Permanent Green ... 20 .. 10 ... 11 12 6
18 ., 10... 9 12 6

16 „ 8... 6 12 6

BRICKS.
(All prices n9t.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside. In
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, ,. [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0..
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 .. at rly. stn.

Flettona 1 10 .. ,. ,.

Preesed Wire Cuts... 1 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14 ., „
Beet Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Raabon Facing ... 5 ,. ., .,

Beet Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 „ .. „

Ditto BuUnoFe 4 0,,
Best StonrLridge
Firebricks 3 11 ,. „ „

2iin. Best Red Ac-

]

(Net, delivered in
crmgton Plastic ^ 4 10 6 „\ full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) I in London.

3'/8" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

S'/s" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3'/8" Chimney Bricks fit lor outside work ... 2 6
S'/a" ditto ditto through and through 2
^'/b" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-

gons ; 2J" and h" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep, 4*" soffit, per foot opening... 13
4 ditto 4j" ditto ditto ditto ... 18
5 ditto ii" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

6 ditto 44" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 6
3 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 1

4 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 2 11
5 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 3 6
6 ditto 9" ditto ditto ditto ... 4 6

Net froe on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HAKD GLAZES (PEB 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours, Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins. Bullnose, and 4hio. Flats-

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks. Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double Bullnose. Round Ends. Bullnose Stops

—

5d. each 4d. each 6i. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles-

Id. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICES.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 6d. each 8j. each 8d. each 6d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6i. each 6d. each 5d. each

MajoUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers .„._ _ £22 17 6

„ ,, Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above exceed-
list for theirrespective kinds and colours [- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Mn.
Is, 23. each I by 25in.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers. £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full trnck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton,

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per Ion delivered

Exclnslve of charge for sacks.

a. d. a. d. Per yard,

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fu-eclay in sacks 27s, Od, per ton at

railway station,

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cnbe £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto .. 2 3

Red Corsehill. ditto ., " ^ ?
Closeburn Red Freestone,ditto .. 2

Ancaater, ditto ., " 1 ^2
Greenshill. ditto .. 1 10

Chilmark, ditto (in trnnk at ,

Nine Elms) ,.
110*

Hard York, ditto .. 3

Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. elab sawn two
Bides, random sizes .. 13

• All F.O.B. London.
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]!atb stone, delivered on road I' s. d.

waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7*

Ditto, ditto, Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 9J

I'.eer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station „ Oil
Pitto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 1 7J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of i20ft. average :
—

Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot, ( Wbit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or ( Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wbarf . fO 2 3 . £0 4i

TILES.
8.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Bip and Valley tiles 3

Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 5'2

Hip and Valley tiles 4

Rnabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 67

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles : Plain tiles (Peake'e)... 46
Ornamental ditto 48

a. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6

Hip tiles 3 104 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 ih „

"Rosemary "brand plain tiles... 48 per 1030
Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 8

Stallordsbire (Banley) Beds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „
Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tUes 3 6
Hartsbill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced tO per 1009
Pressed 47 6
Ornamental ditto SO „
Hip tiles i per doz.
Valley tiles .. 3 6 „

OILS.
Rapeseed.English pale,per tun £28 15
Ditto, brown 26 15
Cottonseed, refined ,, 29
Olive, Spanish 39 10
Seal, pale , 21
Cocoanut, Cochin „ 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius „ 42 10
Palm, Lagos !, 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine , 17 5
Sperm „ 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7

Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Ditto, Archangel , 19
Linseed Oil „ per gal. 2
Baltic Oil 2
Turpentine ,, 3
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 9
Pnre Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9

to £29 5
5

10
10

5
10
5

6
10

5jd. ,

6U.

GLASS (IN CKATES)
English Sheet Qlase : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.

Fourths 4^1. ... 5id. .

Thirds 4id. ... 5Jd.
Fluted Sheet 4ii. ... 5ha.

Jin. 'Item.

2hd. ... 3d.

White.
Figured Boiled an<? Repoussine... 4d.

Hartley's English Boiled
Plate

VABNISHES, &o.

32nz.
6ld.

, 8d.

"
iin.

... 3*3.

Tinted.
... Bhd.

Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, lor seats of
churches 14

Finvj Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish ..•. 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra I'ale Paper 13
Best .Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black .Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Mack 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Mr. James Lee, C.E-.

turgh surveyor. Paisley, Boyle's latest patent
"Air-pump"' ventilators have been applied to

the new swimming-pond, Paisley.

The order for the asplialtiug at the extension?
to tlie National Gallery, under H.M. Office of

Works, has been placed with Claridge's Patent
AsphaUe Company, Ltd., of 3, Central Buildings,
Westminster. This firm also have in hand the
a^pliaUing of the offices for the New Zealand
Government, 413-41G, Strand, and Royal Mews,
Biic'Kiiigham Palace.

^«»
Mr. W. Matthew Jones, city surveyor and

engineer for the city and county borougli of
Chester', has been elected as President of the
Institution of Municipal Engineers for the
coming session.

OeiLVIE&GO.

Telephone: L>\I.STuN ll'-''

M[iny years conoecteil nilli

111? lii'te firm of W. H
L\SCEr,LES A ro.. ul

Bunl.ill Hu".

MildmayAvenDe, |SLIN6T0N,N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIM VTES

FREE.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

HardAvoodSi
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120. Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondents would in all caeee oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
i IIformation.
Aldershot.—For the congtructioa of temporary

buildlDg') of corrugated iron at tbe isolatioQ
hospital, for the urban district council

:

RIcMauus (accepted) i-233

BANiiURY.—For tbe construction of main Eewers,
pnmp well, storm-water tanks, the erection of engine
house and refuse destructor, for the corporation.
Messrs. Willcox and Raikes, engineers;—

Sewers, &3.
Page, E. H.. Cardiff :£24.969 6 9
Childs and Withers. Worcester 19.851
Firth and Co.. Derby
Boswell, M. A., and Co , Ltd
Wolverhampton

Elvins. T.. & Sons, Birmingham 17,770
French, W. and C, Buckhurst

Hill
Shardiow.J. J., Leicester
Howell and Sons, Chipping
Norton

Vale, T., and Sons, Ltd._, Stour-
porb

Refuse destructor.
Dawson and Mansfield, Man-
chester (accepted)

Pumping plant.
Tangye?, Ltd. (accepted)

lti,9J0

17.857 16

17,6-23 7 2
16.753 U

16.72 i 9

16,461 11 '2

1,490

2,124

BAsiNtiSTOK.E. ~ For the execution of eanitary
works at the workhouse and infirmary, for the
f^uardians. Messrs- Wallis and Smith, Church-
square, Basingstoke, architects :

—
Goodall and Son £153

138 12 6
103 10 6
88 11
88
73 5

Beaford and Son
KiDgdon and Co
blunden and Oliver
Tigwell, W. H
MilEom and Son

(All of BasingBtoke.)
BuRSLEM.—For effecting alterations to Basford

Hall, to a(3apt the premises for use as a children's
home, for the Wolstanton and Burslem Board of
Guardians :—

Sambrook. J.T., Burslem (accented) £331
(In lieu of tender from J. Holding, withdrawn

Eince acceptance.)

CASHEL.~For constructing waterworks, for the
urban district council. Mr. F. Birgin, 36, Westmore-
land-street, Dublin, borough engineer :

—

McNally, H. C, Dublin £2,467 10
Blake, P., DubUa (accepted) ... 2,C63

Dumbarton.—For granolithic work in connection
with the new playsheds at West Bridgend school, for
the school board :

—

M'Callion.P,. Dumbarton ... £714
(Recommendeded for acceptance.)

East Preston.—For erection of four groynea aod
a concrete retaining-wall for protection of tbe sea
road from Littlehampton. for the rural district
council :—

Peskettand Son. ADgmering ... £825
(Accepted.)

Exeter.—For alterations and additions to No3.
46 and 47, Sout-hernbay West, and No. 9. Lower
Summerldnds. F.xeter. for the guardians. Mr. R. M.
Challice. 7, Bedford Circu?, Exeter, architect:—

Nos. 46 and 47, Southernhay West.
Francis. F.D £2.122 1 3
Soper and Ayers 2.072 6 9
Setter. G.. and Son 2.043 10
Ham and Passmore 1.820

Westcott. Austin, and White ... 1.710 9
Coll, G . Alphington' 1,627 18 8
Dart and Francis. Crediton(parli
only) 297

No. 9, Lowtr Summcriande.
Francis. F. D 890 3 3
Setter. G 850
Westcott, E.H &40

Hani and Passmore 800
Stephens, J 731 10

Soper and Ayers 720
Lake, J. H 707 12
Westcott. Austin, and White* ... G77

• Accepted. Rest of Exeter.

Gloucester.-For alterationsand additions to the
Stratton-road Bakery, for tbe Gloucester Co-ooeralive
and Industrial Society. Mr. E. .\. Pryer, L R.I.B.A.,
18, Clarence-street. Gloucester, architect

.Tones. W i999
Williams. T. .1 876 U ()

Halls. \V. J. B 819 u
Kiut^scott and Winfield ... 7&5 u
bimmonds, Conduit-Street J8D u

(.\11 of Olouce ter.)

£2,2:i9

2,100
1,9?7

1,945
1.870
1.797
1.793

Fi-i.wooi).—For tlio ercitiou of a cottatjo at their
hospital in Sand>-laiie Fulwood. lor the I'reston,
Fulwood. and Longridf^e .Joint Hosrital District.
Mr. \V. U. T. Munford, L.R.I.B.A , 12, Guildhall-
street, Preston, arcliitect ;

—

Kay, T,. and Son jei69 10 8
Cottam. T 4,53

Himmer and Walker 439
Cartmell. .1., and Sons, Ltd, ... 425 .5 6
CoUey T. K. (accepted) 392 19 4

(All of Preston.)

Greenwich. S.E.—For the erection of tuberculof ii

dispensary at Maze Hill, for the Greenwich Borough
Council :—

Gorham, F. .1., Greenwich
Smith, W., and Sons, Lt3,,
Croydon

Hollingsworth. H, H., Peckbam
Shorter, ,J. T , Greenwich
Darch, J., Wliitefriars-sS,, B.C.
Mills, E., Blackheath
Watt, J., Catford
Mills. W,,and Sons, Ltd., Black-
heath 1,7.59

Collings, C, Dartford* 1,500
'Itecommended for acceptance.

Halifax. — For supply and fixing of a meter
testing e'luipiiicnt. one switchboard, and two moving
coil instruments, it the electricity work?, for the
tramways, &c.. committee:—

Crompton and Co., Ltd..
Chelmsford £215 9

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Hastings.—For the alteration and enlargement of
the public convenience at White Rock, for the
public health committee :—

Richford, A, E., Hastings £305 19 8
(Accepted.)

Hawabden.—For erection of a public convenienc3,
for the rural district council :

—
Astbury, W., Penyffordd £260
Roberts, D. H.. Hopa 240
Edwards, A., Cymmon 234

Haywauds Heath,—For construction of a Congre-
gational chiu'cli in Soutii-road, Haywards Heath :—

White, T, (accepted! i"2,-219 4 9

HiiNciEui-'ORD.-For erection of eight co'.tagea, for
tlie rural district council :

—
Curtis, R., Reading (accepted) ... £1.450

KiLBURN, N.W.—For the supply anl erection of
wrouMht-irou boundary fencing at the extension of
Kilburn Grange Park, for the London County
Council:—

Hill & Smith, Ltd., Brierley Hill £53 17
Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss.Ltd.,
Cannon-street, E.C. (accepted) 50 14

Ki.sGSTOw.s'.—For the erection of artisans' dwel-
lings, for the urban district council. Mr. C. D.
Dunlop. 2, St. Andrew-street. Dublin, architect.
Quantities by Mr. Thomas F. Slevin, SE. Stephen's-
green, Dublin :—

Beckett, J., and Sons, Dublin
Eraser, A., and Co., Dublin
O'Brien, M,, Kingstown
Duncan and Son, Dublin
Weafer, K., Kingstown
Pembertoo, H,. and Sons, Bally-
brack, Co. Dublin (accepted) ...

LANdNG.—For the construction of a groyne. 180ft.

in length, and tbe formaliou of a sbiu^Ie bank on
the foreshore at West Laucing, east of shop's Dam.
for the Lancing Sta Defences Committee :

—
Osentou, A, G.. Horsham ... £1,2S9 18 3
British Steel Piling Co , Billiter-

street, E.C 781 1 2
Sifales, W,, Southwick 375 6 5

Leitrim,—For theerectioQ of a central tubeiculitis
dispensary, for the tuberculosis committee :

—
Kelly, Longford £78J
McNutt, W. J,, Carr.ck-on-
Shannon 723

B. McDermott (asoepted) 693 10

Lkyton.—For the internal i»,inting and cleansing
of two schools, for the Education Committee of the
Leyton Urban DistrictCouncil. Mr. William .Jacques,

A,U,I.B.A,, 2, Fea-oourt, London, E.C, architect to

the committee ;

—

DivioE-lane Echool.
Hare. C and Co £727
Coxbead, F. J 695

Vigor, J., and Co 591
Smitli, Q. H 519
Blow. S., Lid .300

Inns. AH 497

Fenn, J. S 475
Horswill, H. C 435
Clemens, W. J 420 10

Kemp, C. J 397 10
Woollaston, U, and Co. (accepted) 358

Hanow-sreon schools.
.Tarman and Martin 530
Hare. C, and Co 455
Vigor, ,J., and Co 444

Blow, S., Ltd 351

Inns, AH 335
Fenu, ,J, S 325
Clemens. W. .1 310
Woollaston, R., and Co 3K
Kemp, C. J 305
Horswill, H. C. (accepted) ... 287

Lkyton.—For tbe improvements to healiae,
Mayville-road schools, for the education committej
of the Levton Urban District Council. Mr. William
.Jacques, .\. K.I. B. A.. 2, Fen-court, E.C, architect to

the committee :

—

Bridgland, A, andC.,Lt3. ... £257
Whitby's, Ltd 2-25

Coxhead, F. J 197 15

Davie?, Frank 'accepted 135

£7,993
7,400
7,143 11 7
7,C60
7,001

6,298

{Continued on pag'XIV.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

tec. 4—Tuberculosis Hospital. Soubliena on-Sca f100, £50, £25 E. J. Elford. M.I.C.E., Eoro' Eug.. Town Clerk's Office?,
Southend-on-Sea.

7—Xew Secondary School for Girls, Lutcn lO^s. Each Unsuccessful Selected
ComDetitor W. \V. Marks. Clerk, Shire Hall. Bedford.

„ 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, CampineCoalflold ... iWO, £J40 M. le President de la Commission pour I'AmenaKement dee
Aeglomnrations Indnstrielles. Hue de Louvain, Brussels.

,. 31—Workmen's Houses. Dumfries The Town Clerk, Dumfries.
Feb. 8~Designs for Workmen's Dwelliogs (500 persons). Rath-

bone-street Area, Liverpool, (H. Hartley, P.R.I.B.A..
Assessor) f 100, .£.50. and £25 E. R. Pickmere. Town Clerk, Municioal Offices, Liverpool.

No date—Sewage Disposal Works, Elland Urban District Council J. Clarkson. Clerk. Council OlUces, EUand.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Nov. 23—Isolation Hospital, Ward I^lock at. Harrow
2S—House and Shop, Kells, Wbiteliavea
2H—Six Cottages. Alderton
28—School, Additions to. Woodroyd
28—School (350 places). Newburn Hall-on-Tyne
'2H-Cottage3 (12). Winchcomb
30—Post Oflice, Knlargement of, Surbiton
30—Schools. Alterations to. Blaengarw
30— Six Houses. Eddisbury
30—Three Housea Chopwell
30—New School. Hendreforgan, near Gilfach Goch
30—House, Manchester-road, Linthwaite
30—Ward and Bathroom, Isolation Hospital, Aylesbury
1—Mortuary & Extension at Workhouse, Woodfield-rd. W.
1—Pavilion. County Sanatorium, Wolsineham
1—Recreation Ground, Timber-tramed Shed at, AldershoC
1—Store Sheds, Gosforth
2—Fire Sbation, Cwmbran
2—Skylij^hts over Women's Baths. Leaf-st., Manchester ...

2— School, Crowcroft Park, Longsieht, Manchester
2—Scliool, Crowcroft Park. LoDRsight, Manchester
'2— Stables and Cart Shed, Crdiitliogton
2— Blaeniillery Infants' School, Extension of, Abertillery
2—Medical Superintendent's House, Acton-lane. Willesden
3— Isolation Hospital. Boiler House at, Ipswich
3—Buildings, Repairs to (Tdree Years), Chester District ...

.'i-Hostel, Dyke-road, Brigliton

BUILDINGS.
Urban District Council .

Winchcombe R.D.C. ,.

Bradford Educatioo Committee...
Nortlnimberlaod PMucation Com.
Rural District Council
H.M. Works Commissioners
Glamorgan County Council
Northwich Rural District Council
Annliold Plain lodus. Co-op. Soc.
Glamorgan County Council

Urban District Council
Paddington Guardians
Durham County Council
Urban District Council
Urban District Council
Llantarnam U.D.C
Corporation
Education Committee
Education Committee
Urban District Council
Education Committee
Guardians
Corporation
H.M. Works Commissioners
Education Committee

J. Strachan. Clerk. Council Offices. Harrow.
J. S. Stout, Archt, 36. Lowtherstreet. Whitehaven.
T. Malvern. L.R.I.B.A.. 21. Wmchcombe-st., Cheltenliam.
The City Arohitect. Town Hall. Bradford.
C. Williams, Sec. The MoothalJ, Newcaatle-on-Tyne.
T. Malvern, L R.I.B.A., 21, Wiocbcombe st.. CbeltsnhaTi.
Tbe Secretary. H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gj,te, S.W.
The Clerk. County Hall, Cardiff.
K. T. Ward, Brockhurst street, Northwicli.
G. T. Wilson, L.R.I B.A., 22. Durham-road, Bla^khill.
The Clerk, County Hall. Cardiff.
Dunn and Kaye, Archts.. Milnsbridga.
W. H. Taylor, Eng.. Town Hall, Aylesbury.
E. H. Sim. Archt., Mowbray House, Norfolk-st., Strand. W.C.
T. bharpo, A.R.I.B.A.. Shire Hall. Durham.
F. C. Uren, Sur., Council Offices, Aldershot.
G. Nelson, A.M.I.C.E., Council Chambers. Htgh-st., GosforLh.
A. G. .lones, Sur., Council Offices, Cwmbran.
The City Architect, Town Hall. Mancheater.
Tbe Architect, Education Offices. Deansgate, Manchester.
Tbe Clerk, Education Offices, Deansgate, Manchester.
W. J. Coulson, Sur., Council Office, Cramlinston.
W. H. Hiley, Archt., Chapel-streel, Abertillery.
J. Cash, F.R.I.B.A., Archt., 22. Surrey-street. Strand, W.C.
.7. R. Mead, Boro' Eng., Town Hall. Ipswich.
The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
T. Simpson and Son, 16, Shii)-street. Brighton.

l^l#»^gM iu*»^W

THE ASSOCIATED PORTLAND CEMENT MANUFACTURERS

(1900), LIMITED.

PROPBIETOHS OF THE LEADING BRANDS
OF

PORTLAND eEMENl
INCLTJDINQ

"J- B. WHITE & BROS." "ANCHOR"
"HILTON ANDERSON &CO." "EDDYSTONE"
FRANCIS' "NINE ELMS" "FERROCRETE"

AN UNRIVALLED RECORD OF OVER HALF A CENTURY.

Head Office: PORTLAND HOUSE, LLOYD'S AVENUE, LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams: ' Portland, London."

^^M««WN^*MMW^«lMaMM ''^^>0m0am0^0mtu^>0^

Telephone: No. 5G90 Avenue (Six Lines).
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UNIIE.\LTHY SCHOOLS.

There is an old Spanish proverb which
sa_vs :

—"The two greatest evils in life are a
through - draught and a scolding wife."

And another:—"Beware of a through-
draught and a kicking donkej'." Uncle
Toby recognised the truth of these maxims
when, addressing Corporal Trim, he said :

"Now let us have a little fresh air; but

not a draught. I hate a draught."

Commander Peary,' on his return from
the Xorth Pole, stated, in one of his

lectures, that during the whole period of

the expedition he had never once con-

tracted a " cold "
; but since his return to

civilisation lie had hardly been free from
one, which ho attributed to draughty rooms
and halls. It is safe to say that this is the

cause of a large percentage of "colds."

The ventilation of many of our schools

leaves much to be desired in this respect,

and is anything but creditable to our
boasted progress in practical hygiene. An
example of this may be found in the

method employed in some schools, consist-

ing solely of open Avindows. or openings in

the upper parts of the windows, through
which the wind blows unobstructedly into

the classrooms, and descends upon the un-
protected heads and bodies of the children.

Is it to be wondered at that, subjected to

such conditions in winter weather, "colds,"
catarrh, pneumonia, and other kindred
complaints are then so prevalent amongst
Bchoolchildren?

AVhere openings exist in the upper
portions of the windows on oi)posite sides

of a classroom, the evil is accentuated
owing to the through-drauglit created by
the cross-currents, and which constitute

a. distinct menace to health, as the
descending current of cold air cools and
presses down the warmer ascending air

charged with the poisonous products of

respiration and exhalations from the boily

to bo rebrrathed. AVliat. therefore, to tli"

uninitiated would seem to be a healthful
supply of fresh, pure air, is in reality

—

when provided in such a manner—rather a

danger to health than a benefit. Truly, in

this application, "A lillle knowledge is a

dangerour, thing,"

There is a beautiful buildint; in .Teyi'ur

named the "Palace of the AVinds," being
so constructed as to permit of tlie wind
from any quarler blowing freely throuch
it; an admirable arrangement for Indi;i.

but applied to schools in this country, witli

our winter climate, in the form of open
\vindows. as senseless as it is dangerous.
The Board of Education should certainly
see to it that less-trving means, in cold

weather, aro employed.
Ventilation that consists of drauslits, all

draughts, and nothing but draughts is as

pernicious as it is uncomfortable, and the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children would, we think, be justified in

intervening in all cases where schoolrooms
are ventilated in the wintertime solely

by open windows, or by openings in the

upper parts of the windows, causing
cross-currents and down-draughts of

cold air. We are also of opinion that

parents would be justified in refusing

to allow their children to attend schools

so ventilated ; for, if ever there was a

case where the remedy was worse than the
evil, assuredly this is one.

AVe opine that not many architects, if

any, approve of such a mode of ventilating

schools, as from their experience they must
bo well acquainted with its drawbacks. If

a purely technical matter, such as ventila-

tion is, was left more entirely in the hands
of the architect, who, from his training and
practical knowledge, should bo best

qualified to successfully deal with the re-

quirements, there would be fewer failures

to record.

Another serious objection to the in-

discriminate use in cold weather of large

openings in the upper parts of the windows
of sclioolrooms is that the descending cross-

currents of cold air, when the he;iting

arrangements are in use, fall upon the
children sitting in the lower strata of

warmed air. The danger and discomfort
of this may be exemplified by a description

of what used to lie one of the most agonising
tortures inflicted by the Inquisition. The
lower half of the body of the unfortunate
victim was submerged, in a standing
position, in a receptacle formed in the
ground filled with hot water, the top being
covered over closely round the body, and a

spray, or douche, of cold water then
descending from above on to the exposed
upper half of the body. The difference

thus createil in the temperature of the

lower and of the upper parts of the body
acting upon tho circulation and the
nervous system induced an irritation so

intolerable and unendurable that madness
usually ensued, fidlowed by death from
pneumonia. Now, sl;irtling as it may
a])pear, this irritation is precisely what is

experienced in a modified form in the case

of children occupying classrooms when the

heating arrangements aro in use, and
where cross-currents of cold air entering

through openings in the upper parts of the

windows aro precipitated upon tho scliolars

sitting in the warmed air below. Can it

therefore be wondered at that in schools so

ventiL'ited tho children get irritable and
restless, and that the teachers aro in no
better case? Even "open-air" classes

v.ould bo preferable, if thoy were possible

in the winter, as the temperature of the
air surrounding the children would then be
practically the same throughout— tho all-

important thing if their health and comfort
aro to be conserved. In warm or tem-
perate weather, when the heating arrange-
ments are not in use, window ventilation,

so far as draughts and differences in

temperature are concerned, is not then so

objectionable, the temperature of tho outer
and of tho inner air being more equal.

" Fresh-air " - at - any - price enthusiasts
have certainly a good deal to answer for,

the toll exacted, in the form of illness and
discomfort arising from draughts, being a
heavy one. In their contention that
cold air "hardens" one, and is there-
fore beneficial, they make the funda-
mental mistake of confounding the
bracing cold air of outdoors with cold
draughts indoors— two very different
things, having results as opposite as the
Poles.

Tho old saying: "When tho wind
is in the East, it's neither good for

man nor beast," doubly applies in this

case, when the biting winter blast, not
"tempered to the shorn lamb," blows
through heated classrooms in icy cross-
currents from which there is no escape, and
which might make even the "hardened"
enthusiast, if subjected to them, admit
that it was possible to have "too much of
a good thing"—even fresh air—and that so
chilly a draught was literally "an ill wind
that blows nobody good." In schools
where cross-currents form the sole means
of ventilation, tho window openings
may never be closed—even in tho coldest
and most inclement weather—as to do so

would mean asphyxiation, and if kept
open on one side only of the classroom, the
cold air would still enter and descend on
to the children Avith the inevitable
results. Simple holes in tho walls

—

which window openings are—as a means
of ventilation may possibly in primitive
times have been very acceptable to the
Troglodytes, but hardly creditable to the
resources of our present-day civilisation,

nor—may wo say ? -to those responsible for

the employment of such "methods of

barbarism. ' which applied to classrooms,
only "adds to tho ill it is sought to

cure." If a false spirit of economy
is tho reason for this, though one
can hardly imagine such short-sighted
parsimony in such a vital matter, the
sooner a change is made the better will

it be fen' the welfare of the children. It

may bo accepted as a well-ascertained

fact that down-draught ventilation, whether
by cross - currents from window openincs,
or from any other source, is fundamentally
wrong, and cannot fail, for the reasons
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stated, to prove an injury to health,

instead of an aid to it.
.

Dr. f'arkes. in his "Manual of Hygiene,"
says :

—"Air is the prime supporter of life
;

health, even life itself, is dependent upon
its purity. Statistical inquiries prove

beyond a doubt that of the causes of death
which are usually in action, impurity of

the air is the most important." It seems
to us that "Nature" points unerringly to

the only practical and satisfactory solution

of this question, and that is, to chan.ge the

air in classrooms in accordance with the

natural laws which control the movement
oi air, and, as the warm, vitiated air

ascends, to withdraw it at the higher levels

of the room, the freshair supply being
provided at the lower levels, distributed in

such a manner as to avoid draughts.
Surely, at this day, when sanitary science

is supposed to be at its zenith, some prac-
tical means exist whereby this may be
achieved in a simple and effective manner!
Or must it be confessed that in this matter
we are no further advanced than in the
Dark Ages ? It would be a sorry reflection

indeed on our engineers and sanitarians.
We give a few extracts from some jiub-

lished notes on school ventilation, which
may be of interest in this connection :

—
"The efficient ventibition of Fclioolrocms is

of tlic very first import iince. Healtliy bodies
inaice liealthy mintls, and cliilclreii wiio pursue
their studies in a pure atmosphere, not over-
heated, and free from draughts, make much
better progress than children who are confined
in badly. ventilated, overheated, and draughty
rooms.

"Tlie greatest care should be taken to pre rent
down-draughts in cold weather, such as proceed
from open windows or adjustable \'entilators
forming the upper parts of the windows, and
which permit large bodies of cold air to blow-
directly into the classrooms and descend upon
the heads of the children, cooling and returning
the ascending expired air to be reiireathed.
This is one of the most pernicious forms of
ventilation that could be employed in cold
weather, and is not only a source of discomfort
to the children and to the teachers, but a
prolific cause of illness and disease.
"Hot air should never be used for the com-

bined purposes of heating and ventilation, as air
raised to a temperature such as is required (o
olfectively heat a building is thereby greatly
deteriorated, the ctygen being to a certain
extent destroyed, and the bracing and tonic
tjualilies of the air reduced.
"The leading authorities are imanimous in

condemning heating by hot air as undesirable
and injurious to health: 'Heating should be
<'one by means of radiant heat, and not by
means of air previously warmed. If air was
previously warmed it would lose a portion of
its oxygen, and if we got air short of oxygen
we had to breathe a greater number of times
to supply the required amount, and that meant
more effort.'

"Ill warm weather, open windows may safely
be resorted to. to supplement the ventilation,
as there is not then the same danger from
draughts as- in the winter, when special venti-
lating arrangements are most required, and are,
indeed, absolutely necessary to insure a con-
tinuous change of air without dangerous
draughts. Great care should, however, be taken
in the selection of ventilators, as it is essential
to the success of a natural system of ventilation
that both the outlet and inlet ventilators bo of
correct construction and skilfully applied."
"Parkessays: 'Ventilation is a science, and it

requires the study of a lifetime to master pro-
perly all its intricacies. The greatest engineer-
ing skill is necessary in the arrnngement of
tubes and the supply of fresh air.'
"When the temperature of the air in a class

room is from 60deg. 1'. lo GSdeg. F.. the air is
expelled from the lungs at a temperature of
from SJdcg. !'. (o (XMcg. I'., and, along with the
healed exhalations from the body, ascends lo
the iipper parls of the room, from whence il
bhoiihl be drawn off, an 1 nut permitted to
return to be re inhaled.
'"The .stati.itics given point to one town

where the schooh are ventilated on the down-
dr.uighl principle, .as being the "cliicf focus"
of tlie disease [influenza] in Rrolland. So far
ns the children in the schools arc concerned
this is easily aecounted for. as the warm in'
fecled air oxjielbd from the lungs of those
surfeniig from the di-^ease is returned by tlie
.descending current and is not only re-inlialed

but is also Ijreathcd by the other scholars. This
is how infection is spread.

"'It is well known lo sanitarians that such
a mode of changing the air is inimical to lieaUli.

being not only a direct cause, but also a fruitful
means of disseminating disease.'

"The extraction should, therefore, always be
from above, which can easily be effected by the
intelligent utilisation of the powerful and in-

exhaustible natural forces which are con-
tinuously at work, owing to the never-ceasing
movement which exists in the atmosphere, and
without the aid of costly meclianical appliances,
which have not been found in actual practice to
be so efficient or reliable as natural ventilation
scientifically applied.

"'After several tests in schools ventilated on
each system, it was clearly demonstrated that
in none of the schools examined and ventilated
mechanically by extraction — even in a new
school opened for a week or two—was the air
found to be more pure than in those
examined and ventilated naturally without any
mechanism.
"'Draughts existed in the upper levels of

every room ventilated mechanically by extrac-
tion, while the halls of such buildings were
generally full of draughts,'
"'The experience gained by visiting several

schcols where the "Plenum" system is in-

stalled tends, even then, to the conviition that
complete freshness is only assured when
mechanical methods of changing the air can be
supplemented by "natural": otherwise a stale,
stuffy smell is usually unpleasantly perceptible
to sensitive nostrils.'"

To subject young and delicate cliiklren
for hours together, in the depth of winter,
to a continuous down-draught from cross-

currents of icy-cold air from window open-
ings, with all the misery and suffering
entailed, is a regrettable misconception on
the part of those responsible, of the first

duty of their trust—the welfare of the
children; they "sow the wind," but the
helpless little ones "reap the whirlwind."
Never was a supply of healthy, vigorous
children more necessary to our nation than
now, and any conditions that militate
against this nuich-to-be-desired consum-
mation is an irreparalile loss. The sooner
a Minister of Public Health—so 'ong
talked about— is appointed the better it

will be for the health of the community.
Meanwhile, a Royal Commission would
help to strengthen the hands of the Board
of Education in adequately dealing with
this vital question, which, as it stands, ir^

nothing short of a "crying evil."

••««>

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The Loudon County Council, at their

meeting on Tuesday, agreed to sauctiou the
borrowing by the Deptford Borough Council
of £9.084, towards the cost of street improve-
ments ill the Stanstead-road-to-Malpas-road
tlioroughfare (including Brockley - road
bridge) and iu Queen's • road. " Similar
applications from the Islington Borouglt
Council tor sanction to borrow £4,975 for
expenditure upon electricity mains, trans-
formers, house services and meters; to South-
wark Borough Council for £2,518 for pro-
vision of a mortuary, and to StoUe Newing-
tou Borough Council for towu-liall extension
were granted.
Leave was granted to Mr. W. B. Dalton,

principal of the Cambcrwell Scliool of Arts
and Crafts, to accept the invitation of tlic

President of the Board of Education to ser\c
for a furtlier period of three years on the
coinniittec of advice for art education.
The Improvements Committee rccom-

inoiided that coutribntioiis be made of two-
tliirds of the net cost of the wideniiigs of
Merton-road (i.) at St. Barnabas terrace,
(ii.) adjoining the Acme Laundry, and (iii.)

near Coronatioiigardeus, proposed to he
executed by the Wandsworth Borough
Council, at ail estimated cost of £1,(JG3. 'The
effect of the proposals will be to increase the
width of the important coiiiieetiiig road be-
tween Wandsworth and Winibleilou for a
total distance of 600ft., to a width varyiii-
from 44ft. to 54ft.
The AsyUims Committee reported that, in

cousequnnce of the war, large timber of
yellow deal, the use of which for roormg and

otlier purposes is specified in tlie contract
witli ilessrs. Leslie and Co. for the erection
of the eleventh asylum, is unobtainable. The
committee have, therefore, authorised the
substitution of pitch-pine, and have agreed
to pay Messrs. Leslie and Co. the sum of
£1.250 additional to the regular contract
prices, to cover the extra cost of this sub-
stitution and any other advance in cost of
materials which has resulted, or may result,
from the outbreak of the present war. This
extra is a charge against the capital estimate
of £517,970 for the erection and equipment
of the asylum.
Mr. J. D. Gilbert inquired of Mr. Harold

Parsons, the chairman of the Stores Com-
mittee, if there was any truth in a statement
made by Mr. Joynsou-Hicks in the House of
Commons, to the effect that the Council liad

cancelled a contract with the British Petro-
leum Company, on the ground tliat the shares
were largely in German hands. Mr. Parsons
replied iu the negative, but added that it

was not proposed to invite the company to
tender for the contract for 1915. The British
Petroleum Company was registered in Great
Britain, but about 90 per cent, of the shares
were held by a company registered in

Bremen, and the Britisli Petroleum Company
was unable to give any assurance to the com-
mittee tliat there was anything like a majority
of Britisli shareholders. It was not proposed
to interfere with the present contract, which
would expire at the end of tliis year. Its

amount was ,£196, and the new contract with
the Anglo-Americau Oil Company for a
similar quantity of oil was £153, or £43 less.

INSTITUTION OF MUNICIPAL
ENGINEERS.

SIXTH ANNU.4L MEETING.
At the sixth annual meeting of tlie In-

stitution of Municipal Engineers, held last

Saturday, the Council reported that at
June 30, 1913, the roll of the Institution was
915, consisting of 728 members, 120 associate
members, and 67 students. At June 30, 1914,
the roll was 895, consisting of 704 members,
124 associate members, and 67 students.
During the year 22 members, 13 associate
members, and 7 students were elected, and
5 associate members were transferred to

membership. The losses resulting from
death, resignation, erasure by change of

appointment and other causes amount to 51

members, 4 associate members, and 7
students. The financial report shows
again an excess of income over ex-

penditure on the year's working, amounting
iu this instance to £.36 5s. 6il.. and making
an accumulated balance of £392 4s. Od.. not-

withstanding that during the year £100 has

been laid aside as a provision against " irre-

eoverables."
ARCHITECTS' REGISTRATION EII.l.

The Architects' Registration Bill was
before the Council, and the general purposes
committee on se\eral occasions, and its pro-

visions were very fully considered. As B
result, the Council decided that the Institu-

tion oppose the Bill unless municipal
engineers be either registered under the Act
or exempted from its operation, and the

Society of Architects were informed of such

decision. It was then proposed by the Society .'

that a conference of representatives of the
j

two bodies be held, and tliis course has been
,;

agreed to. The conference has not vet been ,

held.

'The usual business having been transacteth

the following papers were read:

—

THE FUTl'UE CONTROL AND MAINTENANCE Of
j

BUKAL ROADS.
j

By J. S. Wooddis.se, M.Iust.Mnn.E., '

Surveyor to the Shardlow Rural District
i

Council. I

That some change iu the management of) •

our rural roads is necessary is indisputable,

both in the interests of uniformity and of

equalisation of cost. The contention of the

author is that it is essential in the interests

of efficiency and economy that local authorities

should retain some measure of control over

the roads in their area, subject, of course, to ai

certain measure of national supervision, where
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assisted by national funds, and in some cases

even where not so assisted. To place the
whole of the roads in England and Wales, as

has been suggested, into the hands of some
sixty county councils, whose multifarious
duties are already getting beyond their capa-
bility of control, and the local knowledge
and interest of whose members is in many
cases confined to their immediate division,
would inevitably result in practically the
whole of the control being placed in the hands
of the county surveyor, who would become a

sort of county potentate, with powers beyond
those whicli ought ever to be vested in one
who has had the training in humility of a

district surveyor. In fact, but for sucli

training, he might run the risk of becoming
a victim of that terrible malady "caput
extensior." The result would be to destroy
the initiative and ambition of the rank and
file of those surveyors who have been imbued
with the highest ideals, and whose experience
and local knowledge well fit them to con-
tinue the work which in the past they have
performed under disadvantages to themselves
and the authorities they have served. That
some local authorities take a parsimonious
attitude in their highway expenditure is

admitted, and the reason is not far to seek.
As the collecting authority both for them-
selves and tile county councils, they come
most in touch with the man who pays the
piper, and who blames them not only for

their own tune, but that also of the higher
authority, over whose lavish expenditure they
have no control, and whose ever-growing
demands compel them to curtail their own
requirements, however necessary. The
setting up of the Road Board has undoubtedly
been a step in the right direction, and the
handing over to that body of executive
powers over the whole of the road authorities
in the country, with full control over the
grants proposed to be made to them (v Inch
in many cases require to be greatly in-

creased), would inevitably result in the
adoption of a more uniform system in the
management and control of onr roads, while
retaining that amount of local supervision
which is essential in the interests of true
economy and efficiency and compatible with
the spirit of local go\ernment, and is an
important factor in centralisins; and creating
a national system. The disadvantages of a
multiplicity of systems would thus be obviated
so far as desirable, while those of multi-
plicity of control (so detestable to our county
surveyors) would be further minimised by
the setting up of boards similar to the old
highway boards, having control over the
whole of the main and other roads in tlieir

area, under direction of the Road Board,
and composed of members elected from the
county and rural councils jointly. Smaller
areas could tlius be grouped together, in-

convenient district boundaries obliterated.

and, if desirable, populous and rural areas
kept distinct Small urban areas within such
districts could retain control of their roads
to such an extent as might be found neces-

sary. Xo great change would be necessitated
in the existing arrangements of the various
countv and district staffs. The Road Board
would absorb many of the highly trained
heads of county council departments, ami
thus find an outlet for the inexhaustible
energies of those gentlemen whose one
ambition apparently i.s to control the high-
ways, byways, and other ways of Eiigland.
Probably one of the most desirable results

from a professional point of view would be
to prevent miqualified persons being
appointed, as the Road Board would exercise

similar powers to those now exercised by the

Local Government Board in the appointment
of sanitary inspectors and medical officers,

and to fix reasonable salaries in place of those
miserable doles now paid by some small
councils. A further result would be a
specialisation in road construction, as distinct

from other branches of the engineering pro-

fession. The author wishes it to be distinctly

niiderstood that he is in no wav enileavouring
to dogmatise. I)ut simply to suggest an
alternative scheme to tlie one put forward
by the controlling body of the older associa-
tion, and apparently acquiesced in by the
members of that society.

.V PLEi FOR THE BETTER REMl'NER.iTION 01"

MVNICIP.^I. .SURVEYOR.S AND INSriXTOH,S OF
NUISANCES IN SMALL I RnAN DI.STRICTS AND
RURAL DISTRIOT.S.

By G. Belson Chilvers, M.I.Mun.E.,
M.R.San. I., Surveyor to the Oundle Urban
District Council.

In reading through the list of vacancies for
the positions of surveyors and inspectors of
nuisances to the small urban districts, and to
the majority of the rural districts, one cannot
but feel that the remuneration often offered
to these officers is exceedingly small, and, I

think we can justly say, scandalous, espe-
cially when an officer has to de\ote his whole
time to his duties. Municipal officers are w'ell

acquainted with the position of affairs. The
salaries vary from £60 to £90 per annum, and
in some cases the amount offered is even
lower than this. The duties to be performed,
as laid down in the advertisements or in the
list of duties provided for the candidate's
guidance, leave no doubt that a " fully "-

qualified man is required. In the smaller
places the officer has invariably to carry out
the duties attached to the dual appointment
of surveyor and inspector of nuisances, and
it is laid down tliat he must hold the In-

spector of Nuisances' Certificate of the Roya!
Sanitary Institute, or some similar qualifica-

tion ; this being imperative, according to the
Local Government Board requirements
relating to the appointment of inspectors, if

a council desires repayment of half of this

officer's salary. I ask: Do the councils
realise what it usually costs a man to obtain
even this qualification! .\s a preliminary
training the officer may have spent several
years in a surveyor's or inspector's office

;

in many cases he has obtained the aid of a
professional coach to assist him to acquire
the necessary knowledge, and has devoted a
large amount of his otherwise leisure hours
to study. He has had to scrape together the
necessary fee for the examination, and, in

addition, he has often had hotel and travel-
ling expenses to pay, and he has had to pro-
vide himself with a large number of pro-

fessional books, which cost anything from a

few shillings each upwards, and together
entail a large outlay. Even supposing tlie

student for the qualification dispenses with
any help, be has to make up for it in time
and in money for more books, and the money
has to be gleaned from a small wage. When
the individual has obtained his certificate,

the hope held out to him is a paltry remunera-
tion working out at from 2.3s. to 34s. weekly

—

a less sum than is paid to many unskilled
labourers. Is it fair and just to pay municipal
officers a less sum than is paid to a mechanic,
considering the knowledge required from, and
the responsibility laid upon, him? He is

supposed to bo, and should be. qualified to

supervise the work of thee men, and to

have a sound knowledge of all work con-
nected with building and sanitary engineer-
ing, in order to interpret aright anything
required to be done. As an inspector, it is

necessary for him to be at least a fair

draughtsman, while his general knowledge
must certainly he of a high standard. .As a

surveyor his ilnties may be multitudinous.

In addition to being highwav. building, and
sanitary surveyor, he may be sewage-works
manager, waterworks engineer, gasworks
manager, superintendent of bathing place,

recreation grounds, cemetery and allotments,

and, it may be, chief officer of tlte fire

brigade. lie has full responsibility thrown
upon him for all the work to be performed.
He is called upon to prepare plans, speci-

fications, and estimates for all work carried

out, which may be very considerable. Should
the council undertake the erection of working-
class dwellings, he has to prepare the plans

without any extra remuneration, and he may
also have to prepare plans for other municipal
buildings, 'i'he amount expended yearly may
vary upwards from £2.000 (which figure is

low enough for comparison) upon actual
work carried out. including labour and
materials in all departments. Taking an
architect and surveyor's f-^e for preparing
necessary plans, specifications, and super-

vision of works at 5 per cent., this would
amount to £100. exclusive of all incidental

extra expenses. Many of these same councils
will pay an outside gentleman this 5 per
cent., and, in addition, incidental and travel-
ling expenses, without a murmur, and yet
they expect their permanent officer to work
for less than 3 per cent, on work carried out.
The officer is at the same time ealled upon
to attend council and committee meetings at
hours when other people are taking a little

recreation. This time, in some places, is no
small amount, and the ofiicer can scarcely
call his body or his soul his own. He has
often to put up with the whims and fancies of
individual councillors, making his life none
too pleasant. At the liours when the ordinary
mechanic is taking his leisure, he is thinking
and pondering over his work for the next
day. It is not for him to say " Take no
thought for the morrou." The mechanic
downs his tools and the clerk his pen at the
usual hour of leaving off, and thinks no more
of his work until starting - time comes
next day. It is very certain that tlie surveyor
has to spend a good deal more time and money
on his education, in order that he may be-
come properly qualified, than the inspector of
nuisances. He requires a much wider know-
ledge (which is, ill my opinion, much harder
to acquire), and the money spent on his edu-
cation and the expense incurred to secure
the necessary diplomas and certificates
showing his efficiency, amount to a consider-
able sum. We are told cleanliness is

next to godliness, and our duties are bound
up with cleanliness, and can- we not say godli-

ness goes with cleanliness? I contend, there-
fore, that a minimum salary of £120 per
annum should be paid to surveyors and in-

spectors tliroughout the country if whole-time
service is required. In what way can this

more efficient remuneration be secured? It

cannot. I fear, be obtained by trade-union
methods, for obvious reasons, and the only
way is to bring pressure to bear upon the
Government, or the Local Government Board,
to force local authorities to pay a minimum
salary worked out at a sliding scale, taking
population, area, rateable value, and the
duties to be performed into account, and
adopting £120 as tlie minimum. At the same
time, it must be made compulsory for the
authorities to appoint a fully qualified man
to carry out not only the duties of an in-

spector of nuisances, but also of surveyor,
and nil this term means. Why should not a
minimum salary be incorporated in any Bill

which is promoted for securing super-
annuation and security of tenure? Many
small towns get over the question of the
small salary, and evade their responsibilities

by allowing their officer to undertake privatif

work. I question whether this is a wise
course to adopt in any case,, since it is

evident such an officer cannot always do
justice to the council he serves when private
interests conflict, as at times they will do. He
often becomes supervisor and adviser to his

council as to his own private work, and it

goes without saying that no man should be
in this position. The architect and Surveyor
in private practice is, I feel, justified in com-
plaining of this procedure, although actually
his ('(unplnints may not alwavs bt> justified, as
I frcl certain that all public officers who
carry out private wiirk in llieir districts are
very conscientious, and. to prevent any cause
for complaint, would themselves go beyond
their council's requirements. It appears to

me that much couhi he done by the combina-
tion of districts. The surveyor to the small
url)an could also act as surveyor to the ad-
joining rural district, or to part of it, and
the inspector of nuisances could follow suit

^
with more satisfactory results. At the same
time, in making this suggestion I feel that no
district is so small or so poor that it eoulil

not pay the minimum salary before mentioned

I
and secure a full-time officer to itself.

HoU.SISG OK THE WORKING CLASSES: A IKW

I

SUGGESTIONS.

I
By Edward Whitwell, F.I.S.E.. MSA.

I (Vice-president).

I

It is not the intention of the author to take

up time with the past causes and present
effects, but rather to outline some future
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policy in regard to the dwellings of the

^vorkcrs, and he ninst necessarily, therefore,

leave those dwellings which are undoubtedly
unfit to the mercy of the local authorities,

who, if they would be more willingly guided
by their health officials, would soon obliterate

one of the greatest reproaches to England's
greatness. Now, in order to guard against

the possibility of the perpetuation of slum-
dom by the continual introduction of small
improvements, in order to secure a temporary
extension of life, the author considers that a

definite code of minimum requirements should
be prepared by every authority, and to this

code all properties which are being improved
or reconstructed under the Housing Acts
should conform. A suitable code should
refer to the following matters for the reasons
given :

—

Foundations. — Where additions arc

being made to the lieights of buildings the
foundation should be sufficiently deep and
firm to bear the additional weight. The
author has seen instances where additional
work has had to be removed, in view of a

threatened collapse.

Drainage.—This, for obvious reasons,
should comply with the model requrrcnients
in all respects.

Dainpcourse.—Many of the old houses bear
no traces of a danipeourse, and although some
authorities insist that it should be inserted
in the old walls, others do not. -The author
considers that it is seldom effectually pro-
vided unless the walls are actually pulled
down. The alternative which. the author
suggesfs', and -which has always been found
effective, is to render in cement and sand,
instead, of the usual lime plaster, all the
ground-floor walls and partitions.

Floors .Below. Ground, Level.— In the
author's district, owing to, its -very hilly

nature.' a.large number of the houses have
their floors below the ground on two or tliree

sides. In. all snch places' cavities placed
either internally or externally should be
insisted upon.
Conveniences.—Every dwelling should be

provided with a separate convenience, though
here care must be taken to see that (in the case
of older parts, where probably one or two
conveniences serve for a number of houses)
the conditions for tlie houses not under con-
sideration are not made worse by the owner
disallowing the u.se of one of the conveniences
to others, so as to provide one separate for
the house under consideration.
Air Space.—This is probably one of the

most contentious items in connection with the
.reconstruction of old property, but the author
considers that the minimum ISOsq.ft. at the
rear should be required in all cases, for even
with this minimum it is possible to have as
many as fifty houses to the acre. If this can-
jiot be obtained no scheme of reconstruction
should be considered.
Height of Rooms.—This is generally foinid

to be another matter on which building
owners are rfilnetant to move; but, without
exception, no rooms should be agreed to
wdiich are less than 8ft. in height. In every
case where an additional room is added the
height required by the building by-laws
should be insisted upon. In the author's
district by-laws are in force which speciallv
require this.

Damp Walls.—'U'liere the walls show signs
of non-resistance to the penetration of rain,
the two sides exposed to the severest weather
should be cemented.
Windows.— In all cases every window o;iglit

to bo made to open, and should be enlarged
where necessary, in order to secure the Model
By-laws minimum. The author finds that in
many circumstances oven this is (no little.

We now come to the question of providing
new houses, which must be built cither by
private enterprise or the local authority. In
the author's town some considerable steps
have been taken by the authority tn encourage
private enterprise by adopting the Small
t)wrllings Acquisition Act, under which any
local authority can borrow money for the
purpose of lending to any person who desires
to purchase a house for the purpose of
dwelling in it himself. To make the Act well
known as well as popular proved to be a diffi

cult matter, and it was only by cvcntnallv

circularising the local builders, and later the

inhabitants, that a move was made, and in

the result the author has valued, during the

last two years, about forty new dwellings,

having an approximate value of £10,000. But
while tliis Act provides the means of greatly

assisting the thrifty worker to become the
owner of his own house, it does not in any
way affect the demand for increased housing
accommodation, and most authorities are
faced with the prospect of large housing
schemes, and of having to continue promoting
schemes in the future, for, without doubt,
municipal housing has come to stay. Since
the number of authorities embarking on
housing schemes is very much on the in-

crease, it would be well, seeing that all work
has to be executed under the same Acts, if

some definite ideas were agreed upon and
adopted, with a view to placing all new
schemes as far beyond the possibility of
slumdom as means and circunistances would
allow, and if a real attempt were made to

achieve the ideal iiistead of the usual ten-

dency to anticipate the realisation of the oft-

repeated story of wonderful five- or six-

roomed workmen's houses, with all appur-
tenances, etc., at £100 or less (said to be
possible by some would-be housing expert),

better housing w-ould result. It is really

astonishing how regularly the £100 house
story appears, and the credence which is

given to it by intellectual men, a fable which
the author anticipates will soon be relegated
to Andersen's or Grimm's fairy-book. Such
houses may have been possible two or three
decades ago ; to-day they are as remote as
the Millennium. Now, the author considers
an excellent lead t3 anthorities has been given
by the promoters of several of the garden-
village schemes, and he is of the opinion that
good, serviceable, and attractive workmen's
houses can be erected under the present
Housing Acts, embodying the best features
of modern garden-city dwellings, having
environments both pleasing and practicable
in character, and capable of being let at a

rental quite within reach of those people for

whom they arc intended. If all local autho-
rities would but realise this, instead of

laboriously copying the speculative builder,

their schemes would be more likely to meet
with public approbation than is the ease at

the present time. Consider what should he

embraced by a suitable scheme under the

Housing Acts. In the first place, every effort

should be made to prevent the new being
contiguous to the old. The higher-lying
ground should be selected in preference to

the lower, and if in a valley having steep
sides, such as are peculiar to AVales, let the

site be on the northern side. The number of

houses to an acre should not exceed twelve,

and in a block four. When the latter is

effected it is unnecessary to construct back
streets, which, of course, account for a con-

siderable expense. Complete privacy should
be secured for every house (1) by arranging
that the external doors are as far apart as

possible, and ('2) by erecting a short wall be-

tween every house at the rear, so that opera-
tions may be carried on at the rear of the

dwellings without being casually observable
from the house adjoining.

Rooms.—Vary the number of reoins per
house, and provide a parlour, if possible,

which can be used as an auxiliary bedroom.
In a recent inspection of the houses he had
erected without parlours, the author found
that no less than 70 per cent, of the tenants

were living in the scullery, they having con-

verted their large living-rooms into parlours.

Windows.—None should be less than one-

sixth the floor area, and all should be made
to open ; the ordinary sash windows are much
more serviceable and satisfactory than the

casement.
Drains.—Tlie branch drains to the main

branch should bo as short as possible, and
intercepting traps should be avoided, and
ventilation pipes always carried up above the

main roof.

Ashbins.- Provide every house with a

covered portable ashbin, and renew when
necessary. It is the most effccti\e way of

securing healthful conditions in this dcpart-

niont.

Bath. etc. rro\ide every house, however

small, with a bath, which seems to be gener-
ally favoured on the ground floor. Of course,
a bath means hot water, and this can be most
economically provided by means of a simple
combination arrangement. For the houses in

South Wales, where hot water is required for

the miner's daily bath, the author found the
"Model Cottager" to be an excellent con-
trivance.

Cupboards.— Provide at least one cupboard
upstairs and two downstairs, in each case
reaching from the floor to the ceiling.

Back Additions.—These should not be per-

missible unless kept less in width than one-
third of the frontage, and in depth less than
one-third of the depth, of the main building.

Generally.—Other matters of construction
are largely a question of taste or by-laws.

Regarding the appearance, disposition, and
environment of the houses, it is here that the
least attention is given, and here that the

most is needed. Vary, as far as reasonable,
both the distance from the street and ex-

ternal treatment of the blocks, in order to

avoid that monotony so common to the work
of speculative builders. Don't forget that

the backs of the houses always form an eleva-

tion from some point, and generally deserve
as much consideration as the front. Avoid
the stereotyped brick forecourt walls and
rails, and plant instead suitable privets, and,
in order to give some encouragement to the

incoming tenants, plant a few shrubs in the
privet-encircled forecourt. In all the spaces
between the blocks plant a larger tree of the

evergreen type, so as to break to the eye the

continuity of the blocks. Where larger spaces

occur rail these in and plant with suitable

shrubs, and, along with spaces between
blocks, reserve for attention by the authority.

Don't forget the children, and if yon cannot
provide a large open space in the middle of

your colony of houses which can be viewed
from every house, provide one somewhere
else; but provide it. Lastly, provide suffi-

cient ground for vegetable growing by the

tenants, either in connection with the houses
or in the form of allotments contiguous to

their dwellings. The author has recently

carried out a scheme of 1.36 dwellings of a

small type, which embodies all the foregoing

features, and as the balance-sheet he pro-

vided to the' Local Government Board gives

some indication of what was done, and may
be of interest, it is appended. In concluding,

the author expresses the hope that his views

may be freely discussed, and that from the

discussion may emanate other definite views

which will attract the attention of those on

whom the responsibility chiefly rests, so that

the stigma of unhealthy dwellings and gloomy
environments so inherent to the English

town may soon become simply a memory.

BALANCE SHEET.

Receipts.

From rents

—

£ e. d.

123 liouBes at 58. 6d 1,758 18

13 houses at -ts. 9(1 160 11

1,919 9

LesB 5 per cent, for empties 1)5 19 d

£1,823 9 6

Expenditure.

Repayment of loan, principal, and interest

without deduction of incorae-ta\ at 3A per

cent.

—

£ s. (1.

(A) In respect of land. £2,911 for 80 .rears 108 16 .6

(B) In respect of buildinjjs, £21,Ht>4 for liO

years 868 9 9

(C) In respect of sewers and water for 30
[

years —
(n) Iii respect of street works, £1,425 for

20.Tears 100 5 3

Rates, 123at!£8, less 60 per cent. G.D.R. ;

rates, ISati;?. less SOjwrcent. G.D.R.. 67 3 9

Rates, 123 at £8, less 30 pet cent. P.R.

;

rates, 13 at £7, less 30 per cent. P.R 1811" 1

Insurance, averape for 7 .years U 5 o

Bath and waterrate8,123at2l8.. 13at22s4d. 162 2 i

Allowance for repairs, £1 per house 136

Supervision and collection at 4 per cent.
,. , ,

(actual cost) ^^ 1^ '

Balance 1»? " ^

£1.823 9 6

. 1^9 ft"
"

The Sillingbonriic Urban District Council

have acquired, for road-improvement purposes,

the old almshouses in that town, and. scv that

the property may be demolished at once, it has

been decided that the one remaining tenant

shall be boarded out. The houses stand at one

of the most dangerous corners in Sittingbourne.
;
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THE YOUNG AKCHITECT--WHAT
WILL HE BECOME?*

Some of you may remember a plaoiiril

which a few years ago was used—with an
effect not recorded— by certain militant ad-

vocates of Temperance. It was entitled, '" '1 lie

Voutli-What Will He Become?" I think,

from recollection, that the youth was first

displayed to the passer-by as a child with a

somewhat disengaging type of countenance,
whence in two liorizontal lines we were able

pictorially to trace his progress through
various stages of his life, achieving on the

one hand an expression of extraordinary
vieiousness, on the other—doubtless by re-

stricting his powers of absorption to soda-

water—attaining the proud possession of an

archaic top-hat. It occurred to me, with
this placard visualised, and, of course,

eliminating any Temperance atmosphere, that

just for a few moments this evening we
might consider a topic more interesting to

ourselves—"The Young Architect: What
will He Become?" or still more important
—What will become of himV We njay

exclude from our thoughts him whose name
is destined to be wreathed with honours and
degrees, or him whose career may be

popularised by certain eccentricities of

genius. Men of supreme talent in the art

of architecture, or the science of advertise-

ment, are, perhaps, comparatively few in

number. We wall rather deal with one, let

us call him. in no way offensively, "a medio-
crity," to whom art will never appeal with a

very large A ; but for whom drain-testing

will possess a very big D, one may hope
£ s. d. In the absence of independent
income, and without friends of rank or in-

fluence, such a youth, faces the world un-

armoured, and truly seeks a position of risk

—and be it frankly said of much honour

—

when he joins the battalions of architects,

made and in the making, in these islands.

Our friend may have shown some juvenile

skill with the pencil, have earned some word
of praise from a weary art-master in the

local technical school, or, like one of the

recent Presidents of the R.I.B.A., have had
a taste for building rabbit-hutches and
drawing tracery windows with a pair of com-
passes. He may have read that architects

are not as other men, and been tempted by
a flattering family to take up a profession

which is a tripartite of art, science, and
business, at once a delight and a delusion,

an alluring mistress demanding lifelong

attention for an infrequent and generally

frosty smile. Assuming any or all of these

conditions, we may proceed to the day when
our friend—or, rather, our friend's parents
—have parted with a substantial chcc|ue, and
he, with shining instruments, well sharpened
pencil, and virgin indiarubber, becomes a

cadet in our ranks. There, for a space of

three or four years will we leave him,
passing over liis days of labour and of play,

for student days are vastly alike—they vanish
quickly, and we heed not their going. For-
tunate is lie who, during these few years, has
some prevision of the difficulties of the

future, and a principal who fulfils his solemn
engagement to train a lad to fight his way
upward, for then he will, in some measure,
realise that while architecture has its

fascinations, it has its drudgery.

THE TWO ROADS.

He will understand what the next decade
must mean to him. and will be able to select

the rightful road of the two that face most
pupils when they stand alone and perplexed,
their apprenticeship served, their future
unassured. One of the roads appears easy,

the other is a very broken road, in which
-lie may not linger at the wayside in sport

or ease, but in which he must press con-
stantly on, with eyes alid ears ever open,
with hand and mind constantly engaged, not
indeed, to gain wealth and notoriety, but
merely to live later in some degree of comfort.
Ill this road there are at all times too

frequent intervals, tempting avenues, leading
to the other and easier path, a way of un-

* The Presidential address ( Session 191-t-I915) of the
Architectural AsBociatiou of Ireland, by Mr. Harrv
Allbekky, A.R.I.B.A.

doubted Fascination, for along it there is

great opportunity for leisure and com-

parative peace of mind. But, unfortunately,

this road is short, and the wayfarer who has

selected it finds himself in that hopeless cul-

de sac of our profession, the architectural

drauglitsman, whose rival is a mechanical
printing machine ; whose salary would not be

offered to a competent artisan. We will not

deal with this aspect of our profession jnst

MOW-, although it is one wliieli might com-

mend itself to the urgent attention of tliose

who form the cabinet of architectural

politics. We prefer to imagine that our

mediocre friend, faced with the first serious

crisis of his life, essays the ruder path,

traversing alternately the mountain peaks of

elation, the long dark valleys of hopelessness,

to the culmination of successful architectural

practice. Ihiring tlie years between twenty

and thirty our friend must necessarily keep

hard at it. In the office and out of it, in

city and in village, in the work that is daily

passing through his hands, and from such

sought-out sources as books and clas.ses, alone

or ni the companionship of other students,

he must unceasingly prepare liimself for that

end to which he aspires, making friendship,

by his honest dealing, reliability, and socia-

bility—friends who, when they, in turn,

attain positions in other ranks of life, will

stand him in sucb stead. 'I'he evils of a

presidential address to a student association

is that it savours something of the pulpit,

where one speaks and others may not hit

back. But perhaps you will bear with me if

I dwell over-long on a period through which

many of our members are passing, or are

about to pass, and from which others, to

their gladness or sorrow, have but yesterday

escaped. And this I say in all earnestness,

to Irish students and assistants particularly,

that any slackening of energy between twenty

and thirty can seldom be recovered. Let us

think for a moiuent of what is happening

elsewhere, of the great architectural schools

in the kingdom, turning out year by year

their scores of young architects (some will,

I know, call them pseudo-architects), who
pass from country to country, learning more

of their craft, sparing themselves nothing in

their effort to qualify themselves for the

future. These men are, and will remain, the

competitors of the present generation of

Irish students, and our friend will find them

jostling him at every turn— men with a well-

designed system of" training, readily avail-

able, and accepted by them with eagerness

and to the full.

AMBITIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND
OPPORTUNITIES.

Of course, there are determining factors

in success other than mere application ; for

instance, one's ambitions, limitations, and

opportunities. Without amliition the other-

wise most perfect architect will fail, and with

it the man of lesser ability succeeds in some
measure. For ambition, rightly directed,

means tenacity of purpose, a divine dis-

content, which,Within wide limits, makes for

progress. Ambition for success, for slow

and certain success, insures that each minor

duty is well executed, bringing with it the

afterglow of good performance and aiding

that most difficult of tasks, ''to keep the

heights which the soul is competent to gain."

Limitations may be likened to the barnacles

which impede the sailing vessel; but, unlike

the barnacle, they cannot be readily removed.

Fortunately, one's limitations are not so

inucli in evidence in early life, and we are

often able to overcome difficulties in our

youthful ignorance which would appal us or

leave us gasping in later years. It is not

until middle age that we" fully fearfully

realise the line beyond which we may not

pass, unless, perhaps, by most strenuous and

exhausting endeavour. But students with

high hopes have no limitations—their eyes

and minds embrace the uttermost confines of

architecture. Therefore should they enjoy

the false horizon of youth's inverted field-

glass before they take to the smoked spec-

tacles of later life. Lastly, an<l so important

—opportunities. Without ambition we will

not seize them when they arise ; without

ability we cannot mast<;r them ;
yet, lacking

opportunity, ambition is deadened and

ability expends itself in vain. Therefore,

opportunities must be watched for in this

country ; they are but few, and those who
seek them are many. The last Census figures

show that we have 400 members of the archi-

tectural profession and 1,229 of civil

engineers in Ireland, striving to make a living.

Many of the latter are, of course, doing

architect's work when occasion arises. If

you have read Swift's "Imitation of Horace"
yon will remember the ideal therein of a

conifurtable existence: "I've often wished

that I hail clear for life six hundred pounds

a year, a handsome house to lodge a friend,

a river at my garden's end, a terrace walk,

and half a rood of land set out to plant a

wood." Now, 1 am going to take a nuich

lower standard than that. Y'ou will admit

that £150 a year is not a very tempting

income as a guerdon for many years' school

and professional training
;
yet to achieve this

for these colleagues of ours would mean, at

5 per cent, commission, an expenditure of

just five millions annually on structural

operations— operations, be it remembered, in

which professional assistance is employed.

And here we may take up the final phase

of our mediocre friend's career, when, after

ten or twelve years as an assistant, he leaves

the comparative snugness of the harbour,

walled with a weekly salary, and faces

THE SKA OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE.

Such a changing sea as it is—calm and

shining to day, surging to-morrow with com-

bative contractors, outraged and outrageous

clients, with querulous clerks of works, with

assertive agents, with callers who want every-

thing, and more who want nothing; and,

worst of all, a sea traversed by shoals of

idleness, when work is scarce, when there is

little draughtsmanship and no drafts—shoals

of such an extent that one wonders whether

he will ever skirt them and reach a region of

constant practice, or longs for the supposedly

restful haven of a Government or municipal

post. What does our friend find when he

embarks on this sea? He is at once in the

midst of grievous competition with his

fellows, for. as I have said, the opportunities

in Ireland are few. The era of church

building and its concomitants for the

moment is practically over. There are left

dispensaries, residences, schools, labourers'

cottages, and a small sprinkling of domestic

and mercantile buildings. All are apparently

short of money, or saying they are—nearly
all requiring iiinepence for fourpence, and

aggrieved if they only get sixpence. Amo'igst

his competitors' he will find unskilled nien

far too numerous for his health, who, owning

a bowing acquaintance with a 2ft. rule, and

with an awkward, and sometimes an ex-

tremely tremulous, grip of a pencil, dot the

countrvside with meaningless abortions.

Thankful may we be to Providence that their

efforts possess few elements of permanence

in construction or material. He will find such

men tolerated, and a profession proud of its

past, and fearful of its future, clamouring

for their ultimate extinction. Meanwhile,

representative societies flounder around in

a vicious circle, comprehending all and

apparently doing little. He will learn, tyro

as he is, that he must charge a minimum fee

for his work— a fee which is also generally

the maximum of those who, from age, ex-

perience, and ability, may be numbered

amongst the front ranks of his competitors.

These last and most trying conditions are

unknown in other professions, as I have

already on one occasion pointed out. Were
the as'piring medico and the Merrionsquare

specialist to charge the same fees, the green-

horn in the law library and the sapient

King's Counsel to require the same

refreshers for their briefs, it is certain that

the junior ranks of the legal and medical pro-

fessions would more acutely suffer from the

silent staircase, the seldom-opened door, the

emptv letter-box, and the appalling vacuity of

a clientlcss office— circumstances, as we are

aware, not infrequent with some young archi-

tects. It is, in my opinion, high time that

those who are able should, by the exercise

of some unselfishness, rise superior to the

minimum fee, and, if I may say so, " Give the

young 'uns a chance." Otherwise, it is of no

'use for us to ape the architectural Stiggins,
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and expect the man, who has to gain his

bread-aiid-butter, invariably to avoid tempta-

tions which offer themselves in specious

guise. It will be said, of course, that an

architect should think more of his art tlian

of his alimentary canal. I must confess

myself sufficient of a Philistine to subscribe

to such a theory only with many reservations.

It is generally— 1 say generally, not wishing

to be too dogmatic—propounded either by

those who have never a moment's anxiety

as to the sequence of their meals and the

condition of their bank balance, or else by

some enthusiast who can live on the smell of

an oil-rag, and whose work will possibly be

as evanescent. But to-night we are thinking

of the mediocrity, the man who will do no-

thing startling, but who will put his best

into what he does, an achievement which
means strenuous labour on his part, and help

from his better-situated colleagues, not

obstruction ; encouragement, not exaspera-

tion.

ABILITY AND PATIENCE.

You may rightfully ask for some high lights

in a picture created witli a heavy brush, and
from what you may consider to be too sombre
tints. It is neither unkind nor unwise, how-
ever, to remind the students of our society

that the profession upon which they have

embarked makes such heavy demands on their

ability and patience. It is, however, not

improbable, and the prospect is encouraging,

that those who are now passing tlirough their

apprenticeship, or through the subsequent
fateful decade, will eventually enter on a

goodly heritage. I refer to the growing in-

terest that is being taken in various social

problems, the attention that is being given

to the housing of the poorer classes, the

recognition of a need for better education,

and for improved conditions under which
children can be taught, and the knowledge
that disease, once regarded as a necessary

evil, can be successfidly combated by hygienic

surroundings. Of much importance also is

the awakening interest in town planning and
the "city beautiful," which, although still in

the yawning stage, will develop a lusty live-

liness causing surprise to those who think

that cities are for them, and forget that they
are for the cities. These movements, as they

become more vigorous and more democratic,
more practical and less garlanded with plat-

form rhetoric, should give scope for many
of our craft—modest compared with other
work which they see around them, and of

which they read in their somewhat in-

frequent visits to our library, but inspiring

in the results tliey may bring to those of our
fellow's whose present acquaintance with
architecture is a room in a tenement or a

squalid cabin on a bog. Thus to our students
may come the opportunity, not perhaps to

build "the churches with spire steeples,

pointing as with silent finger to the sky and
star," the gorgeous palaces, the solemn temples
of law and gnverTiment ; but to house their

countrymen in dwellings well planned and
stoutly built, health-giving to those who
abide in thein, and a delight to those who
pass them by. It must, however, be re-

membered that wliere the battle is there will

the eagles be gathered together. Expected
political and social changes, bringing in their
train an anticipated era of building, will most
certainly attract others from afar, and the
benefit of being the man on the spot will

disappear if he be inferior in skill to his
competitors. I do not, of course, for a
moment consider that any of von would sub-
scribe to what I may call tlie " ring-fence
method" of holding his own. It is a per-
nicious system in my view, and consist.s of
erecting an imaginary low fence, over which
no one outside the charmed circle may
trespass, and inside which the occupant lie's

down and hypnotises liimself into the belief
that he is the great IT. (If course, if every-
one played the game it might have the merit
of success; but it is found that the moment
tlie (|Hestion of money comes into play, busi-
nesslike people peer over the fence, to find
whether there is higher value outside it,

and if, riglitly or wrongly, they think there
is, the ring fence is but a poor fortification.
Von will agree «ith me that it is safer to
equal one's competitors, and, if possible, to

surpass them ; then one may be fearless of

the future, a condition of mind which it is

worth many years' struggle to attain. In

this address I have leant towards the

material side of our profession, the scholar-

ship, which is more of the merchant than the

artist, the garnering of knowledge, which you

may say is more germane to the till than to

the T-square. I will bow to such criticism

and am not dismayed by it. In these days

we live amongst such poignant realities. 'To

many of the men, the communities, the boards,

and the councils tliat build, art, as such, is

non-existent. To them the claim of the

inglenook is of less importance than a

chimney that will draw, the fascination of a

quaint gable is as nothing to the soundness

of the roof; you call their attention to an

excellent conception: they ask you if the

drains are all right. A dwelling well built,

warmed, ventilated, and lighted is of prime

importance to man for the sake of liis health

and comfort. If it be carefully planned and

designed in beauty it adds to the amenities

of life. In this conjunction of art and science

will be found the proper function of the

architect; but, be the elevations never so

original and pleasing, the architect will have

utterly failed if the foundations give, the

windows are not waterproof, the Hoor-boards

gape, the plumbing be doubtful, and the

client finishes up in a lawsuit with the con-

tractor, and while we may endeavour to

cultivate public taste it must not be at the

expense of public comfort. Therefore, if we

neglect essentials of busines I fear that a

refuge amongst the clouds of art will neither

be grateful nor comforting.

A MESSAGE BORN OF EXPKKIENCE.

To Others more fitted I will leave advice

as to how the details of our art may be

acquired, to awake in your breast an enthu-

siasm for line and colour, to inspire you with

a propel' pride and love for the more sjiiritual

side of our profession, if any of you need such

treatment. I realise all these things, but

have preferred to give a message, born of

experience, to those in this association for

whom we are endeavouring to find a place

—

not in the sun, perhaps—but just one step

in advance of what they might achieve were

we back in the gloom of the early nineties,

when the association was nonexistent and the

new School of Architecture at the National

University undreamt of. They were days

when the younger architects were isolated

units, with no apparent community of in-

terest, with no meeting-ground upon which

to discuss their difficulties and tlieir aims,

no society which, with its present spirit of

comradeship, is, as I happen to know, the

envy of other and much larger associations

elsewhere. My remarks are meant as a re-

minder, perhaps unnecessary, of the diffi-

culties of our profession, the constant, never-

ending task that is set before those who wish

to prosper in it. of the strongly-supported,

uncultured competition that must be faced

at home, the highly trained competition tliat

must be met abroad; the urgent call for

collective action, to impress the needs of the

younger man on the representative societies,

and, beyond all. the necessity for a loyalty

and frioidship one with another if our pro

fession and ourselves are to be respected

and we are to hold our own. It is a lengtliy,

and might well prove a dispiriting, recital

were it not that, commercial as so many of

our duties and thoughts are to-day, there is

also much that in d peculiar way lifts our

calling above all others. Our work, while

intensely practical, is, and in Ireland may
be still more closely, associated with a great

national renaissance, the uplifting of the

physical existence of fellow - countrymen
to an hitherto unknown standard of home
comfort, the tuning of their minds to a more
perfect discrimination between the fal.se and
the true in archHeetnre and a most glorious

wardcnship of national healtli. Beyond all

tliese there is that strange, intangible link

binding us to generation upon generation of

bygone architects whose dust is of the eni'th,

yet whose work gains added life with the
passing years, whose creations are cherished
far beyond the most precious jewels, for

wititin their walls history is itself enshrined.

EVIiN FROM Tin; WAR,

which occupies our thoughts to the exclusion

of all else, which has made this address a

difficult task to write, and I am sure an

added difficulty for you to endure, architects

may glean a comforting and exalting lesson.

The battling armies, the hideous tale of

casualty, the changes for good or for evil

that may follow victory or defeat, fall short

in their effect on the public mind of tlie

news of disaster to those old-world buildings

of Belgium and France. The appeal made to

their fellows some 700 years ago, by those

who planned and watched stone upon stone

develop into the great Cathedral at Rlieims,

remain still potent to-day throughout the

civilised world, which stands equally aghast,

be it remembered, at the destruction of far

less ambitious dwellings, by unknown and

loiig-forgotten architects, that formed the

chief charm of Louvain. No greater tribute

could be paid to our profession. These are

some of the high and inspiring notes in the

dreary monotone of our work, and poor thing

indeed would he be in whom they evoked no

responsive thrill. Thus, although this address

may sound despondent in a sincere effort to

warn the student of to-day of the difficulties

that beset those who look on architecture as

a rather good joke, or, at all events, as a

craft to be considered at certain painful

moments between 10 to 5 each day, I would

rather our eyes were turned, as they should

be, towards "the oriflamme that has been

borne gloriously aloft by the architects of

countless ages, and would remind those in

the rank and file of our profession to-day who
niay suffer some of the ills of my imaginary

friend of this address, that, should they find

their steps ever falter, here in the associa-

tion they will find friends striving for the

same goal who can spare for them of their

sympathy and their aid.

.^*^-

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At the business general meeting held on

Monday, November 30, 1914, the following

were elected to membership :
—

AS I'ELLOWS (1-i).

,T. Stiicey Davis (A. 18B5), 17, Hartley-avciuie,

PlyuMiitL." Johii Malcolm Dossor (A. IH'M), Waterloo

Chambers. Hull ; I'-irt, 'Westboume-avenue, Hull. Gilbert

WilBou Fraser (A. 1897), 20, Castle-street, Liverpool;

«, Balliuli'uad, Bootle, Liverpool. Cbarles Matthew
EllJBDii hadfleld (A, 18116), Cairns Chambers, 19, St.

James' -street, Shettield ; Fairsnape, EcelesaU Hall-

road, Sheffield. Charles Kempsun, Assoc.M.Inst.C.B.

(A. 18941, 'H, Millstone-laue, Leicester ; 102, Regent-

road, Leicester. Harold Clapham Lander (A. 1894), 1,

Arundel-street, Strand, W.C. ; 33, Baldock-road, Letch-

worth, Herts. Hurley Robinson (A. 1907i, Cadogan
Chambers, 6. Chen-y-street. BiruiiuKham ;

" Hazlemere,"

RuBBell-road. Hall Green. Birmingham. Cecil Ale.xander

Sharp (A. 189,')). 2, Verulam Baildinfrs, Gray's Inn,

W.C. ; Church Panu House. Cheam, Surrey. Austin

Woodeson (A. IWlti), Public Works Department, Colombo,

Ceylon. Ernest Chawner Bewlay. S3, Colmore-row,

Birmingham ; B8, Wellington-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham. Charles William Bowles, 9, Staple-inn,

Holborn Bars, W.C. ; The Vine, Sevenoaks, Kent.

Stanford Morton Bi'ooks, 6, Lancaster-place, Strand,

W.C. ; 8, Animlel-street. W.C. Martin Thomas Ernest

Jackson, 2, Wood-Btreet, WeBtminster, S.W. ; 51, WUli-

tield.way, Hendon, N.W. James Cumming Wynnes, 21,

Castte-street, Edinburgh ; 9, Woo<lbum-terrace, Edin-

Ijui'gh.

AS ASSOCIATES (41).

Richard Auderton (S. 1910). Breeze-hill, Cadley,

Preston, Lanes. Ricliard Alfred Barber (S. lOOSI, co
Mr. H. O. Cresswell, 17, Buckingham-street, Adeliilii.

W.C. ; 110, Kenilworth-avenue, Wimbledon, 8.W
Herbert Phillips Bryant (S. 191"), Bar-gate Cbamhers,
Southampton ; 27, Hill-lane, Soutliamirton. Andrew
Stuart Burnett (S. 1911), 2, High-street, Southampton;
Shawford Down, Hampshire. George Wilfred Callender

(S. 1913), c/o Bank of New Zealand, 1, Queen Victoria-

street, B.C. Charles Henry Calvert (S. 190S), 18, Low-

pavement, Nottingham :
" Grasmere," Dagmar.grove,

Nottingham. Walter Llewellyn Clark (S. 19101, IS,

Grosvenor-road, Westminster, S.W. Harold Thoresby

Cooksey (S. 1912), Gloucester House, 19, Charing Cross-

roail, W.C. ; 266, Upper-street, Islington, N. Colm
Addison Dickeson (Special), c,'o Mr. G. F. Dickeson,

Kaikohe. Bay Islands, Auckland, New Zealand. Edward
Harold Montague Ebbs (S. 1911), H.M. Oltiee of Works,

16, Queen Anue's-gate, Westminster, S.W. ; 11, (.Ireen*

lull-road, Harlesden, N.W. Joseph Charles Powell

(S. 1910), 55, Bridge-road, Hammersmith, \V. William

Huliert Godwin (8. 1911 ). Wribbeuhall. Bewdley, Worcs.

Douglas Morley Griffin (S. 1911), c o ilr. Henry Hartley,

8. Harrington-street, Liverpool ; 7, Esplanade, Waterloo,

Liverpool. William Holcate Harrison iS. 1910), Avenue

House, Whallev, Lanes. Frank Heame (Special),

Prudential Buildings, Oldham ; Bank House, Man-
chester-street, OhUiam. James Hembrow (Special),

Town Hall, Edmonton, N. ; Addison House, Fore-street,

Edmonton, N. Ernest James Hickman (S. 1911), 0/0

Mr. F. B. Andrews, 95, Colmore.row, Birmingham;
101, KingBwood-road, Moselev, Birmingham. Percy
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Howard (S. 1909), 8«, MoBley-Btreet, MancheBter; 13,

Milton-place, Ashtou - under - Lrne. Basil HiiRhes,
P.A.S.I. (S. 1910), 43, Chancery-lane, W.C. ; '-Tiie

CouiferB," Woldin^hani, Surrey. William John It^aac

{S. 1907). Guildhall, York ;
li), Harcourt-street, York.

Eric Ran-lstone Jarrett (S. 1908), 6. John-street, Bedtnril-
row. W.C. : 7, Wilson-road, Westcliff-on-Sea. Bernard
Jeesop {S. 1911). CO Messrs. Bromle.v and Watkius,
Prudential Buildinf^rs, Nottingham ; Bank Cotttige.

Kimberley, Notts. Albert Fi-ederick Kaltenbach
(S. 1912), 12, Queen Anne'B-gate, Westminster, S.AV.

:

" Hillside Lawn." 70, Horusey-laue, N. Frederick
Lawrence Kruckeuberg (S. 1910), Cabinet Chambers,
Baeinghall-street, Leetls ; DunBforth Vicarage, Y'ork.

Godfrey Horton Ledger (S. 1911), 10, Old Queen-street,
Westminster, S.W. -. Grove Lodge, Grove-road, Epsom,
Surre.v. William Leonard Bo^liurst Leech (S. 1909),
c/o Messrs. Wratten and Godfrey, 11, Carteret-ntreet,
Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster, S.W. ; 28, Egerton-
gardens, Weet Ealing, W. Ebenezer James Macrae,
Licentiate (Special), City xVrchitecfs Office, City
Chamljers, Edinburgh ; 17, Braidburn-crescent, Edin-
burg]i. Stanley Russell Miller (S. 1SH)9|, 112, Avenue-
road.- Acton, W. AbduUa Bhanji Peermahomed (S.

1912), 4-1, Brondosbury Villas, Kilburu, N.W. Thomas
Lutf Perkins, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E. (Special), Public
Works Department, Hong Kong : c/o Messrs. W. J.
Perkins. 2H. Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W. Richard
Manning Haig Philp (S. 1913), CO London Bank of
Australia, Ltd., 71, Old Broad-Btreet, E.C. Geoffrey
William Ridley (S. 1909), London-road, East Grlnstead,
Sttsse.v : St. Wilfrid's, East Grinstead. Cedric Gumey
Ripley. (S. 1912), c o Mr. Philip Ripley, Bowtborpe,
Ipswich ; 19, Victoria-square, S.W. Horace Edwin
RoUey (Special). 10, Hobury-street, Chelsea. S.W.
Arnold Silcock (S. 191U. 20, Green Park, Bath. Charles
Ernest Stafford (Special), Municipal Offices, Babingtuu-
laue. Derby: .30, Wilmot-Btreet, Derb.y. Gerald Stanley
(Special), Market House Chambers, Trowbridge

;

Boytou, Trowbridge. Herbert S.amuel Taylor (S. 1910),
c/o Messrs. Hobden and Pon-i. 37a, Finebury-square,
E.C; 112, Avenue-road, Acton, W. Gilbert George Lee
Tyte (S. 1010), c o Mr. C. Fitzroy Doll. 5, Southampton-
street, BloomBbury, W.C. ; 0, Heathcote-street, Mecklen-
burg-square, W.C" Harold Gerard Waddington (S. 1910).
12, Warbreck Hill-road, North^Shore, Blackpool. Arthur
Jackson Wood (S. 1913), c/o Messrs. Everard, Son, and
Pick, 0, Millstone-lane, Leicester; 54, St. Nicholas-
Btreet, Leicester.

AS HON. ASSOCIATE (1).

Sir Laurence Gomme, J. P., F.S.A., 20, Marlborongh-
place, N.W. ; The Mound, Long Creadon, Bucks.

THE ARCHITECTS' AND SURVEYORS'
APPROVED SOCIETY.

The third annual nieeting of the Archi-
tects' and Surveyors' Approved Society,
was held iii the Architectural Assoeiatio,i h.iU,

18, Tufton-street, Westminster, on Tuesday
evening, the chair being occupied by Mr.
Ernest Newton, A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A., presi-
dent of the society. Among those present
were Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, Presi-
dent of the Surveyors' Institution; Mr. T. E.
Bare, President of the Quantity Surveyors'
Association ; Mr. H. Austen Hall, acting-
President of the Architectural Associa-
tion ; Messrs. G. Corderoy, H. M. Fletcher,
F. R. Priest, G. Reeves, H. D. Searles-
Wood, Philip Webb, H. D. Whit-
liam, and Mr. F. R. Yerbury, Secretary.
There was a good attendance of subscribing
members, including several ladies. In his
opening remarks, the President referred
with regret to the recent decease of Mr. W.
Edward Woolley, the late president of the
society and a past-president of the Surveyors'
Institution, and to the fact that a vice-
president, Mr. Maurice E. Webb, M.A.;
president of the Architectural Association,
hud gone to the front in the Royal Engineers
Corps.
Mr. H. Chatfeild Clarke, vice-president,

proposed the re-election of Mr. G. Corderoy,
Mr. W. Edgar Home. M.P.. F.S.A. ; Mr.
Ernest Newton, A.R.A. ; and Sir Daniel
Watncy, F.S.I., as trustees. This was
seconded by Mr. Priest, and carried
imanimously.

,

Mr. F. R. Yerbury, the secretary, made a
statement as to the progress and work of
the society. Since last December they had
eiirojied 149 members, making a total of
2,157 enrolled in the society since its founda-
tion. Of these they had lost 298, the
majority of wlion) had intimated that they
had passed beyond the scope of the Act. A
few had transferred to other professional
societies, having changed their professions,
and some had been struck off owing to the
fact that they had ceased to contribute, and
their whereabouts was unknown. The net
membership at the present time was 1,859.
The sickness experience during the year had
been very light. The society had paid 146
claims for sickness benefit in the men's
section, and two claims iii the ladies'
section. With the exception of one or two
eases, the illnesses had not been serious.

They had two members now receiving dis-

ablement benefit; two members had been
receiviiig sanatorium benefit during the year,

in both cases with e.vcellent results. One
member came out of the sanatorium com-
pletely cured, and they had been able to find

him a berth, and the other is now practically

cured also. Forty-one babies had been born
to Uicmbers of the society during tlie year.

In some cases they had made a point of

visiting Uiembers when they have been ill,

and assisting them in various small ways,
anil in one or two cases the value of the

Bene\olent Fund had been felt very strongly

by the committee. The committee valued
very much the support given to this Benevo-
lent Fund by honorary menibers of the

society; its income ought to be increased, as

in these times they would doubtless have
increased calls upon it. Generally speaking,

the whole machinery of the administration
was begiiDirng to run more smoothly,
although the conti))Uons stream of regula-

tions received from the Coiuniissioners

raised maiiy complications. Those members
who had been able to understand the system
of penalty arrears and reserve contributions

outlined in their new insurance-books would
realise that the failure to send in cards was
likely to meet with serious consequences as

far as the insured person was concerned,
inasmuch as he was likely to be penalised to

the e.\te)it of not receiving benefit for a

whole year. This should do much to iiiduce

menibers to send in cards at the proper time.

.•\t present there was considerable slackness
in this respect. A scheme for voluntary in-

surance for architects and surveyors, quite

apart from that required by the Insurance
.\ct. had bee)i formulated, and a considerable
amount of time and expert advice was given
in connection with the scheme, and, as a

result, a very attractive table of insurance
was produced. Unfortu))ately, the support
was not forthcoming from the profession
generally to proceed with the scheme. Pro-
bably this was due to the fact that the
memljcrs connected the scheme with com-
pulsory National Insurance, and would have
none of it. Later on, however, they might
possibly make another attempt to float the

scheme, and he was certain that if its pro-

visions were properly understood, the

support forthcoming would be considerable,
and an excellent opportunity would be

offered to everyone to insure against illness,

old age, and death. No fewer than 187

members of the society were serving with the

forces.

Mr. Philip E. Webb, treasurer, said the

financial position of the society was very
good. Tlie sick and mortality list had been
below their anticipations, they had sa\ed
nearly £800, and from the accumulated fluids

they hoped in the future to provide extra
benefits.

The president moved the re-election of the

committee of management, with the excep-
tion that Mr. H. M. Fletcher is taking the
place of Mr. G. Leonard Elkington, retired.

The committee consists of Messrs. E. H.
Blake. C. McArthur Butler, Walter Cave,
A. G. Cross, Ralph Ellis, W. J. Fisher, H.
M. Fletcher, A. Goddard, George Hubbard,
H. A. James, B. Marr Johnson, E. G.
Lovell, Ian MacAlister, E. C. P. Monson.
W. G. Newton, H. Passmore, F. R. Priest,

G. Reeves, H. D. Scarles-Wood, Clifford T.

Steward, H. W. Virgo, Maurice E. Webb,
and H. I). Whitham. In moving the re-

election, the president expressed the interest

he felt in the welfare of the society, which,
they would realise from the reports of the

secretary and treasurer, was in an exceed-
ingly flourishing condition. It must be a

great satisfaction to those who had worked
so hard in connection with the formation of

the society to know that their labours had
met with a just reward. It was obviously a

wise thing to form a society of this kind par-

ticularly confined to the members of the

architectural and surveying professions.

Assistants were compelled to be insured,

and it was much better in every wa)' for them
to insure through a society belonging to their

own profession, rather than through any
other. They might congratulate themselves
that the workers of their professions were so

healthy. The sickness of the past year had
been very light, and the general good health
would probably enable the society to give
better benefits later on to the weaker
brethren. The Benevolent Fund he regarded
as an excellent thing; it was removed from
the control of the State, and was ad-
ministered entirely at the discretion of the
con)mittee. The benevolent funds of the
professions were niostly for the benefit of

those who had been in practice and had
fallen on bad times. There was, therefore,
a real need for a fund such as theirs, which
ainied at helping the younger members of

the profession, especially in times of illness.

The society was doing an excellent work,
and the fact that it was so well supported by
the younger men showed that it was appre-
ciated. Its success was due in no small
measure to the efforts of the committee of
management. The running of such a society
was no light task. The whole system of
National Insurance bristled with complica-
tions, which were smoothed away by the
committee. He might make special mention
of what they owed to the chairman of the
committee, iVIr. George Corderoy, who was
one of the prime movers in the formation
of the society, and had expended an
enormous amount of time and energy on 'ts

development. He trusted that for many years
to come Mr. Corderoy would continue his

work.
The motion was seconded by Mr. E. H.

Blake, and was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Cor<leroy returned thanks on behalf of

the committee.
Mr. G. Reeves moved a resolution com-

prising an amendment of the rules, necessi-

tated by the National Insurance Amendment
Act. 'ihis was seconded by Mr. H. D.
Whitham, and agreed to.

A vote of thanks to the president was
moved by Mr. H. Austen Hall, and seconded
by Mr. T. E. Bare. 'In replying, Mr. Newton
said he should always be glad to come to

their meetings and assist the society in any
way in his power. Much of the success of

the society wa.s really due, he added, to their
hardworking and very capable secretary, Mr.
Yerbury.

••
THE OPEN-AIR HOSPITAL.

To the " British Medical Journal " Dr.
Saundby, Professor of Medicine at the Uni-
versity of Birmingham, contributes a long
article on "An Open-air Military Hospital."
The merit of the establishment on the open-
air pla)( of the 1st Eastern Military Hospital
(T.) at Canibridge belongs to Colonel Joseph
Griffitlis, R.A.M.C. (T.) Nine weeks ago the

present hospital was begun, and for the last

five weeks it has been in full operation, pro-
viding 1,220 beds, besides lodging for

orderlies, kitchens, and other offices. This
has lieen effected at a cost of £20,000, or, in

round figures, of £17 a bed! 'The site l)as

been lent, and costs nothing. It is King's
and Clare's Colleges cricket-ground.

The hospital building consists of ten

blocks, each containing 120 beds; a straight

corridor runs right through, dividing the
wards, so that there are ten wards of sixty

beds on the right aiid ten wards of sixty beds
on the left of this central corridor, which
runs north and south.

'I'lie buildings are one-story high, with low-

pitched roofs covered with corrugated iron.

The walls are made of asbestos, set in frame-
work. The wards contain two rows of beds,

one against the back wall, the other by the
open side, these latter beds being about 2ft.

from the low breastwork. The open front is

guarded by blinds of Willesden canvas like

the sunblinds of shop-fronts, which can be

let down at an angle, to shelter the beds from
snow or rain, or in very stormy weather they

can be let down so as to be flat against the

openings. The back wall of the ward does
not reach quite up to the roof, but leaves an
opening about 9in. in width rujining the whole
length of the ward, so as to allow through
ventilation. Each ward of sixty beds has two
side wards, each containing one bed, for

cases it may be desirable to remove from

the genera! ward.
The wards run east and west, so that the
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open side in each case has a soutli aspect.

Tlie floors are of wood. In a separate

building are the operating theatre, with two
tables, two anaesthetic rooms, and one X-ray
room. A dispensary and a medical officer's

common room are at one end of a long

building, in which are also a receiving room
and registrar's office. The sleeping accom-
modation for liiO orderlies and sergeants of

the R.A.M.C. (T.) is in buildings on the

same plan, the beds being arranged in bunks.

There is a messrooni for the sergeants,

which is also used by tliem as a common
room ; but the orderlies have a mess-room
and a common room, in which they can read
or write and smoke. A recreation room for

patients, 100ft. long, is now being built. The
kitchen provides meals for 1,500 persons.

•«*^

THE METROPOLITAN WATER
BOARD'S NE"W OFFICES.

At <a special meeting of the Metropolitan
Water Board, held on Friday, Mr. E. B.

Barnard presiding, the general purposes com-
mittee presented the twenty-four tenders for

the erection of new central offices on the New
River Head site in Rosebery - avenue,
Clerkenwell, from the designs of Mr. H.
Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A., selected in com-
petition in June last, and illustrated by plans
and elevations in our issue of June 5, 1914.

The tenders will be found in full on another
page of this number. The committee re-

commended the Board to accept the tender
of Messrs. T. W. Heath and Son, amounting
as corrected to £110,012, the lowest received,

for the execution of the work. They further
stated that Mr. H. A. Hall's estimate, in-

eluded in the report embodying the original

designs, amounted to £89,259, and to this

sum the Board added, in June, £1,800, the
cost of wood-block flooring. They had since

added £1,250 for the construction of strong-

rooms in basement and additional lavatory
accommodation, and £2,500 for extra depth
of concrete foundations, due to the nature of

the site. All these estimates, which gave a

total of £9-1,809, were made prior to the
outbreak of hostilities, and the committee
were advised that so far as building construc-
tion was concerned, the war had caused an
approximate increase in cost of 15 per cent,
on the above-named sum, involving a further
addition of £14.220, and producing an aggre-
gate of £109,029. Since the war began it had
also been necessary to add £1,500 for oak
fire-protection doors required by the London
County Council, and £175 for a temporary
fence and water-spray demanded by the
Board's engineer as a protection to the filter-

beds during demolition and building opera-
tions, whilst a further £800 was required for
special drainage and asphalte work in con-
nection with a leakage from the filter-beds,
and £1,000 was absorbed by a number of
small items. These also were included in the
tender recommended for acceptance. It
v.ould be seen that the architect's estimate
for his orignal design plus these additions
produced a total of £112,504, which com-
pared favourably with the lowest tender of
£110,012. The committee had considered
as to whether some economy in the design
and construction of the building could be
aeliieved, in view of the additional cost of
erection entailed by the war. It might be
possible to effect some comparatively small
saving in this direction; but in tlieir opinion
the principle of economy had already been
carried so far that to press it further would
prejudice the value and utility of the new
offices when completed.

Sir Melvill Benchcroft moved that, in view
of the disturbance of business occasioned by
the war, and the urgent need of restricting
all but urgent expenditure, the erection of
the new offices be not at present proceeded
with.

Mr. Dew did not think that the cost of
building and materials would be any cheaper
for many years after this war. A large
number of men were at present employed in
tlie construction of camps for tlic Govern-
ment, but as soon as they had turned the
corner of the crisis a flood of workmen would
be coming back to London and other large
towns.

The amendment was rejected by a large

majority, and the tender of Messrs. Healh
and Son was accepted.
Mr. J. W. Restler, deputy chief engineer,

and for twenty-one years engineer to the

Southwark and Vauxhall District, was
appointed to the post of chief engineer,
vacant by the death of Mr. W. B. Bryan, at

a salary of £5,747 a year, such salary to

include a compensation allowance of £3,247
a year, to which Mr. Restler is entitled under
the provisions of the Metropolis Water Act
of 1902, and no additional superannua-
tion allowance will be payable when Mr.
Restler shall retire. The works and stores

committee reported that there would be no
necessity to appoint a fresh deputy chief

engineer.

**^

Mr. William Taylor, of North Adelaide, South
Australia, timber merchant, died February 9,

1913, leaving £172,240 in this country.

The Treasury have sanctioned a loan of

£10,016 applied for by the Duudalk Urban
Council for the purpose of building artisans'
dwellings.

The Local Government Board have recom-
mended the Treasury to grant the Arklow
Urban District Council a loan of £13,500 for the
erection of working-class dwellings.

The city council of Leeds have decided to
make application to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £13,617 for re-

organising the Meadow-lane gasworks and for
alterations and additions at New Wortley
works.

The county council of Kent, on the recom-
mendation of the bridges and roads committee,
have sanctioned an expenditure of £1,600 for

wood-paving in King-street, Maidstone. In all,

2,600 square yards are to be laid on a concrete
foundation.

At the annual meeting of Cincinnati Chapter,
American Institute of Architects, the following
officers were elected : President, George M.
Anderson; vice-president, Walter Rapp; secre-

tary, Joseph G, Steinkamp ; treasurer, Newton
Lebow ; and Moritz Sax as fifth member of the
executive committee.

The outbreak of war in Europe has played
havoc with the American schools of architecture
this year by calling back to France practically
all of the leading professors of design in these
schools. Cornell University has thus, tem-
porarily at least, lost Professor Georges
Mauxion, one of the ablest of these teachers.

Notice has been given that the Edinburgh
Corporation intend to promote a Provisional
Order in the next Parliamentary session to pro-

vide for the confirmation of the agreement with
the Royal Victoria Hospital, new tramways in

Colinton and Corstorphine parishes, and im-
provements in various parts of the Cowgate.

New premises for the Ulster Bankmg Com-
pany have just been opened at Kilkenny. The
fafade is of limestone and Ruabon bricks, and
is surmounted by a cornice and parapet with
balusters and central pediment. Messrs. Black-
wood and Jury, of Belfast, were the architects,
and the builders Messrs. A. McDowell and Co.,
of the same city.

At a meeting of the Norfolk Court of Sewers
the committee appomted to consider the
question of the improvement of the dramage
of the Marshland reported on the steps they
had taken in the matter. They recommended
lliat, in any case, £1,000 be spent in widening
and deepening the lower part of the Smeeth
bode. The report was adopted.

At the last meeting of Helston Rural Dis-
trict Council, Mr. R. J. Wearne, the sanitary
inspector, reported houses that ought to be
closed at Coverack (four), Cury (one), Porkelli.s

(two), and Porthleven (two). This was agreed
to. He also stated that the estimated cost of
the proposed workmen's dwellings — namely,
£180 each—would be much more now, owing to
the increased price of materials. It was decided
to proceed with the work.

After some discussion, the Llandudno Urban
District Council, at their last meeting, ap-
proved of the arrangements made by the golf
committee for the laying out of nine holes of
the eighteen-hole course on the land recently
acquired at Maesdu. The ground cost the
council £15,000, and nearly £3,000 is to be spent
in laying out the course, the plans for which
luive been prepared by Mr. R. S. Colt, of
Sunniugdale. Mr. Harris, of Gndford, was
engaged to supervise the laying out of the first
nine holes at a cost of £1,225.

OBITUARY.
Mr. H. W. B. Davis, the oldest Royal

Academician, died on Tuesday at Glaslyu,
Rhyader, in his eighty-first year. He first

exhibited at the Academy in 1849, and his

carefully-studied landscapes and cattle pieces
from the Pas de Calais and from Wales have
been familiar and welcome canvases at

Burlington House for more than half a

century. Born on August 26, 1833, William
Henry Banks Davis was the eldest son of

the late Mr. Henry John Davis, of the Middle
Temple. After a stay at Oxford, he was
awarded two silver medals when a student in

sculpture at the Royal Academy Schools.

Among those from whom he received en-

couragement early in life was Sir Edwin
Landseer. In 1873 he was elected an Asso-

ciate of the Royal Academy, and he became
a full Academician in 1877. The Tate
Gallery possesses three of the artist's

pictures—"Returning to the Fold," "Mother
and Son " (a mare and a foal on the verge

of a cliff, beyond which is the sea), and
"Approaching Night"—and a large canvas
of cattle crossing the Wye was presented to

the Bristol Art Gallery. Mr. Davis ex-

hibited regularly in Paris as an Associate of

the Societe Nationale dcs Beaux Arts. He
often represented the Royal Academy as a

British member of international art juries,

visiting Paris, Berlin, and Chicago in this

capacity.

The death occurred on Sunday at St.

Mary's Lodge, Exmouth, at the age of sixty-

one, of Mr. John Nisbet, Forestry Adviser to

the Board of Agriculture for Scotland since

1912. Educated at Edinburgh and Munich,
he entered the Indian Forest Service iu

1875, and in 1895 was appointed Conservator
of Forests in Burma, holding the post until

1900. From 1908 to 1912 he was Professor
of Forestry, West of Scotland Agricultural

College. lie was the author of several im-

portant woi-ks on forestry, and held the

Kaisar-i-Hind gold medal for public service

in India. •
The late Mr. James Moffat, J. P., aged eighty-

one, of "Cressingham," Anderton-road, Spark-
brook, Birmingham, budder and contractor, left

personalty amounting to £26,932,

The Toronto Board of Control has decided to

devote 840,065dol. out of the 6,670,000dol. voted
in 1913 for waterworks extension towards the
construction of a proposed waterworks system in

North Toronto.

Mr. O. G. Stanley, surveyor to the Windlesham
Urban District Council, has received a com-
mission in the Army. The council have decided

to advertise for a surveyor to fill the position

during his absence.

At a special meeting of the Pwllheli Town
Council the town clerk reported that the Local

Government Board had sanctioned the council's

application to borrow £4.000 for the Parade
extension scheme, and that arrangements with

the landowners interested had been completed.

At a meeting of the Orsett Rural District

Council the highways surveyor reported that he

had been instructed to proceed with the new
military road between Brentwood and Tilbury,

at a cost of £4,034, the Road Board providing

£2,943, and the council £1,091.

Mr. John T. Blizard, A.M.I.C.E., of South-

ampton and Westminster, has been appointed

consulting engineer for the main sewerage and

sewage-disposal of Rochford, and is also pre-

paring a similar scheme for Great Wakering
under the same authority, the Rochford Rural

District Council.

The directors of the Great North of Scotland

Railway Company have given formal notice of

their intention to apply to Parliament for a

Provisional (^rder for power, among other pur-

poses, to double the Buchan line from Dyce to

Ellon, a distance of thirteen miles, and to alter

and improve the Palace Buildings, in which the

company's hotel is situated.

The death is announced of Mr. Robert Lamb,

who for the past twenty-four years has been

general superintendent of the parks of the Man-

chester Corporation. Shortly after Heaton Park

passed into the possession of the city Mr. Lamb
nuxde his home at The Cottage, in the park, and

there he died on Saturday night. By his death

the corporation of Manchester lose a skdfia

landscape gardener of sound practical judgment

and great resource.
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(Invvtntt (JLalamo.

Some of the coiumeiits of our daily con-

temporaries and their correspondents about
the "removal" of the Crimean Monument
from the south end of Waterloo-place are

eiidently not dictated by knowledge. It is

)ieither to be sacrificed to the susceptibilities

of our Russian allies, nor has the War Office,

;ifter so many years, succumbed to

Thackeray's cynical and somewhat un-

deserved criticism. Early in the New Year
the public will see the monument, which was
designed by Mr. John Bell, re-erected on a

site about .30ft. north of that it has hitherto

occupied, while in front thereof, a little to

the westward side, will be placed the
memorial to Miss Florence Nightingale,
which was some time since publicly sub-
scribed for. and on the other the statue of

Mr. Sydney Herbert, at present in the War
Office quadrangle. For once, at any rate,

the associations of the three memorials will

be in every way appropriate. The work is

being done by Messrs. Holloway Bros.
(London), Ltd. Mr. T. R. Fitch is the fore-

man of works. The sculptor of the Florence
Nightingale memorial is Mr. Arthur G.
Walker, of 5, Cedar Studios, Glebe-place,
Chelsea, S.W.

The engineers are discussing the organisa-
tion of a special bank to finance contracts.
It is suggested that n6 very large capital is

necessary—some put the amount as low as
i;250.000. The function of the bank, of
course, would be to make short-term
advances on the security of the applicant's
own contracts, newly obtained or already
begun, backed by collateral security to
approximately equal value in contracts
already completed, but not paid for. That,
it is claimed, would keep a contractor's
borrowing power within the e.xtent of his
bona-fide working capital. The advances
would not be made in cash, but would take
the form of purchases of plant or materials
selected by the contractor. It is argued that
the bank, as a very large and constant buyer,
could get the plant or material for the con-
tractor cheaper than he could get it himself.
The matter is worth full consideration, and
we see no reason why builders should not
also take a hand. Some of us who know the
straits more than one firm of une.\ceptionable
standing found itself in for the moment
during that nasty first week in August last
may ere now have begun to think seriously
that co-operation in finance might well prove
n better bulwark in similar times of trouble
than the ordinary banker, who sometimes
seems to prefer far greater risks, because of
the greater profits.

the interest charged is "excessive," the Court
may reopen it, and do justice all round. But
who is "the Court"? In a recent case

(Times, Dec. 1), where such a question arose,

the County-court Judge left it all to the jury,

who promptly found for the defendant as to

the excessive interest claimed by tlie plaintiff

money-lender. The High Court upset this,

holding that "the Court" meant the Judge,
who must decide, though the jury may find

tlie facts, if they can ! Now the Court of

Appeal has confirmed this view, and money-
lenders generally feel a little safer in refer-

ence to the risk they run in charging high
rates when making loans to people who never
had any money and can give no real security.

We regret to record the dismissal of tlie

appeal of Mr. Porter against the decision of

the Divisional Court, which reversed last

January the Official Referee's award of

£560 12s. fid. to him for damages sustained
by a delay beyond his own control in con-
nection with the erection of a school at

Keston-road, Tottenham. We reported that
hearing on p. 140 of our issue of Jan. 23
last, and we give elsewhere to-day the judge-
ment of the Court of Appeal. We can only
say, as wo said last January, that it is hard
on the builder! By his contract with the
building owner Mr. Porter was entitled to

enter on the site at once, and to complete in

ten months, under penalties. A dispute be-

tween the building owner and an adjoining
owner hindered access. The building owner
took action after the date of the contract and
obtained an injunction. All this caused delay
and loss to the builder, which the Official

Referee recognised. Now the Divisional
Court and the Court of Appeal have affirmed
that a building owner can only guarantee
possession and use of the site as far as his
own acts and ability are concerned, and that
interference of a trespasser is the builder's
risk, and that he, apparently, has no remedy
against anybody

!

German cities had a great advantage over
those in England. They had so much home
rule and autonomy

; they were able to raise
money in various ways they liked, and could
do, and did, a great deal more than we did
here, without Exchequer control, un-
trammelled by central officials. If the
Government would refrain here from making
grants on such strict conditions and cheapen
the process of acquiring slum property, we
might soon compete favourably with German
enterprise in this matter. Our plain duty is

to force the hand of the Government and to
kick the local authorities into action, making
them first encourage private enterprise,
instead of disheartening and hindering it, and
supplementing that by municipal action
wherever local needs are urgent.

"Have a jury" is every lawyer's sliort

advice to a client with a bad or doubtful
case, for, with a jury, there is always a
sporting chance, at all events. In certain
classes of claims a jury is also recommended
by those who know, because of certain
popular prejudices that are supposed to
survive even in the jury-box. One of these is

the antipathy to moneylenders and the dis-

inclination to pay them a high rate of in-

terest, even when they have taken a risk by
lending on a personal note of hand, compared
to which marine insurance in war time seems
secure. But it is not always that a jury
can be obtained, and then the parties have
to chance it with the Judge. The Money-
Lpiiders Act. for instance, provides that if a

transaction is harsh and unconscionable, or

The discussion of the housing problem by
the council of the Charity Organisation
Soeiety at Benison House, Vanxhall Bridge-
road, presided over by Lord Methuen on
Monday evening, was, on the whole, a useful
one, though some of the remarks, we think,
were unduly pessimistic. Mr. Bernard
Holland, speaking on the effect of the war
on the general housing question, said that
we should all for a time have to accept a

lower level of civilisation, and dispense with
luxury, not only in private life, but also in

the way of public improvements. The housing
question would be postponed for some years.

In regard to the housing of the very poorest,

he said there were whole areas in London
that ought to be cleared, and new cottages
and tenements built thereon. There were
20.000 or 30,000 houses that ought to be
pulled down at once and rebuilt. That is so,

and as we have urged already, it would be
foolish to postpone the work because of the

war. Decent housing is no "luxury." It is

one of the most profitable as well as one
of the most needful things, and to postpone
it for some years would indeed be a back-

ward step to barbarism, more disgraceful

than defeat in the most righteous and neces-

sary war we have ever waged.

An appeal is being made by the council of
the London Society for funds for the pre-
paration by a committee of experts of a much-
needed development plan, upon which future
improvements for Greater London may be
based. Incidentally it is hoped the prepara-
tion of this plan may give employment to a
certain number of professional men who have
had their ordinary work entirely stopped or
cruelly interfered with by the war, and who
would work under the direction of a strong
committee of experts appointed by the
Society for the purpose, and who are pre-
pared to give their time and experience to the
work. It is proposed to work in close co-
operation with the Architects' Benevolent
Society, the Artists' General Benevolent In-
stitution, the Special War Committee of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, and the
Special War Committee of the Surveyors'
Institution. The open spaces committee of
the London Society have already prepared a
plan showing most of the existing open
spaces. This needs completing, and has been
waiting for just such an opportunity as the
present to secure the help of professional men
who could not ordinarily spare time for the
work. It needs especially the possibilities
for future open spaces indicated upon it.

This map is in sixteen sections, each of which
can be taken, worked up, and perfected by
someone thoroughly knowing the district.
Donations can be forwarded to the Secretary
of the Soeiety, Mr. Percy Lovell, B.A.. 27,
.•\binydon-street, S.W.

Much more to the purpose were Mr.
Holland's remarks on the combat between
German and English endeavours as regards
housing. He told his hearers truly that in

municipal liberty, power. and vigour.

The erosion of marble used for the ex-
terior decoration of buildings in Melbourne
has been attributed to attrition by dust
particles impinging against the exposed
surfaces. Although this may, to some small
extent, be the cause, the wasting, according
to a contribution by Mr. John Gibson to the
"Proceedings" of the Royal Victorian In-
stitute of Architects, is probably attributable
to more potent chemical reactions. It is well
known that water containing carbonic acid
gas has a solvent action upon carbonate of
lime, the component of marble. Rain, in its

descent through the air, collects large quan-
tities of this gas, more particularly in cities,
and it is, therefore, to be reasonably assumed
that this is the principal destructive agent.
Again, the air in all cities contains a quantity
of sulphurous and sulphuric acid, which',
likewise, attacks the carbonate of lime
(marble), forming sulphate of lime. The
probabilities are that, in the first instance,
the softer portions of the marble are dissolved
by rainwater and sulphuric acid, leaving
fragile serrated or pulverulent surfaces,
which are afterwards removed by the attrition
of dust particles carried by strong winds.
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ur Illustrations.

HOUSE AT LYMPNE, KENT.
We give a double-page plate, reprotluced

froiii tlie water-colour drawing shown tliis

year at tile Royal Academy, in illustration of

a liig country lionse for Sir Pliilip Sassoon,

Bart.. M.l'. The site occupies a well-wooded

who formerly was Bishop of Comminges. His
liuildings date between 1.304 and 1352. The
timber gallery, which, after a castellated

fashion, oversails the top of the tower, is

covered with a conical tiled roof, giving

almost a domestic appearance to the
grouping, wliich, however, seems in keeping
with its immediate surroundings, and, any-
how, the efi'ect is eminently distinctive. The
tympanum of the portal is sculptured to re-

HOUSE AT LYMPNE FOR SIR PHILIP SASSOON.
JMessrs. H. Bakkr and E. WiLLMOTT, Architects.

position at Lympne, neiir Hythe. overlooking
Romney Marsli. Two plans, one on the per-
.spective sheet, are given herewith, furnishing
particulars of the accommodation and prin-
cipal apartments, terraces, and forecourt.
The architects are Messrs. Herbert Baker,
F.R.I. B.A., and Ernest Willmott, F.R.I.B.A.,
of 1, Raymond-buildings, Gray's Inn, W.C.

THE "CATHEDRAL," ST. BERTRAND
DE. COMMINGES, FRANCE.

Topographically speaking, this wonderfully
picturesque -building is situate very near the
verge of the Pyrenees. It occupies an emi-
nence of its own, overlooking a rich, fruit-
hiden plain, and is approached by a long,
winding road at the opening of' the Val
de Barousse, w^ith the mountain range
emollient in the distant haze. Surrounded
by walls marking its history, this old citadel
commands its summit site, and those who
visit the shrine pass, on the cathedral road
approach, the grounds where the Episcopal
Palace is still standing, its hnildings bearing
the character of their designer's style about
the middle of the IGth century. The entrance
to tlie township is by way of the Porte de
Cabiroles. The church once ranked as a
cathedral — indeed, St. Bertrand de
Comminges was well worthy of that dis-
tinction, grandly rising as it does with great
dignity above its environment, and boldly
standing conspicuous as a landmark, vicweil
from long lone distances, in the vineyards and
fields. Generally speaking, the west front
of the chureli, including the piers of the tower
and a good part of the walling, belong to tlu^

days of St. Bertrand, the date assigned to
his work being 1082, and it is typical of tlie

Romanesque period. The nave and apse arc
associated with the Pontificate of Clement V.,

present the Adoration of the Magi, the
carving being handled with typical severity,
which harmonises, of course, with the struc-
tural antiquity of the building, whose walls
are likewise much enhanced by the inter-
mingling of fragments of Roman walling
built into the masonry. Roman walls and
other ruins are found marking the remains
of an amphitheatre at the foot of the hill.

Mythology lingers still in the traditions of
Comminges, as in all these parts of France,
just as they still do in Brittany, inter-
mingled with the folk-lore and superstitions
of the common people. The name of the
neighbouring village of Tibiran is a relic of
Tiberianum, that of .Jaunac possibly being
derived from Janua. The extent of this
Roman settlement has been identified by the
discovered remains of the buildings,
sculptures, and altars seen hereabouts 'midst
the well-cultivated fruit-gardens and low-
lands of this district. The interior of this
singular church is in many ways remarkable
and quite beautiful. The" photograph here-
with reproduced shows its unusual equip-
ment. Tlie building comprises a single nave,
without aisles, and the choir is supplemented
by eleven radiating chapels; a curious 16th-
ceiitury organ, adjacent to a most uncommon
pulpit, which combines an enclosed winding
staircase. These things add much to the
charm of the church, with their strange pagan
subjects carved so freely about, including
the Labours of Hercules. There is likewise
the jube, a rood-loft, a Tree of Jesse, besides
the white marble monument to Bishop Hugh
de Ca.stillione, dated 1351. The culminating
feature of the choir is. however, the series
of seventy choir - stalls, all elaborately
enriched with figurework and sculptures.
They stand detached in the body of the

building, with passageways or ambulatories
extending round as aisles, which are reached
by gates, as seen in the picture. Bishop Jean
de Mauleon presented these Renaissance
stalls to this church in 1536. A series of

heads, illustrating some heathen story, occurs
round the outside, and such subjects seem
strangely out of place in a Catholic sanc-
tuary. Within the stalls, too, and in their

canopies endless fanciful and romantic
enrichments are displayed, and figures of ex-

ceptionally fine quality, with arabesques, also

typical of pagan incidents, funnily mixed up
in a most incongruous way with the genea-
logy of Christ and His Apostles. The history

of the Holy Virgin and Child is reserved for

the decoration of the high altar. Pope
Clement V. gave two copes to this church,
and they are preserved in the sacristy, where
also can be seen the pastoral staff, mitre, and
ring of St. Bertrand. These treasures have
had a chequered career, having been stolen

on more than one occasion, and again re-

covered. An old but valued ex voto is ex-

hibited on the western wall of the church

—

viz.. a crocodile's skin said to have been
killed in Egypt and brought to Comminges
by a French Crusader. There are several

similar skins hung up in other sacred
buildings, as at Abbeville and in Seville

Cathedral, also accounted of like origin. The
cloisters are situate on the south of the nave,

and are perfect, except the vaulting of the

arcades. The entire cloister is of 12th-

century date, with semicircular arches sup-

ported by double shafts. On four of the

columns are attached statues representing

the Four Evangelists bearing their symbolical

beasts. Many ancient tombs of historic

worthies, and some sarcophagi, are located

in the northern cloisters, these being me-
morials of warriors and ecclesiastics from
the 12th to the 14th centuries. The bishopric

of St. Bertrand de Comminges was suppressed

in 1793. We may, in conclusion, briefly direct

attention to the varying thicknesses of the

brick courses seen inside the choir, where the

brick walliugs have very wide mortar joints.

The casual bonding employed gives the work
much character and quaintness. The screens,

stalls, pulpit, organ, and gates are, as we
have said, exceptionally interesting, and
furnish the chief glory of this out-of-the-way

place of worship. Rude paintings, illus-

trative of the miracles of St. Bertrand, are

to be traced on the walls, and some minor

relics are shown in the sacristy as having

belonged to the founder. On the west of the

town is the Port Majore, surmounted by the

arms of Foix. In its interior stands the

tomb, of Roman date, set up for Andossus,

son of Primulus, erected by his wife,

Sabina, daughter of Fronto. Representations

upon this monument include two four-wheeled

chariots and the head of a man. The photo-

graph which forms the subject of our plate

came from Professor Bedart, of Lille Uni-

versity, and we are indebted to Mr. T. Hyler

White for its loan.

CARVED IVORIES OF THE TWELFTH
AND FOURTEENTH CENTURIES IN

THE VICTORIA AND ALBEEF
MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Mr. Ernest A. S. Benney, A.R.C.A., of

Parsons Green. S.W., has delineated these

feelingly "pnt-in" pencil detail studies with

the utmost accuracy, and has caught the

spirit of these old carvings with singular

acumen. The Walrus Ivory Tau Head of the

12th century came from North Europe. The

design consists of interlacing scrollwork and

emblematical figures. On the other side

griffons are introduced. The two ends ami

applied portions m the centre are missing.

The Openwork Plaque is probably English

of the late 14th century. In the centre is the
i

figure of Clirist between SS. Peter and Paul.

Tlie small square panels above contain the

following subjects, from the left: The

Aiinuneiation, the Adoration of the Mngi,

and the Presentation. Small figures of

saints are set in miniature niches in the

architectural framework. The third drawing

shows a Portion of a Diptych. It is 14th

century in date, from France. The diptych

contained six scenes from the Passion of Our

Lord, one of which is shown in this study.
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CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE QUAD, OXFORD.

Sketched by Mr. Ernest A. S. Benney, A.R.C.A.
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HAGGERSTON CASTLE, XORTHUMBERLAND : GREAT HALL
The late R. XoRMAN Shaw, R.A., Architect.

FIREPLACE.

HAGGERSTON CASTLE, XORTH-
UMBERLAND: DETAIL OF THE
GREAT HALL.

Tliis geometrical detail shows to a good scale
the original work of the main hall, carried
ont by tlie late R. Norman Shaw, R.A., when
the origjnal mansion was erected, some years
ago. nnder his superintendence, and the
photograph reproduced to-day represents the
big fireplace in the same hall, also designed
by him. Both illustrations, therefore, are of

particular interest. His building was
mainly destroyed by fire, and the plans and
views whicli wo gave in our issues for Oct. 23
and 30 last fully elucidate the rebuilding
and newly-designed house, of which Mr.
James B. 'Dunn, F.R.I.B.A., of Edinburgh,
is the architect. The organ erected above the
gallery of the great hall is his work. A de-
scription of the building and its large formal
garden scheme will be found printed, with
a diuible-pagc view, detail of the garden
front, and interior of the octagon vestibule, in

the BliLDlNO Xew.s for October 23. The
organ in the hall on the screen serves in

reality to mask the end window, which is

part of Xorman Shaw's design, as drawn in

the accompanying double-page sheet, lent us
by Mr. James B. Dunn, who restored the
hall after the fire, and repaired the marble-
work, which had been badly damaged.

QUAD., CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE,
OXFORD.

This spirited oil - colour sketch,
handled in a pictorial way. has been con-

tributed by Mr. Ernest A. S. Benney,
A.R.C.A.. who has been gooil enough to

post us the following particulars by way of

description : Corpus Christi College, O.vford,

the first of the Renaissance colleges, was
foiMided by Richar<l Fo.\. Bishop of Win
Chester, who was prelate, statesman, archi-

tect, soldier, herald, and diplomatist. He
purchased ground of Merton College, St.

Frideswide's Priory, etc. The charter of the
foundation, granted under Royal License
from Henry VIII.. four years later, bears

date March 1, lolfi 17. The college, to be
called Corpus Christi. was founded to the
praise and honour of Almighty God, the

Most Holy Body of Christ, etc. Over the

gateway approaching the quadrangle, "as
seen in the picture." the name is ijidicated by
sculpture- a group of angels bearing a pyx.

the receptacle of the sacramental Host (the

Body of Christ; Corpus Christi). A fas-

cinating hall, library, and chapel are llie

features of the r|uadraiigle. Within are

I'ctaiued the pastoral slalT of the founder,
together with a chalice and paten, which
rank among the finest examples of English
silversmiths' work. The curious snndial in

the centre was erected by a Fellow of the
college in 1581. It is surmoniited by a pelican

vulniug herself in piety.

**^
Mr. Stanley Barker Johnson, one of the

resident assistant engineers to the British Gas-
light Company at Hull, has been appointed
assistant engineer and manager to the Gas and
Water Company of Colombo, Ceyion.

COMPETITIONS.
BOARD OF TR.'VnE NEW OFFICES.—

The final designs for the Board of Trade
offices to be erected on the Thames Embank-
nient, on the site at the rear of the Chapel
Royal, Wliifehall, were sent in on Wednesday
hist, the 2nd iiist. The following is the correct
list of the ten competitors, which alniost

i'.\aetly corresponds with that which we gave
some months ago (April 10), after the

election was made by the assessors. Sir

.Vston Webb, R.A. ; Mr. Reginald Blonifield,

R.A.; and Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.,
I'.R.I.B.A. The names appear here in alpha-
betical order ; Messrs. H. Percy Adams,
F.R.I.B.A., and C. H. Holden, A. R.I. B. A.,
London; Messrs. H. V. Ashley, F.R.I.B.A.,
and I''. Wiiiton Newman, F.R.I.R..\.,
London; Mr. C. T. Armstrong, A. R.I. B. A.,

London ; Messrs. Robert Atkinson,
.A.R.I.B.A., and George L. Alexander,
A.R.I.B.A.. London; Messrs. H. T. Buck-
land, F.R.I.B.A., and Edward Haywood-
Farmer, F.R.I.B.A.. Birmingham; Mr.
Kdwin Cooper. F.Rl.B.A.. Lojidon ; Messrs.
Charles Gascoyne and George Nott,

A.R.I.B.A., London; Mr. E. Vincent Harris,

F.R.I.B.A., London; Messrs. Aliek G.
Horsnell and Annesley H. Brownrigg,
A.R.I.B.A., London; and Messrs. Percy E.

Thomas, Ernest Prestwich, and Ivor .lones,

A.R.I.B.A., Cardiff.

McKINLEV MEMORIAL.-^Seven archi-

tects will compete for the prize offered

through a committee of the American In-

stitute of Architects, for the best plans and
drawings for the National McKiiiley Birth-

place Memorial, to be erected at Niles, Ohio.

The architects are Henry Bacon, 101, Park-

avenue, N.Y. : Cass Gi'lbert, 11. E. 24th-

street, N.Y. ; McKim. Mead, and White. 150,

Fifth-avennc, N.V, ; H. Van Buren Magonigle,

101, Park-avenue, N.Y. ;
Palmer. Horn-

hostel, and Jones and J. L. Decker, asso-

ciated, 63, Williams-street, N.Y. ; and J. L.

Decker. Niles, Ohio, and Zantzinger, Borie,

and Medary, 1.39, S. loth-street. Phila-

delphia. Pa. Mr. J. C. Butler, jnn., of

Youngstown, vice-president of the associa-

tion, will announce the name of the archi-

tect as soon as the selection is made. The
site includes five acres of ground. There
has been raised 200.000dol. for the building.

'I'he building will have an auditorium that

will seat 1,000 persons, a public library, a

relic room, an assembly-hall, and a room for

the meetings of city officials. The building

will be of two stories, with a basement.
Granite will be used in the construction. A
life figure of McKinley will face the main
entrance of the memorial, and bronze busts
of men associated with him in the affairs of

the nation will have place in the building.

These men are the ex-Presidents. William
Taft and Theodore Roosevelt. Senator M.
A. Hanna. and .lames Ward, sen., a pioneer
iron manufacturer of Niles.

Mr. .lames Feehan, assistant county surveyor
to the county rounei! of Queen's County, has
been appointed to act as temporary county
surveyor.

The foundation stone of a Roman Catholic
church at Saltnev has been formally laid. The
architect is Mr. Alfred Gilbert«on. of I.ivcrnool.
and the contractors are Messrs. William
Fleming and Co.. of Neston.

Tlie Chepstow Brir'ge Works have secured a
contract for a pair of dock-gates for the Carih'if

Railway Company to replace a pair built by
(he lale Mr. Finch over fifty years ago. The
firm intenrls to complete the gates, each of
whicli will weieh about 100 tons, at its works,
anil launch and tow tltem to Cardiff, where the
existing gates have to be rcmoverl and the new
ones placed in position in five tides.

The corporation of Derby have purchased
Xos. 9 to 17, Cheapside, thus pnvnig the way
to an important improvement in the centre of
the (own. They now own the whole of the
property between the public library and art-

gallery and Cheapside. and the education com-
mittee propose to erect a school of art on part
of this site, and thus relieve the congestion
at the technical college. The remainder of the
land acquired w-ill probably be used for the de-
velopment of the library and art-gallery and
street-widening purposes.
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NEW SANATORIA.—A sub-eoniniittee of

the Metropolitan Asylums Board have

approved and forwarded' to the Local Govern-

ment Board sketch-plans prepared by the

architect, Mr. E. T. Hall, F.R.I. B.A.. of

Bedford-square, W.C, for the erection of

sanatoria (1) for 232 women at Hyde Style,

near Godalming, at an estimated cost of

£42.138; (2) for 1G8 men at Felbridge, near

East Grinstead, at an estimated cost of

£29,900; (3) for 175 men at Ellisfield, ne^ar

Basingstoke, at an estimated cost of £30,973.

In the case of the proposed sanatorium at

Godalming the Local Government Board

has already given its general consent to the

plans. The plans for the sanatoria at East

Grinstead and Basingstoke are still nnder

consideration.
•***'

The Local Government Board have intimated

to the city council of Wakefield their sanction

to the borrowing of £13,145 for the provision of

working-class houses.

The corporation of Penzance are about to

expend i:2,000 in strengthening the Western
Quay and the provision of stores for dealing

with the proposed export trade in china-clay

from the St. Just district.

The Coventry City Council are applying to

the Local Government Board for authority to

prepare a town-planning scheme, a portion of

tlie land for which is situated in tlie parish of

Foleshill, in the district known as Lythall's

Lane, near the London and North-Western
Railway.

Stained-glass windows erected to the memory
of the late Rev. John Kelly and the late Rev.
Charles Malfait, former priests at the Sedgley
Roman Catholic Church, were officially blessed

last w-eek in that church. The windows are
situate on either side of the altar. One repre-

sents a life-sized figure of St. John, and under-
neath is a smaller painting showing St. John
leaning on the breast of the Saviour at the
Last Supper. The other depicts Cardinal Saint
Charles JBorromeo. Underneath is a smaller
painting of Saint Charles giving Communition
at the time of the plague to the poor.

The work of widening and otherwise im-
proving the North Bridge at Oundle has been
completed. Explanatory statements on the work
extjcuted were made, at the formal inspection
on behalf of the Northants County Council, by
the county surveyor and the contractor. The
bridge is 920ft. long and 36ft. wide. There are
thirteen arches, nearly all of wdiich have been
rebuilt, and there is a footway for pedestrians,
6ft. wide, on each side. The total cost of the
work was i;iO,000. At the suggestion of the
county surveyor, the tablet which had been
found, and whicli stated that the bridge was
rebuilt in 1570, will be placed in the wall close to
wliere it was found, but on the road side of the
bridge.

The question of purchasing two farms adjoin-
ing Loch Lintrathen, which supplies Dundee
with water, was considered by the Dundee
Water Commissioners last week. It was re-
ported that the Water Commissioners' valuation
of the land was '£7,500, and it was suggested
that the superior. Lord Airlie, might be offered
£8,500, The engineer said tliat, rather llian
give the price asked by the superior, the Com-
missioners should consider a filtration scheme.
The price which was being asked was thirty-two
years' purchase of tlie gross agricultural and
shooting rents, or thirty-eight years' purchase
of the net annual return. It was agreed to
make no offer meantime.

It was reported to the Kent County Council
at their quarterly meeting that llie works at
Itarndng Lunatic A.sylum, for whicli a grant of
£9,,'J00 was made, had been completed. There
was a total saving of £785 13s, 5d. The work
had extended over a period of six years, and
been carried out under the supervision of Mr,
Ladson, the engineer of the asylum, thus saving
the employment of an architect and its

attendant expenses, and the committee asked
the county council to make a grant of £100 to
Mr, Ladson for his services. The committee had
liad instructed Mr, Ernest Newton, A,R,.\.,
I*,K,1,B,A,, to prepare plans and specifications
for the new house for the senior assistant
medical officer at Barming Asylum, and now
asked permission to obtain tenders and carry
out tlie work ; also for a grant of .CI,700 to rover
the estimated cost of the works. The recom-
mendations were adopted.

—--*

—

RAILWAY WIDENINGS IN KILBURN
AND HAMPSTEAD.—The laying down by

tlie Metropolitan Railway of a new express

line between Baker-street and Harrow has

entailed the construction of a new railway

viaduct at Kilburn, and the demolition of

two tunnels at Finchley-road. Most of the

new line has been laid on land belonging to

the Metropolitan Railway parallel with the

existing lines ; but between West Hampstead

and Kilburn stations a lofty viaduct over one-

third of a mile in length has been con-

structed; four bridges have also been built,

the largest, that over Kilburn High-road,

having a clear span of 147ft. centre. The

engineer is Mr. W. Willox, M.Inst.C.E.,

engineer to the Metropolitan Railway. The
contractors for the bridges over Kilburn

High-road and Loveridge-road are Messrs.

E. C. and J. Keay, Darlaston, and for the

bridges over Iverson-road and the North-

Western Railway, Messrs. Eastwood,

Swingler, and Co., Derby. The work is

under the superintendence of Mr. O. G. C.

Drury, resident engineer.

A new church is about to be built in Newport.

County Mayo, from plans by Messrs. Doolin and

Butler, architects, Kildare street, Dublin,

The urban district council of St, Helens, Isle

of Wight, have appointed Mr. P. C. Cocks sur-

veyor and sanitary inspector in place of Mr. A,

S. Lilley. now surveyor and clerk of works to

the Portland Urban District Council,

To cope with the increased demand for elec-

tricity, the Hackney Borough Council recently

decided to make additions to their plant and

buildings involving an outlay of nearly £200,000.

The first important in.stalment of the work has

now been completed.

Mr. Nagendra Nath Vasu, who recently re-

turned from an exploration of Seuabhum and

r^enapahari, on the border of the districts of

Burdwan and Birbhum, left Calcutta a fortnight

ago for Assam, where he proposes to explore the

ruins and antiquities of different places men-

tioned in ancient inscriptions and copper plates.

Good progress is being made with the Don-

caster tramway extensions to Warmsworth, on

the one hand, so as to link up the colliery

village of Edlington with the town, and to

Woodlands, on the other, to serve the mining

population associated with Brodsworth Colliery.

It is expected that both routes will shortly be

rpened.

The Architects' Association of the Province

of Quebec have under consideration the question

of quantity surveying, and a committee ap-

pointed to study the subject recently held a

conference with members of the Montreal

Builders' Exchange, representing the general

contractors, painters, plumbers, and electrical

contractors, A majority of those present were

favourable to the adoption of the system.

The committee of visitors to Fulbourne
Asylum, under the Cambridgeshire County

Council, have approved plans for the alteration

and enlargement of the asylum and for the pro-

vision of an isolation hospital. The scheme
includes the following: New block for forty-four

female patients, with flat roof; new admini-

strative block and alterations to existing centre

block; isolation hospital; verandah to male
infirmary ward.

The seal has been affixed to an agreement
between the Warwickshire County Council, the

Bulkington Urban District Council, the Foleshill

Rural District Council, and the Coventry Canal
Company in respect of the reconstruction of a

dangerous canal - bridge on the main road

between Bedworth and Bulkington. The work
is to cost £1,100, and has been under discussion

for ten years.

At Ferrycarrig, near Wexford, a new bridge

has been constructed over the River Slaney
from plans by Mr. Stafford Garney, M.I.C E.,

county surveyor for Wexford. The new bridge
is 356ft- long and 25ft. 6in. wide, with one
opening span for river traflic. Nine of the
remaining spans are 30ft. in width from centre
to centre of support, while the end spans
measure I9ft, and 21ft. respectively between
supports. With the exception of the opening
span, which is constructed of steel girders, the
biiilge has been carried out in ferro concrete.
The contractor was Mr, R. Colhoun, of London-
derry,

PKOFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

MISERERES IN BRUGES CATIIE
DRAL.—The forty-three misereres in the

Church of S. Sauveur at Bruges, for nearly

120 years past known as the Cathedral, were
described and illustrated by photographs
shown as lantern-slides, by Miss Annie
Abram. in a paper read before the Royal
Arehteological Institute on Wednesday after-

noon. Sir Henry Howarth presided. As
regards all but two. Miss Abram concluded
that these misereres belonged to the first half

of the 15th century, or, at latest, a year or

two after 1450. One of the exceptions was a

" Conversion of St. Paul," a subject not found

in misereres in England, and the other a

woman's figure, distinctly Greek in type, and
probably, as the chairman in the discussion

which followed the lecture suggested,

inspired by a piece of Classic sculpture.

Both of these belonged, in all likelihood,

to fate in the I5th century, and seemed to

indicate another hand from the others, the

artist of which was doubtless some peasant

craftsman. Miss Abram remarked that these

examples were lacking in humour, and
failed, especially when representing animals.

NOTTINGHAM AND DERBY ARCHI-
TECTURAL SOCIETY.—At a meeting held

on Wednesday, November 25, five honorary

member.s were elected. The president. Mr.

Harry Gill, announced that the society was
arranging to send a Christmas greeting to

each of the seventeen members who are now-

serving with the colours, their names being

as follows : Capt. B. E. Baily, Active Service

Battalion R.H.R. ; Lieut, -Col. A. W. Brewill,

Active Service Battalion R.H.R. ; Lient.-Col.

M. Hunter, 5th Battalion Notts and Derby-

shire Regiment; H. Beaverstock, 12th Bat-

talion Sherwood Foresters; E, H, Brown,
7th Battalion Notts and Derbyshire Regi-

ment ; E, Burnett, King's Royal Rifles

;

Second-lieut. G. M. Eaton. 11th Battalion

North Stafford Regiment; E, Fincham, 7th

Battalion Notts and Derbyshire Regiment;

H. P. Gill, 13th Battalion Sherwood
Foresters ; Second-Lieut. C. W. F. Hasle-

dine, 5th Lincolns ; Sergt. L. Y. Harris, 4th

I
P,S, Battalion Royal Fusiliers; A. L. Hol-

I
brook, 7th Battalion Notts and Derbyshire

Regiment; Second-Lieut. T. C. Howitt,

Leicester Regiment; Corpl. B. Jessop, King's

Royal Rifles; G. E. King. 12tb Battalion

Sherwood Foresters; D. E. Knight, Officers

Training Corps; and Second Lieut. N. H.

Pratt. Kent Sherwood Foresters. Mr. T.

W. Hammond then showed upon the screen

a large number of photographs of his charcoal

and pastel drandngs of old Nottingham, from

the ' sixties " to the present day. Their local

value is, of course, immense, as, alas! most

of the "quaint bits" of old Nottingham have

gradually been replaced by " modern im-

provements," Some of the later ones showed

how even a pile-driver on the river and the

modern tram-poles and span-wires could be

made into an artistic composition. Mr.

Sutton, the past-president, tendered to Mr.

Hammond their thanks for hi? lecture, and

Mr. Watkins. vice-president, in seconding,

suggested that Mr. Hammond should have

his drawings reproduced.

Mr, Robert Eosbotham, of Ormskirk, the

chief surveyor of the West Lancashire Rural

District Council, who was a private in the West
Lancashire Division of the Royal Engineers

(Territorials), and is now stationed at Seven

Oaks, has been offered, and has accepted, a

commission as second lieutenant,

Accordins to the Board of Trade report on the

state of einploymenl during October, the build-

ing trade in London has had a revival of

activity, many large firms employing more men
than before the war, though noi so many as a

year a^o : while carpenters and bricklayers have

benefited by the demand for army and hospital

huts. The cabinet trade is still badly reduced,

A meeting was held in the City Chambers,

Edinburgh, yesterday (Thursday), in connection

with the proposed town-planning scheme for =11

area in the Abercorn, Duddingsfon, and Nidclne

districts. The scheme was discussed with a view

to securing the co-operation in the promotion

of the scheme of all owners or other persons

interested.
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SANITATION AT THE FRONT.
J'o the Editor of the Buil.DlNG Ni'.ws.

Sir,—Your readers will be interested to

hear that orders have just been receiseil

from the War Office to send out several
sections of the sanitary companies for sani-

tary duties with the Expeditionary Force.
I'liese will absorb practically the whole of

the Imperial Service Company and a half of
tlie First Reserve Company, rendering it

necessary forthwith to recruit additional men
to fill the vacancies, and to fiirnisli the
furtlier sections which will be sent to the
front later on. These new sections will

afford opportunities for promotion to non-
eommissioned rank to men with good sani-

tary qualifications.

A large number of your readers have
already come forward in response to my
previous appeals, and I trust that the pro-
spect of foreign service, and the official

recognition now received of the value of the
sanitary companies will stimulate many more
to do so. Intending recruits should apply
forthwith either personallv or by letter to
o.C. Depot, Medical Units, 2nd London
Division. Duke of York's Headquarters,
Chelsea, S.AV.— I am. etc.,

Arthur J. M.\rtix, Capt. R.A.M.C. (T.).

O.C. 2nd (1st Reserve) London Sani-
tary Company.

Duke of York's Headquarters,
Clielsea, S.W., Dec. 1, 1914.

The Tottenham Education Committee have
i.lecided to ask two architects to submit com-
petitive designs for a special scliool on the
Orchard House site.

The Tottenham Urban District Council have
agreed to a recommendation of the housing and
town-planning committee that their engineer,
Mr. W. H. Prescott, M.Inst.C.E., prepare a
scheme for erecting working-class houses on the
council's land at Tottenham Hale.

At Oxford University, the curators of the
Hope Collections have appointed Mr. Charles F.
Bell, M.A., F.S.A., Fellow of Magdalen College,
and Keeper of the Art Galleries at the Ash-
molean Museum, to be Keeper of the Hope
Collection of Engravings, in place of the late
Thomas W. Jackson, M.A., Fellow of Worcester
College. Mr. Bell, who is a nephew of Sir
Edward Po3-nter. A.R.A., is a trustee of the
National Portrait Gallery.

A series of tests to determine the strength
of glue were made by Messrs. 0. binder and
E. C. Frost, and reported to the recent meeting
of tlie American ,Soeiety for Testing Materials.
The results show a strength of from l.lOOIb. to
1,9501b. per square inch for a glue made of
1 part dry glue and 3 parts water, and a
strength of 60 to 70 per cent, of the above
figures for a 1;5 glue. Prolonged heating
lowers the strength of the glue. Glue solutions
heated to loOdeg. F. for twenty hours showed
a loss of 30 to 45 per cent, in strength.

Considerable improvements and additions
have been carried out by the managers of
Pennoyer's Free School at Pulham St. Mary,
Norfolk. A rew classroom has been added, one
of the porches has l>een enlarged, and the other
altered, and both fitted up as cloakrooms. The
old portion of the school, which was formerly
a guild chapel erected in 1401, r»mains much
in the same condition, with the exception that
a solid wood floor has been laid in place of the
joists and Vjoards. which had got into a very
dilapidated condition. The work was carried
out by Mr. Maurice A. Redgrave, of Bergh
Apton, at a cost of i:500, Messrs. Lacey and
Upcher, of Norwich, being the architects.

At the last meeting of the Faversham Rural
District Council a letter was received from
Messrs. A. H. Ball and Co., Ltd., whose tender
for carrying out the Boughton water-supply ex-

tension scheme had been accepted at the pre-
vious meeting, stating that as they had fotmd
two errors and one omission in their figures, the
most straightforward course was to withdraw
their tender. The clerk stated that the next
lowest tender was .£500 more than that of
Messrs. Ball. The engineer wrote advising the
council not to make an offer, but to re-advertise
the job. He also suggested that when the new
tenders were opened the result should be kept
strictly private until the contract was signed.
The council decided to take this course.

int£rt0mmumcatton.

GUINEAS FOR BEST REPLIES.

We offer a prize of one guinea every week (or what
we deem the best reply to any query appearing in

this column, wliich we deem worth insertion.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editor's

judgment is final.

This competition is restricted to buyers of the paper,

and with each reply a coupon cut from our front

page must be enclosed.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

All else being equal, brief replies will stand the
best chance. We emphasise this, as some corre-

spondents Ignore the fact that querists want terse

facts, not long essays. Any necessary illustrations

must be in Tine only—no tints or washes—and
about twice the size they are meant to be repro-

duced. We are unable to avail ourselves of replies

that contain illustrations unless we receive them
by first post on Tuesdays.

The right to withhold the prize in the event of no
reply being received worthy of it is reserved by the
Editor, who also claims the right to publish any
other replies he may deem useful.

We divide the guinea eiiually in respect of replies 13U9
between Messrs. TUos. Thompsou and Sou, Arthur
P. Grumpier, O. L. Abbott, and J. G. Hindwortli.
No satisfactory reply to ipiery 13150 was possible. No
universally recog'nised system has yet been evolved,
and the many different methals employed incline us
to the preference expressed for the retention of colour
for working drawings.

JiEPLlL'S.

[13149.]—PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.—
Portland and Keene's cement plastering, without a
doubt, is the finest and best form of plastering in

experienced hands. The Portland cement backing to

be gauged—2^ measures of sharp sand to 1 of cement.
Finish with Keene's cement, neat (after the backing has
stood for 34 hours). Then have the work painted with
a sharp priming coat within 12 hours—that is, during
the time the Keene's cement is setting. The lirst coat
will then set in with the cement. The remaining coats

of paint can follow at any time. I have never known a
failure with the above specificatiou.-Thos. Thompson
and Son (H. T.), 17, Queen-street. Bedford.

(;i3U9.]_PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.—
During my experience I have always found it quite

reliable to apply paint to Keene's cement plaster with
Portland cement backing, if the work is carried out as

follows :—The Keene's cement should be laid on in two
coats : the first composed of 2 parts saud to 1 part
cement, and the second coat of cement neat, and it is a
good plan to apply the first coat of paint before tUe
second coat of cement is absolutely dry. Tlie paint
used should be similar to that used for woodwork, but a
larger quantity of oil should be mixed, owing to the
absorbent nature of the plaster. If the wall to be i>ainted

is not new, it should be nilibed down lightly with sand-
paper, and any cracks filled in with Parian cement,
and then the priming coat applied. If the work is

carried out in the above manner, I am sure " Plasterer "

will have thoroughly satisfactory results.—Artliur P.

Grumpier, 20, Alexandra-road, Hemel Hempsteatl.

[13149.]—PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.
—Portland cement backing, finished with fine Keene's
cement in large surfaces as plastering on walls in uot to

be relied upon. Firstly, because Portland cement is

treacherous, unless it is thoroughly calctne^^i and air-

slaked. I have known instances where Portland
cement has been used as a backing to a patent plaster

which has been i)ainted ; the cement has blown and
flaked the jilaster and paint off, ()r else efflorescence has
worked through the pla!*ter from the cement and
blistered the paintwork and created patclies resembling
mould. To obviate this, and to secure a nuicker setting

and hard plaster, I advise the use of Parian or Sirapite,

which can he applied direct to the wall, which should be
thoroughly bruslied down first, the first coat to consist of
coarse quality of either plaster gauged with sand ( one to

two) 3 Hin. thick, and finished with neat superfine coat
trowelled hard and smooth |in. thick, total thickness
^in. This can be paintL-d on within a few hours of
being finished. Salient angles woiUd not require cement
wings, as the plaster is bard enough to resist knocks, etc.

—William J. Pywell, Cumberland House, Hanwell, W.

[13U9.]_PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.—
Such a combination as that mentioned by " Plasterer "

is not good : the reasons being that the aluminates in

the Portland cement react chemically, in the presence
of water, with the calcium sulphate of the Keene's
cement, producing sulpho-aluminate of lime, which
tends to increase in volume, or, in other words, bus a
tendency to '* blow "

;
also, should there be any foreign

matter in the saml this tendency will be increased.

Another reason is cost. Quick-setting plasters are

on the market, such as Sirapite, Adamant, Granite,
Silicon, Ac, which require only two coats, and can

I

generally be finished the same day ; but, of course, so

I

much depends on the time of year. I know of several
contracts in which one of these plasters has been used

I

by the contractor to save time, and incidentally labour

—

i.e., two-coat work as against three, the a^lditional cost

j

on the material being very little as against that of

ordinary plaster.—K. II. Read, Lecturer on Budding
Construction, Gloucester and Stroud Technical Schools.

I

[13149.]—PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.
—Yes, Portland cement backing, finished witli fine

Keene's cement in large surfaces as plastering to walls,

I

is to be fully relied upon ; but only for internal walls to

I

which damp cannot gain access. For success it is a
sine qua non that the rendering coat should be Portland

' cement, and not lime. The proportions for firBt-class

work would be r^RendeTing coat : Oue part Portland

cumeut. two parts clean sharp sand. Setting coat

:

Pure Keene's cement about ' .-(in. tliiok, giving a total

thickness of aljout iin. Keene's cement sets very hard
in a few days, when it may be painted or pajiered ; but

Parian cement sets even quicker—in a few hours—and
is then capable of receiving paint or pa])er ; it is also

preferable to Keene's for large surfaces, as it works freer,

though not fatter. A very gootl combinjitiou is Portland

cemeut rendering with a thin finishing coat of Sirajtite.

Tliis latter sets rapidly, dries quickly, is much Imnler
than lime i)laster, dispenses with Keene's cement angles,

and is cheaper tlian Keene's or Parian cement. It can
very soon be painted and pajiered. Siiiii»ite is. however,
usually used as two-coat work, the rendering coat being

one ]iart Sirapite to three jiarts clean sand, the finishing

coat l)eing Sirapite only, and applied as soon as the first

coat is finu. the two coats being finished off in 24 hours.

This material does not crack with every little vibration

on the Hoor above. Like Keene's and Parian cements,
plaster of Paris, etc., it should not be used on
permanently damp walls. — O. Lewis Abbott, 14,

t_'aningt<}n-road, Flixton, Manchester.

[13149.]—PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.—
"Plasterer" will find the following treatment to give
every satisfaction for internal work :— ( 1 ) Rake out all the

joists, both perpendicular and vertical. t»i a depth of at

least Iin. for good key. then thoroughly scrape, clean,

and wash down with clean water " under pressure,"

used from hose-pipe, over the whole surface of wall to be
plastered. Failing " water pressuie," then scrub down,
and thoroughly wash off with large-sized limewbite
brush, and complete with clean water thrown from bucket
treatment. |2) Fix screeds at a minimum of 4ft. to receive

thickness of Iin. Portland cement backing, and plaster the

said walls with an admixture of 1 part engineering
standard Portland cement, 2 parts sharp, angular,
clean, well-washed pit-sand or granite dust, and 1

trowelful of Pudlo to every cubic foot of mixing.
The said cement to be turned out, and properly
weathered for two weeks into a clean, wo^iden ai'k or

bin, in a storeroom heated at a temperature of not less

than W. After initial set of said cement, undercut with
tip of trowel (not scratcher) for key in 2iu. meshes. Re-
move screeds and plaster to level surface, and complete
with 4 parts White's Parian cement and 1 ])art Pudlo,

with steel float to a polished face. (31 Allow the work
to stand for one week if executed in summer weather,

and two weeks in winter, the latter under a temperature
of 70', as before described, then give one coat of knotting,

and follow on with one coat of red-lead in genuine oils

of two raw linseed oil and one turps, and complete to

colour as required. In any case, do not prepare or paint

on a damp or moist surface. It must be absolutely drv
to give satisfaction.—James Bromley, Moor Ville. 69,

Lower Bank-road, Ftilwood, Prest<m, Laucashu-e.

[13149.]—PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.
—Assuming that the materials are of the best, and
properly mixed and manipulated, a most satisfactory

job can be obtained with a Portland cement backing and
a Keene's cement fi.nish. I should recommend for the
backing three parts of clean shar]> sand t<.i one part of

one of the best grade.^ of Portland cement, the floated

walls to be then finished with a coat of neat fine Keene's
cement. This latter cement is capable of being worked
to a very bard and beautiful surface, which takes a
brilliant polish. It can be painted upon within a few
days, according to circumstances and time of year.

Keene's cement is practically non-efflorescent, as if

api)lied on a dry wall containing no soluble salt, in

itself there would be no efliorescence that would spoil

paint. If there is any suspiciou of dampness in the
walls, I would further recommend the addition of
" Pudlo" in the cement backing. In a case that came
under niv notice some time ago. where in a large
hospital (built with solid walls* the damp had penetnited
through the original plastering and brought it off in

large patches, the walls were stripi)ed and repla---tered

with a Portaud cemeut backing containing fi\e per cent,

of "Pudlo," and finished in Keene's cement, and this

has ()roved an absolute success,—.T. G. Hindwortli,
L.R.I. B.A., Town Hall. Stockport.

[13149.]—PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.—
Having had nearly thirty years' experience of Portland
cement, and Keene's setting on same, I can safely say
it is the most reliable form for a sound, strung, an<l

]ierfect surface for painting on as a finish that I know
of, both for large or small surfaces. Execute as follows :

Render brick walls in usual way with Portland cement
and clean sharp land sand, gauged 1 of Portland cement
and 3 of sand, |in. thick, and after same has set (which
will be one day at the most), put on a setting coat ''niiJ.

thick of finely-ground (not the coarse) Keene's cement,
and finish same with an iron trowel to a glossy surface,
and directly this is finished, 7>ut on a cont of ordinary
white-lead paint, and let all (both Keene's and paint)
dry together. Result : a perfect and durable surface.
Wiien drv, i)aint three or four coats t<i choice, according
to finish re(quired, well nibbing down after the second
coat. Keeue's cement setting put on neat ; no saud
with same.—James R. Barnes, Glaremont, Shaldon,
Teigumouth, S. Devon.

[13149.]—PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.—
Portland cement finishe*! with Keene's cement forma a
splendid surface for ]iaintwork. and can without doubt
be relied on. The number of walls so finished in
both large and small buildings today and in the
past is ([uite proof of its giving all-mund, lasting, and
satisfactory results. GikmI results are always obtained,
provided the several i)oint8 peculiar tothis class of work
are atlhered to by the operator. If the plastered surface
is not jiroperly jirepared to receive the jiaint, discoloura-
tion and iHfeling of the paint will follow. A jdasterer
and painter the writer emjdoys always execute tins
work in the following manner :—The walls are prepared

.

the jtjints raked out a little, scoreil over with a broom to
remove all loose particles, dust, &c. The surface is then
made damp with clean water, and rendered with Port-
land cement anri sand gauged 2.^ to l.the sand being
well-screend pit saud ; both the cemeut and sand being
well mixed into a heaji. and turne<l over twice dry,
water added and again tvimed twice to medium stiff-

ness. This is followed up the next day with the floating
coat, mixed in the same proportions, leaving the surface
well scored. The total thickness of this coat is Jin.
This is now left for three days, when it is ready for the
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fiuiBliiug coat, or setting "f Keeue's cement. The Port-

land cement renderiDg is first made damp. The Keene's,

consisting of the superfine quality, gauged by sprinkling

it into a pail containing water and fine sand, and with

the cross-grained float, closing in the same material

with the laying-trowel it is laid on, and scoring with a

circular motion with but just sufficient water until a

fiue surface is ijrougbt up, followed by firm upright

trowelling, and finally finishing both ways to remove
all the superfluous cement by the float, and bringing to

a true and even face with the trowel to a thickness of

}in. : first coat Jin. thick, one part cement and two sand ;

fluishing, or second coat, ^in. thick neat cement. The
surfjice must be brought nut for the traversing

rule to straighten by using the cross-grained float over the

floating coat when it is beginning to set, so as to fill in all

Black places—that is, small holes, hollows, Ac. In finish-

ing large surfaces in Keene's cement, several men should

be employed at once, so that some may be setting, while

others are laying down, trowelling, and finishing, &c.,

80 as to avoid joints in the work. This finished plastered

surface is now left two days to season, after which
interval it is dressed with a size to receive the priming
coat of paint. This size, which is kept in the form of a

stock solution, is made up from dissolving lib. glue in

l^gal. water, adding Uoz. pulverised alum dissolved in

Sgal. hot water, adding ^oz. sulphate of zinc and loz.

bar soap in 1 phat of boiling water. The Keene's finish

is well bmshed over with this size, which will naturally

penetrate therein. When dry prime with paint made of

.Mb. red-lead, 61b. white-lead, 3 pints raw linseed-oil,

with the addition of a little driers—about 2oz., as

such prevent penetrating. The second coat : Add a little

more turpentine, and s'utHcient japan to dry it. Third
coat, 131b. white-lead, 2^ pints oil, U pints turpentiiie,

Jib. driers. Fourth, and last coat, 311b. white-lead, and
from h\h. to l^lb. colouring, according to depth required,

ground stiff in oil, and thinned with h pint mixing var-

nish. I pint of gold size, ^pint of terebene, and 3 gallons

of turpentine. Stipple this coat, as it does away with
all brush-marks, kc. Allow each coat to diy well before
applying another. In cold weather better results are
obtained" by warming the paint a little before aiiplyiug.
This makes a first-class finish on Keene's cement. Four
coats of oil-paint are not too many for good work.
Scoring the surface for keying purposes with a pointed
lath should not be adopted, this Ijeing done by the
trowel as the work proceeds. It should be borne in

miud that a much rougher surface is necessary with
cement rendering than with lime, as the adhesiltility

of the subsequent coats of the former are in no way
equal to the latter. It is important that any
nails used for fixing screeds, fillets, &c., be
removed, or that such iire of a kind that are
not likely to rust. Rust spreads rapidly over any
work finished in Keene's cement. It is never safe to

apply oil-paint directly on freshly-plastered surfaces on
accoiint of the free lime (calcium hydrate), as it

saponifies the oil. This free alkali also has a destructive

action upon colouring matters, working through the
seveiul coats of paints, and finally causing discoloura-

tion of the surface. This applies more especially to

Portland cement than Keene's. Some plasterers size

with a weak solution of hydrochloric acid and water to

neutralise the free lime, and wash off with clean water.
The next question is suction, whereby the ordinary
sizing glue is often used. In some cases this answers
the purpose, in others it does not, especialjy where the
walls are somewhat damp it will loosen in time, and is

one of the common causes of paint on plaster scaling
off. It is also a cover to avoid applying the required
number of coats of paint. The ordinary size is

satisfactory when the work can be given a long period
to season, as in old-style plastering. Some use a
petrifying liquid, or silicate of soda 1 to 4, two
applications. Two points to be remembered are first,

a thoroughl.\'-seasoned surface or ground to work on,
and, secondly, the surface jn-operly i>reparedby a filling

mediimi, resisting moisture, preventing undue suction,
with good binding ])rop6rties. The sizing mentioned
acts as a filling, binding, and neutralising agent. Zinc
is a good neutraliser of hydrate of calcium. The writer
had a room decorated in the early part of last year in
this manner, some of which was gilded, and the gold
to-day is as bright and perfect as in the first place,
although the situation is somewhat damp. The
iibsorbency and dryness of the walls makes a good deal
of difference. --Chas. A. Longley, 52, Ivanhoe-road,
Denmark Park, London.

[13150.]—WORKING DRAWINGS.—The method of
finishing drawings, as mentioned by " Enquirer," has
been introduced from America; but is hardly applicable
to the small-scale drawings, such as 8ft. to one inch. For
half-inch scale and upwards it is really admirable. The
linest set of working drawings produced on this
principle tliat I have ever seen were those for the
Welsh National Museum at Cardiff, the architects
being Messrs. Smith and Brewer, of Loudon. The
set, which numbered aliout 250 sheets, were put
out for the students of my classes to see ujion
the occasion of their visit to Cardiff lust May. Tliese
were mostly to Ain. scale, and none were coloured.
Sevenil have been reproduced in conteniiiorary journals.
I have also seen some of the details for the new
Technical Institute at Cardiff (architects Messrs. Ivor
Jraies and Percy Thomas, old members of the "B.N."
Designing Club) prepared in the same way. The Ottice
nf Works also use a siniihir method on some of their
drawings, namely, hollow sijuares, with the names of
the various materials against them, which are coloured
in when the drawings are coloured up. according to the
material they indicate.-K. H. Read, Technical Schools,
Gloucester.

[131o0.J— WORKING DRAWINGS. — There is no
methofi of producing really distinctive working draw-
ings without colour. Old walls shown on i)lans can be
blacked in for reproduction in photo copies. Tlie
colouring of working drawings is most helpful to
Ijuilders, and it would be much regretted were the
pnictice discontinued.—Builder.

[131.50.]—WORKING DRAWINGS. -I i America. I

believe, the'suggestion contained in this rpiestion has to

some extent been given ju-actical effect; but'.I do not
know whether any standarised code of liatchiug to

indicate different .materials is yet adopted in thig

country. I rather think nut. I believe the following is

however, frequently used without confusion and mis-

understanding, and where many prints of the same
tracing are rerjuired it has. undoubtedly, considerable

merits of a time-saving character; but where a small

number of prints are required, I do not think the saving

in time very great, if any, because hatching is a some-

what laborious process, and, to do it properly, certainly

involves a good deal of time. The following, however,

^
3

suitably denote different materials :—l, Brickwork;
2, stonework ; 3, timber (sectional) ; 3a, timber (longi-

tudinal) ; 4, plaster; 5, concrete: (J, lead; 7, wrought
iron ; 8, cast iron ; 9, mild steel ; 10, glazing. If these
were adopted to any general extent, contractors would
soon recognise them nearly as readily as they now do
colours. But I must say I pr'^fer colour. It is more
sharply defined and distinguishable, and easily
recognised, and except in the case of a large number
of copies of the same drawing, colour takes less time to

apply. However, I concede there is much in the
method of hatching to recommend it, especially with
blue prints.—O. Lewis Abbott, H, Carrington-road,
Flixton, Manchester.

[13150.]— WORKING DRAWINGS.—Sketches illus-

trate the recognised methods of shading the various

fi^scopi^. yb/c co^cH-ic PLyire

fcoT lay* (egf/JcvoK TfMKc : LowiiTUDi^al

materials wlieu preparing contract drawings.^Arthur
S. Grumpier, 20, Alexandra-road, Hemel Hempstead.

Mr. William Lindley Catlin, late gas and
waterworks foreman imder the Millom (Cumber-
land) Urban District Coimcil. has been appointed
clerk of works to the Hinckley Rural District
Council, under Mr. E. H. Criimp, A.M.I.C.E.,
engineer for the Burbage water supply. The
amount of the contract is £4.500.

At the meeting on Friday of the Stoke-on-
Trent Corporation, Mr. V. P. Sissons, surveyor
for the northern district, was appointed deputy
borough surveyor at a commencing salary of
£225 a year, to fill the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Mr. J. R. Heath, who has" been
appointed borough surveyor of Swansea.

The Leeds Corporation gas committee have
decided, subject to the sancetion of the city
council, io apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow £114.717 required
in connection with the reorganisation of the
Meadow-lane gasworks, and £12,124 for improve-
ment of the carburetted water-gas plant.

The collapse of several iron girders, on
Monday, in a building in course of erection in
the Marketplace. Willenhall. by the Associated
Provincial Picture Houses. London, resulted in

fatnl injuries to Charles Wall, of Mill-street.
Willenhall, and severe injuries to Thomas
Davies, Ward street, Wolverhampton. Two
other men — John Rogers, of Graiseley-street.
Wolverhampton, and Benjamin Purcox. of
Portobello. near Willenhall—were only slightly
injured, while several workmen had narrow
escapes. Eight men were concreting the floor
of the building, when three iron supports, each
weighing ]2cwt.. fell to the ground. Five other
similar supports had been erected in the
interior of the building, and had remained there
since I,he beginning of August, when work was
suspended, until a fortnight ago, owing to the
outbreak of war.

LEQAL INTELLIGENCE.
PORTER V. TOTTENHAM URBAN DIS-

TRICT COUNCIL.—In the Court of Appeal, on
Tuesday, Lords Justices Buckley, Phillimore,
and Pickford delivered judgment in the appeal
of the plaintiff in the action of Porter v.

Tottenham Urban District Council from a judge-
ment of Justices Ridley and Bankes, sitting as
a King's Bench Divisional Court, who on
January 21 last reversed a finding of an Official

Referee awarding the plaintiff £560 12s. 6d.

damages on a contract under which he was em-
ployed to build a school for the council. The
plaintiff, Mr. Porter, had contracted to build

the school for £11,043, and by the fourth clause
of the contract he was to be at liberty to enter
on the premises immediately after signing the
agreement for the purpose of executing the
works, to begin tliem forthwith, and to deliver

up the premises fit for use within ten months
of the date of the contract, subject to penalties.

The site of the school was so situated that
access to it could only be obtained from Keston-
road. This thoroughfare was separated from
the field by a fence, and one half of it bad not
been made up. The soil of the road was vested

in a Mr. Rowdey, who had an adjoining building

estate; and the defendants, to give Mr. Porter
access to the site, made an opening in the fence

and put a gate in it, and it was provided in

the bills of quantities that sleepers were to be

laid down on the road as tar as the middle and
through the gateway on to the field. The
plaintiff commenced the work on February 20;

but on March 6 he received a letter from Mr.

Rowley claiming the right to prevent carts from
passing over what he claimed to be his private

property, and threatening an injunction. The
plaintiff thereupon had no alternative but to

give an undertaking not to proceed with the

work, and he gave notice to the council to that

effect. After a great deal of correspondence,

the strip of land claimed by Mr. Rowley being

one inch in width, the council obtained an

injunction against that gentleman on May 11.

and the plaintiff recommenced work, though the

matter went to the House of Lords. It was in

respect of the delay between March 6 and

May 11 that the plaintiff claimed damages. The
Divisional Court held that the building-owners

(the defendants) could not be held responsible

for the interference of Mr. Rowley, and reversed

the decision of the Official Referee, and entered

judgment for the council. After hearing

counsel. Lord J\istice Buckley, in delivering

judgment, said in his opinion the decision of the

Divisional Court was correct. There was no

implied warranty by the defendants to the

plaintiff. It was a startling proposition if the

Coiirt were to say that because a building-owner

lold a builder he could go on to his land to do

certain work, that that was a warranty that no

person was to interfere with whatever he did.

The building-owner had nothing to do with the

wrongful acts of Rowley. There was nothing

in the contract between the plaintiff and the

defendants that they would warrant, or give the

liuilder a warranty, against the whole world

that he should not be interfered with. The

builder was not instructed to cease work on the

issue of the injunction. He did it of his own

accord, and the authority of the defendants to

resume work was not a confirmation of his

ceasing work. The building-owner could not be

held to be in default because a third party inter-

vened. The council was not to blame for that.

The defendants were not responsible for what

the builder had done. By the contract they

did no more than give him access to the land,

and their responsibility ended there. It was

said by the contract that what the plaintiff was

to do shoidd be lawfully done, and with that he

agreed. He could not recover against the

council for the interference of a third person.—

The other Lords Justices agreed, and the appeal

was dismissed, with costs.

Work has started on the Port Credit and

Burlington sections of the new concrete highway
between Toronto and Hamilton. The estimated

cost of the undertaking is 600.000dol. Mr. H. S.

Van Scoyoc is the engineer.

Mr. R. H. Bicknell. an inspector of the Local

Government Board, held an inquiry at the

Council House. Birmingham, on Monday, into

an application liy the citv council for permission

to borrow £19.262 for "the erection of public

baths in George Arthur-road, Saltley.

Tlie Leeds Corporation development com-
mittee propose to provide forty-eight semi-

detached dwellings on the Ivy House estate.

Vord-road, at the estimated cost of £9,953, "for

the purpose of providing accommodation for

persons of tlie working classes, and of prevent-

ing or mitigating unemployment in the building

trades."
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

HOUSING IN CORNWALL. — The housing
problem in Cornwall is dealt with in the annual
report, just published, of Dr. Robert Burnet,
the medical officer of health to the county
council. He says: '"Housing in Cornwall con-

~iitutes one of the greatest barriers to sanitary
progress. Villages have been built on entirely

wrong plans, and particularly is this the case

with regard to many of the seaside ones, where
drainage and sewerage are rendered difficult to

undertake on account of the low-lying position

and consequent want of fall. Many cottages
liave no back-yards and no sanitary con-

veniences; these ought certainly to be con-

demned as unfit for habitation, as well as in-

numerable others which are rendered unfit for

divers reasons. The difficulty then arises with
regard to the local authority being compelled,
in the case of closure of insanitary houses, to

make provi-sion for the population so displaced.

.\ certain section of the community are. un-
fortunately, content to live in mere hovels at

an absurdly low rent. With a general lack of

liouses for the lower working classes, owners
are not usually disposed to spend money on
repairs when the tenants are content to live in

these cottages as they are. It is, however,
possible to repair many of the apparently hope-
less houses and to render them fit for habita-

tion. Many of the local authorities have not
adopted housing schemes when it has clearly

lieen their duty to do so, and it is to be hoped
that it will not be necessary in the ensuing
year for the county council and Local Govern-
ment Board to use their powers under Sections
10 to 13 of the Housing and Town-Planning
Act."

^t*

Mr. William Hendry has been appointed
burgh surveyor of Buckie.

A scheme prepared 'by Mr. J. T. Blizard,

A.M.I.C.E., of Southampton, has been adopted
for the main sewerage of Prestatyn, North
Wales.

Mr. Edwin R. Babington. a well-known archi-

tect, passed away at his home. 43, Lee avenue,
Toronto, on October 30. He was born in London,
Ontario, in 18-18, and had practised in Toronto
for over twenty years.

The late Mr. John James Webster, M.LC.E.,
of 39, Victoria-street, S.W., and Mount Nod-
road, Streatham, S.W., designer and builder of

many notable bridges and piers and other
structures, including the Widnes and Runcorn
transporter-bridge, the stadium at the White
City, and the wheel at Earl's Court, and who
died on October 30, aged sixty-nine, left £2,602.

A correspondent of tlie Morning Post, writing
from Rheims. states that in the last bombard-
ment admirable tapestries of Pepersack, the
Flemish artist, one of the glories of the Arch-
i.tishop's Palace, were burnt. The Archtcological

Jluseum, which contained a unique collection

of Gallo-Roman and Gallic remains, has been
entirely destroyed. So much for German
" kultur."

At Penybont, Mr. F. H. Tulloch has held a

Local Government Board inquiry into an appli-

cation by the rural district council for sanction

10 borrow £2,015 for the improvement of the

coast road between Southerndown and the

mouth of the River Ogmore. The surveyor, Mr.
Ernest Jenkins, explained that it was proposed
to widen and otherwise improve the road at

both ends of the village of .Southerndown, where
there are at present sharp and dangerous
corners, and to divert the road at Ogmore-by-
the-Sea.

In view of the fact that pracMcally no un
employment exists in Nottingham, the Govern-
ment has withdrawn its ofi'er of £50.000 towards
the cost of deepening the River Trent between
Nottingham and Newark. A special meeting of

the city council has, however, decided to proceed
with the scheme, which will cost £150.0(X), and
lo promote a Bill enabling them to take over

tlie Trent Navigation Company's powers. It is

proposed to invest the reserve funds of the gas
and other municipal undertakings in the enter-

prise.

The marriage look place at St. Mary's, Carlow,
Ireland, very quietly, owing to the war, on
Saturday last, by the Eev. S. Ridgeway, M.A..
of Mr. ' Laurence M. Gotch, iV.R.I.B.A. and
Institute Medallist in Drawing in 1904, now
of Calgary, Alberta, eldest son of Mr. Davis
Gotch. of "Northampton, late of Kettering, and
nephew of Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A.,

F.R.I. B. A., to Auriel Williams, daughter of Dr.

Leonard B. Williams. M.D.. M.R.C.P.. of 123,

Harley-street, W.. and Mrs. Bevan Williams, of

Queen Anne's Mansions, S.W.

(But a^fll« fabk.
---

—

We reyret to notify our Canadian sub-

scribers that the postage of papers and

magazines has been raised by the British

Post Office. The new rates will be found in

our usual notices elsewhere. It has, of

course, never occurred to our Postal autho-

rities here that the renewal notices of

subscriptions have already been despatched

to Canada by ourselves and all similar

papers I We will bear the loss in the case of

all readers who may have remitted ere they

read this, but all future subscriptions must be

at the new rates.

An example of the variety of ways in which

people all over the world help the Prince of

Wales's Fund is given by the donation of

7,500tt. of mahogany, to be sold for the Fund.

The gift is made by the Otis Manufacturing

Company, of New Orleans. The conipauy

suggest that the gift, "donated by a purely

American corporation, should be a fine

(example " to others.

A special appeal is made by the Pro-

fessional Classes War Relief Council in con-

nection with their Arts and Crafts Ex-

hibition on Saturday in next week, the I2th

inst. They will very gratefully receive as

gifts any " suitable contributions, such as

sketches, artistic handiwork, and objects of

art, to be sold under Section II. for the benefit

of the council's fund. iMany artists and

others who are unable to contribute in money
may, it is hoped, be glad to send their con-

tributions in kind. All gifts, offers of which

should first be hiade in writing, ought to be

addressed to the Secretary, 13 and 14,

Prinee's-gate, S.W., and marked Exhibition,

Section II. The Lord Mayor of London, Sir

Charles Johnston, has just been elected

President of the Council.

The Education Committee of the London
County Council is considering schemes for

so arranging its expenditure on new schools

that it will provide the maximum amount of

employment. There is in existence an agree-

ment "between the Council and the Board of

Education whereby during the next fifteen

years the classes in the schools shall be

reduced in size to forty children in upper

schools and forty-eight in infants' schools.

This will necessitate many alterations and

many new buildings. It is now proposed to

modify the method of carrying out tliis

schem'e so that while the war lasts money
shall not be spent on sites, but on buildings

on the sit^s already in possession of the

Council. These new proposals will be dis-

eused by the Council at an early sitting.

The Dean of St. Paul's on Wednesday
night presented the prizes to the students

wdio distinguished themselves last year at

the Trades Training Schools maintained by

the Paper Stainers, Plasterers, Bricklayers,

Wheelwrights, and other City companies.

The schools have now been in existence for

twenty-one years, and have recently made
notable progress in several directions. The
director of the schools, Mr. Herbert Phillips

Fletcher, has gone to the front; but his

brother, Mr. Banister F. Fletcher, has taken

his place, and the number of students

attending the classes just opened justify the

decision to carry on the work as usual. Dr.

Inge, in his address, said that when peace

was again happily restored, and we

turned to the arts of peace to make the future

of this country even more glorious, the work

these schools were doing would be of the

utmost advantage.

Mr. Raymond Unwin, F.R.I.B.A., has

accepted a post on the technical staff of the

Housing and Town-Planniug Department at

the Local Government Board. His experience

has certainly qualified him for good service

tliere. Born in 1863, the son of William

Unwin, M.A., Balliol College, Oxford, he was

educated at Magdalene College School,

Oxford. He commenced practice in 18!)6 at

Buxton, in partnership with Mr. Barry

Parker. He is now practising in London.

He is special lecturer on Civic Design and

Town Planning in the University of Bir-

mingham, hon. sec. of the town-plunuiug

committee, and a member of the Art standing

and Competitions committee of the R.I.B.A.,

and lecturer on town planning for the Archi-

tectural Association. He is vice president of

the Towu-Planning Institute, was a member
of the Departmental Committee which pre-

pared a report on buildings for small holdings

for the Board of Agriculture, and is a member
of the .Advisory Departmental Committee of

the Board of Agriculture on Labourers'

Cottages. He is also a member of the De-

partmental Committee of the Local Govern-

ment Board on Building By-laws. Among
his publications the best known is "The Art

of Building a Home" (joint author with Mr.
Barry Parker); author of "Town Planning

in Practice," "Nothing Gained by Over-

crowding." His works include Earswick

Village (plans and buildings), Letcliworth

Garden City (plan and buildings, including

Howard Hall and estate offices), Hampstead
CJarden Suburb (plan and many buildings).

He has been town-planning adviser to the

Admiralty in connection with the develop-

ment of Rosyth, and for King's College, Cam-
bridge, in connection with the Ruislip Town-
Planning Scheme. He has also visited the

city of Halifax, Canada, to advise on the

town planning there.

Mr. T. S. Robertson, of Broughty Ferry,

writes protesting against the scheme now
before the corporation of Dundee to demolish

the town-house, in order to carry out an im-

provement scheme. The Dundee Town House
was, Mr. Robertson reminds us, designed by

Willinm Adam, and finished in 1734. It is a

fine example of his work, which was founded

on Classical ideas, and became in his hands

the most original architecture that appeared

after the Gothic period ended. William's son

Robert, on leaving the University, went to

Italy for the study of architecture, and after

his "return, having risen rapidly to distinc-

tion, was appointed architect to the King.

His brother James and himself in partner-

ship became fashionable architects, and their

practice was more extensive than that of any

other architect of the time. The father's

charming buildings are, however, by many
preferred to those of the sons. Robert and

James published a book of engravings of

their own productions, in which was included

their father's Dundee Town House, that has

since their time been adorned by windows of

stained glass by Cottier and William Morris.

Dundee possesses very few fine old buildings,

but so long as the Steeple and the Town
House remain it will be in this respect no

mean city.

"Hydraulics," by Louis J. Martin, jnn.
.

(London: Constable and Co., Ltd., 6s. 6d.),

will be found of service by the engineering

student. Especial attention is given to the

theory and design of impulse-wheels and

turbines, and numerous exercises are

appended. The author is Professor of

Mechanics at the American Stevens In-

stitute of Technology, and some of his other

textbooks are probably well known to many
of our readers. They will do well to obtain

this.

"The Modern Factory," by Dr. George M.

Price (London; Constable and Co., Ltd.,

17s.), is a valuable and readable work by a

well-known New York sanitarian. His long

experience has been well utilised in its pre-

paration. It is a comprehensive, but well-

condensed review of the safety and sanitary

conditions of factories and workshops, as they

are, and as they might be. No fads are

aired. There is not an impracticable sugges-

tion offered, and some of us this side will do

well to study the book, if only to find where

America is ahead of us, and where, in some

respects, we think we are in front of her— or

should be, if factory inspection were more

scientific and oftener entrusted to really com-

petent men.

The problem of durably tight joints was

paramount in the design of the pipe-castings

adjoining the 66in. diameter section-valves

in the citv tunnel of the Catskill Aqueduct,

acconling'to the I9I3 report of the Board of

Water Supply of New York City. Research

did not reveal any gasket satisfactory for the

purpose, except wire-cloth coated with red-
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leiid paste. After experiments in the labora-

tory It was decided that two layers of 40-

per-inch mesh bronze wire-cloth coated

heavily with red lead would make a satis-

factory gasket, if the paste were allowed to

set properly. The alternative was ground
joints; but no precedent for them with

diameters of more than 30in. could be found.

It was decided, however, that if a 30in. joint

could be made successfully, 8ft. joints could

be also, and as a result they were specified

for some of these castings.

In February, 1913, Mr. Sulzer, the

Governor of New York State, appointed a

committee of the members of the chapters

of the American Institute of Architects in

New York State, consisting of Messrs. D.
Everett Waid, New Y'ork ; H. Osgood Holland,

Buffalo; and A. L. Broekway, of the Central

New Y'ork Chapter, to investigate tlie office

of the then State architect. This committee
made such an investigation, and filed its

report. Subsequently, Governor Sulzer

appointed the present State architect, Mr.
Lewis K. Pilcher. When Lieutenant-

Governor Martin H. Glynn became Governor
he took steps to familiarise himself with the

report of the above committee, and called

upon the New Y'ork State Association of the

American Institute of Architects to co-

operate with the State architect, with a view
to securing legislation reorganising that de-

partment, and looking towards the creation

of a Department of Architecture. The com-
mittee on legislation and the directors of tlie

State Association held a conference with Mr.
Pilcher, with the result that at the sugges-

tion of the State Association a Bill was passed
completely reorganising the department. Tlie

changes foreshadowed by that measure have
now been carried out. Acting under the re-

organisation plan, several architects in

private practice throughout the State have
already been appointed to take charge of

various building operations for the State.

^tahz Jiihjs.

WAGES MOVEBCENTS.
CARDIFF.—The building - trade workers in

this city are demanding a general advance of
three-halfpence an hour.

A new church is to be built at Ashford, Co.
VVicklow, from the designs of Mr. J. P. Munden,
architect.

From Wellington, New Zealand, we learn of
the death of Mr. John Twist, for fifty years one
of the principal builders and contractors in that
city.

Bradford Corporation gas committee has
resolved that a new trunk gas-main, estimated
to cost i;2,520, and a new tar-main, estimated
to cost i:i,320, Ije laid to connect the Birkshall
and the Mill-street gasworks.

Mr. W. M. Cross, an inspector under the Local
Government Board, will hold an inquiry at
Mynddislwyn to-day (Friday) into an application
by the district council for sanction to borrow
Xll,3ol for the construction of a road.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Slokeon-Trent town-liall by Mr. II.
Ross Hooper, inspector, into the application of
the corporation to borrow .£44,1)00 for the pur-
poses of their electricity undertaking. The
amount sought to be borrowed included
i;8,000 for the lighting of Fenton. i:2,800 for
supplymg power to the Goldendale district, and
.tl4,000 which has been overspent on the new
central power sclieme. Tile Hoard had sanc-
tioned an expenditure of i;51,000 on this scheme,
and .t;65,000 liad been spent, leaving a deficit of

At the last meeting of the Wrexham Kural
District Council great indignation was expressed
at the receipt of a letter from the Denbighshire
County Council in which dissatisfaction was
shown at the slow progress of inspection of
houses. The chairman of the healLli commit tee
of tlie rural council staled that no fewer than
3,802 houses hari Ijeen iiispoc(e<]. and the owners
of 1,776 had Ijeen ordered to remedy defects in
them, with the result that 1.2bj houses had been
rendered habitable. A resolution was passed
strongly resenting the county council's assertion
in view of the rural council's great activity in
regard to housing.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday (To-day.) — Town Planniiig Institute. *'The

Riiislip-Norwood Scheme," by E. R.
Abbott and F. M. Elgood. F.R.I.B.A.
92, Victoria-street, S.W. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Arcliitectural Craftsnien's

Society. " Reinforced Concrete," by
T. G. Gilmour, A. R.I. B. A. 8 p.m.

Monday. — Victoria and Albert Museum. '* Gotliic

Cathedrals of France," by Banister F.
Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.

Siin'eyors' Institution : Junior Mem-
bers. "The Rural Problem," by V. C.

Fishwick. 7 p.m.
Architectural Association. *' Rheims

Cathedral," by W, H. Aymer Vallance.
8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " The History

and Practice of the Art of Printing,"
Cantor Lecture No. 3, by R. A. Peddie.
8 p.m.

Wbdnesday.—Royal Society of Arts. *' Domestic Metal
Work of the Eighteenth Century," by
William A. Young. 8 p.m.
St Paul's Ecclesiological Society.

'* The Design and Building of St. Paul's
Cathedral," by Mervyn E. Macartney,
F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.
Manchester Society of Architects.

Special Meeting. " Old Cheshire," by
A. W. Hennings, A.R.I. B. A. 16, St.

Mary's Parsonage, Manchester. 6.30

p.m.

Thuhsdav. — Association of Managers of Sewage
Disposal Works. Annual Meeting.
Phtenix Salon, Holborn Restauraut,
W.C. 3.30 p.m.
British Museum. *' Origin and Evolu-

tion of Corinthian Order," bv lianieter

P. Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.3o"p.m.
Society of Architects. Discussion on

" A Model FoiTn of General Conditions
of Contract," to be opened by E. C. P.

Monson, PiR.I.B.A., the President.
7.30 p.m.

Sheffield Society of Architects. "An
Architectural Ramble in Belgium," l)y

C. F. Innocent, A.R.I. B. A.

Friday (Dec. 11).—Institution of Water Engineers.
Annual Meeting at Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W. 2 p.m.

Saturday (Dec. 12).—Institution of Water Engineers.
Annual Meeting. Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W. 11 a.m.

LATEST PRICES.

The State Legislature of California have voted
an appropriation of 300,000dol. for building an
addition to the State Capitol at Oakland.

At a general meeting of the Royal Society of

Painters in Water - Colours, Mr. S. Curnow
Vosper and Mr. S. J. Lamorna Birch were
elected members of that body.

The Middlesex County Council have received

the sanction of the Local Government Board
to a loan of ^7,884 for resurfacing the Edgware
main road in the parish of Stanmore.

The Leeds sewerage committee have accepted

the tender of Messrs. Harold Arnold and Son
for carrying out a contract in connection with

the sewage-disposal scheme at Thorpe Stapleton

at a cost of i:i41,998.

At Stockport, on Tuesday, Mr. R. H. Bicknell,

an inspector under the Local Government Board,
iield an inquiry into an application from the

corporation for sanction to borrow i^l7,300 for

works of road-improvement.

Messrs. William Beardmore and Co., naval-

construction works, Dalmuir, have been granted
hning at Clydebank Dean of Guild Court to

erect a machine-shop and a machine-shed. Tiie

work is estimated to cost ii20,000.

Mr. G. Gledhill, who until the recent amal-
gamation of the Balby Urban District with Don-
caster was surveyor to the urban authority, has

been appointed assistant borough surveyor of

Doncaster at a salary of ,£230 a year.

The third National Loan E.thibition will be

formally opened at the Grosvenor Gallery at

noon to-day (Friday) by Adeline Duchess of

Uedford, who is the chairman of the St. John
.\mbulaiice Association, to which the proceeds
of the e.Khibition will go.

The scheme for the restoration and improve-
ment of the ancient and historic church of St.

Peter at Couisborough, immortalised in Sir

Walter Scott's " Ivanhoe." has been complete*!
with the installation of a peal of bells cast at

the foundry of Messrs. Taylor, Loughborough.

A great decline is shown in private Bill legis-

lation for the coming year. Last year the
number of plans deposited at the House of
t'omnions was 191 ; 3 of these related to railways,
4 to tramways, and 50 were miscellaneous.
Plans deposited in accordance with standing
order number 39, and electric - lighting pro
visional orders or certificates numbered 114.
This year the total has fallen to 109, made up
as follows: railways 4, tramways 6, miscel-
laneous 25, and provisional orders 74.

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

.Tierely approximate for the present, as our
:isual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so
widely that they are, we fear, in many cases
quite unreliable.

ISON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 Q to £S
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 7 10
Steel Girder Plates 7 2 6,, 826
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Boand, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sonth Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BestSnedshill 9 0,. 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Bnilders' Hoop Iron, tor bonding, &a., £S 15s. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

Gft. to 8ft. long, inclnsive Per ton. Per ton.
gaage £13 ...£13 10

Best ditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G

8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per owt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 ,. 8
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 „ 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 „ 5 15

Cut Floor Brads 9 15 „ —
Corrngated Iron, 24 gauge 16 0,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,. —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 OS. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton.

Caslrlron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7

4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints Ss. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, LiUieBhall lOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 706. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tabes and Fittings—Discoant off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)—

Gas-Tabes 75 p.

Water-Tabes 71i

Steam-Tabes 67i
Galvanised Qas-Tabee 65
Galvanised Water-Tabes 61j
Galvanised Steam-Tabes 55

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 to £21 7 6

Liai Water Pipe, Town '24 5 0„ —
„ „ „ Country '25 5 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '25 5 „ —
Country "26 5 „ —

Leod Pipe, Tinned inside, Town '26 5 0,, —
Country "27 SO,, —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town *2H 15 „ —

Country *2',i l.^> .,
—

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town ... '27 5 0,. —
Country *-2x 5 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4jin.) Town '27 5 0„ —
, Country *28 5 „ —

[Over 44in. £1 per ton extro.l

Leod. Common Brands 17 17 6 „ 18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0„ —
Copper SbeetB. sheathing* rods 75 „ 75 10

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 64 „ 65

Tin. English Ingots 163 „ 164

Do., Bars 146 „ 146 10

Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 22 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town '23 15 .,

—
,, „ Country *24 15 „ —

Genuine White Lead 29 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 29 ,,

—
Sheet Zinc 55 „ —
Old Lead, against account 18 5 ,,

—
Tin percwt. 8 10 „ —
Cat nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brond) 12 9 „ —
* For 5 owt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ s. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Portmadoo ... 20 x 10 ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r. stn

16 „ 8... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20 „ 10 ... 13 2 6

20 ..12 ... 13 17 6

First quality 20 „ 10 ... 13 „
20 „ 12... 13 16

16 „ 8... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20 „ 10 ... 15 17 R

20 „ 12 ... 18 7 6

18 „10... 13 5

16 „ 8 ... 10 6

Parmonent Green ... 20 „ 10 ... 11 12 6

18 .,10... 9 la 6

.. 16 .. 8 ... 6 12 6 ,..
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BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 ,, ,, [river.

Mild Stocks 19 0,.
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 „ atrly. etn.

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cats... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Farebam Bed 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Baabon Facing ... 5 „ ,.

Beet Bine Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 „ „ ,.

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,,
Best Stoarbridge

Firebricks 3 14

i2|in. Best Red Ac-] ( Net, delivered in
crington Plastic r 4 10 6 ,, ] full track loads
Facing Bricks ) I in London.

3'/8" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3' 8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

SVs" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
SVs" ditto ditto through and through 2

SVs" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2V' and h" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9"x3 coursedeep, each
Ditto ditto 9"xl course.

Accrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep, 4^" soffit, per foot opening..
4^" ditto ditto ditto
4^" ditto ditto ditto

ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto

4 ditto 4«,

a ditto 44

6 ditto 44

3 ditto 9"

4 ditto 9"

.•> ditto 9"

6 ditto 9"

18
2 1

2 6

2 1

2 11
3 6
4 6

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

QLAZED BBICKS.
HAKD GLAZES (PER 1.000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.

£13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6

13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Stretchers-
£12 7 6 £10 17 6

Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4^in. Flats-

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6

Double Headers

—

14 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double BuUnose, Round Ends, BuUnose Stops—
5d. each 4d, each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Rounded Internal Angles—
4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each

MOULDED BBICKB.

Stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill BuUnose. Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each
MajoUca or Soft Glazed Stretchers and
Headers
„ ,, Quoins and BuUnose

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks]
of single radius £6 per 1.000 over above
Ust for theirrespective kinds and colours Y

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour.
Is. 2d. each /

8d. each

1/2 each

5d. each
Per 1.000

£23 17 6
27 17 6

Not
exceed-
ing 9in.

by 44in.

by 2Jin.

Stretrhers cat for Closers and Nicked Double
Headei'd, £1 per 1,000 extra.

* The;^} prices are carriage paid in full track loads
to Dond'On Stations. s. d.
Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0,.
Thames Ballast 6 0,.

8. d. Per ton.
Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton deUvered

EzclQBive of charge for sacks.

s. d. s. d. Per yard,
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red MansSeld , in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto .. 2 3
Red CorsehUl, ditto „ 2 2
Closeburn Red Freestone.ditto ,, 2
Ancaster, ditto . 1 10
GreenshUl, ditto .. 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) „ 1 lOi

Hard York, ditto .. 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. Sin. slab sawn two
Bides random sizes ,. 13

• All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.

waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 17^
Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 1 9j
Beer Stone, deUvered on rail

at Seaton Station .. Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station .. 1 7i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White

at Paddington Depot. ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or ( Per foot cube.
Pimlico Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ... £0 2 ii

d. Dlvrd.at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz. ,.

per 1000
6

per doz.

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000 ..

TILES.
B.

Plain red roofing tiles 43
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tUes 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Selected " Perfecta " roofing

tiles ; Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46
Ornamental ditto 48 u
Hip tiles 3 10^ per doz.
VaUey tiles 3 4? „

"Rosemary "brand plain tUes... 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
VaUey tiles 3 8

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 ,.

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tUes 3 6 „
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced £0
Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tUes 3

OILS.
Rapeseed.EngUsh pale,per tun £'38 15

Ditto, brown 26 15

Cottonseed, refined 29
Olive. Spanish „ 39 10
Seal, pale „
Cocoanut. Cochin „
Ditto, Ceylon
Ditto, Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Ditto, Nut Kernel
Oleine „
Sperm ,

Lubricating, U.S per gal
Petroleum, refined
Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Ditto, Archangel 19
Linseed Oil per gal. 2
Baltic Oil 2
Turpentine , 3
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil percwt. 9
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9

GLASS (IN CRATES).

17
30

1

pec 1009
6

per doz.
6

to £29
.. 27

30
40
21

46
43
43
33
35
19
31

1

1

21
46
42 10
42 10
33 5
35

5

7

6

10
10

5
10
5

8
6

10

21oz.
5M.

54d.

26oz.
5M. .

6$d. .

/i6in.

3d.

32oz.
63d.

... 8d.

"
iin.

... 3W.
Tinted.
6W.

English Sheet Glass : 15oz
Fourths 4id.

Thirds 44d.
Fluted Sheet 4ld.

Hartley's EngUsh Rolled iin.

Plate 2*d
White.

Figured Rolled and BepouBsine... 4d.

VABNISHES, &c.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Find Elastic Carriage 13

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale lidaple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 12

Per gallon'

6

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black .Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8

Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

The BoiibiU School Board have decided to

enlarge tlie public school at a cost of i£2,420.

Messrs, Boston, Menzies, and Morton, of Alex-

andria, N.B., are the architects.

Friends and a<lmirers of the late Lord Lifford

have decided to erect at Broadway a parish hall

as a memorial to his lordship. At a meeting

of the subscribers it was announced that it had

lieen decided to accept a tender of £1.880 for

the erection of a hall which will be in harmony
with Cotswold architecture.

A start has been made on the footings of the

new Registry Office which is to be erected in

Toronto at a cost of 400.O0Odol. The building is

to consist of two stories and biisement. and will

be of stoneand-brick construction. The archi-

tect is Mr. C. S. Cobb, and the masonry con-

tractors are Messrs. J. A. Wickelt, Ltd.

TBADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent " .\ir-punip " ventilator

has been applied to Cwmbran Church, Newport,
Mon.

It is evident that abattoirs must be con-
structed in such a way that the floors will be
absolutely impervious to the penetration of wet
of every description. It is therefore interesting
to learn that the new abattoirs for the Leeds
Corporation will be treated with the powder
Pudio, which, we understand, makes cement
waterproof.

«**

CHIPS.
The rural district council for the Isle of Wight

have received from the Local Government Board
sanction to the borrowing of the sum of £33,000
for strengthening and resurfacing certain main
roads.

At Toronto the Board of Education is erecting
a commercial high school on .Shaw and Dewson
streets, at an estimated cost of 260.000dol. The
building will be tw-enty - four roomed, three
stories in height, and of brick construction. The
masonry contract has been taken by Messrs. R.
Robertson and Son. Toronto.

St. Saviour's Church, the fifth of the six new
cluirches for Portsmouth provided for by the
Bishop of Winchester's £50,000 fund, was con-
secrated by the Bishop of Southampton on
Tuesday. The new church is situated in the
northern part of the town, a district which has
developed enormously during the last few years.

Exterior work is advancing rapidly on the new
office building which the Liverpool, London and
Globe Insurance Company are building on
Dorchester-street West. Montreal, at a cost of

175,0O0<lol. The architects are Messrs. Nobbs
and Hyde, and the general contractors are
Messrs." E. G. M. Cape and Co,, both of

Montreal.

At the last meeting of the Spalding Rural
District Council the raising of three loans was
authorised for housing and water schemes.
They included £2,333 for cottages at Pinchbeck,
£1,650 for cottages at Gosberton, and £275 for

a water-bore and purchase of the site at the
Hop-Hole, Deeping St. Nicholas. The council

have also almost completed a large scheme for

the water supply of part of their district which
they took over in an unfinished state from the

South Lines Water Company.

A stained-glass window in memory of the late

Rev. Dr. Forrest, of West Coates, has been
placed in the parish church of West Coates,

near Edinburgh, and was dedicated on Saturday
hy Professor Nicol, D.D., Moderator of the

(jeneral Assembly of the Church of Scotland.

The window, which consists of two lights, has

for its subject Our Lord Bearing His Cross, with

the figure of Our Lord in one light, .ind figures

representing Simon of Cyrene and the sorrowing

women in the other.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
HardAvoods,

WTB:. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, B'lnViill Row, London, E.C.

TENDERS.
*.• Corresi»ndents would in all caaes oblige by

eiving the addroBses of the parties tendermg—at any

rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the

information. ,

ADEBKENi'Ki, OLAM.—For the erection of a new
conncU school at Aberkenlig, for the Glamorgan
County Council. Mr. D. Pugh-Jones, F.S.I., Cardiff

county architect :—
Bond, E. A., and Co., Cardiff ... l.i,M«'

(Accepted.!

Bb\ddock.—For alterations and additions to the

council school at Hraddook, for the CornwaU
Education Committee ;--

Elliot and Son. Liskeard (acceptedl.

Cardii'K.—For the supph' of a pair of dock ga,tes

weighing about 100 tons each, tor the Cardiff

*'
"^Chepstow Bridge Works Co. (accepted).

C'l'FN CniBUWR, GL.vM.-l'or the erection of a new

infants' county school for 'its scholars at Cefn

Cribbwr, for the Glamorgan County Council. Mi.

D Pugh-Jones, F.S.I. , Cardiff, county architect -
Bond. E. A., and Co., Cardiff ... £2,607 10

(Accepted.)

EccLKS, MiD-KF.NT.-For erecting a /eDce round

the sewage farm at Eccles, for the MalUng Rural

District Council :—
, ,

Couchman (accepted), 5s. bd. per rod.

(Lowest tender received.)
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Gelliuaeb. Glam.—For the erection of a new
infante' county school at Gellifiaer, for the Glamorean
County Council. Mr. D. I'ugh-Jones, F.S I , Cardiff,

county architect ;—
Daviea and Lloyd, Senghenydd i3.460

i.\ccepted.)

Gloucestku.—For the erection of a ho-pital for

the treatment of tuberculosis, and for enlarging the
administrative block of the Over Hospital, for the
city council :

—

Halls, W. J. B. (accepted) £3 088

Kegworth. — For laying water mains, for the
Jlidland Agricultural College. Messrs. Everard, Son.
and Pick. fi. Millstone-lane. Leicesttr. architects :

—
liarlow. T., and Co,, Nottingham .f;,200

Shardlow. J. .1. Leicester ... 1,420

Clark, .T.. Nottingham 1,37.5 8

Hyslop. A. and S., Manchester* 1,363 19 8
Palmer, A. E.. Glenfiold,
Leicesterf

Walling and Davis, Bourne,
Linc8+

* Accepted, * Withdrawn.

Manhfleld,—For the erection and completion of

three new fever pavilions and additions to the
administrative block at the Southwell-road isolati n
hospital, Mansfield, for the corporation. Mr. T. P.
Collinge, A.M.LC.E., surveyor;—

Roe, A. R
Percival, C, G.
Beckett, J
Lombard, Rogers, l^- Crooke, Ltd
Vallance, C, and Son
Vallance and BIythe
Perks and Son
Moore, R
Harvey, -J

Greenwood, J, (accepted)
All of Mansfield.

Robebeht-avenue.—For the erection of the new
central oflices, for the Metropolitan Water Board,
Rosebery-avenue. Mr. H. Austen Hall, F.R.I.B.A.,
15, South-s(iuare, Gray's Inn, architect

l,a»

967 1 7

±•4,600

4,500
4,396

4,396

4,395

4,394

4,375

4,339 9
4.250
4,188

Smith, J,, and Sons, Ltd.

—

£139,603 ... —
Proclor and Sons —

132.373 4 6 ... 971 12 4 ..

Foster and Dicksee—
128,763 ... 1,500 0..

Willcook, H., and Co —
1'28,500 ... 675 ..

Mowlem, .J., and Co , Ltd.

—

127,753 ... 1,098 0..
Leslie and Co.

—

1'27,363 ... 466 0..
Downs, W., Ltd.—

I'24,9!:)0 ... 1,320 0..
Higgs, F. and H. F.-

124,207 ... 1,100 0..
Godson, G., and Sons—

123,682 ... 1,350 0..
Greenwood, J., Ltd.—

123,6.50 ... 1,250 0..
Minter, F. G —

1'22,712 ... 1,0-29 0..
W ylie and Lockhead, Ltd,—

122,190 ... S55 15 ..

Perry and Co., Ltd.—
122,125 ... 462 0..

Holloway Bros.—
119,600 ... 1,I0(J 0..

Pattinson, W., and Sons, Ltd.

—

118,861 ... 1,394 .

Fairhead, A., and Sons

—

118,300 ... 686 0..
Blake, W. E.—

117,950 ... 512 0.
Blay, W. F.,Ltd.—

117,246 ... 530 0.,
Rice and Sons—

116,992 9 5 ... 657 19 3 .

Lawrence, W., and Son—
113,860 ... 980 .

Ptttman and Fotheringham—
115,771 ... 441 0.

Carmichael, J.

—

11.5,7,50 ... '332 .

Wallis, G. K.. and Sons, Ltd,—
115,248 ,.. 928 .

Heath, T. W., andSon*-
107,337 ... 732 .

B, C.

£139,603 .,. 36

133,344 16 10 ... 36

130,263 ... 24

1'29,175 ...
—

128,851 ... 24

127,829 „. 17

126,310 ... 25

123,307 ... 21

125,032 ... 24

124,900 ... 24

20

123,741 .

122,745 15 .

122,587 ,

120,700 .

120,255 ,

118,986 0.

118,462 ... 24

117,776 ... 24

117,650 8 8 ... 24

116,840 ... 22

116,212 ... -22

116,082 ... 21

116,176 ... 22

working-class
guardians:—
t'7,167

6,864

6,808
6,750
6,660
6,372
6,364

6,300
6,2.58

6,06K

5,900
5.616

6,520
5,500
5,464
5,440

5,160

las,069 , 18

• Accepted as corrected at i'110,012. I To be arranged.
A.—E.xtra for mahogany in lieu of oak. B.—Total.C—Months for completion of the contract.

Soctji BAitcioEii, Gla.m,—For the erection of a
now council school for 3(A) scholars at South Bargoed,
for the Glamorgan County Council. Mr. 1). Pugh-
.lonos, F.S.I , CarJilf, county architect :—

Bearne, K. J., Bargoed ±'3,889 8 U
(Accepted.)

SouTiiAMi'Tox.-For repairing the floor of the
warehouses, for the harbour board ;

—
Brazier and Sou (accepted) ... ±185

(Lowest tender but one of live received, the lowest,
that from A, S. Fry for ±135, having been withdrawn.)

Stafiohii.-For the installation of low-pressure
hot-water healing apparatus in new engineering
ecbool. lortlicStallordshire Education Committee ;—

Gough and Kolgate, Burton ... ±208 5
(Accepted.)

Thoiu'E Stacleton, West Rihing.—For carrying
out a sewage-disposal scheme at Thorpe Stapleton.
for the Leeds City Council :

—
Arnold, Harold, and Son ... ±'141,i)9S I)

(Accepted.)

Tynv( oEii.—For sewerage works from TynycoeJ
to Pontlottyn Bridge, for tnc Rhymney Valley
Sewerage Board :—

Barnes, Chaplin, and Co., Cardiff ±62,792 6 3

(.\ooopted.)

UxHuiDGi-:.—For erection of 28
dwellings near Waterloo-road, for the

Hanson, A. and B., Southall
Farrell. H., Golder's Green
Gluyas, Bedminster
Hunt, C. H., and Co., Wycombe
Acock, -J. W., Moorfields
Pickerill, H., Wealdstone
Paj ne Bros., Watford
Kearley, C. F., Uxbridge
Fassnidge and Son, Uxbridge ...

Bowyer, H, D., Slough
Lane, B., and Son, Colnbrook ...

Myall. Bros., Southend
Clarke, E., Melton Mowbray ...

Grindell, Cheeham
Spalding, Sons, & Co., Norwich
Street Bros., Slough
Lovell. Y. J., and Co., Gerrard's
Cross (accepted)

Wallsend.—For carrying out extensions at the
borough hospital, for the corporation :—

Tait, R. and S., Seaton Delaval (accepted).

Wabenfoiid.—For erecting school (60 places), for
the Northumberland Education Committee. Mr. C.
Williams, Moot Hall. Newcastle-on-Tyne, architect:

Elliott Bros., Chathill (accepted) ±1,147 13 2
(Six tenders received.)

West Ham.—For the cleansing and painting of six
schools, for the Education Committee of the County
Borough of West Ham. Mr. Wm. Jacques, A.R.I.B.A.,
2, Fen-court, London, E.G., architect to the com-
mittee :

—
Washing down Beckton-road school.

Horswill, H. C ±147
Chappell, W 140
Kemp, C. .J 135 10
Cliapman and Sturton 135
Woollaston, J. J 128
Barker, J., and Co 104
Burns, E., and Co UH)
Webb, A 96 10

Noakes, I. (accepted) 75 10
Interior, Clarkson-stteet school.

Bragg, W, C 319 2 9
Lovely, E 275
Noakes, 1 268
Gibbons, W 267
WoUaston, J. J 250
Horswill, H. C 246
Burns, E., and Co 242
Webb, A 237
Chapman and Sturton 2'27 12 6

Chappell, W 220
Sharpin, W, S 210
Inns, A. H 208
Barker, J., and Co 206
Kemp, C. J. (accepted) 195 10

Interior, Custom House school.
Horswill. H. C
Gibbous, W
Inns, A. H
Chappell, W
Woollaston, -1. J
Noakes, I

Cliapman and Sturton
Webb, A
Burns, E., and Co
Kemps, C. J
Barker, J., and Co. (accepted)

Interior, Frederick-road school.
Woollaston, ,T. J 476 10
Webb, A 475
Chapman and Sturton 448
Gibbons, W 437
Horswill, H. C 437
Chappell, W 420
Burns, E., and Co 418
Noakes, 1 402 15

Inns, A. H 387
Kemp. C. J 377
Lovely, E. (accepted) 363

Interior, Godwin-road school.
Woollaston, R., and Co
Stokes and Sons
Chappell, W
Woollaston, J, J
Gibbons, W
Inoe, A. H
Burns, E.. and Co
Horswill, H. C
Lovely, E
Webb, A
Clemens, W, J.

Barker, -I., and Co
Kemp, C, J. (accepted)

Interior, West Ham Park
^^oollaston, R., and Co
Stokes and Sons
Bragg, W. C
Innr, A. H
Chapman and Sturton
Clemens, W, J
Xoakeg, 1

Horswill. H. C
Woollaston. J. J
Chappell, W
Webb, A
Burns, E., and Co
Lovely, E
Gibbons, W
Barker, J., and Co
Kemp, C, J. (accepted)

Westminster.-For the supply of 20,000 5in, by
9in. wood blocks, for the Westminster City Council

:

Lee, J. B., & Son (accepted), I'lO 103. 6d. per thousand.

WiNcHcoMB. Glo8.—For the erection of twelve
cottages at Winchcomb, for the Winchcomb Rural
District Council. Mr. Thomas Malvern, Licentiate
R.I.B..\ . 21, Wincbcombe street, Cheltenham, archi-
tect :—

Davies, Winchcomb ±2,150
Drew, Cheltenham 2,099
Fisher, Winchcomb (accepted)... 2,0-28 (J

317
297
293
'285

283 12 (1

275
265
257
239
•233 10
2'2«

±.525

393
350
334
332
32:) I)

320 I)

317
309 10
29S
•294 15
276 U
'254 10

school.
. £475 (1

4.50

435 16 9
4:30

4'25

4-20 10 u

410
383
377
373
360
341
338 10 (1

337
:)34 (1

307

TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
W« do not bold ourselvea responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communicationfl should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.
•«• Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Of
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to do so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on appUcation.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which b"''e been
some time executed, except under specia. circum-
stances.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. CVI. are now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 123. each, by post 12s. 9d.),

as only a limited number are done up. A few bound
volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI., XLIX..
LIII.. LXI.. LXII., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.. LXVII..
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII..
LXXIV., LXXV.. LXXVI., LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI.. LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV..
LXXXV., LXXX VI., LXXXVII., LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX., XC, XCI., XCII.. XCIII., XCIV..
XCV., XCVI.. XCVII.. XCVIII.. XCIX.. C, CI., CII..

cm.: CIV., CV., and CVI. may still be obtained at
the same price ; all the other bound volumes are
out of print. Most of the back numbers of former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many of them
soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases tor binding the Bcildinq
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
EflBngham House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.

Telephone: Garrard 1291.

Telegrams: "Timeserver, Estraud, London."

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom; for the United States,

£1 6s. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
£1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 63. Od. To any
of the AustraUan Ck)lonie3 or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

**• The special rate to Canada is fl 3s. lOd.
= 5dol8. SOc. tor V2 months, and Us. lld.= 2dols. 9Uc.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells. Ltd.. 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings. McGill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, i'l 33. lOd. per annum, on our account.

•«*Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Ejbblewhite and Co., Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street,

Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.

Maruya and Co., Ltd., 11-16, Nionbashi Tori

Sanchome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at

£1 6s. per annum on our account. Copies of the

paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'

addresses.

Rkceived.—F. H.—W. and G.—C. B. and Sou, Ltd.—
J. B.—S. D. W., Ltd.—H. M. and Co.—J. C. S.—
J. B. and Co.—C. N. and Co.—W. L.—E. C. S.—
Deva.—R. J. T,—L. M. G.-R. and S.—P. W.—
M. G. and T.

B. R.—Yes.

T. W. S.—Next week.

Student.—Rules posted. There are no entrance fees.

KiLTUK.—Hardly in our line. We (luite agree with the

sentiment.

DoL'UTbiL.-The copyright, of com-se, remains with the

architect. Our copyright is simply in our own illus-

tration, aud doeb not in any way interfere with his

rights.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

Dkawinm.s RLCiavi'iU.-" Tonnelier," " Alpha," '" Why,"
" U. Gee," "September Morn," " Empire," "Pinto,*

"Haircut," " Walbruke," " Romnluf*," " Black Oat,"
" Mersey."

-^^^
Messrs. Carrere and Hastings, 225. I'lfth

avenue, New York City, have prepared plans

for a stone chapel, to be erected at a cost of

lOO.OOO.lot., for Lafayette College, Easton,

Pennsylvania.

Tlie .State of Minnesota Historical Society has

actjiiired (he Merrian site, north-east of the

Stale Capitol. On this site the State is to erect

an historical library building, to cost approxi-

mately 500,000dol. Plans for this proposed

building are Iteing prepared by Mr. Clarence H.

Johnston, arcliite^et, of St. Paul, Minn., under

instructions from the State Board of Control.
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House at Forest-row, SnsBe.^. View and iTau-t. Mr,

Cyril A. Farey, Architect.

Hospital for Tuberculosis, Cottingbam Castle, Hull.
Bird's-e.ye view and plans of the buildiD;j:s. Mr,
Joseph H. Hirst, City Architect, Hull.

Portfjbello Town Hall, Kdinburgb. E.\terior nnd
interior views, plans and detail of the facade.
Mr. J. A. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A., City Architect,
Edinburgh.

Little Oftley, Herts. View nf new part
;
photograph of

the entrance front ami plans. Messrs. Geoffry
Lucas, F.R.I.B.A., and Arthur Lodge, A.R.I. B. A.,
Architects.

NON-l'LASTIC BRICKS.
Many inquiries have reached us during

the last two .years, especially from abroad,
about the lime-sand brick, and we are
obliged to confess that the information we
have been able to give has not satisfied
us, though in several instances we have
been able to establish communication
between correspondents interested and
those who, as is not uncommon in thi;;

country, wait to be sought out by
customers whom it should be their
business to find. It ought not to be thus,
of course— more particularly in a new
industry which is, or might be, essentially
British — if for no other reason thaii
because strength and durability of con-
struction are more indispensable in the
njanufacture of lime - sand bricks and
artificial stones than novelty of design.
We are inclined to hojie that just now,
when we are all out to capture German
trade, this will not be forgotten, and that
some of us, at any rate, w'ith much better
reascjn and jierhaps with more permanent
success, will emulate the push of some of
tho foreign reinforced - concreters, whcj
reckoned so accurately on the indifference,
and sometimes the ignorance, of archi-
tects, and boomed their systems and
appliances so flamboyantly "that for a
while our own people were ousted from fair
competition, and eclipsed by the glib
pretensions of the invaders, who not
seldom more than made up for absence
o{ real merit by the zeal with which the
vaunted advantages of their inventions
and the skill and liberality with which
their advocacy was secured.

For two reasons, pcrhap.-,, this has not
been attempted in connection with the
non-plastic brick. One was, as we have
just said, that the foreign machines and
systems were co palpably inferior to those
made in Great Britain that none could
fail to perceive it; and the other, that in
"ur own country tlio low prices at which
clay Ijiicks are nr have been sold neces-
sarily limits 111,- output of lime -sand
bricks to <listricts where sand is plentiful
and clay comparatively scarce or unsuit-
able. Elsewhere it has been otherwise,
and the annu.ul output of the lime-sand
brick has been enormous, particularly in
Germanv. Mr. .Mfred B. Searlc— whose
liook. "Bricks and Artificial Stones of Non-
plastic :\Iaterials," just published by
Messrs. .1. and A. Churchill, 7, Great
Mailborouah-street, W., we heartily com-
mend to all readers, gives the followinsj
figures:—

Germany
Berlin alone
Uuiteil Slates
Sweden
Unitp-1 Kinsriom

i.flon.coo.oon

JOO.OOO.OflO

400.000.000

200.000,000
sn.floo.floo

Whatever may be the outlook as regards
an increased jiroduction here, there can be
little doubt that it will enormously in-

crease in the British colonies, and British

enterprise should receive its share as

regards the supply of the necessary
machinery and its installation and super-

intendence. There is no doubt, as Mr.
Searle points out, that the cost of manu-
facture and the expense and uncertainty
attending the use of kilns do render the

manufacture of clay bricks a precarious
business if not performed by skilled hands.
Much of this is avoided by the utilisation

of sand and other non-plastic materials,

and we shall be surprised if the mass of

information Mr. Searle has gathered
together does not open a good many eyes
to the fact that the admitted disadvantages
attending the manufacture of lime-sand
bricks by Michaelis and others as long ago
as 1880, and, indeed, twent.v years earlier

than that if we include Frederick Ran-
some's productions of crushed rock in the
'sixties of the last century, have been com-
pletel.v overcome, and that the last twenty
years have witnessed the growth of a lucra-
tive commercial output, which is bound to

increase.

Briefly, the lime-sand brick is made of

a mixture of sand, lime, and water pressed
into the ordinary shape, and hardened by
heating in an autoclave containing steam
under pressure. They improve with keep-
ing. Mr. Searle treats successively on the
raw materials, their preparation, mixing,
pressure into shape, and hardening

—

perhaps the most important stage of all.

The essential materials, as wo have just
said, are sand and lime. If sand is not
procurable, crushed slag or clinker may
be used. All sources of sand are available,

the ideal sand being one evei-y grain of

which can be covered with lime in the
mixing, and during which the whole of

the lime comes into direct contact with
the silica. Not that the sand need be
altogether silicious— indeed, it is possible
to uso an entirely non-silicious sand, pro-
vided each grain can be covercxl willi a
lilni of silica. It is sai<l by s(jme th.at

telspathic sands are better than pure
quartz for the purpose of the lime-sand
brick-maker; liut Mr. Searle assures n!<

that is a mistake based on the assumption
that felsjiar combines most easily with
lime. In liis opinion, nothing can be
better than a quartz sand. He gives the
fullest details of the necessary tests for
sands, and deals at length with the im-
portance of the shape of the grains
thereof, (loints out when grading is neces-
sary, and explains its object, which is to

make sure of the proper interlocking of

the grains, and a suitable proportion of

voids or interstices between them. He
describes and illustrates a simple but

ingenious method of determining the
proper proportion of voids.

Thero is really no definite knowledge
available as yet with regard to the actual
composition of the binding agent of the
non-plastic brick, which appears to be a
hydrous calcium silicate produced by the
action of the lime on the sand, or other
aggregate, or by the action of water on
Portland cement, when that is added to
the aggregate. Various other binding agents
have been tried

; but lime has been found
the best, and it and Portland cement are
the only two bonds now in extensive use.
A rich or fat lime is best, and as even that
is seldom jierfectly uniform in composition,
tho necessity of tests is insisted on, and
particularly that the testing samples are
truly representative of the bulk. Portland
cement, when used, should be of a slow-
setting variety. The water should bo
clean and soft.

In the mixing the usual proportions
are : Aggregate, 8o per cent. ; lime, 8 per
cent; and 7 per cent, of water. The
essentials of success in mixing are tho
correct size of all particles of the aggregate
-only to 1)0 secured sometimes by grind-
ing

;
that the proportions of the j)articles

should be such as to produce a mass with a
minimum of voids—hence grading may bo
indispensable; that each grain of the
aggregate should be coated with lime,
which is only to be effected by efficient
mixing; uniform distribution of'the lime;
and proper and complete hydration of the
lime before the material is sent to the
press. It is seldom necessary to dry the
aggregate by artificial heat. Various
mixing machines are illustrated and
described by Mr. Searle.
To press the material into bricks,

adtquato strength and power must be
employed, as a load of eighty tons on each
brick must lie insured—a himdretl tons is

better. Various presses are descrdied and
figured, and their respective advantages or
drawb.icks pointed out.
As they come from the press, the bricks

should be hard enough to handle, with
reasonable care, without damage; but
before they can be used by the builder they
must bo thoroughly hardened by convert-
ing the compound of lime, silica, and
water into an insoluble substance that will
bind the grains of the aggregate so tightly
together that the bricks will resist all

ordinary usage or damage by weather. The
bricks must not stand about too long before
going to the hardening chamber. Jf they
do. they never harden properly, as some,
seeking to effect economy in working, have
found to their cost. The cause of the
hardening is not definitely known. The
water and lime seem to attack the grains of
the aggregate, and form a fairly definite
compound, the value of which depends on
the nature thereof. This action is continued
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in the hardening clianibev, and at the

higher temperature some loss o£ lime and
addition of water occurs, the compound
then forming a hard tenacious mass. So
far as it has been possible to examine the

cementing material, it appears to consist of

. 43.1 per cent, of silica, 13.1 of alumina,
37.2 of lime, and 6.-5 of water. Air-harden-
ing and carbonic-acid hardening are some-
times resorted to; but steam hardening in

an autoclave, at a temperature of

SOOdeg. F., with the steam at a sufficiently

high pressure to provide the requisite
humidity, is found the most ideal process.

The size of the hardening chamber is of im-
portance.

As regards cost of manufacture, broadly
speaking we are told that is always less

than that of clay bricks, and that under
average conditions a lime-sand plant,
selling bricks at 25s. per thousand, will

give a clear profit of 1.5 per cent, on the
capital invested, after allowing for interest
and depreciation. Under favouring and
local circumstances the profit is much
greater ; as, for instance, where a large
iiuantity of sand overlies a valuable clay
deposit or other minerals, or where sand
has to be removed from foundations, or to
level an estate.

Mr. Searle freely admits that for certain
purposes a properly-made clay brick is

superior to any made of lime and sand ; but
that for structures where commercial
needs are the chief consideration they are
fully as satisfactory. As regards their
appearance, lie declares that some archi-
tects who objected thereto, readily con-
sented to specify them when told that a
portion of a lime-sand brick was part of a
block cut from natural sandstone ! He
gives one or two buildings which do not
seem to have suffered by the adoption of
the sand-brick. Leaving facing-bricks out
of the question, Mr. Searle insists that for
other building purposes the sand brick has
many advantages. For the interiors of
factories especially it reflects more light
than red-burning clay, and is so uniform
on surface that less piaster is wanted where
the walls are so finished.

Jlr. Searle is no extravagant advocate of
the lime-sand brick. He puts his facts
fairly and reasonably. He declares that
some localities are particularly adapted to
its manufacture, which all must admit;
but he warns intending makers that if they
want to compete with the clay brick they
must convince builders by comparative
figures, and give some sort of a guarantee
i)f quality and durabilitv. So far. in this
country, as we hinted at the first, niakers
have more generally seemed inclined to
hide their light under a Iiusliel. and wait
for prospective buyers to find tliem in the
rlarkness. If they, or more enterprising
successors, are wise, they will buy Mi\
Searle's book at once. It is a most instruc-
tive^and lucid one, and worthy in every way
of his reputation as one of the foremost
experts jn the great group of industries of
which ho is a master.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION-.
A meeting of the Architectural Associa-

tion was held on Monday oveiiin" nt 18
Uifton-strcet, Westminster, the chair bein"
oeenpied by Mr. 11. Austen Hall. F R I B A°
Acting-President. Mr. G. Leonard Elkin"'
ton proposed the adoption of the Council 's
report nnd balance-shept. as published in

1 ,/^-(V ?.''°1^1' ^"°^-" This was seconded
by Mr. H. M. Fletcher. Hon. Secrelarv nnd
was ni;re,.d lo. For the vacnnrv nn the
("oiuicil caused by the ilpalli of Mr! F. Dare
t'lapham, the chairman noniinated M,-
I'liilip E. Webb. By show of hands twenly-
scven ordinary members nnd fiftv country
ineniber.s were unanimously elected, and
fiir(lier_ nominations to both classes' were
'vnD/]. 'I'lie cliairmaii cnllod attention to the

excellent work that is being done by the
War Relief Bureau, and in particular by the
Comforts for Soldiers' Committee. He men-
tioned that if any member was thinking of
joining the Army, and was in doubt as to

the regiment in which his special capabilities
would enable him to render the most efficient

service, the committee would be pleased to

give him advice, if he would apply to them.

RHEIMS C.\THEDR.\L.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by
lantern views, was read by Mr. W. H. Aymer
Vallauce, F.S.A. He introduced his subject

by showing a number of pictures of, and de-

scribing tlie mueli older and wider. Abbey
Churcli of S. Bemi, in another quarter of

the city (illustrated in our issue of Oct. 16

last, pp. 485-496). The barrel - vaulted
Romanesque nave and its aisles, the Late
12th-century choir, covered in with a quadri-
partite vault ; the Flamboyant fa9ade of the

south transept rebuilt by Robert de Lenon-
court in 1506, and the Early 14tli-Century

and much-restored tomb of tlie great arch-

bishop in the centre of the choir, were dealt

with in detail, the lecturer remarking that

the abbey church owed its beauty to the

possession of S. Remi's body, for to see and
revere this there came streams of pilgrims;
they brought offerings, and with their costly

gifts the building was erected and decorated
with stained glass, statues, and tapestry. The
extraordinary fact was that the famous
cathedral church of Notre Dame in the same
city, tlie finest and most perfect edifice in

France, possessed neither relics nor saint's

tomb to attract a crowd of worshippers. It

owed all its fame and all its marvellous
wealth of sculpture and of stained glass to

the tact that it was the coronation and the

metropolitan church of France—a France
which, in the days when it was being rebuilt

on its present sumptuous scale, was divided
into petty kingdoms, and was, in great part,

in the hands of the English. Perhaps for

this very reason the Cathedral of Rheiius was
cherished and valued as the symbol of

national life and unity. Although manifestly
a building in ground-plan and in structure
of the 13th century, the cathedral occupied
a very ancient site, and some fragments of

the earlier churches were visible here and
there within it. Originally built at the end
of the 4th century by S. Nicaise, that bishop
was murdered on its threshold by the
Vandals in 406. Other nnd larger churches
successively occupied the site, the last of

which was destroyed by fire in 1211. The
first stone of the present cathedral was laid

in May, 1212, by Archbishop Alberic
d'Hnnibert. and although the choir, tran-

septs, and the three western bays of the nave
were brought into use before the end of the

13th century, the entire fabric, as it existed

in August last, was not completed until

about 1430. Even then the scheme, which
proposed to crown the western towers with
spires of the S. Remi type, to erect over the
crossing a third spire, and to add spires to

the four other towers flanking the junctions
of the north and south transepts with the
nave and choir, was never brought to com-
pletion. In 1487 a calamitous fire broke out
in the church and destroyed all the fittings

of the choir. The King, Charles VIII., ex-

pressed great indignation at the injury to the
cathedral church, and promised to allocate

for its repair certain taxes for over a number
of years—a promise never fulfilled. His
eldest son, the Dauphin, afterwards
Louis XII.. also offered contributions, which
were for a time duly provided, and, with the

aid of gifts from all over France, the cathe-
dral was restored. Clovis had been baptised
in the other great church by S. Remi in 406.

and later kings were consecrated in the

cathedral with oil from the sainic ampnulr,
or holy flask, said to liave been brought from
heaven by a do\e for the bajitism of Clo\ is.

This flask was kept in a reliquary, which was
brnnglit in solemn procession from the abliey
elinrch to the cnlliedral for each coronation,
and as reverently taken back to S. Remi's,
and there kept until aaain required for a

like resnl ceremonv. It was destroyed by
Revolutionists in 1793; but a fragment con-
taining, it is asserted, sonic of the sncred

chrism, was preserved, and from it oil was
used at the last coronation, that of
Charles X., in 1825. The names of the 13tli-

century architects of the present cathedral
had given rise to heated controversies; but
the lecturer believed that they were esta-

blished by the ones formerly recorded in the
outer bastions of a labyrinth of black and
white marble, with their symbols of square,
compasses, and circle ; a labyrinth finally

destroyed late in the 18th century, because
children made its mazes a playground. The
first architect and master mason seemed to

have been Robert de Coney, who was
assisted, or possibly succeeded, by Bernard
de Soissons, Gauthier de Rheims, Jean
d'Orbais, and Jean de Loups. The cathedral
consists of a short apsidal choir of two bays,

with an eastern chevet of five chapels; broad
transepts of three bays, with east and west
aisles, and a nave and aisles of nine bays,

to which no chapels have ever been added.
On the north transept there are two portals,

but none on the south side, and at the west
end are noble triple portals. The walls are

of unusual solidity, and have never been
tampered with, and the whole church is

vaulted in stone on a quadripartite scheme
at a height of 124ft. above the pavement.
To the fact that no structural alterations or

additions have been made to the original

ground-plan the author attributed the fact

that the walls and vault remained iiitnct,

although the building had again and again
been bombarded, and the outer lead-covered
timber roofs and all the internal fittings had
been destroyed by the Germans' fire.

Passing round the edifice, the lecturer called

attention to the figures of angels in canopies
on piers, and compared the actual execution
of the lancets and buttresses of tlie choir

with the ISth-century sketch by Villars

d'Honnecourt. A unique feature of great

beauty was the Angel Spirelet, a (leehe of

timber covered with lead, rising from a
gallery formed by caryatidie figures, from
the apex of the eastern termination of the

leaden roof of the choir; this exquisitely-

proportioned ficclie, completed in 1515, was
recently destroyed, together with tlie root I

itself, by the Germans. The sculpture in the

gallery of the bay and between the western i

towers, in the portals to the north transept,

and in tlie grand triple portals on the wr-i

front, were described in detail. 'Hi'

lecturer said he was puzzled by the Class,

r

character and suspicious prettiness of Le Bnn
Dieu—the figure of Christ in benediction —
against the centre pier of the north-transopi

doorway, and the Blessed Mary of tln'

Visitation on the west front ; but he could •

not determine whether they were abnorninl
j

works of the 13th century much restored, or

modern additions to the sculpture. Foiu-

different types of sculpture—Ronianesqiic.

and 13th. 14th, and loth centuries—wci

easily distinguished. Among the fittiii;;--

were the tapestries (fortunately rescued
j

before the bombardment), executed about

1530, 1570. and 1630; the organ in pendentj

case, built by Ondiu Hestre in 1481
;|

the pulpit, and a curious llth-century clock,

i

with moving figures, in the north transept.!

In conclusion, Mr. Vallanee described thu|

coronation of Charles VII. in the cathedral.

I

ill the presence of Joan d'Are. as one ofj

the most thrilling scenes in French historyj

The Maid of Orleans stood, banner in liaiidi

close to the high altar, watching the per|

forniance of the sacred rites which testifie([

to the fulfilment of her dreams. When th((

anointing had been performed she knel
]

down, and with tear-stained face kissed th^,'

feet of the monarch, and begt'ed his per

mission to return to her flocks. Thij

scene helped us to realise what th^

unnecessary bombardment of the eathedra,

meant to the French nation. It was tlij

violation of the most revered and cherishc|

sanctuary in all the land of the Ganls, whic^

was beyond all others regarded with vener:

tion by French men and women, even b

those among them who lived in o])en rcvo

against the Christian religion. Tlie Frenc

were one and united in the consciousne

that the Cathedral of Rheims was the ho

of holies whose seal was set on the chart

of their independence. If Cnntcrbiiry "
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AVestmiiister should ever be slrieken—which
Liod forbid!—we English could not be more
profoundly outraged than were the French
by the manner in which the Germans had
\iolnted Rheims. Reflecting on the destruc-

tion wrought on priceless monuments by this

V. iir, he did not know who could be deemed
Hiost fortunate— those who had seen these
buildings, and would mourn as they realised

that they would ne\er again see them, or

unborn generations, who would be spared
the poignancy of our grief, and would be
unable to gauge the full measure of their

irreparable loss.

Mr. Louis Ambler proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Vallauce for his most timely
lecture. It was a good many years since he
saw Rheims. and he could only deplore
the terrible damage caused by the Germans
to that exquisite work of art. He felt that
the gallery of the kings across the west front
was too large in scale, and out of proportion
to the rest of the building.

Mr. Ronald P. Jones said he had been
impressed by the extraordinarily logical

design and construction of the west front.

the magnificence of the richly sculptured
portals, and the enchanting effect of the
open masonry in the upper stage of each of

the towers. He bad been greatly amused to

see in the accounts of the non-architectural
journalists assertions made that the glass in

the upper parts of the western towers was
burnt out, and on the illustrations arrows
were sliown pointing to the open tracery,
with the inscription :

" All the painted glass
here destroyed." The journalists also said
that the roof having been set on fire the
interior was open to the sky, not observing
that the stone vaulting remained intact after

bombardment and burning.
Mr. Arthur Belcher and Mr. W, Curtis

Green also joined in the vote of thanks, the
latter speaker remarking that he was
thankful the lecturer had not harrowed
their feelings by exhibiting views of the
building since its bombardment. Anatole
France had well said: "There is nothing
precious in the workman's hands save
when God gives the work His countenance."
The chairman, in putting the vote of

thanks, observed that to his mind one of the
gems of the cathedral was the angel fleche on
the apex of the choir roof. now. alas! among
the treasures utterly destroyed by the
invaders.

-. ^
THE ALLEGED "DESTRUCTIVE"

WORK IN CHURCHES.
ANCIENT MONUMENTS (CHURCHES)

committee's REPORT.
At the request of the Archbishops of

Canterbury and York, Sir Lewis Dibdin,
Dean of the Arches; Sir Alfred B. Kempe,
and Sir Charles E. H. Chadwyck-Healey have
been acting, since June 18, 1913, as a com-
mittee to ascertain what steps are taken on
the issue of faculties in the different dioceses
to secure due protection, botli on archaeo-
logical and on artistic grounds, for church
fabrics which have to undergo repair, or in

wliicli changes are being made. Their report
to the Archbi^liops, with their recommenda-
tions suggested by Uie information collected,

is now published.
The committee have addressed a series of

questions (a) to every Bishop, and have
received replies from all ; to every Clian-
cellor, and have received replies from all of

them. The committee have had the ad-
vantage of full discussion with Mr. Waller
Tapper, F.R.I.B..\. (Appendix C), and Jlr.

Ernest Newton, A.R..'\., Senior Vice-
President (now President) of the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects (Appendix D).
who were kind enough to give the coniinittee
the benefit of their experience and judgment,
having been nominated for the purpose, at
the request of the committee, bv the (then)
President of the Rnyal Institute of British
Architects, 'i'hey have also received valu
able information from Mr. W. D. Caroc.
F.S.A., F.R.J.B.A., wlio. at the request (of

the committee, ga\e evidence before them
based on bis special experience as architect
to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.
The committee have also had under con-

sideration n memorial presented on July IG,

1913, to the Archbishops by a deputation
from the Society for the Protection of

Ancient Buildings, togctlier with n list of

forty churches where "destructive work" is

alleged to have been "carried out under a

faculty since 1890." The committee have
received communications from various other
persons.

CHURCHES AND THEIR CONTENTS

are placed by law under the care of the

Ordinary— i.e., of tlie Bishop of the diocese

and those delegated to act on liis behalf.

Tlie Ordinary's jurisdiction exercised by the

Chancellor in the Consistory Court lot a

diocese extends to the control of every eliange

whether by way of addition, alteration,

removal, renovati'on, or repair which affects

the structure of a church or its appearance
or its ornaments or deeorations or furniture.

This jurisdiction is not in practice asserted

in small matters, such as mending windows,
replacing tiles, supplying kneelers, and
similar minor w^rks of repair or furnishing.

It is obvious that it would be impossible for

churchwardens to discliargc their duty of

seeing to the upkeep -of clinrchcs, unless

some authority, independent of. or delegated
Ijy, the Ordinary were recognised as inherent

in their office. Its extent is to be defined

rather by common-sense in particular cases

than by the general applioatioji of precise

rules. But if a substantial alteration—even

by way of repair—e.g., an entirely new roof

—

is contemplated, the license or faculty of

the Ordinary is necessary. Especially is tliis

the case with regard to so called repairs to

ancient work, which, if carried out, might
impair, or otherwise affect, historical or

artistic tradition. If an incumbent, church-

wardens, .or vestry be in doubt whether a

particular work is substantial enough to

require a faculty, the view of the Ordinary
should bo sought and must prevail, because
his jurisdiction extends to all changes, and
the limits of its exercise are determined
rather by his discretion than by express law.

The details of procedure and the expenses
of faculties are commented on in the Report,

which goes on to remark that, having regard

to the great variety of the works for which,

before they can be lawfully executed, a

faculty should be obtained, it would be diffi-

cult to enforce any hard-and-fast condition

as to the employment of an architect, or, if

an architect be employed, as to his pro-

fessional rank. But it is clear from the

answers received by the committee that,

with some exceptions, faculties involving

Cionsidorable alteration and I'enovation of

ancient churches are not in fact granted

unless an architect of recognised position

recommends the work arid supervises its

execution. In at least 23 out of 3G dioceses

the Chancellors state that ii\ all suitable

cases the employment of an architect is made
a specific requirement, or would be, if it

were attempted to carry on important works
without professional advice. The Court, in

considering an application for a faculty,

properly and inevitably relics largely on the

views expressed and the informatiion fur-

nished by the architect in charge of the

work. In addition to plans, detailed speci-

fications are required in many— and should

be in all—dioceses. .\n cxannnation of the

plans and specification frequently suggests

to the Chancellor the need of further in-

formation, which is sought in different ways.

It is in fact, and it i.o apparent from what
has already been stated, that there exists

no uniform or officially recognised machinery
by the use of which the Court can obtain

skilled and independent advice upon archrco-

logical, architectural, and artistic questions

arising on applicati.ons for factdties. In the

opinion of the committee this is a defect

which is not fully met by the various pre-

cautions taken. The effectiveness, and even
the employment, of those depends almost

entirely upon the personality of the Chan-
cellor. He is generally a lawyer conversant

with ecclesiastical law. but he is not neces-

sarily an expert in archaeology. lie may. or

niav not. liave opportunities of obtaining

skilled advice, and, if he has, he may, or may
not, care to use them. The answers received

to the questions addressed by the CKjmmittce

to the Bishops and Chancellors show that the
need of some more systematic method is

recognised, and, provided it were so devised
as to help, with.out superseding, the Court,
would be generally welcomed.

It is a matter for congratulation that, so

far as the committee have been able to dis-

cover, the faculty jurisdiction has been care-

fully and judiciously exercised, and, not-

withstanding the lack of independent expert
advice, has been largely effective, especially

during the last twenty ,or thirty years, in

preventing ill-considered changes in tbo

fabrics of ancient parish churches. 'I'lie

committee are aware that a contrary view
has been somewhat confidently stated. But
while it is inevitable that in so considerable
a number of Courts, worked with varying
degrees of efficiency, mistakes and mis-

carriages should from time t,o time occur,

evidence adduced to prove any general

failure of the Consistory Courts to fulfil their

proper function in this respect is either

wholly wanting or breaks down under exa-

mination. In this connection mention is

made of tbo list of forty churches submitted
by the

SOCIKTV I-OR THE PROTECTION OF ANCn:NT
BUILDINGS

to the Archbishops, and by them referred to

this committee. The Society describes them
as cases which have come uiuler their notice,

w here " destructive work has been carried out
under a faculty since 1896." The committee
have examined this list and have made in-

quiries of and through the Chancellors of

the various dioceses concerned. They find

that in 21 out of the 40 cases no faculty was
obtained, and in two of these the absence
of a faculty was known to the authors of the

list, for it is actually mentioned by them.
The alleged instances, therefore, of " de-

structive work" done "under a faculty"
must in any view be reduced to less than one-
half the proposed nnrab'fer. An examination
in detail leads to startling results. In one
case the only criticism is that the church was
"entirely 'restored' by Bodly" (sic). By
' Bodly ' is meant the late G. F. Bodley,
R.A., and the inference seems to be that any
works suggested by this eminent architect

must be harmful. It is not for the com-
mittee to comment on the taste of this state-

ment nuade in a formal document by respon-

sible persons. But it can hardly be con-

tended that the Court ought to have dis-

allowed the work because it was advised by
Mr. Bodley, and showed inefficiency in not

doing so. As a matter of fact the works were
of enlargement and adornment rather than
"restoration," and were very carefully con-

sidered by the Chancellor. In another case

not only was no faculty granted, but the

list is blank ns to the nature of the work and
the objection to it. Yet this is solemnly
submitted as one of the forty cases of "de-
structive work" done "under a faculty." In

18 of the 19 cases where faculties were
obtained well-known architects were em-
ployed—e.g., the late Mr. Hodgson Fowler,
Sir Thos. Jackson, the late Mr. Bodley, Mr.
Comper, and Mr. Currey. In the nineteenth

case the faculty was not for architectural

work, but for stained-glass windows. In 10

of the 19 cases— viz., Ansterfield, Chering-
ton, Compton Martin, Malton, Norwich St.

Mary Coslany, Palling-on Sea, Puddlotown,
Runwoll, Shcrburn St. Hilda, and Watling-

ton. the allegations of the Society as to

removal of work which could liave beea
repaired, as to the fact of removal, as to the

antiquity of work removed or as to the

insertion of new work, are categorically

denied by those on the spot with intimate

knowledge of, and responsibility for, the

churches concerned. In another case (one

of the non-faculty group) complaint is made
of the refacing of an ancient wall, which,

however, seems to have been erected almost

within liviu;; memory

—

viz.. about 1818 (St.

Petrock's. Exeter). In other cases matters

are criticised, whether justly or not. whicii

seem scarcely important enough to be (b^-

seribed as "destructive work. " Thus at Bur-

ford a new reredos was erected under the

supervision of Mr. Comper. It is denounccil

only because it was built into an ancient

'wall, "instead of standing free." But while
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tlie [onimittee cannot regard this iist as a

very weiglity iiidictment of the efficiency of

the'faculty systetii, tliey recognise its honest

intention, and, despite all detects, its value.

It is, of course, regrettable that its effect is

marred by inaccuracy and exaggeration and
that its aim has not iound more decorous ex-

pression, especially as the memorial oou-

templates the society undertaking some
official responsibility for the care and super-

vision of ancient churches.

There are, however, two conditions which
those whom the Society for the Protection of

Ancient Buildings represents must fulfil, if

their advice is to be really useful. First

they must put themselves in the position of

the faculty authority, whose duty it is to

consider, not the preservation of an in-

teresting ruin as a relic bf the past; but the

maintenance and. if need be, the adaptation

of an ancient building which has to be used
for important purposes in the present and
in the future. The primary purpose of a

parish church is to provide a suitable place

for public worship adequate to the needs of

the parishioners. Its value even from this

point of view is much enhanced if it lias

association with the past, and no pains are
too great to bestow upon the preservation of
its ancient features. But nevertheless the
Consistory Court ought not to allow con-
siderations of that kind to obscure its pre-

dominant duty in regard to all church
fabrics. Secondly, they must realise the dis-

tinction between—on the one hand—the ad-
mitted conclusions of architectural science
and antiquarian research, and—on the other
.—views on those subjects which, however
strongly held by individuals, are not uni-

versally accepted. A judge would ill fulfil

his duty if he allowed theories of the hour,
as to the best mode of treating old buildings,
to govern his action, and gave to them the
weight of settled determinations of science.
For example, the Society for the Protection
of Ancient Buildings not only deprecates
very strongly any renovation of ancient work
in a church and any addition to an ancient
church, but it further maintains as a prin-
ciple that if new work has to be inserted,
cither to replace or to add to the old, it must
not be made to look like the old. "Restora-
tion " is said to be fundamentally wrong,
because if you renew in 1914 work which was
done in, sayj 1311, you misrepresent the date
of your 1914 work, and the more accurately
the old work is reproduced, the more mis-
leading tlie result. Thus old stone should
be replaced, not by similar stone, but with
cement and tiles, which, creating patches
here and there on the original surface, will
distinguish the new work from the old for
all time. If additions be inevitable they
must not imitate the style of the rest of the
building, but must be frankly different. On
the other hand, there are many who argue
that a church has to be used, and that when
ancient work is so wiarn out tliat it cannot
be preserved consistently with the present
use of the building, the old work must be
replaced with something, and furtlier. that
it is better that tlie old^ work shonlil be re-
produced, as nearly as may be, in new
material, than that the old design should
perish as well as the old material. A Ining
autbnrity, speaking at the Roval Institute of
British Architects on this subject recently,
£aid:

"Kevor iiee liaxe luateiialB if you ran lielp it. aud
rlo not lio afraid tbat your repairs will deceive future
nRes. Ancient repairs, done without aftertliou^jUl or
sclf-conscinuBness, ilo nol minlcad iis to-day ; our own
repairs, honestly done, will, llie knowled^je of the
antiquary and in the spirit of the artist, will not
destroy the bmlory and meaning of a huildin" for
those who have eyes to 608."—(Mr. V. R. Peers. F.S.A.,
Inspector of Ancient Monuments. Arcbitectiirai
Journal, Vol. xxi., 3rd serie3. p. 136.)

It is not part of the duty of this com-
iiiittce to express an opinio'i on what is

obviously a moot point amongst archrcio
Jogists. But attpiitiiin is drawn to it m
order to emphasise the danger of allowing
sectional opinions asserted with dogmatic
coiilidcnce to control official action with
regard to ancient churches. Tl e Society for
the Protection uf Aiuiciil Buildings rules
out all work of " rrsloration " as something
"destructive" and "false" which ought to
he prevented by authorily. 'I'lip insistence

on this view lies at the bottom of the

criticism contained in the list of the 40

churches. It is submitted that until expert
opinion, not to say public topinion, has been
converted, the society is claiming an exag-
gerated importance for views, the soundness
of which is far from having been esta-

blished, and which may even come to be

recognised as merely eccentric.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
The committee make tlie followiug re-

commendations with regard to the procedure
in faculty cases of the kind under review.

1.—The practice aud the system of pleading should be
the same in every Consistory Court. It should be re-

membered that every application for a faculty is a cause
in a Court of law which may become contentious, and
even if unopposed, has to be dealt with by the Chancellor
on judicial principles and by judicial methods. As it is

impossible to say a priori whether a faculty case will be
opposed or not, the proceedings should be launched so
as to adapt themselves readUy to either event. The
practice genei-ally, but not universally, adopted, of the
applicants presenting a petition in which they describe
the faculty they desire and the grounds on which they
ask for it, is satisfactory. The petition gives the
Chancellor the statement of the caae which he needs.
ItB preparation requires very little technical knowledge,
and it is an equally effective beginning to an opposed
as to an unopposed application. The Diocesan Calendar
or Directory of each diocese should contain, as many
of them do, plainly expressed instructions and forms
which can easily be followed, and will, in ordinary
circumstances, enable anyone who will take the neces-
sary pains to draft his petition without professional
assistance. For opposed cases, pleadings subsequent tM

the petition are generally requisite, and technical train-

ing is useful, though not absolutely essential, for their
preparation. It would not be ditticult to frame rales
of pleading and skeleton forms adapted to modern
requirements from the extant books of ecclesiastical

practice which, owing to the rarity of conte.sted ecclesi-

astical suite, have been somewhat neglected, .and are
indeed wholly unknown to the ordinary practitioner,
whether solicitor or counsel. The adoption of this

recommendation would not require statutory sanction,
but would require concerted action by all the Chan-
cellors. •

II.—It is desirable that the category of parties having
a locus standi in the Consistory Court in a proceeding
for a faculty with regard to a parish church or chapel of
ease should be enlarged so as to include the bishop of
the diocese, and anyperson or body of persons approved
by him, and any other person or body of persons with
the leave of the court. The anomily of the bishop ap-
pearing as a party in his own court is apparent rather
than real. He already frequently appears as prosecutor
in criminal cases in'the Consistory Court, just as the
Crown prosecutes criminals in the King's Court. In the
opinion of the committee it would unfairly embarraes
applicants for faculties if any person, or even any
society, could intervene in these cases without limitatioii

or condition, and the chancellor ought to have power, on
any application for leave to intervene, to grant the ap-
plication subject to such order as to security for, aud
also as to payment of, costs as he may think just.

This recommendation would refjuire statutory autho-
rity for its adoption.

III.—It is desirable that an advisory body should be
constituted in every diocese for the assistance of the
court in architectural, archaeological . historical, aud
artistic matters relating to churches as to which faculties

are sought. There seems no reason why the constitu-

tion of the advisory body should be the same in every
diocese. It should be appointed by the bishop, and
might be a body created ad hoc, or an existing diocesan
or county society, or an existing committee of some such
society, according to the circumstances of the particular
diocese. The important considerations are ;

—

(i.) That it should possess local knowledge. In some
dioceses it might be desirable to appoint separate
advisory bodies for different portions of the diocese, as,

for example, when a diocese includes districts in more
than one county,

(ii.) That experience in all necessary departments
of knowledge should be so represented as to give
weight and prestige to the opinions expressed by the
advisory body ; and

I iii.) That the advisory body should be unpaid.

In the opinion of the committee a central
body acting for all or many dioceses would
not be advisable, not only because it would
lack local knowledge, but also because the
aniouiit of work thrown on the central body
would be so great that it could nol be ex-

pected to be undertaken by volunteers. It

would either ha\e to be paid for —in which
case the expense wouUI be great—or the
work would often be postponed to other and
more remunerative business, and the delay
would be considerable. No doubt if the
advisory body were central it would afford
more opportunity of including amongst its

members eminent professional men. But
these are precisely the persons who would
find it difliciilt to give any, and impossible
to give nuich, time, pronifitlv mid reyiihuly.
to the work.
The advisory body should advise the

Chancellor, if and when asked to do so by

As to the Consistory Court of the diocese of London
rind the Commissary Court of the diocese of Canterbury,
pw in r.m. IV., cap. s:|.

him, during and not before the pendency of

the application. It is not desirable to impose
conditions upon applicants which they must
satisfy before they are allowed to submit
their case to the Court. Reference of plans
to the advisory body, and still more, a re-

quirement of approval by such a body or by
the Bishop personally, before the matter
reaches the Chancellor, would be undesir-

able, because such expedients tend to impair
the sense of responsibility, and, therefore,

the efficiency of the Court, by weakening its

authority and appearing to shift the burden
of its duty on to others.

There are many details of machinery
which will require to be worked out if this

recommendation be adopted, such as the

form in which a reference is to be made to

the advisory body, the form in which that

body is to make its report, the communica-
tion of the report to the applicants for the

faculty, and to the opponents (if any), and
the opportunity (if any) to be afforded them
of dealing with the report. The Court must
be free to act, or not to act, upon the report

as it thinks fit. Any attempt to make
opinions expressed in the report binding on
the Court would be fatal to its authority and
would create great confusion. The great

majority of the Chancellors and a majority

of the Bishops are disposed to give a general

support to the main idea contained in this

recommendation. Mr. Tapper's and Jlr.

Caroe's evidence is to the same effect. Mr.
Newton, on the other hand, apprehends
friction might result if the architect's plans

were subjected to the criticism of other

experts. The adoption of this recommenda-
tion would not entail statutory sanction.

IV.—The advisory body would be of service in cases

of proposed sales of chattels belonging to churches (e.g.,

valuable communion plate), as well as in those of

alterations of ancient buildings.
V.—The question of the expense of faculties is one of

the most difficult matters connected with the subject.

The fees for unopposed faculties payable to officials, as
distinguished from the costs of applicants who employ
the professional 8er\'ices of solicitors and counsel, are
fixed by Order in Council at £2 2=. for minor cases, and
£5 5s. for others. It is essential that these fees should
be kept as small as possible. But any reduction in this

scale—in several dioceses, as has been mentioned, the
minor faculty fees are less than £2 2s.—means that the
necessary work involved in the due consideration of an
application for a minor faculty must be done more or

less without iiaymeut. If the committee's recommenda-
tions be adopted the w-ork will be increased. Any sub-

stantial reduction of the present fees is not, in the
opinion of the committee, practicable.

It not infrequently happens that a petition for a
faculty is withdrawn, or simply allowed to lapse, either

because an opponent has appeared or because the

chancellor has raised questions, or has made conditions

which petitioners feel unable or indisposed to satisfy.

In such a case there is at present no way in which tlie

petitioners can be made liable to reimburse the offlciala

for their expenses and labour. The committee recom-
mend that in every case a fee should be paid upon
presentation of a petition for a faculty, to be allowed in

the full fees lor the faculty, if decreed, but in no case to

be returnable.
If the right to appear in the Consistory Court in

opposition to proposed faculties be extended in the

manner hereinbefore suggested, it is possible that the

number of contested cases will be considerably in-

creased, aud questions will constantly arise as to the

fees payable to the chancellors and other officials in

respect of the proceedings in such cases. The table of

fees fixed by Order in Council under 30 and 31 Vic. cap.

135, makes no pro\ision for the necessary court fees in

contentious matters, such as exists with regard to pro-

ceedings under the Public Worship Regulation Act,

1874, and the Clergy Discipline Act, 1892. It deals only

with the fees in non-contentious cases, aud even in

these cases it overlooks those instances in which, owing
to legal or other difficulties, there must be a hearing in

courr—possibly a lengthy one— Iiefore the Chancellor

can be in a position to decide whether he can properly

decree the grant of the faculty asked for. 'These

nmishions are to some extent supplied in the Province of

Canterbury by a Table of Fees issued on .July 2'i, 18811,

by Archbishop Benson under the authority of the 135th

(_'aiiou of 1603, and the power to make such a table exisis

with reference to the Northern Province.' But the

committee think that it \\ould be more satisfactory that

the matter should be dealt with by the issue of a new
Table of Fees by Order in Council under 30 aud 31 Vic.

cap. 135. That statute enables sueli a table to lie made
specifying all fees and jiayments to Chancellors and
other 'officials "on and incidental to the grant of

faculties," and therefore all fees arising in contentious

as well as non-contentious cases could be included.

The committee also recommend that the table should

Illlike provision for the cost of visit.-iof inspection by

the t'ourt to churches as to which applications for

faculties are made, wherever, iu the opinion of the

lourt, such a visit is desirable in order to enable the

iudge to deal properly with any ajiplication.

With reference to these fees jiayable to dioueiaii

oScials, the committee think it is important that it

• The statutory power given by 10 tieo. IV. cap. 53 tu

establish and revise fees applies only to the Consistory

Court of London and the Commissary Court of the

Diocese of Canterbury.
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'hoiilil be mure widely known than seems to bo the ease
I luit siuee ISUj in the majority of dioceses, all such fees
liavo, with the consent of the olticials concerned, been
ta\iible by a taxing master of the High Conrt ot Justice
specially designated for tlie purpose, aud any person
who is culled upon to pay such fees can have the amoont
which he ought to pay settled by the taxiui^ master.
With regard to the professional charges of solicitors

and counsel, and general costs in faculty caees, the
committee do not tumt that any general recommenda-
tion can usefully he made. But tuey would suggest
that in op]josed faculty cases, where petitions are nnth-
ilrawn or allowed to lapse, and also in cases where
opposition has been entered, but is afterwards aban-
doned, provision snoidd be made for application in some
Kluumary niiinner for costs against the party who so
retires from the contest.

In making the foregoing recommendations
the committee have considered how tlie

machinery of the Consistory Courts :nay he
made more effective for the protection of
ancient churches from neglect or ill-advised
alterations. But it is plain that no
machinery, lipwever perfect, will be of the
smallest use for this purpose unless it is

used. The Chancellor may sit in his court,
he may deal with matters, when they come
before him, with admirable knowledge and
judgment; the procedure of the Court may
be simple, speedy, effective, and ine-\peiisive",

but all will be to no purpose for the pro-
tection of ancient churches unless, first,

those who desire to restore or alter or add
to them are induced to enter the court, or,
in other words, are compelled to apply for a
faculty, and unless, secondly, the orders
made and the faculties granted by the Court
are properly carried out. The committee
desire to express their emphatic opinion that
these two matters are of far greater import-
ance and urgency than any improvement of
the existing faculty procedure, and even than
the formation of advisory bodies.

There is reason to fear that a considerable
proportion of the wprks undertaken with
regard to parish churches are, as a matter of
fact, executed without faculty—that is to say,
without the control of any public authority.
The list of forty churches, to which refer-
ence has already been made, however in-

effectual as evidence of the failure of
faculties, when granted, to accomplish their
purpose, is important as showing how often
faculties are omitted altogether. In more
than half of these forty ancient churches
works important enough to attract the atten-
tion of the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings have been effected with-

.
out faculty. It is true that most of the
Chancellors report that, so far as they know,
such cases are rare. But it must be borne
in mind that the authorities of the Con-
sistory Court are the last persons whom
those attempting to carry out alterations ir-

regularly would be likely to inform ol their
intentions. Moreover, in tlie one diocese
where an effort has been made to furnish in-
formation on this point from documentary
evidence, it appears that on the admissions of
the churchwardens themselves, made in
their answers to visitation articles, between
1905 and 1<)10, alterations without faculty
were effected in 101 parishes out of 478.
When it is remembered that many church
wardens—and those the least in"clined to
defer to authority— do not attend visitations
or answer tl e Ordinary's articles of inquiry
(the number of benefices in the diocese is
about 51.5), it will be ^een that the number
of parishes where this sort of irregularity
lias occurred may not improbably be even
greater than has been stated.

In a few dioceses great care seems to be
taken to prevent unauthorised works from
being effected, and in many others it is
regarded as part of the duty of the rural
dean to report to the Archdeacon or to the
Bishop any case of irregularitv which comes
under his official notice. But the rural dean's
official inspections of churches do not
normally take place more than once a year;
in some dioceses they are triennial or'even
quadrennial

; and it seems to be generally
admitted (with some notable e.^iceptions)
that the machinery is not verv rigorouslv
worked. It ought to be added' that in th"e
opinion both of the Bishops and of the
Chancellors the tendency during recent years
has been towards
vision, a-nd, no doubt

greater stringency of super-
in consequence.

greater regularity in the dealing with church' I

fabrics. It is evident to anyone with prac-
tical experience in this matter that in many
cases incumbents and churchwardens assume
to act independently of the Ordinary, not so
much from a quite natural disposition to do
what they please with " their own church"
as from sheer ignorance of the requirements
of the law as to faculties.

The committee recommend:

—

Vl.—That a statement should be prepared in every
diocese setting out clearly and simpiv the law witii
regard to faculties ami the obligation of churchwardens
to observe it, their responsibility for its non-observance,
and the steps which will be taken in the event of wilful
disregard of its provisions.
VII.—That a printed copy of this statement be banded

to every churchwarden on admission to otlice by the
tlrdioary.
VI It.—That a printed copy of this statement be for-

warded by the Bishop to every incumbent with a request
that it be permanently and conspicuously hung up in the
vestry of the church.
IX.—That the Ordinary (whether Archdeacon or

Chancellor) in visitation make specific inquiry in the
articles as to any works effected in ttie church since the
last visitation, and as to whether a faculty has been
obtained, and further, that the Ordinary." both in his
charge and in his personal inten-iews with the church-
wanlens on their presentment of the answers to articles,
should deal siwcUically with the matter, according to
the circumstance-^ of each case.
.\.—That the Rural Deans be ilefinitely instructed :

(i) t« advise and warn incumbents and churchwardens
in their Deaneries not to undertake works in their
churches, or to sell valuable chattels belonging to the
church without faculty, and (ii) to report to the Bishop
or tlie Archdeacon any case in which, in theirview, there
is danger of irregularity being attempted, and, of course,
any case where works have in fact been irregularly
carried out, or Communion plate irregularly sold ; and
that the Rural Deans be further instructeil that their
performance of duty, whether in the way of counsel to
the clergy and churchwardens, or of report to the Bishop
or Archdeacon, is not to be confined to periodical
inspections of churches, but is to be deemed to be
continuous, and to extend to knowledge unofiicially
acquired.
XI.—That the Bishop and Archdeacon should deal

promptly aud decidedly with all cases of this kind
which come undertheir notice.
XII.—That no pecuniary grant be made from central

or diocesan fundsorsocieties towards church restorations
or alterations, unless it be shown that a fuciiltv has
been obtained, or at least that such grants slioiild be
made conditional on a faculty being obtained.
XIII. — That the Bishop aud all other diocesan

olKcers—e.g.. Suffragan Bishops, .\rchdeacnns, and
Cathcdiiil Dignitaries satisfy themselves that faculties
have been granted, and strictly observed, or, at least,
are in course of being granted, before they consent to
dedicate, or to attend'the inauguration of, alterations of,
or additions to, the fabrics or ornaments of churches.
XIV.—That it be the duty of the Registrar to inform

the Bishop of every petition for a faculty on its
presentation, in order that he may take such action
thereon as his Lordship may think fit by way of
appearance to the citition, or of authorising t'le appear-
ance of some other person thereto, or of communicating
with the Archdeacon or Rural Dean with regard to the
matter.

It is not too much to say that at the
present time no machinery exists for super-
vising, on behalf of the IJishop, the execu-
tion of works authorised by faculty. In some
of the old forms of faculty there was con-
tained a clause requiring the person to whom
the faculty was granted to bring into the
Registry within a stated time a certilicate
of what had been done thereunder. The
form of words may yet survive in use here
and there, but the practice, if it ever actively
existed, has been but rarely used in recent
times. Although it is greatly to the honour
of the parties concerned that the terms of
faculties once granted are generally loyally
observed, it cannot be denied that damage
has been done in certain cases by departures
from approved plans, made, it may be
assumed, thoughtlessly, rather than in

deliberate contempt of authority. Irregu-
larities of this sort have been probably en-
couraged by the extremely concise and even
vague terms in which faculties are often
worded. In the opinion of the committee
greater care is needed in the drafting of
faculties, so that the works authorised may
be described explicitly and with adequate
fullness. Harm has also resulted from care-
less or ignorant work done in pursuance of a

faculty, which might have been prevented,
or at least detected earlier, if it had been
somebody's duty to see that the faculty was
properly acted on. No part of the evidence
given by Messrs. Tapper, Newton, and
Caroe was more impressive than their
unanimous insistence on the supreme im-
portance of a suitable selection of the con-
tractor and even of the actual workmen to
whom works on an ancient church is con-
fided. It must bp confessed that this is a
side of the problem with which the faculty

system can never satisfactorily deal. More
can be accomplished by the informal advice
and intervention of the Bishop and those
acting under him; but it depends most of all

on the architect.
The committee recommend

—

X\'.—That on the grant of a faculty it be the duty of
the Registrar to inform the Archdeacon of its terms, and
to forward to him copies of the plans and specificationB
(furnisned by tne petitioners in duplicate on the
presentation of the petition).

-VVi.—Tuat it be tne duty of the Archdeacon to take
such step's (if any) as he or the Bishop may think
desirable, to mspect or cause to be inspected, tue works
during tueir progress, and, if he tniuk fit, to report
tuereou to the Bisnop, and to certify to tue Bishop wuen
the works have been executed in due compliance with
tne faculty, or (if not) in what particulars tue faculty has
not been complied with. Tue Archdeacon to be at liberty
to avail himself ol the advisory body for the purpose of
perlorming the duty described in this recommendation.

The committee are of opinion that if the
above recommendations (which can be
adopted without statutory sanction) are fully
and energetically carried out, there will be
few cases in which either an application for
a faculty is altogether evaded, or in which, a

faculty having been granted, it is sub-
sequently disregarded or inadequately
carried out. The influence of the Bishop,
exerted directly and through his repre-
sentatives, will generally be found sufficient
for the purpose. But there will, no doubt,
remain a few cases in which the Bishop's
admonitions will be neglected, and in which
coercive measures will be required to insist

on application being made for a faculty, to
insure the non-execution ot works, or the
retention of chattels proposed to be sold,
until a faculty has been granted, and to
enforce due obedience to the terras of the
faculty when granted. Here, again, every-
thing depends on the Bishop personally.

The Bishop is empowered, under the
Church Discipline Act, 1810, to proceed
against any clergyman who is charged with
any offence against the laws ecclesiastical,
and also to allow any other person to do so.

The Bishop has, under his general jurisdic-
tion, power to institute, or to authorise the
institution of, proceedings against church-
wardens for any offence against ecclesias-
tical law committed by them in the perform-
ance of their office. There are many pre-
cedents for proceedings against church-
wardens and also against incumbents for
alterations in parish churches effected with-
out faculty.

I'hillimore (" Ecel. Law," Vol. II., pp.
836-7, 2nd edition) mentions amongst
"offences which are the subject of eceie-
siastical discipline in the clergy . . . offences
relating to injuries done to tlie fabric or
ornaments of the church or to alterations of
them without a 'faculty or proper license
from the Ordinary."

It will be remembered that the Public
Worship Regulation Act provided that pro-
ceedings against incumbents might be taken,
with the leave of the Bisliop. by the arch-
deacon, churchwarden, or three parishioners,
on the ground that in the parish church "any
alteration in, or addition to, the fabric
ornaments or furniture thereof has been
made without lawful authority."

As the law stands, there is also authority
which would justify an action in the High
Court of .lustice for an injunction to restrain
an incumbent or churchwardens from UKiking
iiltcrations in a parish church in the absence
of. or in defiance of the terms of, a faculty.

XVII.—The committee think it desirable that the
ecclesiastical courts should possess jurisdiction to deal
with such cases, both a. to incumbents and church-
wardens, not only by inllicting the usual ecclesiastical
censures, hut should also have fuller powers to order
things introduced without faculty to be removed, and
things removed without facult.y to be reinstated.
The aditjition of this recommendation would require

statutory sanction.

The committee draw attention to the fact
that a Bishop who initiated proceedings such
as may, in any case, and must, in some cases,
he inevitable if due protection is to be ex-
tended to all parish churches, would incur a
responsibility for costs which, as the law
stands, would not be defrayed from any
public source. The anomaly of the position
in this respect is obvious, but it is beyond
the function of this committee to do more
than draw attention to the matter. The
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tominittee veiitureil to submit the following

question to the Bishops:

—

"Are you prepared to enforce tbe Jaw by taking
proceedings in the ecclesiastical courts against in-

ciuubents and cburcbwardens wUo carry out works in

tueir cuurches, eitlier witboiit faculty, or iu disregard

of tbe conditions of a faculty :' Would you be prepared
to do iio, provided you were secured against any expense
in so doing ?

"

The replies from thirty-four Bishops varied

in their effect. In the opinion of the com-
mittee the machinery of the Consistory

Courts for the proper consideration and
decision of cases submitted to thera can,

without niiioh difficulty or change, be made
reasonably effective by the joint action of

the Bishops and Chancellors. But in order

to make this machinery adequate for the pro-

tection of ancient churches it is necessary to

enforce (1) applications for faculties in all

proper cases, and ('2) the due observance of

faculties when granted. The fulfilment of

these conditions can only be secured by the

direct and sustained efforts of the Bishops
themselves, first and chiefly by using their

very large powers of influence and per-

suasion, and, secondly, if and when neces-

eary, by coercive proceedings to compel
obedience to the law.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting of the London County

Council on Tuesday the General i'urposes

Committee reported that the cost of works
carried out by direct eujploynient of labour
and completed in the half-year ended
March 31, 1914, was £418.078 ys. 2d. The
total cost of works executed during the pre-

ceding half-year by direct employment of

labour under the direction of the committees
controlling services was £261.352 Is. 4d. The
largest item was for petty works of current
maintenance of highways, amounting to

£329,287 12s. 9d.

The borrowing was sanctioned by the St.

Pancras Borough Council of £8,970, made
up of mains £2,587, plant £1,140, house
services £2,676, meters £1,835, and lamps on
hire for outside lighting £7.32.

The Improvements Committee reported
that representations had been made from
time to time by the Battersea, Fulham, and
Wandsw^orth Metropolitan Borough Councils
as to the congested condition of the traffic

on Putney Bridge, and urging that in the
interests of public safety the bridge should
be widened. The bridge, which was built in

1886, is a granite arched structure having a
total width between parapets of 44ft. and a
carriageway of 25ft., and two footways, each
9ft. 6in. iu width. The bridge not only
forms part of the main traffic route leading
out of London from the south-west, but also
provides a connecting link for the traffic in
Fulham Palace-road. Fulham-road. and New
King's-road on the north, and Lower Rich-
mond road. High-street, Putney, and Putney
'Bridge-road on the south. The committee
decided, after careful consideration, that the
time had arrived when, in order to remedy
the e.tisting congestion, the Council should
take in huiid the widening of the bridge.
They considered that a width of about 74ft.
should be adopted, this width being obtained
by extending the piers on the down-stream
side. This would allow for two lines of
traffic on each side of the tramways and for
two footways of about lift. 6in. each. The
cost of sucii a widening, including the cost
of acquiring the necessary property for
widening the bridye approaches, was esti-
mated at £230,000.
The Finance Committee were of opinion

that it was not desirable on financial grounds
tliat the Council sliould undertake the im-
provement at present; they suggested, how-
ever, that plans for the widening should be
prepared and any preliminarv iiPL'otiations
completed, so that if there should be any
acute distress due to unemployment whicji
could be met by proceeding v'vith the im-
provement, the matter could be put in hand
at once. The preparation of these plans, and
the incidental surveys, souidings, and
borings would also involve expenditure, the
total cost for tlip current financial year being
estimated at £1,000. The Finance Com-

mittee therefore recommended that the
borough councils of Battersea, Fulham. and
Wandsworth be informed that the Council,
while considering that the Putney Bridge
improvement should be carried out at as early

a date as possible, could not at the present
time authorise the suggested expenditure of

£1,000 Oil preliminary plans and particulars.

The Improvements Committee, in a further
report, recommended that proceedings be
taken in the widening of Terrace-road and
Cassland-road, Hackney, at a total esti-

mated cost of £2,600. as part of the re-

construction of the existing horse-traction
tramways in that line of thoroughfare.
The Main Drainage Committee reconi-

niended that the North Woolwich pumping-
station be enlarged, ajid that a new rising

main from that station to the Northern out-

fall be constructed, and that an estimate of ex-

penditure on capital account of £45,600, sub
mitted by the Finance Committee in respect
of this enlargement of the pumping-station,
and the construction of a new 24in. main
from that station to the Northern outfall,

excluding so much of the main as lies be-
tween Woolwicli Manorway and the entrance
basin to the Royal Albert Dock, be appro\ed.
The committee stated that they proposed to

accept the lowest tender received for the
enlargement of the station, amounting to

£11.615, subject to inquiries. The installa-

tion of new machinery at the station involved
a partial rearrangement of the existing
piping and the provision of some new steam
and other piping. It was necessary to keep
'the machinery of the station running, and it

was, therefore, desirable that this portion
of the work should be carried out by the
direct employment of labour. In accord-
ance with the stainling rules consideration
of these recommendations were postponed
until the meeting next Tuesday.
The General Purposes Committee recom-

mended that the resignation by Sir Laurence
Gonime of the office of Clerk of the Council,
which was accepted in February, take effect
as from March 31 next. It had not been
practicable, the committee reported, to
relieve him from the responsibilities of his
office pending the conclusion of several im-
portant matters. The Council will not
be able to determine the amount of pension
and allowance which may be granted to Sir
Laurence on retirement until after the ex-
piration of the completed years of service
by him; this will be after January 24, when
he will have served forty-o[ie years, and the
committee proposes to report on the point at
the first meeting after the Christmas recess.
A long discussion took place on the amend-
ment to the report, moved by Sir John W.
Benn, that the resignation should not take
effect until applications for the post had
been invited by advertisement, which, he
contended, was the way to iiisure the rate
payers getting what they had a right to
demand, the best talent in the market. Mr.
Cyril Jackson replied that the General
Purposes Committee had decided that,
before resorting to advertisement, it would
be desirable to allow members of the
Council's staff an opportunity of coming
forward and having their claims considered.
Why. he asked, sliould they go outside if they
found men in their own service able to fill

the post? The committee thought they were
more likely to be able to fill the vacancy
satisfactorily from within than from without
their own staff. Mr. Scott said he knew pro-
vincial town clerks who. if appointed, would
bring valuable ideas with them to a place
where such were often required. Major
Gray, the chairman of the committee, said
that his experience had been that for the
council to advertise offices and then appoint
persons who were already in their service
caused great dissatisfaction among unsuc-
cessful candidates. The amendment was
rejected by 61 votes against 41, and the
report of the committee, embodving a series
of changes in the duties of the clerk, was
adopted.

The Education Committee of the London
County Council adopted on Wednesday a pro-
posal to modify their programme of work in

connection with the scheme of building, re-

building, and remodelling schools in order
to reduce the size of classes to a maximuin
for forty in boys', girls', and mixed schools,
and forty-eight in infants', schools. The
Finance Committee had suggested that the.
maintenance of a standard which was reason-
able before the war might not be reasonable
now, and that while no doubt the Council
would desire to proceed with the erection of

new schools on sites already acquired,
further expenditure on the purchase of sites

might perhaps be stopped. The .Accommoda-
tion Sub-Committee, having considered this

suggestion, recommended the postponement
of the purchase of certain school sites of the

estimated value of £155,000. At the same
time, however, they suggested that the
building of new schools on the sites already
acquired should be expedited. .\fter con-

siderable discussion the recommendation was
adopted. *

HOME INTERIORS.
The Caxtoii Publishing Company, Ltd.,

Clun House, Surrey-street. Strand, have
just published Section 5 of Mr. R. Goulburn
Lovell's excellent series of " Home Interiors,"

the previous sections of which we have before

noticed.

This present instalment includes decorative
window schemes for a blue and grey drawing-
room, green drawing-room, and a blue and
gold sitting-room, with fully-detailed work-
ing instructions for each. The price is

12s. 6d.

Of the value to our own readers of such a

series as this, in which good taste combines
with real practical knowledge. and the capacity
to impart the latter, we have before spoken.
We are sure also that the work deserves a

far wider circulation tliau the ordinary
attempts of its kind get or deserve, and we
congratulate the architect or builder who has
a client wise enough to have made himself
acquainted with Mr. Lovell's suggestions.

He will not sin against knowledge thereafter

by compelling those he employs to per-

petrate the enormities of some of the ordinary
trade decorators

!

The Lossiemouth Boat Shelter Commissioners
have accepted the tender of Messrs. Cooper and
Paris, of Dunfermline, for new harbour-works.
The amount of the contract is a little imder
jE 16,000.

An iiu|uiry was lield at Wigan on Wednesday,
before Mr. F. H. Tulloch, an inspector under
tlie I.oca! (iovernnient Board, as to an applica-

tion from the corporation for sanction to borrow
£11,881 for works of paving.

Tlie corporation of Salford have authorised
their health committee to apply to the Local
Goverinnent Board for sanction to borrow tbe
sum of £27.414 to cover the cost of the erection

and equipment of the tuberculosis hospital at

Nab Top Farm, Marple.

Mr. Henry Card, formerly county surveyor
of East Sussex, died on Nov. 27, at the advanced
age of ninety-six. The funeral, which took place

on Tuesday week at Lewes, was attended by,

among many others, Mr. F. J. Wood, the

present county surveyor of East Sussex.

The Manchester Corporation, after a long

debate, decided at their last meeting, on the

reconnnendation of the rivers committee, to

take over tlie Stockport Corporation sewage-
works and lands adjoining, having an area of

over 94 acres, and to connect such works vvitli

the city system of sewerage.

The new Sale and District Higher Elementary
Central School, whicli occupies a coniinanding
site in AshfieUl-road was opened on Friday by
Mr. Alfred Nixon, principal of the Manchester
School of Commerce, and chairman of the

managers. The school, including the value of

the site, cost £13,000.

The general purposes committee of the South'
wark Boromrh Council report the receipt of a

communication from the London County Council

staling that it had been decided that the pro-

posal regarding the suggested tramways from
Waterloo-road to Blackfriars-road. through the

New Cut and Great Charlotte-street, vi'ould not

be proceeiled with in the next session of Parlia-

ment. The scheme has met with strong local

opposition on Vjehalf of the traders of the

district.
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Cnrrente Calamo.

We give elsewhere, with a few slight

omissions, the Report of the Ancient Jlonii-

nients (Churches) Coniniittee, which, at the

request of the two Primates, undertook,

just eighteen months ago, to ascertain and

report on the steps taken on the issue of

faculties for the protection of church fabrics

which have to ujidergo repair or alteration.

It is, of course, tomnion knowledge that the

Report was requested in great measure as a

consequence of a memorial presented to the

Archbishops by the Society for the Pro-

tection of Ancient Buildings. That Memorial
was not a fair one, and we think the Com-
mittee's remarks thereon are deserved.

With regai'd to the list of forty churches

submitted by the Society as cases wliere

destructive work has been carried out under

a faculty since 1896, the Committee find that

in twenty-one out of the forty cases no

faculty was obtained. In one case the only

criticism is that the church was " entirely

restored ' by Bodly " (sic). By " Bodly " is

meant the late G. F. Bodley, R.A., and the

inference seems to be that any works
suggested by this eminent architect must
be harmful. As a matter of fact, the works
were of enlargement and adornment rather

than "restoration," and were very carefully

considered by the Chancellor. In another
case not only was no faculty granted, but
the list is blank as to the nature of the work
and the objection to it. In eighteen of the

nineteen cases where faculties were obtained
well-known architects were employed— e..g.,

tlie late Mr. Hodgson Fowler, Sir Thomas
Jackson, the late Mr. Bodley, Mr. Coniper.

and Mr. Currey. In the nineteenth case the

faculty was not tor architectural work but
for stained-glass windows. In ten of the

nineteen cases the allegations of the society

are categorically denied by those on the spot

with intimate knowledge of and responsi-

bility for the churches concerned. In another
case (one of the non-faculty group) complaint
is made of the refacing of an ancient wall.

which, liowever, seems to have been erected

almost within living memory — viz., about
1818.

It is certainly regrettable, as the Com-
mittee say, that the allegations of the Society

are marred by inaccuracy and exaggeration,

and that its aim "has not found more
decorous expression, especially as the Me
morial contemplates the Society undertaking
some official responsibility for the care and
supervision of ancient churches." The truth

;s, as we have several times said, that the

animadversioiis of the Society have, to say

the least, been all along based on a few in-

stances which all represeutati\e architects

have deplored, and that in the great majority
of eases the Chajieellors of the dioceses for

many years past have co operated with archi-

tects to prevent a "destruction." A church
is built primarily for worship, and local or
initional associations must be indeed more
than usually important to justify the patch-
work " restoration " the Society prescribes.

Take a case which is, to a considerable
cxtejit, analogous. Our warships are struc-

tures of the highest importance to the nation.

One of these—the very name of which is an
inspiration to every British sailor, and a

guarantee to the nation that Nelson's
devotion still animates every man and boy
afloat, is still maintained by the .^dniiraltv

as a precious memorial of the great fight that

kept our shores inviolate when Europe lay

at the feet of Napoleon, We trust it will bo,

while a plank of it can be kept intact. But

surely no one will argue that we are bound

to keep every obsolete vessel afloat, to mark

our lo\e for the Navy, and our admiration of

the graceful battleships and frigates of the

past, which lia\e been superseded !)} the

more formidable, but less beautiful, levia-

thans of loday'i' Such a proposition would

surely be recognised as " merely eccentric,"

and so the Committee, not unjustly, de-

scribes the contentions of the Society.

'The seventeen recommendations of the

Committee seem to us reasonable and

feasible, generally speaking. The first is

that the practice and system of pleading

should be made the same in all the Con-
sistory Courts, which would not require

statutory sanction, but would require con-

certed action by all the Chancellors. It is

also recommended that the category of

parties with a lecus standi to oppose, recog-

nised by law, should be widened to include

the bishop of the diocese, and that in each

diocese there should be constituted a body
appointed by the bishop, aiid created ad hoc,

to advise the Court in architectural, archieo-

logical, historical, and artistic matters

relating to churches as to which faculties

are sought. The other recommendations,

under the heads of fees, preventive measures,

and the supervision of works after the faculty

has been issued, are detailed in the Report,

as given on another page. In conclusion,

we heartily endorse the Committee's warning

that no machinery will ever be effective

uidess it is used. The over-zeal of extremists

among the clergy of all sections, or that of

those who support them, is, in the first place,

the concern of the legal guardians of the

fabric. While chnrchwardens and others in-

terested allow work to be done without

faculties to the extent mentioned as having

been done in one diocese during five years,

things will certainly happen that need

checking. No architect worthy of the name
should lend himself to the perpetration, and

we are persuaded that very few do.

The report of the Local Government Board
on the proposal for the erection of a new
town-hall at Middleton, in which it is

suggested that the scheme " might well be

deferred for a time"— the Board declining

for the present to sanction the borrowing of

the £18,000 which would be required—has

caused great surprise, and no wonder I In

every department accommodation is in-

adequate. The plans for the proposed new
building, by Mr. .\leck G. Horsenell, of

Gray's Inn-square, was selected from among
107 designs sent in, Mr. G. Hastwell Gray-

son, of Liverpool, being the assessor, and
were fully illustrated in our issue of Aug. 21

last. Although designed to meet the needs

of the nc.\t half-century, they were not esti

mated to provide for more than the staffs of

the already existing municipal departments.

At the inquiry the Local Government Board
inspector was assured that the corporation

had no intention of proceeding with the new

building until the condition of the building

trade showed that the provision of employ-

ment was desirable, and that the council

would not immediately go on with their

plans if it was seen that the effect of the

war was considerably to increase the cost of

building. The council desired borrowing

powers (.ninounting on a thirty years' basis

to less than a twopenny rate), in order that

they might proceed with the work as soon

as the time appeared suitable. The report

of the Local Government Board is in direct

contravention of the pledge of the Govern-

ment to do all in its power to facilitate home
employment, aiid pressure should be brought

to compel its reconsideration.

The rate of Income-tax payable during the

current year was left in some confusion upon
the reports of the Chancellor's Budget
speech. But it has since been cleared up
ijy the .'\ttorney-General, and, later, by the

circular from the Inland Revenue. It is

now explained that the tax is doubled from
Dec. 6, 1914, to April 6, 1915— i.e., for a

third of the year now running. The effect of

this raising of the rate for that period is

to make the tax for the whole year Is. 8d.

in the £1, which it works out at, upon un-

earned income, taking 2s. 6d. in the £1 as

the rate for the last third of the y«ar, and
Is. 3d. as that of the first two?tliirds. Now
that we have passed December 6—at which
date the line is drawn—this rate is from
then at 2s. Od. in the £1. Therefore, on the

Christmas ground-rents and rents there will

have to be a calculation as to the sum rightly

to be deducted. If this rent were payable in

one annual sum it would be Is. 8d. Where,
as is more usual, these rents are payable
half-yearly, then, presuming the June rents

were charged tax at Is. 3d., the deduction

at Christmas will be 2s. Id., and if this was
clone quarterly— i.e., in June and Michael-

mas—at this rate, the deduction will also be

2s. Id. at Christmas and 2s. Id. at Lady Day
next year. There must thus be such an ad-

justment of the amounts deducted as will

bring the rate of Income-tax from April to

.4pril up to Is. 8d. in the £1 upon the whole
current year, and, of course, the same general

rule applies to mortgage interest, dividends,

etc.

The Boston (U.S.A.) "Monthly Letter"
of the Master Builders' Association records

that its representative has been calling from
time to time on various architects to secure
from them suggestions as to contraetors or

building material dealers with whom they

have business relations, and who they think

should be members of this Association, and
one architect upon whom he called said it

would be impossible to suggest such persons

for the reason that he had for years made
it a point not to invite estimates from
concerns that were not members of the

Master Builders' Association. Another archi-

tect made the same statement, and added
that this practice he considered distinctly

valuable, for while he did not expect perfec-

tion among builders any more than in any
other class of people, lie knew that by con-

fining his invitations to members iit the

Association he was getting concerns that had
passed the scrutiny of their fellow con-

tractors, and that he would be reasonably

well assured of getting satisfactory results.

He also remarked that he believed his prac-

tice was also a benefit to the members, for

they not only realised that he was using dis-

cretion in his selection of bidders, but it also

stimulated them to do their best in execution

of work, and this naturally resulted in

making their services still more desirable.

There is something in this which deserves

consideration here. Probably the day is

coming when no architect will be recognised

by builders unless he is legally recognised as

qualified, and when no recognised architect

will employ a builder \\lio is uot similarly

qualified and recognised. Meanwhile, even
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iiifoniieil stipulations, it mutual, cau do no

lianu, a)id will sometimes, at any rate, shut

out the inefficient pretender.

.4t the beginning of business at the last

meeting of the Wirksworth Urban District

Council, the chairmi;n, Mr. W. J. Harrison,

said he wished to dissociate himself entirely

and emphatically from a decision arrived at

by the council in refusing to grant leave to

enlist to the surveyor, Mr. J. F. Wardle.

Speaking for the majority of the members,

Mr. Storey, a councillor, replied that while

there was an urgent need for recruits they

felt they had no alternative. The engineer

who had carried out the sewerage works had

gone, the water bailiff had gone, and there

was practically no otic as an official, or even

anyone else, who could undertake to see that

Mr. Wardle's duties were carried out; Mr.

Wardle was practically acting for the

engineer and the water bailiff, and the

council would be left absolutely with no one

who understood what was necessary for the

carrying on of the duties. A Mr. Smith and

other members said they had to consider the

ratepayers, and the subject dropped. We
can hardly bring ourselves to believe that the

ratepayers even of an isolated village com-

munity like Wirksworth will endorse the

selfish and unpatriotic action of their

representatives.

A letter appeared in the Times of Oct. 21,

1914, commenting on his Majesty's Office of

Works and their invitation of tenders for

furnisliing witli bookcases the offices of the

Board of Agriculture, particularly mention-

ing that Austrian oak was to be used. This

letter has created considerable discussion

regarding the merits of different sorts of

oaks, and it was decided—with the object of

bringing about the use, as far as possible,

of home grown timber and timber grown in

the countries of our Allies, preventing tlie

supplies of money to the enemy, and finally

<lisposing of the controversy which has

existed— to lay the matter before Professor

Groom, M.A., D.Sc, and to ask for a full

report from him. A meeting has therefore

been arranged to take place at the Royal

College of Science and Technology at 3 p.m.

to day (the 11th), to hear Professor Groom's
report, at which meeting the Right Hon. the

Earl of Selboriie, K.G., G.C.M.G., P.C.,

will take the chair. Professor Groom is un-

doubtedly worth hearing, and we hope to

report the meeting in our next issue.

Engineers' Club, the Textile Institute, and

the Institution of Gas Engineers. A pro-

visional organising committee was formed,

which held its first meeting on May 15, and
|

from then onwards others. On Saturday last

a circular letter was despatched by Mr.

Anderson to all concerned, stating that he is

requested to say that a scheme of this sort

cannot, and ought not to be, pursued at the

present time, when the energies and efforts

of so many of those interested are fully

absorbed in more urgent work.

Times have changed since, we fear, but,

according to the Liverjjool Da'dij Post, one

of the best known churches in the district our

contemporary covers was built originally as

a business speculation. There was an opening

for a church in Everton, as there might be

for a general shop, and a number of local

gentlemen met at Everton Coffee-house to

consider the matter. The scheme propounded

and carried out was to erect a church by a

body of shareholders; shares to be £100 each,

and 110 to be issued. When the takings of

the church were productive beyond the ex-

penditure, the profits were to be divided be-

tween the proprietors in proportion to their

shares. The pews or seats were to be put

up by auction and sold to the highest bidder,

which was done later at the Coffee-house.

The ownerships in the church and seats were

given legal sanction by an Act of Parlia-

ment. The scheme was inaugurated in

December, 1812, at a time when Everton was

a beautiful residential district, and it was

a success, the shareholders for a time

making a good thing out of their investment.

One of the -local ill consequences of the

war is the indefinite postponement of the

scheme to establish a common meeting-place

and library for those engineering and tech-

nological societies which are represented in

Mai\chester. The first public expression of

tlie desire, which culminated in the forma-
tion of an organising committee under the

cluiirmanship of Sir Thomas A. Holland, was
a letter from Mr. W. T. Anderson, which
appeared on February 17 last. A conference
was held at the rooms of the Manchester
Geological and Milling Society on May 1,

at which the following institutions were
represented: The Institution of Electrical

Engineers, Manchester Association of

Students of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Society of Chemical Industry, Association
of Milling Electrical Engineers, Manchester
District Engineering Employers' Association,
the Junior Institution of Engineers, the In-

stitution of Mechanical Engineers, the Man-
chester Geological and Mining Society, the

The winter exhibition at the Royal

Academy will consist of a collection of

paintings by members of all the independent

societies, as well as those of the Academy,

and will also include a number of important

works by Belgian artists and the selection

of Belgian, sculpture wich was on view at

the Royal Scots Academy, and more recently

at Glasgow. A proportion of the money

taken at the doors will be given to the

Belgian relief funds and to the Red Cross

Society, and it will all go to charitable work.

The exhibition is looked forward to with

some interest, as, apart from the Old Masters

exhibitions at Burlington House it will be

the first within living memory really repre-

sentative of all British painters.

Messrs. Pritchard and Pritcbard, of Kidder-

minster, have been instructed by the rural dis-

trict council of Droitwich to prepare plans for

cottages at Ombersley, Cutnall Green, and
Snead's Green.

Mr. F. H. Tulloch, an inspector of the Local

Government Board, held an inquiry at Nelson,

Lanes, on Tuesday, into an application from the

town council for sanction to borrow i^6.645 for

street-improvements and the provision of public

conveniences.

The new Parliament Buildings at Wellington,
N.Z., are making good progress, the contractors

—Messrs. Hansford, Mills, and Hardie, of

Christchnrch, whose tender was accepted in

January last at Jt;i51,639—having had very little

delay in the supply of materials so far. They
anticipate some delay, however, through the

steel not arriving from England at due date,

which will mean an extension of contract time
(two years). They have now been six months
on the work above the foundations, and until

recently kept all their men employed. Four
electric cranes are usexl for placing the masonry
blocks in position ; they carry a weight of three
tons, and have a range of 70ft. The architects
are Messrs. Campbell and Paton, of Wellington,
N.Z.. whose design, chosen in competition from
tliirtv-three sent in, was illustrated in our issue
of November 24, 1911.

THE PRESERVATION OF SENLIS
CATHEDRAL.

Writing in the "R.I.B.A. Journal" after

a personal visit to " Senlis After the German
Invasion," Mr. Edward Warren, F.S.A.,

F. R.I.B.A., describes the destroyed railway-

station and the houses in the Rue de la

Republique, the result of careful and de-

liberate incendiarism, not of bombardment,
and adds: "In the charming high-walled

lanes close to the cathedral there are very

few instances of destruction, and the beauti-

ful building itself, small for a cathedral,

but of respectable size for a church, has, in

spite of newspaper accounts, suffered almost

not at all. The tall, narrow 13tli-ceiitury

south-west tower, with its thin detached shafts

and attenuated spire, is practically intact. A
little of the traceried parapet between the

two west towers is smashed, a gargoyle has

been lopped like a carrot, a pinnacle or two
truncated, and there are two holes in the

outer roof. Inside there is no trace of war
or trace of demolition. The vivid and de-

plorable modern glass of the windows is

intact—one is tempted to say unluckily so.

The lofty 15th-century transepts, and their

elaborate doorways, owe none of their slight

dilapidations to recent war, but perhaps to

the Revolution. No harm has been done by

the Germans to this interesting and charm-
ing little cathedral than can be put rigiit

for three or four hundred pounds. Outside, •

amidst the clustering houses, it is different,

and it is difficult to understand how such

complete ruin can have been dealt to the

Rue Bellon, a little street close to the con-

spicuous church, and to the Carrefour de hi

Licoriie without more damage to that

structure. The cause may have been in-

accurate aim, but the two fine desecrated

churches of St. Frambourg and St. Pierre

have also escaped, which looks like dis-

crimination.
"The fine College of St. Vincent, a Jesuit

establishment which retains the lofty 13th-

century tower and the chapel of the ancient

Abbaye, on whose site it stands, is intact,

with its incongruously picturesque Louis
Quatorze facade, and its quiet cloistered

quadrangle, which reminds one of a Cam-
bridge court, with a little added 'style.'

Chalked on a doorway near the college we
came, almost with a shock, upon a German
inscription, well remembered from the news-

paper accounts of two months ago, praying

good folks to spare this house, a prayer

happily granted."
«i»

In a report to the corporation of Wells,

Somerset, the city surveyor, Mr. C. Pursey,
slated that he had carried out tar-spraying on

main and district roads over an area of 74,924

square yards, at a total outlay of £250 19s. 3d.,

or 8d. per square yard, the cost including all

repairs to the sprayer.

The following improvements are about to be

carried out by the corporation of Tynemouth :

—

Rosella Field" improvements : new road (Rake
House-lane to Mast-lane), widening of Shields

and Blyth-road, Albion-road widening, repaving

works, Saville-street improvement. Sea Banks
restoration, housing scheme, purchase of land

for water undertaking, stores and offices (Union

Quay), market-shed (Fish Quay), close sheeting

at Quay, and construction of Spring Gardens

school. The following works are being deferred

for the present :—Construction of infectious

diseases hospital, construction of temporary

smallpox hospital, reconstruction of baths, in-

stallation of mechanical filters, construction of

King Edward School extension, and Low-street

improvement.

The corporation of Dudley are about to carry

out the widening of Downing-street and the

continuation to Ednam-road. The corporation

will divert the northern intercepting sewer to

the lino of the new street, and pay Earl Dudley

.£914 as compensation for the land given up in

Downing-street and for the loss of buildings lu

Downing-street and Tower-street. In considera-

tion of this Lord Dudley is to construct the new

road at his own cost, the work to be completed

in two years. The new road will provide a niore

direct way from Birminghamroad to the Priory

and the principal educational institutions of the

town, and will constitute one of the most im-

portant street-improvements effected at Dudley

for many years. It will involve the destruction

of a number of private garden allotments.
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HOUSE AT FOREST ROW, SUSSEX.
On the north, or entrance, front a foun-

tain court is provided, surrounded by a

cloister arrangement. Tliree alleys of this

cloister serve as entrance and corridor to

the staircase, hall, and reception-rooms,
while the remaining alley is appropriated to

the services of a pantry corridor com-
municating with the kitchen and offices. The
three reception - rooms have a south - e.Hst

aspect. On the first floor the courtyard is

surrounded by a terrace, which opens into a

corridor coiiiieeting the main staircase, bath-
rooms, bedrooms, and back corridor. The
attic contains two servants' bedrooms and a

boxroom. The house was designed to be
executed in Fletton bricks, with external

finish in rough plaster, the stringcourses,

cornices, and dressings in local stone, and the

roofing in glazed black pantiles. The draw-
ing was exhibited at the Royal Academy this

year l)y Mr. Cyril A. Farey, of Lincoln's

Inn Fields, who planned the house for a

special site in Sussex. The plans explain

the particular arrangements, which are very

original.

HOSPITAL FOR TUBERCULOSIS AT
COTTIXGHAM CASTLE. HULL.

This hospital, which is now in course of

construction, occupies part of what is known
as the Cottingham Castle Estate, and is

situated to the north-west of the city, about
six miles from the Guildhall. The site,

which lies at tlie foot of the Yorkshire wolds,
contains about thirty-five acres. The area
built upon falls from north-west to south-

east, and is protected on the east by a fine

belt of trees. The outlook is one of the

finest in the neighbourhood, commanding as

it does an uninterrupted view over lands
which slope gradually to the river Humber,

four miles -away. The main entrance to the

hospital \Vill be on the south, where the

site has a frontage of 243 yards to Castle

Hill-road. The several buildings will accom-
modate 120 patients, 30 female, 40 hospital,

aiul 50 male patients. The buildings com-
prise administrative block, dining and
kitchen block, three pavilions, laundry,

destructor and disinfeetor, post-mortem and
mortuary, and lodge. The total cost, in-

cluding laundry machinery, is £24,890. Tlie

corporation are erecting the administrative

block, laundry, and lodge, and the pavilions,

and kitchen and dining block are being

carried out by the Frazzi Construction Co.

The plans have been prepared by the City

Architect, Mr. Joseph H. Hirst, who is also

supervising the carrying out of the work.

We give a bird's-eye view, which shows
clearly the lay-out of the several buildings,

and of tliese we have grouped together the

plans. Had we reproduced these as disposed

on the block plan of the ground, they would
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n.,A\S OF THE SEVERAL BUILDINGS, HOSI'ITAL FOR TUBERCULOSIS, COTIINGHAM CASTLE, HULL,

Mr. .Jo.sKPH H. Hirst, City Architect.
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GROUND FLOOR PLTAN PLAN
Mr. J. A. Williamson, A.R.T.B.A., City Areliitpot.

OP GALLERY
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PORTOBELLO TOWN'
EniNBURGH.

HALL,

Tliis Ijiiilfling was recently opened by tbe
Right Honourable R. K. Inches. Lord
Provost of the city. By the Edinburgh Ex-
tension Aet of 1896, whereby the then ont-
lying burgh of Portobello was annexed to

the city, one of the obligations undertaken
by t]\e city was, among other things, the pro-
vision of a town-hall to accommodate not
less than 8(10 persons. It was resolved to
carry out this last of the undertakings under
the agreement. aM<l the town-hall has now
been completed, having accommodation for
1.00(1 per.sons, exclusive of the platform and
llie small liall. The plans explain themselves.
The oliloiig type was consiilered the most
'uitable for a biiihling sit\iated in a district
where it has to be adapted to a large variety
of public uses. The arrangement on plaii
is. therefore, simple and direct. The hall is

flanked on either side by a corridor ."ift. Gin.
wide. This is taken oft tlie width between
main walls, thus restricting the overhang of
side-balconies, and effectively rendering the
hall less liable to draughts. The building
is carried out in stone from Barney Quarry,
Northumberland. The stone carving has
been executed to the architect's drawings liy

Mr. Birnie Rliind, R.S.A.. of Edinburgh'.
All inleriial woodwurk i^ ol C'oliiniliian pine
finished in the tiatural colour by a waxed
finish. The interior plasterwork is f]nisiie<l

in pale ereani Dnresco. The approxiuiat •

i-ost of the building is .tS.GOO. The architect
is Mr. J. A. Williamson. A.R.I.B.A., the
City Architect.

LITTLE OFFLRY. HERTS.
This ancient house, after a period of com-

parative neglect. has been recently

thoroughly renovated throughout by its new
owner. Not niucli actual new l)uilding was
required, the necessary work being really a

complete reparation. auKl provisions of a

utilitarian character, consisting of sanitary

fittings and drainage for the house, farm-
house, and bailiff's cottage, well-boring and
water supply for the buildings on the estate,

beating and general repairs. A new loggia

and night nursery, illustrated in the accom-
panying drawing, were, however, added to

the south end of the hou.se, while other
building works were a water-tower, a pair of

cottages, and a new lodge added to an
existing one, which was altered in character.

The estate lies on high ground about one
and a half miles off the road between
Hitchin and Luton, and the house, with its

subsidiary buildings and cottages, is all that

is left of the one-time hamlet of Little

Offley. Whether the place is on the site of

King Offa's Palace or not, is a matter for

the anticjuarian ; hut it is reputed that Great
and Little Offley take their names from thi~

king having built his ''palace" and resided

here. The house is. however, very in-

teresting from the different dates of work it

contains, and the evidence it oflers of de-

velopment from a simpler structure. The
jdiotograph on the top of the plate gives the
main frojjt. 11 woidd appear to have been
originally a timber building, on the typical
plan of roof-high hall, with gabled end
wings. The only Ijit of timberwork that now
shows on the exterior can be seen in the
accompanying drawing. The hall hag been
subsequently divided up and converted into

a two-storied building and the entrance
brought to the centre. The result is that the

ground-floor rooms are rather low. the fir.st-

floor corridor just allows headroom, and the

bedrooms were continued up into the roof.

The chimney-stacks, the brick gabled

structure containing the staircase, the brick

gables of the front, and the few remaining

wood - muUioned, transomed, lead - glazed

windows probably belong to this early

period of improvement. Subsequently the

centre of the building was refronted in thin

red brick, a flat towards the front, about

half-way up the roof, allowing the ceilings to

be continued level towards the exterior wall,

and this permitting of the introduction of

early sash windows with thick bars. Both
the mullioned lead-glazed and the sashed

windows have in places been replaced by

later ones, while the house lias been ex-

tended by the addition of small subsidiary

wings on the front, one at least to serve the

purpose of a powdering room, and a recently

added wing to the service portion of the

house. The scullery and servants' hall

occupy what used to be the brew-house. The

house is thus, perhaps, as interesting an

example, on a small scale, as could be found

of the evolution of domestic work to nicet

the requirements of succeeding generations.

A quaint drawing of the house, published in

Sir Henry Channcy's "History of Hertford-

shire" (1700). give's a clue to' its then con-

,

dition. and sliows a turret in the centre of

i

the liuilding. Evidence that this once

existed i* to be found in the sturdy oak cage-

framing to support such a feature in the roof

over the boxroom. Various fragments of

panelling of different date remain in the

house, and sufficient old oak panelling was
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Messrs. Geoffry LrcAs and Arthur Lodof,. .\rcliitects.

recovered from the backs of cupboards, etc.,

to furnish the drawing-room with an oak
dado abort .5ft. 6iii. high. A good type of

18tli century panelling is found in some of

the rooms, notably the dining-room, which
has been enlarged, and the bedrooms over
the dining-room and kitchen. The front-

entrance doorway is an excellent example
of the same period. Some of the old brick-

arched fireplaces, including the large ingle-

nook in the present library, have been
opened up and repaired and brought into

use again. It was particularly desired by
the client that the features and old character
of the house should be retained as much as

possible, and though the roof was in a badly
dilapidated condition, it was found possible

by careful treatment to retain it and to

relay the old tiling, with the nnevenness of

surface incident to an ancient structure.

Other parts of the building record similar

conservative treatment with satisfactory

results. The whole of the work to the house
and the new buildings was carried out by
Messrs. T. Raban and Sons, of Baldock,
Herts, under the direction of Messrs.

Geoffry Lucas and .Arthur Lodae, archi-

tects, of 13, Grav's Inn square, W.C.. and
23, Brand-street, 'Hitchin.

The r\iral district council of the Isle of Wight
have received the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board to borrow £33.000 for the improve-
ment of the main roads.

A Local Government Board inquiry wa.s held
at Wolverhampton on Friday in connection with
the application of the Wolverhampton Corpora-
tion for sanction to borrow £3.165 for the
purpose of erecting, in Red Lion-street, firemen's
dwellings. There was no opposition to the
application.

COMPETITIONS.
STOKE-ON-TREXT.—The following was

the award of Mr. Ewen Harper. F.R.I.B..\.,

of Birmingham, in the competition for a new
Central Wesleyan mission-hall at Stoke on-

Trent: First," Mr. Reginald T. I.ongden,

Stoke-on-Trent; second, Messrs. Withers

and Meredith, FF.R.I.B.A., London; third,

Messrs. Wills, F.R.I.B.A., Derliy. The
total cost of the scheme will be about

£13.n00.

WORKMEN'S HOUSES COMl'ETl
TION. MILLDAM HEAD, DU.MFRIES.^
Menibftrs and Licentiates of the R.I.B.A. are

advised that the conditions of the above oom-

petition are not in accordance with the In-

stitute Regulations for Architectural Com-
petitions. The competitions committee "are

in correspondence with the promoters, with

a view to their amendment.

WORKMEN'S HOUSES COMPETI-
TION. MILLDAM HEAD. DUMFRIES.

-

Members of the Society of .'\rcliitects are

advised that, the competitions committee are

negotiating with the promoters of the abo\e

competition, with a view to securing amend-
ments to the conditions, which at present

are not approved by the Society.

The Haltwhistle Rural District Council have
appointed Wr. G. R. Shield as highway
surveyor.

The Rhymney Valley Sewerage Board have

accepted a tender amounting to £62,792 6s. 3d.

for the third section of the sewerage scheme

—

that extending from Tyncoed to Pontlottyn

Bridge. The two previous sections have cost

£83.131 5s. and £101.745 Is 6d. respectively.

making a total of £247.678 I6s. 9d. The original

estimate of oiitlav was £222.000.

1BtitI5ing InttUigenrf.—•-•-•

—

C O V E N T R Y. — The Church of Holy
Trinity, Coventry, requires very extensive

repairs to jts tower, and probably the spire

also needs money spent upon it. The tower
betrayed signs of weakness on the first

Sunday in August, when, during morning
service, two large pieces of stone fell on to

the organ-chamber. Since then an examina-
tion has been made by the architect, and
loose stone removed. The cost of repairing
the tower alone will not be less than £6,000.

The spire was last restored in 1887. at a cost

of £537. The same year £40,000 was spent
on the restoration of St. Michael's and the
repairing of the spires of Christ Church and
Holy Trinity.

HAYWARDS HEATH. — The founda-
tion-stones of the first section of the new
Congregational church and schools were laid

on 'iVednesday, Dec. 9. The design is Late
Gothic, freely treated. Externally the walls
are of red brick, with stone dressings and
tracery, and tiled roof. The general arrange-
ment of plan is a nave with double transepts,
accommodation being provided for three
hundred persons at lirst. The contract is

let to Mr. 1'. White, Hayward's Heath, and
amounts to £2,049. The architects are
Messrs. George Baines and Son, 5, Clement's
Inn, Strand, London.

NEWCASTLE - UNDER - LYME. — The
Baptist school church here (which forms the
first section of the scheme) was opened on
Dec. 2. Externally the buildings are treated
in red brick, with Hollington-stone dressings
and tiled roofs. The design is a simple treat-

ment of Late Gothic, 'fbe contractors are
Messrs. Tompkinson and Bettelley, Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent, and tlie cost has been about
.£1.577. The architects are Messrs. George
Baines and Son. 5. Clement's Inn. Strand.
London. W.C.

WINDLESTONE COLLIERY INSTI
TUTE. NEAR FERRY HILL, CO.
DURHAM. —The new hall and institute
which Messrs. Pease and Partners have pro-
vided in connection with their Windlestone
Colliery was opened on Saturday afternoon.
The premises, which have cost about .£2,000,
comprise a main hall to seat four hundred,
with large recessed platform and anteroom

;

a large billiard-room, with two tables;
reading room, kitchen, bathroom and lava-
tory block, and caretaker's house. Messrs.
Hope and Sons. Coundoii, were the principal
contractors, while the architect is Mr. W. A.
ICellctt, Bishop Auckland and Darlington.

At Barrow Town Council, on Monday, the
offer was accepted of Messrs. Vickers, Ltd., to
hand over to the corporation a portion of
Vickerstown Park, about eight acres in extent,
the conditions being that the corporation main-
tain it as a public park and pleasure-ground,
and that they contribute £1,000 for Vickers-
town street-making.

Mrs. J. R. H. Smyth, wife of the chairman
of the board of management of the Birmingham
General Hospital, unveiled last week in that
institution a memorial tablet (designed and
executed by Mr. Albert Toft) to the late Mr.
-lohn Roilerick. The tablet—a bronze one

—

occupies a position in the entrance corridor of
the hospital. The bust of the late Mr. Roderick
is in high relief, and is framed in panels of the
same metal, containing figures symbolising the
relief of need ami suflfering.

Salford Town Council have appointed Mr.
Krnest B. Martin. M.I.C.E.. of Rotherham. as

borough engineer and surveyor in succession to
the late Mr. .1. Corbett. at a salary of £900,
rising to £1.100 a year. The successful candi-
date is a native of the Isle of Ely. and a son
of the late Mr. Joseph Martin, chairman to
the Isle of Ely County Council for thirteen
years. He was article<l for three years to Mr.
E. J. Silcock. then borough and waterwork.s
engineer of King's Lynn, and the fourth year
of his articles was served under Mr. Thomas
Hewson, at that time city and waterworks
engineer of Leeds. Mr. Martin rose to the posi-

tion of deputy city engineer of Leeds, and in

1907 obtained his present appointment ns

borough and waterworks engineer of Rother-
ham.
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OBITUARY.
'I'lie death is announced from Sutton,

Surrey, at the n^c nf sixtypiglit, of Mr.
EiliiHiriil Tlionias Perrott. an architect ivlio

rclirrd from practice about five or six years

ago. A native of Stratford-onAvon, lie was

articled to the late JMr. Whitfield DauUes,
of Whitehall. After working with Mr.
Preedy he began practice in .John-street,

Bedford row. about 1874. and soon after-

wards removed from London to Sutton,

where much of his iater work was executed.

Tn 1870. in collaboration with Mr. Charles
Henman aTid ilr. William Harrison, he

obtained the first place in the competition

for Walsall Cottage Hospital, and the

building was erected from their design.

Other works of this period were the churches
of St. .John, at Portmadoc, and of St. Martha
at Tvddvngwn, close to Festiniog. From
1884 to l'8!)fl Mr. Perrott was assisted in his

work by Mr. R. Langton Cole, who lived

near him. and during this period the build-

inss carried out included Sutton Rectory. St.

Barnabas Vicarage, the small public hall, the

offices of the Sutton Water ,Go., "aad" other
works in the neighbonrhood,,sas,\vcll as the

rebuilding of Jlessrs.-'Bnrtrutu'. Hhrvey. and
Co.'s woollen rjitrehafife' .warehouse in

Gre.^ham-street. E.Gf'BetWecn 1890 and 1904

Mr. Perrott was chiefly engaged, oriv domestic
work in Surrey, and in^ the- latter year he
met with a bicycle acciaept from, .which he.;

ne\er wholly recovered. Mr. Perrott iouiefr

the Royal Institute of British Archttec-J^. as

an Associate in. 18837 beeJimt" a Fieliow half

a dozen years -intpr, anirl retired from
membership .in 1909. - j.- -; •

-'' -.•

The deatli occurred with startling sudden-
ness, on Saturdiiy afteriioon. of Mr. J. Lloyd
Jones, a Bangor architect;, .engaged in the
service of the Ltindon raiid Norfh-Western
Railway Company at Bangor. Mr. .Jones,

who was fifty six years of age. had been in-

disposed for a fortnitjlit. but was so much
better that on Saturday he invited some
friends to tea. While conversing with a

friend at the tea table he fainted and died.
The present Bantror Eisteddfod Pavilion was
designed by Mr. Lloyd Jones, as was the
Bangor Eisteddfod Pavilion of 1890. He
married a daughter of Mr. Thomas Lewis,
ex-mayor of Bangor, ^vho died some
years ago. He leaves two sons and two
daughters. One of his sons. Edgar, was pro-
fessionally engaged in South Africa, but
came home some time ago, and on the out-

break of war enlisted in the Shropshire
I i'_'ht Infantry.

-\t Golder's Green, on Friday, the body of the
1,110 Mr. H. W. B. Davis, R.A.. was cremated,
•ind the ashe? have been interred at Manwrthwl
Churchvanl. among the Welsh hills he so often
painted.

A new church of St. Jolin is about lo be bnilt
at Woking. Tlie architects are Messrs. Tubbs.
Messer, and Poult er. of Whitehall. S.W., and
file contractors arc Messrs. Norri» ami Co.. of
i^iinningdale.

Plans have been prepared by Messrs. E.
Jioardman and Son, of Norwich, and have been
.I'lopted, for an emergency hospital to be built
in the grounds of the Norfolk and Norwich
Hospital at Norwich.

Fairmuir special srliool for physically and
mentally defective chiUlrcn was opened at
Uiindee on Fridav. The school, which is situated
in the Downfield district, has accommodation
for 200 pupils The cost has been *6.500.

The Swedish "Timber Trades Journal" states
lliat the British Government )ms invited a
number of leading ICnglish timber importers'
.ngenis to discuss measures for obtaining regular
supplies of limber from ports on the west coast
of Sweden.

The annual distribution of prizes gained by
siudcnls of the evening classes in Glasgow
.School of Art took place on Thursday night in
hist week. Mr. Patrick S. niinn, who presided,
in handing over the medals, said that the
st:indard of work done in the evening classces
during the past session was higher than in any
oMier year. While the number of students was
-mailer, owing to some of them being on
military service, the attendances had been very
regular. Professor Anning Bell. A.R.A., after-
wards addressed the students.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

AX EniXBURGH AR P PROFESSOR
ON THE WAR.—Professor G. Baldwin
Brown, of the Fine Art Chair in Edinburgh
University, performed the opening ceremony
on Frida)* afternoon in connection with the

exhibition of arts and crafts which is being

held in the Outlook Tower. Castlehill, Edin-
burgh, and which will remain open till

December 12. History had, he said, shown
that between war and the arts there was a

close connection. At the actual moment of

the struggle there was little room for the

artist's work, especially now that photo
graphy had taken the place of drawing in

the illustrated journals. It had been re-

ported early in the war that a certain War
Lord had engaged an artist to paint pictures

of tlie prospective scenes of triumph, the

stage management of which had gone a little

wrong. If anything had actually been por-

trayed it was the ruin and destruction
wrought by the greatest military power of

modern times on a small, unprepared
country, the safety of which this great
niilitary Power had solemnly guaranteed.
Those were not the sort of works of art one
looked for in one's own country. When that

war came at last to an end. and the end was
not yet, they looked for a deepening of the

national life, for an ennoblement of aims, a

ip'urifying nf the body politic from sources of

weakness and corruption, and on the basis
of such a national, such an imperial, life

tliey looked for a new development of the
arts, perhaps to greater results than the
country had as yet known. Meanwhile the

artists needed their help and sympathy. It

was characteristic of this war that, with
microscopical exceptions, all classes in the

Empire were absolutely united in their faith

in the righteousness of their cause and in

their determination to see the business out
to the bitter end. That union meant that

the classes would leud to each other helping
hands that all might be enabled to tide over
the difficult times which must come before

the consummation, and in a small way that

exhibition would afford an opportunity for

such good and kindly work to be done.

GLASGOW.—The sixth meeting of the

Glasgow Royal Technical College Architec-

tural Craftsmen's Society was held in the

college on Friday, the 4th inst., when a

paper was given by Mr. T. G. Gilmour,
A. R.I. B. A., on "Reinforced Concrete By-
Laws." The lecturer devoted himself to

the London County Council regulations for

the proper construction of reinforced con-

crete buildings, and compared these with
the rules at present in force in Glasgow,
He gave details of the calculations required
to arrive at the correct size of the various

members, and how to place the steel in

order to get the maximum of strength with

the minimum of metal, A short discussion

followed.

HUGH MYDDELTON EVENING COM-
MERCIAL INSTITUTE.—The Easter t^rm
of this Institute commences on Jan. 12 at

7.15 at St. John's Walk. Clerkenwell-green,
London, E.C. The lecturer is Mr. A. C. J.

Green, Foye. Rosemouut, Romford. The
syllabus of lectures comprises:— 1. (a) Sales-

manship—What it Offers
;

(b) The Adver-
tising man. 2. (a) Capturing German Trade
in Australia; (b) The P.syehology of Adver-
tising. ,'i. (a) Breaking New Ground ;

(b)

Ailvertisiiig as a Selling Force. 4. (a) Men
Who Make Big Sales; (b) Advertising Media
—Newspapers and Catalogues. Trade
Papers. 5. (a) Argentina; (b) Retail Adver-
tising—the Fallacies of Present Day Pub-
lishers. 6. (a) Salary or Commission

;
(b)

Real Estate Advertising—Posters and Cata-
logues. 7. (a) Law of Agency— Secret Com-
missions

; (b) Copy and Design. 8. (a)

Financial and Insurance Salesmanship; (b)

Financial Publicity— its Opportunities. 9.

(a) The Store Salesman
;

(b) Outdoor and
Exhibition Advertising. 10. (a) The Sales-
man's policy; (b) The Advertisement
Manager and his Duties; the Advertising
Agency. U. (a) Town and Country Travel-
ling; jb] Opportunities for Advertising, and
Articles that might Profitably be given more

Attention. 12. (a) Complete Scheme for
Selling a Branded Article

;
(b) Advertising

Novelties. The term just ended lias been a

very satisfactory one, and we are .sure not a

few readers will find Mr. Green's lectures

helpful during 1915.

THE LEEDS AND WEST YORKSHIRE
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.—A general
meeting of tlie Leeds and West Yorkshire
Architectural Society was held at the Leeds
Institute on Thursday evening, Dec. 3. The
President, Mr. G. F. Bowman, occupying
the chair. A lecture on "The Churches of

Caen and Neighbourhood " was given by
Mr. James R. Wigfull, A. R.I. B. A. Amongst
the many examples illustrated by slides

were some smaller and lesser known
churches of great interest. The de\'elop-

ment. general history, and particular points
of detail were dealt with in an excellent
lecture, and the lantern - slides, prepared
from the author's own photographs, pre-

sented the subjects in an artistic and very
satisfactory manner. Mr. Frank Gedoii
Foster proposed a hearty vote of thanks to

the lecturer, which was seconded by Mr.
J. E. Braithwaite.

ORIGINS OF IONIC ARCHITEC
TURE.— In liis last lecture at the Briti.sh

Museum Mr. Banister Fletcher traced the
origin of the Ionic Order of Architecture, as

used by the Greeks, more especially in their

Colonies in Asia Minor. It wa.s slighter and
more graceful than the sturdy Dorian, the

capital being widened by the addition of the

Ionic volute above the echinus and a base
being given to the fluted column to supply
an appearance of strength. He discussed
the various suggestions, more or less fanciful

and fantastic, as to the prototype of the

downward curving volute or curl. Amongst
the many temples of this order are the two
widely different temples of Nike Apteros.
picturesquely perched on the Acropolis rock,

which w'as dedicnted to Athena in her cha-

racter as patron goddess of naval enterprise,

and the gigantic buildings at Ephesus,
erected to Artemis, better known as Diana
of the Ephesians. The most striking record

of this temple, the site of which was dis-

covered by the late J. T. Wood, with its

services, its craftsiuen, and its surround-
ings, is its dramatic description in the Acts
of the Apostles.

THE SOCIETY OP ARCHITECTS
LODGE OF FREEMASONS.— Owing to

the fact that the W.M. elect. Captain T.

Stewart Inglis, is serving with the colours,

Mr. Alfred George Ware is continuing in

office as W.M. for a second year of The
Society of Architects Lodge (No. 3244). At
the annual meting held at the Holborn
Restaurant the following officers were re-

appointed :— I. P.M., Mr. Edwin J. Sad-
grove. L.R. ; S.W., Captain T. Stewart
Inglis; J.W., Mr. H. W. Lockton

;

Treasurer, Mr. F. J. Eedle, P.M., P,P.G.
Supt.Wks. (Essex) ; Secretary, Mr. C.

McArthur Butler. P.M.. L.R.'; S.D., Mr.
F, L. Fitness; J.D. and Chaplain, Rev.

Everard Digby ; D.C. Col. F. S. Leslie,

R.E., P.M.. L.R. ; Aliuoner, Mr. Albert E.

Pridmore. P.M., L.R., I.G. ; Mr. J. .lellis,

P.M. (2416) ; Stewards, Messrs. J. J. Fry
and A. Alban H. Scott; Tyler, Mr. H. W.
Webb. It was reported that the W.M. had
during the past year represented the Lodge
at each of the three Masonic festivals .and

had taken up a total list of £100. Contri-

butions were voted to tlie funds connected
with the war under the auspices of the

Prince of Wales, Princess Mary, and Lady
Ampthill.

TROPICAL DISEASES.—The first of the

year's Chadwick Public Lectures was given

by Sir Ronald Ross at the London School of

Economics on Monday night. Sir Ronald
Boss took as bis subject "Government and

Civil and Military Sanitation in the

Tropics." He said that civilisation had

been excluded from large Tropical ai-eas. and

this was largely due to the presence there

of grave diseases, which had not been in-

yestigated until recently. We now knew
how many of tliese maladies were cnnsed,

and how they could be prevented, but the
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ipiestion still remained whether public ad-
ministration could utilise the preventive
measures suggested by science. The seven
commandments of sanitary science were: a
]iiire pipe water-supply, pipe sewerage, no
\ormin, efficient management of towns and
\illages, special measures against special

iliseases. adequate sanitary law, and ade-

i|uate sanitary organisation. These were
I'pginning to be obeyed lay (io\ernments and
pi'oples in the Tropics.

ULSTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
A meeting of the war committee of this

society was held on Wednesday, the 25th
lilt, at the Ro«ims of the Society, 9, Howard
-treet, Belfast. The president (Mr. N.
I'ltzsimons. F.R.I.B.A.) presided. Some
n.atters in connection with the war which

I ITect the profession were discussed, and a

Mlume of corespondence was read and dealt
\ith. It was reported that three more
lister architects had joined Lord
Kitchener's .4rmy since the last meeting,
making a total of ten architects from the
province at present serving with the
Colours. A special general meeting of

members, associates, and students of the
- niety was held at the Society's Rooms. 9.

i loward-street, Belfast, on Mondav after-

non, the 3nth ult. The president "(Mr. N.
I itzsimons, F.R.I.B.A.) occupied the chair,

1 amongst those present were: Messrs.
I!. M. Young. F.R.I.B.A.. R. E. Bnchanan,
\.R.I.B..A. (Londonderrv), J. A. Davidson
l.ondonderrvl. F. H. Tullocb, F.R.I.B.A.,
M. Seaver, B. E. and T. W. Henry, M.S. A.
Apologies were received from Messrs. W. J.

(Hlliland. F.R.I.B.A.. .J. Ferguson, R. E.
and W. .1. W. Roome. The lion, secretary
having read the minutes of the previous
mi'eting. which were confirmed and signed,
ilio meeting entered on the discussion of

-onie matters affecting professional practice,
hT the consideration of which the meetiiig
n.al been called. The work of the war com-
mittee up to the present was reviewed. The
president informed the meeting that the
representative of the Board of .\rchit<?etnral

Education of the Royal Institute of British

Architects Iiad inspected the Architectural
School at the Technical Institute along with
a siib-eommittee of the Council on the 26th
ult. He also informed the meeting that the
intermediate examinations of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects had been held at

the Society's Rooms on November 2.'?. 24,

and 2.5, and the examinations had been con-
ducted bv the members of the Council.

The lower and spire at Roscommon Church
are about to be completed from plans by Messrs.
O'Callaghan and Webb, architects. The con-
tractor is Mr. John Maguire, of Cork.

The annual smoking concert of the Archi-
tectural Association of Ireland was held on
Wednesday evening at the Central Hotel,
Exchequer-street, Dublin. A very good pro-
gramme was carried through, and the proceeds
will be devoted to the RT.B..\. special war fund
for architects.

An exihibition of drawings forming part of
the London section of Professor Geddes's col-

lection will be opened at the R.I.B.A. Galleries,

9, Conduit-street, S.W.. on Tuesday ner.t, at
4 p.m. These drawings have been prepared and
collected in order to replace a portion of Pro-
fessor Geddes's collection lost Ijy I ho sinking of
the Clan Grant. Mr. H. V. Lanchester, Vice-
President R.I.B..\., will give a brief paper on
"Civic Survey Work," illustrated by these draw-
ings, on Thursday evening next, at eight o'clock.
The exhibition will remain open till the I9th
inst.

The Leitrim County Council have considered
the "tenders" of architects in connection with
the proposed new Carrick-on-Shannon Tidier
culosis Dispensary, and have accepted thi- offer
of Mr. J. V. Brennan, Belfast, at 2J per cent.
on the outlay. "Tenders" were also received
from Mr. W. O'Brien at 2^ per cent, and from
Messrs. Kaye-Parry and Ross, Dublin, at .5 per
cent. Our contemporary the Irish Buildrr
denounces in no measured terms, we are glad
to see, the pernicious practice of inviting tenders
from architects so freely indulged in by local
aiithorilic5 in Ireland. The custom will cease
when qualified architects decline to respond to
tlicse invitations, so derogatorv to the dignity
of the profession.

—•-*-•

—

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
To the Editor of the BuiT.oiNO Nrw.s.

Sir,—Your appeal under the above title

on behalf of the "helpless little ones" snb-
ject.ed to the horrors of cross-ventilation in
winter weather, is indeed opportune now
that the wintry blasts are full upon us. As
a case in point, I would mention a certain
school in Swanage, Dorset, which is " ven-
tilated " on the open-window cross-current
principle, such as you describe, the lower
and upper sections of the windows being
pivoted and fixed at an angle, allowing the
wind to blow in at one side of the classrooms
and ont through the windows on tlie opposite
side, the result in cold weather being an
epidemic of chills, sore throats, and otlier
miseries. Ringworm was also very prevalent
in this school during the past winter, and the
school had, indeed, to be closed for a time,
owing to the excessive amount of illness

amongst the children, which, I have more
than a suspicion, might be traceable to the
barbarous mode of ventilation in use, enough
to bow 1 over even your " hardened enthu-
siast " dressed in Arctic attire, let alone in-

sufficiently-clad children, as they are when
their wraps are off in school. "

I quite agree with you that the Education
Board should lose no time in remedying this
"crying evil," as doubtless there must be
inany otlier schools similarly afflicted, and it

is little use "locking the stable," etc., and
allowing the winter which is now on us to

reap its full harvest before anything is done.
— I am etc..

Dec. G, 1914. C. E.

•Sir,—The article in your current issue on
"Unhealthy Schools" forms a very iu-

.structive exposition of the evils of throngh-
draughts, and it is more than surprising that
such an obnoxious travesty on ventilation
should be allowed in any school, especially
in the winter.

.A down draught is bad enough at any
time ; but when jt is launched upon one from
open windows on both sides it is simply an
unmitigated nuisance. This method is well

called "cross-ventilation," as its painful
results would make even the most equable
individual "cross," to say nothing of the
injury sustained.
As children are even more sensitive than

"grown-ups" to differences in temperature,
and as cross-currents of cold air produce this

dangerous difference, it should be made an
indictable offence to employ such means of

changing the air in schoolrooms. X Royal
Commission, if appointed, as suggested iiy

you, should certainly recommend this course,
which might prove a deterrent to the " fresh-

air-at-any-priee " fanatics,— I am, etc.,

ANTF Dli.it'OHT.

London. Dec. 7, 1914.

the powdered Pudlo has been added to it.

This is a point we have only discovered
during the last few months, and it is not
ill any of our booklets; indeed, this is the
first time it has been published.

In Mr. E. Whiiwell's paper, delivered
before the Institution of Municipal En-
gineers at their last meeting, he suggests
that when houses have been built with their
floors below the ground, either internal or
external cavities should be insisted upon.
This is. of course, a very expensive business,
and in some old properties would be objected
to by tenants because of the harbourage
which such cavities afford to vermin.

.\ much less expensive way. and one
making a perfectly dry basement, is to render
on the interior of the wall to a thickness of

liii. with Pudloed cement. If the wall is

slightly damp .31b. of Pudlo to every IflOlb.

of cement, rendered with 3 parts of sand to

1 part of cement, will be ample ; but if it is

dripping wet there should be 5Ib. of Piidio
to every 1001b. of cement, to a two-and-oiie
mixture.

I can assure your readers that I can
forward them copies of numerous letters

which have been received, stating that this
treatment has been perfectly satisfactory,
and in no case have we ever received one
word of failure.—T am. etc.,

.1. H. KERNER-GRKENWOnn.
King's Lynn.

PORTLAND CEMENT AND PLASTER.—
FLOORS BELOW GROUND-LEVEL.
Sir,— In your Intercommunication Column

of December 4 you publish some very prac-
tical replies on how to render plaster over
Portland cement, and two writers advocated
the use of Pudloed cement.
Every architect knows that when a

plasterer renders Parian or Keeiie'* on Port-
land cement, it is necessary to sprinkle the
Portland cement with water before he can
render the Keene's. The result of this

sprinkling is an irregular circle marked over
the surface of the wall, showing where the

plasterer left off each time to again sprinkle

the Portland cement with water.

It has been found that when even 2 per
cent, of Pudlo has been put in the Portland
cement that it is not necessary to sprinkle,

and time is thereby saved, and, what is more
important to an architect, there is no water-
mark; but the Keene's presents a clean, coii-

tinous surface over the entire wall. The
reason for this is the nonabsorbtive property
which the Portland cement possesses when I

The new towers added to the Cathedral nf
Lahore have been dedicated by the Bishop of
the diocese.

A new church whirh has been erected at
We.iitbourne, Bouruemouth, at a cost of about
£9,000, lias been dedicated liy the Bishop of
Southampton.

Mr. Thomas Hargreaves, builder and con-
tractor, of Manchester-road, Rochdale, whose
death occurred on Sept. 13 last, left estate
valued at £17,892 18s. lid. gross and .ffillll
19s. 7d. net.

A cinema pal.Tce was openi'd at Wexford on
Monday evening. It is seated for 7S0 persons,
and has been built from plans hy Mr. G. L.
O'Connor, of Dublin. The contractor was Mr.
William Underwood.

Montgomeryshire Education Committee on
Friday opened a new council school at Brookes
Berriew to replace an old Church school also
used for Church services. The new building cost,
n;itli the site. £1,100. and accommodates" fifty-
six.

Tlic dealh of a well-known English artist—
Mr. Charles Prosper .Sainton, R.I.— is announced
from New York. Tic succumbed while under-
going an operation. His mother was an English-
woman—Charlotte Helen Dolby, well known as
a contralto vocalist in mid-Victorian times.

At the Chester Consistory Court, on Mondnv.
the Chancellor granted a faculty for the erection
of a new vestry and for changing the position
of the organ at the parish church of Dehniere.
Other faculties were granted for the erection
of stained-glass memorial windows in the
churches of Holy Trinity and of St. Paul, both
at Birkenhead.

The Birmingham Association of Mechanical
Engineers held their annual meeting on Satur-
day evening at the Grand Hotel, Birmingham,
when Mr. A. Home-Morton was re-elected presi-
dent, and the other officers were also re-elected
Messrs. R. A. Chattock, W. Hadley, E. .T.

.lewell, and A. McSwiney were elected on Die
council.

At Southampton West Station, early on
Friday morning, after a train to Bonrnemonlh
had left. Mr. Perren. builder, of Regent street,
Southampton, who was very deaf, was found
lying across the metals, with his arm partly
torn off, the toes of one foot completely
severed, and a gash along the other arm. Mr.
Perren died soon after admission to the Royal
South Hants and Southimpton Hospital.

An inquiry was held by Mr. A. W. Bright
more, D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E.', Local Government
Board inspector, at Adwick-le-Strcet, on Thurs-
d.ay in last week, into an application made by
the Doncaster Rural District Council for powers
to borrow £7,100 for the purposes of a water
supply and reservoir to hohl 484.000 gallons at
the junction of Roman Bridge and Ridge Balk.
Mr. H. M. Marshall, clerk to the rural council,
presented the case for the application, and the
scheme was explained in detail by Mr. Balfour,
the engineer.
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STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

I'ORT SUNLIGHT.—A memorial to the late

Latly Lever was unveiled at Port Sunlight on

Friday—the anniversary of her birth— Ijy Sir

William Lever. The memorial takes the form
of a sculptured canopy adjoining the west end
of Christ Church, beneath which is a bronze

recumbent figure of the late Lady Lever resting

upon a green marble surltase. At the feet of

the figure is a group of two children, also in

bronze. On either side of the tomb are bronze
tablets bearing inscriptions in relief. The
sculptor is Sir \V. Goscombe John, R.A. The
memorial structure, which is of Shropshire red-

flaked sandstone, has three openings to the west

and one each to the north and south. The
supports between the openings are carried up
from a double base, finishing above the line of

coping in carved pinnacles, each main shaft

liaving a flanking buttress, also with pinnacle

finish. In the stone-vault ceiling is a star-centre

which is filled in with lead-glazing, and the

whole building finishes with an embattled
coping. The style is that of the tabernacle and
chantry of the early 15th century.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
AYRSHIRE CONTRACTORS' CLAIM.—

Judgment Reserved.—The House of Lords, con-

sisting of Earl Loreburn and Lords Atkinson,
Shaw, and Parmoor, reserved judgment on
Monday in the cross appeals of the Glasgow and
South-Western Railway Company and Messrs.
Boyd and Forrest, contractors. Kilmarnock. In
addition to the £272,030 paid by tlie railway
company for the construction of the Dairy and
North Johnstone Railway, the contractors
claimed a sum of i;i06,688. and contended that
the work was not done under the contract, and
that they were induced to enter into the con-
tract by the fraud or misrepresentation of the
railway company, and that the work proved to
be entirely different from that contemplated.
On the previous occasion the House of Lords
decided against the contractors on the question
of fraud, and the question that now came back
from the Court of Session was whether the con-
tractors entered into the contract under
essential error, and were entitled to be released,
and paid on the basis of qnnnium meruit for the
work done. The Court of Session decided in

their favour. The hearing of the appeals in

the House of Lords lasted five days. In regard
lo a minor matter in the case, the parties agreed
that the order of their Lordships should be
without prejudice to the right of the respondents
(the contractors), if so advised, to make any
further claim before the arbitrator imder the
contract in respect of or consequent upon the
construction of bridge 12.\, and the diversion of
Paisley water-pipes, and any delay on the part
of the appellants in furnishing plans for dealing
with the watercourses.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

WATERWORKS EXTENSION IN AYR-
SHIRE. — Important extensions to the water
supplies of several Ayrshire towns and works
were agreed to at a meeting of Irvine and
District Water Board at Kilwinning. The board
supplies the towns of Irvine, Kilwinning,
Stevenslon. Saltcoats, and Nobel's Explosives
Factory. It was decided to promote a Pro-
visional Order for power to con.struct a new
reservoir on the Drum Burrs and a tunnel. It
was also decided to promote a second Order for
powers to conclude an agreement with the town
council of Paisley with reference to a proposed
supply from CamphlU reservoir, to lay a pipe
for the introduction of s\ich supply into the
board's reservoir at Munnoch, and also to lay
a new pipe from Munnoch reservoir to filters,
CREWE.—At the last meeting of the town

council the completion was announced of the
new sewage disposal works. The members of
the general purposes committee recently visited
the farm, and found cverylhing workino- satis-
factorily. The works co.st £49,600, and the
incthwls adopted, suggested by the borough sur-
1 vor, had. Alderman Briggs announced, justified
in every way the expectations which were held
out when the scheme was accepted. The medical
ofTicer of the county was satisfied with the
effluent and the provision they had made would
meet all their requirements for many years to

.\t the annual election of the Pitt.sbur?
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects
the following were elected: President. Mr. F. A.
Russell; vice-president. Mr. Richard Kiehnel
secretary, Mr. Charles T Ingham; treasurer.
Mr. Carlton Strong.

®jir O^to fabk.

The Troops' Comforts Committee of the
War Service Bureau, originated by an appeal
made by Mrs. Maurice E. Webb, the wife of

the President of the Architectural Associa-
tion, is now in thorough working order, and
is busily occupied with its duties. A letter

has been sent to all members who are known
to be serving with the Colours, and many
answers have been received, showing that
the idea is much appreciated and can be of

real lielp. Many offers of help have been
received, together witli gifts in kind or
money. Games, books, magazines, tobacco,
cigarettes, warm clotliing have poured in to

the A. A., and it is hoped will continue to

do so, as a regular supply is wanted— par-
ticularly warm clothing. Donations of

money are specially welcome, as it is then
possible to buy what is most wanted at the
moment. Daily parcels of clothes, games,
etc., are sent off to the various men.

In reply to an inquiry as to whether
builders are in any way liable for damage
to tlie works caused through the King's
enemies, Mr. Leonard Tubbs, of Aldersgate-
street, E.C., solicitor to the Society of Archi-
tects, says: "In the event of a building, or
addition, to a building, in course of con-
struction, being damaged by the King's
enemies, where the contract provides for a

fixed sum to be paid upon completion, the
loss would fall upon the contractor, and not
upon the emploj'er, in the absence of express
provision to the contrary. In the event,
however, of the contract providing for

periodical payments against works per-
formed, the contractor's claim for payment
against works performed at the time of the
loss would remain valid, nnd the loss to that

extent would fall on the employer,"

The town-planning committee of Edin-
burgh Town Council considered at their last

meeting various proposals concerning areas
in the city and district. There was before
them a letter from the Merchant Company,
submitting amendments on the feuing plan
for their ground at Harrison Park. The
area nffected, which includes the public park
and recreation ground, extends to thirteen
acres. In connection with certain points the
new plan was submitted to the burgh
engineer. The burgh engineer submitted a
draft plan for an area at Powderhall and
Wnrristnn district as the initial step for a
town-planning scheme. The area comprises
ground extending from Ferry-road to Canon-
mills, the Botanic Gardens and Arboretum
grounds, and including Inverleit Place. The
committee in this case recommended that the
town clerk .should make application to the
Local Government Board for permission to

prepare a scheme for the area. The draft
scheme for the Bellevue area was also under
review, and was remitted for further con-
sideration. Later the committee had a con-
ference with the representatives of the
owners interested in the land included in

the area at Aberoorn and Duddingston, in

respect of which the corporation proposed
to make nn application to the Local Govern-
ment Board for power to prepare a town-
planning scheme. The area is for the most
part included in the city, but a portion of

it is outwith the city boundaries.

Christmas more than ever this year will he
the "home holiday" of the year, 'and in

these days of expeditious and comfortable
travel no unfavourable weather conditions
need exclude any who may wish to
ioin the family circle at this festive season.
We have just received a copy of a most
attractive programme issued by the Great
Central Railway Company. It is intended
for those who are spending their Christmas
in the Midlands, Yorkshire. Lancashire,
Lincolnshire, or North of England. On
Thursday. December 24. special expresses
will leave Marylebone at suitable times for
over .Wn different stations. The tickets
fissued at extremely low fares) will be avail-
able for return on the following Saturday,
Sunday, Monday, and Thursday, enabling
those who may so desire to spend the special

bank holiday period with their friends.

Breakfast, luncheon, or restaurant cars will

be attached to the trains, and the compart- ,

ments represent the acme of comfort, being
well lighted and maintained at a genial
temperature. Shopkeepers and others wliose

business will keep them in town until late

on Thursday evening will have the advantage
of suitable night trains. Copies of this

Special A. B.C. Programme can be obtained
free at Marylebone Station, G.C.R. town
offices and agencies, or post-free from
Publicity Department, 216, Marylebone-road,
London, N.W.

At the Diocesan Conferenc*. held at Bir-

mingham on Thursday, the archdeacons pre-

sented reports in wdiieh attention was called

to substantial structural work having been
done at a church without a faculty, while in

another instance the exterior of an ancient
and beautiful parish church had been dis-

figured by a hideous stove-pipe at the west-
end. The archdeacons pointed out that the
Church of England was trustee for a number
of buildings, many of them possessing the

very highest artistic and archfeological value,

and, therefore, it would be fatal if the im-

pression prevailed that the churches might
be regarded as private property, and that all

kinds of alterations could be carried out
without authority. A resolution was unani-

mously passed requesting the archdeacons to

take steps to obtain, at the expense of the

conference, from every church in the diocese

an inventory of church property on a suitable

diocesan form,

Mr. R. Clipston Sturgis, President of the

American Institute of Architects, has
appointed a committee composed of Mr.
Elmer C. Jenson, Chicago; Mr. Wilbur T.

Mills, Columbus ; and Mr, Benjamin Hubbell,
of Cleveland, Ohio, to act in an advisory
capacity to the Lincoln National Highway
Association in the building of the proposed
memorial highway. In appointing the com-
mittee it was announced by Professor
Sturgis that the purpose was to secure

"uniformly intelligent architectural treat-

ment of all the bridges, markers, stations,

and monuments which are to define the

course of the great thoroughfare."

^*^

Colonel Walton, R.E., has been posted as

.Senior Government Inspector of Railway,
Lahore, replacing Mr. Dove Wilson, who
becomes deouty engineer - in - chief, North-
western Railway of India.

Tlie following have satisfied the examiners of

Oxford University in the examination for the
Diploma in Public Health: Part I., Thomas R.
Bowen and -Mfred E. A. Carver: Parts I. and
II.. George B. D. Adams; Part III.. Francis S.

The parish church of Turriff. Aberdeenshire,
w^as reopened on Friday after undergoing recon-
struction and emliellishment. The total cost

of reconstructing the building was £2.82.'), In

addition to this, a new pipe-organ has been intro-

duced at a cost of £830. »
Carson. »

At Ardwick - le - Street, on Friday, a Local
Government Board inquiry was held into the
application of the Doncastci' Rural District

Council to borrow £7.100 for works of water
supply for the parish. It was stated that
through the Brodsworth Colliery the population I

had increased from 307 in 1901 to 6.750 at the
j

present time. j

.\t Friday's meeting of the Mersey Docks and
j

Harbour Board the warehouse committee recom-
i

mended the adaptation of two Ijlocks of the
,

Wallasey Dock Warehouse and the enclosing
rniavs on the south and west sides of the Albert

[

Dock for tobacco-storage purposes, at an esti-

mated cost of over £6,000. The recommenda- I

tions were confirmed. I

At the last meeting of the Torquay Corpora- '

tion a letter was read from the Local Govern-
ment Board sanctioning a loan of £15.860 for

the new scheme at the electricity-works, A
claim was made by Messrs. W^ilkins and Sons,

the contractors for the new municipal buildings,

and the general purposes committee recom-
mended that a cash offer of £306 be made with-

out prejudice, and that, in addition, the council
w-aive the account for .£193 in respect of stone

supplied and £390 for penalties incurred by the

contractors for the non-completion of the work
within the contract time. The matter was dis-

cussed in committee.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
I'liiDAV (To-DAv). — lustitutiou uf Water Eugiueere.

Auuual Meeting at Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W. 2 p.m.
Royal CoUefje of Sciencs and Tech-

nology. South Kensington. "Austrian
Oak,'" by Professor Groom. 3 p.m.

?<vrLHDAV (To-MoHHo\v.)—Institution of Water Engi-
neers. Annual Meeting. Burlington
House, Piccadilly, W. U a.m.

?iIo.vDAV.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " The Glories
of Hheims Cathedral," by Banister F.
Fletcher, F.E.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.
Uoyal Institute of British Architects.

"The Work of the late John Belcher,
R.A." by J. J. Joass, F.R.I. B. A. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " The History

jind Practice of the Art of Printing,"
Cantor Lecture No. I, by R. A. Peddio.
8 p.m.

I'LtsDAY.—Royal Institute of Britihh Architects. Open-
ing of Exhibits of London Section of
Professor Geddes' Collection of Town
Planning Drawings. 4 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineere. Papers
to ije further discussed :

" Tests of Re-
inforced Concrete Structures," by James
Henjamin Ball ;

" Corrosion of Steel
Wharves at Kowloou." l)y Somers Howe
Ellis; and "Concreting in Freezing
Weatlier and the Eflect of Frost upu'u
Concrete," by John Hammersley-
Heeuan. 8 p.m.
Architectural Association of Ireland.

"The Annual E.\careion, 1014," by
T. E. Hodman. 15, South Frederick-
lane, Dublin. 8 p.m.

\v
( t'.vLSDAv.—Royal Society of Arts. " Testing Pig-

ments for Permanence of Colour," by
Sir W. de W. Abney, K.C.B., F.R.S.
8 p.m.

Thuhsdav.—British Museum. "Greek Theatres and
Town Planning," by Banister F.
Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A. 4.30 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

"Civic Survey Work," by H. V. Lau-
chester, T.P.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.
Royal Society of Arts. " The Indian

Indigo Industry," by Dr. F. Mollwo
Perkin. 4.30 p.m.

©raire |l£lns.

The highway-bridge at Culverley has just been
rebuilt for the rural district council for the
New Forest. Mr, Masters was the eugineer.

SecoiiJ - Lieutenaut Kenneth Hooper, S.R.,
East Lancashire Regiment, son of Mr. Francis
Hooper, F.R.I.B.A., previously reported
wounded, and later as missing, has now written
home that he was for twelve days in the tem-
porary hospital at Ligny, near " Cambrai, has
recovered, and is at Torgau-on-Elbe. a prisoner
of war. His brother. Lieutenant Arnold F.
Hooper, left Kngland on Oct. 29 for India with
the oth Batt. Royal West Kent Regiment.

The application by the corporation of New-
castle on-Tyne for sanction to borrow sums of
£22.467 and i;7,210 for a scheme for the erection
of working-class dwellings, and for consent to
the appropriation ct certain lands vested in the
council in St. Lawrence-square and at City-
road, formed the subject of a Local Govern
nient Board inquiry at the town-hall, New-
castle, on Mondav evening. The inquiry was
conducted by Mr. H. A. Chapman, F.R.LIS.A.

The Chitton Rural District Council have
decided to offer a premium for the preparation
of an engineering scheme for providing an
efficient water supply for Chew Magna, Chel-
wood. Chew Stake, Norton Malreward, Publow.
and Stanton Drew. At the same meeting the
council instruc-ed their sanitary inspector, Mr.
R. S. Davey, to prepare a scheme of sewerage
for High Little, on. showing separate outfalls at
Rotconibe and the Batch' a scheme for the
whole of the parish of Paulton. and a small
outfall-works for Hobbs Wall, Farnborough.

An inquest was held at the Lambeth Coroner's
Court on Wednesday on John Frederick William
Cooper, 21, a builder's signalman, who died as
the result of the collapse of a derrick-staging
at the new County Hall, Belvedere-road, S.E.,
on Friday last. The coroner stated that the
staging consisted of three legs of skeleton
timber, erected in the form of a triangle. There
was a full gale blowing of a very gusty nature
at the time of the accident. Some workmen on
the ground below saw a balk of timber come
down from the direction of one of the legs
spporting the staging and resting on the em-
bankment. Next they heard the cracking of
the wood, and then the whole thing collapsed.
One man died on the way to the hospital, but
the other was still alive and able to give some
account of what happened. He would break the
record in surviving a fall of 115ft. on to hard
concrete. It was deposed that the accident was
nne to the jib hitting the back stav through
the force of the gale. The inq'uest was
adjourned for the attendance of the injured
man.

WAGES MOVmiENTS.
GLASGOW. — The wages of building trade

labourers in Glasgow have been advanced from
6Jd. to 7d. per hour. The new rate, which is

the highest yet reached by the labourers, will
continue in operation for si.t months. The
bricklayers employed in the Glasgow district
have also received an increase of a halfpenny
per hour, as also the members of the local
branches of the Operative Masons' Association
of Scotland. These advances, like that of the
labourers, are the sequel to negotiations in June
last. Altogether over 4,500 workmen will benefit
by the new rates.

NO TIMBER FAMINE IMMINENT.-In their
wood-market report Messrs. Denny, Mott, and
Dickson state the unexpected action of the
German Government in declaring all wood goods
as contraband, and thus putting a stop to
further supplies from tlie Baltic, has, of course,
had a very considerable eflect on the market
for spot goods; but to what extent it will cause
prices to further advance it is difficult to say at
present. The demand was well maintained
throughout November, and shows no falling off,

and with all further requirements having to be
supplied from stock, except for the few remain-
ing cargoes still to arrive from the White Sea,
and possible shipments from Norway, values
must certainly improve. Shipments, fortunately,
have been considerable during the last few
weeks both from the White Sea and the Baltic,
so that stocks must have increased in spite of
I he heavy consumption, and there is no need
to consider the possibilities of a timber famine.
It is certainly to be hoped that prices will not
be unduly forced up, as any such course is bound
eventually to react detrimentally to importers.

<t»
Tlie University of Pennsylvania has received

news that its Professor of Architectural Design,
Paul Philippe Cret, has been killed in action in
Northern France.

The Koad Board have made a grant of
i;20,000 for the construction of a new road
between Blackpool and Poulton on the main
highway to the North.

Mr. Fred Knee, secretary of the London
Trades Council, the National Workmen's
Housing Council, and other committees, died on
Tuesday evening, at Radlett, Herts, from an
attack of pleurisy following on bronchitis.

The council of Sheffield University, at their
meeting on Tuesday, appointed Mr. "H. Birkett
L'::ighton, A. R. I.E. A., of Upper Albert - road.
Sheffield, to the post of junior lecturer and
demonstrator in the department of architecture.

At the annual meeting of the Texas State
Association of Architects it was decided, after
full discussion, to instruct the committee on
legislation to take such action as might be
necessary to secdre~ the passage of a State
licensing law. Mr. H. A. Ovcrbeck, of Dallas,
was elected president for the ensuing year.

At a meeting on Fridav of the St. Asaph
(Denbigh) Rural District Council it was re-
ported that the repairs of Bodrochwyn Ganol
and Bodrochwyn Fawr roads, after extra-
ordinary traffic in connection with the carrying
of building materials to the latter village!
amoujited to -<;i23 ]5s. M., against an estimate
of £' for ordinary repairs. It was decided to
make a claim against Mr. Thomas, architect,
Liverpool, in connection with the matter.

The Doncaster Town Council are taking
further steps to cope with the housing difficiill\\
They are about to erect 102 workmen's dwellings
at Carr House, Doncaster. Altogether a site of
about twenty acres will be laid out. The
designs are to be thrown open to public com
petition, and the workmen's dwellings, which are
to occupy four acres, will be upon gardcn-citv
lines. The Local Government Board has agreed
to the erection of the hou.ies. and the Doncaster
Corporation have appointed a housing com-
mittee to proceed with the scheme.

The following additions have been made to
the collections in the Tate Nalional Gallery of
British Art: (1) A painting entitled "Bath-
slieba," by William Blake presented by the
National Arls-Collections Fund; (2) a painting
entitled *' The Spiritual Form of Nelson," bv
William Blake, purchased from Mr. Josepli
Jackson; (3) two drawings by Alfred Stevens
for the roundels of the doors at Dorchester
House—one presented by Mr. W. C. Alexander,
the second by Mr. W. C. Alexander and Mr.
Sheep^hanks; i4) portrait of "The Duchess of
Abercorn and Child," by Sir Edwin Landseer,
presented by Mr. Landseer MacKenzie.

LATEST PRICES.
N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
isual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so
vN'idely that they are, we fear, in many cases
quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel .Joists, English £7 10 to fs
Wrougbt-Iron Girder Plates 7
Steel Girder Plates 7 2
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 2-2

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
BestSnedshill 9

Angles IDs.. Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, <to., £S 1.5s. to fO.
Ditto galvanised, £U to ±'15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrngated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

B ,

,

7 10
8 2
8 10

6

.

, 5 17

,

,

R 15
3 10

No, 22 to 21
Per ton.

... £13 10
... 14

gange £V3
Bestditto 13

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G

8/3 8/9 9/3 9,9 10/3 11- 11/9 12/6 13/6 percwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stancbions 6 17 6 „ 8
Ilolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0,. 8 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 ,, 9 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 ,, 5 15
Cut Floor Brads 9 15 ,, —
Corrngated Iron. 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 „ —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11
£10 10s. £10 15s. £11 Os. £11 5s

12 B.W.G.
£11 15s. per ton.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £6
4in. to 6in 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5

2 6 to £6 7
0., 6 5

7 6 „ 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast. Lillieshall IDs. Od. to 117s. 6d,
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 753. Od.

Wrcnght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)—
Gas-Tubes 75 p 0.

Water-Tubes 71.+

Steam-Tubes ajh
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65"
Galvanised Water-Tubes 61J
Galvanised Steam-Tabes 55

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Per ton £21 5 tJ £21 7
L( a3 Water Pipe, Town 'M 5 0,, —

,, ,. ., Country '25 5 0.. —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '25 5 ,, —

Country '26 5 0,, —
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town •26 5 0.. —

., ., ,. ,. Country '27 3 0.. —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
ontside Town •2s 15 ,, —
., .. .. .. Country 'in L"i .. —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town '27 r, „ —
,. Country *:?.s 5 0.. —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4^in,) Town *27 5 0., —
Country '28 5

,

(Over 4jin, £1 per ton extra.

I

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6 ,,

Lead Shot, in ^Slb bags 24 15 .,

Copper Sheets, shtathing & rods 75 .,

Copper. British Cake and Ingot 64 .,

Tin. English Ingots 163 0.,
Do.. Bars 146 0,,
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 22 „
Sheet Lead, Town "23 15 0„

Country '24 15 „
Genuine White Lead 29 15 ..

Refined Red Lead 29 „
Sheet Zinc 55 0,,
Old Lead, against account 18 5 ,,

Tin percwt. 8 10 0„
Cat nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9,,

• For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

18 12 6

75 10
65

164
146 10

SLATES.

First quality

£ a.

. 12 12

. 6 12

. 13 2

. 13 17

.13

. 13 15

... ... 7 5
Enreka nnfading
green 20 „ 10 ... 15 17

20 „12... 18 7
18 „10... 13 5
16 „ 8... 10 5

Permanent Green ... 20 „ 10 ... 11 12
18 ..10... 9 12
16 ., 8... 6 12

in. in.

Blue Portmsdoc ... 20 x 10 .

16 „ 8.
Bine Bangor 20 .. 10 .

20 „ 12 .

, 20 „ 10,
20 ., 12 .

16 ,. 8 .,

d. perl.OOOof
6 1.200 at r. sin
6

6
6

6
6

6
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BBICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ ,. [river.

Mild Stocks 19 „ ,, „
Picked Stocks for delivered

Facings 2 5 „ atrly. stn.

Flettons 1 10

Pressed Wire Cuts... 1 18

Red Wire Cuts 1 U
Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Bed Pressed
Ruabon Facing ..500 ,, ,.

Best Bine Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 ,, ,. ,,

Ditto Bullnose 10 0.,
Best Stourbridge

Firebricks 311
2Sin. Best Bed Ac-

1

crington Plastic r 1 10 6

Facing Bricks )

3'le" Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing per 1,000

Bricks ±'2 10

3'
s" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 ti

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3

Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'ls in

thickest part 2

B'/s" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2

S'fe" ditto ditto through and through 2
3' b" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; a" and i" radius Bullnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each

( Net, delivered in

, ] full truck loads
i in London.

6

Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course

.

Accrington Camber Arches ;—

3 course deep, ih" soffit, per foot opening...
Is" ditto ditto ditto ...

P-*^"

ditto ditto ditto
" ditto ditto ditto ...

ditto ditto ditto ...

9" ditto ditto ditto ...

9" ditto ditto ditto ...

9" ditto ditto ditto

4 ditto
5 ditto
H ditto
R ditto
4 ditto
."i ditto
6 ditto

13
18
2 1

2 B

2 1

2 11
3 6
16

Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BBIOKS.
H^RD GLAZES (PER 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers—
H 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6

Quoins, Bullnose, and l^in. Flats—
15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6

Double Stretchers

—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 21 7 '

6 17 17 6
Double Headers—

11 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6

One side and two ends, square

—

18 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

17 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headerd—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. e^ch 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Bound Ends, Bullnose Stops—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Bounded Internal Angles

—

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each Sd. each 4d, each

MOULDED BRICKS.

stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Sd. each
Internal and External Angles—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose. Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per UOOO
Headers £22 17 6

,, ,, Quoins and Bullnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks \ Not
of single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
list for their respective kinds and colours r ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kind or colour, by 4Sin.
Is. !M. each J by 2|in.

Stretchers eut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.

' These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.
Thames Band 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 „
Thames Ballast 6 0,,

B. d. Per ton.
Host Portland Cemcct 36 to 11 delivered
Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

ExclaBive of charge for sacks.

s. d. B. d. Per yard,
Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at
railway station.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield , in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto ,, 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto ,, 2 2
01oBeburnRedFreestane,cUtto ,, 2
Ancaeter, ditto „ 1 10
Oreenshill, ditto „ 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Kims) ,, 1104

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Do. do. 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ,, 13

• All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on road £ s. d.

waggons, Paddington Depot per foot cube 1 7J
Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot „ 19*
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 17}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;—
Delivered on road waggons \ Brown White
at Paddington Depot,! Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or

(
Per foot cube.

Pimlico Wharf ' ... £0 2 3 ...£0 2 45

TILES.
B.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4

Buabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57

Ornamental ditto 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Selected " Perfecta " roofing
tiles: Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46

Ornamental ditto 48
Hip tiles 3

^^
Valley tiles 3

"Bosemary" brand plain tiles... 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 43

Hand-made sand-faced 45
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced J.0

Pressed 47
Ornamental ditto 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

d. Dlvrd. at
per 1000 ry.sn.

7 per doz.
per 1000

6

per doz. ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,,

per 1000
6
10* per doz. ,,

4 „
per 1000

per doz.
8

6 per 1000

per doz.
6

C per 1009
6

per doz. ,,

B

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale.per tun .£28 16 to £29
Ditto, brown 26 15 „ 27
Cottonseed, refined 29 „ 30
Olive, Spanish „ 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 21
Cocoanut, Cochin , 46
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10
Ditto, Mauritius 42 10
Palm, LagoB 32 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine „ 17 5
Sperm 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined ,, 6?
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16
Ditto, Archangel „ 19 6
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 3
Baltic Oil „ 2 H ,

Turpentine „ 3 0,
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil perowt. 9
Pure Linseed Oil
" Stority " Brand.. „ 9

5
5

10
10

5
10
5

8
6

10

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz.
Fourths 5d. ... Sid. ... 6d. .

Thirds 5jd. ... 6d. ... Bid. .

Fluted Sheet ihd. ... 5hd. ... — .

Hartley's English Boiled
Plate

32oz.
7d.

Sid.

3d.
'/i6in.

3M. .

iin.
4d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and BepouBsine... 4d. ... Sid.

VABNISHES, &c. Per aallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish fO 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of
churches 14

Fino Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White Copal Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
BerUn Black 16

Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

TRADE NOTES.
Under the direction of Messrs. 1''. O. and

\V. A. James, P.A.A. S.I., surveyors, Bristol, the

Boyle system of ventilation (natural), embracing
the latest patent "Air-pump" ventilators and
air-iulets. has been applied to the Bishop
Sutton Wesleyan Chapel.

The architects for the St. Johns Institute.

Sunderland, are having the artificial stonework
for this building treated with the powder Pudlo.
.\part from the waterproofing properties of the
powder, it is reported to give artificial stone
a bright and clean appearance, with sharp,
clear-cut arrises. If this object can be attained,
It IS certainly more satisfactory than a non-
Pudloed stone, which soon becomes rain-sodden
and dirty.

OGILVIE&CO.

Telephone : DALSTON 1388.

Many years connected with
the late firm of W. H.
L.^SCELLES & CO., of

Bunhill Row.

Mlldmay Avenue, ISLINBTONjN.
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS, ""J^^
FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned

HardAvoods,
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Bow, London, E.C.

TENDERS.
*** Correspoudeuts would in all cases obUge by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the
information.
Armagh. —For the erection of a central dispensary,

for the county council. Messrs. Kaye-Parry and
Boss. 48. Kildare-sti-eet. Dublin, architects :—

Thompson, J. R„ Ltd., Belfast... .f4,026

Beckett, W.. and Son, Dublin ... 4.000

CoUen Bros.. Ponadown 3,900

McAleenan. P., Castlewellan ... 3,865 10

Eraser, A., and Co., DubUn ... 3,&50

Collen, T., Tandragee 3,818

Martin, H. and J., Belfast ... 3,735 U

McKenna, P.. and Sons, Armagh* 3,605
* Accepted.

Atlesburt. — For the preparation of engine
foundations, for the electric-light committee :—

Crook and Judd (accepted) ... iE248 6 6

BARKING.—For sewerage and surface-water drain-

age, for the urban district council :—
Jackson, D. T.. Barking il,'206 ID 4

(Accepted.)

Barnkt. — For preparing the foundations and
erecting the superstructure of the infirmary, for the
guardians :

—

Willmot and Sons, Hitchin ... i;23,S25

(Accepted.)

Barnet.—For alteHfltions and repairs to the
children's home, GuspcIlBe, High-street, for the
guardians ;—

Pearson and Son, Barnet ^455
(Accepted.)

BABNiiT.—For the erection of council ofliceB in

Wood-street, for the urban district ceuncil. Mr.
W. B. Chancellor, surveyor. Quantities by Mr. R. T.

Davey, Biruiinqham :—
Galbraith Bros.. Ltd f5,200

Byford, F 5.163 7 7

Peppiatt, H., and Cooper 4.973 15

Porter, A, Ltd 4,936

Mowlem, J., and Co 4.936

Edmondsons, Ltd 4,839 6 1

Thomas, J 1,6S7

Moss. S. E 4,670

Brightman,C and Son. Ltd. ... 4,619

Coles, A. N., Ltd 4,59116 7

Lawrence and Sons, Ltd 4,562

Rowley Bros 1.559

Roberts, C. P.. and Co., Ltd. ... 4,534

Higgs, F. and H. F 4,533

Hill, E.W 4.512

Wilmot, J..andSons 4,499

Gibson, W., and Co 4,498

Newbv, C. J., and Bros 4,472

Benfield and Lo-xley 4,467

Henson and Son 4,448

Heath, T. W., and Son 4,444

Wilkins. W. and D 4.440

Prestige and Co.. Ltd 4.430

Battley. Sons, and Holncis ... 4,389

SabeyandSon 4,380

Blay, W. F.,Ltd 4,350

Webster, F., and Sons 4,328

Fairhead, A., andSon 4.294

Symes. .4. E 1.283

Miskin. C, and Sons, Ltd.' ... 4,223

Collings,C 1.210

.\ccepted.

Bexley HEAiu.-For demolition of an existing

building at the Lower Hospital. Bexley Heath, and
)

the erection of a timber and corrugated iron

Knight, T., Sidcup' (accepted) ... i'363 10

Bisuor's Castle.—For alterations and estunsiouB

to the lock-up, for the airopshire County Council :— '

Sherratt, W. E. (accepted) ... £556
^

BuBMisLAND.—For alterations on buildings at

Bossend Gardens, to provide three dwelling houses,
;

for the Burntisland Town Council. Mr. J. A,
,•

Waddell, surveyor :

—
Masons :

—

Wright and Kcekie, Kirkcaldy ...

Balfour Bros, Kirkcaldy
Smart, M., iiirkcaldy
Pithethly, D. (accepted)
Jackson, J., and Son

Joiners :—
Bogie and NicoU, Kirkcaldy ...

Nimmo. T., and Son
Dewer, W. J. (accepted)

Plumbers:—
Macaulay, M. (accepted)

Plasterers ;—
Williamson, J.. & Son (accepted)

(Rest of Burntisland.)

its: I 1 6

172 12 10

IS'J 13 1

156 11 10

140 9 5

179 8 3

168 11 3

155 2

.-|4 14 i

38 11 6
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liisHOP's Stobtford. — For conetruction of a
mental ward, for the guardians :

—
Markwell and Son (acceptedi ... flM

IJoNHiLL.—For extension of Bonbill school, for the
school board ;

—
Boston, MeazieB, and Morton ... i:lAM

(Accepted,!

BuKSLBM.—For erection of finance offices, for the
btoke-on-Trent Corporation :

—
Godwin, T. (accepted) i'593

C.4MBSIDGE.—For additions to the Guildhall, for
the town council :

-
Kidman and Sons (accepted) ... i'5,5S(j

Casileford. — For making good back middle
Oxford-street, for the urban district council :

—
Rodger and Son (accepted) ... ilB3 13 S

Chippenham.—For erection of houses for filters,
Ac, at the sewage works, for the corporation ;

—

Simms and Sons, Colne ,il28 lu
(.\ccepted.)

COBK.—For supply of 11 tons of Sin. and 7 tons of
fin. pipes, for the coi'poration :—

Stanton Ironworks Co., Ltd. ... £1-33 6 li

(Accepted.)

DovFB.—For the erection of county school for
boys, for the Kent Education Committee. Mr.

, Wilfrid H. Robinson, M.S..\.. architect:—
Wise. S., and Brightman. Hythei.l4,B(X) U
Dadds, L, T., Canterbury ... 14,5tjO U
Griggs, W. H.. Dover 13,aS0 U u
Lewis, G., and Sons, Dover ... 13.943
Hayward and Paramor, Dover ... 13,873
Skinner, C. E., & Son. Chatham 13,863 u
Ellis Bros., New Romney ... 13,646 10
Wallis, C. E.. & Son, Maidstone 13.(iB4
Denne, G. H.. and Son, Deal* ... 13,280
Barwick, R, J.,Dover 10.221 6 U

'Accepted.

lirRKCAiiDT.—For the erection of sanatorium and
diepeusary, for the town council, .\ccepted tenders :

For sanatorium.
Mason :—

Smith, G., and Sons £1,395 110
Joiner :—

Carmichael, H 895 7 6
Plumber :—

BIyth, J 450 13
Slater :—

Currie, W 182 18 1

Plasterer ;

—

Forrester, T 203 U 5
Total. £3,127 Us. lOd.

Additions to administrative block and erection of
dispensary.
Mason :

—
Wilkie, D 855 18 i

Joiner ;

—

Carmichael, H 569 15
Plnmber :—

Wood, J., and Son 238 18 3
Slater ;—

Currie, W 66 12 1

Plasterer :
—

Forrester, T 115 15 9
Total, £1,.S46 193. .5d.

London, S.W.—For repairs to roofs and sundry
works at the Fountain temporary asylum. Tooting,
tor the Metropolitan .\sylums Board ;—

King, H., and Son, Peckliam ... £215
Gardner A- Hazell. Islington, N. 215
Handover, F., North Kensington 200
Bland, G.. Brixton Hill, S.W. ... 178 10

I

Wall, E., Summerstown 158
Honour, F. W., WarUngham,
Surrey 149 17 9

Fletcher, F. W.. Tooting, S.W.* 112
Engineer-in-chief's estimate, £165.
' Recommended for acceptance.

LosTwiTHiEL.—For alterations and additions
to Braddock School. West Taphouse, near Lost-
withiel. Mr, A. E., Skentlebary, Lostwithiel,

I architect :

—

Runnalls and Sons £390
Elliott and Hon, Liskeard* ... 375

• Accepted.

Nkwport, I.W.—For erection of a caretaker's
cottage, clinic, and cookery centre, for the education
committee :—

Jenkins (acceptedi £1,172

North Seaton.—For erecting a council school at
North Seaton. to accommodate 333 scholars, for the
Northumberland Education Committee :

—
Hedley, T, S., and Son, Blsth ... £4.756 2 b

(Accepted.)

OswESTBT.—For sewerage and sewage disposal
works at Chirk Bank, for the rural district council :

—
Jones and Evans (acceptedi ... £98 6 6

RocHFORD. Essex.-For constructing 31 miles of
glazed stoneware and cast-iron pipe sewers, from 6in.
to I2in. diameter, in connection with the Rochford
sewerage and sewage disposal works, for the rural
djstriotcouncil. Mr. A. C. Madge, Rochford (G.E.R.i.
Essex, surveyor:—

Dickson, J., St. Albans £13.604 :i 10
Muirhead, W., and Co., West-
minster 13,550

Johnson and Langley, Leicester 13,2:ai
Riley, J., Cheltenham 12.905 12 2
Myall Bros., Southend-on-Sea ... 12,450
Lingwood, W.. jun., Romford ... 11,908 5 3
Davey and .irmitage, Southend-
on-Sea 11,787

French, W.&CBuckhurst Hill 11,400
Bell, G , and Sons, Tottenham... 11.392
Pedrette, T. W., Enfield 10.990
Bentley. C, Emsworth 10,939 5 3
lies. W., Southend-on-Sea' ... 10,840
Barrell, B, B. and M,, Wivenhoo 9,903 12 10

(Engineer's estimate. £10,900.)
'.Accepted.

Over.— For trection of a tuberculosis hospital at
Over, for the Gloucester Corporation :

—

Halls, W. J. B. (accepted) £3.088

PORTGORDON.—For drainage work at the school,
for the Enzie School Board :

—

Dawson, J., Buckie (accepted) ... £22 10

Redcar.—For paving Lnmleyroad. for the urban
district council. Sir. J. Howcroft. surveyor :—

Ellison, H.. Ltd.. Cleckheaton ... £4'22 18 7
Inglett. W., West Hartlepool' ... 400 9 11

' -Accepted.

Oswestry.—For water main extension at Weston
Rhyn. for the rural district coimcil :

—
Evans and Co., Heathtown ... £1.085 10 3

(Accepted.)

RnsTiNGTON.—For repairs to the timber work of
the sewer outfall at Millfleld, Rustington, for the
Metropolitan .Asylums Board :—

Swales, W., Southwick £18111
Lintield. J., and Sons, Little-
hampton 135

Wall. E., Summerstown, S.W.' 97
(Engineer-in-chief's estimate, £110.)
'Recommended for acceptance.

Salford.—For erection of a transfoj'mer sub-
station, for the corporation ;

—

Poletield Hall Estate. Ltd.,
Prestwich £120

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Salfokd.—For the construction of an additional
office and gangway at the electricity station.
Frederick-road, for the corporation :^

Knight, J. J., Salford (accepted) £495 15

Salltnoggin. — For erection of 36 artisans'
dwellings, for the Kingstown L'rban District
Council :—

Pemberton and Son (acceptedi ... £6,219

Slough.—For erection of a .special subjects' centre
at Horsemoor Green, for the Bucks E(3acation Com-
mittee :—

Ford, E. (accepted) £436

Staff'oru.—For the construction of a road on the
site of the proposed farm institute, for the Stallord-
shire Education Committee :—

Nevitt.C. J., Ltd., Stafford ... £1,135 6 8
(.Accepted.)

Washington.—For the erection of houses at
^^'ashington, tor the Chester-le-street Rural District
Council :

—

Groves, C £12,761 9 7
(Provisionally accepted.)

Westgate-on-Se.\.—For sewer-extension work, for
the Isle of Thanet Rural District Council :

—
Lockwood and Co. (accepted) ... £219 10

Windsor.-For ground work in connection with
baths extension, for the corporation :

—

May, Mortimer, & Co. (accepted) £101 13

Woodford Bridge.—For the enlargement of the
temporary school, for the Essex Education Com-
mittee ;

—

Cearne, W.J. (acceptedi £435 15

York.—For the constructioa of the track for
electric tramways in fluU-road, for the city council

:

Pearce, J. W., Doncaster £22,203
(-Accepted.)

Mr. John Burns has been elected an honorary
member of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Mr. J. Skidmore has resigned his position as
surveyor to the Ambl'ecote Urban District
Council, after twenty-eight years' service.

A new United Free church was opened at the
village of Addiewell,. N.B., on Monday night.
The building has sitting accommodation for 250
persons.

The foundation-stone of a new Roman
Catholic church of .St. Joseph has been laid at
Penarth. The architect is Mr. F. A. Walters,
F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.. of Westminster, and the con-
tractor is Mr. \V. T. Morgan, of Cardiff.

TO OOBB£SPONDBNTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible tor the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
f>e drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the EDITOR ot the Buildino News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members ot the stafi by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable
for, unsought contributions.

•.•Drawings of selected competition designs. Im-
portant public and private buildings, details ot old
and new work, and good sketches are always welcome,
and for such no charge is made for insertion. Ot
more commonplace subjects—small churches, chapels,
houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent than we
can insert, but are glad to ijo so when space permits,
on mutually advantageous terms, which may be
ascertained on application.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which ^•lve been
some time executed, except under specia. circum-
stances.

CHRISTMAS DAY.
CHRISTMAS DAY fallm^' lUia year on Fi-iday, the

Iiiii.Di.vci Nhws of Dec. 2.'. wiU have to be published at
1 a.m. on the morning of WEDNESDAY, Dec. 23, in
order to reach all readers before the holidays.

All Advortisemeuts for that issue, therefore, must
reach us, at the latest, before 3 p.m. ou TUESDAY,
Dec. 22, iustead of by 3 p.m. ou Thursday as usual.

Con-espoudeuts eeudiu;.r News, List of Tenders, \c.,
are asked kindly to do so earl.y that week, and, at the
latest, by the first poet ou TL'ESD.\Y, Dec. 22, so as to
preserve an unbroken sequence uf news as far as
possible.

NOTICE.
Hound copies of \'ol. CVI. arc now ready, and should

be ordered early (price 123. each, by post 12s. 9d.),
as only a Umited number are done up. A few t)Ound
volumes of Vols. XXXIS., XLI., XLVI., SLIX.,
LIII.. LXI.. LXII., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.. LXVII.,
LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXIII..
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXSIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII.. LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX.. XC, XCI., XCII., XCIII., XCIV..
xcv.xcvi.. xcvii., xcviii., xcix, c, ci., cii..
CIII.I CIV., C v., and CVI. may still be obtained at
the same price; all the other bound volumes are
out ot print. Most ot the back numbers ot former
volumes are, however, to be had singly. Subscribers
requiring any back -numbers to complete volume
just ended should order at once, as many ot them
soon run out ot print.

TERMS OF S0BSCEIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom; for the United States,
£1 63. Od. (or 6dob. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium,
f 1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 63. Od. To any
ot the AustraUan Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

*.' The special rate to Canada is fl 3s. lOd.
= 5dols. H)c. for 12 months, and lis. lld.= 2doIs. 9Uc.
six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Slessrs. Sells, Ltd.. 302. Sbaughnessy
Buildings. McOill-street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, t'l 3s. lOd. per annum, on our account.

•,*Our Direct Subscription Agents tor Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool-street.
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, Messrs. Z. P.
Maruya and Co.. Ltd.. 11-16, Nionbashi Tori
Sancbome, Tokyo; who will receive Subscriptions at
£1 63. per annum on our account. Copies of the
paper will be sent by us direct to the subscribers'
addresses.

Telephone : Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEGE8.
The charge tor Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements, PubUc Companies, and all official adver*
tisements is Is. per Une ot Eight words, the first

line counting as two. the minimum charge being &s.

for four Unes.

The charge tor Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per Une ot Eight Words
(the first hne counting as two), the minimum charge
being »s. Gd. for 50 words. Special terms for series
ot more than eix insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

81TDATIONS Vacant and PARTNERsaipa.

The charge for advertisements tor " Situations
Vacant " and " Partnerships *' is One Shilling for
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every eight
words after. All Situation Advertisementi mutt be
prepaid.

SiTCiTioNS Wanted.
Adverfisements not exceeding Thirty Words.

Inclusive of name and address, are inserted under
the beading "Situations Wanted,"' free of charge.

Rates for Trade Advertisements ou front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on
application to the PubUsher.

•,• Replies to advertisements can be received at
the OQlce, Effingham House, 1, Arundel-street,
Strand, W.C.. free of charge. If to be forwarded
under cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Six-

pence is made. (See Notice at head ot "Situations.")

Advertisements for the current week must reach
Che ofBce not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
Tuesday morning to secure attention.

Cheques and Post-office Ord^^rs to be made payable
to Thb Strand Newspaper Compani, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

liictivtD.-W. R. D. C—W. 1'. T. audCo.—H., Ltd.-
G. R. and Sou.—B. and Sou.—W. and O.—H.andG.—
G. and Co., Ltd.—T. B. B., Ltd.— C. C. and Co., Ltd.—
G. J. and Son, Ltd.—A., Ltd.—B. U. D. C—A. J. W.
and i."o.. Ltd.— E. P. A. imd Son.—G. S. and Co., Ltd.

—

J. T. and Co., Ltd.

RovtK.—Y'es.

G. L. E.—Thanks, no.

A. I'.—'\Ve incline to doubt it.

Peha.—W^e could do with a gtXKl measured dniwiug.

K. H. Read.—We do not know the makers. The overalls

are to be bought here in London of most of the better-

class ready-made tailors.

C. G.—Put in one of Hay ward's "Reform" Lantern
Lights. Write Hayward Bros, and Eckstein, Ltd.,

187, 'Union-Street, Borough, S.K., for particulars.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlemeat.Campine Coalfield

Jan.
Feb,

±*J00, £240 M. le President de la Comuiisaion pour rAmenafiemenb de
Aeelomerations Industrielle?, Rue de Louvain, Brussels.

31—Workmen's Houses. Dumfries Tbe Town Clerk. Dumfries.
23—Workmen's Dwellings (1021. C'urr House. Doacist^r R. A. H. Tove.v, Town Clerk. Dinc.i^'ier.

8—Desisns for Workmen's Dwellings (.500 persons). Rath-
bone-street Area, Liverpool. (H. Hartley. F.R.I.B.A ,-

.Assessor) .£'100. ±'.50, and i25 E. R. Pickmere, Town Clerk. Municipal Offices, Liverpool.

No date—Sewace Disposal Works. Elland Urban District Council J. Clarkson, Clerk. Council Offices. Elland.

do —Replanning Streets in Central Area, Bradford (Reginald
Blomfleld, E.A., Assessor) .• F. Stevens, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bradford.

do —Houses for Working (jiasses, Wa!tha-nst)Vf (ibout
i'16,000) C. S. Watson, Clerk, Town Hill, Walthamstow.

1.1

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.

poc. 11—Window Cleanio^ at General Post Oflicc, E.C H. ^I. Works Commissioners
11—Cemetery Chapel and Lodge, Surbiton Urban District Council
1]—Telephone Exchange, Extendint^, Lee Green. S.E H.M. Works Commissioners
II -Cronehills Council School, West Bromwich Education Committee
11—Chemical Works, Additions to, Milosbridge
11— Counecling Corridor at British Museum. W.C H.M. Works Commissioners
1:2—Working Class Houses (500). Townbill, Swansea Corporation
12—Alterations at Bidborough Corner. Southborougb Urban District Council
14 -School, Albert-road, Southampton Corporation
14—Two Cottages. Additions to, Dromore-road. Dublia Grirat Northern (Ireland) Rly. Co.
14-School. Alterations to. Maynard-road, Walthamstow ... Educnti m Committee
14_Academy, Additions to, Leith School Board
14_Cotiage, Howth .Tunctiou Great Northern (Ireland) Rly. Co.
14—Electricity Sub-station. Southend-on-Sea Corporation
X4—School for Boys, Hawthorn Pontypridd Education Com
14_mgsties and Granary, Mill Farm. Monkuash Glamorgan County Council
14—Gatekeeper's Cottage, near Coraghwood, Dublin Great Northern (IreUnd) Rly. Co.
15—Peel Hall. Additions to. Little Hulton County Tuberculosis Committee
15—Sanatorium, Thingwall. near Storeton Birkenhead Corporation
15_-Nurje3' Home at Infirmary, Harrow-rd.. W Paddington Guardians
15~Block of Offices. King George Buildings. Cardiff
15—Detached House, Crossbills
ltj_Isolation Hospital, Ba'.hrooms at. Davenham Northwich Rural Hospital Com.
16— Disinfector Building. North Wharf. Blackwail, E Metropolitan Asylums Board
16—County Police Cottage, Coombc Bissett. Salisbury Wilts County Council
]6—Houses (50). Chester-le-street Urban District Council
IB—Central Police Station. Wash-houses at, Devizes Wilts County Council
lb -South-Western Ambulance Station. Stockwell. S.W. ... Metropolitan Asylums Board

The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W.
H. \V. Bannan. Archt.. H, Philpot-lane, E.C.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate. S.W.
Wood and Kendrick. Arcbts.. High-st., West Bromwich.
Lnnn and Kaye. Arohts.. Milnsbridgc.
The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W.
C. A. Broaihead. A.R I.B.A ,3. Prospoct-place, Swansea.
W. Harmer. Sur.. 137, Londoa-roid. Siuthborough.
Tbe Clerk, Education Offices. St. Miry's-road. Southampton.
T. Morrison, Sec, Amiens-street Terminus. Dublin.
H. Prosser. M.S. A., High-street, Walthamstow.
G. Craie, Archt., 8.5, Duke-street, Leith.
T. Morrison. Sec, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin.
E. J. Elford, M.I.C.R.. Boro' Eng. Municipal Bldgs.. Southend,
D. M. Jones, Sec. Municipal Buildings, Pontypridd.
The Clerk, Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.
T. Morrison. Sec, Amiens-street Terminus. Dublin.
H. Littler, County ArchL., 16. Ribblesdale-place, Preston.
G. Brownridge. M.I.C.E.. Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Birkenhead.
E. H. Sim, Mowbray House, Norfolk-street Strand, W.C.
.lones and Thomas. Archt?., 6 & 7, St. John's-square. Cardiff.
C. H. Petty. Archt., Halifax.
John Holland, Clerk, Leadsmithy-slreet. Middlewicb.
W. T. Hatch. M I.C.E . Eni;.-in-L;hief, Embankment. E.C.
J. G. Powell. County Sur,. Trowbridge
Boyd & Groves. Archts.. Emerson Chmbrj., Newcasble-on-T.
J. G. Powell. County S.ir.. Trowbridge.
W. T. Hatch. M.I.C.E., Eng -in-Cnitf. Kmliankment, E.C.

EMPIRE STONE DRESSINGS
IVIADE! TO MATCHC A^f^T TfR.TXJTtR.'C STON^E.

THE SAVING IN PRICE OVER
NATURAL STONE WILL HELP
TO MEET THE EXTRA COST
IN OTHER MATERIALS

NARBOROUGH WORKS.

EMPIRE STONE CO., LTD.,
Tolepbone: 8152 Gerrard. THANET HOUSE,

•EmphSJne^^London." 231, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
Dunblane Cathedral : New Choir Stalls, Altar Screen

and Organ-Case, lieneral view and detail of ont
side. Sir Robert Lorimer, A. U.S.A., P.R.I.B.A.,
Architect.

Church of St. Mark, Camberwell : New Parish Hall
and Vicarage. View and plan. Messrs. Richard
Creed, F.R.I. B.A., and A. V. Heal, A.B.I.B.A.,
Architects.

BuiLDiNi; Nkw.s Designing Club : A Market Hall.
Threa selected designs by "Why," "September
Morn," and " Walbroke."

STUDENTS' WORK AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

This is not the Gold Medal year, so that
the mure ambitious efforts in architecture,
painting, and sculpture are necessarily not
in evidence, and not a few of the men have
gone on active service. Several of the
designs submitted for the Architectural
School prizes are marked "Unfinished on
account of the war." Some of the prizes,
notwithstanding, have been numerously
competed for, and altiiough the ladies have
not scored so prominently on this occasion,
we may not be wrong, perhaps, in con-
jecturing that the quantity of works
entered—for example in the Landscape
subject—may be due to the zeal of the
women-students. The oil-paintings in this
class which we have just alluded to are
more than usually numerous, though none
was considered worthy of the prize, and
certainly the whole series is below the
average in merit.
The designs for the Decoration of a

Portion of a Public Building were also
numerous, the prize falling to Mr. G. V.
M. Frampton, the subject set being
"A Harvest Procession." The treatment
generally is, pL-rhaps, too slight in colour
for mural work. The winner has handled
the j)roblem in a delicate and well-
arranged group of passing workers from
the harvest field, presumably wending
their way homewards. In some parts of
a building lightness of touch may be
appropriate enough, and blues and greens
mostly are pretty and pleasing. The effect
nevertheless suggests a panel picture re-
movable in its frame rather than a solid
piece of architectural adornment. This
lack of appreciation of the technical quali-
ties of nuira! attachment and conventional
fitness in applied decoration is peculiar to
one and all of these competition designs.
Some are more solidly composed and broader
in their grouping, and so far appear more
deserving of the choice of the judges; but
we also observe that in these few instances
there is a certain amount of confusion due
to the massing of the figures, which gives
a lumpy effect when seen from a distance.
The initial faults of all these proposals
rank under one or more of the above
criticisms, and some—including, perhaps,
the selected one—appear to be equally
suitable for a picture-card or a big-scale

f
wall-panel. Most large paintings can be

( reduced, no doubt, for posting purposes at
' greeting-time; but a mural decoration

design as such should be dominant and
unmistakable.
The paintings of Heads from the Life

are prominently displayed this year, and
for the greater part are strongly done. Mr.

Harold Williamson, who wins the Silver

Medal, sends out and away the best; and
the same remarks apply even more strongly

to the oil-paintings from the Nude, in which
class IMr. Joannes G. A. Fisani deserves

unqualified praise in addition to the Silver

Medal he has carried off in competition with

some other excellent work.

There are fiva cartoons Fubmitted in the

Draped Figure competition. Four of the
number are of seated females, the subject
being "Uranus." Mr. James Williams
wins the Silver Medal and £30 for an
upright and imaginative personality

springing into brilliance, with draperies
contrived as a setting, the planet disc com-
pleting the composition above the figure.

In smte of the decided air of movement
embodied in the whole thing, the artist

has Retained a recognition of decorative
exigencies, and avoided the limitations of

pictorial work, even if he has scarcely

adhered to the ordinary meaning of a
draped figure, treating his draperies rather
as accessories. The committee, anyhow,
had no choice, and so, quite rightly, have
chosen one of the best cartoons shown for

some years at Burlington House.

The Architectural' Travelling Student-
ship only attracted three competitors. Of
these, tliat of Mr. William H. Hamlyn is

distinctly the best. The subject set is tor

a Picture Gallery in a Public Park, free

from all encumlirances and all overshadow-
ing by adjacent buildings. There could,
therefore, be no reason why all the picture
galleries save those on the ground floor

should have been top-lighterl, which is by
no means so effective a method as vertical
windows in a clerestory, throwing direct

light at a pleasant angle on to the |)aint-

ings. His big central gailery is intended
f(]r sculpture, and has skylights. Six
minor galleries range round this big hall,

those on the top floor being top-lit. At
the four angles of the building are square
rooms. The lower series of these apart-
ments have only two small win<lows each,
one of these being deeply recessed, with
big columns, heli)ing to keep out the
light. At the ends of the building. I'ight

and left, are open colonnaded cortiles, or

courts, with apsidal ends to their outside
extremities, fountains being set liehind the
encircling colonnade of the Ionic Order.
This is very palatial in design, and a gate-
wa.v increases the grandiose effect of the
colonnade at the rear, there being no
columns towards the ]inrk; but steps lead
down to a lower terrace in front of the
liuilding. Here are two more founliins
flanking the wide flight of steps, divided
into three bays, leading up to the picture
gallery. The service court is to the liack

of the premises, and on this side of the
sculpture gallery is placed the grand stair-

case, so that everyone wishing to visit the
first floor must go through the big room,
the entrance being on the front side.
There are no lifts or reception-doors for
contributions received for periodical ex-
hibition, and the "service court" seems
more of a name than a reality. The end-
portico treatment is associated with the
flanking cortiles before named. The central
portico, with the prominent pediment
above, has its columns taller than those
of the same Corinthian Order along the
tafade. Behind this portal, on the first

floor, is a picturesquely-arranged " saloon
"

looking into the sculpture gallery, but
having no outlook into the park. The
middle great hall rises as an attic in the
midst of the group, and tall parapets are
employed to increase the height of the
lower buildings. On the top of the pro-
jecting verandah flats stand a series of
isolated statues, each above a column
below ; and these latter extend from the
level of the ground-floor up to the cornice
lialfway or more above the first floor, so the
Order is massive and bold. Much is made
of the centra! pavilion, and in the bird's-
eye perspective the statues look very odd.
The recessed alcove-like features to the
end treatments of the front, having seg-
mental pediments carried by seated figures

of giants, look very like seated arbours
wherein the statues, ranged like watchdogs
on the look-out for aenqilanes, may seek
an occasirjnal rest. Mr. Hamlyn's excellent
set of four drawings is capably done, with
a workmanlike detail, though his figure-
drawing is not a strong point.

The design marked 193 is far the bettor
of the two others. The design is simple,
with clerestory liglits to the central hall

for sculpture. The picture galleries are
top-lighted, exce)it the ground-floor rooms.
The stairs come right and left of the main
entrance, and lead to an ugly, awkward
landing. There is a lift at the li.-ick of

the premises, and a service stairw.'iy

behind a students' stock-space. Between
these sul)sidiary rooms a throughwa,y
passage for puldic use is provided ; but
in front no one can get from side to side
of the entrance, and so reach the galleries
beyond, unless the.v . pass through the
middle sculpture gallery, because the stairs

come in the wa.v. This design is refined

and cleanly drawn; Init it lacks distinc-

tion, being commonplace rather thin
being cleverly reserved.

Mr. J. M. Wilson wins a Silver Mednl
for ornament with his architectural
pilaster shown in plaster, with a lion's

head at top and scroll truss by the side—

a
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good, simple piece of work, well adapted
to the current style in Free Classic.

The Architectural School work at the

Royal Academy is slovenly and drawn in

a rather grimy way, so that one feels that

the French style of draughtsmanship is

going by the board. The winning design

for a Tea Room is by Mr. James M.
Wilson, the same subject in the lower
school being successful at the hands of Mr.
Harold C. Mason. The Kursaal designs
are over-elaborated. The designs for an
Insurance Building seem more archi-

tectural and worthy of the student's time.

The following is the list of awards :
—

Design for the Decoration of a Portion of a Public
Building.—i'3J and pilver medal, G. V. M. Frampton

;

X'lO and bronze medal, Alfred C. Gardiner.
Deeign in Monochrorae for a Figure Picture.—£30

and silver medal, no award ; i.'10 and bronze medal,
Alice D. Cohen.
Composition in Colour.—£S and silver medal each,

Gladys M. Baker and Marjory' F. Mosbyn.
Cartoon of a Draped Figure.—£25 and silver medal,

James Williams.
Painting of Figure from Life.—£10 and silver medal,

Joannes G. A. Pisani ; bronze medal, Winifred B. Edge.
Painting of a Head from Life.—£5 and silver medal,

Harold Williamson ; bronze medal, Hilary F. C. Skinner.
Perspective Drawing in Outliue (for painters and

sculptors only).—£5 and silver medal, Winifred B.
Hardman.
Four Drawings of a Figure from the Life.—£15 and

silver medal, Evan J. Walters.
Drawing from the Antique.—£5 and silver medal,

Dorothea L. Lyster.
Painting from Still Life.—£5 and silver medal,

Dorothea L. Lyster.
Model of a Design.—±30 and silver medal, Edgar A.

Howes : £10 and bronze medal, Alexander Stiles.
°

Two Models of a Bust from Life.—Silver medal, Peter
Indimi.
Three Models of a Figure from Life.—£15 and silver

medal, Joseph H. Cawthra.
Design in Architecture.-Travelling studentship

(England), £60, tenable for one year, William H.
Hamlyn.
An Architectural Design.-£20 and silver medal,

James M. Wilson.
An Architectural Design (first-term students only.)-

£15 and silver medal, Harold C. Mason ; £10 and brou ze
medal, James G. Swinton.
Original Composition in Ornament.-£6 and silver

medal, James M. Wilson.

Laudseer Scholarships in Painting and Sculpture of
£•10 a year each, tenable for two years, have been
awarded: la painting to Joannes G. A. Pisani and
Hilary F. C. Skinner; and in sculpture to Edn-ar S.
Frith and Thomas H. Paget.

TOPOGRAPHICAL DRAWINGS AND
HISTORICAL MAPS OF LONDON.
On Tuesday last Viscount Peel, Chairman

L.C.C., on belialf of the London Society
opened at the Royal Institute of British
Arcliitects in Conduit-street a comprehensive
and informing collection of illustrations of
an archaeological character chosen as bear-
ing upon projects of town planning. Prof.
Patrick Geddes, who went to Madras to
advise as to the development of that city,
liad consigned to the Governor of Madras a
unique collection gathered together concern-
ing civic development, wliich, as our readers
know, was shipped on the Clan Grant
steamer sunk by the Emden. The Archi-
tects' Emergency Employment Committee,
to make good as far as possible this disaster,
has prepared a fresh series of maps and dia-
granjs with the co-operation of the London
County Council, the R.I.B..^.. and other
friends and authorities, and this constitutes
tlie present exhibition.
The maps supply an enormous amount of

liiformation, showing as they do the various
periods of the growth of the Metropolis and
I lie accretion of its congested areas, as well
IS setting out its main approaches. Anion"

t le drawings, the most vabuiblc pcrliaps ar?
the seven fae-simile sheets from the Bodleia]i
Library, Oxford, forming a sel of xicws
<ft. long by 1ft. 5in. liigh, drawn in bistre
in luoO by Antony Van den AVvngaeide
showing London at that date. 'I'his splendid
reproduction is from the originals, which
iielong to tlic Sutherland collection of topo-
graphical prints, and these draieditq of
fonrse. are most valnalile as rcconlslirchico-
logically and from the Society's point of
view These prints have been lent by the
Lnnil.ni County Council. fjome framed
photuun;pli.s of Old London Bridge ban.'
Iinrd by, tuken from Mr. Thorp's models
sli'.un lit the \M,ilf. Ciiv a \fnv i,i- tuo aco

A diagram representing Westminster Abbey
from over the fields, looking south, has been
drawn after Hollar, and in the other gallery

a superimposed diagram is displayed to indi-

cate the proportions of Old St. Paul's and
the relative outline of Sir Christopher
Wren's building. Mr. J. Berrington has

made for the Society an excellent panorama
of London as .sketched from Hungerford
Bridge, looking east. Cleopatra's Needle on
one side of the river, and the Shot Tower on
the other, form two watchdogs, as it were,
to the picture of the Metropolis. It is in-

tentionally topographical, and shows all the

towers and spires in their correct relative

positions, very skilfully delineated, the

waterway being advisedly left white. The
large coloured view exhibited by Mr. .1. H.
Bueknell presents London in a bird's-eye

view, which is artistically rendered. Hollar's

view of Loudon (1617) was reproduced by
the London Topographical Society in IDOti,

and it here naturally finds the prominent
place it deserves. 'I'lie set of views dedi-

cated by .lohn Kep to Royalty make up one
vast representation of London and West-
minster about 1710; and London as known
to Shakespeare in 1616 is shown by draw-
ings hanging on this wall from the hand of

Nicholas John Visscber. The six mezzotints
given to the Institute Library by W. .1.

Booth, Fellow, in 1841 include the docks,

and add much interest to the collection ; as

also does the longitudinal elevation through
Kensington to Hyde Park and Knightsbridge
on the other wall of the small gallery. Au
"Embankment Iinprovement Scheme," dated
1838, by John Martin, R.A., shows a com-
bined Piazza in three stages giving covered
ways, inucli on the same lines as lately pro-

posed on one level for St. Paul's Bridge,
and for the projected bridge at the bottom
of Northumberland-avenue. A covered
bridge also is shown as designed by Charles
Fowler, C.E., in 180n, and at the same date
the Suspension Bridge at Hammersmith
accompanies a Report on the Thames
Bridges. A view of London Bridge as it

was in 1747 shows the old wharfs, boats, and
general environments of the period. The
Underground Railway was anticipated by a

scheme for building subways, and a sec-

tional chart is here exhibited giving an idea

of the underneath roadways for heavy
waggons and lorries for perfecting the

Metropolitan traffic relief scheme early in

the last century.
Among the outline and tinted diagrams are

views of old Temple Bar, the Piazza, Covent
Garden ; old gabled house called the Cloth
Hall, Smithfield; some old plastered fronts

just pulled down opposite the Tivoli site in

the Strand ; half-timbered houses long gone
from Westminster; the first Royal Exchange,
with which Pepys has made us so familiar;

the courtyard of the Bull and Mouth
Tavern, galleried round; St. Stephen's
Church, Walbrook, and the old Pump in

CornhfU.
There are many other subjects of interest

in the galleries, and the collection is well

worthy of careful study.

BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A SMALL MARKET HALL.

The modern niunicipal market - house
usually in recent times has been identified as

a pretentious thing of iron and glass, too

often disfigured with rigmaroles of applied
superllnoiis castings, such as bristling

crestings stuck on riflgeless roofs, or over-
done with sprawling scrolls casually set about
on the roof-trusses and gallery fronts of their

interiors, making a veritable mascpierade of

trappings, badly spoiling elementary con-
structional forms, struggling to produce all

the while a superficial attractiveness in a

lirainless way. instead of simply leaving
utilitarian building lines to tell their own
tale without affectation. The result is

devoid of interest, with its cheap, self-

conscious effect soon degenerating surely
enough, with dust and dirt, into a dowdy,
miserable air 'midst all this ostentation and
mistaken adoriunent. The garish brick

fa9ades added often to such markets serve
merely as masks to disguise wliat happens
behind them, and by being treated only as
frontispieces they look meaningless and un-
worthy of the name of good taste. Other
markets liave external elevations which are
scarcely more commendable, because,
although structurally part of the rear
premises, they are made restless by being
broken up with inappropriate features such
as turrets, spires, or perhaps with towers.
The universal receipt to get enrichment is

the commonplace expedient of varied-

coloured brickwork, panelled out in such a

way as to oust all sense of breadth, sim-
plicity, and scale.

Our Designing Club problem is divested
of all this t,\-pe of thing. Probably for an
everyday market the scheme set out is some-
what restricted in scale, and intentionally is

made cpiite a small sort of project. The idea
is, however, based upon the prime import-
ance of au appropriate architectural treat-

ment worthy of a modern town and suitably

planned for the object in \iew, combined
with a commodious, covered-in open space
where perishable goods may be displayed
and sold with despatch, the place being made
available for everyday variations, with ample
ventilation, proper light, and plenty of room
so far as it goes. The conditions of the com-
petition are attached hereto. Some may
consider it an initial shortcoming on our part
that we did not specify a larger type of

market building. We remind such critics

that we have always to consider the possible

ultimate response, and likewise the limita-

tion of our Club, for too much specialisation

only leads to failure ; besides which, it would
be a mistake for students to attempt need-
lessly big subjects. If longer wings were
needed to amplify this market-house, such
an extension would not interfere radically

with the design, as such and more outside
shops could be very easily added. In ad-

mitting this much we are not offering any
apology for the project as it stands; indeed,

we think most critics will rea<lily recognise

the capability displayed by the designs which
have been placed in our award. If the plans

are short of stall -room, that is the fault of

stipulated sizes and .shape provided in our

instructions, and the designs must be judged
accordingly.

We decide that " Why " comes out top,
" September Morn " stands second, and
"Walbroke" is third. The architectural

scheme produced by "Why" is refined and
well worked out. He has not shown the

required wind-screens or weather glazings,

which undoubtedly would have to be fixed, in

order to keep out the wind and weather; but

such a provision could readily be made
behind tlie colonnaded openings at the ends
of the nave and transepts without material

detriment to the very capable design.

We have also considered this point in

regard to the other two proposals, in

which such screens are shown, and we
are not unmindful of this ob\ ions point in

their favour, specially as their facades are

arranged particularly to accommodate, and
they recognise the necessity for such guards

in winter-time. The plan submitted by

"Why" is preferable to that placed second.

The lay-out is architectural and nicely-

proportioned, with good solid and big

cardinal piers adroitly overcoming the

irregular formation incidental to the

specified sizes, and "Why" has masked
this deviation from the square better

than any of the others. " Walhroke's

"

plan is set out pretty much on tlu'

same lines, but seems less massive and
less successful in the handling of these piers.

"Why" has not adopted a central column or

pier, as suggested in our conditions in regard

to the treatment of the transept openings.
" September Morn " is more certainly in

harmony with our provision in this respect,

and, what is more, he puts the shop-doors

leading into the market-hall much better

liy locating them in the corner, avoiding

thereby cutting up valuable w'all-space for

stalls. It is by thus contrasting one plan

with the other .that we arrived at onr final

conclusion in favour of "Why." His area

is not spoiled by detached piers, such as the
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soc-ijikI plan li.is iulopted. Tlie perspective

sUotcli of tlie premier plan relies entirely on

massing, and all detail is omitted. "Why,"
in fact, has not otherwise done his pro-

portions justice by this blocking-out method
of showing his work; the building in reality

would come out so very much better than
this sketch indicates. The top-light to the

dome is more ade(|uate than the buirs-e\e
lights to the second num's cupola, and it is

much better-looking, both inside and out.

"September Morn's" dormers, we may add,
would, for that matter, be seldom seen in

reality, except from a distance. " Why's "

outside shops are well arranged in the con-

trivance of glazings, even though, perhaps,
tlieir glass-line is too low down where market
labourers are continually knocking about.
No granite posts are shown for keeping carts

and goods off the building, as we suggested
should be put up. Also ventilation appears
to depend too e.xelusively on draughts and
cross-currents. There is one other point

about the domical top-light in this scheme
which seems to require a revise; at present
the snow would lodge badly in the gutter,

"and rains would be liable to continually give

trouble. The whole thing wants also lifting

up a foot or two for ventilation, and, if needs
be. an open ceiling-light could be added to

keep the soffit line. As to the somewhat
delicate detail of " Why's " architecture, an
objection might be made to it on account of

expense—a remark which would be fair

enough, because buildings of this kind, as a

rule, have to be relatively inexpensive, and
that reason furnishes te usual excuse when
these premises are spoken of as ugly. "Why's"
design would still be good if these minor
enrichments were left out. The perspective
which we have criticised is not at fault so
much because of the omission of this detail,

but for the reason that the drawing rather
spoils the proportions of the relative parts
of the setting-out.

" September Morn " must read the fore-

going remarks, as some criticism on his

design occur therein. The skyline of his

building is not vastly different to the last,

and his attic wall to the ball of the dome is

a gain by lifting it up bodily. We fancy
"Why" has shown more of his dome in the
perspective than perhaps his section warrants,
Ifcsides tampering with its saucer-like
contour. The arches have a .very thin appear-
ance in "September Morn's" sketch, and
they run too high up. being set close under

. the fascia. More apparent structural strength
is wanted for big openings of this dominating
kind, and a little less of the glasswork fillings

would ha\e sufP.ced. The side-windows over
the top of the shops are not a success, looking
over-ample and out of character, besides
cutting up the walling too much. The
drawing is well arranged, spiritedly executed,
and all tlie better for a little colour in the
drausjlitsmanship.

"Walbroke" is a bit too big in his scale,

and the attics to the shops look a trifle like

taidvs. though, perhaps, as blocks of mural
nuisoiiry some support is given by them to

the general idea by this largeness. Such an
effect of size is in keeping with a market.
At a glance a person in a hurry to catch a
train might mistake the building for a rail-

way station. The notion of a nave running
through all at one skyline level is all right;
but the elevatioTi and view do not quite agree
one with the other : somehow-, the latter
seems to require that the entablature should
run through, and the dome in this ca.se

scarcely justifies itself. The treatment
adopted would have done more fittingly,

perhaps, for a more extensive building. Even
ther[ these vast fields of (puirry glazings seem
so overwhelmingly generous in amount. a)id

likely to get distorted or disturbed by wind-
pressure in course of time. There is not
much freshness about the shop-fronts, which
are poor.

"Hair Cut " is afforded the fourth position.
This proposal, which he has placed before us,
is specialised by a tower-like centrepiece
covered by a saucer dome on an attic rising
within the limits of the external walls at the
cardinal centres on each face, with pen-
dentives, presumably springing fi-om the
lower cornice-level inside the market-house.

The design is much o\erweighte(l by this

central feature, and the flanking openings
to the middle doors at ends of nave and tran-

septs are glazed in, which is hardly what we
intended, and the difference in the total

length on the longest dimension given is

nuule up by extending the nave wings instead
of widening the crossing, as done by "Why."
The effect got by " Hair Cut " is by no means
second-rate ; but his plan is hampered by the

eight colunnis round the circumference of

the central area.

"Tonnelier" draws with a thin line, and
he spoils liis pediment on the west front by
starting it wrongly. He should look up any
standard textbook on Clasic architecture
another time, and study good precedents.
The circular tower shown stands on the roof

flat, which has big, bold piers at the square
corners of its parapet wall. The entrances

Plan

A MARKET HALL.

BuiLDi.NG .News Designing Club: De
" Why," placed first.

iign by

have iron glazed doors, like the Palm House

at Kew Gardens, and these would be always

very much in the way for a market business,

with labourers running in and out early in

the morning, when the rush is in progress.

.A gallery runs round the domed enclosure,

and this is intended for electioneering

speeches, when a step-ladder wonld be used

to enable the speakers to mount this

rostrum. Not a particularly dignified

provision.

"Pinto," after consulting Gwilt. Chambers,

and other great leaders of the Classic archi-

tectural school, is unable to find out precisely

our meaning when we called for a " middle

column" arranged at the ends of the tran-

septs. " Pinto " decided to ignore this re-

quirement, whereas, had he asked the

question, his doubts might have been put to

rest. The segmental roofs have radiating

glazings in' their ends, and an open iron

grille insures plenty of air passing through

the market. Collapsible iron gates are fixed

in wind-lobbies at the four entrances. Tlie

conveniences for both sexes, as shown, would

be a nuisance, and are not recjuired, pro-

vision being made elsewhere for these

adjuncts, more in the open.

"Black Cat" places a pair of enormous

vases on each face of the angle piers, and so

three of these terminals enrich the skyline

at each corner, in a bewildering fashion.

Over the little swing-doors a tablet in stone

proclaims the date of its erection, for the

New Zealander, when he arrives with his

notebook, counting up our national monu-
ments, in years to come. Folding screens,

like school classroom screens, are set in the
archways. The big arches of 40ft. span, with
less than a foot rise, are not very graceful,

and scarcely strong, though solidly arched in

big stones 5ft. long at the springing. The
plan lias the stalls marked, but the others
omit them.

" Alpha " comes next. We really cannot do
him justice, and his perspective fails also

in this respect. "Empire" has a scheme,
delineated with care in a bird's-eye view.

The plan is the best part of this proposal.
" Mersey " would do well to study archi-

tecture ; at present he is wasting his time.

The low arches between the crossing and
the transepts spring from the floor-level,

and would get in the way of the traffic.

"Romulus" has a fanciful plan, with niches

ill the nave, and great cumbersome piers

blocking up the interior. The best feature

in this proposal is the inside treatment, as

seen in this section, if only we had thought of

erecting a garden-house, not a mere market.
Externally the scheme suggests a reptile

house at the Zoo with a fog coming on from
the left of the picture. The scribble ex-

presses a fog.

"Ogee" sends in an incomplete set in

pencil, poorly executed. The walls are thin

for so palatial an edifice.
" A small stone-built covered-in market-

hall on a central open level site, the out-to-out

dimensions of the building being 95ft. long

from N. to S., and 85ft. wide from E. to W.
Each corner of the premises to have a square

shop. UWt. out-to-out, with open glazed fronts

oil the two external elevations, and each
shop to have a private door leading into the

inarket-hall, which will be cruciform on plan
;

but the difference caused by the width of

the open-ended transepts on the E. and W.
sides, these being 50ft. wide in the clear,

and the 5;. and S. transepts being 40ft. wide
in the clear, may be rectified by a central

column or pier on the E. and W. of the

crossing, and projecting piers or pilasters

may be employed on the corners of the shop-

walls inside the building facing N. and S.

This will make the middle space, or ' cross-

ing,' of the market-hall square above the

floor-ai'ea space, and permit of a small

domed roof rising on pendentives in the usual

way on a low drum, against which the roofs

of "the four transepts may end. A middle-

column treatment is to be employed to the

facades of the E. and W. transept openings.

At the N. and S. ends of the building an
arch may span the opening between the two
shops at the corners. The roofs of these

shop pavilions may be either flat or conical

ill shape, suitably treated for lead covering.

The height of the market-hall to top of inside

cornice to be 20ft. Roof soffit open and
plastered. The shop ceilings need not be so

tall. One 6in. step to floor of shops and hall

above the paved space round the market,

and a series of granite posts, 3ft. high, to be

arranged Oft. away from the walls, to keep

carts off the plinth at the angles of the

buihling. The details of lighting and also

glazing to keep out weather at ends of tran-

septs left to competitors. Roofs of iron and
concrete, asphalted outside and plastered

within. Stone to walls to show as ashlar.

Style Late Renaissance plainly treated. Plate-

glass to shops, movable stalls next walls

inside market. Scale. 8ft. to inch. Plan,

two elevations, and section ; also view sketch

of exterior. The plan may be drawn to the

scale of IGft. to the inch, if desired, on

account of size of the sheet, as per rules."

THE REPORT OF THE LAND INQUIRY
COMMrn'EE.*

By A.NDKKW Young (Member of Council),

the Report of the Committee is divided

into five heads, the second being "The
Acquisition of Land by Public and Quasi-

public Bodies," and I have been asked to

deal with this to-night from the promoter's

» Kearl at the Ordinary General Meeting of tlie

Surveyors' Institution, held on Monday, December
14, Id'n.
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point of view, while my colleague, Mr.

Matliews, will deal with it from the owner's

point of view. The conclusions and recom-

mendations of the Land Inquiry Committee

relating to the procedure and practice in

the eispropriation of land for public purposes

are as follows :

—

SECTIO.N Vni.—SUMMARY OP COSCLUSIOSS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. Notwithstanding provisions contained in the

Housing .\ct5 )S901909. modif.ving the procedure in

the case of insanitary areas and land otherwise

acquired for housing purposes, the present methods
of ohtaining compulsory powers for the acquisition

of land are cumbrous, dilatory, and expensive.

fc:>pecially in the case of smaller local authorities,

the difficulty and cost of obtaining these powers

often prevent Improvements from being carried out.

Except in the case of schemes of great magnitude or

novelty, recourse to Parliament should not be

necessary. (See p. 29S.)

2. Where compulsory powers are obtained, the pro-

cedure for assessing compensation laid down in the

Land Clauses Consolidation Acts is needlessly com-
plicated and expensive. The provision that the pro-

moters shall pay the whole of the costs unless the

award is equal to or less than the promoters offer, is

an encouragement to claimants to pile up costs

unduly. (See also pp. 300 et seq.)

3. The constitution and working of the tribunals
which assesses the compensation are unsatisfactory.
There are objections to leaving the determination of

the amount of compensation payable to professional
men in private practice. (See also p. 302.)

4. The basis of compensation laid down in the Lands
Clauses Consolidation Acts is indefinite; its inter-

pretation admits evidence of an exceedingly specu-
lative character, and it has enabled claimants to
obtain awards largely in excess of the real value of
the land acquired. The almost universal addition of
at least 10 per cent, of the purchase i>rice of the
land as an allowance for compulsory acquisition is

unnecessary and unjustifiable. (See also pp. 304-11.)

5. " Value to the owner " is unsatisfactory as a
basis of compensation. Rateable value is not a suit-
able basis, since it does not pretend to repre.--ent the
annual equivalent of the full capital value of the
land. The only satisfactory basis for the assessment
of compensation will be a valuation based on the.
market value of the land if sold bv a willing seller.
(See also pp. 305-6.)

0. The provisions in the Land Clauses Consolidation
Acts as to compensation for injurious affection to
other lands than the lands taken enable large sums to
be awarded for prospective and hypothetical values,
and is unfair as between the owner whose land is

taken and the adjoining owner from whom no land is

taken, but who may be equally injured, liettermeiit
charges are unsatisfactory for similar reason.s—
namely, the ditHculty of assessing betterment and the
unfairness of discriminating between owners who are
similarly allected. (See also pp. .307-10.)

7. The provision in the Lands Clauses Consolidation
Act that promoters are not allowed to take a "part
only " of any house or building is a further cause of
difficulty and expense. (See also pp. 311-12.)

8. The knowledge that the obtaining of compulsory
powers and arbitration proceedings are so costly, and
that the amount awarded will probably exceed the
real value of the land, enables owners to exact very
high prices in private negotiation from local authori-
ties. (See also pp. 25S-9.)

9. The fact that they are at such a disadvantage
in exercising their compulsory powers coni|iels local
authorities to resort to the practice of biiving lands
through the medium of secret agents This
practice, though inevitable under present conditions is
open to considerable objection. (See also p. 2S4.)

10. Local authorities are not, as a rule, allowed to
buy land and hold it for future use. Consequently
they cannot secure any of the increment in value due
U) the public services they provide. If they were free to
do this, they would not only be able to obtain this
increment, but also be better able to control the
development .of their area and the surrounding neigh-
bourhood. (See also pp. 280-93.)

11. Quasi public bodies, such as railway companies
etc., are placed in a similar position to liical authori-
ties with regard to the land they acquire compulsorilv
(See also pp. 2SC-U.)

Following these conclusions the recommendations
we make with regard to the public acquisition of landmay ho summarised as follows:—

1. Compulsory powers for the acquisition of land
needed for public purposes should be obtained in
these ways-

fa) For certain specified purposes land should be
acquired compulsorily by means of a resolution
passed by the local authority requiring the land

(b) For purposes not included in (ai compulsory
powers for the acquisition of land should be
obtained by means of an Order of a Government
department, which need not be conOrmcd by
Parliament;

(c) Where the magnitude or novelty of the pro-
posals ilrmand it, compnl=nrv powers shonlrl be
sought from Parli,iiienl bv means of a Private .\ct
under a siiiipliHcd procedure. (Sec also p. 299.)

2. Thu tribunal tor as-scssing the sum to be paid
fur the piirrhaso ol lands, and compensation for
«icrance and disturbance, in all cases of com-
liulsory purchase should he the .ludicial Land Com
nilssioners. The Commissioners should have power lo
award costs in any proportion as between the two
parties, to llnii- the number of witnesses, and to
exclude counsel, i.'iee also pp. 303-4.)

3. The basis of com|ien»ation for lands taken
should be the price they might be expected to realise
if sold in the open market bv a willing seller'

down in the Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, for deter-

mining the "total value" of land. No additional

allowance should be made for compulsory purchase.
(See also p. 311

)

4. No compensation should be p;iid for injurious

affection of other lands, nor should any allowance
be made for betterment. Compensation should be
jiaid for damage due to severance and disturbance.

(See also p. 311.)

5. Promoters should have power to acquire a part

only of land or buildings. (See also p. 312.)

0. lAical authorities and Government dettartments
should have powers to purchase land in advance of
their immediate requirements. (See also p. 312.)

The compulsory purchase of lands may
roughly be divided into two main divisions:

(1) For public purposes, and (2) for purposes
of public companies operating principally for

private profit. The subject may conveniently

be considered under three heads:

—

I.—Method of obtaining the specific

powers

;

II.—Basis of compensation and iiuilters

incidental thereto
;

III.—Tribunal for assessing compensa-
tion.

I.—.METHOD OF OBTAINING SPIXIFIC P0\V1;KS.

The Land Inquiry Report sets out with a

wealth of detail the varying methods by
means of which promoters nuiy now obtain
compulsory powers, the keynote of yyliich is

that they are notoriously cumbersome and
proverbially expensive. Generally speaking,

a special Act of Parliament or its equivalent
is necessary, the effective work for which
must be completed before the month of

Xovember in any year, and to secure this

end the decision of a local authority to apply
for powers in practice must be taken before
the end of July. As special Acts usually

receive the Royal Assent in August, it not in-

frequently happens that, owing to the neces-

sary preliminary work to comply with
Standing Orders of Parliament, powers can-

not be obtained for some eighteen months,
and, may be. nearly two years, after the

occasion when the powers might usefully have
been exercised. Procedure by way of Pro-
visional Order is sometimes adyocated as an
improvement on the ordinary Private Bill

legislation, and at present the principal

avenue of legislation in London on these lines

is for educational purposes. Powers to

acquire sites for schools are obtained by
means of Provisional Orders made by the

Board of Education and confirmed by
Parliament. In the event of opposition the

difficulties and expense are greater than in a

Bill, as in opposed cases a preliminary in

quiry is held bj' the Board, at which
witnesses are heard, and if the Board decides

to grant the Provisional Order, the opponents
may still oppose before Committees of Parlia-

ment when the Order is presented for con-

firmation. Probably the feeling that, at the
Board of Education's inquiry, the Board
are acting in a judicial capacity in a case

arising from compliance with their own re-

quirements, induces opponents to carry the

case further. Public inquiries of a like

character, conducted by the Local Govern-
ment Board and other Government depart-
ments empoyvered to issue Provisional

Orders, have been much criticised on this

ground, and some such feeling was doubtless

the principal cause of the litigation through
the Courts to the House of Lords in the

Arlidge case, where a somewhat similar point

arose under the Housing, etc., Acts. As the

preliminaries for a Provisional Order must
be completed at about the same time as a

Private Bill, and no provisions exist for

intermediate necessities being dealt with,

there is no advantage over the Private Bill

procedure. Moreover, there is a distinct

disadvantage in that it is the Custom of the
Government departments introducing Pro-
visional Order Confirmation Bills not to in-

corporate modifications of the Lands Clauses
Acts unless they conform to model clauses

;

although it may be quite usual for a local

authority to have established by long custom
for its district a special code of clauses em-
bodying such modifications. For example,
between the years 189'J and 1005 the London
County Council obtained in some ten private
.-Vets clauses based on the Housing Acts to

enable them, when acquiring property for
iind this sum should be assessed on the principles laid i

various improvements, to purchase insanitary

property on the basis of the Housing Acts.

Another instance is the specific power
granted to the Council in each of their Im-
provement Acts since 1898 to take a part only

of properties not involving interference with
the main structure of a building. Although
Parliament had repeatedly granted the above
proyisions, after full discussion before Com-
mittees of Parliament, the Board of Educa-
tion, in Provisional Order Confirmation
Bills, have felt it incumbent upon them to

refuse to insert the Insanitary Property
clause at all, and they have inserted only

a modified form of the clause as to taking

parts of properties, so as to conform yvith the

Model Clause. Under the Housing and
Town-Plaiining .\ct, 1909, the Local Govern-
ment Board may make an order, putting in

force, for the purpose of the clearance of

insanitary areas, the special compensation
provisions of the Housing Acts; and the

order takes effect without confirmation by
Parliament, whereas previously, under the

Act of 1890, an order issued in respect of

slum areas yvas not of any validity until con-

firmed by Parliament. Property can also be
compulsorily acquired by the responsible

authority under the Toyvii-PIaiining Sections

of the .4ct of 1909 ; under the Small Holdings
and Allotments Acts, 1907 (which also em-
powers the compulsory hiring of land for a

specific period), under an order made by the

appropriate Government department, yvith-

out further confirmation ; nnd under the De-
velopment and Road Improvements Funds
Act, 1909, the confirming power is vested in

a body of Commissioners constituted ad hoc.

Probably the earliest Act giving powers to a

local authority to acquire property without
the necessity of obtaining the specific autho-

rity of Parliament or a Government depart-

ment is Michael Angelo Taylor's Act. This
is not exercisable by the central aiithority

ill London; but the poyvers have devolved
upon the Metropolitan borough councils, and
are put into force merely by a resolution

yvhicii may, however, be impugned in tlie

courts on the ground of mala fides. Under
the London Building Act, however, the

London County Council has power to appro-

priate land to insure a width greater than

40ft., and under the same Act in special

circumstances an owner may be required to

set back buildings to the general line and
reliiKjnish the part in front of the general

line for street widening. Compensation is

payable in these cases; but the power is

exercisable by resolution of the Council, yvith-

oiit specific confirmation from a superior

autliority. In a large number of provincial

cases in recent years local authorities have
been authorised to prescribe lines of

frontages in streets, and when buildings pro-

jecting beyond the line are rebuilt or re-

constructed they must be set back to the

prescribed line of frontage, subject to the pay-

ment of compensation. The gradual sim-

plification of procedure described above will

be observed : the simplest being the putting

in force of compulsory powers of acquisition

by a mere resolution of the authority

charged yvith a public duty for the exercise

of which the land proposed to be taken is

required. In my opinion it yvould be per-

fectly safe for responsible public authorities

to be vested with general poyvers, exercisnbl*

by resolution only, compulsorily to acquire

property required for the proper discharge

of statutory duties. This would appear to

conform with the vieyvs of this Institution in

tlie reply of the Council of this Institution

to the inquiries of the Land Inquiry Com
inittee, as folloyvs :

—
Possibly, however, some further means iniglit bf

provided "by which responsible authorities, where tlie

interests at stake are not of overwhelming importance,

might be relieved of the expense of obtaining Parlia-

mentary sanction. In London, for instance, the

Metropolitan Paving Act of 1S17, associated yvith the

name of Michael Angelo Taylor, permits the City

Corporation and Metropolitan Borough Councils to

take property, or portions of a property, for street-

widening without going to the expense of a special

Act.

The procedure under this Act Is complicated anil

unsatisfactory ; but the principle is a useful one, and

might with "advantage be extended to other large

municipalities.

There would appear to nie to he no valid

reason in restricting such general powers to
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nninicipalities : "responsible authorities

might include statutory companies who might
be relieved of the necessity of obtaining
specific statutory authority for property
required for the proper discluirtje of their
statutory duties. Safeguards by way of

approval of a Government department or
otherwise which might be considered essential
in the case of a company operating prin-

cipally for private profit, would probably be
considered superfluous in the case of a public
authority whose actions are open to public
criticism, and who, under its constitution,
mu.st, within a limited period, seek the
suffrages of its constituents.

ir.— B.\SrS OF COMPHN.S.VTION .4ND MATTK.ItS
INCIDENTAL THICRKTO.

Value to Owner.—Probably the portion of

the subject around which the greatest con-
trover.sy will arise is that relating to the
basis of compensation. It is common ground
in this room tliat the basis of compcTisation
is substantially the value to the owner and
damage to other lands belonging to him bv
reason of the taking of the part rec|uired.
This basis is now firmly established, prin-
cipally by means of decisions of the Courts,
as there is no specific provision in tlie Lands
Clauses Acts directing exactly what is to be
the basis.

Market Value.— In many recent statutes
the basis of compeTisation has been specific
ally considerably modified. Legislation
relating to insanitary areas has always made
special provision as" to the basis on w^hich
the compensation is to be assessed. The
original Housing Act of 187.5 fixes the basis
as that of market value. In the course of
years, however, in connection with the large
and costly schemes carried out immediately
following that Act, a tendency had developed
whereby substantially the only difference be
tween Lands Clauses procedure and Housing
procedure was the omission of the 10' per
cent. My experience goes back to those
years, and I well remember how prominent
members of the profession, in giving evidence
under the Hoiisiri'_' .\cls, appeared to con-
sider that the basis of market value intended
under the Housing Act was not the same as
what was commonly understood to be value
in the market. It became a conventional
value

; much in the same way as there were
indications some years ago that valuations
under the Lands Clauses Acts were purely
conventional, and had no real regard to the
proper basis that should be adopted. This
gave rise to such dissatisfaction that a strong
Commission was appointed in 1888 to investi-
gate the whole question, with the result that
the law relating to insanitary areas and
clearances was codified and amended in the
Housing of the Working Classes Act. 18!)0.

The compensation provisions of this Act take
the form which has frequently been referred
to as penal. For our present purpose one
need oiilv observe that while the basis was
still reaffirmed as fair market value at the
time of valuation, it further provided that,
if the rental arising from the property were
enlianced by user for illegal purposes or by
ovcrcrowdinir. the enlianced rental obtained
by such conditions must be disregarded, and
a proper rental assumed, having regard to

the fair and proper use of the premises, and
this adopted for the purpose of calculating
compensation. Whether the actual rental
derived or the assumed fair market rental
that might be obtained was to be adopted
for the capitalisation, regard was specially
directed to the state of repair, and if, as was
nearly always the case, the property had
been neglected, and required a substantial
sum to put it into a proper habitable con-
dition, the amount of such expenditure was
to be deducted from any capitalisation, and
it also contemplated the possibility of the
value being assessed merely as that of a
vacant site, to which was added a .sum in
respect of the old materials. It was ob\ions
that these drastic modifications not only
affected the amount of compensation to be
paid in the case of propertv acquired in

connection with clearances under the Housing
Acts, but it also affected market value of all

property of a similar class, and reacted on
the level of market value to be adopted for

I

the purchase of such property, whether in-

cluded in a scheme or Tiot. In some recent

statutes dealing witli different matters
entirely, the purchase price is to be deter-

mined by what the property would fetch in

the open market. 1 am referring to the

Ancient Monuments Consolidation .4ct, 1913,

where a property the subject of a preserva-
tion order may be purchased by the Office of

Works at the price it would fetch in the
open market. There has been no legal

decision as to wliat constitutes vrtlue to

owner, nor, indeed, until recently has there

been of market value. But recently the term
" value in the market as between willing

vendor and purchaser," of which we have
heard ]nuch in connection with the Finance
Act, 1910, has been legally defined. Iji the
case of " Inland Revenue v. Clay and
Others " and " Inland Revenue v. Buchanan
and Others," the Master of the Rolls ex-

pressed himself as follows:—
Tlie context before us lias turned iri;iinl,v ii|ion the

woiils "open market " and "willing seller." I think
the view nitinuitel.v taken b,v counsel for the
appellants, and also for the respondents, as to the
tneanltiR of "open market" is correct. "Open
market " incliid<;s a sate by auction, hut it is not
conflried to that. It would inclnilc property publicly
niniounced in the usual way by insertion in the lists

of house a^ients. Hut I think that it does not
necessarily involve the idea of a sale without reserve.
I can sec no reason for excluding from consideration
the fact that the property is so situated that to one
or inoro persons it presents greater attractions than
t« anybody else. The house or the land may Imme-
diately adjoin one or more landowners likely to
olfer more th.nn the property would be worth to any-
body else. This is a fact which cannot be disregarded.
Tile Solicitor-General ultimately admitted that some
regard must be had to tlie facts. But he urged that
ono ought only to consider, first, what an outside
purchaser would give, say, fT.OO. and then allow
the adjoining owner one more bid. In other words,
something very small beyond the .€750.
We had our attention called to the valuable

judgment of Lords Johnston and Salvesen in the
recent Scotch cjise of "Glass v. Commissioners of
Inland Kevenue " (unreported), and I accept their
view of the meaning of the words "open miirket."
The price at which the property was sold in IDIO
is not the test of the gross value in April. Itloa. but it

cannot be disregarded. I adopt the language of Mr.
Justice Scrutton: "He (the Iteferec) was right in this,
not because of the sale for fl.OOO, but because of
the reasonable expectation that a willing seller could
get £1,000 or more from tho nursing home." An
"o|)en market" sale of property "in its then con-
dition " presupposes a knowledge of its situation with
all surrounding circumstances. To say that a small
farm in the middle of a wealthy landowner's estate
is to bo valued without reference to the fact that he
will probably be willing to pay a large price, but
solely with reference to its ordinary agrieuUur.-il
value, seems to me absurd. If the landowner does
not at the moment buy. landbrokers or siieculators
will give more than its pure agricultur,-il value with
a view to reselling it at a profit to the landowner.
It is for the Jteferee, whose comiieteuce is not
challenged, to arrive at a flgure. The Tonrt ought
not. as a rule, to review liis decision on what Is in
truth a question of fact. I see no ground for sup-
posing that there lias been any misdirection in point
of law.
The other point as to the meaning of " willing

seller." It is urged that Mrs. Miichanan never was a
willing seller: that she never wished to vacate the
house in which she was living, and that it was onlv
after pressure from the trustees that she :igrei'd to
sell for £1.00(1. I am disposed to think that a willing
seller is a person who is a free agent ami cannot In-

required by virtue of compulsory powers to sell, and
that Mrs. niichanan was a willing seller when, in
1010. she voluntarily agreed to accept .CI.000 If.
however, contrary to my view, she was not a willing
seller, the firoblem still remains, for the existence of
a willing seller, whether Mrs. Uucbanan or not. must
be assumed for the purpose of tho section.

This view of market value is tlnit which
has been expressed in this room on previous
occasions. An owner is not bound to accept
any price that may be offered, and trans-
actions in the auction room are not con-
clusive ns to market value. A willing
vendor not under compulsion to sell may
anticipate a purchaser to whom the property
possesses special advantages of a general
kind. This definition seems to bring the
basis of market value extremely close to that
of value to the owner as we know it in prac-
tice. It also iricludes so much of the doctrine
of special adaptability as should prnpcrlv he
brought into account, while excluding tlnit

distortion of it which offends the maxim that
promoters should not pay for the value to

those vested with statutory powers which a

private owner without such powers coulil not
realise. In tliese circumstances a claimant
would not. in my opinion, be harshly treated
if. for land expropriated for a public
purpose, he were paid the full market value

of the property taken. In these words it is

intended to convey that the price to be paid
would be that which a willing vendor would
accept from a willing purchaser. This con-
notes no compulsion on tho vendor to accept
any price a purchaser may offer, and has no
necessary relation to the figures realised at

a forced sale under the hammer. iMorcover,
a price arranged on such a basis would be
fixed only after consideration of injurious
affection and of betterment, and so obviate
the discussion of these matters as separate
items of claim. Another subject having an
important bearing on the question of value
is that flowing from the principle embodied in

Section 92 of the Lands Clauses Act: "No
party shall at any time be i-equired to sell

or convey to the promoters of the under-
taking a part only of any house or other
building or manufactory it such party be
willing and able to sell and convey the whole
thereof." It was early found that this in-

flicted hardship upon promoters, and various
modifications were secured from time to time
until at present the Model Clauses provide
that parts can be taken if, in the opinion of

the tribunal assessing compensation, such
part can be taken without " material detri-

ment" to the remainder. In addition to

private Acts this, in effect, has also been em-
bodied in recent public Acts, such as the

Housing Act, 1890, and the Development and
Koad Improvement Funds Act, 1909. In

connection with tramway schemes involving

the acquisition of parts of forecourts, etc.,

the London County Council were successful

in obtaining a clause giving specific power
to take such parts without the limitation of

the " material detriment " clause, and this

has been extended in the Council's later

Acts to enable them to take parts of

buildings, subject only to the proviso t>hat

the Council "shall not take or interfere with
the main structure of a house, building, or

manufactory." If the view that the payment
of market value represented the price the

vendor would willingly accept from a pur-

chaser who would willingly give it, tliere

appears no reason for the retention of the

principle embodied in this section. A local

authority would then be able to acquire com-
pulsorily wliatever portion of a property was
reijuired for the public purpose to be
effected without being liable to be compelled
to take more than was so required. The
owner ^vould, on the other hand, be entitled

to be paid the value of the part that was
taken. It is obvious that no willing vendor
would so sell unless regard were had to the

value of the portion which was left to him
after tho part had been taken away, and in

this way the owner would be completely in-

demnified.
Allowance for Compulsory Sale. — It

has been customary in compulsory pur-
chases to add to that part of the com-
pensation which represents the value of

property taken an allowance which varied
according to the district, but which in

London is invariably 10 per cent. There
seems to be a considerable divergence of

opinion as to the purpose of this addition,

and when it originated, but it is usually

referred to as being added for compulsory
sale. I am inclined to the view that origin-

ally the principle underlying this existed

before the Lands Clauses Act of 1845, and
was due to the custom of claimants of in-

cluding ill their claim a sum representing

the cost and loss to them of a change in

investment. There appears to be every pro-

bability that in the earlier cases evidence of

considerable length was given by both sides

on this point. I have hoard of the suggestion

made by one who has had an unexampled
experience at the Bar that he had come to the

conclusion that the leaders of the Bar at

that time concluded that for a relatively

small sum the time involved in calling wit-

nesses was hardly commensurate with the

results, and that, consequently, an arrange-

ment was made as a matter of convenience

that to whatever was ascertained to be the

value of the property taken, an all-round

:iddition of 10 per cent., in cases where the

amount was substantial, should be added
instead of discussing in each instance this

particular item of claim. This was obviously
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purely a matter of convenience dealing with

ail item tliat liad found its way into com-

pensation cases, and, consequently, when the

Lnnds Clauses Consolidation Act was settled

ill 1845 it was not provided for specifically

as 11 matter of law, and rests entirely on

custom. Legislation of recent years, and
particularly a series of legislative enactments

dealing 'with insanitary property, has ex-

pressly excluded this allowance. In the

series' of Housing Acts from 1875 to 1882,

and the amending Act of 1890. tliis additional

allowance is expressly excluded in the case

of the acquisition of insanitary property. In

the Housing and Town-Planning Act, 1909,

this elimination is not only continued as to

insanitary property, but is extended also to

the purchase of sites for the erection of

lodging-houses. Legislation of a different

character has also disallowed this customary
allowance from the Small Holdings and
.Allotments Act, 1907, and the Development
and Road Improvement Act, 1909. If in

compulsory purchase cases the basis be

adopted of market valne the unwilling

vendor would be only on the same footing

as to price as a willing vendor, and as a

solatium for compnlsory expropriation an

allowance of, say, the 10 per cent, miglit

properly be added to the market value. This

should "be provided by statute, instead of

relying upon custom. These observations

relate to property of an ordinary cliaracter

required for usual public purposes. In my
opinion there should be no weakening, but

rather a strengthening, of the present penal

compensation clauses, specially applicable tn

insanitary property.

III.—TRIBUNAL FOR ASSR.SSING COM-
PENSATION.

At the present time the normal tribunal

in compensation ease is a jury of non-experts,

although the claimant has the option of

having the value determined by an arbi-

trator. The tendency of late years, however,

in public Acts has been the elimination of a

jury and the substitntion of a sole arbi-

trator, as will appear from a consideration

of the following statutes. The Housing Act
of 1890 provided that all disputed cases

sliould be referred to an arbitrator appointed

by the Home Office, a duty since transferred

to the Local Government Board. An appeal,

however, could be made from his award to a

jiirv if the amount awarded exceeded £1.000.

In "the Ranges Act, 1891, and the Military

Lands Act, 1892. the tribunal was an arbi-

trator at the option of the person or autho-

rity acquiring the land. Under the Small
Hohlings and Allotments Act, 1907, following

the precedent of the Allotments Act, 1887,

and the Local Government Act, 1894,

disputed compensation "shall be determined
by a single arbitrator appointed by the

Board," who is, '"so far as practicable in

assessing compensation, to act on his own
knowledge and experience." In almost iden-

tical words the tribunal for similar purposes
is set up under the Housing and Town-
I'lanning Act, 1909. Under the Light Rail-

ways Act, 1896. and the Development and
Road Improvement Act, 1909, a single arbi-

trator is the tribunal. It is of interest to

note that the Great Xorthern Railway Com-
pany's Bill of last session provided that
disputed compensation should be assessed by
a siniilp arbitrator. There is no doubt in my
mind that the most satisfactory, because it is

llii' most reliable, tribunal is one of trained
ixprTt^i. and failing a perpetually constituted
Iribnnal a single arbitrator of standing is to
!" profcrri'd. This would accord with the
trend of modern legislation as indicated
above. The Land Inquiry Committee have
a novel solution for this problem, and is,

as set out on pp. ."itW and .)04. in the following
terms:

—

Tini1i;s\l, AND PltOCBDInH.
(a) Tliat ill all cases where land is arquired uniler

euiiipulsory powcTH, the final determination of the
purchase price, the as-e.-siiiciit of the cninpiMisnlinn
for severance and disturbance due tn the claimant.
and the apportionment of the compeni^ation as
lictween several claimants, should be determined by
the Judicial Land Commissioners.

(I)) That the procedure for dctermlriini! the amount
of compensatioq for the land taken should be as
follows;—

tl) At the time of applying for compulsory powers
the promoters should serve a notice on the district

valuer and .all interested persons as to the lands to
be acfpiired.

[•!) If and when the compulsory powers are
obtained the district valuer should assess the
market value of the property to be acquired, as at
the time of the application for compulsory powers,
provided that where the owners or persons in-

terested are unable to agree to the valuation, they
should have the right to appeal to the Land Com-
missioners against the valuation of the district
valuer.

It is to be observed that, under these
proposals, the District Valuer is, in the first

instance, to assess the market value of the
property, presumably as a whole, and as
many of the owners of interests in a pro-
perty may not know all the particulars to

deal with the other interests, or with the
whole, it must follow that objections must
be made to all such valuations if injustice
either to the promoters or to owners in-

terested, is to be obviated. In the event of

non-agreement there would be an appeal to

Land Commissioners, not against the valua-
tion of the various interests, but against the
value of the whole property, when, pre-
sumably, not only would there be a contest
as between the promoters and the owners of

each interest, but as between the owners of

the \arious interests themselves. Moreover,
the effect of such a method of procedure
would be to reduce almost to vanishing point
the possibility of arrangements by negotiation
between the promoters and the owners of any
interest, so that the amount consumed in

costs, which the Land Inquiry Committee so

much deplore, would be greatly increased. I

do not know that as surveyors, merely looking
at it from an interested standpoint, we need
object; but it would not, I venture to think,
be to the best interests of the public or of

our profession. I think it is obvious that
the scheme suggested by the Land Inquiry
Committee is not practicable. There is no
doubt that the appointment of a skilled

tribunal, upon which the surveyor should
predominate, would be best, and, failing this,

a single arbitrator. It is, however, par-
ticularly essential that questions of value
should always and only be determined by a

tribunal capable by its experience and per-

sonal knowledge of testing the evidence given
before it. From their Report the Land
Inquiry Committee appear to be driven to

the course they advocate by reason of the

evidence collected by them which leads them
to form the opinion

—

that there :ire strong objections to referring questions
such as those arising under the Land Clauses Acts to

professional men in private practice.

In saying this we wish it to be clearly understood
that we are casting no shir upon a great profession,

whose reputation for integrity stands second to none,
lint in the case of a surveyor who at one time acts on
behalf of some particular body or person, and at

another sits as arbitrator to determine some question
of value in which the body or person is a party, it

would seem dinicnit to avoid an unconscious bias.

One regrets that the Land Inquiry Com-
mittee should consider they had grounds for

such expression of opinion. My experience

is that it is not the case that a surveyor has

a bias because he may have acted at dif-

ferent times for the various parties appear-

ing before him when he sits as an arbi-

trator. I can only conclude that it is

the lack of experience of those who
have been responsible for the Report
that has led them to the conclusion

that surveyors, engaged in active practice,

when placed in the arbitrator's chair, are

incapable of acting in a strictly impartial

manner, and in accordance with the highest

traditions of the profession. While we may
hold most strongly this view, there is no

I doubt that to the uninstructed mind the ex-

treme evidence given in some cases by
members of our profession has given ground
to the impression which led the Land Inquiry
Committee to the conclusion embodied in the

portion of their Report just quoted. Coupled
with this is the endeavour to cheapen pro-

cedure by limiting witnesses and prescribing
a scale of costs. Under the Lands Clauses
Act there is no limit to the number of

witnesses, although it is not uncommon for
the parties to agree as to the number to be
called on each side, and this has been ex-
tended to the number of counsel. One of
the first instances of limiting witnesses by
statute is set out in the Local Government
Act, 1894, and also embodied in the Small

Holdings and Allotments Act, 1907, where
the arbitrator is directed to hear, by them-
selves or agents, parties interested; but he
is not, unless so directed by the Government
department, to hear counsel or expert wit-

nesses. The same idea is embodied in the
Housing and Town-Planning Act, 1909, but
in the Allotments Act, 1887, and the De-
velopment and Road Improvement Funds
Act, 1909, the arbitrator may determine
costs, and " shall have power to disallow as

costs of the arbitration the costs of any
witnesses whom he considers to have been
called unnecessarily, and any other costs

which he considers have been caused or
incurred unnecessarily." From my ex-

perience there is still much room for im-
provement in limiting the costs in connection
with proceedings to determine price ; but the
entire elimination of the professional witness
in determining value is likely to lead in some
cases to injustice. 1 think, however, the

tribunal should have power similar to that
with which an arbitrator is vested in cases
under the Development, etc.. Act, 1909,

enabling him to disallow witnesses whom he
considers to have been unnecessarily called,

and also any other costs which he considers
have been caused or incurred unnecessarily.

Summarising, my conclusions, are:

—

1. The Land Inquiry Committee have
established their case, that the present
method, by means of which promoters now
obtain compulsory powers, are notoriously
cumbersome and proverbially expensive.
Although I am not in complete agreement
with them as to the remedies they suggest,
I think responsible authorities niiglit be
vested with general powers allowing them
by resolution to acquire coinpulsorily such
property only as is required by them for the

proper discharge of existing statutory duties.

2. I think the Land Inquiry Committee
have established their case that the time has
arrived when there should be a statutory

definition of the basis upon which compensa-
tion should be awarded. In view of the fact

that the term "value in the market as be-

tween willing vendor and purchaser" has
now been construed by the Courts, I am of

opinion that their suggestion that this should

be the basis in the future is one that might
be adopted. As, however, compulsory ex-

propriation means that the vendor is un-

willing it would appear fair and proper that

he should have, in addition to the valne in

the market as between the willing vendor
and purchaser some statutory solatium for

being compelled to sell. Although not on
the grounds for which it was originally

adopted. I think that this solatium might
represent 10 per cent, upon the price as

determined in accordance with the definition.

But the penal clauses of-the Housing Acts
for insanitary property should be retained, if

not strengthened.
3. I think the Land Inquiry Committee

have established their case that the time has

arrived when there should be an alteration

in the normal tribunal for determining price

where property is taken compiilsorily. The
scheme suggested by the Land Inquiry Com-
mittee is not a practical one. In my opinion

the best tribunal would be one upon which

surveyors would predominate; but. failing

this, the general adoption of a single arbi-

trator, who should have complete powers

enabling him to disallow witnesses whom he

considers to have been unnecessarily called,

and also any costs he considers to have been

caused or incurred unnecessarily.*

CONCRETE POLES AND THE
POSSIBLE MAXIMUM LOADS ON
POLE LINES.
It is widely conceded among engineers who

are confront'cd with the task of providing a

suitable substitute for the present timber

pole that the concrete product is the only

practical solution of the problem. The two

foremost points in which the concrete pole

is superior to that of wood are the facts that

a properly constructed concrete pole is prac-

tically everlasting, and that almost all such

•We Bball give Mr. llathew's paper iievt week.—

Ed. "B.X."
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poles can be designed so as to make them
mucli stronger and far more stable than the

timber product. Aside from tlie actual

strength of wires, the stability of all supports

for electric conductors is the main factor

H'liich governs the length of wire spans, and
inasmuch as the stability of concrete poles

can be made greatly to exceed that of wooden
poles, the fact is probably established that

extremely long wire spans will accompany
the advent of concrete poles for general use.

Many engineers have published figures

representing the possible theoretical loads on
pole lines, the main factor in all such cal-

culations being an assumed violent wind-

pressure acting against ice-covered wires.

In addition to this the assumption is also

made that the above conditions may be

accompanied with a temperature of lOdeg.

below zero, and that the consequent eon-

traction of the wires might cause them all to

break in the same span. It is claimed in

this connection, under the above conditions,

with the wind blowing in a direction parallel

to the wires, that the maximum load occurs
in this direction on the pole next adjacent
to the broken span.
The foregoing conditions are apparently

very uncalled-for assumptions ; statistics have
shown that such a simultaneous combination
of the elements is a very rare occurrence.
No engineer attempts to figure any structure

against an earthquake or a cyclone, still,

such calamities may occur in any locality at

any time,'and just as frequently as the fore-

going combination of conditions. Viewing
the situation from the standpoint of the pur-

chaser who invests his money in the con-

struction of pole lines, one must realise the

vast importance of considering the interest

on the increased capital which is necessary
to make such work ptoof against conditions
which so rarely occur.

Owing to t!ie peculiar action of the
catenary curve in horizontally suspended
wires, a very slight movement of the wire at

its point of attachment to the cross-arms will

materially affect the sag at the centre of the
span, and it is unreasonable to conceive of

any suitable attachment between the wire
and the insulator which will not allow such
wire to slip, in case of breakage of wire, so

that the sag will touch the ground at the

centre of span and relieve the pole from
about 50 per cent, of the extreme load against
which it is usually Tigured.

The vertical load on any support for elec-

tric conductors is of little consequence as

compared with the possible side-pull in a

horizontal direction at right angles to the

wires. A properly designed concrete pole,

therefore, should be widest at the ground
line and tapering both ways therefrom

;
pro-

vided, however, that the bases of such poles

are designed with sufficient area so as to

support the combined weight of ice-covered

wires. The width of the pole at the ground
line should be made so as to resist the hori-

zontal action of wind-pressure blowing at

the rate of seventy miles per hour at right

angles to wires covered with Jin. of ice.

Many high-tension transmission lines have
been cojistrjcted with spans up to l.SOOft.

Such long spans are made possible through
the use of steel towers with wide bases.

There seems to be no authentic reason why
trolley-wires for electric railways should not
be hung on longer spans than are now being
used in connection with standard construc-
tion of such lines. The only apparent
objections to long spans for such service is

the sag in trolley-wires, which must be
reduced to a minimum, on account of the
limited movement of the trolley - pole.

Through the use of the well-known catenary
suspension, in which the trolley-wire is

supported from a messenger cable, the sag
in trolley-wires can be eliminated entirely,

and the lengtli of spans in such lines is

governed only by the economical strength of

the messenger cable. Owing to the possi-
bility of cross-circuits being caused by the
side-sway in telegraph and telephone wires,
the use of long spans in this connection has
been questioned. It seems reasonable to

believe, however, that this objection can be
overcome through the use of insulators
staggered alternately above and below the

cross-arm, and while we believe that mini-

mum increases in wire spans can be accom-
plished with telegraph and teleplione lines,

still there is really no authentic reason
against the adoption of increased spans for

all concrete-pole lines which are erected for

the support of electric conductors.
The development of concrete poles and the

improved method of setting them result in

extreme stability, greatly increased spans,
and a consequent reduction in first cost per
mile, through the elimination of many poles,

cross-arms, insulators, and labour. For
example: An ordinary pole line, using fifty

.30ft. cedar poles per mile, set up with cross-

arms and insulators attached, ready for

wires, costs somewhere about 650dol. per
mile, with a probable life of fifteen years
and the possibility of renewing it entirely
after every storm of any consequence. Sub-
stituting good concrete poles for this same
service, using thirty 30ft. poles per mile, set

up with all attachments, ready for wires, the
cost per mile will not exceed 600dol., and
the line will last indefinitely.

In view of the above conditions, it does
not require any great amount of forethought
on the part of the conservative pole
purchaser to realise that concrete poles will

eventually not only solve one and all of his

present pole troubles, but that, in the long
run, a saving of many thousands of dollars
can be efTected through the elimination of

constant maintenance, frequent renewals,
and unnecessary first cost of heavy coii-

struction.

—

Concrete-Ceinent. Age.

THE HYDRATION OP PORTLAND
CEMENT.*

By A. A. Klein and A. J. Phillips.

The study of the hydration of Portland
cement follows as a natural sequence to the
study of its constitution. The latter has
been determined by the work of the Geo-
physical Laboratory on the ternary system
lime-silica-alumina, and for that portion of

the ternary field in which Portland cement is

situated these compounds have been verified

by the Pittsburg laboratory of the Bureau of

Standards.
In the present paper various hydration ex-

periments were made on monocalcium
aluniinate (CaO.AljO,), 5:3 calcium alumin-
ate (5Ca0.3AljOj), tricalcium aluminate
(3CaO.Al,Oj), mono-calcium silicate (CaO.
SiO,), beta - ortho - silicate (2CaO.SiO:),
gamma-ortho-silieate (2CaO.SiO,), and tri-

calcium silicate (3CaO.SiO,), lime burned at

different temperatures and ground to various
degrees of fineness, and on the following
commercial cements, a high silica, a low
silica, a high iron, and a high magnesia
cement.
The tests consisted of (1) hydration on

microscopic slides with water, without access
of air; (2) hydration with superheated steam
in a cylinder, according to the method pro-
posed by Bied

; (3) hydration in an auto-
clave, and (-1) moulding with limited quan-
tities of water, approximating those used in

normal consistency mixes. Lime-water and
plaster-of-Paris solution were also used as
hydrating mediums. Petrographic methods
were employed to determine the hydration
processes and the final products.
The only crystalline product observed in

the hydration of the alurainates washydrated
tri-calcium aluminate (SCaO.AKOj.xHjO),
and this is only formed with a large excess
of water. It crystallises in hexagonal
needles, plates, and spherulites, and is uni-

axial positive. The refractive indices are
= 1.552-. 003 and =1.535-. 003. The 5:3
calcium aluminate and mono-calcium alu-

minate split off amorphous hydrated alumina
and form the crystalline hydrated tri-calcium

aluminate. Tlie hydration of the aluminates
commences quickly in all cases; but with
restricted amounts of water the unhydrated
grains become coated with the amorphous
form, and further hydration is more or less

retarded, this amorphous form slowly

changing to the crystalline form. With steam
at atmospheric pressure the weakly basic

aluminates do not hydrate above 110°; but

• U.S. Bureau of Stanaards Notes.

the more basic ones absorb water up to 140°,

tri-calcium aluminate containing high-
burned free lime absorbing water even at
175°.

The hydration of the aluminates in lime

water reveals no new products; but in plaster

solution, in addition to the same compounds
forn^ed with water, there is a compound
observed with a formula 3CaO.Al,0,CaSO,.
xH,0—tri-calcium sulpho-aluniinate. usually
referred to in cement literature as " sulpho-
aluminate." This compound is identical for

three aluminates and crystallises in long
prismatic needles. The double refraction is

low, the character of the principal zone
negative, and the extinction parallel. The
indices of I'efraction are less than 1.48. It

is biaxial positive with a large optic axial

angle. Its formation is only incidental in the
retardation of the initial set caused by the
gypsum. In the autoclave, crystals of both
the sulpho - aluminate and gypsum are
destroyed.
Burned lime hydrates with an excess of

water to either the crystalline or amorphous
form of lime hydrate. A preponderance of
the former is produced where the lime is

coarse and high-burne'd, while the formation
of the amorphous form is favoured by fine

grinding and low burning. Crysallised lime
hydrate occurs as flaky hexagonal crystals
or as hexagonal prisms with excellent cleav-
age parallel to (.0001). It is uniaxial
negative, and the refractive indices are
= 1.581-. 002 and =1.559-. 002. In the auto-
clave amorphous lime hydrate does not
change to the crystalline form ; but free lime
may yield crystals of hydrate whose size

depends upon the length of time of reaction,

temperature, and pressure.

The mono calcium silicate and the gamma-
ortho-silicate do not hydrate, while the beta
form of the latter hydrates but slightly with
water after long periods. Lime water and
plaster solution do not materially increase
the hydration, whereas a solution of the
calcium aluminate gives the maximum hydra-
tion and best-appearing test pieces. The 28-

day test-pieces of beta ortho silicat-e and the
aluminates, while exhibiting fairly good
rigidity, have by no means the strength of

corresponding neat cement briquettes. The
aluminates are completely hydrated, but the
beta - ortho - silicate shows only a com-
paratively slight hydration. The hydration
product of the silicate is amorphous hydrated
ortho-silicate, there being no lime hydrate
split off and no needles of hydrated mono-
calcium silicate formed, as noted by others.

The tri-calcium silicate hydrates readily
and quickly with all concentrations of water,
the products of hydration being crystallised
lime and amorphous hydrated ortho-silicate.
Moulded specimens set liard in five hours,
and show no disintegration after twenty-
eight days in water. It has no favourable
effect on the hydration of beta-ortho-silicate.

Mixtures of it and the aluminates show first

the beginning of hydration of the aluminates,
followed shortly by the hydration of the
silicate. Moulded specimens of these are
dense, hard, and strong, comparing very
favourably with neat cement briquettes.

On the hydration of cement, the first con-
stituent to react is the aluminate, with the
formation of amorphous hydrated tri-calcium
aluminate, with or without amorphous
hydrated alumina. The sulpho-aluminate
crystals are also formed, and the low-burned
or finely-ground lime hydrates. This occurs
within a few hours after the cement is

gauged. The next compound to hydrate is

the tri-calcium silicate. This commences
within 24 hours, and is generally completely
hydrated within 7 days. Between 7 and 28

days the amorphous aluminate commences to

crystallise, and the beta-ortho-silicate, the
least reactive compound, begins to hydrate.
The 24 hour strengths are due mainly to the
hydration of the aluminates and of any fine-

grained, low-burned lime present. The large
increase in strength between 24 hours and 7
days is due mainly to the tri-calcium silicate

hydration. The increase between 7 and 28
days is due to the hydration i^^|^g^ beta-

ortho-silicate. Where there is a decrease of

strength during this period it is due to the

hydration of very high-burned free liltie, a3
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in very highbiirned, high-limed cements, or
to the crystallisation of the aluminates, as

in hiiili alumina cements. The iron coni-
ponnils in a cement are resistive to hydra-
tion. It does not form crystalline hydration
products, but occurs as a rust-like material.
The initial set of cement is affected by the

action of small amounts of electrolytes in

retarding coagulation of the aluminate
material. With a limited amount of water,
such as used in normal consistency mixes,
the aluminates coagulate and .separate from
supersaturated solutions as amorphous
bodies, tlie rate of coagulation being affected
by such small quantities of electrolyte as to
nullify the possibility of the reaction being
solely a chemical one.

Failure of cement in accelerated tests is

due to the growth of large lime hydrate
crystals. The disrupting action results from
the pressure caused by growing crystals.
Cement will fail in the boiling test which
contains lime sufficiently fine and high-
burned, so that during boiling it hydrates
and crystallises. The growth of crystals is

sufficient to cause disintegration. When a
cement passes the boiling' test, but not the
autoclave test, it contains lime so coarse or
high-burned as not to hydrate in the boiling
test, but only in the autoclave, due to the
high temperature and pressure employed.
Some cements will pass either test only after
aging. In this case aeration with in-

sufficient water to allow solution and
crystallisation causes the lime to hydrate as
amorphous hydrate, and in the accelerated
tests tliere is no crystallisation and no dis-
integration.

The reactions when cement is subject to
the autoclave test are not abnormal. The
disintegration action attributed to tlie

crystallisation of the sulpho-aluminate
been greatly exaggerated.

reached second reading it was discovered to

be liighly contentious, and was attacked by
the borough councils and other authorities,
it need not be proceeded with further. It

would not be desirable, in such circum-
stances, to go to great expense. Complaint
was made by Mr. Gordon that the scheme
did not provide for municipal responsibility.

The scheme was amended to provide that
fourteen out of the eighteen representatives
of the County Council on the authority should
be inemliers of the Council. In answer to
Mr. W. C. Johnson, Mr. F. St. John Morrow,
the chairman of the Parliamentary Com-
mittee, said the Parliamentary notice of the
Bill would cover its alteration so as to give
the authority itself power to work the under-
taking.

It was decided to inform the borough
councils of Battersea, Fulham, and Wands-
worth that the Council, while considering
tliat the widening of Putney Bridge should be
carried out at as early a date as possible, did
not see its way to effect the suggested improve-
ment forthwith. On the motion of Major
Levita, however, the Improvements Com-
mittee was instructed to provide for the
requisite preliminary works in order that the
widening might be commenced whenever
ordered bv the Council.

(Bur lUttstrationa.

has

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
At the meeting of the London County

Council on Tuesday the Education Committee
reported that they had selected certain
schools—namely, Winstanley-road, Batter-
sea; the Chaucer, Bcrinondsey ; and
Dempsey-street, Stepney, at which minor im-
provements should be carried out, at a total
expenditure of £I,.313. They stated that the
Barrett-street elementary scliool, in West
Marylebone, which is being adapted and
equipped as a trade school for girls, will be
ready for occupation at Easter next.
Steps are being taken for the sifting of the

Council's documents, with a view to those
coming within the definition of "records"
being preserved, catalogued, and arranged in
the record rooms at the new County Hall,
where, it is recommended, access may be
had to them where not detrimental to the
public interest. The records are to include
all documents of historical, antiquarian, or
archreological interest; plans of buildings,
sewers, tunnels, roads, bridges, and other
works carried out bv the School Board for
London, the Metropolitan Board of Works,
the various Se'wers Commissions, the Metro-
politan Commission of Sewers, the Justices,
the Wandsworth Common Conservators, etc.
or any committee thereof; and plans of
buildings, sewers, tunnels, roads, bridges,
and other works carried out by the Council
or any committee thereof, or by an officer
acting under specific delegated powers.
The Improvements Committee recommended

the contribution of two-thirds the cost esti-
mated at £4.600 in all, of widening FuHiam-
road by setting back the frontages of No. 555
to 561, which imnicdiatolv adjoin the Fulham
Town Hall, thus increasing the width of the
thoroughfare from 47ft. to ,55ft.

The Highways Committee reported in
favour of the reconstruction of tramways in
Biirdettroad and Grove-road, Stepney at an
expenditure of .£7n,270. Provision was made
in the estimate for £2,855 for cables and
ducts, and £7,600 for cars. The report will
be considered at the next meeting.
Approval was given to the London and

District Electricity Suppiv Bill, after a long
discussion. Mr. Cyril .Jackson defended the
measure ns providing a fair basis of com-
promise, but promised that if by the time it

At the meeting on Wednesday of the
London Education Committee, the Buildings
Subcommittee reported that in connection
with the new school to be provided for 100
physically defective children in St. Mark's-
road, Kensington, they had considered plans
of a somewhat less expensive scheme than
that already approved, and that the cost was
now estimated at £5,000. Preliminary plans
for the erection of a new seliool for 868
cliildren at the " Stowage," Greenwich, were
presented for approval. The sub-committee
recommended the acceptance of the following
tenders: For rebuilding .Southampton-street
School, Camberwell, the tender of Messrs.
Rowley Bros., Wood Green, at £22,082; for
tlie erection of a new school for 120 physically
defective cliildren at Meeting House-lane,
Peckham, the tender of Messrs. S. N. Soole
and Son, at £5,242 19s. 7d. ; for the enlarge-
ment of Redman's-road school. Stepney, the
tender of Messrs. Allen Fairhead at £4,760.
The sub-committee further recommended the
acceptance of the tenders of Mr. W. Freer,
at £66.3. and Messrs. W. G. Cannon and
Sons, Ltd., at £840, for installing heating
apparatus in the Grafton-road, Islington, and
the Exniouth-street. St. Pancras, schools re-

spectively; that of Mr. W. Pollock, at £351,
for adapting premises in Deansfield-road for
secondary school purposes in connection with
the county secondary school for girls,

Eltham ; that of Messrs. Gates and Sons, for
the execution of general repairs and minor
new works at the Portslade Industrial
School, Sussex ; those of the Thames Bank
(Blackfriars) Iron Co.. Ltd.. at £259 and
£299, for installing heating apparatus at the
Halstow-road, Greenwich, and the Hotham-
road, Wandsworth, schools respectively;
and that of Messrs. H. J. Cash and Co.,
Westminster, for heating works at Silwood-
street. Rotherhithe. at £398.

Mr. H. L. Florence. F.R.I.B.A., President of
the Architectural Association in 1878-79, has
been elected Master of the Haberdashers'
Company.

It was reported to the Metropolitan Water
Board at their meeting on Friday that the
borough council of Wandsworth are about to
widen the bridge carrying High-street, Putney,
over the London and South-Western Railway,
which will necessitate the alteration of the
Board's three 24in. mains, two ]2in. mains, and
one spare 24in. main crossing a private bridge
separated from the existing roadway by a
parapct-wall on the west side of High-street.
These mains convey water from the Putney
Heath reservoir to the Chelsea area of the
western district, and in lieu thereof the Water
Board decided to lay in steel three 24in. mains
and two 12in. mains for immediate use and two
18in, mains for future use across the recon-
slniclcd bridge. The entire outlay to which the
Jioard will be put will be repaid bv the borousjh
council.

DUNBLANE CATHEDRAL: CHOIR-
STALLS, ALTAR - SCREEN, AND
ORGAN-CASE.
The general view, looking east, and the

detail single-page plate given to-day illus-

trate the completed set of choir-stalls and
sanctuary mural screen which Sir Robert
Lorimer, A.R.S.A., designed and super-
intended for Mr. John Graham Stewart, who
presented these additions to Dunblane
Cathedral. The architect has produced a
specially interesting and admirable work in

a dignified way, with due regard to the
objects in view and the material employed,
the chief merit of the whole being that the
furniture befits its position. These stalls are
well worthy of the architect of the "Thistle
Chapel," which we illustrated in the
Building New.s of July 21, 1911. The east
wall screen at Dunblane has been erected in

memory of Bishop Robert Leighton (1600-71).
The Seven Acts of Mercy and Beneficence
figure among its enrichments, carved in

relief, below the vaulted canopy at the top.
Sir Robert Lorimer is responsible for the
choir-stalls, organ-case, and this screen.
Messrs. Clow, also of Edinburgh, carried out
the work and carvings, the whole of the
fittings having been lately finished. Messrs.
Bedford Leniere and Co. took these fine

photographs. A double-page perspective
from south, with plan of Dunblane Cathe-
dral, as restored under the direction of Sir
Rowand Anderson, LL.D., appeared in our
issue of Dec. 1, 1893; drawing of the exterior
and a plan by Mr. J. B. Tyerman, and an
interior view by Mr. .J. S. Gibson, of Dundee,
were given in our number for July 24, 1885.
The west front was illustrated from a sketch
by Mr. W. Ferguson in our pages on Dec. 14,

1878; an elevation and details of the same
faijade, by Mr. E. F. C. Clarke, in that of

May 20, 1870; and the nave and south aisles,

also by Mr. E. F. C. Clarke, in that of

Oct. 14, 1870; the fine Memorial to the
Stirlings of Keir, on the east wall of the
north nave aisle of the cathedral, was given
in our issue of March 22, 1912.

ST. MARK'S CHURCH, HALL, AND
VICARAGE, CAMBERWELL, S.E.

The existing buildings, erected in 1881 to

the designs and under the supervision of
the late R. Norman Shaw, R.A., consist of
the east end of the church, including the
chancel, organ-chamber, clergy vestry, and
two bays of the nave and aisles; with the
parish hall and clubrooms on the south side.

The new works now illustrated provide for
the completion of the church by tlie addition
of two bays to the nave and aisles, with a
western tower, lead spire, and porches. At
the east end the existing organ-chamber is

enlarged to provide for a Lady-chapel and
the organ-chamber and choir vestry are
formed in the existing south transept. We
give a plan showing these additions, which
will increase the seating accommodation by
550. A vicarage is to be erected facing west,
on a site adjoining the hall, and caretaker's
apartments are to be formed in the existing
roof over the club-rooms at that end. The
existing west-end of the hall buildings and
the new vicarage have been embodied under
the motif, to give emphasis to this important
elevation towards the street. Externally the
materials to be used are red or brindled
bricks, with stone dressings ; internally, the
walls and piers of the nave and wide aisles

are to be faced with red bricks and ceiled

with a groined wooden vault, on the lines of

the existing work. The architects are Messrs,
Creed and Heal, of 5, Verulam-buildings,
Gray's Inn, W.C. The drawing which we
have to-day reproduced was shown this year
at the Royal Academy Exhibition.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

(The three designs illustrated are described
in our referee's report on p. 768.)

•-
A fresh scheme for fhe sewerage of Biilkingtou

has been prepared by Mr. F. C. Cook, surveyor

to the town council of Nuneaton.
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DUNBLANE CATHEDRAL: DETAIL OF NEW CHOIR STALLS.

Sir Robert Lorimer, A.R.S.A., F.R.LB.A ,
Architect.
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• The Acquisition of Land by Public and
Quasi-Public Bodies " was the large subject

discussed on Monday evening at a general

meeting of the Surveyors' Institution. It is

undoubtedly a matter of pressing importance,

;ind deserves to be dealt with thoroughly

by experts. It has taken a long time to get

near those first principles of equity upon
wliich it should be considered. For centuries

Kiir landowners made our land laws, and
when, ill later days, public and quasi-public

bandies came into being, such as munici-

palities and railway companies, who were
desirous of acquiring land, the owners were
found to be holding such strongly-fortified

finsitions that approach was well-nigh im-

possible. The common-law rights of in-

dividual ownership had, however, gradually

to give way before the march of public

policy. But so deeply entrenched were the

landowners, and so well protected were they

behind their barriers of legal authorities,

that every assault could only succeed after

hard fighting. The fact that a Land Inquiry

recently made a report full of valuable con-

clusions and recommendations, which ha\e
still to be accepted and carried out, shows
that there is yet much to be done before the

line of justice, as between owners and public

bodies, can be said to have been fairly laid

(Inwn. Mr. Andrew Young, at this meeting,
read a paper upon the acquisition of land by
public bodies, from the point of view of the

promoters, which shows all that business

ability and experienced grasp of this large

and difficult subject that are needed nowa-
'lays. Indeed, he went through the whole
matter in so patient and practical a way that

liis paper will be read with extreme interest

Nv the whole of th« profession.

Special Acts of Parliament should

certainly be no longer needed by public

bodies as to the acquisition of land. The
costliness and delay of this procedure are

both simply scandalous, though Parlia-

mentary agents and their counsel may, and
do. thereby easily make fortunes. Then as

to the basis of compensation, the only fair

value is the market value as between willing

seller and buyer. This means value in an

open market, which is not always quite the

same thing as '' value to the owner," the

phrase now often employed. It is recom-
mended that the tribunal for finally assessing

the sum to be paid in cases of compulsory
purchase should be the Judicial Land Com-
mission. But this proposal begins by the

suggestion that the District Valuer shall first

assess the value of the land to be bought in

his locality, subject to an appeal to the Com-
missioners. \ow, it cannot be said that these

District Valuers, hurriedly appointed under
the Great Budget, have inspired confidence
in owners or in anyone else. Neither side

would accept their estimate, and so every
case would, of course, have to go to the

Commissioners. At present an ordinary jury
often tries these disputes, sometimes with
ludicrous or startling results. A single

arbitrator is rarely found satisfactory; but
a tribunal of three or five expert surveyors

—

the decision of the majority of them to be
binding—would seem to us more likely to

succeed and work out well. All questions of

costs and as to witnesses and counsel should
also be in their discretion, while, of course,
there would always remain the usual right

'

of appeal to the High Court.

.Another paper, read by Mr. L. O. Mathews
at the same meeting, is also very interesting.

To some extent he took the opposite view

and spoke for the owners. But both these

papers are written upon tlie basis of a

businesslike desire to deal fairly with all the

practical difTiculties. It is common ground

that reforms are needed as to the acquisition

of land by public bodies, and that it could

well be along the lines of the committee's

report. So it is also agreed that an assess-

ment by a District Valuer would serve no

useful purpose. Indeed, it is clear that this

would soon become only another official form,

merely causing delay and expense. At

present 10 per cent, is added to the estimated

value in every case of compulsory sale. This

addition, which began many years ago as u

round sum to cover costs, has now, by usage,

grown to be customary as a part of the price.

The report advises its being abolished alto-

gether, which Mr. Mathews considers to be

doubtful policy. Mr. A. Young proposes, as

a compromise, that it should only be claim-

able by an unwilling vendor. But, then, if

this were so, few vendors would be willing,

at the cost of 10 per cent, upon the market

value? The recommendation that a public

body should be able to acquire a part only

of the owner's land is generally supported, so

long as compensation is given for the de-

preciation of the part that is left, as well as

value for that which is taken, which seems

fair enough. As to betterment, although the

ethical and logical theory is sound, its prac-

tical realisation has been found so unsatis-

factory as to leave it outside most business

calculations.

We hope all architects and builders will

study carefully Professor Percy Groom's

report, given elsew'here. on the respectne

merits of Austrian and British oak. Few,

comparatively, know the splendid work Pro-

fessor Groom and his confreres are doing at

the Royal College of Science and Technology.

That institution and its teaching staff have

made it no longer necessary, as it was ten

years ago. for young British students to go to

Charlotteiiburg if they really wanted to com

plete their technologica'l studies. The work

there in every department is of the most prac-

tical nature, and some of the very best men

ill the realm are engaged. The resources of

the school are totally inadequate, and they

ought to be increased tenfold. We have

known South Kensington for sixty years and

have had some hard things to say in past

years about some of the " Research " cul-

tivated there. All the more delighted, there-

fore, were we by the agreeable contrast

revealed at our first visit to the school, ami

all the more earnestly do we endorse Pro-

fessor Groom's final appeal elsewhere for the

encouragement of organisation and the

businesslike and profitable recognition by all

concerned of the fact that the British Empire

possesses a veritable wealth of decorative

and furniture woods, and that if these were

properly made known we need never buy a

single plank from the foreigner.

•That the Board of Trade must be re-

organised and the Consular Service put on

a business basis, if Britain is to get the full

benefit of the trading opportunity now

offered," was debated by the British

Engineers' Association at Manchester on

Tuesday, and unanimously affirmed. Most

people will agree. Established by Cromwell,

and confirmed in 1660, it was 1786 before the

Board assumed anything like its present

form. The Railway Department was added
in 1840, the Marine Department in 1850, the

ilarbour and Finance Department in 1866,

and the r..ahonr Department more recently,

i'lic Board also controls the Patent Office

and the Bankruptcy Board, and lately we
have had an Exhibition Branch and a Com-
mercial Intelligence Department tacked on

to it. The Consular Service, speaking gener-

ally, is belter than it was. Until very

recently the British Consul-General for the

German Empire was not British, but a

German, and one of the recommendations of

a Parliamentary Commission on the Consular

Service in 1903 was to the effect that resident

foreigners were useful as British Consuls;

possibly it was meant only in unimportant

localities and in countries which did not

compete keenly with us. As the main objects

of the Board of 'Trade and the Consular

Service are, or should be, the facilitation of

trade, the Engineers have done well to start

a proposition which we hope will be seconded

by every chamber of commerce and repre-

sentative trade organisation in the kingdom.

A pregnant pamphlet is issued under the

authority of the High Commissioner for

.\ustralia, from 72, Victoria-street, S.W.,

which all should read who are discussing the

capture of German trade. Sir George Reid

points out that the least Australia expects

in return for her services to the Empire is a

friendly attitude here in official and trading

circles towards Australian products when

they reach their patriotically enforced

market in the Mother Country. In this

matter surely some course might be adopted

to give effect to a real preference. If it can

be done without seeming to infringe the

political principles of a party and established

rules under which tenders for supplies are

invited, there should be prompt action.

Before the war the five best consumers of

Australian exports were Great Britain,

Germany, France, Belgium, and the United

States. Germany was, next to Great

Britain and France, Australia's best cps-

tomer. Her ports are iirow closed. Aus-

tralia's trade with France and Belgium is,

to say the very least, seriously crippled. Her
trade with Great Britain and the United

States is by no means safe. 'The sale of

copper and lead, just to take two examples,

affects mines in Australia employing many
thousands of hands. Germany used to take

large quantities of oopper and lead and

concentrates. Immediate relief as regards

the concentrates is impossible, perhaps; but

the ready sale of the copper and the lead may

help to keep thousands of men employed

profitably in Australian mines who may
otherwise lose work. It is much the same as

regards timber. All this Sir George Reid

insists is attainable, if, at any rate, the

British War Office and the Admiralty would

choose their own method of deciding what

the market rate is. Australia is a splendid

backer of British manufacturers Even in

times of peace 60 per cent, of her imports are

from the United Kingdom, from the Empire

72 per cent. Our self-interest alone should

dictate the response that patriotism endorses;

and we cannot believe Sir George Reid's

appeal will be unheeded.

The effect of the High Court's decision on

Form IV. is dealt with in the fifty-seventh

report, issued on Tuesday night, of the Com-
missioners of Inland Revenue. The work of

the original valuation of land under Part I.

of the Finance Act, 1910, proceeded
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"steadily" tluring the first eleven months of

the year ended March 31 last, we are told,

but was delayed dnring that mouth of March.

Up to March 31 last the total number of

Forms IV. issued was 10,989.716. and the

number of forms received back was 10.262.6.36.

or 93. .38 per cent. Tlie total number of pro-

visional valuations made and notified up to

March 31 was 5,616,502, which included

7.52,011 hereditaments. The approximate

area of the land included in the provisional

valuations is 35,466,901 acres, and the

aggregate total value £2,953,412,359. Of the

total number of hereditaments (approximately

ten millions) seven and a half millions have
already been valued, the liereditaments

valued in the year under review amounting to

over three millions. During the year the

number of provisional valuations notified to

the owner was 2,113.880, showing an increase

of 409,092 over the figure of the previous

year, while the area valued was 21,189,372
acres, or 37 per cent, of the total area of

Great Britain, as compared with 19 per cent,

in 1913, and the aggregate total value of the
land was nearly £1 ..395,000,000. An adverse
decision in the High Court practically caused
the suspension of the issue of valuations
relating to agricultural land during the
month of March. The result of this decision
was reversed on two points. The practice
upon which the valuations had hitherto been
made was the suspension of all valuations of

land in which an element of agricultural value
was present. The figures given, therefore,
represent in the main the work of the
Valuation Department for eleven months
only, the issue of provisional valuations
during the month of March being limited to
urban properties in whicli no question of
agricultural value arose. An appeal against
the decision has been entered.

In the appeal of Lord Iveagh against the
provisional valuation of his property. No. 7,

Longridge-road, Earl's Court, S.W., for the
purpose of land valuation under the Finance
Act, 1910, Sir Alexander R. Stenning, the
Official Referee, who heard the objections,
has now issued his decision, which is in
favour of the appellant, increasing the gross
value of this residence from £965 to £1,075,
and the site value from £320 to £400, with
costs against the Commissioners. It was
complained on behalf of the appellant that
the Valuation Department had based the
figures on the £80 rent shown in the Estate
Duty account of 1912, and had ignored the
£100 rent mentioned in Form IV.

Messrs. Hayward Brothers and Eckstein.
Ltd.. of 187 to 201, Union-street, Borough,
London, S.E., send us the best Diary for 1915
we have seen yet. Its 80 pages of special
illustrated matter are all of considerable
interest to architects and the building trades,
and some of the items are quite exceptionally
so, as on pages 7, 9, and 14, where tlie firm's
pavement and floor lights and prismatic
glazing are fully illustrated. Staircases in
actual fires are shown on page 19. The large
assortment of ventilators (pages 27-35). of
which Messrs. Hayward Bros, are actual
makers, the sash and casement sections and
particulars and guide to costs on pages 45-47,
and the casements and fittings on succeeding
pages, where special information is given as
to steel opening frames for wood, making
excellent cheap casements, will be useful to
all readers. Hardly less so are the details of

Trior lead glazing on pages 02-05; steel sky-
lights and domes, 08 73; garage fittings, page

78; and Hayward's "Leadising," page 80.

Quite apart from its value as a trade guide,

the space given to the ordinary uses of a

diary, and its general get-up, will agreeably

surprise some who may as yet be unfamiliar

with the enterprise and liberality which its

thousands of customers associate as a matter

of course with this leading and long-

establi.shed firm.

A correspondent who has just moved into

a new house (modern Jacobean) made a

survey of the premises, accompanied by the

builder. Everything seemed to be all right

except that the two bottom stairs creaked

painfully. The builder was not perturbed.

Without the slightest sign of facetious intent

he said, "Well, sir, you see, we thought a

creak would go with this style of house."

ROYAL I.NSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

BRITISH

A meeting of the Royal Institute of British

Architects was held on Monday evening at

9, Conduit-street, W., the chair being occu-

pied by the President. Mr. Ernest Newton,
A.R.A.

THE WORK Ol'- THE LATE JOHN nELCHER, R.A.

Mr. J. J. Joass, F.R.I.B.A., read a paper
on this subject, illustrated by lantern slides

of the principal works and chief competitive
designs of bis late partner, several being
reproductions of charming autograph draw-
ings by Mr. Belcher. In his opening re-

marks the author pointed out that the father

of the subject of his memoir, Mr. John
Belcher, the elder, practised in the City of

London at a period when the traditions of

Soane, Donaldson, and their school bad by
no means died out. He was almost entirely

unaffected by the Gothic Revival and the

teachings of its prophets, not from any
inability to appreciate and understand the

beauty of Gothic, but from a logical convic-

tion that such work was unsuitable to the

requirements of his time, particularly in the

class of work he was likely to be engaged
upon in London City. He sent his son to

Paris to study especially the Renaissance
work. A continuity of thought and tra-

dition was thus preserved from father to son

which connected him to an unusual extent

with the traditions of the later phases of

English Renaissance architecture and
specially qualified him to take part in the

early manifestations of its revival. Not-

withstanding the paternal warnings and
example, the younger Belcher came under
the influence of the Gothic movement, and
became one of its most enthusiastic de-

votees. Dnring Mr. Belcher's Gothic period

Mr. Harry Wilson, Mr. .Needham Wilson,

and Professor Beresford Pite were at work
in his office, where most of the work carried

out was of a domestic character, a notable

feature of most of the designs for country

houses being the treatment of the garden.

About 1875 Mr. John Belcher, sen., retired

from business, and his son entered into

partnership with Mr. James W. James, who
conducted the business management of the

firm until his retirement in 1882. Soon
afterwards Mr. Beresford Pite returned to

ilr. Belcher's office; in 1885 he became a

partner, and much of the work subsequently
produced exhibited his influence very

strongly. Their conversion from Gothic
took place about the same time, and the

Renaissance soon captivated them, Mr.
Belcher's first important public building,

the new hall for the Institute of Chartered
Accountants, was won in competition. It

was the ligliter and more fanciful phase of

Renaissance architecture which appealed
most to him at this time, and his mind was
strongly stinndated by visits to Southern
Germany and Vienna. The eccentricities of

the Late Italian work at Genoa also had its

effect upon him. and was reflected in the
Accountants' Hall. At the date of its com-
pletion in 1891 this building possessed many
novel and almost startling features, though

many of them had now become so familiar
by much repetition as to seem almost
hackneyed. Its sound proportion and
beautiful detail made this building even now,
in the lecturer's judgment, one of the most
interesting and stimulating examples of the
modern Renaissance style in England. More-
over, it was unique in being embellished by
the work of two English sculptors, Mr. Hamo
Thornycroft, R.A.. and the late Mr. Harry
Bates. Mr. Joass mentioned that the
interior decoration of the council chamber
of this building, now being carried out by
Mr. George Murray, had the entire sym-
pathy and approval of Mr. Belcher. About
this time Mr. Belcher prepared competition
designs. Renaissance in character, for South
Kensington Museum and the Royal Insur-
ance Offices, Liverpool. With the removal
of his office in 1890 from Adelaide-place to

Hanover-square, a change came in the cha-
racter of his practice ; he had less work in

the City, but devoted much time after 1895
in collaboration with Mr. Macartny and the
late Mr. Bradley Batsford in the produc-
tion of "The Later Renaissance Architecture
in England." This work absorbed much
time and interest, and had a great influence
on his subsequent work. While engaged on
this bonk in 1895 Mr. Beresford Pite sug-
gested to Mr. Belcher that the lecturer
might have some drawings which were re-

quired for illustration. Several were found
suitable, and the lecturer made others which
found a place in the \olunie. In this way a

lasting friendship commenced which endured
until the day of Mr. Belcher's death. In
1905 they entered into partnership, and
since then worked constantly together. The
new town hall at Colchester, won in compe-
tition, was the first of several designs based
on decidedly English lines. From tin's time
onward the practice, which was a steadily
increasing one, left him little time for

further efforts in a literary direction. He
found time in 1906 7 to write "Essentials in

.Architecture," an opportune work represent-
ing the principles which he continually
strove to put into practice. Other im-

portant representative works of these years
were the Tower. Panebourne, Electra House.
Cambridge Town Hall, Cornbury Park, and
the Ashton Memorial at Lancaster, all of

which were illustrated and described by the
lecturer. Other work of this period in-

cluded the Royal London Frienrlly Society,

the reconstruction of No. 45. Belgrave-
square, a librarv in 49. Prince's Gate,
Mappin and Webb's new premises, Oxford-
street, additions to Winchester House. Old
Broad-street, and the Royal Insurance
Building in Piecadillv. I^ater bnildincs

were the Royal Society of Medicine. Holy
Trinity Church. Kingsway. the Zoological
Society's Offices, and the Mappin Terrace
at the Zoological Gardens, and Whiteley's
Stores, Paddington. Mr. Belcher was of a

singularly modest and retiring disposition,

and only undertook the Presidency of the

Institute as the result of great pressure by

some of his friends. How ablv. and even
brilliantly, he filled the post and carried out

the arduous duties as President of the Inter-

national Congress of Architects which took

place during his term of office most members
would recollect. In conclusion, Mr. Joass

referred to the inquiring and receptive cha-

racter of Mr. Belcher's mind, to his gifts as

a draughtsman and musician, and to the

modesty and sympathy which specially

attracted younger men. making him a most
charming companion and friend.

In proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Joass,

Professor Beresford Pite observed that it

had not been an easy paper to write, hut the

lecturer had shown a great breadth of view,

a wise judgment; his memoir was in every

way just, attractive, and accurate. Mr.

Belcher's work was equal in force and vigour

to the charm of his personality ; it revealed

the wide sympathy and power of assimila-

tion which were characteristic of modern

design. A great liberality of view was note-

worthy in the men of Mr. Belcher's genera-

tion who worked successively in Classic,

Gothic, and Renaissance phases of art. It

was Mr. Belcher's good fortune to design

and carrv out two halls for the Carriers'
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Company and two warehouse bnildings for

Mr. John Ryhmds, wliose premises absorbed
the first of tliese halls, and were themselves
reconstructed after a disastrous fire. The
profound respect Mr. Belcher had for the
work of Norman Shaw unconsciously in-

fluenced liis domestic buildings. These
houses showed Mr. Belcher a master of

homely and quaint qualities ; they settled
well on the sites, and their gardens designed
by him were in consonance with them. His
travels all over England, when writing his
volume on the Later Renaissance for Bats-
ford, influenced his later work, and also that
of other architects. The speaker enjoyed
the privilege of Mr. Belcher's friendship to

the end, and always found him very modest
about his work and gifts. He had a great
love for his work, in all of which was dis-

played a fine sense of proportion and a great
freshness and delightful originality— in fact,

he never repeated himself in his designs. He
fancied that if Mr. Belcher had been tlirough
the mill of the Board of Architectural Edu-
cation, instead of being one of its advisers,
Mr. Joass would have had a very different
tale to tell that evening.
The motion was seconded by Sir William

I'lender, past president of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants, who applied to Jlr.
Belcher's work the aphorism by one of the
great Frenchmen of the 18th century. "Great
thonghts came from the lieart." He was
proud of the Chartered Institute hall, and
was glad to be able to state that the decora-
tion of the conncil chamber, by Sir. Murray,
was now practically completed.

Sir Aston Webb," K.C.V.O., R,A., said he
was glad that Mr. .Toass had done honour
both to the man and his work in his paper.
His friendship with Mr. Belcher had ex-
teiided o\er many years, and was maintained
unbroken under what would seem very
trying conditions: alike as competitors, in
vliich they were striving their utmost, and
Hi the elections to the Royal Academy, Mr.
Belcher showed no bitterness or ill-feeling;
indeed, lie never knew a more modest or
liijid-hearted man. As president of that Insti-

tute he proved hard working and capable,
and won the esteem of all ; it was mainly
due to his quiet work in his year of office
that the gap in the profession was closed,
and the Royal Institute had since repre-
M.'nted the entire profession of the kingdom.
He seriously encouraged sculptors to take up
the stury of architecture, associating their
work with his buildings. The best memorial
to their late friend would be to open out the
\iew of his Cliartercd Accountants' Institute
to Moorgate-street.

Sir W. Goscombe Jolin, U.A.. referred to
tlie opportunities Mr. Belcher's buildings
offered to sculptors in their characteristic
'jnalities.

Mr. Hdninnd Gosse, C.B., spoke of his
fnendship witli Mr. Belcher extending back
to 1879, to the simplicity and modesty of liis

character, and his loyalty to his friends,
adding that one might say of him as Dr.
Brown, of Trinity College, Cambridge, re-

marked of the poet Thomas Gray, that he
"never spoke out"; this restraint and
reserve, so cliaracteristic of his life, was also
apparent in his buildings.

Sir Ernest George, A.R.A.. and Dr.
Chalmers Mitchell also contributed to the
iliscussiou, the latter speaking of Mr,
Belcher from the viewpoint of client and
personal friend.

The President, in putting the vote of
thanks, remarked that he had known Mr,
Belcher for more tlian thirty years, and
lould add his testimony to his modest and
ivtiring disposition. At the same time their
late friend valued very highly his election to
the Royal Academy.

Tlic Local Government Board have intimated
III the Wakeiiekl Corporation their sanction
In the borrowing of £13,145 for the provision
of working-class bouses.

Mr. J. R. Heath, deputy borough surveyor,
who has been appointed borough surveyor of
'Swansea, has been presented by the borough
officials of Stoke-on-Trent with' a solid silver
tea service, with oak tray, suitably inscribed,
and a pipe.

THE MERITS OF AUSTRIAN AND
BRITISH OAK.

At the Royal College of Science and Tech-
nology, South Kensington, on Friday after-

noon, the Earl of Selborne, K.G., presiding.

Professor Percy Groom, M..\., D.Sc., read
the following paper upon Austrian oak :

—

When I was invited to draw up for con-
sideration a report dealing with the utilisa-

tion of Austrian oak in this country, it

seemed that tlie most useful evidence that I

could supply would be that dealing with :

—

(1) The relative merits of the different
kinds of oak obtainable in this country and
subserving the same purpose as Austrian oak.

(2) 'The economic significance of the great
demand for Austrian oak in this country.

Also, in order to place before you con-
crete evidence bearing on the matter, it

seemed advisable to supply for inspection a
number of authentic specimens of the dif-

ferent kinds of oak considered in this

report.

In a majority of cases, where oak is used
in the woodwork of better-class buildings in

this country, architects specify that the oak
shall be Austrian. Consequently, if there
be available in this country other kinds of

oak equal in merit to, but cheaper in price
than, Austrian oak, then the custom of de-
manding Austrian oak in contracts involves
an undue inflation in its price and waste of

our national financial resources. Austrian
oak is demanded where lasting decorative
effect is the sole end to be attained. The
question of the strength of the wood is there-

fore irrelevant, for the high price of Austrian
oak at once excludes it from use for mere
constructional purposes.
The kinds of oak-timber regularly avail-

able in this country and suitable for deco-
rative woodwork are : (1) British ; (2)

American
; (3) Russian ; (4) Austrian

; (5)

•Japanese.

.American oak, as a rival of Austrian, can
be instantly dismissed. For although some
of it is very boldly figured by reason of its

deep silver grain, yet the supplies reaching
this country are so mixed and varied as

regards tint and texture that it is not prac-
ticable to secure sufficient uniformity of

appearance for better-class work. More-
over, in these timbers, derived from several
species of oak (Quercus alba, Q. rubra, Q.
velutiua, Q. patlstris, and others), sap-wood
IS frequently included. American oak is

therefore not an adequate substitute for

.Vustriau, and is properly relegated to lower
class woodwork.

In order to appreciate the relative merits
of the four remaining kinds of available oak-
timbers, it is necessary to consider briefly

their structure and the two modes of sawing
them. The main mass of the wood is

traversed at intervals by ribbon-like struc-

tures running across the grain and directed

towards the actual centre of the trunk. When
the trunk is cut down the middle, these

radially arranged ribbon-like structures, or
medullary rays, are visible as glistening

bands constituting the so-called silver grain.

It is not possible, however, to cut the

cylindrical trunk into boards whose sides

were all originally directed to the centre:
the nearest practicable approximation has to

be adopted. The result is that the middle
boards show relatively long and deep, and
therefore relatively bold silver grain; at

increasing distances the boards on the two
sides show shorter and often shallower silver

grain. When two kinds of oak differ in the

boldness of their figure, marginal boards of

tlie bolder-figured kind may be far inferior

in silver grain to the more central boards of

the other. Hence, although Austrian oak
generally appears to be somewhat bolder
figured than Russian and Japanese, yet its

marginal boards may be inferior in figure

or indistinguishable from more medium
boards of the other two. In fact, if the

boards be cut too far from the middle ones,

they are very poor in figure and become
almost indistinguishable from boards cut in

the manner about to be described. Boards
cut so as to show the silver grain are said

to be "cut in the quarter," or "quartered."
and constitute genuine "wainscot" oak.

Boards cut in a direction at right angles to
that in whicli quartered oak is are "bastard
sawn"; they are dull, in so far as they
show no silver grain, and are described as
" plain oak."

Another character of wood must be men-
tioned before discussing the relative merits
of the different oaks. When dryijig, in-
cluding seasoning, wood shrinks least length-
wise, and in a transverse or cross direction
it shrinks much less in a radially than in a
direction of the annual rings. The result is
tliat boards of quartered oak shrink less
in width, and warp less tlian do bastard-
sawn boards, and the nearer the quartered
boards are to the middle one the more
marked the lack of shtinking and warping.
Hence, in comparing the shrinkage and
warping of boards, comparison must be made
between similarly cut boards; and, for in-
stance, one must not condemn British oak
because bastard-sawn boards tend to warp
and consequently crack in drying more than
do Austrian boards cut on the quarter.
Of Austrian oak the salient merits are that

it is mild, of even, open grain, easy to work,
and obtainable in boards that are of con-
siderable width, yet free from defects. The
true wainscot wood of the best quality shows
bold figuring due to deep silver grain, and
IS unsurpassed by others in this respect.

Straight-grained British oak is not onlv
exceptionally strong and hard, but show's
silver grain as handsome as that of Austrian
oak. The fine decorative effect of such
British oak is demonstrated not only in his-
toric buildings, but also to aji equal degree
in modern woodwork, thus proving that the
.nppropriate kind of wood is still obtainable.
Tlie conclusions concerning the decorative
value of British oak will be given later, when
other classes of the wood are considered.

In Russian oak. imported from Riga,
Dantzic, Stettin, and Odessa, the silver grain
is generally somewhat shallower and less
bold than that of Austrian (though, as
already pointed out, this holds good only for
corresponding boards of the two opposed
kinds). But inasmuch as some persons
prefer the shallower silver grain, this cannot
be counted wholly as a disadvantage. It
should, however, be pointed out that the
boards are so cut that the majority show no
silver grain near one edge, which therefore
must be cut off to secure a wholly figured
panel. Or sometimes, in order to secure
wider boards, the Russian log is cut in such
a manner that all the resulting boards show
nearer one edge a plain band of wood that
is actually "bastard cut" and devoid of
silver grain. But when Russian wainscot
oak is cut to the best advantage it may, in
situ, be indistinguishable from Austrian"oaU,
or. if showing a difference from this, is re-
garded as superior or inferior according to
tlie beholder's taste.

While British, Russian, and Austrian oak-
timbers owe their strong likeness to one
another largely because they are derived
from one and the same species or two very
closely allied species (or co-species) of oak,
Japanese oak as at present imported is ob-
tained from at least two entirely different
species. Despite of this fact. Japanese oak-
timber shows so strong a likeness to the
European oak-timbers mentioned that in

completed woodwork it may readily be mis-
taken for one of these. Derived from old
forest trees. Japanese oak has straight, even
grain, and narrow, very uniform annual
rings, which nevertheless (in frequent con-
trast with narrow annual rings of European
oaks) have a good percentage of wood-fibres
tliat impart strength and hardness to the
wood. Japanese oak certainly has great
power of resisting shrinkage, warping and
cracking, that are liable to occur in oak
during seasoning and drying. For I have
seen cases of woodwork in which it was ex-

posed to alternate dryness and moisture, and
also in which it was exposed to a severe test

as regards dryness and heat (associated with
a radiator very close to the wood in a
draughty passage). The silver grain is, on
the whole, a little less bold than that of

Austrian oak, yet is sufficiently bold to

cause the wood to yield handsome wainscot
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panels, practically indistinguisliablc in situ

from Austrian oaU panels.

As regards plain (bastard cut) straight-

grained oaks of all four kinds under discus-

sion), it is not possible by mere inspection to

distinguish these from one another when in

situ (though this is not true when the mag-

nifying lens and microscope are used). It is

now necessary to consider some special

varieties of oak-timber so far passed over.

Set in three classes by themselves are

certain kinds of British oak.

In the first place, there is the highly deco-

rative burrwood, which, however, is too

scanty in quantity aud too costly to be re-

garded as other than a furniture wood; it is

therefore not a rival of Austrian oak.

Abundant, on the other hand, is a second

type of British oak-timber, which is ob-

tained from trees grown in well-lighted

situations, and has, in place of straight grain

and even texture, twisted grain and varied

texture (due especially to inequality in width

of the annual rings). The cut wood owes its

decorative and varied "figure" not merely

to the depth and abundance of the silver

grain, but also to the tortuous and obliquely

cut grain. This oak-wood, which can be ob-

tained at a lower price than that of Austrian

oak, I regard as the finest decorative oak of

ordinary colour that is procurable. Vet
where the artistic scheme demands greater

nniforinity or austerity of design a straight-

grained oak will be selected.

Absolutely without rival for richness of

colour is a third kind of British oak—the

famous British " red " or " brown " oak

—

which is unobtainable from any other
country. This unique wood, I understand,
can be obtained at present at a price scarcely

exceeding that of Austrian oak, which
cannot compare with it as regards colour.

In regard to British oak, several circum-
stances militate against its use. They are:

(1) The supply is irregular and uncertain.

This fact, in turn, reacts on the demand and
on the economic policy of the timber mer-
chants in regard to purchase and storage for

seasoning. I understand that there is no
shortage of large-sized oak trees in this

country, and that if the demand were more
continuous there would be a satisfactory

supply.

(2) A considerable amount of British oak-
timber has twisted grain and knots, and
architects frequently refuse to accept such
wood for decorative purposes, regardless of

its most attractive appearance.
(3) Partly connected with this last is the

stigma under which British oak rests in re-

gards to its liability to warp, crack, and
shake. It is true that wood with twisted or
irregular grain is. during seasoning, more
liable to crack than is straight-grained
wood, but with careful seasoning this tend
ency can be guarded against. Moreover,
when the wood is once fully seasoned for
indoor use, such oak in internal woodwork
will endure indefinitely without shrinking
appreciably or cracking. That this is the
case is demonstrated by the superb modern
wood-panelling in the Court of Criminal
Appeal. But oak wood of this kind is not
so well suited to alternate exposure to
moisture and draught.

(4) British oak is apt to he more wasteful
wlien cut up, and is harder to work than is

the case with the other oaks mentioned. Its

wastefulness will d<nibtloss influence the
price paid, but will not otherwise affect the
consumer. And, as regards difficulty in
working, practical men state that this is

largely due to lack of practice on the part of
workmen, and that country joiners, who arc
more accustomed to the use of British oak,
readily become adepts in dealing with it.

COXCI.IISIONS.

The following are tlie conclusions to be
drawn from tlie facts and considerations
already recounted as to the relative merits
of the dilTerent kinds of oak available in thi<
country and suitable for the same and sole
purpose as Austrian oak— namely, for deco
rntive woodwork :

—

(1) Krom the point of view of colour, the
supreme place is taken by British "red" or
"brown" oak, a unique wood which at

present somewhat exceeds Austrian oak in

price.

(2) Of oak woods normal in colour, the

one giving the highest and most varied deco-

rative effect is that abundaut form of British

oak which has twisted, irregular grain, in-

cluding knots.

(3) Where a more uniform scheme of deco-

ration is required, but the satiny surface of

"silver grain " is desired, the choice can be

made among five kinds of straight-grained

true (figured) " wainscot " oak. Of these

American oak is excluded from better-class

work by reason of its mixed nature and

other structural defects. Among the re-

maining four kinds—British, Russian,

Japanese, and Austrian—I can make no dis-

tinction. For, although each of these is apt

to possess certain characteristics of its own,

yet many specimens of all four kinds can be

found presenting such similarities to each

other as to render it difficult or impossible

to recognise their precise origin. In such

cases the magnifying lens and microscope in

the hand of an expert alone can shed critical

light on the identity of the specimens.

3. When a still more uniform, and

cheaper, scheme of decoration is required,

there is available the straight-grained, plain,

or "bastard-sawn," wood (not showing the

glistening silver grain) of the four last-named

kinds of oaks. Again, there is no reason,

other than economic, to give the preference

to any of these for decorative purposes.

This double conclusion to make no distinc-

tion as regards suitability for indoor wood-

work among the three European and

Japanese oaks is fortified by the fact that

even when Austrian oak is specified in con-

tracts, the wood actually used by the builder

is very often wholly or mainly not Austrian.

This fact alone proves that in Great Britain

there are other oak-timbers cheaper than

Austrian oak, yet sufficiently resembling it

to satisfy or deceive the architect.

As regards durability in relation to decay,

there is no doubt that' all four kinds of oak

under discussion would equally be attacked

by the worst dry-rot fungus (iVIerulius lacry-

mans). Nor is there any evidence available

that there is any difference in their powers

of resisting "worm-hole" attack. The

silver-grain effects are durable in all four.

To conclude. From the point of view of

durable decorative quality, Austrian oak does

not deserve its present superior reputation

and preferential treatment. From an

economic standpoint the cheaper British,

Russian, and Japanese take precedence.

While on political and economic grounds

Austrian oak should at present be excluded,

and first choice given to British, while of

the two remaining kinds, which are products

of our Allies, Russia and Japan, preference

might be accorded to the latter, not alone

because Japanese oak is cheaper, but also

because the merits of the wood as now im-

ported need wider advertisement. The

present position of this country as regards

the supply of timber emphasises the fact

that, through our continued neglect of

afforestation, we have not only to import oak

that could profitably be grown on better

class soils, such as those of English estates,

but we have also to import fir wood at an

annual cost of between twenty and twenty-

five millions, although such wood could be

grown on inferior soil too poor for profitable

agriculture. Much of the decorative and

furniture wood purchased from foreign

countries could be profitably replaced by

less-known woods now growing in the

Colonies and self-governing countries of our

Empire. Such a substitution would be

feasible were the scheme aided by true enter-

prise on the part of the governments con-

cerned, who would favour the substitution,

and proper advertisement of the qualities of

the woods concerned.
^*^

Tlie late Mr. Edward Ingress Bell. F.R.I.B A ,

aged seventy-seven, of St. .Stephen's, Wim-hesler
road. Worthing, left as net personalty £12,582.

The committee of the Hishop of London's
Fund has approved the plans of the proposed
new church at Colindale, Hendon, and lias made
a ^'laut of £1,500 towards the cost, wliich will

be nhout £6,500.

OBirUARY.
Captain Samuel Roberts, Royal Engineers,

F.S.I., news of whose death, from wounds
received in action, is reported from Rouen,
was born in August, 1874. He was a son of

Mr. Samuel Roberts, builder and contractor,

of Plymouth. In May, 1899, he was appointed

assistant surveyor on the Staff for Royal
Engineer Services, and served in military

centres in the North of England, in Ireland,

and at Gibraltar, and in April, 1907, was
promoted to the post of Inspector of W^orks.

In May, 1911, he was granted the honorary

rank of captain, and on vacating the appoint-

ment commenced practice in Plymouth as an

architect and surveyor. On the outbreak of

the war he at once offered himself to the War
Office, and was soon made captain. In his

younger days he was a stalwart of the Ply-

mouth Amateur Swimming Association, and

a keen water-poloist and sw-immer ; he helped

to make the late Plymouth Leander Club one

of the most powerful in the West. He played

for his county on numerous occasions, and

was captain of the side. He was also keen

on football. He had been a Fellow of the

Surveyors' Institution from October, 1900.

(

PROFESSIONAX AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF IRELAND.—The annual

smoking concert of the above body this year

in aid of the special fund tor architects was

held at the Central Hotel, Dublin, on Dec. U.

The president, Mr. Harry Allberry,

A.R.I.B.A., occupied the chair, and there

was a large attendance of members and

guests. The architectural profession in

Dublin numbers many musicians and singers

in its ranks, and amongst those who contri-

buted to the success of the concert were

Messrs. F. G. Hicks, A. E. Jones, L. F.

Giron, W. N. Spence, and R. Caulfcild

Orpen, who in a series of lightning sketches

depicted many of the persons prominent at

the moment in the Press. Numerous well-,

known Dublin artistes also kindly assisted.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.—In

reply to inquiries, the Secretary of the

Society of Architects intimates that as it

was decided at short notice that the dis-

cussion on Thursday last on proposed Con-

ditions of Contract should be held in camera,

there will be nothing available for publica-

tion at the moment. The Secretary will com-

municate with the professional journals as

soon as he is in a position to do so.

—

—

«**

Expenditure on building - work in Sydney,

!V.S.W., during the past year amounted to

£8,000,000, exceeding all previous records. Pri-

vate enterprise was responsible for £6,000,000.

Over 8,000 suburban residences were built.

H.M. Trade Commissioner reports that

tenders are invited in the local press for heating

and ventilating plant tor the new Parliament

Buildings at Wellington. Tenders on the proper

forms will be received up to noon on Jan. 8,

1915, at the Public Works Office, Wellington,

X.Z. Drawings, specifications, and conditions

of contract may be obtained at the Public

Works Offices at Auckland, Wellington, Christ-

church, and Dunedin, and a copy of the

specification and schedule of quantities may be

consulted by United Kingdom heating and

ventilating engineers at the Commercial Intelli-

gence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73, Basing-

hall-street, London, E.G.

A report on the work of the war relief com-

mittee was presented at a meeting of Worcester-

shire County Council, at Worcester, on Monday,

by Mr. Willis Bund, who presided. Under the

scheme of relief, the report stated, work was

proposed in connection with buildings and the

roads. The buildings proposed to be proceeded

with were new schools in Watt Close and Stour-

brid"e-road, Bromsgrove ; Malvern Council

schools, to cost £7.788; new police-station and

court at Droilwich, and new offices at the Shire

Hall Worcester.. The road - work included

puttins in slag foundations and remaking roads

at Kidderminster. Oldbury, Stourbrid.ge, and

Stourport, which had been approved, t)ut the

loans not yet sanctioned. Road - works tor

borough and urban districts amounting to

£29,457 had been prepared by the county sur-

veyor in case of unemployment arising.
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COBtPETITIONS.
RECONSTRUCTION- AT GLASGOW

TRONGATE.—At the last meeting of tlie

Glasgow Corporation, the city improvements
committee recommended that Design No. 18
for the recoiistruetiou of the corner of Tron-
gate and High-street, retaining the present
Tron steeple, be accepted, the estimated cost
being £28,000. Mr. Paxton moved that the
matter be reconsidered. Bailie James
Stewart seconded. It was, however, agreed
to accept the plan by 39 votes to 35. The
sealed envelope being opened, it was found
that the successful architects were Messrs.
Honeyman and Keppie, West George-street,
Glasgow'. The second and third premiums
were awarded to the authors of No. 1-1 and
No. 12 respectively, whose names were not,

however, disclosed at the corporation
meeting. The first premium of £50 will be
merged in the commission. The assessors, Mr.
Alexander N. Paterson, A.R.S.A., of
Glasgow, and Mr. A. B. McDonald,
M.I.C.E.. the city engineer, stated in their
report that a considerable proportion of the
thirty-eight designs submitted gave evidence
of careful study of a difficult problem. They
continued: "We place first and select, in

terms of, and under the restrictions con-
tained in, the conditions, for the first pre-
mium of £50 or for execution, the design
numbered 18. We place second the design
numbered l-I, and third that numbered 12,

and recommend that the premiums of £30
and £20 respectively be paid to the authors
of these. The plan of No. 18 is so arranged
as to provide a large and unrestricted floor
area, and such as will work in satisfactorily
with the buildings already erected on either
side. The elevation, while complete in itslf,

composes admirably with the Cross Steeple,
and that without sacHficing in the matter of
lighting the practical requirements of a shop
and warehouse building. The scheme adopted
for the retention of the Cross Steeple and its

support in the isolated position it will occupy
is both sound structurally and of excellent
effect architecturally, while the proposed
Cross is also successfully treated in the tra-
ditional manner. The cost of this scheme, as
estimated by the measurer at £28,512, in-

cluding £2,500 for the Cross and Steeple,
compares very favourably with tlie others
submitted. Xos. 14 and 12 are also able
designs, each marked by special qualities,
which fully entitle them to the second and
third positions respectively, with the
premiums attached to these. When erected,
the selected design should, in our opinion,
prove well worth its important and historic
position, and in so doing effect a noted city
improvement."

-«*».

Judge Atherley Jones, at the City of London
Court, on Wednesday, decided that a tenant
could deduct his landlord's property-tax out of
subsequent payments of rent if he had in-

advertently omitted to make the deduction from
the first rent-payment.

Messrs. Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd., 100
and 102, Theobald's-road, London, W.C., and
Park-street, Islington, have been successful in

securing the contract for rebuilding No. 5,

Holies-street (shop and offices), Oxford-street.
W. Mr. Lionel Barrett, A.R.I.B.A., is the
architect.

The Birmingham Education Committee will
be asked to-day (Friday) to approve of plans
for submission to the city council for the
erection of a new council school at Hall Green.
The cost of the school is estimated at £15,000,
plus iiSOO for furniture and fittings. The
accommodation will be for 1,000 children.

The "Diario Official" (Rio de Janeiro) pub-
lishes a decree approving an extraordinary
credit of 500.000 milreis (about £29,100) in
favour of the Brazilian Ministry of Communica-
tions and Public Works, with the object of
completing the work on the new postal-telegraph
building in Nictheroy, State of Rio de Janeiro.

.\t the meeting of the City Corporation
vesterday (Thursday) afternoon the Cattle
Markets committee reported, recommending pro-
vision for additional chill-room machinery and
accommodation at the Metropolitan Cattle
Market at an estimated cost of .£6,000. The
committee was authorised to confer with the
Coal, Corn, and Finance Committee on tiie
matter of providing funds.

—»«

—

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
To the Editor of the Buil.DiNO Nkws.

Sir,—Referring to the leader on "Un-
healthy Schools" in your issue for Dec. 4,

it is obvious to me that the case for through
ventilation has not been fully considered or
appreciated. Experiments have proved that
where a eross-ventilated classroom has been
designed on the proper principles, no down-
draught has taken place.

When mentioning the school at Swanage,
your correspondent " C. E." should have
given in detail the type of window used, its

position, the heating surface and position of

heating pipes and radiators, also what action
was taken with regard to the opening of

these windows. Any system of ventilation
will fail if misused. May 1 point out to him
that the mere placing of winclows on opposite
sides of a room does not necessarily mean a

perfect system of ventilation? There are
other things to consider. The only prac-
tical suggestion I can make to disprove your
statements is a visit to certain open-air
schools during a winter season, and to study
the means which make through ventilation

a success, without down-draught. I strongly
advise "Anti-Draught" to do so. In open-
air schools there must be a minimum heating
surface of 30ft. per 1,000, which is necessary
on account of tlie large amount of fresh air

admitted and of the increase of glass area.

Again, ventilation does not necessarily
mean putting into a building certain
appliances, either mechanical or otherwise.
We must have suflieient fresh air passing
through a room to maintain it in a certain
state of purity, and, with a perfect system of

througli ventilation, this is obtained. This
system by many architects ("Anti-Draught"
has the indecency to call them fanatics) is

considered to be the most successful way of

dealing with the question.
I have always been taught that fresh air

prevents disease, and it has yet to be proved
otherwise. Experiments recently made in

the West of England and on the Continent
to provide open-air schools and institutions
for the physically unfit points to the neces-
sity of having as much fresh air as possible.

— i am, etc., D. Wy.sNE Thomas.
Glenthorne, Nunthorpe, Yorks, Dec. 14.

Sin,— Is not the responsibility for tlie

resort to what you are pleased to call
" methods of barbatism " — viz., " cross-

ventilation " by open windows—to be found
in the indiscriminate use of the thousand-
and-oiic varieties of tiiipot monstrosities
which decorate ( ?) so many of our schools, and
the majority of which, I'll be bound to say,

are about as useful as air extractors as the

ridgepoles on which they roost?
The Education Board— or, at any rate, the

architect to the Board—must be perfectly
cognisant of the existence of these con-
trivances on schools, and also of the employ-
ment of what you stigmatise as a relic of the
Dark Ages, the open window, so favoured by

the troglodyte as a means of ventilation.

One must not, however, expect too much
from sorely perplexed officials, who may Iiavc

neither the time nor the technical qualifica

tion to investigate into and decide upon the
respective merits, or demerits, of tlie mul-
titudinous "systems" of ventilation with
which they are doubtless inundated. Is it

any wonder that they should take refuge in

the simplest and the "easy" way—open
windows?

It is all very well to exclaim that this would
be callous and reprehensible indifference to,

as you say, the first half of their trust— tlic

welfare of the children ; it is human nature,
all the same. "What though the galled jade
wince; our withers are unwrung." It

is wonderful with what fortitude we can bear
the misfortunes of others, as per example
your tragic story of the suffering inflicted on
helpless children by "cross-ventilation"
in schools in cold weather.

Tinkering with these so-called "natural"
methods of ventilation and cold-air atrocities

is as fallacious as it js undesirable. There
exist other " resources of civilisation " which
are not so dependent*lipoii nor—as quotations
seem to be the order of the day—so " fickle

as the wind." as the Education Board and its

advisers sliould well know.—I am, etc.,

Dec. 12, 1914. Plenum.

WAR ON GERMAN TRADE IN
BELGIUM.

Sir,— riirough the columns of your
valuable paper may we draw the attention

of English manufactnrerers to the splendid
opportunity they have at present in making
arrangements to be represented in Belgium?
Amongst the good class of refugees there

are a number who before the war acted for

German firms and who are wishful to replace

these makers by English manufaeturerers of

similar goods. These refugees are here un-

occupied, and would be very pleased to

spend their time in acquiring the knowledge
of the lines they will be called upon to intro-

duce later on.

The Belgian Chamber of Commerce in

London, 24, St. Dunstan's Buildings, St.

Dnnstan's Hill, E,C., is at the disposal of

manufacturers to put them in communica-
tion with suitable applicants for such posts.

We further take advantage of the present to

invite all employers who have vacancies for

foreign correspondents, etc., to let us have
particulars of their requirements, as the

enforced idleness is very irksome to our
countrymen.
We tliaiik you for your kindness in pub-

lishing this letter, and we remain, Sir, yours

faithfully,

L. GoDCH.iV.\, President.

P. DoRCHY, General Secretary.

Belgian Chamber of Commerce in London
(Incorporated). 24. St. Dunstan's Buildings,

St. Dunstan's Hill, E.C.

XlEGALi INTKLIiIGENCE.
SCOTTISH .UJCHITECT'S ACTION FOR
SLANDER AG.UNST THE DUNDEE
ADVEltTlSEII.-}. H. Langlands v. J. Leng
and Co., Ltd.—Counsel were heard on Friday
last, before Lord Anderson, at the Scottish
Court of Session, on the adjustment of issues

in the action by James Hendry Langlands,
architect, Cunmont, Kingennie, near Dundee,
against John Leng and Co., Ltd., proprietors

of the Dundee Advertiser, for £3,000 damages
in respect of alleged slander. The pursuer, who
is the architect under the Dundee School Board,
said he was asked from time to time to prepare
plans for proposed extensions of Harris Academy,
Dundee. He prepared such plans in the begin-
ning of 1914 for an extension which was to cost

£17,100, and tenders were advertised for on
August 1. Owing to the meagre response from
tradesmen, the Board suspended the advertise-

ments for tenders, and in September issued a

circular to tradesmen inviting offers for only
part of the work. A meeting of the Board was
held on October 6, and on the following day,
in addition to a report of the proceedings, the
Dundee Advirtiscr published a leading article,

to statements in which the pursuer took
exception. He said that they were false and
calumnious, and represented that he had
wilfully and corruptly misled the Board by
furnishing estimates which he knew to be false,

inaccurate, and misleading, for the purpose of

inducing the Board to proceed with extensions
and alterations of the Academy to enable the
pursuer to earn fees; that he was a man whose
advice was coloured by self-interest, and who
placed the earning of fees above the interest of

his clients, and that he had been unfaithful to

the trust reposed in him. He was not. he said,

consulted by the Board with regard to the policy

of enlargement of the Harris Academy, nor did

he tender any advice in favour of enlargement
as against the erection of a new school. Had
the defenders made the slightest inquiry, they
would have learned that the discrepancy
between the rough estimates furnished to the
Board by the pursuer and the tenders of the
contractors was due to the difference in the
specification of style and quality of the work-
manship and the materials, and the increased

prices of labour and material, owing to the war
in Europe. The defenders denied having
slandered the pursuer, and explained that he
wrote a letter to the Board, dated October 9,

in which he complained that reflections had been
made against him in the article in question. On
this coming to the knowledge of the defenders.
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tliey, oil October 17. published in a leading

article a repudiation of the interpretation put

bv the pursuer on their cjmnients, and aflirniing

that they had no desire to impugn the p\irsuer's

professional alulity, far less his honesty. Lord

Anderson sustained the defenders' plea that the

action was irrelevant, and dismissed the action,

«itli expenses. His Lordship said the question

lie had to determine at that stage was whether

the puldication was defamatory. It was well

settled that a newspaper did not, in writing such

an article, enjoy a situation of privilege in the

ordinary acceptation of the term. A newspaper,

of course, was entitled to publish what was fair

comment on public events, and to publish

reports of events of local importance, such as

a meeting of School Board with reference to a

matter of this sort. The pursuer did not main-

tain that the language in itself was defamatory,

but he said it was capable of being innuendoed

in a sense which imported defamation. His
Lordship had to determine whether or not any
reasonable body of men could reach the con-

clusion that the language complained of was
defamatory. His Lordship's judgment was that

no reasonable body of men could extract the

proposed innuendoes from the language used.

.Although in these cases he was always unwilling

to prevent a pursuer stating his case to a jury,

he thought he had no option in this case, where
he was very clearly of opinion that the pursuer

had not been defamed, save to stop the case at

this stage.

A CONTRACT DLSPUTE. — In the King's

Bench Divisional Court, on Tue.sday and
Wednesday, before Mr. Justice Ridley and Mr.
Justice Sankey, the case of Dakin v. Lee was
heard. This was a motion by tlie appellants,

who are builders and contractors at Upper
Richmond-road, Putney, to set aside the decision

of the Official Referee in a disputed contract.

The respondent was Mrs. Lee, proprietress of a
private school at Wimbletlon Park-road, S.W.
Tiie Official Referee held that, as a matter of

law, Messrs. Dakin could not. recover under their

contract for all the work which had been done.
The respondent had the benefit of ^250 worth
of ^ork for nothing if this decision should
stand. The total amount of the bill was
.£404 I8s. 4d., which included i:264 2s. lOd., the
amount of the estimate which Messrs. Dakin
gave for certain work set out in their specifica-

tion. Mrs. Lee had paid ^52 14s., to wdiich she
was entitled to be credited. This left i:352 4s. 4d.,

wliich was the amount claimed. Tlie Official

Referee found that as regards ^91 8s. 6d. for

extras, the plaintiffs were not entitled to it.

If they deviated from the contract, this was
done at plaintiffs' risk. There was no dispute
as to the cost of the material, but the charges
for the lime were considered to be high. Further
legal argument was heard on Wednesday, when
the Court reversed the Official Referee's decision
and found appellants were entitled to the
amouiil due under the contract. The appeal was
accordingly allowed, with costs, and judgment
entered for the plaintiffs for £242 10s.

STATUES, MEMOEIALS, &c.

THE KING EDWARD MEMORIAL IN
LONDON. — Through Alderman Sir Vezey
Strong, the chairman of the Mansion House
Committee, an anonymous donor has con-
tributed i:5.000 towards the amount required
for the completion of the King Edward memorial
in London. The memorial is to consist of an
equestrian statue of the late monarch by Mr.
Bertram Mackennal, A.R.A., to be erected
opposite the Afhcnieuin Club in Waterloo-place,
Pall Mall, on the site now occupied by Lord
Strathnairn's statue, and the conversion of the
site of the derelict fish-market on the riverside
at Shadwell into a park and recreation-ground
for the inhabitants of the East End of London.
The site has been purchased from the corpora-
tion for i;70,000.

OBitr ©flia fabk. LATEST PRICES.

*>»
Among the victims of the German raid on

Ucdnesday was Mr. John Hall, J. P., an ex-
alderinan of Scarborough, and a retired archi-
tect, living at Falsgravc.

A meeting of the town-planning committee of
the Birmingham City Council was held on
iTiday, when further progress was made with
the houth Birmingham scheme. Preparations
were also made for the commencemcut of a new
tcheme..

At the annual meeting of the San Francisco
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects
the following officers were elected for theensuing year: President, Mr. William B
l;aville; .secretary and treasurer, Mr. Svlvain
!5chnaitlaclior; trustees, Messrs. Henry .Schulzand James W. Reid. ^ ocuuiz

The injuries caused to the picturesque

ruins of the church of Whitby Abbey by

Wednesday's bonibardnieiit by the German
cruisers seem to have been comparatively

small. They occupy a prominent position

near the edge of the east cliff, and

are but a shell of brown masonry, con-

sisting of the outer walls of the choir

(rebuilt in the first quarter of the 13th

century), those of the north transept, which is

slightly later in date, having been constructed

between 1245 and 1248 ; the north aisle of the

church, which retains a little of the stone

vaulting and some fragments of the eastern

end of the nave, which was finally completed

in 1325. After the Reformation the Abbey
and its church speedily fell into ruin, and

became a free quarry for the townsfolk. The
nave of the church fell in 1736, during a

storm, further parts of the nave came down
in November, 1794, and the central tower

collapsi'd in 1830. We published some

details of the beautiful Early English choir

areading of the Abbey church in our issue of

April 15, 1898; and measured drawings of the

eastern areading and the east elevations, ex-

terior and interior, with plans, by Mr. Archi-

bald H. Winterburn, in our number of

November 8, 1901 ; a section and elevation of

the east end of choir by the same architect

on November 15, 1901 ; and a third measured
drawing, also by Mr. Winterburn, of the two

only remaining tracery windows and the aisle

wall, on September 13, 1912. Some sketches

of the ' Okfer Parts of Whitby," by Mr. Ellas

Bancroft, R,C.A., appeared in our issues of

May 8, July 10, and November 6, 1908. At
Scarborough some damage was occasioned by

the shells to the fragmentary walls of the

historic castle, and to the low-pitched roof of

the picturesque parish church of St. Mary.

The Board of Agriculture, in a special

leaflet dealing with the supplies of pit

timber, state that it is desirable to impress

upon owners and agents the importance of

keeping woodcutters and hauliers fully em-

ployed during the winter season. It is added :

'• The amount of laliour and haulage available

for woodland operations is limited, and any

possible shortage in pitwood supplies that

may arise will be due not to any lack of

material in the country to make up the

deficit in foreign supplies, but to the diffi-

culty of getting the timber in good time to

the pits. This difficulty can best be mini-

mised by keeping the available men and

teams .steadily occupied."

«>»

DtEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING "WEEK.

Fkiu.vv t't'o-u-vv).—lubtitutiou of ilecliauical Ku^^i-

iieers. Papers by W. C. Actield (Mid-
land Railway) L. P. Lewis ( Caledonian
Railway), V. L. Raven (North-Eastem
Railway), W. A. Stanier (Great Western
Railway), and W, Willox (Metropolitan
Railway), on "Audible and ottier Ca]»

Signals on British Railways." Storey's
Gate, S.W. 8 p.m.

Monday.—Victoria and Albert Museum. " Military
Architecture in France," by Banister F.
Fletcher, F.E.I.B.A. 4,30 p.m.

TRADE NOTES.

Under the direction of Mr. William Dunbar.
C.E., burgh surveyor, Tranent, Boyle's latest

patent "Air-pump'' ventilators have been
applied to the town-hall, Tranent, Scotland.

Apart from recent war scares, there seems
increasing evidence of the adoption of concrete
for flat roofs—perhaps owing to the cheaper
method of surface-finishing. One of the most
recent flat roofs is upon Soiithmead workhouse
infirmary, which has been surfaced with
" Pudloed " cement.

On and after the 21st inst. the address of
Messrs. Pilditch, Chadwick, and Co. will be
Old Bond-street House, 6-7-8, CM Bond street.
W. (a few doors from Piccadilly). The contem-
plated rebuilding of the block of premises in
Pall Mall East, in which the firm has practised
for the past twenty years, following the thirtv
years spent at 17, Parliament-street, has necessi-
tated this removaL

N.B.—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
isual sources of information are in many
L'ases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
iiltogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

I BON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled Steel Joists, English £7 10 to iS
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 7 15 „ 10

Steel Girder Plates H „ 9

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 22 „

Do., Welsh 5 15 ., 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South StaCfs 8 0,. 8 15

BestScedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20b. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Ac, £81.53. to £9.

Ditto galvanised. £14 Co £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanisea Corragated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10

Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 perowt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 .. 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 5 0., 8 10

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wu:e 7 5 0., 7 10
Galvanised 8 15 .. 9 5

Oast-Iron Sash Weights 5 10 ., 5 15

Cut Floor Brads 10 15 .. —
Corragated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,, —
Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply.

14 B.W.G 14 5 0,. —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire. Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 15s. £1103. £11 5a. £11 15s. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £6 15 lio £7 2 6

4in.to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 ,. 7 2 6

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra,

turned and bored joints 5b. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast. Lillieshall SOs. Od. to l-27s. Kd

Hot Blast, ditto 87s. Od. .. 973. Od]

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists l.o.b. (plus 2i per cent.)-

Gas-Tubes 72i p.

Water-Tubes 66i
Steam-Tubes 65

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
(Jalvanised Water-Tubes 56i
Galvanised Steam-Tabes 50

OTHER METAIiS.
Spelter. Silesian Per ton £31 5 to £21 7

Lead Water Pipe. Town *24 5 0.. —
Country *25 5 0., —

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town '25 5 „ —
Country *26 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town '26 5 0„ —
,. „ Country '27 5 0., —

Lead Pipe. Tinned inside and
oatside Town *2S 15 ,.

—
., Country '29 15 ..

—
Composition Gas-Pipe. Town... '27 5 0.. —

Country '28 5 0., —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iin.) Town '27 5 0.. —

., Country '28 5 0.. —
fOver 4*in. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 6.. 18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing* rods 76 „ 76 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 5 ., 61 15

Tin. English Ingots 153 „ 154

Do.. Bars 154 ., 155

Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs (Town) 10 2 6 ., 10 10

Sheet Lead, Town *23 15 ,.
—

Country *2} 15 ,.
—

Gennine White Lead 30 15 ..
—

Refined Red Lead ffl 0., —
Sheet Zinc 50 ,,

—
Old Lead, against account 18 5 ..

—
Tin per cwt. 8 10 ..

—
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-

nary brand) 12 9 ,,
—

' For 5 cwt. lots and upwards,

SLATES.
in, in. £ s. d. per 1.000 of

Blue Portmadoo „. 20 x lo ... 12 12 6 1,200 at r, stn

16 „ 8... 6 12 6

Blue Bangor 20,. 10... 13 2 6,.
20 .,12 ...13 17 6

First quality 20 ., 10 ... 13 0..
20 ,.12... 13 15

16 ,. 8... 7 5

Enreka antading
green 20 „ 10 ... 15 17 6

20 ..12... 18 7 6

18 „10... 13 5

16 „ 8 ... 10 5

Permanent Green ... 20 „ 10 ... 11 12 6

18 ,. 10 ... 9 la 6

, „ ... 16 „ 8 ... 6 12 6
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THE SUPERVISION OF WORKS.
Where a proposed building is not of

siiflicient importance to warrant the

engagement of a clerk of works, the super-

vision of the contractor's operations

devolves upon the architect. The position,

in the case of a young man carrying out

his first commission, is an onerous one.

He needs to be successful for a twofold

reason—that it may not, by direct failure,

prejudice his future, and that it may lead

to further commissions. It is well under-

stood, and commonly enough averred, that

one "job " leads to another—often to more
than one, directly and immediately. This

is, in fact, for the architect, his best, and
indeed the only, form of effective adver-

tisement.

As a first step towards the insurance of

a successful contract, it is imperative very

carefully to select the firms tendering.

The best and most elaborate of building

agreements will not prevent trouble if the

contractor has a disposition to create such.

The position of affairs where the architect

is his own clerk of works is plain enough.
Much must be taken on trust, for the

obvious reason that if one visit of one
hour's duration per week be paid to the

works, this means that for, say, some fifty-

nine sixtieths of the whole course of the

contract jieriod there is absolutely no
supervision.

It is not always easy to follow our rule.

The practice is not, at times, encouraged
by the attitude of clients, who tend to

regard the combination of architect and
agreement as all - sufficient. The prior

knowledge of parties tendering, too, is

usually second - hand — recommendation.
Where we have tested by previous business
relations, and so know at first-hand,
harmonious progress of building-work is

assured. With mere recommendation by a

third l>arty, we are liable to fall where we
think we stand. It was a recommended
and highly "moral" individual who drove
us to a first inspection of new building-
works. Nevertheless, the sample of "clean
sharp sand " that we took home and
washed yielded 50 per cent, of honest mud,
so that, there being required for the e.\ecu-

tion of these particular works 120 loads,
we were proposed to be treated to sixty
loads of sand and sixty loads of mud— the
latter, in its way, an excellent material

;

in fact, we recommended it to the con-
tractor's notice as a most desirable top-
dressing for a clayey garden-soil. That
contractor, we remember, being of a

distinctly "religious" turn of mind,
warned us, as we jogged along in the

might prove a sufficient Hades. We are by
no means sure—in his case !

Sad it may be ; but we shall find that,

when all is said and done, Caveat cmiiior

is the word. AVe may do well to sharpen
our wits in the interest of clients ; but
before laying blame in specific cases, let us

assure ourselves that we are not at fault.

Want of foresight, want of care, want of

definite expression in specification, are con-

stants in the troubles attendant on archi-

tects' duties as supervisors, and hotbeds
tor engendering and multiplying "extras."
Foundatiims are, as a rule, considered

fair excuse for extras. "I am astounded,"
wrote a client some years back. The extras

certainly had mounted up. A preliminary
and not expensive set of boreholes would
have saveil annoyance. There was a

reliatile clay for the main Ijuilding, but
an important addition stood over made
ground. The work was far from town, and
many "w'ires" were despatched advising

the stiff-necked foreman to "get down to

the yellow clay." In the end our insist-

ence prevailed, and the building is without
the broken back that assuredly must have
been the result of giving heed to the

special pleading of the foreman in his

letters of advice as to his progress down-
wards. The avoidance of extras is a matter
largely of care and foretliought before a
sod is cut or a brick laid.

"I could have done that myself, had I

known," said another client. He was a

carman and contractor, and the ground-
levels had not been carefully ascertaine<l,

which necessitated much digging and cart-

ing away, and in London. Comparatively,
it was not a heavy item ; but to the hard-

working owner of a carting business the
oversight savoured of sin. Too often, the

inexperienced in supervision, afraid of

liii;li tenders that may cause his client to

abandiin the proposition, runs things on
too narrow a margin, and lirings, later, a

peck of troubles on his head.

Whoever may be directly to blame for

dilliculties attenrlant on inii>erfect su|ior-

visioii, the architect cannot shelve final

responsiliiiity. The onus is ultimately on
him. This is as it should be. The client

employs an architect not merely to design
something, but to see it soundly con-

structe<l. The youthful practitioner wlio

may have started independently— as some
do—but a few years out of his articles

fails not, as a rule, from want of knowing
what constitutes plain, sound building-

construction, but for want of knowledge
of the world—of his fellow-men, of the
influence of character, of the necessity for

rigid firmness and quick decision in con-

demning inferior materials and workman-

ship. The knowletlge of good material and
workmanship is patient to the most
youthful of ]n'<iperly-educated architects,

so that advice to the young architect as

to works supervision becomes not simply
a matter of hints on practical constructive

methods. Two men may equally know and
recognise good work : the one gets what he
w'ants, the other does not. Both, let us
say, specified brickwork to be properly
flushed. One gets a homogeneous, rock-

like structure—brickwork as it should l>e
;

the other, an aerated, honeycombed mess
of bricks and mortar. To a large extent,

successful first essays in independent
architectural i)ractice are by men suffi-

ciently experienced as subordinates under
older architects. These men know good
work when they see it. Plainly, therefore,

in the majority of cases the art of super-
vising <lemands no addition in practical

knowledge, but rather—since it is a point
of management — that exercise of self-

control which is a first requisite for the
control of others and the insurance of the
client's interest as building-owner.

The young architect with a first com-
mission, and without clerk of works, will

do well to spend as much time as possible

upon his building in progress, especially

at the outset, when the ground is open, and
during concrete- laying and foundations-
making. At this stage we shall see the
difference between the man with a will and
the man without, taking it for granted that
the knowledge of brick, tile, slate, stone,

and plaster, and the whole gamut of build-
ing operations, is equal in both cases. An
ounce of firmness now is better than a ton
of remonstrance by-and-by, and when, un-
happily, the structural work is nearly com-
plete, and the builder bankrupt. It will

have been remarked to many, " I do not
want an architect to plan me a building : I

want him to see that the building is

properly carried out." Sometimes, no
doubt, the first assertion is a delusion

;

but the latter is rational enough. But
client and architect must alike recognise
that trouble arises too often, not by reason
of the bad intentions of contractors, but
from lack of foresight before the builder
comes upon tho scene. No amount of

supervision will readjust and bring into

final harmony matters still nebulous and
ill-defined at the staking-out of the work.
While, therefore, we repeat the old adage
as to the necessity for caution in buying,
we must emphasise the fact that indefinite

plans and loose specifications are as
largely responsible for difficulties and un-
pleasantness during construction as actual
scamped building. To write advice to the
inexperienced on supervision of works that
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will insure the obtaining of sound work-

manship is, in one way, to attempt the

impossible. The architect, joung or old,

wlio knows exactly what he wants, and
intends to get it, is the man who will carry

his jjoint. But he must know- how to state

it, and the builder must know and feel at

a very early stage of the job that the stipu-

lations he has to fulfil are alike the fruit

of sound knowledge and the pledge of due
vigilance. In our next we will endeavour
specifically to indicate with what the latter

must concern itself.

ACQUISITION OF LAND.*

By L. O. Mathews (Fellow).

If there is one thing tor which we, as

surveyors, ought to feel indebted to the Land
Inquiry Committee, it is that they have pro-

vided us with much food for thought and un-

limited material for discussion. It is some-
times a useful thing for those who are

engaged in the solution of practical problems
to liave an opportunity of reconsidering the

priiieiples upon which their practice is based,

and such an opportunity is afforded by the

Reports now before us. These Reports
bring out in striking relief two opposing
schools of thought, whicli, in their extreraest

forms, may be roughly summarised as

follows:—There is, on the one hand, the in-

dividualist view that an owner of land may
do what lie likes with his own, that he may
offer Ills land for sale or withhold it, accord-

ing as he thinks fit, and that uidess the

purchaser has compulsory powers lie is under
no obligation to sell, except at his own price.

On the other hand, there is what may be
called the Socialist view, that the landowner
is the last relic of the feudal ages, exer-

cising a tyrannical power over the dwellers
on his soil, and using Ids position to exploit

the necessities of the community for his own
private profit. These two views come into

the most violent conflict in connection with
the problem of the acquisition of land by
public authorities, which is the subject of

our discussion this evening. If I were to

attempt to define the attitude of mind in

which this subject ought to be approached,
I should say that we ought to aim at esta-

blishing a system whereby private individuals
would be unable to stand in the way of neces-
sary public improvements by the extortion
of prohibitive prices for their land ; and, on
the other hand, public authorities would not
be allowed to exercise their powers un-
reasonably, and would pay fair compensa-
tion, based upon the actual loss to the owner.
It is not necessary to explain the present
state of the law and practice of compensation
for the compulsory acquisition of land to an
audience of surveyors, and I therefore pro-
pose to deal with a few of the objections to
the present system urged in the Report, and
to consider the remedies suggested. These
objections fall, roughly speaking, under
three main heads :

—
(1) That the cost of obtaining compulsory

powers is excessive, and sometimes pro-
liibitive ;

(2) 'I'hat the method of settling the com-
pensation by arbitration is costly and un-
satisfactory

;

(3) That the basis of compensation is

unfair, and the prices awarded are fre-
quently excessive.

The desirability or otiierwise of increasing
the facilities and clieapening the cost of
obtaining compulsory powers liy local autho-
rities and public companies is a question of
political expediency which only indirectly
affects surveyors, so that I do 'not propose
to deal at any length with this point. Under
the present system a local authority can
obtain compulsory powers only by means of
a special Act of Parliament, except in a few
eases, which are proudcd for in certain .\cts,
the most important of which is that knowii
as Michael Angelo Taylor's Act of 1817. This
Act pivcs power to the boroush councils in
llie Metropolitan area to acqniie land for

• Bead ut the Ordiuurv Ucueral Meeting of tlio Sur-
voyorB' loBtitntiou, Monilay, Dec. li, lull.

street-widenings without confirmation by any
other authority. It cannot be denied that

the cost of obtaining special Acts of Parlia-

ment is a serious burden upon local autho-

rities, especially in the smaller districts, and
often stands in the way of public improve-
ments. In order to meet this the Committee
recommends :

—

(a) TbaL powers should be given to county councils,
county borongbs, and urban district councils, to acquire
land compalsorily for certain epecified purposes without
having to obtain the sanction uf any other authority.
These purposes ai"e street-wideuings, the provision of

schools, bathe, washhouses, municipal halls, fire

stations, police etatious, markets, hospitals, and other
purposes of a similar character ;

(b) That iu other cases compulsory powers should be
obtained by means of an order of a Government depart-
ment ; and

(c) When the magnitude or novelty of the proposals
demand it, compulsory powers should be sought by a
private Act of Parliament, as at present, e.\cept that it is

proposed to simplify and cheapen the procedure.

Having regard to the increased duties

which Parliament is continually placing upon
local authorities, and to the great variety of

purposes for which land is required, it

appears inevitable that greater powers must
be given them for the acquisition of land, and
I do not think that any serious objection
need be raised to the above proposals. Great
care will, however, have to be taken to dis-

tinguish between the eases which come under
the headings (b) and (c) ; the Report is very

vague upon this point, but a clear dividing

line ought to be drawn between cases where
application to Parliament is necessary, and
those where a Departmental Order is suffi-

cient. We now come to the question of the

tribunal to be set up for settling disputed

cases of compensation. The present methods
provided for in the Lands Clauses Consolida-

tion Acts are severely critici.sed by the Com-
mittee. The sheriff's jury is condemned as

unfitted to deal with questions of a very

technical nature, as is also the tribunal com-
posed of two justices or a stipendiary niagis

trate, while the system of appointing two
arbitrators and an umpire is regarded as un-

satisfactory, on the ground that the two
arbitrators would be much more useful as

witnesses. So far we may agree with the

Committee, but they then proceed to discuss

the question of the single arbitrator, and
express the opinion that there are strong

objections to referring questions such as

those arising under the Lands Clauses Acts
to professional men in private practice, on
the ground that a surveyor who at one time

acts on behalf of some particular body or

person, and at another sits as arbitrator in

some case in which that body or person is a

party, will have difficulty in avoiding an

unconscious bias. It may be said that

surveyors, being interested parties on this

particular point, may not be able to avoid an

unconscious bias in discussing it ; but I think

we are entitled to point out that the public

has never shown any reluctance to engage
the service of members of this profssion in

the capacity of arbitrators, and so far as I

am aware no suggestion of bias, conscious or

otherwise, has ever been made against them.
Moreover, there would be absolutely no diffi-

culty in any particular case in appoiutin;;

an arbitrator who had never acted on behalf

of either of the parties. When the Board
of Agriculture appoint an arbitrator under
the Agricultural Holdings Acts they in-

variably inquire before making the appoint-
ment whether the proposed arbitrator is in

any way interested on either side, and there
is no reason why this practice should not be
extended to other arbitrations. What, then,

is it that the Committee propose to sub-

stitute for this procedure? "They propose
that the District Valuer should, in the first

instance, assess the market value of the land
to be acquired, and tliat if the owners or
persons interested are unable to agree to the
valuation, they shoidd have the right to

appeal to the Land Coramissioners. It is not
quite clear from this whether the right of
appeal would extend only to the owners, or
whether it is sugfjested that the purehasin;^
authority should have a similar right. This
proposal is open to objections from almost
every_ point of view, including that of the
District Valuer himself. Owners, no doubt
erroneously, are not likely to regard a public

official as being altogether free from that
unconscious bias which has already been
referred to, and when that official represents
the taxation department of the Government,
they are even less likely to place confidence
in his decisions.

The District Valuer himself would be
placed in a very difficult position, for, as the
representative of the Valuation Department,
it is his business to obtain as much increment
as he can for the State, so that he would
appear to have a direct interest in making a
high valuation; on the other hand, he would
approach the subject with a provisional
valuation already made, which could hardly
help influencing his mind to some extent;
at any rate, he would have some difficulty in

making a new valuation at a different figure

unless something had occurred in the mean-
time to affect the value of the property. It

may be taken, however, that this valuation
would be only a preliminary, and that the

real decision would lie with the Land Com-
missioners. This raises the further objection
that there would have to be two arbitrations,

for luiless the parties attended before the

District Valuer and put their case before
him, his decision would be worthless, and
might as well be omitted altogether ; whereas
if they did attend before him, they would
have to appear again before the Land Com-
missioners, an,d the cost of the proceedings
would be doubled. We are not told how it

is suggested that the Land Comniisson should
be composed, except that it should be of a

judicial nature, so that the practical effect

of these proposals would be to substitute a

judicial committee for an expert valuer as

the final authority in compensation cases.

We are given to understand that this process

would be less costly in its application and
more satisfactory in its results than the

system of reference to a single arbitrator;

but there is little evidence that such is likely

to be the case. It is a very frequent practice

at present, especially iu smaller cases, to

have an informal arbitration, when the

decision is left to the arbitrator sitting as an

expert, no evidence being given except by the

agents on either side. No other method
could be cheaper than this. The Land Com-
missioners, not being expert valuers, and
having no local knowledge, would have to

depend entirely upon evidence, and though
it is suggested that they are to have power
to limit the evidence, in order to keep down
the costs, it is difficult to see how they could

arrive at a fair decision unless ample oppor-

tunity were given to the parties to put their

cases properly before them. Hitherto it has

been the generally accepted view that

questions of compensation, being of a highly

technical nature, could be adequately dealt

with only by those having an intimate prac-

tical knowledge of market values, and this

knowledge can be possessed only by pro-

fessional men in active practice. I. there-

fore, venture to express a doubt as to whether

the decisions of the proposed tribunal would

be regarded with as much confidence as those

of an expert arbitrator.

The third set of objections relates to the
" basis of compensation," and this is really

the source of all the trouble. Numerous
cases are quoted in the Report, and the

opinions of a large number of public officials

are given, with the view of showing that

local authorities are often compelled to pay

unduly high prices for land, and that many
desirable improvements are abandoned on

that account. It is, of course, impossible tn

form any opinion upon the merits of a par-

ticular case merely upon an ex-parte state-

ment by one of the parties, so that the only

conclusion which can be legitimately drawn
from the evidence submitted is that there

seems to be a fairly widespread feeling

among those representing local authorities

that they are at a great disadvantage in pur-

chasing land for public purposes, and often

have to pay a higher price than wonid be

accepted from a private individual. In taking

this view I think local authorities arc apt

to forget that the purposes for which they

require land are often such as to affect pre-

judicially the surrounding neighbourhood.

No one, for instance, would choose to have

a sewage farm, or a gasworks, or even a
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lunatic asylum or liospital, planted in the
middle of his property, and lie can hardly be
blamed if he claims a price which is cal-

culated to cover the possible depreciation to

the remainder of his estate. I have known a

local authority feel aggrieved because they
were unable to purchase a site for a lunatic
asylum on the outskirts of their district at
the bare agricultural value of the land; but
a landowner is surely justified in saying that
if his land is not worth more than its agri-
cultural value, lie would prefer it to remain
agricultural, and he might add that the fact
that it is required for another purpose is the
best evidence that it has a higher value. liut,
allowing for this, I have no doubt there have
been cases where excessive prices have been
demanded, more particularly when the local
authority has no compulsory powers. In
these cases they often prefer to give a high
price to save the expense of making applica-
tion to Parliament, and even when they have
compulsory powers they will sometimes give
more than the land is wortli to save the costs
and uncertainties of arbitration. To this
extent the landowner certainly has the ad-
vantage in bargaining, the only remedy for
which is to cheapen the eostof obtaining
compulsory powers and simplify arbitration
proceedings. This grievance woi'ild to a great
extent have been removed if the Government
had adhered to their original intention of
allocating the proceeds of increment value
duty to the districts in which it arose. Local
autliorities would thus have been able to
recover a portion of the price paid in the
form of increment duty, in addition to which
they would receive the duty on all other
transactions in their district where in-
crement had occurred. It is said that in
order to avoid excessive claims local autho-
rities sometimes rfesort to the method of
secret purchases. That this does not always
fulfil its object is shown by a case which is

w'ithin my own experience. A certain autho-
rity desired to purchase a site for a gasworks,
and fearing that if this became known the
price would immediately be put up, they suc-
ceeded in purchasing it' by means of a secret
agent at a moderate price. When, however,
the inhabitants of the neighbourhood learned
the purpose for which the land has been
accjuired they made such a strong protest
and organised such an effective opposition,
that the proposal was defeated in Parlia-
ment, with the result that the authority was
left with a large block of land on its hands
for which it had no particular use. This case
is referred to in the Urban Report as an
example of the advantage of secret purchases,
hut the subsequent history of the transaction
is discreetly omitted.
A number of opinions, chiefly of town

clerks and other public officials, 'are quoted
in the report, for the purpose of showing
that many public improvements are delayed
or abandoned on account of the cost and
difficulty of acquiring land. On analysing
these it will be found that out of a total of
thirty-nine cases, no less than fifteen refer to
street-widenings, while in fifteen others
reference is made to schemes for public im-
provements, without any statnient as to the
nature of the improvement, leaving only nine
cases in which schemes other than street
improvements are specifically mentioned. It
would appear, therefore, that one of the chief
causes of complaint is in connection with
this class of improvement; but if it is an-
ticipated that the recommendations of the
Committee will result in a reduction of cost,
I am afraid these hopes are not likely to be
realised. Street-widenings are necessarily
expensive

; they involve the maximum in-
terference with the property affected for a
minimum of land purchased, and it is just in
those cases where the cost is likely to be
greatest that the necessity for the improve-
ment is the most urgent. The actual value
of the land required is but a small part of
the cost; there is, in addition, the cost of
reconstructing the premises, and compensa-
tion to the lessee or occupier for disturbance.
In one respect the recommendations of the
Committee are more likely to increase than
to diminish the cost, for iii the section deal-
ing with tenure it is proposed to give lease-
holders security of tenure, with a right to the

renewal of their leases. This will put them
in a far stronger position for claiming com-
pensation, as they will have an unlimited
term of tenancy instead of a fixed number of

years. Under present conditions the expira-

tion of leases often affords a convenient
opportunity to carry out improvements at a

moderate cost; but under the new conditions
this favourable moment would never occur.

These remarks apply, of course, to street-

widenings in fully developed areas, where the

value of land is considerable. In suburban
and country districts there is, as a rule, little

difficulty, as owners are generally willing to

give up the necessary land free of charge in

consideration of the benefit they receive from
the improvement; moreover, the Housing and
Town-PIaniiing Act has already conferred
ample powers upon local authorities for the

regulation of new streets and the improve-
ment of old ones in undeveloped areas.

Having satisfied themselves that the present
basis of compensation is junsatisfactory, the

Committee make sundry recommendations,
the object of which is to enable local autho-

rities to acquire land more cheaply. The
first is merely an alteration of a phrase.

They point out that " value " has been in-

terpreted to mean '" value to the owner," and
that this has resulted in owners obtaining
compensation in excess of any fair value of

the land taken. They, therefore, propose tc

substitute the following definition of value,

taken from the Finance Act, 1909-10— viz.,

" The price which might be expected to be
realised if the property were sold at the time
in its then condition in the open market by
a willing seller," or, in other words, what is

commonly known as " market value." Is

there any real difference between these two
definitions? Personally, I think not. The
value of a property to the owner, unless he
happens to be also the occupier, is the price

he could get for it in the market, so that the

new definition is only a more roundabout
way of saying precisely the same thing. It

may be pointed out that the expression
"value to the owner" does not occur in the

Lands Clauses Act, but is the interpretation

laid down by the Courts of the word " value,"

contained in Section 6-3, the object being to

protect the promoters from having to pay
an enhanced price on account of any special

value the land might have to them for the

purpose of their undertaking. There is no
element of value which could be legitimately

claimed under the old definition which would
be excluded by the new. It is explained,

for instance, in the Report that it would
include those elem.eiits of value reasonably
to be ascribed to "special adaptability." The
doctrine of special adaptability is a very

difficult and intricate one which cannot be

adequately dealt with within the limits of a

short paper, and I only mention it for the

purpose of noting that the Committee do not

propose to eliminate it altogether, though
doubtless they intend to confine it within

very narrow limits. The next recommeiida-
tioii refers to consequential damage,
severanjce, and disturbance. No alteration

is proposed in connection with compensation
for severance, which will still remain as a

legitimate subject for claim ; but it is sug-

gested that no compensation should be

allowed for any depreciation or injury that

might be caused to adjoining lands, and, on
the other hand, that no charge for better-

ment should be made. This would he a per-

fectly reasonable proposition if it could be

shown that as a general rule betterment and
depreciation are, as the mathematician
would say, " equal and opposite "

; but such

is notoriously not the ease, and I am afraid

it would be poor consolation to a man whose
property had been injuriously affected to be

toki that if it had been benefiteil no charge

for betterment would have been made. I

think it would be quite fair to give power to

the arbitrator to set off betterment against

depreciation where both could be proved to

exist ; but this suggestion is dismissed by the

Committee on the ground that cases might

arise where the betterment would exceed the

whole value of the lands taken, plus the de-

preciation to other lands, so that the owner,

in addition to having his lands taken com-

pulsorily, would be called upon to pay a

sum of money to the promoters. This shows
a most praiseworthy solicitude on the part
of the Committee for the pockets of land-
owners; but the difficulty, if it ever occurred,
could easily be overcome by providing that
the amount awarded for betterment sMiould
not exceed the depreciation.

In considering this question of depreciation
it ought not to be forgotten that local autho-
rities and public companies obtain from
Parliament power to do certain things which
a private individual could not do without
rendering himself liable to an injunction it

his actions injuriously affected his neigh-
bours. It seems, therefore, only reasonable
that an owner, beng deprived of his ordinary
remedy at law, should receive compensation
for the damage done to hira by obtaining
something more than the ordinary market
value of the land taken. The position of the
lessee or occupier is not considered at any
length n the Report; but the followng re-

commendation is made, that " the occupier
should be awarded a sum which, in the
opinion of the Commissioners, would ade-
quately compensate him for any loss or
expense due to his being disturbed in the use
or enjoyment of the land acciuired." No
objection need be made to this ; but in

another paragraph it is explained that an
owner, if selling to a private purchaser,
would be called upon to compensate the
occupier for fixtures, goodwill, and improve-
ments, in accordance with the recommenda-
tions contained in that part of the Report
dealing with tenure, and that an allowance
in respect of these items shoulil be made to

the lessee or tenant from the compensation
paid by the promoters. As a matter of fact,

an owner, it selling to a private purchaser,
would sell his interest in the property,
subject to the interests of the lessee and
occupiers, and would leave the purchaser to

deal with them if he wished to obtain
possession for his own occupation. The
wording of the paragraph, however, seems to

suggest that the total sum to be paid for the
property would first have to be ascertained,
and the amount then apportioned between
the owner and occupier. This would
obviously be a most unfair method of pro-

cedure ; the interests of the owner and
occupier" are entirely distinct, and are both
capable of being separately valued ; in fact,

they can only be valued separately. The
occupier's interest does not necessarily bear
any relation to the actual value of the pro-

perty. It may be only a comparatively small
sum, as in the case of a small business carried
on upon a short tenancy, or it may be an
amount exceeding the whole value of the pro-

perty. Every person interested in the
property to be taken ought to have the right
to present his own case, and to ha\'e it

treated on its own merits, quite independently
of any other person: otherwise grave in-

justice will be done.
.\nother recommendation is that no ad-

ditional allowance should be made on account
of the purchase being compulsory, or, in

other words, that the customary 10 per cent,

is to be abolished. In support of this the

Committee say that, if full compensation on
a fair basis is given to owners, they are

unable to see why the fact that land is being
acquired for the public good should be made
a reason for an ad<litional allowance over and
above the value of the land taken. It might
with ecpial justice be said that the fact that

an owner is compelled to give up for the

public good something which he would much
prefer to keep for himself is a very good
reason why lie should receive some slight

allowance over and above the value of the

land taken. But the whole point is whether
he will receive full compensation on a fair

basis if the recommendations contained in

the Report are adopted. If he can really

be assured of this be would probably he

willing to make a graceful concession of the

10 per cent. ; but as the whole object of the

recommendations is to whittle down the com-
pensation to the irreducible minimnm. he

may perhaps be excused for being somewhat
sceptical on the point.

The last proposal I shall refer to is that

when part only of a property is acquired tlie

promoters shall not necessarily be required
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to take the whole. Section 92 of tlie Lands
Clauses Act provides tliat no party sliall be

reiiuired to sell part only of any liouse or

other building or niaiiufactory if he is willing

and able to sell the whole; but since the

passing of the Metropolitan Management Act

of 18H'2 this has not applied to street-widen-

ings in any part of the Metropolis. Under
ecrtaiii recent Acts— e.g., the Housing Act,

1S90, the Development Act, 1909, and some
special Acts, a modification of this principle

has been adopted whereby the promoters

cannot be compelled to take the whole, pro-

vided the "part" can be taken without

material detriment to the remainder. If this

is what is intended no objection need be

nmde to the proposal ; but it would be

obviously unjust to give promoters power to

take part of a property, regardless of tlie

effect upon the remainder. It is easy to

iinagine cases where the taking of part of a

property would leave the remainder prao-

tically Valueless. In such cases the coni-

pensation payable should be based, not only

upon the value of the part taken, but also

on the depreciation caused to the remandcr.

Any other principle would amount to partial

conliscation.

The object of this paper has been to in-

troduce the discussion on this important
section of the Report of the Land Inquiry

Committee. I have only attempted to deal

with a few of the main points arising out

of it, so far as. they relate to the acquisition

of land by local authorities, though many of

the arguments will apply equally to purcliase

by companies having statutory powers. Sub-
sequent speakers will, no doubt, refer to

many other points which time has not per-

mitted nie to deal with. I have endeavoured
to treat the subject as far as possible from
an impartial standpoint, having regard to the

necessities of the community as well as to

the rights of individuals; but so long as

private ownership of land remains the recog-

nised system of tenure, and so long as land

is the subject of tree purchase and exchange,
landowiicrs have a right to a reasoTiable

security in the enjoyment of their property.

If, in the public interest, it is sometimes
necesary to deprive them of powers tliey have
hitherto possessed, and appropriate their

land without asking their permission, the

least they are entitled to is a just and even
generous treatment in the matter of com-
pensation. Any legislation which has the

effect of diverting capital from laud to other
classes of investment can only result in a

general depreciation in the value of land
which will be just as prejudicial to the com-
munitv as it is to the iiulividnal.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLS
OF ART.

AMENDING RKGULATIONS.

(i.) The following Article is hereby sub-
stituted by the Board of Education for
Article 33 of the Regulations for Technical
Schools, Schools of Art, and other forms of
Provision of Further Education in England
and Wales for the year beginning August I,

1913 (Cd. 6925 of 1913), and for the corre-
sponding Article of the Regulations for the
year beginning August 1, 1914 (Cd. 7531 of
1914), and the Board of Edueatio[i may apply
the Article in assessing the grant to be paid
ill respect of schools for work done during
either or both of the above school years.

Article 33. TliB Uoiinl may, in lieu of any Kraut
otlitTwiBO payable under Articles 2U to 32 of these
lleKiilutinus. pay an inclusive annual Rniul in respect
•if the wii.ilc work, recoiruiRcrt under tliapler 2 of tlio
IlC'Kiili.lK.nH, of any ollit-ienl Bcho.)l which wcupiee a
dehnilc, hUihle, and important place in the educational
uruHiM-ntirin of the area, and provides np))n)ved Senior
or Advanced couraca of instruction arranged with due
rCKaiil to the eilucational needs of the students This
erunl will remain the same from year to year suhiect
U) reassessment after conshleration of the character
elllcioncy, volume, and cost of the work of the school or
of the estimated en'tct of any rcdistrihntion of work
liMweCD the school and any other school or course in
reapoct of which Rrants arc payable under these
Regulations.

(ii.) The following Article is hereby added
io Chapter 2 of Part I. of the Regulations for
Technicnl Schools, Scliools of- Art. and other
forms of Provision of Further Education in

England and Wales for the year beginning

August 1, 1914 (Cd. 7531 of 1914) :—

Article 3k (a) The Board may, in lieu of all grants

otherwise payable under Articles 29 to 33 of these

Regulations, "pay an inclusive grant to any local

education authority in respect of all courses satisfying

the conditions of the Regulations in schools under the

direction of the authority for the school year 19U-15.

{b) The inclusive grant will be based upon the

.rgregate grants paid to the authority in respect of

similar courses for the school year 1913-14, subject to an
increase or decrease proitortionate to any increase or

decrease in the class hours (or other lesson hours)
occujiied by the courses.

(fl Instructions given in schools receiving an inclusive

grant under article 33 for the school year 191i-15 will not

be taken into account for the purposes of this calculation,

and the Board may also leave out of account the hours of

riny courses which tliey consider to have been unduly
prolonged, or arrange for an unreasonably small
number of students whose attendances would have been
eligible fiir grant under article t of the Regulations.

Dec. 11, 1914. L. A. Selby-Biggb.

FILING AND INDEXING MANU-
FACTURERS' LISTS, ETC.

This is a problem which affects everyone

having anything to do with the specifying or

the using' of the nniltifarious manufactures
necessary for the completion of any work,

be it connected with the building, engineer-

ing, or other professions, and it troubles the

architect, surveyor, engineer, builder, and

contractor alike. It is the bane of our lives,

the continual influx of literature, odd in size

and shape, which goes on from day to day,

and soon makes "the heap on the floor, in

the window-sill, or in the cupboard " a curse,

drawing forth little " cuss-words " every time

any particular pamphlet or list may be

wanted, and which, " as sure as fate." will

ahvays be the last to come to light, whether
we commence the search from the top,

bottom, or middle.
It is true that there is a large percentage

of the stuff which arrives that is of no use,

or calls for no special care ; still, a careful

and methodical man will always scan througli

tliese arrivals, and if anything strikes him as

likely to be useful, he puts it on "tlie heap,"
with the thought that it might come useful

some day ; but when that " some day " comes
and he wants that particular list, although
he knows that it is " there " somewhere, and
"you must find it" is the peremptory order

to the office-boy, wlio immediately settles

himself down to a quiet all-day search, or,

if his master is in a hurry, then to a mad
scamper through the whole lot, and in the

end the grimy face of the lad, the scowling
face of the master, and the littered floor or
table are signs of an uncomfortable half-hour.

The author has devised a system for his

own office whereby a great deal of this un-
necessary labour and ruffled temper may be
avoided, and he passes the same on through
these columns to his "fellow-creatures in

distress," with the hope that some may
benefit.

By means of a series of cases he has
arranged a system whereby any desired
leaflet or list can be brought to light witli

a minimum amount of trouble. These cases
can be bought at any of the large stationers
for a modest 2s. 9d. or 3s. per dozen for
foolscap size (14iu. by 9in.), similar to sketch
herewith, and will hold a large number of
papers of all sizes. They can be obtained in

five different colours, which materially assist

in the object to be attained— viz., the proper
classification and arrangement of these

pamplilets, lists, etc.

The various manufactures are divided up
into five classes, one for each colour of the

cases. Thus

—

Class I. includes Bricks, Terracotta ; Floor,

Wall, and Roof Tiles; Slates and Roof
coverings, Marbles, Stones, Reinforced

Brickwork, Reinforced Concrete, Patent
Partitions, Asphaltes, Cements, Limes,
Dampcourses, etc.

Class II. includes Carpentry, Joinery,

Wood Buildings, Seating, Sliding Partitions,

Fibrous - Plaster Decorations, Sewerage,
Sanitary Fittings, Chimneypots, etc.

Class" III. includes Gates, Railings, Pipes,

Metal Casements, Ironwork, Glass and
Glazing, Ironmongery, Metal Shop-fronts

and Letters, Sunblinds, Lifts, Hoists, and
Machinery, Safes, Clocks, Fire Appliances,

Hose, Ladders, Carts, Lightning Conductors,

etc.

Class IV. includes Heating, Lighting, and
\'entilatiou Specialities, Paints, Colours,

Varnishes and Enamels, and House
Furniture.

Class V. includes Office Sundries and Books
published.

The author then has a large foolscap book,

the first part of wOiich is divided up as

follows—i.e., one open page set apart for

each colour of case, which colour is

marked tliereon, and also gives the number
of the case, the nature of its con-

tents, and the page further on in the

book where details of the manufactures, the

maker's name and address, may be found.

Thus-
Red case. Specimen Page.

No. Contents. Page.

1 Bricks, Tenacotta, Floor, Wall, and Roof
Tiles, Slates, and Roof Coverings 4

2 Stones and Marbles *»

The remainder of the book is divided up

into five parts, again to correspond with the

colours of the cases, and is subdivided into

four or more pages for each case, thus

—

Specimen Page.

Page No. 4. Red Case No. 1.

Name. Address. Manufactures.

Bell's United Southwark-street, " Poilite," " Briter-

Asbestos Co., London, S.E. uite," " Titanic,"

Ltd. Asbestos Cement
Tiles and Sheets.

British Fibro- Norfolk House, "Fibre - Cement"
Cement Laurence Fount- Tiles aud Sheets.

Syndicate. ney Hill, London,
E.C.

The manufacturers' names are set out in

alphabetical order in the first instance, and

as a fresh pamphlet arrives it is placed into

the case, either following tliose already there

belonging to the same manufacturer, or, if a

new name, at the end, and the new name
recorded in the book under the case number
referred to above.

The cases are numbered to correspond to

the numbers in the book, and are stored away

in any convenient place, not necessarily in

the office, but in an adjoining room or other

place easy of access. Tlie foolscap book,

however, 'is kept in a handy place in the

office, and all that has to be done when in-

formation on any particular article is

required is to look up tlie first part of tins

book for the class or colour of case in which

that class of article is entered; then, having

ascertained the page number from the same

place, turn to same and see if the manu-

facturer's name is there, and, if so, send for

or fetch the case whose number appears at

the head of the page, and the list or pamphlet

can be quickly found, because the search is

limited to those contained in the case, which

will contain from twenty-five to thirty fair-

sized lists in each, and the modest expen-

diture of 14s. or so will solve the problem

for a small office. Now that business is

quiet in almost all offices is an opportune time

to effect the remedy. A little of the time

now spent in fruitless "heel-kicking " on the

desk might be used in sorting and registering

these lists, and so save valuable time when

business is brisk once more.

Any rights reserved to the author,

Fr.\nk H. Heaven, A.R.I. B. A., P. A. S.I.
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•To all absent friends! " That last toast

to-day will thrill our hearts indeed We
sliall drink it, as usual, amid the comforts

nf home, and remember this time, at any

rate, what some of us often forget, tliat our

enjoyment is secured and our safety

guaranteed by those who are facing death

for us on sea and laud all the Empire over.

There are few households in the land where

they they will not be tenderly remembered
— there are many, alas! from which the long,

long absence of those who have died for us

and for England will outlast our poor tribute

to their valour, but not the love of those to

whom they were so near and dear:

" They wlio witli smiles lit up tlie ball.

And clieer'd with son^ the hearth !

Alas for love, if thoii wert all,

And nought beyond, O Earth 1

"

See to it, all of us, that we cease not— be or

she who has failed so far has a bitter

C'liristmas to keep, indeed— to continue

every effort to help and cheer those who are

in deadly peril for us, and those who are

bereft of the stay and comfort of their lives.

See to it also that our own part is played

manfully, and that the children who are

keeping Christmas to-day shall not grow up
to reproach our lack of self-sacrifice. And
remember that, if needs be, as Ruskin taught

us lialf a century since, it is as imperatively

our duty—teacher,, lawyer, physician, crafts-

man, merchant, whatever we are— to die at

our posts, rather than fail in one iota of

service, as it is that of the soldier or sailor

in battle. We shall be shamed indeed, if,

wlien they return after victory, the Mother-

land of the Empire is not better every way,

and not worse, than when thev left it.

At the next meeting of the Royal Institute

of British Architects in January, Mr. Max
Clarke (F.) will move the follown'ug resolu-

tion: "That the Austrians and Hungarians,

seven in number, now enemies of the King,

whose names appear in the ' Kalendar ' for

the present session, on p. 231, cease to bo

members of this Institute, and tlieir names
be removed from the list of members. And
also that the Germans, eight in number, now
enemies of the King, whose names appear in

the 'Kalendar' for the present session, on

p. 232, be dealt with in a similar manner."

We take it for granted that this motion will

be promptly carried, and we trust it will be

fittingly supported by some of those who are

well able to voice the detestation with which

the enemies of civilisation, who have violated

every counsel of humanity and every canon

of reverence for art, are regarded by the

representative institution of British archi-

tecture. There can be notliing in common
henceforth between its members and their

colleagues of other nations and the savages

who have revelled in the destruction of the

precious monuments of France and Flanders

and the baby-killers of Scarborough !

As Mr. J. G. D. Campbell reminds the

Times, it is of interest at the present time

to recall Ruskin's estimate in 1874 of the

German nature (" Fors Clavigera," Vol. IV.

p. 84): "Blessing is only for the meek and

merciful, and a German cannot be either; he

does not understand even the meaning of the

words. Ill that is the intense, irreconcilable

difference between the French and German
natures. A Frenchman is only selfish when

he is vile and lustful; but a German, selfish

in the purest states of virtue and morality.

A Frenchman is arrogant only in ignorance;

but no quantity of learning ever makes a

German modest. ' Sir,' says .Albert Diirer

of his own work (and he is the modestest

German I know), ' it cannot be better

done.' Luther severely damns the entire

Gospel of St. James, because St. James

happens to be not precisely of his own

opinions. .Accordingly, when the Germans

get command of Lombardy, they bombard

Venice, steal her pictures (wliicli they can't

understand a single touch of), and entirely

ruin the country, morally and physically,

leaving behind them misery, vice, and intense

hatred of themselves, wherever their accursed

feet have trodden. They do precisely the

same thing by France—crush her, rob her,

leave her in misery of rage and shame, and

return home smacking their lips and singing

Te Deum."

The usefulness of metal lathing has in

many cases been impaired, as plasterers

know, by its susceptibility to the corrosive

effect of hard wall-plaster. Protection by

coating has not seldom proved futile, and

attention is being directed in Canada by Mr.

Clarence W. Noble, who communicates his

success to the Canadian "Contract Record,"

to the making the metal lath itself of one in-

corrodible alloy, or, where cost forbids that,

to reduce the corrosion to such a degree that,

while the protective coating will still

be used, the attack at the scratch, should

this occur, will have a negligible result. He

announces a specification for metal lath in

hard wall-plaster, which will not increase

the price of the material in the slightest,

and will reduce the corrosion at scratches to

one-fifteenth of its former amount, a quan-

tity which can safely be regarded as neglig-

ible. It is also found that this corrosion

ceased under normal circumstances within

a comparatively short time after the applica-

tion of the plaster. In the spring of 1913

the attention of the writer was called to tlie

greatly-increased resistance to corrosion that

could be imparted to steel by the addition

to its composition' of a small percentage of

copper. 'This alloy is now being manu-

factured commercially by the United States

Steel Corporation. Roughly speaking, it will

resist the corrosive effect of dilute sulphuric

acid about fifty times as long as ordinary

steel. Its life, when exposed to atmospheric

influence, is from fifty to seventy-five per

cent, greater than the life of steel free from

copper. When immersed in a solution of

table salt it will last twenty times as long

as ordinary steel. These facts led to the

hope that in this material might be also

found an increased resistance to corrosion

arising from hard wall-plaster. It was this

hope that caused the writer to make his

tests at the Laboratories, Limited, Toronto,

which, as set out in detail, certainly seem

satisfactory.

The earliest use of lead in the common
form of a pencil occurs in a treatise by

Conrad Gesner, of Zurich, in lo65. So arclii-

teets before then had to manage without

lead-pencils. Soon after the middle of the

16th century, however, the Borrowdale lead-

mine was discovered, and natural graphite

was made up and used in square, slender

rods for draughtsmen and writing purposes.

Substitutes for lead were used by Faber of

Nuremberg, and Brockedon compressed

powdered lead for pencils with great success

in 1843, when the Cumberland lead-mine

already alluded to liad become exhausted.

Indeed, before then, in 1795, Conte, of

Paris, invented a mixture for pencils in

common use made up of graphite and clay,

washed with acid, to clear the composition

of iron. Plumbago has a remote re-

semblance to lead, and is, of course, an

impure form of native carbon, which in

James the First's time was called "black

cawke " or "sops," and it is found in dykes

of diorite, or can be obtained from masses of

meteoric iron. Workmen get a similar sort

of material in the preparation of cast iron.

H-hich they call "kish," resembling plum-

bago. This substance gives a red mark, and

molybdenite makes a greenish line. How far

the common lead-pencil in use, say, thirty

years ago contained an alloy of baser in-

gredients, more or less liable to oxidise, may

furnish matter for inquiry.

Modern architects and painters may be

assumed to have always used the better

makes of lead-pencils, and after the inking-

in with Chinese ink had been completed, it

was a common practice during the whole of

the 19th century carefully to rub out all the

pencil marks, neatness being considered of

the utmost consequence, and particularly so

as long as Classic architecture was copied

or emulated by the practitioner. Later on

William Burges and some of his con-

temporaries adopted coarse, bold, lieavy,

thick lines, while George Edmund Street

dropped "Indian ink," as it was called, and

used writing fluid for his pen and-ink

sketches. For coloured plans Chinese ink

had to be washed off, because it was so liable

to run, particularly with ochres and burnt

sienna. This led to the invention of in-

delible liquid inks, chiefly manufactured in

America, and their use ever since has

encouraged the very bold, black lines now

common everywhere in this country. Fine

lines are difficult to make with ruling-pens

when using fluids of this kind, and blobs

cause bad language, making also much mess.

To soften down these crude effects some

artistic minded draughtsmen leave in their

heavy pencil-lines, instead of rubbing them

out, and Norman Shaw went further by

stumping over parts of his pen-and ink

masterpieces of perspective work with lead-

pencil, and tills application of lead first has

strengthened by time, whereas Street's

common ink has faded and gone brown by

age. Ink lines generally tone down in this

way. aided, of coui-se, by the natural dis-

colourisation which overtakes most drawing-

paper the older it gets. Pencil softens down ;

but this softening effect happens more from

the assimilation of the colour of the paper

surface with the pencil than by the fading

of that medium itself, and this point is em-

phasised by the fact not generally known,

that lead-pencil, even when actually rubbed

out, will reassert itself and come up again.

Whether this is due to oxidisation or not, it

is a fact that pencil-marks arc more sus-

ceptible to the camera than to the naked eye.

This can be seen in the facsimile reproduc-

tions by photography of Old Masters'

drawings, where faint pencil lines in the

originals get undue prominence.

Lord Alverstone, in his "Recollections of

the Bar and the Bench," just published,

recalls the famous Wlialley will case of 1884,

one of the most remarkable causes ever tried

in a court of law, and which nearlv ended
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ill a gross failure of justice. The issue was

the validity of a will by Whalley, who died

in 1881. He lived in obscurity at Leominster,

lodging with a railway porter, and he died

worth £100,000. He said he intended to leave

his money to his nephew, a clerk in the

Great Western Railway, and Whalley
showed this nephew his will a fortnight

before he died ; but when that event

Iiappened no such will could be found.

.\nother will, however, was produced, giving

only £5,000 to the nephew, £100 to another
individual, and the remainder of the estate

tn the railway porter. This document was
properly signed by the testator and duly

attested. Under the circumstances, though
forgery was suspected (and this will was
carefully scrutinised by experts in band-
writing), nothing but a compromise seemed
possible, so £30,000 each was agreed to be
tween the nephew, railway porter, and the

"next-of-kin," for whom Lord Alverstone,
then Mr. Webster, was acting. This com-
promise, however, was ultimately upset when
this disputed will had, by a singular co-

incidence, established itself, and so proved
to have been the result of a conspiracy,

which was managed in this manner: Whalley
on his deathbed asked for a letter to be
written to call his nephew immediately. It

was written in pencil on blue foolscap paper,
and Whalley signed and dated it in ink. The
latter was, however, not sent to the nephew,
but carefully rubbed out, and above the
signature a will was written in ink, and the
necessary attestation added. On the advice

of an experienced officer of the Probate
Court, who said that "pencil-marks will

come back again, and always more or less

reappear," this said will was once again
examined at the Gloucester Registry, when
it was discovered that the last line or two
of the pencil letter could be clearly made
out in parts. The writer of this will was in

due course discovered, in consequence. The
nephew got all the money, save £30,000,
which he voluntarily gave to the "next-of-
kin," allowing the first arrangement to
stand so far, and one or more of the other
parties got convicted. In the reproduction
of this concocted document the pencil con-
figurations alluded to came out clearly
enough in the space inadvertently left over
the signature of Whalley, and yet every trace
of these marks must have been undiseover-
able when the will was critically scrutinised
by the experts and produced in the court at
the trial.

Another instance of the assertiveness of the
lead-pencil occurred under very different
circumstances. During the " eighties," or
thereabouts, Mr. E. J. Gregory, R.A.,
painted his well-known picture called
" Dawn," in which the morning light is

shown peeping through Venetian blinds, the
lamplight of the room competing with it.

This beautiful painting has changed hands
several times, but it is presumed that the
following may he the reason for this. The
artist evidently made a very careful nude
Rtndy on his canvas before he painted in the
lady's figure, when he added the draperies
over the outline made from the life. This
outline has gradually asserted itself, so that
the entire form became clearly discernible,
coming, in fact, right through the solidly-
painted oil-colours. Some artists paint in
the nude entirely previous to draping their
figures; but in this case it is the pencil de-
lineation of the outline only which hrs come
into evidence. Another well-known con-
temporary painter produced a picture of

"Rembrandt painting the Portrait of his

Mother," and prior to commencing the

figures of this subject he carefully drew in

the black-and-white marble floor, so as to

insure its correct perspective. This he did

three times before he could get the pattern

right. He then lined it in before painting

over the work thus set out. The picture was
exhibited and sold, but in a few years the

owner wrote to the painter saying that the

figures were developing lines all over their

lower limbs, the pavement jointings were
coming to the front. The artist rectified the

matter by repainting the parts complained
of. In this instance ink had been employed
to touch up the perspective lines on the

canvas, so it was not so much the pencil.

Some years ago, as another instance of the

assertiveness of lead-pencil, an architect

engaged in a limited competition having to

go into the country on business took his

drawings with him to avoid loss of time. To
save the risk of losing his parcel, he wrote,

before starting, on the back of one of the
sheets his name and address in pencil.

Before the plans were mounted this was all

rubbed out; but when he subsequently visited

the exhibition of the competition plans he
found, to his dismay, that the particular

sheet on which he had put his name
happened to be hung in front of a window, so

that everyone could readily enough discern

the authorship, although the designs were
to be sent in anonymously, without any dis-

tinguishing mark whatever. He did not,

however, win the premium, and nothing was
said. The linen backing hid all marks from
behind it, and it was only on holding the

strainer up to the light that the pencil name
could be read. The soaking for mounting
had evidently brought up the lines in a way
never contemplated for a moment by the com-
petitor. ^
A METHOD OF PROPORTIONING

CONCRETE.
By William B. Hunter.*

The writer submits herewith the results of
studies as to a simple method of pro-
portioning the ingredients of concrete so as
to insure a satisfactory quality of concrete,
and at the same time to avoid the use of an
excessive amount of cement. Several methods
for proportioning concrete have been pro-
posed and are in use. These may be outlined
as follows:—

1. A careful mechanical analysis of the
aggregates and the grading of the same, so as
to get small percentages of voids, thereby
reducing the amount of cement required to a
minimum. This may be called the ultra-
scientific method.

li. Arbitrarily fixing the proportions of
cement to the aggregates; as 1 part cement,
'2 parts fine aggregate, and 4 parts coarse
aggregate, commonly spoken of as 1:2:4
concrete.

3. Adopting a given cement factor— i.e.,

the number of barrels of cement to be used
per cubic yard of concrete; as a cement
factor of 1.80 to 2.10, etc., and adjusting the
proportions of the aggregates from time to
time to fulfil these conditions.

4. Determining the amount of cement in
excess of the voids in the fine aggregate
required to make an acceptable mortar, and
the amount of mortar in exce.'« of the voids
HI the coarse aggregate required to make an
acceptable concrete, and then, after deter-
mining the percentage voids in the aggre-
gates, proportioning the ingredients so as to
fulfil these requirements.
Method 1 may be dismissed without further

consideration on the ground of its imprac-
ticability.

Methods 2 and 3 are usually satisfactory,
and, where the character of the aggregates
remain constant, obtain practically the same
results as the fourth method. With very
little experimenting and the exercise of good
judgment, satisfactory results can be
obtained. There are, however, objections to
these methods, where the aggregates are
variable, especially in the percentages of
voids contained. For example, assume a
1:2:4 mixture, which is usually expected to
give a rich concrete with a " considerable
excess of cement and mortar over the voids
in the fine and coarse aggregates respect-
ively. With 40 per cent, voids in both fine
and coarse aggregate, which may be con-
sidered as a fair average, with 1 part

• Assistant Engineer, Boarct of Water Supplv, N'ew
lork Ciiv-

cement, 2 parts fine aggregate, and 4 parts
coarse aggregate, there is an excess of 0.2
part cement over the voids in the fine aggre-
gate, and an excess of 0.6 part mortar over
the voids in the coarse aggregate, which
gives 4.G parts concrete.
On a basis of 3.62cu.ft. of cement per

bl., this gives a cement factor of 1.62. This
mixture would give good results, and the
cement factor is about what is ordinarily
expected. But, with 50 per cent, voids in
fine and coarse aggregate, again with 1 part
cement, 2 parts fine aggregate, and 4 parts
coarse aggregate, there is no excess of cement
or of mortar, and there results 4 parts
concrete. It is eyident that it would be very
difficult to get satisfactory results with this
mixture in many structures, such as conduits,
thin walls, etc.. where the ratio of the super-
ficial area to the volume of concrete is large,
and smooth surfaces are required, and yet
the cement factor would he 1.86. which would
ordinarily be expected to give excellent
results.

Again, with 30 per cent, voids in aggre-
gates and 1 part cement, 2 parts fine aggre-
gate, and 4 parts coarse aggregate, there is

an excess of 0,4 part cement over the voids
in the fine aggregate, and an excess of 1.2

parts mortar over the voids in the coarse
aggregate, which gives 5.2 parts concrete. It

is easily seen that with these last conditions,

satisfactory results would be obtained ; but
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tlio cement factor in this case is only 1.43.

From tlie nbovo it is apparent that n higli

cement factor does not necessarily insnre a

good concrete, nor docs a low cement factor

necessarily resnit in an inferior qnality of

concrete.

The fonrlh method is the result of the
writer's endeavonr to formnlate a nietliod

which will meet the objections to the second
and third, and could be used in conjunction
with the first, if it were practicable to

impose the conditions of that method. For
the purpose of illustrating the use of this

method three diagrams are herewith pre-

sented.
Diagram 1 is based on the assumption that

it is desired to obtain a concrete in whicli

the quantity of cement remaining after filling

the voids in the fine aggregate will be 20
per cent, of the gross volume of tlie fine

aggregate, and the quantity of mortar
remaining after filling the voids in the coarse
aggregate.
Diagram 2 is prepared on the assumption

that it is required to have 30 per cent, excess
of cement, as previously described, aft^r the
voids in the fine aggregates are filled, and 20
per cent, excess mortar after the voids in the
coarse aggregate are filled.

Diagram 3 is submitted to indicate the
application of this principle where the voids
in the fine aggregate can be considered as

constant, as is often the case, and the voids
in the coarse aggregate are variable. In this

ease one diagram can be made to cover all

percentages for a given percentage of excess
cement over the voids in the fine aggregate.
The diagram is based on the assumption that
the voids in the fine aggregate are 40 per
cent., and is computed to give an excess of

cement, after filling the voids in the aggre-
gate, of 30 per cient. of the gross volume of

the fine aggregate, and to 30 per cent,

excess mortar after filling the voids in the
coarse aggregate, the voids in the coarse
aggregate varying from 20 per cent, to 50
per cent.

In Diagrams 1 and 2, the curve "parts of
fine aggregate " can be used alone where a
single aggregate is used.

The accompanying tabulation shows the
comparison of results by this method, using
Diagram 1, with the standard proportions
1:2:4. frequently u.sed where a rich concrete
is required :

Fixed proportions

—

1:3 ;-J ... 50
2(» per cent, excess

—

1:1.43:2.43 ... 50
Fixed proportions^

1:2:4 ... Kl

20 per cent, excess

—

1 :!.«/: 3.33 .. 411

Fixed proportions

—

1:2:4 ... -at

20 per cent, excess

—

1:2:4.8 ... 30
Fixed proportions

—

1:2:4 ... 40
20 per cent, excess—

1:1.67:4 ... 40 ... 30 ... 20 ... 20 ... 1.55

From this table it will be seen thatoonerete
proportioned on the basis of a given per-

centage of excess gives uniform results as to

the quantity, the proportions, and the cement
factor varying with the percentages of voids
in the aggregates ; whereas, with arbitrary
fixed proportions, the quality of the concrete
and the cement factor vary with the per-

centage of voids in the aggregates.
Using Methods 2 and 3 (fixed proportions

and fixed cement factor, i-espectively), pro-
portions are usually used which in many
instances give mixtures much richer than
necessary, in order to guard against getting
inferior results from time to time wheii the
aggregates run bad.
The diagrams submitted are merely illus-

trative of the principle involved, and are not
necessarily expected to meet the require-
ments of any particular class of work,
although the 20 per cent, excess diagram
would probably give as good results as a

1 : IJ : 3 mixture or a cement factor of 2, and
would, in most cases, require less cement.

I SE OF DHORAM.S.
Example 1.—To find proportions to give 20

per cent, excess cement and mortar after
filling voids in fine and coarse aggregate re-

spectively, when voids in fine aggregate are.

.50 . . . . 1.86

30 . . 20 . . 20 , . 2.53

4<1 . . 10 . . 1.5 . 1.62

4(1 . . 20 . . 20 . . 1.86

30 . . 20 . . 30 . . 1.43

30 . . 20 . . 20 . . 1.30

.ill . . 10 . . 25 . . 1.4U

say. 40 per cent., and in coarse aggregate are

40 per cent. On Diagram 1, on the left side,

find the line representing 40 per cent, voids

in fine aggregates; follow this line to its

intersection with the curve marked "parts
of fine aggregate"; from this intersection

follow up to the scale marked " parts of

aggregate"; this gives 1.G7 parts of fine

aggregate. On the line for 40 per cent, voids
in fine aggregate, follow to the right to the

intersection of this line with curve for 46
per cent, voids in coarse aggregate ; from this

intersection again follow up to the scale of

"parts of aggregate." This gives 3.03. The
proportions are then 1:1.07:3.03. To find

the cement factor: Read on cement-factor
scale directly below the last found inter-

sections, and we have the cement factor
2.06. -f.

Diagram 2 is used in the same way as

Diagram 1.

Example 2.—To find proportions for 30

per cent, excess cement and 10 per cent,

excess mortar, with the voids in aggregates
the same as above— i.e.. 40 per cent, and 46

per cent, respectively—use Diagram 3. The
proportion of fine aggregate is constant in

this diagram at 1.43. To find parts of coarse

aggregate: On the left side of diagram, on
line marked "per cent, of voids in coarse
aggregate." find horizontal line for 46 per
cent, voids; follow this line to the right to

its intersection with curves for 10 per cent,

excess mortar; from this inteniiectiou, go to

the top of the diagram to the scale of parts

of aggregates for one part cement; this will

give 3.31. The proportions are then

i : 1.43: 3.31.

For the cement factor: From the inter-

section of the 46 per cent, void line with the

10 per cent, excess curve, follow parallel

to the cement-factor curves, and read the

cement factor -2.04 -f on the cement factor

scale. In advocating the employment of the

percentage of voids contained in the aggre-

gates as an agency in determining the pro-

portions of aggregate to the cement in

concrete, the writer is aware that he is pro-

posing a method which has been east aside

by some of the concrete experts. Notwith-
standing, he believes tliat the method herein

described is sound in theory and practic-

ability. The writer would further state that

in the preparation of the accompanying dia-

grams he has neglected some small indeter-

minate coefficients which would not materi-

ally affect the results, but which would
considerably increase the labour of prepara-

tion. The basis of the computation follows:

1. The effect- of the amount of water
required to give the mixture a proper con-

sistency in increasing or decreasing the

volume is neglected.

2. For the purpose of volumetric de-

termination, the gross volume of the cement
is considered as the absolute volume.

3. The volume obtained from given pro-

portions is assumed to be the gross volume of

cement and the absolute volumes of the

aggregates.

4. The volume of one barrel of cement is

considered to be 3.02 cubic feet.

The principal effect of these assumptions is

that the cement factors are only approximate,
but are believed to be close enough for all

practical purposes; and inasmuch as all co

efficients are more or less unreliable unless

based on experiments witli the particular

ingredient to be used, it seems best to use

none.—" Engineering Xews."

At York, on Monday. Mr. W. 11. Colhns. an
inspector under the Local Government Board,

held an inquiry into an .ipplication by llie city

council for leave to borrow £6.214 for the erec-

tion of houses for the working classes.

For the new halls to be erected for the

Wesleyan chapel at Nicolson-square, Edinburgh,
the trustees have acquired property to the ea?t

of the chapel. There is to be provided, on the

ground floor, six classrooms, a room for men's
meetings, and a h'lll to accommodate 150; on

the upper floor, a hall to seat 400, a ladies' room,
and a hall kitchen. Messrs. Cousin. Ormiston.
and Taylor. 140. Princes-street. F/dinhurgh, are

the architects for the work, which will he put

in hand at once.

C^nr miustrations.

'PETWOOD.- \E.\R KIRKSTEAD,
LINCOLNSHIRE.

This house, the country residence of
Major A. G. Weigall, M.P., and Mrs.
Weigall, lies amongst the pines, the birches,

and the gnrse of the charming and historical

neighbourhood in Tennyson's cnnnfry on the
edge of the Lincolnshire Fen near Kirkstead,
Tattershall Castle, and Woodhall Spa. The
mansion is now being utili.sed as a hospital
for soldiers recovering from the hurt and
shock of war. The house was originally !»

straggling modern bungalow. The walls
were of brick at the base, faced above with
oak half-timbering, but of the modern super-

ficial type, and the problem set through in-

creasing so much the length of the house w'as

that difficult one of insuring adequate
dignity as well as a sense of size, and, with
a view to that end. the architect advised
the introduction of a Tudor-to-Jacobean
treatment. By introducing various massive
stone features — almost in the "grand
manner "—by screening off the old half-

timbered features with projecting gabled ex-

tensions, faced with substantial oak half-

timbering brought down low and based upon
a solid and robust stone course, and by
employing genuine good craftsman.ship
in all trades, an appropriate result has
been secured. The series of plain, tall,

angular chimney-stacks rising out of the long
original main roof somewhat symmetrically,
were noticed at the first as giving a stately

effect, and these stacks were " played up
to " by many new chimneys of similar pro-

portions, but of different detail. Many of

the ordinary ground-floor casement windows
and other features are also left in position

or reused for the extensions. The exten-

sions, etc., have been made during the last

four or five years, to meet additional re-

quirements from time to time, and the house
has become of comparatively great leiisth ;

but this feature is found to be very desirable

in a house where the summer parties of

guests have been large, for it allows the com-
pany to be detached and distributed. The Oak
Room is on occasion a banqueting room, and
sometimes a ballroom; every convenience is

at hand for perfect service, and there is an
electric-light installation. The oakwork and
plasterwork of the interior treatment were
mostly drawn out in detail by the architect

on the spot, and the design could thus be
correctly adapted to suit the existing work
and circumstances and to prevent waste.

Tlie general contractors were Messrs. W.
Wright and Sou. Ltd.. builders, of Lincoln,

who also carried out the oakwork in the

Oak Room. Mr. Frank Peck, of West-
minster, is the architect.

"ORIENT HOUSE," XLII.-XLV. NEW
BROAD STREET, E.G.

This building is an extensive block of

offices, erected for Messrs. Kilburn, Brown,
and Co.. the East India merchants. The
front is of Portland stone, the windows are

fitted with steel casements, and the hall and
staircase walls are treated in ornamental
tiles. The building is of fire-resistinc con-

struction throughout. Messrs. Colls and
Sons were the contractors, and Mr. Ernest

Flint, F.R.I.B.A.. of 80, Coleman-street.

E.C., is the architect.

It was stated at the last meeting of the Flint-

shire County Council that at an early date a

new river-bridgp will have to be erected at

Queen's Ferry to connect Flintshire with the

Wirral Peninsula The cost will probably be

about £22,000.

The new church which has been erected for

the congregation of St. Mary's Parish Church.
Motherwell, was formally opene<l last week.

The church, which was designed by Mr. P.

Macgregor Chalmers, architect, is in a simple

type of Romanesque architecture. The interior

is faced with stone, and hiis two side aisles and
a chancel with organ-chamber. Vestries and a

small hall adjoin the church, which has accom-
modation for 630 persons, and has cost over

£4.000.
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Fig. 1.— St. Bicibani. St. U iictuiiljer.

Henry the Seveiitli's Chapel.

1st. Murv Miiiidalene.

"West Fril

DEDICATIONS AND PATRON SAINTS
OF ENGLISH CHURCHES.*

This is a most interesting volume, for it

is written by an enthusiast in ecclesiology,
who puts his heart into his work, with
manifest zeal and a wide knowledge. Like
the other eight or nine volumes produced
liy Mr. Francis Bond's prolific pen within
the last few years, the work before us is

profusely illustrate<l from photographs

—

Some of which, by the way, have done
service elsewhere—and by a few engravings
from older works. Mr. Hond has n fluent
and lucid style, and his deductions are
sniind and well supported by analogy.
The W(irk is divided into three parts, the

first and by far the largest section dealing
with dedications to saints, the second
treating upon ecclesiastical symbolism, and
the third providing two aljihalu'tical lists
of saints and their emblems.
There is no authoritative list of English

dedications in existence; but to the Valor
j

Ecclesiasticus of 1.5.S0. containing the
names of all parishes in England and
Wales, and first [u-inted in 1711 by .Tohn
Ecton, the antiquary Rrowno Willis added
the dedications so far as lie was able to
oblai_n them, in a new edition published
in 1742, and a considerable bibliography

• DedictttioDB and Patron SaintB of KnuliBh OhnrcIieR
Rccleiiia«tical Symliolism, SiiintB iiiirl tljeir I'.nililcniH
By FKAxriM Dosn, M.A., Hon AT!. Mi. A. Dcmv Kvo'
clotli. 343pp.. 252 illMBtratiouK. 7h. Bd. net. I/ii'iilon
Hiimptirey Milfonl, Oxford l^nivcrditv Press, Amen-
coriier, B.C.

has grown around the subject, Miss
Frances Arnold -Forster's "Studies in
Church Dedications," issued in 1899, being
the most comprehensive. Mr. Bond has
restricted himself to the dedications prior
to the 18th century. He has first arranged
these earlier dedications in order of

frequency of occurrence, so as to arrive
at the relative popularity or unpopularity
of various saints, and has then en-
deavoured to ascertain how the old church-
men came to have such very different ideas
from our own as to the merits or demerits
of particular characters. This necessi-
tateil their division into various categories,
such as the saints mentioned in the Bible,
those of royal blood (chiefly of Anglo-Saxon
dynasties), ascetics, evangelists, and
martyrs. The anomalies of the relative
popularity of saints as revealed in dedica-
tions are strange, and the author has
valiantly attempted to explain their causes
in some fascinating chapters.
There is not a single dedication in

England to God the Father; but a con-
siderable number of churches are dedicated
to Christ, St. Saviour, or .Tesus ; some to
the Cross and to the Sepulchre, two to the
Holy Ghost, and no fewer than 297 to the
Holy Trinity. But an unexpected fact is

brought out by Mr. Bond—that these three
dedications, 4.'J0 pre-Reformation examples

:
in all, are far outnumbered by the 2.33.5
dedications to the Blessed Virgin, 1,255 to

I

All Saints or All Hallows, 1,140 to St.

Peter, 687 to St. Michael
and All Angels, 637 to

St. Andrew, and just 500
to St. John the Baptist.

The most numerous class

is that of intercessorv

dedications, of which
there are more than ten

thousand examples. Of
tlie 325 saints to whom
churches were dedicated,

41 have but two dedica-

tions, and 146 only one.

Most of those which
occur but once or twice

are obscure jiersonages,

and from Celtic districts,

especially in Cornwall,

or in districts adjacent

to Cornwall and Wales.

They were, the author

suggests, missionaries

who first evangelised a

village, or persons who
built the first humble
Christian church of

wattle or wood. St.

Michael, as the pro-

tector of high places and
as the leader of the

Church militant, was
popular; while, being a

fighter, clad in armour
and vanquishing a

dragon, the Archangel Fir.
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Kio. 2. — Female Saint.
- Catliedi-al.

Fig. .3.— St. Anno Teaeliint; t'lo Blessed Virji;in to Head.

West Wickham Church, West Kent.

Iibnd. Sniitli t Cluii-eh.

wns admirably adapted
for ])ictorial representa-

ticiii. It is strant;e that

there are hut half a
dDZeii dedications to St.

(laliriel, the Angel of the
Auininciatiun. and none
at all to St. Raphael or
St. Uriel, in the United
Kingdom. St. Andrew
li e c a m e a favourite

because of the highly
imaginative description
of his mission labours
.'. nd martyrdom at
Wondron, or the City of

Dogs. an undesirable
alioile of caunil)als. of

wliicli t li e ]) r c i s e

locality is unidentified

liv modern explorers.

The 4.'^7 dedications to

St. Nicholas are chiefly

in iriaritiine districts, he
Iieing the ]iatron saint of

shijjs and sailors as well

as of children. It is

stran'ie that there are

but 181 dedications to

St. John the loved
disciple, against 500 to

1 h e Forerunner, St.

.John the Baptist. In-

deed, those who built

our churches cared, as

the author shows, little for those who wrote
the Scriptures, and for those who inter-

preted the Scriptures still less. The
scholar was of small repute compared with
the soldier, or even the man or woman of

ascetic life. In fascinating style Jfr. Bond
narrates the stories of many of the early

saints—of the impulsive and unpractical
.St. Bridget, one of the nine holy people
who hung their cloaks on sunbeams; of

the chequered career of St. Wilfrid, mis-

sioner, archbishop, and exile by turns; of

the Fenland preachers. St. Botolph am) St.

Guthlac. The choice of dedications from
among the white-roIied army of martvrs is.

the author shows, singularly capricious.

St. Lawrence has no fewer than 2.17 dedica-

tions, St. Oswald 07. St. Catherine of

Alexandria 02. and St. Edmund 01 ; but
few of tho other martyrs were honoured
with a dozen. No fewer than eiahfv dedi-

cations were made to Thomas li Becket.
most of which after 1.5,37 were either varied
to St. Thomas the .-Vpostle or wore
altosether chanued. .\ curious history

attaches to the little cruciform Norman
church high up on the downs between
Guildford and Dorlcins. on the pilgrim-wir
to Caiiterhury. Drieinally it was the
church of the "Holy Martvrs"; after the
murder of Becket, in 1170. it was re-

dedicated to St. Thomas of Canterbury and
.'Ul Holy Martyrs; after l.')37 it became
"Martyrs' Church." and finallv this was
corrupted into "St. Martha's Church"—

a

dedication otherwise quite unknown in

England. The omissions from the dedica-

tions of English churches—such as Eliza-

beth. Cleopas, Silas, the Fathers, and the

founders of the gi-eat religious orders—are

remarkable. On the other hand, there are

various uncanonised saints, such as Sir

.John Schorn, rector of North Marston,
who conjured the devil into a boot, and is

depicted performing this feat on the rood

screens at Cawstr)n and Oateley.
In the second section of the hook before

us, Mr. Bond points out that much of the

mystic symliolism claimed for the planning
and features of churches by pious church-
men proves illusive when subjected to

analysis. Not a few details are common
to churches and to pagan liasilicas .ind

temples, and many find their origin in the

needs of rilu.-il. .\ great amount of

Mediieval carving and painting is, how-
ever, the author admits, quite un-
intelligible without some acquaintance
with the emblematical import of the repre-

sentations. \ valuable chapter is devoted
to the emblems usually associate<l with the
saints, a description being given here of

the eucharistic garments as commonly
depicted. The excellent method has been
adopted of compiling an alphabetical list

of the generic emblems, with the name
attached of the saint or saints with which
they are associated, a second table being
arranged alphabetically according to the
saints' names, with their feast-days,
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approximate date of death, and emblem m
each case. These catalogues will be found

invaluable for purposes of reference, and

add greatly to the practical usefulness of

the volume, which, like all Mr. Bond's

works, is very fully and carefully indexed.

By the courtesy of the publisher, Mr.

Humphrey Milford, we reproduce a few of

the numerous illustrations. On the eastern

wall of the south aisle of Henry VII. 's

Chapel at Westminster are figures of St.

Barbara and St. Uncumber, a couple of

virgins, each of whom was martyred by her

unbelieving father. The former saint (to

whom but one church is dedicated) is

sliown supporting the model of a tower and

her angel's robes in her left hand, while

she is diligently reading from a bound

volume held in her right hand. She

derived her fame from having been slain

by her father because she caused three

windows to be substituted for two in a

tower he was having built, the alteration

being in honour of the Trinity. Many a

building-owner has displayed wrath at

departures from the approved plan, but

the expression of his anger has seldom

gone so far as in this case. The pious but

interfering maiden is often portrayed in a

statue or on glass as trampling upon her

father. Another representation in the

chapel of this saint carrying her tower (in

tliat case side by side with St. I\Iary

^fagdalene) is on a circular panel on tlie

north side of Henry the Seventh's tomb.

The second figure is the still more popular

one of the Bearded Lady, St. Uncumber,
properly St. Wilgeforte, who pra>;.i;d ,foj,

anil was dowered with, a beard' to4ceep.-^off

a pagan suitor, and wasr'thereupon
]iromptly crucified by her father.-' Accord-

ing to Sir Thomas More, she was in great'

favour with housewives beeaus^.'Mor a peck

of oats she would not fail to' uncuml^er

them of their husbands." She is reading-

from a book resting on wlwt seems like-^a

T-squai-e. ,"';.•
.'li-^^

'

.\ second illustration is 'o¥*%wo female

saints on the west front of Wells Cathedral,

the one unidentified having no distinctive

emblem, the other easily recognised by the

jar of ointment as St. Mary Magdalene.
Th<> I.ate 15th-century window in the

north wall of the I;ady-chapel at West
Wickhani Church, on the Surrey border of

West Kent, contains a beautiful repre-

sentation of St. Anne teaching her
daughter, the Blessed Virgin, to read from

a leather-bound volume in black letter

At the period when this window was
executed, the Mother of Mary was enjoy-

ing a sudden and great popularity. The
simplicity and almost heraldically decora-
tive treatment of the subjerr rn tins

window are noteworthy.
Our last illustration is a crude 1.5th-

century carving of the .\gnus Dei fi'om a

bench-end in the church at South Brent.
under the abrupt mass of Brent Tor, and
between a railway-station and the Devon-
shire river .\von. The church, which con-
tains work of every kind from Norman io

Perpendicular, is one of fourteen dedicated
to St. Petrock, or Petrox, a sixlh-ceuturv
bishop.

(iENERAT, I'OINTS ON MOVING L.MiOF,
STRrCTURES.*

In prep:iriiis a IjuibliuR or structure of
any kind for raising and moving it will be
necessary to nuike a careful study of the
structure. Tlie weiglit should be carpfully
cstiuuited. tlie general construction of tlie

IniiUbnf! slionld be understood, in order to

know tlie distriljutioii of loads on present
rcniinbitinns. The character of ground over
uliicli the structure is to be moved should be

• I'miii a paper by Oro. W. Nk hoi.«, pvililistied in the
I 'rr )ccc(linir» of toe Eugiueers' Society ol Western
roDnsylvonia.

considered, especially if the l^uilding is of a

heavy type. After the above points liave

been" carefully considered, a lay-out is made
showing the' nuinuer of picking up the

structure, which is done in the cnse of a briek

or stone structure by inserting either beams

or heavy cross-timbers at proper places to

take the load without causing strains in the

main structure, when the building is raised.

The main principle in raising structures is

to keep conditions as nearly as they were

when on original foundations.

In the case of steel structures, special con-

sideration is given to each individual case,

and no set method can be laid down for the

work; however, the general principles are

applicable to all structures. The following

sketch (Fig. 1) shows the manner of building

Fig. 2.

a blocking and the setting of timbers and
arrangement of screws for raising a structure.

Regularity and care must be used in building

the blocking and in the manner of setting the

screws and locating cross-timbers for taking

up the building. After the building has been

raised the required height and it is desired

to move it. oak runs are built and the building

lowered on rollers which bear on Gin. by

8in. oak runs below and on roller planks

above, after which the jaekscrews are

removed. This is shown by the sketch,

Fig. 2.

In case it is desired to turn the building

Fig 3.

slightly, the rollers can be "cut," that is, set

at a slight angle to tlie general direction and
gradually brought over to proper line.

Cutting the rollers is a t«rm used for

knocking one end of the roller slightly witli

a lijiminer to change the general direction of

tlic structure being moved. However, it is

sometimes necessary to actunlly cut the rollers

with a saw. Where the building is to be
given a ipiarter- or half-turn, or a complete

turn, a pivot point is selected, and runs

laid and rollers set to operate about this

point (Fig. 3).

In the alteration of buildings, such as the

change in fronts or shoring of Hoors or the

supporting of heavy structures where high

blocking would be required, pump logs or

drums are used. Pump logs are timbers,

usually Sin. by Sin. in size, but often larger,

one end of which is bored to a 4-Jin. diameter

about ISiii. deep. In this hole operates the

screw, the lower part of nut sets inthei^in,

bole in the timber, and the flange of nut

bears directly on the bottom of timber—more
often a collar-block is used to form a bearing

for the nut. Drums are usually set in position

with the screw at the lower end, so that the

screw may be more easily operated.

In the moving of briek structures great

care is required to keep the building level

and the movement uniform. It is usually

customary to run cables entirely round the

building and tighten by means of ratchets.

In attaching the ropes to take the blocks

for moving a brick structure these are not

connected directly to any part of the brick

building, but to the timber or steel grillage

upon which the building sets.

The building is watched carefully by all

the men, to assure raising in a level position.

These levels are procured by means of

ordinary carpenters' spirit-levels, which are

placed on runs and timbers which support

the structure.?, and these kept as near level

as possible. In raising the building a number
of screws are divided among the men. Each
man may have ten screws to turn. Each man
takes his screws and makes two rounds on a

given signal. He starts at one end and makes

a quarter-turn and goes through to the end

of bis screws, and then returns and stops

until everyone else is through and until the

signal to turn is given again.

According to the latest returns, the number
of members of the Royal Institute of Briliish

Architects on active service is as follows : 25

Fellows. 173 Associates, 63 Licentiates, 113

.students—total, 374.

A public hall, with soup kitchen attached, is

about to be built at Kilkenny for the corpora-

tion of that city. Mr. T. A, Mandeville, of

Haddinglon-road, Dublin, is the architect, and
Messrs. Thompson, of Fair View, Dublin, are

the builders.

The only memorial to Sydney Smith (except

the stained-glass window in Combe Florey

Church) was unveiled on Sunday morning in

Foston Church, near York, of which parish he

was rector from 1809 to 1829. The memorial
consists of a bronze tablet showing in bas-relief

Smith's portrait by Bddis in the possession of

Lord Knutsford.

A full-size photographic reproduction of the

Bayeux tapestry, coloured by hand, lias been

added to the Victoria and Albert Museum. A
guide to this fine copy of the most famous of

Mediseval embroideries has been prepared by

Mr. F. F. L. Birrell, and is sold at the museum
for sixpence. Its aim is to present in a handy
form the most important of the ascertained

facts regarding the tapestry. It contains twelve

illustrations.

The council of the Institution of Municipal

and County Engineers have decided to support

the proposal of asking for tenders for sanitary

pipes at a discount off the standard gross hst

prepared and published by the Midl.ind Pipe,

Northern Potters', and Devon and Dorset

Sanitiirv Ware Manufacturers' Associations, and

olitainalile from Mr. W. H. Facon. secretary of

llio Midland Pipe .Association, in view of the

icdiu-lion of clerical work and simplification of

classification rendered possible thereby.

At the last meeting of Dewsbury Town
Council. Councillor Garforth protested against

the decision of a commiltee not to return to the

contractors the priced schedules of quantities

whicdi accompanied their tenders for the sewer-

age contract at Mitchell Laithes. proposed to

be carried out from plans by Mr. IJigRle. C.E.

Councillor J. Oldroyd remarked that the

tenders had been sealed and put away. Kvi-

dently tliey were no good to the corporation,

and he suf;<jested that'they should be returned

lo the contractors. Alderman GledhiU slated

that llip committee acted on the advice of Mr.

Digslo and Ihc town clerk in the matter. The
ciinniiitlfe had acted within their rights. The
siiljject then dropped.
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)ENCE OF MAJOR A. G. WEIGALL, M.P.—Mr. Frank Peck, Architect.
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"ORIENT HOUSE. NEW BROAD STREET, E.G.—Mr. Ernest Flint. F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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luilbtng inttUigtnrf.
***

BOURNEMOUTH.—A new clinrcli was
iledicated on Monilay. the 7tli inst. ]t is

situated at Westbonrnc. a eentral portion of

the West Cliff, and when the lofty spire is

added, it will form a beacon from the sea.

The plan is cruciform, and tliere is a lofty

clerestory above the nave arcading aud
transept. Rock-faced Purbeek stone has
been used for the facings, with Honk's Park
dressings, the style adopted heini; that of

the 14th-century, the window-heads being

fitted with Geometric tracery. Tlie roofs are

covered with small grey-green slates, and
inside they are boarded upon arched ribs.

The ventilation is by Messrs Boyle and Son.

The general contractors were Messrs Hay-
ward, of Washington-avenue. Bournemouth,
and the architect Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker,
of Moscow - court, London, Mr. W. K.
Ellerton acting as clerk of works. Tlie total

cost is given as £9,000 (irrespective of tower,

etc.), and the accommodation is for

about 600.

COCKERHAM.—The parish church of St

Michael's, Cockerham, has, with the ex-

ception of the historic beacon tower, been
completely rebuilt, and was dedicated on

Sunday. The cost has been £.5,000. and of

this Mr. F. ,J. Harrison, of the Harrison
Shipping Line, contributed £3.050. He
started the scheme as an expression of

respect to his ancestors, who were yeomen
of Cockerham. and his wife laid the founda-

tion-stone. There has been a church on this

site since 1160. Ancient piscinas and other
relics were discovered during the restoration.

The tower arch, which was built up, has been

exposed and the towej- thrown open to the

church, the west door being restored. Messrs.

Austin and Paley, of Lancaster, were the

architects.

COMPETITIONS.
ST. PAXCRAS TOWX-HALL.— In the

limited competition for designs for altera-

tions to the St. Pancras Town-Hall. Mr. H.
W. Wills, the assessor, has awarded the first

premium of £52 10s. to Mr. A. J. Thomas,
Licentiate R.I.B.A., of 28, Upper Park-road,

Haverstock Hill. Three architects were
invited by the borough council in June last

to compete, and premiums of fifty, thirty,

and twenty guineas respectively were offered.

«»

The "Boletin Cficial " (Buenos Aires) contains

a decree authorising the Direccion General de

Obras Hidraulicas to make arrangements for

the construction of a new quay at the port of

La Paz at an estimated cost of 50,490 pesos

currency (about it4.4O0).

Mr. N. O. Meade King, Local Government
Board inspector, has held an inquiry at the
town-hall, Manchester, respecting the corpora
tion's proposal to borrow ^14,110 for works of

private street improvements. Mr. Heafh, deputy
town clerk, appeared for the corporation, and
evidence in support of the application was given
Ijy Mr. Meek, deputy city surveyor. There was
no opposition.

Sir Laurence Gomme unveiled, on the north
side of Lincoln's Inn Fields, on Saturday after-

noon, a memorial of Margaret Macdonald, the
wife of Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, M.P. The
memorial assumes the form of a seat of old

ship teakwood, with an enclosing granite setting
carrying a bronze group, some twelve feet in

length, representing a female figure with arms
outstretched over groups of little children. The
group appeared in the Royal Academy Exhibi-
tion this year. The artist is Mr. Ricliard R.
Ooidden.

A verdict of "Suicide during temporary
insanity " was returned on Saturday by an East
Kent coroner's jury at Kingsnorth, near Ash-
ford, at an inquest on the body of Mrs. Mary
Frances Crane, aged sixtr-eiglit. the wife of
Mr. Walter Crane, R.I. Mrs. Crane was found
on the railway line some distance from a level
crossing, having been knocked down by a
Hastings- to- Asliford train. She had been
staying at Finn Farm, Kingsnorth, for a rest
cure. She was the daughter of the late Mr.
Thomas Andrews, of Hempstead. Essex, and was
married to Mr. Crane in 1871. The funeral took
place at Ashford, Kent, on Monday.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ROME.—
Xotice is given that the opon examinations
for the Rome Scholarships in Architocturo,
Sculpture, and Decorative Painting, and for

the Henry Jarvis Studentship in Archi-
tecture, due to be held in 1915, will be post-

poned for one year. Announcement will be
made later of the date by which the works
for these postponed examinations are to be
submitted. Candidates who would have
qualified to compete for the 1915 Scholar-
ships will not by reason of this notice forfeit
their qualification to compete in the post-
poned examinations.

LONDON MASTER BUILDERS'
ASSOCIATION. — The forty-third annual
general meeting of the London Master
Builders' Association was held at Koh-i-Noor
House. Kingsway, W.C., at 4 p.m. on Dec. 16,

1914, the chair being occupied by Mr. Walter
Lawrence, jun.. president. The report of the
council for the year was received and
adopted. Prior to proceeding witli the
election of the officers and members of the
executive council for the ensuing year, an
especially pleasing function occurred. In
October last Messrs. Ernest J. Brown and
James S. Holliday, both past-presidents of
the association, issued a circular to all

members containing the following: "Al-
though the recent 'trade dispute' is perhaps
nearly forgotten, the members of the
L.M.B.A. will not readily forget the services
rendered throughout this prolonged dispute
by the president. Mr. Walter Lawrence, jun..
who not only devotod his time and energy
unsparingly, and consented, at the urgent
request of the council, to extend his term
of office for two years, but also protected
the interests of the Association with con-
spicuous ability." Tlie result culminated at
this meeting, when Mr. Brown, on behalf of
the association, present-ed Mr. Lawrence with
a handsome silver centrepiece and two fruit-

dishes, inscribed as follows: "Presented to
Walter Lawrence, jun., by the London
Master Builders' Association as a mark of
appreciation of his devotion to its interests
during his presidency, 1913-15." The senti-

ments expressed bv Mr. Brown, who was
siipport.ed by Mr. Frank May. having been
received with unanimous acclamation, the
president suitably returned thanks, and
assured the meeting that the interest of the
Association would continue to receive his
earnest support and attention. The follow-
ing elections were made for the ensuing vear,
namely: President. Mr. W. F. Wallis.J.P.
Messrs. G. E. Wallis and Sons, Ltd.)

;

senior vice-president. Mr. Edmond J. Hill

(Messrs. Higgs and Hill. Ltd.); junior vice-

president. Mr. Wm. Downs, Walworth
;

treasurer, Mr. F. Shingleton, M.V.O.
(Messrs. Leslie and Co.. Ltd.); hon. aiiditor,

Mr. C. Elliott (Messrs. Dove Bros., Ltd.);
and nine members of the executive council
to fill vacancies oecurnug, in accordance
with the rnles of the association.

METHODS OF PURIFYING WATER.—
Mr. James R. Milne. D.Sc. vice president,

occupied the chair at the last meeting of the
Royal Scottish Society of Arts, held at 117.

George-street. Edinburgh. A paper w-as read
by Dr. T. W. Drinkwater, F.I.C., on
"Methods of Purifying Water." The various
sources of town water-supply and the relative

merits of each source were discussed.

Tracing the history of the water, from rain-

water to river, lake, and well, the lecturer

described the characters of eacl? kind of

supplv and their bearing on health. .4s

regards river-wafer, it was shown that the
death-rate of towns supplied w-itli river-

water compared favourably witli those

supplied by moorland and lake water. The
problems coniTected with sand - filtration

were described in some detail, and the

various mechanical filters, such as the Bell

and the Candy filters (the former being used
at Fairmilehead) were explained. Chemical
methods of treating polluted water so as to

render it fit for primary purposes, were de-

scribed, and the results were illustrated by
numerous analyses.

THE ORIGIN OF THE CORINTHIAN
ORDER.—The origin and use of the Coriji-

thian Order, which was Greek by birth but
Roman bv adoption, was discussed by Mr.
Banister F. Fletcher. F.R.I.B.A., in his last

lecture at the British Museum. The Greeks'
love of the beautiful and their gift for de-
veloping art-forms tempted them, for a time,
away from the sturdy Doric and the simple
and sligliter Ionic to that more varied and
ornate combination of nature forms which
became known as Corinthian. Doric nnd
Ionic were both tribal names, but Corinthian
bears no such meaning. Some of these early
capitals were in bronze, a metal worked at
Corinth by a certain Callimachus, and thus
known as Corinthian bronze: much as we call

a certain product Sheffield plate. So the
material may have given the name to the
style. Mr. Fletcher considered that, as to
origin, it was hardly likely that the new
Order was suggested by the anthemion neck-
ing of the Ionic capitals of the Erechtheion,
because that did not account for the altered
shape and increased height. It was more
probable that Greek artist-craftsmen, who
ever sought some new thing, seized upon the
Egyptian lotus and papyrus prototypes at

Karnac and Pliilae, and from them re-

produced the bell-shaped capital, sheathed in

tiers of carved acanthus leaves and curling
calices. Greek imagination was strong
enough to create the Order, but Greek love
of simplicity was stronger, and the Order
was little used, except in small buildings,
like the Clioragic niouument to Lysiorates
and the .Athenian merchant's Tower of the
Winds. It made, however, a stirring appeal
to the Romans, who were then making use of
beautiful forms in building to emphasise their
Imperial power.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS. — The Board of Archi-
tectural Education announce that the designs
submitted by the following students who are
qualifying for the Final Examination have
been approved :

—

Subject XVII.— fa) Desicrn for an Elementarv Mixed
School: C. H. Aslin, B. BiBiker. J. JlcL. BrowTl, W. .1.

Brown. A. B. Dailey. W. Doiisrill. E. W. Pilkins. R. IJ.

Hall, N. G. Harland, W. IIoMen. N. Keen, 0. Lancaster,
P. C. Lanffriali-Toye, S. H. I>5wetli, X. Miilrtleton, S. E.
Minns. C. H. Mitchell. J. .1. Nathanielsz. .T. Palmer,
C. S. Picton, I. B. Pite, h. .7. Rontley, T. H. Smith,
A. S. Tanner. H. P. Walker. W. J Watt. P. Whitehc.ld.
(b) Dcsiffn for a Concert, Hall : D. C. L. Derry, II. P.
Dodrt, T. C. Evans. P. E. Gofxler. G. B. Howcroft. V.
Hull, E. Lyne. jnu., T. S. Shearer, K. Takekoshi.

WILTSHIRE SURVEYORS' ASSOCTA-
TION.—Tlie first general meeting of the
Wiltshire Surveyors' Association was held
at the town-hall, Trowbridge, on Saturday,
the 12th inst., the following members being
present— viz. : Messrs. .T. Geo. Powell,
county surveyor (Trowbridge), A. E. Adams
(Chippenham Borough), J. W. Brooke (Marl-
borough Rural), A. O. Crew (Devizes Main
Roads), C. G. M. Cross (Westbury Urban),
E. Plnnimer Davies (Tisbury). R. J. Giddings
Bradford on-.\von Rural), J. Godfrey (Calne
Rural), H. G. X^icbolson-Lailey (Trowbridue
Urban). A. H. Lapham (Chippenham Rural),
A. F. Long (Warminster Main Roads), S.

W. Saunders (Devizes Rural), and W. H.
Stanley (Westbury Rural). Letters of regret
for inability to attend were received from
several surveyors. Mr. H. G. Nicholsoii-
Lailey was voted to the chair pro tem., and
the following were elected to constitute the
council for the ensuing year:—President:
Mr. J. Geo. Powell, county surveyor.
Members of council : Messrs. .A. E. Adams,
J. W. Brooke. A. O. Crew. J. W. Goodwin
(Salisbury). J. Hamp (Swindon). H. G.
Nicholson-Lailey, A. H. Lapham. and W.
H. Stanley the last-named being elected
chairman of council, with Mr. E. Plummer
Davies as hon. secretary. It was resolved
to hold at least four meetings each year-
viz.. in March. May. .Tuly. and the annual
meeting the last Saturday in October. The •

March meeting is to be held in Chippenham.•
Mr. H. S. Stewart, an in.snector under the

Local Government Board, held an inquiry at
Ensom on JTonday into an application from the
urban district coimcil for sanction to borrow
£3,500 for the provision of working-class
dwellings.

'—
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QURENSFERRY.—Tlie Flintshire County

Council is faced with the prospect of having

to construct a new toll-bridge at Queens-

ferry, the present structure uniting Cheshire

and Flintshire being scarcely adequate for

modern conditions of heavy traffic. A report

has been sent in by Sir Douglas Fox and

Partners, engineers. London, who state that

n new bridge has become necessary. They
estimate the cost of the new bridge, fully

adapted for present-day traffic, at £22,000;

and they state that while the new bridge is

in course of construction the existing

structure can be used.

Mr. Wm. Garbutt, surveyor, of Epworth, has

been elected president of the Derbv-shire. York-

shire, and Nottinghamshire Tenant Right

Valuers' Association.

The West Kent Main Sewerage Bo.ird have

received the sanction of the Local Government
Board for borrowing £7,849 for extensions to

tlieir outfall works.

The committee of management of the

Worthing Hospital have appointed Mr. Arthur

H. Ti;cker. L.R.I.B.A., architect and surveyor,

of Chapel-road, in that town, as secretary of

the hospital.

The building of the new technical schools in

Rutland-square North. Dublin, is making good
progress under the city architect. Mr. C. J.

McCarthy. The contractors are Messrs. A,

Frazer and Co., of Bray.

Most of the principal bnildinss in the new
Bankipore capital, including the High Court.

Government House, and the Secretariat, are

now well in hand, and the bungalows are being

begun as the plans are finished.

At Ogmore. Glam.. on Tuesday in this week.
Mr. Edgar Dudley, an inspector under the Local

fiovernment Board, held an inquiry with refer-

ence to an application from the urban district

council for sanclion to borrow .£5,000 for the

provision of working-cHss dwellings.

The rural district council of Warmlev have
decided to purchase 6i acres of land at .£700 for

the Bitton housing scheme, and their sanitary
surveyor. Mr. H. M. Bennett, has been in-

structed to submit plans for eight houses.

Widespread svmpathv will be felt with Mr. A.

G. R. Mackenzie. F.RI.B..'V.. son of Mr. A.

Marshall Mackenzie. IJj.D.. A.R S..\., who was
severely wounded in action when with the

London Scottish, and has had to s\iffer amputa-
tion of a IcET. He is progressing favourably in

Hursley Park Hospital, near Winchester.

Progress is being made with the negotiations
for the construction of a new road in the Cam-
bridgeshire Fens from Stretham to Dimock's
Cote. The authorities concerned are the Camljs
and Isle of Ely County Councils, the South
Level Commissioners, and the Road Board. The
scheme includes the proposed construction of a

bridge over the river.

Mr. Whitney Warren, a well-known American
architect and a foreign member of the Academic
<Ies Beaux Arts, who has just returned from a
tour of the devastated area in France and
Belgium, has a^ldressed an open letter to the
American In.stitute of Arts and Letters asking
that a movement be undertaken in the United
.States to stem the tide of German organised
military vandalism.

Sitting in camera, the Court of Common
Council have considered a proposal of the War
Office asking for a clause in the hiring agree-
ment relating to Deptford Market giving an
option of purchase. It was suggested that an
option, to be exercised within two years, putting
the selling price at £250,000, should be agreed
to. The Court refused the option pending the
result of a fresh valuation which is to be made.

The Newcastle - on - Tyne City Council are
energetically taking up the question of housing
the working classes, and 402 houses are to be
erected by them at Walker. -Application has
been made to the Local Government Board for
permission to borrow the money. Tlie scheme
will involve an exi)enditurc of .166.977, whei-eas
the revenue account shows an estimated surplus
of £90 per annum. It is proposed to erect six

types of houses—one of self-contained homes,
while the other five types are to be on the flat

principle, two-story high, and semi dclaclicd.
'i'he rentals (free of rates and taxes) are to he
from 4s. 3d. to 7s. 6d., the tenant paying the
water rate in the latter case.

—*-«-•

—

UNHEALTHY SCHOOLS.
Tn Ike Editor of the BuiI.DINO Nf ws.

Siti,— I observe from a paper on ventilation

recently read in London that with the latest

" fresh-air " craze it is proposed to provide

the ' breatli of life " propelled on to us in

a horizontal direction j also that reduction of

the body heat should be the sole aim of the

"perfect" system, as nothing else matters
nor need be considered.

We are gravely assured that the evil effects

of foul air were entirely suppositionary aud
quite erroneous; that there existed no evi-

dence—what about our senses?—that it w-as

in any way injurious to health ; but that, in-

deed, on the contrary, for all we knew, it

may constitute a necessary factor in the pre-

servation of health.

The horizontal blasts of fresh air with

which we are threatened in future to be sub-

jected to with this system, and which, it may
be noted, should preferably be cold air

—

—heated air being, seemingly, anathema

—

should, it is statecl, "be continued until the

maximum point of endurance is reached"

—

presumably when the unhappy martyrs

to this, the latest cult in fresh air, cry out

"Hold, enough!" when the current, we are

told, may tlien be reduced, possibly, to

enable the frozen victims to be thawed out,

with the aid of hot drinks and other re-

storatives, to fortify them for further doses

of the " horizontal " regime. Ambulances
would doubtless be provided to convey the

survivors to their homes or the nearest

hospital, where they—at least, the married

ones—might during convalescence, perhaps,

meditate upon the truth of the Spanish

proverb quoted by you: "The two greatest

evils in life are a through draught and a

scolding wife,"

We are paternally advised not to mind
"earaches" or "local pains in the body,"
which may result from this system, as they

are all for our good, if we only knew it.

Now, if we must have our "fresh-air cure,"

at least let us have it in a little less dis-

agreeable and drastic form than the methods
now proposed, and which, as you truly say in

respect to " cross " ventilation, would appear
only to " add to the ills it is sought to cure

"

by creating others still more deadly and

oifensive. These "scientific" demonstra-

tions involuntarily remind one of I'anurge's

famous lecture at the Sorbonne.
Curiously enough, though "plenum" and

other artificial systems of ventilation in which
fans are employed are freely criticised in the

paper, and the huge sums which have so

fruitlessly been expended on these methods
deplored, it is somewhat ineousisteutly pro-

posed to use fans with the "horizontal"
suggestion. It was also advocated that

if, instead of living in houses, as we
so stupidly do, we occupied trenches,

presumably in the back garden, we would be

ever so much healthier, and that if this plan

were only tried we would be surprised at the

results. I should say we would ; a case of the

survival of the fittest, or eugenics at the

other end—the end of most of us, probably.

Now, some people may think that this was
"fresh air" run mad, or at least a violent

attack of hygienic hysterics, and that these

sapient, but admittedly well-meaiiiiig, Solons

of the air were either lunatics at large, or,

like Jack the Ripper, enemies of the human
race, and who, in any ease, should be

locked up. Nothing of the sort. My private

opinion is that they are humorists—hygienic

humorists— and disciples of Mark Twain, with

the humorous proclivities of Pooh Bah in the

way of " ticklers," and "something lingering,

with a little boiling oil in it," and suchlike

pleasantries, only in place of "boiling oil"

ill this case it is cold air, aud instead of

being "lingering" it is more likely, when
pneuinouia supervenes, to be quite sudden.
The bark of these good folks is doubtless,

however, worse than their bite, and they
would probably think twice before putting
into practice—at all events, on themselves

—

what they preach. All the same, these

extreme views so confidently enunciated by

our self-constituted "fresh-air" instructors,

who, on the question of ventilation, appear
only to agree to differ, can but result in a

rejection of, and general disbelief in, their

fantastic dogmas aud obnoxious nostrums, a

consummation that would be greatly !o le
deplored, in the interests of saner and less

erratic endeavours in the cause of good
health.—I am, etc.,

London, Dee. 14, 1914. R. G. B.

SANITARY SERVICE,

Sir,—May I beg the favour of your columns

to appeal for recruits for the 1st London
(City of London) Sanitary Company (T.F.)?

Men of the company have been at the front

for some time past, and further sections are

at present under orders for duty with the

Expeditionary Force. These sections, which

consist of an officer, a staff-sergeant, two

sergeants, tw-o corporals, and twenty men,
are going fully equipped for laboratory work,

examining and sterilising water, disinfection,

and general camp sanitation work.

The formation of these sections has

absorbed the Imperial Service Company, and

the majority of the 1st Reserve Company,
and it is therefore necessary to raise further

reserve companies, sections of which will

have the propspect of going abroad almost

immediately.
All recruits must be prepared to sign on

for Imperial Service, and men from muViicipal

engineers', architects', and public health

offices, or from similar private offices, w'ho

possess satisfactory sanitary qualifications,

are eligible for immediate promotion to

N.C.O. rank. Pay is at the usual Army rates,

with additional corps pay.

Applications should be made, either per-

sonally or by letter, to the Officer Com-
manding 1st London (City of London) Sani-

tary Company (T.F,), Room B6 (Turk's-row

entrance), Duke of York's Headquarters,

Chelsea, S.W.— I am, etc,

C. N. Dr.wcott, Staff-Sergeant.

Duke of York's Headquarters. Chelsea, S.W.,

Dec, 19, 1914.

At York, on Monday, a Local Government

Board inquiry was held as to an application

from the city'council for leave to borrow £6.214

for a housing scheme.

Mr. Edgar Dudley, Local Government Board

inspector, has held an inquiry at Worcester

relative to the application of the city council to

borrow £3,400 for an improvement in St.

Martin's Gate.

Mr. H. T. Wakelam, who has been county

engineer and surveyor of Middlesex since 1898.

having previously a' like appointment under the

county council of Herefordshire for half a dozen

years," has been elected President of the Insti-

tution of Municipal and County Engineers, in

succession to Mr. J. S. Pickering.

A contract has been signed between the cor-

poration of Chipping Norton and Messrs. Rowell

and Sons, contractors, of that town, for carrying

out the extensions to the sewerage and sewage-

disposal works in accordance with the scheme

prepared by Messrs. Berrington, Son, and

Watney. Messrs. Rowell and Sons' lender for

the work is £9.088.

At South Edmonton, .Mberta. operations have

been renewed on the new buildings for the

University of Alberta. The general contractors

are the Geo. A. Fuller Company, Ltd., and the

total cost of the undertaking is placed at.

450 OOOdol. The building now under construc-

tion will be four stories high, 60ft. by 375ft. in

dimensions, of stone aud brick construction.

At the first meeting of the session for the

year 1914-16 of the Society of Antiquaries of

Scotland, held in the Rooms of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh (the Hon. John Abercromby,

LL.D.. in the chair). Professor W. J. Watson,

LL.D.. described researches in regard to a class

of small circular structures with an interior dia-

meter averaging about 60ft., built of dry stone,

the remaius'of which exist in the basins of the

Lyon, Upper Tay, Tummel, Braan, and in the

n^-hbourhood of Dalmally, in North -East

Lome. Professor Watson described the excava-

tion of one of these fortlets near Borenich, on

the side of Loch Tnmmcl. No chambers were-

found in the wall; a few relics were recovere.l,

and these were of such a character as to indicate

an Iron Age occupation.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
DISPUTED BUILDING CONTRACT.—In the

Kind's Bench Divisional Court, on Friday, before

JusUces Ridley and Sankey, Mr. J. Bromley
Eames mentioned the case of Dakin v. Lee, in

which he appeared for the appellants. We
reported the case last week. There was a

dispute as to the amount due under the con-

tract, and this went before an Official Referee,

who decided that, as there had been three devia-

tions in the contract, Messrs. Dakin were not

entitled to the sum due under the contract.

Messrs. Dakiu appealed, and on Wednesday the

Divisional Court reversed the Official Referee's

award and found that Messrs. Dakin were

entitled to the amount due under the contract.

Mr. Bromley Eames now stated that when the

case was decided on Wednesday the figure

mentioned as the amount due to the appellants

was A;242 10s. The appellants had been over-

paid for some additional work, and, allowing for

this, he asked that judgment should be given

for appellants for i;227.—Mr. Cassels, for the

respondent, stated that he did not agree to the

figure. This was one of the results which

followed a decision without the evidence having

been looked at. The figure found by the Official

Referee was ^290. As regards the amount

stated to be due for extras, this work had not

been ordered at all. His client was also required

to pay for four feet of concrete when only two

feet had been put in. The whole thing was in

confusion and muddle. It was impossible to fix

the figure without going through the evidence.—

Mr. Justice Ridley said the figures would have

to be altered.—Mr. Eames said he should be pre-

pared to accept a deduction for the concrete.—

Mr. Justice Ridley said he did not follow Mr.

Cassels's objection.—Mr. Cassels: Without any

evidence at all. your Lordships are asked to put

a value on the \vork.—Mr. Justice Ridley : Tliat

statement is not true.-Mr. Eames asked that

the Court should order judgment to be entered

for it227. He was perfectly prepared to justify

this figure.—Mr. Cassels again made a protest.

—Mr. Justice Sankey~: You had better have

another nine days' trial.—Mr. Cassels: I only

want a proper 'decision.—Mr. Justice Ridley :

The Court do not want to see the parties

ruined.—Mr. Cassels: One has got to be ruined;

the question is, which one?—Mr. Justice Ridley :

You can go to the Court of Appeal and ask

them to say that we are wrong.-Judgment was

entered for the appellants for £227.

GODFREY v. EBXER. — In the Court of

.\ppeal, on Saturday, Lords Justices Buckley,

PhiUimore. and Pickford heard the appeal of

F. W. Godfrey (trading as Godfrey and Collins)

v. Ebner. an action by Tewkesbury builders

against the architect of a mansion (Honiton

Court) near Tewkesbury. The plaintiffs, among
other things, had contracted to put down a door

with ebnerite, a cemeut composed largely of

cork. Owing to damp in the cement flooring,

the ebnerite, it was alleged, was a failure; it

would not wash, and all swept up. Mr. Justice

Scrutton heard the action at Gloucestershire

Assizes without a jury on February 2 (as re-

ported in our issue of Feb. 6, p. 209), and held

that the plaintift's could not recover the expenses

they had been put to, as they had been guilty

of negligence in suffering the under-floor to be

damp, and dismissed the action. They now

appealed. The Court dismissed the appeal.

OLD HOUSEvS CONVERTED: ARE THEY
NEW DWELLINGS?—At the Liverpool Police-

court the stipendiary {Mr. Stuart Deacon) has

delivered judgment in cases in which Allan Tracy

and Son had been summoned on four informa-

tions for alleged breaches of the Liverpool Cor-

poration by-laws. The defendants had been

converting houses in Huskisson-street into flats,

and the corporation held that the properties

thereby became new dwelling-houses, and that

they should have open .spaces exclusively belong-

ing' to them. His Worship dismissed the

informations on the ground that the corporation

had not determined, as required by the local

Act, which was the old part of the houses and
wliich was the new. He also held that an open
space did not mean ground-space, as contended
by the corporation, but air-space, and that it

was impossible under the by-laws to provide

such ground-space for upper fiats.

^*^-
The Alnwick Urban District Council are about

to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £5,800 for the erection of

workmen's dwellings on a site in the South-road,
Alnwick, given by the Duke of Northumberland.

The death has occurred of Mr. J. F. Hewitt at

Victoria Villa, Oldfield Park, Bath, at the age
of seventy-two. For thirty-eight years the

deceased was connected with the Somerset and
Dorset Railway, resigning, as district engineer,
seven years ago.

(^nx ©fftce i;abk.

I'art II. of the forty-third annual report

of the Local Government Board, issued on

Friday as a Blue Book, mentions that the

problem of the housing of the working
classes in England and Wales is uiidonbtcdly

one of the most serious of the present day.

During the year to which this report relates

the Board sanctioned the borrowing by 124

local autliorities of sums amounting in all to

£759.440, for the purpose of providing

dwelling houses for persons of the working
classes," under Tart III. of the Act of 1890,

as against £395, -132 sanctioned in the

previous year, and £229,100 sanctioned in

the year ended March 31, I9I2. This sum
of £759,440 represented the estimated cost

of approximately 394 acres of land, 3,337

dwellings or tenements, and incidental street

works, drainage, fencing, etc. ; and £193,580

of the total was for the purpose of 107 acres

of laud and the erection of 872 hou.ses by

rural district councils. The rent proposed to

be charged varied from Is. 9d. to lOs. per

week.

Mr. A. E. Harvey, who is at the head of

a party of architects, doctors, and nurses

endeavouring to alleviate physical suffering

and lay the foundations of the work of re-

construction in the districts over which the

battles have swept in the Marne, has sent

home, says the London correspondent of the
" Manchester Guardian," some interesting

accounts of the work that is being done. Next

to medical assistance, what the peasants need

most is some temporary shelter to replace

tlieir mined homes. In the villages of

Champguyoii and Chatillon the architects

have improvised several makeshift homes
with phuiks and beams and a roof of tarred

felt, with an angle of the standing walls as

main support. In many cases, unfortunately,

the walls are usually quite unsafe, and there

is nothing for it but to demolish them and

sort out any sound bricks for use when per-

manent rebuilding can begin. At every

point there arc serious difficulties. Labour,
particularly skilled labour, is almost un-

obtainable" timber and felt are very scarce,

and glass will probably have to be sent from

England, for in France the supply is ex-

hausted. And when the peasants are housed

there still remains the urgent necessity of

finding agricultural implements and seed

corn to enable them to regain the power of

self-support.

In his annual report to the City Corpora-

tion, Mr. Frank Sumner, the City Engineer,

states, in reference to improvements, that

claims amounting in the aggregate to

£253,632 were settled during the year for

£175,075. Further claims to the amount of

over £182,500 were in course of negotiation

at the close of the year. The quantity of

water used during the year for washing and
watering streets and courts is stated at

69,378, .336 gallons. The number of " open "

electric lamps in lighting at the end of the

year was 232, a decrease of 97. In addition,

there were 194 "Oliver" and ' Excello

"

Hame ares and 126 metallic filament lamps iu

lighting. The number of gas-lamps at tin-

end of the year was 2,264, a decrease of 360,

the shrinkage being due to the reorganisation

of the public lighting. The amount charged

to the Corporation for water was £3,486. as

against £3,834. Tlie amounts received for

hoards, scaffolds, and advertisements were

respectively £768 I5s. 6d., £217 lis. 4d., and

£362, compared with £623 I2s. 3d.,

£232 9s. 4d., and £81 I5s. The total number
of inhabitants of the artisans' dwellings on

December 31 is given as 642, as against 839.

Many antiquities, mainly Roman, dis-

covered during excavations on the site of

City Corporation property at the corner of

Sherborne lane and King William-street,

have been presented by the City Lands Com-
mittee, the "City Press" states, to the

Guildhall Museum." From a Koman rubbish

pit were taken a decorated Samian-ware
bowl, 1st century .\.D. ; eight plain Samian
plates and cups, same date; a large number
of plain and decorated Samian fragments ; a

vessel of coarse ware, hand-made ; three clay

net-sinkers, a terracotta lamp, a fragment of

tessellated pavement, a fragment of a terra-

cotta stand, a bone whistle, a glass bead, a

mortariuni, a lid of a vessel in coarse

pottery, a bronze fibula, imperfect; ami two

bronze coins of Claudius, 41-54 A.D. Oilier

objects of Mediaeval or later date were found

in a layer of miscellaneous rubbish that over-

lay the pit, or in a well which was sunk
through it—probably in the 17th century.

These relics include an encaustic tile, I3lh

century; a pitcher, I4th century; a bellar-

miiie, about 1600; a barber's pewter bowl,

I7th century; a fragment of a Lambeth Delft

bowl, early 18th century ; and three glass

phials, I8th century.

At the suggestion of Professor Ralph
Adams Cram, president of the Boston
Society of Architects, the mayor of that city

lias granted permission to the society to

study Faiieuil Hall, with a view; to its

restoration to its original aspect. Co-

operation on the part of the city has been

promised by the mayor, who desires that

every proper step shall be taken to safe-

guard the preservation and historical in-

terest in the building. The society very

wisely proposes to not only restore the

building, but, as far as possible, secure its

fireproofing.

New rules for building elementary schools

were issued officially in .July, I9I4 (Cd. 7516),

and a useful resume correcting the first

column in the folded sheet opposite p. 14

in "School Planning," by Philip A. Robson,

A.R.T.B.A.. I91I, is issued by Mr. .J.

Nicholson-Smith, publisher, No. 5, St.

Stephen's House, Westminster, S.W., price

6d. net, or 7d. flat net, post free.

" The Architects' and Surveyors' Diary

and Price-Rook for 1915" (London; Water-

low Bros, and Layton, Ltd., Birchin-lane,

E.C., 3s. 6d. and 6s., according to diary

space and binding) is as indispensable as

during any of its thirty-three predecessors.

Its contents are too well known to all ii-sers

to call for comment, and they are in every

respect up to date. For the bu.sy man the

three-and-sixpeuny edition may suffice; but,

really, the liberal diary space and splendid

binding of the six-shilling edition must tempt

every really economical buyer to take the

latter. That and his passbook will in many
cases be as good to him as a set of books ; no

diary that comes our way has its equal.

According to an American contemporary,

an experimental stretch of what is termed

a glass road has been laid down on a portion

of the new Lincoln Highway in Illinois.

Thirteen barrels of a by-product of glass

manufacture were sent to the convict road-

making eamp from a big glassworks for ex-

perimental use on the new transcontinental

highway. Packed in airtight receptacles,

the substance is said to have the consistency

of molasses ; but when exposed to the atmo-

sphere it forms a translucent kind of glass,

useless from a glassmaking standpoint, and

usually thrown away. The liquid was mixed

with clean crushed stone by the convicts, and

the resultant material distributed over the

highway in the same way as concrete might

be. It" hardened and formed a surface de-

clared to be as lasting as concrete and much
smoother. Some .-Vmericau road experts

declare the weather will have a deloterions

effect, but others think it will be found to be

durable. Motorists who have used the stretch

are, it is said, favourably impressed.

The property committee of the Selby Urban
Council propose to submit a scheme to the Local

Government Boanl for the erection of houses

in Flaxley-road on land proposed to be pur-

cha-sed from the Earl of Londesborough. Forty-

two houses erected in a new street called Powell-

street have been taken over by the council.

St. Martin's Church, on the South Cliff at

.Scarborough, was injured by the German shells

on Wednesday in last week. The church was
built from designs by the late Mr. G. F. Bodley,

R.A., iu 1863. and contains pulpit-panels by
Rosselti. stained glass by Morris, and a reredos

designed by Burne-Joncs. It has a rood-screen

of carved dak, and a font of Purbeck marble.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
'J'mitsuvv iDkl'. 31).—TLe e'amera Club. "Belgium

and Northei'u France as They Were
and as Tliey Are," by E. W. Harvey
Piper. 8.30 p.m.

The School of Art at the Crystal Palace is to

be closed at the end of the present term ; but

the School of Practical Engineerins will remain
open.

Mr. C. \V. Kendrick, surveyor and sanitary

inspector to the Bingham Eural District Council,

has had his salary increased from JilbO to £200
a year.

Mr. \V. K. Woollam, surveyor and inspector

to the East Urinstead Urban District Council,

has Ijeen granted au increase of salary of £&0
per annum,

Mr, Fred Elwell, the Beverley artist, has pre-

sented to the public library of his native town
his Academy picture, "The Visit to the
Lawyer," for which he has received the thanks
of the corporation.

The Railway Board of India have sanctioned
the construction by the agency of Messrs.
McLeod and Co., Calcutta, of a line of railway
on 2ft, 6in. gauge from Ahmadpur to Kutwa

—

distance 32.19 miles.

A Local Government Board inquiry was helii

at Brighouse on Thursday in last week witli

regard to an application from the urban district

council for leave to borrow i;2,300 for road
repairs and £530 for works of sewerage.

At Beckenham a Local Government Board
in(|uiry was held on Tuesday into applications
of the urban district council for sanction to
borrow £2,120 for road-widening, £1,090 for
privat«-street works, and £615 for culverting
operations.

The new Church of St. Mark, Harlesden, the
advowson of which is vested in the trustees of
St. Olave's, has been consecrated by the Bishop
of London. At present the church is constructed
to hold a congregation of 600; but as soon as
funds permit it will be extended to seat about
800 or 900.

Mr. Eugene Zimmermann, the famous
American caricaturist, died on Monday at
Cincinnati, aged fifty-two years. Born in Basle,
Switzerland, he started life as a boy on a New
Jersey farm, doing odd jobs, and was suc-
cessively assistant fish-pedlar, baker, and sign-
painter. From 1882 to 1885 he was connected
with I'uck, and since then had been cartoonist
to Judge.

On Monday, at Derby, John Travis, a stone-
mason, was killed, and two other workmen were
50 seriously injured that their lives are despaired
of, through the fall of a block of masonry weigh-
ing a ton and a half, which was being placed
in position on some new premises. In its fall
the block displaced three others, which smashed
through some scaffolding, bringing down the
three workmen.

During the twelve months ending Nov. 30 tin-
plans committee of the Abenleeu Town Council
sanctioned plans of new buildings or altejations
of premises to the value of £101,912, the number
of buildmgs being 214. In the previous year the
value was £184.850, and the number of buildings
258. New dwelling-houses involved a sum of
£15.823, business premises £26,976, public build-
ings £21,841, and alterations £37,270.

At Emmanuel Church, St. Philip's, Bristol, on
Saturday afternoon, memorials were unveiled
and dedicated to the late Rev. Richard Cornall,
who was the first vicar of the church, and con-
tinued in that office for forty-five years. Tlie
memorials consisted of a cast-bronze tablet
noiinted on black marble, and a brass reading-
desk. The cast-bronze tablet was supplied by
Messrs. Joseph Bell and Son, of College Green
Bristol.

The London County Council has acquired
Nos. 55 to 60, Strand (formerly the site of
Couttss Bank, and built in 1768 from desi-ns
by the Brothers Adam). The premises are held
on a kasc expiring on Lady Day, 1915, which
was obtained by the Council to prevent the
creation of any fresh interests in the property
and an imreaso in the co»t of widening the
blrand at this point. The Council has now
bought the freehold interest from Lord Salis-
bury. Jhe net cost of the improvement is
estimated at £53,500, There is a story that
in the panning of the Ad.lphi the Adams
deterred to Mr. Thomas Coutts's wishes that
his view of the Surrey Hills should not be
obscured, and that Robert-street, which leads
into Adelphi-terracc, was so placed that the
windows of his house (afterwards occupied as
the bank) sidl overlooked the river

LATEST PRICES.

N.B,—All prices must be regarded as

merely approximate for the present, as our
:isual sources of information are in many
cases failing us. Timber quotations we omit
altogether, as published figures differ so

widely that they are, we fear, in many cases

quite unreliable.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Kolled Steel Joists, English £1 10 to £8
WrouBbtrlron Girder Plates 7 15 „ 10

Steel Girder Plates HOC,, 900
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0., 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, pr
Square 22 „

Do.. Welsh 5 15 ,, 5 17

Boiler Plates, Xron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

BestSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10 •

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Balldere' Hoop Iron, (or bonding, &o., £8 15s. to £9.
Ditto galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

GalvanlBed Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

6ft. to Bft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 ...£13 10
Bestditto 13 ... 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

3 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/3 8/9 9/3 9/9 10/3 11/- 11/9 12/6 13/6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-Iron Columns £6 17 6 to £8 10
Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 17 6 „ 8 10

Eolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 6 0,. 8 10
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised 8 15 „ 9 5

Cast-iron Sash Weights 5 10 ., 5 15

Cut Floor Brads 10 15 ,.
—

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 16 ,,
—

Galvanised Wire Strand. 7 ply,

14 B.W.G 14 5 0., —
B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—

0to8 9 10 11 12 B.W.G.
£10 lOs. £10 15b, £11 Oa, £1158. £11 158. per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 15 to £7 2 6

4in. to6in 6 10 „ 6 12 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 17 6 .. 7 2 6

[Coated with composition. 5s, Od. per ton extra,
turned and bored joints 5s. per ton extra.]

Per ton.
... 808. Od. to 1278. 6d.

... S7s. Od. .. 97s. Od.

Pig Iron-
Cold Blast. Lillieshall
Hot Blast, ditto

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount off

Standard Lists f,o,b, (plus 2i per cent.)—

Gas-Tubes 72.1 p,

Water-Tubes tXi
Steam-Tubes 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 56i
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 50

OTHER METALS.
Spelter, Silesian Perton£21 5 to £31 7 tl

Lead Water Pipe, Town *34 5 0., —
Country '25 5 0.. —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town •2S ."i .,
—

Country *2il 5 0., —
Lead Pipe. Tinned inside. Town *2li 5 0,, —

„ Country 'il 5 0,, —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town *2s t.5 ,,

—
„ Country "29 15 ,.

—
Composition Gas-Pipe. Town ... "27 5 0., —

„ Country 'in 5 0.. —
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4jin.) Town '27 5 0,, —

Country '28 5 0,. —
(Over 4Mn, £1 per ton extra,]

Lead, Common Brands 17 17 fi ,. 18 12 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15 0,. —
Copper Sheets, sheathing & rods 76 ., 76 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 61 5 „ 61 15
Tin. English Ingots 163 ,. 154
Do., Bars 154 ,. 155
Pig Lead, in lowt. Pigs (Town) 19 2 6 .. 19 10
Sheet Lead. Town '23 15 „ —

Country •24 15 ,. —
Genuine White Lead 30 15 .,

—
Eeflned Bed Lead 29 ..

—
Sheet Zlinc 50 ,. —
Old Lead, against account 18 5 ,,

—
Tin per cwt. 8 10 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordi-
nary brand) 12 9 „ —

* For 5 cwt. lots and upwards.

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoo ... 20
16

Blue Bangor 20
20

First quality 20
20

, 16
Eureka
green ,.

unfading

£ s.

... 12 12

... 6 12

... 13 2

... 13 17

... 13

... 13 15

... 7 5

d. per 1.000 of
6 1.200 at r. stn.

6
6
6

Permanent Green ...

, 20
, 20
18
16
20

, 18
, 16

. 10 ... 15 17
, 12 ... 18 7
, 10 ... 13 5
. 8 ... 10 5
.10... 11 12
.10... 9 12

.. 8 ... 6 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Bard Stocks... £1 15 per 1,000 alongside, in
Second Hard Stocks 1 11 „ .. [river.
Mild Stocks 19 0.,
Picked Stocks for delivered
Facings 2 5 ., at rly. stn.

Flettons 1 14
Pressed Wire Cuts... 118
Bed Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Bnabon Facing ... 5 ., ., ,.

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Ditto BuUnose 4 0,, ,. ,.

Best Stourbridge
Firebricks 4 0..

aiin. Best Bed Ac-] ( Net, delivered in
crington Plastic [ 4 10 6 ,A full truck loads
Facing Bricks ) I in London,

3'/8" Accrington Best Bed Plastic Facing per 1,000
Bricks £2 10

3'/8" ditto Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 1 17 6

Sewer Arch Brick not more than 3'/8 in
thickest part 2

3'/8" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work ... 2 6
3'/8" ditto ditto through and through 2
SVs" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs: Octa-
gons ; 2i" and h" radius Ballnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9"xl course 3

Accrington Camber Arches ;

—

3 course deep, 4i" soffit, per foot opening...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.

2 1

2 6
2 1

2 11
3 6
4 6

HABC GLARES (FEB 1.000).

White. Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bnff, Cream, Other Second

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£12 7 6 £10 17 6 £13 17 6 £17 17 6 £12 7 6
Headers

—

11 17 6 10 7 6 13 7 6 17 7 6 11 17 6
Quoins, BuUnose, and 4jin. Flats—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 15 17 6
Double Stretchers—

17 17 6 16 7 6 20 17 6 24 7 6 17 17 6
Double Headers

—

11 17 6 13 7 6 17 17 6 21 7 6 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

13 17 6 17 17 6 21 17 6 26 7 6 18 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

19 17 6 18 7 6 22 17 6 26 17 6 19 17 6
iplays and Squints

—

W 7 6 15 7 6 21 17 6 24 77 6 17 7 6
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers—
5d. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each

Double BuUnose. Bound Ends, BuUnose Stops—
Sd, each 4d, each 6d, each 6<], each 6d. each

Bounded Internal Angles-
Id. each 3d. each 6d. each 5d. each 4d, each

MOULDED BRICKS,

Stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d, each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/aoach 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/3 each
Sill BuUnose, Stretchers, and Headers—
Sd. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each Sd, each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Hoftders ._._ _ £22 17 6

Quoins and BuUnose 27 17 6

Compass bricks, circular and arch bricks 1 Not
ot single radius £6 per 1,000 over above exceed-
listfortheirrespectivekindsandcolours |- ing 9in.

Camber arch bricks, any kinder colour, by 4jin,

Is, 2d, each I by2iin.

Stretchers cut for Closers and Nicked Double
Headers. £1 per 1,000 extra.

• These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads
to London Stations. s. d.

Thames Sand 7 6 per yard, delivered
Pit Sand 7 0.,
Thames Ballast 6 „

s. d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 36 to 41 delivered

Ground Blue Lias Lime 21 C per ton delivered

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

B. d. s. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 13 6 to 14 delivered

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at

railway station.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ....

Bed Corsehill, ditto ..

Closeburn Bed Freestone.ditto ,,

Ancaster, ditto ..

Greenshill, ditto
Beer, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in trunk at
Nine Elms) ><

Hard York, ditto
Do. do. 6in. sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup.

Do. do, 3in. slab sawn two
sides, random sizes ••

• All F.O.R, London.

•fl 2 4

n 2 3
2 2
2

n 1 10

1 10
1 6

n 1 lOl
2 U

2 8

13
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Batb stone, delivered on road £ s. d.

waggons, Paddington Depot per foot onbe 1 7i

Ditto, ditto. Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 95

Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Seaton Station ,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station ,, 1 7J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Delivered on road waggons

)
Brown White

at Paddington Depot, ( Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Nine Elms Depot, or I Per foot cnbe.
Pimlioo Wharf ' ... £0 3 3 ...£0 2 ii

TILES.
B. d. DIvid. at

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 ry.sn.

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ,i

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 „

Ornamental ditto 60 ,, .,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 0.,

Selected " Perfeota " roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's)... 46 per 1000

Ornamental ditto 48 6 ,,

Hip tiles 3 10iperdoz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 4$ „
"Kosemary" brand plain tiles... 48 per 1000

Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles 3 8..

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1000

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,

Valley tiles 3 6 ., .,

Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45 per 1009
Pressed 42 6 ,, ,,

Ornamental ditto 47 6 ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tUes 3 6 „

OILS.
Rapeseed,English pale.per tun £28 15

Ditto, brown , 26 15
Cottonseed, refined 29
Olive, Spanish 39 10
Seal, pale 21

Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Ditto, Ceylon „ 42 10

Ditto, Mauritius >. ,, 42 10
Palm, Lagos 32 3
Ditto, Nut Kernel 35
Oleine „ 17 5
Sperm 30
Lubricating, U.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined ,

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Ditto, Archangel 19
Linseed Oil per gal. 2
Baltic Oil 2
Turpentine , 3
Putty (Genaine Linseed

Oil per cwt. 9
Pure Linseed Oil
"Stority" Brand.. „ 9

to £39
„ 27

10
10

5
10
5

8
6

10

GLASS (IN CRATES).
English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths 5d. ,

Thirds 5*d.
Fluted Sheet 4Sd.

Hartley's English Rolled
Plate

210Z. 26oz. 33oz.

S'd. ... 6d. ... 7d.

6d. ... Bid. ... 8jd.

5M. ... — ... —
Jin. '/i6in. iin.

3d. ... 3*d. ... 4d.

White. Tinted.
Figured Boiled and Repoussine... Id. 5*d.

VABNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for feats of
churches 14 6

Fino Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 10
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Fine French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18 9
White CopBl Enamel 14 9
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10 G

French and Brush Polish 10

The Local Government Board liave sanctioned
a loan of £6.900 to the town council of Stratford-
on-.\von for a housing scheme.

TRADE NOTES.
Umier the direction of Mr, Finlk. Hopkinson.

architect, Worksop, \otts. Boyle's latest patent
"Air-pump" ventilator has been applied to the
Workmen's Institute. Dinningtou.

It has been decided to hold the annual meeting
of tile Kent .\rclia?ologicaI Society at Dartford
in July next.

The urban district council of Bolton-oii-Dearue
have received the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Board for borrowing £71,000 for the pro-

vision of working-class houses.

The decoration of Cavan Cathedral is about to

be carried out by Mr. Patrick Smith, of Kells,

under the supervision of Mr. J, J, McDonnell,
architect, Belfast.

The death of Mr. George Haw, assistant sccre
tary of the Development Commission, took place
on Saturday night at his home in the Ilanip-
stead Garden Suburb, after six weeks' illness.

Mr. Haw had written much on the conditions of

the poor in London and ou the housing problem.

H.M. Secretary of State for India has sanc-

tioned the construction by the Mysore Durbar
of a line of railway on the 2ft. 6in, gauge from
Kolar, the present terminus of the Bowringpet
Kolar Railway, to Chikballapur via Srini-

vasapur. Chintamani, and .Siddlaghata, a dist

ance of 52.82 miles.

The streets and buildings committee of Edin
liurgh Town Council p:ii(l a visit on Friday to

the proposed site of llie Gladstone memorial at

the Mound for the purpose of adjusting details.

After consideration the committee resolved to

remit the matter to a sub-committee of three

of their number to meet Mr. MacGiUivray, the

sculptor, and Sir J-.imes Guthrie. P.R.S..A.

OGILVIE&GO.

Telephone: D\LSTUN 13^-'

Many years ronnected ivilh

tlie "lite firm of W. H.
L,\SCELLKS \ CU., uf

Buntiill Ku».

Mlldmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS ill HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
EST1.M-\TES

KREE.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

TO-
WTSI. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Ro-wr. London, E.G.

TENDERS.
•,• Correspondents would in all cases obUge by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at auy

rate, of the accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the

information.
Bull Bay.—For the erection of pumi>iDg station,

pumping plant, construction of concrete service

reservoir, and laying 3in, cast-iron mains, lor the

Marciuess of Anglesey. Messrs, T. B. Farrington

and Son, Llandudno, engineers :—
Thornton, W,, & Sous, Liverpool i,'l.t29

Edwards. P.. Dodleston, Chester 985

Evans, J.. Old Colwyn 896

Lomb. B.. Old Colwyn 888

Jowett, W,, Prescot 843 15 7

Law, G., Kidderminster- 843
• Accepted.

Canterbubt, — For erection of nurses' and
attendants' quarters at the smalli'Dx hospital, for the

city council:—
Mount, C, (accepted) -tW' U "

CuELJisFORD.-For the erection of nine slipper

baths for the use of the military, for the corporation.

Accepted tenders :—
Building :—

Bailey. J. T «W "
EngiLeirieg :—

.loslin.Ltd O'-J lU «
Baths :—

Hunt, E. L., and Co 25 17 6

Cntl'i'iNtJ NoUTON.—For additions imd alterations
to the sewerage and sewage-disposiil svstoni. ."Messrs.

Berrington. Son. end Watuoy, Wolverhampton and
Weetminster. engineers :—

Thorpe. W,. Hollywood £9,898 19 10
Tilt Bros.. Bromsgrove 9.843
Shardlow. J. I., Leicester ... 9.762
Hill, A., and Son, Kidderminster 9,470
Holloway. G.. Wolverhampton... 9.400
Uowell&Sons, Chipping Norton' 9.088 12 11

•Accepted.

Coalville,—For erection of a mortuary at the
stores yard. Coalville, for the urban district council

:

Moss (accepted) i'17-2

CoLtiiKsTER,—For erection of two War Otiice
pavilions at the infectious diseases hosi)ita1, for the
corporation :

—

Went. T. G. (accepted) l'1.369 16

CovKNTRY.—For supply of cooling towers, for the
corporation :—

Worthington PumpCo., Ltd. ,,, i'3,2ii0

(Hecommended for acceptance.)

Coventry —For supply of a cast-iron tank, for the
corporation :—

MattersonandCo., Ltd I'Sil)

(Recommended for acceptance.)

EDiNurRoH,-For supplying a 50H,P, motor lorry
chassis, for the town council :—

Scottish Motor Traction Co. ... .t'l'i

Gr..\H<.o\v.—For the construction of a sludge main
from Dalmarnock works to Shieldhall works, for the
sewage committee ;

—
Craik, J £11,477 11 U

(Recommended for acceptance.)

Gloucester.-For the erection of a tuberculosis
block, and for making alterations and additions to
the administrative block at Over hospital, for the
corporation. Mr. R. Read, .\.M.I.C.E.. surveyor :

—
Drew, W,, Cheltenham £4,13:5

Long, J„ and Son, Ltd.. Hath ... 3.788
Gorton and Shapcott 3,470
Peer, F W 3,454
Collingsi- Godfrey, Tewkesbury 3,422
Bowers and Co , Hereford ... 3.402
Bvard and Sons 3,398
Williams, T.J 3.398
Nicholls. W. T 3,379
Jones, W 3.229
Halls. W. J. B. (accepted) ... 3,088

(Rest of Gloucester.)

Grimsry,—For the erection of an additiona
gallery at public free library, Wr. H. Gilbert
Whvatt. M.l.C.E,. borough engineer and surveyor ;—

Barkworth, L., Cleethorpes ... fl81 !.'» 7
Edwards and Raynor, Grimsby... 1-53 17
Borrill, J,. Grimsby 120

Borough engineer's estimate, £135.

H.VYWAUDs Heath.—For tlie erection of new }>OBt

office, for His Majesty's (Office of Works :—
Finch, H,. Haywards Heatli (accepted),

Lewisuam, S.E.—For kerljing, channelling, and
making-up Dukesthorpe-road, for the Lewisham
Borough Council :

—
Oloag, J, G £659 17

Mowlem. J., and Co.. Ltd. ... 603
Pearce. W .590

Woodham. H , and Sons 579
Fry Bros., Ltd.' .57.5

* Recommended for acceptance.

Lyi>ney.—For erection of Lydne> Senior Council
School, for the Gloucestershire Education Com-
mittee. Mr, R. S. Phillip3. architect;—

Wilkins. F., Bristol £4.800
Bendall. D..and Son.Tutshill ... 4.682

Cooke. A. S., and Son. Stroud .,, 4.630
Walters. E,. and Son. Bristol ... 4.537

Franklin, Ltd., Deddington ... 4.480

Love. E.. Bristol 4.37H

Orchard and Peer, Stroud ... 4,333

Dimery, G„ and Sons, Berkeley 4,209

Flewelling, E, J„ Lydbrook ,„ 4,200

Dallow, J,, & Son. Birmingham 4.198

Nicholls. W, T,. Gloucester ... 4,183

Halls, W, J, B,. Gloucester ... 4,119

Collins & Godfrey, Tewkesbury 4.082

.lones. \V.. Gloucester 4.U00

Bowers and Co.. Hereford ... 3.976

Lewis. W. P.. and Co., Hereford 3.S'20

Byard and Son. Gloucester ... 3,610

RoMioBi).-For the supply of best quality blue
Guernsey granite (only) as follows : 599 tons broken
to 2in. cube; 600 tons broken to liin. cube ; and 110

tens to i'in. cube, for the rural district council.

Mr. G. Lapwood. highway surveyor ;—
Brookes. Ltd £1,332 9 3

Mowleui, J., and Co l.:»6 14 8
Mauuollo. A. and F 1,303 14 4

Grilliths, W. andCo.,Ltd* ... 1.276 15 9
•Accepted. All of London.

(Continui:d on page XI.)

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Dec. 31—Planning Workmen's Settlement, Campine Coalfield , £400 £i40 M, lo President de la Commission !»?> •'A'^e°agement des
±400, i-MU

Agglomerations Industrielles. Rue de Louvam, Brussels.

The Town Clerk. Dumfries.
.. 31—Workmen's Houses, Dumfries A" j "h 'rnV,.'v Tnwn Clerk Doncaster.

Jan. 23-Workmen'8 DwelUngsdO;;). Carr House, Doncaster «• A' H- Tovey. Town Clerk, uoncaster.

Feb. 8—Designs for Workmen's Dwellings (500 persons), Ratb-
bonestreet Area, Liverpool. (H. Hartley. F,R,I.B.A„

.nd £25 E B Pickmere. Town Clerk. Municipal Offices, Liverpool,

No date-s^iirsLposaiwoVksVEiiand •:::::::;;::::::::::;:::::::::: f/?2kn^iltocfcoiniii-:;z:;z: j, curkson, cierk. councu omce^, Euand.

do. -Re^p^nnmgS^re^ets^in C^^^^^^^
^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ j, ste,ens. Town Clerk, Town Hall. Bradford.

do. -Houses for Working Classes, Waithamstow (about
Watson. Clerk, Town Hall. Wallhamstow.

i'16,000) !
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Dec. 30-^Laundry and Extension of Bakehouse, Haslingden
29—Eifilit Houses, Newhall
21)—School (-200 places). Willaston
30—Workint^I-CIass J)welliags, Buxhall
30—Police Station, Kochford
31_Relief Station, Watson-street. Deptford, S E
31—Workhouse and Infirmary. Additions to. Grimsby
31—Research Institute. Addlestooe. Surrey
31—Hospital. Repairs to, Yeading-laoe, Hayes
31—Hospital Laundry, Yeading-lane, Hayes
31—House, Ovenden
31—School Clinics. Kingston-on-Thames
31—Tuberculosis Dispensaries, Kingston-on-Thamea
31—Sis Workmen's Dwellings, Brancaster

Jan. 1—Post Office, Northwich, Cheshire
5—Market, Alicante
H—Six Workmen's Dwellings, Scarrington
9—Tate Public Library, Additions to, Streatham, S.W
11—Ferro-Concrete Tobacco Warehouse, Bristol
13—Schoolhouse, Additions to, Lawrence-st., Workington
1.")—Pumping Station, Shorblands. Kent

No date—Picture House, Albert-road. Widnes
do. —Detached Residence, near Torrington-street, Bideford
do. —Sanatorium, Glen Lomond, Kinross-shire
do. —Army Huts (minimum size 108ft. by 30ft.), Aldershot ...

do. —New Buildings, Myrtle-street, Douglas
do. —Cottages (16), Town End, Chapel-en-le-Frith ,.,.

do. —Houses (38), Ebbw Vale
do, —Semi-detached Houses, Hightown, Castleford
do. —Council School. King-street, Devouport
do. —Stabling. Cattle Market, Bridgend

BUILDINGS.
Guardians
Nantwich Rural District Council
Bebiugton & Neston Sub-Corn. ...

East Stow Rural District Council
Essex County Council
Greenwich Guardians
Guardians
H.M. Works Commisaionera
Usbridge .Toint Hospital Board ...

Uxbridge Joint Hospital Board ...

Surrey County Council
Surrey County Council
Docking Rural District Council ...

H.M. Works Commissioners
Municipal Authorities
Bingham Rural District Council
Wandsworth Borough Council...
Docks Committee
Education Committee
Metropolitan Water Board

H. Ro38. A.R.I.B.A.. 15, Cannon-street, Accrington.
0. E. Davenport, Archt., 1.52. Hospital-street, Nantwich.
E. Kirby and Son. Archts.. 5, Cook-street, Liverpool.
H. H, Simon, Archt., Council Offices, Stowmarket.
G. Topham Forrest, County Archt., 7(1. Dake-st., Chemsford.
A. Roberts, F.R.I.B.A., 9-2, London-street, Greenwich.
H. C. Scaping, Archt.. Court Coambers, Grimsbv.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate. S.W.
W. L. Eves. F.R.I.B.A., .54, High-street. Uxbridge.
W. L. Eves, F.R.I.B.A.. 54, High-street, Uxbridge.
M. Hall and Son, Archts., 1, Harrison-road, Halifax,
The Surveyor, County Education Offices, Kingston-on-Thames.
The Surveyor, Countv Education Offices, Kingston-on-Thames.
J. A. StoughtoD, Clerk, Fakenham, Norfolk.
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate. S.W.
Tbe Com. Intel. Brauch,Boardof Trade, 73, Basinghall-st., E.G.
C. W. Kendrick, San. Sur.. Bingham. Notts.
P. Dodd, M.I.C.E . Boro' Eng., 215, Balham High-road, S.W.
W. W. Squire, Eng.. Cumberland-road, Bristol.
E. J. Hepworth. Sec Education Offices, Workington.
Tbe Cliief Engineer's Department. Savoy-court, Strand, W.C.
L. Hageard, Albert-road, Widnes.
Smyth-Richards and Fox. Bridge Chambers, Bideford.
A. C. Dewar, L.R.I B. A., Leven.
J. Williams DunFord, Archt., 100c, (^ueen Victoria-street. E.C
G. Kay and Sons. Archts., Athol-strect. Douglas, I.o.M.
C. Flint, Archt., 5, The Quadrant, Buxton.
F. G. H. Cooper, Sec. Woodside, Briery Hill, Ebbw Vale, Mon.
F. Scatchard, Archt.. Midland Bank Chambers, Castleford.
W. H. Crang, Director of Education, 27, Ker-st., Devonport.
The Adjutant, Drill Hall, Bridgend.

ELECTBICAL PLANT.
Dec. 28—Cable (10 miles), Melboarne Victorian Government Railways The Victorian Railway Offices, Spencer-street, Melbourne.

-Three Electric Cranes, Alicante Junta de Obras del Puerto, Alicante.
-High-Tension Switchgear, Hornsey Town Council Te Clerk, Town Hill. 99, South wood-lane, Highgi^tie, N.
-Low-Tension Switchgear, Hornsey Town Council The Town Clerk. 99, South wood-lane. Highgate, N.
-Cable, Melbourne City Council Mcllwraith, McEacharn, & Co. Ppty.. lUlliter-sii. Bldgs., E.C.
-Six Single-Phase Transformers (100k. v. a.), Melbourne... City Council Mclhvraith, McEacharn, & Co. Ppty., Billiter-sq. Bldgs., E.C.
-Electric Lighting Plant, Mossel Bay Municipality The Town Clerk, Mossel Bay, Cape Province, South Africa.

-Telephones and Cables. Brisbane The Deputy Postmaster-General, Brisbane.
-Telephone Material. Adelaide The Commonwealth Offices, 72, Victoria-street. S.W.

Fife County Council
Aldershot Command
Ice Co., Ltd
Rural District Council
Woodside Building Club

Education Committee..

Jan.

28-
29-

fi-

fj-

12-
U-
27-

ENGINEERING.
Dec. 2H—C.I. Water Mains, Calow and Temple Normantou Chesterfield R.D.C R. F. Hartwright, Clerk, Union Offices, Chesterfield.

„ 28—Reconstructing Kentford Bridge. Bury St. Edmund3 ... We3t Suffolk County Council W. L. -lenkins, A.M.I C.E., Sliire Hill, Bury Ss. E Imunds.
„ 28—Laundry Machinery at Institution. Bagthorpe Guardians J. A. Battersby, Clerk. Shakespsare-street. Nottingham.
„ 31—Water-Supply Works, Upton-ou-Severn Rural District Council Willcox and Raikes, Engs., 63, Temple-r)w, Birmingham.

Jan. 1—Dust Destructor, Battersea.S.W . Borough Council W. M. Williams, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Battersea.
3—Single-Lift Gasholder and Steel Tank, Cudworth Urban District Council T. Newbigging and Son, Engs., 5, Norfolk-st., Manchester.
4—Street-Sweeping IMachine. Huddersfield Highwavs Committee P. Campbell. M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng.. Huddersfleld.

„ 4—Cast-iron Mains i."/ miles), Porthcawl Urban District Council Taylor and Sons, C.E.'s, Caxton House. Westminster, S.W.
., 5—Ferroconcrete Brid'ie, High Wycombe Corporation T. J. Rushbrooke, Boro' Eng., Easton-st., High Wycombe.

7—Waterworks Extension, Faversham Rural District Council H. H. Humphreys. Eng., 28, Victoria-street, Westminster.
7—Reconstructing Plant at Gasworks, Manchester Gas Committee J. G. Newbigging, M.I.C.E., Rochdale-road, Manchester.

„ 8—Heating Plant, Parliament Building. Wellington, N.Z The Public Works Office, Wellington. New Zealand.
„ 9—Brick Culvert. White Syke Drift, Oswaldtwiatle Waterworks Committee R. N. Hunter. Water Eng., Town Hall. Oswaldtwistle.
„ 19—Ejectors, Hamworthy Sewage Works, Poolo Town Council S. J. Newman, F.R.I.B.A., Horo' Sur., King-st , Poole.
„ 23—Overhead Travelling Crane. Leeds City Council C. Nelson Pefford. Man., 1, Whitehall-road. Leeds.

Mar. 9—Water Supply. Athena Greek Government The Ministry of Communications, Athens.
„ 7—Refuse Destructor, Bombay Municipal Commissioner Henry S. King and Co.. 65, Cornhill, E.C.

Jan. Ill—Boundary Fence at School. South Ockendon

FENCING ANB WALLS.
Essex Education Committee T. Jessop, Clerk, School Office, Grays, Essex.

Dec,

PAINTING.
26—Gorbals and Parkhead District Libraries. Glasgow Corporation J. Lindsay, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow.

No date—Mount Pleasant Wesleyan Chapel, Oswaldtwistle P. Riley, 7, Cburch-street. Accrington.

ROADS AND STREETS.
Dec. 28—Making-up Roadways, Isolation Hospital. Billericay Rural District Council H. R. Bird, Archt.. St. Thomas's Gate, Brentwood.

,. 31—Surface Tarring on Main Roads (One Year), Wells Somerset County Council B. Stead. A. M.I.C.E., County Sur., Wells.
Jan. 1—Street Works, Porthcawl Urban District Council A. J. Oborn. Sur., Porthcawl.

4—Widening Dodsworth Hill. Normanton Urban District Council J. W. Martin, Clerk, Council Offices, Normantou.
4—Widening Mottingham-lane, Mottingham Bromley Rural District Council... R Craig, Highway Sur., Faruborough, Kent.

„ 11—Paving, Linthwaite Urban District Council A. Mallinson. Sur.. Linthwaite.
No date—Concrete Flagging, Loughborough Town Council A. H. Walker. A.M.I C.E., Boro' Sur., Town Hall. LoughbDro".

do. —Surface Tarring Main Roads (80 miles). Gloueeater County Council E. S. Sinnott, M.I.C.E., County Sur.. Sbire Hall, Gloucester.

ALWAYS
MCNEILL'S

FRONX
- FELTS

an iiiilis|iB]ihii.l.le fm- all I'lasBes of RoutiuK, from Uiu smallest (julbuikUiig Lu the laryost miiiiBimi. Kitthtv-lwu yoars uueqniilieil for quiility. Strictly comijetitive in price.
Let m ku'm- what l.iulding you are about to erect, and we sliall lie plaasecl to adviBO you as to tlie muBt suitable Roof Covering aud approximate cost.

F. McNeill & CC, Ltd., Government Contractors, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C. Established 1833.

HAM HILL, DOUL-TING
AND PORTLAND Stones.

In BLOCKS or SAWN-or Worked and Fixed complete.

THE HAM HILL & DOXTLTING STONE CO., Ltd., Norton, 8toke-nniler-Ham. Somersei

Incorporating: The Ham Hill Stone Co., and O. Traak and Sons (The Soultlng: Stone Oo.)

London Offioe: 10, GRAVEN STREET , STRAND Agent, Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS.
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